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INDEX TO VOL. XII.

Abbattoirs of Paris, Grantham on, 03
Abrasion and oxidation of rails, Mallet on, 342
Academy Royal, architecture at, 163, 209
Academy Royal, award of prizes, 31
Accident at the Britannia-bridge, 287, 305
Accidents in coal mines, prevention of, 94, 303 ;
Gordon's pat., 372
African steamer, experiments with trapezium
floats, 260
Agricultural customs, Shaw and Corbett on tenant
right (rev.), 120
Agricultural resources of :he Punjab, Smith (rev.)
359
Aide Memoire (rev.), 227
Aikin's report on india-rubber rings, 27
Ainslie brick and tile company's kilns, 188
Air or stink-trap for drains, Robb's, 350
Algebra of ratios, H. Browning (rev.), 293
Algebra of ratios, Browning's reply to review, 331
American saw-gin, Burn on, 122
American steamers' engines, Napier's, 191
Ammonia destructive to leather, 62
Analysis of water from chalk formation, 349
Analytical investigations of cast-iron, Wrightson's
342
Ancient city in Asia Minor, discovery of, 31
Ancient Greek practical principles for volutes,
Jopling (rev.), 332
Ancient pulpits in England, F.DoIlman (rev.), 225
Anderson's revolving valve, 187
Aneroid barometer, 94
Annibilator of fire, Phillips's pat., 127, 34G
Antiquities of Jerusalem, Scoles on, 92
Appold's pump for draining marshes, 305
Arbitrator's right to copy plans, 91
Archambault's steam hoisting-machine, 373
Arch, pointed, history of, Fergusson on, 254; Wil
kinson (Sir George) on, 255
Architects,
60,
158,92,
224,120,
Royal
255, 158,
379
Institute
223,254;
of Brititish,
award of
9, 30,
prizes,
57,
Architecture, Gothic of Germany, Whewell, Dr.,
on, 379
Architectural criticism, 324
Architectural exhibition, 98, 159
Architectural lending library, lirompton (rev.), 275
Architectural publications, Church (rev.), 225
Architectural publication Society (rev.), 167
Architecture and engineering, Clegg's lecture, 337

304;
Architecture and chronology of Egypt, Papworth
on, 185
Architecture at Royal Academy, 163, 209
Architecture, Bernan's dictionary of (rev.), 148
Architecture, Cockerell on style in, 254
Architecture, Greek, Candidus on, 97
Architecture, Leeds on the Orders of (rev.) 16
Architecture, mediieval, Candidus on, 65, 146
Armament of steam frigate, Valerius, 384
Armament of the French fleet, 318'
Army and Navy clubhouse, Candidus on, 289,322
Arnoux, on colouration of porcelain, 343
Arsenal, Royal, experiments at, 31; Improve
ments at, 192
Art, beauty in, Fergusson (rev.) 2, 17, 44, 73
110, 143
Art, impulse to, Jopling (rev.) 332
Artesian well, Southampton, 287; Trafalgarsquare, 349
Artesian wells, remarks on Dr. Buckland's lec
ture, 357
Artesian wells, Dr. Buckland's lecture on, 379
Artesian wells, Homcrsham on, 378
Artificial light, Brande on, 95; Daubeny, 127;
Mansfield, 156
Arts, London Society of, 28, 60, 92, 157, 186, 380
Arts, national exhibition of, 347
Arts, Royal Scottish Society of, 13, 29, 61,94,
122, 158, 186, 349, 380; opening address, 380 ;
award of prizes at, 29
Asia Minor, discovery of ancient city in, 31
Asphalte of Seyssel, experiments on, 352
Association, British, mechanical section
chemical section, 341
Atlas, popular, Clarke (rev.) 17
Auckland islands, Enderby (rev.) 318
Austria, war steamers for, 288
Award of prizes at Institution of Civil Engineers,
61 ; Royal Institute of British Architects, 158,
224, 255 ; Scottish Society of Arts, 29
Axles and wheels, railway, Kilner's pat., 372
Axles, railway, McCunnell on, 375
Axles, railway, remarks on, 44
Ayre (Dr.) on animal refuse of towns, 157

Baines' Railway-chairs and Switches, 184
Balance-valve for locomotives, 29
Bakevrell's copying electric telegraph, 217, 311
Barber's pat. sawing-machine, 24
Barlow, on Phillips's fire annihilator, 127,

Bars for suspension bridges, Howard on rolling
of, 222
Bars, iroo, Shaw's pat., 114
Barometers and compasses, Napier's pat., 79
Barometers, aneroid, 94
Bayer, on discharge of water from reservoirs, 243,
261, 291, 325
Baylis, on the sewage of Chester, 188
Beacon on Goodwin sands, 256
Beams, corrugated iron, Porter's pat., 58, 250
Beardmore's fire-proof iron flooring, 120
Beardmore, on water supply of Plymouth, 25
Becbe (De la) and Playfair's second report on
coals for steam navy, 269
Bell rock lighthouse, correspondence on, 77, 123,
136,180,253
Bending iron plates, Turton's pat., 83
Benzole, light from, Mansfield on, 156
Bernan's dictionary of architecture (rev.) 148
Bibliotheques scientifiques industrielles, M. Mathias (rev.) 274
Billings, on geometric design, 30
Birmingham, British Association meeting, 304,341
Birmingham, exhibition at, 314
Birmingham, Institution of Mechanical En
gineers, 61, 180, 278, 297, 315
Biscuit making machine, 351
Bismuth, crystalline polarity of, Faraday on, 30
Blackie's electric clock, 29
Blair's malleable iron lattice bridge, 161
Bland's plan of Clapham (rev.) 120
Boat for the Prince of Wales, 224
Bogs, roads, &c. in, Mullins on, 201
Bogs, reclamation of, 285
Boiler crust, West on, 187
Boiler, Ramsbottom's locomotive, 278
Boilers, Seatoo's pat. steam, 23
Boilers, supply of water to, Ward on, 304
Bolivia steam-ship, launch of, 288
Bombay steam-Bbip, launch of, 95
Bontemps, on colouring of glass by metallic
oxides, 343
Boomerang propeller, Poole's pat., 23
Boring-machine, Watney's pat., 151
Boring rocks, chemical process of, 63
Borrie's companion to the log-book (rev.) 120
Bosphorus, screw steamship, 288
Botanical subjects for ornaments, Whitaker (rev.)
149
Bourne, on Indian river navigation (rev.) 271
Boxer's parachute light, 383
Braidwood, on fire-proof buildings, 121

Cape Pine lighthouse,
INDEX.
287
Branch-railway steam-carriage, Samuel's, 374
Brands, on artificial light, 95
Brandon, on timber roofs of middle ages (rev.) 225
Breakwater at Dover, 62, 204
Breakwaters, flexible, and lighthouses. Smith, 380
Brewster's (Sir D.) binocular camera, 186
Brewster's (Sir I).) new stereoscopes, 159
Brick and tile kilns, Ainslie, 1 88 ; Swaine's pat., S I
Brick ceiling, St. George's hall, Liverpool, 158
Bricks, Skertchley's pat. for moulding, 55
Bridge at Athlone, 222
Bridge, the oblique, Basbforth on, 147
Bridge, Blair's iron lattice, 161
Bridge, Britannia tubular, 218, 251, 264, 287, 305,
346, 381 ; accident at, 287, 305
Bridge, Conway tubular, 63*, 251, 381
Bridge, floating railway, 191
Bridge, girder, Gardner's pat., 250
Bridge, high- level, on the Tyne, 216
Bridge on the Blackwall railway, 192
Bridge, Pesth suspension, 64, 287
Bridge, proposed railway, at Cologne, 352
Bridge, tubular, Gainsborough, 255
Bridges,
borne on,
strength
83
of, Buchanan on, 13, 381 ; Os
Bridges, suspension, a new principle of, Bussell
on, 380
Bridgewater House, 1
Brindley's pat. papier niacin', 55
Brindley's pat. waterproof paper, 373
Britannia and Conway bridges, Fairbairn's his
tory of (rev.) 251
Britannia tubular bridge, 218, 251, 264, 287, 305,
346 ; accident at, 287, 305
British Architects, Royal Institute of, 9, 30, 57,
60,92,120, 158,223,254; award of prizes, 1 58,
224,255
British Association, mechanical section, 304 ; che
mical section, 341
British Museum, 290
British Museum and Mr. Fergusson, 19C
British Museum and National Gallery, 274
British Museum, Candidus on, 97, 146, 161, 258
Brooke, on photographic paper, 343
Browning's algebra of ratios (rer.) 293
Browning's reply to review, 331
Brunton's colliery ventilator, 187, 308
Buchanan, on Britannia and Conway bridges, 381
Buchanan, on strength of materials, 13,381
Buckland's (Dr.) lecture on Artesian Wells, re
marks on, 357
Bucklands, pat. compression of fuel, 3G8
Buckland, Dr., lecture on artesian wells, 379
Builders' benevolent institution, 224
Builders, Gerbier"s counsel to, 153
Buildings and monuments, modern and mediaeval,
(rev.) 167
Buildings, cleaning of, 286
Building materials of Paris, Burnell on, 223, 238
Buist, on evaporation from the soil, 288
Bunnetl's pat. waterclosets, 119
Burn, on American saw-gin, 122
Burnell, on building materials of Paris, 223, 238

Caen Stone, qualities of, 60
Calculating machine, Neudstadt and Barnett's
pat., 314
Caledonian canal, 246
Calico printing, Davison's drying apparatus, 311
California, iron buildings for, 319
Cambridge, King's College chapel, 162
Cambridge, restorations at, 32
Camden station, Nortb-Western railway, 122
Camera, binocular, Sir D. Brewster's, 186
Canals in India, irrigation of, Smith on, 359
Canals of England, 214 ; Scotland, 246
Canals, &c. in Bog, Mullins on, 201
Candidus's Note-book, 2, 33, 65, 97, 145,161,
195, 229, 258, 289, 322
Candidus, on the ' Seven Lamps of Architecture,'
161, 195,229,258,322
Caoutchouc spring for time-pieces, Smith's, 350
Caoutchouc springs for rigging, Ne wall's pat, 352

Carriages, gun, Woollen's pat., 371
Carrick's self-acting water-meter, 350
Carving-machinery, Jordan's, 28
Cast and wrought iron bridge girders, Gardner's
pat., 250
Cast and wrought iron bridges, Buchanan on, 13 ;
Osborne on, 83
Cast and wrought iron, soldering of, 191
Cast-iron, Analytical investigations of, Wrightson
on, 342
Cast-iron windows, ornamental, 63
Cast-iron pipes, enamelled, 62
Cast-iron pipes, Stewart's pat., 280
Castings, metal, Shank's pat., 334 ; Henderson's
pat, 335
Cathedral, St. Paul's, Candidus on, 33
Central railway station, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 97
Centre of gravity of locomotive-engines, 216
Centrifugal pump for draining, Appold's, 305
Centrifugal strains of railway-wheels, Cox on, 31
Chain-links for cables, Price's, 352
Chain-pipe for subaqueous telegraphs, Whisbaw's, 304
Chalk formation, analysis of water from, 349
Chalk formation, water from, Buckland's lecture
on, 379
Chalk formation, water from, Homersham's reply
to Buckland, 378
Chalk formation, water from, 357
Chemical process for boring rocks, 63
Chapman, on railways in Bombay, and the cotton
question (rev.) 86
Chester, novel suspension bridge at, 320
Chester, sewerage of, Baylis's report on, 188
Chloride of gold, preparation of, 319
Chloride of silver, reduction of, 225
Chlorure of silver, decomposition of, 383
Chronology and architecture of Egypt, Papworth
on, 185
Church architectural publications (rev.) 225
Church of St. Isaac, Petersburgh, 9
Church of the Holy Trinity, Cork, dry rot in, 303
Cistern, self-acting, Hosmer's, 312
Civil Engineers' Institution, 35, 60, 93, 121, 156,
184, 222, 382 ; award of prizes, 61
Civil engineering and architecture, Clegg on, 337
Claphatn, plan of, Bland's (rev.) 120
Clark, on isometrical perspective, 3
Clay's pat. rolling of iron, 249
Claudet's photographometer, 93
Cleaning of buildings, 286
Cleaning silver or brass, 191
Clock, electric, Blackie's, 29
Clegg's lecture on civil engineering and architec
ture, 337
Cloth, paiut or colours on, Pattison's pat, 180
Clubhouses, London, Candidus on, 289
Coal-field of South Wales, Moses (rev.) 318 ;
Richardson on, 121
Coal-mine, salt water spring in, 357
Coal mines, prevention of accidents in, 94, 308 ;
Gordon's pat., 372
Coals for steam navy, De la Beche and Playfair's
second report, 26!)
Coal-tar, Smith's pat. preparation, 179
Cockerell, on style in architecture, 254 ; Candidus
on, 322
Cocks and valves, Llewellin's pat., 336
Cofferdam, free-action pump for, 57
Cofferdam, wrought-iron, 62
Cofferdam at Grimsby docks, 382
Colliery ventilation, Brunton on, 187, 308 ; Edgington, 18C ; Gurney, 127 ; Nicholson, 314
Colling, on Gothic ornaments (rev.) 226
Cologne, proposed railway bridge at, 352
Colon, Spanish war steamer, 160
Colouring glass by metallic oxides, Arnoux on,
343; Bontemps on, 343; Faraday on, 343;
Pellatt on, 157
Colours or paints on cloth, Pattison's pat, 180
Combined vapour-engine, Du Trembley's 7
Commission of sewers, 333
Companion to the log-book, Borrie's (rev.) 120
Comparative inequality of poor-rate, 383

Comparative prices and wages—1842 to 1849,
Porter on, 345
Compasses and barometers, Napier's pat, 79
Compression of fuel, Buckwell's pat., 368
Condensers, Siemens's improvements, 127
Condensing steam-engines, Newton's pat., 369
Conflict, steam sloop, trial of, 384
Conservatories, roofs and glazing of, Cooper, 187
Conversazione, Mr. Field's, 185
Conway tubular bridge, 63, 251, 264
Cooper, on flint-glass for optical purposes, 122
Cooper, on roofs of conservatories and hothouses,
187
Cooper, on staining and enamelling glass, 350
Cooper's glass-blowing apparatus, 350
Cooper's glass melting furnace, 350
Cooper's kelp glass manufacture, 350
Copper, enamelled, manufacture of, at Canton, 278
Copper, experiments on action of sea water on,
Dr. Percy, 342
Copying electric telegraph, Bakewell's, 217, 311
Correct sizing of toothed-wheels, Roberts on, 304
Correspondence on tbe Bell-rock lighthouse, 77,
123, 136, 180, 253
Corrosion of metals, prevention of, 95
Corrugated-iron beams, Porter's pat, 68, 250
Cost of the Victoria and Albert yacht, 383
Coupling-joints for pipes, Newton's pat., 118
Cox, notes on engineering, XII. 34 ; XIII. 107
Cox, on the centrifugal strains of railway car
riages, 34
Cox, on tbe vibratory strains of railway bridges,
107
Crampton's pat. locomotive-engines, 157, 184
Crane's wax candle safety mining-lamp, 94
Crank, substitute for, 328
Crystalline polarity of bismuth, Faraday on, 30
Croll's pat. gas improvements, 150
Cross-cut sawing-macbine, Douglass, CI
D
Danube improvements applicable to Indian
rivers, Shepherd on, 321
Davison's desiccating process, 310
Decay of timber from dry rot, 303
Decomposition of chlorure of silver, 383
Decomposition of minerals, &c. by water, Rogers
on, 341
Decorative glass, 286
Dee, report of commissioners of river (rev.) 149
Dempsey, on drainage of towns and buildings
(rev.) 318
Desiccating process for drying wood, Davison, 310
Dia-magnelism, 95
Dictionary of architecture, Bernan (rev.) 148
Digest of evidence on tenant right, Sbaw (rev.) 120
Dilapidations and nuisances, law of, D. Gibbons
(rev.) 221
Discharge of water from reservoirs, Bayer on,
243,261,291,325
Distance of sun from tbe earth, 51
Dock-entrances, Redman on, 129
Docks, hydraulic, Scott's, 29
Docks of England, history of, 284
Docks, Grimsbp, cofferdam' fit, 382
Dockray's description of Carriden station, 122
Dockray's report on permanent ito, 193
Dodd's swivel bridge at Falkirk, isi
Dollman's ancient pulpits of England "{rev.) 225
Dolomite, formation of, Forcbhammer o£* 312
Donaldson, on church of St. Isaac, PeterstX>rgh, 9
Double-action
Dover breakwater,
pump,
62,204
Huston and Amos's, 2?&
.
Double-trapped waterclosets, Bunnett's pat, ^19
Douglass's
mill, 187 cross-cut sawing-machine, 61 ; sa\VDrainage of Guildford, 191
Drainage of Haarlem lake, 320
Drainage of land, Webster on, 123 ; Williams on.
39
Drainage of marshes, Appold's pump, 305
Drainage of towns and buildings, Dempsey (rev.)
318
Drayton's pat. silvering of glass, 251

INDEX.
Exhibition of machinery at Ghent, 191
Gas-meter for new houses of parliament, 31
Expansion of liquids, Rankine's formula of, 348
Gage, sheet-metal and wire, Roberts's, 312
Expansive action of steam, Fairbairn on, 815
Gauge, vacuum and steam, Stillman's, 169
Expansive steam-engine, Newton's pat., 369
Geology of the Lake district, Rooke (rev.) 318
Expansive steam-engine, Pearce's, 350
Geometric-design, Billings (rev.) SO
Expansive steam-engines, Pearce's, 383
George's (St.) Hall, hollow brick ceiling, 158
Experiments at Woolwich, 31, 383
Gerbier's (Sir Balthazar) advice to builders. 153
Experiments on duration of wood, 383
Ghent, exhibition of machinery at, 191
Experiments on railway axles, McConnell's, 375 Giant's staircase, Venice, 4
Experiments, submarine telegraphic, 61
Gibbons on law of dilapidations and nuisances,221
Experiments on seyssel asphalte at Plymouth, 352 Gibbons's pneumatic lift, 297
Experiments on gutta percha tubes as water ser Girder bridge, Gainsborough, 255 ; Thompson's, 57
Earthenware Piping, 62
vice, 255
Girder, Gardner's iron bridge, 250
Earthwork, scale for measuring, Huntington's, 12
Explosion of fire-damp, Richardson on, 121
Glasgow and Edinburgh national bank, 257
Earthworks, Neville on sloping banks, 364
Exposition of 1849 at Paris, 282
Glasgow, model dwellings for workmen, 350
Fasten and Amos's double-action pump, 213
Eccentric sheet melul and wire gage, Roberts's, Exposition of products of French industry, Wyatt Glass blowing apparatus, Cooper's 350
on,
353
Glass-colouring by metallic oxides, Arnoux on,
Economy of railway transit, Samuel on, 374
Express engine, Stephenson's, 184
343; Bontemps, 343; Faraday, 343; Pellatt,157
Edge-tools, improved method of tempering, 288
Extraction of metals, Hunt's pat, 56
Glass for optical purposes, Cooper, 122
Edinburgh police office, ventilation of, 1S9
Glass, kelp, manufacture of, Cooper, 350
Education of engineers, 42, 337
Glass-melting furnace, Cooper, 360
F
Electricity, Staite's pat. improvements, S3
Glass, pat. decorative, 286
Electric clock, Blackie's, 29
Electric light, Le Molt's pat, 89 ; Payne's, 127 Fairbairn, on Britannia and Conway Tubular Glass, effect of oxygen on colour, Pellatt on, 157
Bridges, (rev.) 251
Electric telegraph, copying, Bakewell's, 217, 311
Glass silvering by gun-cotton, 191
Fairbairn, on expansive action of steam, 315
Electric telegraph, Holmes on, 28
Glass silvering, DraylonV pat., 251
Fairbairn, on water-wheels with ventilated back Glass staining and enamelling, Cooper on, 350
Electric telegraph, printing by, Highton on, 92
ets, 232
Electric telegraph wires, Ricardo's pat, 118
Glaziers' machine, Howell's, 187
Electro-magnetic coil machine, Dr. Wright's, 158 Fall of railway viaduct at Preston, 352
Glazing of hothouses &c, Cooper on, 187
Faraday, on crystalline polarity of bismuth, 30
Enamelled cast-iron pipes, 62
Glue, liquid, 288
Fastnett-rock lighthouse, 128
Enamelled copper, manufacture at Canton, 278
Glynn, on hydraulic pressure engines, 28
Fergusson and the British Museum, 196
Enamels for iron, Stumer's 302
Glynn's reference- book to railway companies, 120
Eoderby, on Auckland islands (rev.) 318 ; Fergusson, on philosophy of nature and art (rev.) Godwin's buildings and monuments (rev.) 167
2,17,44,73,110,143
Southern whale fishery (rev.) 318
Gold, chlorides of, preparation of, 319
Enfield steam-carriage, description and working Fergusson, on the church of the holy sepulchre, 92 Gold mines in Wales, 63
Fergusson 's history of the pointed arch, 254
of, 374
Goodwin sands, u-eacon on, 256
Fergusson's system of fortification (rev.) 227
Engine, expansive steam, Newton's pat, 869
Gordon's pat, ventilation of mines, 372
Field's, (Mr.) conversazione, 185
Engine, expansive steam, Pearce's, 350
Gothic ornaments, Colling (rev.) 225
Filter for towns, Stirling's, 159
Engine, fire, White's pat, 61
Gothic
on, 379
architecture of Germany, Dr. Whewell
Fire annibilator, Phillips's, 127, 346
Engine, pumping, Newton's pat, 281
Fire-cock, Bateman and Moore's, 166 ; Forester's Government shipbuilding, 85
Engine, Richmond waterworks, 165
83 ; Lambert's, 155
Engine, rotary, McGauley's, 314
Government steamers, armament of, 384
Engine,steam and hydraulic, Woodcock's pat, 1 78 Fire-engine, White's pat., 61
Grantham, on abbattoirs of Paris, 93
Fire-proof buildings, Braidwood on, 121 ; Fox Grantham, on public slaughterhouses, 51
Engine, vapour, Du Trembley's, 7
and Barrett (rev.) 318
Engines for American mail steamers, 191
Gravity, centre of in locomotives, 216
Engines, hydraulic pressure, Glynn on, 28
Fire-proof flooring, Beardmore's pat, 120
Great Britain steamer, sale of, 127
Flexible breakwaters and lighthouses, Smith, 380 Gregory's safety-valves, 5
Engines, locomotive, Crampton's pat., 157, 184
Engines, locomotive, oscillation of, Heaton on, 308 Flexure, resistance of posts to, Houpt on, 302
Greek architecture, Candidus on, 97
Engines,
pat., 176locomotive, Thornton and McDonnell's Float-wheels, trapezium, Rennie on, 259
Green and Newman's pat. railway-wheels, 334
Floating railway bridge, Frith of Tay, 191
Greener, on iron and steel manufacture, 306
Engines, marine steam, Main and Brown (rev.) Floors, lime-ash, 64
Greensted church restoration, 120
Flooring, fire proof, Beardmore's pat., 120
121
Greenwich hospital, 33
Engineers and the health of towns question, 358 Fontainemoreau's pat. veneer cutting and joining, Grimsby docks, cofferdam at, 382
Engineers' college, Putney, 320
115, 152
Grove, on voltaic ignition, 126
Force of screw-drivers, 62
Engineers, education of, 42
Groynes at Sunderland docks, 156
Engineers,
156, 114,Institution
222, 382 ; of
award
Civil, of
35,prizes,
60, 93,61
121,129, Forchhammer, on formation of dolomite, 342
Guildford drainage, 191
Forester's pat. hydrant or fire-cock, S3
Gun-carriages, Woollett's pat, 371
Engineers,
297, 315,Institution
374
of Mechanical, 61, 180,278, Form and sound, Purdie (rev.) 318, 332
Gun-cotton a motive power, 160
Formation of hydraulic limestones, Kuhlman, 286 Gun-cotton, glass silvering by, 191
Form
in
architecture
and
decoration,
(rev.)
332
Engineering, hydraulic, 149
Gurney's steam jet for ventilation of sewers, 351
Fortification, Fergusson's new system (rev.) 227
Engineering, civil, Clegg's lecture, 337
Gutta percha, new kind of, 302
Fountains abbey, excavations at, 255
Engineering, notes on, XII. 34 ; XIII. 107
Gutta percha pattern-book of ornaments (rev.) 120
France, law for patentees in, 356
Engineering, quarterly papers,Weale (rev.) 167
Gutta percha, peculiar property of, 159
Francis's pat. sawing and cutting wood, 299
England, ancient pulpits, F. Dollman (rev.) 225
Gutta percha tubing, 160
French steamboats on the Rhine, 384
England, new survey of, 320
Gutta percha tubing for water service, 255, 256
England,
284 ; Lighthouses,
public works—Canals,
247
214, 246; Docks, French exposition of industry, Wyatt, on, 353
French fleet, armament of, 318
H
English built war steamers for Austria, 288
French navy, 352
Fuel, compression of, Buckwell's pat, 368 .
English locomotives in France, 192
Haarlem Lake, drainage of, 320
English
192, 224,
patents,
256, list
288,of320,
new,
352,
32,382
64, 90, 128, 160, Friction curve, Schiele's improvements, 186
Hall, on warming and ventilation of dwellingFurnaces and stoves, Newton's pat, 56
houses, 158
Entrances to docks, Redman on, 129
Hann's elements of plane trigonometry (rev.), 818
Equilibrium or balance-valve for locomotives, 29
Harbour of refuge, Dover, 62, 204
Euclid's elements of geometry, Tate (rev.) 328
Harbour screw-cramps, Stevenson on, 61
Gainsborough iron-girder tubular bridge, 255 Harrison, on obstructions in tidal rivers, 223
Euatoo-square railway station, 192
Envelopes, Remoud's machine for manufacture, Gallery, National, and British Museum, 274
Hart's pat prevention of smoky chimneys, 23
Galvanic batteries and magnets, Staite's pat., 58 ; Hartig's experiments on duration of wood, 383
191
Hawkshaw, construction of permanent way, 185
Erskine's valve nose-cock, 360
Wallenn's, 344
Galvanic batteries, zinc deposits of, 127
Erwoud's pat. paper-hangings, 301
Hay tor granite, 253
Ganges steam navigation, Robinson (rev.) 49, 86 Health of towns question and the engineers, 358
Evans's steam-valves, 52
Evaporation from the soil, Boist on, 288
Gardner's iron bridge girders, 250
Henderson's pat. metal casting, 335
Ewbank, on paddles of steamers, 210, 231
Gas and water meter, Parkinson's pat, 811, 336 High Level bridge, Newcastleon-Tyne, 216, 287
Excavations at Fountains Abbey, 255
Gas burners, self-lighting, Strode's, 191
High-pressure steam, Seaward on, 222
Exhibition at Birmingham, 314
Gas improvements, Croll's pat, 150
Highton's electric printing telegraph, 92
Exhibition of arts, national, 347
Gas manufacture, profits on, 383
Hoby, on construction of permanent way, 180
Dressing straw bonnets, Howell's machine, 94
Drilling metal, Watney's pat, 161
Drying and seasoning wood, Davison's process,
S10
Drying closet, Middlesex hospital, 159
Dry rot, extraordinary instance of, 303
Dundee competition, 43
Duration of wood, experiments on, 383

Jerusalem, I'Anson INDEX,
on temple at, 120
Hoisting machine, Archambault's steam, 373
Hollow brick ceiling, Liverpool, 158
Holmes, on electric telegraphs, 28
Homershani, on artesian wells, 378
Hosmer's self-acting house-cistern, 312.
Hothouses, Cooper on roofs and glazing of, 187
Houpt, on resistance of posts to flexure, 302
Howard, on rolling bars of suspension bridges, 222
Howell's glaziers' machine, 187
Howell's machine for cutting standing timber, 187
Hunt's pat. extraction of metals, 56
Huntington, on measuring earthwork, 12
Hutchinson, on poor-rates of metropolis, 383
Hydrant, or fire-cock, Bateman and Moore's pat.,
166; Forester's, 83 ; Lambert's, 155
Hydraulic dock, Scott's, 29
Hydraulic engineering, Stevenson (rev.), 149
Hydraulic engineering, report of committee on
Dee navigation (rev.), 149
Hydraulic limestones, Kuhlman on formation, 286
Hydraulic machjpes, 313, 352
Hydraulic press, DalPs, 94
Hydraulic pressure engines, Glynn on, 28
Hydraulic steam-engines, Woodcock's pat., 178
Hydro-carbonic illumination, Mansfield, 156

I'Anson on the form of Solomon's temple, 120
Illegible manuscript, restoration of, 255
Important decision on rating case, 253
Improvement of tidal rivers, Stevenson (rev.), 149
India, Smith on irrigation of land (rev.), 359
Indian railways and steam navigation (rev.) 86
Indian river navigation, Bourne (rev.) 271 ; Shep
herd, on improvement of, 321
India-rubber joints, Aikin on, 27 ; Wicksteed, 26
India-rubber springs for rigging, New-all's pat.,
352; for time-pieces, Smith, 359
Industrial schools for paupers, 347
Institute of British Architects, 9, 30, 57, 60, 92,
120, 158, 223, 254, 379 ; award of prizes, 158,
224, 255
Institution, Builders' Benevolent, 224
Institution of Civil Engineers, 35, 60, 93, 121,
129, 156, 184, 222, 382 ; award of prizes, 61
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 61, 180,278,
297, 374
Insulating wire of telegraphs, Ricardo's pat., 118
Irish railways, White's letter on (rev.) 167
Iron and metallic compounds, Stirling's pat., 151
Iron and steel manufacture, Greener on, 306
Iron bars, Shaw's pat., 114
Iron beams, Porter's pat., 58, 250
Iron
borne
bridges,
on, 83strength of, Buchanan on, 13 ; Os

Joiners' morticing machine, Furness's pat., 351
Jopling's impulse to art (rev.) 332
Jordan, on carving machinery, 28
Joule, on heat of vaporization of water, 344

Kilns, Brick and Tile, Ainslie Company's, 188
Kilns, Swaine's pat., 81
Kilner'a pat. axles gnd wheels, 372
Kuhlmann, on hydraulic limestone formation, 286

Ladders, Iron, 127
Laing, on railway taxation, 72
Lambert's hydrant, 155
Lancefield forge, description of, 351
Land drainage, Webster on, 123 ; Williams on, 59
Launch of vessels— Bolivia, 288 ; Bombay, 95 ;
Megaera, 192 ; Vulcan, 96 ; Propontis, 384
Law of Patents, report of committee, 275
Lead ores, refining and smelting, Young's pat. 119
Lecture at Putney college, Clegg's, 337
Leeds, on the orders of architecture (rev.) 16
Lee's pat. manufacture of iron, 81
Le Molt's pat. electric light, 80
Levelling staves, Pembertou ou graduation of, 363
Letter on Irish railways, While (rev.) 167
Library, architectural lending, rules of (rev.) 275
Life of George Stephenson, 6, 68, 103, 170, 205
Lift, pneumatic, Gibbons's, 297
Light, parachute, Capt. Boxer's, 383
Light, artificial, Brande on, 95 ; Daubeny, 127 ;
Mansfield, 156
Light, electric, Le Molt's, 80 ; Payne's, 127
Lighthouses aud breakwaters, Smith on, 380
Lighthouse, Bell Rock, 77, 123, 136, 180, 253 ;
Cape Pine, 287 ; Fastnett rock, 128
Lighthouse lamps and reflectors, 287
Lighthouses, history of, 247
Lights, fixed and revolving, Stevenson on, 349
Lime ash floors, 64
Limestones, Kuhlmann on hardening of, 286
Liquid glue, 288
Liquids, expansion of, Rankine on, 348
Lists of new English patents, 32, 64, 96, 128, 160
192, 224, 256, 288, 320, 352, 384
Liverpool branch bank, Candidus on, 322
Liverpool, North-Western railway station at, 319
Llewellin's pat. valves and cocks, 335
Locomotive boiler, Ramsbottom's, 278
Locomotive engine, Crampton's pat., 157, 184 ;
Thornton and McConnell'spat., 176
Locomotive engines, centre of gravity, 216
Locomotive engines, oscillation of, Heaton on, 308
Locomotive engines, English in France, 192
Locomotive v. stationary-engine power, 352
Log-book, Borric's companion to (rev.) 120
London and N.W. railway 122, 192, 319
London, map of, Wyld's (rev.) 318
London Society of Arts, 28, 60, 92, 167, 186
London, supply of water to, 58, 357, 358
Longmaid's pat. oxides of iron, 179
Lovelace (Earl), ou timber roofs, 222
Lubricating composition, Muukilltrich's pat., 372

Marine worms, Paton on ravages of, 382
Materials, strength of, Buchanan on, 13, 381 ;
Osborne on, 83 ; Thompson on, 41
Materials for a new style of ornament, Whitaker
on (rev.) 149
Mathias, des bibliotheqnes scientifiques indnstrielles (rev.) 274
Measuring earthwork, Huntington on, 12
Mechanical Engineers' Institution, 61, 180, 278,
297, 315, 374
Mediaeval architecture, 65, 146
Megaera steam-frigate, launch of, 192
Metal castings, Henderson's pat., 335 ; Shanks's
pat., 334
Metal, extraction of from ores, Hunt's pat., 56
Metal work, artistic design in, Wyatton, 186
Meter, gas and water, Parkinson's pat,, 311, 336
Meter, water, Carrick's self-acting. 350
Miller's railway tubular bridge, 158
Military engineering, Fergusson on (rev.) 227
Mineral oil, 90
Mineral resources of Egypt, 95
Minerals, rocks, &c, decomposition by water, 341
Mines, communication by tubes in, 96
Mines, prevention of accidents in, 94, 308
Mines, ventilation of, Brunton on, 308
Mines, ventilation of, Gordon's pat., 372
Mining almanack for 1849 (rev), 167
Mining lamp, wax- candle, Crane's, 94
Minx, screw steamer, trial of, 384
Mitchell, on submarine foundations, 35
Model dwellings for workmen, Glasgow, 350
Moorsom, on velocity of trains, 222
Morticing machine, joiners', Furness's pat., 351
Moses, on coal-field of South Wales, 318
Moulding bricks and pipes, Skertchley's pat., 55
Moulding machine, sheet metal, Roberts's, 305
Mullins, on roads, &c. in bog, 201
Munkitlrich's pat, lubricating composition, 372
Mural paintings at St. Cross, 198
Musket ball, new, 128

N

Napier's marine engines, 191
Napier's pat. barometers and compasses, 79
Nasmyth, on the principle of railways, 52
Nasmyth's oil test, 314
National Bank of Scotland, 257
National defenses, Fergusson on (rev,) 227
National exhibition of arts, 347
National Gallery and British Museum, 274
Nature and art, philosophy of, Fergusson (rev.) 2,
17,44,73,110,143
Navigation of Indian rivers, Bourne (rev.) 271
Navigation of Indian rivers, Shepherd on, 321
Navigation of the Ganges, Robinson (rev.) 49, 86
Iron buildings for California, 319
Navigation of tidal rivers, Harrison on, 223
Iron, cast, Wrightson's analysis of, 342
Iron, coating of with zinc, Riepe on, 255
Neate's description of a coffer dam at Grimsby
docks, 382
Iron cofferdam, Brunei's, 62
Neville, on sustaining sloping banks, 301
Iron, enamelling of, Stumer on, 302
Newall's pat. india-rubber springs for rigging, 352
Iron lire-proof flooring, Beardmore's pat., 120
Newcastle central railway station, 97
Iron girders, Gardner's pat., 250
Newcastle, High Level bridge, 216, 287
Iron ladders, 127
Iron lattice bridge, Blair'?, 161
New Kremlin, Moscow, 94
Iron links for chains and cables. Price's, 352
New method of levelling graduating staves, PrmIron manufacture, Booker on, 93 ; Lee's pat., 82
berton's, 3C3
Iron oxides, Loogmaid's pat., 179
New motive power, 160
New musket ball, 128
Iron pipe moulds, Stewart's pat., 280
M
Iron pipes enamelled, 62
New Palace of Westminster, illustrations of,
Macadamised Roads, Smith on, 30C
Iron plates, Turton's pat. for bending, 83
(rev.) 273
Machinery, lubricatiog composition for, Munkil- New patents, lists of English, 32, 64, 96, 128, 160,
Iron, rolling of, Clay's pat., 249
Iron roof, Liverpool railway station, 320
trich's pat., 372
192, 224, 256, 288,320, 352, 384
Iron steam-frigate, Megaera, 192
McConnell's pat. locomotive engine, 176
New patents, register of, 22, 63, 79, 113, 150, 176,
Iron steam-vessels on the Ganges, Robinson on, 49 McConnell, on railway axles, 375
217, 249, 280, 299, 334, 368
Iron, soldering of cast with wrought, 191
McGauley's rotary engiue, 314
New police office, Edinburgh, ventilation of, 159
Irrigation of land in India, Smith (rev.), 359
Maidstone, sanitary condition of (rev.) 72
New principle for suspension bridges and piers,
Isaac's (St.) church, Petersburg!), 9
Malleable iron lattice bridge, Blair's, 161
Russell, 380
Isometrical perspective, Clark on, 3
Mallet, on oxidation and abrasion of rails, 342
New railways opened in 1848, 64
Mansfield, on artificial illumination, 156
Ivory manufacture, 320
New style
Society
of of
ornamentation,
Painters in Water
Whitaker
Colours,
(rev.)166
149*
Manure and refuse of towns, Dr. Ayre on, 157
Manuscript, illegible, restoration of, 255
New valve nose-cock, Erskine, 350
Map of London, Wyld's (rev.) 318
Newton's pat. coupling-joints for pipes, 118
Marine engines, Napier's, 191
•
Jerusalem, Antiquities of, 92
Newton's pat. pumping engines, 281

INDEX.
Preservation of timber, Vernet's pat., 351
Preservation of water, Perinet on, 282
Prsesure to sustain sloping banks, Neville on, 364
Prevention of accidents in mines, Gordon's pat.,
372
Prices and wages of 1842-49, Porter on, 345
Principle of railways, Nasmyth on, 52
Printing electric telegraph, Hightou on, 92
Proceedings of scientific societies, 28, 60, 92, 120
156, 180, 222, 254
Profits on manufacture of gas, 383
Progress in the year 1849, 360
Projecting window enclosures, Tutton's pat., 281
Propeller, boomerang screw, Poole's pat., 23
Propeller, screw, Pirn's pat., 3G0
Proposed railway bridge at Cologne, 352
Oxides of iron, Longmaid, 170
Propontis, screw steamer, launch of, 384
Paints for cloth, Pattlson, 180
Publication Society, Architectural (rev.) 167
Paperhangings, Erwood, 301
Public and scientific libraries, 274
Papier-mache, Brindley. 56
Propeller, boomerang, Poole, 23
Public enterprise and patent law, 88, 100, 173
Pumping engine, Newton, 281
Public slaughterhouses, Grantham on, 51, 93
Railway axles and wheels, Kilner, 372
Railway wheels, Green & Newman, 334 ; Newton, 300 j Public works of England — Canals, 214, 246;
Wharton, 218
Lighthouses, 247 ; Docks, 284
Sawiog and cutting wood, Francis, 299
Pulpit at Sienna, 65
Sawing machine. Barber, 24
Pulpits of England, Dollman (rev.) 225
Screw propeller, Plm, 300
Pump, centrifugal, for draining, Appold, 305
Ships and paddle-wheels, Taylor, 81
Smelling and refining lead ores, Young, 119
Pump, double-action, Easton and Amos, 213
Smoky chimneys, Hart, 23
Pump, free-action, for cofferdams, 57
Steam boiler, Seaton, 23
Pumping engine, Newton's pat., 281
Steam-engines and hydraulic machines, Woodcock, 172
Steam-engines, Newton, 369
Pumping engine of Richmond waterworks, 165
Steel manufacture, Newton, 179
Punjaub, agricultural resourcesof,Smith on (rev. ),
Stoves and furnaces, Newton, 56
359
Tapering tubes, Wlnfleld and Ward, 112
Purdie on form and sound (rev.) 318, 332
Tubes (metal, Taylor, 22
Valves and cocks, Liewellln and Hemmon, 335
Pyro-pneumatic stove, Pierce's, 95

Patents, Register of New (continued)—
Newton's pat. railway wheels, S00
Newton's pat. steel manufacture, 179
Electric telegraph, Bakewell, 217
Electric telegraph wire, Ricardo, 118
Newton's pat. stoves and furnaces, 56
Extraction of Metals, Hnnt, 66
Neudstadt and Barnett's calculating machine, 314
Fuel, compressed, Buckwell, 368
Nicholson, on ventilation of mines, 314
Galvanic batteries and magnets, Stalte, 53
Gas and water meter, Parkinson, 336
North-Western railway station, Camden-town,
Gas apparatus, Balnes, 23
182 ; Liverpool, 319
Gas manufacture, Croll, 150
Note-book, Candidus's, 2, 33, 65, 97, 145, 161,
Glass Biivering, Drayton, 251
Gun carriages, Woollelt,371
195, 229, 258, 289, 322,
Iron bars, Shaw, 114
Notes of the Month, 31, 62, 94, 127,159,191,255,
Iron manufacture, Lee, 82. '
286, 319, 351, 383
Iron Manufacture, Stirling, 151
Notes on engineering, Cox, XII. 34 ; XIII. 107
Iron plate bending, Turton, 83
Iron rolling, Clay, 49
Notes on the Pentagrapb, 361
„ ;< _
Locomotive engine, Thornton 9c McConnell, 176
Notes on the year 1849, 360
Lubricating composition, Munkittrich, 373
Nuisances and dilapidations, law of, Gibbons,
Metal castings, Henderson, 335 ; Shanks, 334
Oscillating steam-engine. Want and Vernum, 24
(rev.) 221
O
Oblique bridges, Bashrorth on, 147
Oscillating
Ornaments,
Osborne,
Oscillation
Oil,
Ornamental
Ornamentation,
Oil
Optical
Oriental
test,
mineral,
purposes,
and
Nasmyth's,
onof
steam
gutta-percha,
Gothic,
cast-iron
strength
96
Peninsular
railway
new
engine,
glass
J.
style
314
of
windows,
wheels,
Colling
for,
bridges,
steam
pattern-book
Want's
of,122
Whitaker
Heaton
(rev.)
navy,
63
83
pat.,225
95
of
24
on,
(rev.)
(rev)
308 120
149

of
glass and porcelain
OxaHs
Oxides,
Oxidation
crenata,
metallic,
of rails,
Suarce
colouring
Mallet
on,on,
157342
by, Arnoux on, 343; Bontemps on, 343; Fara
day on, 343
Oxides
Oxygen,ofinfluence
iron, Longmaid's
on colourpat.,
of glass,
179 Pellatt, 157

Paddle-wheels and ships, Taylor's pat., 81
Paddle-wheels, Ewbank on, 210, 231
Paddle-wheels, trapezium float, Ronnie on, 259
Painters in Water Colours, Society of, 166 ; New
Society of, 166
Paint without smell, 268
Paint, zinc, 62, 286
Paints for cloth, Paltison's pat., 180
Palace of Westminster, illustrations of (rev.) 273
Paper-hangings, Erwood's pat., 301
Paper, mode of splitting, 63, 96
Paper, photographic, Brooke on preparation of,
343 ; Shaw on, 344
Paper, waterproof, Brindley's pat., 373
Papwortb, on architecture of Egypt, 185
Parachute lignt, Capt. Boxer's, 383
Paris abbattoirs, Grantham on, 93
Paris, building materials of, Burnell on, 223, 238
Paris Exposition of 1849, 282
Paris, subterranean survey of, 127
Parkinson's pat. gas and water meters, 311, 336
Patents for inventions, remarks on, 88,100, 173
Patents, report of committee on, 275
Patents
From 23rd
Granted
November,
for to
England,
21st December,
List of—
32
From 21ft December, to 25th January, 64
From 2Mb. January, to 22nd February, 96'
From 22nd February, to 20th March, 128
From 20lh March, to 19tb April, 160
From 19th April, to 24th May, 192
From 24th May, to 7th Jane, 224
From 7lh June, to 24th July, 256
From 24th July, to 23rd August, 288
From 23rd August, to 20th September, 320
From 20th September, to 18th October, 362
From 18th October, to 22nd November, 384

Patents, Register of New—
Brick and Tile Kiln, Swainc, 81
Brick and tobacco-pipe moulds, Skertcliley, 55
Bridge girders, Gardner, 260
•4 Casting pipes, Stewart, 280
Coal tar. Smith, 179
Compasses and Barometers, Napier, 79
Corrugated Iron beams. Porter, 260
Coupling joints for pipes, Newton, 118
IWIlloK in. ul, Watney, 151
Electric light, Lc Molt, 80

Veneer cutting and joining, Fontainemoreau, 115, 152
Ventilation of Mines, Gordon, 372
Walling, Taylor, 301
Waterclosets, Bunnett, 1 19
Waterproof paper, Brindley, 373
Window back enclosures, Tutton. 281
White 1= ad, Patlinson, 301 ; Richardson, 115

Patentees, law for in France, 356
Paton, on Southend pier, and ravages of marine
worms, 382
Pattinson's pat. white-lead, 301
Pattison's pat, paiuts for cloth, 180
Paul's (St.) Cathedral, Candidus on, 33
Pauper industrial schools, 347
Payne's electric light, 127
Pearce's expansive steam-engine, 350
Pearce's expansive steam-engines, 383
Peat bog, Mullins on reclamation, 201
Peat charcoal, 63
Peat, valuable products of, 63
Pellatt, on influence of oxygen on flint glass, 157
Peraberton, on graduation of levelling staves, 363
Pentagrayh, notes on the, 361
Percy, on corrosion of copper by sea-water, 342
Perinet, on preservation of water, 282
Permanent way, Dockray on, 193; Hawkshaw
on, 185; Hoby on, 180
Pesth suspension bridge, 64, 287
•
Petersburg, church of St. Isaac, Q
Phillips's fire auuihilator, 127, 346
Philosophy of nature and art, J. Fergusson (rev.)
2,17,44,73,110,143
Photographic paper, Brooke on, 343 ; Shaw, 344
Photographometer, Claudet's 93
Pierce's pyro-pneumatic stove, 95
Pirn's pat, screw propellers, 300
Pipes (iron) enamelled, 62
Pipes, iron, Stewart's pat, for casting, 280
Piping, earthenware, 62
Plan of Clapham, Bland's (rev.) 120
Plans, arbitrators right to copy, 91
Plymouth, water supply of, 25
Plymouth, experiments on seyssel asphalte at, 352
Pneumatic lilt, Gibbons, 297
Pointed arch, Cauditlus on, 60; Fergusson on,
254 ; Wilkinson on, 255
Poisoned water, 256
Poor-rates in the metropolis, inequalities of, 383
Porcelain, colouring of by oxide of iron, 343
Porter, on prices and wages, 1842-49, 345
Porter's pat. corrugated iron beams, 58, 250
Posts, resistance to flexure, Houpt on, 302

R
Rails, abrasion and oxidation, Mallet on, 342
Railway and steamboat time signal, Torrop's, 159
Railway axles and wheels, Kiluer's pat., 372
Railway
„
axles,
„ McConnell
on form of, on,
44 375
Railway chairs and switches, Baines, 184
Railway companies reference-book, Glynn, 120
Railway express engine, Stephenson's, 184
Railway floating bridge, Frith of Tay, 191
Railway, London and N.W., renewal of perma
nent way, 192 ; stations of, 122, 192, 319
Railway stations—Camden-town, 122 ; Newcas
tle-upon-Tyne, 97 ; Liverpool, 319
Railway taxation, Laing on (rev.) 72
Railway transit, Samuel on economy of, 374
Railway tubular bridge, Miller's, 158
Railway viaduct at Preston, fall of, 352
Railway wheels, centrifugal strains of, Cox, 34
Railway wheels, Green and Newman's pat., 334 ;
Newton's pat., 380 ; Smith's pat,, 199 ; Whar
ton's pat., 218
Railways, East Indian, Stephenson (rev.) 86
Railways in Bombay and cotton question, Chap
man (rev.) 86
Railways in England, 352
Railways in Ireland, White on (rev.) 167
Railways' permanent way, Dockray on, 193 ;
Hawkshaw on, 165 ; Hoby on, 180
Railways, roads, &c. in bog, Mullins on, 201
Ramsbotlom's locomotive boiler, 278
Rankine, ou expansion of liquids by heat, 348
Rankine, on sea walls, 265, 319
Rankine on t emperature and elasticity of steam
and other vapours, 366
Rapid filter for towns, Stirlings, 159
Rating case, important decision, 253
Ratios, algebra of, Browning (rev.) 293 ; Brown
ing's reply to review, 331
Reclamation of Irish bogs, 285 ; Mullins on, 201
Reclamation of land from rivers, 358
Redman, on dock entrances, 129
Reduction of chloride of silver, 255
Reflectors and lamps of lighthouses, 287
Register of new patents, 22.53,79, 113, 150, 176,
217, 249, 280, 299, 334, 368
Reid's young surveyor's preceptor (rev.) 22
Remarks on Dr. Buckland's lecture on artesian
wells, 357

Royal Institute of British
INDEX.
Architects, 9, 30 57,
Smith, on flexible breakwaters and lighthouses, 380
Smith, on macadamised roads, 306
Smith's pat. preparation of coal tar, 179
Smith's pat. shot, 319
Smith's pat. solid iron railway wheels, 199
Smoky chimneys, Hart's pat. for preventing, 23
Society of Arts, London, 28, 60, 92, 157, 186, 380
Society of Arts, Scottish, 13, 29, 61 , 94, 122, 158,
186,349,380; opening address, 380; Award
of prizes, 29
Society of Painters in Water Colours, 166; ditto,
new, 166
Soldering cast with wrought iron, 191
Solid iron railway wheels, Smith's pat., 199
S
Southampton, artesian well at, 287
South Devon railway, 127
Safety mining-lamp, Crane's, 94
Reviews of Booka—
South Wales coal-field, Richardson on, 121 ; Mo
Safety-valve, Gregory, 5
ses on (rev.) 318
Aide Memoire, 227
Sale of Great Britain steamer, 127
Algebra of ratios, Browning;, 203, 331
South Wales, explosion in Eaglebush colliery, 121
Salt water spring in a coal mine, 357
Architectural dictionary, Bernan, 148
Southend pier, Paton on, 382
Samuel's steam carriage for branch traffic, 374
Architectural lending library, rules of, 275
Southern whale fishery, Enderby on (rev.) 318
Architectural publication society, 167
Sands, Goodwin, beacon on, 256
Architecture, rudimentary, Leeds, 16
Spanish war steamer, Colon, 160
Sanitary condition of Maidstone (rev.) 72
Art, impulse to, Jopllug, 332
Splitting paper, mode of, 93, 96
Sash, window, Dean's, 94
Atlas, popular, Clarke, 17
Staining oak colour, method of, 62
Saw filing and setting machine, 127
Auckland islands, Euderby, 318
Stake's pat. galvanic batteries, &c, 53
Blbliotheques sclentinques industrielies, Mathlas, 274
Saw gin, American, Burn on, 122
British Museum and National Gallery. Fergutaon, 274
Stationary v. locomotive engine power, 352
Saw mill, Douglass's, 187
Buildings and monuments, modern and medicsval, 167
Statue of Duke of Wellington, Tower, 31
Sawing and cutting wood, Francis's pat.,299
Clapham, plan of. Bland, 120
Coal field of South Wales, Moses, 318
Sawing machine, Barber's pat., 24 ; Douglass's Steam and other vapours, Rankine on tempera
Dee river, report of commissioners, 1-11'
ture and elasticity, 366
cross-cut, til ; for standing timber, Howell, 187
Dilapldantios and nuisances, Gibbons, 221
Steam and vacuum gauge, Stillman's, 169
Schiele's friction curve improvements, 168
Elements of plane trigonometry, Hann, 318
Steamboats (French) on the Rhine, 384
Schools, pauper industrial, 347
Engineering, Weale's qnarterly papers on, 167
Euclid's Elements, first three books of, Tate, 32s
Scientific
156, 180,
societies,
222J 254,
proceedingso
f, 28,60, 92, 120, Steamboat and railway time signals, Torrop, 159
379
Fire-proof buildings, Fox and Barrett, 318
Steamboat, ' Emmet,' 96
Form and sound, beauty of, Furdie, 318, 332
Steam boilers, Seaton's pat., 23
Scoles, on antiquities of Jerusalem, 92
Fortification, new system of, Ferg-usson, 227
Ganges navigation, Robinson, 49, rifi
Scottish
Scott's hydraulic
Society of
dock,
Arts,
2913,29,61, 94, 122, 158 Steam-carriage for branch traffic, 374
Geology of the Lake district Rooke, 318
Steam-engine, Newton's pat. expansive, 369
Gothic ornaments. Colling, 225
186, 349 ; opening address, 380; award of Steam engines and hydraulic machines, Wood
Gutta-percha ornaments pattern-book, 129
cock's pat., 178
Indian river navigation. Bourne, 271
prizes, 29
Irrigation of laud in India, Smith, :t5'J
Steam engines and railway carriages, Thornton
Screw cramps, Stevenson on, 61
London, Wyld's map of, 318
and McConnell's pat., 176
Screw-drivers, force of, 62
Maidstone, sanitary condition of, Whichcord, 72
Steam engines, expansive, Pearce's, 350
Screw frigate Termagant, trial of 384
Marine steam engine. Main and Brown, 221
Mining almanack, English, 167
Steam
engines, marine, Main St Brown (rev.) 221
Screw-pile and moorings, Mitchell on, 35
Ornamentation, materials for new style, Whltaker, 149
Steam engines, oscillating, Want & Vernum, 24
Screw propeller, Pirn's pat., 300
Palace of Westminster, illustrations of, 278
Steam, expansive action of, Fairbairn on, 315
Philosophy of nature and art, Fergusaoo, 17, 44, 73, 110, Screw propeller planing machine, 384
Steam-engines, Pearce's expansive, 383
Pulpits, ancient English, Dollman, 225
[143
„
for the Vulcan, 384
Railway companies reference- book, Glynn, 120
Steam factory in Sweden, 320
Screw propeller, proportions of, 320
Railway curves, tablet for setting out, Kennedy, 318
Steam frigate, Megrera, 192; Vulcan, 96 ; Vale
Screw steamer, Bosphorus,288 ; Propontis, 384
Railway taxation, Laing, 73
rius, 384
Seasoning wood, Davison's process, 310
Railways in Bombay, Chapman, 86
Railways in Ireland, White, 167.
Steam, high-pressure, Seaward on, 222
Seawalls, Rankine on, 265, 319
Roofs (open timber) of the middle ages, Brandon, 225
Steam jet for ventilating sewers, Gurney's, 351
Sea water, action of on copper, Percy on, 342
Slaughterhouses, Grantham, 51
Steam navigation and railways in India, 86
Seaward, on high-pressure steam, 222
Steam. vessels, companion to log-book for, Borrle, 120
Southern whale fishery, Enderby, 318
Steam navigation of India, Shepherd on, 321
Self-acting water meter, Carrick's 350
Surveyor's (young) preceptor, Reld, 22.
Steam navigation of the Ganges, Robinson 49, 86,
Self- heating shot, 288
Tenant right, Shaw and Corbett, 120
Steam navigation, Woodcraft on, 60
Self-lighting gas-burner, Strode's, 191
Tidal rivers improvemsnt, Stevenson, 120, 149
'Seven lamps of architecture', Candidus on, 161, Steam navy, coals for, De la Beche and Playfair's
Ricardo's pat. insulating wire of telegraphs, 118
second report, 269
195, 229, 258, 289, 322
Richardson on coal-field of South Wales (rev.) 121 Sewerage of Chester, 188
Steam ship, Bombay, 95 ; Megasra, 192; Vulcan,
96; Colon, 160
Richardson on explosion of fire-damp, 121
Sewers Commission, 333
Richardson's pat. white-lead, 115
Sewers or drains, air or stink trap for, Robb's, 350 Steam sloop Conflict, trial of, 384
Richmond waterworks pumping engine, 165
Steam valves, Evans, 52; Fairbairn, 315; Gre
Sewera' ventilation, Gurney's steam-jet, 351
Riepe, on coating iron with zinc, 255
gory, 5
Seyssel asphalte, experiments on, 352
Rigging, india-rubber springs, Newall's pat. 352 Shanks' pat. for casting iron cylinders, 334
Steam vessels, log-book for, Borrie (rev.) 120
Ritchie, on ventilation of public buildings, 159
Steam vessels, wave principle for, Russell on, 344
Shaw, on tenant right (rev.) 120
Rivers, reclamation of land from, 358
Steel and iron manufacture. Greener on, 306
Shaw's patent iron bars, 114
Rivers, tidal, improremeut of, Stevenson, 120, 149 Sheet metal moulding machine, Roberts's, 305
Steel manufacture, Newton's pat., 179
Roads, railways &c. in bog, Mullins (rev.) 201
Stephenson (Geo.), life of, 6, 68, 103, 170, 205
Shepherd, on river Danube improvements, 321
Roads, macadamised, Smith on, 306
Ship-building, government, 85
Stephenson (R.M.) on East Indian railways, 86
Robb's air or stink trap for drains, 350
Stephenson's (Robert) express engine, 184
Ships and paddlewheels, Taylor's pat., 81
Roberts, on correct sizing teeth of wheels, 304
Stereoscopes, Sir D. Brewster on, 159, 186
Shot, Smith's pat., 319 ; self-heating, 288
Roberts's eccentric metal and wire gage, 312
Stevenson (Alan), correspondence on Bell Rock
Siemen'a steam condenser, 127
Roberts's sheet metal moulding machine, 335
lighthouse, 77, 123, 136, 180, 253
Sienna, pulpit at, 65
Roberts's tide- winding apparatus, 313
Stevenson (David), on tidal rivers (rev.) 120, 149
Silver and brass, cleaning of, 191
Rocks, chemical process for boring, 63
Stevenson (Thomas) on fixed and revolving lights,
Silver, reduction of chloride of, 255
Rocks, minerals, tec, decomposition of, 341
349 ; on harbour screw-cramps, 61
Silvering glass by gun-cotton, 191
Rogers, on decomposition of rocks, &c, 341
Stewart's pat. iron pipe casting, 280
Silvering glass, Drayton's pat., 251
Roof, iron, Liverpool railway station, 320
Stillman's vacuum and steam gauge, 169
Simpson's pumping engine, 165
Roofs, timber, Earl of Lovelace on, 222
Stirling's pat. iron and metallic compounds, 151
Skertchley's pat. for moulding bricks, &c, 55
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Esq., R.A., Architect.

It is only exceptionally that any of our English nobility or aris
tocracy build for themselves mansions in the metropolis. In Italy,
every city of any note is indebted for much of its architectural
reputation to the private palazzi of noble families; which, if they
sometimes exhibit very questionable taste, possess at least phy
siognomy, and have an air of patrician dignity. Here, on the
contrary, rank and opulence do not seek to distinguish themselves
by their habitations making any architectural display, externally:
the abstinence from which may be partly attributed to indiffer
ence for architecture itself, but is also in a great measure owing to
the system, prevalent here among even the wealthiest classes, of
occupying houses only upon lease—a system almost prohibitory of
the erection of town residences of a really palatial character.
Like any other wholesale manufacturer, the speculator-builder can
only provide such houses as are likely to meet the general require
ments of a class of occupiers; and that class must suit themselves
as well as they can from the stock provided for the market.
Actual accommodation and fashionableness of situation are the two
points chiefly considered by those who resort to that market; for
as to the architectural fashion of the commodities, that must be
taken for better or worse, or just as it can be had: and whatever
the taste of it be, that is no affair of the occupiers, since they are
" only lodgers here." A duke and a drysalter may be next-door
neighbours to each other, and their dwellings Dromios,—two slices
of the same piece, and consequently just of the same pattern.
The speculator-builder cannot possibly tell beforehand who are to
be his customers : duke or drysalter is to him all one. Besides, he
cannot, or else fancies he cannot, afford to look to taste : had he a
third eye, he probably might be able to do so ; but as he has not,
he must keep both the eyes he has upon per cent. People who
build for themselves, build also for their posterity ; but a specula
tor has no posterity,—he looks only to number one and to-day.
Under such a system, what can we expect better than the mush
room architecture which has sprung up in that ultra- fashionable
spot, Belgravia. As to Belgrave- square itself, it is to us far more
unsatisfactory than Russell-square—the butt of the very vulgar
and very flunkey wit of our Hoods and Crokers. The latter place
is, at least, exempt from all paltry architectural pretension; which
is more than can be said of the other. It honestly confesses itself
to be very—or for "very" we should, perhaps, say "rather"—dull
and stupid ; whereas the other is a grimacing pretender, who gives
grave-square
himself what isheonly
fancies
bloated
are high-bred
insignificance;
airs. ofAsdesign,
architecture,
properlyBelsocalled, there is not a particle in it. It is a compound of the most
hackneyed ideas vulgarised. Where there is no aim, there is no
miss ; but there a good deal—at any rate, much more than was
Ko. 136.—Vol. XII.—Jancary, 1F49.

then usual — was evidently aimed at, and the result is intolerable
insipidity of ensemble, and equally intolerable cockneyism of de
tail ; the style, if such it may be called, being best described as
Cockneyfied-Italian. Yet, what better can be expected from the
present system of building streets and squares by wholesale? It
would be objectionable enough, if only because it flings away op
portunities for architectural design, a single idea repeated again
and again being made to serve for several scores of houses.
Merely such wearisome repetition would be bad enough; yet, as if
it were not sufficiently so, the architectural pattern set for what
is afterwards to be carried on ad libitum, is invariably of the most
trumpery and tawdry character,— crude and unstudied — appa
rently the production of either the speculator-builder himself, or
of one of his drawing-board journeymen.
Under such circumstances as these, Bridgewater House may be
regarded as an architectural phenomenon in the British metropo
lis. The term "phenomenon," however, is not meant to imply that
there is anything extraordinary in regard to the general idea, or to
style or design. Being, strictly Bpeaking, a palazzo, Bridgewater
House identifies itself architecturally with a class of structures of
very recent date in our metropolis. Any one unacquainted with
the fact of its ownership, would, almost of course, take it for a
clubhouse ; it having, in every respect, far more the character of
an edifice of that kind, than the appearance of being a private
residence. Almost the only other mansion erected within our
memory, which makes any pretension to rank as a work of archi
tecture, is the neighbouring Stafford, alias Sutherland, House,
originally designed by two of the Wyatts as a residence for the
late Duke of York. For this reason, and also on account of their
propinquity, some comparison of the two mansions naturally sug
gests itself ; and although comparisons are said to be odious, we
may be very well satisfied with the result of the one on the present
occasion, since it makes evident how greatly architectural taste
has advanced among us in the interim between the dates of the
two buildings, which may be taken as the representatives of the
ante-Barry-an, and the Barry-an period.
While the style of
Sutherland House is essentially mean and undignified, and partakes
of the regular or ordinary office drawing-board school of design,
and is utterly devoid of aught approaching to gusto, it might
be many degrees more faulty without being by several so trivial,
flat, and mesquin in taste. ■ it can find favour only in the eyes of
a surveyor or builder, for there is not a single touch of the artist
perceptible in it. Perhaps even such a piece of honest, unso
phisticated dowdyism as Marlborough House is the less offensive
of the two ; for to be at once dowdy and pretentious is, if not in
tolerable, amusing—that is, ridiculous. Frederick of York was
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not a connoisseur of architecture himself, and he seems to have
trusted to very ill-informed advisers, although the royal Duke
might have known how dangerous it is either to trust or to be
trusted.
Thanks to Barry, we are now got out of that humdrum sort of
design which prevailed during the latter half of the last, and at
the beginning of the present, century ;—not that no mischief has
attended his example, because, to say the truth, many of his fol
lowers, or those who fancy that they are following him, have only
caricatured hin. For Mr. Barry himself we do not claim any great
originality or inventive power, but exquisite taste and tact he
certainly possesses. There is artistic sensibility and sentiment
in whatever he does, the value of which may be best estimated by
the absence of those qualities in the same style as it is treated by
others.
As is well known, solicitous carefulness of finish is Mr. Barry's
forte; which being known, it would seem easy for others to rival
him by bestowing equal attention on the more delicate touches
of design—minor ones, perhaps, if considered only as so many
separate matters of detail, but very important and influential as
regards aggregate effect. Yet, although the means to be pursued
seem to be plainly enough prompted, they are not acted upon—at
least, not with anything like the same success. In their treat
ment of the same style, Mr. Barry's followers are apt to follow him
possibus hauil (equis; showing great inequality of taste, and ex
hibiting together with carefulness, perhaps, in some respects, care
lessness in others.
Although like his two clubhouses, an astylar composition—con
sequently deriving character and embellishment chiefly from fe
nestration—this work of Mr. Barry's has, along with a certain
family resemblance to them, many traits in which it differs from
them ; some of which are tolerably obvious. In the first place,
the ground-floor is not so much raised above the level of the
street ; in the next, it is treated as a distinct, rusticated basement,
without other dressing to the windows than what results from
the articulation and jointing of the masonry, which last is properly
expressed, because consistently so : whereas the other mode—now
unfortunately too much in vogue—of showing the joints only in
one direction, is not only un-Italian, but poor, monotonous, and
solecistical, inasmuch as it does not express bond. Among other
differences, besides that the principal cornice is here not so
prononce as those of the two clubhouses referred to, it does not
terminate the elevation, but is surmounted by a balustrade. In
stead of being a la Sansovino—both meagre in design, and so ridi
culously enlarged as to contradict its apparent purpose, and to
operate most disadvantageously, it being a scale by which the eye
is apt to judge of the dimensions of other parts, the balustrade
here is well proportioned, because it does not exceed the height to
which a parapet is necessarily limited. A balustrade on the top
of a building twice as high as those to the windows is a palpable
absurdity, because either the former is proportioned only to giants,
or the latter only to dwarfs. This may seem to amount to no more
than saying that Mr. Barry has in that respect avoided an absur
dity ; but why do not others avoid it too ? The design of the
principal-floor windows may be called ustylar, in contradistinction
from the microstylar decoration of the windows on that floor, both
in the Travellers' and the Reform Clubhouse ; yet they are of not
less ornate character—in some respects even more so, if only on
account of the sculpture within their pediments—a touch of em
bellishment to which we are by no means accustomed, and which,
though it may be deemed prodigal in regard to cost, is chaste in
effect, and not at all inconsistent with the elaborate finish and
richness of those window compositions.
We have omitted to mention that the building is intended to
form a town residence for the Earl of Ellesmere, and is situated
on the east side of the Green Park, and on the north side of
Cleveland-row. The elevation which we have given in Plate I.
is that of the south front, abutting on Cleveland-row, and is
142 ft. 6 in. in length, and 68 feet high above the ground-line to
the top of the balustrade. The frontage next the Green Park is
122 feet. The whole of the building forms a square, of the above
dimensions, and contains complete suites of apartments. The
ground-floor is 20 feet high, and will be appropriated for the pri
vate apartments of the noble owner, and the floor above to state
rooms. The north end of the mansion will be set apart for a noble
gallery, to exhibit the splendid collection of pictures in the pos
session of the Earl.

CANDIDUS'S
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FASCICULUS LXXXIX.
" I mutt have liberty
Withal, ai large a charter a* the winds.
To blow on whom 1 please."

I. This Fasciculus is dedicated to James Fergusson.
Had
Candidus obtained—as he has endeavoured to earn—any palm of
desert in criticism, he would transfer it to one whom he acknow
ledges his superior in aesthetic philosophy. As it is, I can only
hold out my hand to him in token of sincere admiration and
hearty approbation; and by merely doing that, I shall probably
distinguish myself, mine being likely to be the only hand extended
to him in cordial amity—thus publicly at least, for his book*
abounds with such awful and fundamental heresies,—attacks
stereotype opinions and time-hallowed prejudices so unsparingly,
that it can hardly fail to excite a deep and rancorous feeling
against it, although whether it will meet with a bold and open ad
versary is very doubtful.
The writer has, as he himself says,
thrown down his glove to all comers; but he must have more than
ordinary courage who ventures to pick it up. Yet, whoever does
so may be certain of having the good wishes, not to say the
earnest prayers, of numbers for his success in the fearful combat
—a combat upon the issue of which so very much would be at
stake ; because, should the public champion of established opinions
and inveterate prejudices happen to be worsted—to be unsaddled
in argument, instead of anything being gained, positive mischief
would have been done to "the good old cause." What, then, is to
be done ? Will the Institute throw lots to decide who is to go
forth to encounter the formidable aesthetic Goliath, who has
started up to disturb their drowsy slumbers? —the arch-heretic, if
not the arch-fiend, who speaks of "the monkey styles of modern
Europe ?" Monkey styles !—What a universal groan of horror
must have responded to that most audaciously libellous charac
terization of our actual European architecture ! Monkey !—the
epithet is really so unendurable, that I venture to propose in
amendment of it, that of—asinine.
II. In no quarter has Mr. Fergusson sought for popularity, or
attempted to make himself friends, by flattering existing preju
dices, and sparing, if not deferring to, erroneous yet long cherished
opinions. His startlingly bold estimate of Roman literature and
Roman art, must shock the classical scholar, and all those who
are interested in upholding the present vicious mode of education
established at our universities and public schools.—As little has he
spared the feelings of the aristocracy, for he gives it as his
opinion, that "there is not, as far as I am aware, one single indi
vidual in the upper ranks of society who really knows what art is,
or is seriously anxious for its advancement"! Nor has he the grace
to qualify such sweeping censure by adding: "the members of the
Fine Arts' Commission alone excepted." At any rate, Mr. Fer
gusson shows himself to be no courtier.—Perhaps he has made
friends with the painters: hardly that, when he observes that many
pictures would rank as works of art, "below a good soufflet or a
vot-au-vent, where I should certainly class many of the pictures
annually exhibited in London"! ! It must be left to Soyer and his
fraternity to applaud what must scandalise the Royal Academy
and all other picture-exhibiting societies.—With antiquaries and
archaeologists, Fergusson is not at all likely to stand in higher
favour than with painters, when he talks of "the infamous draw
ing in the old paintings that adorn the walls or windows of our
cathedrals;" and adds, in a note, "Among the strange manias to
which a false system of art has led us, none is more exquisitely
absurd than the attempts often now made by a set of archaeological
artists, to imitate these ancient productions, &c." Quite contrary,
too, to the servile doctrine hitherto inculcated by architectural
teachers of every sect and school, he ventures to declare that
"freedom and hope are the first true principles of greatness in art,
as in everything else; and servility and despair of doing better
than has been done before, must cramp the noblest genius, and
hide the highest aim." Noble and inspiring sentiment ! Yet, how
fraught is it with scornful reproach to an age which piques itself
upon its talent for the most direct and mechanical copyism, aid
which preaches up the most abject servility, and the most cowardly
despair; "and when, as in modern Europe, art is retrograde, ai.d
its fundamental principles retrogressive, either to Greece, or Rome,
or to the Middle AgeB.
* "An Historical Inquiry Into the Principles or Bcnuty In Art, more especially with
refereuce to Aichiiecluie." Lundon : Longman, lb-W.
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III. To the venerators of Vitruvius, Mr. Fergusson certainly
does not look for applause, for presuming to characterise their idol
as follows:—"If there were no other work to prove it, that of
Vitruvius might alone suffice to show how little appreciation his
countrymen had either of the spirit or the aim of true art. From
the first page to the last of his hook, there is not one expression which
shows that he had more sympathies for its beauties than might be pos
sessed by an uneducated house-carpenter or stonemason: he merely
collects a set of dry formal rules from ohserved examples, and
repeats them as if he were writing a catalogue of minerals
That nation must have been singularly ignorant in art that could
produce a work so cold and soulless as this, which shows so little
knowledge of the common-sense prosaic properties of his art, and
still less appreciation either of its beauties or its aims."—What,
then, is to be said of those who adopt it as a code and an oracle ?
That Vitruvius was a poor, plodding creature, there can be little
doubt; and if the man himself was not an arrant humbug, certain
it is that his writings have been made the means of humbugging us
moderns on the subject of architecture, and diffusing maudlin cant,
and that worst sort of ignorance—learned stupidity. I have said
as much as this before, and others besides Fergusson have ventured
to impugn very freely the writings of Vitruvius ; so that although
many still speak of them, not for the purpose of vindicating their
worth, but as if their former credit was entirely unimpaired, there
is reason for hoping that the contemptible Vitruvian superstition
will die out—in this country at least—with the present generation
of those who have been trained up in it.—May the time not be far
distant when the writings of the Roman architectural classic will
excite not enthusiastic admiration, but unmitigated astonishment
—merely contemptuous wonder that so much fustian and so much
old-womanism should ever have been regarded as a compendium of
architectural philosophy.
IV. As little as the admirers of Vitruvius will the fanciers of
the "Invisible Curves of the Parthenon" feel obliged to Mr. Fer
gusson, who is somewhat sarcastic—my readers know that I am by
far too innocent ever to deal in sarcasm myself—upon that subject.
"The idea," he observes, "that a form, the existence of which can
be detected only by the most perfect mathematical instruments,
should be a cause of beauty in a visible and tangible object, is what
I can neither understand nor appreciate. I hope, however, it will
be tried in the next portico we build. Perhaps the failure of the
experiment may convince men that something more is wanted to
produce a true specimen of art than such abject servility as copy
ing not only what we can see, but what our eyes will not enable us
to detect even when pointed out. We have long copied what we
do not understand : it seems carrying the system to its acme of
absurdity, to attempt also to copy what we cannot see."—Truly so:
the only way of refining upon such absurdity would be to have
recourse to ponderation, and estimate buildings by the aggregate
weight of their solid materials. It is, indeed, extravagant a
toutrance for people to direct their attention to the most exqui
site hair-breadth minuteness of mere measurements, while they
altogether overlook and take no account of those aesthetic qualities
and effects which, although they elude the most cunning mechanical
appreciation, contribute to the fascination of every genuine work
of art.
V. Not the least, perhaps, among Fergusson's heresies, is his
coration
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debatings about, it, pro and con. As to the cost of such an experi
ment, it would be to many a mere bagatelle—a far less expensive
folly, should it happen to be called one, than many of those in
which some of our millionaires indulge, or else do penance, in
order to obtain a little brief newspaper notoriety, in exchange for
some of their superfluous cash.— But Cynthius aurem vellit.
VI. If not externally, we easily enough might have architec
tural Polychromy internally,— by which term, something more
than the employment of different-coloured materials, or painting
for the general surface of the walls, is to be understood. Never
theless, we have not yet advanced beyond the application of co
loured marbles, or the imitation of them in scagliola, for what are
considered the strictly architectural features in interior design and
decoration. Go into any of our most palatial clubhouses or man
sions, and scagliola shafts to columns and pilasters appear to be
the bout de leur Latin of our architects in regard to architectural
decoration, properly so called. For aught further they are con
tent to be indebted to Mr. Sang, or Mr. Somebody-else, for whose
brushes they provide blanks of ample verge and space enough to
be filled up ad libitum.
VII. To return to Mr. Fergusson: were there nothing else
that I admire in him, I should admire the utter absence in
his book of that nasty, crawling, creeping, lickspittle, flunkeyism, which is the prevalent vice of a great part of the public
press at the present day, though it is equally the disgrace of
manhood and of criticism. Were he deficient in all besides, Fer
gusson is the very reverse of a flunkey sycophant, and possesses
what in this age of wonders is the rarest, if not most wonderful,
tiling of all—moral courage. And of such courage it requires not
a little to give utterance, as he has done, to some exceedingly
strong truths, that are likely to be equally unpopular in every
quarter. When Welby Pugin attacked his professional brethren,
he imputed their degeneracy in a great measure to their Protes
tantism, and, no doubt, reckoned upon ingratiating himself with
the Catholics—perhaps also with those whose antiquarian studies
and feelings prejudice them in favour of art as it was cultivated in
Catholic times. Mr. Fergusson, on the contrary, has placed himself
in a very different position, and has made himself friends among
no party—at least, no existing one. Pugin's cry was: Let us go
back!—and backwards we have been going ever since; but Mr.
Fergusson's is: Let us go forward!—a matter far more difficult of
accomplishment than the other. Against that Forward, we have
thrown up barricades in the shape of inveterate prejudices. Be
cause we cannot get forward all at once, at a single bound, we are
not to strive to get forward at all. Architecture has been brought
into a complete fix. Yet, strange to say, instead of the impossi
bility—either real or imaginary—of getting architecture out of
that "fix" being at all regretted, it is rather made matter for
triumph and congratulation; for we have, ere now, been told that
we ought not so much as to think of advancing a single step fur
ther than those who have gone before us, and whose stopping point
ought to be considered the ultima Thule of the art, and of our am
bition.

trait of barbaric taste, and not even so much as suspected to have
been practised by the Greeks; and which although it excited atten
tion as matter ot curious inquiry some few years ago, has led to no
results, and may be said to be again ignored.— It may, however, be
remarked, en passant, that such practice of the Greeks has been, if
not recommended for imitation, strongly extolled by Mr. R. N.
Wornum, in a lecture on Greek Art, lately delivered by him to the
School of Design, at Somerset House.— In this climate, polychromy
is hardly to be thought of for external decoration: it would no
more thrive here than would the plants of tropical regions; yet, as
we rear the latter in conservatories and "palm-houses," as botani
cal curiosities and specimens of exotic vegetation, we might rear,
under cover and protected from the weather, a few specimens of
external polychromy. There would be nothing extravagant in
erecting, at the extremity of an avenue in a so-called "wintergarden," a full-sized model of the Parthenon, with all its polychro
matic embellishment restored;—not, indeed, a model of the entire
structure, but merely of its favade and pronaos; for which no more
costly material than wood would be required, nothing more being
necessary than to exhibit effect; and such exhibition of it would be
likely to settle the now doubtful question as to the taste which
sanctioned polychromy, far better than a thousand pen-and-ink

In my last article on "Isometrical Perspective" (vol. xi., p. 294),
I gave an easy rule by construction to determine the axes of the
ellipse, being the isometrical projection of a circle, the angle OAB
being 30°, (see the figure in that article). But it is sometimes
necessary to draw a vertical isometrical projection of a circle, as in
the case of a water-wheel, or a wheel of a locomotive, thus (fig. 1) :
Let A B C D E F G be the iso
metrical projection of a cube,
the side A B being in this case
drawn horizontal ; produce B
to H, then the angle H B C =
60° ; draw the two diagonals B F
and C G. The two diameters
can be determined by con
struction by the last rule. But
as the angle CBG is in this
case 30°, the multipliers are
therefore different. The num
bers to be used as multipliers
to determine the two axes, are
respectively 1*408 for the trans
verse, and -363 for the conjugate.

't. \uk.
ON ISOMETRICAL
By R. G. ( PERSPECTIVE.
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Ex.—Suppose the diameter of a locomotive wheel is 6 feet ; re
Fig. 4.
quired the transverse
and conjugate diameters "*■
of 5its isometrical
projection.
Here 6 x l-408 = 8-448 = the transverse diameter, F B
6 X -365 = 2-190 = the conjugate diameter, C G.
When the angle H B C is 30°, then the rule in last article applies.
It appears, therefore, that the ellipse in last article is the isometri
cal projection, both of a vertical and a horizontal circle, when the
angles CFG and C B G are each 30°. But when the angle H B C
= 60°, then the ellipse, as alluded to in this article, is the isome
trical projection of a vertical circle.
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THE GIANTS' STAIRCASE, VENICE.
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Sometimes it is necessary to find the isometrical representation
of an ellipse, in the case of an elliptical form of buildings. In
such case, when the transverse and conjugate diameters of the
ellipse are given, the given ellipse must be circumscribed with the
rectangle A B D C (fig. 2), and then its isometrical representation
drawn as in fig. 3. Bisect a b in c, and c d in /; draw cf parallel
to C A, and then the curve along the oblique axes can be drawn
with a trammel. It will be also proper to remark that the curve
has two pair of foci.
As many buildings are often required to be erected in the form
of regular pentagons and hexagons, it would be desirable to ex
hibit some ways of drawing the isometrical representation of the
two polygons.
I. First, with respect to the Pentagon : it is a form usually re
quired in permanent fortification, especially in citadels. In this
case, I shall give some numbers to enable any one to draw its iso
metrical representation in the most commodious form.
Let
A B C D E (fig. 4) be the isometrical representation of a pentagon ;
let A B be considered as unity : then will the whole height D F =
•889 ; F H = -398 ; E II or ft C = -810; the semi-conjugate dia
meter of circumscribing ellipse = -49, and the semi-transverse =
•89. By means of these numbers, we can easily draw the isome
trical representation of the polygon when its side is given. The
circumscribing ellipse is not required, but only the semi-conjugate
D O, to determine the centre O, where all the corresponding ra
diating lines in the original figure must be drawn thereto. \V ith
regard to the making an isometrical representation of a fortifica
tion as Vauban's First System, or of Cormontaigne's Modern Bas
tion' system, in the form of a regular pentagon, it is only necessary
to multiply the above numbers by 180, and then will be given the
number of times in length of the constructive lines of the isome
trical representation.

a

II The Hexagon is commonly required, as being of a most con
venient form for prisons, workhouses, &c, and can be easily drawn
by a common-set square of 45°, as in fig. 4. Fin* of all draw the
front side A B, and construct a square ABE J, and then complete
the remainder of the figure with the square, as before mentioned.
The method of construction is clearly elucidated by fig. 5. Al
though the ellipse is exhibited, yet its representation is not neces
sary Any other isometrical projection, as making it an angle ot
30° would be extremely unsightly. This method of projecting
would, in many cases, be very convenient in drawing the nuts and
bolts of machinery, when exhibited isometnca ly.
1 he above
method could be easily proved geometrically, but it was deemed
quite unnecessary to enter on so simple a matter.

The celebrated Giants' Stairs, Ducal Palace, Venice (named from
the two colossal statues, by Sansovino, of Mars and Neptune on its
summit), is formed out of the beautiful white marble of Carrara,
and deservedly admired on account of the splendid effect of the
material, as also the art that has been displayed in its decoration.
With great taste, purple (or rosso) marble is intermixed with the
white in the square panellings into which its flanks are divided.
From the exterior surfaces, beneath its perforated parapets, the
annexed engraving is a sketch of one single slip of the sculpture,
as an example of the bassi-relievi of this interesting structure. It
appears that when originally planned, and when the sculptor
worked upon it, no pains were spared, and no expense grudged
in making this ascent a fit, appropriate, and worthy approach to
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the Doge's palace—that the steps which the robed senators and
(Treat men of the Republic were accustomed to ascend could not
be too rich or too nobly ornamented. On these steps, for the pur
pose of producing a contrast with the white marble, an inlay of
metal was formerly introduced. Spoiled of these to-day, it is
still an object of great admiration. The huge, rough, but expres
sive, tutelary divinities on the summit—emblems of the naval and
military prowess of Venice—by Jacobo Sansovino, impart to it a
hiuh degree of interest, and have conferred upon it much of its
celebrity. Th"ev were placed upon their present pedestals about
the year 1566, though commenced by him some years previously.
The Giants' Stairs is vivid in the recollection of all who have
seen it, and has been copied and contemplated by generations of
artists.
It has been a favourite study with our Prouts, our
Leitehes, our Stanfields, and our Turners. It abounds in histori
cal and romantic associations; and no one who has read the history
of the Doges, but would remember it was these marble stairs

IMPROVED
By Alfred Gregory,
SAFETY-VALVES.
Esq., C.E

Fig. 1.

•■ Down which the grizzly head of old Fallero
Roll'd from the block."

From Temanza's "Life of Sansovino,"* we have collected some
of the following particulars of this excellent sculptor and archi
tect. He was born in Florence, about 1479; died, aged 91, 1570.
His first studies were from the well-known cartoon by Michael
Angelo (the War of Pisa), which was ordered to be drawn for a
painting in the Council-hall at Florence, and which Michael An
gelo gained in competition over Leonardo da Vinci. It was a
great object of study among the students of the day, and Sanso
vino upon this masterly production laid much of his foundation of
drawing the figure, and knowledge of design. From Florence he
repaired to the Eternal City, where he studied the Apollo Belvidere, etc. Bramante, then the Pope's architect, seeing Sansovino
modelling in the Vatican, and pleased with a small vase which he
held in his hand, that served him as an inkstand, and which he had
designed, ordered him to model in wax from the celebrated statue
of the Laocoon ; giving the same example to three other young
artists likewise to copy. Raphael was to decide as to whicli was
the best among the four, and his approbation fell upon Sansovino.
This model was cast in metal, and was considered to be a most
perfect specimen. At this period, Sansovino derived advantages
from his inhabiting the same house with San Gallo, being in conse
quence induced to go through a course of architectural studies.
Subsequently, he was with Pietro Perugino, and enjoyed the com
pany of the first literati and architects of the day, among whom
was Cesare Cesariano (the commentator of Vitruvius), and Andrea
del Sarto. The praises he now received, and the fame he acquired
as a sculptor, though little more than the age of thirty, served as
a stimulus to exert his talents and produce works from which he
might command higher and yet higher commendation. Temanza
says (note. p. 13), it is not easy to fix the true period in which
Sansovino came to Venice. Vasari places it in 1527, after the
sacking of Rome. In Venice he met with congenial spirits, and
the friendship of Aretino and Titian ; upon which Temanza truly
remarks—"2? tutti e treformarono un Triumvirato in ctii troravono/e
tell' Arti come la lor residenza" (p. 15). In 1529, Buono, the archi
tect of the Procuratie, dying, Sansovino was posted in his stead,
with a provision from the State, and a house near the Orologia, on
the Piazza. He was considered to have shown some skill in the
mode in which he repaired, by means of circles of iron toothed and
wedged, the cupola of St. Mark, which had been dilapidated for
many years. Some of the work was assigned to him in the school
della Misericordia, and in the church of S. Francesco della Vigna,
though the elevation is Palladio's ; and very beautiful are his
bronze bassi-relieri to the doorway in the chapel royal of St. Mark,
which are given by Cicognara in the 2nd vol. of his " Storia sulla
Scultura." He built anew the Zecca, in 1535, which is constructed
entirely of stone from Istria. The admired Loggia, at the foot of
the Campanile, was erected about 1540; the pedestals, architraves,
and cornices of which are of the beautiful rosso of Verona, the
columns of the best Brescia and Grecian marbles, and the remain
der of Carrara marble. It is richly adorned with statues, in niches,
of Pallas, Apollo, Mercurv, and Peace; and bassi-relied, emblema
tical of the States of the Republic. The greater part of this most
elegant building is by Sansovino; the rest by his pupils.
Frederick Lush.
* Published in Venice, 1T5L', quarto, with portrait, engraved from a painting by Titian.

Fig. 2.

The above engraving shows an improved form of safety-valve
for steam-boilers, invented by Mr. Alfred Gregory, and described
in the Mechanic's Magazine, which has met with the approbation of
several eminent engineers.
The advantages do not require to be much insisted on. The
practice of overloading the safety-valve is much more common
than is generally supposed : sometimes it is the act of ignorance,
but most frequently that of will, not only endangering life, but
injuring the pocket also, in the destruction (which is very serious)
that ensues to the boilers, fire-boxes, ike. The number of fines
levied on locoinotive-enginemen furnishes sufficient evidence of
the frequency of its occurrence.
Description.— Fig. 1, represents the safety-valve in a form appro
priate for stationary use. Fig. 2, another modification, on the
same principle, applicable to boilers of every description—locomo
tive, marine, and stationary.
A A, fig. 1, represent the top plates of boiler; B B, the steam
space inside; C, the ordinary conical valve, having a perpendicular
spindle, to which a weight, D, is attached; E E, valve-box; F F,
a chain, which is connected to the valve at one end, and at its
other end to the short curved part of the lever G ; H is a regulat
ing weight; I, a shield to protect the valve from injury or inter
ference; e, e, e, e, four bars or stops to the shield I, for frustrating
any attempt to damage the valve.
The mode of working is, for the steam to raise the valve, as
usual, when its pressure exceeds that of the weight D, less the
lifting power of the lever G, and weight H. The weight D,
being inside the boiler, cannot be for any mischievous purpose got
at ; and it is equal to the extreme pressure allowed upon the boiler,
or may be made so by hanging weights to the eye-loop of D, which
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additional weights may be reduced, or altogether removed, as the
boiler deteriorates by wear. For any less pressure, according to
the working necessities of the engine, the engineer has the same
control over the valve as at present, by sliding the weight H, on
the lever G, which operates in taking off weight, regulating the
reduction as he pleases; but lie cannot increase the load upon the
valve beyond what the weight D, inside the boiler, gives ; for, if
hanging more weight on the lever G, he takes off, instead of in
creasing pressure ; and, on the other hand, if raising the handle
end of the lever, it has no effect upon the valve, on account of the
connecting medium being a chain, which, of course, can only ope
rate in one way, hanging loose, as it does, and throwing no stress
upon the valve when moving downwards.
Fig. 2 is another form, involving the same action, but instead of
the heavy weight attached to the valve-spindle, as before, there is,
inside the boiler, a lever M, having a weight N, and fulcrum at O,
equal in its effect to the extreme pressure allowed, and which may
be reduced as the boiler, by use, weakens, by fixing the weight N,
nearer the fulcrum, convenience for which is shown.
Instead,
also, of the protecting shield, as in No. 1, the blow-away steam is
here carried off by a double u-bent pipe, the accessible half of which
is made of thin sheet copper, strong enough to carry away the steam
as it blows freely into the air, there being then little or no pres
sure; but if the steam be confined within it, through any wilful
attempt to plug the pipe up, the copper will rend (a. result peculiar
to that metal); and permit the necessary escape. There is like
wise shown a small roller P, to counteract the curvilineal action of
the lever M, and keep the valve-spindle from "sticking." But
both this and the copper pipe are precautions no more necessary
than at present with the best constructed valves, and might
safely be dispensed with. The remaining parts and action of fig. 2,
are the same as fig. 1.
Both plans represent the principle of a valve, tbe mechanical
arrangement of which, however modified, embraces every ad
vantage, as to security, of a "locked valve" in frustrating any
attempt to overload it, either by accident or design, through igno
rance or will, without the usual attendant disadvantages of incon
venience, expense. &c, of a second valve, and liability to "stick"
by corrosion of parts through standing long unused, &c.—a liability
which the present form has not, as it is the engineers' frequent
"working" safety-valve, which is a locked and limited one, but pos
sessing all the facility of regulating his pressure that he has now,
though not allowed to exceed the fixed extreme safe point.

GEORGE STEPHENSON.
[The following communication was addressed to the author of
the article on George Stephenson ; but as it contains some inte
resting facts and corrections, we thought it far better to give the
communication in the Journal.
Our readers must see by the
numerous quotations, that the papers written in the Journal have
been got up with considerable labour, and that the writer has only
stated that which is supported by some authority. We shall feel
particularly obliged for any information regarding the Life of
George Stephenson, as it is our anxious desire to make the memoir
as complete as circumstances will allow. It being a life so inti
mately connected with the great advance of modern engineering,
it is highly desirable to make it as perfect as possible. On this
account, we have postponed the continuation of the memoir for
another month.]
"Sib,— In reading the article on George Stephenson in the last
number of the Journal, I noticed some errors connected with
the description of the Stockton and Darlington Railway, which I
thought it would be well to point out to the writer of that paper,
and to endeavour to correct them as far as I am able. Speaking
of the Stockton and Darlington Railway, you say, "this could
hardly be named as more than a tramway": —now, from the very
commencement, this line was indeed a veritable railway; it could
not properly be called either a tramway or wagon-way:—In using
those terms, we ought to be careful to apply them according to
their proper and genuine signification, or serious errors may even
tually creep into our descriptions of works of this class; and
which, may, in course of time, become perpetuated, and the true
meaning of the terms lost. Like railways, those three terms had
their birth among the extensive collieries of Durham and North
umberland. The tramways are principally used underground, for
the purpose of conveying the coals from the working district of
the mine to the shaft, up which they have to be drawn. !
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of the extensive collieries, these tramways will extend for three or
four miles. The gauge of the road is about IS inches: the carriage
which runs upon this way is a small four-wheeled rolley or tram
(hence the term tramway). Upon this carriage is placed the basket
containing the coals. Previous to the introduction of tramways
and trams, barrows were made for this purpose, the corf or basket
being placed on the barrow, and a narrow flagged-way for the
barrows to run on was laid down, called the barrow-way,— which
term is even yet, in some cases, applied to the more modern tram
way. It is perhaps 150 years since the barrows and barrow-way was
superseded by the tram and tramway. The first tramways were
made of wood, and may still be seen in some places. The two
rails were fixed together by a cross-sleeper and a G-foot length of
double-way laid down at once.
The wheels, of course, were
without flanges, and at first were made of wood, with an iron
rim: the wheel loose on the axle, and the axle also loose, to
allow for "play" on going round the sharp curves or turns:
after this, cast-iron tram-plates were introduced, and eventually
malleable iron; the weight of the latter about 4ilb. or 5 lb. per
foot.
The flange was still a portion of the plate, and not
of the wheel: this form of plate is known as the "edge-rail."
The wagonway is used for conveying coals from the pit to the
ships, &c. The wagons hold 53 cwt. of coals, the Newcastle
chaldron, and are called chaldron-wagons: the wagon is placed on
four wheels, about 2 ft. 6 in. or 3 feet diameter ; the wheels have
flanges, and are wedged fast to the axle: they are of cast-iron.
The wagonways in the first instance were made of wood, and
plated with iron at the curves. A specimen of this way may yet
be seen in use at Mr. Curwens, Harrington Colliery, in Cumber
land. The gauge of the Newcastle wagonway is 4 ft. 8£ in. The
cast-iron fish-bellied t rail superseded the wooden one, and
eventually the malleable-iron rail took the place of the cast-iron
one ; the present wagonway rail weighs about 28 lb. to the yard.
After wagonways, came railways, which I need scarcely define.
Had the Stockton and Darlington line been made solely for the
conveyance of coals from some individual colliery, it might have
been called a wagonway; but even then it could not with any pro
priety have been named a tramway. But in the first instance, it
was constructed as a public railway; not merely for the purpose of
conveying coal-wagons, but for coaches, merchandise-wagons, and
all kinds of carriages for the conveyance of passengers, coals
from a great and extensive coal-field, lead, iron, and general mer
chandise. Passengers have travelled on it from the first—hence
it was different in its application and uses from the old wagonwav,
and different in its form from the tramway. I believe it was some
times at the first designated as a tramway, but improperly so. as
you will see from my description of the latter: but in all cases it
is well to give to things their ancient and proper names.
Edward Pease, the father of Joseph Pease, who was the member
of parliament, may be looked upon as the "Father of Railways."
It was through his strenuous endeavours and support that the
Stockton and Darlington Railway was constructed; and it was
chiefly in consequence of his patronage and support, that George
Stephenson was brought prominently before the public as a railway
engineer.
Joseph
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but such is not now the case, I believe; it is in the hands of
Hudson, or a portion of the York and Berwick.—The Peases, I
believe, were never connected with the Liddels as bankers, as you
state.
The line was not to ship coals from the "Dale of the Tees,
between Darlington and Stockton:" there is no coal between Dar
lington and Stockton. It was to ship coals from the Auckland
coal-field and the Dale of the Wear, not the Tees.—In 1847, they
leased the Wear Valley, Bishop Auckland and Weardale, Weardale Extension, and a portion of the Stanhope and Tyne or
Derwent Railways, also the Shildon Tunnel ; the whole length,
instead of being 55 miles as you state, is, I believe, now upwards
of 90 miles.
Stephenson never tried any locomotives on the Hagger Leases
Branch; it was not opened until after he had left the line. But,
indeed, there was nicer a locomotive seen on this branch; it U
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The greatest work on the line was the bridge over the Tees, at
Stockton; it was originally a suspension bridge, of 281 feet span,
erected by Samuel Brown, R.N.; it was the first and only appli
cation of the suspension principle for the support and continuation
of a railway. The experiment was not successful : the bridge had
to be supported, and was afterwards replaced by one of Robert
Stephenson's trussed girder bridges, of about 90 feet span; this
was, I believe, the first application of the trussed cast-iron girders
to such extended spans. The present bridge has been strutted
since the failure of the Dee Bridge at Chester.
You state, "the number of travellers was 428,514 (in 1847); of
these, it is said, 33,222 were by horse-coaches (showing that some
still ran on the line), and 1,840 by coal trains; each passenger
travelling about 6^ miles, and paying about 1 Otf. as a fare." I cannot
understand this statement at all as to the number of passengers
conveyed by horse-coaches, and the inference drawn from it,
seeing that there are no Aorse-coaches at all on the line. The
passengers travel from Redcar to Wolsingham, about 50 miles,
There are three through-trains each way in the day, with inter
mediate trains between Middlesbro' and Stockton, and Stockton
and Darlington. The passenger-trains travel at about the same
velocities as the ordinary passenger trains on other railways; hut
as to horse-coaches, there are none.
Again, you state, " It may be said that the manager (of the
Stockton and Darlington Railway) is now Mr. George Stephenson,
nephew of the engineer ; so that the name is still kept up." This
is not the case. There is a person of the name of George Stephenson
connected with the line, but not as manager; he fills some subor
dinate situation, I believe, in looking after the coaching and traffic
at the Darlington Station, but is no relation to the late George
Stephenson, engineer. The present engineer of the line is Air.
John Dixon, who resides at Darlington, and is, since the death of
George Stephenson, the oldest railway engineer on the list. They
commenced together on the first of railways, the Stockton and
Darlington ; and after its completion he accompanied Stephenson
to the Manchester and Liverpool, and had a portion of the line
under Stephenson during its construction. After the line was
opened he remained on it for many years as resident engineer, and
was afterwards connected with several other of Stephenson's lines ;
and is now engineer on the original line, where he and Stephenson
commenced their career as railway engineers upwards of a quarter
of a century ago. Had you been aware of the fact, and applied to
him, he could have given you every information on a subject which
vou regret so little is known about—viz., the Stockton and Dar
lington Railway, the first great work on which Stephenson's talents
were more particularly developed, and especially interesting on
that account. I have no doubt but he could also speak as to Ste
phenson's labours on the Manchester and Liverpool Railway, as
they were together during the whole of its construction. He was
intimately acquainted with Stephenson during the whole of his
career as a railway engineer ; and could speak of many little traits
of character, acts, and opinions of that eminent man, which would
have been of the greatest interest in your paper, as exhibiting
more minutely the workings of his mind ; which can be but imper
fectly shown by the scattered facts from so many imperfect sources,
which you have, with praiseworthy labour, laid before the readers
of the Engineers Journal.
The Stockton and Darlington Railway was the first public rail
way that was constructed, and the one on which Stephenson
more particularly commenced his career of railway engineering,
which was to do so much for the world. This was the beginning of
that system of railways which was eventually, and within a very
short period of time, destined to expand itself so rapidly, and to
attain such a magnitude and influence as to completely revolu
tionise the previous system of travelling : within the short space
of a quarter of a century it has grown into a gigantic system,
affecting, and calculated to affect, the whole of the civilised world.
When we consider what it has grown to, and the perfection it has
attained, well may we look upon the Stockton and Darlington
Railway, which stands as the first on record, with a degree of in
terest. It was a cheaply-constructed line ; and being the first, it
is a curious fact that this line, of all others, has been the most suc
cessful to the shareholders, by realising the greatest profits; and
looking at it in an engineering point of view, we can scarcely de
tect any material difference between the line as a whole, its bridges,
and other works, and that of the most recently-constructed rail
way of the present day ; although, in the latter case, we have the
experience and great practice of 25 years to effect, as one might
naturally suppose, great changes and improvements. There is
certainly a difference and improvement in the locomotives and car-
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next : they have already given notice of going to parliament to
get powers to lease.
Y( urs, &c,
A Reader op the Engineer's Journal.
*#* Had I been connected with the line, I might have given you
more detailed information on some points ; but from a long resi
dence in the vicinity, and particular acquaintance with the facts.
I can vouch for the correctness of my statements.

THE COMBINED VAPOUR ENGINE.
THE INVENTION OF M. BU TREMBLEY.

The Combined Vapour Engine has recently attracted consi
derable attention, in consequence of the announcements in the
daily and weekly pres-s, and caused a large concourse of scientific
persons to assemble at the engine manufactory of Messrs. llorne,
High-street, VVhitechapel, to witness the performance of the
engine. We were induced to pay two visits, to make ourselves
acquainted with its action, and to ascertain whether it possessed
the merits set forth by our contemporaries and the French commis
sioners ; but in consequence of the clumsy character of the ei.gine
exhibited, which we understand was constructed in France, we
were unable to satisfy ourselves as to the real value of the prin
ciple upon whicli it worked.
We must, therefore, for the
present simply record what we observed, and give some extracts
from the Report of the commission, appointed by the French go
vernment to examine and report upon its merits. The commission
appears to have devoted considerable labour and time in investi
gating the character and value of the invention. When a more
perfect engine has been constructed, we hope we shall have an
opportunity of again investigating the invention, and be able to
lay before our readers a further description and the result of our
examination.
The accompanying engraving is a back view of the engine exhi
bited. It will be perceived that there are two cylinders, each
8f inches diameter, with a stroke of 22 inches. 'I he pistons of
both are worked together, upwards or downwards, and are con
nected to the same cross-head. The steam-pipe was connected
with a steam-pipe that was working another engine at rather highpressure, and only a small quantity of the steam was allowed to
pass through a throttle-valve, to work the Combined Engine.
The quantity of jierchloride o/formoi/le used in the engine was
stated to be 40 lb., which costs 8*. per lb. ; and the loss occasioned
by evaporation in a month is not more than 1 lb. It is intended to
use, instead of the formoyle, the perchloride of carbon, as being
considerably cheaper, its cost being only 8rf. per lb.
The invention is applied either to a single engine, with two
cylinders and pistons (C and D), or, as is usual for maritime pur
poses, two distinct engines with a cylinder and piston each. In
either case one of the pistons is acted upon by steam, and the
other by the vapour of perchloride, or of any other easily- vaporised
liquid. The steam-power is generated and applied as in the ordi
nary engine; but, upon the escape of the steam from the first
cylinder (C), after having exerted its expansive force therein, it
passes into an air-tight case, termed a vaporiser (A), containing a
number of small tubes charged with perchloride or some easilyvaporised liquid, penetrates into the space between, and thus comes
into contact with the entire surface of the tubes.
The faculty of absorbing caloric possessed by liquids of the
before-mentioned class is so powerful, that, immediately upon the
steam coming in contact with the surface of the tubes charged
therewith, a large portion of the caloric of the steam is absorbed
by the liquid in the tubes, which becomes thereby vaporised; and
the steam, being thus deprived of its caloric, is immediately con
densed, and is then returned into the steam-boiler, or, being by
this process perfectly distilled, may be applied for culinary or any
other purposes for which pure water is required.
The vapour thus obtained, by the action of the steam upon the
perchloride or other liquid in the tubes (A), is conducted into the
second cylinder (D), and, alter exerting its elastic force (which is
greater than that of steam), upon the piston in the second cylinder,
is condensed, and, by means of a force-pump, is returuedinto the
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vaporiser (A), which it thus keeps regularly supplied, and is
alternately vaporised and condensed.

THE COMBINED VAPOUR ENGINE.

Referencet to Engraving.
A, Vaporiser of the perehloride, serving also as a condenser of the steam.
B, Condenser of the vapour of the perehloride.— C, Cylinder in which the
sleani arts.—D, Cylinder in which the vapour of perehloride acts.—E, Airpump withdrawing the water resulting from the condensation in apparatus
A.— F, Air-pumps withdrawing the perehloride after condensation in appa
ratus B, and conveying it hack to feed-apparatus A.—G, Pump re-conveying
the condensed steam to feed the steam-boiler.— H, Pump to supply water to
t lie apparatus used to prevent the escape of the perehloride ahout the piston
rods.— I, pump conducting cold water from the well to apparatus B, to con
dense the perehloride vapour.—J, Apparatus to cause the vacuum in the dif
ferent parts of the engine where the perehloride aits.
No. 1, Pipe through which the steam is supplied to cylinder C.—2. Pipe
through which the perehloride vapour is supplied to cylinder D.— 3, Pipe
through which the steam escapes for condensation in apparatus A, after hav
ing performed its work in cylinder C.—4, Pipe through which the perehlo
ride vapour escapes for condensation into apparatus B, after having per
formed its duty in cylinder D.
We take the following extract from the Report of the French
Commissioners, appointed in 18+6, to test the capabilities of the
( ombined Vapour Engine, which extract explains the principle of
the engine, and the mode and result of the experiments thereon :—
"The ether-hydric apparatus was constructed in consequence of
the favourable opinion given by the Board of Works as to the
possibility of making use of the caloric lost in the ordinary mode
of condensation to vaporise ether.
Two engines, of 10-horse
power each, were coupled upon the same beam: the one supplied
from a boiler (for 10-horse power) acts in the usual manner, by
the introduction of steam and its discharge after expansion. The
condensation of this steam takes place in a receiver containing a
number of small tubes previously filled with ether. This liquid,
owinc to its avidity for caloric, nibs the discharged steam of its
h eat and is vaporised at a pressure depending upon the tempe
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rature and volume of the discharged steam. The other engine,
identical with the former as to its diameter and the motion of its
piston, works under the influence of ether-vapour: it leceives this
vapour during a portion of its motion, and discharges it after
expansion into a receiver, similar to the former, kept constantlr
at a very low temperature by a continual injection of cold water.
"Taking care to adapt to each engine a proper expanding appa
ratus, we are enabled to regulate, at will, the introduction and the
expansion of vapour in each cylinder, and thus combine these two
elements of power—expansion and volume of steam for the former,
and expansion and volume of ether-vapour for the latter; so as to
arrive at a total maximum force, with the smallest expenditure of
steam, or, which is nearly the same thing, with the smallest ex
penditure of fuel. The working of the two engines was satisfac
tory, and the apparatus fit to be employed without any alteration
whatever in its construction.
"Having once ascertained the certainty of its ability to work in
perfect security, we have endeavoured to ascertain the force de
veloped under the three following cases: 1st, of a steam-engine
working alone by waste steam; 2nd, engines coupled, the one
put in motion by the expansion and condensation of steam, and the
other likewise by the expansion and condensation of ether; 3rd,
of an engine working alone by expansion and condensation of
ether.
Force produced.—"The index was placed over the cylinders
during the various experiments ; a lever acted constantly on the
main axle. The general conclusions we arrived at are as follows :
—As regards the force measured upon the piston by means of the
index. The diagrams drawn by the ether-vapour exhibit always
nn excess of power over those drawn by the steam. The final
pressure of the ether is generally greater than that of the steam ;
rarely upon a level with it, hut never less. The two cylinders
being equal, it follows that, when a volume of steam is discharged
at a given pressure into the ether-vaporiser, a volume of ethervapour is obtained—at the very least, equal, and of the same pres
sure. Several times an excess of pressure was gained of 10, 20,
and 30 per cent., witli an equality of volume. If then we con
sider the combined effects of these engines proportionally to the
mean pressure given by the diagrams, we must conclude that, by
the employment of ether, a force measured by 100 becomes at
at least 200, at times 210, 220, 230, with the same expenditure of
fuel.
"Thus have we verified and evidently exceeded the inferences
drawn from the experiments made in 1846 at M. Phillippe's. and,
consequently, confirmed the favourable conclusions in considera
tion of which the Council proposed a more decisive trial, to as
certain whether the use of ether doubles the power without adding
to the consumption of fuel.
"Extract made from the diagrams of the index, taken from ob
servation of the arm of the lever, placed so as to measure the
power of the two engines coupled together, the lever gave 80, 90.
105, and even 120 kilogrammes, at 40 and 46 strokes, the weight
attached to the lever in the experiment being from 38 to 42
kilogrammes.
The steam-engine, by itself, was unable to lift
the weight attached to the lever, being from 38 to 42 kilo
grammes: it stopped immediately upon tightening. The etherengine, by itself, lifted it without difficulty, with a load of ahout
200 kilogrammes and more; that is to say, that a direct and con
tinual injection of steam into the ether-vaporiser, produced upon
the ether-engine alone the maximum of work given by the lever."
The inventor observes: "The Report omits to take notice of
the vacuum, which in this engine gives a power of as much im
portance as the power of both vapours combined. An examina
tion of the gauges affixed to the engine at Mr. Home's, will ex
plain my meaning. The pressure of steam on its entrance into
the steam cylinder, as given by the indicator, was only 5 lb. per
square inch (the piston making 46 strokes per minute); whilst the
power of the vacuum, caused by the condensation of the steam,
and acting in conjunction with it, upon the piston in the steam
cylinder, as given by the indicator, was double, viz., 10 lb. per
square inch: total power exerted in steam cylinder, 15 lb. per
square inch.—In the other or perehloride cylinder, the expansion
of the vapour was equal to a power of 21 lb. per square inch, and
the vacuum of 8 lb. only: together. 29 lb.; or an average pressure
in the two cylinders combined of 22 lb. per square inch, without an
expenditure of more fuel than is necessary to produce a power of
steam of 5 lb. per square inch."
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.e ends of the transepts. There were three inconostases ot
-e class described bv Herr Hallman, in his able paper on the
llreco-Russian Church, contained in the second part of the
"Transactions of the Institute," The plan, therefore, is simple
and majestic—-its parts well defined and presenting a great variety
of effects. The perspective view also offers a busy and pic
turesque aspect,
The lofty spire and the central dome, sur
rounded by its four minor turrets, has an effective and distinct
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of embellishment. But in this instance there are two nobK por
ticoes at the ends, of the north and south transepts; octastyle,
like those at the east and west end, but having a depth of three
intercolumniations, instead of one, with deeply-recessed large
niches, the whole composition being in imitation of that at the
Pantheon of Rome in every respect. Appareatly, this greater
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THE CHURCH OF ST. ISAAC AT ST. PETERSBURG.
ERECTED BT THE CHEVALIER DE MOKTFEBBAND.

(With an Engraving, Plate II.J
By
Description of the Church of St. Isaac at St. Petersburg.
T. L. Donaldson, Esq.—(Paper read at the Royal Institute of
British Architects.)
One of the most important features of this Institute is the noble
body of distinguished professors of our art, who compose the list
of honorary and corresponding members. It forms the immediate
link of connection between the professional men of this and
foreign lands. We have thus the privilege of knowing the impos
ing edifices which arise in the principal cities of the continent,
and are stimulated by their example, instructed by their genius.
If in point of some facilities in matters of construction, we have
the advantage of them, they, on the other hand, have more fre
quently the opportunities of bringing into co-operation the sister
arts, and by the abundance of the means placed at their disposal,
can more profusely adorn their edifices by the production of the
pencil and the chisel, and by an abundance of rare and exquisite
materials, such as granite, marble, bronze, and precious stones,
can give that splendour of enrichment, in vain to be looked for in
our modern buildings, until the present completion of the House
of Lords, by our distinguished member, Charles Barry.
I have had occasion in a previous session to call your attention
to the stupendous column of Alexander, erected by the present
Emperor of Russia, to the memory of his predecessor and beloved
brother, after the designs of the Chevalier de Montferrand. In
that work we particularly admired the monolithic shaft of granite,
and the mechanical means employed in the elevation of the huge
block. The chevalier, our honorary and corresponding member,
has since favoured us by sending to the library a superb volume,
illustrative of the magnificent church of St. Isaac, just completed :
a monument of such leading consequence in every respect, and
holding so important a rank in the cathedral churches of Europe,
that it well deserves a passing notice, as introducing us to a peculiar
combination of plan, and an application of granite and iron, and
other ingenious processes, on so large a scale, and in some points
of so novel a nature, as to be very instructive and interesting.
The origin of the church of St. Isaac dates from the foundation
of the city of St. Petersburg; for Peter the Great conceived the
idea of erecting a place of worship under the invocation of this
saint; but he was not able to do more than construct a provisional
church of wood in the Naval Yard, which was shortly after burned.
The Czar then laid the foundation, in 1717, of the second church
of St. Isaac, not far from the Neva, on the site of the present
palace of the Senate.
This church was also partly burned by fire in 1735, and the
quarter of St. Isaac becoming more populous, and a place of
greater resort, the Empress Catherine directed the erection of a
new church in honour of this saint, in that part of the city, and
the architect Riualdi prepared the designs, and it was commenced
in 1768. It was intended to build this chuich entirely of marble,
but the death of the Czarina took place when it had only been
carried up as high as the entablature, and the Emperor Paul I.,
anxious to clear away the immediate vicinity of the church, in
order to render the site less obstructed, and the original plan
more complete, directed the architect Brenna to finish it provi
sionally; in the mean time omitting or diminishing some of the
principal features, until its proper completion, when a develop
ment more commensurate with the ideas of the emperor, the
church, and the people, could be carried into effect.
The plan of this church was strictly in conformity with the tra
dition and usages of the Greek church, the national rite of the
Russian empire. It consisted of a Greek cross, of four equal
arms, having apsidal ends, the intersection or crux of the arms
being surmounted by a dome with four abutting chapels at the
angles, also surmounted by internal domes and exterior steeples.
There was a projecting tower at the west end advancing consider
ably in front of the mass of the church, with a lofty steeple and
entrance doorway; and there were doorways at the north and south
at the ends of the transepts. There were three inconostases of
the class described by Herr Hallman, in his able paper on the
Greco-Russian Church, contained in the second part of the
"Transactions of the Institute," The plan, therefore, is simple
and majestic—its parts well defined and presenting a great variety
of effects.
The perspective view also offers a busy and pic
turesque aspect,
The lofty spire and the central dome, sur
rounded by its four minor turrets, has an effective and distinct

character, devoid of monotony, although perhaps not very pure in
detail, or severe in its composition as a whole. The outside di9
mension of the square mass of the church was 173 feet. Its
greatest width from outside to outside of the apsidal ends of the
transept was 222 feet. Its extreme external length from the front
of the tower to the exterior of the eastern apsis 280 feet; conse
quently it was an edifice of no mean dimensions.
The magnificent ideas of the emperor, who desired to have a
temple commensurate with the vast empire over which his rule ex
tended, led him to submit to public competition the project for the
new fabric, but none of the plans submitted seemed calculated to
meet the public expectations.
Alexander the First then directed the Chevalier de Montferrand
to prepare designs, with the express command, to preserve as much
as possible the old church, particularly the space occupied by the
three inconostases, or altar screens, already consecrated. Many
projects were consequently submitted to the Czar, who adopted
one, which seemed best adapted to the special purpose of its desti
nation, and combining best with the buildings by which it was
more immediately surrounded.
In order to carry the works into effect, the architect immedi
ately proceeded to clear the locality and to erect spacious work
shops, offices for the clerks, habitations for certain of the police
and officials, barracks for a military guard, a steam-engine, and
other indispensable contrivances.
The foundations were immediately excavated to the depth of
above 33 feet below the surface of the ground. Fir piles were then
driven throughout the whole extent, 12 inches in diameter and 21
feet in length, their distance apart being equal to their diameter.
The earth around the heads of the piles was cleared to the depth
of 14 inches, and charcoal driven in to fill up the vacuity, and the
whole surface presented 10,762 piles.
Upon these were placed two courses of granite, composed of
lar^e blocks. The points of support, and particularly the founda
tions of the four piers of the dome, were also carried up in solid
granite, and the rest filled up with ordinary construction, but
forming a regular mass of compact masonry throughout the whole
surface of the monument.
While these works were proceeding, the architect was directed
to proceed to Finland, to examine the quarries whence were to be
extracted the forty-eight monolithic blocks for the shafts of the
columns of the portico. These quarries are situated in two small
islands on the shores of the Gulf of Finland, between Vibourg and
Fredericsham. These shafts in the rough were 7 feet in diameter
and 56 feet long. They were embarked two on a vessel, and then
transported by the Neva to St. Petersburg, and there finished off.
These columns are certainly the largest ever employed for such a
purpose. Those of the Pantheon at Rome are only between
46 and 47 feet long, and they exceed in size any others of antiquity
now remaining. The peristyle of the dome has 24 columns, 42 feet
high. Those noble columns, which many of us know, in the Baths
of Diocletian, and those in the Baths of Caracalla, are only 38 feet
high.
Again, there are 32 columns in the steeples of this church, also
monoliths; they are 30 feet high—thus presenting a series of 104
monolithic columns in granite ; in number and size, and costliness
of material, excelling every other monument of ancient or modern
times.
We will now proceed to consider the plan of the building, which
presents the elementary type of the Greek cross. (The engrav
ing, Plate II., exhibits one half of the plan, the south side of the
cathedral, the other half being precisely similar.) This, however,
is hardly marked with such distinctness as in the older church,
there being several supplementary chapels and vestibules, which
give somewhat of complexity to the arrangement. In the centre
is the intersection of the four equal arms of the cross, surmounted
by the dome; and again at the extreme angles of the parallelo
gram are four square divisions, surmounted dv the four steeples.
The church is placed due east and west—the altar to the east,
with its several iconostases, and the principal entrance at the west,
with its three doorways under an actastyle portico, projecting only
one intercolumniation from the body of the building. The east
end has a similar portico.
In the ordinary arrangement of
churches we should expect that the west end would form the prin
cipal entrance, and consequently would receive the greater degree
of embellishment. But in this instance there are two nobl<» por
ticoes at the ends, of the north and south transepts; ootastyle,
like those at the east and west end, but having a depth of three
intercolumniations, instead of one, with deeply-recessed large
niches, the whole composition being in imitation of that at the
Pantheon of Rome in every respect. Apparently, this greater
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magnificence at these points arises from local considerations, as
facing more important approaches and more imposing public
edifices. The bases of the columns of these porticoes, as also the
capitals, are of bronze; the shafts 6 ft. 6 in. in diameter, 11 feet
apart, and 45 ft. 6 in. high, giving a total height to the columns,
including the base and the capital, of 56 ft. 6 in. The entablature
is 14 ft. 6 in. high: together 71 feet. Each portico is surmounted
by a pediment, crowned by statues; and the summit and acroteria,
and the tympanum, are enriched with bronze groups. This order
runs round the whole exterior of the church, and has above it a
double attic, equal in height to half that of the entire principal
order—an enormous disproportion, which renders the building topheavy, and tends to detract from the vastness of the order beneath.
It is most likely that the architect may have adopted this lofty
attic to hide the roof; but the expedient has been more destructive
to the effect of the building than the apprehended unsightliness of
the roof.
We will now enter the church under the western portico, and
immediately we are admitted into a vestibule, similar to the
narthex of the ancient Christian temple, with smaller vestibules
to the right and left, which are surmounted by the steeples already
alluded to. There is a centre nave, 43 feet wide, 175 ft. 6 in. long,
upto the iconostasis, and presenting a total length, from the inside of
the eastern to the inside of the western wall, of about 278 feet.
The greatest width inside between the walls is 153 feet.
The grand iconostasis, of white marble, rises up and forms the
altar-screen, or image-bearer, in front of the large piers which
terminate the eastern arm of the cross. It is 150 feet wide and
70 feet high.
Three steps lead up to the level of the altar platform. There
are three lofty circular-headed doorways, about 14 feet wide by
34 feet high. The principal order is 46 feet high, the eight Co
rinthian columns 37 ft. 6 in. high, the shafts and those of the pilas
ters arc fluted, and consist of exquisitely inlaid malachite from the
province of Perm, discovered in 1831 in a copper mine of M.
Demidof, the largest seam ever known, being 17 ft. 6 in. long,
8ft. 2 in. wide, and 4 ft. 6 in. high; the weight of which mass has
been calculated at 120,000 lb., or 50 tons. The bases and capitals
are of bronze gilt—I should state that there is a cylinder of castiron to each column, forming a core, covered by a brass cylinder,
to which the malachite is attached, the pieces being fitted with
such exquisite skill that the columns and pilasters appear to be of
one enormous block. The whole iconostasis has incrustations of
porphyry, jasper, malachite, and other precious stones of the
country. An attic 20 feet high rises above the order, which in the
centre is again surmounted hy a supplementary attic, flanked by
two angels, and forming the pedestal upon which is raised the
cross, with a group of angels at the base in the attitude of prayer,
grief, and devotion. Groups representing the resurrection of our
Saviour, and the ascent of the Virgin Mary, flank the circularheaded aperture of the central doorway. There are three tiers of
pictures of saints, the Virgin, our Saviour, and the Almighty, who
occupy the central compartment, and other sacred personages the
side divisions, all painted on a gold ground, clad in rich vestments,
and bedecked with jewels. In conformity with the canons of the
Greek church, there are no other figures in relief than the angels.
The door which closes the centre aperture is of silver, 34 feet high;
the side doors are of marble. A profusion of lamps, all of massive
silver, are pendant from the ceiling, hanging in front of the
pictures.
Behind the iconostasis are three sanctuaries, the central one
with the high altar, which is surmounted by a baldachin, or
canopy, supported by eight marble columns. Each of the side
_ chapels has its own iconostasis and altar, dedicated respectively to
St. Alexander Newsky and St. Catherine. These secondary iconostases are 40 feet wide each, and above 25 feet high, but a central
attic and surmounting group of the Ascension increase the total
height of the loftiest part to 40 feet. They are of white marble,
designed in the cinque-cento style, and elaborately ornamented,
the panels being filled with gorgeous pictures of saints on a gold
ground. But, in truth, all these paintings, although executed
with consummate art, are hut temporary, as they are ultimately to
betaken out and replaced with resplendent mosaics. In fact, this
group of three sanctuaries, with their iconostases, altars, and side
door-screens, dividing the central altar-place from the side chapels,
composed of the most exquisite marble, profusely enriched with
sculptures, paintings, and bronze gilt, make a dazzling group, of
which we can form no adequate conception, even if we can in
imagination realise the restoration of the sanctuary of the most
ornate of our principal cathedrals, carved and painted throughout
—emblazoned In all the pomp of the most profuse polychromy,
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and abounding with statues and groups of the Saviour, the Virgin,
the Patriarchs, the Prophets, the Apostles, Saints, and Martyrs of
the religious calendar of the middle ages.
The general decoration of the interior of the church consists—
first, of a low stylobate or dado, nearly 5 feet high, above which is
a Corinthian order of columns and pilasters, 42 feet high; and
this is again surmounted by a lofty attic, with pilasters and cor
nice, 21 feet high. The loftiness of the attic, being half that of
the principal order, detracts materially from the importance of
the order; and, in fact, there seems no necessity for dividing the
height into two, for if the outer order of the porticoes had been
continued inside, the effect would have been nobler, and the ex
pectations of the beholder, excited by the proportions and scale of
the outer order, would have been realised also within the church.
From the top of the attic spring the vaultings of the ceilings of
the church, which are sumptuously enriched. The cornice of the
attic is not of sufficient importance to act as the impost of the
vaultings. The intersection or crux of the arms of the cross is
surmounted by the dome, 96 feet in diameter, and 196 feet high
from the pavement to the cupola of the lantern, and 332 feet to
the top of the cross. Immediately over the pendentives formed
by the intersection of the vaultings, and the naves and transepts,
is a lofty stylobate, 27 feet high, in the periphery of which are
twelve angels, 19 feet high, supporting consoles.
The wall of the drum of the cupola is pierced by twelve circularheaded windows, and the order, 46 feet high, is Corinthian, like
that of St. Peter's and our own St. Paul's, and most other similar
cathedrals. The pilasters are fluted. The dome rises to a height
of 40 feet above the entablature of the order of the drum. It is
uot divided into compartments, but forms a vast plain surface,
decorated with a picture of the celestial glorification of the Virgin
Mary.
In the centre of the dome is an aperture 21 feet in
diameter, opening into an upper dome, formed by the interme
diate cone, and on the surface of this is also a painting of the glori
fication of the Redeemer. The whole surface of the walls of the
interior of the church and vaultings, with the columns, pilasters,
and dressings, are all cased with white and various coloured
marbles, from Finland and Italy; the bases and caps are of bronze
gilt, in or-molu. For the purpose of procuring a white marble,
superior even to that of Carrara, a Tuscan company undertook to
open a new quarry at Seravezza. Bridges were constructed over
torrents and ravines, roads were formed on the sides of perpen
dicular rocks, and habitations and workshops were erected for the
workmen, in order to provide this choicer material. The marbles
from Finland were red, violet, black, and mixed, and were used
in the mosaic pavement, in the construction of the basement, and
in the four smaller cupolas to the steeples, at the angles of the
church. The Chevalier de Montferrand has paid great attention
to the decoration of the vaultings of the interior, which are dis
tributed in large divisions. Forty colossal figures, in high relief,
of galvanised bronze, and in the proportion of 21 feet high, form
the chief features of this decoration. They represent the pro
phets, patriarchs, and angels, with their various attributes. Some
stand on corbels ; others are seated within niches.
Before continuing the notice of the building, perhaps I may be
permitted to call attention to the enormous application of the
electrotype or galvano-plastic process in the sculpture of this
cathedral by the architect. After having made very important
experiments, he was authorised to adopt this mode in the execu
tion of the metallic sculptures and carvings for the following
reasons:—
1. The identical reproduction of the sculpture without chiselling.
2. The lightness of the pieces, which enabled the architect to
introduce sculptures of higher relief than any hitherto known,
and to fix the pieces suspended from the vaultings, without fear
of accident, or of their being detached.
3. The great saving of expense between these castings and in
bronze.
The gilding also was effected by the same process, and presented
equal advantages.
The seven doors of the cathedral will be of bronze and electro
type, the framework being of the former, and the sculptural parts
of the latter. Three of these doors are 30 feet high, and 14 feet
wide; the four others 17 ft. 8 in. wide. They contain fifty-one
bas-reliefs, sixty-thiee statues, and eighty-four alto-relievo busts,
of religious subjects and characters.
There is so remarkable a departure in the construction of the
dome from the systems hitherto adopted, that I shall be perhaps
pardoned in trespassing further on your attention by describing,
with the aid of the engraving, the whole assemblage of this
important feature.
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In alluding to the cupolas previously erected, the chevalier pays
a just tribute to the genius of our illustrious Wren, and recog
nises St. Paul's "as the only existing dome presenting an irre
proachable solidity." He, therefore, adopted the principle of Sir
Christopher, carrying it out in a combination of wrought and cast
iron, and hollow pots.
The walls of the drum of the dome are carried up in solid con
struction of brick, with tiers of stone bond, and are above 8 feet
thick. On the level of the top of the cornice of the circular
colonnade, which girds the drum, there is a series of twenty-four
cast-iron ribs A, the feet of which rest on a cast-iron plate B, 7 feet
wide, which runs quite round the circumference. The lowest
division of each rib rises to a height of about 23 feet ; in its
narrowest part is 3 ft. 4 in. wide, in its broadest 5 feet, with upper
and lower ribs, and the central part lightened by large apertures.
At their head all the ribs are attached to a horizontal plate or
curb, C, 6 ft. 3 in. wide, which follows the periphery of the dome.
At this height the rib is divided into two a, u', the one part a about
2 ft. 6 in. deep, following the sweep of the inner dome for a height
of 20 feet; at its summit bolted to a cast-iron perforated cylinder
D, 21 feet in diameter, and 7 feet high: this forms the central
aperture at the summit of the inner dome. The other part a',
follows the line of an intermediate cone, with a catenary outline,
and similar to the one in our St. Paul's: it is also 21 feet long,
and 2 ft. 6 in. deep, and perforated to render it lighter. At this
height the heads of the ribs are again secured to another horizon
tal plate or curb E, which forms a complete circle, and is 3 feet
wide; and this curb and the ribs are tied to the cylindrical open
ing of the inner dome, already mentioned, by radiating beams, e,
2 ft. 3 in. deep. The conical ribs have then another length of
21 feet, a", and their heads are again connected by another hori
zontal plate, F, from which spring the circular ribs, a'", about
16 feet long, forming a dome to the intermediate cone, and their
heads also bolted to a cylinder G,8 ft.6 in. in diameter,and 18 inches
high. But the upper portion of the ribs diverge at top, so as to
form a base for the octagonal cupolino, H, which consists of a
series of cast-iron story-posts, ribs, and bracketings, inclusive of
the dome of the cupolino, witli its ball and cross at the apex, which
last are of brass gilt. The filling-in between the ribs consists of
pots, the surfaces of which were subsequently rendered with
plaster, and painted with sacred subjects. The sphere of the
outermost or third dome, J, consists of a series of wrought-iron
T ribs tied to the conical dome by rods, _;. The external face of
this outer dome is divided by twenty-four bold ribs, and is covered
with bronze, gilt in three thicknesses of leaves of ducat gold.
The three principal gilders of St. Petersburg were charged with the
inspection of the execution of this portion of the work, and rejected
every leaf that had the slightest spot or blemish.
The whole entablature and flat, and the balustrade over the peri
style of the drum of the cupola, likewise consist of cast and wrought
iron framing, faced with plates of copper, to form the profiles and
mouldings. The twenty-four pedestals of this balustrade carry
winged angels of bronze, above 9 feet high, each of a single casting.
The quantity of metal employed in the dome is as follows:—
Ducat gold
Copper
Brass
Wrought-lron
Cast- iron

..
S2J tool.
S2IJ ions.
M4J torn.
1IK1*

Total

..

2471b.

tODt.

l!*'.uj tons

2471b.

The foresight of the architect has provided the following pre
cautions against lightning,—much the more liable, as the summit of
each dome is in metal: at the top of the crosses of the bell
towers and of the cupolino of the central dome are rods of platina,
terminating in a point: each dome at its springing has isolated iron
conductors, which go down to the roofs; and in the direction of
the cast-iron rain-water pipes are continued in the interior of the
walls down to wells in the basement, the overflow of which dis
charges into the town sewers.
In justification of the system here employed let the architect
speak for himself:— "We' think," says De Montferrand, "the
mode we have adopted superior to that of any other cupola. For
what can be more absurd than those vaultings raised 250 or 300
feet in the air—whose frightful weight, unceasingly in action,
tends to disunite the points of support which uphold them. Our
new system offers a stable combination, which allows of no dis
union—which has no thrust, and which reduces to a tenth the
weight of any previous combination.
In our plan, the iron and
bronze entablature of the peristyle of the drum is not a mere
architectural embellishment: it is a solid girdle, which embraces
firmly the dome, so as to give it a great stability; and can the
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superiority of this system be contested, when it is considered, that
here is employed the material which can alone, with prudent care,
brave the effects of a rigorous climate ?"
The arches and vaults of the nave and transepts and the soffits
of the porticoes are carried out in like manner by means of castiron girders, to which are attached the marble facings and decora
tive embellishments.
The roofing is wholly of iron, covered with copper. There are
thirty-four small columns of cast-iron, resting on the walls and
vaultings of the ceiling. These are tied together by a series of
inverted queen trusses of wrought and cast-iron mixed, about
6 feet apart, with wrought-iron lathing to receive the copper.
The whole presents a very light effect, and is very simple in its
combination; and although the roof rises about 9 feet above the
level of the attic outside, yet it is not seen unless by those at a
very great distance from the building.
In determining the thickness of the drum of the cupola, M. de
Montferrand has adopted the principle laid down by Fontana, of
making the thickness of this cylindrical wall equal one-tenth of
the internal diameter; although Rondelet and others allow a
much less thickness. Notwithstanding, a substantial base for this
great thickness of wall and the projecting architectural embel
lishments of the dome, is afforded by the pendentives, which rise
from the four great piers of the dome, and form the circle for the
cylinder of the drum.
The raising of the monolithic shafts of the twenty-four columns
of the exterior peristyle of the dome,—each of which weighed
near 66 tons,—to the height of 150 feet, was an operation requir
ing considerable skill. Each shaft was surrounded by a stout
casing, to which were attached strong cables. It was then placed
on an immense truck, calculated for the size of the vast block, and
drawn by capstans upon an easy incline to a platform, which was
on a level with the tops of the columns of the interior order,
42 feet high. Upon this platform was a moveable incline, 92 feet
high, but with a very sharp rise, and up this the monolith was
again drawn by capstans. At the summit was a large platform,
180 feet square, upon which was a moveable wooden framework,
answering the purpose of a crane, with blocks and falls. There
were twelve capstans around this framework. The monolith being
dragged up the incline, reached the summit, and, by its own
weight tilting over, reached the framework; it was then by it
raised to a vertical position, and gradually lowered on a granite
die prepared to receive it, and which was cased with a bronze base.
As soon as one monolith was in its place, the moveable incline
and the moveable platform and frame were all wheeled round,
ready to raise the next column; and so on the operation was re
peated until the whole series were securely fixed in their respec
tive places. It only required two hours to raise one of the shafts
from the platform on a level with the capitals of the inner order,
and to fix it on its base. Three hundred men performed this
operation: the most perfect order and silence were maintained
throughout, and the different movements directed by the sound of
a bell. A silver rouble was placed on the base of each column, in
a hole sunk for the purpose.
The first column was raised on the 17th of November, 1837,
just eleven years ago from this period; nor was the operation com
menced without prayers to Almighty God to bless the undertaking
with success. In two months the twenty-four columns were com
pletely fixed, and, be it remembered, in the very depth of a
Itussian winter.
The skeleton of the entablature of the peristyle of the dome is
of cast and wrought-iron, resting on the columns, and affixed to
them by wrought-iron pins, which are let a considerable depth into
the shafts; and the framework is also let into the cylindrical wall
of the dome, securely affixed to three templates. The cornice,
with its mudillious and mouldings, rest on cast-iron corbels; the
caissons and rosettes of the inner soffit also rest on cast-iron
girders.
The balustrading above is similarly framed, and the
pedestals support bronze figures of angels, already mentioned,
holding their attributes, each 9 feet high, and of only a single
casting, weighing lij tons. The balusters are also of bronze.
I may perhaps be permitted to observe that the bronze bases,
capitals, figures, and other decorative details of this material on
the outside are neither gilt nor painted; consequently, the dark
tone of these parts has a heavy appearance, and ill accords with
their purpose and the stonework of the outer facing.
In the presence of such an assembly, so competent to judge of
the merits of this important monument of our art, it would ill
become me to offer any remarks, other than those which I have
already made, upon the most striking points in regard to taste and
skill, which distinguish this production of our honorary member.
3*
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He has chosen the most appropriate materials, and has with con
siderable skill applied to his construction the improved system
which cast-iron presents. I have not stopped to consider whether
he has adopted all the expedients which we should consider neces
sary for counteracting the expansion and contraction to be ex
pected in ironwork ; particularly as regards the movement which
might be expected at the feet of the ribs of the dome, and which
>ossibly we might have regulated by rollers, and by allowing space
"or the development to be expected in a warmer temperature.
The interval of ten years must have proved the efficacy of his
provisions, and I should ill requite the courtesy of our generous
donor were I to analyse with the severity of a critical eve the pro
portions and details of this remarkable monument. The unspar
ing nature of the materials employed prove the pious liberality of
the emperor and the nation. The careful skill with which the
architect has fulfilled his part, and the deep feeling for decorative
art with which he has embellished the cathedral of the Russian
capital, and the brief space of time in which he has erected the
lofty pile, must ever render the church of St. Isaac one of the
most striking edifices of the nineteenth century.

E
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If you inspect the diagram at the head of my circular, the cor
respondence is evident : the point A corresponds with the gradient
or formation line; A E is the height of cutting at that point = k;
A H is the last height plotted below the gradient = H ; and H F
is the diagonal along which the scale is applied to measure the
slopes. For those who desire an authority without the trouble of
investigation, for the foregoing diagram, a reference to " Mathema
tics for Practical Men" (Weale, 1848), p. 108, will suffice.
I have only another observation to make concerning the conve
nience of this scale. It is engraved for a plot of 20 feet vertical =
1 inch : but if the plot is otherwise, then, after the measurements
have been taken by the scale, it is necessary to multiply or divide
the results by the proper ratio due to the difference of plotting.
Thus, suppose the plot were 40 feet to 1 inch ; then all measure
ments for the base or middle are too little by 40 j_20, or 2 to 1;
and too little for the slopes or sides by V40 : V20, or V2 to!.
If the plot were 10 feet = 1 inch, then all the measurements are
too great—for the base, as 1 to 2; for the slopes, as 1 to VS.
Apologising for occupying your time thus, though with a view to
benefit others,
I remain, Sir,
Wanstead, Essex,
Yours truly,
December, 13th, 1848.
J. B. Hintinoton.

GENERAL SCALE FOR MEASURING EARTHWORK.
Sir—Enclosed herewith I send you a printed description of a
new method of measuring earthwork, thinking that you might
insert it as a communication in your valuable Journal, for the
benefit of such of your subscribers to whom I have not the oppor
tunity of remitting this circular, which explains a simple and novel
application of a scale to earthwork measurement. As the circular
so fully explains the use of the scale, it is not necessary for me to
mention anything concerning its practical use ; but as the mathe
matical principle is not so obvious as students of these kind of
problems may desire, I beg to supply this demonstration for their
benefit. I was led to perceive this principle, as I have applied it,
quite accidentally while investigating a totally different problem—
viz., the geometrical extraction of the cube root, of which I have
obtained a very simple and approximate solution. The principle
on which the construction of the scale depends, is as follows :—
Let B D F be a circle ; A, its centre ; H, a point without the
circle in the diameter B E produced ; and let each semicircle be
divided into n number of parts at C, D, F, G, &c. : then,
or equal to AB"
the continual
+ AH"product
= BHxHFxHD;
of the lines drawn between H
and alternate points of division of the circle.

The diagram shows the semicircle divided into three equal parts;
and if A H = H, A B = A, n = 3, the above equation becomes
W + h3 = HF'x BH, because HF = HD.
Also, BH = AH — AB = H — A;
Hs4- As
:. HF' =
+-f = H' + HA + A'.
But on referring to the H-A
176th page, line II, of my work on the
'•Prismoidal Formula," it will be seen that this expression for H FJ
is identical with the variable part of the second term of the gene
ral rule for the contents of a prismoid. Hence we derive the
application of this problem to the computation of earthwork.

The following is a copy of the circular referred to by Mr. Hun
tington :—

Let the above diagram represent a section of a railway plotted
in the usual manner, with a vertical scale of 20 feet to 1 inch.
Divide the section into prismoids in the ordinary manner, by per
pendiculars (B D) throughout. The present mode of measuring
earthwork is to measure the several heights, 1 B D, 2 B D, 3 B D,
4 B D, &c, and then to compute the mean areas by referring
to tables prepared for the purpose by Macneil, Bidder, and others,
whose methods have been explained in the appendix to the Second
Edition of " Huntington's Tables." In measuring with a scale
divided into feet, it unavoidably happens, in a large majoritv of
cases, that the heights B D do not measure exactly integral feet,
but some fraction or decimal part of a foot, more or less ; that is,
the plotted height of the section rarely coincides with the divi
sions of a scale. It becomes generally necessary in using Tables
to omit these fractions, and to compute the quantity due to the
nearest number of integral feet found in the table; so that by al
lowing the measurement to be sometimes more and sometimes
less than the truth, a compensation is provided, and a tolerably
accurate result is obtained. But where cuttings or embankments
are very great, it will be found that the number of cubic yards
computed by the above method will vary by a large per centage
from the true amount, because the allowance for compensation is
always discretional with the measurer, whose judgment must be
constantly exercised with a doubtful prospect before him, as to
whether the fractional measurement should become nearest the
foot above or below.
In order to avoid this chance—indeed, I might almost say, cer
tainty of error—I considered whether it were not possible to con
struct a scale so as to determine the cubic quantity, by making the
degrees of the scale exactly coincide with the plotted heights;
there would then be no necessity to give or take; and if I could
divide the scale so minutely that, with the further assistance of
sub-division by the eye, the graduations should become less than
any fraction of a foot, for which tabular numbers are prepared, I
might fairly assume, that the coincident quantity thus read from
the scale, must be far more accurate than by the methods usually
adopted. In 1839, I first made some scales on this principle for
the use of the Eastern Counties Railway, adapting them to the
particular base and slopes of that railway. I have described them,
with a cut, in my work on "Earthwork," &c. Since then, having
been asked whether I could make a general scale, to effect the same
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purpose, applicable to all bases and slopes, and extending to very
great cuttings and embankments of ISO feet vertical section; I
again turned my attention to the subject, and discovered a very
simple means of successfully performing the operation; and
having for some time submitted the method to the test of private
use, which is quite satisfactory, I now offer its advantages to the
public. The scale is made, of the usual materials and length of
IS inches, so as to fit into boxes or sets of scales now generally
employed, thereby ensuring its portability and general utility.
As most working sections are plotted to a scale of 20 feet to 1 inch,
I have constructed the graduations to this standard.
The application of the scale is as follows, all dimensions being
in feet :—
Having divided the section, as before described, in the usual
manner, produce the perpendiculars B D beyond the gradient
to A, and through D draw the lines D C, so that the angle B D C is
almays 60 degrees. This is very easily done, as every draughtsman
is provided with such an angle.
Then with the compasses make
IDC, 1AD=1DB; 2DC, 2AD = 2DB; and so on through
out. The section is then ready for measurement.
Tofind the Mean Area of the Sides.—With the scale marked A C,
measure across from A to C, and note the graduation from O of
the scale. This measurement, multiplied by the slope, is the mean
area, or the cubic yards, due to 1 foot of length.
To find the Mean Area of the Middle.—Apply the scale marked
A B to the distance A B, and note the graduations from O of the
scale. This measurement, multiplied by the base (in feet), is the
mean area, or the cubic yards, due to 1 foot of length.
The sum of these two measurements multiplied by the length in
feet will give the cubic yards contained in the prismoid.
The process above detailed, when put into a formula, appears
thus—
[(AB X base + AC X slope) = mean area] X length = cubic yds.
From the above statement it appears, that there are two mea
surements of this scale, set against two measurements of the
heights, and their respective tabular numbers ; the remaining pro
cess being the same by both methods: thus showing, that besides
the greater accuracy due to the coincident measurements of quan
tity, a saving of time is effected by not having to refer to tables.
Having thus described the use of this general scale, I beg to
refer to the particular scale already herein noticed, and fully de
scribed in my work, page 210. This is constructed on the same
principle of coincident measurements; and is adapted for the use
of any railway, by simply altering the graduations of the part
called " sectional areas," which can be easily done by means of the
rule given in the volume.
To Measure a Cutting by the Scale.—Apply the zero of the scale
of "sectional areas" vertically to the gradient or formation line,
and read off where the surface line intersects; put this in column
1 or 2, as the case requires: then, at the smaller end of the pris
moid, upon the scale of vertical yards, with zero on the surface
line, observe where the gradient intersects, then place the same
point of intersection on the gradient at the other end, and read off
above the zero on the scale of "differential areas," where the sur
face line intersects; put this in column 4, and then, having mea
sured all the lengths by the scale of horizontal yards, and inserted
them in column 6, proceed as in the use of the tables. To save
time, it is desirable to take a pair of dividers and mark off at each
division the difference of the heights in succession, and then the
differential scale above zero need only be applied. The arrange
ment of the columns used for this scale is as follows :—
[(Col. 1 + coL 2 = ) col. 3 — col. 4 = ] col. 5 x col. 6 = col. 7 =
cubic yards in the prismoid.
ADD TOGKTBBR

Col. 1

CoL 2

SUM

DEDUCT

DI*F.

Col. 3

Col. 4

Col. 5

I LKNOTH

Col. 6

CUBIC YARDS

Col. 7

The scales above described can be had by applying to Mr. Elliot,
268, High Holborn.
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CAST AND WROUGHT IRON BRIDGES.
On the Strength of Material/: as applicable to the construction of
Cast or Wrought Iron Bridges. Part 111.—"On the Transverse or
Cross Strain. * By Geoboe Buchanan, Esq., F.R.S.E., President
R.S.S.A.—(From a paper read at the Royal Scottish Society of
Arts.)
The President stated that he proposed now to complete the
third branch of the subject—namely, the transverse strength op
materials, bu t would first advert to one or two points connected
with the preceding expositions, namely :—
First, the Conway Tubular Bridge, in regard to which it was
gratifying to observe, that it had now been in operation for up
wards of three months, the regular traffic of the line going on,
and trains passing and re-passing daily, everything connected with
it proceeding in the most satisfactory manner, and this truly won
derful design crowned with complete success. He then exhibited
a drawing of the great Britannia Bridge, now in progress of ex
ecution across the Straits of Menai. This was exactly on the
same principle as the Conway Bridge, but on a still more magnifi
cent scale, the Straits here being so much wider, and the bridge,
in order to keep the navigation free from obstruction, being ele
vated 102 feet above the surface of the water at the highest
equinoctial tides. The breadth across the Straits at high-water
is about 1,160 feet; and, including the banks to the abutment
piers of the bridge, 1,490 feet. This space is divided into four
spans by a massive pier in the centre of the water-way, termed
the Britannia Tower, 45^ feet thick, and two small piers or towers
in the water at each side, 32 feet each, forming two spans in the
centre, 460 feet in length each, and two half spans, one on each
side, 230 feet.
Secondly, having been particularly requested by the Society, at
the last meeting on this subject, to extend and complete his expe
riments on the tensile and compressive strengths of different
stones, he would now state the result of these experiments. The
mode of trying the direct tensile strength was formerly exhibited
by appending weights to the substance till it was actually torn
asunder. In this way the strength of the different stones, by
careful and repeated experiments, was found at an average as
follows, viz. :—
Cralgleltb. atone
Hallel
..
Ketlhall
..
Humble
..
llinnie

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

Breaking weight.
4.VUU.
336
326
28.1
87»

Several other specimens had been prepared of marble, whinstone,
Caithness and Arbroath pavement, and the results on these would
be afterwards communicated.
The compressive strength of these substances, or their power to
resist crushing, being generally far beyond their tensile strength,
could only be tried conveniently by mechanical power, and he
showed the apparatus which had been used for the purpose, con
sisting of a combination of two levers, giving an increase of
power of 30 to 1. The specimens, consisting of nearly exact cubic
inches of the material, being placed near the centre of motion,
and the upper lever brought down with a plate of metal to fall ex
actly on the stone, the weights were applied at the extreme end of
the lower lever until the stone gave way. On trying, at the meet
ing, with this apparatus a piece of Hailes stone, it bore 3,540 lb.,
and then gave way with a violent crash. A specimen of Craigleith stone was next tried, the side of the cube being about oneeighth part more than a square inch. This carried upwards of
6,500 lb., when the sides began to skirt off, and with 6,810 lb. it
suddenly gave way, and was crushed to powder. In all these ex
periments it was observed that when any part of the stone re
mained entire, it exhibited the same appearance noticed by Hodgkinson in the fracture of cast-iron ; pieces breaking off at the
sides at certain angles, and leaving a nucleus of a conical shape.
Specimens of these were preserved, and may be shown at another
meeting. By experiments of this kind, carefully made and re
peated, he had found the compressive strength of the different
stones as follows :—
Craigleith, gave war to a pmiure of
Humble
..
..
Bailee
..
RedhaU
..
..
Blnnle

4,1100 lb.
3,740
3 630
3,SM
"J.-i'ii

In regard now to the transverse strain, this, as formerly ex
plained, is of a compound nature, both the tensile and compressive
forces being brought into play. A beam supported at the one
* For the two previous portions of thia papcJ, eve " Journal, " voi. it., p. 126, aod U3.
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extremity, and loaded at the other, becomes a lever, at the ex
treme end of which acts the weight tending to bend and break the
material, by turning it round the point of support ; while the
power of resistance, residing in the section of fracture at the
support, acts in the middle of that section, and at a distance
from the centre of motion equal only to half the depth of the
beam. The same is the case with a beam supported at the two
extremities and loaded in the middle ; the beam, in that case,
dividing itself in the centre into two levers, and half the weight
acting at the extremity of each ; while the strength of the beam
acts, as before, in the centre of resistance, which is in the middle
section of the beam. The notion of the beam turning round the
point of support and distending or stretching all the particles in
the section of fracture, which was that of Galileo, is not correct ;
the centre of rotation is in a point somewhere near the middle of
the beam, and all the particles below this point are distended,
while all the particles above this point are compressed or crushed
together, while in the centre they are neither compressed nor dis
tended, and hence this point has been termed the neutral axis.
Much discussion has arisen regarding the exact position of this
neutral axis—the limit between the tensile and compressive forces
—a nice question, and one of abstruse and difficult investigation ;
and the probability is, after all, that it is not a fixed point, but is
liable to vary with the nature and intensity of the strains. Be
that as it may, it fortunately happens that the practical result as
to the strength of the beam is almost exactly the same, whether
the axis be supposed, with Galileo, at the point of support, or,
with succeeding philosophers, at a point near the centre. In every
case the strength depends, as formerly explained, on the length and
depth of the beam, combined with it's area at the section of frac
ture ; and by these three elements the strength can he calculated
in every case, provided we ascertain by experiment the actual
strength of a beam or beams of given dimensions. Numerous
experiments have been made with this view, and particularly on
cast-iron, bv Messrs. Hodgkinson and Fairhairn, and other ob
servers. These were made on beams of various dimensions as to
length, breadth, and thickness, hut the calculation is simplified if
we reduce them all to a unit or standard of 1 cubic inch ; taking,
for example, a bar 1 inch square, resting on supports 1 inch
apart and loaded in the middle, and the average result of all the
different experiments is, that such a bar of cast-iron would bear a
weight of 24,400 lb., or very nearly 11 tons. The strongest spe
cimen was of No. 3, cold blast, which gave 31,212 lb., or nearly
14 tons; and the weakest being one of No. 2, hot blast, gave only
19,278 lb., or better than 8A tons. The difference as to strength
between the hot and cold blast appears to be trifling. The follow
ing are the strengths of some of the irons, given by Mr. Hodgkin
son :—
Carron, No 8, lint blut
Do.,
Do., No.
do.,
do.,2, cold
cold
hot blast
blast
Low Moor. No 2, cold blast
Mulrklrk. No 1. hot blast
Huffery, No. 1, hot blast

12 7 tons.
109
111
ll'.'i
il-l
lcl-l
ltt-5

Every other beam, then, will hear in this average proportion of
1 1 tons, in respect of the three elements above mentioned—namely,
1st, the section of fracture; 2nd, the depth of the beam; and,
3rd, the length or distance between the supports ; and the rule is,
to multiply this average unit of strength of 11 tons, 1st, by the
section of fracture ; 2nd, by the depth ; and, 3rdly, divide the pro
duct by the length. This is an universal rule, and one of most
extensive application, and is here given in a somewhat simpler
form than is generally found in elementary works.
He then
showed the effect, by experiment, on a cast-iron beam, one inch
square, supported at the extremities at two feet apart, and loaded
in the middle till it broke. By the above calculation of 11 tons
for the unit, the strength would be 1,068 lb. ; and it first deflected
greatly, and then broke, all of a sudden, with a weight of
1,140 lb. ; and as the exact area of the bar is about l-10th more
than an inch, this gives a unit of strength very nearly that of the
average above mentioned.
This specimen of iron was from
Broughton Foundry, and he understood was of Summerlee iron,
No. 2.
Form of the beam.—The simple rectangular beam is not the one
best fitted for strength in proportion to the weight of the ma
terial employed. In the first place, the centre being the weak
point, the mass at the ends may be reduced and accumulated in
the centre, giving the beam a curved shape on the upper or under
or on both sides ; and this is the form generally adopted in large
beams or girders. The ends may be safely reduced to half or
two-thirds of the depth in the middle ; and for a load uniformly
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distributed over the beam, the surface should be formed to an
elliptic curve, and for a load at the centre, to a parabolic curve.
But, 2ndly, the cross section of the beam, instead of being rect
angular, can be modified with great advantage by removing the
material from the central parts, and accumulating it, in the form
of projections or flanges either at the top or bottom, or both. If
the flange be at the top, the cross section or the figure of the
beam looking endways is that of the letter t ; ami if the flange be
at the top and bottom, the figure is that of the letter Z, with the
head and tail extended. Originally the j form with the head or
flange downmost was adopted in large manufactories or buildings
for carrying brick arches, chiefly for the convenience of obtaining
a bearing from which the arches on each side might be sprung.
Afterwards the I or double t form was recommended, on no less an
authority than Tredgold.
But the knowledge and consideration
of the property of cast-iron, already described, in possessing a
compressive strength much superior to the tensile, has given an
entirely new view to the subject, and led to very important practi
cal results. This is a discovery due to Mr. Hodgkinson, and the
experiments and investigations which he has undertaken, in con
junction with Mr. Fairbairn, have rendered most essential service
in this branch of practical mechanics. The upper part of the
beam being compressed by the application of a weight, and the
under part distended, and the tensile resistance being three or
four times less than the compressive, it is evident that the ma
terial of the beam ought to be accumulated much more at the
bottom than at the top ; and in order to ascertain practically how
far this principle might be carried, Mr. Hodgkinson made a variety
of trials of different forms, beginning with the flanges equal at
top and bottom, or the letter I form, then increasing the bottom
flange by ten or twelve different steps, till he found at last the
greatest strength was attained when the bottom flange (as in this
figure J.) was six times greater than the top ; and some very curi
ous results arose from these investigations. The strength of the
beams, formed according to these views, is easily calculated on the
principle already explained ; for, whatever be the form, it will be
found that the strength is still very nearly proportional to the
three elements—length, depth, and section of fracture ; but the
unit of strength or standard for each beam is different. For rect
angular beams of cast-iron, this unit, as explained, is at an ave
rage 11 tons. For the equal flange beam, which was formerly con
sidered a model, the unit is no greater, but rather, if anything,
less ; but when the bottom flange is increased beyond the top in
the ratio of 4^ to *> *ne un't °^ strength of every inch of the
beam is increased to fifteen tons ; and when the bottom flange is
farther increased in the ratio of 6 to 1, the strength is increased
to nineteen tons. He then showed by experiment the strength of
a cast-iron beam 2 feet by 2 inches deep, bottom flange five times
greater than the top, and area of fracture 1 inch. If rectangular,
it should have broke with 2,280 lb., but it carried 3,750 lb., nnd then
gave way, showing an increase of strength equal to 4,170 lb. gained
by this form of the section. Since these experiments of Mr.
Hodgkinson, others have been lately made by Bramah and others,
particularly those under the sanction of government, in reference
to the fall of the cotton-mill at Oldham, by Sir Henry de la Beche
and Mr. Thomas Cubitt. These are important, as being made on
a larger scale than the others. They entirely confirm the views
and results of Hodgkinson, but the beams experimented on not
being of the same forms, do not give the same degree of strength.
On the whole, therefore, the results given above may be relied on;
but the strains for perfect security ought on no account to be car
ried beyond one-fourth or one-third ot the breaking weight.
Now, that the nature of the transverse strain has been so tho
roughly investigated, an important consideration arises,—how far
improvements may not still be made by the introduction of mal
leable iron in conjunction with cast-iron, so as to form beams of a
compound nature, having all the parts liable to compression of
cast-iron, and all the parts liable to tension of malleable iron.
This has already been adopted, in some cases with success, by the
introduction of what are called tension-rods of malleable iron;
but it is extremely doubtful if the best combination of the two
metals has yet been ascertained. The great point is to keep the
two metals clearly and distinctly to their different offices of re
sisting compression and tension, and unless this be done there is
difficulty and risk of bringing the one or other of them into
action ; and neither of them, in such cases, sustaining its proper
share of the load or pressure, the most serious consequences may
result from the combination. Owing to this, the use of tensionrods has been rather condemned by engineers, and not without
reason ; but Mr. Buchanan thought the objections were not so much
to the use of the tension-rods, as to the injudicious manner in
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which they have been or may be applied. No general rule, he
said, could be laid down, but one principle should never be lost
sight of—that the strongest form is the simple one of the roof : the
two rafters butting against each other at the top producing a
simple compressive strain through their length, and at the bottom
a horizontal thrust on the extremities of the tie or tension-rod,
producing simple distention. Forms might require to be modified
by circumstances, but to this they ought all to tend, as to a centre
involving the most perfect distribution of the forces. He then
gave several illustrations of the mode of applying these ties,
pointing out where they would be of essential service, and where
they were objectionable and inefficient.
In many cases of railway bridges, the space between the level
of the railway on the one hand, and sometimes a road, sometimes
a stream, or navigable river, on the other, is so confined, that even
with tension-rods well applied, or massive girders, the span is so
great as to occasion too enormous a strain to be safe or expedient;
it is much better in such cases, rather than attempt to span the
opening with too limited a depth of beam or girder, to acquire
height by setting the girders on the outside of the railway, where
an unlimited height can be obtained for arching, or framework of
timber or iron ; and this leads to the consideration of a remark
able species of bridge much used in crossing the vast openings of
the American rivers, both for common roads and railways. It is
termed the Frame Bridge or Lattice Bridge. These bridges have
been most extensively applied, and with complete success, and, by
successive improvements, have now been brought to great perfec
tion ; and as they possess some remarkable properties, and form
an excellent illustration of the principle of dividing the tensile
and compressive strain into distinct members of the bridge, he
thought it might not be uninteresting to the Society, to give a
short explanation of them here. A very interesting account of
these bridges, one 'of which, over the Susquehannah at Columbia,
of twenty-nine arches, each of 200 feet space, is about a mile and a
quarter in length, will be found in Mr. Stevenson's excellent work
on the "Civil Engineering of North America," and through two
engineering friends he had been favoured with farther information
and drawings, which were exhibited.* The great principle of the
frame bridge he then illustrated by reference to a small model.
It is nothing but a simple modification of the principle of the
roof; two rafters meeting in the centre of the bridge, and resting
at their extremities on a tie-beam ; from this centre the tie-beam
is extended longitudinally on each side, and running horizontally
to the opposite abutments ; and along with it, at regular intervals,
a series of rafters, running parallel with each other and parallel
with the centre one, are extended the whole length of the bridge ;
the feet of these rafters rest on the tie-beam ; the tops of them
cannot meet, but are connected by an upper longitudinal beam
running horizontally. On this the rafters are all abutted and act
exactly as if each pair had met in the centre, only that the inter
mediate connecting beam is subjected to a compressive strain,
arising from these rafters all pushing on towards the centre, in
the same manner as the lower beam is subjected to a tensile
strain from all the feet of the rafters pushing off from the centre.
The upper beam is termed the top chord, the lower beam the
bottom chord, and the rafters are called the braces ; and one mem
ber more is only wanted to make the structure complete—namely,
a beam or tie standing vertically, to connect the top of the one
rafter with the foot of the next adjacent, towards the centre ; and
in this manner every part of the frame is supported, and there
being no cross strains whatever, it is truly astonishing how much
such a structure will bear. The last-mentioned beam, from being
subject to the tensile strain, is termed the tie, and a great im
provement has been effected by the introduction of malleable iron
rods in place of timber ; by means of this, and of screws and nuts,
the whole structure can be brought to a perfect degree of tension,
co that every joint and member may bear its due share of the
load ; and in the case of shrinkage of the timber, or other derange
ment, the equilibrium and perfect form of the structure can
easily be restored and maintained. By screwing up the ties in
this manner, the bridge tends to assume an arched form, rising
with a camber in the middle ; to prevent this, another member has
been introduced, termed the counter-brace, which is a beam of
timber, extending from the top of one rafter to the bottom of the
next adjacent, from the centre towards the extremities of the
bridge. This counter-brace crosses the braces and resists any
change of form which the screwing-up of the rods would bring on;
and there is this remarkable advantage obtained, that the action
* For one of these drawing! he m Indebted to fall old friend and assistant, Mr.
Laurie, now engineer on some of the American railways) and for the other, along with
Interesting views aa to the principles of construction, to Mr. Lavvion, a friend and
engineer, lately returned to Britain.
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of these counter-braces, thus screwed-up to a certain degree of
tension, prevents tbe weight of the passing loads from having any
effect in straining or deflecting the bridge. Instead of any addi
tional strain on any part, these loads rather relieve the counterbraces from the tension to which they are subjected. No deflec
tion or change of form can occur, except what may arise from the
mere compression or distention of the parts, and these being all
strained endways, and there being no cross or oblique action, this
effect is absolutely nothing ; and the form of the structure and
strains on it become in a great measure, if not entirely, indepen
dent of the fluctuating traffic. The bridge is already strained tu
the utmost extent of any passing load, and cannot be affected by
it ; whence arises a principle of stability and safety, well worthy of
consideration, particularly in the case of railways. The strength
and stiffness of the small model was then shown, and the enormous
load which it carried ; and the whole of this interesting subject
was concluded by the exhibition of a much larger model of one of
the American bridges. Bridges of so great a span as 200 feet are
common enough in that country, and the model represented one of
these. It was exactly l-10th of the dimensions, being 20 feet long,
and the frames on each side 2 feet deep, consisting of the top and
bottom chord, J inch by 2g inches; the braces in pairs j of an
inch square; the tie-rods in pairs |-inch diameter; and the
counter-braces each single, J-ineh square. One of these frames
was placed at each side of the bridge, connected at the bottom by
cross beams on which was laid the planking of the roadway. The
whole weight of the bridge was only 113 lb., and although 20 feet
span and of such slender materials, it carried six persons, equal to
at least 7 or 8 cwt., standing on the centre, without deflecting
more than ^ of an inch.
Another advantage he also mentioned of these bridges was the
simplicity of construction; the braces aud counter-braces were all
cut exactly to the same length and square on the ends; no
morticing or jointing of any kind, but resting simply on blocks
attached to the top and bottom chords, through which blocks
were also passed the tie-rods. Nothing could be simpler, and the
whole bridge could be taken down, removed to another site, and
there put up with facility. It is easy to see also, that as the
malleable iron ties have been substituted for the upright timbers,
so may it be for the bottom chord ; and the braces and counterbraces could be made of cast-iron in the form of hollow square
tubes, which would altogether form an extremely simple and
strong girder or bridge. One remark, however, he must make re
garding all these bridges or girders of a rectangular form—namely,
that though they may be practically convenient in many respects,
they are all attended with a sacrifice of material, in so far as they
deviate from the principle of the arch. The top chord might be
in the form of an arch, starting from the level of the roadway at
the abutments, and rising to the original height at the centre. In
this way much material would be saved, while the strain on the
chord would be greatly less, owing to the curvature; Bnd this
form is often used in America, but not combined with the princi
ple of the braces and counter -braces as it might be. The same
remark applies also to the iron tubular bridges, which possess ad
vantages in simplicity and great steadiness, but no doubt the
material at the ends is redundant, and the strain in the centre
beyond what would occur in the case of the arch. He now begged
to conclude these expositions, which had been extended to much
greater length than he had anticipated.
After the reading of the paper, Professor Forbes observed, that
in regard to these American bridges, which appeared to possess
peculiar properties, he would put a question or two which Mr.
Buchanan might probably answer—namely, how far they did not
resemble in principle the iron tubular bridges of Mr. Stephenson.
The frame-work in the model of the American bridge at the sides
was no doubt open,but he observed from the drawing that there were
double the number of frames as there were in the model, and he
understood that the sides were often formed by numerous little
lozenges, or lattice-work, forming nearly a continuous web, and
he should like to know whether the sides of the tubular bridge,
with the angle-irons to strengthen them, did not much resemble
this web of lattice-work. In regard to the top and bottom also,
it appeared from the model that those also were united by diagonal
beams or frames, forming a sort of enclosure at top and bot
tom, and as the side frames were twenty feet in height, this left
ample head-room for passengers and carriages.
Mr. Buchanan could not help expressing how much he felt gra
tified by the countenance and approval of such high authority as
Professor Forbes. In regard to the American bridges, the resem
blance in principle to the tubular bridges had struck himself
forcibly in considering these structures.
The top and bottom
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tone, or else pass over it in silence, as being too insignificant to
challenge criticism. That it will produce the slightest effect upon
those who are already confirmed in their opinions on the subject
(having been trained up in the old routinier system), we do not at
all suppose. They, of course, will continue as they have begun,
trusting that their system will continue to retain its credit during
"their time;' and then—apris nous le deluge! It is only the rising
generation of architects who will adopt Mr. Leeds's heresies—for
heresies they undoubtedly are at present, though in time they may
come to be considered orthodoxy. A good deal of architectural
heterodoxy, we may remark, is just now abroad: for Mr. Fergusson
is to the full as great, or even a greater, heretic than Mr. Leeds.
With respect to the publication before us, what, it will be asked,
is the particular doctrine or theory in regard to the Orders, which
it enunciates? In the first place, then, although a mere trifle, if
considered as a book, this treatise is evidently the result of much
and unprejudiced thinking on the subject; and not its least merit
is the sincerity of purpose shown in regard to communicating in
struction, by completely dealing away all that mystery and mysti
fication with which the study has hitherto been more or less en
cumbered, and obscured, and made to appear—intentionally, per
haps, though not laudably so—too formidable, or at any rate far
too repulsively dry, to be approached by any except those who
apply to it professionally. Hitherto, architecture has been studied
and taught only either merely historically or merely technical! v.
Its nature and privileges as a Fine Art—in which character all
ought to be able to sympathise with, and appreciate it—have,
instead of being placed prominently forward, been nearly over
REVIEWS.
looked,—at the most, briefly and vaguely insisted upon in the
abstract, but neither intelligently explained, nor dwelt upon with
real feeling.
Rudimentary Architecture : the Orders and their JEsthetic Princi
We do not pretend to say that Mr. Leeds's treatise fully supplies
ples. By W. H. Leeds, Esq. Weale, 1848.
the desideratum, because, being strictly confined to the Orders, it
We do not expect to obtain much credit for impartiality, in
elucidates only their "aesthetic principles;" and notwithstanding
speaking of what comes from the pen of one whose name has, in 1 that they are the basis of what may be called the general modern
European style of the art, that style includes many other elements
one or two instances, appeared in our own Journal, as that of a
contributor to it, and who is suspected by some to have written in
of composition. As much as is professed to be taught, is taught
it incog, to a considerable extent.
Although this consideration
ably and rationally; so as clearly to explain, in the first place, the
does not and ought not to deter us from noticing a treatise whose
natural constitution of the Orders as all belonging to one general
subject is of immediate interest to our own readers, it will serve to
system, and then considering them as divided into three leading
render us guarded in our expressions, and at any rate prevent us
classes, each of which includes several varieties,—some of them
from falling into the strain of common-place puff. Were we the
differing very widely from each other, yet all having something in
common which at once marks them as belonging to that particular
first to notice this production of Mr. Leeds's, and to speak of it in
the laudatory terms which some others have employed, our praise
class or Order, in contradistinction from either of the other two.
This theory—according to which the generic character of each
might be received with mistrust. But it has already been noticed
with pointed commendation in more than one quarter, as treating class may be modified ad infinitum— affords the architect a degree
the subject inimitably. In an article on "Weale's Rudimentary of artistic freedom hitherto denied him. Whether such freedom
will be welcomed by those who have been reared up in slavery to
Treatises," in the Mechanics Magazine, the reviewer says : "The
treatise on Architecture is by one of the first architectural critics arbitrary mechanical rules, may be doubted; therefore, it is only
of the day (perhaps the very first), and has nothing to fear from to the rising generation of the profession that we can reasonably
the worst that rival critics or chastised pretenders can advance look for the adoption of more liberal and artistic principles. If
against it— which, assuredly, is saying a great deal, but not more such principles—those advocated in Mr. Leeds's treatise—can be
shown to be erroneous, their adoption is of course to be deprecated.
than we conscientiously believe to be true. It is confined to 'the
Orders' and their './Esthetic Principles'—of which modern term
Yet, before they are rejected, let them be impugned, and fairly
JEsthetics, there is a clever definition in a most useful 'Glossorial convicted of error. Otherwise, although intended to be expressive
Index,' and which definition we here quote for the benefit of those of contempt, silence may be misconstrued; and instead of its being
—not a few—to whom the exact import of the phrase is still a supposed that the opinions brought forward by the author of the
mystery, &c. &c."—From what has been quoted, it is evident that present treatise remain unopposed because not worthy of being
meritorious as the treatise is, opposition to the views promulgated
replied to, it may be fancied that they are not answered because
in it may be expected. Undoubtedly, such is the case: however they are found unanswerable.
"Are our architects artists?" is the question put by another of
they may be hailed by those who come quite fresh to any study,
those who have spoken of Mr. Leeds's treatise.* Highly as he com
and make their first entrance into it, original and more rational
views of it than what had hitherto prevailed, can never be greatly
mends the views entertained, the reviewer is of opinion that they
are too much in advance of the present practice. " Have not," he
relished by those who discover—even if they will not confess as
asks, "all the monstrosities of modern times originated in at
much—that they have been all along guided, or rather fettered, by
tempting to avoid mere routine, and attain the merit of originality?
very contracted and narrow-minded, if not absolutely erroneous,
doctrines.
And whilst we would rejoice in seeing architectural genius de
In another review of this treatise on the Orders, which we have
veloping itself in forms of beauty hitherto unappropriated, is there
met with, it is said: "Unambitious as is the form in which it ap
no danger of Mr. Leeds's advice being acted upon too literally ?—
pears, it is likely to effect an important and desirable change in the
There is." Yes, undoubtedly there is; but to what does the ob
mode of architectural study and teaching—so far, at least, as the
jection amount? Is only maintaining that because liberty may
Orders are concerned, by explaining their rationale upon broad and
be abused and converted by some into lawless license, we ought to
liberal principles, and by getting rid of all those dull and pettifog
renounce freedom, as being fraught with danger ? Therefore, lest
ging rules, the adherence to which has rendered architectural
some should go astray, all architects are to be clogged, and com
design little better than a system of blind copyism and mechanical
pelled to plod along in the path of routine already traced out for
routine. It is anything but a compilation manufactured for the
them. The reviewer's objection would have been a decisive and
market: on the contrary, it is the production of an experienced
unanswerable one, could he have shown that the ill conse
writer, and an original thinker."—Neither are those from whom we
quences to the art now apprehended have invariably taken place
quote the only notices that have appeared, and all which we have
whenever architects have been left free—as was the case in former
as yet seen are commendatory. Still, it is very probable that
times, both classical and mediieval—to design their own detail,
others will either speak of this little treatise in a very different
• The Edinburgh Newi, at Dec. 16th, 1848.
chords of the former, answered to the cellular tubes in the roof
and floor of the latter, and the frames on each side to the iron
plates, forming the sides of the main tube, with their numerous
angle-iron pieces, which were laid on the continuous ground of
the plates to give stiffness to the sides. The frames of the
American bridges were also connected at the bottom by cross
frames and timber planking ; and at the top, he believed, they
were also, in some cases, connected in a similar manner, and
covered in by a roof, for protection against the weather ; so as, on
the whole, to form, as it were, a complete rectangular tube in
skeleton. Still, however, the tubular bridge was, in many re
spects, a very different structure; and the design of abridge, of
one vast malleable iron tube, was an idea at once happy and
original, and was, he considered, due entirely to Mr. Stephenson.
Mr. Buchanan having explained, in regard to the tensile strength
of malleable iron, stated at 27 tons for the breaking weight, that
this was from the old experiments of Telford, Brown, and Rennie,
Professor Forbes said he understood from Mr. Stephenson that
he considered this result too high. Mr. Buchanan stated that he
was not aware of this, but he knew Mr. Stephenson had taken the
safe load of malleable iron of the Tyne bridge at 9 tons, which
was rather larger than Mr. B. had been used to calculate, so that
the final results were verv nearly the same. He would, however,
endeavour to obtain Mr. Stephenson's results accurately.
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and exercise some invention—in a word, were not bound down to the title of Ancient Britain, is a new theory of what have been
precedent. We do not find that the freedom then enjoyed was called Druidic monuments, in the suggestion that they are of
Iberian origin. The ethnological characteristics of the English
abused to any alarming extent, or productive of many monstrosi
ties—unless contemporaries regarded as monstrosities what we now are more fully investigated than has yet been done, and a new
light is thrown on the history of the Anglo-Saxon and other Ger
admire as the productions of happy and fertile imaginations.
Before rejecting as dangerous the freedom claimed for architects manic races. The Anglo-Saxons, here called English and Sueby Mr. Leeds, we ought to be convinced that the system now followed vians, are traced in several of their connections, and a novel
effectually guards us against monstrosities, and invariably ensures branch of history is laid open by the identification of a Suevian
to us edifices that are "to the credit of our national taste." And race, which, under the names of Varini, Warings, Rugians, and
until that can be fairly proved, we must claim liberty—the liberty Russians, took part in the invasion and peopling of Britain and
Slavonia. Since the identification of the Medes, Alans, and Osseof doubting, if not actually denying it. If we do not get mon
strosities, we get dulness and mediocrity,—correct and respectable, tinians, no fact of equal importance in ethnology has been at
but mediocrity and dulness still. We do not hiss, indeed, but we tempted to be established. For the detail of geographical, politi
yawn,—and hissing is much the livelier employment of the two. cal, and commercial statistics, the Popular Atlas may be advan
tageously consulted, and will not be soon superseded, while it
The National Gallery, for instance, is the butt of newspaper criti
cism, and enables it to show its sprightliness; whereas the poor gives for three pounds a work what has hitherto cost twelve or
fifteen. It seems to be a fashion now for M.P.'s to produce such
British Museum lulls both newspaper criticism and critics fast
books, as before they did pamphlets, and we have Mr. Macgregor,
asleep.
Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Wyld, starting in this new line. We hope
To return to the reviewer and the reviewed, Mr. Leeds's advice
the production of bigger books on political subjects will be accom
is to be interpreted cum grano salis. By no means does it follow
panied by better information. It is certainly a proof of progress
from what he urges, that all are bound to strive to display
originality. All, as we conceive, he means is, that those who feel | in political studies, as much as is the class of historians, reprethemselves capable of doing so, should not be deterred either by ! sented by Lord Mahon, Mr. Macaulay, and Lord John Russell,
fear or by paltry mauvaise honte, from doing so. Something is, of and seems as if it would now be required that statesmen should
course, ventured ; but the courage which dares not to venture
know something of their business. We thought it something
formerly if parliament was illustrated by poets and novelists.
anything, or to come forward unless assured beforehand of success,
is not, in our opinion at least, many removes from cowardice. We
do not at all imagine that there are many—at any rate, not at
present, who could successfully put into practice what Mr. Leeds
THE PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE AND ART.
recommends. Yet, there are surely—perhaps it would be nearer
An Historical Inquiry into the True Principles of Beauty in Art,
the mark to say. instead of "surely," uncertainly—some, capable of
more especially with reference to Architecture By James Fergi/sson,
availing themselves of the liberty held out to them. If no others,
Esq., Architect ; Author of " An Essay on the Ancient Topography
we have our Barrys and our Cockerells, who, it may be presumed,
of Jerusalem," " Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient Architec
are artists, and as such, trustworthy. Those who do not feel the
ture in Hindostan, &c." Part the First. London: Longmans,
requisite impulse and confidence within themselves, may be left to
1849.
go on as heretofore, confiding in rules and adhering to routine.
The writer of this book has set forth fully the great difficulties
It is not only a stale, but an unfair trick, to bring forward
he has had to struggle with in drawing it up, and has owned in
instances of notoriously extravagant caprices as argument for re
how much he is wanting for its rightful execution. There are evils
straining an entire profession from any exercise of inventive
which still more beset the reviewer, for while the reader looks for
faculty,lest theyshould fall into similar excesses. Just as fairwould
a close examination, sound criticism, and a decided judgment, the
it be to condemn rules altogether, as useless, or worse than useless,
reviewer finds that much time is required, much knowledge, and
by referring to the numerous tasteless, insipid, and prosaic designs
deep and careful thinking, before he can fairly begin his task.
that have been manufactured acccording to rule, and may so far
He is led over a wide field of learning; he must strengthen his
be unimpeachable,—very respectable, but utterly worthless.
Besides, no one can mistake Mr. Leeds's meaning so egregiously remembrance as to much which has faded from his mind; he must
as to imagine that he advises architects to put forth rashly whatever bring back again many things which he had altogether forgotten;
crude fancies may occur to them. On the contrary, he strongly he must learn much that is new. This must be always hard work ;
but much more so when time is not given, for the reader looks for
inculcates the necessity of esthetic study. In architectural design,
decided innovations are not to be adopted lightly, being left to an early notice of such a work. With most books this may be readily
take their chance for success or failure. It is for the authors of done; indeed, it is enough to see them, without reading, to know
what to say of them; they are knocked up for the market, made
them to study them thoroughly and mature them, before they put
them forth to the world,—to consider and re-consider them again
for a speedy sale, and their freshness is all that needs to be asked
and again. And if, after such consideration and contemplation of about. But when a man spends a score, or two score years—a life,
his idea in drawing or model, the architect is satisfied in his own indeed, in making his book ; when he brings to it not handiwork,
mind that he has accomplished his purpose, and can account ra
but thought—how, in a few hours, or few days, is his book to be
tionally for what he has done, hardly will he have perpetrated a grappled with, its strength to be felt, and its weaknesses to
monstrosity. After all, too, it is better to have to endure some be found out and set forth ? Such a book, nevertheless, is that
monstrosities, than to be condemned to endure universal medio
now before us, which has taken years in its accomplishment,
and for which the writer has gone through the whole round of
crity, and the wearisome repetition of the same stale ideas.
1 he present generation of architects, trained-up as they have knowledge.
Our readers will like to know who the writer is, and happily we
been to depend entirely upon rules and precedent, may not be
capable of profiting by the more liberal views now promulgated.
can tell them, from his own words. They look, perhaps, for a mem
ber of the Institute, with a fair share of wealth, who has gone
They are to be pitied rather more than to be reproached. But
let us hope that their successors will be trained-up better—so through his pupilage, posted to Rome, steamed to Athens, sent in
trained-up that there will be no occasion for the invidious question:
a competition design for a poor school, and built a Tuscan cottonmill, and an Elizabethan workhouse. This does not seem to be so:
"Are our architects artists?"
and though Mr. Fergusson calls himself an architect, we do not
know that he ever put up a building. For the work he has under
taken few men, he says, nave, either from education or the profes
The Popular Atlas ; with Geographical and Statistical Descrip
sional pursuits of their life, been less prepared. From boyhood
tions. London: WyId, 1849.
he was destined to the desk. From school he passed to the count
This work, which has been in progress of publication for the
ing-house. In early life he was kept so closely to the desk as to
last two years, is now completed. It is an atlas of large maps,
have no time for society ; and having likewise no taste for the
with statistical letter-press by Mr. Wyld, M.P., and Mr. Hyde common amusements of his fellow-clerks, he unbent his mind by
Clarke, being the only work of the kind. It is not so complete as reading. Like most young Scotchmen, the science that charmed
it might have been ; but still it is more so than any other, and is him most was metaphysics ; but he read likewise much on che
the latest work of reference on the subjects to which it relates. mistry and geology—tried hard to understand crystalography, and
Although it is necessarily a compilation, there is much originality
puzzled himself with problems of mechanics and astronomy. " In
in it, and it suppplies in the cheapest form which has yet been
short," he says, " I bought any book on science my limited means
attempted what has been hitherto scattered in many books. It
would allow, and more with reference to the price than the con
gives a very full view of the English empire and colonies. Under
tents,"
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The effect of scrambling reading was confusion of views. This
Mr. Fergusson soon found out, and he set himself to order and
arrange ins stores of knowledge. This led him to his first sketch
of the classification of the arts and sciences.
From the counting-house his way took him to an indigo
factory in the East; of all places in the world the one he
thinks least suited for a cultivation of any knowledge of the fine
arts. He then became an acting and active partner in a large mer
cantile establishment, from the trammels of which, in spite of every
endeavour, he has never been able to free himself; and during the
time this book was in hand, he wrote more about the state of the
money-market, indigo, sugar, silk, and such like articles, than he
did regarding architecture, painting, or sculpture. The last
eighteen months Mr. Fergusson complains of as times of anxiety
and distress to every one connected with mercantile pursuits, and
more especially to those connected with the East, and as having
drawn himself into its whirlpool.
His mercantile pursuits, he laments, have shut him out from the
best class of intellectual or artistic society for years ; and even his
writings have not given him that introduction which might have
been of use. Thus he has been cut off from counsel and advice in
a task of no mean weight ; and he has not had all that help from
books which he would so much have wished. He ha6, neverthe
less, made the most of his time and means, and has spent as much
of his time latterly in the study of his subject as most men have
been able to do ; and to this we can bear witness from the fruits.
He has, moreover, had the good fortune to spend the best years
of his life in the East ; and in travelling he always travelled alone,
with only one end in view. Thus he has seen much of art, and has
had plenty of time to think over what he saw. For months to
gether he lived among buildings and the works of art they con
tained, and looked on them long and steadfastly; following, even
to the chisel-marks, the thought and bent of the artist and the
workman. Whatever schoolmen may think, this is no mean train
ing in art ; and such a man is more truly an artist than nine-tenths
of those who draw, carve, and build.
Our readers will remember that Mr. Fergusson has written of
late years, " Illustrations of the Rock-Cut Temples of India," "An
Essay on the Ancient Topography of Jerusalem," and " Pictu
resque Illustrations of Ancient Architecture in Hindustan." The
work now before us is of higher bearing. The first part only is
fmblished ; other two are to follow, and one is ready. This is to
>e on Eastern, Asiatic, Mahommedan, Byzantine, Gothic, and
Mexican art. The third part is to hold what the writer calls " A
History of the Monkey Styles of Modern Europe, from the time
when men first began to copy instead of thinking, till the present
time, when they have ceased to think, and can only copy." It
will be seen that there is no wavering as to the overhearing evil
of modern art. The two latter parts will be as thick as the first,
which holds above five hundred large octavo pages, with many
drawings.
None of the common writers or readers on art will be ready to
believe, or pleased to hear, that the beginning of a book on archi
tecture is a treatise on what Lord Bacon has named Philoeophia
Prima. Yet so it is ; and there are few works of this day—not
even those of Whewell, Herschel, and Brougham—of a higher
philosophical bearing. Shall we go where Mr. Fergusson has
thought it right to lead—shall we follow him round the wide fields
of knowledge, afar from art—or shall we pen ourselves up in what
is held to be strictly architectural ? By doing the latter, we shall
please the mass of our readers; by doing the former, we shall
awaken the anger of many, and meet with the applause of but
few. We shall do the latter ; first, as we think Mr. Fergusson has
set a noble example by writing a work to be read and be thought
about, and therefore ought to be upheld ; next, inasmuch as the
Journal has heretofore done the same things that he has done, and
said the same words, and, as we believe, has in some way strength
ened and encouraged him in the task he has fulfilled. We believe
Mr. Fergusson to be right, and ourselves to be right, and we ought
not to lose this opportunity of enforcing the truth. If we are
merely to be flatterers of the crowd, to tell our readers not what is
true, but what is pleasing to them, we may as well at once cut off
the architectural portions of our Journal, and leave them to the
dry chroniclers of news, and the namby-pamby praise of publishers
of tours and illustrated guide-books. There is something of more
weight to be done in these days, than giving details of styles and
orders. We have to bring art to life, and not to rest till this is done.
We are upheld by the trust that the Journal has already done some
good in unsettling wrong feelings, and awakening right ones ; and
this is a good ground for going on.
We may say further, that we have often shown that architecture
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and engineering have many common ties, and a wide hearing on
each other—and in nothing more than in right training and educa
tion ; and therefore, whenever anything of common interest comes
before us, we are bound to lay it before our readers of both pro
fessions. We have too many readers who are not practising mem
bers of either profession. We shall therefore follow Mr. Fer
gusson throughout.
We must own we were never more struck than by the begin
ning of this work ; and so unlike is it to what would be looked for
in a book on art, and what we have always had from writers on art,
that we read with the greatest distrust. The great body of them are
so wanting in real learning, so narrow in their minds, and in their
sight—so little of artists, and still less of philosophers, that we
are too ready to think that no other kind of writers have ever
given their time to high art. The world is to be forgiven for this;
for those who call themselves artists have most of all forgotten
that Aristotle, Plato, Cicero, Bacon, Burke, and Brougham, not
to name many others of great name and great mind, have written
more or less upon art and its principles. After all, this is what
should not be forgotten, that art as much belongs to the kingdom of
philosophy as anything which is more commonly allowed to be under
its sway ; and it is from having broken loose, that art alone has gone
back, while everything else in these days has gone forward, till we
speak with pride and joy of what has been seen and done in our
days, with only one blot—that we have done nought in art.
Mr. Fergusson treats art as the offspring of mind—its physical
expression or representation ; bearing in its shape, as do the chil
dren of men, the impress of the youth or eld, the strength or
weakness, the soberness or riot, which marked the parent at the
time of birth. Art cannot be upheld by one man, or by a score,
nor can it be made in a day ; but the minds of nations, and the
thoughts of years, can alone give it the breath of life. He brings
it into immediate connection with the great social system, and
treats it as under the same influences as any other human insti
tution. The way in which Mr. Fergusson does this, and the sys
tem of philosophy to which it leads him, are in every way remark
able. They are another comment on the signs of the times, which
so many now look upon with wonder. The struggle as to art is but a
single fight on a wide battle-field, which, end as it may, will not
sink the beam either way. One side may win, but many of its
best men be slain by those whose flag has lost the day. Thus has
it been before with art—nay, the freedom of others has been the
contemporary and signal of its own downfall. In this day, every
thing shows one of those epochs in history which stand forth to
all times for good or for evil. It is not alone that war is let loose,
that kingdoms and commonwealths are unsettled, the bounds of
the mighty taken away, and those of the weak set wider off; but
the mind of man is everywhere, and in everything at work—driven on
to some great and mighty end. If the wielders of political theo
ries are emboldened by seeing their way to power, how much more
are those who look forward to the application of the resources of
science ? It is a great thing to have driven the steam-horse or
the steam-ship faster—to have stretched afar the tongue of the
telegraph— and to have drawn with the beams of the sun : but
these are no more than the handsel of the inventor; the first
fruits, it is true, but the earnest of greater bearing. If speed has
been got, it is only to show us that more may be done. If we have
made lightning our messenger, why not our carrier; if we have
brought the people of the wide Atlantic nearer, why not hand to
hand, or rather, mouth to mouth ? Steam is a servant with a ready
and a mighty arm ; but we know not yet that we have called forth
the greatest genii of the hidden world. The lamp may have been
rubbed, and the steam wreathed from the jar ; we may have
workers of wonders before us : but these are only among the low
liest of those doing the bidding of an Almighty Master. The sear
of the ring is at our beck ; and yet he is only one of a numberless
fellowship. The field of knowledge is known to be wide; there
are those gone forth to search it : and whatever may be brought
back, so much are we on the stretch for something new, that
nothing CBn raise our wonder.
Everything betokens a great action on mankind—greater than
anything which has been before, inasmuch as the physical condi
tions of time and space no longer narrow the field to its former
bounds. Europe may have been the field before; but now the
wide world is open, and the blow stricken at Paris is felt in Poly
nesia or Hindostan. It is not that there is any settled way before
us ; it is that we are ill at ease as to those we are now in. Dis
content as to the past, mistrust as to the future ; a restless long
ing for something better, without shaping what it is, mark the
politician, the economist, the socialist, and the religionist. This,
too, is felt in the world of art. It has not sprung up with the
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French Revolution, nor does it take its aim from this ; it began
before, and has long been working; and revolution and reaction
are among its phenomena, not among its causes, nor is its shape
taken from one side. The Puseyite, who leans towards Rome, and
his foeman, who would rush further from it, are both under the
same spell ; the same yearning for higher motives, and for a better
sphere of action, is the influence operating with each. The
Timet and the Northern Star may be opposing forces, but they
result in impressing the same direction on the public mind ; both
agree that what now is, is wrong ; both that something is to be
done, though neither knows well what that is. Look at art: can
we anywhere find satisfaction with the present, or anything but
looking back to Greece or the middle ages, or looking on to a
hereafter—misty and mis-shapen ? There are plenty of preachers
against us; but few show us what to do, or anything which if
shown is worthy of adoption.
There was much the same seeming in the fifteenth century, the
sixteenth, the seventeenth, and the eighteenth ; but, as already
said, never had the minds of men so wide a field whereon to strive
together—never before was the whole world so moved—never be
fore did the lot of so many millions tremble in the beam. The
fall of the Roman empire may have been felt by the tribes who
fed their flocks under the Great Wall of China—from the Pacific
to the Atlantic—from the Icy Sea to the Mediterranean ; hundreds
of tribes may have shifted their homes, and whole nations may
have been brought upon the stage of history : but this, the events
of which exercised the greatest physical influence, will give no pa
rallel to that which now looms before ns—nav, has already set in,
in mighty outlines. The great French Revolution did nothing
like this will do, because that was narrower in its bearings.
Each, however, is a part of the same system of progress —each
a sequence of those which went before—this, too, of the others ;
but each has its own likeness, as well as that of its fathers—each
has had its own philosophy. That of the last century, as said by
Mr. Fergusson, though beginning in the inductive philosophy of
Bacon, was divided into two narrow schools. The sectarian party
fought not for truth, but for the safety of what they thought to
be the dogmas of their system. Hence, being often wrong, they
were often beaten by their foemen. These, again, had set up a
system, in which they not only threw over all the sectarian views
of the others on religion, but left out religion altogether. They,
too, did not fight for truth, but to set aside religion, and to up
hold a system of morphology, in which the present was evolved,
by a series of regular changes, from the rudest elements, without
any interference of design. A scheme was made out for nature or
creation, on what were supposed the simplest philosophical prin
ciples, and nature was never to be thought to wander from them.
Each side was always winning, but the other never thought itself
beaten.
With these two schools we have still to deal : but there is now a
third, which is likely to exercise great influence, as particularly
representing the phenomena of the epoch ; more material in its
bearing, narrower in its sympathies, less symmetrical in its com
position—and yet of higher aim. Whewel, Herschel, Whately,
Prichard, Babbage, and Brougham, may be looked upon as having
led the way to what has resulted in this new form, but without
agreement and without design ; while as yet no great teacher has
sprung up to give a name to the new section. Its teachings are
most to be found in the press of England and the United States ;
and, therefore, they have already exercised a powerful but silent
impression on the public. The newspaper writer of this century
will perhaps fulfil the task of the encyclopaedist of the last—and,
assuredly, with much greater might. The Times, with no definite
end, has perhaps, alone, already done more to revolutionize the
nineteenth century than all the encyclopaedists of France and Ger
many did for the eighteenth.
To those accustomed to rail at the nineteenth century, and par
ticularly the systematic supporters of the morphological school,
nothing will give wider scope than this philosophy, without agree
ment in its teachers or its teachings ; no certainty of aim, or farseeing object—nay, not the same object. It is patchwork, confes
sedly, to suit an emergency, made for its dav, acknowledged to be
perishable, and expected to be destroyed. Its great point of dis
tinction does not seem to be open to these reproaches ; but there is
little else but what is. By making theology and religion an essen
tial part of this philosophy, its votaries give a greater field for
its support ; for though they cannot satisfy the sectarian, who
wishes his sect only, they enlist men of all forms of worship ; and
the zealous Protestant may as consistently enrol himself, as the
Jew or the Mahommedan. The adoption of this principle is, in
reality, the key to the apparent inconsistencies. The object of
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the inquirer is not to attribute a sectarian or morphological mo
tive, hut to seek for the evidences of design, and examine its tend
encies, believing that nothing has been done without an object and
an aim. Hence the apparent conservative tendency, so far as con
cerns what already exists—hence the revolutionary tendency, if
we may so term it, as to the future. A man is to be found like
Mr. Fergusson or the writers of the Time*, denouncing social evils
one moment, and the next appealing to the existence of the dis
tinctions of rich and poor, high and low, as established facts.
There is, nevertheless, nothing inconsistent in this or such a sys
tem, though by the morphologists it will be denied to be philoso
phical. Mr. Fergusson cannot avoid giving a note to attack Li
berty, Equality, and Fraternity ; and theTimes has baffled many of
its readers by following such a course for months. The morpholo
gists believe that everything in nature is regular and systematic :
the others, that this regularity and system are governed by laws
much more complicated than those the narrow capacity of the mor
phologists has assigned.
It is but another development of this principle to find the strong
agreement of the new school in Anglo -Saxonism. In the message
of President Polk, in the leaders of the Timet or the Chronicle, in
the " True Principles of Beauty in Art" of Mr. Fergusson,
and with Mr. Hyde Clarke, in the "Popular Atlas," AngloSaxonism is the key or cuckoo note. This is sure to bring down
severe criticism, and to provoke no gentle feeling, for it savours
most strongly of illiberality, as such matters have hitherto been un
derstood. As certainly as morphologists have had their chief seat
in France and Germany, so must the others be narrowed to
England and the United States ; for it is not likely that others
will take up a system which argues an inferiority of nature and
destiny in their races. It seems most decidedly "to give up to
party what was meant for mankind." The ground upon which it
is done is this : the English have, from a handful of men in a nook
of Jutland, become a mighty people—the dwellers in the orbit alter
of Britain, in North America, and in Australia, and the holders of
the greatest kingdom. The design has been that they should do
this, and they are doing it—eryo,they are to do this until some new
law is put upon them.*
It must, however, be said for the Anglo-Saxunists or Englishists,
that many hold out that other races can be brought up to their
model of perfection. The Times is always inculcating this for the
behoof of the Celts, though we are not sure but some of the
others teach that it is the destiny of what they call the inferior
races to die off before the superior influence of the others.
We cannot help remarking that this Englishism comes with sin
gular significancy in the present day. A war of races has been
proclaimed—the mighty Italian people, the great Teutsh or Ger
manic people, the Scandinavian hive, and Panslavonia have set up
their flags : others are to follow. What is the destiny of Eng
lishism ?
Mr. Fergusson brings this dogma to bear to illustrate the pro
spects of art in England. He relies on the capacity of our people
in the former time and in the present time, to attain distinction in
the arts ; if there were but the will to do so, or the right way be
set about.
The new school having once brought morals and religion within
the pale of philosophy, are for applying them everywhere ; in poli
tics, in art—nay, in mechanics. They wish to give earnestness to
even the lowest walk of life. On every branch of science and of
art, these views are brought to bear ; and it is by the practical de
velopment of them that a scheme of philosophy is worked out,
really different from those which have been before laid down.
Adopting Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, and Newton, and yet often re
jecting each ; learning from Bentham, La Place, Cuvier, and Lyell,
without agreeing with them ; a new monument is being heaped up,
fur which the workmen labour with earnestness, such as has never
before been surpassed, and for which each lays down his contribu
tion without any regard to its ultimate shape.
The only acknowledged end is to do good to society—to carry*
out the progressive tendencies of the human race, which the mor
phologists likewise hold: but there is no acknowledged way of
doing this. Mr. Fergusson, in reference to re-modelling art, says
(p. 161), "It may be asked, if I propose to throw over all prece
dent, and to abandon at once all Grecian pillars and Gothic pinna
cles, and all the classical and mediaeval details which now make
up the stock in trade of an architect, what would 1 propose to
substitute in their place? The answer is a simple, though scarcely
* Periuipa we ought to aay Ktvlifchism, not Angio-Saxonlam, according to tome of
theee writera. The " Popular AtUa," which ta aa much written under the new inauira^
tion aa the " True Prlnclnlea of Beauty." gives a full development of Knyli.jn.in lu alt
ita heatlnga, atiitisllcslly and minologlcally, moat of which ia ao far from the common
statement of historical facta, that it must lead to much controversy.
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a satisfactory one, as it is merely—'I do not know.' But if any one
reflects a moment, he will see that it is impossible I or any one
else could know, without, at least, the gift of prophecy; for the
very essence of progress is its procession towards something we do
not now see ; and the essence of invention is, finding out what we
do not know, and what could not before be known." This is
honest; whether it is satisfactory, we leave others to judge.
Having now shown the relevance of Mr. Fergusson's book to
the school of philosophy to which it relates, we shall proceed to
examine it by itself; which we could hardly do to the satisfaction
of our readers until we had made them sufficiently acquainted
with the position and views of the author; for otherwise, we
should be under the suspicion of criticising a detail, which is irre
levant to the scheme of our work or the wishes of our readers.
Mr. Fergusson begins by considering the progress of mankind,
and the state of this country, so far as vice and virtue are con
cerned; and the constitution of society as affected thereby. He
asserts that there is no physical nor mental equality between men,
but that there is a perfect natural equality of all conditions of
mankind, as far as the power of attaining happiness is concerned
(p. 4.) He looks upon "all states of society, from the merest bar
barism to the highest civilization, as having its advantages and dis
advantages, its virtues and its vices, and that, in fact, there is no
natural advantage possessed by one over the other; in all, vice does
and must exist,—in all, virtue is attainable by those who seek it;
there is no state in which it is not in man's power to improve his
condition: none in which a neglect of what is right may not
render his position intolerable." He regards evil as inevitable and
necessary, but that there is a full power of improvement. This
leads to the question, "What are we to do to extract all the possi
ble good out of our present condition ?" Mr. Fergusson's answer
is, "Cultivate the sciences and the arts; no purer faith—no real and
permanent good can be effected, except from an improvement in
Knowledge; no higher or more elevated tone can be given on the
all-important subjects of morals or religion, except by imparting a
higher degree of refinement, and a better appreciation of the
purely beautiful to the public mind. This last is—or at least,
should be—the true mission of art; and were art so cultivated and
based on knowledge, we should have higher aims and nobler pur
poses than we now have, and we miaht be struggling forward
towards the Divinity, instead of grovelling in error, as we are now
doing."
In our present condition, the writer considers us as a mere moneymaking, power-accumulating people—undignified by higher pur
suits. If we remain so, the fate of Rome must be ours. He
points out the mass of idle wealth, seeking and finding its only
gratification in frivolity or sensuality; and a still more powerful
mass of want and misery festering at the base, and preying on the
vitals of society. It is upon the healthy mass that he relies for
redemption in the future.
The evil which Mr. Fergusson points out as the most prominent
is, not that usually selected, but which ought to be. "What is most
wanted, says he, is a better style of education for the upper
classes.
It is in them that the great danger to society exists,
and from them the example must come, that will elevate the tone
of society." This is most true, and so is what follows. "At present
we have not, an upper class capable of conceiving or creating, and
consequently, no Tower class trained merely to execute ; but art
rests half way on a class combining both attributes, and who prac
tice it only for its money-value as a trade, thinking and executing
themselves" (p. 9.)
The system of education given to the higher classes the writer
considers particularly to blame; but we think he does not suffi
ciently weigh the influence of Greek and Latin grammar. They
may form "a distasteful and treadmill system,' but those very
properties constitute their essential worth in education, as a con
venient mode of training. Their use, however, is one thing, and
their abuse another; and it would be as wrong to throw them
aside, as it is now to take them up as a panacea. It is no less a
mistake to teach the wrong things at the wrong time; in boyhood,
strict technical training strengthens the mind, and nothing can
be more fatal than overtaxing the imagination or the reason. In
manhood, it is as great a waste to train the lower faculties and
neglect the higher. While we would strongly uphold what are
called the classics in the lower schools, so would we keep them
down in the higher schools, and give the time now devoted to
them to the mathametical and practical sciences; to natural history,
the fine arts, literature, and political science. "Useful knowledge'
might be brought into our universities with good, instead of being
part of the cram of boys and girls' boarding-schools and mechanics
institutions.
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In coming to the important subject of classification in his in
troduction,
sification which
the writer
he hasalludes
set forth
to the
in failure
his treatise
of Bacon
"De inAugmento
the cla-sScientiarum" (p. 17.) and we agree with him that it was not because
science was not enough advanced, 'hut because, though Bacon's great
merit was his contempt for the philosophy of the Greeks, he could
not throw off, in mental science as in physical science, the dominion
of Aristotle. To late systems of classification attaches the evil,
that they want to chain down creation to lines and squares and
circles, which have no place there. To Whewell, Mr. Fergusson
makes the objection of Hellenism, and he candidly proposes one
of his own as an outline to be filled up.
The first step taken by Mr. Fergusson is the division into two
great natural classes of sciences and of arts ; the former being a
knowledge of all that creation does without man's intervention;
the latter, a knowledge of all those modifications which man works
on nature's productions.
Mr. Fergusson, like most of his school, and as opposed to the morphologists and sectarians, has a great dislike to metaphysicians, and
he says that the mistake of former classifiers has been classifying
according to some metaphysical idea of how it is perceived and
learned by man (p. 23.) He asserts that the fundamental idea of
a science is its total independence of man, either directly or indi
rectly, and instances botany. "If man had never been, or were to
morrow Mot ted-out from creation, would not the forests remain,
and the 'small flower lay its fairy gem beneath the shadow of the
fiant tree?' Would not every natural production of the vegetable
ingdom, and every phenomenon, remain identically the same,
whether man observed them or not? All that man can do is to
observe and try to understand; but he cannot alter one jot or
tittle."
If we superinduce a change in the natural appearance of plants,
and increase the size of their roots or flowers, this belongs to the
province of the arts—agriculture, horticulture, or floriculture.
This seems to us a good distinction, but Mr. Fergusson has not
supported it so fully as he might have done. Had he done so
rightly, he would have saved himself from representing the divi
sion of labour and progress as the emblems of mind in distin
guishing man from other classes of organised beings (p. 64.) The
great distinction is the subordinate creative power, or voluntary
power of modifying the forms of creation. No other animal has
this power or exercises it, Bnd it is the true means of progress.
The acknowledgment of this power at once establishes the
justice of Mr. Fergusson's two great divisions—physics, or a know
ledge of nature; anthropics, or a knowledge of nature as modified
by man.
Before these, he places those sciences which are universal in
their relation, and concern equally physics and anthropics. These
he names Universal Sciences.
The Universal Sciences (A) are classified into Theology or a
knowledge of God, and Somatology or a knowledge of the laws
relating to bodies. Here is a singular defect; for our writer has
fiven no proper place to his own sciences of Biology, Ontology, and
'sychology, which may be named Pneumatology. His classifica
tion of Somatology is not carried out on his own principles. If
termed Poemology, it then includes the whole range of creation
Atoms or particles are considered as in space, under the relations
of number and form; and in time, under those of rest and motion
(p. 35.) Poemology includes, therefore, Universal Mathematics
and Mechanics, in their relations of arithmetic and algebra;
geometry
?uestioned,
and
whether
analysis;
there
statics
is such
and dynamics.
a conditionItas
may,
rest
however,
in nature
be
p. 35) ; and what is called statics, really considers a point or unit
in motion (p. 37); dynamics, continued motion. Arithmetic and
geometry, when considered in relation to numbers and bodies in
motion, or as here called in the condition of time, belong to a
higher range of science than when limited to fixed numbers and
forms. So far as numbers, rest, and motion, are concerned, these
must apply to what we have called Pneumatology; the laws of
which have been little investigated (p. 26.) The application of
mathematics and mechanics to creation, constitutes the applied
sciences under head (A), as optics, perspective, hydrostatics, hydro
dynamics, electro-statics, and dynamics, &c; some of which, Mr.
Fergusson has arranged among the pure sciences. The forces ex
erted by vegetable or animal life, the combined influence of vital
dynamics and physical dynamics, and the combination of these again
with mental forces, call for a systematic study which they have
not yet received. So long as our mathematics and mechanics are
those of matter only, the highest branches of their application*
remain untouched, and the political sciences must be arbitrary in
their principles and details. That a great deal is to be safely
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done, is shown by the progress which has been made in vital
statistics; but what is to be done, must be done inductively.
Taking the operation of moral laws as an example, it is quite as
competent to give the statistics of the evils which have followed
on their infraction, as it is to chronicle the result of physical
disease. We may sketch out general laws, but the men of the
present age require the evidence of facts. Here we may point
out that the movements or dynamics of phenomena or events of
what VVhewell calls catastrophic laws, have never been carefully
considered. The doctrine of probabilities is an empiric mode
of escaping the investigation of facts, and the foundation of
a new science is to be laid by gathering together, recording
and investigating, the phenomena known to us; the orbits and
and forms of the planets and comets, their revolutions ; the periods
of earthquakes, volcanoes, meteors, electric storms, hurricanes,
famines, plagues; the forms of crystallization; the aggregation of
atoms; the catastrophes effecting human, animal, and vegetable life.
Whatever has been done in this, has been by laying down so-called
regular circles, ellipses, and lines, and by taking means which are not
recognised in creation. Mr. Fergusson has shown (p. 32, 33, 69),
that there must be a much higher arithmetic and geometry than
that we now possess; and it is only by the belief that we cannot
attain them, that we debar ourselves from their acquisition. If
we examine the history of mathematics, we shall find its higher
branches have all been consequent on the advancement of the
sciences of observation. A discovery in astronomy, in optics, or in
electro-magnetism, drives the mathematician to more advanced
and a more elaborate system of explanation. Had Galileo and
Kepler never observed, the need of a system of fluxions or a
calculus could scarcely have been felt. Progress in the observa
tions we have enumerated, may thus be the initiative to an advance
in mathematics and mechanics, beyond that which Newton made on
those who went before him. At present, facts are attempted to be
explained by science as it is, or rather, was; not to induce the
science as Newton did, so as to lead the way to further facts.
So little, indeed, is the teaching of Bacon remembered, or the
example of Newton understood, that the few attempts which have
been made to follow in his path (as by Mr. Herapath, for instance),
have been decried—not on their own merits, but as acts of heresy
and treason against time-honoured doctrines. What has been
taught before may be true; but that is no reason for not learning
more. Mr. Fergusson says (p. 29) "In nothing is man's conceit
more painfully apparent than in his dread lest he should know too
much, and thus learn to despise the Deity; his fear, lest the very
limited space and time he can grasp should equal or surpass
infinity or eternity; or, that the small modicum of knowledge
which, from his formation, he can ever hope to attain, should
exceed omniscience."
In defining Somatology, Mr. Fergusson considers the arrange
ment of atoms, and states his belief that "all the observed phe
nomena might be represented by some such hypothetical assump
tion, as that all space is filled with definite atoms in a neutral
state, and, consequently, inappreciable by us, either directly or in
directly; but that these, at the same time, may exist in two states,
which, for want of better terms, may be called negative and
positive states, or male and female (to borrow a somewhat distant
analogy). These may combine with one another—not like with
like, but with their opposites, in certain definite proportions.
That these combined atoms or particles, again combined, accordto the same law, form chemical atoms; and these last combined
in certain proportions, which we know, form the sensible matter
of this globe.
" I cannot help thinking," says the writer, "there
would be considerable advantage in representing our chemical
philosophy according to this simple theory; and I know it can
be done." So far as our investigations on the atomic proportions
have gone, we are inclined to the latter opinion. This view of
antagonist principles or forces has been often put forward; it will
be found in the works of Mr. Rooke, of Akehead, and last, by Mr.
Hyde Clarke, in the Popular Atlas, already named, under the head
of Phenomena of the Universe, where it is extended by the as
sertion that this antagonism is exerted in every phenomenon and
operation, preventing the repetition of the same movements or
forms, "The paths of the planets are in irregular-shaped ellipses,
because, according to physical laws, they cannot be circular, for in
nature a circle or a right line is not found, nor is the same shape
ever gone over again, which would be so if a perfect figure were
formed. In nature, there is always a contest between the opera
tions of centricity and eccentricity." It is this assumption of an
individuality of creation in each object and operation of nature,
which is a prevailing doctrine throughout Mr. Fergusson's intro
duction.

->1

Mr. Hay has, we consider, done a great deal of good by his
investigations on form; but we cannot by any means agree in his
theories or his results in the limitation of forms. Mr. Joplin has
done much more to our mind, by showing the infinite vaiiety of
curves which may be produced. Mr. Fergusson, in the definition
of geometry, gives, we think, reasons against Mr. Hay, which the
inspection of the great room of the Society of Arts will confirm.
"We are in thehabit of calling squaresand circles, cubes and spheres,
and such like simple figures, perfect forms, and fancying that they
are more beautiful or more perfect than more complex ones; and, in
deed, they are so to us, as they are the only ones we can comprehend.
But the amorphous* mass of granite is quite as perfect in nature's
eyes, and as complete and certain in all its forms and relations,
as a lens of glass or billiard ball (assuming them to be what they
pretend to be), and more so; but the latter are so simple in thenoutline that we can reason upon them. The other defies our
powers; but were our analysis sufficiently perfect to enable us to
master its complexity, we should arrive at a very different con
clusion."
The Physical Sciences are included in Table 3 (p. 40 and .56)
which is only a sketch, and requires to be filled up and corrected.
Mr. Fergusson begins with the stars or Astronomy, and proceeds
to Etherology or the imponderables of the Universe (Light, Heat,
Electricity); Mineralogy, the substances of the globe (Air, Water,
Minerals); Botany, and Zoology; but though he afterwards es
tablishes man as a separate class, Anthropology does not take its
proper place in his series.
Each of these great classes, the writer treats under the relations
of space and time, as in class B. Thus, under space in Zoology,
are ranged Chemistry, Anatomy, Physiology, Ontology, Zoography,
and Geography; under time, Palaeozoology, and History.
Chemistry becomes the doctrine of elements ; Anatomy shows
how these are put together; Physiology, how they work; Ontology
treats of the special laws of instinct or mind in animals; Zoography
is the description of individuals; Geography, their relation to the
earth,—and we should suppose Mr. Fergusson means to the
universe or Cosmography. Pala>ozoology treats of the changes
which took place in animals before the period of man, or man's ob
servation; History, those which have taken place within his ob
servation. On Mr. Fergusson's principles, the laws of design
relating to these classes of animals should be eliminated; but
unless they are included under Physiology (p. 52) or Geography,
we do not see that Mr. Fergusson has provided for them.
The following is a development of Mr. Fergusson's system of
classification on his own principles, but which he has left incom
plete, it will be seen how many of these sciences are at present
uncultivated and undeveloped.
Phyrical Science!. (B)
ASTRONOMY.
Chemistry
Somatology
Cosmorgics

ETI1ER0L00Y.
Chemistry
Etherology
Etherorgics

Chemistry
Chrystallonraphy (?)
Georgici (?)

Astrograpby
Cosmography
Cosmogony
History

Etberography
Cosmography
Geology (?)
History

Morphology
Cosmography
Geology
History

BOTANY.

ZOOLOGY.

MINERALOGY.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

Chemistry
Anatomy
Anatomy
Physiology
Physiology
Ontology
Psychology
Phytography
Zoography
Ethnography
Cosmography
Cosmography
Cosmography
Palseophytography
Palaeozor.graphy
Paleoethnography
History
Hiatory
History
In reviewing the state of Astronomy, Mr. Fergusson points out
that it is at present most limited; and it maybe added, that on his
principles it is to be much extended. The assumption of spheroidal
forms and elliptical paths, acted upon by a simple and continuous
force, may be convenient in a rudimentary state of science, but he
requires the investigation, not of theoretical, but of exact forms
and orbits, and of the laws of design; under which the impress of
form and motion have been communicated. Hitherto, astronomy
has been within the range of Somatological mathematics only;
and Mr. Fergusson claims it for universal mathematics, in which
the laws of mind shall be investigated as well as those of matt* r.
Chemistry

Chemistry
Anatomy
Physiology
Ontology

* Air. Ferfussoo neui amoruhuua Id the ordinary t«ni« attached to " form."
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Etherology establishes the connection between this globe and
the universe. Light, we know not to be confined to the solar
system; heat, we may presume not to be so; and electricity has
most probably a universal range. Of these imponderables, we
know very little. Mr. Fergusson is opposed to the view that all
the imponderables are only different forms of one substance or
power, except, of course, in the sense in which he has spoken of
atoms; and he thinks that the contrary view is much more philo
sophical, and will lead to more satisfactory results. He holds
that it does not follow, because electricity, magnetism, galvanism,
light, colour, sound, heat, and actinism, perform certain functions
in common, or are governed by similar laws, "that they are oue,
or one genus, more than it follows because all quadrupeds walk
on four legs, that they are of the same genera and species. On
the contrary, by carefully marking every distinction, and classing
apart every form which is not in all things identical with any
other, we are more likely to distinguish their true characters and
true relations, than by slurring them over to produce a superficial
similarity." We cannot but agree in this view.
Of the laws which influence the imponderables connected with
the globe, scarcely a trace is known. The investigation of mag
netic tides and waves forms but a spot in the wide field of study,
which is open.
Mr. Fergusson contends that minerals are absolutely inert, and
calls for the application of a physiology to them. He might have
said more on this head, and the application of a physiology to
astronomy and etherology. We take a bladder of air, a jar of
water, or a bunch from a mineral vein, and we treat them as inert.
We might as well draw the same conclusion from other specimens
in our museums—from the joint of a reed, for instance, or the
broken limb of an animal. The organization of the globe must be
a consequence of the general law of design, and we trace evidences
of it in the flow of the tides, the movements of the atmosphere,
the waves and poles of magnetism, the electric currents of mine
ral veins, the outbursts of volcanoes, and the shocks of earth
quakes. These are as strong evidences of the organization of the
whole globe, as we can find in the organization of any plant or
animal. Whether this oiganization was in a higher state formerly
is another question, as is what are its laws of movement. They
may vary as those of the organization of an animal. Neither is
the organization of the solar system, when properly viewed, less
efficient. Numerous large and small planets, comets, and meteors,
in constant motion, constitute an aggregate of movements and
forces as various as those of the animal kingdom.
The views we have here expressed will be a sufficient comment
on Mr. Fergusson's next subjects of Botany and Zoology, and they
will apply with full force to the consideration of Ontology.

[Jasi'abv.

veyors are so comprehensive, that with a little explanation to the
student, they could not be misunderstood ; for instance, take the
plasterer—iustead of writing " Render, float, and set," or a Lath
plaster, float, and set," any surveyor would understand the book if
they were entered, R. F. S. ; L. P. F. S. : and again, in the joiner
—instead of writing " l^-inch deal four panel, bead flush and
square door," it might be entered as " 1^-dl. 4 P., B. F. & Sq. door."
In conclusion, we recommend Mr. Reid to publish the plant
separately, for the use of students who wish to practice.

TO THC EDITOR OF TH1 "CIVIL ENGINEER AND ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL.

Sir—I beg you will accept my thanks for pointing out an error in the
example at page 205 of my work on Mechanics. The blunder, however. i<
only in a single letter : if for ton you put tun everywhere except id the last
line, all is right—reckoning 216 gallons to the tun, which is the old mea
sure.
There are two typographical errors in your paper that are not in the hook .
In the last line but one in the solution, for 778,584 ; 8304. read 77858483-04.
In the last line, for 463,180,11-5367, read 4631801 1-5307.
If you will insert this in your next number, you will much oblige
Yours obediently,
Amp's College,
James Hans.
December 16. 1848.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
MANUFACTURE OF TUBES.
William Taylor, of Birmingham, machinist, for "an improved
mode of turning up or bending flat plates of malleable metals or mix
tures of metals by aid of machinery into the form of tubes."—Granted
May 18; Enrolled November 18, 1848.
The plates of metal to be formed into tubes are to be first rolled
of suitable length, breadth, and thickness ; the plate being either
feather-edged or not, according as the tubes are intended to be
jointed. The diagram represents a transverse section of the ma

(To be continued.)

The Young Surveyor's Preceptor. By John Reid, Surveyor.
London: J. Basevi, 18+9.
This, a volume which we have much pleasure in announcing, is
really a practicable work, and is what its title states, "a clear and
comprehensive analysis of the art of architectural mensuration."
The author takes each trade separately : he first gives the specifi
cation of the works to be done, and then offers some remarks for
the guidance of the student in taking dimensions, which are very
similar to those given for many years in " Laxton's Builders' Price
Book ;" but in Mr. Reid's book they are given in a collected form,
and are more extended. After these instructions, he states the
dimensions, as taken by the most experienced surveyors; next, a
copy of the abstract, and finally the bill of quantities, monied
out ; all of which are very plainly and accurately set forth, and in
such a manner as to make the work clearly understood by any one
who has had a little practice in a surveyor's or builder's office.
The book contains the whole of the Dimensions, Abstracts, Bills
of Quantities, monied out, and a set of twelve drawings of the
plans, sections, elevations, and working details of a first-rate
dwelling, in conformity with the Metropolitan Buildings Act.
At the conclusion of the work there is a glossary of technical
terms used in each branch of the building business, which, how
ever, is not so comprehensive as it ought to be ; and to render
a glossary complete, it ought to be accompanied with illustra
tions.
There is one observation in which we must differ from Mr.
Reid—that is, in recommending the dimensions in all cases to be
entered with the description in full. This appears to us quite un
necessary. Many of the abbreviations used by experienced sur-

chine, showing the mode by which the plate receives its first curva
ture. The plate of metal is laid flatways upon a long, narrow iron
bed b, which has a semi-cylindrical concave groove formed in its
upper surface, along the middle of its breadth, and extending all
its length from end to end. The concavity of the groove is made
to fit the exterior circumference of the intended tube. The
grooved bed is made to slide successively in the framework in the
direction of its length,—firstly, under a revolving convex roller,
G, which presses down the middle part of the width of the plate
into part of the depth of the concave groove, and thereby causes
the edges to turn up into angular directions, and the plate to
assume the form of a shallow trough or concave gutter ; secondly
under another convex roller, which presses down completely the
plate into the groove, and gives it the form of a deep trough or
gutter, with semi-cylindrical bottom and nearly upright sides.
On passing from beneath this roller, the plate slides over the bulb
of a fixed mandril, and, at the same time, between a pair of rollers,
the circumferences of which nearly meet, and have axes inclined
from vertical positions in contrary directions to one another. The
edges of these rollers are conical, but concave to a quadrant of a
circle of the same size as that of the groove in the bed, so as to
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leave a semicircular aperture between their conical and concave
circumferences corresponding to the groove. The effect of these
rollers is to bend the edges of the already bent plate in towards
each other, and down upon the mandril. The piste then slides,
with the mandril inside, under another revolving grooved roller,
which completes the bending down of the edges, and renders it
more effectual and permanent, and the tube is thereby completed.
The seam may be closed by the means usually employed.
The tubes may be made oval or polygonal by forming the groove,
the concavities, and convexities of the rollers to suit the required
shape.

BOOMERANG PROPELLER.
Moses Poole, of the Patent Office, London, gentleman, for
" improvement* in propelling vessel*." (Communicated from Lieut.Colonel Sir T. Levingstok Mitchell.)—Granted May 3(5 ; En
rolled November 25, 1848.
This propeller is called by its inventor the " Boomerang propel
ler," from its action being supposed to be similar to that of the
boomerang, a wooden missile used by the natives of New Zealand.
On observing the motion of the boomerang in the air, whirling
round a hollow centre and leaving a vacant centre of gravity, it
occurred to Lieut-Col. Mitchell that its centre of motion would
be found to be on a right line, which would divide the boomerang
into three portions, in such manner as that the eccentric portions
should equal the central one ; and this he subsequently proved to
be the case. The bearing of the boomerang propeller, in which
the rotary shaft fits, is consequently to be placed in this newlydiscovered centre of motion, and suitably attached. The advan
tages of this form of propeller are stated to consist in its working
in the water obliquely to the radius of rotary motion, and being
free from lateral pressure.

2S

STEAM-BOILERS.
William Seaton, of Camden-town, Middlesex, gentleman, for
" improvements in closing tubes, and in preventing and removing in
crustation of boilers.—Granted May 30 ; Enrolled November 30,
1848.
The first part of this invention consists in a method of closing
the ends of the tubes of steam-boilers, by contracting the metal
into a hemispherical form. When the tubes are of iron they are
heated to a welding heat, and placed on a vertical mandril, with
the end to be closed projecting slightly beyond it, and submitted
to the action of a suitably-formed die under pressure. When the
tubes are of copper, or of any alloy of that metal, they are sub
mitted to the same process, with the exception of heating ; and as
the end cannot be perfectly closed, a small hole is left or made in
it, which is afterwards closed by a rivet of the same metal, in the
usual way.
The second part of the invention consists in removing and pre
venting incrustation in steam-boilers, by precipitating the lime
(of which the incrustations are generally formed), by oxalic acid,
or carbonate of potash, or carbonate of soda, or other chemical
agents, in a tank, and filtering it through charcoal and sand. Or,
in employing chemical agents, such as nitric, muriatic, or acetic
acid, \c.. to hold the lime in solution, and enable it to be blown
off from time to time. Or, in using in the steam-boiler or gene
rator, sawdust or charcoal, which by its mechanical action prevents
the formation of deposits. When operating on salt water, salt,,
soda, or saltwort is used. The relative quantities of the chemical
agents to be employed, are to be determined by a previous analyst*
of the water; and to remove any incrustation which may have
been previously formed, an excess of the chemical agent employed
must tie used.

•
GAS APPARATUS.

The form of this propeller and its centre of motion are shown
in the annexed diagram, A being the shaft on which it revolves,
and B the propeller blade.

PREVENTION OF SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Sir Henry Habt, Commissioner of Greenwich Hospital, RearAdmiral R.N., for " improvements in apparatus for preventing what
are called smoky chimneys."—Granted June 13 ; Enrolled December
13, 1848.
The claim of the patentee of this invention is for the employ
ment of wheels made to rotate by the wind, so as to withdraw the
air from the chimney or flue, and brought into position by means
of an arrow or vane. The patentee represents three modes of
applying his invention. One consists in placing a fan-wheel par
tially within the revolving part of the top of the chimney; so that
a current of air may act upon the fans which project above it, and
thereby create a draft. Another, in cutting away a portion of the
top part of the chimney, and placing the fan-wheel therein, taking
care however to leave a portion of the fans exposed to the action
of the wind. A third, in placing the fan-wheel within the side of
the chimney fronting the wind, and covering the top fans with a
shield, so that the air may act upon the bottom ones, and drive the
smoke up the chimney..

Richard Barnes, of Wigan, Lancashire, gas-engineer, for "cer
tain improved apparatus for manufacturing gas for illumination; part
of which improvements is applicable to retorts for distilling pyroligneous
acid, and other similar purposes"—Granted June 6; Enrolled De
cember 6, 1848.
This apparatus is intended for the manufacture of gas in a small'
way. The stove is built of fire-brick, with openings in the front
or side, but without grate or bars. The retort is suspended in the
stove by its flanges, which rest upon horizontal iron supports let
into the brickwork, and to whicli is attached a circular iron plate,
standing upwards. The cover is formed with two rims, one within
the other. The inside one takes into a groove formed by the pro
jection of the retort above the flanges and the circular iron plate,
while the outside rim dips into another groove, filled with water,
and supported from the brickwork of the stove. The circular iron
Slate passes up between these two rims, so as to intercept the Fil
iation of heat from the inside one, and consequently to prevent
the evaporation of the water which is contained in the groove in
which the outside rim dips. The tar, &c, which drips from the
cover between the projection of the retort and the inside rim,
together with the water-joint, prevent the escape of gas into the
atmosphere.
Inside the retort is the cradle for holding the coal from which
the gas is to be evolved. The gas passes from the retort, through
a pipe fitted into the cover, into the refrigerator, the hydraulic
main, the condenser, the wash vessel, the purifier, and lastly into
the gasometer. The gasometer contains the purifier, the advan
tage of which arrangement is, that the gas is constantly exposed
to the action of the lime. The gas, as it is evolved, passes through
the apparatus into the gasometer: and when the coal is exhausted,,
the cradle is taken out, and placed in an extinguisher, so con
structed as to prevent the admission of air to the coke, and also
the escape of noxious- vapours from it.
The patentee claims the constructing the stove with openings in
front or in- the sides, but without grate or bars, and in closing the
mouth of the retorts used in the manufacture of coal gas, or py
roligneous acid, or other similar purposes, by a cover made gastight by a water-joint. Also, the peculiar construction and gene
ral arrangement of refrigerator, condenser, wash vessel, purifier,
and gasometer, as described.
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OSCILLATING

Fig. 1.
Richard Want and George Vernum, of Enfield, Middlesex,
engineers, for " an improved steam-engine, which may also be worked
by air and otherfluids."—Granted June 10 ; Enrolled December 10,
184.8. [Reported in the Mechanics' Magazine.']
The distinguishing feature between this invention and the oscil
lating engines hitherto made, consists in their having the point of
oscillation at the bottom instead of in the centre of the cylinders,
by which arrangement the piston-rjd makes a much less angle with
the crank-shaft. The engraving, fig. 1, represents a side eleva
tion, and fig. 2 a front elevation, of a double-cylinder highpressure engine made on this principle. A A is the framework ;
B B are two vertical cylinders which oscillate on a hollow trans
verse bearing, or trunnion, D, with which they communicate at
bottom. B'B' are the piston-rods, which are attached at top to
the crank shaft, C. The cranks are placed at right angles to each
other, so that the piston of one cylinder may be passing through
the most effective portion of its stroke while the other is at its
dead point. The hollow transverse bearing D, is divided into two
sets of passages, and F, a six-way cock, occupies the centre of the
bearing, through which steam may be admitted from the pipe G,
which communicates directly with the boiler, into either of the
sets of passages. The passages are so arranged in connection
with the six-way cock, as to admit the steam into the cylinders,
and to permit it to escape at the proper times ; the whole of the
pipes for supply and eduction being introduced through the hollow
trunnion. In the single-cylinder engines, and in the locomotive
engines constructed on this principle, some alterations are made,
to adapt them to their different circumstances ; but in the main
principle of the invention they are alike.
The patentees claim the manner in which the cylinders are cen
tred on and communicate with the hollow trunnion, and the mode
in which that trunnion is constructed internally.
* Br reference to the '• Cleil Engineer and Architect's Journal." rol. ell., ls+i. Pl/.te
IV., the>e trill be aeen described the same description of engine, invented by At. Legeuslre, and exhibited at the Exposition In Paris, In 1844.
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Fig. 2.
SAWING MACHINE.
Thomas Hunt Barber, of King-street, Cheapside, London, for
" improvements in machinery for sawing wood." (A communication.)
—Granted June 1 ; Enrolled December 1, 18+8.
The specification of this invention became due only a week
before the trial involving the validity of Mr. Junius Smith's patent
for a similar machine, which occupied the Court of Queen's Bench
six days ; and it would appear as if the principal object of this in
vention were to supply the omissions in the former, which caused
the verdict to be given against the patentee. The objects of Mr.
Barber's invention are to provide, in the first place, for supporting
timber otherwise than at the end, while being cut at the various
bevels which may be required. Secondly, he claims certain addi
tions in the chucks, or apparatus for holding timber while being
sawn. Thirdly, a means of giving the log the necessary turning
motion, in order to facilitate the cutting or siding to the desired
bevels. Fourthly, improvements in the gates or frames for hold
ing the saws in the machine. Fifthly, improvements in the means
of moving the bevelling bar, or apparatus for governing the beveU
to be cut. Sixthly, a means of giving stability to the head-block,
or apparatus for holding a log when being secured ; and lastly, im
provements in the apparatus for indicating the directions and
bevels of the cuts in the timber.
With regard to the support for the timber, it consists of a roller
placed transversely immediately under the log near the saw frames.
This roller is of small diameter, but of sufficient length to receive
a log in any portion of the width of the machine, and is supported
at each end by pivots in a swing frame, supported on a journal in
the centre of the machine. The journal, which forms a point of
oscillation, is carried by an upright, moving in a vertical guide ;
and is supported on the end of a lever, by which it is either raised'
or depressed to suit the size of the log. This is effected bv th«
other end of the lever being raised or lowered by a chain wound
on a barrel, the spindle of which is furnished with a screw-wheel
gearing into an endless screw, actuated by a suitable hand-wheel
The supporting roller being free to oscillate on the central ful
crum, it adapts itself, at a suitable angle, to the inclined position
of the log when turned. From the method adopted for supporting
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the log in the chucks, by this movement, the log is thrown out of
the centre, to counterbalance which, the under-side of the rollerframe carries two weights, one at either end, which slide on arms or
from the fulcrum; the distance being regulated to suit the position
of the log, when being cut.
The chuck for holding the timber, consists of a vertical plate,
pendant from a shaft, which oscillates in suitable bearings; the
lower end of the plate projecting at right angles, and forming a
table on which the wood rests. The improvement consists in the
addition of a claw, hinged at the upper part, which is brought
down and driven into the wood.
For the purpose of giving the necessary inclination to the log
to cut a bevel, the patentee employs a bevelling-bar, secured to
the chuck at the lower end. The upper part being hinged to a
nut, works on a transverse screw over the top of the machine;
but, as the distance between this nut and the chuck, will vary ac
cording to the inclination given, the bevelling-bar is therefore
made in two pieces, the one to slide on the other, for the purpose
of elongating or contracting as required.
The improvements in the saw frames consist in applying a double
frame within the same gate or outer frame; these saw frames are
one within the other, and admit of giving a separate motion and
adjustment to the saws. The improved means of giving stability
to the head block consists in the adaptation of a central rail, on
which the table part of the chuck slides during the operation of
sawing; it has also the addition of a right-angled piece at the
back part of the chuck-plate, which also slides on this rail.
The apparatus for indicating the bevels being cut, consists of a
plumb line, which hangs from the apparatus at the upper part of
the bevelling-bar; this is immediately in front of a graduated
index, showing the number of degrees from the centre, or zero,
which is the horizontal position of the log. This line is readily
moved to suit the position of the log when first placed in the
machine.

WATER SUPPLY FOR PLYMOUTH.
Mr Beardmore has recently issued a report in the form of a
letter addressed to Lord Ebrington, on improving the supply of
water to the important towns of Plymouth, Devonport, and Stonehouse: the three may be considered as one large town. He first
investigates the present supply, and shows that the mode by which
it is now obtained is most objectionable ; and then explains, very
successfully, how it may be vastly improved. With regard t'o that
part of the report which describes the way the water is to be col
lected in the reservoir, we have one alteration to suggest ; that is,
instead of making the one at Torr both a settling and distributing
reservoir, we recommend that it be used only for the latter purpose;
and that the intermediate reservoir should be made larger, so as to
allow the water there to deposit its solid particles, and become
perfectly pellucid before it goes into the Torr reservoir. With
these few observations, we shall proceed to give some extracts from
the report :—
The water is to be taken from the River Plym or Mew, at a weir two
miles above Meavy, and runs in an open winding leat, 18 miles iu length,
until it arrives at Plymouth, where part of it falls into two small reservoire, about 135 feet above high-water, from which the distributions are
made; hut at this point, a diverging branch carries about two thirds of
the entire quantity brought into Plymouth, into a mill-course, which suc
cessively works several mills on its passage to the tide at Millbay.
The evil of this to the public health is not, perhxps, ai present great,
until the water arrives at the lower part of the town ; here, for about
half a-mile, it is ponded up for working a mill situate at the point where
it falls into the tide at Millbay.
My first proposition is, that the entire water-power on the hat-course
through Plymouth, and the profit arisingfrom it, should be abandoned, so
that the whole water entering Plymouth could be diverted to domestic use,
public and trade purposes, surface and sewer cleansing, andfor street water
ing in dry weather. ... I apprehend that the utmost obstacle to the extinc
tion of water-mill power, would be the purchase of the leases. Assuming
the available fall to be about 60 feet, and the supply 10 cubic feet per
second, which is very much beyoud what the miller can ever obtain, the
power is equal to -83 horse-power per foot of fall, or 50 x -83 = 41-5
horse-power m tolo, which, if valued as steam-power to be extinguished
in 16 years, would represent a loss to the corporation of 580/. per annum,
or 11/. per horse.
A most important matter of economy is in the use which can be made
of water for street cleansing and summer watering. The general streets
of Plymouth are well paved for cleansing by hose, and the cost of placing
additional stand-pipes or valves, required as they are for other purposes,
becomes a mere trifle. At a small expense, stand-pipes, or a few more
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fire-plugs than now exist, should be placed so that a range of hose from
100 to 200 feet in length can be attached, at least once a day, for the pur
pose of washing and watering. One man, with the head of water avail
able, and the general rapid fall of the streets, could wash thoroughly
10,000 square yards per diem, or, at an average of 8 yards wide, a length
of 1,250 yards, or two-thirds of a mile of street, per diem. Now, in effi
cient sweeping by hand, one man can cleanse not more thau 800 square
yards, or 100 yards linenl at 8 yards wide. If the sweeping cart be used,
the comparison is not so good, but wateriug then becomes an advantage, as
it enables the machine to work more efficiently, especially on macadamised
roads.
With the astounding number of persons living in single rooms in
Plymouth, there should be a systematic arrangement for a vertical pipe,
with branches to the different floors of houses let off in rooms, like the
plan of supply up the common stairs of the flats of Eiiiuburgh and Glas
gow, where, of course, each tenant is charged a separate water rent.
Now a charge of three shillings per annum, allowing a deduction of 25 per
cent, for payment by the landlord, would at once bring accession of revenue
to a large amount, and be an incalculable boon to the poorer community.
An objection may be taken to the apparent expense of this arrangement ;
but if galvanised wrought-iron were used for the vertical pipes, it would
be sin ill. If a service were combined with a sink and waste-pipe for
each floor, the cost would be thus—
Thirty feet of vertical Iron pipe at 8d. died, Including 3 branches
Three pipes and tupa
Three sinks of aiate, to be erected In staircase angle ..........
Waste-pipe («tack pipe available)
Cost per honae with three floors

I
q
1
U

u
jq
4
10

li
q
0
0

£S~»~K

This would be a charge upon the landlord, including interest and repa>meut of first expenditure )l. Zs. per floor, or per service; or
assuming two rooms let off per floor, having the joint use, his weekly
loss would be J of a penny per tenant, which would be fully made
up by the increased convenience of the lodging, as a merely volun
tary question. If compulsory serviee of water be put into force, houses
let out in rooms or floors ought to be treated as separate tenements, aud
charged at cottage rates ; a measure of this kind would save the poor
labour, remove bad habits, and promote cleanliness in every way. The
effect of obtaining small tenants is always beneficial to the revenue ; more
water is paid for, and cmterisparibus, little more is taken, as the poor must
have water to some extent.
The charge for houses under 6/. per annum rack rent, is fixed by Act of
Parliament for Edinburgh and Leith at 3«. if paid by the landlord, or 4».
if paid by the tenant. Out of 25,410 houses supplied in the whole dis
trict, 11,519 houses (floors or single rooms in fart) are supplied at this low
rate. In Glasgow the average rales for domestic purposes in 1813 were
8*. Id. per renter— a striking proof of the advantage of selling water for
trade purposes.
The subject of fire is one that will be immediately responded to, as it is
not many months since the lamentable destruction of life in the lower
part of Plymouth, when there was delay in procuring the fire-engines.
An instrument used at Leeds, is so simple, and has so entirely removed
the necessity of fire-engines, that it is worthy of description as an excel
lent example for the surveyor of the borough, for it might easily be at
once adopted for the lower and thickly-inhabited parts of Plymouth,
where the mains are constantly charged with sufficient pressure for the'
purpose. A light-built tumbrel or hand-cart is kept at various stations,
wilb a hose coiled round a reel oo ils axle, carrying, likewise, a copper
stand-pipe with two diverging branches." On alarm of fire, one man can
run with this, slop at the nearest fire-plug, run it out, and attach the hose
to the nozzle of the stand-pipe, which he immediately introduces into the
fire-plug seat, and by a few turns of the apparatus, the water is let into
the hose and at full play on the site of danger. There is, likewise, no
reason why the arrangement for fire-cocks should not be the same as that
required for washing and watering streets, but with less expensive hose,
and this might obviously vary to suit locality, water-mains, &c.
Mr. Beardmore next proceeds to explain the two questions of quality
and height of supply, and successfully shows that the delicious and
spring-like quality of the water, as taken from the Mountain Plym at
Meavy, might be delivered, with a head of 275 feet above high-water, in
lieu of the present pressure of 135 feet, and placed in a reservoir, at this
height, in such manner that the entire course from Knackersknowle to
Plymouth, should be no longer used for the conveyance of the town sup
plies ; thereby avoiding about five miles of circuitous and sidelong course
through pasture fields, for three-fourths of the distance, where, with the
utmost care, it will and must receive a vast quantity of drainage of an un
pleasant character, if of do further detriment.
Mr. Beardmore proposes to take the leat into a culvert below JFidry Mill,
and carrying the water thence by a pipe across the Manadon Valley, would de
liver it into a large distributing reservoir, at an excellent site on the elevated
« P'be best arrangement is a fire-cock that sbaU always be ready, either for waurlmr
the .treeta or in cau of fire, without requiring a stand-pipe. The Editor has recently
rangement
had a cock consists
made forofthea 2Falmouth
inch diaphragm
Waterworks,
patentbycock
Messrs.
madeLambert
In iron, with
and Sona.—The
a bayonet joint
ar.
to receive the hrais swivel of the hose-pipe, a cast-iron case and cover, and a flange elbow
to attach to a 2-inch branch from the main. The whole cost Is only 32s.— Ed C E «i a
Journal].
'
™ **
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ground in front of Torr-house. This position is commanding and centrically situate, not only for Plymouth, but for Devonport and Stonehouse.
The reservoir could be made at moderate expense to hold six days' supply
for the entire population of the three towns, with an increase of 50 per
cent, or say 150,000 people, supposing that the large quantity of 36 gal
lons per head per diem be required ; it would be 275 feet above highwater, a height sufficient to give full fire-engine cower, at the most elevated
point in Plymouth or the neighbourhood, including the high quarter round
Lipson-terrace, which is now quite above all water supply.
The available supply is proposed to be taken from a water-shed district,
under the control of the Corporation of Plymouth, and contains about
5,000 acres. The minimum rain-fall taken at 42 inches per annum on
5,000 acres, is 762,300,000 cubic feet per annum, representing an
average of 1,450 cubic feet per minute, flowing off the ground. To make
this available for supplying Plymuuth, we may assume that one-third
would unavoidably run to waste, which would leave a stream of 966
cubic feet per minute. If so much as 200 feet was let down for the mills
on the Plym,—below the Head Weir, there would be 766 cubic feet per
minute, left for Plymouth.
Now the quantity of 36 gallons per head for 150,000 people will require
only 600 cubic feet per minute, consequently there would still be an ample
margin ; but this is only to be secured as a regular supply, by forming
a Store Reservoir on the River Plym,—by walling or embanking up the
narrow and picturesque gorge below Sheepstor-bridge ; this done, 40 to 50
acres of water may be gathered with a depth of 20 to 25 feet ; the land
is inexpensive, ami the dam would be of a trifling cost.
The foregoing outline of my plan has been described in a somewhat
retrograde form, so as to show the suggested improvements in the order
that they might be executed, and of their necessity. If fully carried out,
the purest water, in sufficient quantity, to supply 150,000 people with 30
gallons per head per diem, can be delivered into a settling and distributing
reservoir 275 feet above high-water, affording 60 feet of head to the highest
parts that can be built upon, and distant only two miles from the centres
of the towns of Plymouth, Devonport, and Stonehouse.
The total expense, of course, cannot be precisely stated from the general
plans only that have formed my study, nor is it my object to give precise
estimates, because if thought worthy of notice, there is sufficient to show
the line of policy that should direct to the results in view. On a general
calculation the cost would be as follows :—
For extending Services, Pipei, and Fire-plugs, &c.
reels, and Stand-pipes In Plymouth, say
For abandoning mills, purchasing leases. &-c
For Great Distributing Reservoir at Torr
For Line of Main from Torr to Plymouth
For Tanks and Pipes across Manadon Valley
Improving Leat Course

Hon•.
I
f
•*

For Store Reservoir on the River Plym, at Sheepstor-bridge
Total

£
a. d.
4,000 0 0
KnAn .
10,uuu ™

ft
"

1,000 0

0

.£20,000 0 0
8,000 0 0
£28,00(1

0

0

The report next proceeds to make some observations on the ad
vantages that will arise from a surplus of water to the washing of
sewers, and how sewers might be formed in Plymouth ; and it con
cludes by showing the economy that might arise by amalgamating
the Plymouth works with those of Devonport and Stonehouse.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER JOINTS FOR WATER
AND GAS PIPES.
From the Report of Thomas Wicksteed, Esq., Engineer to the East
London Waterworks, o/c.
On the 29th of February last, Mr. Brockedon* called my attention to a
new method of making the joints of socket-pipes for water and gas. He
exhibited a spigot and socket-pipe made of glass of 2 inches bore, and upon
the spigot stretched a ring of vulcanised india-rubber, the external diameter
of the ring, when stretched, being greater than the internal diameter of the
socket into which it was to be introduced. In stretching the ring upon the
extreme end of the spigot, care was taken to avoid twisting it. He then,
with very great ease, pushed the spigot, with the ring upon it, into the
socket, and the operation of making the joint was completed. When the
spigot was pushed into the socket, the ring rolled along the pipe until the
end of the spigot came home, the ring remaining fixed about the middle of
the depth of the socket. If the ring had been twisted it would not have
rolled in regularly, and would not therefore have been equally compressed.
The facility with which the joint was made was very remarkable, the
whole operation being completed in a minute, and in this respect the saving
of time and labour, as compared with that rrquired for lead or wood joints,
is very considerable.
Mr. Brockedon wished me to try experiments upon this new joint, and
make such investigations as I might consider necessary to satisfy myself of
its value with a view to its general introduction. This I bave done, and the
result is very favourable.
* Of the arm of Messrs. Mackintosh and Co.
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The facts to be ascertained were, the durability of the material a*
compared with materials usually employed, its capability of resisting pres
sure, and the cost of making the joint, all equally important in a commer
cial point of view.
First. As regards its durability. I consider it a question that should be
determined by chemists ; and the report of Mr. Arthur Aikin, given at the
end of this report, satisfied me of its superiority, in this respect, to lead or
wood ; and I believe practical experience, since the introduction of vul
canised india-rubber, fully corroborates these opinions. As, however, the
question of durability cannot be practically determined in a few years, and
as it is most important, in a commercial point of view, that the material
used for joints should be very durable; so, the time since the introduction
of this material being comparatively short, I felt it was necessary to have
the opinions of those who were well qualified to give them upon the proba
ble durability of the material, as compared with others now employed.
One fact is well worthy of notice, as regards the action of the products of
coal upon this material, especially as they appear to be the only liquids that
affect it. Naphtha, it appears, will dissolve simple or unvulcanised caout
chouc, but only swells it when vulcanised ; and thus the effect, which for
some purposes would be injurious, for this purpose is advantageous, as the
effect of it is to make the joint tighter.
As a general principle, there can be no doubt that, cateris paribus, the
more elastic the material for a joint the better, as the friction of an elastic
body pressing against the pipes is much greater than that of an inelastic
body; and hence the resistance to pressure, or force exerted to displace it.
must be much greater. In a joint made with lead, the resistance to the
pressure is owing to the melted lead filling up any irregularities in the
surfaces of the spigot and socket, thus forming a key, and also to the com
pression of the lead, effected in " setting up." Now, this effect does not
extend above a quarter of an inch beyond the external face of the joint,
and, therefore, it is most important that this operation should be carefully
performed. Great force is employed in " setting up ;" it is, therefore, neces
sary to have the thickness of the sockets greater than the rest of the pipe,
to prevent its splitting during this operation. Again, in a wood joint, the
operation of driving in the wooden wedge causes it to be compressed; thus
the wedge which, before driving, is from £ an inch to fths of an inch in
thickness, is compressed to the thickness of fths of an inch when in its
place, this compressed part being about 1 inch in depth of the socket. Now,
in this operation, although the wedge may be driven in so tight that neither
air nor water can pass through, and so far this cause of decay avoided,
nevertheless, the fibres of the wood are injured by the operation of driving,
and its elasticity consequently much impaired. In this case also it is neces
sary to have the sockets made strong to resist the force applied in driving in
the wedges. With a body as elastic as the vulcanised india-rubber, how
ever, such force is not necessary, the material cannot be forced or driven in
with a hammer, it is merely rolled in; and the ring which, before compres
sion, is round, when its place takes the form of a flat belt instead of a cir
cular ring. Thus, supposing the thickness of a ring to be fths of an inch
diameter before compression, when rolled into the socket, with a space of
i of an inch between the spigot and socket, it becomes a belt o( ■/„ x 73s ;
or the depth of the belt is more than double its thickness ; and this elastic
flat belt of rubber, which has naturally an excessive tendency to resist
sliding, is constantly endeavouring to resume its circular form, and hence
the great friction exerted on the sides of the pipes, while in this compressed
state.
[Here follows an account of seventeen different experiments made by Mr.
Wicksteed to test the efficiency of these joints.]
The time occupied in these trials has been above five months, and I am
now enabled to speak very confidently of the value of the new joints.
It appears that, for a 4-inch joint, the space between the spigot and socket
being j of an inch all round, the vulcanised india-rubber ring should
weigh H ounce, and for a 12-inch ring; the space between the spigot and
socket being the same, viz., £ of an inch, the weight of the ring should be
5} ounces.
Section of spigot-end of pipe.

A, end fillet or belt.

B, upper fillet.

C, section of vulcanised India-rubber ring.

The spigot and socket ends of pipes to suit the vulcanised india-rubber
rings should be formed as follows :—The depth of the socket for all pipes
up to 12 inches, which is the largest I have experimented upon, should be
3 J inches; the thickness of the joint or space between the outside of the
spigot and inside the socket, should be I of an inch. There will be no oc
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e asion for extra Btreoght in the sockets, as they are not exposed to any
blows or to the force of the wedge in making the joint, as in lead and wood
joints. The spigot should have a square head or belt ^ths of an inch
thick, and I an inch deep, cast on the end, then a clear space of 1\ inches,
and then another belt of the same dimensions, as shown in the engraving.
This will allow a play of -J^tti of an inch all round, and the upper belt
will effectually prevent the joint blowing out ; should there be any slight
deficiency of thickness in the india-rubber ring, or should the ring be put
on the spigot carelessly, so as not to roll regularly ; this, however, can
scarcely ever happen, as the fillet at the end of the spigot will be a guide to
the workman, and very much facilitate the fixing of the ring properly.
I have calculated the weight and cost of 100 rings of various sizes, which
will be the number required for 300 yards of pipes, as follows :—
Slie.

Weight.

uches.
3
4
5
C
7
H
9
10
11
12

lb. a.
7
0
9
6
12
5
15
4
18
3
22
2
24
1
27
0
29 15
32 14

Per lb.

£

•.

d.

At5«.»

1 15
0
2
6 10J
3
1
6f
3 16
3
4 10 11$
5
5
71
6
0 3}
6 15
0
7
9
8J
8
4
4.J
To make a comparison between the cost of the india-rubber joints, and
lead or wood joints, 1 have in the following statement included the mate
rial, the labour in making the joint, and the excavation, and filling in of the
trench only, but including 10 per cent, profit :—
At per yard ran.
Lead.

Wood,

a.

a. d.

d.

Vulcanised India-rubber.

Ind'anibber.
t. d.

cheaper than
Lead.

cheaper than
Wood.

4 inch
42
11 perr.cent.
100 per cent.f
6&
<A H
12 inch
1 7
n
91
3,4,5,6,7,8, I
9,10. 11, 12, in. V 10 0
6 2 5 2
93
„
19
„
one yard of each J
Taking one yard of each sized pipe, from three inches to 12 inches inclu
sive, and in addition to the above, adding the average cost of carting the
pipes to the trench, removing surplus earth, repairing drains, lead pipes, &c
and all other charges and risks, and guarantee for twelve months, excepting
the charges of the Commissioners of Roads or Streets for paving, dr., the
cost will be as follows :—
Lead.

Wood.

India-rubber,

India rubber
cheaper than lead.

India-rubber
cheaper than wood.

23*. lOd.
20». 6d.
19*. 6rf.
22 percent.
5 per cent.
The prices given may vary according to the locality and nature of the
ground, but, I believe, will be found in every case very moderate for good
and sound work. Where there is rock, or paved or Macadamised roads to
be excavated for the trench, the saving in laying the joints with Indiarubber rings will be very great, as the extra excavation required round the
joint for lead, cement, or wood joints, to afford sufficient room for the jointmaker to work all round the joint, will not be required for the India-rubber
joints ; and hence the saving in excavating through rock, and excavating or
taking up and renewing the paved and Macadamised roads, will be con
siderable.
When the wood joints are used (and they have been used very extensively
in the East London district for the last sixteen or seventeen years, and found
to answer remarkably well), it is necessary to expose the joints to the pres
sure of water they are intended to bear, before the ground is filled in, to be
certain that the joints are tight; hence, unless in connection with mains
already charged, they cannot be employed, for the expense of working a
force pump to fill every length of pipe before it is covered, swallows up all
the saving that, under other and more favourable circumstances, is effected ;
so that for new towns, or places where there are no charged mains already
in existence, they cannot be used ; and for gas pipes tbey are not at all ap
plicable.
An objection was made many years ago to the wooden joints ; that where
the pipes had to be much curved, it would not be safe to make an unequal
joint thick on one side and thin on the other, while with lead this might be
safely done by a clever joint-maker. The same objection may be made to
the proposed joint, on account of the belts preventing a greater play than
Jj-tli of an inch in the socket,—the answer given in the first instance will
do in the second, should it be made; viz., that the number of joints required
to be so made, formed an inconsiderable per centage upon the whole number
made, and, therefore, formed no sufficient objection to the general use of a
cheaper joint.
As regards its applicability to gas pipes, I have some hesitation in giving
a strong opinion ; but as Mr. Aikin's Report proves that it is a durable mate
rial, and is not injuriously affected by the products of coal gas which collect
* The wholesale price of vulcanised india-rubber; for small quantities it is Gs. per lb.
t 100 per cent, cheaper is an erroneous expression ; it would make the india-rulibrr cost
nothing, for il 10o per cent, be taken from 1"0. there remains 0. It should be 30, AS, and
AS per cent, less than lead, and L"j, 10, and 10' per cent, less than wood.
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in the pipes; and as it appears from my experiments that the joint can stand
an enormous pressure, I think it may, probably, be found the bett material
that could be used for a gas joint. I believe it will be admitted, that with
the materials ordinarily employed in joining gas pipes, it is difficult to fill
the joint so thoroughly as to prevent the escape of gas, which the colour of
the earth near the joints of gas pipes will prove : and although a lead or
wood joint may be made capable of withstanding great pressure, and so as
to prevent water leaking through, nevertheless gat will escape through.
Reasoning upon the matter would, therefore, lead to the conclusion, that if
a very elastic body is used, pressing with great force on all the surfaces of
the iron in contact with it, so as to fill every space, there is much greater
certainty of forming a tight joint than with a non-elastic substance, where
the density of the material is all that prevents the escape of gas; it must
be borne in mind that the India-rubber is impervious, and can never be
liable to have fissures in it, or pores through it, which may be the case with
lead, cement, or wood, if not perfectly made,— not so large as to allow a
liquid to pass through, but sufficiently so as to allow gas to pass through.
As regards pipes made of earthenware or glass, or other brittle material,
which would be broken, if it were attempted to make joints of lead or
wood, to withstand a pressure of water, this material is very applicable, as
no force is applied in making the joint that would in the slightest degree
tend to split or break the socket of the pipe. This joint removes the only
mechanical objection that I believe exists to the use of these materials ; but
the chances of breaking when laid, and the cost of the pipes when so joined
(increased by tbe shortness of the lengths of the pipes requiring a greater
number of joints), are questions to be considered by those who propose
using such materials. It appears that none of tbe products of tbe sewers
would injuriously affect the vulcanized India-rubber. The improvement in
making the india-rubber rings since I received the first for trial is very great.
The first set varied in thickness and weight veryjmuch ; tbe last are as re
gular in thickness, as can be proved by the weights of several of the same
size being as nearly as possible the same. This is most important, as a va
riation in weight, which is the same as a variation in thickness, would pre
vent tbe certainty of tightness of the joint. I have, nevertheless, in tbe
weights given in the table, allowed an extra weight as a precaution.
In conclusion, I beg leave to say, that it appears that for strength, dura
bility, resistance to pressure, and tor tbe closeness of the joint preventing the
escape of gases, this material is better suited than the ordinary materials in
use ; and, that the cost of the joint is less than the cost of those in ordinary
use for iron pipes.

REPORT OP ARTHUR AIKIN, ESO.., F.L.S., ETC.

Will Ringi of Vulcanized Caoutchouc, when used <i» Fattening! of CattIron Pipes, retain their Elasticity, and what will be their probable Du
rability ?
Tbe resilient spring of vulcanized caoutchouc is far more complete than
that of the caoutchouc not vulcanized. In other words, the former is far
liable to tire than the latter. Caoutchouc is vulcanized by combination with
a certain small proportion of sulphur. As long, therefore, as caoutchouc
remains vulcanized, that is, as long as it retains its sulphur, it may be ex
pected to retain those qualities by which it is characterised. But iron has
a strong attraction for sulphur. Is it not, therefore, probable that vul
canized caoutchouc remaining long in contact with iron, may give up its
sulphur to this latter, and thus be reduced to the state of common caout
chouc ?
1 see no satisfactory way of bringing this question to the test of experi
ment, as both cast-iron and common bar not unfrequently contain sulphur in
various proportions. Tbe rings of vulcanized caoutchouc that I have seen
taken out of iron pipes return to their original form as soon as the nip or
strong compression to which they were subject while in the pipes has been
relieved ; and they are stained externally by a little oxide of iron rubbed off
from the inner surface of the pipe, in consequence of the strong friction and
compression to which they are exposed in the act of inserting one pipe into
the other, beyond this merely superficial attrition, I do not think that any
sensible action would take place between the ring and the iron, even for a
very long time, at common temperatures.
If the pipes are intended for the conveyance of water, the exposure of
the projecting edge of the ring to this liquid at common temperatures can
not possibly have any injurious effect ; for I have boiled vulcanized as well
as common caoutchouc lor an hour in water at 300°, and the pieces, when
they have become dry, have shown no diminution of their respective degrees
of elasticity. If the pipes are to be employed in conveying coal gas, the
original question becomes complicated with tbe consideration, how far the
volatile products of tbe distillation of coal are capable of acting on vul
canized caoutchouc? The principal matters driven off from coal during its
distillation are carburetted hydrogen and olefiant gas, sulphuretted hydrogen,
ammonia, tar. I believe, that in a very short time the projecting edges of
the vulcanized rings would be covered with a thin layer of tar, which would
effectually prevent their contact with the other matters, even assuming these
latter to have any action on vulcanized caoutchouc. Naptha, the product of
the rectification of coal tar, is capable of dissolving caoutchouc ; but the
only effect which it has, even wheu boiling hot, on vulcanized caoutchouc, is
to cause it to swell. If the crude tar should have any such effect (which I
doubt), the consequence would be, tbat the projecting edge of the ring
5*
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would well, and thus render still more effectual a fastening which was suffi
ciently so before. The strongest liquid ammonia, as I kuow by experiment,
has no solvent action whatever, even on common caoutouche, by digesting in
it for several months. Sulphuretted hydrogen has no sensible effect on
common caoutchouc immersed in it for some days. If by lone-continued
action on vulcanized caoutchouc, any sulphur was taken up, no injury to the
ring would result from this ; for vulcanized caoutchouc may contain a great
excess of sulphur, without at all impairing its elasticity and other valuable
properties.
With regard to the durability of vulcanized caoutchouc compared with
that of wood or lead, which, I believe, are the only substances at present
used in joining iron pipes, the following circumstances must be taken into
consideration.
The compression and violence which wood undergoes in the act of being
driven in, will more or less damage its texture, and weaken the lateral co
hesion of its fibres. Caoutchouc being without visible pores, and being of a
perfectly uniform consistence, and possessed of great elasticity, will not only
exclude air and moisture from the space which it occupies, hut ia scarcely
susceptible of mechanical injury, even from the strongest compression.
Lead is no more porous than caoutchouc, but being almost totally inelastic,
will, on this account, be a less effectual preventive of leakage. Some
galvanic action will probably take place between the lead and iron tending
to oxidise this latter ; and, when galvanic action has ceased, from the inter
position of a layer of oxide of iron between the two metallic surfaces, the
lead itself will become oxidised superficially, from the combined effect of
air and moisture.
I do not, therefore, see any reason to doubt that rings of vulcanised
caoutchouc, when used as a fastening of iron pipes employed in the con
veyance of water or coal gas, would be, at least, as durable as the best of
the methods nuw practised, and probably more secure from leakage.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
Nov. SOCIETY
29, 1848.—J.OF
K. Brunel,
ARTS, Esq.,
LONDON.
in the Chair.
" On Hydraulic Pressure Engines, and on the employment of High Falls of
Water, acting by their Weight or Pressure upon a Piston working in a
Cylinder, to produce a Reciprocating or Alternating Motion." By Joseph
Glynn, Eiq., F.R.S.
"It appears," observed Mr. Glynn, "that in the year 1769, this subject
had been brought before the Society of Arts by Mr. Smeaton, the celebrated
engineer, whose construction of the Eddystone lighthouse has since served
as a guide in similar works.
Owing to the great improvement subsequently made in the steam-engine,
by Watt, water-engines of all kinds were thrown into abeyance, and the
water-pressure engine remained unemployed in England until its use was
revived by Trevithick, who was distinguished hy the invention of locomotive
engines to be used on railways, or rather upon the tramways of his time.
Trevithick erected several water-pressure engines, and in 1804 he made one
for a lead mine in Derbyshire, which is still working well in the Alport
Mines near Bakewell. In 1841, the proprietois of the mines, by the advice
of Mr. John Taylor, resolved to erect a very powerful engine of this kind,
to clear the mines from water; this was made by the Butterley company,
under the direction of Mr. Glynn, and set to work early in the following
year. It is one of the most powerful and efficient engines of this kind
hitherto made; the work it performs is equal to 168-horse powei, and its
useful effect is equal to 70 per cent, of the theoretic power of the water
fall. The column of water in this instance is 132 feet high, the stroke of
the piston is 10 feet, and the diameter of the cylinder 50 inches; conse
quently, the piessure on the piston is equal to a weight of 50 tons. This
engine is capable of making 7 strokes per minute, without any concussion in
the descending column. An excellent model of this engine, now in the Mu
seum of Economic Geology, was made by Mr. Jordan, whose admirable in
vention of machinery for carving in wood has since established his reputa
tion for mechanical skill.—The water-pressure engine, although neglected
in England, has been extensively used in Germany, and drawings of some of
the best German engines were exhibited, to illustrate the paper.
A lengthened discussion followed the reading of the paper, in which Mr.
Jordan suggested a means of overcoming the concussion, hitherto so ob
jectionable in the working of all engines of this class.— Mr. Glynn also
stated the situations in which he considered hydraulic engines could be
advantageously employed, and in which it would be impossible to make use
of any class of water wheel. He also described an ingenious application of
hydraulic power, in the case of a crane used on the Quay at Liverpool.
The thanks of the meeting were presented to Mr. Glynn for his commu
nication.
Messrs. Staite and Petrie were present at this meeting, and exhibited
their Electric Light, and showed the prismatic ray, and the ray concentrated
by means of a lens.—A lengthened discussion ensued, as to the peculiar
form of the shadow from the flame of a candle, and the band of light which
surrounded it.
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The thanks of the meeting were presented to Messrs. Staite and Petrie,
who promised on an early evening to submit a paper on the two leading fea
tures of the invention—namely, rendering the light permanent by means of
a self-regulating magnetic apparatus, also rendering the system economical
by allowing only so much of the current to pass through the electroea as is
developed in light; and also to make a statement as to the cost of producing
and maintaining the light.
Mr. C. Ruding submitted a paper on Mr. J. B. Piatti's " Compressed-Air
Atmospheric Railway," and a model of the tube, valve, and piston were
exhibited.
Dec. 6, 1848.—J. L. Ricardo, Esq., M.P., in the Chair.
Mr.T. B. Jordan read a paper " On improvements in Carving machinery."
The three great improvements which Mr. Jordan has effected in his carving
machine are as follows :— Firstly, in the construction of what he terms a
Vertical Machine. The peculiarity of this arrangement is that it enables
him to carve blocks of stone of any required size, for architectural or deco
rative purposes, without having to move the weight of the block, as would
be the case if it was placed on the horizontal bed of his first machine. The
cutting drills are, by the vertical machine, brought in contact at right angles
to the face of the stone, the stone itself being placed on a chuck or centre,
upon which it ia made to revolve, so as to afford the necessary facility for
bringing every portion of tbe surface into contact with the drill.—Secondly,
in applying mathematical instruments on the floating tables to the produc
tion of working mouldings from drawings, without tbe use of models. This
he does by having tbe cutting edges of the drills made in the form of onehalf of the section of the moulding to be produced.—Thirdly, in affording
the means of producing a reverse copy of any required pattern, so that the
two curves on a chair-back, or other piece of furniture, can be cut out from
a single mould at one and the same time. This he effects by dividing the
upper floating table into two parts, and fixing a centre under the machine
and between the two floating tables ; on this centre is a fixed lever, which ia
connected at each end, by means of iron rods, to the floating tables, so that
whatever motion is given to the right-hand table, is exactly copied, in a
reverse direction, by the left-hand table. This is the case only so long as
the radii of the two arms of the fixed lever are exactly alike ; but by altering
tbe length of either arm, a fourth improvement is effected, as the inventor
is enabled to compress a pattern so as to produce a narrow pauel from an
original of much greater breadth.
A model of the Horizontal machine, and diagrams of the Vertical machine,
with specimens of work cut by each, were exhibited.
Dec. 13, 1848 T. Webster, Esq., F.R.S., in the Chair.
" On the Present State of Electricity, as applied to Telegraphs." By
Mr. N. J. Holmes.
Mr. Holmes, in bringing the subject forward, stated that it was his inten
tion on this occasion to consider only the principles of the best known forms
of existing telegraphs, and not to enter into the various modifications into
which the subject had extended, as many of the recent adaptations were
merely simple evasions of original patents, without any claim to merit for
the advancement of science. Having given a succinct, but comprehensive,
history of the state of electricity, with respect to the application, subjudice,
from 1746 to 1800, when Volta discovered that the current obtained from
his pile had the property of overcoming the difficulties presented by the use
of free electricity, he dated the progressive advancement of the science from
(Ersted's grand discovery, in 1819, of the rotatory influence exercised by an
electric current upon a magnetic needle, immediately followed by that of
Arago, in the formation of the electro magnet. The introduction of the
telegraph into this country did not take place until the year 1837, at which
period the subject was occupying the attention of the scientific, and many
were endeavouring to carry out practically the idea, but wilhout success ;
and it was not nntil Professor Wheatstone's researches into the more theo
retical portion of the science, that the requisite perfection was obtained.
The existing telegraphs were classified into two great divisions—namely,
those of a mechanical nature, in which the inteivention of clockwork, set in
motion through the agency of electricity, was used to produce the necessary
indication; and others embracing a more theoretical construction, depending
upon the direct action of the current, either by induction upon a magnetic
bar, producing deflection, or by tbe decomposition of certain chemical solu
tions, placed so as to form a part of the metallic circuit. With respect to
telegraphs generally, it was stated that their adoption could not be advo
cated for either railway or commercial purposes, where great attention
could not be bestowed on their working in detail—the imperfections arising
from their mechanical liabilities destroying their utility. The only railway in
this country, out of the 2,000 miles of telegraph laid down, upon which tbey
had been adopted, was the South Devon, and there they were used to give
the signals for starting the fixed engines in connection with the atmospheric
system. Previously to the abandonment of that principle, such was the
perfection to which Mr. Holmes (under whose superintendence they were
erected) had arrived, that as many as 2,000 signals were sometimes given
through the series without the commission of a single error.
After adverting to the numerous varieties of printing telegraphs and
alarums, Mr. Holmes exhibited his new signal, as a substitute for the old
clockwork bell, producing the sound by means of an air-whistle. Mr.
Holmes then proceeded to tbe second division, pointing out the various
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errors in the old forms of needle instruments, as well as the several im
provements which had been effected—first, by the introducion of his dia
mond instrument, now working over all the commercial stations in Eng
land, and producing an enormous decrease in the battery power ; and, se
condly, by his new form of helix, which further reduced the helical resist
ance in the instrument, which was a point of considerable importance.
In speaking of the chemical telegraph, recently improved by Mr. Bain, by
which communication had been effected between Liverpool, London, and
Manchester, he observed, that owing to the imperfections in the instrument
used, the powers of that improvement were not fully developed—great
resistance and want of rapid reciprocity, in cases of error, still existing.
With respect to insulation, he (Mr. Holmes) stated, that the application of
electricity to telegraphs was still very imperfect. The uncovered wires, ex
tending over the lines in the country, were necessarily exposed to the inju
rious influences of the atmosphere, arising from rains, fogs, deposition of
saline matter in the neighbourhood of the sea-coast, as well as the action of
decomposed vegetable matter. This existed to an extent that frequently
interrupted the communication, and rendered it necessary to clean the insu
lators with soap and water. The street work in the metropolis was also
open to serious objection, being founded upon a fundamental error— namely,
that of enclosing one conductor in another improperly protected. To re
medy the defects, he (Mr. Holmes) exhibited a plan by which it was pur
posed to improve the insulation—the wires being enclosed in a noncon
ducting substance from end to end, and illustrated the practical operation
of his theory by some very beautiful specimens of the improvements it
would effect. Mr. Holmes concluded, by briefly noticing the derangement
the telegraph was liable to receive from lightning and the influence of mag
netic storms ; and the methods hitherto adopted were demonstrated to be
quite inadequate to counteract the effects of these phenomena.

A paper on Cast and Wrought Iron Bridges, by Mr. Buchanan, the Pre
sident, was read, which is given in another part of the Journal, p. 13, and
also in vol. xi., p. 125 and 153.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

Silver Medals were awarded—
5. To Mr. John M'Dowall, for his " Description and Working Model
of a New Machine or Screw Hump for Lifting Water."
6. To Mr. Robert Montgomery, for "a Self-acting Safety-Break for
Railway Carriages."
7. To Mr. William Kemp, Manager of the Gasworks at Galashiels, for
his communication "On Economising Fuel in Gasworks." (See Journal,
vol. xi., p. 155.)
8. To Mr. Frederick Schenck, for his communication, "On the Pro
gress and Position of Lithography in Scotland, and, in particular, bis method
of preserving Correct Register in Colour Printing."
9. To Mr. Daniel Erskine, for his " Description of a New Ball-Cock
and Nose-Cock, for Cisterns and other purposes." (See Journal, vol. xi.,
p. 185.)
10. To Mr. James RoBB.for his "Description and Model of a Stop-Cock
for Corrosive Fluids." (See Journal, vol. xi., p. 185.)
11. To Mr. John Kolbe Milne, for his "Description and Model of an
Overarch Suspension Bridge."— It being understood that it is recom
mended in its present form not for Railway Bridges, but for Foot Bridgta
and others of comparatively small span. (See Journal, vol. xi., p. 32.)
A variety of other prizes were also awarded.

Nov. 13,1846: Annual General Meeting.—Of.orgf. Buchanan, Esq.,
C.E., F R.S.E., President, in the Chair.
The President, before proceeding with the business of the evening,
begged to congratulate the Society on their re-assembling for the commence
ment of a new session, and on the prospect which their past experience
afforded that this session would not prove behind any of the others in the
importance of the subjects to be laid before tbem, and the discussions to
which they might lead. During the last session, various interesting commu
nications had been received, and ingenious inventions, as the Prize List now
circulated among the members would show, and which, he trusted, would be
satisfactory to the inventors, and an encouragement to perseverance in the
field of improvement. From what he bad seen of the proceedings of this
Society, the trulv useful and practical nature of the subjects brought before
it, the free discussions with which they were canvassed at the meetings, and
their merits, farther investigated and sifted in the committees, and rewarded,
according to their ability, with a liberal but impartial hand; and the oppor
tunity afforded by the meetings of friendly intercourse among men of all
professions and parties, he was satisfied that this Sotiety was eminently cal
culated for promoting the great object of the "Improvement of the Useful
Arts;" and be bad no doubt it would continue to flourish and maintain its
high character among the important institutions of this country.
Notwithstanding the unexampled depression in the general business of
the country, and in every branch of industry and the arts, twenty-two new
members had been admitted during the session. Losses, however, he la
mented to say, they had met with by death, of valuable and distinguished
members, of whom might be noticed—
The Duke of Argyll, the Marquis of Bute, and the Earl of Moray,
noblemen whose station and character, and their great attention to agricul
tural and other improvements in the useful arts, were of essential service in
promoting the interests and upholding the character of the Society;
Sir George Mackenzie and Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, two most
eminent members, wbose character and talents, and their great interests in,
and attention to, the matters of the Society, and whose valuable services, as
well wheu they presided over it as at other times, were too well known to
require any eulogy here;
Sir Charles G. Stuart Menteith, of Closebnrn, well known by his
great attention to the arts, and by various interesting communications to
the Society.
Of the professional members, he could not avoid noticing the late eminent
Mr. Nixon, architect in this city for the Woods and Forests Commissioners,
and whose talents and high character, during the period he had been in Scot
land, bad gained the esteem of all who had the pleasure of knowing him.
The Queen's Drive alone, which was entirely designed and executed by him,
will remain a monument of his taste and skill.
The Society has also lost
Mr. Brookes, a young and promising engineer, cut off suddenly.
Lastly,
among the associate members was the name of the celebrated Mr. Thou, of
Ascog, near Rothesay, whose magnificent improvements in hydraulic archi
tecture, exemplified in the Sbaws and other waterworks, and his ingenious
inventions of self-acting sluices, and plans for conducting and rendering
available the waters of different districts, have raised him among the distin
guished engineers of the day.

Report of the Committee appointed to award Prizei for Communications
during Settion 1847-8.
The committee awarded the following Prizes e —
1. To George Buchanan, Esq., for his "Description of a Marine Hy
drometer, for ascertaining on the spot the comparative Saltuesa or Freshness
of Sea and River water." (See Journal, vol. xi., p. 91.) —The Honorary
Silver Medal.
2. To Andrew Fyfe, M.D., for his communication "On the Value of
Gases from different Coals, and the price of Light in different places ; also a
new mode of estimating the Consumpt of Gases, &c, and of estimating
Illuminating Power."
(See Journal, vol. xi-, p. 184.) —The Honorary
Silver Medal.
3. To J. Stewart Hepburn, Esq., of Colquhalzie, for his " Description
and Drawing of an Improved Railway Break." (See Journal, vol. xi.,
p. 32.)—The Honorary Silver Medal.
4. To Thomas Stevenson, Esq., C.E., for his "Description, Drawing,
and Model of a Portable Cofferdam, successfully used by him in Marine
Works."
(See Journal, vol. xi., p. 62, and 231.) — The Honorary Silver
Medal.
Note.—Though unknown to Mr. Stevenson, the committee find that a
portable cofferdam, with double walings, had been previously used in
engineering works by the late Mr. Smith, of Montrose, which was put
together on dry ground, and then floated to its place. But the commit
tee consider that Mr. Stevenson's cofferdam differs from it, and possesses
certain advantages, from its greater portability, and more ready adaptation
to an irregular bottom.

The Nov.
following
27.—communications
John Cay, Esq.,
were
F.R.S.E.,
read ; —
President, in the Chair.

1. " Description, with two Drawings, of an Hydraulic Dock, especially
adaptedfor places where there is little or no rise andJail of the Tide." By
Mr. James Scott.
This dock is built of boiler-plate iron, with a cavity in the bottom and
round the sides, capable of being filled with water, which sinks the dock,
and the ship is floated into it; the water is then pumped out, when the dock
rises, bearing the ship with it, and that part underneath the ship being left
perfectly dry, the ship-carpenter can have access to every part of the ship's
bottom for all necessary repairs, without having recourse to the dangerous
process of " heaving down." The inventor states that a ship is much less
liable to be strained in such a floating dock, than by being hauled up a long
and irregular inclined plane, as the present slips are found in practice to be
when laid down in places where there is little or no rise aud fall of tide, and
where there is frequently an irregular coral bottom.
2. " Description of an Electric Clock, on an improved principle." By Mr.
J. Blackie.—This clock was stated to be an improvement upon Mr. Bain's
electric clock, both in the mode of adjusting the permanent magnets, and
in the mode of breaking and re-establishing the circuit ; the break being less
liable to oxidise. It was also stated that.the electric current acted to greater
advantage on the coil of the pendulum. Mr. Blackie also claimed as new
the simple train of the movement, which consists of very few wheels; and
he also elaimed a delicate method of adjusting the length of the pendulum.
3. " Description of an improved Balance or Equilibrium Valve fur Loco
motives, ifc." —The object of this valve is to extinguish the friction usually
attendant on the use of the common slide-valve in locomotive engines, and
which is the result of the pressure of the steam acting upon the back or
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exterior surface of these valves. By the proposed construction, the steam is
brought to the ports by a method that places the valve in an equilibrium of
pressure, on the principle of action and reaction being equal and in opposite
directions. The usual friction of the slide is expected to be thereby almost
entirely removed.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
A paper " OnDee.
the 4.—T.
InfinityBellamy,
of Geometric
V.P., inDesign
the Chair.
at regards Tracery,"
was read by Mr. R. H. Billings.
The object of this paper was to show that design, as regards Gothic
tracery, is a field as yet almost untouched ; from diagrams of the most
simple character, and composed of purely geometric curves, an infinity of
beautiful tracery may be produced. By varying the diagrams which serve
as the foundation of the tracery to be produced, an endless variety of
designs may be obtained. This Mr. Billings illustrated by means of one
of the most simple forms of diagram ; consisting of a circle, within
which were four others touching the circumference, aod whose diameters
were one-third lhat of the larger one. Numerous drawings of the designs
produced from this simple form were exhibited ; as well as engravings of
upwards of one hundred others, all obtained from the same skeleton form,
—and which are a portion of a work by which Mr. Billings is about to
make koown to the profession at large the results of his studies oo this
subject.
Dec. 18. —Amongst the donations announced was a MS. volume from a
Dutch architect, containing notices of 100 Dutch architects, from the
middle ages to the present time —A discussion look place on the merits
and defects of sea sand in the formation of mortar. Mr. Burn expressed
an opinion that an analysis then on the table bore out his owu feeling, that
blown sea sand was not the cause of damp in houses.— Mr. W. W. Hocock
stated that in two houses in the Isle of Wight near the sea, built simulta
neously ,on sea sand, covering a stone foundation, saline to taste, one
finished with pit sand was perfectly dry, while that in which the ceilings
were worked out with sand from the sea-shore gave water out to the ex
tent of dropping. He added that a chemist supplied a powerful wash,
boiling hot, which removed the evil.— Dr. Dickinson mentioned that sul
phuric acid in an earthen vase placed in a damp room would soon absorb
the vapour.— Mr. C. H. Smith suggested alum might have been employed.
Mr. Donaldson observed that sea sand could only be used when well
washed by the rain.
A communication was read from Messrs. J. and T. Smith, of Darnick,
on the use of Whinstone rubble in construction of bridges, with details of
one lately built over the Tweed at Ashiestiel, price 1,200/., 131 ft. 6 in.
span, 16 feet wide in the middle.
Messrs. Fox and Barrett's patent floor was explained (see Journal, vol.
xi., p. 359), and a plan of Northwoods was exhibited.
At the meeting held Nov. 20th last, the following Royal Medals, toge
ther with the Premiums in Bonks, awarded during the last Session, were
presented by the President, as follows :—
The ltoyal Gold Medal of the Institute, to Charles Robert Cockerell,
Esq., R.A., Professor of Architecture in the Royal Academy of Arts,
London, Member of the Institote of France, &c- ; in testimony of his dis
tinguished merits as an Architect.
The Soaue Medallion, to Mr. James Maclaren, of Edinburgh; for a
Design for a Building to contain Public Baths.
The Silver Medal of the Institute, to Mr. Henry Bayly Garling, As
sociate; for the best Essay ou the application of Sculpture and Sculp
tured Ornament to Architecture.
A Copy of Sir W. Chambers' Treatise on the Decorative Part of Civil
Architecture, to Mr Tiios. Hill, Student; for a Design for a Garden
Pavilion, &c.
A Copy of Gwilt's Encyclopedia of Architecture, to Mr. Bright
Smith, Student ; for the best Series of Sketches from Subjects given
monthly by the Council during the Session.

Dec. 7, 1848.—The
ROYAL
Earl of Rosse,
SOCIETY.
President, in the Chair.

Dr. Faraday delivered the Bakerian lecture, " On the Crystalline Polarity
uf Dixtnuth and other bodies, and on its Relation to the Magnetic Form of
Force."
The author states that in preparing small cylinders of bismuth by cast
ing them in glass tubes, he had often been embarrassed by the anomalous
magnetic results which they gave, and that having determined to investi
gate the matter closely, it ended in a reference of the effects to the crys
talline condition of the bismuth, which may be thus briefly stated. If
bismuth be crystalized in the ordinary way, and then crystal, or a group
of symmetric crystals, be selected and suspended in the magnetic field
between horizontal poles, it immediately either points in a given direction
or vibrates about that position, as a small magnetic needle would do, and
if disturbed from this position it returns to it. On resuspending the crys

tal so that the horizontal line which is transverse to the magnetic axis shall
become the vertical line, the crystal then points with its maximum degree
of force. If it be again resuspended so that the line parallel to the mag
netic axis be rendered vertical, the crystal loses all directive force. This
line of direction therefore, which tends to place itself parallel to the mag
netic axis, the author calls the magne-crystallic axis of the crystal. It is
perpendicular, or nearly so, to the brightest and most perfect of the four
cleavage planes oflhe crystal. It is the same for all crystals of bismuth.
Whether this magne-cryslallic axis is parallel or transverse to the magnetic
axis, tne bismuth is in both cases repelled from a single or the stronger pole ;
its diamagnetic relations being in no way affected. If the crystal be broken
up, or if it be fused and resolidified, and the metal then subjected to the
action of the magnet, the diamagnetic phenomena remain, but the magnecrystallic results disappear, because ot the confused and opposing crys
talline condition of the various parts. If an ingot of bismuth be broken
up and fragmentary plates selected which are crystallised uniformly
throughout, these also point; the magne-crystallic axis being, as before,
perpendicular to the chief plane of cleavage, and the external form, in
this respect, of no consequence. The effect takes place when the crystal
is surrounded by masses of bismuth, or when it is immersed iu water or
solution of sulphate of iron, and with as much force apparently as if
nothing intervened. The position of the crystal in the magnetic field is
affected by the approximation of extra magnets or of soft iron ; but the
author does not believe that this results from any attractive or repulsive
force exerted on the bismuth, but only from the disturbance of the lines
of force or resultants of magnetic action, by which they acquire as it were
new forms ; and, as the law of action which he gives is, that the line or
axis of magne-crystallic force tends to place itself parallel, or as a tangent,
to the magnetic curve or line of magnetic force, passing through the place
where the crystal is situated, so the crystal changes its position with any
change of direction iu these lines. After noticing the magne-crystallic
condition of various bodies, the author enters upou a consideration of the
nature of the magne-crystallic force. In the first place he examines
closely whether a crystal of bismuth has exactly the same amount of re
pulsion, diamagnetic or otherwise, when presenting its magne-crystallic
alia parallel ur transverse to the lines of magnetic force acting on it. For
this purpose the crystal was suspended either from a torsion balance, or
as a pendulum thirty feet iu leugth, but whatever the position of the
magne-crystallic axis, the amount of repulsion was the same. In other
experiuieuts, a vertical axis was constructed of cocoon silk, and the body
to be examined was attached at right angles to it as radius ; a prismatic
crystal of sulphate of iron, for instauce, whose leugth was four times its
breadth, was fixed on the axis with its length as radius and its magnecrystallic axis horizontal, aud therefore as tangent ; then, when this crystal
was at rest under the torsion force of the axis, an electio-maguetic pole
with a conical termination was so placed that the axial line of magnetic
force should be, when exerted, oblique to both the length aud the magnecrystallic axis of the crystal , and the consequence was, that, when the
electric current circulated round the magnet, the crystal actually receded
from the maguet under the influence uf the force, which tended to place
the magne-crystallic axis and the magnetic axis parallel. Employing a
crystal or plate of bismuth, that body could be made to approach the mag
netic pole under the influence of the magne-crystallic force; aud ibis force
is so strong as to counteract either the tendency of the magnetic body to
approach or of the diamagnetic body to retreat, when it is exerted in the
contrary direction. Hence the author concludes that it is neither attraction
nor repulsiou which causes the set or determines the final position of a
magne-crystallic body. He next considers it us a force dependent upon
the crystalline condition of the body, aod therefore associated with the
original molecular forces of the matter. He shows experimentally, that,
as the magnet can move a crystal, so also a crystal can move a magnet.
Also that heat takes away this power just before the crystal fuses, and
that cooling restores it in its original direction. He next considers whe
ther the effects are due to a force altogether original and inherent in the
crystal, or whether that which appears in it is not partly induced by the
magnetic and electric forces; and he concludes, that the force mani
fested in the magnetic field, which appears by external actions and causes
the motion of the mass, is chiefly, and almost entirely induced in a manner
subject indeed to the crystalline force and additive to it; but at the same
time exalting the force aod the effects to a degree which they could not
have approached without the induction. To this part of the force he
applies the word magneto crystallic, ia contradistinction to magne-crystallic,
which is employed to express the condition, quality, or power which
belongs essentially to the crystal. The author then remarks upon the ex
traordinary character of the power, which he cannot refer to polarity, and
giv es expression to certain considerations and views which will be best
learned from the paper itself. After this, be resumes the consideration of
Plucker's results '' upon the repulsion of the optic axes if crystals"
already referred to, and arrives at the conclusion that bis results and those
now described have one common origin and cause. He then considers
Plucker's results in relation to those which he formerly obtained with
heavy optical glass aud many other bodies. In conclusion he remarks,
" how rapidly the knowledge of molecular forces grows upon us, and how
strikiugly every investigation tends to develope more and more their im
portance and their extreme attraction as an object of study. A few years
ago magnetism was to us an occult power affecting only a few bodies ; now
it is found to influence all bodies, aud to possess the most intimate relations
with electricity, heat, chemical action, light, crystallisation, and, through
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it, with the forces concerned in cohesion ; and we may, in the present
state of tbiogs, well feel urged to continue in our labours, encouraged by
the hope of bringing it into a bond of union with gravity itself."

EXPERIMENTS AT THE ROYAL ARSENAL.
Woolwich, Dec. 14.—A series of experiments have been lately carried
on in the Royal Arsenal, to ascertain the practicability of Captain Chads'
suggestion of employing two shots at one firing in actual Bervice, and how
far danger was to be apprehended to those employed in working the guns
when double-shotted. Captain Chads made several experiments on his prin
ciple on hoard the Excellent gunnery-ship at Portsmouth, which were most
satisfactory to him, and on submitting the plan to the authorities, the
matter was referred to the members of the Select Committee at Woolwich,
who gave instructions that an 8-inch gun of 05 cwt., 9 feet long, should be
selected from a quantity recently received from the Low Moor Company in
Yorkshire. The gun selected had been previously tested in the usual way
by firing two rounds with one solid shot and 20 lb. of powder each time,
and the experiments were commenced by firing two 56-pounder hollow shot,
with 5 lb. of powder each charge, and continued with the double shot and
the same quantity of powder up to the 60th round. From the 61st to the
70th round 61b. of powder were used in each charge ; from the 71st to the
80th round, 7 lb. ; from the 81st to the 90th round, 81b.; from the 91st
to the 100th round, 91b.; from the 101st to the 110th round, 10 11). ; from
the 111th to the 120th round, 11 lb. ; from the 121st to the 130th round,
12 lb. ; from the 131st to the 140th round, 13 lb. ; from the 141st to the
150th round, 14 1b.; from 151st to the 160th round, 15 lb.; from the 161st
to the 170th round, 16 lb. ; from the 171st to the 180th round, 171b.;
from the 181st to the 190th round, 181b.; from the 191st to the 200th
round, 191b.; from the 201st to the 210th round, 201b. ; and from the
211th to the 220th round, 21 lb. The last 10 rounds, with the heavy
charge of 21 lb. of powder, and the gun double-shotted each time, were
fired yesterday ; and on examining the gun after the experiment, it did not
appear to have sustained any perceptible injury, notwithstanding the severe
test it had undergone. The gun is only of cast metal, but this trial has
shown the superiority of the castings of the Low Moor Company, and the
small risk to the gunners employed in firing the guns under a test which it
was never contemplated they would be subjected to. It is intended to
carry on the experiment until the gun is burst, and to add an additional
pound weight of powder to each charge of every 10 rounds. The firing has
already disabled one carriage, and a carpenter attends the experiments in
case of injury to the platform by the recoil. The ultimate result is now
looked forward to with great anxiety, the test the gun has already experi
enced having far exceeded the anticipations of the oflScers who have witnested the experiments.
Dec. 20.—The experiments were renewed in the Woolwich Marshes, in the
presence of Colonel Dundas, C.B., Inspector of Artillery, and Lt.-Col. Chal
mers, Assistant Director-General of Artillery. A new description of 32pounder shell was submitted by Capt. Thistle, of the American army, who
was also present. This shell is formed very similar in shape to a sugar-loaf,
only rather more tapering at the point, into which* nipple is inserted, and
grooves are made along the cone nearly its entire length, in a slightly curved
form, which caused the shell apparently, when fired, to go forward in a
straight direction like an arrow, instead of revolving in the same manner as
the common circular shells.
Experiment! with Capt. Thistle') Sfiell, weight 32 lb., and 4 lb. charge
of Powder.
Ne. of
Rounds.
1
2

;■
4
:<

r,
7

«
9
Id

Dimensions
Charge
Shot or
of Gun.
of Powder.
She!].
3L>- pounder
41b.
T. Shell*
8-ln. gun
41b.
8.1n Shell, 56 lb.
3'2-pnuiider
4 lb.
T. Shell
B-fc. gun
41b.
8-ln Shell. 561b.
32-pounder
41b.
T Shell
H-tn. gun
4 lb.
8-ln Shell. 56 lb.
•"If. pounder
41b.
T. Shell
H-ln. gun
41b.
8-ln Shell, 56 lb.
ft'J- pounder
4 lb.
32-lb. Shot
ft'-' pounder
41b.
32-lb. Shot
« Capt. Thlttle's 32-lb. Shell.

Ranee,
in Yards.
M0
8>0
1150
875
550
875
550
850
1000
1000

All the rounds of both guns were fired at an elevation of 3J degrees, and
showed that the service of the guns and the shells used in the British ser
vice could be depended upon when Capt. Thistle's shells onlv in one instance
made a range of 950 yards, and the three others only 550" yards, with the
same advantages in every respect.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
Royal Academy.—Silver Medals were awarded to Mr. J. Bidlake and Mr.
C. A. Gould, on the 9th ult., for drawings of the Whitehall front of the
Banqueting House.—The Professor of Architecture, Mr. Cockerell, will, we
understand, commence bis course of lectures to the students of the Aca
demy on Thursday, the 4th inst.,—and continue them during the five suc
ceeding Thursdays.
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Gat Meter for the Houses of Parliament.—A gas meter, of very large
dimensions, has been constructed for registering the gas at the New Houses
of
structed
Parliament,
and cast
at under
Messrs.the
Glover's
superintendence
iron-foundry,
of Mr.
Drury-lane.
Defries, It
of is
67,conSt.
Martin's-lane, the inventor and patentee. This machine, which is to be
placed in the New Palace at Westminster, is an almost stupendous piece of
mechanism, being upwards of 10 feet in height and 20 feet in circumference
or girth ; it is in form a hexagon, the designs are in the Gothic manner, and
in exact keeping with the interior of the New Houses of Parliament, so
that it is an ornamental as well as a useful addition to them, and ought to
be placed so as to be seen by the public. The machine weighs four tons,
and is of capacity to pass 10,000 feet of gas per hour, and of supplying
2,000 lights with, according to calculation, the loss of only half a tenth of
pressure; at which pressure it will work with the greatest ease. The prin
ciple and the action of the machine are very simple, and yet very accurate.
There are two chambers, the lower containing three partitions, called
diaphragms ; as the gas, in its passage through the valve, acts upon these
diaphragms, they move the machinery in the upper chamber, and by these
means the quantity of gas consumed is registered. The index consists of
six small dials almost similar to those of watches ; on these the consump
tion can be calculated with very minute accuracy. The iron has been
bronzed, and has a fine surface, the castings being remarkably sharp and
clean. The name of the patentee and the title of the Chartered Gas Com
pany and the Royal arms are introduced. This meter far exceeds in dimen
sions anything of the sort ever before attempted.
The Tyne River.— The conservators of the River Tyne have for some
years been engaged in deepening the river and removing obstructions to the
shipping. One of the most formidable bars, which has long defied their
exertions, was Cockran Sand, about five miles below Newcastle. The re
moval of this sand exposed a stupendous oak tree ; which, on the 4th
ult, after being skilfully and securely chained to a vessel at low water,
was at high tide weighed and carried to Newcastle, where, by means of a
powerful crane, it was raised and laid on the quay. It measured 16 ft.
6 in. in circumference by 18 ft. long, and it is conjectured that it mast
weigh at least 15 tons. A tree of such dimensions (and this may be consi
dered but a moiety of the length of the stem) must lead us back to a very
early period. Certain it is, that from the appearance of decay it must have
been many centuries in its late position. Before it bowed its leafy head it
must have been at least of from 400 to 500 years' growth. The surface of
the side on which it lay is covered with a metallic coating of iron pyrites,
which, with another scaly covering of pyrites, forms a kind of gallery, in
some parts jin. to I Jin, apart, having in many parts the intermediate space
filled up with beautiful crystals of pyrites of minute size like needles. It
appears clear that the tree must have fallen or remained in the position in
which it was found ; as below it and imbedded with it were quantities of
small pieces of branch wood and hazel nuts, most of which were perforated
at the top, and empty. The wood or bark below the pyrites appears to the
extent of fin. completely charred ; and for 3in. or 4in. further the wood,
although it bas not changed its colour (the lamina; being distinct), is yet
quite decayed. After this part is removed the rest is quite sound.—New
castle Guardian.
Discovery of an Ancient City in Asia Minor.—The Constantinople Journal
gives gome curious details regarding a city said to have been discovered in
Asia Minor by Dr. Brunner,—one of the agents employed by the govern
ment of the Sublime Porte in penetrating into the moat remote and inac
cessible regions of the empire for the purpose of taking a census. While
occupied in exploring the extensive excavations of Bosouk, on the confines
of Pontus, Cappadocia, and Galatia, Dr. Brunner, whose attention was
attracted by the bold and curious passages opened into the living rock,
was accosted by a villager who offered to show him things far more inte
resting on the other side of the mountain if he would trust to his guidance.
After some hesitation, the Doctor armed himself and followed his guide,
taking his servant with him. Half-an-hour brought them round the
mountain ; and then the Doctor found himself, says the narrative, in pre
sence of the ruins of a considerable town. These ruins are situated to
the south-east of the village of Yunkeu'i and to the north of the village of
Tschepud, distant half-a-league from one another; and the Doctor's
profound study of all the accounts, ancient and modern, of Asia Minor
furnish no trace by which he can identify them. The site of the town is
half a league in length. It contains seven temples with cupolas and two
hundred and eighteen houses ; some in good preservation, others half
choked up with their own ruins and with vast fragments of rock detached
from the overhanging mountain. The houses have compartments of three,
four, and six chambers,—and the temples are also flanked with chambers.
The largest of these edifices is twenty feet long by twenty-eight wide.
So far as the ruins would permit the Doctor to estimate it, he conjectures
the height of some of the temples to be from twenty to thirty feet. There
are traces of plaster on the interior walls ; but not an emblem or indication,
says Dr. Brunner, to suggest the origin or date of the ruined city. All
his inquiries on the subject produced from the natives no better answer
than that these remains are " monuments of the infidels." Some old men
remembered to have seen birds and trees painted in fresco on the walls.—
Dr. Brunner proposes his deserted city as a puzzle for the archaeologists.
Statue of the Duke of Wellington.—The marble statue of the Duke of
Wellington, executed by Mr. Milner, was placed on Tuesday, 12th December,
within the Tower of London, of which bis grace is High Constable. The
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figure was deposited on a granite pedestal 19 feet in height, midway be
tween the White Tower and the green fronting the flight of steps leading
from Traitors'-gate. The figure is about eight feet high. His grace is re
presented uncovered, attired in a plain military coat, with a cloak loosely
suspended from the shoulders by a cord and tassel.
Restorations at Cambridge.—A. correspondent of the Athenaum sends
the following notes relating to improvements now taking place at Cam
bridge :—The principal interest continues to be concentrated in Jesus Col
lege Chapel, Cambridge, where the work of restoration is still proceed
ing,—slowly indeed, but on the whole satisfactorily. I had hoped long
ere this to have been able to annoucce its completion; but funds have
flowed in tardily ; while the difficulty and eipense of the work have been
enormously increased by the unexpected failure of the N.E. Tower Pier—
which having for the last three centuries been propped up by the masonry
with which Bishop Aicock filled up the aisle arches (like a man who has
accustomed himself to the support of a stick until at last he cannot stand
without one), when this was removed began to show alarming symptoms
of speedy downfall. At first they tried lo patch up the broken pier by
ashlar-work (as oue puis splints to a broken leg), but in vain; the super
incumbent weight crushed the new stones as it had done the old, and the
whole seemed to be coming dowu on the heads of the renovators,—as it
were to appease the manes of the good old Bishop. The ri^ht course now
would have been to have underpinned the tower with timber shores, and
have removed the faulty pier, rpbuilding it from the foundation,—as bus
been accomplished so successfully at Hereford and Armagh, under the di
rection of the late Mr. Cottingham. But more timid counsels prevailed
at Cambridge; and Mr. Salvin contented himselfwith building an internal
buttress, and filling up the lower part of the arches with a wall—thus in
part undoing his own work, and altogether making rather an unsightly
botch. Much time and money have been consumed in these operations,
but meanwhile the other works have not been quite at a standstill. The
large naked-looking east window has been replaced by three exquisite
lancets,—the eastern gable has been raised to its original high pitch,—and
the flat plaster ceiling has made way for a lofty carved roof of timber,
well according with the upward soaring tendency of the lines of the
architecture below. By (be munificence of one lay member of the college,
to whose exertions this work of restoration owes much, the chapel has
been provided with a beautiful organ, for which Mr. Pugin has designed
a very rich case. The same architect who has succeeded Mr. Salvin in
the superintendence of the work, has furnished an elegant oak screen to
be erected at the entrance of the choir; which, together with the rich
stalls to be arranged on either side, are the work of Rattee, the wood
carver of Cambridge. Painted glass is understood to be in progress for
the eastern triplet ; and the five lancets to the south are to be filled in a
style corresponding with the Five Sisters at York, by Dr. French, the
Master of the College. It is to be hoped the four Iancet9 opposite will
not long want the same appropriate decoration. The exterior of the
chapel has been left untouched, with tne exception of the elevation of the
choir roof; which, now that it is crowned with Pugin's favourite ridge
ornament of metal, has a very stately appearance. So much for Jesus
Chapel. Of the others, Magdalene, of which I have already spoken on a
former occasion, has had its noble roof of carved oak, which has been
brought to light by the removal of a flat plaster ceiling (as represented in
Le Ketix's " Memorials") thoroughly repaired,—and the east window,
which had been blocked up by a plaster altar screen, opened and restored.
On the removal of the screen, fragments of exquisite niches were dis
covered behind it, which had been pulled down to make way for this
modern excrescence. One of these has been already restored in the
most admirable manner, and the others are in progress. The win
dows are to be filled with stained glass ; and new and appropriate
stalls and other fittings are to be erected under the active super*
ioteodence of the Dean of Windsor, the present Master of the College.
The Chapel of Christ's has been decorated with a very gorgeous east
window of painted glass, by the munificence of Miss Caroline Burney,—to
whom the University is already largely indebted in other ways. The window
is designed to be a memorial of her brother,—who was a member of the
college. The artist is Mr. Clutterbuck, of Stratford-Ie-Bow, who has suc
ceeded admirably in the difficult problem of filling a large perpendicular
window with an historical subject. That subject is the Crucifixion— and the
effect is rich without confusion. The other windows will soon be filled by
the members of the college.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRAJVTKD IN ENGLAND FROM NOVEMBER 23, TO DECEMBER 21, 1848.

Six Months allowedfor Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed.
Pierre Armand Lecomte de Fontainemoreau, of SVInnerVplace, Slse-lsne, City, for
certain improvements In the process of and apparatus for treating fatty bodies, and In
the application of the products thereof to various useful purposes. (A communication.)
Sealed Nov. 26,
John Goacher, of Woodsetts, Yorkshire, agricultural machine maker, for a machine
for thrashing corn and other grain.— Nov. '.'■>.
John Lane, and John Taylor, ot Liverpool, engineers, for Improvements In engines,
boilers, and pumps In rotary carriages. In propelling vessels, In the construction of boats,
In extinguishing fire, mod la brewing.—Nov. 29.

[January,

Edward Schuack, of Rochdale, Lancashire, chemist, for Improvements in the manu
facture of malleable Iron, and in treating other products obtained In the process. — Nov.
29.
William Rotbwell Lomax, of Banbury, Oxford, engineer, for Improvements in machine*
for cutting hay and straw Into chaff, and tore utting other vegetable substances.— Nov. 29.
Jonah Davles and George Davles, of the Albion Iron Foundry, Staffordshire, ironfounders, for Improvements in steam-engines.— Dec. 2.
Robert Burn, of Edinburgh, for an Improved roller gin, used In separating the s*»ed
from cotton. — Dec. 2.
Francis Hastings Greenstreet, of Liverpool, engineer, for certain improvements In hy
draulic engines,— Dec. 2.
John Armstrong, of Edinburgh, brass- founder, for Improvements in constructing
water- closets. — Dec. 2,
George Armstrong, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, gentleman, for certain improvements In
steam -eng nea.— Dec. 2.
Frederick Collier Bakewell, of Hampstead, gentleman, for Improvements I c making
communications from one place to another by electricity.— Dec. 2.
William Young, of the firm of Henry Bannerman and Sons, of Manchester, merchant'
for certain Improvements in machinery or apparatus for winding, bailing, or spooling
thread, yard, or other fibrous materials.— Dec. 2.
Nobert Nelson Collins, of Oxford-court, Cannon -street, druggist, for certain improved
compounds to be used for the prevention of Injury to health under certain circumstances
—Dec. 2.
James Taylor, of Furnival's-inn, gentleman, for improvements In propelling ships and
other vessels.— Dec. 2; two months.
John Henderson Porter, of Adelaide-place, London Bridge, engineer, for an Improved
mode of applying corrugated Iron In the formation of fire-proof floors, roofs, and other
like structures. — Dec. 2.
John Daley, of Northampton, Iron-founder, for certain Improvements In the construc
tion and arrangement of stoves for cooking, and other purposes. — Dec. 2.
Thomas Drayton, of Ree> nt- street, practical chemist, for Improvements in silvering
glass ant other surfaces.— Dec. 4.
James Young, of Manchester, manufacturing chemist, for Improvements In the pre
paration of certain materials used In dyeing and printing.—Dec. 9.
John Gardner, of Wokingham, engineer, for improvements in girders for bridges snd
other structures.—Dec. 9.
William Ironside Talt, of Rugby, Warwickshire, printer and bookseller, for an Im
proved method or methods of producing outlines on paper, pasteboard, parchment, pa
pier much-, and other like fabrics.—Dec. 9.
Andrew Lamb, of Southampton, engineer, and William Alltoft Summers, of MUlbrooW,
Southampton, engineer, for certain Improvements In steam-engines and steam-boilers,
and In certain apparatus connected therewith.— Dec. 9.
John Tutton, of 20, South Aud ley -street, London, mechanic, for certain improvements
in the construction and arrangement of certain parts of buildings. — Dec. 9.
Christopher Nickels, of Albany-road, Camberwel), gentleman, for improvements In the
manufacture of gloves, and artic les of dress and furniture.— Dec. 9.
William Palmer, of Sutton- street, Clerkenwell, manufacturer, for improvements in the
manufacture of candles.— Dec. 9.
George Lawrence Lee, of Holborn, Middlesex, lithographer, for improvements In pro
ducing ornamental designs.— Dec. 9.
Edmund Hartley, of Oldham, Lancashire, mechanic, for certain Improvements In ma
chinery or apparatus to be employed in the preparation and spinning of cotton and other
fibrous substances.— Dec. 11.
Joseph Eccies, of Moorgate Fold Mill, near Blackburn, Lancaster, cotton spinner, and
James Bradshaw and William Bradshaw, of the same place, watch makers, for certain
Improvements in, and applicable to looms, for weaving various descriptions of plain aud
ornamental textile fabrics.—Dec. 15.
William Wharton, snperlntendent of the carriage department of the London and
North Western Railway Station, Euston-square, for certain ltnprovementa In the con
struction of vehklts used on railways, or on other roads and ways.— Dec. IS.
Henry Walker, of Gresham-street, London, needle manufacturer, for certain Improve
ments in the process or processes of manufacturing needles. — Dec. 16.
William Wild, of Salford, Lancaster, moulder, for certain improvements in rotary
steam-engines.— Dec. 16.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chsncery-lsns, for Improvements in casting printing types
and other similar raised surfaces, and also In casting quadrata and spaces. (A communi
cation.)— Dec. 16.
William Clay, of Clifton Lodge, Cumberland, engineer, for certain Improvements in
machinery for rolling iron or other metals, parts of which Improvements axe applicable
to other machinery in which cylinders or tollers are used.— Dec. 16.
Joseph Deeley, of Newport, Monmouth, engineer, for Improvements In ovens and
furnaces.— Dec. 16.
Edward Smith, of Kentish Town, window blind manufacturer, for Improvements in
window blinds, and In springs applicable lo window blinds, doors, and other like parposes.— Dec. 16.
William Major, of Culchett, near Leigh, Lancaster, manufacturer, for Improvements in
looms for weaving certain descriptions of cloths.— Dec. 16.
John Cartwrigbt, of Sheffield, York, tool maker, for an improved brace for the use of
carpenters and others. — Dec. 16.
John Clinton, of Greek-street, Soho-square, professor of music, for improvements in
flutes.— Dec. 16.
John Travis, and John M'Innes, of Liverpool, lard refiners, for Improvements in pack
ing lard.— Dec. 16.
Willi am Curtain, of Retreat -pi ace, Homerton, gentleman, for certain Improvements in
the method of manufacturing Brussels tapestry, Turkey, and velvet, or cut pile carpets
and velvets, silks, linen, mixed cloths, and rugs of alt descriptions, by which method
less warp is required, and perfect and regular figures or patterns are produced.—
Dec. 16.
Thomas Dlckins, of Mlddleton, Lancaster, silk manufacturer, for certain Improvements
in machinery or apparatus for warping and beaming yarns or threads composed of silk or
other fibrous materials. — Dec. 21.
William Wilkinson, of Dudley, Worcester, manufacturer, for a certain Improvement or
certain improvements In the construction and manufacture of vices.— Dec. .1.
James Henry Staple Wildsmith, of the City-road, London, experimental chemist, for
Improvements In the purification of naphtha (called wood spirit snd hyd rated oxide of
Methyte), pyroligneous scld, and euplon, and certain other products of the destructive
distillation of wood, peat, and certain other vegetable matters, and of acetate of lime
and shale, and in the purification of coal tar and mineral naphtha, likewise spirit beine
the products of fermentation.— Dec. 21.
Charles Augustus Hohn, of King William-street, civil engineer, for Improvement! lo
printing.—Dec. 21.
John Penn, Greenwich, Kent, engineer, for certain Improvements In steam-engines.—
Dec. 21.
Pierre Arms' d Le Compte de Fontsinemoresu, of ^outh- street, Flnsbury, London, for
certain hygienic apparatus and processes for preventing and curing chronical and otbrc
affections, and to prevent or stop certain epidemic diseases. (A communication. —

Dec. 21.
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CANDIDUS'S

NOTE-BOOK,

FASCICULUS XC.
" I mmt hare liberty
Withal, ■■ large a charter a* the winds.
To blow on whom I please."

I. " Pedantic prejudice," says Taylor, in his Notes from Books,
"is of all prejudice the most obstinate;" wherefore, all the more
unlucky is it that it should so greatly infect both architectural
study and architectural practice. The consequence is, that while
the study is pursued chiefly historically and archasologically, with
out any exercise of impartial aesthetic judgment, practice is more
technical than artistic. Such is the state of the art at the present
day, that we are not only content with getting both modern and
second-hand antiquity, and modern and second-hand medievalism,
but actually plume ourselves upon doing so, as if we ourselves had
thereby accomplished some extraordinary achievement. To such
absurdly preposterous extent is the blind and superstitious
reverence for medievalism carried by some,—or in other words,
such is the arrant humbug now practised, that with "art" in their
mouths, people do not scruple to affect admiration for the most
atrocious barbarism.
I could name a very carefully and expen
sively got-up publication, which exhibits as specimens of orthodox
mediaeval art some of the most hideous monsters and mon
strosities conceivable,—truly diabolical angels, and hagiai or female
saints that would better answer to the idea and name of hags.
Still, such is the force of superstition, though it be only the su
perstition of fashion, or fashionable archaeology, that it can pre
vail upon people to overcome instinctive disgust, and pretend to
admire figures which, were they to appear to them in reality,
would throw them into fits. I particularly remember a figure of
St. George, of such intense ugliness and deformity that they of
themselves were quite sufficient to scare the poor dragon to death.
That things of the kind may and do possess interest for antiqua
ries and those who have got an acquired relish for them, is not
denied. As records of the infantine lispings of art, and accord
ingly as curiosities, they have a certain fictitious value; but to
propose them as actual studies, and to think of imitating them at
the present day, is as exquisitely preposterous as it would be for
grown-up persons to affect to speak in the dialect of the nursery,
and imitate the charming nonsense of the " pretty darlings."
Even papas and mammas themselves do not venture to do that.
Such degree of intrepidity in defying common-sense is reserved
for our Pugins and Puginists, whose ultra-orthodoxy in adhering
to venerable uncouthness and deformity is more calculated to
shock than to edify the uninitiated, and artists most especially.
Fashion can sanctify the grossest absurdities; therefore, so long as
Puginistic taste and orthodoxy can maintain themselves as a
fashion, they will go down,—as go down they also will and must'in
a different sense of that expression; and then fashion will cry out
against them as much or more than it now does for them.
II. As one instance of the length to which fashion can go, it
waa once the fashion to admire Strawberry Hill, although it was
such a doggrel piece of architecture that it .ought to have entirely
destroyed Walpole's credit as a critic and connoisseur. Never
theless, it has been expressely praised by one who passed in his
day for an eminent authority in the Gothic style. To our very
great astonishment now, we read from his pen as follows : " The
connoisseur will here" (viz., the Duke of Devonshire's villa at
Chiswick) "contemplate all that is exquisite in the Pallndian archi
tecture, and all that is fascinating in the Gothic style at Straw
berry Hill." Oh! James Dallaway—for thou art the man—thou
must have been mellowed by an extra poxt-prandian potation, ere
thou couldst have written that, and could not have got exactly
sober when thou printedst it. He goes on to say: "The noble
architect, who pursued the study of English antiquities with so
much science and grace, withheld from his own work the merit of
a perfect imitation, attributed to , it by his friends less versed in
architecture than himself." Almost incredible is it, that a man
like Dallaway, who set himself up for a judge in matters of archi
tecture, and of Gothic more especially, should have brought him
self to speak as he did of Strawberry Hill, instead of denouncing
it as the abortion of an equally vulgar and puerile taste. Although
Gothic was not then by any means so well understood and appre
ciated as it now is, Dallaway himself, it is to be presumed, had
studied and was intimately familiar with the best models of all its
varieties in this kingdom ; and ought, therefore, in decency to
have been scandalised at Walpole's wretched parody and gimNo. 137.—Vol. XII.—February, 1849.
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crack imitation of it.
As it is, his extravagantly hyperbolic
praise in that instance—and assuredly nothing else than extrava
gant it was to speak of Strawberry Hill as exhibiting "all that is
fatcinating in the Gothic style"—discredits his judgment generally,
and renders his opinions valueless,—at any rate, of very question
able value.
III. Attention to rules and the authority of examples will
suffice for producing the prosaic—the respectable, but still prosaic.
The poetical, however, is not to be so achieved even in archi
tecture; for criticism does not bestow that epithet on what if
merely borrowed or reflected from the genial conceptions of other
miuds. At present, we are content with the mere moonshine of
art (alias Fergusson's "monkey styles"), reflected upon us from
luminaries now set and departed. And we are fain to mistake
such reflected lustre for the rising sun of art, and to bow down to
it like devout Persians. It must be admitted that moonshine has
its advantages, one of them being that people are not dazzled by
it; it is besides mild and melancholy, inspiring pensivenes and
cogitation; and reason we have to be thankful—no, not thankful,
but thoughtful—and pensive and melancholy when we find that we
are likely never more to have any of the genial and invigorating
sunshine of art. Melancholy I certainly am just now, mild I need
not add,—for when am I ever otherwise ?
IV. Even buildings have a sort of destiny attached to them
which, wholly irrespective of actual merit, either ensures or denies
them celebrity. While it is the fate of some to be continually
spoken of—to be noticed again and again in books, and represented
over and over again in engravings, it is that of others to obtain
no mention from tongue, pen, or pencil. Many of the smaller
towns of Italy, for instance, contain unedited specimens of archi
tecture, quite as well worth studying, some of them perhaps
more so, than those which are repeatedly published and spoken of,
because they happen to be of greater notoriety and guide-book
fame, and also to be in the usual route of tourists,—a route which
even aitists who go abroad professionally and professedly " in search
of the picturesque," like Dr. Combe's hero, rarely ever deviate from.
There are edifices, too, for which even celebrity itself cannot
secure from the pencil the attention which they merit. We have
one here at home which may be said to be a virgin subject, notwith
standing that it is a most noble work, a monumental pile, and one
which England is justly proud of, it being what no other country
can match. I do not say that no view of it exists, since one there
is which seems to have been stereotyped, and repeated on every
occasion; but how far does a mere single general view go towards
the graphic and architectural illustration of a pile which would
furnish subjects for at the very least fifty engravings? Yet, so it
is: no one has ever thought, even as mere matter of speculation—
and a safe speculation it assuredly would be—of bringing out a
complete work, entirely devoted to—what I will not yet name.
Such a subject would employ the pen as much as the pencil, for
many are the heroes and the deeds of heroism—of British heroism,
with its achievements and triumphs, which might with great pro
priety be recorded. It might nave been thought that national
pride alone would long ere this have induced England and En
glishmen to exhibit, in the worthiest possible form, graphic and
architectural illustrations of what, if nothing else, is still the
noblest pile upon the banks of the Thames, in spite of the New
Palace of Westminster.—Reader, you will not now ask its name,
or inquire what it is that I allude to, or I must blush for either
your obtuseness or your ignorance, should you not have felt almost
all along that it can be no other than
Greenwich Hospital,
which, although certainly not faultless, possesses a majesty and
glory that would atone for far greater defects. My Public, only
put on your best spectacles, and compare the Palace bight Buck
ingham, and the Hospital hight Greenwich, and if you be not
seized with exceedingly unpleasant feelings and qualms, all I can
say is, I do not envy your taste, however much I may envy your
stoical imperturbility.
V. Another noble edifice, St. Paul's Cathedral, is in the same
predicament as Greenwich Hospital, it being similarly slighted by
the pencil, instead of being made the subject of graphic illustra
tion in a complete series of views. The interior would afford
many highly scenic subjects to an artist capable of doing them
justice, and selecting the most picturesque points, so as to bring
out the architecture and place it in its most attractive attitudes;
which is certainly what has not been yet attempted. Hitherto,
the pencil has done for St. Paul's scarcely anything more than to
exhibit a formal frigid view of the nave,—a sort of dry architec
tural anatomy; hardly at all more pictorial than a section, without
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the accuracy and trustworthiness of one. It might be thought
that the professed admirers of "the great Sir Christopher Wren"
would long ere this have suggested,—and not only suggested, but
earnestly promoted, some work which should have for its object
the satisfactory illustration of his master-piece. Indeed, a kind of
fatality, untoward fate, or destiny seems to hang over St. Paul's;
for to what else than fatality, except it be to the most unaccount
able perverseness, can we ascribe its truly-wretched emplacement,
in which everything stands askew! It is not so much too confined,
as it is confusedly huddled-up. Were the same space equalised,
and reduced into some regular shape, it would perhaps be suffi
cient, and preferable to a more extended one; inasmuch as too
great space around it tends to diminish to the eye the apparent
bulk of a building. For the meanness of the surrounding nouses
it is not at all difficult to account ; but most unaccountable it is
that they should have been permitted to grow up quite capri
ciously,—zigzaggedly, and at all sorts of angles, without the
' slightest regard to that alignement which is observed for ordinary
streets, and which ought most assuredly to have been enforced
there. At present, St. Paul's Churchyard is a reproach to the
City and its " powers that be ;" the more so as there is no spot in
the whole metropolis that holds out greater opportunity for archi
tectural display, while at the same time such display could not
but be generally beneficial to the City itself, by serving as a
counterpoise to attractions at the west-end of the town.
No
doubt the value of property just around St. Paul's is so very great
as to render any systematic plan of improvement a formidable un
dertaking ; still, were any scheme of the kind carried out, a con
siderable rise in the value of the property might reasonably be
looked for. If, however, the outlay required for improvement ac
counts for the actual deformity of the whole area not being cor
rected, it does not account for the deformity itself, which appears
to have been established perfectly for the nonce. Nothing less
than inexplicable is it, that whatever irregularity was permitted
elsewhere, some stringent measures should not have been enforced
to ensure at least a decent locale for the new cathedral, if only by
making the lines of the surrounding houses parallel to its plan,
and equidistant from the edifice on every side. Schemes of im
provement have been put forth : one of them, nearly fifty years
ago, by the late George Dance, which, besides greatly extending
and symmetrizing the area immediately around the church,
planned a new street carried from the east end of the Churchyard,
in a straight line to the Monument,—now more wanted than it
then was, in order to relieve the excessive traffic through Cheapaide, increased as it now is by that to the railways on the other side
of London-bridge. There was certainly something happy, too, in
the idea of approximating, as it were, two of Wren's works, by
forming a vista, one end of which would have been terminated by
the Monument, and the other by St. Paul's. Little more than
twenty years afterwards, Mr. James Elmes brought forward another
scheme, confined to the improvement of the "Churchyard," which
was ingeniously shaped to follow the outline of the plan of the
Cathedral, there being a small crescent facing each of the tran
septs and its semicircular portico. The scheme was to have been
promoted by the Duke of York, but he died before any steps could
be taken in it, and it dropped at once. Now, there exists an ob
stacle to such complete improvement which did not at that time,
the present St. Paul's School not being then erected.
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strength, and that the momentum which they acquire when pro
jected may be so great as to render them most destructive agents.
When a material substance is moving in a curve, the total ex
ternal force acting on it in a direction normal to the curve may be
estimated from a knowledge of the actual velocity and the radius
of curvature. This normal force is usually called centrifugal ;
and the principal value of the theory of centrifugal force consists
in this—that it leads to a determination of the normally-resolved
part of the external forces acting on a. moving body, when the
magnitudes and directions of the external forces themselves can
not be ascertained.
By a principle which need not be here demonstrated, since it is
to be found in numerous mechanical treatises, The centrifugalforce
(in pounds) of a small body moving in a curve = the weight (in
pounds) x the square of the number of feet described per second
-f- 33^ times the radius of curvature (in feet). For instance—if
the weight of a body be 10 lb., and its velocity 8 feet per second,
in a curve of which the radius is 5 feet, the product of the weight
and square of the number of feet per second is 10 X square of 8
= 10 X 64 = 640. This divided by 32£ times the radius (= 3%
X 5, or 161) gives %ffi lb., or nearly 4 lb. for the amount of the
centrifugal force.
The rule above enunciated, when expressed by a mathematical
formula, gives the value of the centrifugal force equal to
m o3 _ W »'

T ~ #"?'
where m is the mass of the body, v its velocity, W its weight,
r the radius of curvature of its path, and g the force of gravity.
When the velocity is expressed in feet per second, the force g
must be similarly expressed, and therefore = 32£, since that is the
velocity, in feet, generated during one second in a body falling
freely by the action of gravity.
The formula just given will now be applied to determine the
tension due to centrifugal force of a circular ring revolving uni
formly about a fixed centre.
Since every part of the ring revolves with the same velocity
about the same centre, it is acted on by the same centrifugal force.
It is easily seen, then, that if the ring were perfectly flexible, its
circular form would not be altered by the centrifugal forces.
Hence, it follows that at every point its tension is tangential, or
in the direction of its length, as it would be if the ring were a
flexible string. If the tension were in any other than the tangen
tial direction, it would tend to bend the ring. It is also clear that
the tension is the same in every part of the ring : let this tension
be called T.
This being premised, let us consider the forces acting on a quad
rant of the ring. The quadrant at its two extremities is acted on
by two tangential forces, T, which are evidently at right angles to
each other ; and also at every point by its centrifugal forces nor
mally. If ds be an element of the arc, itds its mass, v its linear
velocity, and r the radius of the ring, the centrifugal force of any
element of it, by the principle above laid down, is
lids . -.
r
If the radius at any point of the quadrant be inclined to the
radius at one extremity at an angle 9, the part of the centrifugal
force resolved parallel to that radius is
lids . - cos fl; or, pd0 v* cos 9;

NOTES ON ENGINEERING.—No, XII.
By Homivrsham Cox, B.A.
The Centrifugal Strain* of WheeU of Railway Carriages.
The investigation of the strains of the tyres of wheels of rail
way carriages, produced by rotation, is interesting, not only on
account of its importance with respect to public safety, but also on
account of the very instructive example which it affords of the
application of dynamical principles.
Little more than a year ago, a fatal accident occurred on one of
the principal railways of this kingdom, by the tyre of a railway
carriage in motion being thrown off by its centrifugal force, and
striking a carriage of another train.
Many other cases have
occurred of the similar disruption and violent projection of the
ponderous masses of metal of which the tyres of railway wheels
are composed. The practical Importance of the question, there
fore, becomes very great, when it is considered that the centri
fugal strains upon tyres may be so great as to seriously affect their

since ds = rde.
Now, the sum of the resolved parts of the centrifugal force
parallel to T must equal T, since there is equilibrium, and all the
other forces acting on the quadrant are perpendicular to these.
Hence,
»./*..
T = //jrffltf'cosfl = MV>,
integrating between limits 0 and 90°. Let / be the length of the
whole circle, and therefore /*/ its mass. Therefore, putting itti
W
weight = W, /« = —.. Also, if t be the time of revolution, or
that in which any point of the ring moves through the space /, we
have vt — /, and v = - .

Substituting these values of v and p in

the above expression for T,
, .
W/
tension of ring = —p ;
which formula gives the following rule for finding the tension due
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to centrifugal force in a ring revolving uniformly. The tension (in
pounds) = the weight of the ring (in pounds) X by its length (in
feet) -^- hy 32j times the square of the number of seconds in which
the ring revolves.
We shall next examine the effect of a progressive motion com
bined with the rotation of the ring, and proceed to show that if
the centre of the ring have a progressive motion, the tension will
be the same as if the centre were fixed. This may be easily seen
from the following illustrations. Suppose that in a ship or car
riage moving with uniform rectilineal motion, a string with a
weight at one end of it were whirled rapidly,—it is quite clear
that the tension of the string would not be at all influenced by
the progression of the carriage or vessel ; the centrifugal force
would be the same, whether the plane of the string's rotation were
horizontal or vertical—parallel or perpendicular, to the direction
of progression. Again, a hoop rolled along smooth ground with
an assigned velocity, whether it be directed eastward or south
ward, or to any other point of the compass—that is, whether its
progressive motion coincide with or be inclined to the course of
the earth's diurnal rotation. So also, a body resting at any point
on the earth's surface, except its poles, suffers a diminution of
weight on account of the centrifugal force arising from rotation
about the earth's axis ; but this diminution is not at all influenced
by the annual or progressive motion : the centrifugal force is also
the same for every hour of the day, and on every day of the year—
that is, for every angle at which the diurnal motion at the point in
question can be inclined to the earth's orbit.
We see then that the centrifugal force of a body rotating in a
circle about an assigned centre, is measured, not by the absolute
motion, but by the rotation relatively to that centre. Consequently,
the rule above given for determining the tension of a ring revolv
ing about a fixed centre, applies to the tyres of railway wheels,
which have not only a circular motion about their axles, but a uni
form progressive motion also.
It may, however, be more convenient to transform the rule, so
as to express the tension of the tyre in terms of the velocity of
the train. We have shown that T = —-,
Wl where / is the length of
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SUBMARINE FOUNDATIONS.

On Submarine Foundations; particularly the Screw-Pile and Moor
ings. By Alexander Mitchell, M. Inst. C.E.—(Paper read at
the Institution of Civil Engineers.)*
The entire subject of the methods of preparing submarine foun
dations, if treated of in as general and comprehensive a manner
as its importance demands, would not only far exceed the limits
of a paper for the Institution of Civil Engineers, but would be
tedious and unnecessary, as the majority of the members are tho
roughly conversant with the various systems in their daily prac
tice ; it is proposed, therefore, to limit the present inquiry to a
cursory mention of the ordinary methods, and to devote the greater
space to a description of the Screw Pile and the Screw Mooring,
and of the works in which they have been employed. Sheet piling,
whether of wood, or iron, is now familiar to every one, as the
driving it is an operation of daily occurrence, and the numerous
scientific treatises on stone foundations, placed in positions of pe
culiar difficulty and danger, render all comment upon them quite
superfluous.
The Eddystone and Bell Rock Lighthouses furnish splendid ex
amples of such works. The scientific skill employed in joining
and binding together their parts, giving to them almost a monolythic solidity and strength, is beyond all praise ; and yet were
lighthouses now required to be placed in similarly exposed posi
tions, it is more than probable that strong open-work structures,
upon iron piles, would be substituted for solid stone towers, as a
vast saving would thus be effected, and the strength would be in
creased by removing the only cause of danger ; for the waves are
only formidable when they are inflexibly opposed. In that part of
the subject which relates to foundations placed in banks of loose
sand or mud, covered by the sea, the author would confine his ob
servations to his own practical experience, and studiously avoid all
comparison with other modes of proceeding, which he is aware
may, and probably will, be brought before the Institution, and will
doubtless receive the usual impartial consideration.
An account of the circumstances which led to the introduction
of the screw-pile and screw-mooring, would possess but little gene
ral interest, and is not necessary. It will suffice to observe, that
the circumference, and t the time of revolution. Now, if the
a project, contemplated by the author, involved the necessity of a
wheel do not slip, the train moves through a distance / during the much greater holding power than wag possessed by any pile or
mooring then in use ; the former being nothing more than a
time t ; therefore, if V be the velocity of the train, V = , and
pointed stake of considerable size, easily either driven into or ex
tracted from ♦he ground, and the latter a large mass of stone or
WV1
the above expression becomes T =
Let k be the sectional iron, which when submerged became of limited power, and was
quite incapable of resisting an upward strain.
area of the tyre, and t the tension per unit of area; T = t«. Abo,
The plan which ap
Fig. 1
it is evident that the solid content of the ring may be put equal to
peared best adapted for
its length multiplied by its sectional area (= Ik), Hence, if the
obtaining a firm hold of
weight of a unit of volume be w, we have \V = wit. Substituting
soft ground or sand,
then for W and T,
was to insert to a con
V3
„,
u>V»
siderable distance be
9
9
neath the surface, a bar
of iron (fig. I.) having
Now, this expression, if we take a foot for the unit of length,
at its lower extremity
gives the tension per square foot of the metal ; but what is usually
a broad plate, or disc of
required is the tension per square inch, which is of course the
metal, in a spiral or
1 44th part of the tension per square foot. Hence the following
helical form, on the
very simple rule, since 144^ = 144. x 32J = 4637 :—
The tension of the tyre in pounds per square inch due to centrifugal principle of the screw,
force equals the 4637 th part of the weight in pounds of a cubic foot of in order that it should
enter the ground with
the metal multiplied by tfte square of the number offeet which the train
facility, thrusting aside
travels in a second.
any obstacles to its de
The facility of applying this rule depends materially on its in
scent, without materi
dependence of the radius and other dimensions of the tyre. As
ally disturbing tne tex
the weight of a cubic foot of iron or steel varies from about 4,600
ture of the strata it
to 4,800 lb., the following rule is sufficiently accurate for practical
passed through, and that it should at the same time offer an ex
purposes :—
tended base, either for resisting downward pressure, or an upward
The tension in pounds on every square inch of the sectional
strain. Whether this broad spiral flange, or "Ground Screw, as it
area of the tyre = the square of the number ok feet which the
may be termed, be applied to the foot of a pile to support a super
TRAIN TRAVELS IN A SECOND.
incumbent weight, or be employed as a mooring to resist an
For example, if the train moved 85 feet per second (a mile per
upward strain, its holding power entirely depends upon the area of
minute), the strain on the metal per square inch would be 7225 lb.
its disc, the nature of the ground into which it is inserted, and the
= 3-23 tons. It is curious to observe, that in the same train every
depth to which it is forced beneath the surface. The proper area
tyre would be subject to the same degree of strain, whatever its
of the screw should, in every case, be determined by the nature of
radius, width, and thickness.
the ground in which it is to be placed, and which must be ascer
tained by previous experiment. The largest size hitherto used
has been 4 feet in diameter ; but within certain sizes, prescribed
by the
* An
facility
abstractof
of this
manufacturing
paper was given them,
lo the Journal,
the dimensions
Voi. XI. (1848J,may
p. 22.be ext«
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tended to meet any case, and may be said to be limited only by
the power available for forcing them into the ground. Either the
•crew-pile, or the screw-mooring can be employed in every de
scription of ground, hard rock alone excepted : for its helical form
enables it to force its way among stones, and even to thrust aside
medium-sized boulders. In ports, harbours, estuaries, and road
steads, rock is, however, seldom met with, except in detached
masses, the ground being usually an accumulation of alluvial de
posit, which is well adapted for the reception of such foundations,
and is also that in which they are generally most required. The
ground screw has been already extensively used for several pur
poses, and its applicability to many others will be evident from a
succinct account of its present employment.

fFEBBUABT,

buoy shackled at the other end (fig. 3). This sinker, which is a
block of stone or iron, is either laid upon the surface of the
ground, or is placed in an excavation prepared for its reception.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

PORT OF LONDON

>V;

The advantages of this system are its simplicity and cheapness of
construction, with the power of holding nearly equally well in
every direction; but, on the other hand, when the sinker is sub
jected to a heavy strain, it is generally found deficient in holdingpower, because it chiefly depends upon the specific gravity of the
mass, and because the ground, which must be greatly broken up
for its reception, offers only a feeble resistance to its subsequent
extraction. Another disadvantage is, that being generally confined
to shallow bays and harbours, vessels are often as seriously injured
by grounding upon them, as when they come in contact with
anchors, which it is contended should never be permitted to be
used in harbours or rivers. Moorings are sometimes formed of
timber frames, loaded with stone and buried in the bed of the
river, as in the harbour of Sunderland, where they have been ex
tensively applied by Mr. Meik.
These evident defects in the ordinary systems of mooring, inFig. 4.
duced
seeking
thefor
author,
a simple,
whilst

L'MFHOUSE

The
CRECR. fixed, or permanent moorings most commonly used are of

two kinds ; the span-chain mooring, and the sinker or mooringblock. The former of these (fig. 8) consists of a strong chain of
considerable length, stretched along the ground (across the river),
and retained by heavy anchors, or mooring-blocks, at either end,
and to the middle of the ground-chain the buoy-chain is shackled.
Many of these moorings were formerly laid down in the Thames,
at great expense, and they still continue to be the only moorings
in use at the royal dockyards. The disadvantages of these moor
ings are their expense and the obstruction they present to naviga
tion ; for should a vessel cast anchor in the neighbourhood, it is
almost certain to get hooked into the chain, from which it can only
be freed by the assistance of a chain-lighter, at considerable ex
pense and loss of time. In fact, mooring-chains across the an
chorage were adopted to insure the anchors of vessels bringing up,
when the harbour was crowded, and in such cases the harbour flat
was obliged to attend to clear the anchor at slack water. Messrs.
Hemmans, Parkes, and others, state the expense of each govern
ment mooring of this kind to be about 2,500/.
The other kind, which is more generally employed
heavy sinker, to which a strong chain is attached

effective, and at the
same time inexpensive
mode of holding the
buoy-chain down, to
adopt a modification of
the screw-pile (fig. 4) ;
because it offered great
facilities for entering
the ground, and when
arrived at the iequired
depth, it evidently af
forded greater holding
power than any other
form.
Every description of
earth is more or less
adhesive, and the great
er its tenacity the
larger must be the por
tion disturbed before
the mooring can be dis
placed by any direct
force.
The mass of
ground thus affected, in
the case of the screwmooring, is in the form of the frustrum of a cone, inverted; that
is, with its base at the surface, the breadth of the base being in
proportion to the tenacity of the ground; this is pressed on by a
cylinder of water equal to its diameter, the axis of which is its
depth, and the water again bears the weight of a column of air of
the diameter of the cylinder. The comparative masses of ground
which must be removed in dragging up the two kinds of moorings
are shown by the dotted lines in figs. 3 and 5.
It is evident, therefore, that if a cast-iron screw, of a given
area, be forced into the earth to a certain depth, it must afford a
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firm point of attachment for a buoy-chain, in every direction
(fig. 5), and will oppose a powerful resistance even to a vertical
strain, which generally proves fatal to sinker moorings, depending
(as they do) chiefly on their specific gravity.
Fig. 5.

The first trials were upon a comparatively small scale; but their
success was so decisive, that the merits of the moorings were ac
knowledged, and their use soon became extended. The depth to
which these moorings have been screwed varies from 8 feet to
18 feet ; the former is deep enough where the soil is of a firm and
unyielding description, and the latter depth is found to give suffi
cient firmness in a very weak bottom. It is evident from its form,
that every part of the screw-mooring is so far beneath the surface,
as to prevent a vessel from receiving injury from grounding imme
diately above it ; the mooring chain alone protruding from the
ground, and it is also obvious, that anchors, dropped in the neigh
bourhood, cannot be hooked into, or get foul of the chain, one end
alone being attached to the ground. Although economy should
be the last consideration where a large amount of property and
many lives are at stake, still if the end can be safely attained by
less costly means, it is the duty of those having charge of public
works to consider the question.
It is right, therefore, to state,
that screw-moorings, of the most powerful description, can be put
down at a tenth part of the cost of the span-chain mooring (fig. 1),
and at even less than the common stone mooring (fig. 2), provided
it be of equal power with the former ; setting aside the defects
which have been noticed.
Indeed, with respect to the screwmoorings, it may be stated, that where they have been longest in
use and are best known, they are most appreciated, as is well
shown in the recent agreement with the Corporation of Newcastleon-Tyne, who paid for the permission to use the patent in the
Tyne, as applied to moorings alone, the sum of 2,500/., within a
few months of the expiration of the inventor's privilege, and
when the renewal of it appeared doubtful.*
In fixing these moorings in the ports and harbours where they
have been used, the persons hitherto engaged in the operation have
been generally compelled to avail themselves of any means within
their reach, for the construction of a floating stage or platform, on
which the men could execute the work. Barges, lighters, and pon
toons have been therefore indifferently employed ; those that were
without decks being planked over for the purpose. Two such ves
sels being lashed broadside to each other, with a certain space be
tween them, are securely moored over the spot, and the screwmooring lowered, with the chain attached to the shackle, from the
centre of the stage to the level of the water; and as it descends to
the bottom, the lengths of the apparatus for screwing it into the
ground are successively attached. This apparatus (fig. 6) consists
of a strong wrought-iron shaft, in lengths of 10 or 12 feet each,
connected with each other by key joints or couplings, the lower
extremity having a square socket to fit the head of the centre pin
or axis of the mooring. When the centre pin rests on the bottom,
* fhe patent hat been renewed for a term of fourteen yean, from the year 1847.
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a capstan is firmly keyed upon the shaft at a convenient height ;
the men then ship the capstan-bars, and apply their power whilst
travelling round
upon the stage,
the capstan being
lifted and again
fixed as the moor
ing is screwed
down into the
ground. The ope
ration is continu
ed until the men
can no . longer
move the shaft
round, or until
it is considered to have been
forced to a sufficient depth.
In the river Tyne, where
many of these moorings have
been laid down, a barge of
peculiar construction has been
prepared for the purpose, con
taining within itself all that
is necessary to facilitate the
work.
The most important purpose
to which the screw-pile has
hitherto been applied, to any
considerable extent, is for
forming the foundations of
lighthouses,
beacons, jet
ties, &c,
in
situations
where the soil or sand is so
loose and unstable as to be
incapable of supporting any
massive structure, or where
the waves have so much power
of undermining by their con
tinuous action, or beat so hea
vily that the stability of any
mass of masonry would be
seriously endangered. Many
banks off our coasts are like
the Goodwin Sands, which,
although when dry scarcely
retain the print of a horses
hoof, will, when covered by
the sea, swallow up the lar
gest ship, and are moreover in
such exposed situations that
no solid structure erected
upon them could resist the
action of the sea for any
length of time.
From the
number and dangerous nature
of the sand-banks and shoals
surrounding
the United
King
conspicuous and permanent
Fig. 6. marks upon
them becomes
an object
of
dom, the means of placing
the highest importance to navigation. But nothing of the nature
of a lighthouse upon a submarine sandbank was ever proposed
prior to the year 1834, the project till then being considered ex
tremely hazardous, if not impossible.
The author having at that time satisfied himself as to the hold
ing power of the screw-mooring, and made some successful experi
ments with the screw-pile, was applied to by the Society of Mer
chant Venturers at Bristol, to devise the means of placing a fixed
light on the Dumball, an accumulation of mud and other alluvial
deposit at the entrance of the Avon, and about the end of the year
1834 he laid before that society the plan, specification, and estimate
of a screw-pile lighthouse, similar in principle to those since erec
ted by him and his son ; but the Corporation of the Trinity House
having subsequently undertaken to buoy and light the Bristol
Channel, the author s plan was abandoned, and a stone lighthouse
was placed on the firm ground in the neighbourhood.
Between the years 1834 and 1838, some unsuccessful attempts
were made to introduce the plan in various localities. In the lat
ter year, at the suggestion of Captain (now Admiral) Beaufort, of
the Admiralty, he laid a plan before the Corporation of the Tri
nity House, by whom, at the recommendation of Mr. Walker, their
engineer, it was favourably considered, and in the month of August
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in .that year, the author and his son laid the foundation of Maplin
Sand Lighthouse. (See Journal, Vol. V., 184.2, p. 342.)
Before determining the length of the piles and the area of the
screws to be employed, a careful examination of the ground was
made, and it was proposed to use nine malleable iron piles of 5 in.
diameter, and 26 feet in length, with a cast-iron screw of 4 feet
diameter, secured to the foot of each.
Eight of the piles were
placed at the angles of an octagon, and one in the centre ; these
were put down in nine consecutive days, being screwed into the
bank to the depth of 22 feet, leaving 4 feet above the surface.
The tide rises on the bank about 16 feet, and seldom leaves the
surface dry. The instrument used in trying the nature of the
ground was also employed in testing its holding power. It con
sisted of a jointed rod" 30 feet long, and 1-} inch diameter, having
at its foot a spiial flange of 6 inches diameter. It was moved
round by means of cross levers, keyed upon the boring-rod : and
upon these levers, when the screw was turned to the depth of 27
feet, a few boards were laid, forming a platform sufficiently large to
support twelve men. A bar was then driven into the bank at some
distance, its top being brought to the same level as that of the
boring-rod. Twelve men were then placed upon the platform to
ascertain if their weight, together with the apparatus, in all about
one ton, sufficed to depress the screw. After some time, the men
were removed, and the level was again applied : but no sensible
depression of the screw could be observed.
Although this was the first screw-pile foundation that was laid
for the reception of a lighthouse on a bank of loose sand covered
by the sea, it was not the first that was erected, as the piles re
mained untouched for two years, in order to ascertain if any change
would occur from the action of the sea, or other causes.
Pending this term of probation, a lighthouse was proposed to be
erected in Morecombe Bay, and it was decided to use screw-piles
for the foundation. The novelty of the work, the peculiarity of
gers
the situation,
or those who
and were
the dread
not interested
of failure ifinitit,were
rendered
intrusted
it obligatory
to Btranupon the author and his son not only to send in a design for the
foundation, but also for the superstructure, and afterwaids to
devote their attention most assiduously to the superintendence of
the erection of the whole structure, which was commenced in the
latter part of 1839, and the lantern was lighted on the 6th of June,
1840,—every part, with the exception of the top of the lantern,
being completed in the month of March. As this lighthouse was
the first of its kind, and it was, perhaps, the first attempt to place
a habitation of any description in a position so proverbially un
stable, a short description of the structure and of the locality be
comes necessary. .
The situation selected for the lighthouse (see Journal, Vol. III.,
1840, p. 181) is about two miles from the nearest shore, on the
verge of a bank of loose sand, which shifted occasionally, until it
was fixed beneath and around the house by a superposed mass,
several feet deep, of strong argillaceous earth and stones. It may
be remarked, that banks of pure sand are very liable to shift at
their surface, and it is extremely difficult to penetrate them to any
considerable depth, the absence of clay or any plastic material ren
dering the particles nearly incompressible. In this case, seven
wrought-iron piles, 16 feet long, with cast-iron screws 3 feet in
diameter, were employed, one being placed at each angle of a
hexagon, and one in the centre. Seven balks of Baltic timber,
14 inches square, of the best quality, were selected for the sup
ports of the house ; the six exterior balks were each 48 feet, long,
and the centre one was 57 feet in length, to admit of its rising
through the house to the base of the lantern, which it assists in
supporting, and to give additional stability to the whole structure.
In the foot of each of these supports, a hole, 5 inches in diameter,
was bored to the depth of 7 feet, to receive the end of the pile
upon which it wag shipped ; and to strengthen them for the same
distance upwards, several strong iron hoops were driven on hot. A
small spiral flange was fixed on the foot of each balk, to draw it
into the sand, in the same manner as in putting down the piles.
The diameter of the hexagonal base is 50 feet, and the diameter of
the platform on which the house stands is 27 feet ; the exterior
piles having an inclination inwards of 1 foot in 5. It should be ob
served, that any degree of inclination can be given to a pile whilst
it is in motion, by merely placing at a corresponding angle the
platform upon which the men work. The floor of the house is 45
feet above the surface of the bank, and the tide rises about 32 feet
on the supports, at the equinoctial springs.
A more detailed account of this lighthouse would be superfluous,
the remainder of the work being of the ordinary character for
structures of this kind; but it may be observed that since the time
of its erection in the winter of 1839 and '40, the only repair it has
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received or required is the occasional application of a little paint.
The total expense of this house was about 3,350/., of which the
dioptric apparatus for lighting cost nearly 1,000/.
This, as before observed, being the first lighthouse placed on a
bank of loose sand covered by the sea, and from its proximity to a
deep channel, entering fairly into competition with floating lights,
a few words on the comparative merits of fixed and floating lights
may not be out of place.
In looking out at night for narrow and intricate channels far
from land, it is of the utmost importance that the mariner should
rely with undoubting confidence, not only on the stability of the
light, but also on its unvarying position and appearance. All these
advantages are possessed by the Fleetwood lighthouse, and the
others constructed on the same principle ; but in tempestous wea
ther, the floating light ships are nearly obscured by the spray, and
their lights have no steadiness, on account of the constant motion,
whilst hundreds of lives and millions of property have been lost in
consequence of their breaking from their moorings. Nor can they
be said to occupy any precise position, shifting as they do with the
wind and tide, twice the length of the chains by which they ride.
The comparative expense of these two modes of lighting is yet
to be considered ; and here the advantage is still more in favour of
fixed lights. The annual expense of the Fleetwood lighthouse, in
lighting materials and attendance, amounts to 335/., as appears by
the statement of Mr. P. Bidder, resident engineer at Fleetwood,
laid before the Lighthouse Committee of the House of Commons
in 1845 ; while, on the authority of Captain Washington, R.N.,
the average annual expense of the floating lights of Great Britain
is 1,316/. A reference to the report of that committee augments
considerably their average cost.
In the summer of 1844, a screw-pile lighthouse, serving also as a
pilot station, was placed in Belfast Lough, Carrickfergus Bay, on
the tail of the Hollywood bank, about a mile from the coast of
Down. The depth at low water where the house is placed is 9 feet ;
the stratum for a few feet next the surface was coarse sand and
gravel, but the soil beneath was tenacious blue clay, and was easily
penetrated. The cast-iron screws were 3 ft. fi in. diameter, and
were used with malleable iron piles, 5 inches diameter and 26 feet
long, and were sunk into the bank to the depth of 16 feet. The
structure is very similar in principle to that at Fleetwood, the only
difference being that the house is larger and the lantern smaller, it
being only necessary for the light to be visible from a distance of
six or seven miles. This lighthouse, from a variety of causes, was
constructed at considerably less expense than that at Fleetwoodon-Wyre. Amongst these may be mentioned the sheltered posi
tion, less costly lighting apparatus, cheap labour, and summer
weather ; but above all, the desire of the author that his native
town should be benefited by his labours.
Three beacons have been erected by the author and his son for
the Dublin Ballast Board, on the Kish bank, the Arklow bank, and
the Blackwater bank. These have all been put down with the in
Fig. 7.
tention of placing lighthouses on their sites,
should they appear eventually to suffer no
change by the action of the sea. All these
beacons are similar in form and principle
(fig. 7) ; each consisting of a single pile of
wrought-iron in two joints, connected by a
strong screw coupling, and measuring, when
together, 63 feet in length ; their diameter
at the surface of the ground is 8 inches,
diminishing from thence both up and down.
The incompressible nature of the sand offer
ing considerable opposition to the descent
of the pile, screws of only 2 feet in dia
meter were used, and on the top of each
2i
pile, when fixed, a ball was placed of 3 ft.
sysjiagg 6 in. diameter. The screws used fur the
Blackwater and the Arklow beacons were
forged of malleable iron, and turned in the
lathe, at great expense ; but that will pro
bably never again be necessary, us they can
generally be quite as well made of castiron and at much less cost.
One of these
beacons was fixed in June, 1843, the other
two in the summer of 1846, and are all
standing, though two of them diverge con
siderably from the perpendicular, having
been frequently struck by vessels in heavy
db(
weather.
more important
"
beacon Inwas
the placed
summer
between
of 1846,
the aQueen's
larger and
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Prince's Channels; the two most frequented passages into the
Thames. It stands at the eastern extremity of the 1 ongue sand,
in a depth, at low water, of 17 feet. The foundation is formed of
five screw-piles in the form of the letter X, the diagonals being
40 feet apart, one being placed at each extremity and one in the
centre. These piles are of malleable iron, 6 inches in diameter
and +3 feet long. Screws, 2 feet in diameter, were used, and they
were sunk to the depth of 19 feet into the bank, which was very
hard. The work was constructed after the design, and under the
direction of Mr. Walker, C.E., and stands about 40 feet above the
level of low-water spring tides. The method of putting down
these piles was the same as that adopted at the Maplin Sand ; but,
owing to the greater solidity of the ground, a raft of much greater
size and strength was required, to admit of stronger apparatus
being used with levers of greater length. The raft required also
to be much more securely moored by its four angles, being always
in deep water and in a strong tideway.
In the summer of 1847, the screw-pile was subject to a new trial,
in the construction of a pier, or jetty, near the village of Courtown, about twelve miles south of Arklow, on an open and exposed
5art of the coast of Wexford. On its commencement, a startling
ifficulty presented itself. Barges, or strongly-constructed rafts,
had been previously found sufficiently steady to act as stages for
the workmen, when screwing down either piles or moorings ; but
the coast at Courtown being unprotected nearly from north to
south, with an open sea of 70 miles in front, a surf of great height
and force beats almost without intermission upon the shore, pre
venting the use of any floating body in the construction of the
works. As a steady footing for the men is to a certain extent es
sential, it became indispensable that the screwing down of the
piles should be effected from the work itself. The method of con
struction that was adopted was very cheap and simple. The piles
were to be placed 17 feet apart, in a direct line outwards ; a pro
jecting stage was therefore rigged, extending that distance for
wards, with the other end resting upon and temporarily attached
to the solid part of the pier. The screw-pile was then run for
ward upon rollers, lifted by tackle, and placed vertically in the
situation it was intended to occupy. A wheel, 32 feet in diameter,
formed of capstan-bars lashed together at their ends, with a deeplygrooved end to each, wbb keyed upon the body of the pile, and an
endless rope-band was passed around it, and held in tension round
a smaller grooved pulley, fixed about 150 feet back towards the
shore. The tendency to pull the pile out of the vertical line was
resisted by a guide-pole, with a grooved pulley at its extremity,
which pressed against the shore side of trie pile. These prepara
tions being made, a number of men hauling upon the endless band
gave a rotary motion to the large wheel, and screwed the pile
down to its place with great ease. The same operation was re
peated for the next pile laterally,—the cross-beams were laid on,
the overhanging platform was pushed forward, and two more piles
were inserted. During this time the cross-braces were applied,
and the permanent platform was finished.
The works were by this means conducted with such facility and
regularity, that, in spite of rough weather, one bay of 17 feet in
advance was generally completed in a day ; and it is evident, that
by a modification of the same system, even more could be accom
plished, with greater distances between the sets of piles, if such
extension should be considered necessary.
The new part of the Courtown jetty is 260 feet in length beyond
the solid stone part of the old jetty. The main roadway is 18 ft.
6 in. wide, with a line of railway laid upon each side, leaving a
space for passengers in the centre between the lines. It is ter
minated by a cross-head or platform, 54 feet long by 36 feet wide,
with a landing stage at each end, which can be raised or depressed,
to suit the convenience of the vessels loading or discharging.
Small colliers, coasting craft, and the largest class of fishing smacks
can now receive or discharge their cargoes very rapidly and without
grounding. The bottom into which the piles were inserted con
sisted of an average depth of about 8 feet of sand and gravel, upon
a firm blue clay. Screws of 2 feet diameter were therefore suffi
cient, with wrought-iron piles, of 5 inches diameter, inserted in
the ground to a depth varying between 11 feet and 15 feet.
The expense of the construction of the extension of this jetty,
including everything, from the screw piles to the finished platform,
with the lines of railway, turn-tables, landing-stages, &c, was
4,150/., or 47/. 10*. per lineal yard current. In stating this sum, it
must be remembered, that it was the first work of the kind; ample
allowance was therefore made for contingencies, and as materials
were much more expensive than at present, works of this kind
could
Thenow
success
be executed
attending
at these
less cost.
applications of the system induced
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its extension to other works, of which it will suffice to mention a
few instances, to demonstrate the large field opened for it, not only
in engineering works, but for agricultural and other purposes.
Messrs. Ransome and May (of Ipswich) have constructed several
kinds of cast-iron screw points, shown in figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11.
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10.
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Weight 3 qr. 22 lb.

Weight 2 cwt. 8 qr. 141b.

Fig. 8 shows the largest size, adapted for whole timber piles,
which are so often splintered and shattered, and even set on fire,
by the rapid blows or the steam pile-driver, when traversing com
pact ground, and where wrought-iron shoes are generally crushed
into the timber, even in ordinary ground, with the force of the
common pile-engine. The small screw-point opens the way for the
conical part, and the larger screw not only draws the pile down,
but, when it has penetrated to a sufficient depth, affords an ex
tended base for preventing further depression. Thus several feet
of timber must be saved, and the general length of the pile can be
reduced, as it will bear a greater weight, and offer a more solid
base, when introduced to a less distance than when it rests upon
the ordinary sharp wrought-iron pointed shoe.
Fig. 9 shows the shape adapted for railway signal-posts, and
fig. 10 that for the supports for the wires of the electric telegraph.
For these purposes the screw points must be very useful, as, inde
pendent of the economy of labour in putting them down by merely
screwing them into the ground, instead of digging holes to intro
duce the cross-feet, all possibility of injury to the banks would be
precluded ; whereas, at present, there is always a liability of caus
ing a slip by disturbing uncertain ground, and admitting water in
the sides of cuttings.
The cast-iron screw-socket points (fig. 8) have recently been
very successfully applied, for the supporting posts or columns of
timber-sheds and buildings, for railway stations and other pur
poses. These are generally constructed upon made ground, and
the foundation for each column is prepared for excavating a hole
about 6 feet deep, to be filled with concrete, which is either
rammed round the post, or carries a large stone into which the
column is inserted. Or sometimes by having a transverse sill and
struts at the foot of the post, which must all be buried in the
ground, and be liable to decay from the wet. By the system now
introduced, the iron screw-socket alone is inserted into the ground,
by screwing it in with capstan-bars; an operation which only oc
cupies a very short time : the earth around is not disturbed, and
the timber cannot be exposed to injury or decay.
As an instance of the stability and the power of holding of these
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screw points, it may be stated that when trying experiments upon
the various forms, Messrs. Ransome and May screwed a casting
of the form of fig. 9 to a depth of * feet into the gravel of the
yard of their works, and after fixing into it a pole 38 feet in height,
a man climbed to the top, and caused it to vibrate as much as pos
sible, without apparently affecting the stability of the foot. A
steelyard was then attached to it, and a
power of 4 tons was applied with direct ver
tical tension; but without being able to
draw it out of the ground, and the pole is
now standing as firmly as ever. Since then,
with a larger sized screw point (fig. 8), a
mast 82 feet in height, with a vane at the
top 5 feet in length, has been placed, and
although only inserted 5 feet into the
ground, it is perfectly steady, with three
very short gye-ropes.
Fig. 11 shows the applicability to smaller
objects, and a tent-pin has been selected as
the most familiar example, as it requires to
be removed so frequently, and shows the use
that may be made of the screw, for the
standards of fencing, and for an infinite
number of agricultural and other purposes.
Fig- H.
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heavy ships ; but during the crowded slate of the port, for several months
of the winter of 1847, donble that number of vessels generally made fast
to them.
Mr. Walker said, with respect to the screw-piles for foundations for
lighthouses upon sand or mud-banks, those upon the Maplin Sand had
been very successful ; for, although the sand on the surface had shifted
considerably, being carried away and brought back again by different
states of the sea, the screw-piles stood perfectly ; in fact, they offered on
obstruction to the passage of the waves, and caused no scour. With
respect to the Goodwin Sands, it was not generally known, that the Cor
poration of the Trinity House had caused a beacon to be placed oo the
back of the sand, consisting of a base of cut stones well secured together,
with an octagon-sided vessel, or caissoo, which was towed to the spot and
grounded; the sides were then unshipped, leaving the bottom under the
mass of stone, and an iron beacon mast was stepped into it. This beacon
was now the only one in eiistence upon the sands. He believed, that
beacons, or other structures, erected upon screw-piles, would stand as
well on the Goodwin Sands as on the Maplin and other places. Schemes
for lighthouses to be placed upon the Goodwin Sands were constaoily
pressed upon his notice; but it did not appear to be understood, that any
solid edifice, to be erected in that locality, must have its foundation carried
Fig. 13.
Fig. 14.

Remark) after the reading of the above Paper.
Mr. Brooks said he had considerable experience in the use and merits
of the screw-moorings, and must accord them his entire approval. It
was more conclusive to give facts than opinions, and therefore, although
he had not come prepared to address the meeting, he would state suc
cinctly what had been done in the Tyne. A heavy ground chain, com
posed of links each 3 feet in length, of round iron 3) inches in diameter, was
stretched along the bed of the river in the deep water, and in the direc
tion of the current, instead of according to the old system, placing it as a
bridle across the stream (as shown i n the wood-cut, fig. 2.) To this
chain, at given distances, marking the centre of each tier, and the middistance between, were shackled studded link mooring-chains of 2J-inch
iron, which had been previously laid down, with the lower extremity of
each attached to a screw-mooring, inserted into the bottom of the river at
each spot to depths varying from 10 feet to 20 feet. The chain attached
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to the sheer-screw was two fathoms longer than that to which the mooringscrews were shackled, so as to allow the strain to come upon the mooringscrews, instead of upon the sheer screws, which latter were only intended
to bear the strain arising from the vessels ranging across the stream, when
the wind was off either shore. The moorings were placed where the
depth varied at low-water spring tides from IS to 24 feet. The bed of the
river consisted of sand for about six feet in depth, and then clay fur about
four feet; rock was generally met with, but the latter, where it consisted
of a stratum of shale, was penetrated by the wrougbt-iron screw point,
for about ooe foot, or as far as the underside of the table of the screw.
The screw-moorings which were used were four feet in diameter, and un
less they were stopped by rock, they were easily inserted to a depth of 15
feet into the sand and clay, in about an hour and a half. Some of them
had been screwed down to a depth of 21 feet in less than two hours. It
must be observed, however, that a very efficient apparatus was constructed
expressly for the operation (tigs. 12, 13, and 14) ): it consisted of a hop
per barge, with semicircular leaves on each side, forming, when lowered,
a platform of about 40 feet in diameter. The capstan had eight bars, each
20 feet in length, requiring four or five men to each bar, according to the
quality of the soil into which the screws were to be forced (fig. 6.) Each
screw was intended by Messrs. Mitchell and Son to bear a strain of four

down to the chalk, to insure its durability. The Corporation of the
Trinity House wished it to be understood, that it was not their intention
to place lights upon the Goodwin Sands; but rather to place them around
that spot, in order that vessels might avoid its dangers. At present. floating lights were employed ; but if fixed lights could be placed in the same,
or equally useful localities, he had no doubt the project would be enter
tained. He had a good opinion of the screw-piles for this purpose, and
when the question came before him in a tangible form he should be read,
to give it his attention, for he thought, that a lighthouse could be erected
on that principle, in a difficult position, more economically than by any
other plan. The Corporation of the Trinity House was now about to test
the strength of iron lighthouses, by erecting ooe upon the Bishop Rock,
in the Scilly Islands, in a situation which was even more exposed than
the Eddyslone.
The plan adopted for fixing the foundations was, to bore
holes in the rock, to clamp masses of iron into them, and then bolt down
the lighthouse upon these fixed irons. Whether this system would answer,
or whether stone or iroo for the structure would be the most durable, reremained to be proved. At the Point of Ayr, Mr. Walker had adopted
another system for the foundation of a lighthouse placed upon pile.".
Cast-iron cylinders were sunk into the bank, the piles were placed withiu
them, and each was filled with concrete; this system was practicable in
certain situations, where the bank was dry at low water, but was evidently
not so generally available as the screw pile, which offered great facilities
by the rapidity with which it could be inserted eveu at considerable depths
under water, with very simple and inexpensive apparatus.*
* Mr. Brunei has recently caused a very interesting and conclusive experiment to b<tried, near tint proposed site of the bridge for carrying the South Wales Kailwav across
the river Wye, at Chepstow. A cast-iron cylinder, 3 feet diameter externally, 1$ inch tn
thickness, cast In lengths 10 feet each, with internal socket and joggle joints, secured
with pins and run with lead, was armed at the extreme bottom with a sharp wrought-lron
hoop, and a little above It was a helical flanch projecting 12 Inches all round from the
body of the cylinder, around which it made an entire revolution, with a pitch of 7 Inches.
By means of capstan-bats worked by manual labour, and by strong winches, this cylinder
was screwed Into the ground, near the bank of the river, but nut of the Influence of the
tide, to a depth of 58 feet, in 4*4 houra and 14 minutes, through stiff clay and sand down
to the marl rock. In descending to that depth the cylinder made 142 revolutions, and
the average rate of sinking per revolution, very nearly accorded with the pitch of the
screw. The time quoted la only that which was actually consumed lu forcing the cylinder
down, as It was allowed tn rest for long periods, whilst the Interior core of clav was re
peatedly cleared out, and on account of the breakages of the ropes and the capstan-bars,
and other casualties Incidental to all first experiments. It Is the intention o Mr. Brunei
to try a cylinder 6 feet diameter, with a larger helical flanch or screw, beiore deciding
upon the dimensions of the cylinders for the foundations ol his bridges, to be placed In
situations where there is a great depth of mud, stiff clay, and sand. Of this and the
subsequent experiments, accounts may probably be given hereafter.
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ON THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.
On the Strength of Materials, as Influenced by the Existence or
non-Existence of certain Mutual Strains among the Particles com
posing them. By James Thomson, Jun., M.A., College, Glasgow.
—[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Novem
ber, 1848.]
My principal object in the following paper is to show that the
absolute strength of any material composed of a substance possess
ing ductility (and few substances, if any, are entirely devoid of
this property), may vary to a great extent, according to the state
of tension or relaxation in which the particles have been made to
exist when the material as a whole is subject to external strain.
Let, for instance, a cylindrical bar of malleable iron, or a piece
of iron wire, be made red hot, and then be allowed to cool. Its
particles may now be regarded as being all completely relaxed.
Let next the one end of the bar be fixed, and the other be made to
revolve by torsion, till the particles at the circumference of the
bar are strained to the utmost extent of which they can admit
without undergoing a permanent alteration in their mutual con
nection.* In this condition, equal elements of the cross-section
of the bar afford resistances proportional to the distances of the
elements from the centre of the bar ; since the particles are dis
placed from their positions of relaxation through spaces which are
proportional to the distances of the particles from the centre.
The couple which the bar now resists, and which is equal to the
sum of the couples due to the resistances of nil the elements of
the section, is that which is commonly assumed as the measure of
the strength of the bar. For future reference, this couple may be
denoted by L, and the angle through which it has twisted the loose
end of the bar by 0.
The twisting of the bar may, however, be carried still farther,
and during the progress of this process the outer particles will
yield in virtue ot their ductility, those towards the interior assum
ing successively the condition of greatest tension ; until, when the
twisting has been sufficiently continued, all the particles in the
section, except those quite close to the centre, will have been
brought to afford their utmost resistance. Hence, if we suppose
that no change in the hardness of the substance composing the
material has resulted from the sliding of its particles past one
another—and that, therefore, all small elements of the section of
the bar afford the same resistance, no matter what their distances
from the centre may be—it is easy to prove that the total resist
ance of the bar is now 4 of what it was in the former case ; or, ac
cording to the notation already adopted, it is now |L.
To prove thii, lei r be the radial of the bar, u the utmost force of a uni
of area of tbe section to resist a strain tending to make the particles slide
past one another; or to resist a shearing strain, as it is commonly called.
Also, let the section of the bar be supposed to be divided into an infinite
number of concentric annular elements; tbe radius of any one of these
being denoted by x, and its area by 2-nxdx.
Now, when only the particles at the circumference are strained to the
utmost ; and when, therefore, the forces on equal areas of the various ele
ments are proportional to the distances of the elements from the centre, we
have i)—
x for the force of a unit of area at the distance x from tbe centre.
r
Hence tbe total tangential force of the element is
x
= 2 nxdx.ri— ;
r
aud the couple due to the same element is
= x . 2ir xdx ,rr- «■ 2wi)—
1 . x*dx:
r
r
and therefore tbe total couple, which has been denoted above by L, is
•=2»tj-1 //»' x*dx,—that is

1-rJ/0 x*dx,—tl

L = i » */ r»
(a).
Next, when the bar has been twisted so much that all tbe particles in its
section afford their utmost resistance, we have the total tangential force of
the element = 2 t xdx ,t\ ;
and the couple due to the same element = x .2-rxdx ,i\ = 2rT\.x"-dx.
Hence the total couple due to the entire section is

2*vf
J 0

a? dx = f Tijrs.

* I he re luumc the existence of B definite " elastic limit," or a limit within which If
two particles of ■ substance be displaced, they will return to their original relative posi
tions when tbe disturbing force Is removed. The opposite conclusion, to which Mr.
Horipklnson seems to have been led by some Interesting experimental results, will be
considered at a mure advanced part of this paper.
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But this quantity is 4 of the value of L in formula (a). That is, the couple
which the bar resists in this case is £ L, or j of that which it resists in the
former case.
If, after this, all external strain he removed from the bar, it will
assume a position of equilibrium, in which the outer particles will
be strained in the direction opposite to that in which it was twisted
and the inner ones in the same as that of the twisting,—the two
sets of opposite couples thus produced among the particles of the
bar balancing one another. It is easy to show that the line of
separation between the particles strained in the one direction, and
those in the other, is a circle whose radius is f of the radius of the
bar.
The particles in this line are evidently subject to no strain*
when no external couple is applied. The bar with its new mole
cular arrangement may now be subjected, as often as we please^ to
the couple 4L, without undergoing any farther alteration; and
therefore its ultimate strength to resist torsion, in the direction of
the couple L, has been considerably increased.
Its strength to
resist torsion in the opposite direction has, however, by the same
process, been much diminished; for, as soon as its free extremity
has been made to revolve backwards through an angle of § fl from
the position of equilibrium, the particles at the circumference will
have suffered the utmost displacement of which they can admit
without undergoing permanent alteration. Now it is easy to prove
that the couple required to produce a certain angle of torsion is the
same in the new state of the bar as in the old.J Hence the ulti
mate strength of the bar when twisted backwards, is represented
by a couple amounting to only | L. But, as we have seen, it is 4 L
when the wire is twisted forwards. That is, The wire in its new
state has twice as much strength to resist torsion in the one direction as
it has to resist it in the other.
Principles quite similar to the foregoing, operate in regard to
beams subjected to cross strains. As, however my chief object at
present is to point out the existence of such principles, to indicate
the mode in which they are to be applied, and to show their great
practical importance in the determination of the strength of ma
terials, I need not enter fully into their application in the case of
cross-strain. The investigation in this case closely resembles that
in the case of torsion, but is more complicated on account of the
different ultimate resistances afforded by any material to tension
and to compression, and on account of the numerous varieties in
the form of section of beams which for different purposes it is
found advisable to adopt. I shall therefore merely make a few
remarks on this subject.
If a bent bar of wrought-iron, or other ductile material, be
straightened, its particles will thus be put into such a state, _ that
its strength to resist cross-strain, in the direction towards which it
has been straightened, will be very much greater than its strength
to resist it in the opposite direction, each of these two resistances
being entirely different from that which the same bar would afford
were its particles all relaxed when the entire bar is free from ex
ternal strain. The actual ratios of these various resistances de
pend on the comparative ultimate resistances afforded by the sub
stance to compression and extension ; and also, in a very material
degree, on the form of the section of the bar. I may however
state that in general the variations in the strength of a bar to resist
cross-strains, which are occasioned by variations in its molecular
arrangement, are much greater even than those which have already
been pointed out as occurring in the strength of bars subjected to
torsion.
What has been already stated is quite sufficient to account for
many very discordant and perplexing results which have been ar
rived at by different experimenters on the strength of materials.
It scarcely ever occurs that a material is presented to us, either
for experiment or for application to a practical use, in which the
particles are free from great mutual Btrains.
Processes have
already been pointed out, by which we may at pleasure produce
certain peculiar strains of this kind. These, or other processes
producing somewhat similar strains, are used in the manufacture
* Or at least they are subject to no strain of torsion either In the one direction or iu
the other; though they may perhaps be subject to a strain of compression or extension
In the direction of the length of the bur. This, however, does sot fall to be considered
In the present investigation.
' This statement, If not strictly, la at least extremely nearly true : since from the ex
periments made by Mr. Falrbalrn and Mr. Hodgklnson on cast-iron (see various Reports
of the British Association,!, we may conclude that the metals are influenced only in an
extremely slight degree by Ume. Were tbe bsrs composed of some substance such as
sealing-wax or hard pitch, possessing a sensible amount of viscidity, the statement tn
the text would not hold good.
t To prove this, let the bar be supposed to be divided Into an Infinite number of ele
mentary concentric tubes (like the so-called annual lings of growth In trees) ; to twist
each of these tubes through a certain angle, the same couple will be required whether
the tube Is already aubject to the action of a couple of any moderate amount in either
direction or not. Hence, to twist them all, or what Is the same thing, to twist the whole
bar, throngh a certain angle, the same couple will be required whether the various ele
mentary tubes be or be not relaxed, when the bar aa a whole It free from external strain.
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of almost all materials. Thus, for instance, when malleable iron
has received its final conformation by the process termed cold
swaging, that is by hammering it till it is cold, the outer particles
exist in a state of extreme compression, and the internal ones in a
state of extreme tension. The same seems to be the case in castiron when it is taken from the mould in which it has been cast.
The outer portions have cooled first, and have therefore contracted
while the inner ones still continued expanded by heat. The inner
ones then contract as they subsequently cool, and thus they as it
were pull the outer ones together. That is, in the end, the outer
ones are in a state of compression, and the inner ones in the oppo
site condition.
The foregoing principles may serve to explain the true cause of
an important fact observed by Mr. Eaton Hodgkinson in his
valuable researches in regard to the strength of cast-iron {Report
of the British Association for X837, p. 362).* He found that, con
trary to what had been previously supposed, a strain, however
small in comparison to that which would occasion rupture, was
sufficient to produce a set in the beams on which he experimented.
Now this is just what should be expected in accordance with the
principles which I have brought forward; for if, from some of the
causes already pointed out, various parts of the beam previously
to the application of an external force have been strained to the
utmost, when, by the application of such force, however small,
they are still farther displaced from their positions of relaxation,
they must necessarily undergo a permanent alteration in their con
nection with one another,—an alteration permitted by the ductility
of the material; or, in other words, the beam as a whole must
take a set.
In accordance with the explanation of the fact observed by Mr.
Hodgkinson, 1 do not think we are to conclude with him, that
" the maxim of loading bodies within the elastic limit has no foun
dation in nature." It appears to me that the defect of elasticity
which he has shown to occur even with very slight strains, exists
only when the strain is applied for the first time; or, in other
words, that if a beam has already been acted on by a considerable
strain, it may again be subjected to any smaller strain in the same
direction without its taking a set. It will readily be seen, how
ever, from Mr. Hodgkinson's experiments, that the term " elastic
limit," ;is commonly employed, is entirely vague, and must tend to
lead to erroneous results.
The considerations adduced seem to me to show clearly that
there really exist two elastic limits for any material, between which
the displacements or deflections, or what may in general be termed
the changes of form, must be confined, if we wigh to avoid giving
the material a set ; or, in the case of invariable strains, if we wish
to avoid giving it a continuous succession of sets, which would
gradually bring about its destruction ; that these two elastic limits
are usually situated, one on the one side, and the other on the
opposite side of the position which the material assumes when
subject to no external strain, though they may be both on the
same side of this position of relaxation,"!" and that they may,
therefore, with propriety, be called the superior and inferior limit
of the change of form of the material for the particular arrange
ment which has been given to its particles ; that these two limits
are not fixed for any given material, but that if the change of
form be continued beyond either limit, two new limits will, by
means of an alteration in the arrangement of the particles of the
material, be given to it in place of those which it previously pos
sessed ; and lastly, that the processes employed in the manufac
ture of materials are usually such as to place two limits in close
contiguity with one another, thus causing the material to take in
the first instance a set from any strain, however slight, while the
interval which may afterwards exist between the two limits, and
also, as was before stated, the actual position assumed by each of
them, is determined by the peculiar strains which are subsequently
applied to the material.
The introduction of new, though necessary, elements into the
* For further information regarding Kir. Hodgkinson's views and experiments, see his
communications in the " Transactions of the Sections of the Briliah Association" for
the
searches
year 1843
on the
(p.Strength
23) and and
1644other
(p. 25),
properties
and a work
of Cast
by Iron."
him, entitled
8ro. 1846.
" Experimental Re.
t Thus, If the section of a beam be of some such form
aa that shown In either of the accompanying figures the
one rib or the two ribs, as the case may be, being rery
wehk in comparison to the thick part of the beam, it may
readily occur that the two elastic limits of deflettion may
I* s:tuat.d both on the same aide of the position assumed
by the beam when free from external force. For If lie
beam baa been supported at its extremities and loaded at
lis middle till the rib A B has yielded by Its ductility so as
to make all Its particles exert their utmost tension, and if
the lotd be now gradually removed, the particles at B may
come to be compressed to the utmost before the load hua
been entirely remove ..
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consideration of the strength of materials may, on the one hand
seem annoying from rendering the investigations more complicated.
On the other hand, their introduction will really have the effect of
obviating difficulties, by removing erroneous modes of viewing the
subject, and preventing contradictory or incongruous results from
being obtained by theory and experiment. In all investigations,
in fact, in which we desire to attain, or to approach nearly to,
truth, we must take facts as they actually are, not as we might be
tempted to wish them to be, for enabling us to dispense with ex
amining processes which are somewhat concealed and intricate,
but are not the less influential from their hidden character.

EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS.
The study of engineering presents peculiar difficulties; not
from the paucity of information, but from the multiplicity of its
sources, which are so many and so widely separated, that the
student may well be bewildered and discouraged when presented
with a map of his future course. Let us consider a few of the
branches of knowledge with which he must be adequately ac
quainted before he can be said to have mastered the whole of the
principles of his profession.
As a large part of his business consists in adapting mineral pro
ducts to useful purposes, he must be acquainted with the me
chanical and chemical properties of minerals, and must be able to
distinguish good metal from bad, sound building materials from
those which are perishable, &c. lie must, therefore, be acquainted
with the science of Minekalogy—or, at least, that part of it which
is susceptible of practical application. The changes which in the
progress of time are wrought in those minerals by affecting their
molecular or crystalline structure, the value of different methods
of working them, the chemical changes wrought by the atmo
sphere, and the action of foreign substances, are considerations
which render indispensable an adequate knowledge of Chemistry.
The engineer employed in constructing railways, roads, canals, and
harbours, must certainly be acquainted with Geology : for, how
shall he estimate beforehand the probable cost of his works, their
permanency, or the most judicious mode of carrying them on,
unless he know the nature of the soils in which he will have to
operate, the order of their succession, their relative depths, and
stratification ? To estimate the proper form and dimensions of
the structures which form part of his works, he must be thoroughly
versed in the science of Statics. To determine the most effective
agents of mechanical power, and the most economical methods of
producing and regulating motion, the knowledge of Dynamics
will be required. The operation of the steam-engine, atmospheric
railways, the air-pump, the ventilation of mines, &c, are to be
understood only by the investigation of the principles of elastic
fluids—Pneumatics. The sciences of inelastic fluids—Hydrosta
tics, and Hydraulics, are essential in constructing sea-walls,
breakwaters, canals, and docks, in ascertaining the power of
water-mills and hydrostatic-engines, in works of drainage and
water-supply, and in naval architecture.
The sciences already enumerated by no means exhaust the list
included in the engineer's curriculum. Most of them involve a
knowledge of Mathematics, and some of them of its highest
branches—in dynamics, for instance, the processes of the Diffe
rential Calculus are involved at every step. Mathematical know
ledge will, moreover, be required in a most important branch of
the engineers occupation—surveying, and the measurement of
works. To lay down the course of a railway or estimate the cubic
contents of an embankment, would be impossible without some
knowledge of Trigonometry and Solid Geometry.
The institution of colleges expressly intended for the scientific
education of young engineers, is an ample evidence of the general
recognition of the value of the abstract sciences for practical pur
poses. There are now three colleges in London, or its vicinity—
King College, University College, and the College of Civil En
gineers, at Putney, in which a course of study is adopted for the
especial purpose of preparation for the practice of civil engineering.
In estimating the value of such institutions, it should be carefully
remembered that the knowledge of the engineer is of two kinds—
scientific and practical knowledge. The former may be acquired
from books in the laboratory or college lecture-room—the latter is
to be obtained in the workshop, or the canal or railway works.
The substitution of certainty for conjecture, of demonstration
for hazardous and imperfect analogies—these, in fact, are the
objects of colleges of civil engineering.
The details of the
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courses of lectures may differ in each, but to all of these insti
tutions may be applied the words of a printed statement re
specting the Putney College, in which it is said that "the founda
tion of the system is laid in a knowledge of the exact sciences and
properties of matter—i.e., upon mathematics and chemistry."
The mathematical course includes, among the sciences above re
ferred to, as forming a necessary part of the education of the
engineer. Geometry, Analysis (including the Differential and In
tegral Calculus), Statics, Dynamics, and Hydraulics. Fortunately
—most fortunately—in all three colleges, the Mathematical lectures
are delivered by mathematicians, not by mathematical pretenders,
whose acquirements consist in a certain impudent dexterity in
dazzling the eyes of those who are more ignorant than themselves,
by a display of mathematical jargon. The practical classes of
Chemistry afford the student the opportunity of analysing and
assaying minerals by direct manipulation.
The lectures on
Geology include the practical application of the science to archi
tecture, marine engineering, and mining : there are also lectures
on civil engineering, machinery, mechanical drawing, &c. We
will not venture to assert that this course of instruction altoge
ther supersedes the necessity of further pupilage in the office of
a civil engineer; on the contrary, the student is strongly urged
to avail himself of that advantage, for without it he never will
be fit to cope with any work of magnitude.
We cannot close this account without referring to an incidental
advantage of these colleges, in promoting the improvement of
engineering literature.
For the wretchedly inaccurate works
which were palmed on the practical mechanic a few years ago,
we have new and admirable treatises on the various applications of
the sciences, by Mr. Hodgkinson at University College, Professor
Moseley and Mr. Hann at King's College, and of the Putney lectu
rers, by Professor Ansted, Dr. Lyon Playfair, Professor Davies, &c.
It is also gratifying to add to this list, the name of Mr. Cowie, as he
has announced the publication of his lectures on Hydraulics, com
bining his own researches with the results of the eminent continental
writers on the subject. The ve-xatce questiones of hydraulics are so
many and so perplexing, that this work can scarcely fail of ren
dering important service to science. Truly the labours of such
men are wanted to bring the engineering literature of this
country up to the same standard which in France the splendid in
vestigations of Poncelet, Navier, and others scarcely less illustri
ous, have attained.

THE DUNDEE COMPETITION.
By the time that this article appears in print, the designs for
"an Ornamental Building to be erected at the Harbour of Dundee,
commemorative of the landing of Her Majesty at that port in
1844," will have been sent in. In one respect, there is no differ
ence between this and nearly all other competitions, the time allowed
for the preparation of designs being absurdly short. Committees
seem to think that architects are improvisatori,—that they require
only to have a subject proposed to them, when their stock of everready inspiration will enable them to pour forth ideas as happy as
they are unpremeditated. They seem, moreover, to fancy that
architects are always at leisure to sit down to their drawing-board
at once, as soon as they have read an advertisement inviting them
to compete. Not only quite unnecessary and absurdly preposte
rous, but this hurry is deplorably mischievous in its consequences;
nor is it at all to be wondered at that so many crude designs should
be produced on such occasions, since no time is allowed for due
study and leisurely consideration of the subject. Committees are
not at all aware that what are carefully-executed drawing) may
nevertheless be exceedingly careless, unstudied designs,—even the
best of them inferior to what they would be were time allowed
for correcting first ideas. It is only by attributing it to ignorance
of its consequences, that we can account for the lamentable hurry
with which competitions are managed, we being unable to imagine
that any set of men would knowingly frustrate their own object—
viz., the obtaining a really good design—through their own childish
impatience, and their not affording architects leisure for properly
conceiving and maturing what they are required to do. Many times
have committees been strongly suspected of, if not openly charged
with, unfairness towards competitors: at least, it shows some grace
in them to be equally unfair to themselves, by defrauding themselves
of the benefit of artistic study. At the same time, too, that it is
contrary to the interest of those who invite—at least, pretend to
invite talent to their aid, the very uncalled-for haste imposed
upon architects in almost every instance of competition, is a real
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grievance to them. It frequently compels them either to forego
competing altogether, or else to sit down to an additional task
after the avocations of the day are over, and perhaps to sit up
nearly all the night—not merely once, but two or three nights toge
ther—in order to be able to send off their drawings before the ex
piration of the term allowed. Thus, what should be cheerful em
ployment is converted into mere toil, attended with feverish
anxiety. Nor does the hardship stop there; for even toil may be
patiently endured, if we feel assured that we are earning something
by it. To cheer those who engage in architectural competition,
there exists no such assurance: on the contrary, they have to bear
up against the disheartening assurance that they are exerting them
selves for a mere chance, since only one can possibly be the suc
cessful man.
There are surely unavoidable vexations enow attending compe
tition, without their being increased by the heartless inconsiderateness and arbitrary whims of committees, who seem to pride them
selves upon showing that the power they possess is irresponsible.
Greatly would architectural competitors be relieved, were mere
sketches, instead of finished drawings, to be required of them.
Such draughts would exhibit the ideas of their respective authors;
and when the best, or what should be judged to be the best, idea
had been selected, it would then be time enough to ask for a fair
and finished copy of it. Not the least advantage attending such
mode would be, that it would compel—at least lead, committees
to give their attention to ideas and matters of actual design;
whereas now, it is to be apprehended, they frequently suffer them
selves to be biassed and misled by the mere manual ability
shown in drawing.* In fact, it may be said that, according to the
present system, while they exercise their power very arbitrarily,
they generally exercise it so as to dupe themselves in the end;
which, though it may be some, is but very sorry, satisfaction to
those who may have been, if not always exactly duped, toiled and
taxed by them.
These general and preliminary remarks have detained us longer
than we expected, wherefore we will not detain our readers by
apologising for them ; but continue without farther interruption
to notice the very unusual circumstances attending this particular
Competition. So far from there being the slightest vagueness or
ambiguity pn the part of the Committee's invitation to architects,
it tells them exactly what it is that is wanted. In the case of the
Nelson Monument, the competitors were left to adopt whatever
form they pleased—arch, column, fountain, obelisk, trophy, pyra
mid, temple ;—a kind of freedom that was not a little embarrass
ing, and which must have chilled by the perplexing doubts and
misgivings attending it. Unlike the "Nelson" one, the Dundee
Committee honestly inform architects that the "ornamental build
ing" which they require is to be an arch ; so that there can be no
mistake in that respect. Besides which, the foundations being
already laid, the plan is shaped out, and its dimensions fixed : so
that the task extends to no more than that of designing a super
structure upon it. There are to be three openings or passages, the
centre one 21 ft. wide, the smaller ones 10 ft. 6 in. each, and the ex
tent of the whole rather more than 80 ft. These dimensions are so
considerable, that they seem to indicate the intention of producing
a monumental work; as will appear from comparing them with the
corresponding dimensions of some other structures of the same
nature.
Centre Arch.
Side Arches.
Width. 7* Height,
Width
Height,
ft.
hi.
ft. in.
ft. la.
ft. In.
11 0
24 0
Arch of Conslanline
21 4
3D 2
none
Arch of Titus
19 0
26 6
none
Purte St. Denis
26 0
50 0
Marseilles
20 0
37 0
none
Arch, Green Park
16 6
32 0
none
Arch
Marble
of Arch,
the Tuileries
Buckingham Pal. 15
14 60
29
28 0
98 03
19
16 106
These instances may suffice, although we should have liked to have
given the corresponding dimensions of the Arco della Pace, at
Milan, but cannot at the moment find our memorandum of them.
We believe, however, that its principal opening does not exceed
18 feet by 36 feet, consequently falls short of what is fixed for the
one in the intended structure at Dundee. As the width of this
last is to be 21 feet, hardly can it be under 40 feet in height, unless
it* isInstead
to vary
of operating
considerably
as a recommendation,
from theparticular
usual careful
proportions,
nest or merit
andIn consepoint of
mere drawing ought to be received with suspicion, aa ii.tvndcd to cajole the judgment,
and divert from an Impartial consideration of the design Itself. Besides, in ail probabi
lity, the author of a design ban had no hand whatever In the fair copy of It, It being
now-a-days a notorious practice for architects to employ other people for the purpose .
as is divulged by the advertisements of parties who oner them their services in " the
getting-up of Exhibition and Competition Drawings!"
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quently from precedent,—although precedent, such as it is—and it
is certainly more cockney than classical—may be found, namely
Temple Bar, whose gateway is only 19 feet high, although SI feet
in width.
Supposing the large arch to be made 40 feet high in the clear,
about 20 feet more will be required for the height of the whole
structure—that is, according to most examples of the kind ; so
that the whole would form a mass about 80 feet in length by 60 feet
in height. Now, we do not object to a work of such magnitude ;
yet how is it to be accomplished for the inadequate sum of 2,000/?
The arch in the Green Park, which is only 62 feet in length by
60 feet in height, is stated to have cost somewhere about 30,000/,
It must be admitted that it is so deep a mass, that two of the same
size in other respects, but much shallower, might have been erected
for the money : let us therefore take the cost at 10,000/, exclusive
of foundations. Yet, allowing for the same exclusion, only onefifth of that sum is to be expended upon an Ornamental Building,
of very considerable size.
The epithet "ornamental" implies, we
presume, that a more than ordinary degree of decoration is looked
for,—perhaps sculptural embellishment as well as architectural.—
The problem seems to be so difficult a one, that we hope even its
difficulty will be productive of good, by compelling the competitors
to depart from the regular track,—to fling precedent overboard,
and strike out some new ideas.

REMARKS ON RAILWAY AXLES.
Sib—A few years ago, there existed a great difference of opinion
concerning the best form for railway axles, which often occasioned
much unprofitable discussion among some of our mechanical en
gineers. The question has lately been silent, and experience or
imitation appears to have decided the form now most generally
approved. There is, however, a wide difference in the dimensions
and quantity of material in the axles used for similar purposes by
different companies. This circumstance, together with the great
importance of having a safe axle, shows the necessity of an estab
lished system of proportions for future guidance, as every one con
nected with railways is aware of the important saving that would
be effected by dispensing with only a few pounds of unnecessary
material in each axle of a railway company's stock.
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The four annexed figures are intended to represent the different
forms that have been used. No. 1, which is thickest in the middle
and tapered towards each wheel, appears to be altogether thrown
aside ; No. 2, which is parallel between the journals, is still fre
quently used ; No. 3, which is parallel from A to B, and No. 4,
which is diminished from each wheel to the centre, appear to be
the two forms now most in use,—the latter, however, being, it is
believed, the most correct.
The writer is in favour of No. 4, although he has not had the
pleasure of seeing any satisfactory proof of its being the most
correct. In the following experiment he was, however, convinced
that these axles require to be smaller in the centre than at the
wheel bosses, but in what exact proportion he has not been able to
decide. In the experiment alluded to, a parallel bar of cast-iron,
of longitudinal dimensions similar to those of an ordinary railway
axle, was placed upon two supports, C C, as substitutes for the
K;F
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been made 4 in. throughout, as originally intended. It still re
mains a question whether this difference in the diameter of the
body of the axle was the most correct, as it was decided by mere
supposition subsequently to the above experiment.
Besides the most economical form for the body of an axle, it is
of importance to have journals equally well-proportioned. The
journals were formerly very short compared with some of modern
make
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gradual changes which have been going on in this, as well as in
other parts of the axle, also prove the want of more correct data.
The object of this paper is not to lay before your readers any new
idea relative to the form and proportions of railway axles, but
merely to call the attention of practical men to the subject, whose
long experience and observation could not fail to supply much that
is required.
The narrow limits of the writer's own observation in railway
matters, would not warrant him in offering more than a mere sug
gestion, and as such he begs to submit the following formula, which
it is hoped will not be found totally void of utility.
abw
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diameter of G (fig. 4)
diameter of M (fig. 4)
length
Wherein a = A B (fig.3D
4) in inches
, b =ofBthe
C in
journal.
inches ; c = the
number of wheels to the wagon ; D = diameter of the journals in
inches ; and w = the greatest load to be borne by the wagon in
cwts., including the weight of the wagon.
Your obedient servant,
Manchester, Jan. 6, 1849.
J. N.
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points, D D, were supposed to be the centres of the journals : the
force being gradually increased, the bar broke simultaneously
through EE. The experiment was repeated; but in the second
trial the bar broke only in one point, F,—being a little nearer to
the middle. This was considered sufficient proof that a portion of
the metal might be removed from the middle of the bar without
diminishing its lateral strength; and that by adding this metal
about the points E E, the lateral strength would be increased.
The result of this experiment was applied to a number of rail
way axles for 4 ft. 8£ in. gauge, which were to have been made of
4 in. parallel bar, but were altered to the form No. 4, being 4£ in.
diameter
which
wasincalculated
the wheeltobosses,
requireand
no 3g
more
in. diameter
material than
in the
if middle
they had
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wheel bosses, as here shown, and then submitted to forces acting
equally upon each end at equal distances from the supports, which

An Historical Inquiry into tlte True Principles of Beauty in Art
more especially with reference to Architecture. By Jamks Feruusson
Esq., Architect ; author of " An Essay on the Ancient Topography
of Jerusalem," " Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient Architec
ture in Hindostan," &c. Part the First. London : Longmans
1849.
fsECONJl

NOTICE.~|

We continue Mr. Fergusson's review of the state of science, and
the field which is open for its further cultivation, because we think
it will do good in science as in art to show how much remains to
be done, and the encouragement there is for a zealous student. It
was the belief there were worlds to conquer that stimulated the
ambition of Alexander : it was because he knew of none open to
his ambition that his energies palled. The belief that we are too
near the goal has dispirited many a learner, and has done much to
retard the progress of knowledge ; whereas all that we have done
is only a reason and a means by which to do more.
In considering the state of Botany, Mr. Fergusson dwells upon
the importance of investigating the phenomena of life ; but still
he does not show their full influence. Botany is too much looked
upon as a study of dead substances ; but without we contemplate
from the beginning the operations of life, we can have no good
system of physiology. Life introduces action,—action, counter
action; and the first moment of life is the first indication of decay.
There is a sequence throughout dependent on a first cause, and
this must be carefully observed.
Life constitutes, the author
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says, a great distinction between vegetables and minerals, for the
latter, so far as we know, have a course of existence which is un
determined ; but the others have a period the bounds of which are
limited and in most cases known.
There are, it is true, great diversities between the lives of plants,
some which die almost as soon as born—some, the giants of the
forest, which live for centuries; but the career of each has its
bounds. This limitation has, too, its connection necessarily with
the performance of every function of being.
Mr. Fergusson
speaks with reservation as to the existence of minerals being
limited or unlimited; and this not without good. reason, though
the common belief and the common systems of philosophy please
themselves with the eternity of the mineral structure of the globe.
If, however, there is a wide range between the life of an ephemeral
fungus and of an aged dragon-tree or oak ; and if, too, there is a
wide range, but a less one, between the life of a day-fly and an
elephant, a turtle or a raven, so, on the other hand, for aught we
know, there may be a wider range which in the mineral kingdom
may give thousands of years of being and a limited life to mate
rials which we look upon as lasting for ever. We know that the
hardest granite, the .best consolidated clay, the purest limestone,
bad a beginning, and are the resultants of former combinations.
We know, too, that there are minerals so fleeting in their form,
that they can hardly be preserved or watched (p. 57). These are
incident to the machine of the globe, and if the phenomena are
not developed as those of individual beings, then they relate to
those of the globe itself as an organised body, and are subject to
the limitations of condition which the organs of other bodies un
dergo. There is therefore nothing which, in the absence of posi
tive proof, justifies us in believing that the existence of minerals
is without a limit, any more than that of plants and beasts.
We do not know whether Mr. Fergusson establishes a true dis
tinction, when he says of the plants, that though the individual
must perish, to all it is given to live on in their offspring, which
differ in nothiug from themselves; till it becomes more like an
oscillation to-and-fro of one individual through an indefinite time,
than the limited career between birth and death, which seems the
beginning and end of each individual.
Botanical classification leads the writer to give some cautions on
the subject of classification generally. He says truly, that it must
be ever borne in mind that no such things as the classes established
exist in nature. Classification, indeed, is a legitimate application
of theory. In considering the laws of light, we assume the New
tonian or Huygenian theory, not admitting thereby that either
represents the true facts or the true results, out taking either as a
convenient general system to enable us to follow out consistently
the various operations. The mistake of superficial learners is in
this—that they believe the direct contrary, and adopt Newton or
Huygens as the expounders of facts. The injury to science is the
greater, as many are deterred from propounding new theories,
which may tend to elucidate the facts. So in the classification of
plants or beasts, the classification is only a matter of expediency ;
for in nature there is no rosaceous province, no bound within
which the feline tribe is restrained.
Mr. Fergusson explains that
an artificial classification is not to be found in nature, because she
works out her problems with a complexity and infinity of detail
which man can never comprehend ; and though every plant is sub
ject to immutable laws, and perfect regularity reigns, from the
minute ultimate particles to the whole aggregated kingdom, it is
not such a formal arrangement as our classification attempts.
Mr. Fergusson approves of the retention for their respective
purposes of both the Linnean and Jussieuan or natural system, and
makes a very useful suggestion, that naturalists should, like gram
marians, admit lists of irregular plants or animals, instead of
forcing them into places where they do not fit, or multiplying
genera to an inconvenient extent. He would likewise place be
tween each class or genus a list of neuters, which belong equally
to either. We would extend his liberality as to the two systems
in botany, by using the same toleration in other branches of sci
ence. If the Newtonian theory explains some phenomena which
the undulatory does not, why not admit both ?—for neither New
ton nor Huygens is more than a hearsay witness. A more catholic
feeling on these matters is indeed most needful for the right growth
of knowledge.
On proceeding to Zoology, Mr. Fergusson gives some time to
Ontology, the intellectual functions of animals. Here, likewise,
he steps out of the common beaten track, and instead of binding
himself to the functions of instinct, he holds forth that beasts have
minds of the same kind as man. He at once sets aside the a priori
arguments derived from the Greek metaphysics and sectarian dog
mata, and takes facts as he finds them. He comes to the answer,
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that the growth of mind agrees with that of brain ; that this law
is followed from the lowest polyp to the hugest beast ; that man
has more power only by the higher development of his nervous
system ; and that his mind does not differ in kind from that of
beasts, but only in extent.
The next section brings us to the knowledge of man, or Anthro
pology. The writer here comes in contact with the two classes of
philosophers, one of whom makes man into nothing more than a
beast, nearly akin to the monkeys; and the other strives to set
him apart altogether from the beasts, in his zeal to save the ever
lasting soul of man from the beasts that die. Had they, he says,
only made their system of metaphysics better, instead of striving
to set aside the truths of physiology or psychology, the errors of
both would not have happened. The consideration of man in this
respect is twofold—first, for his body, which belongs to zoology ;
and second, as a being having properties and faculties of which no
other beasts have the like.
If, in body and in mind, man partakes of the same nature with
these, yet his works show us that he has other and higher powers,
and a higher destiny. Mr. Fergusson thinks that these are exem
plified in the division of labour or employment, and in progress ;
neither of which is exemplified by the beasts. We do not think
his premises support his conclusions, nor that he has here well
wrought out his own system. As we said before, we consider that
the special distinction of man is his subordinate creative power,
and Mr. Fergusson' s arguments are a proof of this. No other
living being has the like power, and the organization of man is the
instrument for developing this.
Mr. Fergusson says, very ingeniously (p. 65), after speaking of
the division of employment, that in a civilised commonwealth like
England, it would be easy to share out its twenty millions of
people into a thousand classes, as distinct in their functions and in
their action on the material world as the thousand species into
which naturalists classify four-footed beasts, and to sub-divide
them into a hundred thousand varieties; not only performing all
the separate functions of all the separate species of animals, but
thousands of functions which the lower beasts do not perform, and
have no trace of any power by which they might be taught to per
form them. So, too, all the functions which beasts have in a
higher degree than man, are by him made use of for his purposes :
the fleetness of the horse, the keen scent of the hound, the strength
of the elephant, are made by man his servants ; and he engrosses
to himself the functions of the animal kingdom—nay, it may be
said those of the vegetable and mineral kingdoms. In all this
complexity of functions, says the writer, man is still one genus,
and for all practical purposes only one species ; and it is this unity
in multiplicity, and multiplicity in unity, which gives him his
infinite power over the material universe.
The writer asserts the will and the power to influence the ani
mal and material world ; to alter the breeds of the horse, the dog,
or the sheep ; to change the courses of rivers ; to remove forests ;
to modify climate. The division of employment and the tendency
to progress, are only resultants of the original power and organiza
tion which we have defined.
Mr. Fergusson, in contradistinction to many of the modern
schools, holds the essential inequality of men, in their physical,
mental, and psychological organization, resulting in an essential
inequality of all men in power and position. He allows, however,
of a real and essential equality of all men in means of enjoyment,
and of free will and power to improve or deteriorate their condi
tions.
He opposes the morphological doctrine of Lamarck and his fol
lowers, that one species of animal can be developed out of an
other; and also that* which says that the more perfectly organised
species were developed out of those less organised, as the world
became fitted for their reception. Upon this Mr. Fergusson re
marks, that if it prove anything, it proves too much ; for in that
case, when the world arrived at that state that the amphibia were
developed out of the fishes, or the birds out of the amphibia, all
the fishes or reptiles ought to have given birth to the more perfect
kinds, and perished themselves. So, too. when man was developed,
the female monkeys having given birth to him, their own race
should have become extinct. There is not, therefore, one fact to
support the doctrine.
Mr. Fergusson, by a single reference, which is all he has given
to it, seems to advocate the doctrine of one pair only having given
birth to man ; and so with the other animals,—yet, on his own
principles, without any sufficient reason.
With regard to the
human race, unless he adopts the morphological doctrines, which
he repudiates elsewhere,
* " Veiti«n ofhethecannot
Naturalconciliate
HJaiory of CrtaUon."
existing facts. There
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may be no specific anatomical difference between man and man, but
as the writer himself shows (p. 59), this is no reason for identity
when other and higher marks of distinction exist. How he is to
account morphologically for the negro, for instance, appears inex
plicable, for we find the negro on Egyptian monuments three
thousand years old exactly as he is now ; whereas, adopting any
given quantity as expressing the tendency to change, the specific
relationship of the members of that race would have passed away.
Morphology admits of an arithmetical analysis being applied, and
the result is that it fails before the test. Morphology is incon
sistent with a limited number of species ; for carried out arithme
tically, it must be constantly producing new species within the old
ones, and thereby breaking up the old ones; so that, arithmeti
cally, a species of negroes existing three thousand years ago, could
not now exist in mass.
This is the arithmetical working of the doctrine in question;
while tested by historical results, we find at any time when we can
apply the test, ethnographic characteristics were the same as now,
and there are no sufficient means to deduce all the varieties from
one pair. Admitting, too, the identity of the human race, it does
not follow that it should be an identity of blood, but it may be an
identity of type.
Indeed, the same causes which have smothered other branches of
science, have smothered this ; and each party has been anxious to
set up a theory and fashion the facts to it, instead of studying the
facts. The field for investigation is wide, but hitherto investiga
tion has been cautiously eluded. If, instead of searching for facts
favouring morphology—and all parties hitherto, whether advocates
of one pair or of many, have been morphologists—the whole facts
had been investigated, we should now he better able to form a
judgment. However many may be the facts brought forward by
morphologists, the one fact of continuous identity is one worth
them all. The identity of the Syrian and Negro of three thou
sand years ago with him of the present day is undeniable ; but the
facts on this question of continuous identity have not yet been
gathered together. The fact of the continuous identity of other
animals has been proved over as long a period.
A remarkable class of phenomena, which have led to the con
fused views which prevail, are in a similar condition. These are
the phenomena consequent on assimilation and association, and
which, if at all adverted to, have been only misunderstood by the
morphologists. First, there is the disposition in individuals asso
ciating together to acquire a likeness in countenance, as between
husband and wife, and as in the negroes of the United States
towards the Americo-English. The next are the changes which
take place in different ages in the physique of the same nation. In
this country, collections of portraits will show very curious re
sults as affecting the countenance of the English of the higher
classes, from the time of Queen Elizabeth to the present day. A
third are the changes which take place consequent on the removal
of a race to another soil : thus the English born in the United
States or Australia, are tall, slim, sallow, and lose most of their
teeth before the age of thirty. This is only one of an extensive
series of facts.
The adoption of identity of type, instead of identity of blood,
is calculated to simplify the discussion, and is consistent with the
other facts. There is a relationship between the members of the
feline tribe, but no one has imagined that the lion and the cat are
of the same blood : neither is it necessary that the lion of Asia
and that of South Africa, though nearer in relationship, should be
any nearer in blood.
The assumption of the contrary, and the doctrine as to in
breeding, have had much influence in producing confused ideas.
The endeavour to derive each class of animals from one stock, has
caused violent attempts to twist facts. This is because no distinc
tion is made between those operations which are temporary and
those which are permanent. While it is impossible to make a
Negro into a Syrian, it is quite possible to modify either: it is
possible, likewise, to produce cross-breeds between the two,—but
if they are cross-bred for ever, they will never yield an IndoEuropean.
It is because we can produce many varieties of dogs, and make
the animals larger or smaller, that it is assumed all dogs are origi
nally from one stock; though the least consideration will show
that we cannot make all the varieties from any given pair, which
we ought to be able to do if all had the same origin. All that the
breeders in this country could do, they could never make a dingo ;
nor before they had the variety in the country, could they have
made a newfoundland.
Indeed, so averse is nature to these artificial varieties, whether
of animals or plants, that it is only by constantly bringing fresh
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stock that the varieties can be kept up. Hence has arisen the
doctrine, that in-breeding causes deterioration and extinction ;
whereas the truth is, that it is only in-breeding of artificial varie
ties which produces such results, for natural varieties may be in
bred for ever. Had not in-breeding been a law of nature/the off
spring of the first pairs or individuals of animals and plants could
not have propagated, and could not now have existed.
The breeder has nature always to thwart him : instead of giving
the expected half-blood, she will often repeat the grandsire; and if
the attempt be persevered in, the Bakewell sheep become extinct
or degenerate, the dahlia becomes single, and the cyder graft un
productive.
Porcupine men, albinos, spotted Africans, dwarfs,
giants, and six-fingered people, have been known for several gene
rations, but they have never become permanent varieties ; nor have
all or a majority of each generation, even when in-bred, been en
dowed with the parental abnormity.
When properly examined, there is no scientific evidence to show
that an Indo-European and a Negro have any identity of blood.
On the speculation whether man, being the last created animal,
must remain so, Mr. Fergusson inclines to give an answer in the
affirmative ; but we do not perceive the relevance of his remarks,
except that in which he says that it does not appear necessary that
a new animal should be created, because man being endowed with
the functions of progress, he is enabled to do what in all other in
stances it required a distinctly new species to effect.
Upon the question of progress, Mr. Fergusson admits of a pro
gressive tendency, though not a uniform one ; and he gives a diag
ram, in which in a curved and knotted line one end is in advance
of the other, though some intermediate points are retrograde from
others. Adopting this progress in the creation of animals, he
considers it as particularly developed in the history of mankind,
because man possesses within himself the power of progress.
By explaining himself in this way, the writer guards against the
idea that progress being continuous is uniform, and is prepared to
admit, in history for instance, that very advanced periods may have
been succeeded by others in which society has been in a very low
state, until another rally has taken place. This will be found
very important in the ethnographical discussions.
Mr. fergusson applies to art his two attributes of the division
of employment and progress. The first, he insists, is not only the
means by which anything in art can be accomplished, but it is, at
the same time, the cause why there should be not only two or three
arts or forms of art, but thousands, to suit the various idiosyncracies to which they must adapt themselves, to fulfil the purposes for
which they were given to man. Their aim, he says, may be, and
perhaps should be, only one ; but to accomplish this object, their
forms must be as various as the intellects to which they address
themselves. The one only means, he holds, by which man ever did
anything great, either in the useful or fine arts, is by this aggrega
tion of experiences.
In his Sixth Section, the writer comes to the classification of
arts. His introduction describes mankind as capable of becoming
one vast animal, extending over the whole globe of the earth, and
living for an indefinite period of time. Hitherto, men have lived
only in detached fellowships of a few hundreds of thousands or
millions, and with an average political life of not more than a
thousand years ; but Mr. Fergusson asserts that the tendency now
is to larger commonwealths, and consequently longer periods, with
of course corresponding accessions of greatness and power. Of
this the present movement of races—the English, the French, the
High Dutch, the Slavonic, the Italian, and the Scandinavian—are
strong and undeniable indications ; and they must result in com
monwealths, as much beyond the mighty states of modern Europe
with their ten, twenty, or thirty millions, as these are beyond the
townships or shires which achieved fame in the brightest days of
Greece. It is to this tendency that we are to look as giving a
stimulus to the artist, and a field for the exertion of his powers.
Mr. Fergusson divides the arts into those which may be exer
cised by any one individual, which he names Anthropics : and those
which have reference only to great bodies of men, and which he
iiiinies Politics. In the latter he puts Medicine, or medical police;
Morals, or moral police or government; and Religion, or ecclesias
tical police.
Anthropics are divided thus : first, those resulting from muscu
lar power—Technics ; next, those from the developments of sense
—./Esthetics; and third, those dependent on the power of speech
— Phonetics. Mr. Fergusson here purposely uses the term Esthe
tics in a special sense.
In defining the Technic arts, the writer says they arise from the
peculiarity that man, though he has all the limbs and organs of
other beasts, seldom uses them for any useful purpose without the
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intervention of a tool of some sort. All other beasts can only do
what their own claws, teeth, or tails can effect, or what the organic
tools with which they are furnished, as the trunk of the elephant,
is specially intended to perform. The powers and tools being de
tached, man can do more, for he has the command of all ; whereas
the elephant is bounded by what his trunk can do for him. If all
men had to do the same thing, those who did not would possess a
vast quantity of unemployed and useless power : but as it is, man
may choose what tools he pleases, use them as he likes, and lay
them aside when he no longer wants them (p. 74).
Of the iEsthetic arts, Mr. Fergusson rightly says that the senses
on which they depend are capable of an extension, which, except
in the sense of sight by the invention of the telescope and micro
scope, they have not received, and certainly not to the extent of
the technic and phonetic arts.
Speech the writer treats as the reflex of intellect, and as a dis
tinguishing characteristic of man, from which result a number of
arts.
Having laid down these three groups, he does not require that
they should be accepted as strict classes, but as forming combina
tions and modifications, and he arranges them thus, so as to make
seven groups
Technic
1
./Esthetic
'2
Technic ./Esthetic
3
Technic ./Esthetic Phonetic 1
Technic
Phonetic 5
.^Esthetic Phonetic <i
Phonetic 7
In carrying out this classification, Mr. Fergusson would have
benefitted' by the application of the principles he laid down in his
previous classifications, for the tables he has given are meagre and
imperfect. It would take up too much room to give them in this
Journal, although such a conspectus is well calculated to show how
many branches of art are left uncultivated.
The Technic arts are considered under the heads of Powers,
Applied Powers, Primary Arts, Applied Arts, and Refined Arts.
In summing up the sources of Power, the writer has omitted
many which result from the consideration of the several branches
of creation. The light, heat, and actinism of the sun are used by
us as powers ; in the case of daguerreotypes, even the light of the
moon has been made available ; and we do not even yet know what
resources may be obtained from without this world. The recent
applications of electricity are among the most promising contribu
tions to science ; but the powers derived from Etherology are still
undeveloped. The enumeration, as powers, of chemical attraction
and repulsion, gases, steam, elasticity, air, and water, is imperfect
and confused : out Mr. Fergusson was too anxious to proceed with
his subject to elaborate these.
If the muscle of man and the allied power of animals are to be
recorded, we should not leave out associated men, vital power,
mental power, and moral power, for all these are necessary to be
considered in the practical determination of the question. Indeed,
the determination of these several powers requires to be closely
investigated; for the mere consideration of physical strength
throws no light on most human operations.
Under the head of Applied Powers, the writer enrols tools, en
gines, processes, and machinery.
The Primary Arts, Mr. Fergusson calls those for obtaining raw
materials; but here again the classification is imperfect.
The Applied Arts are those by which raw materials are worked
up and combined.
The Refined Arts are those in which, by the addition of the
element of "beauty," a higher character is given. While car
pentry and weaving are called applied arts, upholstery and tailor
ing are called refined arts.
Mr. Fergusson asserts that the existence of the fine arts depends
on a great primary law of human nature (p. 94), which he thus
isrives:— To every function of which man is capable, there is at
tached a use, and that function is necessary for his existence, or
for performing that part in the great drama of the world for
hieh he was created; while, to urge him to the performance of
this, severe pains and penalties are attached to the non-performance
• hich he cannot escape, such as hunger, cold, misery, and disease.
' rn the other hand, there is attached to the exercise of every
function, a certain inducement or gratification to its exercise,
> liicli he thinks may be in man greater than the compulsory force.
To this inducement or attraction, the writer gives the name of
"beauty" or "sense of beauty," meaning thereby the gratification
we are able to extract out of every useful function we perform,
xod which is necessarily attached to it. He therefore considers
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that all the useful arts are capable of becoming fine arts,—or, in
other words, besides ministering to our necessities, they may be
come sources of pleasure and gratification; of course, in several
degrees, for some only minister to our sensual appetites, while
others tax to the utmost our intellectual powers. Thus, however
far removed, gastrouomy and lyric poetry may equally be classed
as fine arts. All common and useful things may be refined intu
objects of beauty, and all that is beautiful or high in art is
merely an elaboration and refinement of what is fundamentally a
useful and a necessary art.
This leads the writer to a review of the refined arts and lower
fine arts, after asserting that the taste of each man is unlike, and
that there is no mind so lowly that beauty may not creep into it,
if only through the song of the bird, the sight of the wide fields,
or the glow of the setting sun. Each, too, can feel beauty in his
own trade or calling, or in his own round of life. For each, then,
must some provision be made; and if only the lower arts are felt,
the lower arts must not be set aside. Gastronomy, tailoring,
millinery, floriculture, and landscape gardening, are brought first
before us, and the writer has a word for each. Of the two latter,
he says, if we were to foster all the arts with the same singleness
as we have these two, they would not stand so forward in the list
as they now do.
It is to be observed of floriculture, that no art is under a system
more likely to foster it. In the metropolis, 1,200/. is yearly given
in rewards by the Horticultural Society, 1,000/. by the Royal
Botanic Society, and further rewards by others,—about 3,000/.
yearly, which is applied solely in the reward of merit. This sum
is competed for by private growers and by nurserymen; and to
gain the prizes, the most skilful gardeners are employed, and
great emulation created. The nurseryman obtains, too, a further
reward in the sale of plants, which earn rewards. At the Royal
Botanic Gardens, in the Regent's Park, the judges of the rewards
are named by the votes of the growers in each class. It is to be
wished that rewards should be given specifically for plants of fine
form, colour, and smell. The cultivation of the two latter pro
perties would open new branches of study. The Royal Botanic
Society have devoted some attention to artistic botany, but not of
late years. It should be further said, that the expenses of the
exhibitors for conveyance of subjects are paid, and that refresh
ments are given to them on the day of exhibition. Every facility
is likewise given in the public gardens for the studies of the florist.
The public taste and public sympathies are largely enlisted in the
pursuits of the florist.
If the same sum were devoted yearly to the reward of painting,
sculpture, architecture, or engraving, the same facilities given,
and the same mode of choosing judges adopted, a much better re
sult would be obtained than as matters are now conducted. There
is no similar reward of merit for painting, sculpture, architecture, or
engraving, and there is no freedom for the artist. It may, too, be
said, that a much larger sum is spent on flowers than on paintings.
Many a man spends two or three hundred pounds a-year on his
greenhouse, who never buys a picture, a cast, or an engraving,
which will last, and which can be handed down to his children;
whereas his flowers soon fade.
If an exhibition of architecture, sculpture, or engraving, should
be set up, as has been talked of, the best way to make it successful
will be to set aside the profits as rewards of works in several
classes; for thereby a direct stimulus is given to the artists in
each department, and the public take an interest in the race.
Mr. Fergusson says, if any Englishman abroad thinks of what
he left in his home which is most beautiful, it is not of our paint
ing, or sculpture, nor of our architecture, nor of anything com
monly called fine art; but between the great man's park, and the
little cottage garden, he will remember many scenes and objects of
beauty, which, if he have any artistic feelings, will not soon be
driven from his mind.
Of course, jewellery, plating, ironmongery, carriages, ships, glass,
porcelain, mosaic, paving, and upholstery, come in for their share
of attention, and they receive a few remarks well worthy of being
read.
Architecture, the writer says, arises out of the useful art of
building by such slow steps that it is hard to draw the line be
tween them, or to say whether some buildings should be set down
as utilitarian, or take a higher rank. He says rightly, that even
of those warehouses which lay no claim to high art, a few dressings
to the windows, and grouping these slightly together, and a little
attention in the arrangement of the several parts, might often
give a higher and pleasing character.
While classing architecture in the game list as cookery and
tailoring, he says of its works, that it has some adventitious ad
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vantages, which apply to others only in a small degree. First, it
difference in other cases between an organised and artificial im
has size; next, it has durability beyond almost any other of man's ponderable; yet the same relations may exist between organised
and artificial'electricity or magnetism, as between the two classes
works, except perhaps the lay of the poet; and third, in its dedi
of lights. Indeed, the principle of organization, fundamental in
cation to worship, to halls of meeting, to schools, to tombs, it has
a hallowed influence from the associations connected with it.
Mr. Fergusson's system of philosophy, is ignored elsewhere.
Beyond this, it admits and requires the adaptation of painting and
There must, however, be a great distinction : we see it in the
carving.
colours of nature and in those of art—the greatest painter can
Thus, a perfect building, such as Karnac, the Parthenon, or a never give the freshness of the former: we feel it in the odour of
middle age cathedral, becomes the exponent of the principal tech- the free-blowing violet, and in the faintness of the manufactured
nic, aesthetic, and phonetic arts of the age in which it was erected. perfume. Life is wanting. If we are to apply the teachings of
Architecture alone has hitherto been able to attract to itself so science to physiology, we must bear this broad fact in mind; the
many arts in a permanent form, and hand them down to after more particularly at a time when so strong a desire is shown to ex
aires; and it is for those reasons that Mr. Fergusson has adopted it plain all the functions of life by the chemist's workshop, and the
as the web on which to embroider the story or his pages.
galvanic battery. In vain shall we strive to restore the impaired
Before leaving this subject, the writer remarks that many of functions of an organ, or to give motion to the animal machine,
the works of the engineer admit of a higher artistic treatment if our instruments are dead instead of living. That there are
than they have received; though he admits that they are free such distinctions, we may see again; for the electric currents of
from the affectation and servility which characterise those of our our machines do not exhibit the periodic phenomena of the free
architects. He regrets, however, that works unrivalled in the electricity of the globe. We have dead blood, as against a throb
world for magnitude and magnificence, should not have been trans
bing pulse. This may suggest the consideration of applying the
mitted to posterity with some better testimony of the public taste. free electricity and imponderables of the globe, as powers distinct
He does not even let the military engineer alone, for he says from their artificial representatives.
that it is no reason against artistic treatment, that if a place
The fine art which Mr. Fergusson ranges under that of Smell,
should be beseiged the works will be destroyed; and he alludes to ,"i1fcme(rfumery; but gastronomy also partakes of this sense. Mr.
some of the fortifications lately erected in Germany, as having Fergusson is inclined to recommend the greater cultivation of
masonry well executed, the embrasures and openings surrounded perfumes, as among the ancients.
by bold and appropriate mouldings, and the bastions and curtains
Of the sense of Touch, Mr. Fergusson has nothing to say,
surmounted by a bold cornice of machiocolations. These, with though he places Eumorphics within its range. Bathing is an act
their size and massive solidity, are held forth as making them
which certainly belongs to this art.
nobler buildings than those of almost any modern architect.
For the Sight, the writer provides the fine arts of Eumorphics
The Seventh Section is for the iEsthetic Arts. These, Mr.
and Euchromatics, or beauty of form and beauty of colour ; the
Fergusson very fairly arranges under the senses from which they former of which he thinks is not studied enough, though most im
portant in architecture and in all the technic arts, as in pottery,
arise, and as Useful and Refined Arts. He considers, likewise, the
glass-blowing, upholstery, &c,—as indeed is likewise the other
Tools used to produce the results, but does not include the consi
deration of the Powers which contribute to them.
art of the arrangement of colour.
In this place, Mr. Fergusson advocates the restoration of colour
Under the head of Taste, Mr. Fegusson names only Gastronomy.
This is a sense, though much used, little cultivated; and the only in sculpture; and, as we think, with great propriety. Nogood reason
was used against its application in Gibson's rtatue of the Queen,
scientific recognition we know of it is by the Horticultural Societies,
who require fruits exhibited to have a good taste, as well as size.
and those who did not pretend to be classicists, were pleased
Perhaps we may name the galvanic effects on the taste. The prac
with it.
tical application of Taste would, no doubt, if its functions were
Under this head, as a useful art, the writer names only Optics;
better understood, be widely extended; as it is, although there are but we think he should have added Telegraphing, unless he con
numerous classes of what may be called gastronomic tasters for siders it a phonetic art, and perhaps Illumination, or the prepara
teas, wines, brandies, ales, &c, the only non-gastronomic pursuit tion of artificial lights. The preparation of coloured lights and
fireworks are fine arts, producing good scenic effects. Testing
of tasting, is that of tasting whale and other oils, though metals
bodies by polarised light may come in here as a useful art.
are sometimes tasted. The medical relations of taste have like
While" upon the subject of illumination, we may observe that
wise been little cultivated.
Mr. Fergusson dwells at some length on the neglect of the sense
the science of it is in a very low state; for the endeavours of in
ventors have been—rather to produce a substance for light, than
of smell, though if carefully considered its functions are most im
to produce the greatest light. The quantity of light seen has no
portant,—indeed, they are essential to the human economy, and it
may be questioned whether the operations of electricity and
relation to the quantity of light existing in the substance, and
which may be obtained: nor have quantity and intensity any
chemistry are ever unattended with the phenomena of smell. At
correlation. Light is mostly attendant on the operations of elec
present, there is no good observation or classification of pheno
tricity, but in so low a state that it is not always observable by our
mena, so that the technical or aesthetic uses are not developed.
organs, but can only be seen by increasing its intensity, or by
It has been too much the custom to consider smell and sound as
dependent on the perception of man, instead of independent of forming new combinations with it. Indeed, no consideration has
been bestowed on the media by which it can best be manifested.
him. In our last,* we extended Mr. Fergusson's theory (p. 44)
Light is light, and air is air, and it is supposed that light and
as to the imponderables, to actinism, colour, and sound, and we
sound cannot exist independently of the laws which are usually
here add smell; and we repeat, that the best mode of studying
considered as regulating the atmosphere and our organs. It is,
them is by carefully marking every distinction, and classing apart
however, easy to conceive, and perhaps to prove, that the gaslight
every form which is not in all things identical with any other.
of London might be doubled or multiplied in intensity, without
At the same time, the study of each of these is calculated to
throw light on the laws which govern the others, and to suggest
requiring any increase of material.
The sense of Hearing comes next, and the arts which belong to
new modes of observation.
it, which Mr. Fergusson puts down as neglected, though he names
The coincidences in the laws which respectively govern sound
and light are most remarkable; but they are explainable, because acoustics and music, and to which we add acoustic telegraphing.
A great deal has been written on acoustics, as on optics, and
there must be a priori laws and principles common to both. Thus,
much mathematical learning expended; but this, as already hinted,
the cultivation of one branch of little importance in itself, may
has been in one direction, and thereby has tended to throw en
Eoint out or corroborate some phenomenon in relation to another
quirers into a single, and in so far the wrong path. It has been
ranch of immediate and practical application. We are acquainted
pointed out in a late writing on this subject in the Mechanics'
with the existence of low degrees of electricity, with rays of the
Magazine (September, 1 848), that the investigation of the trans
spectrum which cannot be seen, with manifestations of electric
mission of sound in air, gives very little idea of its capabilities for
light too weak for our Bight: we know that there are sounds which
transmission in other media; and this is applied to the conveyance
we do not hear. Everything attests that there are phenomena
of sound to a distance—holding forth that the voice and tone of a
existing of which we have not yet attained the development.
speaker may be communicated from London to Liverpool, and
In the consideration of the imponderables, no distinction has
perhaps further, by mechanical resources already existing. A dis
hitherto been drawn between those which are naturally or or
ganically, and those which are artificially developed. We are
tinction is there drawn between the processes of generating, con
familiar with the distinction between the light of gas or a candle
ducting, and diffusing sound, which may be very usefully applied
and that of the sun, but we are prone to assume that there is no in the consideration of the adaptation of light to purposes of illu
mination.
* C.E. and A. Journal, ar.te p. 23.
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Mr. Fergusson, before dismissing music, suggests that with the
resources of phonetic art, it has capabilities not yet brought out
in modern times; and that the sublimer passages of Shakspeare and
Milton may be made to receive a higher expression, by being sung
in recitative, by one or more voices. In this case, however, he
considers music should be subordinate, and not as in the opera
or oratorio, preponderant.
The Eighth Section is for the Phonetic Arts. The introduction
to this, however, shows much less information, and much less accu
racy than we have found in other parts of the work. In this
introduction, he traces the means adopted for giving wider ex
pression to words by hieroglyphics and alphabetic characters, down
to the printing press and electric telegraph.
He indulges, too, in
the hope and belief, for which we have already given assurance,
that other tools and engines will be invented, by which the natural
powers of man's voice may be extended as much or more than the
powers of his muscles have been ; and, he says, not only in loud
ness, so as to be heard almost instantaneously at the furthest
corner of the earth, but in durability, so as to last longer than the
pyramids of Egypt.
Mr. Fergusson says, let those who deny the progress and despair
of the perfectibility of mankind, look attentively at the two in
ventions of the steam-engine and electric telegraph.
"Is it
nothing," says he, "within the last hundred years, to have gained
for man the hundred arms of Briareus, and the seven-league boots
of the nursery tale, and to enable him to make his speech known
to any human being on the face of the earth, not only now, but
echoing to all after ages ?"
The Ninth Section takes up the subject of Politic Arts, but we
do not intend to enter upon it here; and the more so, as con
sidering that Mr. Fergusson is weaker here in carrying out his own
principles, we should be led into longer explanations than is
justified by the space at our command.
(To be continued.J

Account of some Recent Improvements in the System of Navigating
the Ganges by Iron Steam-Vessels. By Albebt Robinson, C.E.
London : Weale, 1848.
What this book is, is an account by Mr. Albert Robinson of the
steamboats built for the Ganges by Messrs. H. O. & A. Robinson,
of Millwall,—a very unpromising announcement to many, for it
suggests the idea of a mere prospectus or advertisement. Such a
publication would come within the views of many firms, and is a
legitimate mode of pushing business; but there is, however, a
higher duty on the part of those engaged in a professional pursuit,
and that is to give some account of the works they perform. A
man who makes a coat after the received fashion would not be
thanked if he published its cut ; even in the case of a new paletot,
he would be exempt from any public communication : but men who
are engaged in more liberal pursuits, as they have largely benefit
ted by the diffusion of information, are expected to contribute to
it in their turn. This duty, then, constitutes a valuable privilege,
a compliance with which is nevertheless too often neglected from
self-interested motives. Those, however, who have shown a better
feeling, have had no reason to regret their exertions, while they
have very usefully contributed to the annals of engineering litera
ture. 1 he compiler and the scientific historian may at some time
undertake the task, but no one can so well describe a work as
those who have been actively engaged in its execution ; and a
short pamphlet, or even a few lines, from them is worth the big
volume of strangers. Many valuable contributions will suggest
themselves to our readers, and we shall only name a few of those
which first occur to us, as Rennie's Breakwater, Mr. Edwin Clarke's
account of the Tubular Bridge, Mr. Alan Stevenson's Skerryvore
Lighthouse, the account of the Thames Tunnel, and Mr. Alexan
der Gordon's Iron Lighthouses ; to say nothing of Smeaton's Eddystone Lighthouse and Ramsgate Harbour, and Watt's directions
fur putting up Steam Engines.
A man who publishes such a work, does not only a service to
himself, but is deserving of thanks for the service he renders his
profession, and we shall always welcome even the slightest attempt
in this way. Mr. Albert Robinson has, however, produced a very
useful book, in which he has gone to some expense, and has shown
much care, in order to give every information on the subject. We
do not think this liberality misplaced on any occasion, for whatever
information may be given to others, the successful completion of an
undertaking is always a guarantee and an advantage to the first
promoters ; and the Messrs. Robinson and Russell are much more
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likely to get further orders for India, Russia, and the West Indies,
than they are to awaken rivals. Still, there is everything that the
manufacturer, the projector, or the student requires, to give a de
tailed and accurate view of the whole undertaking, the drawings
and text being fully sufficient for all purposes.
The circumstances which led Mr. Albert Robinson to this un
dertaking are stated by himself. He had had some experience on
the great rivers of America, and being led into communication
with capitalists here on the mode of improving the steam navig.i
tion of India, he proceeded there in 184.3, and surveyed the Ganges
from Allahabad to Calcutta. The result was the formation of the
Ganges Steam Navigation Company, and the building of a fleet of
steamboats by Messrs. H. O. & A. Robinson. These proceedings
Mr. Albert Robinson relates.
The Ganges is the natural channel for the commerce of northern
India, but it is distinguised by such natural peculiarities that
hitherto its resources have not been adequately developed. Mr.
Robinson thus describes it : —
The country through which it flows may be said to be one immense plain,
the soil of which contains a very large portion of sand, and is of course
easily acted on by running waters. The bed which the river has formed for
itself in such a soil is, as might lie expected, tortuous or devious in its
course, and of very irregular breadth and depth : being composed of loose
sand, it is kept in constant motion, and the changes which occur in the depth
and locality of the channels are incessant. The banks too are continually
undergoing change through the action of the water undermining theni at
one place, and forming new banks at another. Flats or shallows intervene
with deep narrow channels throughout the greater part of its course ; and
when the river is low, small shallow channels or runs are formed through or
across the flats or sand-bars ; and in one of these channels frequently is to
be found the only passage for the navigation. The width of the river is so
various that it is impossible to give more than an idea of it. When low, it
is from j mile to 1}/ mile ; when high, from 1 to 3 miles, and in some places
it extends over 20 or 30 miles of the flat country. The depth, when high,
is in the channels between 35 and 75 feet ; and when low, between 3J and
10 feet. The perpendicular rise of water in the wet season at Jellingiiee is
about 32 feet. The Uhaugruttee, though called a river, is a side channel
or mouth of the Ganges, and through which the navigation is performed
in the high-water season : the width varies from a furlong to a quarter
of a mile, and during the navigable season the least depth is from 3 feet
to 22 feet.
For some months of the year it is not navigable for large
vessels. The Hooghly, which is a continuation of the Bhaugruttee, and
through which the navigation is continued to Calcutta, although resembling
in its geneial features the great Ganges, is less irregular and of easier navi
gation ; its depth is generally greater than the Ganges, and the width of the
channel is satisfactory : at Calcutta, where it is a tidal river, it is nearly as
wide as the Thames at Gravesend. The Sooderbunds, through which the
navigation to Calcutta has to pass in the low-water season, are, in fact, small
mouths of the Ganges, flowing to the sea through a delta of fine sandy
alluvial deposit, covered with a rank vegetation and jungle. These channels
are very numerous, and reticulate with each other in the most extraordinary
manner, like a labyrinth. Their width varies from only 50 leet to 4, mile,
and being withiu the tidal action, their depth is much the same at all seasons
of the year ; and at low water is probably not less in the channels used by
vessels than 5 feet: their chief peculiarity is their extreme crookedness and
•harp bends.
In the low-water season, the length of the navigation between
Allahabad and Calcutta is 1,1+7 miles; in the high-water season,
787 miles : either length far beyond our English experience in
river navigation, but familiar to our brethren beyond the Atlantic,
whose system, as developed on the Mississippi, Mr. Robinson has
applied to the Ganges.
Under
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traffic of the river was greatly developed by the establishment of a regular
line of steamers for the conveyance of government stores, troops, passengers,
and merchandise, liut although the government of India thus led the way,
it was understood that it was not intended to discourage or restrict private
enterprise.
Fortunately for the advent of steam navigation in India, coal had then
been discovered in several places ; and at fiurdwan, 63 miles from Calcutta,
mines bad been opened and worked. This coal is, however, not so good as
British coal, the estimation being that it is only equal to 75 per cent, of
Newcastle coal ; but it is highly probable that as the pits are deepened the
quality will improve. The Burd>van coal is now brought lo Calcutta by the
Damoodie river, at a cost of 20'. per ton, and to otlier places on the river at
prices varying from 18«. to 27«. per ton. The price of English coals at Cal
cutta is from 30*. to 33*. pei ton.
The system of steam navigation introduced by the Indian goverment, and
which is continued to the present lime, is that of placing the goods or pas
sengers in small separate vessels, and the steam-engine and coals in another,
which tu:s or tows the cargo-boat or passenger-boat, as the case may be.
The steamers or 'steam-tugs' are generally of iron, and about 120 feet long,
22 feet breadtu ot beam, ti feet deep, aud draw, when fully coaled, from
8
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3 io 4 feet water. The engines are of from 40 to 90 nominal horse power,
and of excellent workmanship. The steamers are in fact similar to what
weie used on the Thames a few years ago, only shallower, and of fuller
huild. The vessel in which the passengers are placed is termed an 'accom
modation-boat.' It is of similar dimensions with the steam-lug, and is fitted
up with passengers' cabins, and a 'cuddy' athwartships dividing them; it
carries only passengers and specie, and light packages and parcels. The
freight-boat or 'flat' is also of the same dimensions as the steam-lug. viz.
120 feet long and 22 feet beam, and draws when loaded about 3 feet; it
has cabins for the captain and ship's officers only, and takes no passengers.
One only of these vessels is tugged or drawn by the steamer at a time, so
that the freight <tnd the passengers are never conveyed together by the same
steamer.
The twin vessels are linked to each other at the bows and stern by a flat
beam of wood, which acts as a hinge, and serves also the purpose of a plank
for the crew to pass from one vessel to the other.
Like the native boats, steamers are obliged to stop running during the
dark of night. In the dry season, the average passage up is twenty-four
days, and down fifteen days. In the rains, the average passage up is twenty
days, and down eight days. The number of voyages made annually hy
each steamer is nearly six. In 1844, there were seven government steamers,
with their accompanying vessels, all of which were kept in activity. This
number
Besides
has these
since been
boats
increased
are those
by two
of another
more, specially
private
adapted
company
for troops.
:—
The agitation of the question about the same time by other parlies had
the effect of drawing the attention of some of the Calcutta merchants lo
the subject, who got up another steamboat company, raised a capital, and
ordered their Bteamers from London. It was named the General Inland
Steam Navigation Company, and is perfectly distinct from the association
whose steamers form the subject of this paper. This company's steamers
are upon the tug system, but differ from those of the Government in being
of greater power, and being intended to tug or tow two small cargo-vessels
at once, the passenger cabins being on board the steamer. The names of
those which have been put on the line are, the Sir Herbert Maddock, the
General McLeod, and the Sir Frederick Currie ; the second of these was,
however, unfortunately lost in the Hooghly, and the company have recently
purchased the Assam Tea Company's steamer, Assam.
Mr. Robinson's system is distinguished from these by using only
one vessel for steamer, passengers, and cargo.
The hull below the main deck is appropriated to cargo, with tbe exception
of the space occupied by the boilers, and the condensers and air-pumps of
the engines. The main deck projects over the sides all round, tapering in at
the bows, forming 'guards' which increase the room on deck. The engine
cylinders lie horizontally on the main deck. The saloon and cabins are also
placed upon it, 'forward' of the engines and boilers. Over tbe cabins, and
extending nearly to the stern, is a light promenade deck, and the part of it
or cabin passengers is covered by an awning.
The frame and deck beams and paddle-box frames are of t'ron, and the
■hell of iron plates. The main deck is of wood.
The cabins and the pro
menade deck over are entirely of wood. The length is, at load water-line,
195 feet. The beam or breadth of hull is 28 feet. The extreme breadth
over paddles is 46ft. 9 in. The depth of iron hull is 10 ft. 3 in. at the en
gine-room ; and the rest of the hull, 7 ft. 9 in.
The bottom or floor is nearly flat, rising on each side only sufficient to
throw the bilge-water towards the keel. The bows are full, hut with a good
and fine entrance. The stern is as full as was considered admissible, and is
in character with the bows. The tonnage of the hull, exclusive of cabins
and upper deck, builders' measurement, is 400 tons.
The engines are medium-pressure condensing, unconnected, and of the
nominal power of 120 horses. The cylinders are two in number and are
horizontal, are of 30 iucbes diameter, and the stroke is 7 feet. The boilers
supply steam of an elasticity of 201b. pressure per inch above the atmo
sphere. The steam is worked expansively.
The speed of the piston is 280
feet per minute. Each engine has a separate condenser of large size, and an
air-pump worked by a bell-crank motion taken from the cross-head : they
are placed upon the floor of the vessel under the cylinders. The diameter of
air-pump is 2 ft. 4 in, and the stroke 2 ft. 6 in. The vacuum kept up in
condenser, with water of the temperature of 80°, is 28 inches on the baro
meter. The mean effective pressure upon each square inch of the piston
resulting from both the pressure of the steam and the vacuum is, when the
steam is cut off at two-thirds tbe stroke, 27 inches per indicator.
Tha boilers, four in number, are single-storied and tubular. The external
shell of each is curved at the fire-boxes, and cylindrical at the tubes. Tbe
grates or furnaces are adapted for either wood or inferior coal.
The power of the engine is made available for hauling off the steamer
when she grounds upon the sand-hanks or shoals by the very simple con
trivance of a 'whelp' barrel, similar to that of the windlass, securely put
upon the main crank-shaft of the engine, where it crosses the deck. The
chain cable, which is connected at one end to the anchor, laid out sternward
or abaft, is by the other end wound round the whelp barrel ; the engine is
then started, and exerts such a prodigious force that the vessel is speedily
drawn off the sand-bank and afloat again.
The weight of the vessel and paddle-boxes has been stated to he 142 tons
— the engines, boilers, and propelling machinery and engine-bearers, 106
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tons— and the cabins and upper deck, 12 tons, —making a total of 260 tons.
In addition there is to be taken into calculation tbe w ater in boilers, 2 1 tons ;
fuel for 12 hours' steaming, 10 tons; sundries, furniture, stores, &c, 15 tons,
making the working weight 306 tons. This weight requires an equal dis
placement, and which is obtained by an immersion of the hull to 2 tt. 10 in.
All above this will be the carrying power for cargo.
Thus at 3 It. 6 in. she
carries 85 tons ; at 4 feet, 149 tons; and at 4 ft. 6 in., 213 ions dead weight
of cargo. The carrying power for cargo is of course diminished by the pas
senger carrying accommodation to the extent of the weight of tbe cabins
and stores, shown above to be 27 tuns ; and without these the working
draught of the steamer would be only a fraction above 2 ft. 7 in.
The difficulty of getting the vessels out to India was thus mas
tered :—
Tbe iron vessel and the engines, which together form one of these steam
ers, are both designed in all their details by tbe same firm, who, being iron
ship-builders as well as engineers, were enabled to produce a combination of
the nature described. Each vessel and pair of engines were constructed
simultaneously at their establishment; and when completed, the engines were
fitted on board the vessel on the stocks ; everything was put in place, and
the engines worked, to make sure that there would be nothing to fit or do to
them abroad. The parts of the engines where they were joined to each
other and to the iron vessel were then marked, taken asunder, and packed up
for the voyage. The whole work of the vessel was then painted in the
inside four different colours, each quaiter being of one colour; and the plates
of the shell and the ribs, as well as every piece, were marked with paint, and
stamped with letters and numbers, to facilitate and insure the correct putting
together in India. The vessel was then taken in pieces, and the whole care
fully shipped and stowed on board a ship of the ordinary size, bound for
Calcutta. Accompanying the parts was sent accurate drawings ut tbe whole,
and a model of the vessel, painted and marked exactly like the original.
Upon arrival, after only a lour months' voyage, the parts were lauded at the
establishment of the Ganges Steam Navigation Company, near Calcutta, tbe
iron vessel put together in a dry dock, decked and floated out. The woik
was performed chiefly by native mechanics, under the superintendence of
the writer; and the first steamer was put together in only nine weeks from
tbe day of landing. J he engines were then fitted in, and the cabins put up,
of teak wood, to the working drawings. The whole was completely DunbeiJ
and the steamer fitted out and started on the trial trip in a little uure than
four months.
The success of these steamers is complete, and the river passage
has been already greatly reduced,—in one case to rive days, us
against the eleven and thirteen days of the other steamers.
The following is the present state of the enterprise.: —
The new
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Two of 250
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each for cargo only.
In all, live steamers, aggregating 880-horse power. Their cost is made up nf
— 1st, the price of the vessels and engines in London ; — 2udly, the expense
of transporting them in parts and pieces to Calcutta ;— and 3nliy, the cnarge*
of re-constructing in India.
Owing to tbe constructors in London having kept in view in their design
of the engines and boilers, that the parts weie lequiied to be adapted tor
shipment,— to tbe preparations made by them for facilitating the business of
putting together tbe parts abroad,— anil to economical and active measures
in executing the work in India,— the total cost of the whole five steamers
completed and started on the Ganges, exclusive of spare boilers, &c, and of
interest upon the capital employed prior to the steamers coming mto activity,
does not exceed tbe sum of 96,000/., which is made up thus:
Steam-engines (880-horse power) ..
..
£41,800
Vessels, cabins, &c. . .
..
..
..
39,68(3
Cost in London
Transportation to India
Re-construction and equipment

81,486
5,8,"5
9,199

Cost on the Gangei . .
..
£96,560
To which perhaps should be added interest for an average period of eighteen
months upon a part ot the sum, say upon 55,000/., at 7i per cent, per an
num, 6,187/. This would make up a sum nf 102,747/. No preliminary ex
penses or charges for the 'Direction' were incurred. Be it observed this ia
no mere 'estimate,' but the actual cost of the thing done.
They only who
have carried out a similar operation connected with a foreign country at a
great distance, can correctly understand the difference.
The item of fuel is at present a heavy one (about 350/. each voyage of the
Patna) ; there is, however, little doubt that in another year or two coals will
be delivered on board at a lower price. The cost of the personal establish
ment of each steamer is, even at its present high amount (about 148/. eacb
voyage of the Patna), much less than the steamers on tbe tug system.
As an appropriate finish to this exposition of the question, we
shall give Mr. Robinson's views on the improvement of the River
Ganges.
It has been already stated that the bed of the river is composed of sand ;
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the exceptions (of which there are a few) do not affect the question, because
there is abundance of depth over the hard parts of its bed. This sandy
formation, which is the cause of the evil of the extreme shallowness, affords
facilities for remedying it ; and the deepening of the channel where neces
sary, trithcrut permanent or costly engineering: works, is a task which the
author believes to be perfectly practicable. All that is wanted is, to aid the
flow hut certain powers of Nature by the application of scientific skill and
practical experience, combined with the cheap labour and the simple 'means
and appliances' already in existence in India, and with, in some places, the
steam-engine applied to machinery afloat. In some places the improvements
might be effected in a single season, whilst in other cases years of steady
perseverance in the necessary measures would he required j and even when
the deepening is accomplished, the same measures must be continued in a
lesser degree, in order to secure what may have been gained.
The principles upon which these views are based, are.—1st, that the water
of the Ganges holds in suspension the fine sand with which it forms the shal
lows, the bars, and the hanks. 2nd, that just in the measure that the water
is kept in agitation (whether by the natural action of the current or other
means, (will it hold more or less of this fine sand in suspension. 3rd, that
wherevever the agitation exceeds a certain degree at any spot, there the
water is deepening; and wherever at any spot it is minus this degree of agi
tation, there the water is shoaling. This is aptly illustrated hy a circum
stance of common occurrence to the new steamers.
From the great lentrth
r.f one of these vessels, when it gets aground upon a shallow in an oblique
P'isilion with respect to the diiection of the current, the water on the side
where the velocity is increased hy the obstruction of the vessel becomes in a
little time deeper, and a channel is formed which generally enables her to be
got off; and on the other, or lee side, where the velocity of the current is
diminished, it shoals up so that in a few hours (should the vessel remain fast
to long) a sand-hank makes its appearance above the surface of the water,
upon which one may jump out.
But an example of what was done hy very small means, in an instance
that came within the author's knowledge, will serve to show more definitely
what might be done to improve the navigation by adequate measures. In
the month of April (the worst part of the dry season) in 1847. at a pla^e a
few miles above Renares, the water had gradually shallowed to 2 ft. 6 in.
Upon this shoal several of the government steamers, as well as the new
steamer Benares, stuck fast, and met with much detention before getting
over. Being near a military station, the officer in command of it took great
interest in the proceedings of petting off the Benares; and after she had
passed down, he in the most spirited manner (acting upon the writer's sug
gestion, that tome good result mieht be produced by manual interposition),
collected a number of natives, whom he directed so skilfully to disturb the
sand at the bottom of the water with pointed poles or bamboos, that, in a
few days, so much of the sand had been carried away by the current, that a
channel through the shoal of 4} feet deep, and amply wide ennueh for a
steamer, was thus formed. This channel then remained open during the
rest of the dry season, and the steamers passed through it without once
grounding.

A Treatise on Public Slaughter-Houses. Bv Richabd B. Grant
ham, C.E., M. Inst. C.E. London: Weale, 1848.
While other engineers have devoted themselves to several
branches of sanitary improvement, as the sewer system and the
supply of water, Mr. Grantham has very usefully taken up the
subject of slaughter-houses, basing his work principally on the
operations of the Parisian abattoirs. This is, of course, familiar to
our readers, having been so often published; but it is so far in an
original form, that Mr. Grantham has made personal observation of
the establishments at Paris.
He attacks the nuisance of Smithfield, but without advocating the Islington cattle-market, which
has been lately opened with the view of mitigating the evil.
It is difficult to select anything from such a book which is not
trite, but the whole subject is of importance. Mr. Grantham's
practical remarks on the French system may however be usefully
referred to.
I consider that, holding the opinions I do, I am hound at once to depre
cate the attempt of any private company, formed of persons wholly uncon
nected with the butchers' trade, making it compulsory on the trade to
slaughter cattle in abattoirs remote from the great masses of the population,
and those only few in number.
I object to it upon the principle that no trade ought to he interfered with
to this extent hy any party not connected with that trade, and that it ought
not to be confined to certain localities, and I do not believe that the public
will he better served by being subject to the control of an independent body ;
at the same time, if the trade will not or cannot see that it is incumbent
upon them to meet the demands of the times, and endeavour themselves to
abate the nuisance of the badly-conducted slaughter-houses, some one must
take up the matter, and they must be subject to their rules ; but it ought to
be some constituted body already in existence.
It is preposterous to take the Paris abattoirs as a precedent for the cir
cumstances of London. In Paris, as I have elsewhere stated, the number of
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butchers does not exceed 500 in a population of nearly a million ; and the
French citizens are not in the habit of consuming nearly the quantity of
meat per head that the English do ; whereas in London alone, there are
ahnut 4,000 hutchers in a population of above two millions, and the con
sumption, probably, four times greater in proportion. And although the
live Parisian abattoirs may not at all times be over-crowded, particularly
some of them, it forms no argument that six or seven public slaughter
houses, placed round about this metropolis, will be sufficient, nor that the
distances at which they would probably be located prove the greatest possible
injury to the trade and inconvenience to the public. Unfortunately in this
country, particularly in London, we have no means by which we can, with
any confidence as to the correctness, estimate the amount of the consump
tion of meat, but we have been informed by a good authority, that it may
he considered to be nearly double of that which is slaughtered in London.
I have before alluded, at some length, to the laws and restrictions to which
the butchers' trade, in all its branches, is subjected in France; hut that
system is totally inapplicable to this country. The surveillance and control
would not be submitted to here,—every man has always been accustomed to
conduct his own affairs in his own way ; and so long as he does not inter
fere with, or prejudice, the public welfare, or violate the laws, he has a pre
scribed right to perfect freedom. In France they have been taught to
respect that kind of control, not only by habit confirmed for a long period
in the general government of the country, but in the details of their trade,
ever since that trade assumed any importance in the internal economy of the
country. We cannot help fearing for the trade here, that should public
companies, not being butchers, establish public slaughter-houses, that it will
be reduced very nearly to the same state as the trade is in France, and that
of the most disagreeable description—namely, of a power which will have
only its own private euds to gain.

THE DISTANCE OF THE SUN FROM THE EARTH
DETERMINED INDEPENDENTLY OF PARALLAX.
(Reprinted
from
the Ipswich Chronicle,
To the
Mathematicians
of tlte Nineteenth
of December
Century.
23rd, 1848.)
Gentlemen—The under-mentioned equations demonstrate and
prove the distance of that beautiful luminary the sun (independ
ently of parallax or transitorial phenomena), and will, I hope, set
at rest all mistrust upon this grand and sublime question, which
has engaged the attention of all lovers of astronomy, ever since
the cultivation of science began. The data which 1 employ are
the lengths of the apparent day and night on the longest and
shortest days of the year, the radius of the globe we inhabit, and
the versed sine of the obliquity of the ecliptic.
Ji <x>*ya + (oo — y)* *a — 2 oo y
O-y)'2
4 ooy ( oo + y) + ( oo — j)'i
(»-y)»
b oo = fly
Seconds.
{a => the length of the day on 21st Dec. — 8643004
b ■* the length of the day on 21st June = 8641293
a = the earth's equatorial radius
■= 3962 5 miles
2 — versed sine 23 deg. 27 rain. 22-81 sec. = -0826363238
a.y = the distance of the sun on
on. the longest
shortestday.
day.
•
With this data, and the known fact that the earth moves nearly
in an elliptical orbit, I deduce two independent equations, and
having the same number of unknown quantities, their respective
values are truly limited to a known, definite, and satisfactory re
sult. The absolute values of the required quantities, will prove
the nice accuracy of the distance (obtained by a transit of Venus
over the sun's disc), but they will also demonstrate an error, re
specting the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, or half-distance
between the foci; consequently the ellipse will be much nearer to
a circle than astronomers have hitherto considered it to be,
I am well aware that by making these remarks I place myself
antagonistical with mathematicians upon this subject, but truth
and demonstration will ultimately prevail over authority and un
intentional error. In conclusion, and for the sake of publicity, I
intreat all gentlemen who are willing to aid pure algebra, to make
these equations as public as they possibly can,—for I wish them to
stand the test of the learned ; by so doing, they will succour the
cause of science in one of the noblest, grandest, most sublime of
all questions that ever came under the cognisance of erring man.
I remain, Yours, &c,
John Kino,
Upper Brook-street, Ipstcicli,
Dec. 20, 1848.
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IMPROVED STEAM-VALVE.
/ Mr. Jdsiaii Evans, of Haydovk Colliery, near
Warrington, Engineer.
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area of the lid of the valve at B, and the area of the lid of the
valve at A, or in such other proportion. Bv this arrangement,
when used as a safety-valve, and when the difference is only one
inch in area, and the steam at a pressure of 60 lb. per square inch,
the actual weight to be suspended to the rod D will be only 60 lb.;
or when used for the working valves of a steam-engine without the
centre part C, the area of the seatings A and B can be so propor
tioned that only the weight of the valve-lid will have to be lifted.
Fig. 1 is a vertical view of one-half of the valve ; fig. 2, a verti
cal section, showing the valve closed ; and fig. 3, a vertical section,
showing the valve open.
The arrows indicate the flow of the
steam through the openings when it is admitted into the spaces,
a, a.

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF RAILWAYS.
(From the Railway Chronicle.)

i5?<m

H

ru- »•

^ ^«v.**n»« «* to make the area of the centre

k * *■♦» •»»* t,um the dlfference of the

The most important step in attaining a sound knowledge of anv
subject is to obtain a clear view of the "principle" on which it is
based.
Railways, in common with all other results of human intelligence
and skill, have their A BC, or elementary principles ; and were it
not that I am deeply impressed with the conviction that a con
siderable portion of the railway public (both professional and
shareholding) require to be brought back again to school for the
purpose of learning the very first lesson on this important subject,
I would not have presumed to beg for a corner in your valuable
pages, in order that I might have an opportunity of repeating the
elementary lesson which, through your indulgence, some four years
ago I attempted to give on the A B C of what I term the " princi
ple of railways." But judging from the increasing number and
veight of those monster rail-crushing, permanent-way-destroying,
dividend-absorbing, Brobdignag engines, which are now, from
morning until night, making havoc with the t,000 miles of railway
which branch to nearly every part of Great Britain, 1 am fain to
repeat my A B C, in the hope that I may make one or two apt
scholars, and, peradventure, reclaim some who ought to have
known better than to subject good honest wrought-iron rails to a
crushing treatment which neither art nor nature ever fitted them
to sustain.
Were any apology required for intruding the subject on the at
tention of your readers, it would be found in the fact, that such is
the havoc which these monster engines are making with the rails,
that by their "bills of mortality" their longevity is now reduced to
under eight years at the very outside, especially on those lines
where the traffic is considerable.
Now, when we commercialise this fact in its most simple form, and
bring the result to a focus in plain £. s. d. upon 4,000 miles of rail
"used up" every eight years, to say nothing of the destruction of
other portions of permanent way, and the increased deterioration
of the rolling stock pacing over rails in bad condition, we may
indeed say, "that's the way the dividends go."
Were this subject gone into and looked at in its proper light, all
other reforms would sink, on comparison, into insignificance. But
as "it is best in all things to begin at the beginning," permit me to
mount the desk and hold forth "for a brief while" on my A B C, or
principle of railways.
Lesson 1. To what circumstance is it we owe the low amount of
tractive force requisite to move heavy bodies on a railway ?
Answer. Simply to the impenetrability or hardness of the sur
faces, namely, of the rail and the wheel.
Demonstration. Let aaa represent
impenetrable
a wheel of
substance,
perfectlyand
hard
letand
bb
represent a rail of the same mate
rial ; it is evident that the contact
of such a wheel with such a rail
will be an absolute point, P. It
also follows that the force required
in moving forward the centre or
axle, C, will be infinitely small.
This, then, is not only the prin
ciple, but also the perfection of a
railroad—namely, the least possible
mutual penetration of the wheel
and rail, so as to (under all cir
cumstances) maintain the absolute
point-like contact between the wheel and the rail.
Now, let us take another example—namely, the same demonstra
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tion applied to a case where the rail and the wheel are not of per
fectly hard, impenetrable substances.
Lesson 2. To what circumstance are we to ascribe the great
amount of tractive force required in dragging1 a wagon along a
soft
Answer.
or sandy
Toroad
the ?penetrability or softness of the road.
Demonstration. Let a a a represent a wheel rolling along a sandy
or penetrable soft road, into
which the wheel sinks from 1)
to D. In moving forward the
axle, c, of such a wheel, we
shall find, that as the wheel is,
as it were, in the act of mount
ing an everlasting hill, whose
declivity is represented by a
tangent to the circle at the
point C, as great an expendi
ture of force will be required
to move such a wheel along a
level plain of such a degree of
softness or penetrability, as
would be required to roll the same wheel up a perfectly hard in
clined plane of the declivity represented by the line fh.
Now, let us examine in what respect the preceding demonstra
tion has reference to railways in general, and the action of heavy
engines in particular.
Hardness or impenetrability is a relative term. A rail which is
not sensibly penetrable to the action of the wheel of an empty
wagon, is quite penetrable to that of a monster locomotive, whose
driving-wheels are loaded with some eight tons.
In the case of the action of the wheel of an empty wagon, the
contact of the tyre of the wheel with the rail is very nearly an
absolute point ; but load that wheel with eight tons, and we shall
find that we cause it to sink into
"the sandy road" condition of
things ; in other words, we cause
such a wheel and rail to mutually
compress or penetrate each other ;
and instead of the contact being a
point, it becomes a line, like the
side of a polygon, as here shown ;
and the force requisite to produce
motion will be equal to that which
would be required to roll such a
wheel and its load up a perfectly
hard incline equal in declivity to
the tangent of the circle of the
wheel, drawn from the point e, or
its parallel C.
Hence the vast importance of departing as little as the nature of
things will permit from the absolute hard-surface-state of affairs,
as indicated in the first demonstration. The way to do this is so
to arrange our system of traffic on railways, as that no one engine
will ever be required with a load on any of its wheels of more than
four tons at the utmost. Were this carefully attended to, the
saving of coke expended in perpetually ascending the hill of iron
they create before them would be vast ; while the saving in wear
and tear, or more properly speaking, destruction of permanent
way, would pay many times over for the wages and capital exftended in the increased number of engine-drivers, and of lighter
ocomotives required to perform the same traffic duty, which in
every respect they would perform with more economy, as so much
of the apparent or ostensible power of the present monster engines
is actually absorbed in their own efforts to maintain motion, and
roll continuously up a self-created hill of iron.
If there be one subject more than another that calls for the most
careful and searching investigation, it is the commercial results,
for good or evil, which issue from the employment of heavy enernes ; and when we have such startling facts as that, on the ave
rage of some of our lines of best traffic, we employ upwards of
eighteen tons of rolling plant, in the form of engines and car
riages, to convey one ton of passengers, it ought to prove to us
that we are on a very wrong system ; and when we add to the ex
travagance of so disproportionate an expenditure of means to the
end, the rapid and wholesale destruction of permanent way, which
inseparably attends the heavy-engine system, we shall do well to
look to that question as a most certain cause of decreased profit,
and in returning to the employment of light engines as more cerUin to bring back the days of good bondfide dividends, than all the
petty diplomacy in which the railway interest have squandered
their means and attention during the fast three or four years.
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The system which Messrs. Adams and Samuel are bringing before
the public in the form of light passenger engines and carriages
combined, in which they have so admirably united the minimum of
non-paying weight to the maximum of paying weight, contains
within it, so far as I am able to judge, the very salvation of divi
dends, and the railway interest at large, together with the utmost
accommodation to the public. Besides the important results which
are likely to attend the employment of the system of engine just
alluded to, the influence they will have in converting our branch
lines from suckers into feeders, in the most substantial sense of
the term, is a subject that holds out the brightest hopes for the
profitable extension of the benefits of railway communication into
every corner of the land, and so diffusing happiness and wealth
through the length and breadth of our beautiful country.
Patricrqft, near Manchester,
Jan. 9, 1849.

REGISTER

James Nasmyth.

OF NEW PATENTS.

GALVANIC BATTERIES AND MAGNETS.
William Edwards Staite, of Lombard-street, City, gentleman,
for "improvements in the construction of galvanic batteries, in the for
mation of magnets, and in the application of electricity and magnetism
for the purpose of lighting and signalizing; as also a mode or modes of
employing the said galvanic batteries, or some of them, for the purpose
of obtaining chemical pr&Vucts." (Partly a communication.)—
Granted July 12, 1848; Enrolled January 12, 1849. [Reported in
the Patent Journal.^
The great leading feature of this invention being the batteries,
they obviously form the first part of the specification; the system
pursued throughout being what he terms the ''perfluent" system,
in contradistinction to the percolating batteries—the unequal re
duction of the plates by these (as well as every other kind of
battery) besides the constant attention required, rendering them
all more or less troublesome and expensive in their action. Now,
by the proposed system, the consumption of the metal is equalised,
and the exciting fluids may be regulated so as to effect the neces
sary change to ensure the continued action of the battery, without
other attention than may be periodically determined, and which
may be extended to a considerable time. These batteries are, in
their general arrangements, very similar to the ordinary acid
battery ; each separate cell is furnished with two openings at bot
tom, at opposite ends of the cell, which communicate with short
longitudinal channels under the battery, which connect one cell
with that next it on one side, while the opening or channel at the
other end of the cell communicates with the adjoining cell on the
other side; and in this order the whole series are in communica
tion. The under channels, leading to the end cells of the battery,
have a hose attached thereto, which are carried up to the level at
which the liquid is to stand in the battery, and terminate in two
funnel-heads—the one having a spout to run off the excess of the
liquid into a suitable receiver, while the other is being continually
replenished from the supply-cistern ; the height of this funnel
being sufficient to cause the liquid to flow through the battery,
passing first to the cell next that end in which it circulates, then
to the next in succession by channels before mentioned, and so on
through the whole series. Modifications of this battery are re
presented, in which only one opening is made in the bottom of each
cell, and all communicating with one channel. A hose-pipe is at
tached to this, the funnel-head of which is raised and lowered at
intervals of about 20 minutes, for the purpose of running off or
replenishing the liquid, which is thus equalised throughout the
whole number of cells. Instead of the cells being connected at
alternate ends, as first described, syphons may be employed for
passing the fluid from one to the other. In another arrangement
of the perfluent system is shown, in connection with a double or
porous cell battery (the inner cell being a porous jar) supported in
the centre of the outer cell on a pipe passing through the bottom
of the battery, and furnished with washers ot india-rubber, to pre
vent the liquid escaping from one cell to the other ; or at the bot
tom this pipe forms a communication with an under supplychannel, in which the proper feed is maintained in a hose and
funnel-head, at the proper level ; and supposing the exciting liquid
to be a solution of sulphate of lead, it becomes specifically lighter
while it remains in the jar, and becomes a clear solution of dilute
sulphuric acid. This is allowed to flow over the edge of the
porous jar into the outer cell, or zinc compartment of the battery;
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here it escapes by an aperture in the bottom to a channel common
to all these cells, and from thence carried away bv it at a height
suitable for maintaining the proper level in the cells.
The second part of the invention alludes to an apparatus for
regulating the supply of the exciting fluids to galvanic batteries.
The liquid is contained in a cask or other suitable cistern, enclosed
at top to prevent the pressure of the atmosphere acting on
the surface of the liquid, which is drawn off at an opening at the
bottom, and received into a small open cistern, the level of the
liquid in which, when above the opening in the cask, prevents any
further escape; from this small cistern the liquid is drawn by
means of a syphon; the end pendant thereon is a flexible hose:
while the other; or long end, is a metal tube, which delivers the
liquid into a glass tube or vessel, from which it escapes by a small
aperture at the bottom, which is regulated to pass about the neces
sary quantity ; when the liquid rises to a higher level in the glass
tube, and consequently covering the long end of the syphon, which
passes down to the bottom, the flow will be diminished, at the same
time the higher level attained will indicate a greater outflow at the
hottom ; the outer side of the glass being graduated accordingly.
The syphon is suspended by a cord, by which the relative propor
tion of the legs may be varied by elevating or depressing the level
thereof, the long end always remaining the same, while the flexible
material of the other adapts itself to the required height at which
the apparatus may be suspended.
Thirdly, this invention relates to combination of lead as the
positive element with nitric or acetic acids, instead of zinc, and
having any suitable negative element ; the plates for which pur
pose may advantageously consist of surfaces of platinum,
Fourthly, to the employment of an amalgam of zinc, inclosed in
a bag, as a substitute for the amalgamated zinc plates or rods used
in galvanic batteries. For this purpose he employs a bag of linen,
hair, cloth, or any finely reticulated fabric not metallic, in which
the amalgam (in a liquid state) is placed, in which state it is used
in lieu of the plates before mentioned.
Fifthly, to improvements in the formation of magnets, which
consist—first, in the hardening such articles by heating them in a
bath of hot metal, instead of subjecting the magnet to the beat
of a furnace, and afterwards plunging them in water—lead being
employed as the heating medium.
The metal he uses in the formation of magnets for electrical
purposes he prepares as follows :—he takes the best Swedish iron,
and, instead of converting the whole into steel, as usual, he only
partially converts it to the thickness of the scale on the outside ;
this scale is removed, and afterwards fused and the ingot obtained,
and then rolled out into thick sheets, from which the magnets are
cut.
The sixth part relates to an improved galvanometer ; in the
galvanometers hitherto employed, they have been useless when the
electrical apparatus has been in action, as they cannot be used
during that time, while the present improved galvanometer is in
cluded in the circuit, and shows at all times the intensity of elec
tricity passing. It consists of a thick wire coiled round a hollow
wood centre, in which a glass tube is fixed, in the centre of which
is placed a rod of soft iron, so as to slide freely up and down in
the centre. This is surmounted by a small stem of brass; the
passage of the current through the coil tends to draw the soft iron
rod upwards, the height to which it is elevated depending on the
intensity of the current; the glass tube is graduated to show
in units the number of grains of pure zinc consumed, which may
be effected by the actual experiment, or it may be graduated ac
cording to one of Petrie's galvanometers.
The seventh part relates to an amalgam consisting of zinc and
mercury, in the proportion of five parts of the former to one of
the latter, when employed as plates or rods in galvanic batteries.
The eighth part of this invention has reference to improve
ments in effecting the motion of the electrodes in electric lamps,
employed for the purpose of producing a continuous light for
illuminating purposes, or for the production of a regular inter
mittent light, applicable to lighthouses. The improvements in
this particular consist of an apparatus for elevating the electrode
as it is consumed or transferred to the opposing electrode by the
passage of the electricity, and is an improvement on a former
patent, dated July 3, 184T, and described in the Journal, Vol. XL,
p. 49. In this case, the supporting stem of the lower electrode
terminates at the lower end in a rack, which gears into a pinion,
on the axis of which is placed an escapement-wheel, worked by
means of a double pall, one of which drives the wheel in one direc
tion, while the other propels it in the opposite direction.
This double pall is pivoted in the centre (the opposite ends being
the parts that fall into the teeth) to a lever, one end of which has
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a slow oscillatory motion communicated to it from a crank, ac
tuated by a train of wheel-work, the motion of which is main
tained by springs, or some suitable maintaining power, and the
direction of motion given to the wheel will depend upon the pall
in gear; this is determined by what he terms a regulator-coil; this
regulator-coil is placed in the circuit producing the light. A rod
of soft iron is placed in a vertical position in the coil, the upper
part of which terminates in a wooden top attached to a long lever,
which is elevated or depressed by the vertical rod, according to
the intensity of the current of electricity. The long lever has
near its fulcrum a small stirrup, embracing one of the palls, so
that when it is elevated, it withdraws that pall from the wheel,
and throws the other into gear; this will take effect when the
lower electrode has been elevated too far, or brought into too close
contact with the opposing electrode, and will, consequently, re
verse the direction of motion of the wheels, and lower the' elec
trode; and, again, when it sinks too low, the palls will be reversed,
and thereby raising the electrode to a position more compatible
with the production of light. When the electrodes are in a posi
tion the best suited for the production of light, a small catch on
the regulator-rod lever comes in contact with the crank-movement,
and prevents the further action thereof; but so Boon as this lever
is elevated or depressed by the regulator-coil, so will an upward
or downward motion be imparted to the electrode.
Suitable
counter-balances are attached to the several parts, to ensure their
proper action. By this means, a continuous and uniform light is
obtained, applicable for general purposes of illumination. The
upper electrode is secured in a tripod, one of the legs of which
forms the conducting-link, and is immediately connected with the
regulator-coil before-mentioned, and forming the eduction for the
electric current, the induction being effected through the rack to
the lower electrode.
In the production of an intermittent light, the supporting stem
of the electrode is furnished with a rack, gearing into a pinion, in
connection with a train of wheel-work and a suitable flyer, to
regulate the motion; this pinion is so fitted as to have about onetenth of an inch of back-lash, and is free to receive an impulse
from the rack. The lower end of the stem terminates in a rod of
soft iron, surrounded by a helix-coil contained in the electric cir
cuit. This is influenced by the current so as to draw down the
electrode, the wheel-work before-mentioned giving way thereto,
and allowing it to be slowly withdrawn, so that when the electrodes
are at too great a distance apart, the light becomes extinguished,
and the influence of the coil ceases. A weight hung over a pulley
is suspended by a cord from the rack or support-bar of the elec
trode, which—so soon as the influence of the coil ceases—begins
to elevate the lower electrode, until it comes in contact with the
upper electrode, and thereby establishing the electric circuit ; and
the influence of the coil being again brought into action, the rackbar is slowly drawn downwards, as before explained, till the light
becomes extinct—the flyer in gear with the rack limiting the speed
of either movement, producing thereby a regularly intermittent
light, the duration of the light and the succeeding intervals of
darkness depending upon the apparatus employed. A chain is at
tached to the raising weight, one end of which rests on the pedes
tal of the apparatus ; and as the electrode is reduced, a greater
portion thereof is deposited on the resting place, and so keeps the
whole in a proper state of equilibrium. Other arrangements are
represented for producing an intermittent light, in which the rack
and wheel-work is omitted, thereby allowing the flashes of light to
be produced in rapid succession; but this may be readily arranged
to limit the duration of light or darkness, as may be required. In
one of the lamps shown the upper electrode consists of a rotating
disc, having an angular periphery, the apex of which forms, as it
were, the point of the electrode. This is connected with suitable
wheel-work, which causes it to rotate slowly, or about one revolu
tion an hour. A scraper is placed in contact with the periphery of
this disc, which removes at each revolution the particles of matter
transferred from the lower electrode, and by this means maintain
ing a permanent point to the electrode.
The eighth part has reference to the making of electrodes of
electric lamps of iridium, the hardest of all known metals ; or of
alloys thereof. For this purpose he fuses the oxide iridium by en
closing it in a cupel of bone-ash under the influence of the voltaic
arc, which produces the most intense heat known. The resulting
ingot is afterwards subjected to heat for a considerable time, and
hammered for the purpose of annealing it and forming as near the
shape as possible, when it is completed in the manner of cutting
precious stones by the lapidary s wheel. These electrodes are
shown in a shape assimilated to that of a horse-shoe, and mounted
on two glass supports from the base of the lamp, with which the
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current wires are in suitable connection ; the whole is under a
glass shade, the light being produced by the passage of the electric
fluid through the iridium. Combinations of these electrodes are
represented under the same shade for the production of a more
intense light.
The ninth part refers to the encasing of electrodes in supporting
tubes, by which the electrode is protected from fracture, and also
admitting of the electrodes being made of several pieces, and
joined end to end. This supporting tube rises nearly to the top of
the electrode, and is surmounted by a number of erect springs,
which surround the electrode, and hold it firmly after it passes out
of the tube end ; these springs are fitted to the top of the tube
by a sort of a bayonet-joint. The electrode—or pieces forming
the electrode—are joined by insertion the one into the other, and
secured by a suitable cement, the top of the under one forming a
cup for the reception of a pin formed on the lower end of the
upper portion.
The tenth part relates to the introduction of an intensity-coil
in the electric circuit of galvanic batteries, for the purpose of in
creasing the intensity of the fluid. This consists of a copper-wire
ribbon, wound and retained in a suitable coiled form, through
which the current is passed when applied to the purposes of light
ing, or for motive purposes. This copper ribbon should be a cross
section of an area of one-tenth of an inch for every forty yards in
length.
The ^ast part of this invention relates to the production of
chemical products from galvanic batteries, either used for the pro
duction of light or heat, for motive power, or for the production
of such chemical products only. For this purpose, one or other of
the perfluent systems of battery should be employed, from the
facilities afforded for drawing off the products. In the case of
zinc being used as the positive element, the sulphate of zinc will
be the result ; but as the sulphate of zinc is of little or no com
mercial value, he further prepares it by adding thereto a solution
of the sesqui-carbonate of ammonia, which will precipitate the
oxide of zinc, and the acid, being thus freed from the zinc, may
be used again in the batteries, while the oxide of zinc may be em
ployed in place of the carbonate of lead, so extensively used as a
pigment. Various other results may be obtained, according to the
metals and acids employed in the batteries, several of which are
given in illustration, but which it will be unnecessary to enter into.
First—the construction of galvanic batteries on the perfluent
principle, before explained ; whether the perfluence of the liquid
is effected by inter-communicating channels at the bottom of the
trough, or by syphons at the top, or by any other equivalent means.
Secondly— the employment in galvanic batteries of flexible hose,
with funnels attached thereto, for the purpose of charging and dis
charging the cells.
Thirdly—the construction of the double fluid battery, before
described", so as to cause the perfluence of two separate and dis
tinct exciting fluids.
Fourthly—the graduated meter attached to the supply-tub or
cistern, in order to regulate the quantity of the exciting fluid
which may be required to pass through the battery.
Fifthly—the equilibriated hydrostatic supply-cistern, as adapted
to galvanic batteries.
Sixthly—the combination of lead (instead of zinc), as the posi
tive element, with any suitable negative element having nitric acid
as the exciting fluid, in galvanic batteries.
Seventhly—the mode described of enclosing a liquid mercurial
amalgam of zinc in a bag of linen, horse-hair, cloth, or other
finely reticulated fabrics, and to be used instead of the amalga
mated zinc-plates, or rods of galvanic batteries.
Eighthly—the employment of an amalgam of zinc and mercury,
in the proportion of five of zinc to one of mercury, in galvanic
batteries.
Ninthly—the several improvements described in the formation
of magnets.
Tenthly—the improved regulator for electric lamps, as described.
Eleventhly—the improved galvanometer and graduated scale,
before described.
Twelfthly—the several improved modes of actuating the elec
trodes in electric lamps, before described.
Thirteenthly—the method described of making the electrodes
of iridium, or alloys of iridium, and used for the purpose of pro
ducing electric light.
Fourteenthly—the encasing the electrodes of electric lamps in
tubes, for their support, and the making them in pieces, as before
explained.
Fifteenthly—the insulation of the said electrode tubes from the
metal stand which supports the lamp, so as to allow of two or more
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separate lights being worked with separate currents of electricity,
independently of each other ; but sufficiently near to be worked
under one glass shade.
Sixteenthly—the revolving circular electrode, with conical edges,
in combination with a scraper, for removing the particles of matter
transferred from the one electrode to the other.
Seventeenthly—the employment in electric lamps of glass, or
some similar imperfect conductor of heat, to envelope the metallic
apparatus for holding the electrode.
Eighteenthly—the combination of an intensity-coil with a gal
vanic battery, as before described.
Nineteenthly—the several arrangements for producing the regu
larly intermittent light from electricity, for the purposes of illu
mination in lighthouses, together with" the various modifications
by which the same may be adapted to the production of a perma
nent light, as described.
Twentieth, and lastly—the formation of galvanic batteries,
for the purpose of obtaining chemical products from the several
combinations of galvanic elements and exciting liquids, herein
mentioned.

PAPIER-MACHE ARTICLES.
William Brindley, of Twickenham, Middlesex, manufacturer,
for " improvements in the manufacture of articles of papier rnach-."
—Grunted June 6 ; Enrolled December 6, 184.8.
The improvements relate—First, to a mode of producing orna
mental and other surfaces in relief, on trays and other articles of
papier mache. Secondly, to a mode of manufacturing hollow arti
cles of papier mache, such as basins for holding water, so as to
produce wash-hand basins, suitable for camp furniture, and such
like purposes. And thirdly, to making hats of papier mache'.
The first part of the invention consists in employing moulds
with sunk or hollow parts according to design, so as to obtain ar
ticles of papier mache from sheets, made with designs in relief.
For this purpose, metal moulds are used; but in place of their
being plain, and producing plain surfaces, they are made with en
graved or other sunk surfaces, so that when the sheet of pulp is
compressed between moulds, one or other, or both of which having
recesses in pattern, those will produce the article of papier mache
with surfaces in relief; and as it would be expensive to make a
number of moulds of the same pattern, if of metal, papier mache
is employed in making numerous patterns from one pattern; and
this is done by placing a succession of sheets between the moulds,
and then to dress up such moulded articles as if they were to be
japanned; but in place thereof they are only saturated with oil,
and stoved; and then they are used in obtaining a series of moulds
for making trays and other articles of papier mache, according as
the moulds are made suitable for one article or another; and in
order to give them strength, the ordinary moulds of sheet metal
are used; or in place of making the papier mache moulds from
sheets, as above described, papier mache articles may be moulded
and dried between the ordinary moulds; the parts where surfaces
in relief are to be obtained to the articles of papier mache can be
cut out with a sharp knife. The second part of the invention
consists of making basins of papier mache, so that they may be
used to contain water; and this is done by causing sheets of pulp
made by sieves from pulp, as above explained, to be pressed be
tween two moulds. The third part of the invention consists of
applying a like means of operation in the manufacture of hats.

MOULDING BRICKS.
Joseph Skeetchly, of Anstey, Leicester, gentleman, for " im
provements in bricks and in the manufacture of tobacco pipes and other
tike articles."—Granted June 30; Enrolled December 30, 18*8.
The improvements are—Firstly, for making bricks used for
building, and when required to be covered on either or both of
their faces with plaster, cement, stucco, or other like coating,
such coating shall be so dovetailed into the subjacent bricks as to
be afterwards detachable therefrom only with great difficulty.
With this view, each brick is moulded on the face or faces to be
plastered or coated, with an under-cut groove, the form of which
may be varied at pleasure, so long as it is made broader at the
base, or internally, than at the top.—Secondly, the invention re
lates to making tobacco pipes and other like articles from clay or
other suitable substance*
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STOVES AND FURNACES.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, Middlesex, for
" improvements in the construction of stores, grates, furnaces, orfire
places, for various useful purposes." (A communication.)—Granted
July 6th, 1848; Enrolled January 6th, 1849.
The improvements relate to the construction of stoves and
other closed furnaces, for the more perfect development of the
heat produced by the combustion of fuel, and the prevention of
smoke.
The fire-place containing the fuel is either completely
surrounded by an outer case, forming a chamber within which the
atmospheric air is heated, or only partially closed, leaving the
front of the fire exposed. In either case means are provided for
replenishing the fire. The atmospheric air passes through holes
in the sides, and is regulated by registers over the holes. The
outer case which incloses the fire-place is not the shell of the stove,
but there is another, partially inclosing both the fire-place and the
case immediately surrounding it : this case may be ornamented in
any tasteful manner. Above the stove just described there is
another chamber, into which the products of the combustion in
the fire-place, and the heated atmospheric air from the chamber
surrounding the fire-place, are conveyed, by means of a conicalshaped pipe, called a throat; the area of which where it is con
nected to the fire-place, is larger than the upper end, where there
is a plate which divides the lower portion of the stove from the
upper chamber ; the products of combustion in the fire-place, pass
through this throat from the fire to the upper heating chamber, at
the same time the heated air in the chamber, surrounding the fire
place, is also passed into the throat at its lowest part, and conse
quently ensures an admixture of the heated atmospheric air with
the inflammable products from the fire-place. The heated products
pass and circulate round the interior of the upper chamber, and
then pass downward through a vertical pipe, into the outer chamber
of the lower part of the stove, by which the external case of it is
heated ; thence by a pipe to the chimney. The heated air from
the chamber immediately surrounding the fire-place, in passing
into the throat, intimately mixes with the inflammable products
from the fire-place, and is thereby consumed.
The improvements are also applicable to furnaces for puddling
and making iron. The atmospheric air may be admitted to the
throat direct from without, in its natural state of temperature,
instead of passing it to the chamber, and thereby heating it.
Steam, as well as the atmospheric air, may be admitted to the
throat ; the mode also of applying the atmospheric air to the
throat may be varied, as it may be admitted at the sides, by several
openings, or by one opening, or in the middle of the throat; the
object being to intimately mix the atmospheric air and the inflam
mable matters from the fire-place together ; the throat may also
be increased in size between the upper and lower apertures, for
the purpose of giving longer time for the air and products to mix,
previous to passing into the heating chamber.
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iron (by mixing it with the ordinary burden of the blast furnace)
or for bar-iron, in which case it is charged into the puddling or
refining furnaces with the ordinary metal.—For extracting the
copper contained in the slags of copper, the slag is granulated or
crushed, as in the case of iron slags, and mixed with raw sulphur
ous ores and small coal, in the proportion of 30 lb. of sulphur con
tained in the raw ores, 40 lb. of lime, and 20 lb. of small coal, to
one ton of the granulated slag. These are mixed together with
water, to form a paste, and submitted to operation in a reverbera
tory furnace, as in the former case, the resulting products being a
regulus of copper and a slag. In the ordinary copper slags the
quantity of copper contained therein is about one-half per cent.,
and the regulus contains about 35 per cent, of copper, in conse
quence of the process of calcination of the ore being only carried
a certain height ; but the patentee proposes to carry it so far that
the regulus shall contain about 60 per cent, of copper, and the slag
about one per cent.
The second improvement is for obtaining sulphate of soda from
common salt ; and also in obtaining from the sulphate of soda thus
produced, carbonate of soda. In the process, for the purpose of
decomposing the salt, artificial sulphuret of iron or artificial sulphuret of manganese is used. The quantity of sulphur and of iron
contained in the artificial sulphuret is first ascertained, and should
the proportion of iron to the sulphur therein not be equal to about
three of iron to one of sulphur, then about that proportioji is to
be made up by the addition of a proper quantity of oxide of iron,
in a powdered state. It is then mixed with common salt, in the
proportion of about two parts of salt to one of sulphur contained
in the compound. When mixed, it is to be placed in a furnace,
and subjected to a transmitted heat ; atmospheric air being at the
same time admitted into the furnace, by which chlorine gas and a
small quantity of hydrochloric acid are evolved. If it is not de
sirable to collect the chlorine gas for any subsequent purpose, then
steam is passed into the furnace, which has the effect of facilitating
the operation, but converts nearly all the chlorine gas into hydro
chloric acid. The chlorine gas being now present only in small
quantity, the products from this operation are sulphate of soda and
oxide of iron, which may be separated in any ordinary manner.
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The annexed engraving is a section of the furnace.
IT
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EXTRACTION OF METALS.
William Hunt, of Dodder-hill, Worcester, chemist, for " im
provements in obtaining certain metals from certain compounds con
taining those metals ; and in obtaining other products bg the use of
certain compounds containing metal."—Granted June 24; Enrolled
December 22, 1848.
The improvements relate to the extraction of certain metals
from compounds containing them, and also to the manufacture of
sulphate of soda and carbonate of soda from common salt. The
first improvement, relating to the extraction of metals, consists in
obtaining in a metallic state, from iron slag of iron furnaces, the
iron contained therein ; and obtaining in a metallic state the cop
per and tin from the slags containing those metals. The iron is
extracted from the slag in the following manner :— First, the iron
slag from puddling and refining furnaces is (instead of being al
lowed to run from the furnace, and cooled in masses) granulated
by running it from the furnace into a vessel of water ; or, if more
convenient, the slag may be crushed by proper machinery ; the
object being to reduce the slag into very small pieces. The gra
nulated or crushed slag is then mixed with small coal, in the pro
portion of about ^th of the slag. This mixture is then placed in ^
reverberatory furnace, and covered with a thin layer of small coal,
and exposed to a full red heat for about 24 hours, at the end of
which time the iron will be produced from the slag. It should b*
then taken from the furnace, and cooled quickly in water. Tl
ju of pi
pi^
metallic iron thus obtained may be used for the production

chamber for iron pyrites, the gaseous products from which pass
through an opening near the top, and through the vertical cham
ber B, and then through the horizontal passage C ; the vertical
chamber B being charged with a quantity of the compound of the
artificial sulphuret of iron and common salt, through which the
products from the pyrites in their passage pass. When exposed in
this chamber a sufficient length of time, it is raked and spread
over the bottom of the chamber D, where being exposed to an
increased temperature, the process is completed ; the resultants
being, as before stated, sulphate of soda and oxide of iron. E, the
fire-grate of the furnace; the products of combustion passing from
thence through the flues in the direction indicated by the arrows,
and finally through the flue F, to the chimney. The obtaining
carbonate of soda from the sulphate of soda thus produced, is
effected by following nearly the same process as that described
with respect to the production of sulphate of soda.
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TUBULAR BRIDGES.
Description of the Tubular Beam Bridge on the Carmunnock Road,
over the Polloc and Govan Railway. Erected by Andrew Thomp
son, Esq., Engineer, of Glasgow, in 1840. —(Paper read by T. L.
Donaldson, Esq., at the Royal Institute of British Architects,
January 22nd.)
The Carmunnock Road, near Glasgow, passes over the Polloc
and Govan Railway, askew, by means of a beam bridge. The
width from outside to outside of parapet is 25 ft. 6 in. ; the total
length from one extreme to the other of the abutment-walls about
93 feet. The aperture for the railroad is 30 feet in the clear, taken
at right-angles to the axis of the railroad ; but taken on the face
of the bridge is 31 ft. 6 in. The walls which support the iron gir
ders are 3 ft. 6 in. thick, constructed of stonework, faced with fair
ashlar of hammer-dressed course-work, £th of the faeework being
headers. The ends of these walls are strengthened by the wing
retaining-walls; and there are four intermediate abutments or
counterforts, 2 feet wide, and projecting 3 ft. 3 in. One coming
under each girder, these walls rise to a height of 18 feet ; and im
mediately under the beams is a course of ashlar 3 feet broad in the
bed, and 1 foot thick. There is a wrought-iron plate bolted down
to the course of ashlar just mentioned, to receive the feet of the
tubular beams, which are six in number, being 5 ft. 1^ in. apart
from centre to centre, and 35 ft. 3 in. long. They are constructed
of the best boiler-plate, § inch thick, and measure 3^ inches wide
in the clear at top, and 6 inches in the clear at bottom, and are 18
inches deep (as shown in the annexed engraving, drawn to a scale
of J inch to a foot). The upper and lower plates are 6 inches
wider than the beam, the 3-inch projection on each side being for
the purpose of receiving the angle-irons of § plate, with a bearing
width of 3 inches against the side and upper and lower plates, to
which they are attached by rivets ^ inch in diameter, square-headed
on one side and rivetted over on the other, spreading to 1 inch in
diameter. They are 1^ inch apart from centre to centre. The
beams are filled in solid with concrete to render them unyielding
and rigid, and are tied together by | cross-bars of Low-Moor iron,
3 inches wide, attached by bolts to j -irons, which are rivetted to
the sides of the tubes.
Fig. 1.— Showing two of the Glrder» and Brick Arch between.
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This bridge was constructed for William Dixon, Esq., the emi
nent iron-master of Glasgow, to whom the railroad belonged.
That gentleman has the most important foundry called the Govan
Ironworks, at Glasgow. The communication between the furnaces
is by means of platforms resting on tubular beams, slightly differ
ing from those just described. The bearing between the furnaces
is 33 feet. The beam is composed of f plate, the depth 19 inches
in the clear ; the width, which is the same at top as at bottom, is
7 inches in the clear. The bottom plate is secured to the side
plates by inner angle-irons with ^ inch rivetted bolts, 2^ inches
apart from centre to centre. The side plates rise 2i inches above
the top plate, for the purpose of receiving the outside angle-irons,
which secure the top plate to the sides, and to which it is rivetted
in the same manner as the bottom. Each side of the angle-irons
is 2i inches wide. Two or three of these beams form the supports
for the platform, which connects the summit of one furnace with
the other.
There have been recently brought before the notice of the pro
fession so many schemes for the construction of beams for support
ing floors, in order to avoid the various casualties to which castiron is liable, and at the same time to produce less depth in the
flooring and greater lightness in the weight, that the considera
tion of the construction of the above-described bridge, which
was erected nine years since, is at once instructive and interest
ing.

FREE-ACTION PUMP FOR COFFERDAMS.
We copy the following description of a pump from the Railway
Chronicle. It has been tried lately in one of the cofferdams at the
bridge over the Trent, now in the course of construction upon the
Great Grimsby and Sheffield Junction. The principal features in
the invention are—that the action of the pump is independent of
the contact of any two solid rubbing substances:—that it is not
subject to the derangement to which other pumps are liable,
in which water-tight joints of one kind or another are required,
and upon the perfection of which, universally, their effectual
working, and in many cases, their actual working depends:—that
it can be used in engineering works where ordinary pumps would
be choked:—and that it can be constructed wholly of wood, in a
short time and at a trifling cost. The accompanying sketch shows
a section of the one that was tried, and
which discharged as much water (working
at fourteen strokes per minute) as a 12inch circular suction-pump. The working
part was below the surface of the water
on starting the pump, although when once
at work it would continue to draw water
until the surface fell below the bottom of
the main. The bucket, which was a square
wooden tube, closed by a common flapvalve at the top, was suspended by a
wooden rod connected with the rocker
above, and worked within another wooden
tube 10 inches square inside, open at the
top and constituting a main 26 feet long.
The bucket worked clear of this main,
about l-16th of an inch on every side,
and was 3 feet long. About 8 inches or
10 inches from the bottom of the main,
another valve was inserted, which, toge
ther with that in the bucket, opened up
wards.
The mode
Theof
stroke
action
of the
is clear.
pump wasAs
4 feet.
the bucket rose, the water

Fig. 2.— Plan of Glrdera andTye.

The beams being thus framed together, the spaces between them
were filled in with two 9-inch courses of arched brickwork, having
a rise of 1^ inch at the centre in a space of 3 ft. 2 in. The crown
of the arches was paid over with hot tar, upon which was a layer
of well-wrought clay puddle, well rammed down. Over the clay
there was a coating of Whinstone metal, to form the road, covered
with a binding course of engine-ashes, 2 inches thick. The hori
zontal rusticated arch-faces are of cast-iron plates, f thick, bolted
to the outside beams, and cast in three lengths. The parapets are
of hammer-dressed stonework, each alternate course going through
the whole thickness.
There is a foot pavement on each side of
the bridge, 4 feet wide, with gutters laid between it and the road
way.

rushed in at the lower valve, and by this means every up- stroke
raised the surface within the main, a certain amount—the motion
of the bucket and the supply through the lower valve being too
rapid to admit of the escape of any significant quantity of water
between the bucket and the main. The experiment was exceed
ingly satisfactory. The pump lifted sand and gravel in considera
ble quantities, and though scored by the same in the immediate
neighbourhood of the bucket, its action was not in the least im
paired.
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SUPPLY OF WATER TO LONDON.
Another scheme is brought forward for supplying the metropolis
with water. It is proposed to take the supply from the river
Thames, near Henlev, at an elevation of 106 feet above low-water
mark at London-bridge, and convey it in a canal, 19 miles in
length, until it reaches the Grand Junction Canal at West Dray
ton, whence it will be conveyed a distance of 15 miles to Paddington, in the bed of that and the Paddington Canal, or in a
separate channel alongside of those navigations. A reservoir is to
be formed at Paddington, 103 feet above low-water mark of the
Thames ; and another high-service reservoir is to be formed on
Primrose Hill, 190 feet above low-water, or 172 feet above highwater mark, which the promoters state will be supplied by a
very simple hydraulic power obtainedfrom the fall of the water to the
lower parts of London.
The quantity of water intended to be supplied is 100 million
gallons daily.
The cost of the undertaking is estimated at 750,000/. ; but if
a separate channel should be made for the water for the whole dis
tance, 250,000/. is to be added to the expense—making in all a
million.
This is an outline of the promoters' scheme, which appears to
us has not received that mature consideration it deserves before it
is brought into Parliament : in consequence, it will, we fear, break
down in committee. There cannot be a doubt that the source of
the supply is good, and that an ample quantity of water for the
wants of London may be procured, and that there would not
be any very great objection to bringing the supply by a navi
gable canal from Henley as far as Drayton, as the navigation
through this distance of 19 miles would not be more objection
able than taking the supply from the Thames at Staines, a place
about the same distance below Henley as West Drayton.
But
we have a strong objection to the course of the Grand Junction
and Paddington Canals, as they are fed by large reservoirs of stag
nant water collected during the winter months, and let down lor
the lockage through the summer months. These reservoirs receive
the land drainage of a vast tract of country : one is at the head of
the river Brent, near Edgware-road ; another at Elstree; another
at Ruislip ; and one or two others between the latter place and
Tring; and, besides, those canals coming within the range of the
metropolis, are liable to be polluted by a variety of objectionable
matters. The size of the canal, with an inch fall only per mile,
requisite to carry 100 million gallons daily, is a much larger work
than we anticipate the estimates will cover—when is included the
settling, filtering, and delivering reservoirs : for enormous as the
quantity is, it will not do to allow the water to pass into the
mains without undergoing the process of filtration, as in rainy
seasons the river Thames is in a very turbid state.
If the companies' mains and pipes are to remain the same as they
now are, it will be requisite to lift 10 to 15 million gallons of the
water for the supply of London to the upper reservoir at Primrose
hill, or the water will sot pass through the mains with a suflicient
velocity to supply the eastern parts of London, from five to seven
miles distance. How this quantity is to be lifted "by a very
simple hydraulic power," the promoters do not tell us
Unless, indeed, half of the 100 million gallons be allowed to run
to waste, to raise the 10 or 15 million gallons to the upper reser
voir, by an overshot-wheel of 30 feet diameter, by such an arrange
ment one-half of the water would be discharged at an elevation
of only 55 feet above high-vvAer mark, an elevation that cannot be
of much service in flashing the sewers; as for the latter purpose,
the main quantity of water should be discharged at the head of the
sewers throughout London. The waste water might very advanta
geously be used for supplying the Serpentine—much needed, and
which is about 40 feet above high-water mark, and also the orna
mental water in the Green Park and St. James's Park ; but it
would be discharged too low for Regent's Park, as the lake there
is on about the same level as the intended Paddington reservoir,
unless it be raised by an additional water-wheel kept for that pur
pose.
After all, the main consideration is, can so large a quantity as
100 million gallons daily be diverted from the river Thames in the
summer time without being detrimental to the river between Hen
ley and Brentford ? And can that quantity be brought to London
with a fall of only an inch per mile ? If this really can be done,
or even 50 million gallons, then it will unquestionably be of great
value to the metropolis, provided the water be properly distri
buted ; for this purpose it will be indispensably necessary to have
another reservoir at Hampstead, with a large main for supplying
it, in addition to the reservoirs belonging to the present water com

panies, so as to ensure a constant supply at all times to the top of
the highest house within the district to be supplied ! In such case,
can all this be done within the capital of one million sterling?
We think not ; nor for half as much more, particularly if the
water-course of the Grand Junction and Paddington Canals be
abandoned.
It is very evident, as we said at first, the scheme has been hastily
brought forward, and assertions made that will be difficult to sup
port. Instead of 100 million gallons, let the promoters be content
with 10 million gallons daily : that supply will be ample when we
take into consideration the present supply of the New River;—
and instead of trusting to "a simple hydraulic power," let them
calculate for steam power to lift the water up to Hampstead, which
would be a more central and elevated spot to distribute it through
out the metropolis.

PORTER'S PATENT CORRUGATED IRON BEAMS.
Mr. Porter, of the Iron-roofing Works, at the Grove, Southwark, has recently taken out a patent for the employment of cor
rugated iron in the construction of beams; and for the purpose of
testing the strength some experiments were made, of which the
following is an account. Two beams made on this plan were sub
mitted to the test; the extreme length of eacli 22 feet, and span
between supports 20 ft. 6 in.; depth of beam, lain.; weight of
beam, b|cwt.; the top and bottom frames were of 4 inches X
4 inches T-iron, and the base % inch thick; the plates of corru
gated iron forming the beam being of No. 16 gauge, and the bands
1^ inches x 4 inch thick. The two beams were placed 9 feet apart,
and across these were laid two large oak blocks, weighing 1 ton
3 cwt., and supporting the further load. These blocks, or bearers
(the one 19 inches and the other 24 inches wide), were 4 ft. 3 in.
apart from centre to centre, and equidistant from their centres to
the centre of the beam, 254 inches; upon these were laid cast-iron
blocks, weighing 6 tons 1 7 cwt. This weight was put on on Satur
day and remained till Tuesday, without causing any deflection.
On Tuesday, in the course of an hour-and-a-half, an additional
load was applied of 121 bundles of plate-iron, weighing 7 tons 3 cwt.
Oqr. 16 lb., producing a deflection of -"it lis inch. 'J his load was
allowed to remain from 1 p.m. on Tuesday until 10 a.m. on Wed
nesday, in course of which time the deflection had increased yjth
inch.
Fifty-one bundles of plate-iron, weighing 3 tons 9 cwt.
1 qr. 2 lb., were now added, which caused a total deflection of
1 inch bare; rested a quarter of an hour, when 32 bundles of plateiron, weighing 1 ton 18 cwt. Oqr. 12 lb. were added, which in
creased the deflection to if inch and I -,'„ inch respectively; the
difference being evidently occasioned by the settling down of the
piers, giving a greater loud to one beam. A further load, weighing
2 tons 8 cwt. 3 qrs., brought the deflections to 1| inch and 1^ inch.
This loading was proceeded with gradually during three hour-.
when the load was left for an hour. In the meantime a slight
noise called attention to a partial dividing of the bottom flange of
T-iron, in the beam which hitherto appeared the least strained:
upon examination, it was found to have originated in a flaw near a
"shut" in the T-iron, distant 6 ft. 3 in. from the point of support;
this caused a further deflection of -fV inch, but the fracture did
not appear to increase during half-an-hour. The deflection of the
beams increased to 2 inches and 1| inch with an additional load
of 2 tons 6 cwt. 2 qrs. 22 lb. load, applied gradually during three
quarters of an hour.
After a further lapse of 10 minutes, a
further load of 7 cwt. caused a rapid deflection in the alreadyweakened beam, the corrugated iron giving way at the same time
to the strain of the rivets longitudinally. The beams were now
blocked up to prevent any accident from the sudden falling of the
load. The corrugated iron of the other beam was also found to
have yielded in several places to the longitudinal strain of the
rivets, principally in the lower part of the beam.
The breaking weight is, therefore, considered to be about
25 tons, exclusive of the weight of the beams.
The inventor considers that his beams will not weigh more than
one-half, or five-eighths, of the weight of cast-iron beams to carry
the same load, and that they may be made for 21/. per toil.
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ON THE DRAINAGE OF LAND.
[We give the following interesting account of Land Drainage,
from an "Essay on Land Drainage. &c," by Mr. Williams,
acting engineer to the Severn Commission.]
The great advantages resulting from the application of drainnje water to
mill- power, it no matter of mere theory. They have been practically illustraiCMi, in the most conclusive manner, upon the estate of Lord Hatherton,
at Teddealev, Staffordshire, and the illustration there afforded is so forcible,
that a treatise on the subject of drainaie woold be incomplete without a
description of the highly effective mode in which the greatest enemy upon
hia lordship's estate has been converted into one of the most effective agents
in ita improvement.
Having frequently heard of the great simplicity and practical utility of
the system adopted npon Lord Hatherton's farm, I visited Teddeslev for the
purpose of inspecting the whole of the arrangements, and acquiring such
information upon all the details as would enable me to give a concise de
scription of them. Upon my visit, I found that they had been inspected by
many scientific agriculturists, and amongst others, by Mr. French Burke,
who had noticed them in a pamphlet upon Land Drainage and Irrigation,
published in 1841 j but as they have been considerably extended and im
proved since that time, and as they are of greater importance to the illus
tration of the object to which this chapter is devoted, than to an essay
confined to the subject of draining and irrigation, I offer no apology for
going into a detailed account of the results now attained, and which are
both novel and highly instructive.
A large proportion of Teddesley Hay, which is a manor extending over
2,586 acres of land, was originally part of the forest or chase of Cannock,
and covers the height, seen to the eastward of the Penkridge Station of the
London and Nortb-Western Railway. From these heights the lands slope
gradually, with slight undulations, to the river Penk, a distance of about
three miles. The domain was originally of much smaller dimensions than
at present, and comprised two anciently enclosed parks, one containing 539.
the other 200 acres. The larger park, previous to Lord Hatherton's coming
to the estate, was in the lowest state of cultivation, and much of the
smaller was little more than a swamp. The circumjacent common lands
were also covered with heath or rushes. On his lordship's entering upon the
estate in 1820, his attention was at once directed to its improvement, and
he has since that time been constantly engaged in extending and bringing
it into its present high state of cultivation. The old park fences have been
thrown down, large plantations made, and the home park laid out in a
manner suited to the neighbourhood of a nobleman's residence; an extensive
farm has been liuilt. and IheMands subjected to a new arrangement. The
extent uf land which did not require draining was comparatively small; and
the whole, which consisted generally of a light soil, rather inclined to peat,
the subsoil being chiefly clay, has since been subjected to a regular course
of thorough draining, and the water collected into two main channels, by
which it is first conveyed to an extensive reservoir, which has been con
structed for its reception, and from which the water flows underground for a
distance of nearly half-a-mile, in a culvert fifteen inches in diameter, to the
farm buildings, where it is discharged upon an overshot wheel, and thus
furnishes mill-power for the various purposes connected with the estate.
Tbe wheel originally used was constructed of timber, and was thirty feet
in diameter ; from the want of sufficient natural fall in the surface of the
land, between the reservoir and the farm, no little ingenuity and contrivance
were required in the arrangement of the details for using the water in the
most efficient manner, and for afterwards getting rid of it. Much talent has
been displayed in overcoming these difficulties, which has been done in a
way which proves how completely this system of converting the water ob
tained from the drainage of the land to the purpose of motive power, is
applicable to the great majority of estates of any magnitude in the kingdom.
The original timber mill-wheel has recently been replaced by one built of
wrought-iron, of thirty-eight feet in diameter, which is a model of light
ness, combined with strength. This wheel is let into a chase cut into the
red sandstone rock, which here underlies the surface to the depth of its
entire height of thirty-eight feet, by which means the upper part of the
wheel is brought below the level of the bottom of the reservoir, and a suffirient fall to the water in its course to the mill is secured.
Having per
formed its work, the tail water it, discharged from tbe bottom of the wheel
by a head-way, which is driven through the rock, for a distance of some
500 yards, where it is discharged into a lower level of the estate, and made
available for the purposes of irrigation to a large extent of upland water
meadows. In the recent alterations, iron has been substituted for wood
throughout tbe whole machinery.
The extension of the radius of the
wheel would alone have enabled the mill to do more work with the same
supply of water; hut additional water has also been obtained, and the power
of the water-wheel is now equal to twelve horses. A comparatively small
portion of the water which is now derived from the drains is required for the
porposes of tbe mill, but, being soft, it is all used for the purpose of irriga
tion.
The mode by which the additional supply has been obtained is worthy of
notice. A piece of hog of thirty acres, covered with rushes and deep moss,
in the centre of a large plantation, had been left nnplanted. It was formerly
a part of the extensive heath now enclosed, and had been considered irre
claimable. The surface soil was very poor, and overlaid a bed of clayey
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gravel of three feet thick, the understratum being a bed of strong clay of
twelve feet thick, resting upon a bed of strong gravel ; the whole formed
part of an inclined plane, which terminated in a deep quaking bog, partially
covered and surrounded with alder; below this spot were farm lands,
recently enclosed, imperfectly drsined, the bottom being cold, notwithstand
ing the surface had been dried. The mode adopted in draining these thirty
acres, was bringing levels up from the main drains, which fed the mill pool,
and which, on reaching the lower part of the land, were twelve feet deep.
Drains of the same depth were then cut through the clay, on each side and
up the centre of the thirty acres.
The bottoms of these drains were bored
at distances of five or six yards apart, the boring-rods passing through the
clay to the bed of gravel beneath, from which the water in tbe stratum of
gravel gushed in abundance into the drains: by these means the bog in the
wood below has been effectually dried, and the cold bottom of the farm
lands, still lower down, has been greatly improved.
The surface of the
thirty acres was afterwards close drained, at distances of twenty feet apart,
and three feet deep. The whole surface, which was originally impassable by
man or beast, is now sound and hard, and is valued at 30s. per acre.
From
the additional supply of water thus obtained, the mill can work night and
day during the winter months, and for sixteen hours per day in the driest
season. Thus at a comparatively trifling cost, by the application of ordinary
skill and judgment, has a noxious waste been converted into valuable land,
and furnished water power, which well warrants the saying of Lord Hather
ton's agent (Mr. Bright), that " that bog was the best bit of land upon bis
lordship's estate." A similar application of the same principle would be
equally valuable upon every estate where equal facilities exist.
The whole of the work connected with tbe drainage of the land and the
mill, both in its conception and execution, does infinite credit to all con
cerned, and Lord Hatherton has been fortunate in having, in Mr. Bright, the
assistance of a most intelligent land-agent, to whose contrivance he is mainly
indebted for the acquisition of this great power, and under whose superin
tendence tbe whole was executed.
The water-wheel works a thrashing machine, cuts hay and straw, and
kibbles oats and barley for a stock consisting of about 250 horses and cattle,
grinds wheat and malt, and drives circular saws, by which the sawing of all
the smaller scantlings for the use of the estate is executed. At my request,
Mr. Bright has kindly furnished me with the following tables, showing tbe
cost of the whole of these works, and an estimate of the saving effected by
them, and which will at once prove tbe value of the principle which they
have so successfully established.
The following is a statement of the number of acres of land under-drained,
the amount expended thereon, and tbe increase in tbe annual value pro
duced by the process :—

Quantities.

Value of the lands
In their
sriginal state.

Amount expended
In
under draining.

Val ue of the lands
In their
1 >res«nt state.

-5

Animal value.

Annua) value.

A.
78
19
38
H2
30
81
36
33
In
10
9
la
21
IS
621
39

R.
1
1
0
2
3
1
3
0
2
0
0
0
2
3
08

P.
36
2
3

s.
10
10
IB

»

u

24
34
16
0
33
H
0
II
10
1.1
2

lo
8
10
8

24

£
It
9
38
61
15
32
18
13

S.
4
14
8
17
9
11
8
4

d.
t
6
3
8
0
8
6
0

£
262
74
52
346
121
153
142
80

s.
15
9
14
It
»
16
8
6

0
0
5
5
(1

90
76
41
66
40
175

8
9
9
0
2
9

0 {
8
4
0
7
4

293 14 3

1,724

9

8

::::::::}
ii
16
15
15
14

5
12
16
11
!7

8
1
8
17
6

d.
0
8
2
4
8
4
0
2

s.
27
35
40
80
U
22
30
26
50
21
30
33
80
30
27

£
105
34
76
123
54
8J
5>
42
26
10
1..
24
32
•ii
i'J

s.
18
x
0
15
1
12
5
16
15
II
1"
17
6
14
13

d.
9
9
9
4
6
2
6
O
3
0
O
8
10
11
2

766

1

2

i

Total Expenditure.
Under-dralnlnir as per statement

1,724
£ s.9 d.3

For erecting Water-Wheel and Machinery
Irrigation

1,350 0 0
224 4 10

Total outlay

j».298 14 1

Increased Revenue.
£ t. d.
Present
Original annual
value of
value
theofsame
landsland
under-drained
• B
Estimated annual saving by the Mill
Increased annual value of Water Meadows

766
29.114
1 23

jf? a. d.
472 6 11
550 0 0
178 0 0

Total increased revenue
^1.200 6 II
Resulting from the drainage of 521 acres, and the employment of drainwater over eighty-nine acreaofland,and the laving effected by the employ
ment of mill power, together affording a clear aunaal Interest on the
The tenants
outlay of upon
upwards
Lord
of thirty-six
Hatherton's
per cent.
estate are, as may be expected, quite
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alive to the great value of mill-power for agricultural purposes, and his
lordship has erected a water-mill, similar in most of its leading features to
that which has been described, upon one of his farms in the neighbourhood.
In this case, the drainage water of the farm is collected into a reservoir,
sufficiently above the farm buildings to ohviate the necessity of sinking the
wheel so deeply below the surface of the ground as was necessary in the
former instance ; the water is bronght from the reservoir in cast-iron pipes,
laid underground until they approach the mill-wheel, when they rise in a
crane-neck, and discharge the water upon its upper surface; the tail water
is got rid of by a culvert discharging into a lower level, as in the former
instance. I found, on going over the estate that other of bis lordship's
tenants were desirous of making arrangements with the agent for similar
erections, being evidently anxious to secure to themselves the same advan
tages as were enjoyed by their neighbours, and quite willing to pay an addi
tional rent, equivalent to the advantages conferred.
The spirit of improvement exhibited on the estate is verv gratifving, and
presents great inducements to the capitalists and landowners of this king
dom to turn their attention to like improvements. In point of remunera
tion, the profits to be thus realised throw all other investments with which
I am acquainted far into the shade, and the encouragement they afford is
most important in a national point of view.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

[February,

covered by Pickard, and at this time the double-acting cylinder and crank
were being used for stationary engines, he abandoned bis own old engine,
and obtained a patent for applying a double-acting reciprocating engine to
a boat, and for placing his crauk on the axis of the paddle-wheel. This
was a very important discovery.
The name ot the vessel in which Symington combined the double-acting
engine of Watt, the crank and fly-wheel of Pickard, and the improved
wheel of Miller, was the Charlotte Dundas. This combination of ma
chinery constituted the system of sleam navigaiion now used, and this vessel
was the parent steamboat ol its race. Mr. Pulton, the American engineer,
and Mr. Bell, the Scotch engineer, were on board the Charlotte Dundas and'
acquired a knowledge of the machinery used by Symington. Mr. Fulton
subsequently
the
was first
the persoo
first person
introduced
to establish
in Europe
thissteamboats
system
who established
of propelling
for practical
practical
in America,
purposes.
steamboats.
andMr.
he Bell
was
Worn the establishment of practical steam navigation, in 1807, to the
year 1837, the paddle-wheel was the only instrument used to react against
the water; but in the latter year, an instrument, now generally termed the
screw-propeller, was practically introduced by Captain Ericsson
Al
though almost innumerable modes of propelling vessels have from time to
time been suggested and patented, the only instruments that have hitherto
been found of practical benefit ace the paddle-wheel and Bcrew-propeller
each under various modifications :—The varieties of paddle-wheels as im
proved by Miller; the Morgan paddle-wheel, invented by Mr. E. Gallo
way, and the split paddle-wheel, invented by Mr. Field. The varieties of
the propeller, are portions of an uniform pitch-screw, patented by Captain
Ericsson ; or the increasing pitch-screw, patented by Mr. Woodcroft.

ROYAL
Jan. 8.—Sydney
INSTITUTE
Smirke,
OF Esq.,
BRITISH
V.P., ioARCHITECTS.
the Chair.
f- Kv eP<!r Wa" read "°" '*"""■,0," Qualities of Caen Stone," by Mr.
U. H.Smith— It explained various analyses of the stone, and experi
ments on different beds as to resistance and compression, and also on the
absorbent character of each variety of the stone.
The Chairman stated that in one building erected under his direction
the use of Caen stooe instead of Portland saved near 14.000J.
A paper "Jan.
On the
22.—T.
Girder-Bridge
Bellamy, over
Esq.,the
V.P.,
Polloc
in the
andChair.
Govan Railway,"
was read by Mr. Donaldson.

It is given in another part of the Journal

(p. 57.)

Mr. Jennings described a new water-closet Invented by him, which
consists of the ordinary basin. The trap is formed of a tube of vul
canised india-rubber, compressed by two clips close together when not io
use, and forms an air-tight joint.

Jan.SOCIETY
24.—T. Winkworth,
OF ARTS,
Esq.,
LONDON.
in the Chair.
The Secretary read a paper, by Professor B. Woodcroft, " On Steam
Navigation.
Steam in its present practical state owes its origin and progress to the
improvements recently made in the steam-engine in this country The em
ployment of animal power in the propulsion of vessels by means of
paddle-wheels is of very ancient dale ; and the substitution of steam for
the same purpose was suggested as soon as the steam-engine was rendered
effective in pumping water from mines, long before it was found capable,
from its then imperfect state, of propelling a vessel advantageously.
In 1472, Robert Valturius gave a view of two galleys, moved bv
if.!, •T1" I543' ,{lasco de Gara*' a Spanish sea-captain, is said to have
exhibited an engine by which vessels and ships of large size could be pro
pelled -In 1705, John Bramah, the iuvenior of the hydraulic press, of a
vented
lock.&c.,
Hydrostatical
obtained aMachine
patent under
and athe
Boiler,
following
on a more
title:-"
peculiar
His principle
new inthan apy yet made known to the public ;" and one of the inventions described in his specification is a " mode of propelling vessels by the im
proved rotatory-engine therein described and claimed (which will act as a
pump), by means of a paddle wheel or what may be called a screwpropeller."—On January 5, 1769, James Watt obtained a patent for im
provements in the steam-engine, one of which was for causing the steam
to act above the piston as well as below, and this was called the "doubleimpulse or double-acting engine. This was the first step towards the
practical application of the steam engine to propelling steamboats.— In
1785, a patent was granted to William Symington for " his new invented
steam-engine on principles entirely new;" and io 1787, Patrick Miller pub
lished a pamphlet on the subject of propelling boats by paddle-wheels
moved by men. The vessels to which they were applied were called Triple
V essels, the deck being constructed so as to cover three small vessels, and
Hie two paddle-wheels being fixed in the space between the vessels.
The first boat which the steam-engine was used for the purpose of pro
pelling was constructed by Mr. Symington, at the suggestion of Mr
1 aylor, a person to whom Mr. Miller had made known his views as lo the
possibility of propelling vessels by means of paddle-wheels. From the
experience which Mr. Symington gained io the construction of Mr.
Miller s boat, and the circumstance that in 1780, the crank bad been dis

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Jan. 9.—J. Field, Esq , President in the Chair.
The paper read was " A Description of the improved Forms of Water
Wheels.
By Mr. W. Fairbairn, M. Inst. C.E.
After noticing the opportunity for improvement afforded by the substitu
tion of cast and wrought iron for timber, in the construction of hydrauUc
tending
machines,
thetheprinciple
author pointed
and the out
formtheofdisadvantages
the old water-wheels.
and loss ofHe
power
quoted
atDr. Robison's "Mechanical Philosophy," for the numerous disadvantages
of the old form of bucket, and the difficulties arising from the attempts of
the old millwrights to design a shape which should retain the water for a
greater length of time in it, and thus give out more power. The chief
difficulty was the opposition of the air to the entrance of the water: and
numerous contrivances, such as boring holes in the starts, making the spout
much narrower than the face of the bucket, &c, were tried ; but still the
scribed
difficulties
in the
existed,
paper,and
andinduced
which he
Mr.termed
Fairbairn
"the
to Ventilating
adopt the construction
Water-Wheel
de-"
The general object of these modifications was to prevent the condensation of
the air, and to permit its escape during the filling of the bucket with water
as also its re admission during the discharge of the water into the lower
mill-race.
The paper then described minutely the principles and construction of
the large wheels erected for the (Jatrine and Deanston Works ; for Mr
Brown, of Linwood, near Paisley ; for Mr. Duckworth, of Handfortb • for
Mr. Ainsworth, of Cleator ; and lor others; and showed that in all cases
the system bad proved eminently successful. These wheels were all on the
suspension principle, with wrought-iron arms, radiating from cast-iron
centres to the periphery, and so placed that the whole structure was in
tension, the motion being commnnicated from internal toothed-wbeels
fixed to the shrouding. The vaiious modifications of the forms be«
adapted for different heights of fall were described ; but it will suffice to
give that for breast-wheels for high falls, as it appeared the most complete
inese wheels were described to possess many advantages beyond the over
shot, the undershot, or the common breast-wheels, and were best adapted
for falls not exceeding 18 feet or 20 feet, and where at times there was a
considerable depth of back water; and such was the improvement caused
by this system, that the wheel at Mr. Ainsworth's mill was frequently
plunged from 5 feet to 6 feet in the back water, without its uniform speed
being impeded. The wheel had a close sole; the tail end of the buckets
were turned up at a distance of two inches from the back of the sole-plate
and running parallel with it, terminated within about two inches of the
bend of the bucket, immediately above it. The water, in entering the
bucket, drove the air out by the aperture into the space behind, and thence
into the bucket above, and so on in succession. The converse occurred
when the buckets were emptied, as the air waa enabled to flow in as fast as
the wheel arrived at such a position as to permit the water to escape. It
appeared to he allowed that this system had been very generally successful,
and that the results obtained had approached, very nearly, to the stated
?l A Tu,r,b,ne' who«e P°we™ had. however, been much exaggerated,
and had been allowed recently by M. Fourneyron not to have obtained more
than about 72 per cent, as a mean duty.
Jan.
The following
16.—The annual
gentlemen
meeting
were was
elected
held to
thisform
evening.
the Council for the en
suing year:—President: J. Field. Vice-Presidents: W. Cubitl, J M
Kendel, J. Simpson, and K. Stephenson, M.P. Council: J. F. Battmau'
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G. P. Bidder. I. K. Brunei. J. Cobitt, J. Fowler, C. H. Gregory, J.
Locke, M.P., J R. M'Clean, C. May, and J. Miller, members; and W.
Harding and T. Piper, associates.
The report of the Council was next read. Satisfactory reasons were
iriTen for the unusual delay in the publication of the minutes of proceed
ings, and a plan was detailed for paying off the debt incurred for the al
terations of the house of the Institution.
Telford medals were presented to the right bon. the Earl of Lovelace,
Messrs. Harrison, Mitchell, and RanBome.
Council premium of books, to Messrs. Harrison and Jackson.
Telford pr< uiiuni of books, to Messrs. Redman, Green, and Rankine.
Memoirs were read of the deceased members: — Messrs. B. Cubitt, T.
Hopkins, S. Kowles, members ; Lieut-Col. Brandretb, P. L. Campbell, F.
Carlton, and T. E. Steele, associates ; and J. Pope, graduate. Votes of
thanks were passed unanimously to the President, Vice-Presidents, Mem
bers, and Associates of the Council, and to the Secretary ; and the Presi
dent, in returning thanks, gave a memoir of the late Gt-orge Stephenson,
and his connection with the combination of the fire-tubes and the blast
pipe in the locomotive, which constituted it the life of the present railway
system.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

CI

pumps or engine is at work ; thus producing an uniform elastic spring that
equalises the flow of the water from the jet,— which leaving no air beyond
what is naturally in the water, rises unbroken to a much higher elevation
than is reached by the common engine.
Mr. White read certificates from Salford, Manchester, and Glasgow, as to
the superiority of his engine to those of the common construction. At
Manchester, where a comparative trial was made, Mr. White's engine, with
twelve men, sent more water, and to a greater altitude, than the Ganges
engine, belonging to the Town Council, worked by twenty-four men ; and at
Salford, Mr. White's engine, with twelve men, threw the water several feet
above the top of a chimney 129 feet high, while the Deluge engine of the
old construction, worked by the same number of men, could not throw the
water more than half the height; and when the number was afterwards
increased to thirty-eight men, they were not able to make the water reach
to the top of the chimney.
3. " Description of a Cross-Cut Sawing Machine for sawing Fire-wood,
Sfc." By Mr. William Dooglas, carpenter.
This machine consists of a two-handed saw, freely slung in a frame, and
moved by a crank at the end of a long bar, having a fly-wheel to turn the
centres. Trees, logs, &c, being fixed and adjusted to suit, this simple con
trivance cross-cuts them ; and it is stated that a man can by its means cut
double the quantity he could do by band, and that the machine can be made
complete for 5/.

Dec. 11, 1848.—John Cat, Ksq.,F.R.S.E., President, in the Chair.
The following communications were made :—
1. •' Description of Ilarlour Screw Cramps, designed for temporary use
hi binding together the Stonet in the construction of Harbour and other
Marine Work*." By Thomas Stevenson, Esq., F.R.S.E., civil engineer.
This paper states that the great majority of instances of damage to
harbours from gales occur during construction, or from neglect in repair
ing, and shows the almost total dependence of a whole pier on the stability
of each stone in the structure. Many instances are adduced of harbours
suffering great damage during construction, which, after being " closed in"
and completed, have withstood the assaults of after storms. The principle
en which these screw cramps have been designed is that of coupling stones
together in such a manner that the outermost cannot be removed without
dragging the adjoining stones along with it. The first of these implements
is adapted for a vertical wall, and consists of a cross-rod of iron inserted
diagonally between two of the stones of the works, and on either end of
this rod chains are slipped (one set being at the front of the wall, and the
other at the back). These pass through openings in an abutment-plate
placed diagonally across the last stone, and are tightened up by means of
capstan- headed screws. The second of these implements is designed more
particularly for a talus, or sloping wall, and consists of a kneed abutmentplate (placed upon the last or outermost stone of the unfinished work),
connected by chains to a ring-bolt, fixed in any stone at a sufficient distance
from the open end of the work, or even to a crow-bar driven down between
any open joint in the masonry. These chains are tightened up by means of
a draw-screw. This apparatus, in the event of a storm coming on suddenly,
could be applied in the course of a few minutes.
2. " Description of a Fire-Engine on a new principle." By Mr. John
White, engineer.
Tl.is fire-engine is patented for England, but nnt for Scotland. It was
stated that it differs in principle from all others hitherto made, and that the
following are some of the advantages obtained :— First, from the number
of pumps employed, and their great power, each producing a pressure of
60 Hi. upon the square inch of water, which is as much as twenty men on
the average can exert in the common fire-engines by their united power.
Secondly, the men at the common engine may either help or hinder, at
their pleasure, without the possibility of detection. This, however, is im
possible in this new engine, for as each man has his own pump, he must
either do bis duty or stand still. Besides, as each pump is a perfect fireengine of itself, the machine can be worked from one man up to its full
complement, while the common engines cannot be worked at all until a suf
ficient number of hands be put on. That it is evident that the pumps of
the common engines must pass their centres at the same moment, which,
but for the air-vessel, would render them of little use as lire-engines, and
even with its aid the column of water rises and falls at every stroke of the
pumps, as may be seen, occasioning a great waste of power to recover it
st every alternate movement of the levers. This evil was stated to be almost
entirely overcome by the twelve or more pumps Mr. White employs, one
half of which being in full power while the others are receiving their
water, a uniform pressure is maintained upon the jet, which renders the airvessel less needful, but with it, nearly as steady as the jet from a fountain.
The third thing Mr. White noticed was his method of preventing the air
from mixing with the water and escaping with a crackling noise as it issues
from the jet, breaking the column, and consequently preventing it from
reaching the altitude it would otherwise attain. This is accomplished by an
improvement in the top of the air-vessel, which has a vulcanised indiarubber cap, supported by a pierced metal shield or diaphragm, through the
holes of which the water acts upon the elastic substances, over which is an
air-tight dome, and the space between is charged with the compressed air to
aboot 30 lb. upon the square inch, which is further compressed when the

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
The annual meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers took
place on Wednesday, the 21th of January, at the Queen's Hotel, Bir
mingham.
In the absence of the President, Mr. R. M'Conneil was called to the
Chair, and read the report of the Council, which congratulated the members
on the successful progress of the Institution, which now numbered 18!)
members, of whom sixteen are honorary members. The couocil deeply
regietted the death of the late President, Robert Stephenson, Esq., who
was the first president of the Institution. The rules of the society had
been revised, and would be submitted to the meeting. The council con
gratulated the meeting on the readiness with which Robert Stephenson,
Esq., had consented to take the Chair vacated by tbe death of his father,
and which he bad been filling pro tern. Tbe financial report showed a
balauce in hand of 147/. 9s. Id. The report was unanimously adopted.
R. Stephenson, Esq., was then formally constituted president, und a vote
of thanks was passed to Alderman Geacb, for his services as treasurer,
and that gentleman was re-appointed to the office. Mr. E. Marshall was
elected secretary for the ensuing year. Tbe rules, as amended, were also
put and carried ; after which, the officers and council for the ensuing year,
elected by ballot, were announced.
A vote of thanks was then passed to
tbe council, for their services during the year.
A paper on tbe subject of a collision-apparatus, with a supplementary
one on a station-buffer, for effectiifg an improved break for stations, writ
ten by Mr. C. de Bergue, of Loudon, was read by the Secretary, and illustratedwith plans and a model.
Mr. John Richmond, of Middlesex, exhibited an improved locomotiveengine counter, for regis'ering the strokes of railway-engines at a high
velocity. Jt was remarkable for tbe simplicity of its movement, and
elicited a favourable expression, although the principle of its construction
was not new.
A paper on a patent disengaging-apparatus for disconnecting steamengines, and diminishing the shock of the disconnection, written by Mr.
Hick, of Bolton, was read by the Secretary. The apparatus was intended
to prevent frightful accidents, and might be worked with safety by any
one.
Tne model of an improved patent railway-cbair and switch, manufac
tured by Mr. Baines, of Norwich, was explained by tbe Secretary. It
was highly approved, but as the inventor was absent the discussion upon
it was postponed to the next meeting, to give him an opportunity of ex
plaining its merits and stating the cost.

SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
WITH FRANCE.
Some interesting experiments were made on Wednesday the 10th ult., at
Folkstone, as to the practicability of carrying electric lines of communica
tion over great widths of sea channel. The experiments were conducted
under the direction of Mr. Walker, superintendent of the telegraphic system
of the South-Easlero Company. They were undertaken to test the possi
bility of establishing an electro-telegraphic communication with France, by
a wire carried over the depths of the Straits of Dover ; and it was intended
to have taken the wire two miles out to sea, on board tbe Princess Clemen
tine steamer (one of the company's ships), uncoiling and dropping it in the
water as she proceeded. The night previous, however, had given token of
breezy weather, and on the morning of Wednesday tbe wind was high ; and
the waters of the channel being agitated by a considerable swell, it was
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feared the vessel would roll and toss to such an extent, as to prevent the
proper management of the instruments, or keep the needles in their necessary
vertical position./ It was, therefore, decided on to pay out 3,600 ft. of
insulated wire along the mouth of the harbour and the Bide of the pier—
one end being connected with the telegraphic arrangements at the Folkstone station, thus being in direct communication with London, and the
other attached to an instrument on board the Clementine, at anchor in the
harbour,"K All the arrangements having been completed by half-past
12 o'clock, a message was sent to London, to apprise that all was in readi
ness, after which a continuous correspondence was kept up between the
Clementine and the stations of London, Ashford, Tonbridge, and Fnlkslone.
At four o'clock the submerged wire was drawn in and coiled up, and was
found not to have sustained the slightest injury. Theexperimentswere.it
is stated, in every respect highly successful; the length of wire in the sea
forming apparently not the slightest impediment to the perfect and free
transit of the galvanic current.
The wire employed was not made expressly for the occasion, but had been
constructed for the Merstham Tunnel, where it was found that not only
the damp on the wires affected the galvanic current, hut was still further
interrupted by the steam from the engines, impregnated with acid and
earthy matters. Its size is No. 16 copper wire, covered to a thickness of
about J inch diameter with gutta-percha, under a patent by Mr. Foster, of
the gutta-percha manufactory, Streatham, and similar wires will in future
be employed in all the tunnels on the lines, which places have been found to
cause the only obstructions which present themselves to the free working of
the system. )
The telegraphic instrument employed was one constructed by Mr.
Walker, on a plan to avoid any action from atmospheric electricity. The
galvanic coils are mounted on wheels, and the needle is brought to a perpen
dicular with the greatest facility by turning a stud, which causes the coil
to pass in a direction opposite to that to which the needles had been de
flected. The conductor for the atmospheric electricity consists of a vertical
wire, furnished with radiating points, and a bobbin of wire of a much finer
texture than any other in the instrument. This is surrounded by a small
brass cylinder, connected with the earth, and any overcharge of electricity
burns the fine wire and escapes. This occurred in one instance at Tunbridge Wells, during a thunderstorm, a short time since.

FORCE OF SCREW-DRIVERS.
Sir—Will you oblige me by answering the following questions in your
next number ? We will suppose, for instance, a screw of a certain size is to
be driven : with a short driver you are obliged to use great force to accom
plish it—hut with a long screw-driver there is less force required. You
will perhaps, therefore, explain why millwrights and engineers use a short
shaft, or endeavour to get the power to act upon the resistance as close as
possible. It appears that these cases are exactly opposite. I hope this is
sufficiently plain for you to understand what 1 want.
A Constant Reader.
London, Jan. 6th, 1849.
[The force required to turn a screw does not depend on the length of the
screw-driver. In supposing that a screw may be driven more easily by a
long screw-driver than by a short one, the very common error is involved by
which a sensation of exertion is mistaken for force. Let the actual force
required to drive screws of the same size and kind into a certain piece of
uniformly compact wood be measured—not roughly, by the fatigue of the
arm—but accurately in pounds and ounces—by means of a dynamometer,
and it will be found that, allowing for slight irregularities which are una
voidable in such experiments, the force required is the same whether the
screw-driver be six inches or eighteen inches in length. The reason why the
longer driver requires less exertion in turning large screws is, that it can be
more firmly grasped, and allows the workman to bring his muscles more
easily into play than is practicable with the shorter instrument. The inves
tigation of the power required in turning screws resembles the mechanical
principles of the wheel and axle, where a weight suspended from a rope
coiled round the wheel in one direction resists the rotative power of a
weight attached to a rope coiled round the axle in the opposite direction.
When the wheel is just on the point of turning, the weight applied to it is
to the other weight as the radius of the axle to that of the wheel. In the
came way, when the screw is just on the point of turning, the tangential
force resisting its rotation is to the external turning force applied tangentially to a round handle as the radius of the handle to the radius of the
screw.
The reason why engineers make driving-shafts as short as possible, is be
cause short shafts are cateris paribus less likely to be twisted by torsional
■•trains than long shafts.—Editor.]

LFebbcahy,

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
Ammonia Destructive to Leather.—Ammnniacal emanations from manure
in stables are most pernicious to leather, it being rendered quite brittle and
useless in a very short period ; consequently, harness ought never be allowed
to hang up in stables.
The appearance of Old Oak may be obtained by exposing any article of
new oak to the vapours of ammonia. Every variety of tint may be obtained
according to the duration and temperature of the volatile compounds. A
new oak carved arm-chair exposed to the vapours of ammonia, will in about
twelve hours have all the appearance of its being made 200 years since; and
any other wood similarly exposed, will obtain the appearance of oak.
Cast Iron Pipes Enamelled would be a valuable acquisition in obtaining
pure water. A correspondent inquires whether pipes have been so prepared :
an answer from any of our readers will be acceptable.
Earthenware Piping.— Mr. Murray, in the Mining Journal, in answer to
a correspondent, considers an internal glaze for the earthenware pipes
altogether unnecessary. Earthenware pipes for the conveyance of water
should be so deeply laid in the earth as to be unaffected by the agency of
frost, lest the water absorbed by the porous earthenware in the act of ex
pansion by freezing should rend the pipe.
The application of gas tar to
the pipes, when imbedded, as an external coating, would act as an insulator
in reference to external temperature, and operate as a defence against the
influence of frost.
Zinc Paint.—Some experiments were recently made at the Veille
Moutagne Zinc Company's Offices, on zinc and white-lead paint, by sub
mitting them to a stream of sulphuretted-hydrogen gas, when the whitezinc paint remained unchanged and the white lead paint was turned quite
black. Some specimens of external painting were also shown of both zinc
and lead, which had been painted fur some months: the zinc paint still
retained its whiteness, whilst that of the lead had very much changed.
Wrought Iron Cofferdam.— Last month the experiments undertaken by
Mr. Brunei, at the instance of the Admiralty, for carrying the railway bridge
across at Saltash, for the Cornwall Railway, were brought to a success
ful close. For the purpose two old gun-brigs, purchased of the government!
were moored over the spot, and a wrought-iron cylinder, of j inch boiler
plates, strongly rivetted together, 85 feet high, and 6 feet diameter, and of
28 tons weight, was sunk in profundi!. The necessary apparatus for pump
ing out the water was then applied, and the experimenters, who alterwards
descended to the bottom of the cylinder, had the satisfaction of finding that
at 11 or 12 feet below the mud, there was a foundation of solid rock for the
piers. The bridge will be of large dimensions, the Admiralty requiring that
it shall have a clear width of 300 feet between the piers, and a clear height
of 180 feet above high-water mark. Over it will pass the entire passenger
traffic from Plymouth to the Land's End.
Dover Harbour of Refuge.— We have again, says the Dover Chronicle,
much pleasure in recording the successful prosecution of this gieat maritime
undertaking of the present age. On visiting the works the other day we
were quite astonished at the remarkable extent of progress made since we
last noticed them. The works are certainly conducted with an extraordi
nary spirit of industry. This is evidenced by the fact that the timber
framework of this great sea harrier has been carried out upwards of '.'(.it
feet from the point of shore at the Old Cbeeseman's Head; and by the aiil ..f
several diving-bells, helmets, &c, and a most masterly arrangement uf
travelling cranes, the ponderous stonework has been securely bedded in
the chalk rock to a similar distance, and brought up almost to the level of
high-water, within eight months. This compact body of beautiful masonry
contains, we believe, no less than 150,000 cubic feet of stone of large di
mensions, and of the finest quality that this country can produce, and gives
good evidence of the ultimate stability of a structure, the beneficial effects
of which are already very apparent, inasmuch as the frequent heavy sea
caused by the prevailing south-west winds is materially checked at the har
bour mouth, and the entrance of vessels into this desirable haven during a
gale is now rendered almost a matter of ease and certainty. In addition to
the extraordinary appliances already referred to, there is a fine steam-engine
at work, driving several sets of mortar and cement mills, and a remarkable
crane for unloading vessels. This engine is worked with all the docility nf
a child, and has within these few months discharged about 15,000 tons nf
stone, and all too with the most careful and steady results. Altogether, the
works present the appearance of a more successful contending against the
destructive action of the sea at this much exposed portion uf the coast,
than has ever been before attempted here. The operations have been
inspected by engineers, royal, civil, and practical, all of whom have
expressed their entire confidence in the speedy and satisfactory com
pletion of a work so gigantic and so eminently calculated to save hun
dreds of lives, and thousands of pounds' worth of property. Several very
high gales, with tremendous seas from the Atlantic, have Istely waged their
fury upon it, but no damage has been sustained further than occasional in
terruption to the working of the machinery upon which so many of the
operations depend. The successful results here shown are nu doubt to be at
tributed to the high standing of the engineers, and the spirited en
terprise of Messrs. Lee, the contractors, who always avail themselves of the
most valued expedients that science and practice can provide, and which are
so highly calculated to bring this great monument of human skill and ul a
nation's resources to a satisfactory conclusion.
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On Chemical Processes for the Boring of Rocks, Sfc, to be Blasted. —
M. Courbebaisse having stated that calcareous rocks only could be acted
upon by hydrochloric acid for blasting purposes, and that the silicious rocks,
quartz, granite, &c, required the employment of another agent— most pro.
bsbly hydrofluoric acid, which it would be necessary to make on the spot ;
and hating also stated that he had not been able to undertake any experi
ments on the subject, with a view to save miners and engineers from useless
and ex pensive experiments, a civil engineer of Nantes, M. K merit, detei mined
to experimentiseon the subject, and he therefore directed a large quantity of
hydrofluoric acid to be used both in a liquid and gaseous state. The result
of these experiments proved the impracticability of the process for mining
purposes, for the gelatinous layer formed by the action of the acid on the
rock effectually
withstanding
allprevented
endeavours,
themost
application
carefully
of and
another
assiduously
portionmade,
of acid.
thereMotwas
sot obtained the slightest benefit from the application of this process. Be
sides, the tediousness of the operation would prevent its practical adoption.
Peat Charcoal, prepared on the principle patented by Mr. Jasper
Rogers, is a complete disinfectant wben applied to offensive matter, the
ooxions effluvia being entirely destroyed by it. A manufactory for it has been
erected in the forest of Dartmoor. It is cut out in cubes of 8 to 10 inches
diameter, and immediately carried to a powerful press, where it is reduced
about two-thirds in hulk, and nearly deprived of its water. It is then
loaded in the trucks, and is conveyed to the works, where it is boiled in a
mixture of coal-tar, pitch, peat naphtha, and other hydrocarbons. After
saturation and drainage, the peat is fit for charging the retorts, composed of
firr-clay, 9 feet long, and 5 feet in diameter, holding two tons of saturated
peat each, and capable, when iu full operation, of working 8 tons each in
24 hours. The gaseous products from these retorts pass much after the
mode adopted in ordinary coal-gas works, along a hydraulic main, and
through a long set of condensers, whence, after being deprived of all its
condenaable adjuncts, the purified gas is brought, by means of pipes, be
neath the retorts, where it serves as a very powerful fuel. The condensed
matter from the peat contains an immense proportion of stearine or vegeta
ble tallow, oil, and naphtha. When the retorts are discharged, the charge
requires to be drawn into a close iron chest on wheels, with a tightly fitting
lid, which must be immersed in water, as the charcoal retains its heat for a
very long lime; and if quenched with water, as is the case with gas-coke,
it imbibes so much of that fluid as very materially to deteriorate its quality.
The extraordinay effects it has had upon smiths' work in particular, chiefly
from the total absence of sulphur— has been such, that it has acquired the
concurrent testimony of several intelligent smiths. The absence of clinker
at the nozzle of the bellows, the perfect freedom from scale on the iron, so
that an iron horse-sboe looks like one of steel, and that delicate instrument,
the weaver's pick, when broken, is welded together with ease.
Valuable Products of Peat.—At a recent meeting of the Royal Society,
fur the promotion aod improvement of the growth of flax in Ireland (the
Marquis of Downshire in the Chair), Mr. Owen, of Loudon, referred to
a discovery which his friend Dr. Hodges would say, was worthy of the
deepest consideration of every one present. Having beard, some time
since, that from peat there could be produced ammonia, naphtha, soda
ash, oil, spermaceti, and some other substances, be left Loudon for Paris,
and called oo an eminent chemist there. He bad been previously speakiog
on the subject with a Mr. Keece, also an eminent chemist, who told hiintbat
fur the expeuseof 301., he could produce from 1001b. of peat, chemical re
sults to the value of 1481. It was Mr. Keece who referred him to the Paris
chemist, and when be (Mr. Owen) produced to the Paris chemist the
statement of Mr. Keece, as to what he could do with the peat, the former
assured him (Mr. Owen) that he could really do all that he had staled in
the document. He then rang a bell, and ordered the results of his experi
ments to be brought up from his own laboratory, and then be (Mr. Owen)
saw with lis own eyes the sperm candles made, the ammonia, the oil. and
the soda ash produced from peat ; aod that chemist thought this
was the greatest discovery of the age, and one which would eventually
convert the greatest obstacle to improvement into the greatest blessings,
and double the fertility of the soil, to an extent that noue could estimate.
Well, he (Mr. Owen) being a man of business, declined to take any of
these statements for granted, aod consequently he had got a great cumber
uf experiments made by Dr. Hodges and bis friend Mr. Keece, which
were euliiely confirmatory of all the statements made by bis friend Mr.
fierce. But still, not to deceive himself or others, he was determined to
bave an experiment made ou a large scale, and had employed the largest
appaiatus in use for that purpose; and he rejoiced to tell this meeting
that his great experiments had commenced, and the results were beyoud
all expectations for everything bad succeeded to his utmost wishes. Mr.
Owen here banded to the Chairman a sample of the spermaceti so pre
pared by him, which was minutely examined by bis lordship, and a great
number of other gentlemen in the room. He came there as a friend of
lreiaud, aud be would returu to England in a few days highly gratified
with the result of this meetiug, and with bis love aud admiration of
Ireland greatly increased. It was expected that, according to Mr. fieece's
t\stero, they might be able to work 100 tons of peat per day: this would,
in a short time, clear the land of the peat, and thus produce one of the
greatest possible blessings to Ireland, in clearing the land, and making it
fit for agricultural purposes.—The Chairman said that pent was of con
siderable value in the uuith of Ireland, but in the south it was going to
waste.
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Splitting a Bank-Note.—The governor and directors of the Bank of
England, having been informed of the extraordinary ingenuity of Mr. Bald
win, and that be was able to split not only a newspaper, hut a bank-note,
sent for him in order to test bis skill. That his task might be as difficult as
possible, they picked him out one of the old li. notes, which are printed on
paper much thinner than the notes of the present day, and told him to split
it if he could. Mr. Baldwin took the note home with him, and returned
it the next day, in the state he had promised. The paper was not in the
slightest degree torn, and seemed as though it had just come from the
manufactory, so little was its appearance affected by the operation. The
directors remunerated Mr. Baldwin for bis trouble, but could not elicit from
him the means he employed. The discovery is considered of much im
portance in connection with the paper currency of the country.
Conway Tabular Bridge.—Tbe deflection which lately took place, at the
testing of the second tube over the river Conway, by Captain Symonds,
the government inspector, was very slight, and the result is staled to be
highly satisfactory. Hefore any of the testing weights were drawn iuto
thetuonel.it was ascertained that tbe deflection then existing was I'tJfi
inch. The testing ballast amounting to 231 tons 14 cwt. 2 qrs., caused an
additional deflection ol l'5G inch only, thereby showing that, with the
whole of the above superimposed weight, the departure from a straight
liue was only to the extent of 3'42 inch. The load having been withdrawn,
iu less in.iii 10 minutes the whole structure regained its former deflection.
Tbe variation in the adjoining tube, which has now beeo iu use for so
many months, dors not, it is reported, extend even to tbe ^ part of an
inch.
Ornamental Cast-Iron Windows.—The Messrs. M'Adam, of Sobo Foun
dry, Belfast, have recently completed a number of ornamental windows for
tbe new palace of the Pacha of Egypt : they are of cast-iron, and of very
large dimensions, being 20 feet high and 8 wide—each window weighing
five tons. They are to be bronzed and gilt after being erected. The same
firm bave also erected on tbe banks of the Nile, for the Egyptian govern
ment, a number of very large steam pumping-engines, to raise tbe water of
tbe river for the purpose of irrigation.
Gold Mines in Wales.—The Mining Journal gives an account of two
mines which have been opened in tbe Cwm-heisian Valley, called the East
and West Cwm-heisian Mines respectively. The West Cwm-heisian Mine
is pitched upon a group of five lodes, one only of which has been explored
to tbe depth of 40 yards. Two rich courses of lead ore have been found
therein, and continue in depth. Tbe lead ores are accompanied by blende
and sulphur ores, which, as well as the lead ores, contain a sufficient quan
tity of gold to pay the cost of extraction. About 900 yards north-east of
the West Cwm-heisian is the East Cwm-heisian Mine, situate on a group of
14 large and powerful lodes, or veins, having many different bearings—the
prevailing one being north-west and south-east, which intersect each other
within a distance of about 200 yards. As might be expected, under such
favourable circumstances, very rich results have been obtained ; the veins
contain highly argentiferous lead ores, potter's lead, blende, iron, and arse
nical pyrites, all of wbich are mixed with gold. The miue was originally
opened as a lead mine, but a small quantity of very rich auriferous ore being
found within a few feet of the surface, yielding from 7 to '16 ozs. of gold per
ton of oie, induced an inquiry whether the present intention of working for
lead should not be abandoned. At first the discovery of gold was considered
to be more curious than valuable; but, ou further examination, large quan
tities of the tinstone, and ores taken from tbe veins at distant points, gave
valuable results in gold. The owner then determined to bave the mine
opened to an extent which should set the question at rest, as to whether it
were really to be considered a gold or a lead mine. To this end, a shaft was
sunk to the depth of 30 yards, many fathoms of levels were driven, and
several hundred tons of ore raised from the workings. For a distance of 200
yards wbich has been explored, the masses of mineral, formed by the falling
together of so many reins, is upwards of it) feet in width, and isjound to be
of equal dimensions in depth. Beyond the intersection, both east and west,
the veins radiate, and are from 3 to 20 feet in width, extending from threequarters to one mile in length, within tbe limits of the setts. The result of
tbe foregoing operations has been, to prove that wherever the veins bave
been opened, they are found to contain gold, both in depth and length, and
that every kind of mineral contained in them is mixed with gold. The whole
mass of the veins must be wrought for gold as the primary object, and the
lead and silver-lead ores will be obtained at the same time, without extra
cost. Tbe gold is remarkably pure, and free from alloy, and will average in
value 41. per oz., or 2d. per grain. In order to prove the value of the ore
raised, an experiment was tried on 300 tons of it, fairly broken from all
parts of the mines. The whole quantity was concentrated into 10f tons of
washed ore, containing 84,487 grains of gold, or 176 oza. troy, giving an
average of 16 ozs. and a fraction per ton of washed ore, or 281 grains of
gold per ton of raw ore; and by carefully picking out the waste and slate
from the raw ore, before it was pulverised, it was found that the average
might be raised to more than 350 grains per ton. The mines being situate
in the bottom of a deep valley, where there is an abundant supply of water,
it is estimated that the cost of raising the auriferous ore, aud extracting the
gold from it, will not exceed, on an average, 72 grains of gold, or 12s. per
ton of rough ore; and it is very probable that the amount of the cost will.
be reduced, wben the work-people employed become more experienced in,
tbe manipulation of the ore.
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Suspension Bridge at Pesth.—The Pesth Suspension Bridge, which is
erected over the Danube at Peath, was commenced In 1840, according to the designs and
under the direction of William Tlerney Clark, civil engineer, and hat just been completed
at a coat of £fifl0,000. This bridge, which for magnitude of design and beauty nf propor
tions stands first among suspension bridges, has a clear waterway of 1,260 feet, the
centre span or opening being 670 feet. The height of the suspension towers from the
foundation Is 200 feet, being founded in fiO feet of water. The sectional area of the sus
pending chains Is 520 square Inches of wrought-fron, and the total weight of the same.
1,300 tons. This la the first permanent bridge since the time of the Romans which has
been erected over the Danube below Vienna, it having been considered impossible to fix
the foundations In so rapid a river, subject to such extensive floods, and exposed to the
enormous force of the Ice in the winter season. It now, however, stands as another
monument of the skill and perseverance of our countrymen. The bridge was opened
for the first time, not to an ordinary public, but to a retreating army, on the 5th of
January, 1840, by which the atnbillty of (he structure was put to the most severe test,
which cannot be better described than by referring to the letter of a correspondent, who
writes—" First came the Hungarians in full retreat and In the greatest disorder, hotly
pursued by the victorious Imperialists j squadrons of cavalry and artillery In full gallop,
backed by thousands of Infantry— in (act. the whole platform was one mass of moving
soldiers; and during the first two days, 60,000 Imperial troops, with 270 pieces of cannon
passed over the bridge." This fact cannot but be of Importance to the scientific world,
since It proves that suspension bridges, when properly constructed and trussed according
to the design of Mr. Clark, may be erected in the moat exposed places, while their cost
in comparison with stone bridges Is Insignificant.

New Railways Opened in the Year 1848.—The aggregate length of new
railways opened In England during the year 1848 was 750 miles, consisting of branches
and portions of main lines belonging to the following railways:— Bristol and Exeter,
5 miles; Blackburn. Bolton, and West Yorkshire, 9 ; Chester and Holyhead, 80 ; East
Anglian, 21 ; East Lancashire, 20 ; East Lincolnshire, 48 ; East and West Yorkshire, 16 ;
Eastern Counties, 30; Eastern Union, 3; Great Northern, 69; Great Western, 31;
Lancashire and Yorkshire, 84J ; Leeds and Tblrsk, 10 ; Leeds and Dewabury, 20 ; Liver
pool, Crosby, and South port, 14; London and Brighton, 10; London and South
western, 24| : London and North -Western, 7; Newmarket, 18; North -Western, 6;
Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, 57; Midland. 57; North Staffordshire, 29;
Shrewsbury and Chester, 28 ; South Devon, 27; York, Newcastle, and Berwick, 7 ; York
and North-Midland, ?4£ miles. —The aggregate length of new railways opened in Scot
land during the same period was 299 miles, belonging to the following railways :— Aber
deen, 17^; Caledonian, 84: Dumfries and Carlisle. 24; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 9$;
Edinburgh and Northern, 40 ; Glasgow and Ayr, 96$ ; Glasgow, Barrhead, and Neilston,
■H ; North British, 16; Scottish Central. 46 ; and the Scottish Midland, 3:1.— In Ireland
the aggregate length of new railways opened In 1848 was 158 miles, belonging to the fol
lowing railways :— Belfast and Ballymena, 38; Belfast and County Down, 4* ; Great
Southern and Western, 44; Irish South- Eastern, 10 j; Midland Great Western, 14;
Ulster, 11 1 Waterford and Kilkenny, 11 ; and Waterford and Limerick. 25.— It would
appear, therefore, that the aggregate length of new lines opened for traffic In the United
Kingdom during the past year was 1,207 miles.
Lime-Ash Floors. — This description of floor has been in use for many
years In several parts of England, and is very durable: we have seen floors of It in Dor■etshire and Devonshire that have been made for upwards of forty or fiftv years, and
were then in a good state. They are made in the following manner:—The ground is
first levelled, and 0:1 which is latd a mixture of lime ashes, with twice the quantity of fine
grit sand, free from large stones or earthy matter. The lime and sand are well Incorpo
rated, and then allowed to remain In a hesp from 10 to 12 days. The mixture is evenly
spread over the surface of the ground about 2 to 1M inches deep, and the surface
trowalled over In the same way as trowelled stucco Is done, and then allowed gradually to
dry. Care must be taken that the surface is not damaged before It Ib perfectly dry, and
It would be preferable if the sand were washed. The cost Is about l£d per foot super
ficial.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
Ol ANTED IN ENGLAND FROM DECEMBER 21, 1848, TO JANUARY 25, 1349.

Six Months allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed.
William Baker, of Edgbaston, near Birmingham, civil engineer, and John Rnmsbottom,
of Longsiaht, near Manchester, engineer, for Improvements in the construction of rail
way turn-tables, which latter Improvements are applicable to certain shafts or axles
driven by steam or other motive power.—Sealed Dec. 21, 1848.
William Kiddle, of White Friar-street, London, gentleman, for Improvements In the
construction of ever-pointed pencils, writing and drawing Instruments, and In inkstands
or Inkholders.— Dec. 21Charles Low, of Roseberry-place, Dalston, Middlesex, gentleman, for improvements in
ameltlng copper ore.— Dec. 28.
George Fergusaon Wilson, of Belmont, Vauxhall, Surrey, gentleman, and Charles
Humfrey, of Manor-street, Old Kent-road, Surrey, merchant, for improvements In the
production of light hy burning oleic acid in lamps, and in the construction of lamps, and
the manufacture or preparation of oleic acid for that purpose.— Dec. 28.
William Dingle Chowne, of Connaught-place West, doctor of medicine, for Improve
ments In ventilating rooms and apartments.— Dec. 28
Moses Poole, of the Patent Office, London, gentleman, for Inrprovements In the ma
nufacture of heels for boots and shoes, of swivels, of big fastenings, of revolving furni
ture, and of the connection of pipes for gaa and other fluids. (A communication,) —
Dec. 28.
John Mitchell, chemist, Henry Alderson, civil engineer, and Thomas Warriner Farmer,
nf Lyons-wharf, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, for Improvements in smelting copper. —
Dec. 28.
Robert Jobson, of Holly-hall works, near Dudley, Staffordshire, engineer, for Improve
ments In the manufacture of stoves.— Dec. 28.
Israel Kinsman, of Ludgate-hill, merchant, for Improvements in the construction of
rotary engines to be worked by steam, air, or other elastic fluid. — Dec. 28.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for certain improvements In
steam-engines. (A communication)— Dec. 28.
William Gllmour Wilson, of Port Dundss, Glasgow, engineer, for Improvements in the
formation of moulds, and cores of moulds, for casting Iron and other substances. —
Dec. 30.
William Knapton, of the city of York, Iron-founder, for certain Improvements in the
mode of manufacturing gasometers or gas-holdem.— Jan. 3, 1840.
William Thomas, of Cheapsids, London, merchant, tor improvements In the maufacture of window blinds. (A communication.)— Jan. 4.
David Voolow Stewart, of Montrose, Scotland, iron-founder, for Improvements In the
manufacture of moulds and cores for casting Iron and other substances. —Jan. -i
Henry Francis, of CheUea, engineer, for improvements iu sawing and cutting wood. —
Jan. 4.
Robert Munn, of Starch-Head Mill, near Rochdale, Lancaster, cotton-splnner, for cer
tain improvements in looms, and apparatus connected with looms, for weaving various
descriptions of textile fsbrics.— Jan. 4.
William Crofton Moat, of Upper Berkeley-street, Middlesex, surgeon, for Imp-ovemeuta in engines to be worktd by steam, air, or gas.- Jan. 4.

[February,

John Coope Haddan, of Bloomsbury-square, civil engineer, for ao improvement or Im
provements in railway wheels. — Jan. 5.
Miles Wrlgley, of Ashton-under-Lyne, architect, for certain improvements In the ma.
imfacture of yeast or barm.—Jan. 11.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery.tane, civil engineer, for a certain improvement
or Improvements In the construction of wheels. (A communication. )—Jan. tl.
James Casiiey, of Harpenden, Hertfordshire, manufacturing chemist, for Improvement!
In the manufacture of varnishes from resinous substances.— Jan. 11.
Robert Unvin, of Ashfurd, Kent, engineer, for certain improvements In ■team-engines,
which may, in whole or in part, be applicable to pumps aud other machines uot worked
by steam power.—Jan. 11.
Obed Blake, of the Thames Plate Glass Company, residing at 13, Southampton-street,
Strand, gentleman, for certain improvements lu vwitilaliug; or ventilators, tor ships,
vehicles, houses, or other buildings. —Jan. 1 1.
Francis Hobler, of Bucklersbury, city of London, gentleman, for Improvements In the
construction of the cylinders or barrels of capstans and windlasies. —Jan. 11.
Michael Loam, of Treskerley, Cornwall, engineer, for Improvement! in the manufac
ture of fusees.—Jan. 11.
Christopher Nickels, of the Albanyroad, Surrey, gentleman, for improvements iu pre*
paring and manufacturing India rubber {caoutchouc).— Jan. II.
William Rowe, of New-wharf, Whitefriars, city of London, carpenter and joiner, for
certain improvements in the mode of uniting or combining pipes, or lengths of pipes,
tubes, or channels formed of glass, earthenware, 1 r other similar material.— Jan. 1 1
William Walker, of Manchester, agent, for certain improvements in machinery or ap
paratus for cleunlng roads or ways, which improvements are also applicable to other
similar purposes.—Jan. 11.
Richard Laming, of Ctlchy la Garonne, near Paris, France, chemist, for Improvements
In the modes of obtaining or manufacturing sulphur and sulphuric acid.— Jan. 13. N.R.
—This patent being opposed by caveat, lodged at the Great Seal Patent Office, sis not
sealed till Jan. 13th, 1.-40; but bears date Sept. 4th, 1848, the day it would have been
sealed and dated had no opposition been entered. (By order of tbe Lord Chancellor.)
William Betts,of Sraithfield Bars, London, distiller, for a new manufacture of capsules,
and of a material to be employed therein, and for other purposes.- Jan. 13.
George Williams, of Tipton, Stafford, forge manager, for a certain improvement, or
certain improvements In preparing puddiing furnaces, used in the manufacture of iron.—
Jan. 13.
Conrad Haverkam Greenhowe, of the city of London, civil engineer, for certain Improve ments in atmospheric railways.— Jan. 13.
Richard Dugda'e, of Brampton, Middlesex, engineer, for Improvements In hardening
articles composed of iron. —Jan. 13.
Anthony Barberls, of Letcesler-squara, engineer, for improvements In spinning silk,
and Id the construction of swifts, and in the arrangement of apparatus for witu.ltig silk
and other fiibrous subtances.— Jan. 13.
Jean Baptiste Francois Muzeline Alne, of Havre, France, engineer, for Improvements in
steam-engines, and in the machinery for propelling vessels. —Jan. 16.
William Martin, of St. Pierre les Calais, France, machinist, for certain improvements In
machinery for figuring textile fabrics, parts of which improvements are applicable to play
ing certain musical instruments, and also to printing, and other like purposes — Jan. 16.
Peter Augustine Godefroy, late of Shepton Mallett, Somersetshire, now of 31, Wilsonstreet, Finsbury, chemical colour manufacturer, for certain improvements tn dressing and
finishing woven fabrics.—Jan. 16.
Edward Buchler, of the city of London, merchant, for Improvements Id the manufac
ture of boots and shoes ; also applicable to other fabrics. —Jan. 16.
Carey McClellan, of March Mount, Londonderry, Ireland, for an Improved corn-mi L
Jan. 16,
James Hamilton, of London, civil engineer, for certain Improvements In cutting wood. —
Jan. 18.
John Francis Bottom, of Nottingham Park, lace dresser, and John Dearmnn Dunnicliff, of Hyson Green, Nottingham, lace manufacturer, for improvements in dressing or
getting up fabrics of cotton or silk, and of cotton und silk combined. — Jan. 18.
Francis Al. on Calvert, of Manchester, machinist, for certain improvements in machinery
for cleaning and preparing cotton, wool, and other fibrous substances. —Jan. 18.
Thomas Neweomb, of Bermondsev, machinist, for certain improvements In furnace*.—
Jan. 18.
William Boggett, of St. Mar. in's lane, Middlesex, manufacturer, for improvement-*, in
methods and machinery for obtaining aud applying motive power. - Jan. 20,
Henry Bernoulli Barlow, of Manchester, consulting engineer, for improvement* in the
manufacture of cut pll«d fabrics, and In machinery or apparatus applicable thereto. (A
communication.) —Jan. 20.
Samuel Brown, the younger, of Lambeth, Surrey, engineer, for improved apparatus for
measuring and registering the flow of liquids, and of substances in u mailing state, which
apparatus are In part also applicable to motive purposes. —Jan. 20.
Henry Needham, of Vine-street, Piccadilly, Westminster, gunmaker, for ccitaln im
provements In fire-arms.— Jan. 20.
Thomas Robinson, of Leeds, flax-dresser, for Improvements in machinery for breaking,
scutching, cutting, heckling, dressing, cumblngf carding, drawing, roving, and spinning
flex, hemp, tow, wool, silk, and other fibrous substances, and In uniting bbruus substan
ces. —Jan. 23.
Charles rie Bergue, of Arthur-street west, in the city of London, engineer, for improve
ments Id steam-engines, In pumps, and in springs lor railway and other purposes- —
Jan. 29.
Edward Slaughter, of the Avooside Iron Works, Bristol, engineer, for Improvements in
marine steam-engines.— Jan. 23.
Ret-s Reece, of London, chemist, for improvements la treating peat, and obtaining pro
ducts theretrom.— Jan. 23.
Charles Henri Paris, of Paris, for Improvements In preventing the oxidating of iron.
(A communication.)— Jan. 23.
William Henry Harlow, of Derby, civil engineer, for improvements iu the construction
of permanent ways for railways. — Jan. 23.
Richard Johnson, of Blackburn, Lancaster, gentleman, for certain Improvements in
the manufacture of inelU'd grain, aud In vinous fermentation 1 also improvements In
breivlng, and in the machinery or apparatus connected with tbe above or similar pro
cesses, —Jan. 23.
Wakefield Pirn, of Kingston upon Hull, engine and boiler maker, for certain improve
ments in propelling ships and vessels—Jau 2d.
Robert Sbuw, of Portlaw, Wutermrd, cotton spinner, aud Samisel Fletcher foliar*, of
Manchester, machinist, for certain improvements in machinery fur preparing, aple
and doubling cotton, wool, flax, bilk, and similar fibrous materia**— J*.
John Talbot Tyler, of the firm of Ashm**
Mount street, Grosrervor-suvare
hatters, for certain improvement* In bata. ■
nea,—J»<
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PULPIT OF SIENNA.
(With an Engraving, Plate IV.^

Cj

present standard ; equivalent, perhaps, to thirty or forty shillings
in modern value. He was further paid four sols for his son John,
and six for his pupils. The time employed was less than two years.
By some accident the original staircase was destroyed, and that
now shown was executed three centuries later, by Balthazar
Peruzzi.

In the olden times it was asserted that the master-hand of the
artist was to govern not merely the building but all its details ,
and we believe no mediaeval cathedral was ever designed without
the architect settling at the same time the fashion and the work
manship of all its fittings, so that a moveable belonging to
the altar furniture is now as good a type of the mediaeval
CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK,
styles as any of their architectural members. How times are
FASCICULUS XCI.
changed ! In these days, the moment an architect has finished
the shell of a building he is turned out, and it is consigned to the
house-painter and the upholsterer, who rule unfettered ; and the
" I muit hare liberty
Withal, as Urge a charter as the winds.
architect may have the comfort of seeing a Greek building fitted
To blow on whom I please."
with Elizabethan furniture—with Louis Quatorze, Louis Quinze,
or anything but what is tasteful and appropriate. Mr. Pugin
having laboured for what he calls a Christian building, laments to
I. One extraordinary merit of the medieval architects has
find it paganised, and his whole artistic aspirations frustrated and either been quite overlooked, or else purposely and very ungrate
betrayed. Whatever may be done for the outside, however strictly fully kept out of sight even by their most mouthy admirers.
it may be Doric or Ionic, Vitruvian or Palladian, however closely That they planned and designed their buildings excellently, keep
the authorities, legitimate or illegitimate, may have been followed, ing the immediate purpose for which they were erected strictly in
the Goths and Vandals are sure to reign inside. We will not take view, thereby securing for them appropriate character and natural
upon us to say that the architects, although so badly used, are emphasis of expression, is not only admitted, but dwelt upon with
altogether blameless. We believe they have given up more than more of wonder than is called for; since more wonderful would it
the upholsterer, the paper-hanger, the house-painter, the iron
have been if, employing a vernacular style—the only medium of
monger, the silversmith, and the carpet-weaver have usurped ; their architectural ideas—they expressed themselves naturally,
and in particular, that having excluded colour from their own unaffectedly, and I may say, heartily. Their style of building
works, they have left those articles of furniture requiring the ap
was almost as matter of course, racy and idiomatic, it being a
plication of colour entirely in the hands of the artisans.
living one, therefore capable of freely admitting new modes of
A better spirit is, it is true, now abroad ; but the architect has treatment in order to meet circumstances not previously contemp
to re-conquer his domain,—and we believe it will be well worth his lated and provided for. In their success so far, there is then
while, for the superintendence of the minor works will give a con
nothing very astonishing; but that they should have hit upon ideas
siderable addition to his emoluments. We have often remon
so exactly suited also to our purposes at the present day, that archi
strated against barn-door architecture for churches; but there has tects have now only to copy them as literally as may be, is nothing
been great improvement for the better since we begun our com
less than marvellous,—equally marvellous whether it was through
plaints, though the clergy too often step into the place of the sheer accident, or through foresight, coupled with the good-natured
architect. Still it is something to see better designed pulpits, intention of sparing us the trouble of thinking for ourselves. The
stalls, fonts, reading-desks, glass, tombs, and tiles. We do not, same remark applies to the originators and elaborators of other
however, wish these improvements to be limited to works in the styles, as well as to the architects of the so-called mediaeval
mediaeval styles ; for we fear it may lead to barren copying, while period. Sansoviuo, for instance, provided out of his own brains,
it hinders the progress of the other styles.
designs for Pall-Mall clubhouses, as well as for buildings by him
self at Venice. Lucky fellow! to be able to "kill two birds with
Whatever dispute there may be as to the responsibility of de
one stone," after that fashion! Whether the same will have to be
signing other articles of church furniture, there ought to be none
said of the tervum pecut—I beg their pardon, the correct and or
as to the pulpit, for it is peculiarly a structural object ; and in the
thodox imitators of the present day—admits of question; a question
great works of the middle ages it is treated as an independent de
that may be left to the consideration of that priggish gentleman,
sign. It rises within the nave often to a greater height than many
Count D'Orsay, to whom we are indebted for a second infliction of
out-door monuments, so that on the plea of size the architect can
Sansovino in Pall-Mall.
not say that it is beneath him. There is a staircase to the floor on
II. What has just been said leads naturally enough to another
which the preacher stands, and above all rises a high canopy.
question—a somewhat delicate and ticklish one—viz., whether
This may evidently be treated as a columnar or astylar compo
those who merely adopt a ready-made design from Sansovino, or
sition, with a Greek peristyle, or Gothic pinnacles, while it allows
San somebody-else, obtain the same remuneration, alias per
of all the varied resources of art being applied for its adornment.
centage, as is paid in the case of original or what passes for
While there are particular objections to the adornment of the
original design. If they do not, and remuneration is abated in
altar in the churches of the Establishment and of the dissenters,
proportion—for let us attend to "proportions,"—something may
there cannot be so much objection to the decoration of the pulpit,
ever,
be said
they
for have
the copying
the facesystem
on the
of economy.
howasto claim,
andscore
actually
do obtain,If,just
as it is not supposed that any worship will be paid to it. If there
should be any objection to statuary or painting, the decoration may
much for what is merely a leaf out of a book, as for a bond fiue
be purely architectural ; but there are many figures and emblems
design, we must conclude that design is not supposed to be paid
which have been allowed without objections in church decoration.
for at all, but something thrown in gratuitously by an architect
The triangle, dove, I. U.S., angels' heads, cross, and even the
to his customers. In many articles of manufacture, fashion is
figures of the four evangelists pass muster with very strict people.
paid for as well as material and labour, since it has required some
A well ornamented pulpit might, therefore be ventured upon as an
talent, and taken time and study to produce such pattern or
architectural decoration of the interior, which would add pleasingly
fashion; but although architecture claims to be considered
to its effect ; and being the centre to which the eyes of the con
something infinitely more dignified than manufacture, no account
gregation are turned during much of the service, would not be
is taken of quality of design,—be it bad or good, be it the produce
censurable on the ground of unfitness or want of purpose.
of the architect's own thought and study, or an arrant plagiarism,
Those of our readers who have been no further from home than
—a tasteful artistic composition or a balaam medley of odds and
Belgium, need scarcely be reminded of the wooden pulpits at Brus
ends, it makes no difference; bad and good being paid for exactly
sels, Antwerp, and elsewhere, and which present some of the finest
alike, and according to one invariable scale of remuneration.
specimens of wood-carving to be found. Those who have travelled
Which being the case, we ought perhaps to wonder that talent h.i •
further, know that Italy presents many beautiful examples in va
not been altogether extinguished under the stupifying chloroform
rious styles. The one of which we now give an engraving, we
influence of such a Laputau system of encouragement.
thought worthy of the attention of our readers, though we do not
III. What is called the Perpendicular might as well, or with
present it as a type of a class so various, or as the greatest work
of the kind. It is the pulpit, in white marble, in the cathedral of still greater propriety, be termed the Panelled style of Gothic, it
deriving its peculiar character most decidedly from a system of
Sienna, in Tuscany.
This pulpit is a work of the thirteenth or fourteenth century, panelling. It is the division of surfaces into sunk moulded com
and is the production of Nicholas of Pisa, as the records of the partments, which is by far the more obvious and striking charac
teristic of that mode of Gothic. The name of Perpendicular, on
cathedral show. They state, likewise, the amount of his remune
ration, which was eight sols a-day, six shillings in silver of the the contrary, applies not so much to the general physiognomy as
No. 138.—Vol. XII.—March, 18*9.
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I Mabch,

to the Uneation or prevalence of upright lines in the tracery of securely supported. Could intervening shafts or mullions have
been dispensed with, or had they been so, instead of the admirable
the windows. In fact, horizontality expresses itself quite as much
or even still more strongly than perpendicularity, owing to the designs for windows we now see, we should have had merely large
openings, arches, as well as doors and windows, being framed into arches filled in with glazing. To the employment of mullions or
intervening supports—a happy idea in itself—we are indebted for
square-headed compartments forming panels upon a larger scale.
As frequently as not, the windows themselves are actually square- what may be called the efflorescence of decoration peculiar to the
headed; and whether so or not, their "lights" form a congeries of style—viz., Tbaceby. Mullions being introduced, it became ne
cessary to fill up the head of the arch by ribs in continuation of
square-headed panels, differing from others only in being per
them, which being variously combined, become that peculiar species
forated and glazed. Horizontality, again, manifests itself plainly
of decoration known by the name of Tbaceby—a main and very
enough in the transoming of the windows; so that together with
fertile source of decoration, nothing corresponding to which exists
tqnare-headiness and panelling, it characterises the style far more
in classical architecture or the styles copied from it. Yet, in esti
distinctly than perpendicularity does. Still, as "Perpendicular"
mating Gothic, its above-mentioned characteristics have been ge
is the designation which has now generally obtained in this
nerally, if not entirely overlooked—certainly slighted, and treated
country, it may as well be allowed to remain undisturbed, it being
as very secondary matters ; while more than enough has been said
highly inconvenient to be always altering terms which, whether
on the subject of the Pointed Arch, and many absurdities uttered
correct or not, answer the purpose of mere names. What is here
in the idle attempt to account for its origin. And if it could be
said is chiefly intended to show how many other indicial and
accounted for conclusively, upon the very strongest evidence, all
strongly-marked traits of style had been overlooked by those who
that would be gained would be the knowledge of an historic fact,
brought up the term in question.
without any further insight into or power over the style itself.
IV. With regard, too, to the Gothic style generally, many of its
We already know that it was evolved—whether partly through ac
influential elements have been overlooked—at least, are not taken
cident or not makes no difference—out of a few simple elements
into account by those who pretend to trace its origin and develop
ment. It is usual to consider the Pointed Arch as the germ of and circumstances. Yet what are we at all the better for knowing
the whole style in all its varieties, as the ptinctum saliens, out of as much, when it does not enable us to work out by degrees a
style for ourselves at the present day, by doing now what the
which all the rest grew naturally. Now, in the first place, the
mediaeval architects did, in and for their own time. On the con
Pointed Arch is in itself, and considered merely as a form, anything
trary, the knowledge of what has been done is now made a posi
but beautiful; it being offensively harsh. Either a square or
tive hindrance to anything further being done.
semicircular-headed opening, on the contrary, although it be left
VI. However learned some of them may be, and thoroughly fa
quite bare, and may so far be unsatisfactory, is not positively dis
miliar with all that has been done before, not only in one, but in
pleasing; but a pointed-arch one, forming a mere aperture in a
every style of the art, the architects of the present day seem to
wall, has a villainously barbarous look. Nevertheless, houses with
be visited by the curse—if curse it be—of impotence and sterility :
such-shaped holes in the walls for doors and windows have ere
they appear to have utterly lost all generative power, and to be in
now been erected, and have passed for "Gothic,"—at any rate, for
capable of producing new ideas. Can a single really new and
neat Modern-Gothic. That there was a good deal of fancy exer
fructifying idea—one that opens fresh ground, be pointed out in
cised on such occasions is not to be denied, since it required a
any work of the present century ? Improvement there has been ;
more than ordinary share of it to fancy that things of the kind
but instead of being such as results from fresh artistic vigour and
had anything at all in common with the style which we call Gothic.
energy, it is of a kind which may be ascribed more to the extended
People had got it into their heads, and some of them have it there
still, that the Pointed Arch taken abstractedly and per se was the employment and more numerous opportunities afforded to archi
tects—in a word, to comparatively favourable matter-of-fact cir
very essence, or rather quintessence of the Gothic style. Even
granting it to be such, that essence was so diluted and wishy- cumstances, than to any particular talent of their own displayed
washed as to bear the same resemblance to the original style as by the profession themselves. Be it ever so unbecoming or il
the nasty and nauseous rinsings of wine-bottles do to the generous liberal to say so, they do seem greatly at a loss for ideas ; and ac
beverage they once contained. The truth however is, that so far cordingly contented to take up with and abide by those of other
from constituting the essence of the style in question, the Pointed minds, who worked out theirs when architects were allowed the
privilege of all other artists, and availed themselves of it by
Arch is only one of its rudiments,—certainly the most obvious,
and an exceedingly influential one. Still, the same form of arch daring to think for themselves, and impress original mind upon
might have been—in fact, has been employed without leading to their creations. Nor is it any wonder that by the utter disuse of
it, the inventive faculty, which was wont in former times to be
the same style or anything like it. One highly important charac
In fact, so far from their
teristic in it, is diagonalism or the employment of oblique planes displayed, should now be paralysed.
and surfaces—for instance, in splays and the sloping "offsets" on being encouraged, germinating ideas are repressed and stifled,
as if absolutely noxious and dangerous.
the faces of walls or of buttresses. Another is, that with the ex
VII. The toleration of every crude whim and sickly caprice is
ception of what are termed "weather-mouldings," the mouldings
to apertures are recessed within the general plane or surface of most assuredly to be deprecated. When we speak of new ideas
the wall, instead of projecting out from it. Resides receding being adopted, it is, of course, only worthy and meritorious ones
that are meant—such as are the result of invention guided by
planes or surfaces connected by splays sloping upwards, one pe
culiarity of the style is, that it admits of what is precisely the study and reflection. And presumed it may be, that those who
reverse—namely, projecting surfaces or members supported upon have really studied the style or styles they profess to follow, and
corbelling, which alone constitutes a marked distinction of the have accordingly familiarised themselves with them, and imbibed
their taste, do not require constant prompting from actual ex
style. The Pointed Arch is therefore only one element of it, and
one which might have been adopted without the others resulting amples for every particular, but are so capable of entering into the
general spirit of the original models, as to be able to modify them
from it as of course. Supposing a person otherwise well-skilled
pertinently, and be faithful to their genius, although deviating
in architecture, but ignorant of the existence of Gothic, to have
from the exact letter of them. Hamlet's instructions to the
the figure of a Pointed Arch shown him, we may safely say that
players not to utter more than was actually set down for them, do
it would be utterly impossible for him to form any idea from such
not apply to architects. The observance of the mere letter of a
sample of it what the style itself really was. In all probability,
he
limited
wouldinconclude
expression,
it toand
be exceedingly
exhibiting itself
dry and
only
bald—exceedingly
in the forms of style by no means ensures the spirit of it ; the latter being some
thing of so fine and volatile a nature, that it is apt to evaporate
altogether while we are fumbling at rules, and poking after pre
arches and openings in the wall.
cedents.
V. In fact, the form of the arch goes but a very little way to
VIII. Neither are my remarks to be understood too literally :
wards the system of the Gothic style, which derives its most cha
by no means do I intend to say that the mere deviation from ordi
racteristic motives of embellishment from windows, and the neces
nary rules and practice will ensure some fresh and previously un
sity for glazing them. In the earlier stages of mediteval architec
tried (esthetic beauty. It is not every idea which may chance to
ture, ana while windows were merely single apertures, they were
present itself that deserves to be adopted, or can be made any
small—at least narrow, insignificant, and more mean than beau
thing of. Many may be dismissed forthwith ; and even really good
tiful features. Fortunately, they could not be greatly enlarged—
ideas require to be carefully considered, studied, and worked out.
certainly not to anything like the magnitude they afterwards fre
If it be asked what is to be understood by a really good idea, the
quently attained, except by combining two or more apertures
answer is, one its author himself perceives the value of, and feels
framed together into one general composition, or what amounts to
confident of being able to turn to useful account on more occa
the same thing, by subdividing the entire general aperture into
sions than one. That those who have no ideas of their own, or
several lesser ones, in order that the glass and its leaddmg might be
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power of invention, should protest against all attempt at origina
lity, is not at all surprising; but that those who have, and who,
were they to give their minds to it freely, might achieve origina
lity more or less happy, should be deterred from doing so by the
dread of being called innovators, and suffer mere rules and prece
dents to stand in the way of all further advance, is, if not parti
cularly strange, particularly lamentable. Rash and fool-hardy in
novation is, of course, to be discountenanced ; and such unlucky
and prodigiously queer originality as we have got in the new Coal
Exchange, and in the new hopeful mansion in Piccadilly, is to be
deprecated most earnestly ; still such egregious monstrosities, in
which it is difficult to decide whether dulness or fantasticality
predominates, afford no more argument against freshness of design
than the countless reams of printed prose in rhyme do against
poetry.
IX. Were architects to attend more to Effect than they now do,
they might produce equal results in point of finish and embellish
ment as at present, or perhaps even greater, with far less labour
and cost. In his quality of artist the architect should work like
the scene-painter, who calculates and makes proper allowance for
the distance from which his tableau will be viewed, and finishes up
no more than is sufficient to produce the appearance of finish.
Architects, on the contrary, notwithstanding all the twaddling
about proportions, seem to have no idea of proportioning the
finish bestowed on detail and embellishment to their situation in
the building itself, and also to the actual situation and aspect of
the latter. Although it does not appear to be known, or if known
is not attended to, it is an excellent maxim to work up carefully
all the parts nearest the eye, and what may be called the "fore
ground of an elevation, which being done, the appearance of
equally careful execution will be secured for the rest ; and no
more than such appearance is wanted, because all that is more
is entirely thrown away. It is by no means uncommon to find
that details which show in drawings, in which the eye can take
cognizance of the smallest minutiae, all but entirely disappear in
the executed structure, or as far as they produce effect at all, pro
duce only a confused and niggling one. What, for instance, can
possibly be made out of the figures on the frieze of the Athenteum
Clubhouse, or of those on the attic over the centre arch in the
screen-entrance to Hyde Park ? A few bold, random touches of
the mason's chisel might have been made to tell just as well, or
perhaps better,—certainly would have had to the full as much
meaning in them ; for as to meaning, that sculpture may be all
very classical and comme-il-faut, but has just the same degree of
relationship to Hyde Park as I have to Sir Hyde Parker. Absur
dity is increased when, while ornament is bestowed where it can
be but imperfectly seen, it is withheld from parts that are exposed
to the closest inspection. It is by no means uncommon, for in
stance, to find a chimney-piece of quite plain design in a room
with a highly-wrought cornice. Besides the mere inconsistence
itself, occasioned by the mixture of plainness and ornateness, the
former is thrust prominently into view, while the latter is compa
ratively concealed. It is true, in such cases there may be a sort
of a reason—a pounds, shillings, and pence one—for the sin against
artistic effect and taste, inasmuch as the cornice being mere stucco,
its richness is attended with comparatively trifling cost ; whereas
the chimney-piece being marble, carved mouldings and other
workmanship becomes very expensive in such material. Still, that
doea not alter the principle of propriety and taste, which is to be
stow ornament where it will display itself, and to finish up most
carefully those parts which are nearest the eye. The contrary
practice resembles that of a painter who should finish up his dis
tances
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have but a ques
tionable claim to the title of artists, and certainly are not such
generally, in the degree which they ought to be, it is not so much
cause for surprise as for regret, since no provision seems to be
made for an artistic education of them. Indispensable as it is in
itself, "office"-education is a nullity in that respect; in regard to
which, the most that it does for them is, that it initiates them into
the means of artistic study, which, if they are to pursue it at all,
they must pursue for themselves, should the proper stuff be in
them; if not—why, they must Pecksniffise all their lives, consol
ing themselves with the reflection that—most unhappily for the
public—there are Pecksniffs in high places as well as low, some of
whom die rich, leaving their professional memories to be damned.
A great deal of what passes for zealous study pursued out of sheer
love of art, is very little better than busy idleness, and is utterly
fruitless as regards any advancement in the practice of art. A man
may be able to talk very learnedly, and to refer to almost every'
building of any note,—may be very conversant with nearly all the |
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ideas that have from time to time been put forth in architecture
by others, and yet have no ideas of his own to serve him on occa
sion, nor the talent for turning to account those with which he
has encumbered, hoping thereby to enrich, himself. The study
that is bestowed in loading the memory with ponderous trifles and
other heavy lumber is naught; accordingly should be left by the ar
chitect to archaeologists and similar heavy-h
d gentry. For him,
one of the be»t of studies is to exercise his thinking faculties, his
judgment, and his taste, with his pencil in hand; another is to
scrutinise the buildings he sees, and then question himself rigo
rously to account for their beauties and defects, or what strike him
as such. The habit of considerate and thoughtful examination
so acquired, will stand him in good service in his own productions.
Again, self-imposed tasks for working out any idea that may have
struck the mind, are useful—indirectly, if not immediately. The
idea itself is put to the proof as it were; for if capable of being
made anything of, it will draw other ideas after it, and so become
the nucleus of a growing mass of them. If not secured at the
moment—secured at least by turning it over in the mind, a
thought that might have been fixed, and afterwards returned to
and matured, may pass away irrecoverably. After having become
acquainted with routine and routine-design, let the student endea
vour to guard himself against the enervating influence of the
latter, by breaking away from it in his hours of relaxation—re
laxation, consisting not in idleness, but in the free indulgence of
his own fancies ;—and though they may be mere crude fancies at
first, something may possibly be made of some of them, and come
of them in time. At any rate, so long as they are kept private
studies, they are secure ftom reproach; and if occasion should
present itself for adopting any of them, there will have been time
for their ripening in their author's mind. Few, it is to be appre
hended, take up the kind of study here hinted at, since we perceive
very little evidence of it; on the contrary, see a great many
things, both buildings and designs, which, as far as they do not
consist of what is usual and hackneyed, rarely show more than
some hasty first ideas,—good, perhaps, as hints and tendencies,
and as capable of being worked-up satisfactorily, rather than
satisfactory in themselves, or shown to sufficient advantage.
XI. Those who do not exercise their ideas, except when there is
immediate occasion for so doing, are not likely to find them very
prompt and active when wanted. Habitual inertness, or else ha
bitual indolence of mind, can hardly be shaken off in an instant,
or roused to much purpose, merely because an occasion presents
itself; more especially if only a short notice be given, because then
one's faculties are more likely to be bewildered than properly awa
kened. Did hurry always give a sufficient fillip to architects'
powers and imagination, competition committees would deserve
praise for their very "short-notice" policy, the time allowed by
them to architects being barely sufficient to prepare drawings,—
therefore wholly inadequate for careful study, or any study at all
of the subject. In fact, they seem to have no idea that any pre
vious study of the subject is required, but that there is merely to
put it upon paper. That such is the case is almost certain, because
they seldom pretend to pay for study, the premiums offered by
them being, in many instances, not even more than would be
paid by an architect to his clerks for the same amount of mere
drawing.
XII. Were those who publish examples of architectural ornament
and detail to accompany them with some critical remarks, specify
ing their particular merits, and also pointing out defects that de
tract from what may nevertheless be praiseworthy upon the whole,
service would be rendered both to Art and to those who study it.
Intelligent comment would, on the one hand, fix attention upon
the more delicate beauties of such productions, and on the other,
would warn against blemishes. It is an error to suppose that both
beauties and blemishes must be sufficiently obvious at first sight
to every one. Books of patterns are one thing, and books of ar
tistic studies are another, although the latter are almost invariably
treated as if they were nothing more than the former. Moreover,
examples of such exceedingly opposite quality are so frequently in
troduced into the same publication, that it is impossible to under
stand upon what principle the " selection" or " collection" has been
formed. The plates are left to speak for themselves—poor dumb
devils!—and why? merely because those who ought to act as their
interpreter are unable to speak for them.
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GEORGE STEPHENSON.

[M Altai,

the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, and of the Locomotive
Contest, which are now little known.]

("Continued from page 364, Vol. JLl.J

X. beginning of railways.

[This sketch of the life of George Stephenson has been so long
put off from a want of the needful books in the British Museum,
and therefore we have had to apply elsewhere. We owe much to the
kindness of several gentlemen, among whom we are bound to name
Joseph Sandars, Esq., Father of the Liverpool and Manchester
Railway; Henry Booth, Esq., Treasurer of the railway ; Charles
Manby, Esq., Secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers ;
W. W. Collins, Esq., of Buckingham-street; and J. W. Brooke,
Esq. Among the books we have are the following:—

The beginning of railways has been laid down as owing to seve
ral causes, and it may be that the use of slays or sledges in Staf
fordshire' led to it, for the two sides of the slay would readily run
on two lines of wooden planks or logs.
If, however, railways had
their beginning in the north, what so likely as that the thought
took its rise from the shipwright's yard.
Indeed, the ways on
which a ship is built, and from which she is launched, are the oldest
and earliest railways : from these she slips down into the sea, and
very little strength is wanted to set her going.
As, too, the coal
pits lie in the higher grounds, and the coals are brought down to
the water to the ship's side, it would strike any workman that the
way in which it could be done, and in which the least power would
be called for, would be that by which the great weight of a ship
was moved by a few men. First, such a way would be made for a
short length, and then for greater lengths. It seems the more
likely that this is the truth, for the first wagonways were, like
shipyard-ways, of timber ; otherwise we might have looked to their
being made of stone at an earlier time. In shape, too, the shipways are something like wagonways, for they are raised above the
road, whereas stone tracks are on a level with it. The stone track
has been used from the time of the Romans downwards, and there
is no ground for thinking that it led to the wooden wagonway.
A High Dutch writer has said that a railway was made in the
mining country of the Hartz, and that the plan was taken to Eng
land, in the year 1676, by some miners.' Now, it is very unlikely
that such miners would go to the Northumbrian coal-pits, where
the railway at that time was in use;3 while the suggestion we have
here made is much more in keeping with what we know. Abroad,
the railway was first known as the English roadway.
One of the earliest drawings of a railway known is that spoken
of in the Mechanic* Magazine,4 and is a representation of a train
on a wooden railway at Prior Park, near Bath, a mile long, and
which in 1741 was used for carrying stone. Wooden railways were
in use until 1811.
When wooden railways came to be better known and more
worked, it was to be looked for that they should be strengthened
with iron plates on the top.*
This would be and was the first
step." In 1788, rails wholly of iron were tried at Whitehaven, but
not being found to work well, were given up, the wagons being too
heavy for the cast-iron, and breaking it.
In 1 768, cast-iron rails were used at Coalbrookdale, for the books
of the company show that on the 13th November, 1767, between
five and six tons of rails were cast as an experiment.7
Mr. John Curr, author of the "Coal Viewer's Practical Compa
nion" (London, 1797), says in his preface that he had laid down
cast-iron rails underground, in the coal-pits of the Duke of Nor
folk, near Sheffield, about 1776." What was the form of the early
iron rails is not known, but it is thought to have been the plate or
broad rails.
In 1799, William Jes6op laid down the first railway for a public
company, at Loughborough. Here he used the edge-rail, flanges
being put on the wagon-wheels.
About ten years afterwards, Mr. William Outram laid down the
railway at Little Eaton, in Derbyshire, with plate-rails, having a
flange cast on the rail and not on the wheel.
Hence such rails
were named Outram- rails, or, for shortness, tram-rails.1' This wa*
the favourite plan for some time.
We may here stop to say a few more words on the Railway Dic
tionary. First, as to the name "Railway" and "Railroad." Both
were used for some time, and railroad was the favourite; but of
late years the other has been taken up in its stead, so that it is now
the acknowledged word. What had the most weight in bringing
this about was the wish of the writers upon railways to have the
word which is smoother, and to get rid of the other, which is al
literative.—Another grammatical note is as to the word "Waggon."
The old way of spelling it is with two p's, but the new railway plan
is with one, as wagon. The French and High Dutch, who have
taken up the word, have brought this about.—"Tender" is a new
word. This is said to he the shortening of "Attender," the car
riage attending on an engine;10 but it must be remembered that
at sea, a small ship waiting on another is named a tender.—The
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of Society. Second Edition. London : Baldwin, 1821.— [Anonymous—
written by Thomas Cbat.]
1822. Copy of Specification of Patent grafted to Benjamin Thompson.
Newcastle.
1822. Extracts from the 'Newcastle Magazine:' Controversy between
Benjamin Thompson and Nicholas Wood.
1822 & 1824. Specification of John Birkenshatv'b Patent. Newcastle.
1823. Notes, by Mr. Stkvenson, in reference to the Essays on Railways
presented to the Highland Society.
1824. A Letter on the subject of the projected Railroad between Liverpool
and Manchester. By Joseph Sandahs. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Editions.
Liverpool, 1824-25.
1824. Observations, Sfc, on the Communication between Newcastle and
Carlisle. By Wm. Chapman. Newcmstle. 1824.
1824. A Report on the same. Second Edition. By Wm. Chapman, C.E.
Newcastle, 1824.
1825. Report on Railroads and Locomotive Engines. By Charles Syl
vester, C.E. Liverpool, 1825.
1825. The Finger- Pott; or Direct Road from John 0' Groat's to the
Land's End : being a Discussion of the Railway Question. By ? ? .' Lon
don : Cole.— [Anonymous — no date]
1825. A Statement of the Claim of the Subscribers to the Birmingham
and Liverpool Railroad to an Act of Parliament ; in Reply to the Opposition
of the Canal Proprietors. London : Baldwin, 1825.— [Anonymous.]
1825. The National Wagon-post, to Travel at the rate of Twenty Miles
per Hour, carryir.g One Thousand Tons weight, all over the Kingdom nf
England, with Passengers, Goods, and Stock ; also a Letter from the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer. Paris : Didot, 1825.— [Written by C. M. George.]
1825. Considerations on the Expedience of sinking Capital in Railways.
By John Vallance. London : Wightman, 1825.
Tacked to this is a reprint of another pamphlet by Mr. Vallance, called,
' On Facility of Intercourse.'
1825. Observations on the General Comparative Merits of Inland Com
munication by Navigations or Railroads, with particular reference to those
projected or existing between Bath, Bristol, and London. London : Hatchard, 1825.— [Anonymous.]
1825. A Letter 'respecting the Projected Railways. By •*** ****. Sold
by J. Nicholson, Rochdale.— | An attack on the Liverpool and Manchester
Railway.]
1825. Railways compared with Canals and common Roads, and their Uses
and Advantages explained.
Edinburgh: Constable, 1825.— [Written by
Charles Maclaren, and reprinted from the Scotsman.]
1826. Sketches of our Information as to Railroads. By the Rev. James
Adamson, Cupar Fife. Newcastle, 1826.
1824, &c. Prospectuses and Hay-yearly Reports of the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway.
1830. An Account of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway. By Henry
Booth, Treasurer to the Company. Liverpool : Wales and Haines.
Of these, the "Finger-post" only is to he found in the Library of
the British Museum.
Besides these, we have made use of the following :—
1822. The Steam-Engine. By Lharlks F. Partington. London.
1823. Description of a Railway upon a New Principle. By Henry R.
Palmer, M. Inst. C.E. London : Taylor, High Holborn, 1823 and 1824.
1825, &c. Nicholas Wood on Railroads.
1825. Thomas Tredgold on Railroads.
1823,
1822, &c.
&c. The
7 Vie Mechanics'
Newcastle Magazine.
Magazine.
1817, &c. The Repertory of Arts.
1829. Stuart's Anecdotes of the Steam Engine.
1831. Historical Account of Rivers, Canals, and Railways. By Joseph
Priestley. London, 1831.
We have likewise referred to the later works of Mr. Whishaw,
Mr. Ritchie, the Monthly Railway Record, &c.
We shall therefore take advantage of these several works, to give
a fuller account than we should otherwise have done of the Growth
of the Railway System, of the Mania of 1823, of the History of
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a Ritchie on Railways, p. 8.
Dr. Plot's ' Staffordshire.'
Martin's Circle of the Mechanical Arta.
« Vol. IV., p. 141.
Martin's Circle of the Mechanical Arts.
Stevenson, Notes on Essays on Railways, p 2.
' Stevenson, Notes, p. 2
Ritchie on Railways, p. 18.
Stevenson, Notes, p. 2.
Observations on the General Comparative Merita of Navl atlons and Railroads, p. 11.
Railways compared with Cauals and Common Roads.
Maclaren, p. 60,
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driver of a locomotive engine was at first called an "Engineer,"
but railway writers, to prevent confusion and keep up the dignity
of the professional men, call the civil engineer the engineer, and
the other the engine-driver.—The word "Gage" is not yet settled.
It was once written gvage, and by some gage, as the word is spoken;
but a very common way is to write it, in the teeth of the lexico
graphical authorities, gauge, which would be spoken "gawge."
'•Gage" seems, therefore, to be the better way.
Many of the words used in railway engineering were brought
from the north by the engine-drivers, who, on the opening of pas
senger railways in the south, after 1833, were scattered all over
England. It is not settled whether "Switch" or "Points" should
be the word, but pointsman is a name commonly given to the at
tendant on them.
The New Englanders, it may be said, have a railway dictionary
of their own. To grade a railway is one of their sayings. A car
riage is called a car, and to them belongs the naming of the negroear.
The French and Belgians have taken many words from us, as
railway and wagon, and have turned others into French. The
Northumbrian engine-drivers spread their vocabulary abroad, as
the enginemen of the steamers have given a vocabulary to steam
ers throughout the world, and "Stop her," "Easy," will be heard
from the mouths of those who know no other word of English.
The growth of railways has led to the introduction of many new
words and compound words, the greater use of many words, and
the use of many old words in other meanings, as, besides those
named, chair, sleeper, siding or turn-out, turn-table, train, cross
ing, buffer, coupling-link, time-table, skew-bridge, &c.
Some railway words have already been lost, as wagonways, plateways, trolley-ways, and prop and pedestal, instead of chair.
XI.

GROWTH OP BAIXWAV8.

Railways in the beginning were used for the carriage of coals to
the seaside ; and when the canal system spread in the end of the
last century, the railway was found very useful to bring down
coals, stone, and lime to the wharves. It was for this latter end,
that most of the early acts of parliament for railways were passed.
Perhaps the first railway to work free of a canal, for any length
right out, was the Surrey Iron Railway, for which an act of parlia
ment was passed in 1801, and another in 1803; so that the whole
length was 21 miles, reaching from the quarries at Merstham, Reigate, and Godstone, to Croydon and the Thames at Wandsworth.
Those who put this forward strongly hoped that it would lead to
very great ends; but it was so carried out that it was of no good,
for wagons could travel more cheaply on the old turnpike road.
Had it not been for the ill-luck which befel this tramway, the rail
way system would have very much spread in the beginning of this
century; but it seemed as if rash mismanagement was to be its
besetting sin. The Surrey Railway did not pay, and Trevithick's
locomotive,
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things
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in no
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hands. it was
not until the share-madness of 1824-25, that the railway system
was again brought forward ; but by that time, many things had
been brought to bear for its furtherance, and it came to such a
head, that no one could help seeing it could not be much longer
kept back, and that its time was near. Everything was therefore
done to push it on.
The true turning point in the history of railways, the true date
si which it was settled they should become the high-roads of Eng
land, was in 1825, and not at a later time as is commonly believed.
The history of the railway mania of 1825, as it is not within the
common ken, has not been written ; but it is no less worthy of
being w ritten, as belonging to the history of railways, and as be
longing to that of joint-stock undertakings,—and without it the
true position of George Stephenson cannot be understood. If,
therefore, we seem to forget George Stephenson for the while, we
do not in truth. We have undertaken to show how he was led on,
what share his own doings had in bringing him to that great height
which he reached, and what share the deeds of others had on his
lot. To do this rightly, to let the reader see clearly how he stood,
we must here show the beginning and growth of railways,— of
those undertakings with which his name has become grafted, and
on which it flourished.
The several ways which led to the one great end of the railway
»vstem seem to be these :—What was done to make the rails and
chairs better ; the working of the locomotive ; the planning of
longer and greater railways; the trials which were made with the
locomotive on the common roads ; the suggestion of the use of the
locomotive on canals; the researches of men of learning; the
writing of books and papers on railways ; the eagerness of capital
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ists to go into new undertakings ; and the favourable opinions of
statesmen.
Upon the first head we do not think it needful (as it is by far the
best understood) to go into the several plans of William Jessop,
William Outram, Josiah Woodhouse, Mr. Wyatt, and Mr. Le
Caan, for rails and chairs. As already said, the patent of Stephen
son and Losh, of Sept. 30, 181 6, was not only for the locomotive, but
for new rails and chairs. It may be worth while to take a few
words from the specification," as giving Stephenson's thought at
that time on the railway question. The specification, indeed, so
far from being dry, is argumentative, and it gives a full description
of the then way of laying tram and rolley-ways. It will seem
strange just now that one ground given by the patentees for get
ting a more level road, is to put a stop to "a great waste of coal
from the shaking of the wagons."
"When locomotive steam-engines are employed as the moving
or propelling power, we have, say the patentees, or rather Ste
phenson, "from much practice found it of the utmost importance
that they should move steadily and as free as possible from shocks
or vibration, which have the effect of deranging the working parts
of the machinery and lessening their power. It is therefore to
produce that steadiness of motion, and to prevent the engines from
receiving shocks, and to preserve their equilibrium, that we employ
the floating pistons." Alter showing the good that will follow from
the new way of making rails and chairs, and the tyres of tinwheels, the specification goes on: "It is perhaps impossible to cast
the bars or plates of metal of which railways and plate-ways are
composed perfectly straight, and correctly even and smooth on
their surfaces ; and equally difficult to fit the joints with mathe
matical accuracy : the wheels of the engines and wagons will
always have some inequalities to encounter." Stephenson was
little able to foresee how much he would himself do to carry out
that which he here said was impossible, and which he has shown,
and we now know, not to be so.
"We have no hesitation in saying (for we speak from the expe
riments we have already made) that on a railway constructed on
our plan, and with a locomotive engine and carriage-wheels on our
principle, the expedition with which goods can be conveyed with
safety will be increased to nearly double the rate with which they
are at present usually taken along railways, and with less interrup
tion from the breakage of wheels, rails, &c. than at present occurs,
and with much less injury to the working parts of the engine."
These are bold words, but they were borne out.18
Stephenson, in truth, did as much as any man, if not more, to
make the working of the railway smooth for the locomotive. This
is perhaps why he so readily took up Birkinshaw's rails. The loco
motive was his fondling, and he spared no pains for its further
ance. This is one of Stephenson's best deeds. He cannot lie
looked upon as having in the character of an inventor gone much
beyond Trevithick ; rather we should say he did not do as much,
for it was a greater thing to build the first locomotive and to set it
going than to make a better one than that which worked at WyIam: it was greater to make the first locomotive with one cylinder,
than to build a new one and put in two cylinders. Trevithick,
however, left the locomotive to get on as it could : it was the
steady care of George Stephenson which fostered it.
The next great step was Mr. John Birkinshaw's patent for
wrought-iron edge-rails, which was taken out in December, 1820. 13
Birkinshaw's rail was not much unlike that now in use. He was
first led to use wrought instead of cast iron rails by reading the
Report of Mr. Stevenson on the Edinburgh and Glasgow Kailway;'4 and he planned a new shape for wrought-iron rails, instead
of that then followed. One great good in the wrought-iron rail
was, that it could be used in greater lengths, and therefore there
were fewer breaks or joints. It was likewise cheaper, and lasted
longer. Birkinshaw suggests" that the joints could be welded
together, so as to make one continuous rail : this has not been
found to answer. One ground on which many objected to the
wrought-iron was on the belief that it was more likely to rust,
and even so late as 1829, William Chapman in his Report on the
Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, held to this belief. The peculiar
way in which rails in work keep bright was not commonly known,
and therefore not commonly believed.
The next thing is as to the locomotives. Upon them we have
spoken
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ning of locomotives in the north. In his Report on the Newcastle
and Carlisle Railway, " he says, that "when horses, hay, and corn
are dear, locomotives are certainly useful, although in point of
economy not preferable, but even inferior to horses for short dis
tances.' In a note he says : "The dearness of hay and corn was
the cause of their introduction." Whether he means this was the
cause with Mr. Blackett of Wylam, Mr. Blenkinsop, and George
Stephenson, is not shown. He perhaps alludes to Mr. Blenkinsop.
Chapman further says, they had not been universally persevered
in, for Mr. Williams, when lessee of Coxlodge Colliery, laid out a
great sum in engines, besides relaying the wagonway; but after a
long trial gave them up, and went back to horses.
Blenkinsop, of Leeds, was best known as the worker of loco
motives, for Leeds was more easily got at than Newcastle, and he
was the favourite down to 1830. He worked on a rack-rail, and
this rack-rail long bothered the heads of railway critics, for
all Blenkinsop's friends stood out stoutly for the rack-rail.
His railway began at Middleton Colliery, and ended in a coalyard at Leeds. It was about three miles in length, the general
bieadth of the road thirty feet, with double fence; part is level,
part a gradient of from one-eighth of an inch to three-eighths of
an inch in the yard; part inclined plane, so as to require ma
chinery. The part nearest to Leeds was laid double, likewise the
inclined planes. The rails were edge-rails of cast-iron, in three
feet lengths, with six cogs on each length, on one side of the road ;
the gauge was 4 ft. 2 in.
Horses and locomotives were both
used. The locomotives were six-horse power, with cogs on the
wheel. It consumed one bushel of coal per hour, and drew
twenty-four wagons on the level about three miles per hour; and
on the inclined plane and gradient between three and four miles
per hour. Each wagon weighed 25 cwt., and would carry 45 cwt.
of coal.1'
Blenkinsop himself said, in 18t8,,s that his locomotive had two
8-inch cylinders, weighing 5 tons, consumed § cwt. of coal, and
50 gallons of water per hour; and would, when lightly loaded, go
10 miles an hour. Its cost was 400/.
Chapman, in 1824, says roundly,18 that the first useful introduc
tion of locomotive-engines was by Mr. John Blenkinsop; and in
1831, Mr. Priestly says the same.*0 In the report already named,
Chapman holds forth that without a continuous line of teeth on a
railway, as used at Middleton Colliery, the locomotive could not
be depended upon.91
In 1825, there were two locomotives on this line."
In 1829, Mr. Walker and Mr. Hast rick, in their locomotive in
quiry, thought it needful to go and see Mr. Blenkinsop, which
they did on the 16th of January. They saw the engine make a
journey with 38 wagons, each holding 45 cwt. of coals,** making a
gross weight of nearly 140 tons.
The number of locomotives in work in 1822, could not have
been much more than half-a-score—namely, five at Killingworth,
one or two at Middleton, and perhaps others at Wylam and
Coxlodge.
Of the five locomotives at Killingworth, four were kept in
work over wagon-ways of some distance from the three pits
to a self-acting inclined plane. Besides the engines, six horses
with their drivers were used. A part of the line had then been
laid with heavier rails.24 The engines were, Mr. Wood says, of
9^-horee-power."
On the whole, the locomotive engine had been brought into
work so far as to show that it was quite able to do all that was
wanted, though it was still unsettled whether it was cheaper than
horses or the stationary engine. The latter, under the name of
the Reciprocating system, was in the hands of Mr. B. Thompson,
of Ayton, and until 1830 a powerful rival.
Skilful men could easily see that the locomotive was but in its
beginning, that it had in it the seed from which great deeds were
to spring, and they already held forth that the iron horse would
beat him of flesh and blood.
The third head we have before us was not without its weight.
Not only had many railways been in working for a number of
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Second EdIUao, 1824. p. 12.
Observations an the General Comparative Merit! of Navigations and Railroads,
Repoaltory of Arts, 1818, p. 19-21.
Maclaren on Railways, p. 36.
In reply to Sir John Sinclair,— Maclaren on Railway!, p. 34.
Observations on the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, p. 5.
History of Inland Navigation, fcc.
Report on the NewcaaUe and Carlisle Railway. 2nd Edition, p. II.
The Finger- Post, p. 17.
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years, but two greater undertakings were in hand. We mean the
Stratford and Moreton Railway, and the Stockton and Darlington.
The railways then at work, and their lengths, seem to be
these":—
Aberdare
Ashby de la Zoueh and Measham
IS miles.
Hollo Pill, or Dean Forest
8 „
Brecon and Hay
24 „
Brampton and Carlisle
Cardiff and Merthyr
2Gj „
Carmarthenshire
15 „
„
Branch
9 „
Cheltenham and Glo'ster
9 „
Dartmoor
Dean Forest
6 „
Dewsbury and Birstall
3 ,,
Hetton
7 „
Killingworth
5 „
Middleton
3 „
Peak Forest
6 „
Penclawdd
Purbeck
3 „
Sirhowey
28 „
Somersetshire or Ratlstock
8 „
Surrey or Wandsworth
26 „
Swansea
1\ ,,
Oyster Mouth
l\ „
Wibsey Low Moor
Wylam
The whole length to be made out from the above list is 250
miles, to which may be added for those left out 150 miles; making
four hundred miles of railway.
The Stratford and Moreton Railway, although not longer than
some of the above, being only 16$ miles long, had some greater
works than were common on railways.
It had a tunnel near
Shipston, and crossed the rivers Avon and Stour bv viaducts; that
over the Stour being looked upon as costly. We have, in our
seventh chapter said*7 that William Henry James laid down the
Stratford and Moreton Railway, but he carried it no further than
the beginning, and he left it to the late Thomas Baylis, C.E."
The Stockton and Darlington Railway was longer than the
Stratford and Moreton Railway, and had some considerable works
upon it, as we have already shown.
We may observe, that the rate of charge first thought of on the
Stratford and Moreton Railway, for goods, was 3grf. per ton per
mile.
These two works, however small they may be in the eyes of the
engineers of these days, were great for that time, and were looked
upon with attention and anxiety, as much as the Liverpool and
Manchester afterwards was.**
The fourth head is the weight the common road locomotive had
in bringing about railways. This has been looked on as a rival to
railways , but perhaps it helped their growth as much as anything
else. When a greater speed was wished for on common roads, it
was at once seen, that if a power was to be found in the locomotive
over the horse, so could a power be found in a better road over the
as Statement of the Claim of the Birmingham and Liverpool Railroad, p. 47.
a r On the authority of Ritchie on Railways, p. 37.
28 [We have received a letter from B. Baylis, Esq., C.E., In which be thus remarks on
our former statement :—
" I have read with much Interest the Memoir of that eminent engineer, George Ste
phenson, which appeared in the recent numbers of the Journal. It Is generally admitted,
that the first railway of any length constructed for general purposes— namely, for the car
riage of paasengers, merchandise, and minerala, waa the Stratford and Moreton Railway ;
but you erroneously attribute the merit of that undertaking to William James, whereaa it
was designed and carried out by the late Thomas liaylis, C.E. The survey of the railway,
urn appears from a diary kept by Thomas Baylis, was commenced In September, 1819} In
May, 1820, the proposed line waa Inspected by Mr. Telford, and in 1821, the bill was
paased, and received the royal assent. 1 may be allowed to remark that the survey of the
line attached to the act of parliament, which 1 have now before me, bears the signature
of Thomas Baylis as engineer} and many parties now living who formed the company,
can bear testimony to the correctness of my statements. The merit of the work In ques
tion Is also attributed (by Rlckman) to Telford (see bis Life, p. 22 of preface), but be was
called in merely to support the hill through parliament. William James at the time was
engaged aa land agent, &c. to several of the neighbouring gentry, and he certainly has
left us no works that testify that be possessed a knowledge of practical engineering. In
1829, Thomas Baylis published a Map of Railways (engraved by Gardner), showing the
most desirable routes to be taken for the main linea, and also showing the relative advan
tages railways possessed over canals and common roads. The principal portion of these
lines have been carried out, and his predictions, contra-dlsllngnised from those of Messrs.
Walker and Rastrick in their memorable Report on the Liverpool and Manchester Rail
way, have been fully verified.—B. BAYLIS."
We will only remark on the above, that It Is uot Inconsistent with the line having been
filanned, and the preliminary survey made, by William Henry James, as was the case
n the Liverpool and Manchester. If Mr. Baylis would clear up this douht It would be
useful.— We msy add In support of Mr. B. Baylla'a letter. If indeed It needs support, that
Joseph Priestley in the account of the Stratford and Moreton Railway, In his " History
of Inland Navigation, etc.," expressly states that It waa executed by Thomas Bnylls.]
as " Observations oo the General Comparative Merits of Navigations and Railroads,"
p. IS.
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common road. Several ways were put forward for making the
common road, as by Macdam, with road metal ; by Walker, in
laying down the Commercial-road to the Docks ; and by Mr. Ste
venson, under the name of stone railways, as had long been done at
Nottingham.30 Whatever might be done with the common road,
still the railroad was better ; and therefore, whatever speed could
be got with the locomotive on the common road, a higher speed
would be got on the railroad. This must ever be so ; and there
fore it is useless to hold forth that the common road locomotive
can ever beat the railway ; not, however, that the former has not a
field open to it ; and we believe the time is at hand when, after so
long waiting, it will be set going. It matters not that some forty
years have gone by since it first ran and was set aside, for a like
lot has befallen the railway more than once. Thus iron rails were
held to have failed, and so was the locomotive. Where the com
mon road locomotive has the better, is where a railway is too costly,
and where it can set down travellers nigh their own homes.
To go back again, we say the common road locomotives showed
the good of railways, and this in many ways ; for among others,
a railway would let the common road locomotive work in a straight
track, and free from the horses and wagons which beset the com
mon road. It must be remembered, that the railway locomotive
was not at first looked upon only as a towing engine, but it was
thought passengers could be carried with it, as they were on the
railway coaches drawn by horses. It is worth remembering, like
wise, that we are now getting back to whence we started, for Mr.
Samuel and Mr. Adams are about to put the steam-carriage on
the railway.
Trevithick's first locomotive was run in the streets of London,
although he likewise built locomotives for railways. Oliver Evans
tried to bring out a steam-wagon for the road. Mr. Griffiths tried
the road locomotive in 1821 ;" and in 1821, Mr. David Gordon,39
Mr. Goldsworthy Gurney, and others, were likewise busy about
it. In 1825, Timothy Burstall and John Hill tried a steam-car
riage. In the summer of 1837, this was run in the Westminsterroad, but the boiler burst."
The locomotive was very unlucky. Trevithick's first locomotive,
on the Merthyr Tydvil Railway, blew up ; so did Burstall's, in
1887 ; and so did Goldsworthy Gurney's, in 1835, which sealed the
lot of his steam-carriage Company, and stopped the running of his
carriages on the road between Glasgow and Paisley.'4
What was most looked to, both for common roads and railways,
was Samuel Brown's Gas Vacuum Engine. For this engine he
took out a patent in December, 1823," and in 1821a company was
got together for working the patent. The capital was 200,000/.,
in shares of 10/. each ; and Brown was not to receive anything
until he had run a locomotive from London to York at the speed
of 10 miles an hour ; and he held forth that he should get 20
miles.** In May, 1826, a gas vacuum locomotive was tried on
the high road at Shooter's-hill ; and in January, 1827, a small
boat, thirty-four feet long, with a screw propeller, worked by the
gas vacuum engine, was tried on the Thames. The result was not
held to be profitable, and the company was broken up."
Never, perhaps, was an undertaking brought forward with
greater hopes ; and as it drew its slow length along, these were not
speedily given up. Therefore, in most of the writings of the time
we are now speaking of, Brown's gas-engine is always named as
the wonder-worker that was to be.*8
We Bhall yet hear more of the gas vacuum engine ; for it is not
one of those things which dies though it may sleep.
It will be seen that the public mind was opened to the belief
that a speed above that of burses would be reached ; and there
fore there was greater readiness to listen to what was said of the
steam-horse.
The next head we come to had less to do with the movement ;
but it must not be lost sight of. In his " Observations on a General
Iron Railway," Thomas Gray hints at the possibility of applying
the railway to canal towing-paths. He says of the railway (p. 101 :
" By laying an iron railway on the line of one of the most flourish
ing of our canals, its superiority would be easily demonstrated ;
no further ptoof would be necessary to convince the public of the
• o Note*, by Mr. Simmon, p. U.
»» Ritchie on Railway*, p. 22».
• • Ritchie oa Rallwaye.
■ • Mechanic*' Magazine, Vol. V., p. 391, 436 1 Vol. VIII., p. 42.
Repertory of Pa
tent Invention!.
Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.
■ « Ritchie on Railroads, p. 230.
• • Stoart'a Anecdotea of the Steam-Englne.
Mechanlca' Magazine, Vol. II., p. 883.
• • Mechanics' Magailne, Vole. II. and III.
a I Mechanlca' Magailne, Vol. VII., p. 84.
> • William Chapman, C.E. In hla Report on the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, p. 15
Dr. Kyle, of the School of Arts at Edinburgh, in Maclaren'a Railways, p. 41.
Vallance, Considerations on the Expedience of Sinking Capital In Railways, p. 71.
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infinite advantage of this new mode." Again, at p. 12 : " The
canal boats might be towed by steam-engines running on a railway
along the canal, which would ultimately be found less expensive,
and far more expeditious than the present method." The writer
of " The Finger Post," in 1825, recommended the use of locomo
tives on the banks of canals. He says (p. 41) : " The canal com
panies might lay down two narrow railroads on their towing-path*
at a comparatively trifling expense, whereon the locomotive en
gines could travel, and the boats on the canal would follow or
precede them as methodically as the wagons on the road." He
thinks the resistance of the water to the boat, and the injury of
the water to the banks of the canal, are objections. This sugges
tion was lost sight of; and in 1835 and 1836 Mr. Egerton Smith
of Liverpool, and Mr. Hyde Clarke, had a contest as to which was
the originator of the system of towing canal-boats by the locomo
tive.*" The former made out his claim to priority; but only to
be beaten, as it seems, by Thomas Gray. Mr. Clarke attempted
to interest Mr. Crawshay and other ironmasters in this plan, but
fruitlessly ; and likewise proposed it for the navigations to Lan
caster and Ulverstone, crossing the intended embankment over
Morecombe Bay, which was also adopted by Mr. Rastrick in 1837 ;
but no such system has been carried out. It seems suitable for the
towing-paths of ship-canals ; and although there are many diffi
culties in the way of using the locomotive on common canals, yet
there are situations here, and in Belgium and France, where it
might be brought to bear.
The sixth head brings us to the books which were written on
railways. Fulton had said something about them in his work on
canals in 1796, which was answered by Chapman in 1797, in his
" Observations on Canals." Fulton's estimate for a single line of
railway with sidings was 1,600/. per mile. Dr. Anderson, in his
"Recreations," gives 1,000/. as the estimate for a double line. In
1797, Mr. John Curr printed the " Coal Viewer's Practical Manual,"
already named. These seem to be the earliest railway works.
After them came many pamphlets and papers read before the
Society of Arts, the Newcastle Philosophical Society, and the
Highland Society. The encyclopaedias gave very little attention
to railways.
The first book on railways only was that of Nicholas Wood,
printed in 1825 ; and close upon which was that of Thomas Tredgold. Before these books the great authority was Mr. Stevenson,
in his Notes on the Papers before the Highland Society. An ac
count of railways, by Mr. Cummings, we have not seen. It is
named " Origin and Progress of Railways," and was often quoted
in 1825. Mr. H. Palmer s book was put forward for the sake of
his system of railways ; otherwise it would be of much good, for it
showed great research, and he had made many experiments. Mr.
Overton, C.E., wrote on railways in a book on the " Mineral Basins
of South Wales."
The works of Nicholas Wood and Tredgold had the greater
weight, because they gave authentic figures and experiments, and
developed the scientific laws on which railway operations are
based. Palmer, as we have said, had done something in the way
of experiment, and was followed in the field of scientific investi
gation by Mr. C. Maclaren, of the Scotsman, Mr. Sylvester, Pro
fessor Leslie, and Mr. Roberts, of Manchester. The papers in the
Scotsman were copied into every newspaper throughout the land,
and were widely read. The scientific knowledge of the writer
was brought to bear to show the capabilities of the locomotive
system, and the powers which lay undeveloped within it. How
ever we may differ with him in some of the laws he put forward,
yet it cannot be gainsayed that he took a bolder grasp of the
question than any man of the day ; and there is little of what he
foretold which has not since been borne out to the full.
Mr. Sylvester's " Report on Railroads and Locomotive Engines"
was a timely service rendered to the Liverpool and Manchester Rail
way Company, for it was brought forward at a time when the loco
motive system was losing ground in Liverpool, and when the hands
of few men of knowledge were held up to help it. This little
book and the papers, ot Mr. Maclaren, were brought out before
those of the two writers we have put at the head, and therefore
are the more worthy of honour, as they are those of leaders in a
new field of inquiry.
The subscribers to the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway, in 1825,
engaged Professor Leslie, Mr. Jardine, and Mr. Buchanan, to make
experiments for them on the several questions involved in railway
construction and locomotion.40
Mr. Roberts, of Manchester, undertook a series of experiments
a a Railway Magazine, 2nd Series.
*e C. Maclaren, Railways, p. M.

Liverpool Mercury.
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on friction on railways, which were published in the Manchester
Guardian of Feb. 12, 1885.* »
In the full height of the railway madness, newspaper, magazine,
and review articles on railways were brought forth in plenty, and
supplementary articles on railways added to the encyclopaedias.
All this gave the public mind a more hopeful and trustful feeling
as to railways, though there was no want of foes, who treated
railways and locomotives as new, idle, and worthless dreams.
In any history of this time it would not be right to leave out
Thomas Gray's book. We have shown in our seventh chapter,
and still more here, that Gray's was neither the first nor the only
book on railways ; and that it did not do all the work for railways,
as was so lately said by some of his friends. Yet, on the other
hand, it must be acknowledged that it did great good ; and this
we can tell, not only from the several editions through which the
book went, each time coming out greater in bulk, but likewise by
the way in which it is named by other writers of the time. In
these latter days, Gray had been forgotten, and all those who wrote
with him—1835 was forgotten ; but when Gray was again brought
forward, his friends had their share of forgetfulness, for they for
got the works of others.
The copy we have before us is the second edition, printed in
1821, and sold by Baldwin and Cradock. The number of pages is
only sixty, and the work shows much carelessness, being made into
two chapters, between which are some notes or extracts.
In his preface he not only throws out the hint of a common
chain of railways, but he speaks plainly of a railway between Li
verpool and Manchester :—" Here I would suggest the propriety
of making the first essay between Manchester and Liverpool,
which would employ many thousands of the distressed population
of that county."
He proposed the use of steam locomotives, or coaches, to carry
passengers and goods ; and proposed likewise to carry the mails,
fish, and agricultural produce.
One great object Gray had in bringing forward his book was to
set forth the means of relieving the then distress, by employing
the people on great works ; and nothing could have been better
chosen than railways. In this he showed more judgment than
those law-makers who, in 1847 and 18*8, after one of the greatest
dearths we have known in these times, did all they could to hinder
the working-men from being employed on railways, by stopping
railway works altogether, so far as in them lay. He showed great
judgment, too, in looking to the dividends on the railways first
made, as a great spur to setting others going. Here, again, the
law-makers have done what they can to cut down dividends.
Gray was quite right as to the fish trade on railways—that it
would lead to a greater trade inland, and to a greater employment
of fishermen. Already, the fish carried is above 4.0,000 tons yearly ;
and Birmingham, which in 1829 consumed 400 tons, in 1847 con
sumed 5,000 tons.4"
Again, he says, " Farmers sixty miles from London would be
able to procure manure for their land at much less trouble and
expense than those now distant ten miles." This is now well
known.
The second chapter of Gray's book upholds the system of useful
and reproductive employment.
From the power of the press we may go on to that of money ;
but as we shall afterwards see how shareholders went into railway
undertakings, it is not needful to say more here, than that they
were fully alive to the worth of the railway system, and quite wil
ling, if they were not hindered, to carry it out to the greatest
length which their means would enable them to do.
As the last proof of how high railways stood in public feel
ing, we may give Canning's words in 1825, to the gentlemen of
Bristol, showing how far-seeing was that great statesman, and how
much beyond the dwarfs of this time :—" It would appear that the
whole machine of society has received an accelerating impulse,
and that this country is beginning a course of prosperity which
will exceed all that has gone before, as much as the present ex
ceeds all past expectations."*"
Thus it seems that everything was ready in 1825 to launch the
railway system for a prosperous voyage ; and it will be for us to
see what was further done, and why this end was so long delayed.
4 i C. Maclaren, Hallways, p. 66.
4 a ('< jii trllm t l.nis to Railway Statistics, by Hyde Clark—Art. " FUh."
Railway Pro
perty, by S. Smiles, p. 22.
«» Th« Flngtr-Post, p. 48.
( To be continued J
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REVIEWS.
Observations on the Sanitary Condition of Maidstone, with a view
to the introduction of the Act for Promoting the Public Health. By
John YVhiohcobd, J mi., F.S.A., M. lust. B.A.
London : Long
mans, 1849.
This is a brief review of the various sanitary measures with the
specific object mentioned in the title. It seems very well drawn
up, and well calculated to influence the authorities and public of
Maidstone.

Railway Taxation. By S. Laino, Esq. London: Vacher, 1849.
Mr. Laing, the new Chairman of the Brighton Railway, and late
Secretary of the Railway Department of the Board of Trade, has
in this pamphlet stronly urged the gross injustice committed on
the railway companies by the system of taxation to which they are
subjected. These observations are well worthy of the considera
tion of all interested in this question, now of so much importance
to shareholders in railway undertakings and other public works.
Mr. Laing says,—
In the case of the London and North-Western Railway, it appeared, by a
return made to parliament, that the land occupied by the railway in the lix
counties of Middlesex, Hertford, Bucks, Northampton, Warwick, and Worcester, was previously assessed at an annual value of 2,445/., and contributed
the Trrjth part of the total rates of the parishes in which it was situated.
The same land appropriated to the purposes of the railway was assessed at
128,007/., and paid one-third of the total rates of the parishes.
The Brighton Railway passes through sixteen agricultural parishes between
London and Brighton, the united acreage of which is 86,508 acres. Of this
the railway occupies 694 acres, in respect of which occupation it pays abuut
10,000/. a-year, or 11/. per acre per annum, being one-third of the total rates
of these parishes. In one extreme case, that of the parish of Coulsdon, the
Brighton and South- Eastern Railway Companies occupy together 58 acres of
poor agricultural laud, out of 4,200 acres in the parish, and pay rather more
than 75 per cent., or three-founbs of the whole rates.
The inhabitants of the parish, who make the rate in the first instance at
tbeir vestry meeting, are parlies to the suit, and every man present has a
direct pecuniary interest in nuking the rate on the railway as high as possi
ble. I know an instance of two adjoining parishes in Hertfordshire, in both
of which the rates were formerly 9s. in the JS. One of them has been lortunate enough to have a little angle of its land intersected ny the London
and Birmingham Railway; while the other is tantalised by the si^bt of the
line running for some distance within 100 yards of its boundary, without
actually touching it. The consequence is, that in the lucky parish of Northchurch they have got their rates down, at the expense of the railway, to
If. Cul. in the £ ; while their less fortunate neighbours in Wiggington are
still rated at 7». 1
If railway companies are to pay one-third or one-half of the rates of the
parishes traversed by their lines, they ought to have some proportionate re
presentation at vestry and other parochial meetings. As the law stands at
present, the largest ratepayer in the parish has only six votes,—an enactment
which, however well it may work in ordinary cases, when all the ratepayers
have a common interest, and where any inequalities of assessment can u.- at
once perceived, is obviously inapplicable to such cases as have beeu cited,
when a large proportion of the rates are paid by a railway company.
One thing is perfectly clear, that in attempting to apply the oruinary law
of rating to the case of railways, the Court of Queen's Bench have practi
cally arrived at a result by which profits of trade are made the subject of
assessment.
In other respects the principle of the Court of Queen's Bench leads to
results contradictory to common-sense. Traffic, which when it went by
coaches along the road was never rated, becomes rateable when it is propel
led by locomotive engines along a railway. The soil of the railway no mure
earns the profit of conveying passengers over it than did the soil of the
turnpike-road. That soil is first rendered valuable by the outlay of an im
mense capital in erecting improved machinery for locomotion upon it. If
the Liverpool and Manchester Railway had been worked, as was originally
proposed, by horse-power, there would have been no profit, and consequently
no rate. The profit is entirely due to the invention of the locomotive ; and
the capital invested in railways is in reality capita! invested in carrying out
the fruit of George Stephenson's invention. It enjoys none of the privi
leges of capital invested in land, except that of paying taxes ; it is sub
ject, as experience has shown, to the fluctuations attending commercial
enterprise ; it pays legacy duty like other personal estates ; it confers no
vote. The same Courts of Law which for purposes of rating hold railways
to be land, refuse to recognise them as landed security for the purpose uf
investment.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE AND ART.
(Continued from page 49.J
Our review of Mr. Fergusson's work* has now brought us to a
part which will be held of immediate interest to many of our
readers—that wherein he begins a History of Architecture and the
Arts. To this he has prefixed a note, in which he explains that he
has, as far as may be, brought all the drawings to a common scale
—at least, one scale for plans, and one scale for elevations : a care
much needed in a critical work on art, but which is very seldom
shown.
Egypt, as might be looked for, comes first before us, and Mr.
Fergusson having given much time to it, it makes a leading fea
ture in the book, though we hardly know whether all will be alike
pleased with the way in which he has treated it. It is the writer's
endeavour, not to give a technical description of the buildings as
his great and only end, but to draw from monuments a true theory
of art : looking on monuments not as limbs of a skeleton, or as
boulders broken from a rock ; not as a pile of stones without
meaning,—but as the bodily expression of the mind and thought
of the day in which they were'made ; dead, it is true, dead now,
but having formerly breathed, and in which the workings of the
breath of life are to be followed out. To understand this, how
ever, to give new life to the relics of olden art, a man must forget
or blot from his mind the views which he has taken of modern art,
and even of that which he has looked upon as classic art. He
must put away the trammels of all schools, and be willing to look
for beauty,—to see it and acknowledge it wherever it may be, and
in whatever shape it may come before him.
These are the passwords which Mr. Fergusson gives out; and he
does this fairly, for without them his work would seem empty, and
without any right bearing, as in his writings he has not followed
the beaten track, but struck out a new one—or rather a way very
much unlike the common one ; and unless the reader knows where
he is and whither he goes, he must needs be bewildered : and he
will hold the writer to blame, instead of himself, who thought he
was going one way and finds he is going another. We neither
uphold Mr. Fergusson for striving to do something new, nor do we
say that he is always in the right; but we warn the reader that he
is reading a book written not according to his views, but those of
the writer, and which must be borne in mind throughout. The
reader must, indeed, think for himself; he must not be led away
by Mr. Fergusson, nor must he be led against him : and we think
it no mean thing that Mr. Fergusson has brought out a book
which, whether right or wrong, is not to be scrambled through, but
must be well thought about ; for most strongly do we feel that as
Art is the brightest offspring of the mind, so is it well worthy of
all the thought and all the work that can be bestowed upon it. It
is not the toy of idlers, the pastime of wealth, or the calling of
lii-miilion ml twaddlers, but a link in the great chain of knowledge,
not one link of which can be severed without a common hurt—
not one link of which can be left to rust, without weakness to the
whole chain. Therefore we say again, we welcome any endeavour
in the field of art; and the more so, that this is the sere and yellow
time in which the harvest droops for want of the husbandman.
If we have said we do not give our belief to Mr. Fergusson, we
have withheld it that we might the more straightly lay down the
groundwork on which he has a right to the good feeling of our
readers, whatever their schooling may be. The Greekist, the Puginist, the Italianist, are bound, it seems to us, to give ear to any
man who takes the trouble to think before he writes, and who
thinks so well of art as to hold it worth thinking about. We,
however, go a great way with him, for, as we have already said, we
have upheld in this Journal the same teachings that he has done in
his book, as to the need of a truthful study of art in its widest
bearings, and the still greater need of freeing art from the bonds
of schoolmen and of schools, from the blind following of blind
leaders, and the swinish worship of the great and the little,—by
which the many have been misled, and the best meaning have been
thwarted in their endeavours. As we do not hold any one school
as the only lawful one, so we can the more freely blame the wan
derings or all.
Mr. Fergusson says that the groundwork of all true knowledge
of olden art rests on the fact, that before the sixteenth century,
architecture and all the arts were followed with only one end—that
of bringing forth the best building or work of art that could be
made with the best means the artists had, and without ever looking
* "An Historical Inquiry Into the True Principle* of Beauty in Art, more especially with
ref.-miie to Arehl ccture." By JAMK3 FERGUSSON, Esq.. Architect, author of" An
Eisay oil i he Anc'ent Tupoi<ruphy of Jerusalem," " Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient
Artli.i tenure lu U oriostau," Part the Fust. Londou : Lougmaua, 1H40.
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back on foregone works, unless to learn how to make up for their
wants and to go beyond their beauties. It was, he says, an earnest
struggle forwards towards perfection. He holds, however, that
since that time, the law has been to (rive the best possible imitation
of some foregone style in building, without looking to the end for
which the model was made, or the climate or manners that gave
rise to its peculiarities. In this saying there is unhappily too
much truth.
When monuments come to be looked upon as the expression of
the times in which they were raised, they have a higher meaning,
and give to architecture and architectural antiquities a higher
place in the scale of knowledge. Mr. Fergusson is right in saying,
that with the same ease a geologist reads the history of creation in
a fossil print or in a bone, does the archaeologist tell from a few
broken stones the age of a building, the names of the people by
whom it was raised, whence they came and what their kindred with
others, and even what bearing other people who had gone before
them, or who then lived, had on them and on their civilization.
We go with him fully when he dwells on the great worth of art in
all ethnological investigations. Language is, it is true, of much
weight, and is a clue which has been most followed;* but it is never
theless right that there is more true history built into the walls ot
the temples of Egypt and Greece, and into the Gothic cathedrals,
than is to be found in all the chronicles or year-books that were
ever written. Neither is it less ably said, that if those do not go
beyond the written book in fulness, they do in brightness and
truthfulness of painting; and that trie books were often written
by strangers or those who understood little of what they were
writing about, who may have garbled what they knew, or whose
tales may have been since corrupted. Of the great eastern writers
and of Homer, we have not only no security that their words are
as they spoke them, but we have the full knowledge that they were
tampered with by others, and we cannot say how far. The temples
and tombs of Egypt are, however, free from such doubts. Such
buildings and works of art are brought forth by a people of them
selves, to tell their own tale, and "neither are' nor can be falsified
by time or the errors of copyists ; but stand as left by those that
made them, with the undying impress of their aspirations or their
shortcomings, stamped by themselves in characters of adamant."
Mr. Fergusson carries out these principles in his investigation of
the monuments of Egypt, though much time is given to the deter
mination of points in chronology ; but which it is fair to say are
brought to bear on the history of other lands, to throw light on
them, and to settle the system of ancient chronology, as bearing on
art.
The writer sees a great likeness between Egypt and China, and
draws it as it seems to him; but we think he would have been
more in the right as to an unlikeness between the two. Even in
what he says as to hieroglyphics and Chinese characters, we cannot
go along with him.
On his own showing, the Egyptians had
little book-learning—the Chinese have thousands of books, writings
of history and of fancy; and he has well said, that the monuments
of the Egyptians were their books, speaking in a way more lasting
than the words of the poet or the numbers of the historian. In
deed, he says that the history is written on the walls of the tem
ple : there we find the scenes of the war, the numbers of the slain,
the names of the nations, the taxes that they paid, their sum, their
kind; and the tale is the fuller, inasmuch as there was no book in
which the pen could set down what the chisel and the brush were
made to record. Nothing, too, can be more unlike than the love
of shipping shown by the Chinese, their travels abroad in olden
times and in these, and the spread of their settlements in every
island of Australasia;—nothing can be more unlike than this to
the stay-at-home Egyptian. How unlike, too, are the wars of
both.
The first thing which Mr. Fergnsson sets down as marking the
Egyptians is the very great length of their civilization, which
lasted for not less than four thousand years,—but little wrought
upon by the rise or fall of the nations around them, and as un
shaken by time as the monuments which now^bear witness to these
truths.
It will be seen that Mr. Fergusson is one of those who give a
long time to the earlier dynasties of the Egyptians; and so far as
we yet know, there is no good ground against it, though it cannot
be looked upon as settled either way.
In the table which he has given of the dynasties, he has used
the era which he calls the Decimal Era, by others called the His
toric Era: Decimal Era is, however, a better name for it. He
adds to the European or Christian Era, 10,000 years, so that the
dates before and after the birth of Jesus Christ can be more rea
dily reckoned. Thus his date of Alexander the Great is 9668, and
11
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which may he taken from 11849, the present year, from 9474, the
time of the Persian Inroad, or any other given date. The common
way of putting the date of Alexander is 332 B.C., and of the Per
sian Inroad 525 b.c, which gives rise to confusion, as the common
way with other dates is to reckon forward. By the use of the
Decimal Era, a standard is gained for ancient and modern chrono
logy. Others who have used it add 100,000 years, instead of 10,000
years, so as to represent the sequence of geological events, the fic
titious chronology of the Hindoos and Chinese, and the fictitious
BRtronomy of the latter. It would have been very useful if Mr.
Fergusson had used the Decimal Era throughout his work, instead
of bringing it forward on one page only.
The second thing which Mr. Fergusson says of the civilization
of the Egyptians is that they kept it to themselves ; that they
neither borrowed from those around them, nor spread their know
ledge abroad, as did the Indo-European, the Syrian, and other
later races. We may here say, that for the settlement of the eth
nological question as to the race to which the Egyptians belonged,
Mr. Fergusson has done nothing; and he has perhaps been most
wise in leaving it as he has done, for it does not seem that we
know enough to come to any right settlement. For five hundred
years the Shepherd Kings swayed Egypt, but no marks have been
left of their influence on the people ; for five hundred years the
Egyptians swayed Western Asia, but no monuments of their great
ness are known. One reason for this does seem to have struck
Mr. Fergusson, which is that the greatest monuments of the Egyp
tian kings, their sepulchral monuments, to which their wealth and
might were given, would not be raised abroad, as they were not ;
and indeed the wealth of Asia would be spent on making the mo
numents of Egypt greater. We cannot, therefore, look for a
pyramid, a Rhamession, or a Mammeisi in Syria or Asia Minor,—
though we may hope in time to get monuments, if of less bulk, no
less trustworthy; but then, again, it is to be looked for that the
Egyptian monuments in Western Asia would share the same lot
as those of the Shepherd Kings did in Egypt.
The third peculiarity named by Mr. Fergusson is "the fact of
Egypt having only one permanent form of phonetic utterance."
He alludes to the hieroglyphics. We think he is as unhappy in some
things he says about these, as he is happy in others. We do not
think it follows that the Egyptians "could not possess a national
literature, nor cultivate the higher modes of phonetic art, such as
epic poetry or the drama." The common understanding of men of
learning is that long epics can be handed down without writing;
and whatever may be said as to the present shape of the Iliad, all
believe, that even if written by Homer, it was handed down for a
long time, until settled by Pisistratus in the shape we now have it.
The Eddaic songs were likewise so kept for a long time, as also the
Niebelungen Lied. Neither is writing needful for the drama, as
is shown by the wagon plays of Thespis, the Ossian rhymes, the
Arlequinados of Italy and France, or the plays of the Malay tribes.
Some of the Chinese plays are unwritten. In the beginning, we
always find that plays, so far from being written, are made at once
by the players, as is done in a drawing-room charade. It is very
likely that the Egyptians had plays, if not epics; and it can hardly
be that they did not have songs, as they had music. Moreover, we
cannot see on what ground Mr. Fergusson can say they had no
common myths, for it is not enough to say that there are no heroes
painted on the tombs and temples. Our writer acknowledges that
they had a strong national feeling—but how was it upheld ? His
friends the Chinese will hardly give him any help in the theory he
has laid down, for they bear witness against it. We do not believe
there is or ever was any people in a forward state who had notcommon myths. We take the word in its meaning of the stock of
tales, mahrchen, myths, or fables of gods, heroes, ghosts, fairies,
and imps.
Mr. Fergusson rightly dwells on the ingenuity the Egyptians
showed in mixing together the arts of building, carving, and
painting, so as really to make them one art, quite indivisable; and
"to make this compound at once express their whole history and
literature, as far as the three could do, and that with a distinct
ness which is startling, and after a lapse of three thousand years
repeats more clearly the feelings and the motives of those who
executed
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Shepherd Inroad. There are no other works than pyramids and
rock-cut tombs.
Second, that of Thebes, or the great eighteenth dynasty, in
which are no pyramids, but palaces and temples. The rock tombs
had a new shape, and colossi and obelisks were brought in.
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Third, that of the same time in Nubia, where there are no
tombs, and where the temples are rock-cut.
Fourth, that of the Greeks and Romans in Egypt, in which
there are no palaces, pyramids, great tombs, obelisks, or colossi.
Mr. Fergusson thinks that the former three classes are the
works of three several races living in the valley of the Nile, and
that they lived together, one in the lower valley, one in the mid
dle, and one in the upper. Blumenbach held the same belief from
what he had seen of the skulls of the mummies. We do not think
it worth while to look into what has been said by Blumenbach,
Bunsen, Gliddon, and others on this head ; but wait, as Mr. Fer
gusson has done, till something better is known.
In speaking of the pyramids, Mr. Fergusson holds that they
were the tombs of the kings of the first ten dynasties of Manetho.
and that the Great Pyramid is of the year 6800 of the Decimal
Era, or five thousand years old.
All the pyramids but the great one of Saccara look true north,
notwithstanding the unevenness of the land, and therefore there
must have been some ground for this, though what it was is not
known. This uniformity is found, also, in all the tombs and build
ings of the same time, but it seems to have been given up after
the inroad of the Shepherd Kings, as it is no longer seen in the
buildings of any of the Kings. At Thebes, there are no two
buildings that look the same way, and Mr. Fergusson thinks there
must have been as much forethought in this, for even the later
tombs were run in any way; and in Nubia, the pyramids look
every way, but hardly two of them the same way.
The way into the pyramids is moreover on the north side, but
the dip of it is unlike in all. This angle in each of the twenty
pyramids has been measured, and is found to be between 22° 35'
and 34° 5', and in no two is it alike.
The angles the face makes with the horizon have a much greater
likeness, for in twelve of the greatest and best-kept pyramids this
angle is between 51° 10' and 52"1 32'.
Mr. Fergusson has tried every way of reckoning to bring these
figures under some rule, but without feeling that he is right.
He
thinks, however, the Egyptians divided the circle into twentyeight lunar measures of 12-857—that is to say, that their division
was on the plan of the moon's month, of four weeks of seven days
each. The cubit was divided like this, being of seven palms, each
of four digits. For the inner measurements of the pyramids, Mr.
Perring's unit of 40 cubits is taken. The height of the Great
Pyramid is 7 times 40 cubits, the length of the base 7 timea 64
cubits. Each of these can be divided Dy 4, 7, or 28.
Of the pyramids, Mr. Fergusson says that the builders knew the
way of quarrying the greatest blocks of granite. The roofing
blocks of the Great Pyramid are 20 feet at least in length, and of
great width and depth ; they are well squared and smoothed ; are
rightly set, and have been brought from Syene to Memphis. There
is great skill in the way the roofs are made and the portcullises
fitted. As the pyramid was planned, says he, so was it built—as
built so it stands ; there is neither settlement, nor crack, nor flaw
to be anywhere seen, and this is very much when the great weight
is taken into consideration. He thinks all this can only be the
end of hundreds of years of knowledge and of skill ; and this is
more wonderful to think of than even the pyramids themselves.
As to the time when the pyramids were built, we do not of our
selves like to lay down any law, but we think it quite as fair to
give them the older as the later date. As we come to know more
this will be settled, but meanwhile there is nothing against the
earlier date, for they were as likely to be made then as at any
time thereafter.
The hieroglyphics and paintings on the pyramids have been lost,
but it is not so with those on the rock-cut tombs around, which
are of the same time. Our writer says that these paintings show
they had then got to their greatest height: that the paintings of
beasts, of trades, and of games are the same as those painted at
Thebes two thousand years afterwards, and done in the same way.
They are stifFer, it is true—that is, they are not so well and freely
drawn as they were thereafter, but otherwise they are in the same
way.
We are little able to judge of a time of two thousand years spent
in the same beaten track, but when we come to know well the
antiquities of the Chinese, we shall have a good measure; but as it
is, such steadiness in one stereotyped way is so unlike our wea
thercock fashions, that it is quite beyond our understanding.
In building, carving, or painting, hardly a hundred years have
gone by in Europe, without some great change for better or
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The works of the twelfth dynasty are remarkable, as showing
the earliest example of columnar architecture in the worldy—and
of architecture so like the Doric, that it has been named ProtoiViric. This seems to be fifteen hundred years older than the
Greek Doric. Mr. Fergusson asserts that these rock-cut columns
are copies of buildings, the parts which were of wood and of stone
being carefully copied in the rock cutting. Therefore, he does not
believe that rock-cut works are the oldest, but that they are copies
of earlier buildings; and he thinks the cuttings in Egypt, Petra,
Lycia, and India show this to be true.
Another peculiarity of the works of the twelfth dynasty is that
the roofs are slightly coved, almost as if the use of the arch was
then known. Our writer thinks, however, that the arch was not
then known, but the coving was made as being ornamental, or per
haps to give lightness to the roofing-stones without lessening their
strength,—as indeed was afterwards done at Abydos under the
eighteenth dynasty.
From the twelfth, Mr. Fergusson passes to the eighteenth dy
nasty, and he gives the architectural history of the several kings.
The Hypostyle Hall, at Karnac, is the most splendid building of
any age of Egyptian art. It is smaller than the Amphitheatre of
Titus, or St. Peter's, but covers as much ground as the Temple of
Jupiter Olympius at Athens, the Temple of Peace, or Basilica of
Maxentius, and the cathedrals of Amiens, Chartres, and Cologne.
It covers thrice as much ground as the Parthenon. Though not
one of the greatest halls, it is therefore great enough for artistic
effect. It is a double square of 3*0 feet by 170, with a narrow
nave running between the two squares and lighted by clerestory
windows. On each side of the nave the roof is upheld by columns,
thickly clustered.
The columns of the nave are 64 feet in height, and 30 feet round)
and do not stand in the same lines as those of the two sides, which
Mr. Fergusson thinks was done for artistic effect, as thereby the
extent of the building was better hidden. This effect is helped by
the nave, as we here term it, being put as a transept. In truth,
the hall at Karnac has the nave where the transept would be in a
Norman cathedral; and on each side of the aforesaid transeptnave, the building is filled up with columns. It is to be said fur
ther, that this hall was only part of a great whole, the passage
through it being from the Nile to the Propylon beyond the palace
of Thothmes.
On this building our writer says, the proportion of the points of
support to open gronnd is as 1 to 4 or 5}, so that it is not in that
way a work of high constructive skill. In mechanics, by multi
plying power by time, or the contrary, we can, by the loss of
whichever element is of least worth, get a like quantity of the
other. A like law, says Mr. Fergusson, is to be found in architec
ture, where we can always get immense seeming bulk when we can
afford to give up real space; and, on the other hand, space can only
be got at the cost of seeming bulk. Thus, if every other column
at Karnac were taken away, many more people might stand in it;
but its seeming bulk would be lessened at least one-third or onehalf, its Toof would be awkwardly low, and its whole proportion
unpleasing and bad. On the other hand, were the number of co
lumns in Cologne Cathedral doubled, all its dimensions of height,
width, and length would be seemingly greater; but at the same
time, its proportions would be bad,—the height at least painfully
«o, and it would be unfit for a Christian church, or for showing the
ceremonies carried on within it. He thinks that a further proof is
pven by St. Peter's, where, with unparalleled linear dimensions,
the builders, from not following the true laws of drawing, have
brought forth only a comparatively small-looking building. On
the other hand, Karnac has the greatest effect of any building of
like dimensions, and it could not be bettered.
The whole of Mr. Fergusson's remarks on this building may be
read with much pleasure, for he applies his laws of criticism with
great freedom and fairness. He considers it with regard to fitness
and standing, and shows that it complies with all their requisitions.
It is, in truth, not the least merit of the Hypostyle Hall that it
is lasting, while the cathedral, without the hand of man, would
crumble away. Two thousand years have nearly gone by since
Karnac has been left in loneliness; and unless active powers of
destruction are used, two thousand years will find it nearly as we
see it now.
We have already said how the Hypostyle Hall was lighted, and
the smaller buildings were lighted in the same way by a clerestory.
Our writer strongly thinks that the Greeks borrowed this from the
Egyptians, as they did so many other things, and that they fitted it
to their sloping roofs and more rainy climate in a way which he
ihows when speaking of the Parthenon. Another thing the Greeks
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took was the peristylar temple, which the Mammeisi at Elephan
tine shows to be one thousand years older than the time of the
Greeks. One of these small peristylar temples is near each of
the greater temples, and Champollion found out that they were
dedicated to the mysterious accouchements of the mothers of the
gods.
One section of the book is given to the carving and painting of
the Theban time, and it seems to us worth while to follow Mr. Fer
gusson in some remarks he has here made, for he does not think
Egyptian art has been rightly judged or felt; and he says, our
judgment must not be by likening it to the art of the Greeks or of
any others, but by looking to the ends which were sought after,
and the skill brought to bear in doing this.
Carving was in Egypt only a part of building, as it was in the
middle ages; in Greece and with us it is an art by itself. In
Egypt, statues always were—or at least always were meant to be—
in pairs, and never to be seen unless together with the buildings
and other works around them. In the palaces and temples we are
told the dromos of sphinxes, the obelisks, the colossi, the propyla
and its paintings, were all as essentially parts of one design, as the
base, shaft, capital, and entablature of a Greek column. To put
between the obelisks and propyla an attitudinizing statue, like
those of the Greeks, however good in itself, would have been, as
here said, a false concord.
In Egypt, the architectural shapes of the colossi group well with
the neighbouring buildings, and give a oneness and wholeness of
design which, if at the cost of the art of the carver, add to the
greatness of the architectural effect. Colossi, too, were needed,
for a statue the bigness of life would have been utterly lost amid
buildings of such bulk as theirs. Mr. Fergusson dislikes Greek
colossi, which are only men made bigger, unless put on some
height, where they are made smaller to the eye. He says they
look like the giants, jotuns, and giant-killers of the children s
story-books, whereas the architectural shape of Egyptian statues
does away with this evil. They are stiff and formal, but they are
likewise bulky and steady; no limb in work, no part standing free;
and the thrones on which they sit, and the pillar at the back,
add still further to the solidity of the mass. They seem built up
to last for ever.
Notwithstanding this stiffness, the great end for which they were
made is never lost sight of nor given up, for they are all likenesses,
and so far as we can tell, striking likenesses; and they have a look
of stately stiffness which gives them a high bearing, far beyond
what the Greeks or Romans reached in such works. The great
Egyptian heads at the British Museum will show this when looked
at from afar. There is one raised over the doorway leading into
the Egyptian Hall, which seems like a half colossus, for the great
doorway makes as it were a body to the head; and when the head
is seen from the far end of the Hall, it has in its still look the
seeming and bearing of a god.
What is here said does not bear on the statues of the gods,
where the carvers met with other obstacles. Mr. Fergusson gives
the reason of the symbolism which prevailed, without, to our mind,
helping the sculptor. The Egyptians for each attribute of the god
head made a symbol, which was a new god, and as other attributes
were given to these, new symbols were made; so that at length the
symbols almost superseded the original form of the god.
It may
be, that the likenesses of their gods were not meant to breathe
devotion by their beauty or sublimity, but were theological tenets
shown in symbolical hieroglyphics,—understood by the initiated,
and looked on with awe and worship by the less taught believer.
Painting, like carving, was in the hands of the Egyptians one
with the buildings on which it was brought to bear. What are
called paintings in Egypt were carved in outline by the chisel, and
only heightened and eked out by the brush. Though sometimes in
tombs they are painted on the flat, in all the kingly works and
temples the outline is cut in or countersunk. This way was the
fitter for the Egyptians, as it was more lasting, as it never inter
fered with the straight, bold lines of their buildings, the faces being
practically flat, and as it gave a sharp and good outline to the
figures.
Our writer thinks there is the most likeness between the Egyp
tian painting and Gothic glass-painting. The Egyptians covered
their walls with historical paintings : our forefathers covered their
walls and windows with biblical paintings. One was a catoptric,
the other a dioptric way of doing the same thing. The Gothic way
was the brighter and more shining, but the other was far better, as
more lasting and as giving the workman the wide spread of a great
unbroken wall. In three hundred years most of the glass-painting
has been broken; in three thousand years the Egyptian works are
11-
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as bright and fresh as when Rhameses or Sesostris stood by to see
them done.
Painting with us is an art standing and working alone,—not
under the law of the builder, as with the Egyptians : but then our
Eainting is only an illustrative art, always wanting the written
ook for its inspiration and explanation. In Egypt there was no
book to look to, and the painter had to show all that the book and
canvas now do together.
Mr. Fergusson takes a war-painting as more nearly like those of
the Egyptians, and he says it the names of all the paintings of
Napoleon's battles at Versailles were changed, no historical confu
sion would arise, unless a trifling incorrectness as to the dresses or
flags of the enemy; but when these things are forgotten, any one
painting, with the dress and likeness of NTapoleon, will do for any
tight of the same time. They all, as he says, consist of a brilliant
staff in the foreground, in which we know from history who is the
leader,—but without the history any one would do as well. Be
yond that there are certain bodies of men and guns, some going
forward, some falling back, but all in confusion and smoke; who
are the winners and which side is losing, is scarce ever told : for
the tale we are sent back to the book,—and when we are told
this is the tight of Jena or Wagram, and we know all its fea
tures from history, we find some of them in the paintings ; but
they do not even explain the text,—they are only idle illustrations,
depending for their worth on that of the artist who painted them.
It was otherwise with the Egyptian. He was to do what the
book of the writer, the plan of the engineer, and the brush of the
painter now do. The Egyptian painter was to give the whole tale
of the war. At Thebes, we have first the muster, then the march,
getting ready for the fight, and the fight itself. There we see the
might of the king, who, as in the Iliad, bears the brunt of the fray,
and borne in his chariot far beyond his fellows, deals death around
from his unerring bow. The fear of the enemy; the dying and the
dead; the wounded men and horses, writhing in pain; the bootless
stand; the woe of the old men and women, who line the walls of
the town and watch the fight,—all the thousand incidents of the
war are, says our writer, painted on the walls; and of 1500 or 2000
men drawn in these great paintings, each has his share in the fight,
and adds to the effect of the whole.
The fight is followed by the punishment of the prisoners; the
sharing of the spoil; the return home; the triumph and the offer
ing to the gods; and the after employment of the hero, who has
come back from his conquests to enjoy rest and improve his father
land.
So, too, in their other paintings there is the same clearness and
fulness of detail.
The Egyptian painter, who had this task before him, had no
knowledge of perspective or of light and shade. The colours were
laid on quite flat, and likewise unmixed. It was perhaps owing to
these wants that the face is always shown in profile, and there nei
ther was nor could be artistic grouping. It was therefore needful
to resort to conventionalities, which are so distasteful to the mo
dern critic. The king is always drawn bigger than those by whom
he is followed, and as much greater than his enemies, whom he
treads under his feet. The several parts of the fight are shown
in lines, one above the other; and the men vary in bulk—not
according to their distance, but their importance. With all this
there is no confusion, and the tale goes on distinctly, which is the
great end the painter kept in sight. The Egyptian workman or
husbandman would fully understand the whole of this ; the more
learned would have the further help of the hieroglyphics.
The copies of Egyptian paintings at the British Museum are, we
are sure, much better understood than most of the works there,
and it is much to be wished that there were more of them. In
deed, the Upper Egyptian Room is always full of working-men,
their wives and children, who seem to have a greater liking for it
than for the Elgin Room.
The hieroglyphics filled up what in our paintings would be sky
or background. Had alphabetic writing been put in, the effect
would be bad ; though where, as on an Etruscan or Greek work,
a name only is written over the head, there is no harm,—but were
the whole so filled up, it would be out of keeping. The hiero
glyphics were themselves painted shapes of beasts and things;
and though not the same as those in the paintings, still they were
like them, and are in good keeping—indeed, they give a sparkling
effect to the whole design.
Copies in our books cannot teach us what these works are, while
the copies in the British Museum are only bits of a great whole,
and till they are seen on their own walls they cannot be telt. There
we see paintings hundreds of feet in length, and from forty to sixty
feet high. In Thebes alone, they cover several thousand square
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yards, giving the whole history of one of the greatest dynasties of
the earth.
The fifth section brings us to Egypt under the Greeks and
Romans. After the eighteenth dynasty Egypt seems to have been
greatly weakened, though wherefore is not known, and she sank
under the yoke of Ethiopians, Persians, Greeks, and Romans.
Under the two latter, Egypt was wealthier, but the life of the arts
had fled with freedom, and we no longer acknowledge the great
mind of the kings of old.
Of the later time we have, however, many great buildings, as
the temples at Edfou, Dendera, Kalabshe, and Phila?,—but in lower
taste. The painting and carving are worse than those of the olden
time, though more carefully finished : these are the works of
slaves, the old ones those of freemen. What is most missed are
the great historical paintings, which are so striking a feature of
the Theban time. The Egyptians had indeed no history to hand
down, and they cared little for the deeds of the brave days of old.
What paintings we have are mere records of the piety of king?,
and their free gifts to priests. Mr. Fergusson thinks that alpha
betic writing had some share in bringing about this falling off, for
the learned now looked to the book of the writer to chronicle pass
ing events, rather than to the chisel of the carver. They had
learned to believe, as he says, that the shelves of the Alexandrian
library were a more fitting depository than the walls of the tem
ples.
The Second Chapter brings us to Western Asia. This gives the
most interesting field for speculation, but unluckily we have very
scanty materials. Of the races who were in Western Asia, several
are known to us. First, we have the great Semitic or Syrian race,
which seems to have settled on the banks of the Euphrates as early
as the Egyptians on the Nile. Of this race the Arabs and Jews
are the living representatives. Next, we have the Indo-European
race, which may here be called the Japhetic, and to which we
belong. This seems to have come in later than the Semitic race,
and to have overcome it. It made itself master of the valley of
the Ganges, of Mesopotamia under the Persians, and it spread
through Western Asia into Europe.
Besides these two, between them, and perhaps before tbem, Mr.
Fergusson holds that there was one other distinct and powerful
race. This suggestion has a very important bearing on early his
tory. Mr. Fergusson identifies with it the Pelasgians and the
Etruscans, and Mr. Hyde Clarke (in the "Popular Atlas") the
Iberians. As no connected view has yet been shown of this theory
of the Ibero-Pelasgic race, it may be interesting to our readers to
go into it more fully than Mr. Fergusson has done ; and the more
so, as he has not extended it further into Western Europe than to
the Etruscans. It is one of the most important archaeological sub
jects open for inquiry, as it is the newest.
This race is thought to be the same as, or akin to, the great
races now found in Northern Asia and North-Western Europe.
Mr. Fergusson has hinted his belief of this (p. 261); and latterly
it is stated that the Euskardian language has been identified with
that of the Fins.
In this race are included the Pelasgians, the Etruscans, and the
Iberians or Euskaldunes, all of whom, for want of knowing where
to put them, or on the ground of their being mixed with the IndoEuropean race, have been hitherto put down as Indo-Europeans ;
and, indeed, as one subdivision of that race has been called the
Indo-Germanic, so the other has been called the Celto-Pelasgic.
This must now be called the Celto- Hellenic. The removal of the
three families just named will get rid of a great cause of obscurity
in the palseo-ethnology, philology, history, and archaeology of the
Indo-Europeans.
Neibuhr and William Van Humboldt did much for determining
the relations of the Iberian or Euskaldune family, and Mr. Fer
gusson has rendered great service by separating the Pelasgians
and Etruscans from the Indo-Europeans; but by connecting the
three families on the other theory, we obtain the very important
element of a living language and living people—most valuable in
such inquiries, and likely to be of more use than the application
of the Coptic in Egyptian archteology. If these views as to the
connection between the Euskaldunes and the Fins be borne out,
they will very much modify the aboriginal history of the Euro
pean countries.
Mr. Fergusson thinks the Phenicians were probably a branch of
this great race ; and he distinctly states, that either under the
name of Phenicians, or in their own name, this race had settle
ments in France, Spain, and very likely even in Britain. The
Iberians comply with these conditions ; and Mr. Clarke suggests
that the Phenicians never traded to Britain at all, or if they did,
only followed the Iberians.
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This Ibero-Pelasgic race is undoubtedly earlier in Western Asia
and Europe than the Indo-European—earlier, therefore, than the
Celtic or Slavonian families of the latter. Mr. Fergusson con
siders that their monuments are dispersed over the greater part of
Asia and Europe. Mr. Clarke, too, sup-pests that the so-called
Druidic monuments, Round Towers, and Nurhags likewise belong
to them. Mr. Fergusson calls them a tumulus-raising people ; for
wherever they were they raised round barrows over the bodies of
their dead, whether in the steppes of Scythia, in these islands, or
outside the walls of the towns in Italy or Greece.
Mr. Fergusson doubts whether the history of this race will ever
be grasped with the same clearness and distinctness as that of
Egypt ; but we see no grounds for this, and in truth, it has already
made great way. We must not look in a great race such as this,
any more than in the Indo-European, to find all the families in
the same degree of advancement ; we must look out for the proto
types of the Englishman and the Celt ; we may find them in the
Etruscans and Scrito-Fenni.
Our writer says truly, that the study of the antiquities of
Western Asia—he might have said of this race—is more need
ful to enable us to understand the ancient history of Greece
and Rome than that of Egypt can be ; for though Egypt may he
called the teacher of Greece, she was not her only teacher : tier's
was, indeed, the great storehouse to which olden Europe traded
for knowledge, but Asia was the mother from whom her people
sprang—in whose lap they were nursed ; and it was ever after the
home towards which her redundant population returned when
pressed for room in their new land ; and though much of her
learning and of her manners were no doubt brought from Egypt,
all her affections were centred in the East.
Mr. Fergusson suggests that the Pelasgians left Asia Minor in
consequence of the retirement of the Egyptians and advance of
the Indo-Europeans ; and that this was about the year 8700 of the
Decimal Era, or 1,300 years before Christ, nearly at the same time
that the Jews, under Moses, left Egypt. This led to a great influx
of Pelasgians into Greece, whence they were again driven by the
Hellenic Indo-Europeans. Our writer thinks that the Pelasgians
prevailed in Greece from the settlement of Argos, in the year
7200, d. e., until the return of the Heraclidaa. in 8900 d. e.
The details of these speculations we shall review under the
several sections in which they are treated. We shall now go on
where Mr. Fergusson has left off, and that is as to the Iberians. It
has been established by Humboldt that they held the greater part of
Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica ; and this gives a reason why a
new settlement should be made from Lydia, and accounts for the
Lydians going so far. Most branches of this race were fond of ship
ping,—an ethnological peculiarity deserving of notice.
The Iberians kept their ground longest in Spain and the South
of Gaul ; and here we have their offspring in the Euskaldunes,
Basques, or Biscayans, who speak the Euskardian, a living Iberian
language.
The names of rivers throughout Europe and Western Asia show
a common origin, and this in Europe has been shown to be often
Oltic—and therefore it is assumed that all the names are Celtic ;
but Humboldt has identified some as Euskardian ; and Mr.
Clarke suggests that this will be found the case more extensively
if a further examination is made
As to Britain, it has always appeared unaccountable that the
Phenicians should find out the tin there, and that a direct trade
with the East should spring up ; but if Britain had been long set
tled by the Iberians, a seafaring, enterprising, and more cultivated
people than the Celts, it was natural that tin should be found out,
carried to Spain, and thence, by Iberian traders, to Carthage—per
haps to Lydia or Phenicia.
Mr. Clarke's theory is, that the Iberians came into Britain and
Ireland from the south, and the Fins from the north, and that
these two branches of the same race were overcome by the Celts,
as they were in North Gaul and South Spain. In the time of
Tacitus, the Silures in South Wales were still to be recognised as
Iberians, in name and look, if not in speech ; and the traditions of
the Welsh and Irish point to Spanish immigrations, which on every
ground we may believe to be Iberian, and not Celtic. It is this
Iberian element which will account for many of the peculiarities
of the population of the south of Ireland. It seems likely that
the Iberians of the North-West lingered last in Armorica, Corn
wall, South Wales, and South and West Ireland, from which there
was good access by sea to Spain and Gascony.
(To be continued.J

BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.
Sib—Mr. Alan Stevenson having printed and circulated a letter
addressed by himself to me, dated the 26th of December last, com
plaining of a paragraph in my work upon the "Breakwater in
Plymouth Sound," wherein I claim the merit of the design and
construction of the Bell Rock Lighthouse foi the late Mr. Rennie,
and asserting that the Bell Rock Lighthouse was not designed and
built by the late Mr. Rennie, but by his (Mr. Stevenson's) father;
in justice, therefore, to the late Mr. Rennie, I feel bound to adhere
to the statement above complained of,—which is confirmed by the
following facts, taken from Mr. Robert Stevenson's work on the
Bell Rock Lighthouse (1824), and other documents in my posses
sion. I shall, therefore, feel much obliged by your inserting this
letter in your valuable Journal.
On January 7, 1793 (see Mr. Stevenson's book, p. 85), the late
Sir Alexander Cochrane, then commander-in-chief on the Leith
station, wrote a letter to the Commissioners of Northern Light
houses, proposing that a lighthouse should be erected on the Cape
or Bell Rock, situated on the east coast of Scotland, about eleven
miles from the shore, opposite to Arbroath, and which had been
the cause of numerous disastrous shipwrecks, whereby many valu
able lives and much property had been sacrificed. In 1794 (p. 90),
Mr. Stevenson says that he began to consider the subject.
Nothing further, however, was done towards this desirable pro
ject until the year 1799, when another severe storm arose, which
lasted three days, and was the cause of many melancholy ship
wrecks in this quarter. The subject was then taken up by Captain
Joseph Brodie, of the navy, and Mr. Joseph Couper, iron-founder,
of Leith, who together made two designs for a cast-iron lighthouse,
one supported upon four columns, and another upon a different
plan, which they proposed to erect at their own expense on the
Bell Rock, and to reimburse themselves by a toll on shipping.
They also at different times erected three beacons (the last in
1803) on the Bell Rock, which were successively carried away.
Mr. Kobert Stevenson says that he also made a design for a castiron lighthouse on columns, in 1799. In the summer of 1800, he
says (p. 91) that he landed on the Bell Rock for the first time, in
company with Mr. James Haldane, an architect, and on the 23rd of
December, 1800 (p. 440), wrote a Report to the Commissioners of
Northern Lighthouses, wherein, after describing the locality and
characteristics of the rock, he proposed two designs for a light
house, one of cast-iron 6n pillars and another of stone: the former
he estimated at 15,000/., the latter 42,636/. Of these designs be
remarks as follows:—
" In the stone design I have retained nearly the same elevation as that of
the Eddystone lighthouse, which presents less resistance, and preserves a
greater base than perhaps any other figure that could have been thought of.
In this design I have also followed Mr. Smeaton in the use of oak trenails,
to keep the stones in their places while the work is in progress ; but have
differed in the mode of diminishing the interior walls as the building rises in
height. Instead, also, of Mr. Smraton's plan of dovetailing the stones and
connecting the floors, various other modes are resorted to for effecting this
purpose perpendicularly, as well as laterally, with the view of introducing
larger materials, and keeping the stones in a more entire state. One of
these is by an iron bat, which is inserted into the joints of the lower courses,
while the void or upper courses are to be indented or let perpendicularly into
one another."
He says that Mr. Rennie at his request examined the models,
and preferred the stone design.
In 1803, the Northern Lighthouse Commissioners applied to
parliament for an Act to enable them to borrow 30,000/. for the
purpose of making a lighthouse on the Bell Rock. The bill passed
the House of Commons, but was thrown out in the Lords by the
opposition of the city of London (p. 94).
Mr. Telford was applied to for his opinion (p, 92), but after the
bill was thrown out he was not consulted again ; neither does it
appear that he made any design or Report, although no doubt he
gave much valuable advice. Considerable doubts still existed in
the minds of many (p. 95), as to the practicability of the under
taking. The late Mr. Rennie was applied to by the Commission
ers in the year 1804, and visited the rock on August 15th of the
same year, in company with Mr. Robert Stevenson and Mr. Hamil
ton, one of the Commissioners, and on the 30th December follow
ing made a long Report to the Commissioners (p. 447), embracing
the whole subject, and after commenting at length upon the vari
ous designs submitted to him, decided upon recommending a stone
lighthouse, and observes, that as to the practicability of erecting
such a work on the Bell Rock, "I think no doubt can be enter
tained, with such examples before us as the Tours de Cordouan and
the Eddystone, before mentioned."
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In alluding to Mr. Stevenson's design, Mr. Rennie proceeds in
his Report as follows:—
"He has made a model for a stone lighthouse nearly resembling that of
the Eddystone, in which he has proposed various ingenious methods of con
structing the work by way of facilitating the operation!. I own, however,
after considering these in the fullest manner I have been able, and comparing
them with the construction of Mr. Smeaton's—I mean in the building—and
also that there are undoubted proofs of the stability of the Eddystone, I am
inclined to give it the preference. No doubt, some methods different from
the Eddystone will require to be put in practice for the foundation ; but its
general construction, in my opinion, renders it as strong as can well be con
ceived."
He (Mr. Ronnie) therefore goes on to recommend that the total
height should not be less than 80 to 85 feet from the basement on
the rock to the balcony, and the height to the top of the cupola
above 100 feet ; the solid part of the lighthouse to be SO feet high.
He then recommends that reflectors should be used for the light
house, and the question as to whether they should revolve or not
should be left open for further consideration. He says, great care
will be necessary in choosing the lime, and recommends Dundee
granite stone for the exterior; and estimates the cost at 42,000/.
Fortified by, and in a great measure depending upon, Mr. Rennie's opinion, in April 1806, the Northern Lighthouse Commission
ers applied to parliament for an Act to enable them to borrow
25,000/., in order to erect a lighthouse upon the Bell Rock. Mr.
Stevenson and Mr. Rennie were examined before the committee of
parliament, as to the cost and generalpracticability of the work,
but no design was decided upon.
The bill received the royal
assent on the 16th July following (1806).
On the 3rd of December of the same year, a meeting was held
by the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses in Edinburgh, at
which Mr. Rennie attended (hut it does not appear that Mr. Ste
venson was there), when the following resolution was passed:—
Northern Lights.
Extract from a Minute of a Meeting of the Commissioners of the Northern
Lighthouses held at Edinburgh, 3rd December, 1806.
Present—
The Lord Provost of Edinburgh ;
Thomas Henderson, Esq., 1st Bailie of Edinburgh ;
William Rae, Esq., Sheriff-Deputy of Orkney ;
Robert Hamilton, Esq., Sheriff- Deputy of Lanark ;
D. Moneypenny, Esq., Sheriff-Deputy of Fife ;
James Clark, Esq., Sheriff-Deputy of Edinburgh.
" This meeting having
Johnbeen
Rennie,
calledEsq.,
for Civil
the special
Engineer.
purpose of taking the
preliminary steps for carrying into effect the power vested in the Commis
sioners by act of parliament, for erecting a lighthouse on the Cape or Bell
Rock ; and different Reports on the subject, and particularly on the kind of
building to be adopted, having been duly considered, and Mr. Rennie having
verbally delivered his opinion on the subject—
" Resolved unanimously, ' That the building to be erected for the purpose of
a lighthouse on the Bell or Cape Rock shall be of stone, and that the same
shall be erected under the directions of John Rennie, Esq., civil engineer,
whom they hereby appoint chief engineer for conducting the work.'
"Mr.Rennie having stated to the meeting in general terms his opinion as to
the form of the building, and the particular sort of materials to be used, &c,
he was requested to furnish the Commissioners with plans, and as to the kind
of stone. As he was about to proceed to Perth, be was requested to visit
the Dundee quarry, and also to inspect the Aberdeen granite, and report
upon the subject. Mr. Stevenson was authorised to proceed along with Mr.
Rennie, and endeavour to procure a yard, and the necessary accommodation,
at Arbroath."
Extracted by C. Cuningham, Esq.
By the above resolution, Mr. Rennie was requested to prepare a
design for a stone lighthouse, and was appointed chief engineer to
carry it into effect, and to examine the Dundee and Aberdeen quar
ries, and report his opinion. Mr. Stevenson was authorised to ac
company Mr. Rennie, and endeavour to procure a yard at Arbroath
for the works. On the 26th December following, Mr. Rennie re
turned, and attended another meeting of the Board at Edinburgh,
and presented a Report signed by himself and Mr. Stevenson (see
p. 458), describing the different kinds of stone, and the various
machinery, tools, and implements, and other preliminary operations
which were necessary previous to commencing the work. At the
meeting, Mr. Rennie proposed that Mr. Stevenson should be ap
pointed assistant-engineer, to execute the work under his superin
tendence, and the following resolution was passed:—
Northern Lights.
Extract from
Lighthouses
a Minute held
of a at
Meeting
Edinburgh,
of the26th
Commissioners
December, 1806.
of the Northern
Present—
The Lord Provost of Edinburgh ;
Thomas Henderson, Esq., 1st Bailie of Edinburgh ;
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Robert Hamilton, Esq., Sheriff- Deputy of Lanark I
Edward McCormick, Esq., Sheriff-Deputy of Ayr;
James Clark, Esq., Sheriff-Deputy of Edinburgh.
" Messrs. Rennie and
John
Stevenson
Rennie, having
Esq., Civil
in the
Engineer.
terms of the last minute
proceeded to Dundee and Aberdeen, and examined the different quarries,
they presented a joint Report in the following terms :—
" Mr.
[Here
Rennie
follows
proposed
the Report
to theand
meeting
the various
that Mr.
orders
Stevenson
made thereon.]
should be ap
pointed assistant-engineer, to execute the work under his superintendence,
and mentioned to the Commissioners that the mode of recompensing him
for his trouble and the risk attending the business, which was customary in
similar undertakings, and what he knew would be most agreeable to the
Board of Treasury, would be to allow him a certain per centage upon a
limited sum of expenditure, with such a sum at the conclusion of the work
as they may choose to fix ; and the Commissioners agree as to the appoint
ment of Mr. Stevenson to be assistant-engineer under Mr. Rennie, but they
delsy taking into consideration the recompense to be made to him, both as
to the amount and the manner of doing it, until next meeting."
From the above it will be seen that
Extracted
the Commissioners
by C. Cuningham,agreed
Esq. to
the appointment of Mr. Stevenson to be assistant-engineer under
Mr. Ilennie ; and Mr. Stevenson made a Report previous to this
—viz. the 15th November, 1806, pointing out what he considered
necessary for commencing the work.
From what has been stated above, it appears that ever since the
15th August, 1805, Mr. Rennie was, in fact, the chief professional
authority upon which the Commissioners confided for the erection
of the Bell Rock Lighthouse; and as soon as the Act passed, they
appointed him chief engineer, leaving the whole subject in his
hands. It does not appear from Mr. Stevenson's book that hence
forward he ( Mr. Stevenson) made separate Reports to the Com
missioners during the construction of the lighthouse; but Mr.
Rennie inspected the works, and reported his opinion upon every
detail to the Commissioners. On the 29th October, 1807, Mr.
Rennie made a Report describing his visit to the works of the
lighthouse (p. 463), the progress of the works on the rock, the
proper mode of constructing the workshops, the state of the quar
ries, the arrivals of stone, the means to be taken for ensuring a
better supply, the vessels required for the accommodation of the
works, that the cofferdam (recommended by Mr. Stevenson} was
not necessary, the cement, the tools—in fact, concerning all the
details required. With regard to the lighthouse he says—
" I submitted a plan for your consideration in February last : according to
this plan the works are proceeding ; plans of each course of stone have been
made ; the whole is dovetailed, but somewhat different from the mode pur
sued at the Eddystone,—they are less in length on the outside, but deeper ia
the direction of the radius of the lighthouse, which will render the struc
ture on the whole stronger than the Eddystone plan. The extension of the
base of the building is also much greater, and the base is considerably dif
ferent: by this means, not only will the impulse of the waves be less, but
their action on the part of the rock adjoining the foundation will be much
easier. The rock is softer than that on which the Eddystone is built, but it
is harder than I imagined when last there. On the whole, I feel confident
that the work will be brought to a successful termination within a reason
able period."
On the 12th December, 1808, Mr. Rennie made another Report
of his having again visited the rock, in which he describes the pro
gress made, together with remarks upon everything connected with
it, and points out what is necessary for the future.
On the 2nd October, 1809, after having again visited the work,
Mr. Rennie made another Report, in a similarly detailed manner
to the former ones, and in alluding to the construction of the solid
part of the tower, thus proceeds,—
" The manner of dovetailing the solid part of the tower is nearly the same
as that of the Eddystone, and this plan will be followed to the top of the
staircase. I have, however, to recommend a mode somewhat different for
the hollow part of the surrounding walls, which should be dovetailed in a
manner I have already drawn out. The stone floors in the Eddystone were
formed by an arch in the form of a dome springing from the surrounding
walls, to strengthen which chain-bars were laid into the wall. 1 propose
that these should be done with large stones radiated from a circular block
in the middle, to which the interior ends are to be dovetailed as well as the
radiated joints, and then connected to the surrounding walls by means of a
circular dowell : by this means the lateral pressure from the walls will be
removed, and the whole will be connected as one mass, and no chain-bar*
will be wanted except under the cornice ;—thus the whole will be like a
solid block of stone excavated for the residence of the light-keepers."
Mr. Rennie continued to give his directions, make reports, and
carried on various correspondence upon .the subject with the Com
missioners, Mr. Stevenson, and others connected with the work,
until the final completion of the lighthouse, 17th October, 1810
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and afterwards until the breaking up of the working establishment
and sale of the stores at Arbroath. (See Mr. Stevenson's letter of
8th July, 1811, and Mr. Rennie's answer on the 15th following.)
From the above statement of facts the following conclusions
may, I think, be fairly drawn:—First, that Sir Alexander Coch
rane was the first who suggested the idea of erecting a lighthouse
upon the Bell Rock. Secondly, that Captain Brodie and Mr.
Gouper, were the first who took up the subject practically, by
erecting a beacon and preparing a model for a cast-iron light
house. Thirdly, that Mr. Robert Stevenson commenced his inves
tigation in 1794, and in 1800 made two models, one for a castiron, and another for a stone lighthouse, upon the principle of the
Eddystone.
Fourthly, in 1803, when the Commissioners of the
Northern Lighthouses took this subject up seriously, and went to
parliament for a bill to enable them to borrow money for the pur
pose, they feeling the weight of the responsibility and trust reposed
in them, naturally determined to consult an older and more expe
rienced engineer than Mr. Stevenson then was. Mr. Telford was
accordingly consulted, but it does not appear that he either made
a design or Report on the subject, although no doubt he gave much
valuable advice.
After, however, the rejection of the bill in
1803, Mr. Telford was not again consulted. Fifthly, in 1805,
when the Commissioners determined again to apply to parliament
for an Act to make a lighthouse on the Bell Rock, they consulted
the late Mr. Rennie, and submitted Mr. Stevenson's designs, as
well as the various other documents which had been prepared for
that object.
Mr. Rennie accordingly personally inspected the
Bell Rock, and made a detailed and elaborate Report upon the
whole subject, wherein, amongst other matters, he did not approve
of Mr. Stevenson's designs, as stated in the foregoing part
of this letter. Mr. Rennie then continued in the employment of
the Commissioners, and attended and gave evidence upon the bill
in its progress through parliament in 1806; and as soon as prac
ticable after the passing of the bill, a meeting was held by the
Commissioners on the 3rd of December, 1806, at which he at
tended, and was appointed chief engineer to carry it into effect;
and on the 26th of the same month, another meeting was held,
when Mr. Rennie recommended that Mr. Robert Stevenson should
be appointed assistant engineer, to act under his (Mr. Rennie'sJ
directions; and Mr. Robert Stevenson was appointed assistant en
gineer under Mr. Rennie accordingly. That subsequently to that
period, until the completion of the lighthouse and the final
winding-up of the establishment, Mr. Rennie continued to have
the entire responsibility, superintendence, management, and di
rection of the whole works: he furnished a design and worked out
the details, which were completed under him—in fact, nothing was
done without previously being submitted to, and receiving his ap
proval; that he repeatedly visited the works and made his Reports
to the Commissioners during the progress until the final comple
tion, as will be Been in the Appendix to Mr. Stevenson's book,
together with the other documents in my possession. The design
which has actually been carried into effect underwent certain al
terations, differing somewhat from that furnished by Mr. Rennie,
and which generally happened during the progress of the work;
these were chiefly confined to raising the tower a little higher, and
altering the mouldings round the top of the tower and lantern.
These alterations, however, were done under his direction. The
lighthouse as erected, it will be observed, differs materially from that
proposed by Mr. Stevenson, which was not approved of by Mr.
Rennie : the base is much wider and different in form, in order to
diminish the action of the waves upon it, and to prevent them
from undermining the base; the tower is also much higher; the
courses, narrower on the outside, are larger towards the centre of
the building than that of the Eddystone, by which they are ren
dered stronger; and the floors are different, the pressure being
rendered vertical instead of lateral, as explained in the above
extract from Mr Rennie's Report;—in fact, in the above particu
lars the Bell Rock Lighthouse differs from the Eddystone, but
Mr. Rennie used always to say that lie followed the track of
Smeaton in his fine example of the Eddystone, making only such
alterations as the different circumstances required, to adapt it for
its situation.
Mr. Alan Stevenson claims for his father the
merit of the improvement in the floors of the Bell Itock Light
house, and making the pressure vertical instead of lateral, as in
the Eddystone: this, I cannot admit,—for in the paragraph above
extracted from Mr. Robert Stevenson's Report of the year 1800
(p. 445), the words there used do not convey the idea that the
lateral pressure of the floors was intended to be done away with ;
and it cannot be supposed for a moment that the late Mr. Rennie,
who disapproved of his plan, could have adopted it himself after
wards, and have claimed the merit of it. The whole tenor of Mr.
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Rennie's conduct throughout his long career, was totally at variance
with such a proceeding, and it was always his greatest pleasure to
recognise and bring forward merit in every case, and to give the
inventor the full benefit of his inventions.
I trust, therefore,
that I have clearly established my proposition—that Mr. Rennie
designed and built the Bell Rock Lighthouse.
In saying this
much, I should be extremely sorry to detract in the smallest de
gree from the highly-meritorious exertions of Mr. Stevenson, for
the important part he took in forwarding the undertaking, from the
year 1794 to 1805, and for the subsequent part which he performed
as assistant-engineer in carrying the work into effect under the
late Mr. Rennie; and I am quite ready to admit that very great
credit is due to Mr. Stevenson for the energy, skill, and inde
fatigable perseverance he displayed in the above capacity, and
which contributed materially to the success of this great work.
The labours of those valuable sub-officers, Mr. Peter and David
Logan and Francis Watts, were of the greatest service; and 'Mr.
David Logan subsequently distinguished himself as resident engineer
at Dundee, Donhagadee, Port Patrick, Whitehaven, Port Rush, &c,
and finally closed his valuable career as engineer to the Trustees
of the River Clyde; and I cannot close this letter without adding,
that the greatest credit is due to the Commissioners of the
Northern Lighthouses, and their secretary, Mr. Cuningham, for
the public spirit, energy, and ability with which they brought for
ward, and carried out to a successful conclusion, this important
maritime work, which has conferred such invaluable benefits upon
the shipping interest and commercial
I am,
world.
London, February 8th, 1849. Your humble servant,
John Rennie.
P.S. Mr. Alan Stevenson complains, in a postscript to hisprinted
letter, of my want of courtesy in not replying to him.—The fact
is, I was absent on the continent, and did not receive his letter
until I returned some time after. I then immediately wrote to
him, apologising that absence had unavoidably prevented me from
replying to his letter before.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
COMPASSES, BAROMETERS, &c
David Napier and James Murdoch Napieb, of York-road,
Lambeth, engineers, for "improvements in mariners' compasses; also
in barometers, and in certain other measuring instruments."—Granted
July 20, 1848; Enrolled January 20, 1819. [Reported in the
Mechanics' Magazine.']
The improvements sought to be secured under this patent,
relate—1st, to mariners' compasses; 2nd, to barometers; 3rd, to
tachometers, or instruments for ascertaining the speed of vessels
through water, or the velocity of currents of water; and 4th, to
weigh-bridges or platform weighing-machines.
1. The compass-box is gimballed, as usual, and contains the com
pass card, which is bound by a brass hoop, to which grip-pieces are
soldered. Above, and resting upon the needles, is a thin disc of
"talc-brass," to which is fastened a disc of cotton or velvet, or
other soft substance. A printed or ruled piece of paper, contain
ing twenty-four concentric circles, and a number of radiating lines
corresponding with the points or parts of points in a compasscard, is temporarily held in the grips above the talc-brass and soft
substance. Underneath the compass-card there are three branches
fixed to a loose collar on the spindle of the point, so that they
may be slid up and down to serve as abutments or supports to the
card. A lever is connected at one extremity with a vibrating
frame, and carries at the other a vertical pricker, which is made
to travel over the surface of the paper from the inner concentric
circle to the outer one, and in a line parallel with the keel of the
vessel, once in twenty-four hours. The lever is made to rise and
fall, and consequently the pricker to puncture the paper at certain
regular intervals of time, and the branches to rise up and support
the cord each time the puncture is effected. By this arrangement,
the direction of the ship's course will be indicated by the punc
tures on the radiating lines, and the time by those upon the con
centric circles. The lever, together with its pricker, and the
branches, are actuated by ordinary clock-work machinery, which
is carried in the bottom of the compass-box, by means of a pecu
liar combination of toothed gear and levers. The printed paper
is, of course, changed every twenty-four hours.
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2. Tlie improved barometer is constructed with a vertical spindle
which carries a card, having on its surface a number of concentric
circles which represent portions of time, and radiating lines which
represent fractions of inches. Above the card is a lever carrying
a vertical pricker, which is made to rise and fall at certain regular
intervals of time, and to travel from the inner concentric circle to
the outer one once in twenty-four hours. On the vertical spindle,
and underneath the card, is fastened a grooved wheel, round which
is passed a cord. A counter-balance weight is attached to one end
of the cord, while the other one is made fast to a float resting upon
a column of mercury in a tube. The card has a fixed point repre
senting 29'5 inches, which, at commencement, is placed underneath
the pricker. As the column of mercury falls or rises the printed
card will travel to the right or to the left accordingly, and its
variations of height be indicated by the distance of the punctured
lines from the starting point, on either side.
3. The improved tachometer, or apparatus for measuring the speed
of vessels through the water, and the velocity of a current of
water, consists of a horizontal spindle moving freely on pivots at
tached to the side of the vessel beneath the water-line, and in
closed in a case open at both ends. The spindle is fitted with
vanes, the pitch of which is regulated so that ten revolutions of
the vane-spindle shall equal one fathom.
The vane-spindle
carries a tangent-screw, which gears into a toothed wheel keyed
on the end of a shaft which passes into the interior of the vessel,
whereby the number of nautical miles is marked in units, &c. up
to 10,000, on ordinary indicating dials through the medium of
trains, such as are used in gas-meters, with the addition of four
spring barrels, whose especial office it is to work the indicating
dials and trains, and diminish the friction of the different parts so
as to relieve the vane-spindle from this duty, whereby the speed
of the vessel, or velocity of the current, will be more correctly in
dicated and registered.
The spring barrels have no effect of
themselves upon the dials and gearing, but appear to facilitate the
action of the vane-spindle thereon. We say "appear," for we ob
serve with regret that the relative connection of these barrels
with the rest of the apparatus are anything but clearly and dis
tinctly described, although they constitute the novelty of this
portion of the invention, and form the subject of a separate claim.
4. The platform of the improved weigh-bridge is supported upon
a horizontal cross- bar attached to the lower end of a vertical-bar,
which is made fast at top to the end of a horizontal lever, whereby
the platform is supported on a centre. The weight to balance the
platform, with the goods thereon, is hung upon this horizontal
lever, which carries a short upright, attached to a shorter horizon
tal lever, which is placed above and parallel to the first. The
other end of the short lever is pivoted loosely to a standard of
the frame, and has above it a coiled spring. From the top end of
the short upright is a chain, which passes over a pulley, suspended
between friction-rollers, and terminating in a weight that balances
the connecting pieces. This pulley is keyed on a rod, to the end
of which is a pointer, whereby the weight of goods on the platform
is indicated on a dial; while, at the same time, a paper is made to
travel underneath a pencil, so that the weight is also at the same
time registered.
Claims.—1. The combination of suitable apparatus with a main
taining power, so as to produce a self-acting means of registering
the direction of the head of the vessel, as indicated by the mag
netic needle.
2. The method of registering upon a circular disc by a travelling
point or pencil, as applied to barometers, and described.
3. The combination of a supplementary or auxiliary power,
with apparatus for indicating and registering the speed of a vessel
through the water, and the velocity of currents of water.
i. The measuring and registering of weight by a weigh-bridge
or platform machine, having attached thereto apparatus such as
described.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Chevalier Alexandre Eoouard Le Molt, of Conduit-street,
Regent-street, Middlesex, for "improvements in apparatus for
lighting by electricity ; parts of which may tie made use of in other ap
plications of electricity."—Granted July 20, 18tS; Enrolled January
20, 18*9. [Reported in Newton's London Journal.]
The first part of this invention relates to certain improvements
in the manufacture of piles or batteries, for evolving electric cur
rents, to be applied to the production of light and other uses.
One of such improvements consists in the application of the
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carbon which is found in the retorts used in the manufacture of
coal-gas as one of the elements of an electric pile. The carbon,
as it comes from the retorts, simply requires to be cut to the re
quired shape: the patentee prefers to use it in rectangular plates
or blocks; but it may be cut into other forms, a, (fig. 1), is a
plate or block of carbon, connected with a cylinder of amalga
mated zinc 6, by means of a strip of metal e, which is soldered or
rivetted at one end to the cylinder 6, and at the other end is sol
dered to the upper extremity of the carbon: the upper end of the
carbon is coated with copper or other metal, for this purpose, by
the electrotype process; and this constitutes another of the im
provements.
A further improvement consists in coating the
cylinder of amalgamated zinc on one side (the outer side in the
present arrangement) with a varnish or other suitable matter,
which will prevent the liquid used from acting on the zinc on the
protected side: such side having no relative influence whatever
with the carbon element would otherwise be uselessly exposed to
the destructive action of the acid. The patentee prefers to use
copal varnish as the protecting material; and he gives a body to
the same, by grinding finely-powdered retort carbon therewith.
The connecting strip of metal, and the electrotyped end of the
carbon element, are also to be coated with the varnish. A battery,
constructed according to this invention, is shown in fig. 2, where
rf, d, are two stoneware jars, each containing a porous jar e, which
receives the carbon element a, of the pile, and is surrounded by
the cylinder of amalgamated zinc b; into the jars e, nitric acid is
introduced; and in the jars rf, a solution of sulphuric acid, com
posed of one part of acid to seven parts of water, is used. When
the apparatus is intended to be carried about, the patentee prefers
to make the jars rf, with a flange or rim at the top, as shown in
figs. 3, and 4, to prevent the liquid from splashing.

Fig. 2.

Another improvement, described under this head of the inven
tion, consists in making carbon elements for electric piles by
causing the carbon to be moulded and then subjected to great
pressure, by means of hydraulic or other suitable presses, in order
to obtain the carbon as dense and compact as possible.
The
patentee prefers to use one part of powdered coal, coke, or char
coal, three parts of carbon from gas-retorts, and one part of tar;
these materials are to be well mixed, moulded, and subjected to
pressure; then dried, by exposure to the action of the atmosphere,
in the shade, for a few days; aud, when dry, the mixture is to be
subjected to heat in a nearly-closed retort for thirty-six hours,—
the heat being applied gradually till it arrives at a bright red heat,
and then to be allowed to cool down gradually: the carbon is then
ready for use.
The second part of this invention relates to the apparatus fur
producing light by electricity; and it consists in using discs of
carbon as electrodes, in such manner that, by revolving near eacli
other in the same plane or in planes at an angle to each other,
they shall constantly present fresh surfaces, and, when they have
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made a revolution, they shall be caused to approach each other, so
as to maintain a constant and proper relation to each other for the
production of a continuous light.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 is an elevation of the apparatus employed in carrying out
tiiis part of the invention, a, a, are two electrodes of gas-retort
carbon, which are first cut into the form of discs, and then purified
by immersion in a solution of nitric and muriatic acid for twelve
hours, and afterwards in a solution of fluoric acid for twelve hours.
A slow uniform motion may be communicated to the discs by any
suitable mechanism; but the patentee prefers to employ that
shown in fig. .5, wherein the motion is derived from suitable clock
work, the axis 6, of which only is shown.
The two discs turn on
pivots or axes at the upper ends of the arms c, c; these arms are
mounted, at their lower ends, upon an axis d, so as to move freely
thereon; and the upper ends of the arms are continually drawn
towards each other by a spring e, but are prevented from approach
ing too closely by the pieces./, /, which bear against the periphery
of the eccentric or step-wheel g. The two discs are caused to
rotate by means of two endless chains or bands, passing around
the pulleys A, A, on the axes of the discs, and around a pulley i,
fixed to a toothed-wheel k, which gears into another toothed-wheel
;', on the axis b. Rotary motion is also given to the eccentric or
step-wheel g, by means of the train of wheels j, k, I, m, n; so that,
when the discs have made a complete revolution, the wheel g, may
present a deeper step or depression to each of the pieces /,/, and
thus permit the arms c, c, to approach nearer to each other, in
order to compensate for the wear of the two electrodes. o,p, are
the wires connected with the battery. The part marked with a*
is made of some non-conducting material; and the other parts are
made of metal. It is not essential that the two electrodes should
rotate in the same plane, as they may rotate in planes at right
angles to each other. The patentee states that he does not con
fine himself to the use of two discs, as a single disc may be em
ployed with another form of electrode.
The patentee claims—Firstly, the application of that description
or quality of carbon obtained by the destructive distillation of
coal and other matters, such as are used in the manufacture of
fas, as one of tj,e elements 0f an electric pile; also the employ
ment of carbon moulded and subjected to pressure and manufac
tured as above described; also the electrotyping the ends of
carbon used as elements in electric-piles; also the connecting of
carbon elements of an electric pile with other elements used, by
soldering, or by other permanent fixture. Secondly, the so apply
ing two discs of carbon as electrodes that they shall (when they
lave completed a revolution) be caused by the mechanism to ap
proach to each other, and thus obtain a continuous light by elec
tricity.
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BRICK AND TILE KILN.
William Swaine, of Perahridge, Hereford, brick-maker, for
" improvements in kilns for burning bricks, tiles, and other earthen
substances."—Granted July 18, 1848; Enrolled January 18, 1849.

The improvement relates to the construction of a kiln, as shown
in the annexed engraving, which is a transverse section, a, is the
kiln; b, the feeding-places, kept closed excepting when fuel is in
troduced; c, furnace-doors, formed with an opening for the intro
duction of a rake, to rake the fire without opening the doors, the
opening is closed at other times by a small door d; e, air-pipes; f,
ash-pit doors; g, fire-boxes, built of fire-bricks, with holes between
the bricks, similar to those heretofore used in some kilns; A, brick
ledges, for throwing off the coals as they pass through the feedingpipes; and i, chimneys, of which there are nine. The doors must
be made to fit closely, in order that the passage of air into the fire
places and kiln may be partially or entirely stopped, so that the
fires may be regulated with great nicety, and, when necessary, may
prevent combustion, by stopping the supply of air.

SHIPS AND PADDLE-WHEELS.
James Taylor, of Furnival's-inn, gentleman, for " improve
ments in propelling ships and other vessels."—Granted December 2,
J848; Enrolled January 27, 1849. [Reported in the Patent
Journal.^
The specification describes, in addition to a mode of propelling
vessels, a form of construction of vessels generally ; the first part
of the specification describing the mode of forming the mould or
model of the vessel ; the second, the construction of a paddle or
propelling wheel; and the third, the constructing the parts of the
vessel for the reception of this paddle-wheel. The patentee gives
rather a vague rule for the moulds or models of ships and vessels.
He proposes to form the 'midship section of the vessel of an ellipse,
the longest diameter being the horizontal one, and the shortest the
vertical. As the cross sections approach the stem and stern posts,
the horizontal diameters become gradually less, while the vertical
diameter remains the same until a certain point between the 'mid
ship section and the stem or stern, where the horizontal diameter
becomes equal to the vertical ; or, in other words, the cross section
of the vessel is a circle ; from this point to the stem or stern posts,
the order of the ellipses forming the cross sections are reversed—
that is, the vertical diameter remains precisely the same as before
but is now the longest, and the horizontal diameter the shorter,
and gradually becoming less as it approaches the stem and stern
posts, to whose shape it at last resolves itself; thus, the patentee
states that either obtuse or acute forms of vessels may be con
structed, the degrees of acuteness depending upon the proportion
the longest diameter of the ellipse at the 'midship section bears to
the extreme length of the vessel ; the vessel thus constructed, is
provided with a Keel, the sides of which are concave, so as to agree
in contour with the convex form of the hull of the vessel, and is
to give the necessary strength as well as to prevent lee-way. The
patentee proposes, in the case of sea-going ships and vessels ex12
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posed to tempestuous weather, to continue the elliptic form of the
vessel above the water-line, and entirely over the deck ; but for
vessels intended only for the navigation of rivers and smooth
waters, then the upper parts of the vessel may be of any shape,
but strictly following the rules laid down by him with respect to
the hull below the water-line.
The second part consists of a paddle-wheel ; this wheel is formed
of a large sheet-iron cylinder, upon the sides of which are secured
two extending flanges of larger diameter than the cylinder. Be
tween these flanges and the periphery of the cylinder are secured
the flats, which are of a curved shape ; the depth of the curve
being equal to the draught of water of the boat.
The last part of the specification merely describes the means
which the patentee proposes to adopt for applying the paddlewheels to vessels. He proposes in river-going boats to place a
single wheel in the middle, an aperture or case being there made
for the reception of the same ; and from it a trough or way to the
stern of the vessel is formed. In sea-going vessels, he proposes to
apply two wheels, one placed on each side of the keel, also in a
case or aperture. He also proposes to cover this case or aperture
with a cap or covering, which is to be secured air and water tight ;
but it is to be provided with a valve, so situated that when the
wash of the sea shall rise in the wheel-case, and expel part of the
air therefrom, upon its receding the air shall enter through the
valves from the outside. The patentee gives several rules or pro
portions for making the wheel-case and trough.
He claims generally : First, the mode of forming ships and ves
sels of the elliptical cross-sections, as described.
Secondly, the construction of the paddle-wheel, as described.
Thirdly, the manner of arranging and applying the paddle-wheel
to ships and vessels, as before described.

MANUFACTURE OF IRON.
Samuel Lees, of the firm of Hannah Lees and Sons, of Parkroad, Lancaster, iron manufacturers, for " certain improvement* in
tlie manufacture of malleable iron."—Granted August 8, 18+8 ; En
rolled February 8, 1849. [Reported in the Patent Journal.']
The improvements described in this specification relate to the
manufacture of malleable iron—first, as to the mode of arranging
and forming the piles and faggots, and second, the construction of
the machinery to be employed in rolling and manufacturing such
piles or faggots into bars, rods, &c.
The first of the improvements consists in placing the plates or
hars of iron of which the pile is to be formed, in such manner that
the grain of the iion of the several pieces shall be in different rela
tive positions to each other. In the ordinary mode of forming the
pile6, the flat bars of iron which compose them are merely placed
in regular order one upon the other until the required thickness is
obtained ; the width of the bars being equal to the width of the
pile. This mode of piling, when rolled out into bars, rails, &c,
presents an exterior surface, upon which the junctions of the bars
appear, and thus render them very liable to laminate ; as also the
strength of the article manufactured is irregular in consequence of
the lamilar direction of the grain. This is particularly the case in
railway bars, where, by the action of the heavy weights rolling over
them, the upper surface is laminated ; as also the middle vertical
web of the rail is comparatively weak from the cross direction of
the grain of the iron. The patentee piles his faggots in the follow
ing manner—a cross section of one being shown in the annexed
cut. The sides of the pile are formed of plates, or flat bars, A, A,
dovetailed at the edges, in the manner shown ; or if found more
convenient, they may have their edges merely overlapping each
other. These plates, when placed together, form the exterior of
the shell of the pile, and it will be seen that they present exteriorly
their sides ; thus the grain of the iron is in a better position. The
middle portion is to be filled up by other plates or flat burs, either in
the manner shown, or by dovetailing the edges, but in both cases
so arranging them that their sides, and consequently the grain of
the metal, are in different positions.
The patentee also forms piles in which the exterior shell oi case
is formed in the manner described, hut the interior is filled with
Jdates or flat bars piled or placed in the ordinary manner. He
ikewise describes and illustrates in the drawings accompanying
the specification, a mode of forming the pile from which hollow
shafts are to be made. This is formed in nearly the same manner
as the preceding, differing only in the employment of two peculiar
shaped bars, for the centre of the pile, which when placed together
form the hollow or cavity required. For the manufacture of
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grooved or fluted rollers, such as is used in several of the processes
in the cotton manufacture, the patentee describes a mode of pro
ceeding. The shell or case of the pile is to be made of the four
plates or bars, as before described, and the interior to be filled up
with the best strap iron, and then manufactured up in the usual
manner. The patentee states the kinds of iron he proposes to
manufacture from piles thus formed and arranged,—as angle-iron,
tee-iron, bar-iron, railway-bars, fluted or grooved rollers, snafu
piston and pump rods, &c.

The second of the improvements described is that relating tn
the machinery to be employed for the manufacturing and rolling
the piles, formed as above described. This part of the specification
is subdivided in two parts. First, the construction of the rollers
to be used in rolling the plates or flat bars into the shape desired
to form the piles ; as also the application to the rollers of a bar or
mould, for the purpose of preserving the form of the groove or re
cess previously formed while passing between the rollers upon its
edge. This bar or mould is fixed to the framing of the rollers,
and thus allows the grooved bar to slide over it whilst being drawn
between the rollers ; the bars being successively passed between
them until of the proper size.
Thirdly, another of the improvements named in the specification
is the employment of two distinct sets of rollers, for rolling the
bars, &c, placed side by side, and which are to be driven in oppo
site directions ; so that the bars, after passing through between one
set of them, is returned through between the rollers of the other
set to its original place before the first set of rollers are ready to
be again passed between them,—thus obviating the necessity of
returning the bar over the upper roller to its former place in front
of them, as is usually the case, thus saving time and facilitating
the operation.
The fourth improvement is the mode of supporting the bars of
iron as they are passed between the rollers by a carriage over head,
and to which a traversing movement is given, for the purpose uf
bringing the bar of iron before the grooves in the rollers in their
proper order ; there is also communicated to the carriage a tra
versing motion for the purpose of bringing it back.
The fifth part describes a mode of straightening bars of iron after
having been rolled. This the patentee proposes to do simply by
means of their contraction during cooling. The bar to be straight
ened is taken, while still hot, and placed upon a flat iron plate or
bed, to which, by clamps or other convenient means, the ends of
the bar are firmly secured ; the contraction upon cooling being
sufficient to straighten the bar.
The patentee claims : First, the mode of forming the outside of
a pile, or faggot of iron, by placing plates or flat bars of iron to
gether at right angles to each other, the edges or corners of them
being dovetailed or overlapped, the interior being filled either with
scrap iron or with iron plates, whether arranged one upon another
or at right angles to each other.
Second, the use and employment of the bar, or mould, attached
to rolling mills, for preserving the form and shape of the groove or
indentation upon the bar under operation, whilst it is being passed
between the rollers upon its edges.
Third, the method described of driving the rollers in opposite
direction?.
Fourth, the mode described of actuating, and also reversing the
movements of the carriage for holding the bars.
Lastly, the mode described of straightening bars of iron, by con
fining and holding them at their extremities while in a heated
state, and by their contraction in cooling assuming a straight line.
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MACHINE FOR BENDING IRON PLATES.
Thomas Burdett Tubton, of Sheffield, steel manufacturer, for
"improvement* in machinery for bending and fitting plates or bart of
steel, iron, and other materials, to be used for locomotive engine and
carriage spring*, and other purposes."—Granted June 1 ; Enrolled
December 1, 1848.
The first part of this patent relates to a machine for bending
plates or bars of metal by means of three rollers placed vertically,
to be driven by steam or other power, and is for the purpose of
superseding in a great measure the manual labour now employed
for bending or fitting carriage springs.
The second part of the invention relates to another machine for
the same purpose; of which fig. I is a front elevation, fig. 2 a
transverse section, and fig. 3 a plan view, partly in section, of
such a machine.

8.3

sary to remark that the block a is provided with a groove to
admit the nibs of the spring-plates, as seen in figs. 1, and 2.
The construction of the framing for supporting and guiding the
various parts of this machine does not require to be particularly
referred to, being well understood by any competent workman.

HYDRANT OR FIRE-COCK.
An improved Hydrant or Slide-Valve, for Water-Pipes, Fire-Hf.se,
S;c. Registered for Messrs. Geoboe Fobbesteb and Co., of Vauxhall Foundry, Liverpool, Dec. 29th, 1848.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section, and fig. 2 a transverse section of
the hvdrant. The improvement is in making the branch c project
so far through the body of the valve 6, as to form its own face for
the valve a to shut against. The projecting end of the branch c,
is truly faced in the lathe. In the engraving, the branch is shown
with a bend, but it may be made of any suitable form. The valve
is opened by a handle on the screw, e.

FK. J.

Fig. ».

In this machine the process of bending and fitting is performed
by guitably shaped blocks, the lower one a, remains stationary
when the machine is being used, and the upper one 6, is lifted up
to allow the bar which has been bent to be removed, and an un
bent bar to be put in its place; the upper block is attached to a
plate c, to which is secured the guide-rod d. Near the upper ex
tremity of the rod d, is the antifriction-roller e, against which the
cam h works when the top block is being pressed down upon the
plate or bar to be bent. The cam h is fixed on a shaft t, and is
provided with a segmental slot, through which and through a fork
made at the top of the guide-iod d, a pin or bolt m is passed; to
the strap i is also fixed a long lever /.-. by means of which the ma
chine is worked. When the attendant elevates this lever, the
upper block is raised by means of the bolt or pin m, above de
scribed, and when the bent plate has been removed, and another
plate substituted between the blocks, the attendant, by pressing
down the lever k. causes the cam A to hear upon the antiirictionroller e; and by this means the top block is depressed, so as to
give the proper curve to the plate or bar between the blocks. If
it should be found more convenient to work this machine by steam
or other power, instead of by the lever k, and its adjuncts, a
wheel q, represented by a dotted line in fig. 1, should be keyed on
the shaft i. This wheel would be driven by the pinion n, fixed on
the same shaft as a pair of fast and loose pulleyso, the cam h would
have to be replaced by a crank, to which the upper end of the con
necting-rod p would be attached, and the lower end of the con
necting-rod would be attached to the guide-rod d.
It will be
evident that by changing the blocks a, and 6, any variety of curve
may be given to the plates or bars under operation. It is neces

CAST AND WROUGHT IRON BRIDGES.
Sib—Having read in the January number of your Journal the
remarks taken from a paper read at the Roval Scottish Society of
Arts, by its President, George Buchanan, Esq., F.R.S.E., on the
" Strength of Materials as applicable to Cast and Wrought Iron
Bridges" 1 beg leave to send you the following communication,
which being confirmatory of some of the views brought forward
therein, will, 1 trust, be deemed worthy of insertion.
The formation of beams of a compound nature, so as to insure a
proper combination of the distinct qualities of cast and wrought
iron, by subjecting the one to compressive strains only, and the
other to those only of tension, is a subject worthy of much prac
tical investigation; and in which economy of construction, safety,
and durability, are particularly involved.
The principle which governs the construction of the beams
alluded to by Mr. Buchanan is indeed a modification of the old
and simple principle of the roof, where two rafters meet and abut
at the top, and are tied together at the feet by a longitudinal
beam ; but it also exhibits a modification of the common king and
queen post truss— a combination that cannot fail, it rightly carrieil
out, to ensure great rigidity ; for taking a pair of the main-braces,
with their adjacent counter-brace, and the vertical tie, we have a
complete king-post truss ; and if all the braces be removed for
a couple of spaces, we then have a queen-post, with the top cord
acting as a straining-beam for this distance, and resisting, unaided,
the compression to which it is subjected by a passing load. As
proof ot this fact, I have frequently had . adjacent main and
12*
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counter-braces removed for the purpose of repairs during the re
gular transitu of trains.
The term Lattice is therefore incorrectly applied to these
bridges ; and in America, where the two are quite distinct struc
tures, the lattice has fallen into disrepute among railway en
gineers, having generally failed, and exhibited a want of rigidity—
a natural result where the parts are not abutted but placed side by
side, and fastened with pins passing through the very heart of the
material itself, on which, as so many pivot points, there is a con
stant working of the whole structure, which splits the material,
and produces fracture and sinking, unless, as in the extensive
lattice bridges now in use in America, the whole fabric be timely
supported by heavy queen-post trusses inside, and bolted to the
lattice beams, or by timber arches, which really do the whole duty.
But the strain on a lattice bridge is felt as in all other common
rectangular beams ; and it fails, therefore, in the centre of the
span invariably, there being no strut or brace, with properly abut
ting surfaces, to relieve the weak part, and carry back the strain
to the legitimate points of support—viz., the abutments.
Now, in truss beams of the former construction the strain com
municated by a load is at once taken up and distributed by the
forces which act only in the direction of the grain of the material
employed,—the weight felt by the vertical ties in a tensile
strain acting on the braces in compression, these communicating
it in tension to the bottom chord, and in compression to the top
chord ; thus getting rid of all direct transverse strain, and afford
ing one of the greatest elements of strength, which is materially
assisted by the fact that the heavy weight of all surplus material
is dispensed with.
Having for some years given this subject a good deal of time
and consideration, and had the benefit of experience in the erec
tion of many of these structures, I have observed—1st, that a
tensile strain is not confined to the bottom chord, but that the
top chords immediately over the points of support on the abut
ments are subjected to a considerable degree of tension, '.'ml! v.
that in case of any tendency to failure of the bottom chords, ver
tical ties, or braces, such invariably takes place at about i of the
span from the abutments ; and that it is therefore advisable to
increase the sectional areas of all these parts for some distance
from each abutment. Indeed, in spans of any great length, the
sectional areas should be as large as possible at the points of sup
port, and gradually decrease towards the centre of the bridge;
and Hilly, that a due proportioned height of truss on the abut
ments is requisite to ensure the stability of the structure.
There are two chief points only to be determined by the en
gineer before erecting a bridge of this kind, which, if correctly
ohtained, will enable him to carry it to any extent known—viz.,
the sectional areas of the parts, and the height of truss due to
the required span which must control the proportions adopted.
After explaining the principle of certain timber bridges in North
America, Mr. Buchanan suggests the adaptation of this principle
to iron, for the purpose of forming extremely simple and strong
beams, by making the bottom chords of malleable iron and the
braces and counter-braces of cast-iron in the form of hollow square
tubes.
The perishable character of timber, and the difficulty which has
been always experienced by its inability to withstand the great
tensile strain to which the bottom chords are necessarily sub
jected, engaged the attention of the subscriber some years ago, as
affording an opportunity for the adaptation of the principle to iron
exclusively; and it is gratifying to him to find that the views
which have controlled his efforts in the work, so closely correspond
with the opinions of such high authorities as Professor Forbes and
Mr. Buchanan.
In the year 1844, after sundry experiments for the purpose of
ascertaining the proportions of the various parts, and for adapting
those parts to iron, the subscriber built the first iron bridge on this
principle for railway travel in the United States of America, and
in 1845 introduced it into this country; since which he has con
structed about a dozen iron bridges, varying in span from 30 to 90
feet, in the latter of which, it is not a little curious, Mr. Bucha
nan's suggestion of hollow, square, cast-iron braces has been actu
ally anticipated, by which strength and lightness of material is
certainly affected.
The advantages derived by this adaptation are—
1st, Economy combined with rigidity.
2ndly, Simplicity and facility of construction and erection.
Srdly, The great ease with which any camber can be given, and
a certainty of its being permanently retained.
On the first of these points, it will suffice to give a brief state
ment of the cost of two of the bridges just alluded to. They
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have been in use for upwards of two years, and were built under
the disadvantages of having inexperienced workmen, and without
the aid of any machinery whatever.
Length of beam 98 feet.
£
•■ d.
Cast iron, 56 tons, at IS/.
678 0 0
Wrought-iron, 37 tons 1 cwt. 3 qr. 3 lb. at 14/. 519 4 10
Workmanship and erecting
270 10 6
Total
£l461 15 4
equal to almost 15/. per running foot of bridge, which is higher
than any of the others, being unnecessarily heavy, particularly in
the item of cast-iron, although it has the hollow traces suggested.
It is on a skew of 24^°.
The next statement exhibits the cost of a beam 71 feet long,
across an opening of 50 ft. 10 in. in the clear.
£

Cast-iron, 16 tons, at 12/. per ton
Wrought-iron,
Workmanship and
13 tons,
erecting
at 14/. per ton

...

l.

d.

192 0
182
103 10
0

0
0
o

Total
£477 10 0
equal to about 6/. 15*. per lineal foot of bridge, which will give a
better idea of economy.
About a year ago, one of these bridges was severely tested by
the breaking down of a ballast-train on it ; and though several of
the axles were broken, and five of tho wagons were heaped in per
fect wreck upon the structure, tearing up the floor, breaking out
four of the adjacent braces of one of the outer beams, and frac
turing others, it was found after the wreck was removed, that the
bridge had not yielded in the least, either vertically or laterally,—
and was subsequently repaired, at a cost of 36/.
Simplicity of construction, which naturally produces economy,
as the second point, presents itself for consideration.
The braces on being furnished from the foundry, are put under
the plane or vertical chisel, to bring them to an exact uniform
length by taking off a mere shaving and leaving the abutting ends
square : the remainder of the cast-iron requires only a careful
cleaning. Thus, with very little workmanship, near two-thirds of
the material is ready for use.
In ordinary spans, the chords may be composed of plates of
Welsh iron, welded into one continuous piece (where careful
smiths can be procured); or they may be left in convenient lengths,
and fastened at the joints by suitable scarfs and bands or rivets.
The chords are then clamped together, placed on edge, and the re
cesses for the blocks cut out in the rough, and afterwards dressed
up with the file ; the blocks are then fitted, and they are ready for
erection. In addition to the wrought-iron plates which compose
the top chord, there is usually a cast-iron cap which covers it,
formed with flanges on the under surface, which fill up the spaces
between the wrought-iron plates. The whole being clamped to
gether, forms a beam more or less solid in proportion to the com
pression it is calculated to resist ; while the wrought-iron in the
top chord resists any tensile strain to which it may be subjected
over the points of support, as before referred to. These cast-iron
caps are made in convenient lengths, and require no workmanship
but fitting on during the erection of the bridge.
The vertical tie-rods are of cable iron if the span is large, and
are made without a weld, having the heads and nuts uniform.
All the respective parts of these structures are uniform, and any
previous fitting together is unnecessary; indeed, they may be made
in different establishments, brought to the abutments, and put
together at once for the first time.
From the position of the abutting surfaces, the beam, on screw
ing up the vertical ties, adjusts itself in line and camber, and no
force will prevent its assuming the required form with truth. The
sectional areas are left whole and available, there being not a pin
or bolt through any of the parts.
The portions of the structure liable to injury from accidents can
be repaired without deranging the whole, or rendering it unfit for
constant use.
The third point is the facility of cambering, which is peculiar to
this structure. In ordinary horizontal beams, about four inches in
the 100 feet has been adopted; but lets can with a great degree of
nicety be given, and if carried to even a semicircle involves no ad
ditional ejrpente whatever in framing or general construction,—the
uniformity of the parts being preserved as in the ordinary straight
beam. It would appear that so small a camber as four inches, in a
structure composed of a number of parts, would soon exhibit irre
gularities in its curve ; but under the heaviest traffic this camber in
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truly retained, and indeed must remain while the ties are able to
keep the abutting surfaces of the parts in close contact.
The is one point in the remarks contained in your Journal on
this subject, which my experience in these structures would seem
to indicate as somewhat erroneous; for while awaie of the loss of
material in rectangular beams generally at the extremities, so far
ss they depart from the arch,— particularly in cast-iron beams,
where the transverse strain acts on the centre, and a depth of
material and large sectional area is indispensable. There being no
transverse action on these beams, and the centre not being therefore
w liable to give way as those parts nearer the abutments, owing to
the increased leverage acting on those parts, I conceive (although
admitting the correctness of arching the top chord if practicable)
that the height of truss at and near the abutments is requisite to
the stability of the beam, and in the case of a very long span, that
rigidity would be gained by making the bottom chord in the form
tif an arch, even if obliged to keep the top chord horizontal; thus
decreasing the height of truss at the centre of the span, say onehalf, and consequently its own weight, and gradually increasing in
weight and proportions towards the extremities, — which is the
natural form of a lever supported at one end and left to sustain
itself.
It is evident to my mind, from models and some experiments
(although open to conviction), that a structure of the kind de
scribed, suitably proportioned, might be built for a considerable
distance from each face of a supporting pier, without the aid of
temporary scaffolding; and I would be willing to undertake to
build a bridge involving this principle, on tidal waters or rivers, to
swing upon a centre pier as a pivot, and allow a water-way on each
ride of 70 or 80 feet, the extremities of which should only be sup
ported when brought in line with the two abutments, to accommo
date the passage of trains.
There is another bridge which may be termed a modification of
the foregoing general principle, several of which have been also
erected in this country, and are worthy of notice. My remarks
have, however, already gone much beyond my intention,—and ask
ing for them a placeI in
am,
theSir,
next number of your valuable Journal,

Perrysauare, Limerick.
Feb. 21*/, 1819.

Yours obediently,
Richard B. Osborne, CE.

GOVERNMENT SHIP BUILDING.
When, in his brilliantly-written " Organization du Travail," M.
Louis Blanc propounded his scheme fur making government the
comptroller-general of national industry, he little thought that the
Destiny of Empires would shortly thrust into his hands the means
»f realising his political theories. Suddenly, however, national
fork-shops and all their external machinery was created at his
rommand, and one thing alone was wanted for perfect success— a
►upply of national workers : for the inhabitants of his palaces of
make-believe industry no more deserved the name than do state
pensioners generally.
There is a propensity common to our nature, which, though not
formally stated in ethical works, is universal among mankind
—that we all work best by the piece. When a man's industry is
rewarded in direct proportion to its results, and not according to a
fixed rate, pre-arranged as a probable equivalent for his labours,
his exertions receive a stimulus which the most exalted sense of
duty and honour cannot afford. Had M. Louis Blanc's pensioners
l>een what he supposed them to be, all brothers, even then his
"plendid scheme of universal fraternity could have been only
partially realised. The will to work for the general maintenance
might have existed, but the requisite power and energy would still
have been lacking. Poor human nature requires constant encou
ragement and stimulus to animate its exertion; and this is true
of all men—prince, philosopher, and peasant,—that no man ever
vorked long and vorkcd hard/or the sake of an abstract idea.
This is the fatal and irremediable error of all government
manufactories; and in England, the public dockyards are the
most gigantic exhibitions of its results. From the first Lords of
the Admiralty to the meanest ship-carpenter, not one of the whole
corps of national ship-builders has a direct interest in producing
the best possible ship at the cheapest possible rate. The conse
quences are worse—no, not worse, but just as bad as might be ex
pected. Of all maritime nations, England possesses the worst
ships, produced at the dearest rate. The excuse for this result is,
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that the excessive difficulty of ascertaining the proper form and
dimensions of a ship, and or predicting its sailing qualities, are so
great, that occasional errors in the calculation are unavoidable.
We wish to show that this position is untenable,—that the errors
do not arise from the complexity of the problem, but from the
manner in which it is worked out. Our purpose is to demonstrate
that the error is not confined to ship-building, but unavoidably
attaches to all government manufacturing. We believe, for exam
ple, that if pins were a government monopoly, their market price
would be a shilling a dozen: nor have we the least doubt that if
under such circumstances a parliamentary enquiry were instituted,
the result would be a respectable blue-book demonstrating by irrefragible reasoning and the highest official testimony that it would
be as impossible to alter the laws of nature as to produce pins at a
cheaper rate.
The sailing qualities of a ship are of two distinct kinds—those
relating to her motion, and those relating to her stability. The
former constitute a difficult mechanical problem, the latter a very
simple and easy one. The former refer to the unknown resistance
of fluids, the force of wind, the hydro-dynamical question of the
pressure of waves, and the results of the combined effect of these
on a curvilinear body. But the latter is simply a hydrostatic
problem, which may be solved with perfect certainty and readiness.
Were science no more advanced than it was in the days of Archi
medes, we might still predict with absolute precision whether a
vessel of given dimensions were capable of sustaining the weight of
her guns without suffering too great an immersion. And in like
manner the transverse and longitudinal section of the ship, and
the weight of its several parts, would supply sufficient data for
ascertaining whether she possessed sufficient stability to prevent
her from rolling and pitching excessively.
Now it is in the easier problem that our government ship
builders so eminently fail. The history of a new vessel is com
monly this.
First her guns are found too heavy for her weak
powers ; or if she be a steamer, she reels and groans beneath the
burden of her too ponderous engines : this evil partially remedied,
either by diminishing her load or enlarging her dimensions, she is
at last, perhaps, fortunate enough to reach her destined element,
the open sea. But the trials which began at her birth, and unceas
ingly attended her cradle, pursue her in the career of adult exist
ence,—her calamities are now severer than ever. She behaveth
not with the steadiness and dignity befitting her character, and
the ponderous respectability of the lords and gentlemen who called
her into being. On the contrary, she rollicks and reels like any
harridan : she, the scion of aristocracy, disgraces her noble origin !
and some vulgar craft, built by plain Mr. Jones, passes her In all
the dignity and ease of superior virtue.
To correct the faults of her light behaviour, she is again returned
to dock, becomes the subject of much official correspondence, then
is cut in two, and lightened or razeed, curtailed here aud pieced
out there, until her oldest friends can no longer recognise her.
She will sail now, perhaps—not so well as one of the old French
ships taken in the last war,—but still she keeps above water.
There remains nothing but the bill to pay.
When mishaps like these occur, not once nor twice, but systema
tically, when the slightest knowledge of mechanics convinces us
that they might be avoided with as much certainty and far more
ease than errors in the Bank accounts,—when the expense of these
renewed failures is estimated not by thousands but by millions,
when the whole country is impoverished and almost overwhelmed
by its excessive taxation,—when the national defences are im
perilled by the insufficiency of the navy,—when we find our private
merchantmen and foreign men-of-war regularly equipped for sea
without these disasters, the investigation of their causes begins to
possess some interest.
How are the Lords of the Admiralty, the Surveyors of the Navy.
the Port Admirals, et hoc genus omne, selected ? "Doubtless,"' says
the intelligent foreigner, " for their familiarity with naval affairs.
their long experience of the practical requirements of a ship, their
profound research in the science of ship-building." Simple man !
the First Lord of the Admiralty was never out of sight of land in
his life ; but then he is of the highest respectability in his county,
and his family have always been most consistent politicians. The
Port Admiral's uncle regularly divides with the Ministers ; the
Surveyor of the Navy is nearly related to a bishop ; and the com
mander of the experimental squadron was always making such
troublesome motions and inquiries in the House, that government
sent him to sea in pure self-defence.
There appear but two ways of remedying this state of things,
and both—so are we trammelled and involved in an artificial sys
tem—but partially practicable.
If the government ceased to
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manufacture on their own account altogether,—if they would pur
chase their ships like other commodities at the market value, the
whole coil would be remedied at once. There are many opulent
firms in this country who would readily enter into competition to
supply government with war vessels capable of battle with the
war of elements and the fury of human conflict. A system of con
tract and competition, properly regulated, would spare the country
all the evils of enormous expenditure and worthless ships. Indeed,
it lias been already carried out in an important part of naval ser
vice—the supply of engines by private contract for the government
steamers.
It is easy to suggest such a plan : the discovery of its advan
tages does not require much study. But there is this fatal objec
tion—that it would destroy an enormous amount of government
patronage. Were it objected that the works required one of such
magnitude that they could not be safely entrusted to any private
contractor, and that there are no private dockyards where the
works could be adequately carried on, the difficulty might be re
moved by dividing the work into distinct contracts ; one for build
ing the hull, another for the engines, another for the tackle, &c, ;
and by assigning the dockyards, basins, and shops for the con
tractor's use.
But imagine the weeping and wailing at Portsmouth and Ply
mouth consequent on such an arrangement ! The vested interests
disregarded, the sons of noblemen thrown on their own resources,
the votes lost to the government !
Yet when John Bull sees that the system of private contract
works well, and greatly spares his pocket, he will insist that if it
become not universal, it shall at least be extended. Once every
ten years he becomes poor, and gets eager for retrenchment ; and
while the fit is upon him, is tolerably severe in his demands for
economy. If the government would resist that demand, they must
adopt the alternative plan, and have a better—that is a less grossly
ignorant—class of dockyard officers. At the risk of appearing
scientific enthusiasts, we will venture to recommend that these
gentlemen should acquire a smattering of the science of hydro
statics. It may be that they care nothing for theory—but nature
doe*. If they disregard the laws of floating bodies because they
are generally expressed by the aid of mathematical symbols, the
winds and waves will not sympathise with their ignorance. There
fore, O surveyors of the navy, when you lay down a ship's lines,
bestow one thought upon her metacentre.
Metacentre—what is that ? A long Greek word, unknown and
unheard of in our dockyards. Its meaning was, however, all in
all to the men of profound science who designed the old French
vessels, now imitated by us with stupid Chinese fidelity.

INDIAN RAILWAYS AND STEAM NAVIGATION.
(With an Engraving, Plate\.J
1. Report on the East Indian Railway. By R. Macdonald Ste
phenson.
2. Railways in Bombay, and the Cotton Question. By John Chap
man.
S. Account of some Recent Improvements in the System of Navigating
the
When
Ganges.
any objection
By Albert
is made
Robinson,
to the mode
C.E. inLondon
which we
: Weale.
have seized
hold of Hindostan, the common answer is, that we have done a
great deal of good for the country, and the people were never so
well off. If this were true, it would not be a bad answer, as times
go; but unhappily there is very little truth in it; and were we
turned out of the country to-morrow no one would care, and there
would be nothing to show that we had ever been there. Our
readers may take a technical view of the question, but here it is a
very fair one. They naturally ask what public works have the
Indian government carried out, how many steamboats are there,
and how many miles of railway? and the answer is one which may
be very satisfactory to East India directors, but very unsatisfactory
to the English public.
Of late years, many new settlements have been founded, and
many of our readers have gone out to them as surveyors-general,
and surveyors, and proceeded in the discharge of their duties.
One of the first of these duties is to provide proper accommoda
tion for communicating between the several parts of the settle
ment; and if this is a great duty in a newly-settled country, and
one punctually discharged, of course we expect it should be
attended to in an old and cultivated country like India. We
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may say that it is not—so little has been done for the roads and for
steam navigation.
In our last number, in a notice of Mr. Albert Robinson's book, we
said something as to the rise of steam navigation on the Ganges;
but we really cannot, in the present state of the question, dis
miss it so summarily. Year by year the grievance becomes greater,
and we see no effort on the part of the government to give the
social and commercial interests of India the necessary facilities of
communication. The policy as to railways is more disgraceful and
narrow-minded than that of the home legislature; and that is
saying a great deal.
The besetting sin of the Indian government is the exercise of a
red-tape system of administration, which leaves nothing to local or
individual action, while the general administration does not ex
hibit the paternal care it professes. The railway question has
been badgered from office to office, till anv one but the managers
of the companies which still keep the field would have been dis
heartened, and given up the attempt to carry out their under
takings. We hope they will have the reward of their perse
verance.
In 1815 and 1846, companies asked the permission only to lay
out their money in railways in India; the undertakings were well re
ceived by the public, and the shares at a premium. Had the ne
cessary powers been given by the Indian government, neither
guarantee nor contribution would have been required, and a consi
derable extent of railway would now have been opened, notwith
standing the disastrous panic which affected the East India mer
chants. The Indian government had one of the finest opportuni
ties that could be wished or invented to advance the prosperity of
India. Capital, which India wants, was offered, and the attention
of the public having been drawn to the failure of the American
cotton crops, there never was a better occasion for giving a
great impulse to the cultivation of cotton in India. Had the go
vernment been wise and liberal, offered every facility in their
power, and given a temporary guarantee, the success of the railway
system in India would have been decided, and the trade of India
would have been greatly promoted.
The Indian government were too great in their notions to be
ruled by such considerations: they thought they were giving a
favour instead of receiving it, and acted accordingly. Instead
of granting charters of incorporation to those who asked for them,
they appointed an inspector-general to examine India, and report
upon the plans.
Meanwhile, the face of the money-market
altered; several of the companies, wearied out and hopeless,
wound up their affairs, and the others were languishing. After
much delay, the government came forward to offer terms to the
companies, and did offer terms which would have been satisfactory
enough in 1815, but were quite out of place in 1818. Nothing has
therefore been done, and the Indian government stands accused
before the legislature and the citizens of England, of having stood
in the way and impeded the welfare of India. This is the issue
now, and though the Indian government are haggling with the
companies, they are really making a bid on the question of the
future government of India. When the charter of the East India
Company comes to be renewed, it will be asserted that they have
done nothing for the good of India; and in particular, they will
be charged with the two heads we have just named—of wilful
injury to the progress of India, and, so far as the growth of
cotton is concerned, of wilful neglect of the interests of England.
Had they acted as they ought to have doue, it would have been a
good plea to point to the busy rivers of India, the miles of rail
way, the increase of production, the establishment of a staple
trade in cotton. These would be results which everybody cuuld
understand and nobody could gainsay, and would far outweigh
any Ellenborough peccadillo. Such, however, has not been the
case.
If we reflect upon one great object of having improved commu
nications in India—namely, the increased production of cotton,
we are of necessity led to the consideration of the United States,
now the great cotton-producing country, and equally under the
government of an English people. That country is supplied with
rivers like Hindostan—it has its Mississippi and its smaller rivers ;
the latter, its Ganges and its Indus. The rivers of America have
long courses, and are embarrassed with sand-bars and other ob
structions; but the steamboat is to be found everywhere. Though
the country is thinly peopled, the railway system is very extensive,
and has now been for years in operation. In the beginning, the
capital was got from England. The electric telegraph wires are
now laid throughout the length and breadth of the land.
Thus the United States have all that Hindostan wants, though
there is no apparent reason for this great difference in the condi
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tion of the two countries. It may be added, that the taxation of
the United States for public works is not greater than Hindostan.
The reason for the different state of affairs must be sought for in
the policy and legislation of the two countries, for India has
rivers, has cotton, has an English government, a settled state of
society, good credit, and access to English capital. It is to the
mode in which these resources are managed that we must look.
What has been done with regard to railways in Hindostan we
have seen; but it has been far otherwise in the United States.
There every encouragement has been given to joint-stock compa
nies, and every facility for the raising of capital. The greatest
freedom is shown in granting powers to new companies, and the
expense and delay are trifling. The Indian railway companies
have not yet been able to obtain charters of incorporation, and they
have been thwarted in getting acts of parliament; and we are not
aware that the Ganges Steam Navigation Company, or the other
steam navigation companies, have been better protected.
How miserable has been the policy and proceedings of the
Indian government. They have caused difficulties to the railway
companies by requiring a preliminary deposit; whereas in the
States, an act of incorporation and full powers would be granted
without any money being paid up. The Indian government have
been obliged successively to reduce the amount of this deposit, or
expose themselves to the accusation of strangling the companies:
but as it is, they have much crippled them,
The United States believe that people would not ask for railway
powers, without meaning and striving to carry them out; and while
they take the application for evidence enough of the intention,
they recognise the difficulty of raising the money for new under
takings ; and if they cannot encourage this operation, never place
any restrictions in its way. Although there are many imaginary
obstacles to the free grant of powers for executing public works,
there are no real objections, and no difficulties have arisen where
the system of making such free grants has prevailed. The saving
of time by authorising an undertaking on its projection is very
great, and the projectors come into the market with a full assu
rance that when the money is raised, no delay will take place in its
profitable application. The powers of such an act of incorpora
tion, of course, only become operative in proportion to the capa
bilities of the subscribers to carry them out.
The New Englanders do not send out railway inspectors-general
to settle how works shall be made, years before they are executed,
whether the white ants will eat up the sleepers, or the railways will
pay a good profit. These are left to the shareholders and their
officers, for it is the money of the shareholders that is laid out, and
not that of the government. The appointment of Mr. Simms we
regarded at the time as calculated seriously to prejudice and delay
the execution of the works; and so it has proved. Instead of
having a number of miles of railway after four years of agitation,
we have only a number of blue-books, which, however well written,
are not calculated to satisfy any one, for practice and experience
alone can determine what are the best materials to be employed,
and how the works can best be executed. Had Mr. Simms spent
his time in India as engineer to a railway, his abilities would have
been more honourably bestowed, his reputation would have been
extended, and some lasting good would have followed. As it is,
positive injury is the absolute result.
The Indian railway question is no longer a res Integra; the go
vernment have damaged, and instead of being able to start afresh,
they have to repair the injuries committed. We consider it neces
sary that liberal guarantees should forthwith be given to the two
companies — the East Indian Railway Company, and the Great
Indian Peninsular Railway Company—with full powers to raise
money, with free grants of land, and if needful with loans of
money on debenture. The lost ground must be made up, and the
uoly way is by encouraging a start, for capitalists are disgusted
•ad disheartened by the difficulties which have been thrown in
their way.
This should be accompanied by a general railway act for India,
« bi.oh should authorise the several governors, without reference to
the borne government, to grant charters of incorporation for railKay companies. Such charters should ensure the non-liability of
the shareholders beyond the amount of their payments, exemption
from being suedfor coils, unlimited potters of borrowing money at any
rate of interest, and the liberty of paying interest on calls, divi
dend*, and bonuses, and the issue of new shares. There should be
fall power of taking land—the compensation, in cases of dispute,
to be settled by the local courts. The shareholders should have
the right of making bye-laws for their own government. There
itauld be no limit to the amount of dividend, nor to the am , tint of
fkrt to bt charged, nor any restrictions as to the running of trains.
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A similar law should be passed for steamboat and electric tele
graph companies, and to include such joint-stock undertakings as
the several governors might think tit.
The above recommendations are widely different from the usual
course of railway legislation, and will appear extravagant to those
who have not watched carefully the workings of the joint-stock
system; but they are supported'by the theory of political economy,
and by the most extensive practice.
Unless there is a limited liability, a man of large capital will not
for the Bake of a small profit make an investment, as his whole
property is at stake; and the millionaire will not jeopardise his
thousand of thousands for one thousand.
Freedom from being sued for calls is the most essential power to
enable the shares to pass current, and capital to be raised. The
power of forfeiting shares for non-payment of calls is quite a suffi
cient penalty on the defaulter, and inducement enough to make
him strain every nerve to raise the money for the calls; if not, lie
can always sell them to some one else, who will venture another
call. As the other provision enables the man of large capital safely
to become a subscriber, so this enables the man of small capital
safely to become a subscriber. The objection which is commonly
made, that directors could not carry out contracts with creditors
of the company, does not apply, for the creditors would have the
property of the company to fall back upon, and they would con
tract with a full knowledge of the conditions on which they gave
credit. If a man is willing to give credit to a corporation, let
him do so: he can better protect himself than any government
can.
The same reason applies to lenders of money on debenture ; let
them take any rate of interest they can get ; and let them, as in
case of lending money on any other security, ascertain for them
selves the nature of the property on which they lend. They are
willing to do so, if the law-makers will not insist on protecting
them. It is indeed strange, when capitalists are so ready to lend
money to Spain, Peru, and Columbia, without any protection by
act of parliament, that law-makers should persevere in protecting
them, as they call it, in lending money to railway companies.
Rothschild and Baring must surely be better able to protect them
selves than the collective wisdom can be to do it for them ; and as
to the poor, at present no protection is wanted for them, as the
companies do not like to take money in sums less than 1,000/.
The shareholders are best able to determine how many director*
they shall have when they shall meet, and how the business shall
be conducted, and let them make the arrangements ; whereas now,
a company that wants six directors, is obliged to have twelve ; and
oneWe
that
do wants
not propose
eighteen
a limit
is limited
to theto amount
the smaller
of dividend,
number ofbecause
twelve.
the higher the dividends that are declared the more capital will be
brought to bear on railway construction.
We consider it equally needless to place any limit on fares; for
with the full opportunity for starting opposition lines, and the full
knowledge of this on the part of the companies, there will be
every disposition to suit the public convenience. Nothing can be
more mischievous than inculcating the belief in a monopoly of
public works and public accommodation, as it acts for the injury
and disappointment of all parties. We believe that an old com
pany, fairly conducted, has such superiority in raising capital and
giving accommodation, that no opposition company could be started
against it. We mean, that an old company could always maintain
a higher rate of dividend than that which any new opposition
company would dare to offer as an inducement to subscribers.
In conclusion, we earnestly advocate that the government should
remove every obstacle on its own part to steam navigation ; that
it
five
should
every
notencouragement
allow its own boats
to steam
to compete
navigation
; and
onthat
the itGanges,
should
ndus, Burhampooter, and other rivers.
If enterprise be left unfettered, we believe the result will be,
first to extend steam navigation on the rivers ; and then to estab
lish railways as an auxiliary, or in those places where there is na
railway accommodation. Nothing is better calculated than steam
navigation to develope the traffic in India, because it is impos
sible at once to lay down a complete railway system ; and there
will be a natural tendency to work the two together, so that the
river shall feed the railway, and the railway bring traffic from
those districts in which there is no water communication.
As a further measure for the benefit of inland communication,
we advocate the adoption of the plans of Mr. Albert Robinson,
the engineer of the Ganges Steam Navigation Company, for im
proving the course of the Indian rivers, as mentioned in our last.
This can be done at a small expense. Whatever increases th*
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traffic on the Indian rivers diminishes freight, and makes out a case
for the railways.
Attached to this article is an engraving (Plate V.), showing the
class of vessels Mr. Albert Robinson has introduced on the Ganges,
and which are well calculated to promote traffic, and ensure the
comfort of the passengers. It will be seen that ample space is left
below, and the engines kept down, which allows of the upper deck
being built upon and appropriated to passengers, without making
the vessel topheavy. It is this combination of a large space for
luggage with spacious saloons that will make steam-vessels pay.
The boats built by Mr. Robinson draw very little water, and can
pass the shallows with facility.

REMARKS ON PATENT

INVENTIONS.

[A very able article on the Progress of Mechanical Invention is
given in the last number of the Edinburgh Review. It is a valuable
exposition of the mania that has begotten many persons for taking
out patents for the most puerile inventions, founded upon gross
ignorance of the common principles of mechanics. Vve are in
duced to transfer to our columns a lengthened abridgement of the
paper, in the hope that it will in some measure arrest the folly of
inventors, wnd prevent many artful scheming parties palming upon
the public pretended inventions, for the purpose of getting up a
company and duping the subscribers out or thousands, for a patent
that is not worth a straw.]
The Reviewer very properly observes that—
"The simple perusal of their own specifications, aided by a very
moderate degree of scientific knowledge, will suffice to prove that, nine
times out of len, all the labour and expense that have been lavished upon
the production of these cunningly devised engines could result in nothing
but total failure. Nor do the inventors appear to profit by example. In
spite of the abundant warnings held out lo them in the fate of their pre
decessors, they persist in adopting the same inefficient means, the same
defective construction ; or in hopeless attempts to extort from some
natural agent the performance of tasks for which it is manifestly unfitted.
Nay, the identical mechanism, that has broken down a dozen times in
other hands, is once more made the subject of new patents, by men who
are not only ignorant of the simple scientific principles which would have
taught them their folly, but who do not kuow the fact that the selfsame
ideas have long since been worked out, and abandoned as impracticable.
Without skill to shape their own course, they cannot perceive the scattered
debris that might warn them of impending shipwreck. Is it credible that
ingenious men, who have seen or heard of the suspension tunnel, and the
electric telegraph, should still waste years in search for the perpetual
■notion? Yet such is the fact ; and one such machine, at least, may even
now be seen in London, by those who have more faith than knowledge,
pursuing its eternal revolutions.
In the majority of instances, we apprehend that these inventors are but
little acquainted with the practical details of the branches of art or manu
facture whereon they exercise their ingenuity. They attempt to do better
than other men, things which they do not know how to do at all. And if,
perchance, some remark be hazarded as to their want of experience, they
consider it sufficient to reply, that Arkwright was a barber, and Cartwtight
a clergyman ; that Sir William Herschel taught music before he became the
celebrated astronomer; and Sir Michael Faraday passed the earlier years of
life in practising the handicraft art of bookbinding.
Considering that the state of the law renders the privilege of a patent
both expensive and difficult of attainment, and that the whole cost, in ad
dition to that required for completing the invention, must be incurred before
any benefit can possibly be derived ;—it becomes an inquiry of some interest
to trace the motives that lead men, many of whom are sufficiently needy and
busy already, to embark upon enterprises so hopeless. One chief cause may,
perhaps, be detected in that propensity to gambling which is unfortunately
so prevalent in every stage of civilization. In literature, as in manufactures
—among members of the learned, the military, and even the clerical profissions, as among mechanical inventors and merchant adventurers,—the re
wards of industry are divided into great prizes, and blanks. Success admits
the aspirant within the dazzling circles of wealth and fame ; failure con
demns him to oblivion, and too often to penury. Whatever may be the
effect upon individuals—and to him who has aimed high, even failure is not
without its consolations—there can be little doubt, that in a national point
of view the results are advantageous. The general standard of excellence
is raised. When more men " dare greatly," more will achieve greatly. A
larger amount of talent is allured to engage in active careers, and to endure
in patience their inevitable fatigues and disappoint nu-uts ; while from time
to time, discoveries and works of magnificent novelty aud utility are contri
buted as additions to the stores of national wealth.
Abstract science, until within a comparatively recent period, was the
almost exclusive occupation of all men claiming to rank among the " sect
of the philosophers." With the brilliant personal exception of Watt, they
appear to have considered it beneath their dignity to carry out their learned
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theories into any practical or profitable employment. Great mechanical
ingenuity they no doubt displayed ; but it was devoted to the construction
of instruments adapted to scientific research, some of which, it is true, have
since been found of utility to the general public A few investigations
were diligently prosecuted which promised to be of national benefit, such as
those relating to the longitude, chronometers, and the lunar theory ; but
they were entertained rather as favourite scientific puzzles, inherited from
from past generations, than as problems whose solution would prove a vast
commercial good. Davy'a safety lamp was almost an exception, at the time
it appeared : and people wondered to hear that Herschel had made anything
in the vulgar way of money by his telescopes, or Wollaston by his platinum.
The " curiosities of the Patent Rolls" would furnish materials for a
copious chapter in some work devoted to an exhibition of the eccentricities
of intellect. Even the titles affixed as labels to a multitude of inventions
suggest very curious reflections. In the list of patents registered during a
part of 1846-47, we find, along with a family of contrivances for personal
and household uses, one for an "anti-emergent rat-trap;" others for "im
provements in bedsteads,"—in pianofortes, saddles, and pen-holders; for
"a new fastening for shutters;" or securing corks in bottles; and for
" certain improvements in the manufacture of spoons." Articles of dress
supply their quota. We have improvements in " sewing and stitching ;"
" a new mode of applying springs to braces ;" improvements in " hats and
bonnets ;" an " improved apparatus to be attached to boota and shoes in
order to protect the wearer from splashes of mud in walking ;" and a long
list of iuventions connected with the application of gutta percha.
It is a theory rather in favour with inventors, that many of the most bril
liant discoveries have been made by accident ; and indeed the examples are
sufficiently well-known, of apparently fortuitous occurrences giving birth to
very wonderful realities. But if we could inquire more accurately, we
should probably learn that the lucky accident had but set in motion a cer
tain train of thought in an already prepared mind ; while by far the ma
jority of cases exhibit to us the new discovery elaborated by reiterated trials
and improvements from its rude original. A word dropped in casual con
versation suggested an idea to the mind of a clergyman (Cartwright) of
practical and benevolent tendencies ; which, under the influence of contra
diction, became hot and strong enough to absorb all his energies for the
production of a power-loom. Un the other hand, we hear of a practical
manufacturer (lladclitfe) becoming convinced that it was possible and de
sirable to effect a certain operation by machinery instead of manual labour;
and shutting himself up with workmen ami tools for many months, until he
emerged from his seclusion with a warp-dressing machine, to testify to the
success of their prolonged exertions.
Even the simplest-looking contrivances require knowledge, especially ma
thematical knowledge, of no ordinary degree at every step. The mere cal
culation, for example, of the best form to be given to the teeth of wheels,
which are intended to transmit motion reciprocally, requires a process of
analysis beyond the competence of ninety-nine in the hundred even of
educated men. In more primitive stages of the mechanical arts great nicety
was not required. The cogs were then rudely notched in the peripheries of
the wooden wheels by the saw or cbisel. But now that more perfect work
manship is necessary, the mechanist must form the surfaces of the teeth
into such a curve, that they shall roll instead of rubbing on one another, as
they successively come in contact, and the friction and wear of material be
thus reduced to a minimum. It is true that many of these calculations are
already prepared and published in tabulated forms, and therefore the inven
tor is not called upon to calculate them for himself. Bui few cau hop: to
become auccessful improvers, who are not at least competent to understand
their nature, aud able to determine the particular points of every new con
trivance where sucb considerations become important.
Were it not that no exercise of tyranny would he more fiercely resented
than any attempt to interfere with the true-burn Englishman's privilege to
throw away his time and money at his own pleasure, we could suggest the
appointment of certain boards of examiners, whose approval should be fiisl
secured before any invention, purporting to be novel, could be admitted to
the expensive honours of a patent.
A more popular suggestion has been made, that every patentee should be
required to deposit in some pulblic museum an accurate model or specimen
of his invention ; which would thus prove highly useful as an object of
interest and instruction to others, as well as by rendering more easy of de
termination any litigated question of priority. We should anticipate this
further advantage from,—the attempt to construct his model would often
leave the inventor self-convicted of the inutility of his scheme and save him
much disappointment. Even the preparation of an accurate drawing often
has a salutary effect. Mr. Babbage relates that in the construction of his
calculating machine, not one single portion of the works, although these
were of extraordinary complication, required any alteration after it was once
made, owing to the admirable care which bad been bestowed upon the
drawings.
The limitary principles (by which term we purpose to specify everything,
whether quality or accident, which tends to limit our progress towards per
fection) may be divided into two great categories,—including, first, those
derived from the natural properties of matter; and secondly, those arising
from the construction or arrangement of the mechanism necessarily em
ployed. The higher importance of the former class is at once manifest.
Difficulties which arise from construction may be overcome or eluded ; but
the task is very difficult where we ti.id that Nature herself raises the bat-
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rier in our path.
Man has succeeded in rendering almost every quality of
rvery various form of material substance available for some purpose of
utility. On certain occasions only, and for certain purposes, some one or
other of thoae qualities will be found to stand in the way of his success.
Chemistry baa gone far towards establishing the hypothesis that all
natural bodies are susceptible of assuming three forms—the solid, fluid,
and gaseous.—according to the degree of heat by which they are affected.
At all events, it is certain that heat exercises, in various proportions, such an
influence on the constituent atoms as to destroy or diminish their mutual
attraction; and even when the mass does not subside into fluidity, it loses
its strength and cohesive properties, and becomes disintegrated.
The uses
to which this property of matter have been applied are infinite. Let us see
how it may become a limitary principle.
It is supposed that the possible heat of a burning atom (in which of
course we shall find the theoretical limit) is very far above the highest
known temperature attained in our furnaces; and it would consequently
follow that we might more nearly approach that limit by varying the ar
rangement of the fuel and the supply of air for combustipn. This has been
accordingly done, until we have found our progress stopped by the impossi
bility of discovering any substance whereof to build our furnaces, which
will bear the heat.
Porcelain, fire-brick, and plumbago, in various combitions are adopted : but they either crumble or sink down into a pasty mass,
ss the fire is urged. The qualities of matter itself here act as a complete
etloppel: and if we would experimentalize further upon the phenomena of
caloric, we can operate only upon a minute scale by means of the gas blow
pipe, or the heated arch evolved from charcoal points interposed in a gal
vanic circuit. But for this limit, many useful purposes might be accom
plished, by the mutual actions or changed forms of material bodies when
subjected to the intense action of heat. For instance, in the case of plati
num,—we might then separate it from its ores by the ordinary methods of
smelting and fusion ; in place of being compelled to adopt the laborious and
costly process of solution in acids. The steam-engine offers an exampk
nearly parallel. The power of a steam-engine depends primarily upon the
area of surface exposed to the action of the fire, and the intensify of the
fire itself. In marine and locomotive engines, where space must be econo
mised, the practical limit is fixed only by the degree of heat ; and this, of
course, must be kept below the utmost limit which the material of the
boiler furnace will endure.
As yet, there has not been discovered any
roslerial better fitted for this purpose than iron ; and we have made our
fires as fierce as the melting point of iron will permit : even now, the fire
bars are destroyed sometimes upon the first journey.
Farther than this we obviously cannot go, so long as we use water for the
power-producing agent. Attempts have however been made, to conquer
the difficulty by taking advantage of some other properties of matter in its
rrution to heat ; based upon the fact that the " evaporating point"—that is,
the degree of heat at which fluids expand into vapour—is found to differ
considerably in different liquids, just as does the melting point of solid
bodies. It would therefore appear probable that, by filling the boiler with
alcohol, which boils at 173", or with ether boiling at 96° Fahrenheit, the
tension of the vapour and consequent power of the engine, could be in
creased without increasing the heat of the furnace. As both of the abovenamed fluids are expensive, it was first requisite so to contrive the machine
that no loss should be experienced, but the whole vapour be recondensed
and returned to the boiler. For this purpose a variety of ingenious con
trivances have been suggested, the earliest of which, and one perhapB as
(ffectual as any other, was patented by Dr. Cartwright, in 1797 ; while new
forms of mechanism, with the same object in view, are even still appearing
on the patent rolls from time to time. Whatever the ingenuity of man
could do, has probably therefore been done : but the practical utility of all
these contrivances was destroyed by the influence of other properties of
matter altogether overlooked, although of necessity involved in the question.
These regard the relative bulk of the vapour produced from correspond
ing quantities of different fluids, and the proportion of heat absorbed or
rendered latent in each during the process of vaporisation. The calcula
tion is sufficiently simple; and the result effectually annihilates all hope of
advantage, either potential or economical, from the etherial or alcoholic
engines. Thus, to convert a given weight of water into steam, 997° of
heat are required as what is called " caloric of vaporization." The same
quantity of alcohol will become vapour with 442°, aud sulphuric ether
with ouly 302°. But to set against this apparent gain, we find that the
specific gravity of steam (air being = 1) is -0235 ; vapour of alcohol
1603; ether 2'58(i; and the result may be thus tabulated.
Caloric of
Vaporization.

Spec. Grav.
of Vapour.

Useful effects
of Caloric.

Water
9U7°
-6236
10,000
Alcohol
442°
1-603
8.77G
Sulph. Ether
302°
2-586
7,960
The disadvantage of the latter fluids will be farther enhanced by the
circumstance that, being lighter lhan water, a larger boiler will be re
quired to hold the same weight of vaporific fluid :— i.e., a pound of water,
when evaporated, will form about 21 cubic feet of steam; while a pound
of ether will require a larger boiler to hold it, and will only form 5 cubic
feel.
Weight is one of the properties of matter which in practice we encoun
ter chiefly as an obstacle or inconvenience, tending to increase friction, to
resist motion, and generally to crush and destroy. Meanwhile, the limits of
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its range are comparatively narrow—that is to say on one side.
We can,
indeed, rarefy a gas until its weight disappears in infinite tenuity; but we
very soon find ourselves at the extreme verge of any possible increase of
specific gravity. The most ponderous substance known is not quite twentytwo times heavier than water.
And yet there are many purposes for which
bodies of greater weight might be made useful.
If, for example, closer or
deeper search amid the stores of the mineral kingdom should lead to the
discovery of some substance bearing the same proportionate gravity to
platinum, that platinum does to cork, how many possibilities of improve
ment would be placed wilhin our power ! A thin sheet of such a substance,
interposed among the keel timbers of a ship, would give stability and other
sailing qualities at present unattainable.
Blocks of it would afford sure
foundations for piers, bridges, and all marine works. It might then be
found no longer impossible to establish a lighthouse on the Goodwins. As a
regulator,
wheels ; for
orallreservoir
purposesofwhere
power—for
percussive
counterpoises,
force is required
pendulums,
; and inand
steamfly.
hammers, pile-drivers, and shot of long range, the utility of such a sub
stance would be enormous. In each and all of these objects, we are limited
by the limits of specific gravity in our materials.
The " Strength of Materials" is an elemeut that enters into almost every
calculation of the mechanist ; and it is found to constitute not only an ab
solute limit to all possibility of advance in certaiu directions, but also a
relative limit universally, when we attempt to reduce beyond certain pro
portions, the size, weight, and cost of our mechanical erections. Its
variations also are extensive both in degree and iu condition. Some bodies
offer strong resistance only to certaiu modes of attack. Impervious ou
one surface, they will yield and splinter into laminae under a slight blow
upon another. Some will bear pressure to au enormous extent, but are
easily torn asunder; others resist the divellenl forces, but crumble under a
light weight. A very extensive variety of substances possess a fibrous
texture, and are endowed with vast strength to resist a strain in the direc
tion of their length, but are much weaker agaiust a lateral or traosverse
force. This difference is found to vary to an infiuite extent ; from that of
certain metals where the advantage is only four or five per cent, in favour
of the direct resistance, to the vegetable and animal fibres, such as flax or
silk, which possesses enormous tenacity, combined with most complete
flexibility.
The variations in the natural properties of bodies have given infinite
scope for the exercise of human ingenuity. In the erection of engineering
works, and in a still higher degree iu the contrivance aud construction of
moving machinery, the combination of theory and practice is perpetually
exhibited in surprising perfection. By uice calculation of the opposing
forces, together with great practical skill iu the mechanical details of con
struction, we can uow attain a result in which abundant strength is united
with the utmost possible economy of space aud material. There is no
waste ; no addition of useless and cumbrous weight: all irregular strains
are skilfully counterbalanced, aud the greatest pressure distributed over
the points of greatest resistance. Experience has entitled us to place im
plicit confidence in the scientific precision of our engineers. Every day
we trust our lives and fortunes, wiihout misgiving, iulo situations where a
slight error iu the calculations, or a siight defect in the workmanship,
would inevitably lead to some terrible catastrophe. How little do the
crowds who throng the deck of a Thames or Clyde steamboat, or who
allow themselves to be hurried along at fifty miles au hour in a railway
carriage, refiect upon the delicate conditions which must have been fulfilled
— fbe complicated mechanical problems which must have beeu solved, in
order that they might accomplish their jouruey in security. A multitude
will gather upon a suspension bridge without fear or dauger, although the
rods by which the massive roadway aud its living freight are sustained ap
pear as mere threads in comparison with the mass they have to support:
while, if any one reflects at all upon the matter, it is to assure himself that
every possible amount of pressure has been theoretically provided for ; and
that, practically, every separate bar and joint has been severely tested, so
that no single flaw in the material, or defect in the workmauship can have
passed without detection. Fribourg, before the civil war of the Sonderbund had given it a political notoriety, was celebrated chiefly fur its wire
bridge, bung at an altitude of nearly 100 feet between two summits. *' It
looks," says a recent traveller, " like a spider's web Bung across a chasm,
its delicate tracery showing clear and distinct agaiust the sky." Dili
gences aud heavy wagous loomed dangerously as they passed along the
gossamer fabric.
The force that enables a suspension bridge to sustain itself is, what we
have called the cohesive force, aud is due, we must suppose, to some variety
of the attractive principle among the corpuscular atoms, which causes
them to resist a separating or divelleut strain. In ordinary bridges and
amoog the usual erections of architects, on the other hand, the pressure lo
be considered is that which crushes the parts together. To resist this, the
piers of the bridge must have strength sufficient tosupport the loaded arch ;
and the pillars of the cathedral to sustain the fretted vault that rests upon
them. In this case we find that the strength n Inch arises from the co
hesion of the atoms between themselves is increased by that due lo another
quality of matter—uamely, its incompressibilny. When any solid body
yields to a crushing weight, the consequent effect must be, either that its
particles are actually pressed into a smaller space; or that, being made tu
exert a wedge-like action upou one another, the exterior luyers are forced
oot laterally. The addition of a band or hoop will then bring the incorapressibilily of the atoms more fully into play : and bodies that are en13
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dowed with slight powers of cohesion may thus be rendered enormously
strong. Indeed we find that fluids, in which the cohesive force is prac
tically at z>-ro, cannot be crushed by any pressure we can exert, provided
the hoop or tube that surrounds them can be secured. Now the interior
atoms of every substance under pressure are more or less thus hooped-in
and strengthened by the exterior. To the strength from cohesion is added
that from incompreasibility ; and this effect is produced in a rapidly in
creasing ratio as the sectional area of the body is enlarged. A cube of
lead suspended from its upper surface and held together only by cohesion,
will break down if larger than 180 feet to a side. If standing upon one
side as a base, it might be made of infinite size without danger of fracture
from its own weight.
We may conclude, therefore, that the total force of resistance is amply
sufficient to answer any call we are likely to make upon it. It is certain.
at all events, that we have not, as yet, built up to the strength of our
actual materials. Our marble and granite columns will sustain ten times
the weight of any edifice the present generation can wish to erect Or
if not, they will use iron. The theoretical limit to the span of our bridges
is that only at which the voissours of stone or iron would crumble under
the intensity of pressure. The cost and inutility of even approaching to
such a limit, will always assign them much narrower dimensions : though
large enough, nevertheless, to admit of the accomplishment of that mag
nificent project—of which the first design is due to the genius of Telford
— for spanning the Thames at Westminster by a single arch. Such a
work would be worthy alike of the age aod the site ; and we see no
reason why it should not be undertaken, aod completed at least as soon hs
(supposing promises to be kept in future only as heretofore,) the last stone
is laid upon the Victoria Tower. The tubular bridges uow in course of
erection by Hr. Stephenson, upon the Chester and Hoi) head line of rail
way, will probably remain for many years uosurpassed, as (specimens of
science and engiueering skill.
The hypothesis that the force of cohesion is proportional to the area of
section, leads us to the ordinary rule of practice— that as the magnitude
is increased, the strength increases as the square, and the strain as the
cube of the dimensions.
The proportions consequently which offer
abundant strength in a model, must be materially al.ered when the design
is executed at full size. When any of the parts are intended for motion
u new element is introduced, from the inertia of the moving masses; and
thus both the size and the velocity of our machinery ae confined within
definite limits. To extend these limits, it is often necessary to solve the
most complicated problems of dynamics, aod to follow (he train of motion
through an intricate series of action and reaction. We must simplify and
reduce the number of moving parts, and so adjust the momentum of the
inertia, that the resulting strain shall be neutralised, or reduced to a
minimum : and where it is necessary that the direction of motion should be
reversed, we must accomplish this ohject with no such sudden or violent
shock as would dislocate the machinery. The difficulty of this attempt
in many instances is proved by the heavy motions and hideous noises tl at
accompany the working of almost all newly-invented mechanism, and of
the simplest machines found among nations less skilled than we are in the
arts of construction.
It is equally unscientific, and almost equally dangerous, to give too
much strength to our constructions as too little. No machine ran be
stronger than its weakest part; and therefore to encumber it with the
weight of a superfluous mass, is not only to occasion a costly waste of
material, but seriously to dimioish the strength of the whole fabric, by the
unnecessary strain thus produced upon the parts least able to bear il.
This fault is one which is most frequency discoverable in new machinery ;
and which when once adopted in practice, retains its hold w ill) the greatest
inveteracy. It requires no common powers of calculation, and not a little
faith, for men to trust to the safety of structures which have apparently
been deprived of balf their former strength.
There can be no better proof of the difficulties which oppose the adop
tion in practice of any new principle of constiuction or configuration, than
that exhibited in the history of ship-building. In no creation of human
labour was it more necessary to secure the greatest possible strength from
the minimum of material; as none were required to possess such vast
bulk in proportion lo their mass of resistance, or were exposed to more
violent varieties of strain and shock, in the natural course of their service.
The men who superintended the public dockyards were often well
versed in mathematical science; and were certainly acquainted theoretically
with the common axiom, that among right-lined figures, the triangle alone
will preseive its form invariable by the rigidity of the sides, without de
pending upon the stiffness of the joints. Yet none until a recent period,
worked out the axiom into its very obvious practical development. For
centuries were our ships constructed on principles which caused the whole
frame-work to be divided into a succession of parallelograms. Every
series of the limbers, as tbey were built up from the keel to the decks,
formed right-angles with their predecessors and with their successors ; so
that the whole labric would have been as pliable as a parallel ruler, but
for the adventitious firmness given by the mortices, bolts, and knee-pieces.
At least three-quarters of the available strength of the materials was
possibly altogether thrown away. The safely of the whole was made to
cess
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advance made the progress more rapid, since the wear and friction in
creased iu double proportion as the fastenings became weak and loose.
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Among the properties of matter are some that we may term subsidiary or
incidental : qualities which we may be said to discover rather than to com
prehend; and whose agencies are of a secret, and as it were stealthy
character, so that we cannot always predict their recurrence or calculate
their force.
The fluid and gaseous bodies present many instances of these per
plexing phenomena. While investigating the conditions under which solid
substances enter into solution ; the rise of liquids through capillary cavi
ties ; the motions of camphor and other bodies when placed oo the still
surface of water ; the phenomena of crystallisation : the condensation of
gases in charcoal; or the inflammation of hydrogen when in contact with
minutely divided platinum — iu these and similar cases, we encouotrr oo
every side a series of anomalies which as yet baffle all our efforts to group
the incoherent facts into a consistent theory. Kur the present, therefore,
we content ourselves with the functions of empirics and registrars, we
must observe and collect the facts which may hereafter furnish a clue to
the labyrinih ; confident that when that clue is once seized, every step will
not only bring us to some result of practical utility, but will reveal yet
another example of the divine symmetry of nature.
The limits that are set to improvement by difficulties of construction, or
the arrangement of mechanism, require a very different species of analysis
from that which has for its ohject the properties of natural substances : and
the terminal problems are susceptible, in general, of merely relative solu
tions. Seldom may we he able to say absolutely— ' So far can we go, but oo
farther.' But we are often able to decide among the great objects for which
machines are intended — economy, rapidity, and safety— how far the necessi
ties of each can be accommodated, so as to produce the result of most ad
vantage. Yet even here our verdict can seldom be considered as final.
The introduction of a new material, or the suggestion of a new combination
of parts, may at once render easy the improvements that have baffled the
ingenuity of man for generations. The history of invention is full of such
examples.
It would be a curious inquiry to trace bow many contrivances
have been delayed for years from the mere want of knowledge or skill tu
execute the works ; and obliged as it were to lie fallow until the cunning of
the workman could sufficiently correspond with the ingenuity of the inven
tor. When Hadley first constructed the quadrant, still known by his name,
for a long period it was perfectly useless in the determiuation of the longi
tude, as the indications could not be depended upon to a greater accurary
than 50 leagues.
But after Kamsden had invented bis " dividing-engine.',
the graduation was so vastly improved, that even in the commonest instru
ments, an error of five leagues was seldom to be feared. The minute
measurements of angular distances by the micrometer were long subject to
similar difficulties.
The instrument waited, as it were, for Wollaaton'a dis
covery of the means to procure platinum wire so fine that 30,000 might be
stretched side by side within the breadth of an inch. The limit which was
reached by this discovery was followed by another pause. Then came a new
advance, owing to the beautiful invention of an eye-glass composed of
double refracting spar, so mounted as to revolve in a plane parallel to tbe
axis of refraction, and give, by the gradual separation of the two rays, a
measurement susceptible of almost infinite delicacy.
So in the history of the steam-engine. Boulton and Watt had been long
partners, and tbe theory of his great machine was almost perfect, wben Mr.
Watt still fouud that his pistons fitted the cylinders so ill as to occasion con
siderable loss from leakage.
In 1774, Mr. Wilkinson, a large iron-muter,
introduced a new process of casting and turning cylinders of iron.
Watt
at once availed himself of them, and in a few months the inaccuracy of the
piston " did not anywhere exceed the thickness of a shilling."
Tbe won
derful perfection since attained may be seen in a rotary steam-engine
patented within the last few months.
The steam-chamber presents a sec
tional plan, somewhat resembling five pointed Gothic arches set round a
circle ; tbe outline being formed by ten segments of circles, all referring to
different centres. The piston has to traverse round this singularly formed
chamber, preserving a steam-tight contact at both edges ; and such is the
accuracy of the workmanship, that the leakage is barely perceptible.
Steam, as applied to locomotion by sea or land, is tbe great wonder
worker of the age.
For many years we have been staitled by such a suc
cession of apparent miracles ; we have so often seen results which surpassed
and falsified all the deductions of sober calculation,— and so brief an in
terval has elapsed between the day when certain performances were classed
formances
by men of had
science
almost
among
ceased
impossibilities,
to be remarkable,
and thai
from
wherein
their frequency—
those same thai
prrwe might be almost excused if we regarded the cloud-compelling demon
with somewhat of the reverence which the savage pays to his superior,
when he worships as omnipotent every power whose limits he cannot him
self perceive. It is not surprising that inventions, designed to improve the
forms and and applications of steam-power, should constitute a large per
centage of tbe specifications which are enrolled at tbe Patent Office. Even
in France, we learn that within a period of four years, the following number
of patents, connected only with railway construction, had been obtained :—
In 1843,19; 1844,22; 1845,88; 1846,131; total 260. Of these we
are told that not above three or four have been carried out so as to realise
advantage to the inventors, and all of those were of English origin.
The number of English patents is, of course, considerably greater ; but
we doubt whether tbe proportion of successful ones has been at all higher.
Ingenious men have never expended their energies upen a subject where lie
splendour of past or possible successes has so effectually dazzled tl.ni
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imagination, and rendered lliem unable to perceive the great difference be
tween the relative and the absolute limits of possibility. Because science
bad failed to predetermine the point at which higher performances became
impossible, they too often began to consider it superfluous to invoke her aid
at all—forgetting that the problems are quite different ones—to decide betweeo the relative merits of two modifications of mechanism, and to define
the ultimate capabilities of either. There is no more striking example of
thia tendency than is exhibited in the controversy between the two great
systems of railway traction—the locomotive and the atmospheric. This
controversy has already cost the public incredible sums ; and has, moreover,
been so dexterously managed, that even now, if the money markets were to
return to a very possible state of plethora, a plausible prospectus and a new
patentee would find it no difficult task to organise another company, aud to
get subscribed freah hnndreds of thousands towards carrying out an experi
ment which ought never to have required more than a few months' trial and
a short length of working line for its final settlement,—for the principles
according to which the experiment must succeed or fail, had been determined
long since; and it is a fact equally sad and strange, that among the very
numerous patents relating to the atmospheric railway, there is not one that
touches upon the real turning point of the question. What was called the
" longitudinal valve" or opening, through which was established the con
nection between the piston travelling within the exhausted tube and the
train of carriages, formed the piece de refittance for the ioventors ; and very
many and clever are the contrivances we find specified for improving or dis
pensing with this valve. And yet the valve itself entered but as a subordi
nate function into the equation by which success or failure was to be deter
mined. Granting that its construction was theoretically perfect, and all
friction and leakage annihilated, the main principle, which depended upon
tbe laws that govern the motions of elastic fluids, was left wholly untouched.
The history of science, nevertheless, contained records which should have
prevented this mistake. One hundred and sixty years ago, M. Papin, one of
the earliest inventors of steam machinery, invented a motive apparatus in
volving thia identical principle, and which, when tried, was found wanting.
The machine alluded to was described by the inventor as " an engine for
pumping the water out of mines by the power of a moderately distant
river." His plan was to erect upon the stream or waterfall a series of
force-pumps by which air was to be condensed into a reservoir. From this
reservoir a close tube, some miles in length, was to be carried over hill and
valley from the brink of the river. It was supposed that the condensed air
would travel along this tube, and could be applied at the mine, through
appropriate mechanism, to keep the pumps going. M. Papin is said to have
tried his invention upon a large scale at Westphalia; and it is certain that a
similar engine was erected in connection with one of our own Welsh mines;
and in both cases with equally ill success. The machines at the useful end
could never be got into motion. The condensers on their side worked
powerfully, but the blast of air at the distant extremity would hardly blow
out a candle; and although it had been calculated that the condensation
would be transmitted along the tube in less than a minute, it was found
upon trial that the slight impulses which arrived at last had been three
houra on the road. As a last attempt, the motion of the air-pumps was
reversed, and tbe effect tried of employing an exhausted tube. But this
mode proved as inefficacious as the other ; and the experiments were finally
abandoned.
In the process of weaving by the power-loom we find an analogous exam
ple of velocity limited by the broken or alternating motion of the aeiing
forces. Tbe rapidity with which the shuttle can be thrown from side to side
between the threads of the warp, is limited by the strength of the wooftbread it carries across. Wben the strain is so great as to cause more than
a certain average number of breakings, tbe net product of the machine will
he increased by working at a lower velocity. By a recent improvement, tbe
shuttle is made at every vibration or ' sbot' to commence its motion slowly
and increase in velocity as it proceeds ; thus diminishing the strain upon the
thread and economising time, even in the four or six feet that constitute the
average extent of each 'shot' And by this means the looms are sometimes
worked at a rate of 180 threads per minute, or 3 in every second. This will
constitute the absolute limit of speed under the existing form of construc
tion. To extend it we must introduce a new principle, and discover some
method of weaving the tissue in a cylindrical web ; when the oscillation of
the shuttle might be transformed into a continuous revolution, and tbe strain
upon the woof, arising from the perpetual stoppage and change of motion,
be annihilated.

RIGHT OF ARBITRATORS TO COPY PLANS EN
TRUSTED TO THEM.
ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA-HOUSE, OOVENT GARDEN.

[We have been requested to give insertion to the following let
ter, and to give our opinion as to the practice. We must decline
saying one word as to the award ; but with regard to the right of
the umpire to copy any plans or drawings that are laid before him
we must deny, and consider that it is a breach of duty.]]
Sir—Under a deep tense of the duty I owe to the profession at large, aa
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well at to mytelf, I feel bound, however reluctantly, to expose the following
facts, which, if tacitly sanctioned, I consider would be derogatory to my
professional character, and highly prejudicial to tbe ends of justice; and X
hope to meet at your hands the caudour and support that my case deserve*,
and which it is well known you never withhold.
The lessees of tbe Royal Italian Opera-house chose, about a year after its
completion, to contest two-tbirdt of my bill of 2,30(if. for superintending
the erection of it, &c., obliging me to institute legal proceedings to recover
the balance of it, wben, alter paying into court 825/. more than they had
offered me just before going to the jury, they hegged a reference (which 1
had originally offered and they refused.) To this 1 acceded, and Mr. T. L>.
Donaldson and Mr. 1. Bellamy were appointed referees, and by them
Mr. Samuel Angell was named as umpire, and, as tbe referees could not
agree, Mr. S. Angell became the sole arbitrator, and the depository
of all my original designs and documents necessary to substantiate my
claim.
On Mr. Angell's award being delivered (of which, as you have perhaps
properly, refused to admit any comments on it, I must say nothing, what
ever 1 may think), 1 applied at bis office for my papers, and found to my
astonishment that tbe most complete of my designs, working drawings,
and papers, were missing from the portfolios and tin boxes, and that many
bad been copied in Mr. Angell's office by two of hit assistants, one of
whom being found by me in tbe act was obliged to admit that it was by
Mr. Angell's order that be had doue so. Such proceedings seemed to de
mand an explanation, and I wrote to him, that after tbe solemn assurance
he had given to me iu the presence of Mr. Donaldson, Mr. Smith, aod
others, as to the safety of my papers when delivered into his hands, I could
not but regard his conduct at wholly unjustifiable, inasmuch as he was
acting as umpire in the performance of a professional aod judicial duty, and
I requested him to deliver to me tbe other documents in bis possession, and
to render to me the most explicit explanation on the subject. Mr. Angell's
reply was, that the documeuts I claimed of him remained in his strong
closet during his absence from town ; but be admitted that my drawings
and extracts of my papers had been copied in his office by his authority;
and that he considered he had a perfect right to have any copies or extracts
made from any documents or drawings put in by me as evidence in support
of my claim, in order that hit memoranda might be complete, should theie
be hereafter any occasion to refer to it; and he went on to assure me that
I need be under no apprehension whatever, and that he was quite prepared
at any time to show the tracing made from my diawings to Mr. Donaldson,
or to Mr. W. Cotteiill (my solicitor), in expectation of satisfying them at to
bis mode of acting.
These explanations cannot be regarded as offering anything like satisfac
tion ; and as to his giving explanations to Mr. Cotterill, or Mr. Donaldson,
1 have only to refer to tbeae gentlemen's letters, in which Mr. Donaldson
lays, that " the award has caused great surprise and disappointment to him,
particularly as regards Julian's salary ; and that after much thought he could
not understand why copies of my drawings were taken by Mr. Angell, they
not being necessary to substantiate any point in the awaid, and that in so
doing he had erred in judgment in this cate altogether;" while Mr. Cotterill,
the other gentleman referred to, wrote to me that " he bad read over my
correspondence with Mr. Angell, but did not tee any use in examining the
copies he had taken from my drawings. Certainly," Mr. Cotterill says, " I
cannot see any possible use iu Mr. Angell's copying any of them for any
purpose of the arbitration."
To these opinions of tbe gentlemen to whom he appealed, and of a great
many more prolessional men to whom 1 have mentioned the ciicumslauces,
it is necessary to add, that one of the copies made from my desigus, aud on
which his assistant was discovered, is marked No. 52, the title of which runs
thus—" Longitudinal section of tbe new theatre, saloons, stage, Sic, from
tbe foundations to the roofs, complete as executed." On litis copy Mr.
Angell's assistant has written as follows ;—
" Copies of this and some other drawings of Mr. Alhano's works of Covent (iurden, by Mr. Angell's order, were taken by me and Mr. Wood, and
are iu Mr. Angell's possession,
(Signed)
G. Judge, jun."
"September 27, 1818,"
The law affording me no redress at this stage, I am obliged to state now
what otherwise 1 would under no other circumstances bring forward. 1 have
been a member of the profession of civil engineers for a quarter of a cen
tury in this my adopted country, and have been engaged upon various works,
which I presume have sufficiently established my claim to some ability ; if
not 1 would willingly allow my reputation to be estimated by what 1 have
done at Covent-garden Theatre, the manner in which it has been accom
plished, tbe very short period in which it haa been effected, and the smallness of the expenses attending it, considering that it required fifty-four
original and elaborate designs, and above a hundred working drawings, spe
cifications, &c, &c. (all put in evidence), besides daily and nightly attend
ance to tbe extent of from sixteen to twenty hours a-day, directing and
superintending from the very foundations tbe construction and decoration ol
the new theatre, her Majesty's apartments, and the improvement of the
whole establishment ; converting at the same time the whole of the old ma
terials, on which were daily engaged from 1,000 to 1,600 workmen 01 all
trades, as well as the attendance of six of my assistants and a i It- k of the
13*
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works, all their expense* and salary being defrayed by me during above six
months up to the opening of the theatre, and for about eight months after
ward the expenses of myself and two assistants. I can confidently appeal
to Mr. Hosking, who, in bis official capacity as official referee, inspected
most minutely all my designs, and in his evidence declared that he saw the
whole of the works and foundations, and that, to the best of bis judgment,
they were executed in an admirable manner, and displayed great ahility
without extravagance, and that he should not have allowed the theatre to
have been opened unless it had been properly done. I could also appeal to
the evidence of Mr. Allison, Mr. Braithwaite, Mr. Godwin, Mr. C. H.
Gregory, Mr. W. Laxton, and Sir John Rennie, who had often visited the
works during their progress, and unanimously declared it to lie a very ereditahle work ; and considering its great intricacy and the short time allowed,
it was executed in a scientific, workmanlike, and economical manner, and
as a work of art carried on with great skill and success ; and they all spoke
very particularly as to my indefati (ability and the fairness of the amount of
my charges for a work unequalled for the great sacrifice and exertion it
demanded, and which had been admired by all impartial judges, to whom,
as well as for the favourable unanimous opinion expressed by the public
press, I owe a deep debt of gratitude.
I consider myself in duty called upon, on public as well as on private
grounds, to appeal to the judgment of my profession, either as engineers or
architects, to the members of which I look with confidence, satisfied that
their high character and honourable feelings will induce them to form a right
estimate of these proceedings, and will not allow my professional rights to
be trampled on with impunity. I contend that Mr. Angell had neither right
nor pretext whatever to take copies of my designs; his duty in the office to
which he was appointed was to determine on the remuneration, which, in
equity, I was entitled to upon my claim, without having any further duty to
perform ; and certainly nothing which could render it necessary or proper
for him to retain copies of my drawings ; and I leave it to the profession
and to the public to form their opinion, both as to his conduct and the
motive which may have influenced him on this occasion to copy my papeis,
which he still retains in his possession—conduct which I contend is wholly
unprofessional and indefensible j and I refer it to the profession and to the
public, on whose well-known love of impartial justice and hatred of oppres
sion I can confidently rely.
I am, Sir, &c,
B. Albano.
Office, 22, King William-street, Strand, Feb. 1849.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
ROYAL INSTITUTE
Feb. 5.—A. Povntkr,
OF BRITISH
Esq., in theARCHITECTS.
Chair,
Mr. Scolks read a paper " On the Topography and Antiquitiet of the
City of Jerusalem."
In the course of it, the writer alluded to Mr. Fergusson's published theory
at to the Mosque of Omar and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and that
gentleman being present, an interesting discussion ensued. Mr. David
Roberts, R.A. (some of whose capital sketches were amongst the illustra
tions of the paper), joined in questioning Mr. Fergusson, who stood
gallantly and good-naturedly a cross fire of objections.
Mr. Fergusson's views, as we gathered, may be briefly stated thus :
namely, that the building known as the Mosque of Omar is, in truth, the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and that what is called the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, and was burnt in 1808, was a building not earlier than the
)2lh century. His principal reasons for the first part of this belief the
that the so-called Mosque of Omar is unquestionably a circular Christian
building of the time of Constantine, and is built over a rock standing up
15 feet from the floor, with a cave in it; further, that it could not have
been a mosque, its shape and arrangements being contrary to the require
ments of the religion. In reply to the question, at what period wbs the
truth lost sight of and the title of Church of the Holy Sepulchre given to
the edifice which now bears it, Mr. Fergusson said about 150 years before
the Crusades. Mr. Scoles did not believe that the (so-called) Mosque of
Omar mat of the age of Constantine ; the main arches were slightly pointed.
He had never seen a pointed arch as old as Constantine. He considered
that the columns used were from a more ancient building, but the structure
itself was of a comparatively recent period. Mr. Fergusson contended that
the arches being pointed, in no way weakened his opinion ; he had else
where shown that the pointed arch, from 800 years B.C., bad been the arch
of that country—that is, the horizontal arch bracketted inward to a point.
Mr. Henry Garling, Fellow, presented a valuable donation, of 20 folio vo
lumes, consisting of an early edition of Palladio (1570); Hamilton's Vases;
Original Designs, by Lewis ; Chambers' Civil Architecture, 3rd edition, with
autograph of the author; W. Adams's designs (of Edinburgh); Gibb's
works ; an d Rondelet's Traiti Theorigue et Pratique de VArt de btitir.
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Jan.SOCIETY
17.—W. Tookb,
OF ARTS,
Esq., F.R.S.,
LONDON.
in the Chair.

The first part of a paper " On Improvement! in Electric Telegrapht, and
new plantfor Printing by Electricity," was read by E. Hiobton, Esq., C.E.
l'erfect as telegraphs at first sight appeared (observed the author) when
poses,
and Wheatstone
used the attractive
of soft iron
of (Ersted
(discovered
to telegraphic
by Arago),parfor
Professor
applied power
the discovery
releasing or guiding the mechanical operations requisite for the purpose of
either pointing to or printing letters, still imperfections were found to exist,
and those to a very serious extent—so much so indeed, as to render in prac
tice many of the proposed plans useless.
Previous to pointing out the imperfections alluded to, Mr. Highton made
a few remarks relative to the action of electricity and magnetism generally.
He then proceeded with the object of the paper, and considered the sub
ject under the following heads :— 1st, the Instruments ; 2nd, the Batteries ;
3rd, the Conducting Wires; and 4th, the action of Atmospheric Electricity,
Lightning, the Aurora Borealis, and Electrical Fogs.
The first Instrument Mr. Highton noticed was the Bell. The ringing of a
bell at a distant point, under the latest improvement of Messrs. Wheatstone
and Cooke, is effected by means of the attractive power developed in masses
of soft iron. The improvement consists in removing a detent from the
wheels of a piece of clockwork, by the momentum obtained from a falling
weight, the weight falling by the force of gravity on the catch of the wheelwork of the bell when the detent is withdrawn, by the attractive power of
magnetism developed in an electro-magnet of soft iron.
The method employed by the Messrs. Highton differs from the foregoing,
as regards the mechanism, in the same manner that a watch differs from a
clock—a watch being capable of continuing its action in any position. The
plan consists in making a spring act by a connecting-rod on the circumfer
ence of a wheel; attached to this wheel is the catch detained by the electro
magnet armature.
The removal of the armature detent is effected by electro-magnetism, de
veloped in the metal nickel. The alarum may also be rung by magneto-,
electricity, by merely removing the armature from a magnet.—Messrs. Highton propose using the metal nickel as an electro-magnet in all step-by-step
motions, owing to this metal producing little or no residual magnetism.
Having thus alluded to the bell, the author next described the first and
most simple form of telegraphs ; and as an instance of the class, described
the needle instrument of Messrs. Wheatstone and Cooke. The signals with
this instrument are given by the deflection of one or more magnetic needles.
In the arrangement of the coil and needle of Wheatstone and Cooke, the
wire of the coil passes in every convolution twice over the middle or dead
part of the magnet. In Messrs. Highton's plan, a horse-shoe magnet is used
instead of a needle, and the wire is placed near the poles only. By this ar
rangement, the resistance offered to the current of electricity in having to
pass over the dead part of the magnet is entirely got rid of, and the centre
of oscillation and percussion brought much nearer to the centres of gravity
and motion ; hence less electric power is required, and the oscillation of the
needle at the same time removed.
The next class of instruments alluded to was that in which a step-by-step
motion is employed. The coil attendant on the use of these forms of tele
graph is, that when one error is made in the transmission of a sentence, sub
sequent errors are entailed throughout the message, until by preconcerted
signals the instruments are re-set by all the operators in the circuit. Messrs.
Highton's improvements consist in the application of an additional electro
magnet, by means of which the step-by-step movement may at any instant
he thrown out of gear, and the hand, pointer, or disc progress at one bonnd
to zero or starting point.
This arrangement doubles the speed of transmitting information, and also
enables any number of words or stntences to be added to the end of the
alphabet without increasing the time requisite for sending a message by let
ters only ; and at the same time feive* absolute security to the working of
this
subsequent
class oferrors
instruments,
in the message.
and prevents any error in the transmission entailing ,
The third class of telegraphs alluded to were those which instantly expose
to view any desired letter when a corresponding key is touched. Previous
plans require tweuty-six wires to effect this : in Messrs. Highton's plan three
wires only are requisite. The letters are shown by the single or combined
motion of three screens; no weights or wheels, or similar description of me
chanism, is employed, but each screen can, by motion to right or left, be
made to assume any one of three positions : and thus, by the combination
of three screens, any one of twenty-seven positions can be produced.
Mr. Highton then proceeded to describe the application of this property
to printing telegraphs, and showed how, with three wires only, any one of
twenty-six letters could be printed instantly at distant stations, and that as
rapidly as the corresponding keys could be played on. The arrangement of
the mechanism in these printing telegraphs is such, that no error or inaction
of any of the parts of the instruments can entail subsequent errors in the
message.—Mr. Highton described six different kinds of printing telegraphs,
suited respectively to one, two, or three line wires, and combining several of
the above improvements.
Feb. 7.—Mr. E. Hiobton read the second portion of his paper on the
above subject. After a brief recapitulatiou of the various instruments dt
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scribed at the previous meeting, the author proceeded with his investigations
of the remaining part of the subject.
The action of the Galvanic Battery was first treated of, and the peculiari
ties attending this mode of producing electrical power were investigated.
Two specimens of common green glass cells were exhibited, and the peculiar
effects produced by arranging a series of galvanic batteries in various order
were noticed ; and an arrangement of galvanic batteries, producing what the
author called the Electrical Paradox, was exhibited. In this arrangement it
was ahown how that the power from a galvanic battery, however large the
area of the plates of that battery were, might be entirely stopped, or the
current even reversed, by another battery so small that it would pass through
the eye of a needle. The application of this principle, and the effects that
would thereby be produced on certain arrangements of electric telegraphs,
were briefly stated. The author then alluded to the rapid oxidation of the
iron railings in the squares of London, and showed bow that the effect was
due to a galvanization arising from the use of lead for connecting the iron
with the atone walls.
The author then exhibited the Gold Leaf Telegraph, and remarked on the
very small amount of resistance offered to the electric current by this ar
rangement. This telegraph was then exhibited at work by electricity de
veloped from a burning taper. It was observed that the Gold Leaf Tele
graph was selected by the commissioners appointed by the government of
Baden to report on the kind of telegraph best suited for the use of that go
vernment, and that its practical use in Germany during the last year-and-ahalf had given every satisfaction.
The next subject treated of was the Conducting Wires. Here the author
remarked on the laws of the transmission of the electrical power over the
wires, and showed how the peculiarities attendant on the use of electricity
in connection with line wires for telegraphic purposes might be most advan
tageously employed.—Various modes of insulation in use were also noticed.
The author then alluded to the action of natural displays of the electrical
power in the form of Lightning and the Aurora Borealit. Specimens of
parts of telegraphic instruments, burnt and melted by the action of light,
oing, were exhibited. A description was also given of the effects observed
on the telegraph wires in the Kilsby Tunnel, on the London and North
western Railway, during a violent thunderstorm in 1848. Various modes of
counteracting the effects of lightning on electric telegraphs were investi
gated, and new plans for preventing damage or danger therefrom were sug
gested. The author then described a very remarkable effect produced on
the telegraphic instrument on the London and North-Western Railway, on
the 21th September, 1847, and said the cause of such effects was as yet en
veloped in mystery. The manner in which the electric telegraphs were af
fected during the beautiful auroreal display of the 17th of November, 1848,
were minutely described, and the action upon the wires where the greater
portion of their length was in the inside of a tunnel, was noticed.
Various experiments were made by the author during the evening; the
paper was illustrated by numerous diagrams ; and a series of new electric
telegraphs were exhibited at work.
Jan. 31.—W. Tooke, Esq., F.R.S., in the Chair.
Robert Hunt, Esq., read a paper " On the Photographometer,for mea
suring the intensity of the Chemical Action of the rays of Light on all Pho
tographic preparations, and for affording a means of comparing the Sensi
tiveness of the same." By A. Claudet, Esq.
The art of photography, observes the author, is founded on the property
with which light ia endowed—namely, of producing a photographic effect
when it strikes upon certaiu chemical compounds. The effect being in pro
portion to the intensity of the light during a given space of time, it is
necessary, for the success of the operation, to be able to ascertain the exact
power of the light at any particular moment, and the only means of so doing
hitherto possessed by the photographer, is tbe effect it produces on the eye.
A few only of the rays which emanate from the sun are capable of producing
on the chemically-prepared surface, an effect which is the cause of the pho
tographic picture; and if it were possible to admit into a room only the rays
which are endowed with tbe power of affecting the photogenic preparation,
tbe objects in the room would not Le visible to the eye, aa tbe room would
appear to be plunged in darkness, while the objects in it would reflect some
invisible rays which arc capable of producing the photographic image.—This
fact the author illustrated by a series of specimens, in which the effects of
rays of light were reflected from the various colours used on porcelain.
Tbe property of absorption possessed by red, orange, yellow, and green
gists being known to photographers, and the power of admitting through
blue glass nearly all the photogenic rays which are not luminous, combined
with the improvements which have taken place since the discovery of the
art by Oaugerre, enable the photographist of the present time to employ a
very soft light, and to place tbe sitter in the shade.
The action of the blue and yellow rays was shown by covering a large
print, one half with dark blue, and the other half with yellow glass. That
portion of the print which was visible to the eye through yellow glass, was
rendered invisible by the action of the ray on the photographic plate ; while
the ray reflected from the blue glass, which entirely obscured the picture,
vita rendered perfectly clear and distinct.—Several specimens, intended to
itoow that the luminous and photogenic rays are not the same, were also ex
hibited.
Several philosopher! are of opinion that the photogenic rays are as indeIdent of the light at beat it, although tbey are tent forth from tbe same
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source, and travel together at the same velocity, and are subject to the same
laws of reflection, refraction, and polarization. Tbe actinic or photogenic
rays are situated at the most refrangible part of the prismatic spectrum, and
are thus refracted to the same degree as the blue, indigo, or violet rays. A
series of experiment) on various colours obtained by artificial meant were
next exhibited, the whole tending to prove that the atmosphere of London
with its smoke and fog, is too often for the photographer like the ray from
the yellow glass.
As the result of the photographic operation depends on the intensity of
the actinic rays, and also upon the degree of the sentiveness of the chemical
preparation, M. Claudet has constructed an apparatus which is not only
capable of measuring tbe photogenic light, but of testing the sensitiveness of
the chemical preparation of the Daugerreotype plate. This instrument is
constructed so that a plate being placed upon an inclined plane, will always
fall with the same rapidity. For each operation, the plate has seven vertical
slits or openings cut in it ; these are placed parallel to each other, the first
being 1 millimetre wide ; tbe second, 2; the third, 4; the fourth, 8; the fifth,
16; the sixth, 32; and the seventh, 64 millimetres. The photographic sur
face is placed at nearly the bottom of the inclined plane, under a metallic
plate, pierced with seven circular holes, corresponding with the openings of
the moveable plate containing the proportionate apertures. When the move
able plate passes before the photogenic surface covered with tbe seven circu
lar holes, the light strikes upon the spaces left open by the circular holes, in
various intensities. The space lighted by the opening of 64 millimetres will
be affected by an intensity double that which is lighted by 32 millimetres ;
quadruple that of the next under the opening of 16 millimetres ; and so on,
until the last opening, which being only 1 millimetre, will have received 64
times less light than tbe first ; so that after the operation seven round figures,
or less, according to the intensity of the light, are represented upon tbe pho
tographic plate. The photographer is thus enabled to ascertain how long it
will be necessary to submit tbe plate to the action of the light on the camera
by the length of time required to develope the seven round figures. Let us
suppose that be waits ten seconds, and lie finds only six instead of seven of
the round figures, it would prove that tbe light is one-half less intense than
he required, so that he must wait 20 seconds instead of 10 ; if only five,
40 seconds; if four, 80 seconds; if three, 1G0 seconds ;if two, 320 seconds ;
if one, 640 secouds. This is quite sufficient for general purposes of photo
graphy ; but for scientific investigations, M. Claudet has continued the geo
metrical progression, and instead of from 1 to 6, he has continued the pro
gression from 1 to 8192. This is effected hy having two plates and four
series of holes in each plate, and shutting one series after every fall of the
moveable plate. By repeating the falls, the intensity is doubled, trebled,
quadrupled, and so on ; and after the operation each plate represents four
series of round figures, showing the various effects of all the intensities, from
1 to 8192.
M. Claudet's Photographometer enables the operator to compare tbe sen
sitiveness of two different preparations, so that the photographer can con
stantly by experiments improve the sensitiveness of tbe surface.
Mr. T. B, Jordan gave a short account of Mr. Cochran's machine for saw
ing timbers with curved and bevelled faces, and a working model was exhi
bited to the meeting.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Feb. 0.—J. Field, Esq., President, in the Chair.
Tbe paper read was a " Description of the Abbattoirs of Paris." By
Mr. It B. Grantham, M. Inst. C.E.
The subject treated of was chiefly in connection with tbe sanitary ques
tion, at present occupying so much attentiou ; tbe author being of opinion
that much public beuefit would be derived from the iutroduction of similar
establishments into tbe city of London. The paper commenced by point
ing out tbe advantages resulting from the method in which the butcheiV
trade was carried on in Paris. It was elated that this trade was regu
lated by a number of restrictive enactments, and conducted under the
control of a syndicate or guild, who advised with tbe government upon all
questions relating to the abbattoirs and markets.
It appeared from the account that, previous to the opening of the abat
toirs, in 1818, slaughter-houses existed in the crowded and populous dis
tricts of the city ; aud that (as at present in Loudon), the passage of the
cattle through the streets, and tbe consequent nuisances, were found to or.
intolerable. The five abbattoirs were designed with great care, to obviMle
these evils, and were generally allowed to have fully accomplished the
purposes for which they had been constructed ; they had been of great
public service, in rendering Paris free from those nuisances whiih were
still permitted to exist as such blots on the general cleanliness of the city
of Lor. dun. The abbattoirs were erected within the Barriers, opposite
Montmarlre, Menil-Montant, Ureuelle, Du Roule, and Ville Juif, at an
average distance of a mile and three quarters from tbe centre of tbe city.
Tbe paper, which was accompanied by detailed plans of each abbattuir,
aud a general drawing of their arrangement, described minutely their con
struction, as well as the mode of slaughtering the cuttle, the melting the
tallow, and other details connected with the trade carried on therein. All
the buildings were slated to be abundantly supplied with water, nil!
ventilated, and kept in the highest stale of cleanliness.
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TaMes were given of Ihe Dumber of cattle, sheep, and pigs killed, and
the amuuut of lallow melted during the last four years ; aud a statement
was appended, from which it appeared that the revenue (derived from
tolls, charged upon all the meat killed at per kilogramme), amounted
during one year to 47,608/. 16*., that the total expenses were 4.058/. 12» ,
leaving a profit to the city of Paris of 42,650/ 4* , or about 6j per cent,
upon 680,000/., the original cost of all these establiBhm-nts. The paper
argued that if this revenue whs obtained from the tolls, &cc, for slaughter
ing meat for a population not exceeding one million souls, wno did not
consume anything like the amount of animal food that Englishmen habi
tually indulge in, how much greater would be the proQt of such establish
ments fur London, where there was a population nearly approaching three
millions of souls, in wh >se behalf sue h strenuous exertions were now
making for the increase of sanitary regulations and more ample supplies
of water, aud everything tending towards a higher slate of cleanliness
and health.
Remarks.— In the discussion which ensued, and in which Mr. E. Chadwick, Professor Owen, Messrs. Leslie, May, Allen, Ransome. Elliott,
Armstrong, and others, took part, very interesting statistical facts were
given in connection with the present stale of the Sraithfield Market, and
the evils attendant upon Ihe animals beiog driven through the streets, and
then killed in a state of fever, when the blood was in a condition to in
duce rapid decomposition of the meat, and render it unfit for food. In
proof of this, it was stated that, in the summer, quantities of fine rn<at
were frequently obliged to be thrown by the butchers upon the offal heap,
within thirty hours from the time of the animals being slaughtered — pu
trescence being so rapidly ioduced by the deleterious atmosphere of the
slaughterhouse pervading the place where the meat was kept.
Among the numerous advantages of a uew and spacious establishment,
like that of Islington Market, to which public slaughter-houses are to be
attached, would be the direct contact of the cattle sellers with the but
chers; and by thus avoiding the intermediate profit of the middle men,
the latter would be enabled to sell their meal in better condition, aud at a
more reasonable rate, to the public.
The present objectionable state of Stnithfield appeared to be upheld
merely as a question of revenue to the city, for which the public not only
paid heavily, but suffered severely by common annoyance and by Ihe dele
terious effect on public health.
Modifications of the Paris system wre shown to be perfectly adapted
even to the actual state of Ihe butchers' trade in Loudon ; that ihe internal
arrangements of the slaughter-houses would not in any way interfere
with the employment of the servants of the butchers, nor could any
inconvenience arise from their congregating at such places —nor auy loss
from theft. All these preventive arangements had been fully explained
by Mr. Grantham, in his recent Treatise on Public Slaughter-houses,
(reviewed ante p. 51.)
The opinion of ihe meeting appeared to be pointedly in favour of so
desirable a measure as the establishment of Islington Market; and hopes
were expressed strongly, that, by showing to the trade that their interest
was so intimately connected with the measure, their cooperation would be
obtained, to their ultimate profit, as well as for the public good.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
Jan. 8.—John Clay, Esq , F.R.S.E., Presideot, in the Chair.
" The Aneroid Barometer" was exhibited and described, by Alex
ander Hryson, Esq.— Mr. Bryson stated that ou trial he had found the
barometer to correspond with the common barometer, within Ihe ordinary
limits, say from 28 to SI inches, to within a tenth of an inch, so that for
all ordinary purposes it might be trusted to. It has the advantage over
the common barometer, in being easily transported, baviDg no liquid in its
interior, It is of a circular shape, like a watch, and is about five inches
in diameter, having an index baud which points to the weight of the co
lumn of air.
Jan 28. —The following communications were made : —
" Description of an Improved Window sash, allowing the outside of the
Window to be cleaned or glazed without danger." By Mr. Charli s Dkans.
— This safely window effectually prevents all chances of accideut, as Hie
gla$s af both upper and lower divisions may be cleaned with perfect ease
and safety by a person standing on Ihe floor inside of the window. The
principle is applicable to every form of modern window, and consists in
the panes of glass being contained in a separate frame, which is to be ex
actly adjusted to and lilted in the sash, to which it is to be attached ou one
side by hinges, Ihe other side remaining free, and opening inwardly like
a door. In appearance it can scarcely be distinguished Irom Ihe present
wiudow, aud the expense is not materially different.
" Description of the Wax Candle Safety Mining Lamp" By Mr. John
Crane, Lee Crescent, Edgbaston, near Birmingham. —This lamp was
stated to be of simple but safe coustruction. Coal pits being subject lo
tbe presence of an explosive gas called fire-damp, which, upun contact
with flame. Is exploded, the necessity of lighting coal-pits wnh nonexploding or safety lamps becomes evideot. Coal-pit explosions are all
ihe result ot negligence, and therefore, bj means of proper care, are avoid
able. That lo work coal-pits safely it is not only necessary lo u.e safe
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lamps, but also to take care to use such lamps properly
Many terribir
explosions have occurred during the use of safety lamps, because the mm
(wiih a view of obtaining more light) have interfered with their lamps
and rendered them unsafe. If the common safety lamps afforded a better
light than a naked candle, there would then be no inducement to tamper
with them, and ihe prime cause of mauy explosions would be removed ;
and if they were constructed so that they could oot be tampered with by
any thoughtless miners, then (supposing tnat no uaked lights were used in
pits, but in every case safety lamps of proper construction) coal-pit explo
sions would be uo more beard of. The author's wish was lo accomplish
so desirable an end by designing lamps possessing such advantages, and
by recommending tbe adupiiou of a more careful mode of working pits.
He thinks in few cases it will be advisable to entrust the miners with the
care of the lamps; but thai in most cases fit persons be appointed to keep
and manage tbe lamps, who must be held responsible for auy negleci of
care ou iheir part. The Wax Candle Safety Lamp is staled to afford a
good light, and it is fitted with a padlock and staple, so that it ma; be se
curely fastened up. It is put into the hands of tbe collier ready lighted
aud locked, and will need no interference till the candle is consumed,
when he must apply to the lamp-keeper for a fresh one. Wax caudles
(such as are used iu mauy carnage lamps) are burnt in this lamp. The
front is made of thick glass, the sides and lop of " ire gauze, aud the budy
of the lamp of tin plate. The candle is inclosed in a tin lube secured at
bottom by a stopper, which is screwed and unscrewed with a key. After
the caudle is lighted tbe top is shut down aud locked, and both keys kept
by the superintendent of lamps. Tbe same keys will unlock any number
of lamps, if they be made similar. A helical wire spring inside the lobe
keeps the candle always at the same height. Over the two wire aides are
hinged two tin covers which effectually protect the Same from the evil in
fluence of wind. This lamp can be made of various sizes to soil dif
ferent candles ; those which the aulhor has had made are four inches
square, aud about eleven aud a half iucbes high. A large ring is fixed lo
Ihe top of Ibe lid, by which the lamp is suspended when in use. The
wire gauze inside the lid must be cleaned with a brush wheu necessary.
The lamp is strong, and is not likely to be put out of order. The author's
wish and desire are lo see nil end put lo explosions, and thereby lo render
ihe occupation of the collier—arduous and unpleasant as it always will
be— less dangerous by ridding it of its greatest terror.
Feb. 12.—David Rhind, Esq., F.R.S.E., V.P., in the Chair.
The following communications were made :—
1. " Deteriplion of a method of Preventing Accident! at Coal Pitt." Br
Mr. William Alexander, mining engineer. —The breaking of the windingrope, or continuous movement of the machinery beyond its proper place, are
two circumstances rife with accident and loss of life in mineral workings.
Mr. Alexander avoids the first by an improved catch in connection with in t
cage ; and the second, in consequence of winding by friction, which becooica
self-acting, in preventing the rise of the cage past a given point.
2. " Description of an Hydraulic Bramah Press, with Improved Safety
Valve."
By Mr. Hay Dall, brass-founder. — ibis improvement in the
Bramah press consists in doing away with the heavy weight formerly huug
ou ihe safety or disengaging valves, and thus producing greater certaioiy
of action, aud a saviug of expense, by preveuling ihe liability to wear aud
break up, lo which tbe preseut coustruction is exposed.
S. " Description of a Machine fur Dressing Straw Bonnets, or other
matters where hot or cold pressure it required." By Mr. UtoKGt U.
Howell — It is iuleuded lo reduce the labuur aud many iucunveniences iu
the old mode ot blocking straw bonnets, which, from the pressure required
ou tbe breast, ofteu produced complaints in the chest, aud cousuiupuous.
The machine has been in use for some time, aod found to answer every
purpose required in ihe art. Tbe pressure which, in the old mode, was
giveo by the breast aud arm, is by ibis machine given by the lever worked
by the foot, aud counterpoised by the back weight, which instantly lifts
tbe blocking iron when the pressure of the fool is withdrawn.
4. The Secretary read an abstract of the first part of a paper on improve
ments in Electric Telegraphs, aud new plans for Priming by Electricity,
which was read to the Society of Arts, London, by E. Uigulon, Esq., civil
engineer, on tbe 17tb January.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
The New Kremlin at Moscow.— The Moscow Gazette says : —The new
Kremlin will shortly be finished. The gilded cupola sparkles already in tbe
sun, and recalls to mind the palaces with their golden summits of the an
cient Grand Dukes of Russia. In the St. George's-hall, that saint is to be
seen on horseback, fighting the winged dragon. Eighteen statues, repre
senting the submission of as many provinces now belonging to Russia, are
scathed in complete armour with shields, which bear the date of ihe ptMod.
Tbe Andrew's-ball, or the throne room, is ornamented with uisgmricet
golden
holder relief
by its; the
beautiful
Alexander
architectural
hall is ornaments.
of red mar hie,
It isand
difficult
astonishes
to descrite.
tbe ■•so as to give a correct idea, the extraordinary grandeur of these halla, n*d
tbe exquisite style of tbe workmanship.
J
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Mineral Resources of Epypt.—More Gold.—A recent number of the
The Oriental and Peninsular Steam Navy.—The Oriental and Peninsular
Bombay Telegraph contains an account, from a correspondent at Cairo, of
Steam Company have added another first-class steam-vessel to their already
an expedition of Colonel Kaveloveski, engineer of mines in Russia, who was
powerful navy, which will shortly be equal to that of any of the continental
sent to Egypt, at the desire of Mehemet Ali, to investigate the mineral
governments, when we take into consideration the effective state the whole
resources of that country, which appears to have resulted at the discovery of
of the vessels are constantly kept in. The Bombay vessel which has just
a somewhat productive gold district. The expedition (it is stated) which
been finished was built by Mr. Pitcher, and is 1,200 tons burthen. The en
left Cairo under Colonel Kaveloveski, arrived at Cassen on the 16th of
gine* were constructed by Messrs. Miller, Ravenhill, and Co., and are collec
March. The next day he commenced his researches, with his Siberian
tively of 450-horte power; the cylinders are oscillatory. At the experi
assistants, on the eastern side of the river Sornat. The Egyptian soldiers
mental trip made last month, they worked with great precision, owing to the
dug wells to the depth of 200 feet, when water appeared ; the sand or ma
beautiful workmanship and the accuracy of their finish. The performance
terial was then submitted to the process of washing. In an hour's journey
of these engines clearly substantiates the opinion that was expressed in this
from the river the colonel came to a place encompassed by small hillocks,
Journal eight years since, when only oscillatory engines of 20 and 30 horse
not higher than 40 or 50 feet. He immediately decided that veins of gold
power were constructed, that with good workmanship oscillating engines of
would be found there, and directed that they should be dug into about half
any power might be made.
their height, ordering the excavated materials to be afterwards carefully
Pierce's Pi/ro- Pneumatic Stove.—Mr. Pierce, the well-known stove manu
examined. He continued these operations for six or seven days, the Siberiau
facturer, has patented a pedestal stove, with an open fire and hot air cham
workmen washing the sands upon a drum. On the eighth day he concluded
bers, formed of fire clay. The air is admitted at the bottom hy a tnhe,
from the results that these sauds were richer than those in many parts of
brought from the exterior of the building and carried through the chambers,
Siberia; for 100 poods of sand in Siberia produced hut 25 habbas, whilst
which are heated from the back and si.les of the stoves, and also hy the flue
100 poods were yielding at Cassen from 50 to 52 habbas. On the ninth
that passes out at the hack. The air by this stove is not burnt, as is gene
day the colonel directed his Russian workmen to prepare the machines for
rally the case with hot-air stoves constructed of iion ; and hy having an open
washing, whilst he departed to make new researches with about 1,000
(ire the room is ventilated, and the foul air carried off by the draught of the
Egygtian soldiers, using them occasionally for the works, and sometimes for
fire,
personal safety. He made several experiments on the banks of the rivers
Dia Magnetism,—The investigations now proceeding in the hands of
Itamia, Dys, Gucka, and Benischangol, and afterwards at Sorgonti and
(Ersted, Pliicker, Faraday, Weber, and other nn less able experimentalists,
Gamamil ; this last river is about eight hours' jouruey south of Cassen.
into the phenomena of dia-magnetism are gradually developing facts that
Here he found the sands considerably richer than those of Cassen. In his
bear in a remarkable manner on all those less evident powers which are
travels, the colonel found quantities of argillaceous iron, rock crystal, and
usually classed under the general term of molecular forces. We may hope
zinc, but no other metals, nor any vestige or appearance of coal. On taking
within a short time to gain a more satisfactory knowledge of crystallisation,
his departure from Cassen he left the works under the direction of two.
and the laws which determine the forms of crystallised bodies, into which
Arab engineers or mineralogists, who studied in Germany and Siberia.
the recent researches of Faraday and Pliicker are conducting us. The curious
Colonel Kaveloveski pronounces his final and decided opinion that the
observations of Pliicker, which show that in the vegetable kingdom both the
richest sands are to he found on the eastern bank of the Somat ; and he
magnetic and dia-magnetic forces are, under varying conditions, in great
does not believe that any other place which he has searched will produce,
activity, will in all probability direct us toward a solution of the curious
results so favourable.
problem of the influences of the solar rays on vegetable growth. That diaArtificial Light.— Professor Brande delivered a lecture at the Royal In
magnetism is not another manifestation of ordinary magnetism is nnw proved
stitution, " On the Theory and Practice of the Production of Light." Mr.
by the single fact, that whilst a magnetic body is attracted throughout its
Brande commenced by referring to the mould candles and single-wicked oilmats by each of the two poles of a magnet, a dia-magnetic body is repelled
lamps used in bouses and streets at the beginning of the present century ;
by each pole throughout its mass.—Athenarum.
and remarked that the vast improvement made in artificial illumination
To prevent Metals corroiting.—Dip the articles first into very dilute nitric
might be taken as a striking instance of the great influence of applied
acid, afterwards immerse them in linseed oil, and then allow the excess of science on the comforts of life. He then proceeded to give a statement of
oil to drain off.
the scientific causes of this improvement. In common flames the evolution
of light results from two independent causes— ignition and combustion.
Improvements in tie Make of Iron.—The astonishing increase in the pro
Ignition is probably a mere transient physical state of matter, producing no.
duce of the furnaces in the bituminous districts takes its origin from the ap
change in the ignited substance. Combustion is essentially a chemical phe
plication of steam and engine power to the production of a continuous
nomenon,—the heat and light produced are the effect of successive chemi
stream or pillar of blast, in place of the puffing of the old-fashioned wiud
cal actions, and the substance is permanently changed. Combustion, then,
bellows; and, further, to a discovery of my highly-valued friend, Anthony
may be regarded as the origin of the heat— ignition ot the light afforded by
Hill, Esq., of the Plymouth Works, Merthyr-Tydvil. It is to the science,
flame. Mr. Brande demonstrated by many experiments that the luminosity
energy, and research of this gentleman, that the iron-trade is indebted for
of flame is due to solid matter existing in the comhustible gas ; and he
the practical discovery that the cinders produced in the various stages of
noticed the expansive effect of heat in throwing down charcoal in the com
converting, in our forges, crude or cast-iron into wrought or malleable iron,
bustion of oleliant gas. The conditions of the fitness of bodies for purposes
were capable of being resmelted and reconverted in the blast-furnace, and
of common illumination were stated to he, that the matter from which the
the iron they contained (amounting to 50, CO, and 70 per cent.) profitably
luminosity is to be obtained should be touihustible ; and that the product of
extracted from them. These cinders were formerly thrown away as refuse,
its combustion should be gaseous inodorous, and harmless. Tb« products of
or used only for the repair of our roads and thoroughfares—they are now
the combustion of oil; wax, tallow' and gas were contrasted with those of
eagerly sought after, and purchased at values as high as some of our richest
phosphorous, arsenic, 4c—which, hut for the corrosive and poisonous mai
iron ore*. To Mr. Hill a debt of public gratitude, and something more, is
lers resulting from their combustion, might he used as sources of light.
due, wbicb I should rejoice to see properly acknowledged and paid. Mr.
It was also noticed, that though carbonic acid gas (which is one of the
Yates, of Rotberham, Yorkshire, has, at his works at VVingerworth, near
products of the combustion of coal gas, &c), be in itself noxious, it be
Chesterfield, erected blast furnaces of an entirely different construction from
comes harmless when diffused through the atmosphere. The importance of
those in use in this district, and the plan of which he has patented. They
an accurate adjustment of tbe solid matter of the combustible to the
are about 20 feet in height, of a peculiar shape, and are blown with a soft
oxygen required for its combustion was next dwelt upon. It was shown by
fan-blast. When I visited them, a few months ago, they were working ad
experiments with Lrslie's burners that when too much ail is admitted to a
mirably, and producing excellent pig-iron, at the rate of 120 tons and up
flume light is lost, and that in an insufficient supply of air the flame emits
wards in a week, at each furnace. These furnaces, and their blowing appa
smoke, owing to the imperfect combustion of its carbon. The light of
ratus and appendages, appeared to me so simple and inexpensive of construc
flame
must be as nearly while as possible. This was proved hy the oblitera
tion, in comparison with the huge piles of masonry and ponderous ma
tion of colour when viewed by a monochromatic flame. That artificial light
chinery of our blast-furnaces and engines in Wales, that I imagined they
may imitate that of the sun in purity was shown by the obtaining a Talbowould create a perfect revolution in the iron trade. In the anthracite dis
type iu less thnn a minute by the light of phosphorus burnt in oxygen. A.
tricts of our mineral basin, the improvements effected by the late Mr. Crane,
brilliant light was exhibited, produced by a kind of petroleum. From 130
and the application hy him of hot blast to the smelting of iron with anthra
to 150 gallons of this substance are daily collected at Ridding, Derbyshire.
cite coal, were acknowledged, certainly not more gratefully than they de
By distillation it yields 5 per cent, of naptba, 5 per cent, of parafhne
served to be, by those who are interested in the mineral productions of the
(mineral tallow), and 80 per cent, of mineral oil. This oil is worth above
anthracite districts, wherein the deposit of ironstone or ore is enormous,
is. a gallon ; and when burnt in a common argand lamp gives the light of
but its reduction with its accompanying fuel almost new. The recent
seven candles at the cost of three-eighths of a penny per hour. In conclu
improvements of Mr. J. Palmer Budd, adopted at his extensive works at
sion, Mr. Brande noticed the electric light. He mentioned that the notion
Yatalyfera, near Neath, and patented by him, are worthy of the greatest at
of electricity, as a source of illumination, had been suggested hy Davy
tention, Mr. Budd, who read an admirable paper, explanatory of his
improvements, to the chemical section of the meeting at which my address
nearly half a century ago, with whom it was a favourite idea. Mr. Brande
was delivered, and with the kindest liberality, invited the members of the
stated that a mode of procuring cheap electricity must precede the econo
mical use of such illumination; and that were this obtained, water might
association to visit and inspect his works, has succeeded in economising the
be decomposed, and its hydrogen napthalised and then burnt, so as
use and consumption of an expensive and valuable fuel, and in preserving
from positive waste, and applying to profitable use, volumes of heat evolved to produce a vivid, bright, and steady flame in its other element— oxy
gen.
in the process of smelting, heretofore allowed to escape.
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Lots of Lives in Mine$. —A. correspondent suggests, with regard to the
recent lamentable colliery accidents, a mode whereby similar casualties may be materially
prevented. From experiments Just made with gulU perchs tubln*, he finds that Its
power of conducting souod is so extraordinary, that a conversation may be distinctly
carried on at che distance of even three-quarters of a mile. If, therefore, this tubing be
carried down the shaft to the various workings of the mine, and the extremities furnished
with a mouth-piece and whistle, an Instant communication, in case of danger, may be
made between every part of the mine and the men at the mouth of the shaft.

Launch of the Vulcan Steam-Frigate. —This vessel, buiit of iron, by Mr.
Mare, of Orchard Wharf, Blackwall, was launched on the 27th of January last. The
following are the dimensions : —
ft. In.
Len gth between perpendicular*
220 0
Length of keel for tonnage
19-"> 4J
Breadth for tonnage
41 u
Depth In hold
26 0
Burden In tons, 1.747 15-94.
The Vulcan was constructed to carry engines of 700-horse power, by Messrs. George and
Sir J. Rennle, and to carry the following armament:— On the main deck, eight 325>ounder guns of Mi cwt each, 9 ft. 6 in. long, and two 68 pounder guns 112 cwt. each,
0 ft. 10 In. long. On the upper deck, two 8-Inch guns 65 cwt. ench, 9 ft. 6 In. long,
and two 32-pounders of 25 cwt. each, 6 feet long. She has since been rednced to have
only engines of 350- horse p< wer, and converted Into a troop-ship, capable of carrying at
least 1 ,000 troops with every convenience for them. She has excellent room betwixt
decks, and when fitted vith her screw-propeller, which will occupy about two months In
completion, will add a splendid troop-ship to the navy. Mr. Bellamy, master attendant
at Woolwich Dockyard, was on board during the launch, and the Vulcan was navigated
round under his directions, towed by the Monkey, to the East India docks, where her
engines will be put on boird. Her draught was 11 feet on launching, but when her
stores are on board and complete for service she will draw about 16 feet.
Thames Steamboats.—Several experimental trips have been made with
the new Iron steamboat, the Emmet, of the Janus or double-headed build, and Intended
for the halfpenny passenger trade, In company with the Ant and the Bee. The engines
are made by Messrs. W. Joyce and Co., of the Greenwich Iron- works, and are nominally
of 20- horse power each ; but their actual power, as given by the Indicator card, Is 88
horses. The whole of the engines, as well as the framework. Is of wrought-lron. With
regard to the performance on Friday, the 19th tilt., the Emmet started, with tide, from
Blackwall at ten minutes to one o'clock, and arrived off the Town Pier, Gruvesend, at
two o'clock, thus accomplishing the entire distance In one hour and ten minutes, or at
the rate of 17 miles an hour. On her return, she ran a race with the Brunswick, and
from Erith to Blackwall ran with her. the paddle-boxes not one foot sounder the whole
of the distance. At another experiment, she ran against the tide about 14 miles an hour.

Steamboats for America.—Two new vessels, which will surpass all the
others in s'se and splendour, are about being laid down by th* British and North Ameri
can Company, to replace the Acadia and Britannia, which have been sold.

War Steamers for Germany.—The steam-ships Acadia and Britannia,
so celebrated In the British and North American Company's mail service between Liver
pool and the United states, have recently been purchased from that company by one of
the German governments. Thry are now in the Coburg Dock, Liverpool, undergoing
the neces-ary alterations to their being converted into efficient war-ateamers, The pas
sengers' saloon, ou the main deck, has been cleared off, so that they will be flush tore
and aft. Their armament will be of the heaviest description.

The Tides in the German Ocean.—A striking example occurs to us of the
happy connection of theory with observation, In the prediction that there must exist a
spot in the German Ocean— the central point of an area ot rotation, produced by the
meeting and mutual action of two opposite tides— where no rise or fall of tide whatever
could occur: a prediction actually verified by Captain Hewitt in 1839. without any prior
knowledge that such a point had been supposed to exist. This is one among the many
triumphs of like kind achieved by modern science.

To Split Paper.—Procure two rollers or cylinders of glass or amber,
duce
resin,the
or metallic
attraction
amalgum
of cohesion,
; strongly
and excite
then with
them pressure
by the well-known
pass the means,
paper so
between
as to pro*
the
rollers. One half will adhere to the under roller, and the other to the upper roller, and
the split will be perfect. Cease the excitation and remove each part.
Mineral Oil. — In a coal-pit, near Alfreton, belonging to Mr. Oakes of
Beddings, a valuable spring of a mineral oil, as naphtha, has made Hb appearance. The
quantity varies Bccordinr to the fall of the roof of coal from 150 to 30 gallons daily.
The pit !n which the spring occurs Is said to be the deepest In that part of the country.
Some years since a large spring of salt water or nearly saturated brine, appeared in this
pit, and has continued to flow uninterruptedly ; latterly, the mineral oil has accompanied
the salt spring. The oil as it Issues Is of a dark tarry colour; but, by distillation, yields
first a very volatile liquid, which is found to be a good substitute fur chloroform as an
agent for acting on the nerves ot sensation : and, secondly, a nearly colourless oil, which
possesses very high illuminating powers, and possessing the advantage that it will not
burn without a wick, thus rendering It free from the objection which has been found to
attach Itself to the use ot camphine. As a final product of the distillation, abundance
of solid paraffin Is obtained ; this substance being described by Relchenbuch as Invalu
able for machinery, from its antl-frlctinnal properties, and Its unchanging character
when exposed to air. It is understood that a house in Manchester has contracted for
this mineral oil, with a view of introducing It for the purpose of house illumination. A
similar spring Is recorded to have occurred about a centnry since, near Birmingham.
They are common In Persia and In Italy. Milan Is illuminated with the product of a
similar spring. U'e have been Informed that a chemital examination of the various oils
or which the Derbyshire spring consists Is being made in the laboratory of the Museum
of Practical Geology.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM JANUARY 25, TO FEBRUARY 22, 1319.

Six Months allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed.

Pierre Frederick Gougy, of Paris, in the Republic of France, gent eman, for Improve
ments In apparotui uni machinery for lilting and moving heavy bodies, aud for raiding or
replacing fluids,—Sealed Jan. 27 f
Richard Archibald Brooman, of Fleet-street, City nf London, for certain Improvements
in the manufacture of artificial limbs. (A communication ) —Jon .'2,7.
James Green Gibson, of Ardwlck, near Manchester, machinist, for certain Improve
ments In machines used for preparing to be spin and spinning cotton, and other fihroiu
substances, and for preparing to be woven and weuviug such substances when spun.—
.Ian. 27.
Kwuld Riepe, of Flnsbury-square, Middlesex, merchant, for improvements In the ma
nufacture of soap.—Jan. 30.

| -March,

Alexander Wilkins. brewer, and William Stacey, engineer, of Bradford, Witts, for a
certain Improvement or improvements applicable to the heating and bulling of liquids of
any kind or description.—Jan. 30.
Samuel Wellman Wright, of Chalford, Gloucester, civil engineer, for certain improve*
mente in preparing various fibrous substances, for sptunJug, and in machinery or appara
tus connected therewith.— Jan. 30,
William Kenworthy, of Blackburn, Lancashire, cotton- spinner, for certain Improve.
ments In power-looms for weaving.—Jan 31.
Henry Bessemer, of Baxter-house, Old St. Pancras-road, Middlesex, engineer, forcertain improvements In the manufacture of glass, aud in apparatus connected therewith.—
Jan. 31.
Jean Adolphe Carteren, cf Paris, In the Republic of France, now of the Haymarket,
Middlesex, chemist, for certain Improvements in dyeing.— Feb. 5.
John Brown, late of Bond-street, now of Great Portland-street. Middlesex, gentleman,
for improvements in constructing and rigging vessels : and improvements In atmospheric
and other railways.— Feb. 6.
Edmund George Pinchbeck, of Fleet-street, in the city of London, for improvements in
certain parts of steam-engines.— Feb. 6.
Trio "as Snowdon, o( Noel-street, Middlesex, engineer, for improvements in machinery
for moulding and pressing artificial fuel and bricks.— Feb. 6 .
Joseph Harrison, machine maker, William Harrison, cotton manufacturer, and John
Oddie, assistant manager, all of Blackburn, Lancashire, for certain improvements In and
applicable to looms for weaving.— Feb. 6.
Henry Fisher, of Upholland, Lancashire, gentleman, for Improvements In coke ovens,
and in machinery and apparatus tor working the same, or connected therewith; and a
mode or modes of applying certain portions of coke, or the residual products of coke, to
heating and lighting.— Feb. 8.
Lawrence Hill, junior, of Motherwell Iron Works, near Hamilton, Lanarkshire, civil
engineer, for Improvements in the manufacture of iron, aud In the machinery for produ
cing the same.— Feb. 8.
Henry Headley Parish, of Eaton-place, Middlesex, gentleman, for Improvements In
safety and other lamps, and in gas-burners.— Feb. 8.
Richard Pannell Forlong, of Bristol, button manufacturer, for improvements In castors
for furniture — Feb. 8.
William Wilcocks Sleigh, of Stamford Brook House. Chiswick, Middlesex, doctor of
medicine, for a means of preventing injuries to persona and property, from the sudden
stoppage of railway carriages.— Feb. 8.
James Webster, of Basfor d, Nottingham, engineer, for certain improvements In appa
ratus for manufacturing gas. — Feb. 8
John Taylor, of Parliament-street, Westminster, architect, for an improved mode of
constructing and fencing walls.- Feb. 8.
Joseph Barnes, of Church Lancaster, for an Improved apparatus for bleaching, dyeing,
cleaning, and steaming animal, vegetable, or fibrous substances, either lu a raw or manu
factured state.— feb. 8.
Robert Brown, of Sadler's -wells, Middlesex, engineer, for Improvements in machinery
for perforating, sewing, stitching, pegging, and riveting. — Feb. d.
William Tooth, of Broad-street, Lambeth, engineer, for improvements In water-closets
and In chimney-pieces, In machinery for the preparation of clays, and lu the manufacture
of earthenware articles.— Feb. 8.
Thomas Charles Clarkson, of Bennett-street, Suuthwark, manufacturer, for certain Im
provements In the manufacture and application of leather, and certain vegetable substances to be used In combination with leather, india-rubber, canvas, silk, cotton, wool, or
other fibrous substances, in the manufacture ot certain waterproof articles.— Feb. 8.
John Glblett, of Trowbridge, Wilts, gentleman, for Improvements in the manufacture
of woollen cloth.— Feb. 10.
George Edmund Dontsthorpe, of Leeds, manufacturer, and James M lines, of Bradford ,
Yorkshire, for Improvements in the apparatus used for stopping steam engines and other
first movers.— Feb. 10.
Jarvis Palmer, of Camberwell Surrey, merchant, for Improvements in matches, lighters,
and similar articles for Igniting combustible bodies ; In the mode or modes of mnnufacturlng the same, and in machinery applicable thereto; also In match or other boxes, and
In machinery for manufacturing the same.— Feb. 12.
William Harris, of Battersea, Surrey, shoemaker, for a new or Improved mode of pre
paring leather.— Feb. 12.
William Brewer, of Malcolm-place, Clapham, Surrey, and John Smith, of Southville,
South Lambeth, Surrey, manufacturers, for certain improvements In the manufacture of
paper and card- board ; and In producing water- marks thereon ; and also in apparatus and.
machinery to be used for such purposes.— Feb. 12.
Christopher Nickels, of York-road, Lambeth, Surrey, for improvements In the manu
facture of woollen and other fabrica.— Feb' 12.
Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for Improvements in engines and ap
paratus principally designed for pumping water.— Feb. 12.
Matthew Townsend, and David Moulden, both of Leicester, framework. knitters, for
Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of 1 oped fabrics.— Feb, 13.
KpVard Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for improvements In machinery for
hulling and polishing rice and other grain or seeds. (A communication.)— Feb. 13.
Edward Lord, nf Todmorden, Lancaster, machinist, for certain Improvements In ma
chinery or apparatus applicable to the preparation of cotton and other fibrous substances.
—Feb. 13.
Achllle Chaudols, of Faubourg du Temps, Paris, manufacturing cl-emist, for Improve
ments In extracting and preparing tne colouring tnatteis lor orchil. — Feb* 14.
William Chambers Day, of Birmingham, Warwick, iron-founder, for improvements In
machinery for weighing.— Fee. 14.
Hugh Lee Pattlnson, of Washington- house, Gateshead, Durham, chemical manufac
ture, for improvements In manufacturing a ctruin compound or compounds vf lead, aud
the application of a certain compound or compounds ol lead to various useful purpose*.
—Feb. 14.
Richard Ford Sturges, of Birmingham, Warwick, britannla-ware manufacturer, for Im
provements In the manufacture of candlesticks and 1-imp pillars.— Feb. 14.
John Erwoud, of Hoxton, Middlesex, paper-hanging manufacturer, for Improvements
In the manufacture of paper-hangings.— Feb. 15.
Charles Thomas Pearce, of Park-road, Regents-park, gentleman, for improvements In
apparatus for obtaining light by electric agency.— Feb. 16.
Charles Frederick Whltworth, of Hull, pentloman, for improvements In preventing ac
cidents on railways. — Feb. 17.
John Bottomley, of Bradford, Yorkshire, manufacturer, for Improvements in machinery
for weaving.— Feb. 22.
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vTRAL RAILWAY STATION, NEWCASTLEUPON-TYNE.
John Dobson, Esq., Architect.
(With an Engraving, Plate \l.J
ng described this building in our number for last December,
i a ground-plan of it was given, we need now accompany
al
of merits.
it with—no
In more
the separate
than some
features
observations
which go upon
to make
its arup
o, there is nothing at all remarkable, they being such as
he
become
elevation
common
serves
property;
nearly asand,
a specimen
moreover,
of one
the compnrtwhole of
I'ertheless it is anything than common-place in expression,
riely monotonous in effect. The style is Romano-Italian,
Doric order upon a sufficiently dignified scale, but so apkt those rigorists and formalists who deem it the essence
ctural philosophy to admit of only one invariable method
purpose and occasion, may object to it two serious
-viz., that of coupled columns, and again, that of broken
jres. To allege that the Greeks never employed coupled
is sheer frivolousness of argument; because there was
thatever in their temples that required or at all motived
position of them. Where, indeed, strict conformity with
[precedent and physiognomy is affected, as in a pedimented
y portico, coupled columns may fairly be condemned as im'es; but a case like the present is altogether different. The
them here was almost matter of necessity; for had the
en proportioned to only a single column, while the columniould have appeared straggling and meagre, the general
tdidity which now marks the ensemble would have been deAnother defect which is now avoided is, that over single
I the breaks in the entablature would have been too much
re bits; whereas, coming over two columns, they rather help
/ all interfere with breadth of manner, while they tell pic^ely as touches in the treneral composition. With regard to
st. it is stamped by character in a more than usual degree,
tiding bespeaking its purpose very plainly: the composition
per pervaded by a quality which is too frequently lost sight
lesign, as well as kept quite out of sight in an outline enAs will be concluded, perhaps, from this last remark,
Ride to vigour of architectural chiaroscuro, and effective
p of light and shade; to which must be added, the very unrlepth of the portico or arcade— not less than 70 feet in the
division of it—presents a strong contrast to that air of
flatness and want of relief which, whatever may he their
in other respects, stamps so many of our buildings; and
i that shallowness which is the chief characteristic of most
1 porticoes. In fact, design as it shows itself in geometrical
tion seems alone to be considered bv our architects, while
psition in its wider sense, which includes both chiaroscuro
Grspective, is comparatively disregarded.
| us not, however, lose sight of the particular building under
but proceed by calling attention to some of those points
eated.
in our opinion,
It will, have
we think,
been be
judiciously
admitted considered,
to be expressive
and hapof
ose, and to present a well-combined ensemble, in which oppo
rtunities are reconciled to and made to set off each otherunity and variety, picturesque play of plan and outline,
egard to the more prosaic demands of purpose and conace. Although the order is continued uniformly throughlit
ished
is soby
with
having
some insulated
difference,columns,
the central
while
portion
the two
being
lateral
disas of the fa.ade have only engaged ones.
Moreover,
|)ngh each division consists of seven intercolumns or compact
's, it is also with a difference, the extreme one at either end
i fa.ade being closed up; which circumstance, independently
I contributing to variety, produces a most valuable expression
lidity and repose. The ornamental masses of attic are in;d with artistic feeling akin to that of Vanhrugh, and serve
oduce that movement and play of outline in which he not
g-" delighted but showed himself to be a master. All that we
lay further is: let it he understood that we speak entirely after
drawing. Even should the architect's intentions have been
Ited from in execution—the design have been tampered with,
have suffered accordingly, our remarks will nevertheless hold
Bu<™, and apply to the design, if not, unfortunately, to the struc
ture itself.
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CANDIDUS'S

NOT E-BOOK,

FASCICULUS XCII.
" I must have liberty
Withal, as Urfre n charter a- the H-lodg,
To blo.v on ivboro I please."

I. A great deal of what has passed for architectural criticism is
mere cant, or else dogmatic, arbitrary assertion, unsupported by
either evidence or argument, and relying chiefly upon certain
talismanic words and phrases. Among terms of the kind which
have been bandied about, and uttered by rote till they have nearly
lost all meaning, is "Simplicity," than which hardly any quality
seems to be less understood. Indeed, as it is usually applied, that
word would seem to be expressive of the mere absence and nega
tion of all artistic quality, or synonymous with poverty and va
cuity of ideas, and meanness of manner. How many buildinirs
there are for which Simplicity has been arrogated, merely because
there is nothing worth calling design in them. People used at
one time to cry up as Simplicity, the poor, meagre, vapid, manner
isms of James Wyatt, whose designs were for the most part
stamped very legibly with what may be called either cockney
classicality or classical coekneyism.
In fact, terms that ought
to convey something like an accurate and conscientious critical
meaning, are so bandied about by the vulgar of all classes, and
by vulgar and unscrupulous writers, as to have nearly lost their
meaning altogether, and have become no more than tawdry brum
magem epithets. There is in this metropolis a building which has
been spoken of as being "simple without meanness, and grand
without exaggeration,"—a prettily-turned phrase, no doubt; but
no mortal would ever guess the piece of architecture which is so
remarkable for the rare combination which it presents of Simpli
city and Grandeur, since ''littleness" and "gingerbread" would
have been far more appropriate expressions. Reader, if you have
been struck by the Grandeur of that architectural phcenix, you
deserve to have been knocked down also; and if you have admired
its Simplicity, you may set yourself down for a confirmed simple
ton. '1 ruly, there is Grandeur and Simplicity with a vengeance
in the front of the "Society of Arts," in the Adelphi. Nay, the
Adelphi-terrace itself has been characterised—not in a mere news
paper puff, but in a grave and authoritative encyclopaedia—as "a
most magnificent mass of building"! Pity that the most refined
Simplicity was not claimed for it also, since it has just as much of
the latter quality as of the other. Really after such specimens of
it, one is actually ashamed of penning anything in the shape of
architectural criticism,—for it seems to require only the brass of a
bawd, and the steel of a pickpocket.
II. If not sickened of Grecian, or Anglo-Grecian, architecture
before, we have got a complete sickener of it now, in the fa.ade of
the British Museum. Sir Robert Smirke has given the finishing
stroke to that style by giving it its quietus. There may, perhaps,
be some merit even in doing that,—so be that his praise; although
we had much rather the experiment had been made in corpore vi/i,
instead of being made on an edifice which ought to have been
rendered a noble and worthy production of architectural design,
—yet is no more than what any drawing-board tyro or any stone
mason could have produced, the dimensions of the columns being
given. With many blunders for which a tyro would deserve to
be rapped on the knuckles, there is not one single artistic touch
in the whole design,—not one that, as the French say, accuses the
artist, although very much that accuses Sir Robert of being one
of the most .prosaic gentlemen in the whole profession. Even if
we do not consider the wings as at all belonging to the main
building, but merely as two ranges of street houses that happen
to be so placed with regard to it, they manifest a most dull and
chilling coldness of manner, that contrasts very strikingly with
the ornateness now affected even in second-rate public buildings
and in street architecture generally, at the present day.
III. If, as supposed, it be a fact that the Greeks borrowed the
idea of their Doric style from the Egyptians, and founded it
upon that of Egypt, they most assuredly pursued a very different
course from that of the literal copyists, architectural transcribers,
arid plagiarists of the present day.
What they adopted they
made their own by educating it—so to gay—and training it up in
their own habits of taste. Greek architecture may have been
kindled by Egyptian light, but it was very much more than the
reflection of it; whereas, we now content ourselves with reflected
light alone, and are fain to plume ourselves upon reflecting Me
dievalism, or Revivalism, or Sansovinism, or Palladianism, or Elizabethanism, or Louis-Quatorzism, or any other in the interminM
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able list of isms,—the most fatal one of all among which is
Copyism.—Assuming the Doric to be the offspring of the Egyptian
style, the differences between it and its parent are far more obvi
ous than are the resemblances, which extend to very little more
than the general system of construction with massive architraves
resting upon round columns, closely spaced, and of few diameters
in height. Yet, without proceeding further, we find here at once
a marked dissimilarity both as to form and taste; because, although
in each style the columns are round, in the Egyptian their shafts
are almost invariably cylindrical, while in the Greek-Doric they
taper very visibly,—more especially in the earlier examples, which,
if the derivation of the latter style from the othei be not a mistake,
would, it may be supposed, have retained what is so strong a charac
teristic of their prototype. With respect to general proportions,
indeed, and to quantity independent of form, a decided analogy exhi
bits itself; but no more than that. The comparison of the two styles
might be pursued, and they might be confronted with each other in
all their several points of resemblance and disparity; but to do so
would require many pages, whereas the object of the present note
is chiefly to remark that pursuing a course very different from the
practice of the present day, the Greeks made what they borrowed,
or borrowed the hint of, altogether their own by infusing into it,
upon artistic principles, a new and quickening spirit.
IV. We, on the contrary, have made of Grecian architecture
nothing better than a sort of motley manufacture, compounded of
Greek columns and entablatures literally transcribed from one or
two hackneyed examples, and stuck upon buildings which have
nothing whatever in common with those from which such examples
arc derived: so far from it that they are altogether at variance
with Greek physiognomy and Greek taste. People seem to judge
of architecture by their ears rather than their eyes, columns
"after the Parthenon"—or whatever else it may be—having ere now
ensured admiration for some of the most tasteless architectural
hotchings that can well be conceived. As one instance, though
not the worst, of the preposterous mania for soi-disunt Greek
porticoes, the front of Bethlehem Hospital may be referred
to. As to mania itself, it is there—no doubt in a very proper
place for it, and it shows itself very strongly; au reste, it was the
height of preposterousness to think of "a noble portico," and at
tempt thereby to give a sort of palatial air to an hospital of that
description, or indeed to any hospital at all. That absurdity, how
ever, gross as it is, is not the only one, absurdity being heaped
upon absurdity even to ridiculousness. To drag it in for the
nonce, in defiance of propriety, of character, and of decent congruity of design (what nothing short of extreme necessity could
have excused in the particular case), was absurd in the extreme.
While classical taste was meant to be displayed, the very reverse of
it is betrayed; for in proportion as any one has intelligence of and
relish for Greek architecture, must he feel it to be degraded and
disgraced by such application of it. Even taken by itself, without
reference to the rest of the structure, the portico is but a very
humdrum thing of the kind, whose bigness stands in lieu of artis
tic greatness and gusto. The most that can be urged in favour of
it is, that although it added to the expense of the building, it was
a very great saving in another respect—inasmuch as it saved the
architect, good easy man, all study, the portico being the alpha
and omega of his automaton design.
V. I do not, I find, stand quite alone, for there are some who
begin to be pretty much of the same opinions as myself, and to
give utterance to them rather freely. One reviewer has lately
spoken of "heavy pedantry, verbal prosing, and hectoring dog
matism," as constituting "the literary etiquette of nearly all archi
tectural writing." Whenever they take up the pen, even architects
themselves let it be seen that they have just as confined and con
fused notions of their art as the rest of the world. Rarely do they
show themselves to be either artists, or competent critics of art :
in fact, they eschew criticism—critical comment and explanation—
nearly altogether ; contenting themselves with merely asserting
what has been before asserted over and over again. Never do they
attempt to set received opinions in a fresh light, in order to see
how they will bear examination when so viewed. On the contrary,
they touch them so tenderly, not to say superficially, that they ap
pear to consider them of a very cobwebby nature.
They do
scarcely anything to recommend and facilitate the study of archi
tecture, by endeavouring to render it more generally attractive
and interesting; and yet they are apt to complain that the public
do not sufficiently appreciate and sympathise with their art.
VI. By way of setting one matter in a new light, myself, I will
remark that extravagantly as the Greeks have been extolled for
their skilful combination of sculpture with architectuie, it is in
some respects open to objection. It has been said of the Parthe
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non, that the structure itself seems to have been treated as se
condary to the sculpture, and made the frame-work for the latter.
Certain, however, it is that the sculpture was made to adapt itself
to the architectural forms, and forced into schemes of composition
too cramping and confined to be particularly favourable to it. If
we put prejudice, authority, and association aside, it must, I think,
be admitted that the triangle or pediment is of all shapes the one
least suited for framing in a composition consisting entirely of
figures. Considered with regard to situation, and as far as general
effect is concerned, a pediment no doubt affords a surface that very
properly admits of sculptural decoration, because as decoration it
there displays itself very conspicuously and effectively; but the
subject considered as a composition of figures, suffers more or
less, if only because the same general arrangement must iu every
case be adopted alike, and must comply with the general form pre
scribed by the outline of the end of the roof. A gable, especially
a semiciicular one (answering in its shape to a lunette), would be
a much better field for sculpture than the low Greek, or compara
tively low Roman, pediment. This is of course very heretical,
and will perhaps be set down by some as calling in question, with
equal ignorance and impudence, the acknowledged supremacy of
Greek sculpture. Do I forget the Parthenon? (I have heard its
name till I sicken at it)—01 have I never seen the Elgin marbles?
Yet, so far from depreciating sculpture, my remarks rather go to
vindicate it, and to claim for it as sculpture some more honourable
post than that of mere architecfural embellishment and filling-uji;
which might be supplied equally well and fur less expensively than
by ambitious figure compositions. Such application of sculpture
externally is at all events not suitable for our climate, because our
climate is so unfavourable, that be its merit what it may as a dis
tinct work of art, a figure composition very soon becomes more or
less defaced, if not effaced, so that it is only with some pains that
the subject can be made out,—which is, however, perhaps in most
cases an advantage, because the more indistinguishable it is, the
better; and the best that can be suid is, that an expression of
richness is given to the architecture—as might be done equally
effectively at infinitely less cost, because in many instances a few
random scratches of the chisel would show just as well as positive
design. I have touched upon this matter just before in paragraph
IX. of my last Fasciculus; still, the present remarks are not
therefore quite superfluous, the matter itself not having been, as
far as I am aware, touched, upon by any one else. As to statues
introduced in external situations as adjuncts to architecture, they
are now seldom applied by us at all, and seldomer with anything
like the effect they might be, they being put where they do not
tell only as pinnacles. The usual secundum artem practice—for I
cannot call it principle— iB to hoist up statues as far above the eye
and as much out of sight as possible, so that they must be looked
out for before they can be loooked at; whereas, placed in the lower
part of a building, statues would become important objects, and
lead to effects in architectural composition that are now never
aimed at or even thought of. Either single statues or groups placed
on the pedestals enclosing the steps of such porticoes as those of
St. George's, Bloomsbury, the London University, and the Royal
Exchange, would show as admirably as they would distinctly.
Were 1 ashamed of anything, I might be ashamed of quoting such
authority as the Colosseum in the Regent's Park, for placing
statues with equal propriety and effect. Though merely cheap
ornamental figures or casts, those which are there placed on each
side of the building so as to extend the ground-line of the general
composition, serve as valuable artistically put-in accessories. Still
those who bother both themselves and other people about the
imaginary curved lines of the Parthenon, are by far too dignified
to take a hint from such exumple.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
Again and again have we urged the policy of establishing a se
parate annual exhibition of architectural designs, drawings, nnd
models, so that such subjects might have fair play, and fair chance
for attention, which they certainly have not at the Royal Academy,
where they form the tag-end of an over-crowded exhibition of
pictures; and where space is so limited that not above a third of
at
what
allarchitectural
properly seen.
productions
At length,
are our
received
wish and
is partly
hung fulfilled:
up, can bea
beginning has been made—but it is not, we very much fear, an
auspicious one. It is rather to be apprehended that auspices are
entirely against it. Originating as it does with a junior body of
the profession (the Architectural Association), totally unaided by
the slightest show of patronage from any quarter, the scheme is
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in a manner pre-doomed. To say that it is all the more merito
rious on the part of the " Association," to have entered upon it
uncncouraged as well as unaided, avails nought as to actual suc
cess. In this country, people are apt to look as much to the
movers of any scheme as to the merits of the scheme itself,
unless indeed it happens to be one that holds out to them strong
pecuniary advantages. The Association—be it said without the
slightest disrespect towards them—are assuredly not in a position
to command public attention. With the Institute the case had
been widely different: they would have been considered authorised
to make an attempt like the present one; whereas, originating
where it does, it is likely to be set down by many as mere pre
sumption. The Institute possess ampler means and resources, but
unfortunately they totally lack the requisite spirit; while the As
sociation show that they possess the spirit, or pluck, as a contem
porary calls it, but lack the requisite resources, status in public
opinion or public prejudice, included. There are, besides, some
extraneous circumstances that are anything but propitious. One
of them is, that the Exhibition is ill-timed—that is, it is too early
in the year, and will be closed before the general season for exhi
bitions, and when the town is at the fullest, begins. So far, the
Association have launched out at ebb-tide. Besides this, liberal
and spirited as it is on their part, the making their exhibition a
perfectly free one for five days in the week, is exceedingly ques
tionable policy. As it is the first instance of the kind on the part
of any society of artists, it looks very much like a confession that
an architectural exhibition is not worth paying for, and is likely to
be so interpreted by people in general. Undoubtedly, such an
exhibition has no attraction for the many. Wherefore we think
they will not have a single visitor the more in consequence of there
being no charge for admission,—that is, not a single visitor the
more who might not just as well have staved away. A few idlers
may perhaps be induced just to "look in,* since there is nothing
to pay; but that class who have any taste for, or intelligence of
architecture, and to whom it must look for patronage, would have
gone just the same, or perhaps even more readily, had there been
the usual charge of a shilling. It is true, they may pay their
shillings now, on Saturdays, if so disposed; but then, people don't
care to pay for seeing what others are admitted to behold gratui
tously. With the Westminster Hall exhibitions, the case was
altogether different; for there was on the free days such a squeeze
of the "unwashed," that their absence was cheaply purchased by a
Saturday shilling. In Pali-Mall, on the contrary, the pay-day
brings with it no greater convenience than the free ones. So far
then, it appears to us, a serious error in judgment has been com
mitted. In other respects, too, sufficient consideration does not
seem to have been given to an undertaking whose issue may nega
tive, for a very long while to come, any similar experiment. The
Association should have announced their intention very much
earlier than they did; and they should have carefully mustered
their own forces before going into the field. Of their having
done so, however, there is no sign. In fact, one of their leaders—
the very individual whom we expected to put himself foremost, has
left them in the lurch. Not so much as a single contribution to
the exhibition—neither drawing nor sketch of any kind, is there
bv the Association's late President, Mr. " Fine-Art-Architecture"
Kerr; although others as well as ourselves would, no doubt, like
to behold a specimen of that gentleman's talent in design. Whe
ther he at all promoted the Exhibition project by his eloquence
we are unable to say; but that he should have shrunk from par
ticipating in it actively, is passing strange. Still, whatever the
exhibition may have lost by his absence, his example might with
great propriety have been followed by several of the others.
When people cannot show any forte, the next best thing they can
do is not to display their want of it. Coming forward as they
have done, and challenging public notice, we certainly looked for
greater evidence of talent on the part of the Association. Youth
ful extravagances and excesses of wanton fancy we could gladly
have made allowance for, and excused; but the dreary dulness—
the utter want of either spirit or taste, and of anything like fer
mentation of ideas, which marks so many of the things here hung
up, is the reverse of promising. There are several things which,
as designs, do not rise at all above those usually exhibited at the
windows of estate-agents and auctioneers. It is true, we are not
compelled to look at them—but where is the use of showing them?
or rather, how contrary to all sound policy, or even ordinary dis
cretion, it is to do so; more particularly in what is a first and
specimen exhibition, and likely therefore to affect the credit of the
whole scheme.
As regards the present exhibition itself, one of the most favour
able and satisfactory circumstances is, that the room is an excellent
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one for the purpose, and all the drawings so hung as to be well
seen, they being confined to two rows nearly upon "the line,"—
none of them below the eye, nor any too much above it, except
perhaps in one or two instances, where a drawing in the second
row would have been better placed in the first one. As to number,
too, there are quite enow,— as many subjects as can be inspected
without fatigue; and provided they all contained something to
detain attention, one hundred and seventy architectural drawings
are more than can be examined in one or even two visits. First
appearances on entering the room are certainly prepossessing, and
contrast most agreeably with the squeeze and helter-skelter array
of drawings and oil-pictures in the Architectural Room at the
Academy. There is another judicious departure from Academical
and the usual exhibition regulations, frames not being made a
sine-qua-nort for admission. Yet, although the exhibiting rames
as well as drawings was properly enough left optional, theie is a
sine-qun-non, or what should have been considered such, that should
have been pretty strictly enforced—namely, positive interest or
merit of design itself. There are, unfortunately, too many things
which are not at all up to exhibition-mark as architectural produc
tions, although some of them may be unexceptionable for their
manual execution as mere drawings. Proofs of poverty of ideas
and vacuity of mind are by far too frequent; therefore, it is in
one respect a disadvantage here that there are no obscure holes and
corners into which things that will not bear inspection and consi
deration might have been thrust.
Although the Association have been aided by very few contribu
tors in the ranks of the profession, their exhibition is greatly in
debted to those few; since, were it not for the able productions of
Allom, Collmann, Lamb, and one or two others, the show would have
been very much poorer than it is. The members themselves, there
fore, play only secondary parts ; and there is, moreover, one draw
back attending a large proportion of the drawings and subjects
sent in by others—namely, their having been before exhibited, and
some of them very recently. We admit that there are among them
several (especially those by the parties above-named) with which we
are not displeased to have the opportunity of renewing acquaint
ance; still, as far as the undertaking generally is concerned, it is a
disadvantage that some of the most brilliant and redeeming points
in this exhibition have previously shone upon us elsewhere. lie
such the cage or not, at all events our labour is abridged, since we
need not here specify and repeat our praises of drawings and
designs which we have spoken of at the time with deserved com
mendation in our notices of "Architecture at the Royal Academy."
We may remark, that Mr. Collmann's "Hall and Staircase at the
British Museum" (No. 2+) operates as an extinguisher upon all
the other interiors. Of that class of subjects there are several,
but all of them decidedly poor, and one or two in the most flagi
tiously vulgar and tawdry taste. Attending one of them (No. 7t)
there is a curious and even comical circumstance, for it was in the
Academy last year, and then descrihed as "An Entrance Saloon
adapted to the English climate," but is now called "A Design for a
Library" \—adapted also, we presume, to the English climate, by
its being without hook -shelves or book-cases.
Mr. Collmann s
"Design for a Sideboard" (No. 137) causes us to marvel much how
the rival subject by Mr. T. Seddon, jun. (No. 91) could possibly
have obtained "the First Prize of 20/. and Silver Medal" from the
Society of Arts, it being not only greatly inferior, but positively
bad,—a coarse assemblage of the arrant frippery dignified by the
name of the Louis Quatorze style. If such he the taste of the
Society of Arts, let them stick to the useful and mechanical arts,
for the less they interfere with Fine Art the better. Among the
more remarkable designs, and a truly remarkable one it is, is
No. 56 : "Entrance front of a Villa designed for Mr. Alderman
Moon," by Owen Jones. Its pretensions to design and style con
sist only in flowering over the surface of the walls with a sort of
Alhambra pattern—a species of decoration more akin to paperhanging than architecture: however, we do not suppose that it
will ever be realised. Mr. Leeds has supplied five subjects, which,
although they do not recommend themselves by comeliness of apfiearance or any charm of execution—three of them, in fact, are
ittle more than sketches, or else only in a state of progress, as
their being sent in upon drawing-panels seems to indicate—will,
on being looked into, be found to contain some good and fresh
artistic stuff. The least novel of them is No. 109, which being an
"Idea for Improving the Facade of the National Gallery," is of
course only a rifncciamento of Wilkins's building, and therefore
obliyato in style and composition. Although the idea of attempt
ing to correct or improve that facade has been scouted by many,
this "Idea" shows that even partial alteration might do very much
for it. At present, the whole is too much broken up into separate
14*
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little bits, go ns to be mr;ked by a very straggling appearance. ployment of the population may be said to have been abandoned
The economists may perhaps have con
This defect it is here proposed to remedy, and also to produce by the government.
positive grandeur and richness of composition, by merely building tributed to this result while reclaiming the freedom of enterprise,
out from the present front, advancing all but quite up to the front but they ought not to be held blameworthy for the retention or
of the portico, as much as would nearly correspond in extent with [ institution of any shackles on employment.
tli e terrace and inclosed area of Trafalgar-square,— so as to obtain
It may seem a monstrous assertion that the employment and
architectural focus, and produce an important mass that would provision of the population are not duly looked after in England
display itself decidedly, and seem properly adapted to its particu
in the nineteenth century; but it is one, the truth of which,
lar situation in connection with the "Square." As a separate fea
though it may not meet ready acceptance, cannot unhappily be
ture the portico would, perhaps, lose something, because it would gainsaid. At this stage we shall content ourselves by referring tu
not, as at present, project out from the rest. It would no longer our waste lands and our fisheries, to show that something is left
be a diprostyle, but it would be greatly extended by the addition of undone, and the fault of which lies with our law-makers only;
a hexastyle in otitis on each side of, and in immediate connection and we say, moreover, that it matters not how far they may have
gone, if they have allowed other nations to get ahead of us in the
with, the present octastyle,—forming altogether a continuous range
of colonnade, terminated and inclosed by two pavilions brought competition for employment. The experience of late years has
forward from those portions of the building in which are the tho
too fully proved to us that Germany, France, the United States,
roughfare passages through it. An effective and well-proportioned
and Belgium, have in many branches of trade so gone beyond us,
composition would thus be obtained,—<>ne which being more com
and lessened the earnings of our manufacturers and workmen.
pact would gain in loftiness, more especially as a deeper cornice is
Therefore, we say it is well worthy of inquiry, what is the state of
substituted for the present too feeble and diminutive one. With
industry, not only in this country, but abroad; and what are tbe
greater continuity of colonnade, there would also be greater va
causes of our advancement or our backwardness, wherever such
riety of it, the additional colonnades being—as is shown by the may have taken place.
This is of national interest; but our
plan, although not apparent in a geometrical elevation—double readers have a special interest in such inquiries, because their
ones, that is, consisting of two open rows of columns, between bread depends upon the national prosperity, and on the healthy
which would be covered-in flights of stops leading up to the por
condition of national industry.
tico. The perspective effect attending those second or inner rows
If we say that legislation has its influence upon industry, we do
of columns would be equally striking and novel. The least satis
not put aside, nor put away altogether the influence of other
factory part of the design is the dome,—an improvement upon the causes. We are very well aware that laws alone cannot make a
present one, but still requiring re-consideration. For bestowing trade and cannot make a people, and that a people may shape their
what may be thought disproportionate notice on this particular ever
course
perfect
for good
a system
or evil of
to laws
a great
may
degree,
be, though
in despite
theyofmay
law.influence
Ho« •
subject our excuse must be its particular interest, since it shows
what may be done to reform a structure which is more universally they cannot absolutely determine the every proceeding of each in
than perhaps altogether justly condemned; and for which altera
dividual; for it is impossible that the ceremonial law of a Moses
tion has been repeatedly talked of, if never seriously intended. or a Confucius, however minute in its dictates, should embrace
At any rate, here is a step beyond mere talking— a fairly embodied every action of life. Indeed, if laws alone were sufficient for the
idea; and if a better one, not pirated from it, can be produced —by promotion of industry, then the special legislation of the French
all means let us behold it.—While that subject can at all events claim being so much better than ours, so should they be in a higher de
to be considered a production of design, there are too many others gree of industrial advancement than ourselves, which they are
which are mere portraits of either buildings or parts of buildings, not.
without particular novelty or other interest to recommend them
It is the want of discrimination as to the true value of each
as such, and without that positive pictorial merit which would cause in operation, which leads to the want of correct views on
make amends for the want of the other kind of attraction. One the legislation affecting industry in this country; but it is most
exception there is—viz. No. 1+, a view of Wollaton Hall, in which important that a greater degree of attention should be bestowed
Mr. Arthur Allom shows that he inherits his father's artistic/i^Ce on these investigations, the more particularly since the altered
and bravura of pencil. A few more such pictures would have in
political condition of Western Europe promises to give a greater
gratiated the exhibition with the public; whereas Nos. 6+ and 76, a development to individual character.
If we take the laws as
pair of elevations of the Banquetting House, Whitehall, might affecting partnerships, patents, and commercial transactions, those
very well have been spared. Even one of them would have been of the English are bad, and of the French are good: if we take
rather de trop, but two of them are overwhelming.
the men, the Englishman is enterprising, but the Frenchman is
The show of Models—for exhibiting which class of subjects the
wanting in enterprise, in independence, and in self-reliance. Much
room affords convenient space—is very poor With one exception,
of this resolves itself into influences of legislation; but then it is
they are all upon so diminutive a scale as to have a very toy-like
not legislation as affecting industry, but legislation directed to
look, as is the case with that of the "North-west corner of the Rank
political organization. The police system of France has perhaps
of England," whose size fits it better for an ornament upon a
more to do than anything else with the commercial habits of the
chimney-piece, than for an architectural exhibition. The one just
population, and the want of freedom of locomotion, and the per
alluded to as an exception—and it is a model upon a rather unusual
petual reference to the will of others in many of the operations of
scale—is called in the catalogue merely a "Study for a Facade,"
life, destroy the self-reliance of the individual, impair his energy of
although it is actually that of Mr. Fripp s design for the Army and
character and industry, and most surely limit his enterprise. We
Navy Clubhouse. As so intended, we certainly did not consider
say nothing as to the political hierarchy, the corruption of patronit very germane to the purpose; but taking it in itself, and as it
age,and the pervading centralization,because their influence is more
is now named, we see in it considerable merit and artistic feeling:
ambiguous, and there are set-offs against them here and in other
not but that it might be improved not a little by only a little more
countries; but we refer confidently to the police and passport
study. Yet the subject itself hardly required a model; for except
system as counteracting most efficiently in France and Germany
the open entrance loggia and ascent up to it, there is nothing that
the good tendency of industrial legislation. We shall advert to
might not just as well be expressed in a mere elevation. No. 109,
this again at a further stage; meanwhile, we bring it forward here
to remind the reader that we cannot he limited to consider the
on the contrary, stands very much in need of the assistance of a
narrow operation of patent laws, registration acts, companies'
model, and to be shown in actual relief.
clauses consolidation laws, or partnership suits in chancery. The
diseased constitution cannot be fully demonstrated from the dis
section of individual limbs.
The dereliction of duty on the part of the English government
PUBLIC ENTERPRISE, NATIONAL LAW, AND
has been imitated by others, and it has perhaps as much as any
NATIONAL PROGRESS.
thing contributed to the peculiar character of the present revolu
tionary movement, the beginning only of which we now see. The
In all rightly-constituted communities, the subsistence, and
agitation is no longer directed by political dogmas only; nay, it
therefore the employment, of the population must be held the
has not so much an agrarian character, but its sects of socialists
first duty of the governing body. This is a trite saying to begin
and of communists attest its connection with the absorbing ques
with, and England is a country in a high state of civilization; but
tion of the present day—the employment of the people. It is
so far as the governing body is concerned, the discharge of the
because governments have neglected their duty in providing for
primary duty we have named is not carried out. Provision, it is
the employment of the people that a re-organization of society is
true, is made, that people shall not die of starvation, but since
so readily sought after; not one which shall pull down the rich
the time of Queen Elizabeth, the duty of superintending the em
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°"ly, but which shall give comforts to the many. There are more
socialists and more social agitators than the Owenites or Fourrierites; the effects of many contribute to the movement— Louis
Napoleon, Lord Ashley, and Lord John Manners, as much as
Proudhon and Cahet; the Time* as much as the Xuti'tml: and
unless the work be taken up thoroughly by existing governments,
it is impossible but that it will be carried' out in a much rougher
fashion by the strong hands of the suffering masses. Emigration,
agrain, is only another exemplification, another symptom of the
paramount disease. As the Times said the other day, all classes
feel a want of room; it is not perhaps that there is a greater
competition than there was in the fifteenth or the tenth century;
it is not perhaps that the population are really in a worse condi
tion, but because they are better acquainted with the evils of their
condition, and have a surer knowledge how far they are remedi
able. If ignorance be bliss, they have lost it; but they have like
wise lost hope.
In these islands are six or seven millions of men able to work;
but of those, not less than two millions, more likely three millions,
and perhaps more, are for the greater part of the year without
work. \V e do not say they are not fed, but they do not do the
work which they are able to do, which most of them are willing to
do, and which under a good system they would do. The power of
work of two millions of men is greater than that which raised the
pyramids of Egypt, laid out the Chinese canal and wall, covered
the Roman empire with roads and aqueducts, and saved Holland
from the sea. It is greater than that which has been bestowed
upon the public works of which wo are so proud. So enormous a
waste of power, in a country which so much requires its applica
tion, is the strongest condemnation of our system of government.
Politicians may soothe their consciences by saying that they keep
the people from starvation; but while such vast means exist of
adding to the comforts of the people, no excuse can be admitted.
With the means we have, the whole country could be drained as a
garden, the waste lands reclaimed, houses", schools, libraries and
churches be built. Fuel might be supplied to every household,
lime and agricultural manures be spread on every acre, our shores
be lined with harbours and piers, and the fisheries yield an abund
ance of food. These are quite within the limit of the vast re
sources available. Indeed, the power to be had is as great as that
now employed in growing food in the island of Britain.
If we wanted to show how the material resources are wasted, we
need not go to Ireland, and follow Sir Richard Kane through his
enumeration; we need only point to the millions of acres of im
provable land, now left unfilled. Nay, in this great city, manure
enough to grow corn for a million of people is yearly wasted.
All this shows that there is something wrong, and we have no
hesitation in putting it down to the laws affecting industry.
Whether the economists did any great good by the abolition of
apprenticeships and of corporate restrictions, is open to question;
but they certainly left the main things undone, and if there lie
any good in free trade, still that is but little. Freedom to trade
without may be good, but we want freedom within; and the more,
as we have to compete with nations abroad, who are now wiser
than ourselves.
Two prominent evils in the legislation affecting industry are the
laws relating to patents and those relating to partnerships; and
the two cannot be dissevered in any consideration of the question
in its bearing on those classes with which our readers are con
nected. If we were discussing this simply as a political question,
we could show that the evils are not so limited; but as we want to
show its bearing on a class, its practical operation, and how much
it operates to the injury of every man, working either with his
head or his hand, we are contented so to limit it. AY'c have taken
the two subjects together, moreover, as they are most intimately
connected, and work as efficiently for the injury of every indus
trious man in the country, as if they were planned with that ex
press and specific object, and not, as laws are generally supposed
to be, for the good of the commonwealth.
We give a prominence to the patent laws, because an agitation
is now going on for their amendment, and a commission of inquiry
into the fees of the government offices has been appointed, before
which evidence has been given. In Newton's Ismdon Journal for
February and March, will be found able articles on Patent Law
Reform, showing the interest which is excited among those en
gaged in the promotion of useful inventions. In these articles
our readers will find many practical exemplifications of the illworking of the patent laws, as coming within the ken of the profes
sional men engaged in their administration.
None of our readers will, we believe, gainsay that the patent
laws and laws uffecting joint-stock companies do not work well;
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and with this assumption we shall start, wishing to show the
national importance of the subject before we consider its details.
It has been sometimes said that the welfare of England depends
upon her keeping twenty years ahead of other nations in the
practice of mechanical aits; and in this there is very much truth.
I'he Quarterly Review (December) says there is no question that a
fearful proportion of our fellow-citizens hold their prosperity upon
no other tenure. Let us therefore see how this works.
It is to the mechanical classes we naturally lock for the best op
portunities of promoting the practice of mechanical arts.
In
these classes we find great masters with great wealth, small
masters with small Health, professional men well to do in the
world, and younger ones with their living to get; but above all,
thousands of working-men. The number of rich men is very
small, the number of poor men is very great; but their share of
skill has nothing to do with their share of wealth. A priori it
must be looked upon aB incontestable that the mechanical classes
cannot pay a heavy tax for leave to exercise their genius, and that
a heavy tax would have the effect of preventing a groat many men
from applying their inventive skill.
We now trace a poor working-man in England. lie has what
seems to him, and what is, a valuable invention, and with great
difficulty from his scanty means makes a working-model, the re
sults of which offer every inducement to go on with his undertak
ing. One of his first wishes is very natural—that he should reap
the reward of his ingenuity; and it might be supposed that in any
civilised country he has the property in his own labours. The
writer has so in his books, the painter in his paintings, and no one
may steal his work: the mechanic himself has a property in his
trade-mark, or the name of his firm, but he has none in his me
chanical discoveries or inventions. No one may take his name in
vain, or use his stamp; but they may freely use his invention-',
unless he can pay the heavy price of a patent. They may copy tinwhole tool or machine, except the words, " Fairbairn, Manchester,'
or " Joseph Rodgers, Sheffield." The law is very tender as to this.
There is no reason it jiriori why he should take out a patent.
The patent itself is no adequate protection. It may be said, thi.t
without a patent, other parties may claim the invention. They do
now; and they have to prove before a court of law, as they would
then, that they have a better title than the inventor: that it w;u
invented before, or known before. Other questions of copyright
do not involve a preliminary patent; neither should copyright of
mechanical inventions. Give a man the property in his own
works, and grant him the same protection as he would have for
other property.
If a man cultivates a piece of waste land, or if he finds out ii
mine, he acquires in most countries the property, without expense
of patent, on the ground that he has done great good to the com
monwealth. Some governments exempt such lands from taxation;
there are few that require a heuvy tax to be paid before waste
land is cultivated or a mine is worked; the utmost exaction is
commonly a royalty from the earnings. In England, a man is not
allowed to have the protection of the law for the property in his
mechanical inventions, until he has paid a heavy sum, before he
has earned one single penny, and without the certainty of earning
one single penny; while, if he earns anything, he must pay in ad
dition the ordinary taxes for the preservation of property.
The author can assign his copyright to as many people as he
pleases, can dispose of it for a time, can pass it by will. The
author of n mechanical invention cannot assign his copyright as
he pleases, and if it can be worked only by a great company or
partnership, he must obtain an act of parliament to enable him to
assign it. A flaw in the assignment of the copyright of u book
does not destroy the copyright; a flaw in the patent of copyright
of a mechanical invention does destroy the copyright.
Prince Albert, or any other man, may have an injunction to
prevent any one man from publishing his writings and engravings,
which are unregistered and untaxed, but a mechanic has no pro
tection against the publication of his invention, unless registered
and taxed.
The author of a book can reap the profits of his invention :t
once; the author of a mechanical invention must wait six or nine
months for specification, during which he is liable to fraud, piracy,
and extortion, on the part of unprincipled adventurers, who
may avail themselves of the delay to specify part of his inven
tion as their own. The London Journal well shows this.
The author of a book, painting, or piece of music, the inventor
of the name of a firm or of a trade-mark, the cultivator of waste
land, or the worker of a mine, pays no special tax to give him his
property. The author or worker of a mechanical invention does
pay a very heavy special tax for which ha gets no benefit.
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The men who are authors of valuable inventions, in the great
majority of cases, from the poor being in the greater number, do
not necessarily possess 200/. or 300/., and cannot readily get it.
One man is a barber, another a postilion, and a third an enginetenter, and so on; the better taught may be a poor scholar or
parson. These men are called upon to pay the tax, and they have
it not. They have several courses open to them. To work the
invention without fee or reward; if practicable to work it secretly
for profit; to get some one to advance the money and to take part
of the profits; to register the invention instead of patenting it;
to keep the invention secret in the hopes that the means may
come for taking out a patent. The great majority of inventors
there can be no question are reduced to one of these several
courses; of the patents taken out, the majority are on similar
conditions.
If a working-man is very lucky, he may get some one to ad
vance the money to take out a patent for tiim; but in most cases
he cannot, and the invention slumbers for many years, or is per
haps lost. This, it is evident, is to the very serious injury of the
people at large.
We will not take a remote case, nor an obscure one; but we have
one which has been pointed out by a writer in this Journal—that of
George Stephenson. In 1814, little more than thirty years ago,
George Stephenson was a working-man, and invented a locomotive
engine and a safety-lamp; for neither was he able to take out a
patent, being too poor, and was forced to publish them without
any protection. For the safety-lamp he got no direct return, but
was fortunate enough to get a public subscription: we say fortu
nate, for Dr. Clanny only got a small subscription a few years
ago, and Mr. Robert William Brandling, the inventor of another
safety-lamp, died last year without having received any reward.
For the locomotive, Stephenson got no return; and it was perhaps
fortunate for him that he had no patent, for he would have been
300/. out of pocket, as the only engine constructed suggested im
provements, which led to its being superseded. Had the engine
been perfect, Stephenson would have had no protection, and the
great manufacturers would have got the profits from such a valu
able invention.
In the next year, Stephenson fell in with that great schemer,
William Henry James, and he introduced him to another great
schemer, Ralph Dodd; which latter found the money for taking
out a patent, receiving a considerable share in the patent, and
William Henry James receiving a share for bringing the parties
together. Ralph Dodd had not the requisite capital for working
the patent, so that the share given up was for obtaining the patent
or title to the property, and nothing else. This is the usual case
with patents; and there are very few in which the inventor has not
given up a share for obtaining the patent.
We may here stop for a while, and examine a little at our leisure
the case before us. The author of Paradise Lost was not obliged
to take out a patent before he could offer his immortal Paradise
Lost to a bookseller for five pounds. The late Sir Walter Scott did
not have to pay out of his large earnings 300/. per work, or
above 10,000/. for patents. We know of many men who have paid
thousands
son was maintaining
for patents. hisAtaged
the time
parents
we are
out speaking
of his earnings,
of, Stephen
was
mending clocks and watches in what he called his spare time, to
provide the means for educating his son, and was jeopardising his
life in the fire-damp in experiments on the safety-lamp, as wit
nesses now living have stated. Yet, before this poor man could
be in the position to reap any reward from one of his inventions,
he had to assign away a great share.
Our readers will not feel astonished if we take them one step
further.
So far from an adequate return being got from the
patent with Dodd, in the next year Stephenson had to take out
another patent for the locomotive, into which he crammed sundry
other inventions for rails and chairs. For getting this patent and
working it, the means were found by Mr. Losh, a manufacturer of
Newcastle, who of course had a share in the patent. It is not
wonderful that Stephenson had contemplated leaving a country so
very unpropitious to poor inventors, and emigrating to the United
States. If he died a rich man, no thanks to the patent laws.
We do not think it necessary to accumulate examples, for one
practical example is better than a hundred theories as to how the
patent laws might work, and the case of George Stephenson never
ought to have occurred in a country claiming to be civilised.
In
stead of taking other cases, we shall make some further remarks
suggested by the case of Stephenson.
In looking at the history of the locomotive, it seems very clear
that the patent laws were the great obstacle to the practical intro
duction of the locomotive fifty years before it took place.
In
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1758 or 1759, Dr. Robison conceived the plan of a locomotive
engine, but did not think it worth his while to take out a patent.
In 1784, it was named by Watt, in a patent, so that the idea of a
locomotive carriage was then made public. About that time, Wil
liam Murdoch, then at Redruth, made a working model of a steamcarriage, but could not take out a patent. Murdoch was likewise
one of the inventors of gas lighting, in which he had the same
hindrance.
In 1802, Trevithick, helped by Captain Andrew
Vivian, took out a patent for a locomotive; but it never paid the
patent fees. Oliver Evans wanted to take out a patent for a
steam-wagon, but could not. Before 1818, at least 1,000/. were paid
for patent fees for locomotives, without one penny of profit being
earned; and the said patents proving utterly worthless and un
profitable, except in preparing the way for others. The history of
the steamboat, as lately published by Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, is
only another tale of the same kind.
In the course of his life, Stephenson must have paid 2,000/. or
3,000/. for patent fees. Of course Watt, Trevithick, Sir Mark
Brunei, and other great inventors have paid similar sums. Many
men have paid such sums, who have not earned anything, and have
died in a state of beggary. A special tax of this enormity upon
men of genius, it is left to the English government to levy. Other
governments, as unprincipled, but not so extortionate, give time
for the patentee to earn the money, or levy their tax upon his
earnings. They too, at least, put the fees into their own coffers;
but of the yearly tax of 100,000/. levied on the mechanical genius
of England, very little goes into the Consolidated Fund, but is in
tercepted by the Attornies and Solicitors- General of England and
Ireland, the Lord Advocate of Scotland, and a number of officers
appointed for the sole purpose of getting incomes out of inven
tors. A more gratuitous system of wickedness and oppression is
seldom found out of England: eastern tyrants get paid for their
villanies.
If the mischief limited itself to levying a tax of thousands
upon Watt, Trevithick, and Stephenson, and of hundreds upon
smaller men, it would not be so bad; but it is a prohibitive tax,
by which the mechanical skill of the country is kept down. There
is no profession so heavily or injudiciously taxed as that of the
patentee; no trade pays such heavy license dues for its exercise.
The attorney pays a heavy stamp duty for a special monopoly, but
he can only be once articled; the banker pays only thirty pounds
a-year for coining paper money. The attorney and the banker
have especial immunities; the mechanical inventor has none, and
yet we question whether for utility the priest or the physician can
claim a superiority over the inventor, who finds bread for thou
sands, perhaps for hundreds of thousands.
We are not now about to complain that honours and rewards are
not given to patentees, in order to stimulate them, though we have
a right to do so; for if the honours and rewards of literature and
science are small, yet the professors of either of these get more
baronetcies and knighthoods, and figure in greater numbers on the
pension list, than patentees do. The list of patentee-pensioners on
the civil-list must be verv small; and Sir Mark Brunei, Sir Samuel
Brown, and Sir Joseph Huddart, form the meagre list of patentees
who have received the title of knighthood, and even these rather
as civil engineers than as patentees. So little is the merit of the
patentee valued in this country, that he has no claim to be put on
the civil-list pensions, and there is no public subscription to relieve
him, his widow, or his orphans. Other workers with the brain
have their Literary Fund, or their Artists' Fund; even the player
receives liberal contributions from the public: but there is nothing
for the patentee, though a Scientific Fund, as it might be called,
is well worthy of public support, and would relieve many deserv
ing persons, who, after spending thousands in the public service,
are left penniless.
The true picture we have painted shows that the position of
the patentee is more beset with difficulties than the proverbially
poor one of the poet and the painter; hut we have not yet done
with the career of the working-man who has the good hap to get
a patent by the sacrifice of a large part of his property, for a
copyright which others get for nothing.
He has got this pa
tent to work.
There are very few inventions, however inconsiderable the object
to be effected, which do not require costly machinery; nay, they
may entail the outlay of many thousands to produce an article,
the sale price of which may be a farthing, or even less. In many
cases the invention can only be carried out by the association of a
great number of persons. In very few cases can a patent be
worked by licenses granted by the inventor, involving no outlay of
capital on his part.
We have heard it stated by some persons experienced in such
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transactions, that it is a fair division to give one-third of the natural difficulties to be overcome. The time lost where a patent
patent to the inventor, one-third to the party finding the money is obtained and worked, is however seldom so short as three
to take out the patent, and one-third to the party finding the : years, and may extend over very many years: we know of cases
of valuable inventions delayed twenty years from want of means
money for working it; hut we believe there are few cases where
to take out patents. In many cases the invention is never di
an inventor, whether having found the funds for the patent or not,
vulged; and the inventor sinks into the grave without giving a
gets one-third of the patent for his share, independently of the
hint, leaving it to some other person, perhaps a long series of
share for taking out the patent; therefore it may be considered as
men of science, to go through the same course of experiment and
a general rule, that the cost of the patent to the inventor is not
research.
the money cost for the patent fees, but the share of profit which
We have instanced in the locomotive engine and the steam
he loses, nnd this may be taken at a third; and there are persons
boat, the practical result of the prohibitory system and the
who have thus been mulcted on profitable patents, of 10,000/.
serious national evils which result from it; but the history of
20,000/., 30,000/., or even more. It would be therefore more mer
every branch of invention yields the same lesson, and nothing
ciful, if the government wants money, to levy it from the yearly
could be more humiliating to our national pride than an analysis
earnings, as is done elsewhere, and not force the patentee to sell
of such history, showing these facts in detail. These, however,
part of his property at an enormous sacrifice.
are not matters of the past, recorded only in the pages of the
Under all circumstances, the cost of the patent is a deduction
historian, known only as having been remedied, as in progress of
from the capital available for commencing the undertaking and
extinction, or as already extinct; they are going on daily, their
son
making
and the
Dodd,
trial
themachine.
sum paid In
for the
the case
patent
already
was probably
cited of nearly
Stephenas
evils increasing, and no attempt made to allay them,—nay, the
march of intellect only aggravates their enormity. While general
much as that for constructing the only engine made under the
patent, and may have been raised by Dodd at interest ; and being prices have fallen since the war, the cost of patents remains the
a total loss, contributed to those embarrassments, the pressure of same, and is therefore heavier. As the progress of improvement is
more rife, so does the number of inventions increase, and a tax is
which led him to commit suicide. It is very well known that those
imposed upon them, which, at war prices, would directly and indi
who advance money for patents often borrow it themselves, so
rectly represent a vast burthen upon the inventive skill and in
that the money cost for patents becomes more than the fees.
dustry of the nation. This evil is going on, and any branch of
Considered in the point of view now before us, a fund of more
invention will show it: the railway system is suffering from it, the
than 100,000/. yearly, contributed by the private enterprise of the
electric telegraph, the manufacture of gutta percha—thousands of
country for the encouragement of useful inventions is fraudulently
busy minds are kept back by a tax beyond their means of payment,
diverted from it by the government, who are trustees of the public
which damps their energies, and blights their exertions.
interests, and is wasted in the maintenance of useless placemen—
In the peculiar circumstances of this country, nothing can be
the chaffwax, the sealer, the train-bearer, the clerks of the signet,
more injurious than a system so wicked as the patent laws, which
the receivers of signet fees, and a swarm of sinecurists, deputies,
check employment in the earliest stage, and the spirit of which,
and assistants.
propagated in the laws regulating partnership transactions, is con
We may therefore very fairly assume that the first two hundred
tinued throughout. With the development of the practical work
or three hundred pounds which the inventor might obtain towards
ing of the patent laws, we must now leave off, entreating our
beginning business, is directly taken from him by the government:
readers to give their earnest attention to remedy an evil, so
as if, when a pains-taking writer has finished a book, the govern
ment should take from him the sum which he could obtain for serious in its operation on the industry and well-being of the
country.
printing it. In many cases, and more particularly of the less pro
fitable inventions, the cost of the patent would be sufficient for
( To be continued J
working the invention; and it may cease to be profitable if burthened with double the amount.
It will be seen that the patent-tax must act as a direct prohi
LIFE OF GEORGE STEPHENSON.
bition on the prosecution of many inventions. Taking the esti
mate already given as to the distribution of the shares of a patent,
(Continued from paje 72.J
and supposing that it is necessary to go to a cost of 300/.; then the
XII. TUB SHAKE MANIA OF 1825.
party making such advance must look to a probable return of
twice that sum to reimburse him, and that, multiplied by three,
We have already shown that everything was ready to enable the
will give very nearly 2,000/. as the profits which must be realised on railway system to start, and that it awaited only the fitting time.
an invention to justify a patent being taken out for it. Thus the This was given by the mania of 1825.
inventor and the manufacturer are to be deprived of the oppor
This mania has been the most spoken of, because it was the
tunity of making a profit of 500/. or COO/, a-piece, that the greatest known to the generation which had sprung up since the
government may waste 300/., and the miserable chaffwax may get peace, and it may be almost called the first. There had been times
his fees. If 200/. profit only can be made, instead of 2000/., the of share speculation during the war, in which the first railways,
the docks and bridges of London, and some canals had been
patent is quite out of the question.
It must not be forgotten that, however good his invention may begun; but the war sucked up most of the wealth of England.
be, there is a limit on the inventor, besides that imposed by the
To make way for 1825, there were good harvests, taxes seemingly
government tax. If the capital required to be laid out in manu
lighter, a high price of stocks, and therefore low income to stock
facturing is too great in proportion to the profit to be got, then holders; a held was therefore wanted for the overflowing wealth
the invention is financially impracticable. At all events, it is of the middle classes. A great spur had been given to trade
quite clear that the patent-tax is as much an oppression on the abroad, by the starting of the new commonwealths of America; and
capitalist and manufacturer, as it is on the inventor; and being an there were strong hopes from the fresh opening of the gold and
oppression on these, so is it on the working classes, who are de
silver mines, to which the steam-engine in the hands of Trevithick
prived of employment. It is not to be assumed that because a had given new life.
patent is taken out it is therefore worked, for many a patentee
Had there been right knowledge on the side of the law-makers
exhausts himself in taking out a patent, and therefore it falls to and the people, the wealth of the higher classes would not have
the ground. It often happens that terms cannot be come to with
been wasted as it was; for the only way in which it could be right
a capitalist, as the share he requires will not leave enough for the fully brought to bear would have been better understood. What,
inventor and the party who has advanced funds for taking out the indeed, was this wealth which they had to lay out? It was not
patent. The legal status of this latter creates, too, an additional wholly in the shape of gold, for gold does not grow, and there
could be only more gold than was wanted by its having come in
impediment in the way of the inventor.
We may here recall the reader to the very important results of from abroad. It was not in the shape of corn, for there was little
the prohibitory patent-tax, the delay of inventions. The patent more corn than was needed for feeding the people. What then
law makes it imperative that an invention must be kept secret was it? It was the means of commanding the labour of the people
until a patent is obtained; and therefore there are few cases in at home, by having a hold on their food. This wealth, however
which less than three years elapse between the beginning of an great at home, could not be taken abroad, and could only be made
invention and its being brought into practical working. If we fruitful at home.
reckon the extra time required in finding a capitalist to work the
Had this been understood, time should have been taken by the
patent, in consequence of the unnecessary outlay for a patent, the forelock, and undertakings should have been brought forward by
time must be rated as three years before the public can get any which works would have been made at home, which would have
benefit; and this without any reference to what we may call the been gainful to the shareholders, and a mine of wealth in all time
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to come. This, however, was little thought of. Most of the bills
say, that so many share undertakings as were thenceforth set up
fur mines, gasworks, waterworks, and docks were thrown out,—and
was something new for the people.
it may be said all the railway bills.
The gambling houses set up by the government under the shape
Undertakings abroad were not hindered by acts of parliament.
of lottery-offices were about to be closed; one pound notes were
The Pasco-Peruvian Mining Company, or the Columbian Pearl
under the ban, and gold had come back again after being lost sight
Fishery Company, could be started without acts of parliament;
of for twenty years. The Stock Exchange drew therefore every
while the Liverpool and Manchester Railway could only go on by
one to it.
an act of parliament, to get which needed a great outlay of
Neither must it be lost sight of that the people had no longer
money and time, and a struggle against all that landowners, inn
the war to beset their thoughts. They had not to think when
keepers, and canal-holders could do with their friends in the Lords
peace would come, to wait for the news of the next fight, to grieve
and in the lower house. It was no wonder therefore if American
over the last friend slain, or to grumble about the newest tax
mines and loans were most sought after.
threatened. The time of the government was no longer taken up
What was the stock of wealth utterly lost in these undertak
with such cares. The thoughts of all were on peace, and what
ings cannot be reckoned up; for we have no good measure for it.
peace brought before them, of the means of upholding peace,
It was made up in several ways. There was what was spent at
fhey were now as earnest to keep up the peace as before to keep
home among people here, and that must be taken off from the
up the war. Hence, too, a greater freedom of mind, a greater
whole loss. Then goods were sent abroad, which, so far as the
wish for learning, a greater readiness to welcome the works of
raw material was not of home make, would be a loss; but would
the great masters of knowledge. What was the steam-carriage of
not, so far as the work goes, nor so far as the raw material which
Trevithick when Napoleon thundered at the gates of kings, and
was of home growth. Thus on cotton goods sent out, the utter
warned the lords of earth to hide their heads and flee?—what was
loss could only arise on the cotton which was of home growth, but
the safety-lamp of Davy whilst Wellington and Napoleon fought
for the lordship of the world? Brunei might be listened to when
on English woollens there would not be an utter loss of the capital
of the country. There must, however, have been a great deal of offering a new block machinery, Sir Samuel Brown for his chain
gold sent out, and therefore lost, and there was a loss of the gains
cables, or Sir Joseph Huddart for his rope patent; but then these
were helpmates of the war, and their more peaceful works met
of the traders of former years.
with less welcome. The minds of men of learning and skill had
The loss in capital was therefore a small one, and did not weaken
us, as indeed the end shows; but the loss when rightly measured
been much given to inventions useful in war time, and now they
were free from such calls.
will be found to be a very great one; but then in another way
What ought to have been done, as already shown, was to set the
altogether from what it is commonly said to be. Our loss was not
people at work at home; but this was lost sight of, and besides the
by sending capital abroad and getting nothing back; by lending
loss before reckoned up, further harm was done. In the war time
money to the Peruvians and Buenos Ayreans, and not being paid;
not by working silver mines in Mexico, gold mines in the Brazil,
there was, it is true, a great outlay for poor-rates, but that was
mostly spent on women and children. An idle man had a hard
and laying out ten pounds to get one pound's worth of gold: but
time of it; for he was laid hold of in one way or another, and sent
our loss was of a kind which never can be made up, as the time
off to be a soldier or a sailor. Thus all were doing some kind of
for doing so will never come over again.
Our loss is this. It is a loss of all the railways, docks, havens,
work, or what was called work; but after the war, the thousands
bridges, canals, gasworks, and waterworks which might have been
upon thousands of soldiers and sailors were no longer wanted, and
they were therefore left idle, and many able-bodied men came
made; which would have set us ten years a-head of all the nations
upon the poor-rates,—a thing most hurtful to them, by giving them
in the old world and the new, and would have given to our fathers
pauperised habits. On the other hand, nothing has done more for
and ourselves some of the fruits now our children only will see.
stopping this evil than the great railway woiks which have of late
By giving a help to the building of steam-ships it would have
years been carried on; and we may hope in time that pauperism
spread our trade abroad, and we should have made those settle
will be utterly rooted out, and every man be set to some useful
ments which we are now only beginning. Then, too, how much
work.
hangs on this, how much the healthy growth of mechanical skill is
This may seem to have very little to do with George Stephen
hindered from want of a field for its exercise. George Stephenson
son, but it has very much; for the great good there is in looking
was as ready for the locomotive race in 1S23 as in 1829; the screwat the life of such a man is to think thoroughly over the circum
propeller might as well have been tried then as some years later;
stances which thus come before us. By so doing, we are enabled
and the steam-ship driven its way across the broad Atlantic.
to see what errors have happened, and how far the deeds of any
Shareholders were as willing to go into undertakings here as
one man are able to cure them or soften them. It was certainly
abroad; indeed, the greater number of undertakings were meant
one end of Stephenson's labours, that he did very much mitigate
to be worked at home, but then they were knocked on the head by
the evils that have been here shown, while he was very much kept
the House of Commons. More useful undertakings were ship
back by them. How much more indeed might he not have done,
wrecked there than useless ones were shipwrecked on the American
if at an earlier time he could have begun his full career, while he
shore; but then if a man wished to do something he was driven
had all his health and strength?—and how much, too, is it to be
into some undertaking abroad, from there being no chance for him
wished that other men should not be kept back by the like
at home. Therefore, the blame lies wholly on our law-makers,
stumbling-blocks !
who lost the best time for making up forthwith the losses the com
It is mere speculation as to whether Stephenson was moved in
monwealth had undergone during the war; and by hindering the
his labours by any earnest wish to give employment to the working
healthy growth of trade, threw the greatest hindrance in the way
classes, but there is nothing more likely than that he had that
of the suffering people of England.
feeling, for it was that which stirred him to the finding out of his
The people rushed into the share undertakings of 1821- and
safety-lamp; and James and Gray most strongly dwelt in their
1825 with all the more madness, as the the thing was new to them.
writings on the good which would flow from railways, as a means
Since the canal works of fifty years ago, never had there been so
of setting the people to work. Gray indeed brings forward the
many new undertakings brought forward.
For twenty years,
want of employment as one of the greatest reasons for adopting
William Pitt and his followers had yearly come forward with some
his plan of a general iron-way.1
new loan or lottery, in which all the savings of the thrifty were
'I he madness which set in for share undertakings reached its
swallowed up, while most were so squeezed with taxes that they
could not in any way save. James and Dodd might weave their height in 1825; and to show in what way it worked itself out, the
webs fruitlessly in the war time, for William Pitt held out to those following from the John hull' newspaper may be of use.
Canals
jt'19,OOU,000
who had money six or seven in the hundred forthwith, under the
Dock
10,500,000
name of omnium, scrip, consols, navy fives, long annuities, short
A^urancrc junks
43.00U.U00
annuities, lottery tickets, and so forth. Therefore, the boldest
Wdli-IHOlks
3,500,000
getters-up of new undertakings had the ground cut from under
bridges
2,00U,0iJ0
them. There were, it is true, new undertakings, as we have said,
Gas companies ... .
11,000.000
brought forward from time to time; but in the whole they were small.
Koads
500, U00
The canals were done and at work, and few shares came into the
liaiiways
21,5011,000
market.
There were, however, as already said, docks, harbours,
Mines
15,000,000
gas and waterworks, and bridges, and these were still going on.
Miscellaneous ....
4O.0oo.U00
The copper and tin mines of Cornwall had been wrought throughout
This makes altogether 100,000,000/., and does not take in the
the war, but then they were not advertised in the newspapers, a'ld
U t tL, la, 10JJ. ;
> " OLtKlVULRim," |>. o, 7, and 4X
their shares had a market of tlu-ir own. It is therefore fair to
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foreign loans. The 166,000,000/. is, however, only the sum named
in the prospectuses, and does not therefore show the real capital
which would be wanted to carry out the undertakings. This the
writer makes out to be about 55,000,000/.; but as very few of these
undertakings went any furthei than the beginning, the outlay was
very small. Therefore, so far as to its lasting effects, the mania
of 1825 was of much less importance.
Of the canals set forth above very few were made; but there
were some few docks, gasworks, waterworks, and bridges made.
The railways carried out were likewise few. Many of the as
surance companies went forward, but there was no outlay upon
them.
On the mines a great sum was spent, though much less than is
commonly believed.
Most of the undertakings of 1825 turned out worthless because
they were not rightlv taken up.
The British iron-works, the
Thames Tunnel, the foreign and Irish mines are well-known cases
of large capitals which met with a small return, nor did the smaller
undertakings come better off. The Steam Washing Company and
the Alderney Dairy Company both ran their race, and came to an
untimely end. The best undertakings were stopped in the House
of Commons, those only getting through which no one thought
worth opposing.
If the excitement in 1825 was very great, it did not go the
lengths of the canal mania of 1790, when speculators forced their
way through the windows of inns and offices to reach the sub
scription lists for canals, breathless with anxiety to enroll their
names.3 Such, too, was the eagerness, that a number of farmers
were drawn together at midnight to a lonely inn on a common,
being told that the concoctors of a new canal or navigation were
about to allot the shares among themselves: the victims of the
hoax becoming of course the prey of the landlord of the inn in
which they were compelled to harbour.
More real loss must have happened from the mania of 1825,
because more real property was hopelessly sunk.
XIII. THE FIRST RAILWAY MANIA.

1 835 is commonly named as the First Railway Mania, but the
true one was, as may be seen from what has been just said, ten
years before. Thus there have been three of these episodes in
railway history.
The railway mania of 1825 brought forward undertakings for
which a capital of above twenty millions was wanted, and by
which lines many hundred miles in length were to be made.
William Henry James seems to have begun with a gieat railway
for the south of England, on which he wrote a pamphlet, with a
map. It was to start from London and to go to Rochester and
Shoreham, to be worked by locomotives.*
Whether however James first brought forward this or the Liver
pool and Manchester Railway, we are not able to say.
By 1824, the Liverpool and Birmingham had been surveyed,
and others all over England; and by 1825, they had spread to
Ireland.
The following will show some of the lines brought forward, with
the capital proposed, though it must be remembered that more
than one company was sometimes proposed for the same line, and
that therefore the number of railway companies of 1825 will be
greater than that of lines :—
♦Liverpool and Manchester railway, £400,000
♦London, Rochester, and Shorebam railway, £500,000*
* Birmingham and Liverpool railway, afterwards Grand Junction, £000,000"
•Bristol and Bath railway, £100,000'
'London and Birmingham railway, £1,500,000
•London and Bristol railway, afterwards Great Western, £1.500,0008
•London and Northern railway, £2,000,000
•London, Portsmouth, and Southampton railway, afterwards South-Western,
•Manchester and Bolton
Leeds railway,
railway,£500,000
£150,000
[£1,000,000

•Edinburgh and Glasgow railway1 '
•London and Brighton railway, or Surrey, Sussex, and Hants, £750,000"
Grand Junction railway, £2,000,000 ■»
•Taunton tailway, £200,000
'Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex railway, since Eastern Counties, £1,000,003
•Leeds, Selby, and Hull railway, £500,000 • +
London and South Wales railway, £1,000,000
•Birmingham and Bristol railway, £80,000
Kentish railway, £1,000,000
Grand Western railway, £3,000,000
East London railway, £100,000
•Canterbury and Whitstable railway, £25,000
Severn and Wye railway, £131,670
Stroud and Severn railway, £50,000lS
Hibernian railway, £1,000,000
Colchester and Halstead railway, £40,000
Ipswich, Diss, and Eye railway, £200,000
Exeter and Exmouth railway, £35,000
•Cromford and High Peak railway, £150,000
•Duffryn Llynvi and 1'ortli Cawl railway, £30,000
■London and Edinburgh railway
•London and Newcastle railway
•Maidstone and Tunbridge railway
•Manchester and Oldham railway
•Bolton and Leigh railway
•Rhymney railway
Berwick and Kelso railway
East Lothian railway
•Edinburgh and Dalkeith railway18
West Lothian railway
Glasgow and Rosehank railway
Kelso, Melrose, and Dalkeith railway
Dundee and Strathniore railway
•Monkland and Kirkintilloch railway
Galligate railway
Tees and Weardale railway
Kennet and Avon and Old Sarum
•Dublin and Kingston railway
•Dublin and Belfast railway
•Brighton and Shorebam railway
Wormsley railway
Flintshire railway
Portland railway
Festiniog railway
•Huddersfield and Wakefield railway
Red worth railway
The above gives a list of about sixty railways, to which others
were afterwards added.
The capital of those companies which had published the amount
they would require was above 20,000,000/. ; and as much may be
taken for the other thirty companies, which would give a capital
proposed of 4O.000.000/. The writer in the John Bull reckoned
that 11,500,000/. would be enough to make a complete railway sys
tem. It was to be thus laid out • —
Grand Junction
.. £2,000.000
London and Birmingham
. 1,500,000
Liverpool and Manchester
400,000
Manchester and Leeds
500,000
Manchester and Bolton
150,000
London and Bristol . .
. 1,500,000
Bristol and Bath
100,000
London and Portsmouth
. 1,000,000
London and Northern
. 2,500,000
. 1,850,000
Miscellaneous
he actual cost of these li ies has been nearly as follows :—
Estimated aa above.
Cost.
London and North-Western . £3,900,000
£10,000,000
Manchester and Leeds
500,000
2,500,000
Manchester and Bolton
150,000
620,000
London and Bristol . .
. 1 600,000
4,000,000
London and South-Western . 1,000,000
2,000,000
10,000,000
London and Northern
, . 2,500,000

Limerick and Waterford railway, £300,000*
•Newcastle and Carlisle railway10
•Garnkirk and Glasgow railway
a Finger-Post. p. 28.
4 Report on the Engine Railroad, by William James, 1823. (In the Library of the
InillluUon of Civil Engineers.)
a Report on the Engine Railroad.
a Cumming on Railways. Londor : Baldwin, 1824. p. 42.
Statement of the
Claim of the Subscribe™ to the Birmingham and Liverpool Railroad to an Act of Parlia
ment. London : Baldwin, le)?5.
r John Bull newspaper.
a Observations on the General Comparative Merita of Navlgatiena and Railroads.
■ Repoit by Alexander Nlramo, C.E., M. Inat. C.E., on (he Limerick and Waterford
Railway. Dublin: 1825. (In the Library if the Institution of Civil Englneera.)
10 Reports of Win. Chapman on the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway.
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9,650,000
29,120,000
What is called the Grand Junction in the above estimate, most
likely includes the lines as far as Carlisle. If so, more must be
added to the cost.
Nothing will show more strongly than the above how little was
understood of the railway system, and how little way it has made.
i i
ia
ia
io

Vallance'a Pamphlet, p. 23.
12 Vallance's Pamphlet, p. 30, 32.
Vallance'a Pamphlet, p. 99.
» « H ill's Pamphlet on Leeda and Selby Railway.
Stroud and Severn Railroad, a Fallacy ; quoted by Vallance, p. 24.
Whiahaw ou Railways.
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3* Tuge
The cost for locomotives and plant is nearly as much
as 24.
the whole
estimate in 1825: the cost for stations must come near it. The
London and North Western workshops have cost more than it
was thought would make a long line.
Of the sixty railways named, all those thus marked (*) have
been made, besides others which cannot be identified. There are
very few indeed which have not been made.
These lines were not however made in 1825, and some of them
not for twenty years after. The historian will ask why is this?
and the answer is, not that there was any want of means to make
the railways, but because the House of Commons chose to throw
the bills out to please the land-owners and shareholders in canals;
thereby hindering the labouring classes from employment, which
in ten years cannot be reckoned at less than twenty millions, or
two millions yearly. How much more forward should we be had
the great lines been finished, as they might have been, in 1830,
instead of 1840, and if the other lines likewise had been so far
before-hand. It would have done more for the trade of England
than all the measures of Huskisson, Peel, and Russell.
As several of these lines will not again come before us, it may
he as well to look at some of the remarks made by the writers of
pamplets and reports in 1824 and 1825.
In the Report on the Engine Railroad, James gives some account
of his employment as a land surveyor (p. 7). He advocates the
use of the locomotive, and points out the great good which would
be done by a railway from the southern counties to London (p. 20).
This is one of the first pamphlets describing a line of railway, and
had its beginning in the intercourse between James and Ste
phenson.
The "Statement of the Claim of the Subscribers of the Birming
ham and Liverpool Railroad to an Act of Parliament," was written
in December 1824, in answer to the opposition of the canal com
panies, and is a very elaborate pamphlet, in which the subject is
investigated hv the help of political economy and statistics.
The pamphlet in opposition to the railways started between
London and Bristol is by some one on behalf of the Kennet and
Avon Canal Company, and is written with some care, knowledge,
and skill. The writer acknowledges there is great good in rail
ways, but thinks that canals can, under most circumstances, work
better and cheaper. He holds that in frosty weather in winter,
and in dry weather in summer, the locomotives will not stir, be
cause they have no bite on the rails. One of his speculations is,
"What is to become of the engine-driver in a trip all the way on
one of the supposed long railways. Is a wpgon to be fitted-up as
a moveable house, or is he to lodge at inns on the road, or only to
go a given stage.
The writer thought the engine-driver was to be
held answerable for the goods carried.
In his report on the Limerick and Waterford Railway, Alexan
der Nimmo did not rely upon the locomotive. He thought that
six or seven miles an hour was speed enough for a locomotive.
Chapman's reports are curious; for in them he discusses the
whole railway question as he understood it in 1824. The fastest
locomotive, he thought, could go at 4J to 5 miles per hour;17 but
without a continuous line of teeth on a railway, a locomotive can
not in every description of weather be calculated to move against
the retarding stress upon it.18 He is not fully satisfied that loco
motives are better, unless when horse-keep is dear. Chapman
liked the stationary-engine system better, though he was not
without hopes that a light locomotive might be found useful.1"
He wished that country carts should travel on the railway, as
thereby it would be more useful. Chapman likewise preferred
cast-iron rails.'0
Vallance's pamphlet is a general onslaught on locomotives, on
behalf of his own atmospheric system. It contains some wild as
sertions, but some curious facts. He gives many reasons to prove
that locomotives cannot safely be driven beyond six miles an hour,
nor could a locomotive be run from London to Brighton in six
hours. He gives a list of railways proposed,'1 which has been
made use of here.
Before leaving the railway mania of 1825, it should be said that
it was not felt here only, but spread abroad. Mr. Sanders says1'
that the Americans were already alive to it, and that the subject
of railways was undergoing discussion at the seat of government.
Letters received from Washington were full of inquiries about
railways in England. He says, likewise, that the Emperor of
Russia had got a model of a locomotive, and had then a profes
sional agent investigating the railways of the north of England.
It is on these grounds that he urges on the House of Commons to
lose no time in carrying out the railway system, a recommendai f Meport, p. 11.
tfo Report, p. 20.

>si
» Report,
Poeeyy.p. 12.

>» Uepun.p. 15.

LApsil,

tion the wisdom of which has now been fully established. Mr.
Maclaren says35 that the French were employed in the same way,
and that he had before him a work by M. Cordier, a French en
gineer, on railways. It was merely an abstract of various tracts
published on railways in England. The French do not, however,
seem to have made much way, and it was not till 1828 that any
thing was done.'*
XIII. BEGINNING OP THE LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER RAILWAY.

Thomas Gray seems to have been the first who thought uf a
railway between Liverpool and Manchester, for as early as 1821 he
set it forth in his "Observations on a General Iron Railway." He
says (p. 5): "In times like the present, it behoves every one to
assist as much as possible in the alleviation of public distress.
When this can be done by a work of national utility it is still
more desirable, and no time is so favourable for such an undertak
ing as one of general peace. It has frequently occurred to me of
late, that an iron railway from London to Edinburgh (passing
near to all the commercial towns of Leicester, Nottingham, Shef
field, Wakefield, Leeds, &c, with branch railways to Birmingham.
Bristol, Manchester, Liverpool, &c), would be productive of
incalculable advantage to the country at large; and here I would
suggest the propriety of making the first essay between Manches
ter and Liverpool, which would employ many thousands of the
distressed population of the country.'
Again, Gray says further on (p. 15): "The plan might be com
menced between the towns of Manchester ana Liverpool, where a
trial could soon be made, as the distance is not very great, and
the commercial part of England would thereby be better able to
appreciate its many excellent properties, and prove its efficacy: in
consequence of the number of cotton factories in Lancashire, the
present severe times are as much felt there as in any part of the
kingdom; therefore, the project before us would, by the abundance
of labour it may yield, greatly assist in relieving that distress too
prevalent in all manufacturing towns; and provided that success
attend my plan, which nothing but impracticability will prevent,
all the great trading towns of Lancashire and Yorkshire would
eagerly embrace the opportunity to insure so commodious and
easy a conveyance, and cause branch railways to he laid in every
possible direction.'
This is a distinct announcement of a locomotive railway between
the two towns, and could hardly fail to be known to James. In
1822, James went to Liverpool, taking a letter of introduction to
Mr. Joseph Sandars,'5 an eminent corn merchant there, nnd »
man ardently fond of science and of art, and a great encourage:
of their deserving professors. James could hardly have applied
to a better man.
James was introduced to Mr. Sandars upon the Exchange, at
Liverpool, and the latter gentleman agreed to grant him an inter
view in the evening, when James showed his drawings and ex
plained the working of the locomotive on his friend Stephenson's
Mr. Sandars, who was most earnest to find some better way
!•:)lan.
or carrying goods between the two towns, asked James for how
much he would make a preliminary, or as ^K,was called ocular
survey, for a railway between Liverpool and Manchester. James
said ten pounds a mile; and taking the length at thirty miles, this
made three hundred pounds. Mr. Sandars, with gr£»t liberality,
said that he would at once agree to pay this sum; iipd not oniy
that, but would enter into a written agreement tofhat effect.
Thus Mr. Sandars became the father of the Liverpool rln«l Man
chester Railway.
\
The survey was begun," but not without great delay\on tn*
part of James, and the outlay of more money than he h)»<' first
wanted; indeed Mr. Sandars had some trouble in getting }"m to
go through the work. This line of road laid down by Jamies «"ai»
taking,
not thatand
afterwards
on whichmade,
Air. Sandars
but it was
went
theforward
beginning
withof
it."
the liuder1
What made Mr. Sandars the more earnest in the undertaking
was the grinding monopoly of the canal companies, by whicn the
trade of Liverpool was shackled. The freight of goods was rifade
so high it was unbearable, and there was the greatest need th&t i*
should be forthwith lowered. In the "Letter on the subject of
the Proposed Railroad between Liverpool and Manchester," whScn
Mr. Sandars afterwards wrote, he unmasked this fearful monopoly,
and thereby helped to break it down, no less than by bringiiigr
»3 Railways, p. 47.
a* In 1S28, a memulre nm publUtitr] on the Andreiieux and Unaniie Railway, which
li In i he Library of tile Institutlun or Civil Engineers, and in 1830 one on the Hmiiiw
and St.-Mlcnne Railway,- bolh of which hare been carried out. In tbe former weinulre
are quoted three wurke on railways, published in Parle in 18W, by M . M allet.
a a Houth'a Account of the Liverpool and Mimche»t.r Railway, p. 3.
20 Weaie's Knaamples of 1U1U ayr.
Kt Hcolh, p. 4.
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forward the railway. He showed that the canal owners had raised
the freight of corn from 6*. Sd. per ton to 12*. 6d., and cotton from
6*. 8d, to 15*.; indeed they had done all they could to strangle the
growing cotton-trade. The freight in 1822 was thrice what it was
in 1795. In April 1822, the corn-dealers of Liverpool had sent
to the Duke of Bridgewater's trustees, hegging the freights on
corn might be lowered; but this was flatly refused. Thus the
traders of Liverpool were quite ready to welcome the proposal of
a railway, which moreover made the length between the two towns
33 miles, instead of 50 by water, which saved water risks and
wrecks, and gave greater speed.
(To lie continued.)

NOTES ON ENGINEERING.—No. XIII.
By Homersham Cox, B.A.
THE VinBATOBY STRAINS OF SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

In the tenth of these Notes of Engineering (p. 258, Vol. XL), an
investigation was given of the dynamical strains of girders arising
from the rapid passage of loads over them. In the present paper
it is proposed to continue the subject of the effect of moving
loads upon structures, by investigating the strains to which sus
pension bridges are most usually subject when in a state of vibra
tion.
The greatest uncertainty has hitherto prevailed respecting the
effect of vibration in straining the chains of suspension bridges.
The almost entire absence of all theoretical or experimental
knowledge of this part of engineering has left the engineer with
out the means of forming even a wide conjecture respecting it. It
is generally assumed in practice that a suspension bridge ought to
have four or five times the strength theoretically required for the
greatest load that can rest upon it; and the excess of strength is a
provision partly against the effects of vibration, and partly against
accidental flaws and imperfections in the metal. But it is clear,
that upon a rule so vague, and so entirely empirical, little depend
ence is to be placed—it may in some cases direct an enormous and
unnecessary expenditure of metal, and in other cases provide an
insufficient degree of strength.
Before proceeding to the direct consideration of the subject, we
shall briefly and partially notice its history. The advantages
arising from a historical view of scientific questions are unfor
tunately underrated in England. Continental writers almost uni
versally preface their memoirs by some notice of the efforts of
predecessors; and this custom has the threefold advantage of en
listing the confidence of the reader in the labours of one who
exhibits a knowledge of the state of the scientific question dis
cussed; of rendering merited homage to earlier essays; and lastly of
putting the subject itself in a clear light, by indicating its real
difficulties and the errors most naturally incidental to it.
The laws of vibration of flexible chains have from a very early
period attracted attention. Galileo detected the isochronism of
the oscillations of chains hanging from the roof of the Cathedral
of Pisa and sustaining lamps, by comparing the time of the swing
ing of the chain with the beating of his own pulse. In the year
1732-3, Daniel Bernouilli published in the sixth volume of the
St. Petersburg Transactions, a memoir entitled Theoremata de O*cillatinnUnis Corporum Filo fiexili connejrorum et Catena verlicaliter
mi»pen»(e, in which he gives, without proof, the length of the tantochronous simple pendulum, corresponding to cases where two or
more bodies are attached to a fine thread suspended at one extre
mity : throughout this paper the extent of the oscillations is sup
posed to be indefinitely small, and experiments in confirmation of
the results are instanced. It is also shown that, generally, ogcillationes contrarice, or oscillations where all the bodies vibrate in con
trary ways, are much quicker than oscillationes conspirantes, or those
in which the bodies move all to the right or all to the left at the
same time.
The theory of the oscillation of flexible chains has been inti
mately connected with a principle laid down by Huyghens in his
Hurohgium O*cillatorium, which asserts that the centre of gravity
of any oscillating system acquires a descending velocity sufficient
to raise it to a similar altitude. In the Phoronomia of Hermann,
published in 1716, the principle is laid down that in the bodies
forming a compound pendulum the impressed forces of gravity are
in equilibrium with the effective forces applied in the opposite
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direction. This principle was generalised by Euler, and employed
by him to determine the oscillations of flexible bodies, in a memoir
printed in 1740 in the seventh volume of the St. Petersburg Trans
actions.
Numerous analogous researches by the Bernouillis, Clairaut, and
Euler are scattered over the earlier volumes of the Transactions
of St. Petersburg, Berlin, and Paris, the works of John Ber
nouilli, and the Opuscula of Euler. The problems proposed are,
to determine the movements of heavy bodies attached to cords
or rods, and moving by mutual constraint or that of fixed curves,
&c.
Lagrange, in the Mechanique Analytique, 2de partie, sect, vi., has
given a general investigation of the small oscillations of any linear
system, by the method known as the Variation of Arbitrary Con
stants. He includes the celebrated problem of the vibrations of a
stretched elastic cord ; but it is not necessary to notice the other
investigators of that problem, as it is almost entirely different from
the problem of the vibrations of an inelastic chain or cord. With
respect to the latter, Lagrange confines himself to the case of very
small oscillations. The small oscillations of a cord suspended at
one fixed point and charged with any number of equal weights
placed at equal distances, he shows to be susceptible of determina
tion; but when the cord is fixed at both extremities, the solution
involves a certain general expression which, he says, cannot be de
termined by any known methods.
It will be seen, then, that the investigations above noticed afford
very little assistance in solving the problem here proposed. We
cannot safely assume, with respect to a suspension bridge, that the
oscillations are "very small," in the sense in which that phrase is
employed by mathematicians. A single foot passenger passing
over the Hungerford Suspension Bridge, will produce sensible
vibrations throughout the structure; that is, the passage of a
weight of 10 or 12 stones produces considerable motion in a mass
of 1,000 tons, or 16,000 times as great. What, then, must be the
effect of the marching of a troop of soldiers, the action of a storm
of wind, or the transit of a railway train? But, although we can
not avail ourselves of the simplifications which arise where the
oscillations are considered small, we have, on the other hand, this
immense advantage — that, in order to find the tension of the
chains, there is no necessity to integrate the equations of mo
tion.
The cases of vibration to be examined in the following investi
gations are those where all the parts of the chain reach the ex
treme extent of their motion simultaneously, and simultaneously
begin to return. At the instant of retrogression, the velocity of
every part of the chain is zero, and the whole is in a state of
instantaneous rest.
Periodic vibrations, in which the chain at recurring intervals
reaches a position of instantaneous rest, are perhaps those most
frequently observed. The present investigation will apply, whether
the centre of the chain moves with vertical or with horizontal mo
tion, or both, and whether the two points of suspension be, or be not,
of the same altitude. The motion is supposed to take place wholly
in the vertical plane, and the tension is made to depend on an
assigned form assumed by the chain in the position of instantane
ous rest.
Funicular Polygon.
In the first instance, we will consider the problem of n bodies of
equal mass, connected by n-f-1 fine inextensible strings of equal
length, of which the first and last are fixed at their extremities,—
the whole forming a funicular polygon of n+1 equal sides.
Taking one end of the polygon as the origin of co-ordinates, let
(•TijOi (^yj, Kif,)
(*«*»«) be tne co-ordinates of the
bodies at the time t ; .r being measured vertically downwards, and
y horizontally. Also, let a be the length of each side of the poly
gon, and (6, c) the co-ordinates of its further extremity.
1'hen
the coordinates are connected by the following system of rela
tions :—
*i2 + V\
= of>,—*,V» + (jgt—y.V = o"
i-*:.—*„)J + U/.—y*r = a?
&c.
&c.

(»-*„)* + («-*«)' = «'
Now, when / becomes t-\-dt, the same relations will hold among
the new co-ordinates of the several bodies. Consequently, the dif
ferentials of the above equations with respect to t express true
relations. Hence, differentiating the equations twice with respect
to t, and in the resulting equations of second differentials putting
15*
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dx dy, dxm
zero,
we ,have
~jT ^ d~t
~dt :— ' = °' smce ky our hypothesis the velocities are

+ (•-*>£

d?x.
= o (n+l)
dp
Now, the second differentials express the accelerations of the
several bodies parallel to the axes of x and y. Also the forces
acting on each body vertically downwards are the difference of the
resolved vertical parts of the two tensions acting on it, and the
force of gravity. The horizontal force on each body is the differ
ence of the resolved horizontal parts of such tensions.
Let T^T,, T,
T.+i be the tensions of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd
(«4-l)th side of the polygon respectively.
The resolved vertical parts of these tensions are
rn X^

*^1

*Ti *^3

X*

7.
> l»
T.+i
respectively.
a '
"
a
The resolved horizontal parts of these tensions are
i

T^=^i, T,^=^
T„+I^" respectively.
no
a
The equations of vertical motion are (m being the mass of each
body, and g the force of gravity)

n~dP = ^-T>7

+T'-^-

0)'

m-T^r = my— T, —
|-TS—--—
«ft3
d'x,
= m«7_Ts^_£»+Tl^i—^
"**
&c.
&c.

(2)'

[ApHIL,

The first and last of these equations might have been obtained
independently, by applying with respect to the first and the last of
the moveable bodies the consideration that when a body begins to
move, the sum of the forces resolved at right angles to the initial
direction of motion must be zero.
It is theoretically possible to effect these solutions of (n+l)
equations of the first degree, involving (n + l) unknown quanti
ties. The law which the values of the unknown quantities of a
general system of equations of the first degree follow, was first
observed by Cramer, and subsequently expressed in a somewhat
more convenient form by Bezout in his Thiorie Generate des Equa
tions. The first rigorous demonstration of the rules was given by
Laplace in the Memoirs of the Academie des Sciences for 1772 (2<fe
partie, p. 294). A very elegant demonstration is also given by
M. Gergonne in his Annates, vol. iv. p. 148; and a subsequent paper
by him on the same subject is to be found in vol. xu. p. 281, of the
same periodical. These investigations do not, however, present
the required values in the form of general expressions, but merely
furnish rules for constructing such an expression by writing down
in a system of (n+l) equations, the 1.2. 3...n+l permutations of
(n+l) quantities.
It is, therefore, necessary to adopt an independent method in
the present instance, in order to determine the unknown quanti
ties in the series (a) of equations just given. The solution re
quires considerable care in order to avoid au excessive complexity
of the results.
Lcticoa(9,-fl1) = «„; 4 cm (0, -«„)-«,; icoi(84-fl,) = n,; &c.
i cos («.+,- 6.) = «_!
(A)
Then omitting for the present the first and last of the equations
(a) just given, the remainder may be put in the following form :—
Ta

xu

u
1-K?

_.**'*» _ _„

rp X,—X.-1

_

(3)'

T

(»)';

a
v*—y%
= T9

dt1
<ft3

&c.

—

l*

a.

- T, y«-yi
a

(«)•

y»-y«

(3)"

—

'

&c.

- T

_ T i-»;-"i

T "o(i-";)

_ T I_T Is. _ T 1—?—S-«i + «?fi_T, n.(l-ng — J)
&c.

T.+,= T,
(i)»

= T

Am

1
Ts = T4-_ T,

h—X,

and the equations of horizontal motion are
"dt*

- T

y. — y.-i

at'
a
We have then, in all, (3n+l) equations, involving 3n+l und-x
known quantities—namely, the n differentials --^, the n differend-v
tials —?, and the n+l tensions T. Our object is now to eliminate
dt~
the
unknown
differentials,
quantities
andthan
so obtain
the T's.
n+l equations involving no other
If en e2, «3
«„+, be the angles at which the n+l sides of the
polygon are respectively inclined to the vertical, it is easy to see
that *'=«»•„ ^=sin9„ ^_^=cos98, ?^i = sin e..
&c.

-= cos 8«+i, —— = sin 9,,+1. Substituting these values
a
a
in the 3 n+l equations, we shall obtain, after some trigonometri
cal operations which are here omitted for the sake of brevity, the
following symmetrical results :—
mg cos 6t — T^+T, cos (0,— 0,) = 0"
T. cos (0,-0, )-2Ta+T3 cos (03-0,) = 0
T, cos (0s-0,)-2T, + T, cos (0t-03) = 0
= 0
T3 cos (0.-0,)- 2T4+T cos (0.-0*)
'"
Sec.
T,_1cos(0.-0.-1)-2T.+T.+1cos(0,+1-0.) = 0
T. cos(0.+i-0,)- T.^-mgcoa 0.+,
= 0.

M°)

- — i «-i
B,_l
U»_i

•«.-!
.«.-!
The second values of T4, Ts, and T„, above given, are ob
tained by substitution of the previously-ascertained values of T5.
T4, and TM respectively. Our object is now to ascertain the law
of the co-efficients of T, and T, on the right-hand side of the
Let equations—that
u\ be written = is,
1';to«5find
= 2";
general
u«=3";
expressions
&c. u?n=m.
for a and
Then
babove
we shall find, by continuing the process of substitution, that
for T„ a=l-(l'+2'+3'+4')+l'(3'+4')+2'4'
for T8, a=l-(l'+2'+...S')+l'(3'+...5')+2(4'+«')+3'S'-l'3'5'
for T„, a=l-(l'+2'+...6') + l'(3'+...6')+2'(*'+-6')+3'(5'+6')
+4'6'— l'3'(S'+6')—2'4V.
The law observed by the above successive values of a is tolerably
obvious; and from the manner in which they are derived, is evi
dently continuous.
In order to indicate the law by a general expression,
Let l'+2'+3'+...»n' = S(m) the sum of the quantities l',&, 3', &c.
Let l'(3'+4'+...m') + «'(4'+S'+...m') + 3'(5'+...m')+
+ (m—2)'m' = S (m— 2, m) the sum of the products of every two of
them omitting those products in which any one of the quantities is mul
tiplied by the next in numeral order.
Let l'{ S'(.V+6'+7'

m') +

+(m-2/m'}

+ 2'{4'(6' + 7'+8'....m') + 6V'+b'+....«') + 6'(8'+.. ..!»';+

m') + 4'(6' + 7'+....m') + *'(,"'+

+(m-2/>»'}

+ 3'{5\7'+8' + 9'....m'j + 6\8' + »'+....m'; + 7\9' + ....m'J +

+(m-2/«'}

+ tec. + ',m-4/(m-2)'m'
= S(m — i , m - 2, m) the turn qf the products of every three with like omission.

Similarly, let the series of which the last term is
(m — 6)'(m— 4)'("»—2)W = S (m— 6, m— 4, m—2, m)
and that of which the last term is
(m— 8)'(m — 6)'(m— 4)'(m—2)'ra' = S(m— 8,m— 6,m— 4,m—2,m).
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Then, for the general value of & in the equation for T<+1, where
m=n—2, it will be found that
a = 1— (Sn)—2 + S(n— 4, n—2) — S(n— 6, n— 4, n—2) +
n-'i

u,_2 when n is even f

( — ) " «,w4w„
n-l
(— ) -i u^jMb

«»_3 when n is odd 1

In the same way b niay he determined ; and it will be found
that the expression for b is identical with that for a, except in
that the quantity 1', and all terms multiplied by 1', are to be omit
ted.
If we suppose the quantities 1', 2", 3', &c. to follow a general law;
that is, if the inclination of the sides of the polygon be expressed
by a general formula dependent on the order of their succession,
the series for a and b involve Finite Differences, and if the ope
rations be not too complicated may be summed by the calculus of
Finite Differences.
We will take the most simple case—that where the polygon is
inscribed in the arc of a circle. Here by the geometry, e2 — el =
flj — 8, = 9t — e3 &C, or 1', 2", 3', &c. are all equal (=u'i, suppose).
In this case, by the meaning assigned to S(;n) ur-\~u--\-u?
(to times) = S(m) = «3m,
(m-2)(m_l)
S(m— 2, m) becomes (m— 2 + m— 3 + m— 4 + . .!)««
Or reversing the order of the terms, we have series of the re
spective forms
S(m-2,m) = u«(l + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + ..m-2) = t»22(»i-l),
S(m-4>m-2>m) = i(«{l + (l + 2) + (l + 2 + 3) + .. + (1 + 2 + 3 + ..rn-4)}
- u'S\m-3),

&c.
where 2 is the symbol of integration in the Calculus of Finite
Differences. The numbers expressed by these series are technic
ally known as theJigurate numbers.
Now by the principles of the Calculus
(m-\).m
(m-2)(m-l)m.
(m-8)(»-2)(w- l)m ...
2

.2

m-

-

3

(»■

t, and x^—x and yl — y are replace! by the corresponding differen
tials dx and dy respectively. So that
■T*-a> _ (dx\ .
y'—y _ /dy\
a
\d* / '
a
\ds/
The parentheses indicate that the differential co-efficients are par
tial, the time t not being supposed to vary.

Also, if

d'x1
tion of *, -^-j is the same function of s-\-ds.

-j be a func-

Or expanding by

the
Taylor's
expansion
theorem,
subsequent
and, intotliu
thelimit,
second
neglecting all the terms of
dW_(Px _ ld\ <Pxd3 _ d*x_
df df "' \ds) ' ~dtda dp'

Similarly,

*£ *% = [*) . ft* = A.

''
dt* dt'
W dtdsdt*
So that the above geometrical relation becomes

(*?)
**+(*>)*£
W</*rf<2
Wdsdf = o

Kmh

To proceed now to the mechanical equations of the problem, let
T be the tangential tension at the point x, y. The vertically and
horizontally resolved parts of this tension are respectively

since ( -j- ) and (

J are the cosine and sine respectively of the

inclination of T to the vertical.

Now, ^i-f) and T( -J\ depend

for their values on the place in the curve where they act—that is,
are functions of .v, the distance from the origin measured along
the curve; consequently, at the adjacent point s-\-ds,

S(m-6,Bi-4,m-2,i»i)
+ (1 + 1 + 2 + =
.. ..1
t»8{(l
+ 2 + 31 + 2)+
m)}
(1 + -1 +2+
«sJs(m-5),
1 + 2 + 3) +

Sm
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T (-T-J and T(-t-) become, expanding by Taylor's Theorem,

T®+(*M£)*+- ^T(2)+(a)(T?>+-

and the differences between these and the former values are, in

the limit,

&c.

(i)'T(r>>mi (I) ■*(?)*> "**«*»*•
(m-2)(m-l)
22(m-3) =

2(m-l) =

(m-5)(m-4)(m-3)
2.3
J

Substituting these values in the series for g, and putting
m = n — 2, we have
a = 1 -u2(n-2)
,/
„x +
. u*v
*(n-4Xn-3)
'v
' — u°.(»-7)(n-6)(»-5)
'-±
«i
1
v
y
2
2.3
■
(»-M>)(»-g)(n-8)(n-7)
+"
2.3.4

Let fids be the mass of the element ds. Then the acceleration
of that element vertically is the weight + the difference of the
vertical tensions, and the horizontal acceleration is the difference
of the horizontal tensions. Whence the following mechanical
equations :—

or performing the differentiation of the quantity in the brackets,
and omitting the common factor ds,

&C*

£-»©♦©■©♦<■ »£-(£)♦© ©)••■•<»>
In the same way the value of b may be determined.

a
The equation T.+l = T,
«!«,.-•«—1

„,

b

- Txu0* "M1U„«3...«._i'

com-

bined with the first and last of the series (a) of equations, suffices
to determine the tensions in terms of the known quantities.
Vibrating Catenary.
We have hitherto considered the chain as a funicular polygon
with the weights arranged at finite distances. When the chain
assumes the form of a continuous curve with the weight uniformly
distributed along its whole length, the method of Finite Differ
ences is replaced by the Differential Method, which, as is usually
the case in investigations of this kind, simplifies the results in a
most remarkable manner.
It has been shown in the preceding investigation, that where
i. y and x1, yl are two adjacent points of the polygon, the geome
trical connection of the system furnishes the relation
Ar'-sWdV **\±(t-*\(*f <PV\ - o

V a J\di*~de)

\ a J\dfi~dt-I

Now, when the two points in question are indefinitely near each
other, a=ds, where ds is an element of curve assumed at the time

Differentiating these equations with respect to *, we have

£x_ _ T/d>x > +2/iT\/A\ -l. (dlF\ /d*\
dsdt'

VdfV"1"

\ds/\ds*/ "r \rf*2/ ' \d~s/

u£y.
= w^Wf-V^
+ (*?\ (dtA
dsdt1
\d**/
\ds/\ds"/ T \ds2/ \ds/
adding
Multiplying
the results,
these equations
we have from
by (A)
( —J
(remembering
and ( ~ J, respectively,
that -r- J- -, ,=
and
1.

ds* ' dsds^dtP
drx dx d-y du
• -4= 0)
and that the differential of this equation, or
ds2 ds'ds2 ds
"
d=T + T / <Px dx , d*y dy\ _ 0.
\de> ds
d*> ds/
d?
The co-efficient of T in the bracket is equal to - , where r is the
radius of curvature.
very simple form :—

Hence the expression assumes the following
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dT _

1

(C)
d# ~ r>
Which equation gives the tension at any point of the cliain in terms of
its curvature and length.
Before proceeding to show the application of this result to as
certain the tension of a suspension bridge, deflected from its posi
tion of equilibrium, it may be remarked that the equation applies
in all cases where the velocity is zero at every point. The case of
actual equilibrium ought, therefore, to be included by the equa
tion. And this will be found to be the case: for the curve of
equilibrium being the common catenary, we have from the known
formula? for the catenary, m and c being constants—
d'T _

rac"

T = m(c5+*°)»
rf.v!

(c*-f*»)i
me2

Also,— =

and T

So that the equation (C) is satisfied.
The integration of the equation (C) will involve two constants,
which are to be determined by the conditions that as the two ex
tremities of the catenary do not move, the accelerations at those
points are zero. To ascertain the tensions at the extreme points,
we must recur to the equations (B). Multiplying the first of these
equations by - , and the second by - , putting the accelerations
equal to zero, and subtracting, we find that at the extremities of
the chain,
_ IcPy dx cPx dy\
dy
dy
r(ds"d-s-d?ds)="9di,;
°r' ,pr=r,t9~

(D)

ds
Whence the following simple rule :—
When a uniform chain fixed at its extremities is in a position of
instantaneous rest, the tension at either extremity is to the weight of
the chain as the length of the radius of curvature at that point, multi
plied by the cosi>w of the angle of horizontal depression of the curve at
the same point to the length of the chain.
For example, if the whole chain weigh 500 tons, and the radius
of curvature be three times the length of the chain, and the angle
of horizontal depression at the point of contact = 15°, of which
angle •96592 is the cosine, the tension will be 500 tons X 3 X
•96592 = 1448-98 tons.
We will now proceed to determine the value of the chain when
the curve of instantaneous rest is a circle, and r therefore a con
stant in equation (C). In this case the complete integral of that
equation is
where c, d are the two constants
T = ce of
r _|_integration.
c'.r

(E)

When »- = 0 let T' be the tension. When * = S the total length
of the chain, let T" be the value of the tension. T' and T" may
be at once determined by the rule given above. Substituting suc
cessively these values of T in the last equation, we have two equa
tions for determining the two constants ; and substituting their
values so determined in the equation for T, the value of the ten
sion at any point will be completely determined.
If the two extremities of the chain be in the same horizontal
line, the values of T' and T" become equal. It may be easily
shown that in that case the tension at the lowest point is a maxi
mum or minimum. Also at the same point, *=^S. Substituting
in equation (E), we have the tension at the lowest point
= 2r(e2r + ,~^y = 2T'(V + t "")"
Where a is angle between radii of curvature meeting respectively
the centre and extremity of the arc S. And substituting this
value in equation (E), it will be found that
T = T'(£9+£ -»Xf"+e -«)_1t
where 6 is the angle between the radii meeting the extremity of s
and the centre of S respectively. From this equation the tension
of the chain at every point may be immediately determined.
To illustrate these results by a numerical example, let us sup
pose that they are applied to a suspension bridge of which the
semi-span is 338*25 feet, and the deflection 50 feet, which are the

(_Ap-j.il,

dimensions of Hungerford Bridge. By the geometrical properties
of a circle,
(semi- chord)1 *■ (versed sine)11 (338-25)' + 50"
radius =■
= 1169 feet.
2 . verted nine
2x50
The tension at the highest point is determined by equation (D).
The cosine of the angle of horizontal depression of the curve at
that point is equal to (radius— versed sine)— radius = \\tf
= -95808 = cos 16° 39' nearly. Therefore the value of T in (D)
is 11 19 ut/, or the tension at the highest point is to the total weight
of the chain as 1119 feet to the total length of the chain. « =
16° 39' = -290597. Hence by the tables, e" lies between 1'33 and
1-34, and e3a lies between 1-78 and 1-79. It follows that the ten
sion at the lowest point of the chain lies between b^ft" and $fiT.
When the radius of curvature is variable, the equation (C) must
in general be integrated by a series from which the tension at every
point may be ascertained with any required degree of accuracy.
The tension at the fixed points will be immediately and exactly
ascertained from equation (D).

THE PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE AND ART.»
(Continued from page 7 7.J
There is too little known of Assyria and Babylon to justify us
in discussing Mr. Fergusson's remarks, and more particularly as
they have been written in anticipation of the publication of '.Mr.
Layard. The subject of Mr. Fergusson's theory of the site of the
Temple of Solomon has been very lately before the Institute of
British Architects, so that we are exempt likewise from that. We
cannot, however, dismiss Phenicia without expressing our surprise
that Mr. Fergusson should assert that the Phenician alphabet is of
Pelasgic invention, when the characters and their names are sig
nificant in Hebrew, and some of them have been traced to tlie
Egyptian, as the Eye [ayin], and the Water [mem']. The beth, too,
is the Egyptian plan of the House. It seems much more reason
able to suppose that some one Phenician or Hebrew, perhaps Mo
ses, availed himself of the Egyptian phonetic system to construct
a new alphabet. Perhaps this alphabet had more than one phone
tic for the same sound; and perhaps in writing the pentateucli,
pictorial emblems were used for words, where easily understood.
The waving m for Water [mem], the Ox's head for a [aJeph], the
Camel for o [gimel], the House for b [beth], the Hook for v \rau\
the Hand for y [yod], the Eye for o [ayin~\, are all common objects,
easily remembered and alliterative in Hebrew, and afford a curious
confirmation of the legend of the Cadmean introduction from Phe
nicia, for the Greeks took the name and the form without under
standing the allusions. Alpha, beta, &c. have no significant}' in
Greek. The practice of writing from the top to the bottom would
very naturally be applied to a mixture of phonetics and hiero
glyphics. The 0ovoTPoipT)Sor, or bull-ploughing up-and-down line is
only an attempt to get continuity evolved from the other practice
of writing in single columns—namely, having gone down one co
lumn, to join on and go up the next. Boi/t-TpopntW was doubtless
written horizontally as well as vertically, and would be more con
venient to read than when written vertically. From horizontal
^ounrpitfriSor, the next step would be to writing in horizontal lines,
either from the right hand or the left.
Mr. Fergusson's remarks on the Lycian and Halicarnassian mo
numents include a very ingenious, and as it seems to us very jus
tifiable restoration of the celebrated Mausoleum at Halicarnassus,
in which he has availed himself of his Indian experience.
The Third Chapter of the First Part brings us to Greece, a sub
ject of particular interest to our readers.
The writer takes a very candid view of the influence of Puginism on Greek art. The Pugiuists have taught the public to ad
mire styles produced in our hitherto proscribed climate by our
English race, which we agree with him has done good. Mr. Fer
gusson does not, however, think that the absurd copying of medie
val examples can hold its ground any more than the copying of
Greek examples, and in the end the field will be left clear. In the
meanwhile, Greek art is left to its own merits and demerits ; not
believed in as the sole faith in art, and as the sole vehicle of beauty,
but candidly acknowledged in its beauties as in its deficiencies.
Thus we shall reach a fair and right standard of criticism for jJJ
styles of art.
* " An Historical Inquiry Info tbe True Princlplesof Beauty In Art, more especially «i >
reference to Architecture." By JAMES KKRUUSSON, K.tq.. Architect , author ot •• .
Essay on the Ancient Topography of Jerusalem. " •' tvturetiiue Illustrations ot AncJsut
Architecture in H.miosuu," Part the Fust. London: Louginuns, 1*41*.
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Mr. Fergusson's theory is that there are in Greece two distinct
and separate civilizations, one of which succeeded, and to a great
extent superseded, the other. The first he calls Pelasgic—that is,
Ibero-Pelasgic, which began with the foundation of Argos, about
the year 8200 of the Decimal Era, and continued down to the
return of the Heraclidee, eighty years after the fall of Troy, or
about the rear 8900.
After a long night of four centuries, the second Hellenic, IndoEuropean civilization begins to dawn on us, and continued to grow
towards perfection till the time of Alexander; and after languish
ing for about two centuries longer, at last sank beneath the star of
Roman influence.
This is quite consonant with what happened elsewhere in Eu
rope, in Italy, in Spain, and perhaps, as Mr. Fergusson suggests, in
W* estern Asia.
Mr. Fergusson, as already stated, holds that those he has here
called Pelasgic were a race closely allied to the Etruscans, speak
ing a similar language and practising the same arts; and that
therefore they were a people who came, like the latter, from Asia
Minor, and spoke a tongue having no likeness with the IndoGermanic tongue we now know as Greek.
In the case of Greece, Mr. Fergusson does not think that the
Ibero-Pelasgi constituted the bulk of the population, but were
only settlers. We do not see any reason for this limitation, as an
Ibero-Pelasgic occupation in mass would not be inconsistent with
the historical results in Greece, any more than in Etruria.
The writer takes the opportunity to draw attention to a dis
tinction very seldom observed between the settlement of a whole
country and the subjection of a ruder people by a more civilised
race. When, as he says, in the latter days of the Roman empire,
whole bands moved into thinly-peopled countries, bringing with
them their wives and households, they brought likewise their
speech, laws, and customs ; and where they were the more nume
rous and more powerful body, they obliterated those of the pre
vious inhahitants. But when the immigrants are only a few ad
venturers, or a band of soldiers, they adopt wives from among the
conquered races, and their children learn to speak literally their
mother tongue, and soon lose their own. To this may be added,
that this likewise takes place where the dominant caste is spread
over a wide district, and not concentrated in separate districts,
however small. Of the first case there is an example in Britain,
by the settlement of the English tribes—the English, Warings,
Saxons, Jutes, Frisians, Danes, Bructuars, Vandals, &c. Of the
latter cases there are examples in the settlement of the Franks in
France, Burgundians in Burgundy, Goths in Spain, Longheards in
Lombardy ; Warings, Russians, and English in Russia ; Normans
in Britain, Normandy, and Sicily,—where although, except in the
case of the Goths and Noringens in Spain, the invading tribe was
strong enough to impose its own name upon the conquered coun
try, it gave up in the end its language, laws, and manners for those
of the conquered. The settlement of the English in Ireland, and
of the Magyars in Hungary, is that of the partial occupation of
the country by a conquering tribe, the imposition of laws, and the
plantation of the language, though not its general adoption. The
settlement of the Flemings in Gower; of the English in Pembroke
shire and in Wexfordshire, at Forth and Bargy ; and of the High
Ihitch in the Sete Communi in Lombardy, are examples of the
preservation of a separate language by a small community.
Mr. Fergusson's theory, however, reduces itself to this form—
that Greece, before the time of the Inachids in the year 8200, was
peopled by a race of Indo-European or Celto-Hellenic savages, the
forefathers of the Hellens, who were civilised and made to live in
towns, and taught the arts of peace by a few Ibero-Pelasgic immi
grants, who had long practised those arts in Asia and Egypt ; and
who were, in consequence, so far in advance of their subjects as to
remain the dominant tribe for centuries, though too few in num
ber to introduce their language—on the contrary, they were forced
to speak that of the subject races. Our writer allows that his
Pelasgi, when living by themselves, did speak a barbarous lan
guage, wholly unlike the Greek, and continued to do so down to
the time of Herodotus.
We think it much more consistent with historic likelihood to
suppose that the Ibero-Pelasgians were the dominant race, and
were slowly superseded, and as it were worn out, by the CeltoHellens,—as took place in Italy, Spain, Gaul, and Siluria; a pro
cess similar to that now going on on the the borders of Wales, the
Highlands, and in Ireland, by the advance of the English. Such
a process is favoured in a double form—by the immigration of the
predominant race among the inferior race, and by the emigration
of the inferior race towards the metropolis of the predominant
race. This took place in Etruria as regarded Rome : it does now
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in the Celtic lands as regards the English metropolitan towns ;
and would among the Greek Pelasgi and the Hellens.
Our writer does not think that the Inachid immigrants from
Egypt into Greece were Egyptians—but Pelasgi, perhaps fugitive
Hyksos. This gets over the difficulty of the incompatibility, with
Egyptian habits, of such emigrations and maritime expeditions.
He, however, believes that Cecrops was a native of Sais in the
Delta, but leaves it unsettled whether he were a born Copt, or the
offspring of the stranger tribes.
Vv'e agree fully in the influence which the Pheniciau traders
must have had in Greece. This is shown even in the Homeric
poems. He considers the Phenician traders introduced the alpha
bet.
Upon
Wethe
do theory
not : wehethink
has it
laid
wasdown
the Pelasgians.
the writer says, with great
truth, that there is no difficulty in understanding why the arts of
early Greece and of Etruria should be so similar, as they really
are; nor why the intercourse between Greece and Asia Minor
should have been so frequent as it was in those days. Mr. Fergusson holds that the Argonauts and the heroes of Troy were Pelas
gians. Upon this latter hypothesis we do not feel fully satisfied.
Applying his principles to architecture, Mr. Fergusson says he
thinks he can trace most distinctly the existence of these two
races "architecturally," both in Greece and Italy. He looks upon
it as nearly certain, that all the polygonal masonry and walls were
the work of the Indo-Germanic aborigines, whether Hellens or
Dorians ; Oscans, Sabellians, or Umbrians. On the other hand,
the Pelasgians, Tyrrhenians, or Etruscans, always show masonry
in flat courses, more or less perfect. This distinction seems to
harmonise the classification of what are called Cyclopean works;
but we see no reason therefrom to assert that the Indo-Germanic
works as the ruder are therefore the older. In Britain, the Welsh
and old English undoubtedly executed rude works with the Roman
models before them. This appears to us more confirmed from
what Mr. Fergusson himself says, that the Dorian races used this
polygonal masonry long after the return of the Heraclida?, and
mixed with the more perfect forms which, from their position,
must have been used synchronously, as in the Temple of Themis
at Rhamnus, or in the Bridge at Xero-Campo, or in Italy in the
walls of Cosa and Pompeii. In a wall in the Peloponnesus, the
polygonal masonry is actually raised on the top of the horizontal
masonry, which is to us strong pioof of our position.
To the polygonal masonry, Mr. Fergusson proposes to restrict
the term Cyclopean. Of the Pelasgic remains, Mr. Fergusson
has spoken at some length; and the so-called Treasury of Atreus
at Mycena?, he very ingeniously distinguishes as a tomb.
In coming to the later works of the Hellens, our writer prepares
his way by asserting that the lonians were Pelasgised Hellens,
and the Dorians ruder Indo-Germans. Hence he distinguishes
between the rough Dorians of Sparta and the milder lonians of
Athens and Asia Minor; but we do not think his theory carries
conviction. He allows, however, that in the four centuries of
slumber, the Hellenic tribes nursed and prepared themselves for
their subsequent career.
Mr. Fergusson's sections on Homer, and on the climate and race
of Greece, are original and ingenious, and tempt us to make some
observations on them; but we are forced to pass them by.
Of Dorian architecture the temples are the only remains we
have, but fortunately in sufficient number to enable us to judge of
their condition when perfect. Their forms are always very simple;
and our writer asserts that this was because the buildings were the
mere framework for the display of the several arts ; and that any
novelty or complexity of design might, by attracting attention,
have interfered with the pre-eminence they wished to assign to the
more important urts. We do not think this a very happy explana
tion.
The peristylar temple, it is here suggested, was borrowed by the
Greeks from the Egyptians; and it is certainly in favour of this
supposition, that such buildings were used on the banks of the
Nile before even the walls of Tyrinthus were built, and nearly a
thousand years before the erection of the oldest example of a
colonnade found in Greece. The reasons for the adaptation the
writer conceives to be two-fold : first, to get a beautiful external
framing to their temples, and to give the greatest possible value
to the dimensions of the building, for a peristylar temple arranged
as the Greeks arranged theirs, would appear nearly twice as large
as one of like dimensions with only plain unbroken walls. The
next motive was to shelter from the weather the paintings with
which their walls were covered, and to do this in such a way that
the framing of the pillars should add to the effect of the paintings;
and what is of no less importance, that the painting should at the
same time relieve and give effect to the columnar ordonnance.
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This seems to us to be perfectly in harmony with the character of lumns,—he passes on, and does not stop to define and describe
what a Doric or Corinthian column is, as everybody is already
the Doric order as carried out by the Greeks, though not as carried
acquainted with it.
out by the moderns.
Mr. Fergusson begins with the small and simple temple of
One of our paintings, it is observed, would be utterly destroyed
Apollo Epicurius, at Phigalia. The first thing which is familiar
by such an arrangement ; so also would one of the great battleto us is the existence of the sculptured frieze, now in the British
pieces of the Egyptians, which required an uninterrupted length
of wall. But the reader is referred to Pausanius's description of Museum, and which ran round the cell inside at the height of the
the paintings in the Lesche at Delphi, to understand how the external frieze of the Doric order of the temple. If the cell were
grouping of various and incongruous objects would lose in effect roofed in any way, the sculpture so placed could not have been
properly lighted by artificial means such as the Greeks possessed,
by being seen at once ; whereas, to a spectator from the outside,
In Stuart's "Athens," and in M. Blouet's "Expedition Scienthe columns performed the office of our picture-frames, and sepa
rated the groups, so as to allow of each being contemplated tifique," the temple is restored by omitting the roof altogether,—
which is here repudiated, as making merely an open court, a sham
singly.
The Doric column, Mr. Fergusson likewise considers to be of temple, a peristyle, and dead wall, surrounding nothing; what
might be done by architects now-a-days, but which were never
Egyptian origin, and he goes into the question of the origin of the
order from wood or stone; and at great length advocates the latter executed anywhere except by them.
Mr. Fergusson therefore directs attention to the plan of the
theory, and brings forward some very strong arguments in its sup
port. We cannot, however, enter upon this interesting discussion temple. The distance from the external frieze to the internal one
here, but refer our readers to what has been lately said on the is very nearly the same as that of the two internal friezes from one
subject in one of Weale's Rudimentary works, by one of the another ; so that if the temple had three roofs, they would be as
nearly as possible of equal widths. A striking peculiarity is, that
greatest critics and most learned writers on architecture, Mr.
the internal pillars fall exactly between the external ones, and in a
William Henry Leeds.
Mr. Fergusson considers that the roofs of the Greeks are copies manner which could not be accidental, and the internal pillar*
could never be seen in conjunction with the external ones. This
from wooden structures, and he points it out as singular that the
is therefore conceived to be with the design that the principal
Dorians should have rendered the ends of the rafters so important
drainage of the roof should fall between the external columns, nut
in their triglyphs, but omitted the purlins altogether, though they
against them so as to corrode them, as otherwise it would do.
must have used them—a circumstance which he thinks is owing to
the purlins only appearing on the slope of the cstoi, and not either
A plan is therefore given showing a roof in three bearings, but
at the sides or in the horizontal cornice at the ends. The Ionians,
in one pitch, having the hypasthron or attic under the centre, and
on the contrary, omit altogether to notice the rafters, but repeat
lighted by openings left in the roof; the drainage of which would
the purlins all round in the form of dentils. These views are sup
be carried off by a gutter laid on the top of the entablature of the
ported by references to the cave-temples and modern buildings of inner columns. The openings could likewise be protected by cur
India,—and, like every part of the work, deserve the attention of tains or shutters, to which there would be access from below.
the reader.
This is in effect an elevated clerestory, than which artistically
With the closest research, Mr. Fergusson has not been able to
speaking, our author says, no mode of lighting has been discovered
discover the smallest indication of a triangular-framed truss for a more pleasing. The use of internal lighting in Greek buildings
roof in ancient Egypt, India, or Asia, while the Greeks used it has often been advocated by "Candidas" in our columns, and its
very early. He looks upon it as a feature in architecture most
application in the examples already quoted confirms the justice of
important and influential, to which only the introduction of the
his views.
arch can be compared. This truss he attributes to the Dorians.
Externally, this mode of lighting neither breaks the ridge of the
Of the Ionian temples, Mr. Fergusson says that there is more
roof nor its lower termination, nor the outline of the temple ; but
variety in the plan, and instances the temple of Minerva Polias at
it does break the monotony of the great flat expanse of the sides
Athens. The Ionic order he attributes to an Asiatic origin—per
of the roof.
haps Persepolitan.
The same is then applied by the writer to other temples, and
The Corinthian order he considers to be the most original of with equal appearance of success ; and in the great temple at
those used by the Greeks, and the one to the invention of which
Piestuiii the stairs are demonstrated by which the attendants had
they have the most distinct claim; and thinks that it was invented
access to the curtains or shutters by which the hypaethron was
at a time when, owing to the decline of pure art, they were no
closed. This, as he says, is the only plausible use for such stairs
longer capable of executing the Doric order with its integral
as yet suggested.
sculpture and painting, and when they were tired of the Ionic. In
For the great temple of Jupiter, at Agrigentum, the system of
cidentally here our writer expresses his dislike of the Ionic volute.
Mr. Cockerell for lighting the aisles is adopted, and the new system
He asserts that they are as clumsy an invention for the capital of a
for lighting the nave.
For the temple of Eleusis the new sys
column as ever was hit upon. The Corinthian capital, however, he
tem is the happier, as it explains how the temple could be lighted
admires as rich and tasteful ; but considers that no Corinthian
and darkened at pleasure, and scenic machinery used in the galle
portico ever erected was equal to the whole effect of the portico of
ries.
the Parthenon, as finished in the days of Pericles.
If we have seen strong views expressed on some points, on none
The section on the Hypathron, and the mode in which Greek
more so than on polychromy, the essentiality of which in a Doric
temples were lighted, is that part of the book which has perhaps
building is insisted on. Our modern architects admit that decora
excited the most attention among architects and critics. This has
tion improves the inside walls of a room, church, or public build
always been a knotty point, for the roofs were supported by wooden
ing : they may find out that what improves one side of a wall im
beams which have long since rotted and fallen in, and left no indi
proves the other. The force of this we are bound to admit; there
cation of their original arrangement. There is likewise only one
is no artistic reason against it, and an unfounded conventionality
passage in ancient authors which has a direct bearing, that in the
alone stands in the way.
first section of the first book of Vitruvius—manifestly corrupt.
The Greeks, it is observed, used their colour in a manner bo
This passage our writer considers refers only to the Temple of
ephemeral, that the water-colour has, in almost every case, washed
Jupiter Olympius, at Athens, and to decastyle temples.
off, or the plaster has peeled off. They did not countersink their
patterns, as did the Egyptians; nor did they inlay them or use
The common way of restoring the hypaethron is by removing
variegated materials, the good effect of which Mr. 'Fergusson has
the roof off the cell, and exposing it to the weather as an open
witnessed on the banks of the Gauges. He conceives the colours
court. Some commentators have denied the existence of the hyto have been used first in painting the mouldings with honey
paHhron altogether.
suckles, scrolls, and all those ornaments which we find afterwards
Our writer strongly disputes that the cella of a Greek temple
carved in the richer Ionic orders; then relieving the sculpture by
was lighted by dim oil-lamps, for it seems impossible that an art
a blue or neutral-ground tiut background, and tinting it so as to
istic people like the Greeks should have been contented with such
correspond and be in tone with the rest ; but the mass of colour
gloom. Their whole art was cheerful and sunny : we cannot there
fore suppose they would shut out the bright light of day from their and art must have been applied to the walls of the cell, which he
looks upon as the great picture-frames of the temple. To the
beautiful temples, or from such works of art as the Minerva Par
height of six or height feet, at least, he conceives them to have
thenon or the Jupiter Olympius of Phidias.
Written authorities throw no light on the subject, for it was been covered by a rich dark dado ; and above that, in one, two, or
apparently a thing everybody knew and understood; as when a three rows, pictures of processions, scenes from the life of the god,
and such myths or sagas as the Greeks were so fond of repeat ine.
modern tourist having said that such a building is ornamented
The Panatbenaic frieze represents such a frieze as our writer coo
with a portico of six or eight Grecian Doric or Corinthian co
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ceives would have been painted in any temple less rich, but was in
the Parthenon carved as a crowning ornament to the great picture
below.
The invisible curve, as to the form of which Mr. Penrose and
Mr. Jopling are in controversy, Mr. Fergusson altogether repu
diates, and ends by saying, that "We have long copied what we do
not understand. It seems carrying the system to its acme of ab
surdity to attempt also to copy what we cannot see." There is too
much truth iu this to be willingly acknowledged.
Another doctrine, but of older date, which i3 here controverted
is as to the commonly assumed symmetrical regularity of Greek
architecture. This, too, is repudiated, as a property which exists
only in the imagination of the moderns. Their temples, it is true,
are all perfectly so : and so are the Gothic churches and cathe
drals designed; a line drawn through the centre divides the build
ing into two equal and like halves, unless some local necessity pre
vented. In contradistinction to the law of symmetrical regularity,
it is asserted that the true law of architecture throughout the
world is picturesque effect. As an example of its adoption by the
Greeks, an appeal is made to the little triple temple in the Acro
polis. In this building not one part ranges, and even two different
orders are introduced ; so that it might be understood to be three
things joined together, as the steeple or chapter-house is joined to
a Gothic cathedral,—contributing to the general effect, but pre
serving a distinctness of character. In the Propylaa, at Athens, is
another example. The centre part, as one apartment, was of
course symmetrical; but the wings were studiously separated from
the main design, and one wing made unlike the other. On one
side was placed, in front, the little temple of Nike Apteros, at an
Incongruous angle ; at the other a pedestal, the axis of which was
different from that of every other part. On the sides of the main
building were placed other smaller ones, and the writer infers that
pains were purposely taken lest any one line of one should run
into any line of any other ; and the whole group was placed so as
to be as unsymmetrical as possible with the Parthenon, or with any
other building. The same effect is exemplified at Eleusis and at
Khammis.
Symmetrical regularity is asserted to be an invention of the
Italians.
Having pointed out as a remarkable characteristic of Greek
architecture, that it made little progress, and became immutable
in its types, our writer contrasts with it the contemporary art of
sculpture, and says, that instead of the stationary unprogressive
character of the former art, we find the latter striding forward
with a speed unequalled even by the progress of Gothic art in the
thirteenth, or Italian painting in the fifteenth century. The spe
cial cause of this was, first, the form of their mythology,—repre
senting gods, bearing the forms of men and women, without any
other attribute than was possessed by human beings, and yet
greater and more beautiful than mortals. It is inferred that ar
chitecture was by the Greeks in their best age looked upon as the
subordinate art, and sculpture as the principal art,—which is the
canon applied in judging of their temples and architecture. Mr.
Fergusson asserts roundly that though architecture has high aims,
they are neither so high nor so difficult of attainment as those of
the sister art : the proof of this lies in the facts, that barbarians
have surpassed Greeks in the one, but no nation ever equalled
them in the other.
An ingenious theory is given to account for the length of time
during which Greek art maintained its vitality,—the Laocoon, the
Tauro Farnese, the Dying Gladiator, the Gladiator of Agesias, and
others, being executed after the age of Alexander—some extend
ing late into the Roman period. A work in marble requires great
labour, time, and thought—far more sober mechanical contrivances
and labour than a painting, and the vehicle in sculpture must
always be a correct and literal imitation of the human or some
animal form—not even of plants. Expression and ideas may be
added to any extent : but the form is given, and must always re
main the same. In painting, on the other hand, harmonious co
louring, chiaro-oscuro, aerial perspective, fore-shortening, and many
less attributes, may be magnified into importance, and lead the
painter astray from the true path ;—but the sculptor can wander
neither to the right or the left ; he must stand still, or go on.
From this explanation the writer exempts the conventional ab
surdities of winged men and beasts, chimeras, gorgons, satyrs,
hydras, harpies, minotaurs, and centaurs.
Another point brought forward is as to the monochromy of
Greek sculpture. This is attacked, as the monochromy of archi
tecture. All antiquity is so loud in praise of the chryselephantine
statues of Phidias, the Olympian Jupiter, the Pallas Athene, that
while we cannot refuse to allow that they were the greatest works
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of the best age of the arts, we must modify our views as to the
monochromatic form being the canonic form of sculpture. Still,
the transition from monochromatic to polychromatic sculpture is
so great, that we may well be said to jump at once from the socalled purely Greek art of sculpture, to the native one of wax
work.
The Greeks, Mr. Fergusson thinks, had both ; but they must
have found out that perfection did not lie in the cold monumental
purity of the one, nor in the more correct imitation of the person
or thing represented, which is the aim of the other. Now, Mr.
Fergusson thinks the practice of the Greeks was diametrically
opposed to ours : that they generally, if not always, coloured their
statues, but rarely coloured their pictures—that is, they used one
or two colours only on a ground, as on the vases.
Mr. Fergusson, therefore, urges most strongly the re-introduc
tion of coloured sculpture, and as strongly deprecates the white
inanity of sculptural works of the present day. The common ob
jections to coloured sculpture, Mr. Fergusson shows to be without
any relevancy ; and we cannot but think it is well worthy of the
attention of sculptors to attempt something in this way. Gibson
broke the ground in his statue of the Queen ; and although some
conventionalists objected to his decoration of the robe, the least
prejudiced were pleased ; and the effect was such as at any rate to
authorise him to continue and carry the application further.
The popular taste for Greek vases, coloured glass, painted por
celain, coloured clay models, and waxwork is in keeping with a
love of the beautiful engendered by the progress of painting : and
unless the sculptor keeps pace with the growth of public taste, he
will be overcome by the better artistic feeling of Madame Tussaud
and the modellers of Spanish matadores, Mexican Indians, Maltese
water-carriers, and Hindoo coolies. There must be an imitative
plastic art, as well as an imitative art of design.
CTo be concluded in our next.J

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
TAPER TUBES.
Robert Walter Winfield, of Birmingham, manufacturer, and
John Ward, of Birmingham, for " improvements in the manufac
ture of tabes, and in the manufacture of certain articles made in part
of tubes."—Granted September 14, 1848; Enrolled March 14, 1849.
[Reported in the Patent Journal.']
This invention relates: First —to improvements in the making
of taper tubes, which is effected by drawing them through dies or
plates, as in the drawing of straight tubes.
Secondly—to an improved mode of manufacturing brass tubes,
employed for conveying gas, which has for its object the better
prevention of any escape of the gas.

In the manufacture of taper tubes, this invention is not confined
to the making of that description whose sides are in straight lines,
as at A, but may also be employed in the manufacture of such as
are of a curved form, as represented at B, and C, and also in the
tubes having flutes in a longitudinal direction, as at D; or spirally,
as represented at E. In the manufacture of such taper tubes, the
16
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patentees employ a mandril or triblet of the intended form for the
tube, on which a piece of sheet-metal is placed, which has been
roughly turned up somewhat near the form, which is then to be
drawn through the die or draw-plate, of a shape corresponding
with the mandril or triblet; but this draw-plate, unlike the ordi
nary draw-plates, is made of a soft yielding material, which gra
dually expands as the tube is drawn through it, the opening
thereby becoming gradually larger; whereas, in the ordinary
draw-plates, the opening through which tubes are drawn is perma
nent, and finishes the tube of an exactly similar diameter to that
which it commenced. Fig. 1 represents an end view of one of
these improved draw-plates or collars; and fig. 2, a longitudinal
section; this is constructed to draw a taper tube, fluted through
out its length, and is made of tin, which they find answers the

[A PHIL,

it understood that they do not confine themselves to the precise
detail, as such may be varied without departing from their inven
tion; but what they claim is: First—the manufacture of taper
tubes, by pressing a roughly-formed tube into contact with a
mandril in its interior, the said pressure being exerted by a ring
or mould, made of a material which will yield or expand as the
tube is drawn through it, but exerts sufficient pressure to force
the partially-formed tube into contact with the mandril, whether
the said expanding ring or mould be of the form, and used in the
manner described, or have a different form, or to be differently
used, and whether the said taper tubes have any of the forms de
scribed and represented in the annexed engravings, or have any
other form.
Secondly—the manufacture of gas fittings of double tubes, as
herein described.

IRON BARS.

Fig. l.

Fib'. 2.

purpose extremely well. It is made of a sufficient thickness to
withstand the pressure necessary to the drawing the tube of the
required form, which will in a great measure depend on the thick
ness of the metal to be drawn. The rough tube having been
placed on the mandril, is drawn through this metal collar, which
is placed in a holding-plate in the drawing-bench. This appa
ratus, being of the ordinary kind, it is not necessary to give any
description thereof. The small end of the tube is held by the
drawing nippers, and as it is drawn through the metal collar, it is
gradually drawn into form as it passes through it, and when issuing
from the other side, is compressed to, and assumes the shape of
the mandril, and this being of a hard and rigid material, the
collar is expanded according to such shape; thus delivering the
tube tapered and fluted in as perfect a condition as if it were a
parallel tube. It will be readily understood from this how the
other forms shown are produced, with the exception of E, which
involves another arrangement. This tube, it will be seen, differs
from the foregoing, inasmuch as the flutes, instead of running in
the direction of its length, are carried spirally round the tube.
This form is produced either by causing the drawn collar to turn,
or else suffering the mandril to turn as it passes through the
collar. For this purpose, they prefer the latter mode, which is
effected by placing the mandril or triblet, on a spindle, the head of
which takes on the back end of the mandril, while the point pro
jects through at the other end, and is laid hold of by the drawingnippers, instead of the tag-end of the brass, as usual. In this
manner, the mandril and tube is drawn through the collar, while
at the same time it is carried round by the spiral flutes in the
mandril, the soft metal collar effecting the same purpose as in the
last case—delivering the tube completely formed on its mandril,
which is then withdrawn, being readily effected by turning the
tube slightly on the mandril. In this way may various other forms
of taper tubes be produced, the small end, of course, being always
drawn through the collar first, the collar in all cases adapting itself
to the mandril, where there* is no contraction of the mandril at
any point to a size smaller than that which it has previously
passed.
The second part of this invention has reference to the manufac
ture of brass tubes, for the passage of gas, which consists in
simply drawing one tube within another, for the purpose of giving
greater security to the joint, which, in the one, is diametrically
opposite to that of the other; thus, if any leakage occurs in the
inner one, it will be effectually sealed by the outer tube. The
mode of drawing these double tubes is by simply drawing the
inner tube of the proper size, then placing the external tube on
it, which is large enough to slide on easily. The compound tube
is now drawn through another plate, which contracts the outer
one on the inner, and may virtually be said to be one tube. This
may either be effected w"ith or without the internal mandril or
triblet usually employed, and well known in the drawing of brass
and other tubes.
Having described the nature of their invention they would have

Richard Shaw, of Gold's-green, West Bromwich, Staffordshire,
railway-bar finisher, for " improvements in the manufacture of iron
into tyre-bars, round bars, square bars, and flat bars; tee-iron, angkiron, and trough-iron."—Granted August 21, 1848; EnroUed Feb
ruary 21, 1849. [Reported in the Patent Journal.^
This specification, which relates to the manufacture of iron,
consists of various modes of forming and arranging the bars con
stituting the piles for rolling into—first, tyre-bars for tyres of
railway-wheels; secondly, round bars, square bars, and flat bars;
thirdly, tee-iron; and fourthly, angle-iron and trough-iron, in
place of arranging the bars forming the pile, so that the edges of
them shall appear when rolled or manufactured; thus preventing
the joints of the bars impairing the strength of the article made,
and liable to be much laminated from use. The patentee forms
the piles of bars bent and arranged in such manner that only the
sides of the bars shall be presented at the exterior of the article
made, preventing thereby to a considerable extent the lamination
taking place, and increasing the strength.
Fig. l.

Si1'

Fig. 2.

(^"ilm

III
I'll!!1

The annexedFig-cuts
3- show the modes of piling Fig.
described
4.
by the
patentee for forming the above-named articles: Fig. 1, being the
section of a pile arranged for making tvre-bars, and a section of
the tyre rolled from it. Fig. 2 is a section of a pile for making
square, round, or flat bars. Fig. 3 is a section of a pile for making
tee-iron, and a section of the tee-iron made from it
Fig 4
sections of a pile for making trough or angle iron, and of the
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trough-iron made. The interior of the pile may be filled, in any
convenient manner.
The patentee does not claim for forming the piles from which
railway-bars are rolled, as it has been in practice; but he claims
for forming the piles for making tyre-bars, square bars, round
bars, and flat bars; tee-iron, angle-iron, and trough-iron, with bent
bars, as described.

MANUFACTURE OF WHITE LEAD.
Thomas Richardson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, chemist, for "im
provements in the condensation of metallic fumes, and in the manufac
ture of white lead."—Granted August 21, 1848; Enrolled February
21, 1849.
The improvements relate, first, to the manufacture of white
lead, in the following manner. Tea lead is to be submitted in a
melted state to a slow current of heated air, in an ordinary redlead furnace, or in the iron pan employed for calcining hard lead,
by which means the tin contained therein will be caused to sepa
rate from it and float upon the surface, together with a variable
quantity of the oxide of lead, which is to be removed with an iron
rake The completion of this part of the process is known by the
lead becoming so soft that it may be scratched with the finger,
when the remaining materials are to be taken away also. The
lead is then to be reduced into crystals by the desilverizing process
of Mr. Pattinson, or employed in a granular state. The prepared
lead is to be moistened by the application of certain proportions
of nitric or acetic acid of commerce, or nitrate or acetate of lead,
diluted with water until of equivalent strength, and the moistened
mass turned over from time to time, and, when sufficiently treated
in this manner, about 20 or 30 cwt. of the same is to be placed in
chambers, lined with lead, slate, or stone, the latter being preferred,
fitted into a suitable frame, provided with doors, and having spaces
between each of such chambers, into which spaces heated air is to
be admitted (by means of a pipe furnished with a stop-cock), in
order to keep the chambers at a proper temperature. Carbonic
acid gas, is to be introduced into the chambers with the prepared
lead, by means of pipes with stop-cocks; the heat is to be kept up,
and steam admitted occasionally. At the expiration of from 10 to
14 days, the materials will be properly treated, when they are to
be removed from the apparatus, ground between a pair of stones,
and washed in a dollv-tub, which separates the metallic lead from
the white lead, the former being returned with a fresh supply to
the chamber.
Secondly, the improvement relates to the condensation of me
tallic fumes, which consist in introducing steam into the main pipe
connecting the furnaces, by means of a small iron pipe situate at
a distance of 2 feet or 3 feet beyond the furnace, and in building
near the chimney a tower, not less than 20 feet high, divided in
ternally by a partition wall, which reaches nearly to the top
thereof; iron bars are placed across, upon which a layer of coke
or pieces of broken brick is placed. The fumes ascend up the one
compartment, but are intercepted in their passage down the other
by the layer of coke or broken brick, upon which water flows in
from the top. If the draught be not sufficient to draw through
the coke, it is to be increased by means of steam jets.

VENEER CUTTING MACHINE.
Pierre Armanp Le Comte be Fontainemokeau, of 4, Southstreet, Finsbury, Middlesex, for "certain improvements in the ma
chinery for cutting wood, and in laying and uniting veneers." (A
communication.)—Granted May 25, 1847.
The improvements relate, firstly, to machinery for cutting wood
into thin and continuous sheets of any desired width ; secondly, to
apparatus for pasting and doubling those said sheets, and their
application to usefulpurposes, such as for hangings of apartments,
&c. For the better comprehension of the invention, before enter
ing into a detailed description of the manner of carrying it into
effect, it will be well to premise by an expose of the present state
of the manufacture.
The mode of cutting wood in a cylindrical manner by means of
a knife tangent to the circumference has been already devised, but
lip to the present time the mechanical means employed have proved
insufficient to produce practical results, and manufacturers have
not beeu able to operate but on small widths. It has never suc
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ceeded completely ; and it may be added, that here endeavours
have entirely failed, notwithstanding the numerous experiments
which were essayed upon it—not because the system of cutting
wood in that manner was unattainable, but because neither the
mode of operating, nor the proper and rational mechanical disposi
tions which such an operation required, were found out. But it
must be admitted that this operation is very delicate, and presents
very great mechanical difficulties. It is therefore only after many
experiments, attended with considerable trouble and perseverance,
that satisfactory results have been obtained by the invention here
after described.
From what proceeds, it will be easily understood that the first
part of the invention is not the mere endeavour or idea of cutting
wood tangentially to the cylinder in a spiral form, but consists
really in the mechanical means or dispositions hereinafter described
for obtaining such desirable results.
The machine which forms the subject of this patent, by cutting
wood of large widths in a continuous manner, fulfils all the re
quired conditions—namely,producing it with a great economy of
time and manual labour. Thus a piece of wood—a log of maho
gany for instance, whatever be its size, set in this apparatus, is cut
in a continuous manner, without any interruption and with a velo
city truly surprising ; which is the more remarkable as it is ob
tained without sawing, but merely by cutting the substance on all
its surface simultaneously and cylindrically, so as to form a spiral
developed from the circumference to the centre.
We shall in the present number confine our extracts from the
patent to the first part—viz. to machinery for cutting wood into
veneers. The patentee proceeds as follows :—
My means, which as it will be easily seen are entirely new, com
prise:—
Firstly,—The application of a sharp-edged and very thin blade,
held fast between two knives or straight rulers ending in basil,
which, while they keep tight the blade over all its length and near
its cutting edge, prevent it on one side from going too deep into
the wood, and on the other side force it to penetrate far enough
into it, and to the required degree, according to the thickness de
signed for the sheets. That application, or rather addition of a
thin blade working between two knives, is of the greatest import
ance for the success of the operation, and forms—I venture to say,
a mechanical principle quite new, not only in the apparatus herein
after described, but also in all other machines for wood-cutting,
either from prisms, blocks, or logs.
Secondly,—The disposition of a strong leader set immediately
above the knives, and resting constantly on the wood as fast as it
is cut. That pressing leader, which is of a quite new application,
is also of great importance in the operation, as it serves to keep
the wood fast over all its length, and close to the part which is to
be cut by the blade; so that, notwithstanding the knots, brambles,
and defects which the knife meets with, it is always perfectly sup
ported, and cannot be the cause of any defect or accident. If
even the wood by its nature were very defective, uneven, and pre
sented very little homogenousness in its different parts, it would
nevertheless be well cut, and with all the precision and nicety that
could be wished for.
Thirdly,—The mechanism adapted for working the blade, and
at the same time the pressing leader in a continuous manner, is
proportioned to the velocity given to the piece of wood to be cut;
and it produces sheets of a_surface constantly even, and of an
equal thickness upon all their width, from the beginning to the end
of the spiral. The quicker the block turns the more the progres
sion of the blade and leader is rapid, and so reciprocally, whatever
be the thickness previously regulated.
Fourthly,—The addition to the machine of a moveable drum, or
cross-bar, provided with several arms, permitting to receive simul
taneously a certain number of pieces of wood, and to cut them
into thin and rectangular sheets, instead of continuous sheets,
which in many cases enables me to make valuable applications of
my invention to bramble woods and others.
Without the particular means which I have hereinbefore men
tioned, and which constitute the whole of my invention, that is to
say, all the principal or working parts of the machine, it is quite
impossible to obtain the practical results which I produce, espe
cially when it is required to operate on pieces of wood of large
dimensions, as, for instance, upon logs of two or three yards, or
even more in width, and upon any diameter and size whatever. It
will be seen, as 1 before said, that it can be applied at will to cut
ting wood from a single piece into continuous and very large
sheets, as to cut wood from several narrow pieces into rectanguli.r
sheets, proportioned to the size of the same pieces.
16*
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Fig. 1.

Detcription qf the Engravingt.
Fig. 1 shows a longitudinal elevation of the
machine entirely set up, and ready to cut up a
large piece of wood. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal
section taken through the axis, according to the
lines 1, 2, of the plan. Fig. 3 is a transverse
section taken perpendicularly to the preceding,
according to the line 3, 4. Fig. 4 is a general
plan of the machine.
By examining the several views and details of
the apparatus, it will be seen that the log or
piece of wood, A, to be cut, is not set on mere
conical points, as on a lathe, but on two square
points of the iron axis BB1, between which it is
held sufficiently fast to avoid its having any play,
but so that it may fall in steadily with the simul
taneous rotary motion of these two axes. At its
ends are adjusted the iron cross-bars C, which
serve to maintain it on their points in a steady
manner, and to keep it always perfectly in the
centre from the beginning to the end of the ope
ration. The forms of these cross-bars are simi
lar to those shown in figs. .5 and 6 ; the largest
of these are applied to the largest logs of wood,
and the smallest replace the former when the
logs are reduced to a small diameter. These
cross-bars being at their centre pierced with
square holes, having the exact form of the points,
it is easily understood that when these points are
inserted in the holes, the piece of wood is con
nected with the axis B, and B1, in a continuous
and solid manner, and must necessarily turn with
them when they are put in motion.
As the logs of wood are not always of the same
length, it is absolutely necessary to be able to
cause the points, and consequently the axes, to
advance and recede when requisite. For that
purpose I have adapted to the end of one of
these axes (that marked B) a screw D, fig. 4 and
fig. 2, which can be turned by the hand, without
giving to the axis the same rotary motion. That
screw D, passing through a permanent nut E, is
obliged to move when turning, and consequently
causes the axis to advance or recede; and as that
axis is held by two strong supporters FF1, be
tween which are placed the cog-wheel G, and the
pulley H, set on the said axis, those two pieces
G and H cannot move with it, as they are kept
between two supports. Thus the screw D, and
its axis B, only move and change their position.
The second axis B1, is by itself a screw ; it is
wormed over all its length, and is provided, as
the first axis B, with a cog-wheel G', having ex
actly the same diameter as the first-mentioned
wheel G, and which also must rest in the same
place, whatever may be the position given to the
axis. For that purpose, this wheel G is kept on
one side by the large supporter F", by means of
a nut a, which presses against it, and on the
other side by a nut a, which rests on the nave of
the wheel G'. When that axis B is to be made
to advance or recede, those nuts are loosened,
and then, by means of the screw D, placed above,
the moveable bearer I, is made to proceed. That
bearer I, serves at its lower extremities as a sup
porter to the wormed axis B1.
That second screw l)1, produces exactly the
same effect as the former one D; its nut E being
also permanent, is obliged to move according to
its length, when it is made to turn lengthwise on
the right or left side.
When the position of the two axes BB1, has
been so regulated, that their square points are
inserted, and kept into the cioss-bars which are
adjusted to the extremities of the log of wood,
as shown by figs. 2 and 4; the position of the
blade-bearer carriage must be adjusted so that
the more forward knife should advance, and rest
on the external surface of the log.
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That blade-bearer carriage is composed of a cast-iron frame J,
which, at its two opposite extremities, is provided with the two
cast-iron chairs R, intended to receive on one side the cast-iron
guide, or pressing leader L. That last guide rests constantly on
all the length of the wood, immediately above the sharp edge of
the blades, in order to prevent them from causing the wood to
split, or from taking off a greater quantity of it than they ought
really to do. The application of that leader L to the machine is,
as has been herein-before described, of the utmost importance, as
it permits to obtain results which could not possibly be attained
without its use. It has been disposed in such manner that its po
sition may be regulated as exactly as it can be required. For that
purpose the cast-iron chairs K, which are to support the extremi
ties of the above-mentioned leader, are crossed by bolt screws 6,
which allow it to be lowered, raised, or moved on the right or left
side, to be inclined in one way or another, so as to comply with all
the required necessities, according to the nature of the wood, the
thickness of the sheets which are to be cut, &c. In order to make
well understood the construction of that guide or leader, it is re
presented minutely in fig. 7, which is a transverse section. From
this it is easy to understand that, by its nerves and its strong thick
ness, it presents a great resistance. As it must bear with a cer
tain strength during the working on all the length of the log, it is
expedient to make it solid and without chance of being flexible.
The two knives, MM1, between which is kept tight the addi
tional blade /, by which the wood is cut, are placed underneath the
forward face of the guide L, and in a tangential direction to the
external circumference of the log, as shown by fig. 7. Those
knives are both fixed by a cast-iron ruler N, going over all their
length, and are kept in an immovable position by means of the
iron holdfasts O, on the extremities of which they are screwed.
Their fastenings are placed at equal distance, and in a sufficient
quantity, over the breadth of blade-bearer carriage. In order that
the latter may give to the knives the exact position which is ne
cessary relatively to the pieces to be cut, it has been necessary to
adjust on one side upon the endB of the chairs K, some projecting
screws rf, upon the heads of which the ruler N rests at its extre
mities, so as to cause it to occupy a more or less elevated position ;
and on the other side some bolt-screws e, have been placed on the
forks which end the iron holdfast O ; the screw e holds the hold
fasts O upon the blade-bearer carriage, and permits at the same
time, to incline them more or less, or cause them to advance or
recede relatively to the surface of the log. It results from that
contrivance that, whatever may be the size of the block, the direc
tion of the knives and of the blade can always be regulated so as
to have the sharp edge of this last in the most convenient part ;
that is to say, in order that on one side it should not tend too
much to penetrate into the wood, for which purpose the forward
knife M, resting on the surface of the cylinder, guides and main
tains that blade, and in order that the other side should not hold
back. That is prevented by the blade held by the second knife
M1, which rises very near the sharp edges, and forces in the mean
time the sheet, as soon as it is cut, to pass between it and the
pressing leader.
It is therefore evident by that contrivance, that the cuttingblade is neither too eager nor too slow in working.
When the machine has been regulated for a required thickness,
it is certain always to be obtained all through the operation.
That disposition is the more remarkable, and the more advan
tageous, as it permits to change the blade and the knives, to put
them on or take them off with greater facility, without discon
necting the other logs which may be fastened to them, as it suffices
to loosen the screws which fasten them to the iron holders.
When the blade and the knives which hold it fast, as well as the
pressing leaders, are exactly regulated, the machine can then be
put in motion. To that effect it is to be observed, the movements
have been so disposed that the two axes BB1, at the extremity of
which the log is supported, may both at the same time be acted
upon with the same velocity, in order to prevent any attempt to
twisting, and to have the block moving regularly all along its
length. Thus it has already been seen, that the two similar
wheels GG1, are set upon those axes to which they are fastened,
each of them by a pin, adjusted in a groove contained in their
length, in order to allow them to remain in the same place. When
the axes are caused to advance or recede, those wheels catch with
the pinions P and P1. Figs. 1 and 4, which are set on the inter
mediate shafts Q and Q1, which are themselves commanded by the
eight wheels R, Rl, adjoining the preceding, and catching with the
pinions *.*. These two last pinions, of small diameter, are set on
the same shaft T, which is the moving shaft of the machine, and
which, for that purpose, is provided with the pulley U, having
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several diameters, in order to receive, in case of need, different
speeds, more or less rapid, according to the dimensions or size of
the logs to be cut.
It will be easily understood, that the motion can be given to
those pulleys by any moving power whatever, by means of which
a convenient velocity may be obtained.
Whilst the rotative motion is so given by means of those trans
missions of movement to the piece of wood set between the two
points, the blade-bearer carriage is caused to advance very slowly,
and of a quantity corresponding to the thickness of the sheets to
be obtained.
That forward motion is effected by the machine itself, without
any trouble, and in the following manner:—
Under the carriage is set a nut /, through which passes an hori
zontal screw V, inserted in a collar contrived in the centre of the
cast-iron cross-bar X, bolted on the sides of the main frame Y,
which serves as a basis to the carriage. On the head of that
screw is set a pulley g, facing another smaller pulley g1, set in a
small intermediate axis represented in fig. 4, and provided with a
small bevel wheel h. This last wheel receives its motion from a
similar wheel A', fastened to a second axis similar to the first, but
perpendicular to the precedent, and bearing a pulley H1 which has
teen already represented as placed on the axis B.
Thus the
movement of the screw V, having a very small worm, is always
proportional to the velocity of the rotative motion of the log of
wood. The more quickly the block turns, the more rapidly also
the blade-bearer carriage advances. But if the thickness of the
sheets is to be changed it is necessary to modify the ratio of velo
city, which is effected very easily, as it suffices to replace one of
the pulleys g or g', by another larger or smaller one. By this con
trivance, sheets extremely thin, or of any required thickness, can
be cut all over the length of the log of wood.
It is understood that, as the log turns in a continuous manner,
and as the blade-bearer carriage is always advancing progressively
at the same time, and of a similar quantity; the sharp edge is
always made to rest tangentially on the external surface of the
log. By such means it is perfectly easy to cut sheets of a per
fectly equal thickness, the development of which can reach several
hundred yards without interruption.
This mechanism, by which the knife-leader and the bladebearer receive a motion in a continuous manner, and proportioned
to the rotative movement of the block, is therefore equally very
essential.
From the apparatus before described, not only very long slices
or sheets can be cut from a log, but also from any piece of wood,
whatever may be its shape, the dimensions of the sheets being,
however, proportioned to the sizes of the pieces of wood. To ob
tain that effect, it is sufficient to set, in lieu of the two axes B and
B', which support the blocks, a drum, which is composed of an
iron shaft and of several cast-iron discs or cross-bars, on the plain
parts of which are bolted two set-up flat bands, intended to re
ceive some wooden frames. The pieces or blocks of wood to be
cut, are fastened upon those frames in the same manner as they aTe
set upon the ordinary frame of the sawing machines for veneering.
It is easily understood that, by causing that drum to turn on itself,
as it would be done in causing the block which it replaces to turn,
each of those pieces of wood is successively presented to the
action of the blade-end of the knives, and will be cut into thin
sheets, which, as a matter of course, will be separated from each
other.
That disposition is also a most important addition to the improved
apparatus, and increases as much the value of that system which
thus unites all the required advantages for practical and manu
facturing working; and by the celerity with which the operations
are carried into effect, by the great saving of wood which it effect*,
as well as on account of all the profit obtained from the machine
and the excellent work it produces, that system affords very great
advantages. Another very simple addition is equally applied to
that machine, and has for effect to cut the wood, not only in
sheets, but also immediately after into matches of different length*,
and sizes. That addition consists merely in the application of a
cylinder set on the leader itself and provided with circular blades.
1 hese blades rest on the wood and cut it transversely— that is to
say, perpendicularly to its own axis, whilst some grooves contrived
over all the surface of the cylinder impress on the wood, a kind of
denting, more or less deep, while at the moment that the lower
cutting blade arrives to perform its operation, causes the sheets of
wood already cut in the direction of the iixis to be separated in
small breadths, and at the same time as the saws divide the wood
lengthwise.
This additional cylinder is composed of an iron axis, in which is
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adjusted a set of blades or circular knives, supported at the re
quired distance, according to the length of the matches, by means
of steel rings or washers, which are fluted on all their circumfer
ence, that they may at the same time serve as rowels. This axis
is supported at its two extremities on two moveable bearers, pro
perly set upon the upper part of the leader; they are able to ap
proach more or less, according to circumstances, the log of wood
to be cut, either by means of screws purposely adapted or by any
other suitable contrivance; consequently, if that cylinder, prepared
as before described, be sufficiently advanced against the wood, so
as to cause the circular blades to penetrate into it to a certain
depth at the same time that the rowels or washers y bear firmly
upon it, so as to impress deeply their projecting spokes, and the
surface of the wood being afterwards cut in the manner before
described, by means of the lower longitudinal blade, the matches
may be entirely separated one from the other, or allowed to remain
slightly adherent, which would facilitate their packing up and
carriage.

COUPLING JOINTS FOR PIPES.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, Middlesex, civil
engineer, for "<m invention of an improvement or improvements in
making coupling-joints for pipes, nozzles, stop-cocks, still and cylinder
heads, and other apparatus." (A communication.)—Granted March
22 ; Enrolled September 20, 1848.
This patent relates to an improved means of connecting pipes,
and to fastening on the ends of steam or other cylinders or vessels,
still-heads, connecting shafts, and various kinds of apparatus that
require to be connected by bolts or screws passed through flanges.
Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

| April,

from, or are connected with, the bodies to be coupled ; so that
when the said grooved segments are drawn together by screw-bolts,
keys, conical wedge-rings, or any equivalent means, the groove
therein shall act on the said flanges, or their equivalents, so as to
force them together, and thus make a tight joint, with or without
interposed packing.
In figs. 1, 2, and 3, a, a, represent two sections of a pipe, each
provided with a turned or upset flange b, with packing c; but, if
desired, the packing can be dispensed with, by facing the flanges,
or making what is termed a ground joint. At the junction of the
pipes, an inner pipe d, is introduced within the pipe to serve as a
guide, in joining the flanges together, but it may be dispensed
with if desired. Over the two sections of the pipe, and extending
over the flanges, are two rings, one for each section, the inner
faces of which correspond or nearly so with the faces of the two
flanges, and are curved or bevelled on their outer faces. These
rings should be made to fit somewhat closelv on to the sections of
the pipe, or may be shrunk on if desired. When the two flanges
and rings are put together, face to face, they are embraced by a
segmental clamp/, /, made in two parts, the inner periphery of
which is grooved to embrace the rings e, e, and to act on the outer
curved or bevelled faces thereof; so that when the segments are
drawn together by means of screw-bolts g, g, that pass thiough
ears h, projecting from their ends, the sides of the grooves are
made to act in a wedge-like manner on the outer curved or bevelled
faces of the rings e, to force them and the flanges of the sections
of the pipe together, and there hold them firmly. In this way it
will be seen that the flanges are forced and held together around
the entire circumference simply by the use of two bolts; thus
effecting a better joint, which can be connected and disconnected
in less time, and held with more strength, than by the means
heretofore employed.
Instead of forcing together the segments of the clamp by means
of screw-bolts, as above described, this can be done by means of a
ring »', as represented at figs. 4, and 5, the inner periphery of
which is made conical, so that it may be driven on to the segmental
clamp, the outer periphery being also made of a corresponding
conical form. In these figures the parts corresponding with those
represented in the figures above described are indicated by similar
letters. The rings e, e, that extend over the flanges may be dis
pensed with, and the grooved segmental or other clamp may be
made to act directly on the flanges; but it is better to use the
rings, as they can be more readily adapted to the groove of the
segmental clamp, and at the same time give strength and support
to the flanges, which, in general, are formed by turning over and
upsetting the metal of the pipe. If desired, packing of any kind
may be interposed between the flanges and the rings; but this in
general will not be found necessary.

INSULATING WIRE OF ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 is an external view ;
fig. 2, a plan ; and fig. 3 a sec
tion of the improved clasp coup
lings, as applied to coupling of
pipes. A similar joint may also
be applied to the securing of a
cap-plate on to a quadrangular
vessel. Fig. 4 is a section of
another modification of the in
vention as applied to the coup
ling of small pipes.
The invention consists in
forcing
to
be coupled,
together by
themeans
two bodies
of a

Fig. 4.
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grooved segmental, or other clamp, according to the form of the
parts of the vessel or article to be coupled. The groove of the
coupling embraces the flanges or their equivalents, which project

John Lewis Ricabdo, of Lowndes-square, Middlesex, Esq.,
M.P., for " improvements in electric telegraphs, and in apparatus con
nected therewith."—Granted September 4, 1848; Enrolled March 4,
1849.
The improvement relates—first, to the insulation of the wires of
electric telegraphs by combining two or more wires between two
fillets of gutta percha or its compounds, whereby they are insulated
from each other, and from surrounding
materials ; secondly, to an apparatus for
suspending wires used in electric tele
graphs, whereby such points of suspension
are rendered inaccessible to wet or danip,
and consequently less liable to any imper
fection in the insulation. The annexed
engraving exhibits a section of the appa
ratus, which consists of an earthenware
support a, having the eye or hook h sus
pended to the centre by a nut c, in the
recess at the top, which is afterwards
filled up with cement d. The cylindrical
projecting part e, has a groove or throat
f, cut round it, by which any water coming
in contact with the outer surface is inter
cepted, preventing its getting access to
the point of suspension ; and it is this throat or groove f, that
constitutes the novel feature in this, the second part of his inven
tion.
I
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SMELTING AND REFINING LEAD ORES.
William Young, plumber, and Henry Burgess Young, en
gineer, of Barnstaple, Devonshire, for "improvements in smelting
and refining lead ores."—Granted August 28, 1848; Enrolled Feb
ruary 28, 1849.
These improvements relate to the condensation of the vapours
which escape from the furnaces employed in the manufacture of
lead from ore, for the purpose of obtaining the litharge and other
oxides, which are carried off mixed with the products of com
bustion.
For this purpose, the flue from the furnace is made
to pass through a steam-boiler flue, so that the waste heat may be
used in generating steam; the flue then opens into a fan, by which
the vapours are projected down the surface of a large closed tank
of water. A great portion of the metallic compound is then mixed
with the water. The vapours next pass from the top of this tank
into another flue, into which there is projected a strong jet of highpressure steam from the boiler above-mentioned. The combined
steam and vapours are then made to pass successively through a
series of chambers, the opening from the one to the other being
through finely-perforated plates of metal. The gravity of the
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particles of oxide is increased by the steam, and thev collect upon
the floors of the chambers. Connected with the large tank of
water there is a smaller cistern placed outside, by which the height
of the water inside the chamber is regulated, and, consequently,
the distance of the surface of the water in the tank from the mouth
of the descending flue can be readily ascertained, and the pressure
be regulated accordingly.
The patentees claim—1st, the employment of a water lute, which
may be regulated by raising or lowering the water in the cistern,
whereby the draught will be regulated, and an economy of fuel
effected.—2ndly, The causing the metallic particles which escape
from the furnace along with the smoke, to pass through water, and
then through finely-perforated plates into vaults filled with steam;
and the condensation and collection of the metallic particles.—
3rdly, Applying these processes in the smelting of lead, for col
lecting white and blue oxide of lead in a paste.—4thly, Causing
the metallic particles, if any, which may remain with the smoke
after the second process, to pass through the body of the furnace,
and again to undergo that process; and a complete collection of
the metallic particles.

DOUBLY TRAPPED WATERCLOSETS.
Combined Patent Self-Acting Pan-and- Valve Doubly-Trapped Waterclosets, suited to every description of Dwelling Houses, Public
Buildings, Hotels, Railway Stations, Hospitals, Asylums, «<ye. Patented by Messrs. Joseph Bunnett and Co., of Lombard-Street, City,
and Deptford, Kent, engineers.
Some time since, we gave our readers the specification of a patent granted to Mr. Bunnett,
for improvements in waterclosets, (see Journal Vol. X., p. 144);—we have much pleasure in
again bringing this subject forward, on account of its great value in the progress of sanitary
reform.
By adopting the principle of his Patent Effluvia Traps, Mr. Bunnett has succeeded in
producing a Self-acting Watercloset, which requires no attention from the person using it.
The supply and force of the water is always efficient and uniform, and cannot be wasted ; no
soil can be left in the basin after use, and an ample supply of water is always secured in the
basin, to form a water lute between that and the syphon trap, thereby effectually preventing
the least smell from rising. All other self-acting waterclosets being only trapped by the
svphon or D traps, a portion of the fouled water is always left exposed in them, liable at
all times to smell, particularly after standing for a day or two.
The improved trap is formed so as to allow a perfectly free passage for the soil, &c, with
an opening at the top of it, the cover of which may be removed and replaced, should any
necessity arise for the same, from anything being either accidentally or wilfully dropped
down the closet.
This improved watercloset appears to us to be veiy simple and durable in its construction,
and cannot get out of order. It is not necessary that the cistern should be placed directly
over the closet, but may be placed at a convenient distance ; and any number of closets can
be supplied from the same cistern.
In the annexed
Referencesengraving,
to Engraving.
A is the sup
ply-box, which may be fixed either within
the cistern, or in any other convenient
situation.
B and C are the inlet and
outlet valves. When the closet is not
in use, the valve B is closed. By the
pressure on the seat the valve B is
opened, and the valve C is closed, and
the supply-box is thereby charged; as
soon as the pressure is removed from
the seat, the valve B is again closed,
and the valve C is opened, and the
ihole
is
-box
aofmoveable
isthe discharged
water
panconfined
or into
trap,
inthe
suspend
thebasin.
sup-

&;
ed on a centre and balanced by E, a
rolling weight, which, on the rush of
water into the basin, instantly rolls to
wards the centre and allows the pan
to fall to its fullest extent, as indi
cated by the dotted lines.
There are several modifications of this
improved watercloset which for want of
space, we are unable to lay before our
readers, but specimens of each may be
seen in action at the office of the paten
tees, Lombard-street, City.
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REVIEWS.
Companion to the Improved Log-Biok for Steam-Vessels.
By
Peter Bobbie, Engineer, &c. Londun, 181-9.
Mr. Borrie's object in publishing this work is to induce owners
of steam-vessels to adopt a uniform method of keeping a correct
account of the hourly performance of the engines of their vessels,
and of the expenditure of fuel, tallow, &c. The log proposed by
him appears to be well adapted for the purpose he has in view, but
we think its utility might be extended if every sea-going steamvessel were furnished with an "Indicator" and "Counter;" and
that it be the duty of the principal engineer to attach daily an in
dicator-card to the log; and the reading of the counter be given
hourly, instead of the number of strokes per minute, in the log.
If the counter be kept under lock-and-key, it could not be tam
pered with, and the commander of the vessel might at any time
check the engineer's log. The columns in Mr. Borrie's log of the
dimensions of the propeller or paddle-wheels may be omitted, as
those dimensions are of course constant, and known to the owners
as well as any other part of the engines or vessel. The book conhtins likewise instructions to engineers on the duties they have to
attend to in inspecting and managing the several parts of a steamengine, the boilers, and propellers, all of which will be found to be
extremely useful.

Digest of Evidence taken before a Committee of the. House of Com
mons appointed to inquire into the Agricultural Customs of England
and Wales in respect of Tenant Right. By William Shaw and
Henry Corbett. London: Joseph Rogerson, 1849.
Engineering in connection with Farming is daily becoming a
most important branch of the profession : not only does the drain
age of the land form an essential department of the engineer's
duty, but also the adaptation of machinery to the wants of the
farmer ; the formation of roads, the construction of suitable build
ings, and many other departments of the farm. It is therefore
necessary that the engineer should be well acquainted with what is
tenant-right, in order that he may advise both the landlord and
tenant how far they will be justified in going to the expense of
improvements and alterations of farming property.
The tenant farmer is greatly indebted to Mr. Shaw for the very
able manner in which he has at all times most perseveringly advo
cated his rights, and we hope by continued exertions the important
question will be finally adjusted during the present session of par
liament.
Mr. Shaw and his coadjutor have favoured us in the digest of
evidence before us with a very good insight into the mode of farm
ing in different parts of England,—and which is of the more value,
as it is the evidence of many of the leading farmers, land-owners,
and valuers of England and Scotland.

Reference Hook to the Incorporated Railway Companies of the
United Kingdom. By Henry Glynn. London: Weale, 1849.
Our indefatigable correspondent, Mr. Henry Glynn, has here
produced a work of great labour, showing in a brief form all the
particulars of each railway—whether of interest to engineers or
shareholders. It contains some information not to be found else
where.

Plan of the Parish of Claplmm in the County of Surrey, 1819. By
Messrs. A. & R. Bland, Surveyors.
This survey appears to have been verv accurately made, and laid
down with great care. A few more publications like this will show
to government that the civil surveyors are quite equal to under
take the survey of the metropolis, without calling in the aid of
the military, as was lately done by the Commissioners of Sewers,
—a proceeding which, we contend, was most unconstitutional.

The Patent Gutta-Percha Company's Pattern- Book of Ornanients.
Here we have another material brought to the aid of the archi
tect, and which, from the specimens before us, appears to be ad
mirably adapted for ornamental work of ceilings, cornices, pictureframes, and other purposes to which plaster and papier-mache have
hitherto been applied. The gutta-percha ornaments appear to be
got up sharper than those of paper.
The designs set lorth in the
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pattern-book before us are well selected, and possess considerable
freedom in the outline; and we hope the company will not be
induced to follow the too prevailing taste of the day, in adopting
French ornanients.

Remarks on the Improvement of Tittid Rivers, illustrated by Refer
ence to works executed on the Toy, Ribble, Forth, Lime, and other
rivers. By David Stevenson, C.E. Second Edition. Loudon:
Weale, 1849.
Mr. Stevenson has in this book entered upon a subject of groat
professional interest, and we mean therefore to call the attention
of our readers to it in a future number.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Feb. 19.—Sydney Smirke, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
A paper was read by Mr. C. Barry, jun., descriptive of "a mode of Con
structing Malleable Iron Fire-Proof Flooring," recently patented by Mr.
Beardmore.
Mr. Barry described the experiments made by Mr. Beardmore, the result
of which was the form of construction patented by him. This consists of a
mere beam of sheet-iron of a reversed T form having top and bottom
flanges ; the latter being connected with plates of the same material, on
which is laid concrete or other incompressible material, which keeps the
beams in their vertical position, and thereby brings into action their full
power to resist compression. The advantages of the materials employed are
their perfect fire-proof character, their non-liability to disintegration on ex
posure to fierce flame, and the fact of their cohesion not being destroyed by
sudden cooling; while the mode of construction is less expensive than the
usual combination of brick arches and cast-iron girders, and occupies much
less space between the ceiling and the floor line.
Some remarks were made by Mr. T. H. Wyatt "on the Church of
St. Andrew, at Greensted, Essex," lately restored by himself and Mr. Bra' don.
The interest attached to this little church arises from the material em
ployed in its construction, from its undoubted antiquity, and from the strong
evidence that exists of its having been originally buiit for the reception of
the corpse of St. Edmund on its return from London to Bury St. Edmunds
in the year 1013. The inclosing walls of the nave are formed of rough half
oak trees, averaging about 12 inches by 6 inches, and about 6 feet high, in
cluding the sills and plates : from all appearances this is the original struc
ture. The east end timbers were doubtless removed to make way for the red
brick chancel erected about the beginning of Henry the Eighth's reign; and
thus there remains no evidence as to whether the original form of the church
was a parallelogram—or if an apse was at the eastern termination, as was so
prevalent in the early churches. At the western end is a tower, also of tim
ber, erected at the beginning of the seventeenth century, and in which is a
bell bearing the following inscription: "William Sand made mee, 1C1S."
Mr. Wyatt described fully the construction of the roof and other parts; and
in conclusion stated, in regard to the restoration, that those portions which
from their completely decayed state had necessarily been removed had been
replaced timber for timber.
March 5.—T. Bellamy, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
A paper was read " On the probable Form and Design of the Tempi* of
Solomon at Jerusalem." By E. I'Anson, Jun.
Mr. I'Anson alluded to the numerous and unsatisfactory conclusions of the
various authors who have written on this subject or attempted to make de
signs for the restoration of the building in question ; and also to the circum
stance of its still occupying the attention of the curious,—as no less than
eighteen works on the subject have been recently advertised in a Germtn
catalogue.
tian
style of He
architecture
describes itsthan
restoration
of that asof partaking
Greece,—as
more
has ofbeen
a Tyro-Egvpsuggested
by the late Mr. Wilkins, in his Preface to " The Antiquities of Magtu
Graicia."
In the discussion which ensued it was suggested that the discoveries at
Nineveh might eventually throw much light on the subject, and assist in
explaining the description of the temple given in Kings and Chronicle*. In
support of an opinion expressed that the architecture of the Egyptian* «si
known in Syria, it was mentioned that the monument cut in the fock of the
Narh El Kelb, on the coast beyond Tyre, was of the best style of Egvptun
art and of a period anterior to the time of Solomon ; and thai hitl-erta
there had not been discovered in Syria any monument of Greek art of this,
period to support the theory of the Grecian Doric temple having formed Ue
model for that at Jerusalem.
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Fib. 13.— J. Field, Esq., President, in the Chair.
The paper read was " On the Coal Field of South Wales," by Mr.
Joshua Richardson, M. Inst. C.B.
Mr. Richardson commenced by enforcing the necessity for an unbounded
supply of fuel for the export trade, the manufactures, and the domestic uses
of Great Britain, and enumerating various sources from whence that supply
was at present, and might be in future obtained ; giving, at the same time,
the various and discordant opinions of eminent authorities as to the prelumed duration of that supply from the several mineral districts of which
the extent was now ascertained. This was variously stated by different au
thorities at between 200 years and 1700 years; but Mr. Richardson ven
tured to assert that, in spite of the increasing demand for home consumption,
and an augmenting export trade— amounting, at present, to upwards of six
millions of tons annually—when the coal field of South Wales should be
brought into full work, the duration of the supply was beyond calculation.
The area of this coal field alone he estimated, from actual survey, to be
1,055 square miles, embracing all qualities, from extremely bituminous coal
to pure anthracite. The various veins, and their several thickness, were
fully described, with examples of their quality, and analyses of them chemi.
rally, with their practical evaporating powers— showing that there existed
i">-t seams or veins of coal, having an aggregate thickness of 190 feet.
Tone veins were described to be so situated as to be easily worked by adits
nr levels, and by pits of slight depth ; and thus the cost at the mouth of
the levels varied from Is. 2d. to 3s. lid, per ton — giving a mean of about
2a, 10d\ per ton. The means of transport to the ports of Cardiff, Newport,
ami Swansea, although at present inefficient, were daily improving, and en
abled the coal to be shipped at about the same rates as the coal in the Tyi.e
and the Wear. The actual annual consumption was shown to be —
In the Iron works of South Wales
1,500.000 tons
The copper, works
:(oo,0"0 „
The tio-plateand other works
300,000 „
In agricultural and domestic uses
l.d'io.uuo „
Exports
1,800,000 „
Total
4,500,000 tons
The nseful and evaporative qualities of the various veins were carefully
investigated, and it was shown, in a table of relative evaporative values, that
1 ib. of Welsh coal will evaporate
91b. of water
7$
„
1 lb. of Newcastle and Vorkahire coal
1 lb. of Lancashire coal
7
„
1 lb. of Scotch cuai
6
„
And it followed, that if
s.

d.

Welsh coal was worth
Newcastle and Yorkshire was worth
Lanci shire

20 u per ton
16 8
„
15 6J ,,

Scotch

13 4
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very sluggish, and even at times oscillated to and fro, instead of regularly
travelling onwards in an uninterrupted current. This was so much the
case, that the colliers employed fans to drive the gas from them into the
proper channels. Great negligence appeared to have existed, both in the
general system of working, and in the use of the Davy lamps, which were
frequently used without the wire-gauze guards. The usual state of the
mine could not be judged of by an inspection after the accident, as all the
falls and incumbrances had been removed, the destroyed doors and stoppings
had been well replaced, and general precautions had been adopted, which
evidently had not previously existed ; but there still remained evidences of
want of precautionary measures. Candles and open lamps had been con
stantly used, although the general fiery character of the mine was notorious;
and, after the explosion, two Davy lamps were found, without their wiregauze guards.
The temperature in various parts of the mine was so near that of the exter
nal atmosphere, that it was evident spontaneous ventilation could not have
proceeded regularly ; and it was shown, that the slightest change of the
density of tl.e air, even from the sun breaking out, would have suffijed to
render stagnant the whole system of ventilation; especially as the furnace,
which should have accelerated the current by exhaustion, had been allowed
to fall into a ruinous condition, and had seldom been used, and the velocity
of the current had rarely exceeded 5 feet per second, which was totally in
adequate to supply the requisite quantity of air for such an extent of work
ings. The cause of the accident was, therefore, very apparent, and might
be attributed to a want of a general good system of ventilation, permitting
accumulations of gas and fire-damp, and the careless use of open lights, or
unserviceable Davy lamps; and the consequence of this was the sudden
death of 20 men, and several horses, with great injury to the mine.
The
means of prevention were, evidently, a complete revision of the system of
ventilation—the enlarging of the air-course to uniform and adequate di
mensions—the proper division of the air into several columns — the con
struction of proper doors and stoppings in convenient positions— strict
regulations for the use of Davy lamps, or other means of lighting, and
better general superintendence, by educated men, who would enforce pre
cautionary measures. Due credit was given to the proprietors for their
anxiety to afford every means of inspection, and for adopting all suggestions
calculated to prevent the recurrence of such an event ; and it was stated
that they bad since erected one of Mr. Price Struve's ventilating apparatus,
of the working of which an account was promised in a future communication.
In the discussion which ensued, the various systems of working and of ven
tilation, in all parts of England, were noticed; and it was shown that, in
general, every means was adopted to prevent accidents ; but that, up to the
present time, the mines in the west were not as well managed as those in
the north, or the midland district. Every day, however, introduced better
measures and better men, of education, for carrying into effect the most ap
proved systems, and that, as the mines became more extensively worked, so
these accidents would, and did, become less frequent,

„

Tii? coals of Staffordshire and Derbyshire were not taken into considera
tion, because they were used chiefly for the consumption by home manufac
turers.—From these, and other statements, and from extracts from Sir
Henry de la Beche and Dr. Lyon Playfair's able Report on Steam Coal for
the Navy (see Journal, Vol. XI., 1848, p. 273), it was shown, that the Welsh
coal excelled all others for steam purposes, and for almost all uses to which
it was applied ; and that, when all other sources of supply had diminished,
or had failed, the prosperity of the manufactures and the commerce of
Great Britain might be maintained for ages by the coal field of South Wales.
A very animated discussion ensued, in which several eminent engineers
and chemists reasoned upon the statements in the paper, and the contested
questions of the evaporative powers of different fuels.
Feb. 20.—The paper read was " On the Explosion of Fire-damp which
xcurred in the Eagletbush or Eskyn Colliery, Neath, South Wales, on the
1'Uh of March, 1848," by Mr. Joshua Richardson, M. Inst. C.E.
This paper first detailed the frequency of these occurrences in some parts
of South Wales, and more particularly in this colliery, where the tender and
i" li'.c nature of the coal peculiarly induced in the working, or excavation,
the formation of fire-damp and explosive gas. This bad been shown ex
perimentally by Sir Humphrey Davy, when, on breaking up large coal under
water, he collected a quantity of fire-damp at the surface.
It then gave a description of the colliery workings ; the state of the mine
before the explosion occurred ; the condition in which it was found at the
time of the inspection, a fortnight after the accident; the probable causes
of the catastrophe, and the best known means of preventing a recurrence of
such events. The seam of coal was described as being about 4 feet in
thickness, of a highly bituminous and friable nature, and worked by an indined adit or entrance, with a main gallery, whence the stalls were wotked
on cither side— horses being employed to draw out the coal in trams, which
were conveyed direct to the vessels in which it was shipped for exportation,
to the extent of 30,000 tons annually. The ventilation was effected by a
uown-rast and an up-cast shaft, between which an air-course was arranged,
so as to extend throughout the active workings, with a chimney at the exit,
through which the air should have been expedited by a furnace, which,
however, had been rarely lighted ; and the air-course, which was 1 mile and
'■> furlongs in length, was in places of unequal and inadequate areas, so that,
'» certain states of the external atmosphere, the air in the mine became

Feb. 27, & March 6.—The paper read was " On Fire Proof Buildings," by
Mr. James Uraidwood, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
After alluding to the paper by Mr. Fairbairn, on the construction of
buildings of this description, (see Journal, Vol. X., 1847, p. laG), the
author proceeded to analyse the evidence as to the capability exhibited
by cast and wrought iron beams for sustaining weights, where they were ex
posed to any extreme changes of temperature. He then demonstrated, by a
collection of specimens of metal from buildings that had been destroyed by
fire, that occasionally the temperature in the conflagration of large buildings
rose almost to the melting point of cast-iron, and that, even in a small fire,
beams and columns of cast iron would be so affected by the heat and jets of
water upon them, that they would probably be destroyed, and sometimes
cause a fearful loss of life; as in many of the so-called fire-proof ware
houses of the city, a number of persons employed on the premises slept in
tbe upper floors, and, if the lower beams gave way, the whole would he
dragged down suddenly ; whereas timber beams resisted fire some time, and
allowed time for the inmates to escape. The firemen, also, were liable to
more danger from the same circumstance as tbe only chance of extinguish
ing fires was to send them into tbe buildings with the branches and waterhose ; but where there was such evident danger, the men were forbidden to
enter, and limited their efforts to restraining tbe spreading of the fire.
Another point which the author considered had not been sufficiently
insisted on, was the derangement of tbe brickwork by the expansion of the
iron beams at high temperatures, and its sudden contraction on the applica
tion of cold water ; and, also, from the mortar becoming completely pul
verised by the excessive heat —instances of which have been known to
occur.
The following were the principles on which Mr. Fairbairn proposed to
construct fire-proof buildings: —
1. The whole of the buildings to be composed of incombustible materials,
such as iron, stone, or brick.
2. That every opening or crevice communicating with the external atmosplure be kept closed.
3. An isolated stone or iron staircase to be attached to every story, and
to be furnished with a line of water-pipes communicating with the maius in
the street.
4. The different warehouses to be divided by strong partition walls, and
no more openings to be made than are absolutely necessary,
17
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5. That the iron columns, beAtns, and hrick arches he of a strength suffi
cient not only to support a continuous dead pressure, but also to resist the
force of impact to which they are subject.
Lastly. That in order to prevent the columns from being melted, a current
of cold-air be introduced into the hollow of the columns from an arched
tunnel under the floors.
Mr. Braidwood argued that there could be no doubt, if the second princi
ple could be enforced, a fire would go out of itself ; but it was very doubtful
if the object was not defeated by carelessness in leaving a door or window
open just at the time when a fire occurred. The fifth principle showed that
Mr. Fail bairn bad not laid sufficient stress on the loss of strength to the iron
consequent on an increase of temptrature; and the last principle, it was
thought, would not be likely to answer the purpose, as a specimen of li
inch cast-iron pipe, on being heated in the centre, with both ends open, and
a current of air passing through it, gave way, on one end being held in a
vice and the other pulled with slight force by the hand, after an exposure of
only four minutes in the fire.
For these reasons and others, the author submitted that large buildings,
containing considerable quantities of combustible goods, and constructed on
the usual system, were not practically fire-proof; and that the only con
struction which would render such buildings safe, would be groined brick
arches, supported by pillars of the same material laid in cement. The author
was also of opinion, that the loss by fire would be much reduced if ware
houses were built of a more moderate size, and completely separated from
each other by strong party-walls, instead of being constructed in immense
ranges, into which, when fire once penetrated, it set at defiance all efforts to
extinguish it.
In the discussion which ensued, the accuracy of Mr. Braidwood's general
statements was fully accorded ; and it was generally acknowledged, that the
principles upon which many buildings, particularly dwellings, were con
structed, were very erroneous. It was argued, that even with the ordinary
materials, if attention was paid to filling in the partitions and ceilings, as
practised in France, and mentioned in Professor Hosking's book on the con
struction of buildings, using slate or stone for the stairs, as from its present
cheapness might be done, taking care to support the steps properly, a fire
would spread very slowly, and would allow ample time for the escape of the
inhabitants. Beardmore's, Fox and Barrett's, and Nasmyth's new systems
of flooring, were all alluded to ; as was Mr. P. Fairbairn's fire-proof dwellinghouse at Leeds. Chubb's, Marr's, and other fire-proof safes were advan
tageously mentioned, and were shown to have effectually preserved the
deeds within them in the most intense conflagrations.
March 13.—The paper read was "A description of the Camden Station
of the London and North- Western Railway." By Mr. R. B. Dockray,
M. Inst. C.E.
In the first design of the railway, in 1833, thia station was intended for
the aole terminus of the line, and, after much discussion, thirty acres of
ground were purchased, although that quantity was considered preposterously
large. A very short time demonstrated the necessity for the establishment
of the Euston Station solely for passengers ; and fourteen acres were there
secured, and ultimately covered with buildings. The whole station at
Camden was then devoted to goods and cattle ; and, although in the original
design great care waa taken to anticipate the wants of the traffic, yet such
has been the rapid development of the railway system, that in the space of
ten years it has proved necessary to sweep away almost every vestige of the
original constructions, and entirely to remodel the station. These changes
have been partly produced by the increase in the goods' traffic, which was
first undertaken by the great carriers, who built large warehouses on the
company's land. The whole system has, however, been reformed, and the
company do all that business, and are responsible to the public for the due
performance.
As the increase of the traffic progressed, the trains in the sidings fre
quently became of such length as to cause danger to the passenger trains ;
it, therefore, became necessary to alter the whole disposition; which has
been so done, as now to give a length of double line of 2,500 feet, for the
goods' wagons only, entirely clear of the main line.
Another reason for the alterations was the demand by the public for a
more rapid rate of travelling : this demanded heavier and larger engines,
and necessitated wider buildings and larger turn-tables ; in fact, everything
required to be remodelled ;—and the results of all these changes were
shown in detail in the paper and the illustrating drawings.
The circular engine-house, 160 feet diameter, to contain twenty-four
engines and tender, with a central turn-table, 41 feet in diameter, and an
iron roof, was excellently described ; as were also the other engine-houses,
stores, warehouses, sheds, Ac, with their appurtenances; and among the
external works, the new wrought-iron bridge, at Chalk-farm, on Mr. R.
Stephenson's box-girder principle, and the wooden lattice-bridge over the
Regent's canal.
. .
The supply of water for the locomotive engines waa then treated of at
some length, and exhibited some curious anomalies. The only water that
could originally be used was taken from wells at Tring and at Watford ; an
attempt was, however, made to obtain a supply at Camden Station, first
from the Regent's canal, and then by sinking a well down 145 feet into the
chalk, or to a total depth of 300 feet below Trinity high-water mark. The
water from the sand stratum was excluded, and although only that from the
chalk was pumped up, which ought to luve possessed the same qualities as
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the water at Tring and Watford, derived also from the chalk, yet it wu
found to cause the locomotive to " prime," or flush water through toe
cylinders, with the steam, to such an extent as to seriously impede the pro
gress of the trains. This was shown, by analysis, to arise from the excess
of carbonate of soda contained in thia well water, which there was an entire
absence of in the waters of the wells at Tring and at Watford.
The well, therefore, became useless for the engines, but the water was so
excellent for household and other purposes, that it has been employed for
the general uses of the Station, and for the hotels and housea belonging to
the company.
Some idea of the extent of the Station was given by the statement, that
the length of single line of railway, exclusive of the main lines, exceeded
twelve miles. There were 112 sets of points, 196 turn-plates, and 110 cranes,
varying in power from li tons to 20 tons. The area of goods' sheds was
upwards of 135,000 superficial feet, and that of the platforms waa 30,000
feet.
The annual consumption of gas exceeded 6,000,000 cubic feet.
The discussion that ensued turned chiefly on the causes of the excess of
alkalinity in the water at that spot, and it was suggested that it might be
owing to the rapid filtration of surface water through a crevice in the chalk
upon which that well had been sunk ; and as a cure for the " priming," it
was suggested to try a minute quantity of sulphuric acid to neutralise the
alkali. There appeared, however, to be a question whether the water from
the green sand waa really completely excluded.
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" On a Method of Making Flint Glass for Optical purposes." By Mr.
William Cooper, glass manufacturer, Aberdeen.
Mr. Cooper, in bis communication, states as a known fact, that " crown
glass," a manufacture peculiar to this country, answers very well for optical
purposes ; but hitherto there has been great difficulty in obtaining suitable
flint glass of a uniform density, and free from striae, wreathes, &c ; and this
may be attributed to the excise restrictions formerly altogether preventing,
by heavy penalties, the necessary trials being made to produce a suitable
glass, and hence we were driven to France and Switzerland for a supply,
where no obstacles exist in the way of making it. The mixture given by
Mr. Cooper was stated to produce a glass suitable for optical purposes ; and
the excise restrictions being removed, and being possessed of materials and
every other facility for making it equally good, it is expected that the
manufacture of optical glass will be perfected in thia country.
The following recipes are given by Mr. Cooper for making good optical
flint glass :—
Sand, well washed, dried, and sifted ..
Oxide of lead
Purine'] caibonate of potash
Saltpetre
Cullet
15 to

091b.
60
16
3'5
20

The specific gravity of this glass is 3*568, and of ordinary density.
heavier glass is obtained by altering the proportions thus :—
Sand
Oxide of lead
Purified carbonate of potash
Saltpetre
Cullet

A

C01h.
63
1-1
3'2S
20

The specific gravity of this glass is 3'628. In both caaea the cullet must
be of the same kind of glass.
Before disposing of this communication, the Secretary was instructed to
write to Mr. Cooper to send specimens of optical glass made after thoe
recipes, or to communicate the names of opticians who had used the same
and found it good.
" Statements regarding the American Sate- Gin. for separating the seed
from the Cotton Fibres ; and as to the practicability of applying SteamPower to the Roller-Gin : and Description and Drawings of a Steam-Poutr
Roller-Gin." By Robert Bdrn, Esq., Edinburgh.
After describing Whitney's Saw-Gin, and assigning the alteration of cli
mate as the cause of the failure to introduce it into the East and West
Indies, Mr. Burn, in explanation of the above-mentioned model, pointed out
that the application of steam-power to this, the only kind of gin adapted
for the cotton of those countries, was mainly wanting to reduce the price of
their produce to that of America, and, by an increased supply, to place the
cotton trade in safer foundation, and more secure againat the 'growing com
petition of the United States.
'
"
In support of this hypothesis, Mr. Bum adduced the past history of the
cotton trade,
chanical
science
andand
theskill,
transfer
in the
of application
it from theof East
steam-power
Indies to toBritain
the spinninebv roewhee and power.loom, which at first was slow, but sure in its progress. In
the United States, this mechanical skill is now carried to as hiafh a nitch
and by the invention of the Saw-Gin they are in advance of us, as no
similar machine has yet been adapted to the cotton of any of the British
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" Description and Drawing of a New Hydraulic Locomotive and Railway."
By Mr. Dam el Ek.sk.ine, plumber and gas-fitter, Clerk Street, Edinburgh.
This locomotive is constructed on a principle altogether different from
any other hitherto invented. It resembles the present locomotive only as to
the frame-work, while the top resembles a stage coach. The propelling
power is water, turning an overshot-wheel. fitted in an air-tight case in the
centre of the carriage; the water is supplied by a syphon, fixed to the loco
motive, and dipping into the trough of water after-mentioned. Mr. Erskine
showed experimentally that the syphon will do its work, although moving
through the water at the rate of 60 miles an hour, and even at greater
speed. The syphon is supplied with water from a trough of cast-iron sup
ported over the railway, and having a longitudinal division from end to end
open at the top, capable of being heated to prevent the water from freezing
in winter. It is to be supplied with locks to answer the gradients of the
railway. Toe locomotive opens and shuts the locks in travelling along the
line, and the surplus water is conducted into a narrow trough between the
two lines of rails, and is allowed to run waste, or used for purposes of irri
gation.

BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.
Sir—In answer to your obliging communication as to the time for receiv
ing papers, I beg leave to say that my reply to Sir John Rennie's statement
on the subject of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, will occupy a considerable
space; and, as I wish to illustrate the subject by some diagrams or drawings,
I cannot be in time for the next number of your excellent Journal. I have
been from home, and did not see Sir John Rennie's statement till my return.
May 1 request the favour of your inserting this note in next number?
I remain, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
Edinburgh, Starch 14, 1849.
Alan Stevenson.

DEEP DRAINING.
[The subject of draining connected with agricultural purposes
has now become an important branch of the duties of the civil
engineer, which induces us to give at length the following valuable
paper from the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of Engiir«/.]
On the Failure of Deep Draining on certain strong Clay Subsoils,
with a few Remarks on the Injurious Effect of sinking the Water too
far below the Roots of Plants in very Porous, Alluvial, and Peaty
Soils. By William Bullock Webster.
As I find the system of very deep draining (4 and 5 feet) on
strong clay-subsoils is looked upon by many of our members as a
practice altogether new, and one likely to lead to very advanta
geous results, I think it of importance to call their attention to
facts which have come under my own notice or which I have col
lected from others, and which will be found strongly in opposition
to such views. Before I do so, however, as I find that the part I
have taken in discussions on this question has led to erroneous
impressions respecting my opinions on the subject of draining
generally, and as I not unfrequently see myself classed among the
'"shallow drainers," I wish to set myself right with the agricultural
public, and to have it distinctly understood that I am not a parti
san of either faction—am not a deep, a shallow, or a medium
drainer; but consider each of the several practices exclusively ad
vocated by various zealous experimentalists proper to be applied
in individual cases. It would greatly simplify medical art, could
we find one mode of cure adapted to evey constitution and every
disease; but though we hear such vaunted, I have no faith in
anything professing so much. For deep draining I am strongly an
advocate on soils injured by under-water; and on spongy, and
some porous soils; but am opposed to the practice of going to a
greater depth than 3 feet upon the very strong clay-subsoils, where
the injury is not from under-water, but from rain. To guide me
in forming that judgment I have had extensive opportunities of
observation, which have led me to the strong conviction that this
practice is not advisable—first, because (after a time) the water
will not find its way to the drains at all; secondly, because if it
does so its percolation is usually so slow as not to free the ground
from moisture with sufficient readiness to insure the full benefit
for agricultural purposes; and thirdly, because even when the per
colation is more rapid an effective drainage cannot be accomplished
with the drains placed at intervals so wide as to compensate for
the extra expense of sinking them to the increased depth. In
cases which have come under my notice where the experiments
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have been tried, I have seen that the land between deep drains at
wide intervals was not in so perfect a state for cultivation as that
between drains of more moderate depth placed at less distances.
The cost of cutting an additional foot deep is very considerable ;
in many cases it would double the outlay upon digging1. I must
observe here that, even among those soils which we class together
as strong clays, the conditions arising from local positions and
their chemical components are so various, that they cannot all be
placed in one category as to the facility or resistance they offer to
the percolation of water. Again, in the case of fine rich grass
land on the alluvial, and therefore more pervious soils, 1 condemn
the practice of sinking drains to depths of 4 and 5 feet, as render
ing the ground too dry for the roots of grasses—and exposing
them to suffer severely in seasons of continued drought. The
same objection is applicable, and perhaps in a still stronger de
gree, to moss or peat lands, excepting where they are thickly
covered or mixed with some heavier material, such as clay or
marl, that has a tendency to retain the moisture. The system of
draining deeply in all these instances has not the novelty claimed
for it by its modern advocates, but has been tried years since in
many parts of England and abandoned because it was found sig
nally to fail.
Since Elkington, indeed, first drew attention to the full im
portance of draining, a vast number of experiments have been
tried upon all the geological formations of this island; and could
we but have before us a fair statement of the entire results, we
should be furnished, I believe, with sufficient data for our future
guidance.
Almost every system that has in turn been introduced has been
attended in some cases with success, and thus has found advo
cates, and had a fictitious importance for a time attached to it:
each one has, on the other hand, in some cases failed; nor is it
reasonable to expect like results where conditions are totally dif
ferent.
The prevailing custom until lately was, no doubt, to put in
drains much too shallow. I am perfectly aware of the importance
of permitting the water to filtrate through a sufficient depth of
soil, to leave its valuable properties behind; I know that, under
the old system, shallow draining in some cases did harm by carry
ing away too rapidly the soluble parts of the manure. But whilst
it is well to avoid the errors of our predecessors it is advisable to
exercise caution lest we fall into mistakes of an opposite kind.
A system of drainage can only be tested by its results in quantity
and quality of produce, and its permanent efficiency only by the
observation of these results through a series of years; for in some
cases deep draining has appeared to answer, in the first and second
years after laying down the tiles, but has subsequently proved
wholly inefficient. The drains upon examination have been dis
covered to be unimpeded, but the water has ceased to find its way
down to them.
We have scarcely had time yet since the re-introduction of
deep draining upon those soils to which my objections apply, to
be able to determine the permanent value even of experiments
which are apparently attended with success.
Conclusions are
drawn much too hastily; and in this, as in other matters, persons
of sanguine minds generalise upon very inconclusive data. If
water is found to run from pipes laid 4 or 5 feet deep the triumph
of deep draining is considered complete; the true test, however,
is not in the water thrown off, but in the condition in which the
soil is left for agricultural purposes. The real object in draining
should be to put the land in such a condition that all the rain
which falls should do good, or at least do no harm; and this first
requisite held primarily in view the problem next in importance
is to effect this with the nicest adjustment of present and future
economy.
Error in new systems is quickly propagated. The person who
has reduced theory to practice with real or imaginary success, is
proud of his sagacity and ready to proclaim it: he, on the con
trary, who has failed, is by no means anxious to call the attention
of the world to his mistakes. In our medical journals may be
seen weekly accounts of remarkable cures just completed: the
members of the therapeutic art do not bring forward with equal
eagerness their cases of remarkable homicide. Perhaps, there
fore, while so many successf ll experiments in deep drainage are
being pressed upon the public with enthusiasm, I shall not be
doing ill service in turning to the other side of the account, and
showing that "profit and loss" in the drainage-ledger should have
entries as well in the debtor as creditor side. 1 have for some
time devoted much attention to the subject, with a mind open to
conviction and an anxious desire to arrive at truth. I have
visited and conducted draining operations on almost every geo17*
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logical formation of this country; I have also been in communi
cation with many of the first agriculturists, who have been drain
ing for years soils of every description, both deep and shallow.
On my own farm (of about 200 acres) I have tried various ex
periments. In one field I took equal quantities of land to test
the deep against the shallow plan ; the soil, a strong brick earth.
On part I sunk the drains 4 to 5 feet deep, and placed them at
intervals of 40 feet; upon the other portion the drains were
21 feet apart, and only 2 feet deep. This depth of 2 feet is less than
1 should have adopted for the regular drainage of the field, but I
wished to try extremes against each other. On the deep drains I
returned the clay, as the advocates for the deep system state that
all water enters from below. These operations were effected last
year and during the past winter. The water has been constantly
standing between the deep drains, as it is at this time, 29th April;
whilst the shallow-drained portion has been in a comparatively
dry and healthy state. To this experiment, indeed, I can attach
no great importance, as it has been made only lately, and the
results may in some measure be different in another year; yet
upon other portions of my land I have drains not exceeding
30 inches, which have acted perfectly for years. In another field
I put some deep drains, and returned the clay on the tiles, and
found in the spring, when 1 wanted to roll the wheat with
Crosskill's clod-crusher, that on that portion of the field the land
was not nearly so dry, and the soil stuck to the roller. I may
mention here that a railway cutting through my farm 18 feet
deep, drains no more land on each side of it than a drain 3 feet
deep.
A neighbour of mine, the Rev. E. Tunson, of Woodlands, had
several deep drains put on his farm many years ago. These drains
continued open, but ceased to act, and the land above them be
came so wet that it had to be re-drained. The same may be seen
on the estate of H. Holloway, Esq., at Marchwood; and also the
Park at Norris Castle, Isle of Wight, where, though thousands
have been expended in deep drains for springs, the soil being re
tentive, surface-draining is more wanted. This would not have
been the case had the soil been of a porous nature: it arose from
the fact that the water could not percolate through the clay-bed
to the required depth. I found numerous other deep drains quite
unobstructed, yet the land about them so wet that we did not
know it had been drained; for instance, at Thornhill, near South
ampton. And 1 remember Lord Portman telling me of a similar
instance on an estate of his near Blandford.
I wish to point to cases of the failure of deep drains, under
those circumstances in which I have expressed myself opposed to
their use, in many parts of England, and on various geological
formations; and I may as well, therefore, arrange them in some
thing of geographical order.
From Hampshire, then, we will
turn eastward and pass into Kent. We have heard much on the
deep-draining on the weald-clay;—like most other clays it varies
greatly in its nature; in some' places it is of a very tenacious
character on the surface, but as you dig into it, instead of becom
ing stronger it becomes milder. In this case your drain may have
a freer flow of water at 4 feet than at 2 or 3"; because the water
having, by however slow a process, percolated through the super
incumbent mass, does not meet with a more retentive bed of clay
at 2 or 3 feet, as on other soils; but in other parts of the weald
the arrangement will be found which is common with the clays of
the London Basin— the oolite and lias. The section of the ground
will then present soils in the following order:—
Surface.
The ploughed soil.
A soil partaking of the character of the superincumbent cultivated
earth and of the strong clay beneath, and which will admit of percolation.
A bed of tenacious clay, not full of water, but almost impervious, being
the cause of the wetness of ihe land, raiu-waler not going into it.
In this case the water will be found just above the tenacious
clay, and it is a great error in draining to go deeper into this
than to bury your tile or pipe with safety, unless this mass of
retentive clay is within a foot or two of the surface; then place
your drain 30 inches or 3 feet, filling that portion in the retentive
clay with some porous material, such as a grass sod or soil, for
the purpose of at any future time deepening your soil by subsoil
ploughing, trenching, &c. In proof that deep draining will not
in all cases answer" upon the weald clay, I quote the following
letter:—
Stnplrhunt, January 30, 1847.
Dear Sir,— In reply to your favour of the 25th insl., 1 beg to say that
Ihe laud in my occupation is for the most part very stiff, »et, and flat,
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consequently subjected frequently to serious injury from wet season., to
obviate which I have been draining about 200 acres on the farm upon
which I reside, besides small quantities of other farms, perhaps altogether
rather more than 300 acres, nearly the whole of which has been done oo
the clay soils of the Weald of Kent. I commenced by going 2J feet deep,
and found it answer my expectations fully. Subsequent to this an opinion
began
ficial fortoour
be clays
entertained
; many that
advocated
deeperit drains
and adopted
would be
it. mnch
some ofmore
which
beoe-ii
said to have been successful, although I must confess 1 have never myself
been an eye-witness to a single case in which deep draining has been suc
cessful upon wet stiff clays. Although my employment as a land ageot
and valuer gives me the greates tpossible opportunity for observation, tie
geneial prevalence of the opinion induced me to go a little deeper than
before, and in one field of between 6 and 7 acres, at the earnest request
of my deep-draining friends, I put in the drains near 4 feet deep and
S3 feet apart four years ago (this was in 1843): in consequence of the
stiffness of the soil, being nearly all strong clay, it proved an entire failure;
and I have this winter drained it a^ain about 30 inches deep, and am fully
persuaded that depth in land like mine is much the best, being wet from
the rain that falls upon it, and not subject to springs. I have no doubt
the water would after a time pass down to the deeper drain ; but it would
do great injury before doing so. I should recommend deep drains upon
porous soils and land subject to springs, but on those soils on which then:
are no springs, which are wet from rain that falls on them only, and ire
not
4 orporous,
5 feet, as
it issome
nextcontend
to madness,
for. in Yours,
my opinion,
Sec, to drain
William
them deep—mj
Baknu.
W. B. Webster, Esq., &c, &c.
Turning northward, we will pause at Norfolk to record the
opinion, upon the subject of draining deep upon strong clay, of
one of the best farmers in that county, Charles Etheredge, Esq.,
of Sturston, Harleston. He writes thus: —
You know all round my ln-tn > land here 1 have ditches from 3J lo
5 feet deep, and such ditches are general throughout Ihe same land in
Norfolk and Suffolk, on farms well cultivated, and they are generally kept
clean with a free access for the water. Still we find it necessary wh--n
our drains are parallel to these ditches, to make them not exceeedmj
22£ feet apart from them. I do not mean to say that if drains 3J to 4 feet
deep were put 40 feet apart on these soils, the centre between the tvto
would not be improved by them. 1 think it would, but certainly in a
much less degree than if tbey were 22 feet apart and 30 inches deep; and
there would be another great objection on clay interspersed with flint and
chalk boulders in the digging. 1 find that after 2) feet of soil has been
removed, the next 14 to 16 inches have cost 6d. lo 8d. per rod of 5j yard*.
It is not at all uncommon to see a clay-pit stand with water, within t fret
of the surface, within from 3 to G yards of a 4 feet ditch : where I have
been drainiug4 feet deep, the subsoil is interspersed wilb sand pockets,
and a much greater width between the drains may be allowed ; but there
can be no rule. Finally, my great object in draining is not only to do
it effectually, but rapidly. You must m no instance be satisfied to have
your soil saturated with water till your sluggish drains draw it off; it
tual
mustnor
go off
permanent.
as quickly as itYours,
falls, cVc,
or your drainage willC.beEtherldc.
neither edecW. B. Webster, Esq., &c, &c.
Mr. Nesbitt (the well-known agricultural chemist), in the dis
cussion which took place at the London Farmer Club on the
9th of March, in the present year, in stating his opinion that upon
some soils deep-drainage was most effective, whilst upon others a
shallower drainage ought to he adopted, referred to Mr. Thomp
son in this county (I think he said), as having tried deep draining
on his farm, and having been compelled, after a fair trial, to
abandon it, not finding it successful on that soil. To quote in
stances of the success of an opposite system is no proof that deep
draining might not likewise produce advantages; yet where ex
perience has proved the value of the one, it is hardly wise to
engage in large operations on an experimental plan that can
hardly produce fairer results, and may be attended with disap
pointment and waste of expenditure." It has been by draining
at depths of 30 and 36 inches, and at distances of 18 to 24 feet
that the farms of Mr. Harvey, Mr. Gidnev, and many others oil
the clay lands round Harleston, in the south-eastern part of tliH
county, have been brought into their present admirable condition.
In Lincolnshire I have gone over thousands of acres of the fens
and I found the fact testified to by most of the best farmers, that
if the water in the ditches or dikes is taken off to a level below
3 feet, the grass-land in dry summers is decidedly injured
The
following letter from a farmer of this county will show that deep
draining is not so novel a practice as some of its modern advocates
assert:—
Stcanton, near Folkingham, February 17, 1847.
Sib—I will answer your postscript first. My opinion is decidedly
agau.si deep dra.oing on strong clay land. The parish where I reside .*
composed of part field and part fen ; a great portion of ihe field land U
strong; clay. Several years ago when we first commenced dratuing «i h
ules, they were put in deep, 3 feet 6 Inches, and the land, being w'de
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with high ridges were thrown down so as to make tbe surface level ; after
a ahnrt time the land became so solid, that surface water could not get
down to the drains, and it remained on the land in a stagnant stole, to the
manifest injury of the growing crop, and the land bad to be lop-gripped
in the same manner as it it had not been underdrained, or nearly so. We
have now altered onr plan, and now rarely dmio deeper than 18 to
24 inches ; the tiles we invariably cover with a small portion of stubble,
and then with the soil dug out, but never ram the earth on the drains.
There is an inclination to drain deep in porous soils, where the fall will
allow it.
Yours, &c,
W. Moore.
W. B. Webster, Esq., &c, &c.
In Yorkshire the greater portion of the soil being the new red
sandstone is naturally rather porous, and of a character fitted for
deep drainage; and on the coal measures near Rotherham there
is in places found much underwater, which, as it generally comes
from a higher level, and constantly forcing its way to the surface,
requires to be removed, or seriously damages the crops. Very
different, however, are the coal formations of Durham and North
umberland. I remember going for eight miles underground (in a
coal-pit), in the neighbourhood of Nevrcastle-on-Tyne, where the
soil above was of a strong nature, such as to require draining
at about 30 inches deep, yet where but little of the surface water
percolated to the mine; yet the percolation of water is often a
source of the greatest annoyance in mines of great depth, where
the superposed strata consist of mild clays and porous rocks.
The following is a letter of the well-known Mr. Stephenson, of
Throckley, near Newcastle-on-Tyne:—
Throckley House, March 1, 1847.
Dear Sir—I received your letter. Not having sufficient experience, I
cannot answer it respecting 40 feet apart. I should doubt tbe result being
satisfactory. In 1845, I drained a field of 30 acres, 10 yards apart and
3 feet deep, strong clay, which has given me every satisfaction. 1 had a
splendid crop of wheat upon it last year, and the whole field appears per
fectly dry and fit for every purpose.
,
I have drained 60 acres since October, 20 feet apart, 30 inches deep,
and am perfectly satisfied it is the best distance and also d. pth for strong
clays. The effects are astonishing. Yours, &c,
W.Stephenson.
W. B. Webster, Esq., &c, &c.
From such opportunities as I have had of examining the soils
of Scotland, I have found reason to believe in that part of the
island the clays are generally of a less retentive nature than what
are common in the south; and evidence of this is seen in the fact
that the tread of the horses in ploughing double is not, as on
many of our English clays, injurious to the land. This milder
prevailing character of the aluminous soils of North Britain may
result from so large a portion of the land lying upon the primitive
rocks, the materials supplied from the disintegration of which are
not of a very cohesive kind, in comparison to some others. It is
stated, nevertheless, in the Encyclopaedia of Agriculture, "that"
(in Scotland) "it was formerly the practice to go 4 feet deep, but
that it is now found that a shallower depth and closer drains do
much more good.
What said the late S. D. Sterling, of Glenbervie, near Falkirk?
who, after trying all kinds of draining for years most extensively,
v rites to me in 1846, and says—"I do not believe on such land"
( the strong clays) "that any increased depth will compensate for
a greater distance between the drains."
Extracts from a Meeting of the Highland Society.
Mr. Dixon, of Saughton Mains, at a discussion held at the Museum of
the Highland Agricultural Society, Edinburgh, on Wednesday the I ."Vtli of
March, 1848, quite agrees with me on the impossibility of fixing on any
depth or distance for drains, and although he knew the importance of deep
draining on some soils, yet he mentions its failure on others, and says—
" After going 3 feet the soil changed to gravel and sand, much water was
found, and deep draining answered perfectly at wide intervals; yet in the
same county an experiment of the same kind was tried with the opposite
result, the subsoil being a very retentive clay ; here one-half a field was
drained at the depth of 4 feet, and 36 feet apart, and the other half at the
depth of 2J feet, and 18 feet apart, and tbe result was most decidedly in
favour of tbe shallow drains, with an interval of 18 feet between them ;
the other portion of tbe field appears only to be half drained." Where in
stances are quoted of deep drains in clay at wide intervals being successful,
we must remember they are only of recent date. I have never been able to
find a single instance of a field drained 4 feet deep and 40 feet apart, that
bad been done for ten years, successful on the strong clay subsoils.
What says Mr. Scott, of Craiglock ?—" We are told that on all soils,
whether muirland, till, stiff clay or dry clay, sxnd, gravel, or moss, a
minimum depth of 4 feet is stipulated for, and a minimum distance of
36 feet apart." Upon bard impervious clays I have not been able to
thoroughly dry the land with drains at 36 or even 30 feet apart. I have
seen tbe attempt made with drains 4 feet deep, 36, 32, and 30 feet apart ;
but in all these cases tbe result was unsatisfactory. In all these instances
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a great quantity of water was carried off by the drains, and the land was
much benefitted ; but still tbe soil was not brought into that state in which
the greatest fertility could be called into operation.
What says Mr. Tinnie, of Swaoston .' —" Where tbe subsoil is uniformly
retentive I make my drains 18 feet apart and 3 feet deep, and were 1 to
drain the same ground over again I suould follow the same course."
Smith of Deaoston also instances two failures, one on the property of
Sir Ralph Anstruther in Fifeshire, and another on an estate at Coltness,
made three years ago, in Lanarkshire : aud also says—" I have never seen
an instance of thorough draiuing by deep and distant drains, whilst all
over the country you may see land perfectly dried with drains 30 inches
deep and 18 to 20 feet apart." Also an experiment had been made by
Mr. Hope, of Teulin Barnes, in East Lothian, which went to sbow that
better crops had been raised over the shallower lhao deep drains. At the
same time Lord William Douglas stated that the turnips 00 the shallow
drained laud at Balcaskie weighed about one-third heavier than 011 the
other.
I am quite aware that at this meeting instances were brought
forward of deep drains being successful, but 1 am now showing
the failure of such drains on retentive clay-subsoils, and not going
into the question why they have succeeded on certain spots. This
I shall be happy to do at some future time.
Returning southward by a western route we will let the moss
lands of Lancashire detain us for awhile. What I stated as the
opinion drawn from observation among the best farmers of the
Lincolnshire fens, is as true of those who cultivate the peaty soils
of this county. Thus respecting Rawcliff, the property of Mr.
Wilson Ffrance, near Garstang, where upon 1,000 acres of what
a few years ago was a bog is now a most thriving tenantry, Mr.
Ffrance told me as one of the most familiarly known facts, that
deep draining upon that soil is extremely injurious—the land, as
moss land, is actually ruined by it. If the soil, indeed, be altered
in its texture by the application of clay or marl, it will then bear
deeper drainage; but even in that case drains beyond 3 feet are
not found advantageous. Testimony to this effect is borne by
William Aiton in his valuable treatise on the Cultivation of Moss.
"Whenever a moss," he says, "is either by nature or art rendered
drier than such furrows or shallow drains would make it, instead
of being benefitted, it is thereby greatly injured. Proof of this
may be seen at every plough moss." And again, "At Paisley,
where a number of deep furrows had been cut, they were found to
be hurtful—they were tilled up." And in another place: "All the
moss improvers I have met with have owned to me that they had
injured their mosses by making them too dry; but none ever could
say to me that they found any want of drains where no water
stood or stagnated on the surface."
The late William Roscoe, of Liverpool, stated in a letter
written to Mr. Aiton, in 1807, that, having undertaken the im
provement of a large portion of that moss, he began by cutting
drains 5 feet deep, but afterwards changed his plan to drains
about 1 foot only, which he said answered as effectually as the
larger drains. His letter concluded thus: "My workmen even
insist upon it that the shallow drains carry off more water; but
this may appear so from the water being confined. In sudden
rains they carry off a great quantity, so that the moss is sooner
freed from surplus water than any other land, and is now passable
in any direction, although it was lately not only difficult, but dan
gerous to go upon it." Mr. Aiton, as the result of his extensive
experience, finishes his remarks by saying, "All future draining
(on moss land) beyond a moderate depth ought to be guarded
against as the sin of witchcraft." But to leave the moss land and
return to the strong clays, a proof of the obstinacy with which
they will retain wet neai the surface, without such condition at a
greater depth in the earth as to prevent the escape of the water,
could it percolate through the clay, may be seen on the estate of
Sir O. Mordaunt, near Warwick. There draining is required,
although the subsoil, at a depth of little more than 4 feet, is a dry
sandstone.
boil, 15 niche.".
Cla), 3 led.
Dry sandstone.

This is also the case in many other parts of England—the clay
resting on dry chalk, sand, and stone. Now if water will freely
percolate through 4 feet of stiff clay to reuch a line of pipes
30 and 40 feet apart, how is it that it will not reach an absorbent
material that spreads eager for more, like a thirsty sponge, be
neath the whole of its lower surface? Simply because the clay is
not overcharged with water, and does not transmit it.
In Worcestershire deep draining has been tried upon the strong
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clays of the blue lias with ill success many years ago, as Mr.
Bayles, of Prospect House, near Evesham, in that county, has had
to re-drain land on account of the inefficiency of deep drains.
The following is his leter:—
Prospect House, near Evesham, Worcestershire, January 13, 1847.
Dear Sir—I have drained one field over again, owing lo its being too
deep. The drains are from 3 to 4 feel ; the land being strong stiff ciay
rendered them useless for surface water; the new drains I have put in
about 2 feel, and filled them with broken stones or burnt clay. As to my
bandy or porous soil, I prefer draining deep. Yours, £tc,
W. B. Webster, Esq., &c, etc.
G. Bayles.
I have seen similar instances of failure in other estates in the
same county, in the vale of Evesham.
I shall add a letter from Mr. Randall, likewise of that neigh
bourhood (although it refers to no case of the failure of deep
drains), as it is founded upon experience.
Chadbury,near Evesham, February 16, 1847.
Dear Sir —I can give you my opinion of draining clays for surface
water in a very few words : it is thai I would not put in pipes at a
greater depth than 3 feet, nor less than 2 j feet. This is the result of some
experience. 1 fully consider 2j feet sufficient. Yours, &c.
W. B. Webster, Esq., &c, &c.
C. Randall.
Now if the advantage of deep over shallow draining is so de
cided in all cases, how is it that those who have tried 3 feet do not
altogether abandon 24. and 30 inch drains? The advocates for
deep draining upon those strong clays upon which such a system
has not been in use, say that it only requires that we should try
the experiment in order to be convinced of its superiority: where
does the proof of superiority commence? If 4 feet is obviously
superior to 3 feet, might we not expect that 3 feet would be in an
increasing ratio superior to 2 feet? We find experienced drainers
continuing upon strong clays to vary their depth, being guided
therein by other local considerations; but if i feet draining is to
explode 3 feet draining, the latter ought, long ere this, to have
put an end to draining at still less depths.
I am able to quote a statement from a gentleman in the neigh
bouring county of Herefordshire, whose experience has led him to
abandon the practice of laying deep drains in stiff clays in favour
of those of more moderate depth. The practical basis on which
his opinion is founded gives it importance.
Tarington, near Ledbury, Herefordshire, January 28, 1847.
With reference to your request as to my opinion of the deep draining on
our stiff soils, I beg to say, that 1 have had much practical experience in
draining such lands, formerly at 5 feet deep, very rarely less than 4 ;
but bitterly 2} and 3 feet. / am fully convinced that in dense clay lands
30 lo 36 inches is fully as deep as it is profitable to drain, and that a
drain at a greater depth will not answer the purpose inteuded. Where
Springs exist the case is of course different. I have drained with the best
possible effect land at 30 inches deep, where I had previously drained at
5 feet with only a partial effect. Yours, &c,
C. A. Mason.
W. B. Webster, Esq., &c, &c.
I think the facts I have brought forward are sufficient to show
that deep draining will not prove successful alike upon all soils
and under all conditions. Arguments and opinions unsupported
by specific facts are of little comparative value; yet when it is
shown that what is called the new system of drainage is not new,
but has been tried long ago, great importance must be allowed to
attach to its abandonment as evidence of its inefficacy. Elkington testifies to the fact of deep drains having been tried as a
means of removing surface-water from strong clay soils in or
before his time. No one could be more an advocate for going
deep for springs; but, with reference to trying the same plan for
draining clay, he says (see his work, by Johnson, p. 137), "In
soils that are so tenacious as to retain water on the surface, this
method of draining (deep) has been tried, and found entirely to
fail." Indeed, throughout, this work, and all others published up
to 1843, condemn going deep in strong clay-subsoils.
I have myself inspected many of the works executed by Elkington, and taken up drains put in by him eighty years ago (he began
in 1764); and my observations, whether upon the state of the
lands drained by him where no subsequent system had been tried,
or on the condition of the drains, went quite to confirm his view.
1 will only further quote from old Mr. Tebbet, who made the
Duke of Portland's water-meadows (no one will question his sa
gacity and experience); and is the result of his experience to
show that the deeper the drains the more efficient their action?
—No!
Mansfield, Nottingham, January 28, 1847.
Pear Sir—The nnderdraining 1 have directed upon strong elay laud I
lime uoue in \anous tuna; but the best way I have udupled is to put
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the drains 14 feet apart and 2 feet deep. Some clays will draw |8io
24 feet apart, and 2 to 3 feet deep ; I have seen a great deal of good duoc
by cutting deep drains for springs 8 and 10 feet deep, and there is mucb
land here that cannot be made dry unless the springs are removed.
Yours, &c.
T. Tebbet.
I will not ocupy more space in quoting the opinions of persons
who, having had sufficient opportunities of witnessing the effects
of various depths of drainage, have formed unfavourable conclusions
respecting the use of deep drains on strong clay land at wide
intervals; though those of old Pearson, the spring-drainer in
Essex (see his evidence before the House of Lords); of Smith of
Deanston, who first forced upon the public the importance of
thorough draining, and did show what could be done in strong
land at moderate depths and distances; and of others are before
me—these are accessible to the public in other forms. What I
have said may, perhaps, be sufficient to excite attention, and »et
people on their guard against plunging into the expense of a
system of drainage which has failed in many instances, and might
therefore cause disappointment in many more.
William Bullock Webster.
Hounsdown, near Southampton, April 29, 1848.
and 48, Charing Cross, London.

VOLTAIC IGNITION.
At the Royal Institution, Feb. 16, Mr. Grove delivered a lecture "(h
Voltaic Ignition."—Mr. Grove introduced his subject by asserting that the
only philosophical idea of heat was that which regards it as a repuUiv
power—that, with the single exception of water and other bodies which As
sumed a crystalline form when about to freeze (a condition which Mr. Grote
ascribed to a polar state which these substances then took), all matter ex
panded by heat. Mr. Grove here referred to the experiments of Fresnel and
Saigy on discs in vacuo, and the still more recent researches of Prof. Baden
Powell on Newton's rings, as showing the repulsive effect of heat, meaiorel
by tints of light. This expansion of matter, so caused, can be communi
cated to neighbouring bodies. In the case of heat produced by iutenv
chemical action, the effect was ascribed to the physical force of a speciei of
molecular friction on the particles acted on. This chemical force is capable
of transfer by the voltaic battery, and the calorific force moves with it. it
was proved by an experiment on a compound wire of silver and platinum,
that in proportion to the increase of conducting power, ignition was dimi
nished. Mr. Grove here referred to recent researches of his own to pro.
that this calorific action was affected by external causes. The same current
was sent through two coils of fine platinum wire, one of which was sur
rounded by an atmosphere of air, the other by an atmosphere of hydrogen,
when it was found that the wire in air became white-hot, while that in hy
drogen was not heated. This phenomenon Mr. Grove ascribed either to the
mobility of the particles of the hydrogen, or to the vibrations moving amy
from the vibrating surface, or to the state of the surface itself, hydrogen
being, as to radiating power, to air what the colour black is to wbite. That
this cooling effect does not depend on rarefaction, is proved by the intense
heat and light produced by the current in vacuo. Mr. Grove then proceeded
to show how the chemical force in the battery acted on masses of matter
interposed in the circuit. He exhibited, first, the attraction of gold-leaf
terminals, and then explained how liquid masses similarly attracted each
other, and noticed a remarkable experiment lately performed by him with
M. Gassiot's large battery of 500 cells (Grove's battery) : of the two plati
num poles, the positive was placed under water, the negative held over it,
when a cone of flame issued from the surface of the water towards the nega
tive pole, on the extremity of which a small globule was formed, which fell
off as soon as the current was suspended. These facts may serve to explain
more clearly the phenomena of the voltaic arc. Mr. Grove then exhibited
paper on which the strong disruptive effect of the electric battery had dis
persed metallic wires, and he showed that these explosions had always oc
curred in a line transverse to that of the current. He inferred that when
ignition commenced in the wire its molecules assumed a transverse polar
direction. He stated that when platinum is ignited by the current under
circumstances which admit of the effects being accurately noticed, it con
tracts, swells, and breaks, and that a lead wire, similarly acted on, becomes
divided by a series of transverse facets. In conclusion, Mr. Grove advertnl
to recent endeavours to obtain voltaic light for practical purposes. After
noticing that no greater power of producing light had been obtained since
the invention of his nitric acid battery, nine years ago, Mr. Grove staled that
recent calculations led hiiu to believe that for some purposea, such as the
illumination of lighthouses, especially where an intermittent light was
wanted, and of the inteiior of large buildings, it might possibly be adopted
at no very remote period. He mentioned that the light of 1,440 candles
might be obtained at about ■(*. per hour ; but this concentrated light was nut
applicable tor s;rcets. The whole subject, however, was beset by many me
chanical difficulties.
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FIRE ANNIHILATOR.

At the Royal Institution, Feb. 23, the Rev. J. Barlow delivered a lecture
" On Mr. Phillips's Fire Annihilator." The annual destruction of property
to the amount of more than two millions sterling, and the fearful loss of
human life, necessitate additional resources against fire. The destructive
agent of conflagration it flame. It is flame which occasions violent draught,
produces the most intense heat, and most rapidly generates those suffocating
vapour* which render the burning apartment inaccessible. Mr. Barlow re
marked that the origin and continuance of flame depended on two condi
tion*—firstly, that the combustible material should be raised to, and kept at,
a temperature high enough to afford a constant supply of inflammable gas ;
and, secondly, that it should be constantly fed with pure air. The usual
remedy against fire is water. But water is able to interfere with the first of
these conditions only. Unless the burning substance be so saturated with
water that it cannot give out combustible gas, within a very few minutes
after it baa been set on fire, the heat of the flame first extends, and then
ignites other inflammable gases and vapours from various parts of the room ;
the flame* are thus dispersed about the apartments ; and by the time that
the engine arrives, the contents of the house are frequently consumed. Mr.
Phillips proposes to subdue flame by effectually disturbing the second condi
tion of ita continuance— access of pure air. The object of the Fire Aniiihilator is to diffuse through the atmosphere (already vitiated hy the combus
tion) of an apartment on fire, a quantity of carbonic gas and steam, and thus
render the continuance of flame impossible. These gases and vapours are
generated in a portable apparatus, which, when intended for the protection
of private dwellings, weighs from twenty to thirty pounds ; and the con
struction is such that the aeriform fluids can be evolved in less than three
seconds on touching a spring. When saw-mills or docks and large magalioes are to be protected, Mr. Phillips recommends that larger machines
should be stationed at convenient situations. The effects of Mr. Phillips's
spparatus were exhibited in the lecture-room. A large volume of flame was
made to issue from models of a house, a room, and a ship and these flames
were extinguished as soon as the Fire Annibilator was brought to bear upon
them. Mr. Barlow remarked in conclusion that while the common fireengine was necessarily tardy, required great power to work it, was liable to
be rendered ineffectual by accidental circumstances, and occasioned inevit
able damage to furniture, &c, the fire annibilator was always at hand, always
ready for use, easily set in action, and that its coming into action when
required might be at surely relied on at the discharge of a percussion gun
when the trigger was pulled; that it occasioned no injury to furniture, and,
tbove all, that though it acted by producing fierce combustion, those who
used it need apprehend no injury from it.

MOTES OF THE MONTH.
Sale of the 'Great Britain' Steamer.—This ill-fated steamer has within
the last few days changed owners. It it rumoured that she has been pur
chased by m company who intend to carry passengers between tome point on
(he western side of South America and San Francisco. The sum she realised
it said to be 25,000/.—What a sacrifice !
Para.—For many years a survey of the underground works of Paris has
teen in progress, and which is now nearly completed. It is to form an
•tits of five sheets—corresponding to a superficies of 500 by 300 metres,
and will exhibit quarter by quarter all the labyrinthine sinuosities of the
•ccient quarries and catacombs under the city of Paris, with the correspond
ing edifice*, squares, and streets above ground. The labours of the enpoeers in tbe execution of this work, have been, says the Journal ties
litiati, of tbe most tedious and delicate nature. This may be imagined
»hen it is understood that every subterranean point has its corresponding
nterior point,—and that a double calculation is necessary for tbe precise
itarahalliDg of objects without, over the tortuous lines (empty or encum
bered) within. The map has been co-ordinated on the supposition of two
ilea ; one figuring a medirian passing by the Well of the Observatory—the
other * line perpendicular to the first.
ITorer Teat.—If there be any organic matter in water, it may be easily
4rt«cted hy a. drop of the solution of nitrate of ailver, which will cause a
areerpitate of a brown colour.
•Vew Sev- Filing and Setting Machine.—Messrs. Norton and Cottle, of
Holme's Hole, America, have recently patented in the United States a
aaetsJDe for filing and setting tawa, enabling the operator to whet and set
ii>* teeth of taws in tuch a manner, that every tooth will be equal in size
i*rl length, the proportion being graduated by an index, and so adjusted as
-,- suit ibe teeth of saws of every description. Saws that have been used
sad become useless in contequence of bad filing, can be re-cut, and made as
vaunble as new. The set it attached to the machine in such a manner, that
***• tbe filing ia completed no alteration is required in the adjustment of
tte taw to complete the letting. The inventors have found by experience
tkat the hardest saws can be set without breaking or injuring tbe teeth.
Saws considered in a measure useless having passed through this machine,
an said to work perfectly easy, and perform much faster than those filed in
the vaoal manner ; and the teeth being all of an equal length, will not reytre filing to frequently.
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South Devon Railway.—The permanent way from the Laira station to
Plymouth has been completed, and arranged to open for public traffic on
tbe 2nd of April.
Ventilation of Coal Minet.—Mr. Goldsworthy Gurney's plan of ventilating
mines by a jet of high-pressure steam, as proposed by him as far back as
1825, has now been put into practice by Mr. Forster, in one of the collieries
at Newcastle, and it is stated with great success.
The Zinc Deposit of Galvanic Batteriet.—It is suggested that the sulphate
of zinc might be turned to a valuable account by the following process :—
To a solution of sulphate of zinc add an equivalent of muriate of toda, also
in solution ; an exchange will take place, the muriatic arid combining with
the zinc, and the sulphuric with the toda. By evaporation, the sulphate
of soda may be crystallised, the muriate of zinc remaining in solution. From
this solution the zinc may be precipitated in the form of oxide, by adding
an equivalent of lime, in tbe state of cream. The soda, if not saleable as a
sulphate, might be converted, by tbe usual process, into carbonate, and the
oxide of zinc might be reduced into a metal almost chemically pure.
The Electric Light.—Mr. Henry M. Payne, of Worcester, Massachusetts,
informs the Scientific American that he has discovered a means of generat
ing light, by mechanical action, from water and lime. Mr. Payne says—" I
have continued the experiment at intervals, and 1 am now enabled to an
nounce a successful result. I have produced a light equal in intensity to
thatof 4,000 gas-burners of the largest bal's-wing pattern, with an apparatus
occupying 4 square feet of room, at 8 cost of 1 mill, per hour, the current
of electricity being evolved by the action of the machinery wound up with
a common lock key, and the only materials consumed are water and lime.
1 am now engaged in making an apparatus for public exhibition, which will
be completed this winter, and all its parts submitted to public inspection,
except the interior of the generator. This apparatus I will exhibit one
year, at the end of which I will make public tbe mechanism of the gene
rator."
Artificial Light.— At the last meeting of the Aehmoleao Society, Dr.
Daubeny exhibited an apparatus to show an easy method of producing a
light, capable of superseding oil, or even gas, simply by passing a stream
of atmospheric air through inflammable liquids of a volatile nature, such
as ether, or the liquor condensed in the preparation of oil gas.
Iron Ladders.—A correspondent in the Mining Journal suggests that all
ladders used in mines, and also for military scaling, should be made of
wrought-iron in the following manner :—Tbe rounds or steps to be formed
of i inch rod-iron, the width between the two sides 9 inches, their distance
apart 6 inches, and tbe extreme length 10 feet. Tbe sides to be made of
flat bar-iron, 2 4 inches wide, and t an inch thick. The rounds fastened in
with nuts and screws, so that the ladder can be taken to pieces easily, for
conveyance of transport, and also for repairs. If a round be damaged, or
worn out, it can soon be removed and a new one substituted. The method
of fixing the rounds in is as follows :—Square holes are to be punched in
the two flat sides, 0 inches apart; the holes in one side corresponding with
those in the other. Then a rod of finch iron is to be cut up into 11 -inch
lengths, and each end of these short rods forged into proper shape, which is
this :—that J inch from the extremity the rod is made square to fit the
square hole in tbe side-bar ; this squsre part is 4 inch deep, the thickness of
the side-bar, and the rod to be made round, J inch from the ends, and
screwed to take a nut J inch thick. If tbe rods were not thus squared,
they would soon wear loose and turn round when fixed in. A shoulder i<
thus formed on either end of the stepping-rods, which enables the side-bars
to be screwed up tight against the steps, and so makes the ladder firm and
strong. Iron ladders may be constructed of various lengths and strengths,
to suit circumstances. Short lengths may easily be bolted together; and in
this way a continuous ladder for the deepest mines can be made ; or short
ladders can be placed one after the other on landings or stages, as usual.
The wrought-iron will, of course, rust ; but will not wear out for a very
long time.
Improvements in Condensers.—Mr. Siemens, C.E., of Birmingham, has
invented a surface condenser for steam-engines, to supersede the injection
condenser. It is constructed on the principle, that if two vessels of a good
conducting metal be made of similar shape, but of different thicknesses of
metal, one being—say -jig of an inch, and tbe other 1 inch—water will
boil with equal rapidity in each, proving that the transmission of heat
through them is more rapid than the absorption by the water; aud iu as
construction about 20 square feet of cooling surface is provided per horse
power. It consists of a cast-iron box of sufficient dimensions, an airpump, a hot well, a cold water chamber beneath, and a cistern above, tho
box. Within this box are placed a sufficient number of copper plates, -pf, of
an inch thick, and long enough to fill the entire depth, and so arranged
as to leave a space alternately between one end of each plate and the sides
of the box, thus forming a zigzag channel for a current of cold water.
Between each of tbe plates two pieces of flattened copper wire are placed
to keep them sufficiently apart, and the whole is compressed by set screws
on the outside, until tbe wires are indented into tbe plates, making the
channel water-tight. The waste steam of the engine euters the box, and
is condensed by the projecting edges of the copper plates ; the heat is ab
sorbed by the cold water ; the condensed water collects at the bottom of
the box, and is continually discharged by the pump into Ibe hot well, and
is then relumed. Mr. Siemens I as not patented his invention, but liberally
publishes a description for tbe use of the public.
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New Musket Ball. — Woolwich, March 19, and 22. — Some experiments
were mode at tbe butt in the Royol Arsenal, to teat the merits of a musket-ball submit ted
to tbe select committee by Mr. Mlnestnger, an American by birth, but of Dutch origin.
The bait Is cast with a four.grooved tail attached to It, tn length about three-fourths the
diameter of the spherical portion, the tail resembling the tirst screw-propellers Intro
duced with four leaves, but with a slight obliquity instead of the archlmedian-acrew
f>rm. Air. Minesinger fired his balls, 23 to the pound weight, from a long-barrelled gun,
the length being 5 ft. 7 In., and Colonel Dundas, C.B., from a common musket, the
menced
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100 yards,
wa* 3 but
ft. 3after
in. long—
a fewboth
rounds
gunsby
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each percussion
the distance
lock*.
was extended
The tiringtocom200
yards, when excellent practice was made, the target being struck every time with two or
three except ons. The appendage to the ball gives it similar advantages to the balls projected fron rifles, and considerably increases the range ; and should it on further trial be
approved, every common musket by it* adoption would possess the projective power and
excellent direction at present only obtained with any degree of certainty by grooved rifles.
It la Intended to have a number of 32-pounder solid shot and shells cast on the same
principle for trial In the marshes. Some further experiments were made with a range
extended to 300 yards. Previoui to concluding the firing at 200 yards' range, Colonel
Dundas made a number of excellent sho's, striking the target every time, with balls of
the sugar-loaf pattern, submitted by Mr. Lancaster, jun. These balls were fired from a
beautiful rifle, of French pattern j and by a very simple appliance are made to fit quite
tight in the rifle without wadding. A small groove is cut round the sugar-loaf-shaped
bull near the base, and two or three worsted threads tied round and raised beyond the
diameter of the base, to the extent required.
The long- barrelled gun used by Mr.
Mlneslnger contains a space for a chamber at the breach end of the barrel, and he loads
his chambers before he commences firing, and fires five rounds before he again charges
the five chambers he curries In his pocket. The gun, consequently, requires no ram
rod; a small piece of wood and a ston* from the ground being sufficient for driving
home the powder and balls in the chamber— which Is only three inches In length.
Kach chamber has a projecting nipple on which the percussion nipple la placed, and is
held securely to the stock by a sliding hinge, and is capable of firing 20 rounds per
minute.
The Fastnett Rock Lighthouse. — The Fastnett Rock lies nearly six miles
W by S. of Cape Cleur, which is the nearest land. It rises 04 feet above the level of
high-water— is steep and precipitous—bare and rugged— terminating In sharp points and
ledges of the hard sandstone of which It is composed. Being situated at the point
where homeward-bound vessels generally nuke the Irish coast, and being (as it were} its
most southern outpost, it has been recommended by Captain Wolfe, H.N., and the
officers carrying on the Hydrographic Survey, that the light should be removed from
Cape Clear to the rock in question, and in accordance with this suggestion the erection
of the new lighthouse commenced in May last. It will be remembered that tn Novem
ber, 18-17, the New York llne-of-packet-ahlp, Stephen Whitney, was lost, with 1*7 of her
passengers aud crew, within three miles of the Cape Light, and it is supposed, from her
track Leading so near the Fastnett, that tbe ship would have been saved had there been
a light thereon ; the Cape light being obscured by the fog on that night, from Us great
elevation of 45U feet. The summit of the rock barely affords space sufficient for the ne
cessary sheds or shelter for the workmen ; the iron tower for tbe light, tbe foundation of
which has been completed and its base filled up with solid mason-work, and secured
with all possible care, Is lit feet In circumference, and it is Intended to raise it to 7o feet
to the summit of the lantern, fourteen of which have bean already completed. The
sheds were very strone-ly constructed, and secured to the solid rock by massive chains,
and seventeen persons took shelter therein during most of the summer; a large steainveasel acted as a tender, and conveyed stores and provisions thereto, but such is the ex
posed situation of the rock that for several days no communication could be kept up but
by a leather bag hauled through the surf. Several of the workmen, from tbe dangerous
nature of the employment, gave up their situations and returned to Dublin, it being the
opinion of the inhabitants at the Cape and Crookhaven that nothing could remain
thereon in a heavy winter's gale. The foreman and a few others remained at their post
until tbe gale of the 20th of December, when they were compelled to quit their sheds
and seek shelter in the iron tower, which most fortuuatelv had been roofed over for tbe
winter, as a last place of refuge. The effect of the sea In that gale baffles all description ;
all the sheds were filled with water, and one of them has been washed down—derricks
and cranes, with other materials, swept off the rock, and a large anvil of 3 cwt. and up.
wards taken from off its summit as If it were a leather; and notwithstanding all that has
been written about the height of a wive, the men affirm that the sea ran several feet
hlfher than the roof of the tower before it broke, and that the waves that passed the
rock out of breaking distance were far more than ten feet above their level, which was
nearly 100 feet above high-water mark. Waier casks secured in the crevices of the rock,
bolted and lashed down, were swept away, and as the sea broke It would leave tbe men
In total darkness for several seconds, with a difficulty of respiration— and as the spray
descended on their roof with immense weight and crash, the light and air both came
In together. Two days after the gale they were taken Irom their perilous situation at
considerable risk by means of life-preservers, and pulled through the surf by lines from
a boat outside the breakers. The foreman, a very Intelligent man, Is now at Crookhaven
preparing the stores for the spring or fine weather. He has no apprehension as to the
tifully
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LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTKD IN ENGLAND FROM FEBRUARY 22, TO MARCH 20, 1849.

Six Months allowedfor Enrolment^ unless otherwise expressed,

Clemence Augustus Kurt*, of Wandsworth, Surrey, gentleman, for certain improvemerits in looms for weaving.— Sealed Feb. 28.
Oted Blake, of the Thames Plate Glass Company, Blackwnll, Middlesex, manager, for
certain improvements tn the process or processes of manufacturing and finishing plates,
sheets, or panes of glass.— Feb. 28.
Joseph Barker, of Ruber- street, Kennlngton, artist, for an improved method of con
structing umbrellas and parasols.— Feb. 28.
John Hick, of Bolton-te moors, Lancaster, engineer, and William Hodgson Gratrix, cf
Salford, Lancaster, engineer, for certain improvements in steam-engines, which Im
provements are more particularly applicable to marine engines, and also Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for propelling vessels.— Feb. 28.
Benjamin Biram, of Wentwortb, York, gentleman, for Improvements in miners' lamps.
Robert Pollard, of Top a ham, Deron, rope-maker, for an improvement in rope-making
machinery.— Feb. 28.
Henry Crossley, of tbe firm of Henry Crossley, Son, and Galsworthy, of Emersonstreet, Surrey, engineers and coppersmiths, for certain improved modes or methods of,
and apparatus for, heating and lighting, for drying substances, and for employing air in a
warm and cold state for manufacturing purposes.— Feb. 28.
Perceval Moses Parsons, of Lewlshani, Kent, civil engineer, for certain improvements
In railways, railway engines, and carriages, and certain of their appurtenances.—
Feb. 28.

[Apbii^

Amedee Francois Remond, of Birmingham, for improve menta In machinery for folttn*
envelopes, and in the manufacture of envelopes.— Feb. 28.
William Brlndley, of Twickenham, papier-mache manufacturer, fur improvements is
tbe manufacture of waterproof paper.— Feb. 28.
Charles Jacob, of Nine-elms, Surrey, engineer, for improvements in the manufacture
of earthenware tubes or pipes.— Feb. 28.
Dion de Boucicault, of the Quadraut, Regent-street, gentleman, (or certain lmpro»rmenls in the mode or modes to be used for transmitting and distributing liquid* u,d
fluids for agricultural purposes, and for apparatus connected therewith. — Feb. 20.
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Mrcertain compounds containing those metals, and In obtaining other products, by the cue
of certain compounds containing metals.— Feb. 28.
Charles Andie Felix Ruchaz, of New-court, St. SuHhm's-lnoe, In the city of Loud»;<,
merchant, for improvements In the manufacture of oxide of zinc, and in tbe making t*
paints and cements where oxide of zinc is used.— Feb. 28.
Pierre lsldnr David, of Paris, In the republic of France, for improvements in bleaching
cotton.— Feb. 28.
Job Cutler, of Sparkbrook, near Birmingham, civil engineer, for certain improTemeDii
in the manufacture of metal pipes or tubes.— Feb. 28.
George Fergusaon Wilson, of Belmont, Vauxhall, gentleman, for Improvements in
separating the more liquid parts from the more solid parts of tatty and oily matters, cuii
in separating fatty and oily matters from foreign matters.— Feb. 28.
Edward Westhead, of Manchester, manufacturer, for certain improvements in tit
manufacture of waddings.— March 3.
Henry Constantlne Jennings, of Abbey-street, Bermondsey, practical chemist, for im
provements In the manufacture of vehicles far mixing pigments, and aJso in the masulucture of white- lead.— March 5.
Nathan Defries, of Grafton- street, Fitzroy-square, civil engineer, and George Brink*
Pettit, of Brook-street, New-road, Middlesex, gas-fitter, fur improvement* \u applying
gas to heat apparatus containing fluids, and in beuiiug and veuti'Uting buildings \ &a*
Improvements In gas- fittings, aud In apparatus lor controlling the passage of gasMarch 5.
Samuel Banks, of West Leigh, Lancaster, miller, for certain improvements In milts fur
grinding wheat and other grain.— Mai-ch 5.
William Henry Green, of Basiughall street, in the chy of London, gentleman, for im
provements in the preparation of (uel.— Jiurcb 5.
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of manufacturing iron.— March 7.
Andrew Shanks, of Robert-street, Adelphi, Middlesex, engineer, for an improved moo-.of giving form to certain metals when in a fluid or molten state.— March 14.
John Smith, of Hare Craig, Dundee, factor to Lord Douglas, of Duuglus, fur irrprcrre.
ments In the manufacture of flour, applicable to tbe making of bicud, bi&cuiU, and
pastry.— March 14.
Robert Ross Rowan Moore, of the Temple, barrlster-at-law, for Improvements Id the
manufacture of letters ana figures to be applied to shop-fronts and other aur facet.—
March 14.
George Fergusson Wilson, of Belmont, Vauxhall, gentleman, for improvements In Ibe
manufacture < f candles anil night-lights.— March 14.
James Williamson Brooke, of Camden 'JVwn, gentleman, for Improvement* In lam::*.
—March 14.
Thomas Clarke, of Hackney, Middlesex, engineer, acd Thomas Morley, of Bristol,
civil engineer, for certain Improvements in obtaining aud applying motive puuer -, situ
Improvements tn railroads and other roads, and in supporting pressure, jesiMii.g atn»n>,
and protecting agaiust fire. — March 14.
Robert Pluromer, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, manufacturer, for certain IniproTen.enti n<
machinery, instruments, and processes emplojed in the preparation and uiauulaiiute u
flux and other fibrous substances.— March 14.
William Payne, of New Bond-street, Middlesex, watch and pedometer maker, for cer
tain Improvements in clocks and watches.— Mauh 14.
Alexander bwanu, of Kircaidy, Fife, manufacturer, for improvements in beating spparutus and in applying hot and warm air to manufacturing and other purposes, win ■
tbe same are required.— March 14.
William Gratrix, of Salford, Lancaster, bleacher and dyer, for certain improvements la
the method or process ot drying and finishing woven and other fabrics, uud in the ma
chinery or apparatus for performing the same, part of which improvement is applicalie
to stretching woven fabrics. — March 14.
Ignaclo de Hanoi, ot Lisbon, Portugal, but now of Paris, gcBllcmoii, for improvcroerti
In machinery for making lasts for boots and shoes, butts or stocks for fire-arms, audct cf
irregular forms.— March 14.
Allen Bragg, of Queen's-row, Pentonville, bath keeper, for Improvements in proptliirj
by atmospheric pressure.— March 14.
Francis Hay Thompson, doctor of medicine, of Hope-street, Glasgow, for an improve
ment or Improvements iu smelling copper or other ores. — Mutch 14.
Pierre Augustin Chauflbrler, of Regent's quadrant, meicliunt, for certain Imprcvemeuts In tbe manufacture of watches.—March 14.
Pierre Amiand Lecomte de Fontainemureau, ot Scuth-street, Finsbury, London, for
certain improvements In coating or covering metallic and non metallic buuies. (A com
munication.)— March 14.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery- lane, mechanical draughtsman, for improvrmeLU)
in the manufacture of piled fabrics. (A communication.)- March \'J.
Joseph Beru tiger, of the turn of Bcranger aud Company, of Lyons, France, civil
engineer, for improvements in weighing machines.— March ID.
1 homas Henry Russell, ot Wemiesbury, patent tube manufacturer, and John Stephen
Woolrich, of Birmingham, cbemUt, for Improvements in coatii g iron and certain oiber
metals and alloys of metals.— March ID.
Samuel Hall, of Klug's-Arms-yard, Coleman-street, city of London, civil engineer, ft>r
certain improvements iu apparatus for eflecting the combustion of fuel »nd consumu><
smoke, and for preventing explosions of steam-boilers and other acccideuta to which they
are liable. -March 19.
George Knox, of Moorgate- street, city of London, secretary to the Shrewsbury ani
Birmingham Railway Company, for improvements in railway carriages.— March ID.
Alexander M'Dougall, of Lougsight, Lancaster, cbemlsl, for impiovenieuts in recover
ing useful products trom the water used in washing, and in treating wojd, woollen, and
cotton fabrics, and other substances. — March 20.
William Harrison Pickering, of Liverpool, merchant, for improvements in evaporating
brine and certain other fluids.— March 20.
Charles William Siemens, of Birmingham, engineer, for certain Improvements In
engines to be worked by steam and other fluids, and in evaporating liquids. — March U*.
William Parkinson, of Cottage-lane, City-road, iu the county of Middlesex, gas tnrtrr
manufacturer, successor to the lata Samuel Crossley, for Improvements in gaa aud water
meterB, and In instruments for regulating the flow of fluids.— March 20.

ERRATUM.— In the article "Geonn? Stephenson," In our present number, p. 104, lire
21, lor "the cotton which was of home growth," read "the cotton, which was Dot ui
home fcrowlh."
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Plate VIIJ

Remark* on the Formation of Entrances to Wet and Dry Docks,
situated upon a Tideway; illustrated by the principal examples in the
Port of London. Bv John Hai.uk y Redman, M. Inst. C.E.—(Read
at the Institution of Civil Engineers.)
TUe importance of this subject is so great, that lengthened pre
fatory remarks would be superfluous; the instances which may be
observed on the Thames, show that there has been considerable
variation in the opinions and practice of engineers, or that the
subject has not been considered important; though, at the same
time, some allowance must be made for the peculiar circumstances
of the Port of London, and the value of ground upon its banks:
the question therefore is—What should be the proper direction and
shape of a dock entrance in reference to the run of tide?
The practice in the Port of London is to dock a ship upon the
flood, just before high water, and to undock her at about the same
period of tide; high water is also selected, for obvious reasons, as
the time for launching new vessels from the building slips. The
angle these docks and entrances make with the line, or direction
of the run of tide, is a very important element for consideration;
much greater working facilities being afforded at some than at
others, where, from their particular direction, expensive additional
timber outworks have been rendered necessary, to afford those
facilities which the entrances, when finished, did not afford.
It is only necessary to refer to the particular position of some of
the principal entrances, to exemplify this.
Fig. 1.—The entrance at Blackwall of the East India Docks is
considered by shipwrights and pilots of the port to be well situated;
it points upwards, at an acute angle with the line of flood, and is
at the same time covered, to some extent, by a projecting pier on
the lower side; the effect is, that on a vessel entering, her stern
being driven upwards by the action of the tide upon her starboard
quarter, she is drawn by warps without much difficulty into the
lock;
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athwart
as, the
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on
nipped between the lower pier and the projection of the Bruns
wick Wharf, against which her larboard quarter is driven by the
flood and wind. This position is shown by the form of a vessel
within the entrance. In this state of affairs it becomes necessary
to wait for slack tide at high water, which sometimes, with a large
and heavily-laden ship, is a dangerous experiment; or else, to
heave her stern down against the tide from the starboard quarter.
This operation, with an entrance so placed, is by no means so labo
rious as if it had been placed at right angles to the stream. To
the natural position of this entrance, however, much of its supe
riority is attributed, there being plenty of room in the river in
front of it, nor does the tide set strongly across it; but with
easterly gales, large ships would formerly hang until the slack of
tide, whereas now, with the assistance of steam-tugs, vessels may
be docked as soon as there is sufficient depth of water.
This entrance was formed for the purpose of docking a limited
number of large vessels on any one tide. It has been stated, that
it was with this view that the outer lock-gate was projected so far
outwards towards the river; the circumstances and conditions of
the lock are consequently similar to those of a graving dock, and
it is supposed that it was so formed with the view of waiting for
the slack of tide. This would preclude docking more than one or
two vessels upon the same tide, which, however, would have sufficed
for the original requirements of the India trade.
The majority of the docks and slips at the respective establish
ments of the Messrs. Wigram, and Messrs. Green, at Blackwall,
point more acutely to the flood tide. These docks are considered
by ship-builders to be well placed,—they are, however, much ex
posed, as the flood-tide sets right into them; this, however, is not
of such importance as for the entrance of a wet dock, because a
ship-builder, having only one, or at most two, vessels to take into
one dock, can afford to wait for the slack tide.
Fig. 2, shows the entrance at the Blackwall end of the West India
Docks and of the City Canal, now the West India South Dock.
This was influenced no doubt by the position, and the object of
the latter, which was to effect a thorough communication for the
navigation, and to cut off the reaches round the Isle of Dogs; but
which failing as a canal, has long been used as a lie-by for ships
and timber. The entrance is nearly in an opposite direction to
that of the example first quoted, and forms rather an obtuse angle,
or at least a right angle with the flood.
It is stated by gentlemen who have been many years connected
with the port, that when the West India Docks were first comNo. HO.- Vol. XII.—May-, 1849.
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I pleted, the danger to loaded ships was so great, that it became
necessary to lengthen the upper pier, by additional timber external
works. The entrance, in its present state, bears a very good
character.
This entrance was formed with a view to docking the largest
possible number of vessels upon one tide (having reference to the
arrival at that period of the West India ships in fleets). The
basin was formed as a tide receptacle for these vessels as they came
up the river, the water being drawn down to about half-tide level
in the basin, for that purpose; the great width of entrance was
no doubt not found practicable, it being necessary (as is now done),
to bring the vessels up with head to tide, and allow them to drop
up from the buoys off the entrance, across which the flood tide
runs up with strength; it was also found necessary to carry out a
timber jetty to low-water mark, off the South, or Upper Pier, to
prevent vessels from tailing round with the flood on to the shore.
The great width thus eventually obtained between the wings is
advantageous, as it allows a vessel to kant across, and to enter
without the assistance of a quarter-rope, or a steamboat; another
advantage is, that in undocking, sufficient space is allowed for the
outward-bound vessel to pass out, the inward-bound vessel being
at the same time within the entrance.
Mr. Pitcher's graving docks, to the westward of the canal en
trance, are in nearly the same direction.
Fig. 3.—The Blackwall entrance of the South Dock answers
well as regards direction, although, like the last, it is nearly at
right angles to the stream, as from its being more in a bight, there
is a slack of tide across it; it, however, requires a dolphin upon
the upper side at low water, to counteract the tendency which
vessels have, when docked upon the flood, to tail upon Mr.
Pitcher's ways.
Figs. 4 and 5.— The Western, or upper entrances of the West
India Docks and City Canal, or South Dock, at Limehouse, are
favourably situated, as they point acutely up the stream, and con
siderable facilities are afforded to vessels entering by the West India
Dock entrance, on account of its direction; the admission and
exit of light vessels can thus be well and expeditiously con
ducted.
The West India Dock entrance is considered well adapted to
the purposes of trade, as there is deep water on the north side, and
there is an easy run of tide across it towards high water.
At Woolwich Dockyard there is great variety in the direction of
the building slips and of the graving docks: some are nearly square
to the stream, in other instances they point slightly up, and in
others downwards—forming an acute angle with the line of flood in
some instances, and an obtuse angle in others.
At Deptford Dockyard there is equal variety: at the lower part
of the yard they are nearly at right angles to the stream; the
entrance to the lower basin points slightly up the stream; that to
the Transport Dock is nearly square; a dock above it is in the
same direction; but tbe dock above, in what is called "Dudman's
Dockyard," points up acutely to the flood; a building slip above
this is in the same direction, and a dock entrance still higher up
points upwards at a less acute angle.
The conditions of the
several properties appear to have had as much influence upon the
direction of these slips and docks as any other considerations.
Figs. 6 and 7.—The entrance lock to the East Country Dock
points slightly upwards, as also that to the Commercial Docks;
both are considered good working entrances. The Graving Docks
on either side of the Commercial Docks entrance point in a similar
manner, showing that the disposition of one property has influ
enced the other, as regards direction.
From the particular local set of tide, the angle of direction
upwards is very much reduced.
At each of these two entrance locks, two dolphins are placed in
a line with their upper sides; they are pro tanto elongations of the
upper wings.
On the opposite side of the river at Mill-Wall, Blackett's
Graving Dock is nearly square with the stream, pointing slightly
downwards.
The Graving Dock above this (Mitchell's), below Messrs. Seaward's factory, points up very acutely with the line of flood.
The docks of Messrs. Fletcher, situate between the Limehouse
entrances of the West India Docks, are nearly at right angles
with the river in their immediate neighbourhood; but as regards
the general contour of the Reach, point slightly up the stream.
Very nearly the same remark will apply to the docks of Messrs.
Young, at Limehouse; the character these docks bear on the river
is very similar, except that as Fletcher's docks lie in a bight, they
are less exposed.
Limekiln or Limehouse Dock points up the stream; the small
13
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dock at Duke Shore belonging to Messrs. Young, though standing
relatively very similar in position to their other docks, is stated by
them to be perhaps the most awkward dock in the river, owing to
the flood tide from Limehouse Reach setting right into it; and they
consider that had its entrance been much wider, or its direction
much more acute with the line of flood, much of this inconveni
ence would have been avoided.
Fig. 8.—Messrs. Dowson's Graving Dock at Limehouse is nearly
square to the stream; but from the particular set of tide in this
portion of the reach, the flood making over from Cuckold's Point,
this dock points at a very obtuse angle towards the flood, as shown
upon the diagram; great difficulty is consequently experienced in
docking a heavy ship, a considerable purchase being necessary to
keep her in position until near high water, by heaving down her
stern against the tide. The evil at this dock, and the one at Duke
Shore, is increased by the strength with which the flood tide sets
directly into them.
There is a considerable length of outer tidal basin, or entrance
to this dock, between the gates and the river; but as the quays, or
wing walls which form the sides are parallel to one another, and
in a line with the sides of the dock, it is obvious that no advan
tage is gained in reference to the particular direction which a
vessel assumes whilst entering. This length of entrance appears
likewise to have been principally induced from the particular
local position of the dock, a public street crossing it, and the site
of the swing bridge consequently determining the commencement
of the dock. This latter remark likewise applies to the next exam
ple, which is shown in the same illustration, being close adjoining,
and nearly parallel, to Messrs. Dowson's Dock, but pointing slightly
down the stream, and consequently forming a more obtuse angle
with the flood than even the last example, and is, therefore, as
regards direction, even more awkwardly situated; but the widening
out of the wing walls forming the entrance, slightly increases the
facilities for vessels, both departing and entering, but the tonnage
of such vessels is inconsiderable.
Fig. 9.—The Regent's Canal entrance lock, which leads into a
large basin, or wet dock, admitting vessels of considerable burthen,
principally colliers and coasters, is nearly square to the stream;
but from the tide setting across, upon the flood, from the opposite
side, induced by the local formation of the river, though not in so
great a degree as in the last examples, this entrance forms in the
line of its direction an obtuse angle with the set of the flood. It
has a very bad character, on account of its direction and the small
distance Tbetween the wings at the entrance, which had no room
for expansion, from the gates being, as in graving docks, close to
the river bank. The difficulty of docking a ship upon the flood
must have been very great before the addition of the timberworks, which, in effect, remove the entrance gates further from the
run of tide, creating slack water in front of them, and, by giving
a greater width between the jaws of the entrance, allow somewhat
for the necessary obliquity in entering, and afford more space for a
vessel's bow to be turned down whilst departing.
Fig. 10.— Lavender Graving Dock, Rotherhithe, bears an excel
lent character for its convenience for docking; it is nearly at right
angles, pointing slightly up the stream. But its character, as
must be evident from former examples, is not dependent upon its
direction, as from the particular set of tide away from it, in conse
quence of the tide setting from the point below on the same side
to the opposite shore, it is left in an eddy, and consequently in
slack water. It becomes for these reasons nearly similar in its
conditions to a dry dock from a harbour, wet dock, or other still
water; it therefore cannot be taken as an example in point, except
so far as showing that there are particular localities and bights
upon a tidal river where the direction of the entrance becomes of
less importance. Even there, however, from the gates being
placed so near to the river, the platform is carried beyond the
wharf-line, and the necessity for the extension of piers to form a
chamber has been involved. The object in this case, and with
ship-builders generally, has been, no doubt, in placing their gates
so close to the river, to get as great a depth of water as possible
with the least amount of excavation, and to shorten the dock as much
as possible, with reference to the expense of construction and the
cost of land. In many situations on the Thames the existence of
a road, or street parallel to and not far distant from the stream,
has been the cause of an encroachment upon the river.
Fig. 11.—The Shadwell entrance of the London Docks points
so much down the river as to form a very obtuse angle with the
stream. The inconveniences that would otherwise result to vessels
entering are, from various causes, obviated at this entrance, which,
in fact, bears a very good character. One of these causes is, that ,
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the set of the flood tide is across the river, towards the opposite
shore from the bight below the entrance, which is left in compara
tively slack water, and is thus more at right angles with the flood
on account of this particular set. The great width between tbe
wings and the additional timber external works also afford jrreat
facilities, both when docking and undocking vessels.
In this
latter case the capabilities arise, like those at the Blackwall en
trances of the West India Docks, from the judicious construction
of the external works, which, however, have in both instances
been, to a great extent, of subsequent formation, to obviate eTils
attendant upon the original form. It will at once be seen, by re
ferring to the plan of this entrance as it now exists, that the con
veniences for docking must have been much less before the exter
nal works were added. The timber pier added to the western or
upper wing and the dolphin, form, with the northern portion of
the wing wall, a line of direction pointing up the stream, which is
the desirable direction for docking a ship upon the flood as she
swings round, her larboard quarter coming in contact with tbe
dolphin, and her starboard bow with the timber pier; she is thus
prevented from tailing upon the shore on the upper side, as she
would otherwise have done without these external works. The
timber pier and dolphin on the lower side, perform the same office
towards a vessel leaving the dock just after high-water, or being
docked when there is no run of tide, and the south-west wind
blowing her on to the shore below the entrance.
Much of the external wing wall on the lower, or eastern side,
might have been dispensed with, had the direction of its entrance
been more at right angles to the stream; it is, however, to be
observed, that this direction would not have suited so well as the
one adopted in the general plan of the docks. This entrance pos
sesses an advantage pointed out in the instance of the Blackball
West India Dock entrance, from the great width allowing two
vessels to pass.
Mr. Henry R. Palmer, the engineer employed to construct this
entrance, published in 1828, a paper entitled" "Report on the Pro
posed Eastern Entrance to the London Docks." In that paper
Mr. Palmer says:—
The taking of a ship into a harbour is required to be performed by the
persons on board, and therefore the line of direction of the entrance is made
as simple as her security from the wind and its consequences upon the water
will allow. If the same force can with safety be employed to conduct a
vessel to still water which has taken her to the mouth of it, tbe entrance
will be performed with most ease.
On the sea coast, the wind, and its consequences upon the water, constitute
the principal forces to be contended with ; the current of the water being
comparatively of little or no value. On a river, the current of the water
becomes an essential force, and that in proportion as the width of the river
is diminished.
It is obvious, that in both cases, it is preferable to make these forces sub
servient to our purpose, when it is practicable; and in the formation of an
entrance to a harbour, or a dock, its position, direction, and form, shonld be
such as to expose a vessel to as little action as possible not available to this
object.
The communication between a river and a wet dock, being throngh tbe
medium of a lock whose limits but little exceed the dimensions of the ship
that passes through, it is important that the water about the entrance to
that lock should be, if possible, quiescent. If it have a running or turbu
lent motion, considerable labour is indispensably necessary to conduct a
vessel within its narrow channel with safely; we therefore find that man;
of the public docks are provided with an external area, or basin, which is in
fact a harbour, whose entrance is sufficiently wide to admit vessels daring
most weathers, while at the same time it has the effect of producing still
water where that is required.
The adoption of this principle upon the Mersey and upon the
Huniber, on account of the heavy sea, is referred to; also the
entrance to the Hull Docks, from the river Hull being formed in
a recess or fore-bay.
The entrance to the Bristol Docks is referred to by Mr.
Palmer, as a precedent for the case then under his consideratioi ,
where the entrance locks point down the stream and form an
obtuse angle with the line of flood, and where, as Mr. Palmer
says,
Vessels go up with the flood tide only, and sail most generally at once into
the entrance. When the wind is high and corresponds with the tide, a rope
is sent on shore opposite the entrance, and being connected with the stern,
the ship is easily presented to tbe lock, and is conducted into still water
without risk.
It may be observed, that the extreme narrowness of the Avon
necessarily induced such an arrangement.
The particular position of the entrances to the Runcorn Docks
is next reviewed; those through tbe locks, Mr. Palmer describes
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as "parallel with the current," in reference to which he subse
quently says:—
Inasmuch as the vessels are not required to deviate from the direction of
the current (i.e. to lie across it), not only is their introduction not made dif
ficult by the motion of the water, but actually accomplished by it without
risk.
Of the docks in the port of London, Mr. Palmer says:—
When we contemplate the immensity of the traffic on the Thames, and
the extent of accommodation afforded to the shipping, as compared with
other ports, it is surprising that the entrances to the numerous docks should
be less convenient than those on rivers whose navigation is more difficult.
The entrances are all narrower, so that when the head of a ship arrives
within its confined space, the stern is opposed to the action of the current.
Mr. Palmer then describes the entrances to the principal public
docks, and the labour entailed at the graving docks on account of
their position; in reference to this he says:—
Now as the force of the water upon the ship is the same between the
same parallels, the strength required to resist it will be the same, whether
the bead points up or down the stream. But it is argued, that if the
entrance coincide with the direction of the stream (i.e. points down), the
vessel may be forced against one of the side walls ; and if no exertion be
made to prevent such an effect, it undoubtedly would sometimes occur.
But the vessel must he controlled by ropes at the stern, connected with a
mooring, with less force in this position than when laid across the stream,
and proportionally so in all the intermediate angles.
Now if the entrance point up the stream, the vessel must be allowed to
pass first above the entrance, and then be drawn towards it with a force
greater than that required to resist her motion, as in the former case, because
the motion of the stream is added to that of the vessel. Although the
difference in the quantities of force and labour may not be great, the direc
tion of the entrance, if narrow, should be guided by localities, such as the
position in the river, the position of moorings, &c.
After stating that the above reasoning applied to narrow en
trances, with the gates close to the river, inapplicable for the
London docks, and referring to the want of width at most of the
entrances, and the too close proximity of their gates to the stream,
Mr. Palmer describes his plan for the Shadwell entrance, in ac
cordance with the principles above laid down, and which was sub
sequently carried out under that engineer.
That entrance, however, by additional outworks, resolves itself
into a very different form.
Fig. 12.—The entrance to the Grand Surrey Docks and Canal,
Rotherhithe, points slightly down the stream; but from the local
set of the tide from the opposite shore, its line of direction forms
a very obtuse angle with the set of the flood. The effect produced
by this is evinced in an external timber jetty and dolphin, off the
upper side, by which a vessel is brought up upon the flood, in the
right position in a line with the entrance, which is obviously insuf
ficient as to width and length, when the set of the tide is consi
dered, without these external works.
The direction of this
entrance has probably been influenced by local circumstances con
nected with neighbouring properties.
Fig. 13.—The Wapping, or central entrance of the London
Docks is situated at right angles to the stream. Its direction in
such a position must no doubt have been influenced by local cir
cumstances. Its direction for the two purposes of docking and
undocking is tolerably eligible; but there is a deficiency of length
towards the river, and splaying out of the wing walk; dolphins
have consequently been rendered necessary, but they are placed at
such a distance out as to act similarly to the moorings at other
entrances. There is a local eddy of the tide off this entrance,
which makes its direction of less consequence. It is principally
used for small vessels and barges.
The upper entrance of the London Docks, called the Hermitage
entrance, is nearly square to the stream, or inclining slightly
downwards. This entrance is not used; the principal trade is
thus carried on at the lower eastern entrance at Shadwell, where
large sums of money have been expended in the repairs and im
provement of the immediate outlet or entrance.
St. Saviour's Dock entrance, on the opposite side of the river,
points very much down the stream; but it is supposed by persons
connected with the port, that its original formation was out of
some natural inlet in the shore, outside the marsh wall, and, being
only a tide dock, the direction of the entrance was not considered
so much an object as in the neighbouring works. It would,
however, be supposed, that the direction of the entrance to such a
dock was a consideration of importance; but a comparison of this
example with that of Limekiln Dock on the opposite side, and
which has before been quoted as pointing acutely up the stream,
shows how various have been the modes of treating these tidal
constructions.
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Fig. 14.—The St. Katharine's Dock entrance points slightly
down the stream. There is at that spot a great depth of water,
and ships are frequently docked after the tide has fallen, according
to the judgment of the dock-master, whether it can be done safely.
Under these circumstances the direction up, or down, is not of the
same importance as in other examples. But an evil is entailed at
these docks, by the small amount of width between the wing walls
at the entrance; the particular locality must, however, have neces
sarily involved this, and the wings were probably projected and
splayed out as much as the nature of the site would allow. The
object here also was to dock ships quickly, and also upon a falling
tide. For this the lock has three pairs of gates, the outer pair
being placed as close to the river as possible. The fact of a public
street here running parallel to the river, and the entailment of a
swing bridge over the lock also prevented any great splaying out
of the wing walls.
In reference to the general question it may be observed, that
the foregoing examples resolve themselves into three classes—
viz.. dry or graving docks, wet or floating docks, and building slips.
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Fig. 15.—Proposed Graving Bock.
Fig. 15.—With examples of the first class, viz., the dry or
graving docks, the great desideratum appears to be, to get them
placed at such an angle to the course of the tide, that snips may
be docked upon the lood with the greatest facility. There exists
but one opinion among persons acquainted with the practice of
docking ships upon the Thames as to what this direction should
be—viz., an acute angle to the flood, or in other words, pointing
upwards; Bome recommending (if the site will allow it) a direc
tion nearly up and down the stream, others an angle of about 45°,
with a dolphin half the length of the ship, above the entrance, to
keep her from tailing on the ground if the wind should be on
shore. It is obvious, that the greater the degree of obliquity, the
more the river frontage will be required for each entrance. Ships
are usually docked head first, and turned out stern first, from dry
docks. If the line of direction of the dock points downwards,
and forms an obtuse angle with the direction of the flood coming
up, or is even square to it, considerable labour and difficulty are
involved in heaving down the stern of the vessel against the tide,
so that she may be in a line with the dock. This very force of the
tide is taken advantage of, and assists in placing the ship in a
proper position, when the dock points up the stream. This direc
tion is equally advantageous in undocking vessels from dry docks,
as the almost invariable practice is to turn them out stern fore
most; thus the vessel's quarter first meets the tide, is carried
upwards, and her bow is brought against the tide in the most con
venient position for mooring her.
Fig. 16.—With wet or floating docks the case is altered as
regards undocking, and this has been met by the greater width at
the entrance, formed by the spreading wings on either side. The
circumstances attendant upon a ship entering are precisely the
same as when approaching a graving dock; but in undocking a
loaded vessel from a wet dock, she is brought out head first. If
the entrance pointed up the stream, the vessel's bow would require
to be kanted up immediately she met the tide; this would cause
considerable inconvenience to an outward-bound vessel, which
18*
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should swing with her bow downwards. Ships are frequently taken
out with their sails set on a fair wind, and in such a case, a fault
in direction would be still more severely felt.
A direction nearly square to the stream is recommended by
some authorities as the best for wet docks; others recommend an
acute angle of about 60° with the flood, as shown in fig. 16. The
amount of this angle, however, becomes of less importance if a
great width is obtained at the entrance, by rounding out or splay
ing the wings. The upper wing, or pier-head, should be formed to
a flat curve, or even a straight line, so as to present a favourable
angle to the tide for a ship entering. The lower pier-head, or
wings, should be rounded, or splayed off very much, t admit of
a vessel, whilst going out, turning with her head upon tide; it
should also project about 30 or 40 feet further out than the upper
pier, in order to cover the entrance and render it more accessible.
The great variations that exist in the examples on the Thames,
are attributed by persons interested in shipping, to the importance
of the subject never having been sufficiently considered, and also
to want of capital and available space on the banks of the river.
The positions of dry docks have, no doubt, in many cases been
regulated, irrespective of any other considerations, simply by the
particular arrangement of the ground in which they have been
constructed, the direction of the first dock regulating that of its
successors, which were built parallel to it.
The great desideratum with docks of each description appears
to be to obtain as great a width as possible at the immediate
entrance, and the larger this is, of less importance does the angle
become. The width is considered by many shipwrights as the
most important element of consideration; with a great width, a
small amount of heaving on one purchase or the other will correct
a great amount of error in direction. A ship, when being docked
at such an entrance, first touches the upper pier, and her stern
must then be drawn down, to bring her in a line with the entrance;
the greater the width therefore the better angle for leverage, or
purchase, will be obtained. It is also a great desideratum to afford
plenty of room to pilots, whether they happen to be taking vessels
into or out of wet docks.
As regards building slips; their direction appears, like many
instances of graving docks, to have been influenced, on the banks
of the Thames, and perhaps also on other rivers, by internal local
circumstances connected with the tenure and division of proper
ties; the construction of one slip has also governed the direction
of those in the immediate vicinity, which are generally parallel to
the first. This direction, it will at once be seen, cannot be so im
portant as in the instance of graving docks; still, however, as
vessels are launched stern foremost, and usually about the same
period that admittance into graving docks takes place, the same
reasons that influence the direction of one would affect also that of
the other: that is, a vessel being launched, and her stern carried
up, her head would be brought up against tide, which is the most
convenient position for mooring her—consequently, a position
slightly inclining up the stream, appears desirable; practically, a
direction square to the stream, answers the purpose, and is the best,
having reference to the value of a river frontage.
The directions herein referred to as apparently the most desira
ble, are—an angle of about 45° pointing up the stream, for Graving
Docks; an angle of about 60°, in a similar direction, for Wet
Docks; and. a right angle for Building Slips.
No one knows better the importance of the subject than the
shipwrights and pilots, and with how much less risk vessels may be
docked at some establishments than at others. The operation of
docking a valuable ship, with perhaps but very few inches to
spare, is at all times a nervous process, and they who are in the
constant habit of conducting such operations can give the best
practical opinions on the subject.
The opinions of Mr. Dowson, Mr. Knight, Cant. Bond, Capt.
Evans, Mr. Kinipple, Mr. Green, Mr. Haslip, and Mr. Wigram are
given in letters to Mr. Redman, from whence the following extracts
are made:—
Mr. Dowson says:—"I have read with some attention your remarks on
the several net and dry dock entrances on the river Thames, and also ex
amined the sketch you sent me (fig. 16).
I feel a strong conviction that a great error has been committed in the
construction of most of them. My opinion is, that the entrance should
stand in a line, nearly up and down the stream; so that when a ship comes
alongside the jetty, for the purpose of docking, the bow would easily enter,
and much time and labour be saved in heaving the stern down against the
flood tide.
The entrance into my dock and Duke shore are both very bad, and il.e
evil is increased by the flood tide running particularly strong.
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I admit that, in wet docks, where the entrances, or jaws outside the dock
gates, are generally so wide, the evil is not so severely felt ; bot I remember
when the West India Docks, Ulackwall end, were first made, tbe danger for
loaded ships was so great, that it was found necessary to extend the uppcr
pier in the manner 1 prefer.
I attribute tbe bad entrances to want of judgment, want of capital, and
perhaps of space ou the shore of the Thames."
Fig. 16.— Proposed Wet Dock.
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Scale to Flgi. 15 and 16, 1 Inch to 100 Feet.
Mr. Knight says :—"With reference to the general question, f think it
may be presumed, that the entrances to the public dock establishments hate
been constructed in a manner deemed most eligible (having reference to the
set of the tide), for the purpose of docking loaded ships, and that the con
struction of the graving docks has been more particularly determined by in
ternal considerations, as regards the ground on which the docks have brro
formed, although the entrances to the public docks may, in some cases, have
also been influenced by similar considerations. As regards graving docks, it
is to be observed, that they are comparatively but seldom used, and that the
slack of tide is generally taken advantage of to dock tbe vessels.
Tbe entrance to the East India Docks, pointing upwards to the stream of
tide, is probably the best direction which could be given to it, as the stream
of tide runs rather strongly across it, and until the introduction of steaiutugs, large vessels would occasionally hang until the tide slacked; now
by means of a quarter rope, the stern can be hove down the stream, when
tbe head is pointed to the lock, and the vessel brought into the line <J
directiou of tbe lock without the vessel being brought to a right angle kiiu
the stream.
The following are the observations I have received from Captain Bond of
the East India Docks, and Captain Evans, of tbe West India Docks.
Captain Bond says:—' 1 think the East India Dock entrance has an ad
vantage over the other docks, in having plenty of room in the river, and the
tide never running bard, except when it blows with an easterly gale; aod
now we have the use of the tug to keep the ship's stern down, we can dock
immediately we have water ; before we had tugs, if the wind blew hard, the
large ships would bang until the tide slacked.'
Captain Evans says :—' I am decidedly of opinion that the Blackwall
entrance into the West India Dock is hy far the best constructed in the port
of London, its bell mouth giving sufficient room to kant the largest ves^l
that ever was docked in the port, and that without the assistance of either
a quarter-rope or that of a steamboat; although it must be admitted that
the length of the lock is in some measure an impediment to tbe quick dis
patch of business. Had the basin been carried about 70 feet further out, aod
the bridge kept within the lock-gates, I should then consider it a perfect m.dcl
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form entrance; and I am of opinion, that all dock entrances should rather
incline upwards with the set of the tide, which would make them easier of
access upon the flood, as all vessels of any magnitude should be brought with
their head upon tide, to enter with safety where there is a strong current ;
but where an entrance is foimed in an eddy or counter tide, which is to be
found in various parts of the Thames, I would recommend that the lock
should be placed at right angles with the flood, in the stream ; and when
tiiere is a strong tide immediately across the entrance, it should incline up
wards, with the lower pier-head carried about 25 feet or 30 feet further
into the stream, than the upper one, as that would cause a partial eddy,
and thereby make the entrance easier of access, as well as facilitate the
docking.'
The great width of the Blackwall entrance of the West India Docks is advantsgeous as regards the undocking, as it admits of the inward vessel being
within the entrance, and leaves sufficient room for the outward ship to pass
out. In this respect the Shadwell entrance of the London Dock may possess
tlie like advantage."
Mr. Kinipflb says :—" I have long paid attention to the different en
trances into the various wet and dry docks on the hanks of the river Thames,
and consider that an angle of 45°, pointing up the stream to the set of the
tide, is in every way the most eligible ; for instance, Limehouse Bridge
Dock, which I now superintend, from being nearly at right angles to the
stream, and from the set of the tide being so strong, particularly at the
height of the springs, when it is usual to dock large ships of heavy draft of
water, it is very difficult to square the vessels and to place them in position,
without a large warp from their quarter, to heave on, with a great number
of men, assisted, within the last few years, by steam-power. This process
causes so much delay, that the vessel frequently cannot be hauled a-head
until nearly bigh-water, and then sometimes with only from three to six
inches water to spare. This, it will at once be seen, involves great risk—
indeed so much so, that I could name several ships that have grounded in
some dock entrances, and have overhung the" sill of the gates from 20 feet
to 50 feet, owing entirely to the above causes. These difficulties would be
entirely obviated if the docks were excavated to the above-named angle,
because the pilot could keep the ship off in deep water, opposite the dock,
until 6fteen or twenty minutes before high-water ; and when ordered to
bring ber to (having every rope already prepared), he would be enabled to
mike more certain of getting her safely in and secured than at present,
when so much labour and care are required.
With regard to wet docks, I consider nearly the same angle to be equally
advantageous for bringing to and docking a large number of homewardbound ships, in one tide; but with this difference— for undocking, the lower
pier-head would require to be carried out nearly at tight angles, projecting
lbout 40 feet or 50 feet, and rounded off; which would so widen the
entrance, that ships when being undocked, when they always come out head
first, may, provided they want to go down the river, that is to say, being
outward-bound, make a warp fast to the said pier-bead, and with another
taken off to a buoy, laid out for the purpose at some convenient distance,
be Mr.
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entrances of
dry and wet docks should point up, and not down the stream."
Mr. Haslip says :—" My opinion is, that dry docks pointing np the
stream on the river Thames, at an angle of 45°, may answer every purpose.
With respect to wet docks, I consider that they ought to be at right
angles, with a sufficient entrance.
Respecting; building slips, the angle or run is always governed by the
river wherein a new ship is about to be built and launched."
Mr. Wigbam says :—" I fear you will not arrive at any definite rule on
the sul.ject; but it appears to me, that all dock entrances should point
towards ; the degree will depend on whether the tide runs strong, or not, at
the point or part where the dock is to be constructed. You are of course
s»sre, that the set of the tide alters greatly in velocity at different parts of
the riter ; but, in my opinion, the stronger the set or run of the tide may
t>e across the dock entrance, so much more should it point up, for tbe con
venience of nsing the dock."
Mr. Redman begged to acknowledge, and to offer his thanks for
the assistance afforded him by the proprietors of docks and the
officers of dock companies on the river, and he requested it might
be understood, that when he had designated a dock entrance as
"had," or "indifferent," it was not meant invidiously, but that
from circumstances, or locality, it was not so favourably situated
Mothers which he had especially denominated as "good."
He then referred to the drawing of the Blackwall entrance of
the West India Docks (fig. 2), and stated, that there vessels could
i">t be brought in so readily as had been originally intended; but
they were brought up head upon tide, and were warped in; also to
the Shadwell, or lower entrance of the London Docks, (fig. 11),
which although pointing down the river, and forming an obtuse
angle with the line of direction of the flood, was yet, by the addi
tional works at the entrance, resolved into a very advantageous
f'irm; for the upper wing, with the timber jetty and dolphin,
formed a rather acute angle with the particular set of the flood,
ind was therefore advantageous for docking vessels; the lower
»orks formed at the same time a good direction for vessels depart
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ing, and being brought up head upon tide. Viewing the particular
outline of the London Docks, it was obvious that a direction
pointing up the stream would have entailed so bad an angle of
communication with the docks, and so awkward a turn for the
vessels, as to render such a position next to impossible.
Fig. 14 was a plan of the St. Katharine Dock's entrance, where
the direction, as had been before explained, was rendered of less
importance by the great depth of water, which allowed vessels to
be docked after high water. At such a site as this, a wide
entrance was almost unattainable, from the great value of the
land.
Figs. IS and 16 were drawings of what appeared from evidence
to be good forms for entrances: the former for a graving dock, at
an angle of 45°, with a projecting pier on the lower side ; and the
latter for wet docks, at an angle of 60°,—the upper wing turning
at an angle of 45° upwards, and the lower at a similar angle down
wards, together with a projecting pier. Such an entrance would
afford equal facilities for docking and also fur undocking; a
double lock was also shown.
There was another question, which however had not been
touched upon in the paper—viz., the best angle for a wall along
which a vessel would pass to enter a lock: for instance, upon a
canal, what angle would give the least amount of resistance to a
boat entering a lock? This, however, was not of importance in
reference to the present inquiry; still it was an interesting ques
tion, well deserving the attention of the Institution. To illus
trate the notice as to docking vessels, he might remark, that at
Messrs. Young's establishment at Limehouse, where a large go
vernment steam frigate was now being fitted, it was found neces
sary, in docking that vessel, to connect a warp from her starboard
quarter to a capstan at the West India Dock in order to keep her
in position, on account of her great length.
Remarks made at the Meeting after the Reading of the foregoing Paper.
Mr. Walker praised the talent and industry displayed by Mr.
Redman, in collecting the examples shown by the drawings; the
majority were matters of fact, and the compiled drawings (tigs. 15
and 16) were theoretical examples, deduced from reasoning upon
the facts now laid before the meeting. It must be borne in mind,
that from the value of land in the vicinity of London, and more
particularly of river frontage upon the Thames, the direction of
the entrances must have been, to a great extent, regulated by local
circumstances. For instance, the Shadwell entrance to the London
Docks could not have been differently placed, because, from the
position of the docks, any other than a direct entrance would have
created greater inconvenience than any facility of entering could
have compensated for. At the same time, from a local eddy, there
was slack water in front of the entrance.
The entrances to private docks were even more governed by
locality, and the influence that might be exercised upon the neigh
bouring property; because in the case of an oblique entrance, the
vessels in entering or leaving the dock, would traverse and occupy
the frontage on either side of it. There was no doubt of the theo
retical correctness of making the entrance to point obliquely up
the stream, if it was situated in the run of the tide, and the
lucidity permitted it; but where there was not any run of tide,
or an eddy existed, or where a deep fore-bay could be formed,
the entrance might be quite as advantageously placed at right
angles with the stream. It must, however, be considered, that in
entering, when a vessel came up with the tide, it made fast, and
then swung. In the case of the right-angle entrance, the tide
striking upon the broadside would have a tendency to drive it up
wards; whereas the tide striking a vessel obliquely, would have less
power upon it, and less force would be required to draw it across
the tide into the dock. When the mouth was widened, and was
shaped as in fig. 16, the current would assist a vessel, and with a
judicious arrangement of buoys, vessels would be docked very
rapidly; and in such cases, if the locality permitted, the angle
pointing upwards was advantageous; but where still water existed,
from a bend in the river, or the tide was sluggish, a rectangular
entrance would be found as useful, and in general would accom
modate itself better to the property upon which the dock was
situated.
Mr. Rennie thought the author had taken very judicious views
of the subject; it was, however, evident that engineers must be
governed by local considerations, and the velocity of the tide.
The late Mr. Rennie had designed several entrances pointing up
the stream, and with the widened mouth like fig. 16; but in prac
tice, it had been found necessary to adapt them to the locality, and
with reference to the adjoining properties. Mr. Reunie hud ar
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rived, by calculation, at certain results, and had determined
that an angle of 45° pointing upwards was the best for a dock
entrance.
Mr. Sidney Youno felt that it would be ungracious on his part
were he to withhold, on the part of those whose avocations, like
his own, would make them practically the recipients of the bene
fits to be derived from such a discussion as the present, his best
acknowledgments to his friend Mr. Redman, for the careful in
vestigation he had undertaken, and to the meeting for the atten
tion that had now been given to the subject.
To all the remarks and suggestions he had heard from Mr.
Redman, in reference to the most convenient "angle to the flow of
the tide" for placing dry docks, be gave his unqualified concur
rence; nor did he think that any one who had opportunities of
forming a practical opinion on the subject, would tor a moment
question their correctnesss. No better evidence of the important
service now rendered could, he thought, be afforded than the great
variety of the angles formed by docks in the Thames, as so ably ex
emplified in Mr. Redman's diagrams—proving, as it appeared to
him, that this question, important as it was, had hitherto engrossed
very little attention. The constructors of these entrances were,
in many instances, probably too much restricted by local circum
stances to allow of their placing them at so acute an angle as
was now proposed; still, in the instance of dry docks, they might
in almost every instance at least have adopted the same direction,
with an angle so small as not perceptibly to affect the general dis
tribution of the property. This would frequently increase the
facility of moving vessels" into and out of dock, especially in those
wide situations which were exposed to a particularly strong set of
tide, to an extent that could scarcely be appreciated by those who
were not in the constant habit of superintending such operations.
With respect to the entrances of wet docks, the opinion of an
experienced pilot should be held of more value than any other;
but he was led to believe, from the remarks made by some gentle
men present, that the subject had been too much regarded as
though vessels had only to be docked, and not just as often undocked whilst loaded. For the first purpose he was still of opinion
that Mr. Redman's plan was equally applicable as to dry docks;
but as undocking had also to be considered, he thought practi
cally a right angle might be found sufficient, with a lower wing
boldly splayed out, as in fig. 16, which frequently afforded the
pilot an opportunity of setting sail before meeting the tide.
Without such a provision the vessel's head would be carried up the
stream, and the necessity of swinging her round would be involved.
This would at all times be attended with great inconvenience, and,
in comparatively contracted navigation, with much risk. In all
cases, Mr. Redman's proposed dolphin on the upper side would
undoubtedly be most advantageous. In reference to H.M. steamfrigate Termagant, now in their establishment, it was true that,
from her great length and the slight acuteness in the direction
of the dock, the action of the flood presented great impediments
to placing her in position, and afforded therefore a powerful illus
tration of the advantages that might have been derived from Mr.
Redman's proposed conditions for the directions of docks, and the
addition of the dolphin, which would have prevented her being
carried up "fore and aft."
Mr. T. R. Spence confirmed the statement relative to Messrs.
Tebbutt's establishment, Limekiln Dock, and the general views of
the paper. In their yard, a dock pointed up in nearly the direc
tion proposed by Mr. Redman for dry docks, and it was found that
ships were easily docked in it, with a moderate number of men;
certainly with more ease than if it were at right angles to the
stream. It was probable that the direction of this particular dock
had been more influenced by the conditions of the property, than
the fact that such a direction was the best for docking; and he
explained, as the reasons for the direction, that it had been for
merly a building slip, and the position of another dock had induced
this particular direction to get greater length. Pilots had always
found that when ships were launched from it, they had been easily
brought head upon tide. Since it had been deepened and altered
into a dock, it had been found that ships entered easily, and in
going out came almost directly head upon tide. Where the form
and position of the yard would admit of it, a direction pointing
up the stream increased the facility of docking, and was there
fore to be recommended for a dry dock. The conditions of the
Sroperty
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some cases than in others.
As regarded wet docks, Mr. Spence stated, that a direction
pointing upwards likewise facilitated the introduction of loaded
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vessels, but that he considered a pilot the best authority on this
subject; that, for undocking, it was necessary that the lower pier
should point down, as was provided for in fig. 16; as, unlike ships
coming out of dry docks stern foremost, and therefore readily
swinging head upon tide, ships came out of all wet docks head
foremost; consequently, unless the lower wing pointed downwards,
the ship's head, in coming out on the flood, would have a tendency
to drift upwards, instead of coming round head upon tide.
The dock in their yard which had been referred to, was rather
embayed, as a reference to a map of the river would show; this
increased the facility; but still he was strongly of opinion, that
the convenience attached to it was chiefly due to its direction in
reference to the stream. One great object in forming the entrance
to a wet dock was to have it sufficiently wide, with diverging
piers, so that when the ship was sheered to, her midship part
might come against the upper pier, whilst her bow was at the
lower side; she would thus enter readily. For this reason the di
rection of the lock did not appear to him so important as the form
of the outer entrance. The Shadwell entrance of the London
Docks, since the addition of the timber jetty on the upper side
(pointing upwards), had acted admirably. Viewing fig. 16, a prac
tical difficulty might present itself—viz., of entering one ship
while another departed; but this was seldom, if ever, attempted.
The outward-bound vessels generally left as soon as there was
water for them, and homeward ships did not generally get up until
towards high water. If a loaded ship came up whilst another
was going out, she was obliged to keep out or the way of the
entrance until the outward-bound vessel was clear.
Mr. Cubitt, V.P., said, the object was to get as many vessels as
possible in and out at high water, in order to take advantage of
the depth of water and the slack tide, which rendered less power
necessary. For the purpose of obtaining still water, a deep and
capacious fore-bay was sometimes made, as it was found materially
to facilitate the entrance of the vessels; and whenever the locality
permitted the formation, and means could be adopted for prevent
ing it from silting up, it should be adopted. The examples which
had been brought forward by Mr. Redman were useful, showing
as they did, that although the trade of the port was carried on,
practically, with efficiency at all the docks, still from the par
ticular direction and conformation of some entrances, ships
were docked and undocked much more readily at some than
at others.
Mr. May drew attention to the entrance of the Ipswich Docks,
constructed from the design of the late Mr. H. 11. Palmer, and
where he had free scope to do as he pleased; yet he had designed
it at an angle pointing down the stream, like the Shadwell entrance
of the London Docks. This appeared contrary to the received
opinion, and yet the work was very successful and answered the
purpose perfectly. The entire width of the river, at high-water,
was about 1 50 feet, and the entrance was so placed, that a vessel
coming up with the tide went directly into the dock without
swinging.
Mr. Walker said, it must be evident there were practical diffi
culties occasioned by a downward direction being given to an en
trance; they were, however, in some degree compensated for, by
the formation of a deep recess or fore-bay, in which a vessel would
be out of the run of the tide. This gave great facility for dock
ing a vessel, which under all circumstances was a somewhat
hazardous operation. In the case of Ipswich, it appeared that
there was a certain difficulty to contend with, and, like a skilful
engineer, Mr. Palmer had chosen the simplest method of overcom
ing it. In so narrow a river, it would have been difficult for the
vessels to have swung, and therefore he preferred their entering
directly into the fore-bay, in doing which they would be aided by
the tide.
Mr. Murray said he had discussed this matter at some length
with Mr. Walker, when examining the plan for the proposed docks
at Sunderland, and being guided, in a great degree, by the opinion
of the shipowners and pilots, it was settled that the entrance
should be placed acutely up the stream, and that the exit should
be the reverse. It was a great object at Sunderland to enable as
many vessels as possible to enter and to leave the port on the tide;
for which purpose a tidal basin of three acres in extent, with tidegates, was intended to be constructed, for the vessels to enter and
bring up in; from thence they entered through wide gates into the
main dock. The tidal basin became in fact a great lock. The
object was to get from three hours to three hours and a half for
docking vessels on each tide. In the Thames, from ten to fifteen
minutes were occupied by each vessel in passing a lock, so that
the amount of accommodation was in fact restricted; but in other
places, where the system he had described was followed, greater
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facilities were afforded. For instance, at Hartlepool, he had
counted fifty-five vessels leaving in a tide, and he had heard of
severity vessels leaving in the same time. The forms of widened
entrances, shown by Mr. Redman, approximated to the system Mr.
Murray had recommended; he would present to the Institution a
description and plans of the dock at Sunderland, as soon as the
works were completed.
Mr. Redman remarked, that in the case of the Ipswich Docks,
the particular direction was obviously entailed by the peculiarities
of the site. The entrance was from an artificial cut, which was so
narrow as not to afford space for swinging; and the entrance was,
as Mr. Walker had explained, away from the channel, in an arti
ficial recess or fore-bay, which created dead or slack water, and
neutralised to some extent the effect entailed by an obtuse angle
with the line of flood.

Fig. 17.— Duke'i Dock, Liverpool.

Mr. Cubitt, V.P., quite agreed, that however desirable it might
be to place the entrance pointing upwards, as had been suggested,
and had been so frequently and successfully practised, still locality
must in general govern the engineer in laying out his plans, and he
must exhibit his skill, not only in the construction of the work,
but, if possible, in the selection of a spot where an eddy of the
tide or slack water could be obtained, and which at the same time
possessed the other requisite qualities for a dock. Mr. Cubitt had
recently put in practice at the Duke's Dock at Liverpool (shown
in fig. 17), the system as proposed by Mr. Murray for the
Sunderland Dock. A pair of gates had been adapted to the
entrance of the outer dock, which had thus been converted into a
tidal basin, whence the "trows" and other vessels could be passed
into the dock with great facility, thus materially adding to its ad
vantages. He believed that principle was generally found to
answer, and he would advise its adoption wherever there was an
extensive trade.
Mr. Mubbay exhibited a plan and enlarged diagram of the
docks in progress of construction at Sunderland, of which he pro
mised to give a detailed account on their completion. The original
intention had been to leave a portion of the old pier, in order to
form two entrances; but it was subsequently decided to remove all
the old work, in order to afford as large a space as possible for the
vessels to bring up and swing by their anchors, or to be towed by
steamers into the tidal basin, whence thirty at a time would enter
the half-tide basin and thence into the dock. By these means a
very extensive trade could be accommodated, as was indeed neces
sary, when as many as ISO to 160 vessels required to leave on a
tide.
At Hartlepool the lock was not used for passing the vessels; the
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pates were left open for an hour and a half at the top of the tide,
and the vessels were towed by steamers directly into the dock.
Mr. Rendel, V.P., agreed with the commendations bestowed
upon the industry and talent displayed in the paper; but he did
not accord with the opinion, that any general rule could be laid
down to suit all cases. Many points required careful considera
tion; the velocity and rise of the tide, the local currents, an eddy
caused by a bend of the river, the width of the channel, the nature
of the trade, and the size of the vessels would all influence the
plans of an engineer, whose skill and talent should be displayed
by his meeting and combating successfully, the natural difficulties.
For this reason few entrances were similar, and it was evident
that in practice it had been found impossible to establish any
definite angle. If that were possible, one set of drawings would
suffice for all cases, and the exercise of skill and judgment would
no longer be required.
Mr. Scott Russell confirmed Mr. Rendel's views; the science
of engineering had not yet arrived at such definite conclusions, as
to enable given rules to be laid down for a subject embracing so
many considerations. It was evident from the examples brought
before the meeting, and from many others which were familiar to
all engineers, that it was not possible to lay down any undeviating
principle; but in comparing the examples, and considering local
peculiarities, lie thought it might be assumed that a step towards
it had been arrived at. If, as was stated, facilities for docking a
loaded ship upon the flow of the tide were given, by having the
entrance pointing upwards at an angle of 60°, and for undockmg a
loaded vessel on the turn of the tide, by an entrance pointing at
the same angle down the stream, it must be evident that the wide
entrance, with the piers at opposite angles, as proposed in (fig. 16),
would be advantageous wherever sufficient ground could be ob
tained; and if a deep fore-bay could be constructed so that it
would not silt up, it would afford additional facility, as a vessel
in entering would swing and come in without interfering with a
vessel going out. This was only the first step to a tidal basin,
which appeared to be a great convenience for an extensive trade.
This however presumed that the docks were upon a wide river, and
where land was not of very great value; but in a narrow channel,
where the stream or the tide set heavily across the entrance, and
where the value of the land on the banks was as great as in London,
even that rule could not be observed, and the engineer must be
guided by local considerations, in order to afford the greatest
amount of facility at the least cost.
Mr. Redman expressed his regret, that Mr. Rendel had not
been present when the paper was read, and that he had only par
tially heard the discussion upon it. It had certainly not been his
intention to assume that there were certain angles for dock
entrances applicable to all sites; on the contrary, he had distinctly
stated, that all the circumstances of position, set of tide, &c,
must be carefully attended to. The examples he had given for
proposed entrances, were intended as examples of combinations of
the good qualities of the different entrances on the Thames, and
were laid down in accordance with the opinions generally enter
tained in the port of London, among ship-builders, pilots, and
dock-masters, whose practical opinions upon such a subject were,
he conceived, well worth attention. These examples, therefore,
were only recommended where the site and the set of the tide
would admit of such constructions. Neither did he understand
the tone of the discussion to lead to the conclusion that one
angle was suitable for all situations; for, on the contrary, the dif
ferent attendant circumstances appeared to have been considered
by the various speakers.
He could not agree with Mr. Scott Russell, that possessing a
well formed fore-bay, the direction of the lock, or inner portion of
the entrance, became of minor or secondary importance. It was
necessary, having the upper wing pointing upwards at the angle
shown, that the lock should be in the same line, in order that the
vessel might be easily drawn in. Mr. Russell had also fallen into
error in assuming that a vessel was undocked upon the ebb; if
that were the case, the direction of the lower wing would be un
important, as immediately the vessel's bow met the tide she would
swing round into the desired position; such however, was not the
case, as vessels were undocked upon the flood, and it was necessary
to form the lower wing in such a manner, that by means of the
warps attached to her larboard bow, as she left the entrance, she
would be brought head upon tide, and swing in the requisite di
rection. If the lower wall. pointed considerably up the stream,
the labour in counteracting the tendency of the tide, and hauling
her bow down stream, would be much increased. It might like
wise be observed, as Mr. Russell had instanced, that a position
where the tide set very strongly across the entrance, was the exact
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site for which such an entrance as that shown by fig. 16, was
adapted; the reasons for this had before been given, and were, in
his opinion, quite obvious.
Mr. Brunel accorded generally with the views expressed by Mr.
Rendel; he thought, however, that although the Institution might
not be able to fix any rules or principles, which would evidently
have an injurious tendency, the meetings were extremely useful, in
making the profession better acquainted with what had been done,
and in affording opportunities for discussing the principles of con
struction and the results of certain works.
It did not appear, that any dock entrances had been actually
constructed of the form and at the precise angle laid down in
fig. 16; now there did appear to him certain disadvantages, at
tendant even upon that plan.
Suppose, for instance, a rapid
flowing tide, with the wind setting directly up the stream and
across the entrance; he apprehended there would be much diffi
culty in bringing the vessel to, swinging her and hauling her down
into the entrance. Therefore, wherever from the prevalence of
certain winds, such a combination of circumstances would be liable
to occur, no engineer would think of employing that particular
form; but would endeavour to find a position for the entrance
where an eddy existed naturally, or he would form a fore-bay to
produce still water, in order to facilitate the entrance of the ship.
It appeared also to him, that there would be considerable difficulty
in bringing a vessel so directly against the tide, upon leaving, as
was proposed. The examples that had been given were undoubtedly
useful; it would, however, be dangerous to assume that they af
forded sufficient data whereon to base arbitrary rules for cases
which, to superficial observers, might appear identical; but the civil
engineer, whose province it was to examine, and weigh maturely,
all the considerations involved, would see at once that every case
must differ, and his skill and experience must be exercised in
meeting and providing for all the local difficulties. It appeared
therefore certain that in this, as in almost every other branch of
engineering, no arbitrary rules could be laid down to meet all
cases, and the civil engineer must be guided by his scientific and
practical
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exist and to cause inconveniences in works previously executed.
Mr. Redman, in answer to Mr. Brunei, said there was no en
trance on the Thames of the exact form laid down in fig. 16; but
such a fact, would not, he conceived, be urged as an objection
againt its adoption where circumstances would permit it; many
entrances on the Thames possessed some of its individual features,
—for instance, the lower wing of the Shadwell entrance of the
London Docks (fig. 11), and the upper wing of the Black wall
entrance of the West India Dock (fig. 2); there were also numerous
examples, shown in the drawings, where vessels were docked and
met the tide, when leaving in the manner proposed. The conside
ration of the occurrence of a rapid flood, with the wind setting up,
induced him to give the preference to an angle pointing up-stream,
as being most available under such circumstances, and he believed
that to be the general opinion of persons well acquainted with the
system of docking vessels in the Thames. It was true, however,
as had been shown in the paper, that diametrically opposite
opinions had been entertained, which had induced constructions
very different to those now proposed, but which, by the addition of
supplemental outworks, resolved themselves very nearly into the
form laid down in fig. 16. The object in pointing the lower wing
down-stream, was to bring a vessel, when departing, head upon
tide.
It had been already shown, that there were numerous
examples in the Thames, where vessels when outward-bound met
the tide at a great disadvantage, from the lower wing not affording
such requisite facilities; a vessel leaving such an entrance as that
under consideration, with a warp attached to her larboard bow,
swung immediately into the requisite position; but if the entrance
pointed up, or was even square, she would have to swing completely
round with a chance of tailing upon the ground. He could not un
derstand the objection to the proposed forms, which he thought
had been misunderstood, and if a vessel could not arrive in, or
leave an entrance so formed, upon a river circumstanced like the
Thames, it was difficult to imagine the particular conformation
which would provide the requisite facilities. The fact of laying
down general principles for cases of engineering such as these,
founded upon the experience of the past, due consideration being
given at the same time to all the attendant circumstances, would
not, he conceived, lessen the duties of the engineer, as the varia
tions in the level, the site, the foundation, and the construction,
would still demand the exercise of his judgment and experience,
as well as his constant services, as heretofore.
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BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.
(With an Engraving, Plate VIIIJ
Sir—I gladly embrace the opportunity afforded me by your ex
cellent Journal, to correct the errors in Sir John Rennie - state
ment in your number for March last (p. 77), as to the Bell Rock
Lighthouse, which statement, while professing to be a reply to
letter which I addressed to him on the 26th December last, is in
reality founded upon a long correspondence between Sir John
Rennie and myself, which followed upon that letter. I should
have been most willing to leave the public to form their opinion of
the matter in discussion from that correspondence itself, which,
representing both sides of the question, affords, I submit, more
trustworthy data than the ex parte statement of Sir John Rennie,
in which, I am sorry to say, by omitting some facts, and misrepre
senting others, he endeavours to support his extraordinary position,
that the late Mr. Rennie designed and built the Bell Rock Light
house.
I have, therefore, to request that you will publish at length the
whole of the correspondence that has taken place, to which I refer
all who are interested in the matter. On this, as I have observed,
I should have been willing to rest the controversy; but certain
statements of Sir John Rennie, which require to be exposed, com
pel me to trouble you with some preliminary remarks.
In the first place, then, I have to observe, that throughout the
whole of Sir John Rennie's statement, I can trace an evident
tendency to withhold what might seem to identify Mr. Stevenson
with the original design and ultimate execution of the work, and
to magnify, to the fullest extent, every fact that appears to support
his own view,—a spirit which ought not to have a place in such
discussions, and which has led Sir John into sundry errors; but, as
I do not feel justified in making such a statement without proof, I
must trouble your readers with the following instances.
Sir John says, that "on the 23rd December 1800, Mr. Stevenson
wrote a Report to the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses,
wherein, after describing the locality and characteristics of the
Rock, he proposed two designs for a Lighthouse,—one of cast-iron
on pillars, and another of stone." He afterwards goes on to say,
that the late Mr. Rennie was applied to by the Commissioners, and
visited the Rock in August 1805, and, "on the 30th December fol
lowing, made a long Report to the Commissioners, embracing the
whole subject; and, after commenting at length upon the various
designs submitted to him, decided upon recommending a stone Light
house; and observes, that as to the practicability of erecting such
a work on the Bell Rock, I (Mr. Rennie) think no doubt can be
entertained, with such examples before us as the Tour de Corduan
and the Eddystone."—The tendency of these statements is un
doubtedly to show, that Mr. Stevenson's mind was not made up as
to the best structure, and that Mr. Rennie not only settled that it
should be of stone, but decided that it was perfectly practicable.
Now, Sir John states that Mr. Rennie's Report "embraced the
whole subject," but he has suppressed the fact, that Mr. Steven
son's embraced the whole subject also ; and further, he has stated
that Mr. Stevenson proposed two designs, when, although he men
tions historically that three plans had occurred to him. he proposed
only one for adoption, viz. a stone tower, the practicability of which
he, at the same time, pronounced to be certain. In proof of this
I refer to the Report itself, dated 23rd December 1800, in which
Mr. Stevenson first details minutely the characteristics of the Rock.
He then describes the different works that had been executed at
the Eddystone, the Longship, the Smalls, the South Rock, and the
Tour de Corduan, all of which, excepting the latter, he had visited,
in order to inform himself as to what had been done in similar
situations. He then proceeds to say, "that until the moment he
landed on the Rock, he was uncertain if a building of stone was
applicable;" and that, previous to his survey of it, and in ignorance
of its size, he had thought/™/ of a floating light, and secondly, had
made a design for a Lighthouse on iron pillars; but that an inspec
tion of the Rock had convinced him of the practicability of an
erection of stone, which, and which alone, he accordingly recom
mended, as the following extracts prove. His inspection of the
Rock having satisfied him that the situation was more exposed to
be acted on by any floating body than he at first imagined, he says
that "he found it difficult to suppose any set of pillars of adequate
strength to resist the force of a loaded vessel, which must render
the pillar- formed construction very uncertain." That the risk
attending the exposure of the metal to the action of the sea ou^ht
not to be wholly overlooked "in giving preference to a circular build
ing of stone;" and, in conclusion, that "he has estimated the pillarformed Lighthouse at 15,000/., and although that for the tower of
masonry amounts to 42,636/. 8*., yet, as it is treading a beaten path
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which leads to certainty, it is surely to be preferred in a work of this
kind: the foundation-courses of stone must be more tedious, yet in
this there is nothiny impracticable; and when the difficulties of the
first courses are surmounted" ( which, be it observed, were over
come by Mr. Stevenson himself) "the superiority of a fabric of
stone over one of iron will be readily admitted." This is an opin
ion riven four years before Mr. Rennie made his first Report, and
clearly proves that Mr. Stevenson (and not Mr. Rennie, as Sir
John's extracts imply) was the first to recommend and pronounce
practicable the erection of the present Bell Rock Lighthouse
Tower.
Again, I refer to that part of Sir John's letter, wherein, in his
anxiety to show that the work was entirely under Mr. Rennie's
direction, he says, that on 29th October 1807, Mr. Rennie made a
Report, describing the progress of the works; and, among other
things, reported that "the cofferdam (recommended bv Mr. Steven
son) was not necessary." Now, on referring to the Report of
26th December 1806, which is a joint report, signed by Mr. Rennie
and Mr. Stevenson, the following paragraph will be found :
"Sixthly, A cofferdam will be wanted, to the height of 4 or 5 feet, so as
to enable tbe workmen to continue so much longer than they could do were
the tide allowed to flow over the foundation, when it rises above the level of
the rock."
But Sir John has rashly made it appear, from the way in which he
has stated the matter, that the said cofferdam was a notion of Mr.
Stevenson's, condemned by Mr. Rennie; whereas the Reports in his
hands not only show that it was jointly recommended, but also that
it was jointly dispensed with, as appears from Mr. Rennie's Report of
29th October 1807, from which Sir John quotes, which, after stating
"that the remainder of the articles mentioned in our Report of
26th December, should be provided as soon as possible," goes on to
say, that it is "proposed to do the work without a cofferdam at all.
There has been sufficient trial already made, to satisfy us respecting
its practicability without a cofferdam."
Sir John is further anxious to claim for Mr. Rennie the selection
of the material of which the tower was to be built, and says, that, in
his Report of 30th December 1805, he recommended, for the exte
rior of the tower, Dundee yranite, a stone which certainly does not
exist, and could not, therefore, have been proposed by Mr. Rennie;
but be this as it may, the selection of the stone was made after the
joint Report by Mr. Rennie and Mr. Stevenson in 1806, in which
they recommend Aberdeen granite in the following words:—"We
have no hesitation in recommending that the under part of the
building, at least as far as the first apartment, should be of Aberdren yranite" and this material was accordingly employed. The
Dundee stone to which I suppose Sir John Rennie alludes, is the
well-known old red sandstone of Kingoodie, which was used in the
upper part of the Lighthouse.
Again, in attempting to show that the work as executed is not
in accordance with Mr. Stevenson's original design, Sir John says,
"the building as erected, it will be observed, differs materially from
that proposed by Mr. Stevenson ; the base is much wider." Now,
in fact, the very opposite of this rash assertion is the tiue state of
the case. The base of the buildiny in Mr. Rennie's sketch is wider,
but the tower, as executed, has a base of 42 feet, being the same
diameter as that adopted by Ml. Stevenson in his original design.
Sir John Rennie also states, that his father repeatedly visited the
works, and had the "entire responsibility, superintendence, ma
nagement, and direction of the whole works." What Sir John's
idea of repeatedly visiting a work of such importance may be, I do
not know; but I cannot discover that Mr. Rennie was on the Bell
It ick more than twice (it may be thrice) during the whole four years
occupied in its erection. His first visit was in 1807, "when the
workmen were preparing the rock to receive the foundation of the
Lighthouse" (see his Report, October 29, 1807), and the second in
1*08, after the work had been brought to a close for the season, at
which time only three courses of masonry had been built; and if
ever he was a third time on the Rock, it was not during the build
ing operations. It thus appears, that Mr. Rennie never saw a
single stone of the building laid; and Sir John's statement, that he
had the "entire responsibility, superintendence, management, and
direction of the whole works," and "repeatedly visited" it, stands,
therefore, in striking contrast with the real facts of the case.
Again, Sir John Rennie says, that, "it does not appear from Mr.
Stevenson's book that he made separate Reports to the Commisioner» during the construction of the works." Now, to this I oppose
the statement, made in my letter of the 9th February last, that
Mr. Stevenson continued to report directly to the Lighthouse Com
missioners as to the progress of the works; and the proof of this
assertion is simple. Thus, among the Minutes of the General
Meeting of Commissioners, of 8th January 1808, is the following:

—"Read Report by Mr. Stevenson on the different operations con
nected with the Bell Rock Lighthouse, which the Commissioners
approved of, and earnestly recommend the most persevering exer
tions in the prosecution of this undertaking." The minutes also
notice the reading and approval of Mr. Stevenson's Reports on the
progress of the Bell Rock works at the following" dates, viz. 1 4th
January' 1809, 5th January 1810, and 14th July 1810, when the
works were nearly completed, beside several reports, in the form of
letters, in the course of the operations.
After the instances 1 have given, I think I am warranted in sav
ing, that Sir John Rennie was bound, before publicly calling in
question the merit so long and generally acknowledged as due to a
member of the same profession, to have seen that his averments
were more in accordance with facts; and as it must be as irksome
to the reader as it is to me to follow him through the maze of error
which his letter contains, I willingly proceed to another part of the
subject, and leave him to account for such discrepancies and mis
statements if he can.
Although I am desirous that all who take an interest in this
matter should peruse the accompanying Letters, which passed
between Sir John Rennie and myself, I am well aware that many
professional men will not willingly take that trouble. For their
satisfaction I have prepared the accompanying Plate, which shows,
on one scale, Mr. Stevenson's original design of the Bell Rock
Lighthouse of 1800, Mr. Rennie's sketch of 1807, and the work as
actually completed in 1811, and also Smeaton's Eddystone. Refer
ring to that Plate, I beg leave to make the following statement of
facts, most of which are embodied in my appended Letters.
1st, In 1800, Mr. Stevenson, as Engineer to the Lighthouse
Board, made the design of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, shown in
Plate VIII. fig. 1, with detailed sections, and plans of floors, and
courses (figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8); and I assert, without fear of contra
diction, that it embraces all the peculiarities which distinguish the
Bell Rock from the Eddystone.
2d, That, in 1800, Mr. Stevenson accompanied that design by an
elaborate Report, in which, after detailing his inquiries and re
searches as to other works, and the various devices that had occur
red to him for establishing a light, lie concludes by "yiviny the pre
ference to" a stone tower, and states that the practicability of its
construction is certain.
3d, The Board, in 1803, consulted Mr. Telford; and in 1804 they
applied to Mr. Rennie (I believe on Mr. Stevenson's suggestion) as
the oldest and most eminent engineer of the day, for his advice as
to the practicability of the proposed work. In this there was
nothing extraordinary. It was very natural and proper that the
Commissioners, before embarking in a work of such magnitude and
difficulty, should wish to have the view of their own engineer con
firmed by so high an authority as Mr. Rennie; but can this destroy
the effect of the evidence, to which I have referred, that Mr. Ste
venson originally projected the stone tower, or detract from the
credit due to him for having done so ?
ith, Mr. Rennie corroborated Mr. Stevenson's views as to the
practicability of building a stone lighthouse, and recommended
that it be adopted, and specially referred to the model prepared by
Mr. Stevenson.
Sth, The work was resolved on, and in 1806 a Bill was obtained
to enable the Commissioners of S'orthern Lights to borrow money
for its erection. In the memorial presented to Parliament on that
occasion, the Commissioners state, that "The Memorialists have
received several estimates of the expense of erecting a Lighthouse
upon the Hell Rock. They have more particularly had recourse to
the professional abilities of Mr. Rennie and Mr. Stevenson, civil
engineers, frjm whose reports they have reason to believe that the
sum will not exceed 43,000/." The following is an extract from
the Report of the Committee of the House of Commons, to whom
the Bill was referred :—
Extract from Report of the Committee of the House of Commons.
"Tbe Committee to whom was referred tbe Petition of the Commissioners
of the Northern Lighthouses, and to report the matter to the House, as it
shall appear to them,—
" Proceeded to examine Mr. Robert Stevenson, civil engineer, who, in his
capacity of Engineer for the Northern Lighthouses, has erected six Light
houses in the northern parts of the kingdom; and has made the erection of
a Lighthouse on the Cape or Bell Rock more particularly his study,—espe
cially since the loss of about 70 sail of vessels in a storm which happeued
upon the coast in the month of December 1799, by which numerous ships
were driven from their course along the shore, and from their moorings in
Yarmouth Roads, and other places of anchorage, southward of the Frith of
Forth, and wrecked upon the eastern coast of Scotland, as referred to in the
Report made tn this House in the month of July 1803; the particulars of
which he also confirmi : That the Bell Rock is most dangerously situated,
19
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lying in a track which is annually navigated by no less than about 700,000
tons of shipping, besides His Majesty's ships of war and revenue cutters :
That its place is not easily ascertained, even by persons well acquainted with
the coast, being covered by the sea about half-flood, and the landmarks, by
which its position is ascertained, being from 12 to 20 miles distant from the
site of danger.
" That from the inquiries he made at the time the York man-of-war was
lost, and pieces of her wreck having drifted ashore upon the opposite and
neighbouring coast; and from an attentive consideration of the circumstances
which attend the wreck of ships of such dimensions, he thinks it probable
that the York must have struck upon the Bell Kock, drifted off, and after
wards sunk in deep water : That he is well acquainted with the situation of
the Bell Rock, the yacht belonging to the Lighthouse service having, on one
occasion, been anchored near it for five days, when he had an opportunity of
landing upon it every tide : That he has visited most of the lighthouses on
the coast of England, Wales, and Ireland, particularly those of the Eddystone, the Smalls, and the Kilwarlin, or South Kock, which are built iu situa
tions somewhat similar to the Bell Rock : That at high water there is a
greater depth on the Bell Rock than on any of these, by several feet; and he
is therefore fully of opinion, that a building nf stone, upon the principles of
the Eddystone Lighthouse, is alone suitable to the peculiar circumstances
which attend this Rock, and has reported his opinion accordingly to the
Commissioners of the Northern Lighthouses as far back at the year 1800 ;
and having given the subject all the attention in his power, he has estimated
tbe expense of erecting a building of stone upon it at the sum of 42,685/. 8».
" Your Committee likewise examined Mr. John Rennie, civil engineer, who,
since tbe Report made to this House in 1803, has visited the Bell Rock, who
confirms the particulars in said Report, and entertains no doubt of the prac
ticability of erecting a lighthouse on that Rock, is decidedly of opinion that
a stone lighthouse will be the most. durable and effectual, and indeed the
only kind of building that is suited to this situation : That he has computed
the expense of such a building, and after making every allowance for con
tingencies, from his own experience of woiks in the sea, it appears to buu
that the estimate or expense will amount to 41,843/. 15a."
6th, Mr. Rennie was thereafter appointed, by the Board, Chief
or Consulting Engineer, and acted jointly with Mr. Stevenson in
reporting to and advising the Lighthouse Board; the value of his
expected services, however, being not so much real and absolute as
contingent on the event of anything going wrong in the hands of
Mr. Stevenson, the Official Engineer to the Board, who was his
junior both in years and in experience; and who, in sending his
design and estimate to Mr. Rennie, says (in a letter dated 28th
December 1803), "In handing you these plans I by no means
should wish to be understood to do anything more than lay before
you a subject which has cost me much, very much trouble, and
consideration, without at all supposing that they are the best that
may be thought of for the purpose." (Yet these very plans by Mr.
Stevenson were substantially those which were afterwards exe
cuted.) "On the contrary, your great experience and practice,
must make a subject of this kind familiar to your mind, and be
highly improved in your hands."
7/A, The only drawing furnished to the Board by Mr. Rennie is
that shown in Plate VIII., fig. 2, which was prepared in 1807, six
years after Mr. Stevenson's original design, and is a mere pictorial
sketch, copied from the Eddystone, and not a working drawing.
It is obvious that it was made merely for the purpose of illustrating
Mr. Rennie's views as to the extension of the base of the Tower,
a modification of the original design which seems to have been
acceded to by Mr. Stevenson, as it is recommended in their joint
Report of 29th December 1806, but which Mr. Stevenson after
wards found it was not advantageous to follow to the full extent
indicated by the sketch alluded to, as the diameter of the existing
Tower is only 42 feet, being the same as Mr. Stevenson's original
design, instead of 45, as shown in Mr. Rennie's sketch. In other
respects the sketch is n servile copy of the Eddystone, as will be
seen by comparing it with fig. 4, which is a section of that work.
It shows no details; not even the position and level of the door,
which, in such a building, is a matter of no small moment. In
fact, it is clear that it never was intended by Mr. Rennie to
represent more than the line of the pioposed extension of the
base: the whole of the improvements on the interior work of the
Eddystone having been introduced into Mr. Stevenson's original
design.
Bth, The Bell Rock Lighthouse, as executed, is shown in
Plate VIII., fig. 3. Any professional reader will at once see, from
the sections, that the interior work of the tower is in general ac
cordance with that of the original design by Mr. Stevenson, fig. 1;
aud differs from the Eddystone, amongst other things, in this
respect, that the arched form of floor is discontinued, and the
thrust on the walls counteracted. It will also be apparent, that,
as already noticed, the diameter of the tower at the base, as
executed, is the same as the original design, being 42 feet, while
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the diameter of Mr. Rennie's sketch is 45 feet. It is farther
worthy of notice, that Mr. Rennie recommended (in his Report of
30th December 1805, which, by the way, is strangely enough
stated by Sir John as a proof of his having directed the details)
that the solid part of the tower should be carried up 50 feet from
the rock, whereas it is in reality only 30 feet, in terms of Mr. Ste
venson's original design of 1800. It will also be seen, that the
greater diameter at the top which characterises Mr. Stevenson's
original design and the work as executed, forms an important dis
tinction between Mr. Stevenson's and Mr. Rennie's views, Mr.
Rennie, in his sketch, has followed the Eddystone, whereas Mr.
Stevenson increased the diameter of the tower at its top, and thus
obtained much better accommodation for the lighting apparatus.
9th, As to the extract from Mr. Rennie's Report of 2nd October
1809, on the strength of which Sir John Rennie tries to found a
claim for his Father, as having set aside Mr. Stevenson's plan, all
that can be drawn from that Report is, that Mr. Rennie recom
mended the addition of the dovetails of Smeaton's floors to the
plan shown in Mr. Stevenson's design of 1800, which shows the
floor-stones passing through the outer wall, and the radiated stones
also connected to each other by means of feathers, as actually
adopted in the work. Sir John Rennie marks in italics the
description of the stones as "radiated from a circular block in the
middle;" but this is the very description of Mr. Stevenson's plan
(fig. 6, in the Plate), and the only change is the introduction of
the Smeatonian dovetails at the centre-stone, as shown in fig. 9,
in addition to the feathers on the sides of the stones. As to the
other words italicised by Sir John Rennie, "I have already drawn
out," I shall not oppose to them Mr. Stevenson's words (at p. 501
of Account), which were never contradicted, where, speaking of
Mr. Rennie's sketch (fig. 2), he describes it "as the only plans or
drawings furnished for this work bv that eminent engineer;" but
shall rather find a more natural explanation, by supposing that Mr.
Rennie had casually made some sketch, showing his idea of adding
Smeaton's dovetails in the centre-stone. Again, as to "the stones
being deeper in the direction of the radius of the Lighthouse"
(Rennie's Report of 29th October 1807), what is that, I would
ask, but the method shown in Mr. Stevenson's original plan (see
section, fig. 7), in which the stones, as already said, go through the
whole wall, instead of resting in notches cut in it, as shown in
Smeaton's section (fig. 12)? Let it also be borne in mind that Mr.
Rennie, in this Report, is detailing what had been done, and is not
setting forth what is to be done.
10th, But such a tower is, after all, merely a likeness of Smea
ton's Eddystone; and the general conception of it,—if the details
of the joggling, &c, and of the floors to prevent thrust, &c, be
excepted,—implies nothing original. The great merit lies in the
execution. Now, for four seasons, Mr. Stevenson personally con
ducted the operations with the greatest fortitude and perseverance,
while Mr. Rennie, during that period, was only twice (perhaps
thrice) on the rock, and never saw a single stone of the structure
laid! In this respect, Mr. Stevenson followed the path of Smeaton,
who laid aside every other engagement, and gave his personal at
tention to the execution of his great work.
1 IfA, All that can be really said to be original in the design of
the Lighthouse, or in the management of the works, is due to Mr.
Stevenson, who proposed arid designed the stone tower, planned
the tying floors, the ring or band joggles, and laid out the gradu
ally-diminishing thickness of the walls (see Account, p. 445;
and Plate VII., fig. 6, of his Account}. He also conceived the
moveable jib-crane {Account, p. 91), the balance-crane, used in
building the upper part of the tower {Account, p. 295); and, above
all, the temporary wooden barrack, and the floating light (proposed
in Mr. Stevenson's Report of 15th November 1806), without which
the completion of the work would have been much retarded.
The value of these suggestions, and the estimation in which they
were held by the Board, will best appear from the following ex
tract from the minutes of meeting of Northern Lights of 9th
July 1811:—
" Read REroaT by Messrs. Hamilton and Doff,* of the following
tenor :—
" In observance of the minnte of tbe Bell Rock Committee of the 18th
June, we went and inspected the models deposited in the store of the de
partment at Leith, and found them all there entire, and in preservation,
except the model for the cofferdam, which, being nf a large size, and incon
venient to be preserved, has been broken up, Mr. Hamilton, however, re
members having seen it, so that there is no doubt that all the models men
tioned were prepared by the engineer. These mere assuredly deserting of
credit, and were highly necessary to induce the Commissioners to engage in
the great undertaking of the Bell Rock ; and we are both of opinion, that
* The Committee appointed to audit accounts.
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vilhotit the temporary house upon the Rock, the model of which is the last
article n the engineer's account remitted to us, the Lighthouse would not
have teen erected near so soon, and perhaps not even now. We therefore
think this piece of mechanism deserves much commendation, and does credit
to Mr. Stevenson's foresight and judgment. We farther observe, that Mr.
Stevenson has been at considerable expense in various journeys to Ireland
•nd elsewhere, in the furtherance of this great object ; and that he ought to
have some consideration, in name of interest, upon such outlays. As to the
last article, which is blank, for designs, drawings, preparing an address to
the Commissioners, &c, we rather think the matter falls under Mr. Steventon's doty as engineer, and that we cannot, strictly speaking, take it much,
if at all, into account; that upon duly considering the value of the outlay,
the expense of the journeys, and the length of time, Mr. Stevenson has not
been indemnified on these accounts, we are of opinion that it would be
proper he should be paid the sum of 300 guineas for every thing set forth in
the prefixed account ; and we report the tame accordingly.
(Signed)
" R. Hamilton.
"Adam Dure."
" Which Report being considered, the meeting approve thereof, and au
thorise the clerk and cashier to pay Mr. Stevenson the sum of 300 guineas
accordingly."
12th, As a further test of the value and amount of work per
formed, it may not be out of place to state that, while Mr. Telford
leeeived fees to the extent of 77/., and Mr. Rennie to the extent
of 428/., Mr. Stevenson received 4,052/. 16*., of which 315/. above
referred to, were for his original reports and designs made in 1800,
and a thousand guineas of which were piiid to him by the Light
house Board at the conclusion of the work, in terms of their vote
passed before the operations were commenced.
13/A, In proof of the opinion held by the profession on this sub
ject, it may also be stated that the Council of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, in their Introduction to the first volume of the
Transactions, which was published in 1826. give sketches of the
lives and works of various deceased Engineers. In speaking of
Smeaton they call the building of the Eddystone his greatest
work. Of Rennie they give an account from his earliest to his
latest days; and although they enumerate upwards of twenty
works in which he was engaged, their list does not include the Bell
Rock Lighthouse; a feature in the report by the Council of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, which contrasts very strangely with
Sir John Rennie's assertion, that his father designed and built the
Bell Rock Lighthouse.
Uth, Mr. Rennie himself, in his letter of 7th September 1807,
says to Mr. Stevenson, that, if successful in the work in which he
was engaged, "it will immortalise you in the annals offame."
Lastly, What was the opinion of the Commissioners of the
Lighthouse Board, to whom Sir John Rennie says, "the greatest
credit is due for the public spirit, energy, and ability with which
they brought forward and carried out to a successful conclusion
this important maritime work?" This may be easily learned from
the facts; 1*/, That, at their General Meeting of 14th July 1812,
"on the motion of Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Stevenson, Engineer, was
directed to prepare an Account of the building of the Bell Ruck
Lighthouse, from the commencement to the conclusion of the un
dertaking, and that under the direction of the Committee formerly
appointed, viz., Mr. Solicitor-General, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr.
Erskine; and the Clerk was authorised to answer the orders of that
Committee for any sums not exceeding 400/. to enable them to
defray the expenses of this and the drawings that will accompany
it." 2rf, From their frequent visits to the Rock, the Commis
sioners knew every step of the proceedings, and felt along with
Mr. Stevenson in all his arduous toils; and they have, accordingly,
recorded their approval by inscribing his name and erecting his
bust in the Tower, in terms of the motion of Sir William Rae,
Bart., then Lord-Advocate of Scotland, who moved "that a bust
of Mr. Robert Stevenson be obtained and placed in the library of
the Bell Ro«:k Lighthouse, in testimony of the sense entertained
by the Commissioners of his distinguished talent and indefatigable
real in the erection of the Lighthouse."
All this, however, is nothing in the eyes of Sir John Rennie,
who, in defiance of facts, and in absence of proof, states boldly
that Mr. Rennie designed and built the Belt Rock Lighthouse,
worked out the details, and, in fact, that nothing was done with
out being submitted to and receiving his approval. It is one thing
to make a statement, and another thing to substantiate it; but it
is the le*s wonderful that such an assertion should be made by Sir
John after the rash statements to which 1 have already alluded at
the commencement of this letter.
In his last letter, Sir John takes a somewhat different stand, and
avows another ground on which he rests his claim, in these words:
—"The simple fact of your Father having been appointed assist
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ant engineer, under the late Mr. Rennie, and at his, Mr. Rennie's,
request, independent of any other point, settles the question."
So, then, the fact of Mr. Stevenson s original design, five years
before Mr. Rennie heard of the subject, including, as I have shown,
all the peculiarities of the work which distinguish it from the
Eddystone; of his having, jointly with Mr. Rennie, reported on
the work, and proposed the departures from Smeaton's outline, as
well as his being coupled with Mr. Rennie in the Minutes of the
Board, under the term "the Engineers," and of his having pre
sented Reports on the progress of the work directly to the Com
missioners, all go for nothing. Nay more, his having prosecuted
the work at much personal risk, the late Mr. Rennie having frankly
given him the whole credit, and the Commissioners having, both
hy pecuniary and honorary tributes, expressed their sense of his
position, and their having also entrusted to him the task of pre
paring, at their expense, an Account of the work, are facts which,
it should seem, are to be entirely cast aside on the mere collocation
of the words "chief and assistant engineers." So wills Sir John
Rennie; and having committed himself, hy suppressing, in a formal
notice of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, even the very name of the
man who originally designed and actually executed it, we need not
be surprised to find him persevering in the rejection of claims
which he has already thus publicly denied. With such a course,
the anxiety which he professes to render justice "to all concerned"
forms an unseemly contrast, and like all other spurious virtues, it
runs to excess in a devious path; for not only does he elevate the
foremen of the carpenters and masons to the same platform with
his father's coadjutor, but even singles out the Commissioners of
the Northern Lights themselves, (whose merits are not the point
at issue, and whose public-spirited exertions have been long since
acknowledged in higher quarters) as the objects of his formal com
mendation. But I forbear further comment; and will only repeat
two questions already proposed to Sir John Rennie, but which have
not been replied to.
First, Since the example shown by Smeaton, what credit can
possibly be due to any engineer in connection with the Bell Rock
Lighthouse, which is not included under one or more of the three
following heads, viz.:—
Either, the original proposal of Smeaton's Stone Tower, for a
rock in an exposed situation, 15 feet under high water.
Or, the proposal of any improvements on Smeatou's design and
mode of carrying on the work.
Or, the personal superintendence of the work, necessarily involv
ing so much fortitude, zeal, and self-denial; and.
Secondly, Which ot these sources of credit can be claimed for
Mr. Rennie?
In conclusion, I ask, who will deny that Mr. Stevenson can
justly lay claim to each of them?
With many thanks for the indulgence you have kindly granted
to me,
I am, &c.
Edinburgh, April 10, 1849.
Alan Stevenson.
Correspondence between Sir John Rennie and Mr. Alan Stevenson.
I. Mr. Alan Stevenson to Sir John Rennie.
Edinburgh, 2'> Regent Terrace,—26th Dec. 184S.
Sia— I am most unwillingly compelled to call your attention to a state
ment in your "Account of the Breakwater in Plymouth Sound," now for the
first time brought under my notice. I allude to a passage on page 29, where
in reference to the Lighthouse on the Breakwater, you state that " the ma
sonry of the solid part of the Lighthouse Tower was to have been dove
tailed and cased with granite, upon the same principle as that of the Eddy
stone Lighthouse Tower; and the hollow part nf the tower, as well as the
floors, was to have been constructed upon the same principle as that adopted
by Mr. Rennie. in the Lighthouse designed and built by him on the Bell Rod
on the east coast of Scotland, in the year 1806—which system differs from
that adopted by Smeaton at the Eddystone, inasmuch as the whole of the
floors are formed by large stone landings, connected together in the centre by
a keystone, instead of being radiated in the form of an arch. By this means
the whole is joined and tied together in the most efficient and substantial
manner, without the use of chain-bars, hoops, or other Won work, which is
found to be preferable, as the lateral pressure upon the outer walls is thereby
avoided, and the building rendered more secure."
Now, I am constrained to say, that the Bell Rock Lighthouse was not
"designed and built" by Mr. Rennie, but by my Father; and, in proof of
this, I refer you to the Report of the House of Commons, on a Bill to en
able the Commissioners to borrow 25,000/. for the erection of the Light
house, which is quoted at page 103 of his "Account of the Bell Rock Light
house," and iu which it is stated that the Committee began by examining
Mr. Robert Stevenson, who bad reported his opinion on the subject to the
Commissioners, and had estimated the cost of the Lighthouse, so far bark as
the year 1800, at 42,685/. 8«. ; ami that they afterwards examined Mr. John
19*
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Rennie in support of the Bill, " who confirms the particulars in said Re port"
(viz. my Father's), and whose estimate differed from his by a mere fraction,
being 41,843/. l.Ss. My Father's original design is given in Plate VII. fig. 6,
and Mr. Rennie's at Plate VII. fig. 15; and the actual building, which differs
in height and other circumstances from either, and may be called a com
pound of both, is shown at Plate XVI. Far be it from me to take from Mr.
Rennie one tittle of any praise which may he due to him in connection with
the Bell Rock Lighthouse. This, I am sure, no one has so fully awarded to
him as my Father himself has done ; for both in his Account, and through
out their correspondence during the erection of the Lighthouse, he invaria
bly speaks of Mr. Rennie with that respect which is due from youth to age,
especially when, as in his case, age is rendered honourable by professional
eminence. So much, indeed, was this feeling manifested, that my Father, in
their correspondence, asks Mr. Rennie's friendly advice as to the remunera
tion which he should seek for his labours at the Bell Rock. Mr. Rennie,
who was at that time engaged with the Leith Docks, was, in fact, consulted
by the Lighthouse Board, chiefly, I have reason to believe, on my Father's
suggestion, as may indeed be gathered from a passage at page 445 of bis
Account (where he speaks of Mr. Rennie having "obligingly favoured" him
by examining his original models). He accordingly speaks of Mr. Rennie as
the " Chief Engineer" with whom he made joint Reports on the subject.
But this in no measure derogatt-s from the truth of my statement, that
Mr. Stevenson first proposed and designed, and eventually did actually build,
the Bell Rock Lighthouse. While, also, my Father frankly tells us, that,
throughout the course of the work, he advised with Mr. Rennie, it is no less
obvious that he sometimes differed in opinion from his adviser ; and the
executed work accordingly differs, as above stated, from the original designs
of both engineers. In point of fact, also, Mr. Rennie merely furnished a
plan (now before me), showing the diameter of the base proposed by him,
but without any plan or section of the courses, together with an elevation or
pictorial representation of a Tower like Smeaton's, which (see Stevenson's
Account, page 501) " are here preserved as the only plans or drawings fur
nishedfor this work by that eminent engineer." If any detailed plans be in
your possession, they are those which, at Mr. Rennie's request, were sent
from my Father's office, after the execution of the work.
The only point which needs farther explanation is, that which you speak
of as the difference between the Eddystone and the Bell Rock—viz. the ad
vantage of converting the floors into connecting- ties, instead of permitling
them to act with a disuniting thrust; but this, be it observed, formed a dis
tinctive feature of my Father's design and model, in the year 1800, six years
before Mr. Rennie's advice was asked, and is thus described by him at page
500 of his Account, in speaking of his original model and design : —" Fig. 7
shows one of the floors, each stone of which forms part of the outward
walls, extending inwards to a centre stone, independently of which they
were to be connected by means of copper bats, with a view to preserve their
square form at the extremity, instead of dovetailing. These stones were also
modelled with joggles, sidewise, upon the principles of the common floor,
termed feathering in carpentry, and also with dovetailed joggles across the
joints, where they formed part of the outward wall, as shown in this figure."
This subject he again notices in the body of the narrative, where he says, at
page 345,— "The floors of the Eddystone Lighthouse, on the contrary, were
constructed of an arch-form, and the haunches of the arches bound with
chains, to prevent their pressing outward, to the injury of the walls. In
this, Mr. Smeaton followed the construction of the Dome of St. Paul's ;
and this mode might also be found necessary at the Eddystone, from the
want of stones in one length, to form the outward wall and floor, in the then
state of the granite quarries of Cornwall. At Mylnefield Quarry, however,
there was no difficulty in procuring stones of the requisite dimensions ; and
the writer" (Mr. Stevenson) " foresaw many advantages that would arise
from having the stones of the floors to form part of the outward walls,
without introducing the system of arching. In particular, the pressure of
the floors upon the walls would thus be perpendicular ; fur as the stones
were prepared in tbe sides, with groove andfeather, after the manner of the
common house-floor, they would, by this means, form so many girths, bind
ing the exterior walls together, as will be understood by examining the dia
grams and sections of Plate VII." (above quoted) "with its letterpress de
scription, agreeably to which he had modelled the floors in his original
designs for the Bell llock, which were laid before the Lighthouse Board in
the year 1800."
It thus appears, that even this arrangement of the floors, which you so
highly value as the great improvement on Smeatons's design, and for which,
at page 30 of your work, you reiterate your claim in favour of Mr. Rennie
iu a somewhat feebler tone,— I say it appears that even this improvement
was entirely due to my Father.
The real state of the case, therefore, is simply this :—That Mr. Stevenson
alone built the Bell Rock Lighthouse, and that he did so after a design of
bis own, in some measure modified to meet Mr. Rennie's views, but, not as
you would lead one to suppose, in respect to " the system" of tying the walla
by means of the floor-stones, which formed, as I have already shown, part of
my Father's original design in 1800. Such also is the general conclusion at
which the public have arrived, for they well know who built the Bell Rock
Lighthouse j and such was the opinion of the Lighthouse Board, who, on
the motion of Sir William Rae, Bart., then Lord Advocate of Scotland,
" resolved that a Bust of Mr. Robert Stevenson be obtained, and placed in
tbe library of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, in testimony of the sense enter,
tained by the Commissioners of his distinguished talent and indefatigable
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zeal in the erection of that Lighthouse." Such, above all, was the feeling
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words, not more unequivocal in awarding the praise where it ia really doe,
than honourable to him who penned tbem : '• Poor old fellow 1" says he,
alluding to the name of Smeaton, " I hope he will now and then take a
peep of us, and inspire you with fortitude and courage to brave all difficul
ties and dangers, to accomplish a work which will, if mceeisful, immortally
tou in the annals qf fame. With sucb perseverance as yours I entertain no
doubt of final success."
I grieve sincerely to be forced to say that you have ventured to contradict
this testimony by entirely omitting the name of the original projector, mith
whom your Father was merely conjoined as an adviser in this great work,
the merit of which, you must well know, consists in the original boldness of
the proposal to follow Smeaton's example in such a situation as the Bell
Rock, which is submerged by the tide to the depth of fifteen feet, and still
more in its successful execution. To both of these sources of professional
fame you cannot possibly deny that my Father alone has any claim ; for, as
already shown, he proposed and reported on the work in the year 1800, and,
like Smeaton himself, was present on tbe rock during every stage of the
actual building of tbe Lighthouse.
If this statement shall give you any new light on the history of this mat
ter, and thus alter your views, I shall rejoice to receive from you an acknow
ledgment of my Father's met its, and to give you in return an acquittal, in so
far as I am concerned, from the serious charge which the fact* above stated
seem to imply.
I have taken this matter into my own hands, because I am unwilling that
my Father should, at his time of life, be drawn into a correspondence of
this kind.
I remain, &c
Alan Stevenson.
II. Sir John Rennie to Mr. Alan Stevenson.
London, 2uth January, 1 --jy.
Sir—I beg leave to apologise that absence from London, on tbe Conti
nent, for above two months, and from which I have only just returned, bss
unavoidably prevented me from receiving and replying to your letter of the
Nth ultimo, and which I hope you will excuse. 1 have read your letter
through with much attention, and, in justice to the late Mr. Rennie, I feel
bound to say that I see no reason to change my opinion as stated in my
Address, and of which you complain ; indeed, I think your Father's Book
alone on the Bell Rock Lighthouse confirms it, where,—see Mr. Rennie's
Reports of the 30th December 1805, 26th December 1806, 29th October
1807, 12th December 1808, 2d October 1809,—this last Report ia not in
your Father's Book,—you will find also, in page 179, cap. iii., your Father
uses the following words : —" When the writer, who had now been secluded
from society several weeks, enjoyed much of Mr. Rennie's interesting con
versation, both on general topics, and professionally on the progress qf the
Bell Rock works, on which he was consulted as Chief Engineer I!" Tbat
excellent and able engineer, the late Mr. David Logan, who was cognisant of
the facts, repeatedly told me that nothing was done without being previously
submitted to, and receiving the approval of, the late Mr. Rennie ; in fact, the
whole responsibility rested with him, as Chief Engineer, as admitted by your
Father, and, as such, Mr. Rennie is entitled to tbe credit of it. In saying
thus much, I shoald be extremely sorry to detract from your Father'a merit,
as second engineer, acting under the superintendence of the late Mr. Rennie.
It is my intention to collect the documents together, and to print tbem, since
you have already done the same with your letter; and I feel much obliged
to you for giving me tbe opportunity. I am extremely sorry to have an;
difference with you upon the subject ; but, in justice to all parties, this is the
proper course, and if I have made any error (which I do not apprehend), I
shall have much pleasure in correcting it.— I am, &c.
John Rknnie.
To Also Stevenson, Esq.
III. Mr. Alan Stevenson to Sir John Rennie.
Ed'nliurgh, January 29. 1S4:>.
Sir—Your letter of the 20th reached me while on the eve of slatting for
tbe Soiway Frith, whence I have just returned. I lose no time in saying
that, as it does not contain one single fact beyond what is already given in
mine of the 26th to yourself, it calls for little comment from me. To my
letter, which states the case truly, I therefore again refer, as proof that your
Father merely acted as chief or consulting engineer, and that my Father
actually planned and erected the Bell Rock Lighthouse ; and, in particular,
that he alone designed what you have spoken of as the distinguishing pecu
liarity of that structure.
Your reference to your conversation with the late Mr. David Logan, for.
merly foreman of the masons in the Bell Rock workyard at Arbroath, and
afterwards in your employ, is ill-judged ; and, had you known that, in the
course of the operations, my Father had found it necessary to supersede
Mr. Logan as clerk, and restrict him solely to the dulies of a foremsn,
yuo would not probaby have referred to him as your authority on the
subject.
The entire suppression of my Father's name in your allusion to the Bell
Rock Lighthouse, taken in connection with tbe tenor of your letter, now
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before me, satisfies ire that yon will never do justice to my Father, and that
it ia needless for me to waste time in farther correspondence with you on
this subject.
I am, &c.
Alan Stevenson.
IV. Sir JonN Rennie to Mr. Alan Stevenson.
(Bell Rock LighthoHK.)

141

" Mr. Rennie proposed to the meeting that Mr. Stevenson should be appointed assist
ant-engineer to execute the work under his superintendence, snd mentioned to the Com
missioners that the mode of re-lmburalng him for his trouble, and the risk attending the
business which wss customary In similar undertakings, and what he knew would be moat
agreeable to the Board of Treasury, would be to allow him a certain percentage upon a
limited sum of expenditure, with such a sum at the conclusion of the work aa they may
son
mayto
choose
be assistant.
to fix. engineer
And theunder
Commissioners
Mr. Rennie;
agree
but
asthey
to the
delay
appointment
taking Intoofconsideration
Mr. Steven,
the recompense to be made to hlin, both as to the amount, and the manner of doing it,
until next meeting.
" Extracted by C. CUNNINGHAM, Sec."

London, 31it January. 1849.

Sia—1 beg to acknowledge yours of the 29th inst., received this morning,
and beg to observe, that it ia no answer to mine of the 20th inst. In my
Addreu (of which you complain) there was no room to enter into details,
bat in the work which I am about to publish on the Bell Rock, and which I
hare bad some time in contemplation, 1 shall take care to do justice to your
Father and all concerned.
With regard to your observations about the late Mr. David Logan, I have
only to say, at present, that, after leaving the Bell Rock, he was appointed,
by the late Mr. Telford, to superintend the works at Dundee, afterwards to
the works at Donatrhadee by the late Mr. Rennie, and by myself to those at
Port- Patrick and Whitehaven, and be closed his valuable career as engineer
to the Clyde Trustees, by whom he was selected from a numerous list of
•hie competitors j and he enjoyed the entire confidence of the late Mr. Tel
ford, Mr. Rennie. myself, and wherever he was employed. I must say,
therefore, that after such testimonials to his ability, integrity, and general
good conduct, your remarks are by no means appropriate, and cannot, in any
degree, invalidate Mr. Logan's testimony. Since ynur style of writing is so
irritable, I should be extremely sorry to prolong this correspondence, and
quite agree with you that it can be of no service. 1 he real merits of any
rase can only be decided by calmly and dispassionately considering the evi
dence upon which it rests ; and I am salaried in resting the claims of the
late Mr. Rennie upon their merits.—I am, &c.
John Rennie.
To Alan Stevenson. Esq.

V. Sir John Rennie to Mr. Alan Stevenson.
(Bell Rock Lighthoiue.)
London, 1st February, 1849.

Sib.— In order to prevent you from committing yourself farther upon this
subject, and upon which, 1 am sure that your proper sense of candour will
induce you to admit at once that you have unconsciously been in error, I
herewith send you copies of some minutes of the Commissioners of North
ern Lighthouses. I cannot, for a moment, suppose that you were cognisant
of them when yon wrote your letters of the 14th of December last and the
29th ultimo ; at the same time, I feel justified in saying, that I think it was
yonr duty (considering your intimate connection with the Board of Northern
Lighthouses) to have examined diligently these minutes before giving your
statements to the world, as I think it would have prevented this unpleasant
correspondence. As regards myself I willingly forget what has passed; and
I truat that henceforward nothing will occur to prevent that harmony which
ought te exist amongst members of the same profession.—I am, &c.
John Rennie.
P.S. Of course it is my intention to publish all the documents as I told
you.
To Alao Stevenson, Esq.
Excerpt from a Minute or a Meeting of the Commissioners of the Northern Lighthouses,
held st Edinburgh, the 3d December 1»U6.
•• Present—The Lord Provost of Edinburgh.
Thomas Henderson, Esq.. brut Bailie of Edinburgh.
William Rae, Esq., Sheriff- Depute of Orkney.
R. Hamilton, Esq., Sheriff- Depute of Lanark.
D. Moneypenny, Esq., Sheriff- Depute or Fife.
James Clerk, Esq., Sheriff.Depule of Edinburgh.
John Rennie, Esq., Civil Engineer.
" This meeting having been called for the special purpose of taking preliminary steps
for carrying Into effect the powers vested in the Commissioners by Act of Parliament, for
erectlog a Lighthouse on the Cape or Bell Rock, and the different reports on the subject,
particularly oo the kind of building to be adopted, having been duly considered, and Mr.
Rennie having verbally delivered his opinion oo the subject—
" Resolved unanimously,—
"That the building to be erected for the purpose of a Lighthouse on the Bell or Cape
Rock shall be of stone, and that the same ah II be erected under the direction of John
Kennle, Esq., Civil Engineer, whom they hereby appoint chief engineer tor conducting
the work.
•'Mr. Rennie having stated to the meeting, In general terms, his opinion ss to the form
of the building, and the particular sort of materials to be used, &c, he was requested to
furnish the Commissioners with plans; and as to the kind of stone, as be was about to
proceed to Perth, he was requested to visit the Dundee Quarry, and also to inspect the
Aberdeen granite, and report upon this subject.
*- Mr. Stevenson was authorised to proceed along with Mr. Rennie, and to endeavour to
procure a yard and the necessary accommodation at Arbroath.
" Extracted by C. CUNNINGHAM, Sec."
Excerpt from a Minute of a Meeting of the Commissioners of the Northern Lighthouses,
held at Edinburgh, the 2fith day of Dicember 1606.
" Present—The Lord Provost of Edinburgh.
Thomas Henderson, Esq., first Bailie of Edinburgh.
Robert Hamilton. Esq., Sheriff- Depute ot Lanark.
Edwsrd M'Cormlck, Esq., Sherlff-Depute of Ayr.
James Clerk, Esq., Sheriff- Depute of Edinburgh.
" Messrs. Rennie
John
sndRennie,
Stevenson
Esq.,having,
Civil Engineer.
in terms of last minute, proceeded to Dundee
sod Aberdeen, and examined the different quarries, they presented a Joint report In the
i .jiiurth g terms : [Here the report follows, and the various orders made thereon.3

VI. Mr. Alan Stevenson to Sir John Rennie.
Edinburgh, February 9, 1849.

Sib—Ynur letter of the 1st inst., with copy of some Minutes of the
Lighthouse Board, I received in course of post ; but have not found time to
reply till to-day. These Minutes only affirm what was long ago slated by
Mr. Stevenson in his Account of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, and what I have
repeated in my letters to you, that the late Mr. Rennie waa employed as
Chief or Consulting Engineer. You must be perfectly aware that I am uot
disputing about names but about facta; it is, therefore, indifferent whether
this circumstance be stated as above, or whether the co-relative statement
(which is so clearly implied in it) be added, viz., that Mr. Stevenson, who,
be it observed, was Engineer to the Board, was nominated Assistant, or, as
we should now aay, Acting Engineer under the late Mr. Rennie. This ia
quite true, and has been amply admitted; but what of that? In no respect
does it touch my averment, that Mr. Stevemon, and not Mr. Rennie, designed
and built the Bell Rock Lighthouse.
Let rae recapitulate, as briefly as possible, the grounds of my statement,
as given in my letters to you ; or as drawn from my Father's Account of the
Bell Rock Lighthouse, and from the Minutes of the Lighthouse Board.
Tbey are as follows :—
Iff, Mr. Stevenson, in the year 1800, made a design of the Bell Rock
Lighthouse, with a report to the Commissioners, embracing the chief pecu
liarities which distinguish that structure from the Eddystone, such as the
mode of diminishing gradually the thickness of the walls,—the introduction
of ring or band-jnggles,—and the tying of the walls by means of the floors,
so as to avoid the outward thrust, which last improvement is erroneously
claimed by you, in your work on the Plymouth Breakwater, for the late Mr.
Rennie. Mr. Stevenson also, at that early period, made drawings and model*
of the work, and estimated the cost at 42,636/. 8*. It is alao worthy of
notice, that the Report alluded to distinctly shows that Mr. Stevenson was
the prime mover in bringing about the building of the Lighthouse, and to
his early exertions in a great measure are mariners indebted for its ultimate
establishment.— (See Account, p. 442.)
2d, In 1804, Mr. Rennie was called in by the Lighthouse Board (and I
believe on my Father's suggestion) as the oldest and most eminent engineer
of the day, for his opinion as to the practicability of Mr. Stevenson's pro
posal to build a tower of masonry on a rock covered to the depth of 16 feet
at high water of springtides, a work the successful issue of which was then
much doubted, the first entire coutse of the Eddystone being on a level with
high water.
'id. In the Evidence before the Committee of the House of Commons in
favour of the Bill for authority to erect the Lighthouse and for power to
borrow 20,0001., Mr. Stevenson, the Engineer of the Board, was first called
to explain bis proposed plans and estimates, and to state his opinion as to
the practicability of the work, while Mr. Rennie merely corroborated them.
And, in particular, be it observed, that Mr. Stevenson's estimate, which, aa
above staled, was 42,635f. 8t., differed from Mr. Rennie's, which was
4 1,843/. Ids., by a mere fraction, thus showing that their views of the matter
were identical ; while Mr. Stevenson, the original proposer and prime mover
of this great work, had the precedence of his future colleague by a period
of at least six years.
4th, The only plan furnished to the Commissioners by Mr. Rennie is that
shown in Plate VII. of the Account uf the Lighthouse, the original of which
still exists. It is a mere pictorial view of a tower without sections; and the
Lighthouse, as actually executed, is not in accordance with it, but is a modi
fication adopted by Mr. Stevenson, during the progress of the works, and
embraces the best points of his own original design made in 1800, and of
this sketch which was furnished hy Mr. Rennie in February 1807. Even
the height of the finished tower considerably differs from the sketch of Mr.
Rennie.
5/A, But such a tower as the Bell Rock, is, after all, merely a likeness of
Smeaton's Eddystone suited to the situation ; and the general conception of
it implies nothing original. The great merit, therefore, lies in the execution
of the »ork. Now, throughout the whole four years' operations, Mr. Rennie
was only twice on the Rock for an hour or two during a tide ; while Mr. Ste
venson, for lour seasons, personally conducted the operations on the Rock
with the greatest fortitude and perseverance, and also superintended all tiie
details in the workyard at Arbroath.
CM, All that can really he said to be original in the design of the Bell
Rock Lighthouse, or in the management of the works, is due to Mr. Steven
son alone, who first proposed the measure at all, and designed a Lighthouse
of stone; planning the tying floors,—the ring or hand-joggles (fig. 6,
Plate VII. of bis Account), and laid out the gradually-diminishing thickness
of the walls, which, in particular, distinguish that Tower from Smeaton's
(Account, p. 445). He also conceived the moveable jib-crane (Account,
p. 191) and the balance-crane used in building the upper part of the Tower
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(Account, p. 292). The erection of the temporary harrack on the Rock for
the workmen (Report, 15th November 1806) was also au experiment of his
equally hold and novel, without which it may well he questioned whether
the work could have been completed even in double tbe time that was spent
on it.
7th, The Testimony of Mr. Rennie himself, in his letter formerly quoted
by me, and also of the Lighthouse Board by placing a bust of Mr. Steven
son in tbe Tower, while clearly showing to whom the merit of building the
Lighthouse is really due, are farts, which, rightly understood, do not derogate
from the letter measure of credit due to Mr. Ilennie for the " advice" given
by him to the Board as tbe chief or consulting Engineer, the value of which
was in truth not so much real and absolute as contingent upon the event of
anything going wrong in the hands of Mr. Stevenson, the official and regular
or stipendary Engineer of the Board. Nor let it he forgotten that part even
of that advice was given by Mr. Rennie in a joint Report with Mr. Steven
son himself, who, besides this, reported periodically and directly to his con
stituents, and not through Mr. Rennie, during the progress of the work.
Upon these grounds I objected, and do still object, to the statement in
your work on the Plymouth Breakwater (for I know nothing of the
Address to which you refer); and I repeat, that Mr. Stevenson alone first
proposed and finally built the Bell Rock Lighthouse, and that while the late
Mr. Rennie acted jointly with him as the adviser of the Board, Mr. Steven
son, as above shown, actually introduced all the improvements into the
design of the building, and the implements and methods of conducting the
operations which in any respect distinguish the Bell Rock Lighthouse from
the Eddystone. To Mr. Stevenson is also due the additional and much
greater merit of having followed Smeaton in personally conducting the
whole operations, sharing in all the risks, anxieties, and privations which at
tended it, and encouraging by his daily example of zeal and self-denial, the
workmen who were resident for months together on that desolate rock.
The late Mr. Rennie did none of these things; and he, therefore, in the
letter above alluded to (which he addressed to Mr. Stevenson), most frankly
and naturally gives the whole credit of the work to my Father, by stating
that, if successful, the work would "immortalise him in the annals of fame;"
and the Commissioners who, from their frequent visits, knew every step of
the proceedings, and feit along with Mr. Stevenson in all his arduous toils,
have, as already noticed, also recorded their approval by inscribing his name
and erecting bis bust in the Tower.
How strangely and painfully does your statement contrast with the testi
mony of your late Father, and of those who were most conversant with the
facts of the case! You endeavour to raise a claim which Mr. Rennie himself
never made, founded on the meaning of the words Chief and Assistant ; and
had you, in disregard of all the known facts of the case, strictly confined your
statement to the literal terms which the juxtaposition of these words may seem
to warrant, you would stilt have done real injustice to my Father by preferring
an extravagant claim, not, however, so susceptible of a formal refutation as
the present one ; while I might, in that case, have been induced, by a desire
for peace, to leave my Father's merits to that slower but not less thorough
vindication which time not seldom mysteriously works out. But you have
not been content with the middle course of claiming a moderate or even
greater share of the praise, but have grasped at the whole. You have for
gotten, or have shut your eyes to the fact, that Mr. Stevenson was the
original proposer and designer of tbe work,—that he schemed all the pecu
liarities which distinguish it from Smeaton's great work ; and that even,
technically speaking, he was Mr. Rennie's coadjutor in it, and along with him
jointly reported on it, and gave advice about it, and, above all, that he per
sonally superintended the whole operations ; and having passed over these
facts, you have easily gone a little further, and have entirely suppressed all
mention even of bis name; nay, you have actually claimed lor the late Mr.
Rennie, as in your opinion the distinguishing peculiarity of the work, that
very feature which very prominently appears in Mr. Stevenson's original
design, made four yean before Mr. Rennie had ever heard of the subject.
You seem to offer, as an excuse for the suppression of my Father's name,
the casual nature of your notice of the Lighthouse in your Address,
which, as I have already said, I have never seen. It is not to any such casual
notice that I refer, hut to your deliberate statement, on pages 29 and 30 of
your " Historical, Practical, and Theoretical Account of the Breakwater in
"Plymouth Sound;" and I am therefore at a loss to comprehend your motive
in repeatedly referring to your Address, which I have never seen nor
heard of, and to which I have never alluded.
Finally, I ask two questions : 1st, Since the example shown by Smeaton,
what credit can possibly he due to any engineer in connection with the Bell
Rock Lighthouse, which is not included under one or more of tbe three
following heads :—
Either, the original proposal of Smeaton's Stone Tower for a rock in an
Or, the
exposed
proposal
situation,
of any 16
improvements
feet under high
on water;
Smeaton's design and mode of
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command of the Lighthouse Board, by the Architect himself in hit official
rapacity, and in which the services of every one employed, from the tea-bay
to the " Chief Engineer" are so studiously set forth, and no one statement
of which has ever been impugned, the public are best able to judge. Hav
ing said thus much, I should be unwilling, on grounds merely inferential, to
assume that I know what you intend by doing "justice to my Father, and
all concerned;" and I therefore abstain from expressing any opinion as to
your motives in issuing your proposed work.—I am, &c.
Alan Stevenson.
VII. Sir John Rennie to Mr. Alan Stevenson.
(Bell Rock Lighthouse.)
London, 10th February, 1849.

Sir— I have this day received yours of the 9th inst., and have only to say,
that it admits the whole case ; and as it will be unnecessary to continue this
correspondence, you will have an opportunity of seeing my statement in
print, and the world will judge for itself.
You seem, however, to have forgotten two or three points,—Your Father in
his hook does not claim the merit of even thefirtt suggestion, but gives it to
Sir Alexander Cochrane— who proposed it to the Lighthouse Board in 1793;
neither does your Father claim even the second place, for be gives it to Captain
Brodie and Mr. Couper; and as for your saying that the late Mr. Rennie
gave your Father the credit of it, this certainly is contrary to what I have
always heard him say myself; and I have some copies of his letters, com
menting in very strong terms upon your Father attempting to claim the
merit. Mr. David Logan, Mr. Francis Watts, and all who were upon the
work, have given nearly the same evidence. I mean the principal persons.
I am, &c.
John Rennie.
To Alnn Stevenson, Esq.
VIII. Mr. David Stevenson to Sir John Rennie.
Edinburgh, 13th February, 1849.
Sir— In my Brother's absence I acknowledge receipt of your letter of the
10th, received this morning.
In order to prevent mistakes, I think it right to say, that my Brother's
claim as to my Father's having originally proposed the erection of tbe Bell
Rock Lighthouse, refers not to the mere establishment of a light or beacon,
which, from the days of the Abbot of Aberbrothick has been before the
public, as fully detailed in my Father's book, but to the proposal to erect a
building of stone, which was fir«t suggested by him in 1800.
It seems strange, if the late Mr. Rennie did not give my Father the credit
of the work, that he should have written his letter of 7th September 1807
(for it is not a small degree of credit that can be said to "immortalise a man
in the annals of fame'), and further, that he should never, either directly or
indirectly, have intimated to my Father a contrary opinion. I confess 1 do
not understand, after so great a lapse of time, the grounds of a claim of this
kind, supported by an appeal to the statements of two foremen employed at
the works, and now dead, whose testimony can never surely overturn that of
my Father and of Mr. Rennie himself, as above alluded to. But if such
evidence be to he founded on, we have ample reference to persons none atire
who were employed at the works in similar capacities, and who give a very
different account of tbe matter.
I am, &c.
David Stevenson.
IX. Sir John Rennie to Mr. David Stevenson.
(Bell Rock Lighthouse.)
London, 15th February, 18411.
Sir— I beg to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 13th, and have
only to observe, that your supposition that the late Mr. Rennie gave your
Father the credit of the Bell Rot k Lighthouse is a mistake, for I have uni
formly heard him say to the contrary. I view the extract of the letter you
allude to wholly in a different light. The simple fact of your Father having
been appointed Assistant Engineer under the late Mr. Rennie, and at his,
Mr. Rennie's, request, independent of any other point, settles the question.
It would be just as reasonable to give any of the gallant generals who com
manded at Waterloo under the Duke of Wellington tbe credit of the battle
of Waterloo, as to give an assistant engineer acting under a chief, and ex
pressly appointed on that condition, the credit of the work of the chief
engineer. I am sure that you will see that it is unnecessary to continue this
correspondence. My statement is being printed, and the public will judge
for itself.
I am, &c.
John Rennie.
To David Stevvnson, Esq.

Or, the
carrying
personal
on the
superintendence
work ;
of the work, necessarily involving so
much fortitude, zeal, and self-denial ? And,
You
Idly, speak
Which of
of your
theseintention
sources oftocredit
publish
can abe"Work"
claimed for
on Mr.
the Rennie
Bell Rock
?
Lighthouse, in which you will "do justice to Mr. Stevenson, and all con" cerned." What necessity can possibly exist for such a work from the
hands of one who never saw the Lighthouse, after the public have been for
twenty-four years in possesBiun of an "Account" of it, prepared, at the

(I (lid not think it necessary to reply to this Letter of Sir John
Rennie; but there is obviously no analogy between the cases he
compares, for the Duke of Wellington was present at the battle;
but Mr. Rennie was not present at the work.)
A. S.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE AND ART.*
(Concluded from page 11 S.J
Mr. Fergusson's Fourth Chapter is on Etruria, his views with
regard to which have already received some notice at our hands.
He was, he says, originally opposed to the Lydian origin of the
Etruscans, because almost every modern writer agrees in rejecting
it. On the other hand, he found that almost all the old historians
bear witness together for the Lydian origin. For it, we have
Herodotus, Strabo, Pliny, Seneca, Plutarch, Paterculus, Tacitus,
Appian, and Justin ; and against it only Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and Hellanicus of Lesbos. Then, too, it is to be said, that
hardly any modern writers agree as to what the origin is. The
theory of Mr. Fergusson is the only one which is consistent with
the old writers and the artistic evidence, while there is every
appearance of likelihood in it.
Having laid it down that the Etruscans were a branch of the
great Tartar race, and of the same blood as the Pclasgians, he is
able to follow this out by a comparison with the artistic remains,
which appear to support it. The Pelasgians in Greece so mixed
with the Hellens, that the distinction was soon lost sight of,—but
not until a great influence had been brought to bear on Greek art.
The influence of Etruria on Rome was no less—perhaps more, for
the latter took half her arts and civilization from Etruria; but the
latter, until her fall, borrowed nothing from Rome.
Some who refuse the Lydian origin, assign an origin from
Egypt; D,lt Mr. Fergusson truly says, that, great as is the likeness
between Etruscan and Egyptian works, they are not one and the
same ; and there has not been found in all Etruria, one single
object of purely Egyptian character, or which would not raise
wonder and perplexity on the banks of the Nile. A few scaraba?i
of the age of the Lagida; must, of course, have been imported.
That there is anything of the Egyptian spirit in Etruria our
writer thinks the less wonderful, as the Egyptians held Asia
Minor for live centuries before the presumed migration of the
Etruscans.
The distinct shape of Mr. Fergusson's proposition is, that the
Etruscans were a people of Lydia, or at least of Asia Minor, who,
about a century after the time of the exode of the Jews from
Egvpt, or about as long before the Trojan war, in about the age
of Ninus the Assyrian, and the year 8800 of the Decimal Era,
emigrated by sea from Smyrna, the only port of Lydia, and landed
and formally settled in Italy in the land of the Umbrians, between
the valleys of the Arno and the Tiber, where they built or took
twelve towns, in which they dwelt until the growth of people made
them send off twelve bands of settlers to the northward, where
they seated themselves in towns of the valley of the Po, subject
to the old League. Afterwards, other twelve bands of settlers
were sent off to the southward, who seated themselves in what was
afterwards known as Magna Gracia.
As Mr. Fergusson says, this view solves at once one of the most
difficult problems of ancient history, inasmuch as it states that
both Greece and Italy received their civilization from the same
source; and accounts for the great likeness between the arts and
civilization of the two countries in the earlier ages of their being.
This, too, accounts for the alphabetic characters of each, being of
the same class, and not, as commonly assumed, by those of Etruria
being borrowed from Greece. Both received them in Lydia from
Phenicia.
This Etrusco-Pelasgic fellowship is so strong in the earlier
times, that it is hardly possible to assign a distinct character to
each ;—so far from it, the works of either derive an illustration
from the other; and no better commentary on the words of Homer
and Hesiod can be found than the paintings from Caere or Vulci.
If any one wants to see a contemporary illustration of the funeral
games held by Achilles on the death of Patroclus, nowhere will he
find a better than in the Etruscan room of the British Museum.
There have we the charioteers, the riders, runners, wrestlers,
boxers, and fencers; the hurlers of the quoit, and the darters of
the spear. There have we the booths, with the lookers-on, and all
the fashions of the high feast.
Mr. Fergusson remarks in Pelasgic Italy and in Pelasgic Greece
the same want of temples; as too is to be noted in the motherland
of Asia Minor. There was a worship for the same oracles, and the
tame love of soothsaying. In all these countries, the chief archi
tectural remains are tombs; and these so like in make, as to be
almost the same. The people worshipped the same gods, under
• " An Historical Inquiry Into Itae True Principles of Beauty in Art, more especially with
r*f -rear* to Architecture." By JAMES FERGUSSON. E»q., Architect , author of "An
Eseey on the Ancient Topoarnphy of Jeruf-''"" " " Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient
■>■■ iiriuir la HI ml oston," Part the SI■ Longmans, 1849.
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almost the same names, and with the same rites; had the same
eddas or mythology, and the same half-gods and heroes, of whom
Hercules, the greatest, belongs almost as much to Lydia and Italy
as to Greece.
Our writer having taken up the Lydian origin of the Etruscans,
is willing to believe in the visits of Evander and Eneas to Italy.
This tale has likelihood, but no good witness for it.
We think Mr. Fergusson decidedly wrong in the importance he
attaches to the political form of the federation of the twelve
towns. Republicanism is no more the characteristic of the IberoPelasgic race, than kingship of the Indo-Europeans. The pages
of Tacitus, and the early history of the English, will show that
the Germani were essentially republican in their institutions; and
whatever importance our writer may attach to those of the IberiPelasgi, as influencing the freedom of Greece and Rome, the free
dom of the world in this day springs from no such birth,—but from
the laws of our forefathers in the marshes of Jutland.
Some time is given in the work before us to restoring what
Vitruvius calls an Etruscan temple, but which is rather to be set
down as Roman work. The suggestions of the writer are in
genious.
Of the tombs, we are told that they embrace a very wide period
of time, and are well deserving of further investigation than
they have received. The tumuli or barrows are a characteristic
of the Etruscans, as of the whole race; and Mr. Fergusson gives
many interesting illustrations of the Regulini-Galassi and other
tombs, with an interesting restoration of the tomb of Porsenna,
from the text of Pliny. This work was 400, perhaps 450, feet
high, so that it was one of the most remarkable buildings in the
ancient world. In this restoration Mr. Fergusson has introduced
a roof, hat, or umbrella, to represent the petasus of Pliny.
Mr. Fergusson says that we shall never extract any new ideas <>f
grand or monumental art from the remains of the Etruscans. In
Greece, the temple and the theatre, with their accessories, supplied
the focus to which the Grecian mind bent all its strength; in
Egypt, the palace-temple served the same end: but in Etruria
there were neither temples nor public buildings, other than tombs,
for the development of art; and our writer thinks that tomb*
never are nor can be truly national monuments. He objects, that
they were and must be the offspring of individual vanity or of in
dividual superstition; and no nation ever was remarkable for
tombs, when it was the custom to leave them either to successors
or to national gratitude. That in Egypt, Etruria, and India, all
the mausolea were raised by the great themselves in their lifetime,
as their last resting-place. We cannot, nevertheless, agree that
we, or the other Indo-European races, have a peculiar fear of
death, but the contrary. The faith of Woden, even more strongly
than that of Christ, held forth to the English greater joys to be
had after death; and the fear of death is rather a characteristic of
the Jews, than of Indo-Europeans. Still, it is the fact that the
Indo-Europeans are not a tomb-building race: but that perhaps
the rather because they have always attached more importance to
the life hereafter than to the life of this world, and have not
thought the latter wanted any remembrancer.
The chief development of the Etruscans was in the more useful
arts, which the Greeks almost let alone. The roads and bridges of
the Etruscans are still monuments of industry and constructive
skill; their sewers and tunnels, after twenty-five hundred years'
wear, are still unsurpassed by the great works of the Romans; and
their town walls and castles are yet in being. They drained lakes
and marshes, and tilled plains almost barren ; so that they must
have done much to bring Italy into a high state of civilization,—
from which Mr. Fergusson thinks the Romans profited; and that
they took the civilization of the Etruscans as their own, quoting
uSic vos non vobis": but if the Romans were in a state of barba
rism on the fall of Etruria, the latter would be brought to the
standard of barbarism—not the former to the standard of civiliza
tion.
In their engineering works, the Etruscans used several modifica
tions of the arch, including the true" arch, of which illustrations
are given among the engravings.
If the Etruscans did not succeed in high art, in many of the
lower arts they were most accomplished. Their jewellery, chains,
bracelets, rings, earrings, &c, show an elegance which is even now
unsurpassed. Their candelabra were sold in Athens in the proud
days of Greek art. Their cabinet work of bronze and ivory
reached a high degree of perfection.
From a review of the whole, Mr. Fergusson thinks we ought to
assign a higher rank to the commercial people of Etruria than is
commonly awarded to them. Their character essentially differs
from that of the Egyptians in all its leading features, while Mr.
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Fergusson discovers a striking likeness to that «f Assyria;
and he urges the study of the antiquities of Assyria and Etruria,
as a means of mutual elucidation. On every ground of art and
archaeology, however, the study of Etruscan antiquities is valuable
and interesting.
The Fifth, and last Chapter of the volume as yet published,
refers to Rome; and we think it needful to point out that Mr. Fer
gusson breathes as bitter a hatred of the Romans and all belong
ing to them, as he does a strong love for Greece and all that is
Greek. The latter he looks upon as examples of what is to be fol
lowed; the former, of what is to be shunned. Of course, he has
to deprecate the strong prejudices in favour of Rome; but we
think his prejudices go as far the other way. He draws, there
fore, a most unfair picture of education in England and abroad ;
and by too great violence misses the opportunity of giving useful
advice.
As soon as a boy can spell short words in his own tongue, says
our writer, he is sent to school to learn Latin; and from that hour
till he leaves the university, nothing is dinned into his ears but
Roman worth, Roman greatness, and Roman glory. Their learn
ing, a low copy of that of Greece, is held up before his eyes as the
richest and noblest the world has brought forth: the writers of his
own people are kept from him; and the Christian fa^th still more
carefully kept in the background, lest it should hinder his classical
studies,—though these are avowedly as useless as they would be
hurtful were it tried to carry them out
They are, however, only
learned to be forgotten, and the worst effect with us is lost time
and misdirected ingenuity.
The above picture shows how passion may bewilder even the
sharpest-sighted men, for hardly a word of it is true, and it will
not fit England, France, or Germany. Latin is, it is true, taught—
hut so is Greek ; the later writers are not unread, and no one can
think but that theological teaching bears by far too great a share
in the teaching of the English schools at any rate. The church
•-atechism is a part of the examination for graduates, and men of
bright minds have been plucked for giving answers in it, though
with the right meaning, not in the very words.
We do not understand Mr. Fergusson to ask for the outlawry
of Greek from the schools, but that it should be upheld; yet all
that he says against Latin will tell as strongly against it —nay,
it will tell against Hebrew and the Bible. "Neither an hereditary
monarchy nor Christianity formed any part of the institutions of
Rome"—forsooth, .neither did they of the Jews, Greeks, nor of
our forefathers: indeed, such a ban would outlaw the learning
ipf the world, and bring orthodox books within a narrower list
than the Index Expurgatorius of the Vatican. The Bible, Ho
mer, and Shakspeare all fall before such a sweeping law.
Scarcely less wild is the attempt to put to the account of the
Latin classics, the various events of the French revolution; the
good of which Mr. Fergusson sets aside, and the evil he exagge
rates. We should say nothing about this, but in fairness to our
readers we are bound to do so; for when a writer shows his weak
ness in such set shape, it is a warning against trusting him too far
on other grounds. Many, too, will take the hint from his histori
cal wanderings, to withstand his teachings on art.
Had Mr. Fergusson recommended the preference of Greek
writers over those of Rome, he would have been consistent with
himself, and dpne some good, for surely it is better to begin with
the Iliad instead of the Eneid, as much as it is better to begin
drawing from the round instead of copying from an engraving.
As, too, the great purpose of classical studies in education is not
to give immediate instruction, but to train the mind in habits of
application and hard work,—and for which classical studies have
advantages, peculiar to themselves as compared with mathematics
and natural history,—the substitution of Greek for Latin, as the
preliminary and preferential course, would be free from objec
tions.
It is because Mr. Fergusson has not understood the nature of
education, that he has fallen, into a further mistake. He says, if
there is one thing in which the common-sense of the English race
has shown itself more than usually pre-eminent, it is the contempt
with which the English treat their education, and their oblivion of
it. It is because Greek, Latin, and mathematics only constitute
the training machinery, and not the ultimate end of education,
that they are set aside when the mind is trained, and the man is
able to apply his powers to the business of the world around him.
It is not that the Englishman contemns his education, but that he
derives the best fruit from it,—that he does not want to carry his
school-books about with him.
The mistake of the French and Germans leads to other results.
They think that the great end of school education is to give imme
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diate, special, and self-sulficing instruction: but the end is, that
their men, fresh from school with the whole circle of the arts and
sciences crammed into them, are unable to cope with our English
men, whose minds have been trained by hard work in their schools,
and by the practice afterwards of that greatest of schools—the
world. Some may think the Frenchman or High Dutchman better
taught and more accomplished than the Englishman, but the evi
dence of facts is in favour of the superiority of the latter. What
result the University of London, and the Useful- Knowledgecramming system of the present day, may have in bringing down
our superiority, remains to be seen.
If Mr. Fergussson is right as to his finishing stroke, the waning
influence of Roman example, he might better have spared his on
slaught: he would not have wasted his strength, nor wearied his
allies.
The comment on the political history of Rome, tastes of the
bitterness of the rest; but we can only grieve that a less partial
analysis had not been applied, for the writer shows that he has the
power, if he had the will, to make a fairer estimate of Rome than
is commonly done. It wanted not virulent abuse and misrepre
sentation to teach us that Rome was neither greater nor better
than ourselves : it wanted only a truthful investigation. He has
brought to light many valuable reflections, on which we should
like to comment,—but we cannot so well leave our beaten track as
he can. By bringing the light of art to bear upon the political
and social system, Mr. Fergusson has given a higher value to art
istic studies, and has illustrated their importance. The fault now
is, that the scholar is nothing of an artist, and the artist nothing
of a scholar; and we therefore miss the entirety of ancient learn
ing and art. Mr. Fergusson, therefore, legitimately discusses his
torical and political questions,—for, as he treats them, they belong
to the domain of art; and any objections we may make apply to
the doctrines, they demur to the allegations and not to the juris
diction.
Were even Roman literature studied by the light of art, and :n
its entirety, Mr. Fergusson's diatribes would utterly miss.
We cannot refrain from observing, that if English literatuie
were made to take the part of the classics in education, we sliouJi ,
it is true, get rid of the fondness for Roman worth, Roman great
ness, and Roman glory; but we should be more given to selfglorification than we are—worse than the French, High Dutch, or
Yankees. "Lagloire de la France" would be outdone; the one,
free, wise, and great Dutch folk would be out-talked; and "our
most remarkable country" of the stripes and stars would swell
itself up still more, in the strain to outboast the Britishers. It is
better sometimes to think of Roman greatness and Roman glory,
for they are no longer—they are with the dead: of the masters of
the world we have nought but the ashes, and in the midst of the
greatest empire that has yet been seen, lords of a fifth of mankind,
we too may bethink us of the end of all things.
The remarks of our writer on Roman institutions are the key to
those on Roman architecture; but they apply with more justice.
Rome was certainly behindhand in art,—her architects, like ours,
were copyists, and bad ones; originality she had none, and she
could not derive inspiration from Greek art, for the breath of
Greek art had fled; and of Etruria, she took rather the cerements
of the dead than the fashions of the living.
Before the time when the Romans began to build, the Doric order
had fallen from what Mr. Fergusson considers its early purity of
style and design, and the Romans had neither carving nor painting
with which to bedeck it. They took up the Doric order, but made
it worse by thinning the columns, like the wooden posts of their
Etruscan friends. On the Corinthian order Mr. Fergusson re
marks at length. From its ornate character it well suited the
purposes of the Romans, while it could be adapted as they pleased;
and if the plan of the building needed little thought, the execu
tion of the order needed still less, as there were no intricate
spirals, no carving, and no painting, and all was purely mechanical
—any stonemason could work it out. Our writer is willing, there
fore, to consider it almost a Roman order, and the example in the
temple of Jupiter Stator as the most perfect thing in architecture
that Rome brought forth. He approves likewise of the Roman
adaptation of a sculptured base.
The forms of the Roman temples are objected to as clumsy
adaptations from the Greek. There is not a single instance of a
perfect peristylar temple, and the buildings were small. The
temple of Venus and Rome, commonly restored as a perfect
peristylar example, 362 feet by 177, we think the writer justified
in treating as two temple cells, placed back to back, and so joined
together as to try to look like one temple.
The best specimens of temples of the Roman time are those
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built in the provinces, many of which, as those of Baalbec, must
have been unmatched by anything at Rome, and the two temples
at Baalbec unmatched by anything in the Roman world.
Of the Pantheon we believe our writer speaks fairly. He ob
jects to the portico stuck on to the drum of the building, as a
clumsy and unsuitable piece of patchwork, the lines of which do
not range with the rest. The interior for conception is unmatched
in the olden world. The simplicity of its proportions is dwelt
upon as worthy of observation, though the details are Roman and
clumsy. The proportion of the height being exactly equal to the
width, Mr. Fergusson admires; and he thinks modern attempts
fail from trying to combine the Gothic steeple with the Etruscan
vault, and therefore the internal vault is carried high up into the
external ornament,—thus ruining both its proportion and its size.
Wren seems to have felt this, for his inner dome of St. Paul's is
built up separately from his outer one, and kept down much lower.
Mr. Fergusson, however, thinks it would have been infinitely more
pleasing in proportion, and both it and the church have looked
much larger, if, instead of being twice its width in height, it had
sprung from the whispering gallery, or the stringcourse above that.
Indeed, the dome of the Pantheon he would have brought ten or
fifteen feet lower, because it now crushes the drum or perpendicu
lar part, and makes its decorations look more insignificant than
ther should do.
We cannot complain of prejudice being shown against the civic
buildings of the Romans, for they are treated as being as magnifi
cent in their kind as any the world has yet seen. The Coliseum
he selects as the type of Roman art, as he did the Hypostyle Hall
of Karnac for Egypt, and the Parthenon for Greece.
The columns, and particularly the sculptured columns, of Rome,
Paris, and London, Mr. Fergusson treats with severity; though, as
he says, the Romans were the less to blame, as they placed the
column of Trajan within the court of a basilica, having galleries
from which its sculptures could be seen. Still, it would have been
better had the same length of sculpture been made the frieze of a
building.
The end to which he comes is, that the best and only satisfactory
works of the Romans are those belonging to the engineer—the
roads, bridges, aqueducts, harbours, and fortifications, the model
of which was got from Etruria, and not from Greece. The dis
tinctive merits of Roman works are the mass and the constructive
magnificence,—marred sometimes, in architectural works, by clum
siness in the artistic details, for which engineering works offered
little or no temptation.
If, says our writer, we have gone beyond the Romans in the two
arts in which they were really original and successful—namely,
law-making and engineering—why should we ascribe to them a
superiority in literature and the fine arts, in which they were
avowedly below the nations of antiquity ?
We have thus followed Mr. Fergusson at some length through
his elaborate work ; we have followed him into every branch of
research, and have not spared our pages or the time of our read
ers. We do not know if any ask that we should make an apology
for so doing, but we feel that we have discharged a duty. Mr.
Fergusson devotes talent, years, toil, and money to the execution
of a work much wanted; and so far from treating his task as if it
were to be slurred over, or as if it were unworthy, he has brought
to bear upon it all the resources of a most cultivated mind, and all
the illustrations of the most advanced state of knowledge. To do
this is to uphold the nobility of art; and we should be sorry to
stand idly by when such a service was done,—to neglect a work
which has justly excited the greatest attention from the press and
the public,—or to treat with coolness what has been wrought with
such good will.
If we had wanted one reason above all others for noticing Mr.
Fergusson's book, it is to uphold him under the accusation of in
troducing irrelevant matter; whereas we consider he has rendered
a common service to the fine arts and the other branches of learn
ing, by showing their intimate connection,—and the more particu
larly, by the reference of the fine arts to philosophy. He is only
blamed for the idleness and ignorance of others; and instead of
joining with them, we recommend to them his example.
The fine arts are either unworthy studies, or they belong to the
general circle of learning, and admit of illustration from it. If
the latter, our artists must become scholars, which so few of them
"re,—and our scholars must become artists. Whoever brings back
ont art or science to the common fold of learning, renders an
essential service to all arts and sciences; and we think this merit
i» due to Mr. Fergusson, for treating systematically what the
(Treat men who have gone before him have given authority for by
treating with partiality.
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This work will be esteemed a useful and valuable one according
to the use the reader makes of it. If he slurs over it, as requiring
too much thought and care,—if he casts it aside as opposed to his
prejudices,—or even if he blindly adopts its conclusions, he will
not ascertain its value: but if he truly seizes the independent
spirit of the author,—if he sets himself free from the shackles of
cant,—and gets the power of thinking for himself in matters of
art, he will have rendered a service to the fine arts, by giving
them one true votary the more.

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK,
FASCICULUS XCIII.
" I mutt hare liberty
Withal, as large a charter a. the wturls,
To blow on whom I pleaae."

I. It is equally matter for surprise and regret, that, instead of
confining his study, as he appears to have done, to Palladio's
buildings, Inigo Jones did not, while he was at Venice, direct his
attention to the examples of the earlier Venetian style,—from
which he could have culled much that was capable of being en
grafted on the Elizabethan he had left at home, and by the aid of
which he might have advanced the latter to a finished English
style,—at least, have put it in the way of becoming such in time;
for between both the styles just mentioned there are, with of
course many differences, not a few points of contact also ; and an
infusion of the former might greatly have improved the latter.
Instead of so doing, Inigo contented himself with importing the
style of Palladio quite '■'neat." Thereby he has obtained among us
the name of the English Palladio;—the plain English of which is,
that as far as he was Palladio at all, he was so only at second-hand
—a professed imitator and copyist.
II. It may very fairly be questioned whether professional men
are the best judges of (esthetic quality in design, and capable of
appreciating it impartially. Educated as they are at present—
which is pretty much like being uneducated as regards the essen
tial principles of their Art—architects are apt to contract pre
judices which in turn contract both their judgment and taste;
blinding them equally to errors and defects in productions of
established repute, and to merits in those which happen to deviate
more or less from conventional rules. The opinion which is un
supported, either way, by valid reasons for it, and rests only on an
appeal to precedent, custom, and ordinary rules, is surely no better
than prejudice; and even if it be one on the right side, it is no
better than prejudice still. Nor are prejudices and contracted
notions confined to professional men, since the generality of critics
are equally chargeable with them, owing to their having imbibed
them from the same sources as the others, and to their speaking
by rote—"by heart," as it is called, and that is a very different
matter from speaking by head, and with thoughtful consideration.
For my own part, I should be inclined to trust rather to the ver
dict of a jury of artists, than to that of one composed entirely of
architects; of course I mean only as far as composition and design
are concerned. What strikes the eye of an artist as good, as har
monious and consistent in its proportions and ensemble, and other
wise effectful, may pretty safely be assumed to possess the merit of
sound artistic quality, if no other. It is true, the followers of the
other Fine Arts cannot be competent judges of the technicalities
and processes of Architecture; but then if such ignorance ought
to disqualify them from passing any opinion upon productions of
Architecture, the same ignorance, or perhaps a greater degree of
it, would disqualify the whole of the rest of the public; so that
architects would have none but themselves to admire them, or to
patronise their Art. As to the opinion entertained of architects
by artists, 1 fancy it to be the reverse of flattering, for among the
latter I have heard more than one accuse the former of obtuseness,
and want of {esthetic perception and feeling—at any rate, of the
non-exercise of them; therefore, although Architecture itself may
be a Fine Art, it is now rarely exercised as such,—so that those
who practise it merely according to precedent and routine, have
little or no claim to the title of aitists; for even although the
structures erected by them may be satisfactory, scarcely ever do
they put into them aught of design which emanates directly from
their own minds.
III. The value of an artist's opinion in regard to Architecture is
sufficiently apparent from what that of Reynolds has done for
Vanbrugh. But for the honourable testimony borne to his peculiar
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merits by Sir Joshua, the name of that Sir John niiirht still have
had attached to it the ridicule endeavoured to be affixed to it by
the puny wits of his day—or rather, by the puny witticisms which,
in their utter ignorance of art, thev levelled against him; seeing,
as they did, no other quality in his buildings but that of heaviness.
That Vanbrugh was exceedingly careless and faulty in his details
—sometimes coarse even to slovenliness, is not to be denied; still,
he showed himself to be a master in picturesque composition, es
pecially if compared in that respect with his contemporaries. To
unqualified praise he is assuredly not entitled, but assuredly also
it is not difficult to discriminate between his defects and his
merits,—not difficult to avoid the former, although not so easy,
perhaps, to rival the latter.
IV. It would seem, however, that critical discrimination is not
at all the forte of either architectural students or their teachers.
It is not at all uncommon to find buildings that are exceedingly
unequal in point of design, good perhaps in some respects, yet
equally faulty in others, recommended—at least, so it would seem
—as studies, without one syllable of caution as to their faults.
Of some of them, indeed, the faults are so striking that they
hardly need be pointed out; still there is danger in passing over
them. Hence much mischief is likely to ensue from such works as
Letarouilly's "Edifices de Rome Moderne," from which some are
now freely borrowing subjects, which they exhibit as if they were
most unquestionable models of design and good taste—nothing
being said to the contrary. For such purpose, one publication has
recently selected the facade of the Palazzo Costa, which, either in
ignorance or unwarrantable audacity, it asserts to be "charac
terised by elegance, resulting from a study of proportion, fitness,
and requirements;" whereas, the fact is, it shows itself to be cha
racterised by the reverse of elegance, and by what, as far as the
principal floor is concerned, may truly be called very dumpy pro
portions, the windows there being considerably less than a double
square in height, and not even twice as high as the pedestal or
dado beneath them; nor is that the only defect in the design.
Another subject selected by the same publication from Letarouilly,
is the elevation of a little palazzo, by Vignola, in the Piazza
Navona. Although Vignola is a great name, the merit of that
design of his is exceedingly small ; consequently it ought not to
be put forth as if it were such as to recommend itself to especial
notice at the present day.
V. That all the views of the facade of the British Museum
which have hitherto appeared should confine themselves to the
central pile, and judiciously omit showing the wings, is so far from
being complimentary to Sir Robert Smirke, as to be equivalent to
a declaration that the latter do not at all belong to the other, and
that so far from contributing at all to form a grand extended com
position, they are to be looked upon as something altogether ex
traneous,—in other words, will not bear looking upon as adjuncts
to the main pile. Pity, therefore, that those official residences
were not, as they easily might have been, put quite in the
background, and the sites now occupied by them left for the
erection of additional galleries, as will, no doubt, be required at
no very distant period. The tacit condemnation would be critical
damnation enough of the facade as a composition, even were it
not accompanied by n taciturnity on the part of criticism with
regard to the rest, which gives us plainly to understand that not
even a single syllable of praise can be plausibly uttered in favour
of it. Setting aside the columns themselves, which are no more
designed by Sir Robert than by the stonemasons who executed them
—there is nothing whatever that amounts to design properly so
called. Besides which, as here applied, the number of columns is
made to produce far more of dull monotony than of richness and
scenic effect; which, however, is not very surprising, since Smirke
and Effect are the very antipodes of each other. As I have more
than once before, 1 believe, expressed my opinion of the Museum,
many—that is, what readers 1 have, will probably think I entertain
downright spite against it. Well, I confess to the impeachment;
for I do hold the building to be a miserable abortion in point of
design, considering the purpose of the building, and the opportu
nity which it afforded. At any rate, if the public can be satisfied
with the Museum, they have very little right to find fault with the
National Gallery as they do. The latter, however, is made the
scapegoat of our architectural sinnings, or the conductor to carry
off the lightning of our criticism from many things that are infi
nitely worse, It may be freely admitted that the Gallery is neither
what it ought to have been, nor so good as it is still capable of being
made, both in its interior and exterior, by some partial alterations;
yet, as regards the interior, no alterations can be planned for it pro
perly until it be finally determined whether the Academy are to
retain the portion now occupied by them, or the whole be appro
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priated to the national collection of pictures. At all events, it
cannot be said even now that Wilkins's structure disgraces Trafal
gar Square, the latter and the buildings on its other sides being
quite graceless in themselves. Those, too, who can shut their eyes
to the uncouth taste and vile deformities of St. Martin's Church,
and open them only to admire the portico, or rather the columns,
might surely do the same with regard to the Gallery. Still it is
not very difficult to guess why they do not do so, the true reason
being simply this: the one has been greatly cried-up, and the other
cried-down.
VI. St. Stephen's, Walbrook, is another greatly cried-up affair;
and as in matters of architectural taste former judgments are
never revised, but seem to be regarded as irrevocable verdicts,—it
continues to be still spoken of as a masterpiece—that is, when
ever it is now spoken of at all. In my opinion, the defects in its
design so greatly exceed its beauties as completely to neutralise
them. There is much in the interior that is positively mean and
ordinary; and with more than light enough, there is no effect of
light,—on the contrary, a most disagreeable kind of spottiness in
that respect is occasioned by the ugly little oval holes in the walls
for windows; whereas, had the whole been lighted hyjxethralhj
through the dome,— with perhaps one or two smaller secondary
openings for light in other parts of the roof, the effect both as
to light and otherwise would have been greatly superior. I have
seen a drawing by Allom, of an interior—a design, I believe, for a
chapel—which was so undisguisedly borrowed from St. Stephen's,
Walbrook, that it might be considered a rifacciamento of it; and the
outline of the idea—so to speak, was there filled up gracefully and
artistically, and the original skeleton transformed into life and
beauty.
VII. At the risk of shocking the straitlaced prejudices of many,
I venture to question the propriety of invariably putting churches,
as .we have done for some time past, into mediaeval costume, to
the exclusion of any other style. In villages, and other country
places, it is in character and at home, hut seems quite out o'
keeping in streets where every other object wears quite a modern
air, and denotes the reverse of mediaeval times and habits. I
admit that one tolerably sufficient, or I might call it cogent,
reason there may be for having recourse to a style at variance
with that of all surrounding buildings—namely, the very fact of
its being so much at variance, that the mere adoption of such
costume stands in lieu of other character—of that distinctive
character which an architect would else have to work out of
design. Do I then wish that for churches in the metropolis we
should turn to Wren for models, or return to that *oi-dimntclassical style which was in vogue among us some twenty or
thirty years ago ? Most assuredly not: for while the old churches
in the City are almost without exception barbarously uncouth, the
modern ones are, with the exception of that of St. Pancras and
Hanover Chapel, desperately dull and mean; and even St, Pancras
and the other might be greatly better in many respects than they
now are.—If such be the case, why should I advocate the return to
a style in which so little that is satisfactory has been performed
for church architecture ? Why, it is precisely for the very reason
that so little has been done in it properly, and answerabfy to the
capabilities of such style, that I could wish to see it resumed,—
but treated in a very different spirit, and so converted, as it easily
might be, into something very superior to what has hitherto been
made of it. Here I ought, perhaps, to explain that "Easily"
refers rather to the plastic capabilities of the style itself, then
to the capacity of the present race of architects for properly*
availing themselves of those capabilities. One thing that would
be an improvement in itself, and also lead to other impiovements, would be the adoption of kypathral lighting, either ac
cording to the mode which Mr. Fergusson shows to have been
practised by the Greeks, namely, by upright openings in a cle
restory in the roof,—or else by lanterns or skylights, after which
last manner the German Walhnlla is lighted, tor artistic effect
nothing can equal such mode of admitting light; whereas, even
leaving effect out of the question, the windows now employed for
chinches are little better than architectural blemishes both inter
nally and externally. Of course I mean in those churches which
are not in the Gothic style, because there windows are among the
principal characteristics and beauties of the style, and the source
of great variety of design; while for so-called Grecian or modern
church architecture, they are just the reverse. So far from being
made ornamental in any way within the buildings, they are there
left mere naked apertures, without any sort of dressings or attempt
at such embellishment as might be conferred upon them; and
there being nothing corresponding to mullions and tracery to fill
up the apertures themselves or give occasion to design, their ap
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pearance is that of nakedness, blankness, and poverty: the con
sequence of which is, that the more there is of ornament bestowed
on other parts of such an interior, all the meaner do the windows
show themselves, especially as the glazing itself is invariably of a
very mean description, and has a cold and dingy look. Yet, surely it
would not be difficult to remedy the last-mentioned defect by em
ploying metal-work instead of lead, and making it of various
ornamental patterns that should be in conformity with the style of
the architecture. Internally, the metal-work might be either en
tirely gilded, or partly gilt and partly bronzed, accordingly as a
greater degree of enrichment might be found suitable. Hardly
necessary is it to observe, that both stained and diapered glass
might also be employed with excellent effect; although, of course,
it would require to be treated in quite a different manner from the
painted windows in Gothic churches, so that the resemblance should
be only that of material, and not of style and ideas. And why
should the use of coloured glass be confined to one particular style,
any more than other materials are?—"Gentle Shepherd, tell me
why."

ON THE
By F. OBLIQUE
Bashporth, BRIDGE.
Esq.

Spiral Course*.
Mr. Buck, in his "Essay on Oblique Bridges," directs the
"twisting rules" used in working the beds of the arch-stones,
to be placed at a greater distance apart at the extrados than at
the intrados. There could be no objection to such an arrange
ment, provided the dimensions of the "twisting rules" were de
termined accordingly: but it has long appeared to me that the
method by which Mr. Buck has arrived at the difference of the
widths of the two ends of one rule (=/tan 8), supposes that they
are to be applied in parallel directions on the bed of the stone, at
a distance / apart.
Let R, r, be the radii of the extrados and intrados respectively;
+, 9, the angles of the extrados and intrados;
/, /', the distances apart of the intradosal and extradosal ends
of the twisting rules;
♦ - 9 = 8 ; and R—r = e = the thick ness of the arch.
_
sec *
Then r z=l
.
tec 9
In Example 2, page 23, R = 20-32 ft.; r=17-32ft.; e = R-r =
3 ft.; /= 42 in. = 35ft.
* = /. of the extrados (Mr. Buck's 9) = 59° 23' 7";
9 = Lai the intrados (Mr. Buck's /3,) = 55° 13* 49";
5 = *— 9 — 4° 9' 18";
/ tan 8 = 42 tan 4° 9' 18" = 3-05 inches;
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whilst any point B in AC describes a space L = the axial length.
Then Dt will describe the twisted surface proper for the beds of
the arch-stones, and the equations to the patli of D will be
z°*rcoi9, x = r»in8, y=— fl •> p8

rcosa

=

Ar »m a -j-U^o+c

(9)

Subtracting,
Kent a — rcosa = A (It sin a — rsino) ;
And therefore
or, (K — r)co*a
equation
= (9)
A(tt—
becomes
r)g.na;
or, vol a = A.
rcosa = r cut abiu u-f-ii/ia-pc zz r cos a-t-B>*a-f-c ;
or, 0 =: Bjia-t-c ;
or, c — — U/ua.
Equation (7) now becomes
z = xciu a+By— lt/ia = *cot a-f-B(y— pa)
(10)
And the point (6) is situated in this plane; hence,
z" = x-"cot a+B(y"-Ma);
or, r cos/9— rcot asin/9 = B(p/9— M") = B(i(S-a)i
nin (a— B)
„ ,
r tin a( — B)
or, B =
n (B— a) sin a"
Substituting in (10), we get the equation to the required plane
passing through P, p, and q,
r sinaf-fl)

,

* = ««— + i(g_.)li.a Cr-i»)
=• 47-03 = 47 inches nearly.
>ec 9
'
Mr. Buck directs two strips of wood to be provided (AB, CD,
fiff. 1), each in length R- r=3ft.
The opposite sides of one, AB,
A[~"
]fl
other
are to
than
the
thebeend
end
parallel,
CD by
is /totan
and
be8, greater
of
or 3*05
the

(1)

the horizontal axis of the cylinder being the axis of y, and a verti
cal line with which BD coincides when t> = 0 being the axis of a.
Also, the equations to the path of E will be
Z = Kcosfl, X-Ksin6, Y=m»
(2)
And if, in equations (1) and (2), we give 6 the same value a, the
corresponding values of xyz, XYZ, will be the co-ordinates of
the points D, E, respectively, for one position of the arm BE; and
these points may be considered to be coincident with two corners of
the bed of an arch-stone. Also, by giving to 6 another value, B, we
may determine the co-ordinates of the remaining two corners of
the same bed.
Suppose that P,p, Q,7, are the four corners of the bed of an
arch-stone, pq being the intradosal, and 1'Q the extradosal cours
ing joints. Let X'Y'Z', x y'z'; X" Y"Z", x"y"z", be the co-ordinates of V,p, Q,fl, respectively. 0 = a for and p ; 6 = 0 for Q
and q.
F.ir P.
Fur p.
Fur q.
For Q.
■ ruu /
X'»K»iiiol
x'
— rt
10]
x'-rtiiial
X"-Rsi../31
x"=.»i..fll
X"-Rsi.,
»a 1(3)
1(4)
z» = riu.0WC)
n.utB>
Z =iicus«
l(,'J) z'-rcu.a
2'=rn»oUl)
2»
Z" = Kc..»/3 L (3)
V"
V"=
M0 J
>"- rf J
1" = m« J
y»'- »>« J
Let z = Ax+By+c (7) be the equation to a plane passing through
the three points P,p, q.
Then, since (3) and (4) are points in (7), substituting, we get
Z'=AX'-r-bY'+c;
z'-Ax't By'+c;
or, (Rcosa) = A(Rsina) + Bna+c
(8)

01)

t = /

inches in this case. A, C, are to
i-v. 1.
apart.
B,
he D,
applied
are to
at be
theatintrados
the extrados,
at a distance
and at a/, distance
or 42 inches,
= 47 inches
apart;

The twisted beds of the arch-stones may be supposed to be
generated in the following manner:—Let the straight line AC
(tig. 2) have an arm BDE rigidly attached at right angles to it;
i.
TO

Suppose now that the distance pq (fig. 3), measured along the
intradosal arris of the arch-stone, = /; and that
the angle qpm = 9. Let fall the perpendicular
pm on qm. Then mpq may be considered to be a
portion of the development of the soffit, pm being
parallel to the top of the abutment.
pm = f-y' = Y"- Y't in (3),(4), (5),& (6), = M(8-a)
= pq cos 9 = I cos 9
(12)
Also, /sin9 = mq — r(B — a)

(13)

Now, the length of a perpendicular let fall from
a point X" Y" Z , on a plane z = Atf-r-By-r-c, is
Z"-AX"-BY"-c
On = -\
—
Humeri Geom. of 3 Dimemioni. Art. ("/)
Vl+A'-+B»
And substituting from equation (11) the values of A, B, and e,
we get length of the perpendicular let fall from X", Y", Z", on the
plane (11),
Z"-X»cota-r^_'i',a"7f_(Y"-Ma)
M (a — fljsin a

Q» = ±
A.

B

1 +COl»a+/rr sin (a— B)

V-

c

Fig. 2.

and let D, E, be two points, such that BD = r, BE=R. Suppose
AC to coincide with the axis of the intrados of the oblique arch,
and have a uniform motion in the direction of its length AC ; and
also let the arm BE revolve uniformly. Suppose these uniform
velocities to be so adjusted that BE may revolve through 180°

em u(
i(a-B))

R (sin a cos B— cos a sin B)

r sin (a —B)

= +

V

cosec* a +

1

(r sina — B\ *

20*
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Rsin(a— B) — rsin(a — 0)

(R— r)sin( sin^J

REVIEW'S.

= +

(14)

L
/ coi 9 J
L
cos ♦
J
/ = 42 in. = 3-5 feet ; (R-r) = 3 feet ; and <p = 55° 13' 49"
{ ,
- sin <p = -1660, which is the circular measure of 9° 30' 40" ;
3 0558 ;
['

co» «

J

36 X sin (- sin <pj

Q»

=

=

3403 in. = 3-4 in. nearlv.

"SiObbS
Now, manifestly, PQ ; pq{l) = L sec * ; L see q> = sec # ; sec ip ;
or, PQ = I — = 42 ""r,(??I"! J?, = 47-03 = 4/ in. nearly. . (15)
seep
sec (55° 13 49")
If the "winding strips" be applied in the manner directed by
Mr. Buck, the difference in the widths of the two ends of the one
that has not parallel sides ought to be 3*4 in., instead of 3 inches
as there given.
If, on the contrary, the winding strips be so applied that the
distance of the intradosal ends A, C, and also the distance of the
extradosal ends B, D, be 42 in. apart, the twist (/ tan S) — 3-05 in.
is quite correct. If AC = 42 in., and BD = 47 in., then we get
for the twist 3*05 x fj = 3-41 in., which differs only by y^th of an
inch from the value of Qn found in (15).
It is quite true, when an arch-stone for an oblique bridge
(not a quoin) lias been properly formed, that the length of the ex
tradosal arris PQ will be greater than the intradosal arris pq of the
same bed, in the proportion of sec 4> : sec q>. But, on the other
hand, the sole use of the winding strips is to obtain two straight
lines a certain distance apart, such that if two other straight
lines be drawn parallel to them through a given point, these two
straight lines may contain a given angle.

Fir. 4.

If tangents be drawn to the extradosal and intradosal helices at
the points E, D, corresponding to one position of the arm BD,
these tangents will be inclined at an angle *-<p. Hence, if the
winding strips are to be applied parallel at a distance (R - r), and
in the directum of the length of the stone, make the angle boa =
*—<ti = 5; take oa = the length of the rules, and draw ab at right
angles to oa. Then ab = oa tan t is the required twist. Again, if
the strips are to be applied across the stone, they must each be in
length = R- r. Suppose they are to be applied parallel, and at a
distance 1= oa' ; draw alb' at right angles to oa' meeting ob' in 6' ;
then a' li' will be the excess in breadth of one end of the rule over
the breadth of the other end of the same rule.
In Mr. Back's Essay, pages 13, 22, and 27, the difference of Vnths
of an inch in 3 inches appears to be worthy of notice; but it may
be remarked that the obliquity of the bridge in this example is 30°.
In the generality of cases, the difference of the twist would not be
nearly so great as in the above example ; but as it is both more
accurate and more convenient to apply the winding strips in pa
rallel directions, there appears to be no reason why any trouble
should be taken to calculate the divergence of them.
The value of Qn at (14) may be put under the form

Q» =

|M«,

•{£•">*}
u,(£«D*yr = ^ + «"«•♦
Vfsii/- sin $

nearIy

[ (r " ♦)
el
el
= —
— sin 26T = 3-408 inches
r sin ocas r6 = 2r
(since i;, is never much greater than 45°, and r is always much
greater than /).
St. Joltn's College, March, 1849.

A Dictionary of Architecture, Decorative and Constructive, 6;c.
By Walter Bebnan. Part I. 18mo. London: Williams and
Co., 1849.
We have here a novelty,—a novelty, at least, in its shape, for
although we have had more than one dictionary of the kind before,
this is, as far as we are aware, the very first that has appeared in
so convenient and popular a form. It goes, perhaps, to the oppo
site extreme from some of its predecessors; and we think that a
size larger—one adapted to the book-shelf, rather than the pocket
—would have been preferable, and if similarly printed in double
columns, quite as economical. Judging from this First Part, which
though it contains sixty-four pages, goes no further than the term
"Architholus," the volume must when completed be an inordinately
bulky one,—unless it be intended that tne work shall eventually
form more than one volume, of which however no intimation is
given; neither is it stated in how many parts it will be completed.
What is chiefly certain is, that it is designed to be a popular manual
for the use of artificers and workmen, as well as architects, en
gineers, and students of architecture; which being the case, we
cannot help being of opinion that the editor has overdone it, and
in his ambition to introduce "many hundred words that have not
been inserted in any previous architectural dictionary," has cram
med into it a great many which are quite out of place except in a
professedly archaeological glossary. To give those terms belonging
to mediaeval architecture which are now in use, is proper enough;
but to thrust in those which have long been altogether obsolete,
which cannot be now revived, and which are not at all needed, the
same things being now described by more familiar words, is not
only injudicious as far as the work is concerned, but injudicious in
its principle, inasmuch as instead of enlarging and enriching, it
only encumbers the vocabulary of the art with antiquated and
useless lumber. Whether, as it certainly ought to do, this dic
tionary will give us such really convenient and useful terms as
"Astylar," and several others that have been employed by recent
writers, remains to be seen when it shall have been more advanced.
We find the term "./Esthetics," but the definition— such as it is—
is only a borrowed quotation; from whom is not said, but appa
rently from Mr. Joseph Gwilt, for if the words be not precisely
the same, they certainly express his sneering opinion of a term
which, in the glossary appended to his treatise on "The Orders,"
Mr. Leeds has shown to be singularly expressive and useful.
The explanation of the term "Anti-Vitruvian" is also partly bor
rowed, and apparently from the same source, the remark printed
as a quotation being as follows: "Erroneous opinions adverse to
the classical authority of Vitruvius on architectural topics, ex
pressed by some modern professors to attract notoriety.
This
seems to be pointed against Professor Hosking; but others, among
whom are both Fergusson and our own Candidus, have been
equally strong, therefore equally erroneous, and no doubt from the
same unlucky ambition of "attracting notoriety." Yet, after all,
it may be questioned whether error does not lie rather on the side
of Vitruvius's admirers,—his defenders we cannot possibly call
them, since they say nothing whatever to rebut the sneers of
his notoriety-seeking opposers.
Now, if any one be Quixotic
enough to take up his cudgel fairly in behalf of Vitruvius, and in
good earnest belabour with it his depredators, let him do so; but
the merely calling their opinions erroneous is not very far from
admitting them to be correct; nor has Mr. Bernan attempted to
settle the dispute. We rather fancy that some of the remarks
which he himself has occasionally indulged in, will, if they do not
actually involve him in dispute, prove not a little offensive to
many. The following, for instance, which occurs under the term
"Architect," is tolerably strong and pungent: "In spite of the
opinion of the ignorant public, re-echoed by the dull and costivebrained (!) of the profession, which confounds the means with the
end, the merit and fame of an architect must rest on his talent for
invention;"— the italics are not ours— "without it all the construc
tive knowledge of his age will not raise him above the rank of a
builder-mechanic: and he alone is to be accounted happy in his
art to whom the gods have granted the creative spirit. The su
premacy of the gift is apparent from its rarity."— Bravo! Bernan:
for that matches Fergusson's "monkey styles of modern Europe;"
or the piquant escapade in Leeds's treatise on "The Orders," via,
where copyism is defined to be the process for converting design
into manufacture, and an architect into a machine. Verily, ar
chitectural heresy seems to be spreading—some will say, most
alarmingly,—or as others will reply in rhyme, most charmingly.
"Amateur-Architects" are treated by Mr. Bernan more mildly than
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"costive-brained" professionals. He admits them to be "useful
pioneers in diffusing a taste for the art among the public;" nor will
we quarrel with him for speaking of "their actual ignorance in
general of the rudiments of the art." The ignorance of such
persons is, undoubtedly, to be regretted, but is no more the neces
sary effect of their being amateurs, than it is the cause of their
becoming such. But in ignorance both they and the rest of the
public are likely to remain a long time, before the professionalists
endeavour to enlighten them by supplying them with the sort of
elementary instruction needed for properly pursuing the study of
architecture in its character of a Fine Art. Confessed it must
be, that those who at present pass for amateurs—because they
happen to be the one-eyed among the blind—are, for the greater
part, mere dabblers,—persons without any real artistic knowledge or
feeling; apt, as is here said, to be "unwearied talkers," but talkers
of mere nothings, retailers of dates and such matters, very much
in the style of "In the name of the Prophet! Figs." As to talking,
however, they seem to have rivals in those whom Mr. Bernan
styles "Palavering Architects"! Even so; for he has actually
ventured to introduce, or rather thrust into his Dictionary, a term
which we suspect he has invented for the nonce,—viz. "Architect
Verborum. A palavering architect; one who is loquacious ever
more, and produces trifles; one who supplies the lack of artistic
invention by verbal knackery, &c. &c." Really our friend Candidus is meek as a sucking dove in comparison with Bernan.

Materials for a New Style of Ornamentation, consisting of Bo
tanical Subjects and Compositions drawn from Nature.
By H.
Whitaker. London: Weale, 1819.
A work of this kind is a proof of the healthy growth of public
opinion in matters of art. The author has been impressed with
the want of originality in the ornamental details of our architec
tural works, the servile copying of classic models, and the demand
that now exists for a better application of our artistic resources.
It is not that the classic models are bad.' for many are most
beautiful; it is not so much that they are hackneyed—because
beauty can never pall,—but that the monopolitan adherence to
former types involves the neglect of all else that is beautiful in
nature.
We have all those plants which the Greeks so justly admired
and studied; but we have access, as they had, to many others,—
and still more, we have access to the vast field of nature which
was beyond their reach, and which daily yields to us new forms,
from the same Mighty Hand, and endowed with the same admira
ble attributes, ft is this neglect, this abnegation of the great
domain of the. beautiful in nature, which has constituted one of
the greatest reproaches on our modern school of art. With ma
terial resources greater than the Greeks, we remain their copying
slaves,—as much enthralled as if we could be sold by an Atticus, a
Cassius, or a Seneca, who bought and sold learned and artistic
slaves.
Mr. Whitaker has, without any presumption, undertaken to
apply some of the materials within his reach, and has, from plants
unknown to the ancients, elaborated foliage well worthy to be
compared with any designs of the best schools of old. He has not
attempted to lay down the law as a teacher: he only shows the way
in which others can direct their studies; and he gives most useful
examples. This manual will be the more valuable, not for the
designs it contains, for they are necessarily limited in number and
scope,—but for the practical directions and exemplifications it
affords fur the guidance of the architect and student.
With the progress of public taste the architect has assumed
more, extended functions; and instead of copying a plate from the
authorities, and leaving the details to the stucco merchant, he is
called upon to exercise his inventive faculties on the architectural
decorations, external and internal, the furniture, fittings, paper,
and carpets; and where he does not design, he has to check the
designs of the inferior artists, men now well trained in the Schools of
Design. He has likewise to obey the requisitions of patrons more
fastidious, because possessing a better knowledge of art; and the
architect has therefore only one means of making his way, and
that is by working hard. The day of copying is doomed, and
those who will not give in to the new movement, will be themselves
given up. Already we perceive in our public works a happier dispo«ition, and strong indications of the professional ardour, though
rather in the way of promise than of performance.
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HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING.
1. Remarks on the Improvement of Tidal Rivers, illustrated by Refer
ence to works executed on the Tay, Ribble, Forth, Lune, and other
rivers. Bv David Stevenson, C.E. Second Edition. London:
Weale, 1849.
2. Report of the Committee appointed by the River Dee Commission
ers. Chester, 1848.
There is no branch of engineering so obscure as that which
relates to the improvement of rivers and harbours, and perhaps it
is so from the want of good collections of observations and facts.
If anything is published, it is commonly a report suggestive of
works, or a treatise in behalf of some particular theory, supported
by local experience. As the difficulties of forming any general
theory are the greater from the diversity of geographical features,
so it is not to be expected that any work can ever provide a spe
cific mode of construction in individual cases ; but herein consists
the special claim to distinction of hydraulic engineering, as one of
the highest branches of the profession. A railway or canal can,
with very few modifications, be laid down from one general model
in any particular district; but no attempt can be more unpropitious
than to apply a successful harbour plan to another locality. Each
plan must have a special and severe study, in which the engineer
must set his brains to work, and not rely upon being able to copy
the labours of any one else,—although he should be fully able to
avail himself of the experience of others.
Unhappily, hydraulic engineering is commonly looked upon as
a mere question of construction; and our great engineers think
they have nothing to do but to run out a pier, or build a sea-wall,
of the best masonry, and that the work is done. That the strong
walls should be thrown down, or the enclosed harbour be choked
up, they do not dream of; and the more particularly, if they have
what they call a scouring power.
A canal or railway cutting, or embankment, has only to deal
with the present; but a pier or sea-wall, when once put up, pro
duces a change in the local operations ; so that it is necessary not
to provide for the present, but to calculate what will be the future
result of the works. This, again, is a proof of the powers of mind
needful for the proper exercise of this branch of engineering.
It has likewise this peculiarity—that it has baffled many of the
greatest engineers; and what have been received as established
modes of practice have, in the progress of time, been proved to be
gross absurdities. Thus, for instance, in 1755, Smeaton proposed
on the Clyde the erection of a dam with locks at Marlingford,
below Glasgow. Had this been done, the fate of Glasgow as a
harbour would have been sealed, and the lower part of the river
ruined. Golburne projected to narrow the stream by a succession
of jetties and groynes, which result in making a river a course of
ponds or pools and bars, as in the cases of the Clyde, Tay, Dee,
and Ribble; from all of which, except the Dee, the groynes have
been removed.
It does no credit to English engineers that there is no good book
on hydraulic engineering,—not even a compilation of the many
scattered publications; and the result is, there are more blunders
committed in hydraulic works than in the whole range of civil
engineering, and for this sufficient reason—that the blunders of
the past are constantly repeated. This state of affairs is the more
to be regretted, for our rivers and harbours are of the very great
est importance to us in a commercial point of view, and in our
unreclaimed shores we have a source of agricultural wealth which
no wise nation should neglect. Sir John Rennie is now engaged in
recovering a surface on the coast of Lincolnshire worth eighty
pounds an acre, and worth nearly three hundred thousand pounds
in the whole. We are quite within compass in saying that lands
worth ten millions can easily be recovered on the shores of the^e
islands, and which would yield food for above half a million of
people.
Mr. David Stevenson, who is the author of the work "On the
Civil Engineering of North America," and engineer to the Con
vention of Royal Burghs of Scotland, has been employed on four
considerable tidal rivers, in the improvement of which he has been
very successful, and he has done the further good service of pub
lishing his observations. The first edition of these has been
already noticed, but they acquire so much more importance from
the additional observations, and the subject itself is of so much
interest, that we feel it calls for some attention at our hands.
Mr. Stevenson establishes the classification of three sections or
compartments of river engineering, which are useful to be borne
in mind, as tending to avoid confusion of ideas. These three sec
tions are—first, the non-tidal part of the river; second, the tidal
portion of the river; and third, the sea portion, or "sea proper."
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Each of these compartments having very different characteristics,
requires a totally different class of works for effecting improve
ments.
In this short book, Mr. Stevenson limits himself to the con
sideration of the works he has executed within the tidal compart
ment. The volume of the fresh-water stream is, he says, a con
stant quantity, and cannot be augmented by works of art; and,
therefore, the engineer must direct his endeavours to produce "an
increase in the duration of tidal influence," as the surest means of
effecting improvement.
This he considers may, to a certain extent, be attained in all
instances by lowering the bed of the river, and removing all ob
structions to the free flow of the tide, so that the propagation of
the tidal wave may be hastened. This, Mr. Stevenson, from his
own experience, shows very satisfactorily may be accomplished.
The great value of such works is their tendency to increase the
backwater, by which the sea channels are kept open, for no works
can be of any use which disregard this purpose; neither are they
any better, which operate on the seaward compartment without
directly operating on the tidal compartment.
The causes of retardation commonly found in operation are—
the winding of the rivers, the slopes of their beds, the downward
flow of the fresh water, and the projection of obstacles into the
stream,—the latter often the production of engineers. The com
bined effect of these causes is so powerful, that the water is some
times heaped up in the rivers in an extraordinary way, so that in
the Dee, Mr. Stevenson found that after the tide had risen 18 feet
4 inches at Flint, it had not begun to flow at Chester, 12 miles up
the river. Now, the fall of the bed of the Dee being 11 feet from
Chester to Flint, there was therefore a fall at this time of tide of
no less than 7 feet 10 inches from Flint to Chester, or a fall up the
river.
Applying his principles to practice, Mr. Stevenson was able, in
the Tay, to get at Perth inland a depth of 5 feet at low, and 15
feet at high water of ordinary spring tides ; instead of, as for
merly, 1 foot 9 inches at low, and 10 feet at high water. He has,
therefore, enabled steamers of small draught of water to ply regu
larly at low water from Perth to Dundee, and vessels drawing 14
feet can now come up to Perth in one tide with ease and safety,
instead of grounding or being otherwise obstructed, and losing the
tide for Perth,—a misfortune, as he says, which at those times
when the tides were falling from springs to neaps, often led to the
necessity of lightening the vessel, or keeping her waiting till the
next springs. The works cost 53,000/., and 841,480 tons of mate
rial were excavated.
On the Ribble, our engineer got an increased tidal range of
between three and four feet, and an acceleration of the tidal wave
of about forty minutes,—so as to make Preston a port, and quad
ruple the tonnage dues. The cost was 40,000/.
On the Forth, Mr. Stevenson is still at work, with the view of
getting ships up to Stirling, and has been successful in his opera
tions so far as he has proceeded.
Another river on which he is engaged is the Lune, and although
the works were only begun in November 1847, he has already de
pressed the level of low water at Lancaster 1 foot 4 inches, accele
rating the spring tides about 35 minutes, and the neap tides about
50 minutes, the time of high water remaining the same. There is
a gain of an increase of depth of not less than 4 feet in the navi
gation up to the quays at Lancaster.
The pamphlet which we have named in the heading to this
article, discloses a case of great neglect and mismanagement on
the part of the River Dee Company, who have not completed their
covenants for improving the river Dee—but rather impaired it, so
that the trade of Chester is most seriously impeded. The Dee
Commissioners, who publish this statement of their case against
the Company, are powerless for want of funds, and it is not sur
prising that they advocate handing over the management of the
river to the Tidal Harbour Commissioners,—on the principle, we
presume, that they cannot be worse off; though, from what we
have seen of government commissions, there is little good to be
hoped from them.
From the Dee many thousand acres of land might be reclaimed,
and the navigation improved, without its costing the country any
thing more than the temporary advance of the funds for the pro
secution of the works : but that river remains in a state which is
ruinous to the city of Chester, and, to our minds, disgraceful to
the engineering science of the country.
If hydraulic engineering were properly prosecuted as a profes
sional study, we should not find our resources so shamefully ne
glected, nor such a wasteful outlay of the public money in mis
named harbours of refuge, while the country would be adequately
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accommodation to populous and thriving districts. While, how
ever, hydraulic engineering savours of quackery, the government
will be able to carry on their miserable system ot alternate neglect
and jobbery.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
GAS IMPROVEMENTS.
Alexander Angus Croll, of the Gas-works, Tottenham, Mid
dlesex, for "improvement* in the manufacture of gat, and in appa
ratus to be used in transmitting gas."—Granted August 22, 1848;
Enrolled February 22, 1849.
The improvements consist, first, in setting retorts and apparatus
for making gas from coal. Secondly, for a mode of employing
steam passed through highly-heated carbon, and then mixing with
carburetted hydrogen as it is distilled from coal. Thirdly, for so
employing sulphurous acid gas as to combine with sulphuretted
hydrogen gas and to cause the sulphur of the gases to he thrown
down or precipitated. Fourthly, for apparatus to be used in
transmitting gas.
It has heretofore been proposed to employ long retorts capable
of being fed at each end, and in such manner that the products
of gas from the last charge shall pass over the charge which has
been for a length of time in the retort, for which purpose each
such retort was provided with a rising-pipe at each end, to carry
off the gas evolved first from one end of the retort, and then at
the other, the different ends of each retort being fed at distant in
tervals, so that the two charges therein will at all times be in a
different state of process, one charge being comparatively fresh
whilst the other charge will be comparatively spent.
The first part of Mr. Croll's invention consists of using similar
retorts, which can be fed at each end, but in place of having two
rising-pipes, one at each end, as heretofore, for carrying off the pro
duced gas, he has only one rising-pipe which he applies at one end
of a retort, and then, in place of feeding the two ends alternately,
and at distant periods one from the other, he charges both ends at
the same time, by which arrangement considerable advantage
results in the manufacture of gas.
The second part of the invention has for its object the use of
steam passed through carbon at a bright red heat, and then causing
it to pass over or amongst the charge of coal which is being dis
tilled in a retort. For this purpose he prefers to use retorts as
above described, and at the end most distant from the rising-pipe
is charged the retorts with coke, and there is a steam-pipe to con
vey steam into the retort at that end, and at the other end of the
retort a charge of coal is supplied at every five hours, and steam
is allowed to flow in for about the first three hours of each charge.
About fifteen gallons of water evaporated and caused to pass into
retorts for each ton of coals (that is, when Newcastle coal is used,
but when Kennel coal is used the quantity should be increased),
produces the most advantageous working, but he does not confine
himself to the use of that quantity. The object being to obtain a
larger quantity of gas of a fair illuminating power and a less pro
duce of tar.
The third part of the invention is for the use of sulphurous acid
in such manner as to deprive carburetted hydrogen gas of the
sulphuretted hydrogen gas with which it is contaminated, and thus
to obtain the sulphur of both compounds in the form of flour of
sulphur.
He first makes a solution of sulphurous acid in water by connect
ing a vessel or vessels of cast-iron (arranged as a Woulfe's appa
ratus used fur impregnating liquids with gases) with an oven or
other suitable apparatus for carrying on the combustion of sulphur;
and by means of an air-pump or other arrangement for producing
a draught connected with the vessel containing the water or liquid
to be impregnated, a current of sulphurous acid gas from the burn
ing sulphur is made to pass through the water or liquid, and by
which it is largely absorbed.
This is done till the liquid U
nearly saturated with sulphurous acid, and to effect this about
six ounces of sulphur will require to be burned for every gallon
of water.
The sulphurous acid thus made is transferred to the first of a
series of three vessels, (or, it may be, other number of vessels), con
structed and arranged exactly in the same manner as the wet-lime
purifiers in common use at gas-works; the other two vessels are
charged with a weaker solution, derived after the process has been
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once put in operation from the washers to be afterwards mentioned,
and by a portion of the sulphurous acid which is disengaged from
the first vessel. Each of these vessels is charged exactly as is done
with the liquid in the wet-lime purifiers, so that the gas may puss
through and come into extensive contact with the solution of sul
phurous acid; the gas is made to pass first into the vessel with the
strong solution, and thence into the second, and thence again into
the third.
In thus passing through these successive purifiers the
sulphuretted hydrogen in the coal-gas and the sulphurous acid are
both decomposed, and sulphur is abundantly deposited. When the
sulphurous acid in the first vessel has been all decomposed, or
nearly so, the contents must be discharged into a suitable reser
voir, where the liquor may settle or be filtered, and the sulphur
obtained and dried. The vessel must then be charged with a new
solution, and the process proceed as before. In practice, instead
of using a separate vessel, as already described, for preparing the
solution of sulphurous acid, two sets of purifiers are used alter
nately, and therein to charge the liquid with sulphurous acid in
the one Bet when the coal-gas is being passed through the other;
and instead of using fresh water for this purpose the liquid is
transferred, already partially charged, from the second to the first,
and the contents of the third transferred to the second, as in like
manner the third has been charged from the washers now to be
described.
On account of the volatility of the sulphurous acid, a portion of
it is carried over with the gas, and, therefore, to free it from this
impurity it is made to pass through other three vessels, called
washers; and finally, that every trace of impurity may be removed,
it is passed through a common dry-lime purifier. The freedom
from impurity may be ascertained at any stage of the process by
the usual test of acetate of lead for sulphuretted hydrogen, and
by the smell, if there be even a most minute portion of sulphurous
acid present.
These washers are arranged so as to be put in connection with
either series of purifiers at pleasure, and any construction may be
adopted by which there is a free passage for the gas and a thorough
exposure of it to the water, and for this purpose the ordinary lime
purifiers already referred to answer very well. In the washers
these are charged with water only, and as it becomes impure it is
transferred through the series onward, and then into the purifiers,
the last vessel of the series being always supplied with fresh water,
and care being taken that it never gets so charged with sulphurous
acid as to allow of its being disengaged with the gas. Such is the
general mode of procedure, that in .practice it is not necessary to
discharge or transfer the contents of the purifiers every time they
are impregnated with sulphurous acid, but only when the accumu
lation of sulphur, tar, &c, renders it necessary, and also if more
water be required in the washers than it is necessary to transfer to
the purifiers, then it may be run out, and, after depositing its sul
phur, may go to waste.
It has heretofore been proposed to have gas-holders fixed at a
distance from the works, in order that they may be near where the
supply is to be given, and it has been proposed to aid the trans
mission of gas from the works by means of exhausting apparatus.
Now, the fourth part of the invention consists of so working that
the gas in the main between the gas-works and the exhauster, in the
vicinity of the gas-holder, at a distance may be maintained at a
proper degree of pressure for supplying the intermediate district.
For this purpose Mr. Croll causes the exhausting apparatus to be
capable of taking the gas to such an extent as to exhaust the gasmain, so that if no provision were made for maintaining the gas at
a proper degree of pressure in the main, no supply of gas to the
intermediate district could take place from the mam. When the
exhausting apparatus is at work, he causes there to be a branchpipe from the main to the gas-holder, such branch-pipe being con
nected at a point from the gas-holder beyond the exhausting appa
ratus, and on such branch-pipe is applied a governor, which he
prefers to be such as are now used at gas-works to regulate the
pressure of gas in the mains.
By this arrangement, although the
exhausting apparatus will at all times when at work be propelling
Kas into the gas-holder from the gas-main, with a tendency to ex
haust the main, a quantity of gas will pass from the gas-holder by
the branch-pipe into the main, which quantity will be regulated by
the governor, which will thus keep the gas in the gas-main at the
de»ired working pressure, and the gas-holder or gas-holders at a
distance from the works will only be supplied by the exhausting
apparatus with the quantity of gas, which would otherwise cause
tne gas in the main to rise in excess of the desired working
pressure.
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MANUFACTURE OF IRON.
John Davie Mobbies Stiblino, of Black Grange, N. B., gen
tleman, for '■'■improvements in the manufacture of iron and metallic
compounds."—Granted October 12, 1848; Enrolled April 12, 1849.
[Reported in the Mechanics' Magazine.']
This invention relates to the manufacture of malleable iron, and
to certain combinations of alloys of malleable iron and cast-iron,
and of malleable iron or cast-iron, or malleable and cast-iron with
other metals.
The improvement in the manufacture of malleable iron consists
in mixing a quantity of scrap-iron with cast-iron in the proportion
of ^,th to ^th or even }th part, by weight, of the former to the
latter, whereby the refining process may be wholly or partially
dispensed with. The malleable scrap-iron may be introduced into
hollows in the bed of the pig-furnace containing the cast-iron, arid
melted with it; after which it is boiled and puddled, or puddled
only, in the ordinary manner. Or, the malleable, scran, and castiron may be melted in a suitable furnace, and then run into pigs or
slabs, or into a puddling furnace. Or, the scrap may be heated in
a furnace, but not sufficiently high for the pieces to stick together,
and the melted cast-iron then run into it, and the fusion of the
two completed.
These proportions will, of course, have to be
varied according to the nature of the cast-iron. The quality of
the malleable iron will be much improved by mixing with it refined
iron or steel scrap, when either of these materials can be easily
and cheaply obtained.
The patentee then specifies several combinations of malleable,
scrap, and cast iron with different metals, which are as follows :—
1. A given quantity of the preceding combination is mixed with
from -rijjth to ^th part of its weight of block or grain tin; or.
2. With ribrth part of its weight of zinc, or any one of its
oxides (calamine being preferred;) or,
3. With from yfojth to „ihrth part of its weight of copper mixed
with one per cent, of the black oxide of manganese of com
merce.
In order to mix the zinc with the iron, the molten metal is run
out of the cupola or other furnace, and the blast-pipe closed. The
zinc is then placed upon the coke, and, when melted, runs through
it and combines with the iron which adheres to the sides of the
furnace. The proportion of zinc to iron should be between 4 and
7 of the former to 1 of the latter, and may be employed, when
mixed with a small quantity of lead to prevent its heating, for
bearings, &c. And
Lastly. The patentee proposes to manufacture a substitute for
gold, which he terms "British Gold," by mixing 1 part of the zinc
alloy of iron with 4 parts of copper and manganese; and a substi
tute' for silver, by mixing 6 parts of the zinc alloy of iron with 2
of nickel and 10 of copper.
The combination of copper and manganese is effected by placing
them in a crucible covered with a suitable flux, and applying heat
until they fuse. The proportion of manganese to copper should
be from one to two per cent.
[The patentee makes no claim to any of the various processes
and combinations described in his specification.]

BORING MACHINE.
Daniel Watnby, of Wandsworth, Surrey, distiller, and Jamfs
John Wentwobth, of the same place, for " improvements in ma
chinery for drilling metals and other substances."—Granted October
12, 1848; Enrolled April 12, 1849.
The apparatus consists of a rectangular metal frame, supported
loosely on a foot by a screw and nut, which allows it to turn freely
in any direction, and is furnished at top with a screw, carrying a
circular disc, which is also free to revolve thereon. This frame is
maintained in a vertical or horizontal position by having the foot
and disc screwed into contact with the floor and ceiling, or to the
two sides of a chamber or mine. A block of metal slides up and
down the space of the frame, and is fitted with clamp pieces and a
screw, carrying at one end a socket-head, and at the other a nut,
whereby it may be maintained stationary at any required distance
from the foot-piece. This socket carries a screw, having a hole
bored in its head, to serve as a bearing to the drill, so that it may
be made to work in a horizontal or vertical line, or in a direction
at any desired angle to either of them. Motion is communicated
to the drill from a prime mover in the ordinary manner.
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VENEER-JOINING MACHINE.
Pierre Ahsja.ni) Le Comte de Fontainemorf.au, of 4, Southstreet, Finsbury, Middlesex, for "certain improvements in the ma
chinery for cutting wood, and in laying and uniting veneers." (A
communication.)—Granted May 25, 18*7.
Having in our last number (p. 115) described the machinery em
ployed by the patentee in cutting wood into veneers, we now give
the remaining portion of the specification—namely, for "improve
ments in apparatus for pasting and doubling veneers, and their
application to useful purposes, such as for hangings of apart
ments, &c."
The application of sheets of veneers to several useful purposes,
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exhibits a longitudinal section drawn through the centre of the
apparatus. Similar letters of reference apply to the same parts.
It is easy to understand, by examining them, the general disposi
tion of the machine and its manner of working. The linen cloth
a, which is to serve as a lining to the veneer, is previously rolled
over a cylinder or drum A, the axes of which are so adjusted that
they move freelv in the grooves of the upper part of the cast-iron
supporters B. The sheet of veneer made by the cutting machine
which, as before stated, is of a great length, is also rolled over a
second cylinder C, the axes of which also move freely in their
forked supporters I). The sheet and the cloth are both at once
and together unrolled from the surface of the cylinders, and soon
meet beyond the glueing apparatus, which is placed at a short dis-

Fig. a.
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and especially to cabinet-making, is well known, but until now on
account of the processes for cutting wood into veneers having only
produced sheets of small dimensions, the manufacturer has been
very limited in their use and application, as he could not lay on or
cover large surfaces by a single and same sheet.
This is obviated by means of the wood-cutting machine, de
scribed in last month's Journal, for cutting logs into extremely thin
sheets, of an almost indefinite breadth, so that such new mode of
producing veneers naturally offers several easy and useful applica
tions of those sheets, not only for veneering in general, but also
for hangings, floorings, carpeting, &c, which they can replace
with the greatest success.
The usual veneer sheets, as obtained by the ordinary processes
of sawing, are directly glued when they are to be applied on the
woods which they are to cover. Instead of operating in that man
ner with the large sheets cut by the process before described, and
to render them fit for the new applications to be made by this
process, it is intended by the new process to paste them on all
their width on canvas, thin cloth, or any other similar tissues
whatever; by that means those thin sheets obtain a very great sta
bility, which permits afterwards to use them with the utmost
facility for veneering or covering every kind of surface, whatever
may be its width and surface.
In order to put such improvements into execution, that is to
say, to lay glue perfectly well, all the surface of those large and
thin slices or sheets of wood upon the tissue or cloth in such a
manner that their superposition and adhesion should be complete,
firm, and permanent, the hereinafter described apparatus has been
found to answer in every respect.
Fig. 8 is a general plan of the machine above alluded to; fig. 9

tance from the cylinder C. That glueing apparatus consists of a
cylinder or brush E, which dives in a pan F, filled with paste pre
viously heated in a balneum marte, or sand bath, by steam, by
means of a second pan G, which encloses it, or by any other suit
able means.
The cylinder E, receiving a continuous rotative movement, is
constantly impregnated with a certain quantity of paste or glue,
which it spreads in abundant quantities over the surface of the
cloth or stuff, as this last passes over its circumference, and on
which it is forced bare by the pressure of a sort of right angular
ruler H, set directly above it, and which at both its extremities is
kept and led in grooves O O.
That ruler H, could be replaced in
case of need either by a weight or springs, or any other suitable
contrivance. The veneering sheet passes only under the pasting
cylinder E, or rather, under the balneum marcr, and is directed by
a rod or long moveable roller I, purposely placed on the frame V ,
towards the two large and strong cylinders J and J1, between
which it must pass at the same time as the cloth, so that they may
be both sufficiently pressed together, and adhere to each other
uniformly in all their length and breadth. The cylinders are so
disposed that the necessary degree of pressure to ensure the com
plete adhesion of the cloth and sheets is given at once.
When egressing from these cylinders, the cloth and the veneer
ing seem to to form but one single body like a very thin pasteboard,
but they are too wet to have a good solidity, wherefore it is neces
sary to dry them with the same rapidity as the pasting and uniting
action has been affected by the pressing cylinders.
For that pur
pose, it has been considered that the most convenient and rational
means consisted in using steam, which is made to enter into some
hollow cylinders like those long used in paper-making machines.
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However, as it is most essential that the drying should not be too
quickly obtained, for fear either of impasting or preventing a
thorough equal pasting, care must be taken that the steam which
arrives from the boiler in the two first cylinders K, K1, which are
placed close to the pressing cylinders J, J', be not too hot, and that
the steam which reaches the last range of cylinders M, M', be the
hottest. It would be very easy, in case of need, to cause the same
steam to run successively in like manner in a greater number of
cylinders, in order to obtain more surely in the meantime, by that
said operation, a perfect, smooth, even union, and a regular past
ing and drying without any trouble or difficulty.
It is understood that the sheets of veneer being united to the
cloth, passing thus from one to the other pair of cylinders, and
receiving successively more and more heat, are dried gradually
without any chance of being over-heated by that process; when
they arrive at the last pair of heated cylinders, they are entirely
dry, and form one single and only sheet, which is rolled over the
drum P, to which a convenient rotary motion is given according
to As
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direction
cylinder
described
in receiving
by the arrow,
the united
as shown
veneer
in the
andengraving.
cloth be
comes progressively larger, it is necessary to lessen the velocity of
its rotation in order to keep as much as possible rectilineal motion
of the united veneer and cloth.
For that purpose, that cylinder P, is put in motion by means of
a pulley, and of a distender, which bearing more or less heavily,
and to the required degrees, on the strap of the pulley, causes this
last to be drawn with more or less velocity, ana in order that the
united veneer and cloth should remain well distended over the cir
cumference of the cylinder P, without being unpasted, a pressing
cylinder, the weight of which is evidently proportioned to the
velocity,
To take
is conveniently
away from the
placed
surface
aboveofit.the pressing and heating
cylinders the superabundant paste, which, by the pressure, egresses
through the sides of the united cloth and veneer, some moveable
scrapers or knives have been adapted; they are set on the axes of
those cylinders, and as they bear on them, care must be taken to
maintain them constantly at their proper position by means of
weights suspended to levers which are adjusted to those axes, and
on the outside of the machines.
To vary also, in case of need, the distance between these pressing
and heating cylinders, their cast-iron frames have been so disposed
as to allow them to roll upon two parallel bands or rails. Thus,
at the feet of each of those frames are adjusted some cast-iron
small wheels or rollers, by means of which the position of the
cylinders can be easily changed, and consequently they can be
made to advance or recede as it is judged convenient.

ON SIR BALTHAZAR GERBIER'S "COUNSEL AND
ADVICE TO ALL BUILDERS."
On the Contents of a work by Sir Balthazar Gerbier, written in the
\7th century, and entitled "Counsel and Advice to all Builders." By
Sydney Smikke, Esq.—(Read at the Royal Institute of British
Architects, March 19.)
The small volume of which I am now about to give you some
account, possesses very slender claims to literary merit—nor has it
much intrinsic professional value; yet it has, I think, still, great
claims on our attention, as being among the very earliest of our
native literary productions exclusively on the subject of our art.
The earliest edition of Sir Balthazar's Counsel and Advice is
1663. The early date, therefore, of this book gives it a value,—
and a stronger interest attaches to it in our eyes, as giving some
insight into the practice of architecture at the period of our great
master, Sir Christopher Wren. Sir Balthazar was born at Ant
werp, in 1593, and was brought up as a miniature painter. He was
knighted by Charles I., and was employed By him, in conjunction
with Rubens, to negotiate a treaty with Spain; he also resided at
Brussels in a diplomatic character. He was subsequently em
ployed as an architect by Lord Craven.
The treatise commences by adverting to the author's previous
work, which he describes as a little " manual, concerning the 3
chief principles of magnificent building—viz. solidity, conveniency,
and ornament;'' wherein he "notes the incongruities committed
by many undertakers of buildings." He points to the Grecians
and Romans as the best builders, and urges that men should not
be subject to fancies nor "inslaved by weather-cock-like spirits,
to make their buildings according unto things a la mode." He fur
ther condemns the incongruity committed by surveyors, "who were
minded to show that they were skilled in describing columns
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cornishes, and frontispieces, although, for the most part, placed as
the wilde Americans are wont to put their pendants at their
nostrils."
The author then proceeds to treat more particularly of his ad
vice to all builders. "Whoever," he says, "is disposed to build,
ought, in the first place, to make choice of a skilful surveyor, from
whose directions the several master workmen may receive instruc
tions by way of draughts, models, and frames." I should here say
that the author throughout uses the terms surveyor and architect
as perfect synonyms; there is no indication whatever of that dis
tinction which is now, in England at least, universally received.
He then adverts to some of the requirements of architects, and
especially dwells on the knowledge of perspective as essential;
he teaches that the architect should consider the ground whereon
the building is to be erected, and then govern himself as the
ground will give him leave; or, as Pope has since more elegantly
expressed it, "consult the genius of the place." He must place
the front of a country house towards the east, "by which means
he may shelter his double lodging rooms from the north-west."
I cannot say that this piece of instruction is very intelligible. We
can hardly regard the north-west as the aspect most to be shunned.
The author here adds, what he quaintly calls a nota bene to builders
viz., "he must cause all the back of his stonework (which stands
within the brickwork), to be cut with a rebate 3 inches broader
than the breadth of his jambs and cornish, which will hinder the
rain from piercing into the inside of the wall, and through the
meeting or the brick and stone." He deems it necessary to make
a sort of apology for this advice, as implying that "surveyors and
master workmen in this refined age which abounds in books, with
the portractures of the out and inside of the best buildings, are to
seek the first points of their apprentiship; of whom I ask the
reason why modern buildings are so exceedingly defective; and
whether it is not because many of them have been but apprentices
lately, and too soon become journeymen; and that surveyors (who
either affect more the building to themselves a strong purse, or are
blind to the faults which their workmen commit), like careless
postillions, hasten with the packet maile to the post-office, be it
never so ill-girted, whereby it oft falls in the midway."
The author then advises how to try the capacity of a surveyor.
"The readiest way to try him," he says, "is to put him to draw a
fround plot in the builder's presence; to make him describe the
ttest place for a seat; the ordering of the rooms for summer or
winter; to contrive well the staircases, doors, windows, and chim
neys,—-doors and windows so placed that they may not be incon
venient to the chimneys,—the bedstead place from the doors and
windows, and of a fit distance from chimneys."
He then adverts to the "seelings of rooms," adapting their
height to the size, character, and use of the room. A bedchamber
of state may be 30 feet wide, 40 feet in length, and -16 or 18 feet
high; whereas a closet, 10 feet square, adjacent thereto, if made of
the same height, would be "preposterous, and like a barber's combcase." The dimensions here set down for a state bedchamber seem
somewhat extravagant; but it must be remembered that our au
thor's advice is apparently addressed to royal or noble builders;
and in the 17th century business was transacted, and morning visi
tors were received, usually in the bedchamber, a practice which, at
the present day, has not fallen altogether into desuetude on the
continent.
The author then proceeds to the subject of exterior architecture.
He points out the necessity of cornices over doors and windows, to
prevent rain from falling on them, which he illustrates in his usual
quaint way, by comparing a "cornish" to "the broad brim of the
good hat of a traveller in a rainy day."
"The good surveyor," he adds, "will order ornaments to the
front of a palace according unto its situation: shun too much
carved ornaments on the upright, whereat the southerly windes
raise much dust;" also "shun those spectacle-like cant windows
which are of glass on all sides, for it may be supposed that the in
habitants of such houses and rooms with cant windows (exposed to
the north-west) may well imitate a merry Italian fisher, who in a
winter, windy, rainy day, had been stript to his skin, and having
nothing left to cover him save his bare net, wherein he was wrapt,
put his finger through one of the holes, asking of passengers what
weather it was out of doors." It is here to be ooserved, that at
the period when our author wrote, classical architecture, on its
revival, was still struggling with the Gothic forms that had pre
vailed for so many centuries previously. These cant or bow win
dows were peculiarly characteristic of the Tudor and Elizabethan
ages, and so firmly rooted were they in the domestic habits and
usages of the time, that the revivers of classical architecture were
driven to make many attempts to retain the old favourite form
21
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with a new dress ; and down to the pres-eit day we seem to have
remained true to the old spectacle-like cant window of our fore
fathers, which, whilst it is almost universal in England, can
scarcely be met with in modern architecture on the continent.*
Sir Balthazar then proceeds to give us advice of not a very im
nishes.
portant nature
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the cornishes and ornaments about the windows of the upper
stories to be bigger than those on the lower ; and illustrates his
remark by a somewhat pedantic reference to Michaelangelo,
Raphael d'Urbin, and Albert Durer. He then teaches us as to
the proportions of doors and windows. The chambers of a palace,
he says, should have the doors wide enough for two to pass at once,
and the height to be double the width ; all other chamber doors
should be convenient for a man of complete stature to pass with
his hat on. Windows must be higher than they are wide, because
light comes from above, and the middle transome should be above
6 feet from the floor, otherwise the transome would be opposite a
man's eye ; " hindersome," as he says, " to the free discovery of
the country. The leaning-height of a window should be 3| foot,
and not so low that wanton persons may sit on them and break
the glass, or that they may show themselves in cuerpo to passen
gers. " A good surveyor," he says, " shuns the ordering of doors
with stumbling-block thresholds, though our forefathers affected
them, perchance to perpetuate the ancient custom of bridegrooms,
who, when formerly at their return from church, did use to lift up
their bride, and knock her head against that part of the door, for
a remembrance that she was not to passe the threshold of their
house without their leave."
" Doors, he says, should be on a row, and close to the windows,
that when the doors are opened they may serve for screens, and
not to convey wind to the chimney."
The hearth of a chimney ought to be level with the floor ; and
chimney mantles ought to be of stone or marble. It is necessary
to cover the top of chimneys to keep out rain and snow ; the
smoke holes can be very conveniently made on the sides of their
heads. Had the knight lived in these times he would doubtless
have been very severe, in his quaint way, upon the monstrous
fashion of modern chimney-pots.
" Roomes on 'moist grounds do well to be paved with marble," and
" a good surveyor shuns the making of timber partitions on the
undermost story." " The good surveyor doth contrive the repar
titions of his ground plot so as most of the necessary servants may
be lodged in the first ground-story, whereby there will be less dis
turbance, less danger of Are, and all the family at hand on all oc
casions." " Finally, he ought from time to time to visit the work
to see whether the building be performed according unto his di
rections and moulds." The author then proceeds to a chapter on
clerks of wqrks. " A clarke of the wenies," he says, " must be
verst in the prices of materials and the rates of all things belong
ing to a building ; know where the best are to be had ; provide
them to the workmen's hands," and so on, adding that " though
nails to some seem not very considerable, yet ought the clarke of
the werke to be discrete in the distributing of them to some car
penters whose pockets partake much of the austruche's stomach."
" His eyes must wander about every workman's hands, as on those
of the sawyers at their pit, so that they waste no more than needs
in slabs ; on the laborers' hands in the digging of the foundation
for the bricklayers, that all the loose earth may be removed and
springs observed."
Some of the ordinary duties of a clerk of the works are then
enumerated ; as, that he should prevent bricks being tumbled out
of the cart ; that he should suffer no sammell bricks to be made
use of, and that he should not suffer the bricklayers to lay any
foundation except the ground be first rammed, though it seem
never so firm. " No great and small stuff," he says, " should be
huddled together in the foundation, but all laid down as even as
possibly can be, to ram it the better and the more equal, and must
be of solid hard stuff with no concavities daubed over with store
of mortar," and he adds here in a marginal note that these pre
cautions were observed in building the foundations of Solomon's
Temple,
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rule be often used ; that the bricklayers make small scaffling holes,
and never suffer them to begin scafHings in the morning, but before
leaving of their work ; " for if in the morning," he says, " most of
them will make it a day for the gathering of nuts."
* Lord Bacon, who wrote eomewhat before the dele of this book, hed none of our
author'! prejudice agalnit tbeee embowed windows. " I hold them, says he In hla
well known e«ey on building, "of «ood uie, for they be pretty retlrlni laces for conference; and beiidei, they keep both the wlntl and lun o8, for
*~ that which would strike
almost through the room doth acarce pun the window."
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Then follow so:ne injunctions respecting mortar, that I scircely
need particularise—and the author proceeds to the subject of ma
sonry. The workmen must observe exactly the surveyor's molds,
and work close and neat joints, using but little mortar between
them, not only because much mortar will be washed away, but that
cornishes will also appear like a rank of open teeth; and they
must not forget to shore up the middle part of the head of the
windows, as well as the sides, to prevent an unequal settling of the
work, and, consequently, cracks. There here ensue, for the next
thirteen pages, detailed directions for the proportioning of the
several orders.
"It is the rule of the ancient masters, whose reliques, to be seen
throughout most places of Italy, make many strangers that come
their gape so wide as that they need no gags. '
The author now enters upon the subject of carpentry. He
teaches "That the carpenters should be good husbands in the
management of the builder his timber; on the cutting of the
scantlings; their sparing to make double mortices, which do but
weaken the summers. To lay no gerders which are needless and
hindersome to the hording of a room; no summers to be laid
except the ends of them are either pitcht, or laid in loam to pre
serve them from rotting,'" "and therefore in Italy. France, and
Germany, and among the most prudent and solid builders, the free
masons, put stone cartouches in the top of the inside walls which
are bearers to the summers, as such cartouches are seen in divers
churches, and some of them are carved in ornamental figures."
He alludes, no doubt, here to the stone corbels upon which we
sometimes see the ends of principal timbers resting: an excellent
old practice which we in our own days follow, although in a much
less picturesque way, by inserting the ends of our timbers int»
cast-iron shoes projecting from the face of the wall. The utili
tarian tendencies of modern practice have been very subversive of
the old picturesque ways of our ancestors, whether on costume,
furniture, or architecture. An upholsterer now ascertains with
precision the size of the piece of oak that will just carry his table;
he seeks till he finds the safe minimum scantling, and this success
ful discovery is the triumph of his art. Whilst our forefathers
would take a log of oak, unregardless of this politico-economical
search after the greatest possible strength with the least possible
stuff, and would carve it into one of those ponderous and fantastic
legs which charm us by their quaintness, although they defy our
efforts to lift them.
In further illustration compare the broad, deep, capacious fire
places, whereby our forefathers would warm themselves, with the
scientifically-constructed, snug, rumfordized stove, with bevelled
cheeks, no hobs, contracted openings, all contrivances admirably
adapted to meet our modern requirements of convenience and
economy; but how destructive to the poetry of our grandsires'
ruder arrangements!—men of a rough, bold stamp, who, provided
they secured to themselves a warm chimney corner, appeared to
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to lay his timber, and the author adds that the clerk of the works
must be very careful not to suffer the carpenters to lay any timbers
under the chimneys, "whereby many houses have been set on fire,
and burnt to the ground." We have then a variety of scantlings
for the timbers of floors and roofs, which scantlings he gives as fit
for substantial structures, but which are "not usual in lime-andhair bird-cage-like buildings"— a remark that leads us to the con
clusion that the flimsy structure of modern speculators was not
wholly unknown to our ancestors. The care of the clerk of the
works must also be on "materials of weight, as sauder, wherewith
an unconscionable plummer can ingrosse his bill." In this respect
we see that 200 years' experience has not advanced us—we have
still "unconscionable plummers." "The clerk is to see sauder
weighed and well managed, and in the attesting of bills have a
care not to pass his eyes slightly over them, lest when a plummer
sets pounds of candles used about his sauder, that trick prove as
insupportable as that of one who, having played away a round
sum of his master's stock in a journey to the East Indies, set down
in his bill to have paid a hundred pound for mustard." "He must
likewise have a clear insight on the glass paines of the glazier;
suffer no green paines of glass to be mixed with the white. He
must with his eyes follow the measurer of the work, his rod or
pole; so the line wherewith the joiner's work is measured, that it
be not let slide through the measurer's fingers, since the joiner's
work hath many goings in and out, and a leger-de-mayne may be
prejudicial to the paymaster's purse. It were likewise better to
agree with painters to have their work rated on running measure
and on the straight, as the carpenter's work, who, (being of an
honest Joseph's profession), are as deserving to be well payd as the
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painters, who do but spend the sweat of wall nuts (to wit, oyle),
the carpenters that of their browes."
"As for coverings of buildings, lead is best for churches, for
who would rob them but Goths and Vandals? Blue slates are most
comely for a nobleman's palace," "a roof covered with them is of an
equal color, when as red tiled roofs the least breaking of them
makes great chargeable work for the tiler, who often removes ten
tiles to lay two new ones in their place, and renders the nobleman's
roof like a beggar's coat."
Our author then proceeds to some remarks on the making of
bricks, and recommends the clerk of works to look well to the
working of the clay, which, if not well wrought, will never make
good bricks. He says, that it is usual to pay 5s. per thousand for
making and burning bricks, the clay-digging therein comprehended.
He then goes into some details as to the relative expense of mak
ing bricks, and purchasing them made; whereby it appears that
only 6*. Sd. is saved in 20,00 bricks, by making them. He says,
that of clam-burnt bricks, 500 out of 20,000 are unfit for work.
Various other dt tails are entered into respecting the making and
use of bricks. Men dig clay, he says, for 6d, the thousand; lime
is burnt at 4*. per load, and cost to*, a load. Touching the use of
chalk in building walls, he says, that "those that mend the making
use of chalk in their walls must be contented (if the ground hath
springs) with the green mold which breaks thro' the whitened
walls within doors. Walls about a parke or court may be fited
with chalk, which may be digged for 18*. per load, and brought for
2*. 6rf. the load." "Good country bricklayers do work at 27*. the
rod, the bricks not being rubbed. Good London brickliiyers will
work the rod for 40*. with rubbed bricks; the inside for 33*.,
arches comprized."
Then follow some remarks about lime burning, describing the
mode of burning it "in China and other parts of the Indies,"
wholly with wood and not in kilns.
Our author now proceeds to a new division of his work, which
he heads, "As for Choice of Master Workmen." " King Henry the
Eighth," he says, "showed a good precedent when the Serjeant
plummer, calling his workmen to caste, in his presence, a leaden
medal which was given him:" the king told him, "he would have
no walking master-workmen." Those, therefore, which are fit to
be employed are working masters, and not those who walk from
one building to another; "nor will any master-workman deny to
have bad as much more done and well, by bestirring theii hands
and tools in their workmen's presence than otherwise." I cannot
refrain here from calling your attention to the singular social
change that has taken place since King Henry inflicted his repri
mand on the milking instead of the wen-king master. Fertile as he
is said to have been in oaths, certainly no usual oath would have
sufficed to express the royal indignation had he lived in these
times, to have seen the master-workmen not walk, but drive up to
his works in as fair an equipage as that of any of his most favoured
•ourtiers.
We have next a division of the work entitled "As for the
builder and Proprietor." He advises the builder (by which term
hi always means the employer) to buy his own materials, and to
'■■ v o in reserve such a stock of his own as he can well spare, and
tlo, he adds, "against the mistakes of workmen, a stock of patieice;" nor to begin building walls before March, nor after the
mil die of September.
The next twenty-eight pages contain a variety of miscellaneous
andnot very well assorted notes respecting the prices of materials
and workmanship.
Touching the paving of courts, to prevent the overgrowing of
grass and the charge of too often weeding, he says, "it would not
be aniss to lay chalk or lime under the paving, and to do the same
in gudens under gravel walks"—a piece of advice which is well
worthy of notice.
Wih respect to street paving with pebble stones, he alludes to a
Mong.Le C'reur having recently introduced great improvements in
pavingworks done under the commissioners. This French under
taker appears to have formed a company for carrying out a new
inventiti in paving, "whereby they are not only able to make a
must sutitantial good pavement, but are likewise capable by that
«ame ne» invention to maintain it durable for twenty-one years."
Our authir (who, as must have been observed, is remarkable for
the want if order and method in his remarks), brings his book to
a close wih some, what he calls necessary notes. "What contri
butes mon to the fatal end of many a good mother's son is ill—
building: {iper-like walls: cobweb-like windows: doors made fast
as with pacthread, purposely made to tempt men who, through
fxtreme wnt, are become weary of a languishing life, and to
wuose fatal nd ill-builders are in a manner accessory." He says
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that the scarcity of thieves vaunted of by the Hollanders, German
and other northern nations, is to be attributed to the defence they
are wont to make againt thieves : he then describes very particu
larly the Hollanders' mode of making outside window-shutters so
secure by fitting them very closely to the reveals, and by a careful
arrangement of the bolts and hinges,—precautions which, however
necessary, certainly do not lead us to entertain any exalted idea of
Dutch honesty in the seventeenth century.
1
The entrance to a hall, he says, is not so proper in the middle as
at the end, or at all events, set as much as possible near the end.
He urges, that the principal floor of a building should not be level
with the ground; he then introduces "his story of one in authority,
who, passing by a town wherein the people generally did not outlive
their thirtieth year, caused all the backs of their houses to be
made the front; and the windows which were forward to be made
up, to free them from that infectious aire that did shorten their
lives, which had its effect accordingly, and it is therefore I do so
much insist on the point of placing a building where good aire is,
and that neither chimnies nor doors may be so placed as to serve
for the attraction of infectious aire, which kills more than the
sword, or the sea overturnes ships.'
A truth, which, although
uttered in 1663, we seem now, in 1849, only just beginning to per
ceive the importance of. The book closes with some desultory
remarks of no great importance as to the choice of clerks of
works and surveyors, from which I need only quote the following
portion:—
" Let all owners [of houses, he means] be prepared to repent,
whether they build or not, for it is like the fate of many who
marry, or marry not. Let both the one and the other lay, as in a
scale, their several charges, vexations, cares, labours, and plea
sures, they will find this to be true—viz., if they build they must
be at great present disbursements, vext with as many oversights,
and to be over-reach'd in bargains concerning their materials. If
they build not, they are subject to the inconvenience of houses
built according to the fancies of [other] owners ; and when they
shall cast up the gumma of money spent in the rent, besides many
chargeable alterations, they shall finde that they might have built
a better and more fit habitation for them and their posterity."

LAMBERT'S HYDRANT.

*

This hydrant, on account of its simplicity and economy, is the
best that we have seen ; it has been adopted by Mr. Laxton at the
Falmouth Waterworks, under a pressure of 170 feet, with success.
It is formed in three parts : A, elbow-pipe to be attached to the
main; B, one of Lambert's 2-inch diaphragm cocks, made of castiron, with a screw-nozzle to receive the swivel of the hose ; and
C, a cast-iron box, with cover. The top is fixed flush with the
pavement. The cost of the hydrant is. for a 2-inch cock, 22*. ;
box and cover, 6* ; flange, elbow, and bolt, 3*. 6d.: making in the
whole 1/. 11*. 6rf.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
March 27 and April 3.—William Cubitt. Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
The paper read was a "Detcription of the Groyne) formed on the South
Rods, the rite of the new docks at Sunderland." By Mr. W. Browne,
Assoc. Inst. C.E.
These groynes have been erected for the purpose of retaining the de
posited materials excavated from the new docks, and of arresting the sand
and shingle which naturally travel southward, in order to form a barrier
beach, that should effectually exclude the sea from beyond a given line.
The three first, whose lengths varied from 326 feet to 358 feet, were erected
at a height above ordinary high-water mark of 2 ft. 6 in. and 10 feet at the
seaward and inner ends respectively. The exterior was composed of ashlar
work ; the interior partly of the excavated magnesian limestone, and partly
of rubble set in mortar; the batter of the north sides was two and a half
inches to a foot, that of the south sides one to one, and the crest was formed
into an arch, with a radius of 5 ft. 6 in. The four other groynes were con
structed of a different form, in consequence of those first erected not retain
ing the deposited excavations, and accumulating other materials as was de
sirable, and from their having been injured by the sea during a heavy storm
which occnrred at the time of the equinoctial tides during the spring of
1848, when a breach was made in the first and third groynes, and at the
same time some of the stones in the second groyne were loosened ; these
effects were produced at about the same point in each, namely, the intersec
tion of the inclination of the groyne with the line of ordinary high-water
mark ; and it was found, from observation, that the momentum of the
waves was greatest at about the time of high water. The sides of these
groynes were semi-cycloidal, each being generated by a circle of 12 ft. 9 in. in
diameter, and uniting at the apex ; the seaward and inner ends are respec
tively 7 feet and 10 feet above ordinary high-water mark, and their lengths
varied from 510 feet to 579 feet. The foundations of these groynes consisted
of a course of freestone, laid at an average depth of 2 feet below the sur
face ; the sides were also of coursed freestone, set header-and-stretcher al
ternately, and the hearting of large sized rubble, closely packed, the vacan
cies between it and the ashlar work being filled with small stones set in
Roman, cement, so as to ensure a solid bed ; at a depth of 6 feet below the
crest of the groyne, and resting upon the rubble hearting, coursed ashlar was
introduced, and carried as near to the crest as possible, the vacancy being
filled with small rubble and Roman cement. The construction of these
groynes commenced at the seaward point, and they were placed at distances
of from 350 to 450 feet apart ; the quantity of material excavated and de
posited between them was stated to amount already to 730,000 cubic yards ;
it consisted partly of bard blue clay and partly of marly rock or soft mag
nesian limestone, and the barrier beach formed by them bad completely
withstood all the gales which occurred during the winters of 1847-8, and
1848-9.
During the discussion, Mr. Murray explained very clearly his views in the
design for the docks, and for the direction of the groynes, and the various
works in the harbour for arresting the wavea in their progress up the river.
The investigation of this subject elicited some very interesting remarks as to
the action of waves striking walls and groynes at various angles, when
instead of being reflected they were in part retained and gnided along the
face. This was a peculiarity which, it was, stated, should be taken advan
tage of in hydraulic works.
April 17.— Robert Stephenson, Esq., M.P., V.P., in the Chair.
The paper read was " On an application of certain Liquid Hydrocarbon!
to Artificial Illumination." By Mr. C. B. Mansfield, B.A.
The paper first noticed, that liquid hydrocarbons had been comparatively
little used for the production of artificial light ; and that in the instances in
which they had been applied, their liquidity, and not their evaporability, bad
been turned to account. In the use of the common volatile oils, the excess
of carbon in their composition was the great difficulty ; but when that was
surmounted, that excess became an actual benefit.
There were two methods of rendering this carbon efficient as " light
fuel," when advantage was taken of the volatility of the substances: one
was to cause the vapour, as it escaped from a jet, to mix rapidly with the
air. The other, to mix the vapour, before combustion, with other gaseous
matters containing less carbon. The adoption of the first of these was in
stanced in Holiday's recently patented Naphtha Lamp. The second, con
sisted of the new arrangement described in the paper.
This principle was carried into practice in two ways. The first (which was
illustrated by a lamp then burning on the table) was effected by mixing the
hydrocarbons with some other inflammable spirit containing very little car
bon. The mixture was described as being made in certain definite propor
tions, which ensured a perfectly white light, and from which any deviation
would result in a flame of inferior quality,—pale, if the hydrocarbon *»■
deficient,—smoky, if the mixture were poor in spirit. The ingredient* ■»'
accessible in this country were stated to be, wood, spirit, and a vols'
from coal naphtha, in the proportions of two-thirds of the former t
third of the latter. Alcohol and oil of turpentine bad beta similar!
■ 'inland.
on the continent, though the former was too dear for
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The other adaptation of the same principle, and that which it was the
chief object of the paper to describe, was the dilution of the hydrocarbon
vapours
That application
with permanent
mightgases
be called
of inferior,
tbe napthalization
or even of noofilluminating
gaa, or the powers.
gaaization of naphtha, according as its main object was to enhance tbe services of
the gas, or to utilise the liquid : the latter was the object of the new pro
posal described in the paper. The former had been already accomplished by
preceding inventors.
The first invention was that of Mr. Donovan in 1830, who proposed to
confer illuminating power on gases that were inflammable, but not lumii.iferous, by charging them with the vapour of hydrocarbons ; but from the
want of a sufficiently volatile fluid, be was compelled to have a reservoir
close to every burner. The next application was that of Mr. Lowe, who in
creased tbe light obtained from coal gas by passing it over surfaces of naph
tha. Mr. Beale's air light was then noticed; its object was to use hydro
carbons for illumination, by passing a current of air through vessels contain
ing those liquids. There existed, however, the same obstacles to this plan
as to that of Mr. Donovan, viz., the heat required to evaporate the only
liquid hydrocarbons then accessible.
Tbe paper represented that at length the difficulty bad been solved, by the
discovery of a liquid hydrocarbon, as volatile as spirits of wine, but contain
ing sufficient carbon for the most perfect light, and obtainable in any quan
tity. This hydrocarbon was procured from coal tar, and was called " Ben
zole." Its volatility was such as to enable it to naphthalise atmospheric air
as effectually as ordinary naphtha did coal gas.
The system proposed by the author (which was illustrated in the room by
a working apparatus) consisted in conducting a stream of almost any gas, or
even of atmospheric air, through a reservoir charged with Benzole or some
other equally volatile hydrocarbon ; the gas or air so naphthalised being then
conducted like common coal gas through pipes to the burners. It was
stated, that the system was applicable on any scale, from the dimensions of
town gas-works to the compass of a table-lamp. In the apparatus exhibited,
a small gas-holder, filled by a pair of bellows, supplied common air through
pipes. Tbe gases formed by passing steam over red-hot coke would answer
well for this purpose, and it would depend on local circumstances whether
this mode of generating the current would be preferable to the expenditure
of the mechanical force necessary for driving atmospheric air through the
pipes. Pure oxygen charged with the vapour would explode on ignition ;
it was therefore suggested that this might prove a useful source of motive
force. It was, however, stated to be difficult to form an explosive mixture
of the vapour with common air. By decomposing water with the voltaic
battery, naphthalising the hydrogen with Benzole, and burning it with tbe
aid of the equivalently-liberated oxygen, a simple light of intense power
might be obtained. The system was shown to be a great simplification of
the ordinary system of gas lighting, as no retorts, refrigerators, purifiers, or
meters were required, and the products of combustion were as pure as those
from the finest wax. It was expected that the elegance of the material and
the simplicity of the apparatus would induce its introduction into buildings
and apartments where coal gas was not now considered admissible.
The apparatus and conditions necessary for the success of the method
were, a flow of cheap gas, or of sir, driven through pipes by any known
motive power, and a reservoir of the volatile spirit through which tbe main
voirs
pipe must
beingpass
protected
in some from
convenient
the cold.
part of
It was
its course
stated,; that
thesethough
pipes and
the liqun
reserdid not require to be heated above the average temperature of the air, it w.i
liable to become cooled by its own evaporation, so as to require an artificial
supply of warmth. This was readily effected by causing a small jet of
flame of the gas itself to play upon the reservoir, and by a simple conts'ance, called a " Thermostat," by which the flame waa shut off when neces
sary, the temperature could be made self-regulating, so as never to rise store
or fall below a proper degree. The cooling due to the evaporation, woiM,
of
voir.
course,
If atmospheric
be inverselyair
proportionate
was used astothe
thevehicle
quantityforoftbe
liquid
vapour,
in the
theriserjetholes in the burner, from which it escaped for combustion, must be slij'itly
larger than those for coal gas. Some burners, contrived for the pnrpcs: of
accurately adjusting the size of the orifice to tbe quantity of luniiuifeoui
matter escaping, were exhibited and described ; they were made so t la by
moving a part of the burner, any required quality of flame, from lighless
blue to smoky, could be obtained, there being a medium point at whvi the
most perfect brilliancy was arrived at. The burners would answer isually
well for coal gas, though that material could not, even by tbem, b made
to evolve so white and pure a light as that from Benzole vapoor.
In conclusion, some data were given on which a calculation of -rice w*s
founded. It was stated, that a gallon of Benzole, of the degreejf purity
requisite for the purpose, would cost about two shillings and sixpence ; to
this, tbe expense of the air current and the intereat of the orignal outlay
on apparatus was to be added. This tbe author presumed wool not raise
the cost to more than four shillings for the consumption of the Bnzole. It
was stated, that one ounce of that liquid would give a light eq-al to four
"->* candles, of four to the pound, for one hour; or one gal la for about
* "■wired
quivalent
and twenty
to about
hours.
one thousand
It was inferred,
cubic feet
thatofa coal
gallon
gati this mateiparison with coal gas at a distance from themines, it waa
to produce one thousand cubic feet of ga, at least two
il must be transported, one gallon of Bnzole did not
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weigh more than seven pounds ; this, in carriage, would give Benzole an ad
vantage of twenty-eight to one over coal as a source of light.
In the discussion which ensued, high encomiuma were passed noon the
talent and patient labour exhibited by Mr. Mansfield in the investigation of
this important subject, which promised to lead to moat remarkable results,
aa an extension of gaa lighting to positions where it bad not before been con
sidered applicable.
April 24.—William Cubitt, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
The paper read waa " On the Coiutruction of Locomotive Engines, etpeeially thote modification* which enable additional Power to be gained without
materially increasing the Weight, or unduly elevating the Centre of Gravity."
By Mr. T. R. Crampton, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
It was contended, that the durability of the working parts of the engine,
the stability of tbe permanent way, and the freedom from oscillation so
essential for the comfort of travelling, all depended upon the steadiness of
the engines when at high speeds. Thia consideration led tbe author to
introduce several modifications of tbe ordinary construction of locomotives ;
tbe driving-wheels were removed from tbe centre of the engine to behind
the fire-box, placing all tbe weight on and between the extreme points of
aopport. The centre of gravity waa ao reduced, that on the narrow-gauge
railways, the angle of stability equalled that of the broad-gauge engines.
All the moving parts of the machinery were removed from beneath the
boiler and placed on the two aidea, within tbe easy inspection of the work
men, and enabling the repairs to be effected with eaae and dispatch. These
dispositions bad the effect of enabling a larger amount of heating surface to
be given in the boiler, within a certain length of engine, than even in the
larger data of engines of much heavier weight; thus, in fact, simultaneously
concentrating the power and reducing the weight.
Upon this principle, some engines of a smaller claaa bad been constructed,
containing the water and coke tank within the tame frame and on the aame
wheels as the boiler; thia arrangement became practicable in consequence of
the removal of tbe machinery from beneath to the two aidea, leaving a con
venient space for the tank, and the whole weight was placed within tbe
extreme wheels, reducing, at the aame time, the centre of gravity of the
matt ; for it was argued, that the two points of importance were to place
the weight on and between the extreme wheels, and to bring the line of
traction identical with the centre of gravity of tbe moving matt.
These positions were illustrated by a set of diagrams, showing the various
constructions of engines that had been induced by the requirements of
railways, and tbe demands, whether for economy of fuel, or increaae of
speed; and demonstrating that the claaa of enginea having the drivingwheela under the centre of gravity of the boiler, waa that which oscillated
most at high ipeed ; but that tbe class possessing the greatest amount of
steadiness, was that in which tbe driving-wheels, and the weight which must
accompany them, were removed to the binder extremity of the engine.
The paper gave the details of the various changes, and the argument! for
and against each claaa of construction, and the author requested, that if his
reasonings were proved to be fallacious, some rulet should be laid down
for guiding the general practice of engineers in the construction of locomo
tive*.
In tbe discussion which enaued, the arguments chiefly went to show, that
it was the length of the bate, or the area of the apace covered by the
wheels, rather than their position, and that of the weight upon them, that
induced steadinesa. On tbe other hand, it waa contended, that although
additional steadiness had been obtained in the old enginea by thua extending
the length of the base, yet that if, at had been shown to be practicable, a
greater degree of steadiness could be obtained from an engine of leaa length
between tbe extremities, when tbe driving-wheels were removed from tbe
centre to the extremity, it was manifestly advantageous to adopt auch a form
of construction. Thia waa practically instanced by a small engine, of less
thai nine feet between tbe centre of the wheels, running with perfect
steadiness at high speed ; whereat, with the old class of engines, it bad
always been considered necessary for safety to have at least eighteen feet
between these centres.

SOCIETY OF ARTS, LONDON.
AprU 11.— U. Kotch, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
"On the Oralit Crenata." By Baron Da Scarce. Specimens were ex
hibited.
Tbe Oxalis Crenata has been known to the scientific agriculturists of
Europe for some years : it it a tubercle the culture of which, however, upon
a large scale bat been little practised. Thia tubercle is stated by Baron de
Suarcc (who baa cultivated about two acres and a half of it upon his own
estate in the south of France) to possess a larger degree of nutriment than
most of tbe farinaceous plants which form the basis of human food in our
climate. The total weight of tbe crop produced upon the above land by
the Baron was ten tons, from which three tons of flour wss obtained. From
the stems of the plant, which may be cut twice a-year, and can be eaten as a
•alar! or spinach, 90 gallons of a strong acid was obtained, which, when
oixed with three times its bulk of water, was well adapted for drink. The
acid, if fermented and brought to an equal degree of acidity with vinegar, ia
■aprrior to tbe latter when used for curing or preaerving meat, aa it does not
rendei it hard, or communicate to it a bad flavour. The flour obtained from
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tbe Oxalis Crenata is superior to that obtained from the potato, maize, or
buckwheat, at it makes an excellent light bread when mixed in the pro
portion of one-fourth corn flour : thia it not the case with potato, maize,
or buckwheat flour. Tbe Baron concluded his paper by expressing his wil
lingness to make any further communication to the Society on the subject, as
he would consider it a great happiness to be enabled, with their aid, to in
troduce into England the culture of a tubercle which seems deatined to be
come a resource of food for the lower classes, more precious perhapt than
even the potato.
In reply to a series of questions, the Baron stated that the Oxalis Crenata
came originally from South America ; that it ia hardy, and unaffected by the
change of temperature ; and grows readily in any toil, it being difficult when
once introduced to eradicate it.
" On the importance of the Animal Refute of Town) at a Manure, and the
method of rendering it available to Agricultural purpotet." By Dr. Atb.es.
The author commenced his paper by calling attention to the necessity of
preaerving the animal refuse of towns, and the importance which ia attached
to it in China and Flanders, in many departments of France, Tuscany, &c. ;
and also to the various forms in which it is applied to the earth. Having
alluded to the importance of this subject in connection with the improve
ment of tbe sanitary condition of towns, and the injurioua effects upon the
inhabitants of London in particular, by allowing the putrid matter to be carlied into the Thames, there to be tossed upon tbe waves, and left exposed
upon the shores at each retrocession of the tide,—he proceeded to consider
the contents of the cesspools of London alone, which he has calculated can
not yield less than 46,500 tons of perfectly dry matter annually—a quantity,
according to tbe analysis of Liebig, sufficient to fertilise at least 1,000,000
acres of land, and the monetary value of which cannot be stated at less than
340,000/. Having next alluded to the plans which have hitherto been pro
posed for drying and rendering thit great mass of matter portable and avail
able for agricultural purposes, Dr. Ayrea proceeded to describe a plan which
he has recently patented for effecting so desirable an object. Hia process, he
stated, essentially depends on the fact that all the gaseous and volatile pro
ducts of putrefaction are combustible, and are reaolved into tbe ordinary
products of combustion when carried over any incandescent surface, or over
or through burning fuel when mixed with atmospheric air. Thua ammonia
is reaolved into nitrogen and water ; sulphuretted hydrogen into sulphurous
acid and water ; carburetted hydrogen into carbonic acid and water ; and
photphoretted hydrogen into phosphoric acid and water. Tbe volatile orga)<ic matters associated with the gaset are completely destroyed ; carbonic
acid alone paases through the fire unchanged. All theae gases, with the
exception of ammonia and carbonic acid, exist only in very amall proportiona
in putrescent animal matter. It follows from what has been stated, that all
tbe volatile products of putrefaction are thua reaolveable into the ordinary
products of combustion, which are well known to be innocuous. It suffices
to conduct theae gases and vapours through a fire to effect their entire
decomposition and destruction. Tbe apparatua by which this process may
be worked it ausceptible of many modifications, but those to which he parti
cularly desired to direct the attention of the Society, consist in drying the
animal refuse by the application of heat, either obtained from steam-pipes or
otherwise, and at tbe same time destroying the volatile products of putrefac
tion by burning them.
A lengthened discussion followed the reading of the paper, at the close nf
which the thanks of tbe meeting were presented to Dr. Ayies for his com
munication.
April 18.—T. Webster, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.
"On the tupposed Influence of Oxygen on the Colour or Tint of Flint
Glaus." By F. PKU.ATT, Esq.
The author in commencing his paper stated that the remarks contained in
the same are entirely the result of experience in the manufacture of glass iti
large quantities, it being only under such circumstances that many of the
changes there noticed can be observed, because they are so minute that in
dealing with small quantities their occurrence would not be perceptible. In
speaking of white glass the term it comparative, at no glaas it perfectly
colourless, and to the practised eye of the glassmaker there exists no two
pieces of the same tint or shade: the word colour therefore is used to denote
that particular tint or shade, whatever it be, which all white transparent
glaas possesses. With these remarks, the author proceeded to consider the
action of oxygen as affecting the colour of flint glass in two distinct particu
lars—first, its action upon tbe glass mixture during its melting or founding,
whilst in a state of fusion ; and, secondly, during its annealing or gradual
cooling.
The constituents of flint glass are silica, lead, carbonate of potash, and
nitrate of potash. The silica is found sufficiently pure as fine sand which
abounds in some districts ; that from Alum Bay, Isle of Wight, is much es
teemed. Tbe protoxide of lead (litharge), or the deutoxide (red lead), is the
state in which the lead is used; and the potash ia the ordinary curl and
nitrate of potash of commerce. These, when mixed in certsin proportions
and subjected to a strong heat for sixty or seventy hours, produce flint glass.
The purer the material, the more transparent the glass : but although all the
materials be chemically pure, a colourless glsss it not tbe product,—owing
to some chemical change which takes place during the melting, the glsss ia
tinted with green. This is generally stated to arise from the presence of
oxide of iron, but the author believes that in most instances it is owing to
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the want of a necessary proportion of oxygen in the mixture,—which the
following experience will go far to prove.
The tint of green is always minus when the lead in the glass mixture is in
the highest state of oxygenation—that is, when red-lead is used; and lowest
when litharge is employed in the mixture. When an excess of carbonate of
potash is used, the green tint ii deep, but may be entirely overcome by the
use of the nitrate of potash, and superseded by a purple tint when no metal
but lead is present.
Oxygen being the agent by which these changes in the colour of the glass
are effected, the glassmaker, in order to overcome the green tint always
present when oxygen is minus, uses the oxide of manganese, which has the
property of giving off its oxygen very slowly. An excess of manganese
gives to glass a purple tint, and where altogether absent the glass is always
green.
Having thus called attention to the peculiar composition and mode of
manufacturing flint glass, he proceeded to describe the changes which take
place in the colour or tint of glass, and the methods employed by the glass
manufacturer to convert the mass from a green, purple, amber, or other tint,
to a pure or colourless metal ; and brought forward examples tending to
prove that the changes in the colour of glass are due to the presence or
absence of a given proportion of oxygen. Manganese, as a metal, gives no
colour to glass, although hy the oxygen it yields to the lead in the mixture
a purple colour is produced, because hy reducing the quantity of oxygen,
either by polling or subjecting the glass to a long continued heat, or by sub
mitting it to the action of carbon, the purple colour is removed, though the
manganese still remains. Iron and copper also assume different colours
when combined with different proportions of oxygen. If this be true, may
not all colours of the oxygen of other metals, such aa iron, copper, and lead,
he due to the combination of certain proportions of oxygen with the metal
or metals present, so as to induce a particular molecular arrangement, from
which the glass has the power of absorbing a particular colour ?
A lengthened discussion followed the reading of the paper, in which
Mr. A. Pellatt, Mr. Christie, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Palmer, and other gentlemen
connected with the manufacture, took part, at the close of which the thanks
of the meeting were presented to Mr. F. Pellatt for his communication.
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in the Chair.
A letter was read from Mr. 15. Ferrey, containing a sketch of the life of
the late Mr. Miles, an associate of the Institute, who died recently at the
early age of thirty-two years.
Mr. Geoghegan exhibited a rubbing from the frieze of an Elizabethan
mantelpiece, discovered lately during the alterations to Wiarton House, near
Staplehurst, Kent. In the original, which is elegantly executed in the Kent
ish rag-stone, the pattern is very slightly incised in the stone.
Mr. Sydney Smirke, V.P., read > paper "On the contents of a work by
Sir Balthazar Gerbier, written in the 17ih century, and entitled 'Counsel and
Advice to all Builders,' tot/ether with some remarks suggested thereby." (See
Journal, p. 153.)
The Chairman observed that, although Gerbier's work was undoubtedly
one of the earliest on the subject in our language, it was nut the first. Watpole mentions a treatise hy John Shute, a copy of which bad recently been
recovered by Professor Willis.
Mr. Taylor, jun., described his patent method of facing walls with stone.
It was mentioned, in connection with the subject, that the tower of Chelsea
new church was faced after the brickwork of it was finished, and that the
masons began at the top and worked downwards. Projecting courses had
been worked in.*
April 16.—Sydney Smirks, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
The Chairman announced that the Royal Gold Medal of the Institute for
the year 1848 was awarded to the Signor Cavaliebe Canina, of Rome, as
the Historian of Architecture from the earliest period, and for his antiquarian
researches,—he having published a series of important works on the various
stylet of art, and likewise on the Tombs of Etruria, the cities of Latium,
and other antique remains.
The Report of the Council relative to the competition for the "Soane
Medallion" and the "Medal of the Institute," was read and adopted; when
the author of the successful Essay on Palladian Art was announced to be
Mr. Wyatt Papworth.
A paper was read "On the Hollow Brick Ceiling recently turned over
St. George's Hall, Liverpool." By Robert Rawlinson, Esq.
Having stated that it had been the intention of the late Mr. Harvey L.
Elmes, the architect of this building, to construct the ceiling with patent
compressed bricks, Mr. Rawlinson observed that he in using the hollow
bricks had only adopted a mode of construction known to the ancients, and
also applied to some of the early Christian churches in Italy—and in build
ings of a more recent date. He stated that, although not much in use of
late years, these hollow bricks are now likely to be more generally applied ;
as, owing to a relaxation of the excise laws and the application of machinery,
* Facing the brickwork with stone after the Imlldtng It erected Is nut new i It was
Adopted by Sir Robert Smlrkv. In the Temple, to the new Chambers, and also at the
liiiiiali Museum,— lid. C.E.& A. Journal.
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they can be manufactured at a leu cost than solid bricks—while they pos
sess the advantage of being lighter. It has been suggested, too, that the
hollow bricks may be economically applied in the construction of the parti
tion and external walls of cottages and other buildings, with the advantage
of combining dryness with facility of ventilation.
The construction of the arch in question was of some importance from its
size, the span being sixty-eight feet and its thickness one foot. The brinks
used by Mr. Rawlinson were twelve inches in length and four inches square,
with a longitudinal perforation two inches in diameter. The weight and
cost of the arch thus constructed was one-fourth less than they would have
been had solid bricks been used. The work was set in mortar (formed of
Halkin lime used fresh and made in a steam-mill), with the exception of five
feel on each side of the key, which is set in cement. The spandril walls are
similarly constructed, at distances of four feet six inches, with circular open
ings which afford a passage along the sides. On removing the centerings,
the arch was found to have deflected only three-eighths of an inch.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
The following
March communications
12.—George Lees,
wereEsq.,
made:—
A.M., V.P., in the Chair.
" On the Warming and Ventilation of Dwelling Homes." By CaptainJohn H. Hall.
A communication on the economical warming and ventilation of dwellinghouses by means independent of open fires in the several rooms—consisting,
first, of general observations on the inefficiency and wasteful character of
the existing method of warming houses ; and, secondly, describing cer
tain arrangements for insuring an uninterrupted supply of warmed freah air
to any one or more, at pleasure, of the several apartments of a house, by the
use of one stove or warming apparatus.
"Description of a Tubular Railway Bridge of a new construction." By
Daniel Miller, Esq., C.E.
In this design it is intended to form a construction of malleable and cast
iron, so as to apply their respective properties in the most advantageous
manner to resist the opposing strains of tension and compression which are
brought into action in a structure of this nature. A drawing shown repre
sented a design on this principle for a railway bridge to cross the Clyde at
Glasgow Harbour in two spans of 200 feet each. Each span consists of three
girders, each 18 feet deep, which divide the bridge into two lines of rails. The
upper part of each girder is formed of a circular tube of cast-iron, 2 ft. 9 in.
diameter, which is of the best form and material for resisting compression.
The upper side of the tube is thicker than the lower, as the inner circumfer
ence is eccentric to the outer. The lower part of the girder consists of a
rectangular tube, 3 feet deep by 2 ft. 9 in. broad, formed of plates of mal
leable iron chain, rivetted and strengthened at the corners by angle-iron.
This is considered the best form for resisting the tensile strain and preserving
the necessary rigidity. These two tubes, forming the upper and lower sides
of the girder, are united by frames of toughened cast-iron, which are cast of
an open trussed form, so as to secure lightness and strength. At intervals of
15 feet, brackets are attached on each side of the centre of these frames,
from the extremities of which proceed wrought-iron rods to the top and
bottom, for the purpose of increasing the lateral strength and rigidity of the
frames. Tbe girders are united to each other transversely, both at top and
bottom, by an arrangement of braces and struts of wrought and cast iron.
All the cast-iron in the structure is proposed to be of Mr. Stirling's tough
ened cast-iron, which, by the recent government experiments, is proved to
possess remarkable advantages in elastic resistance, and in resisting compres
sion and tension; and removes the objection hitherto prevailing against
employing cast-iron for railway bridges of large span, or where exposed to
vibratory action.
The author considers that this combination of malleable and toughened
cast-iron will fulfil the principal conditions required in such a structure, in
economy, rigidity, elastic resistance, and ornamental appearance.
" On a new Electro-Magnetic Coil-Machine." By Dr, Thomas Wright,
F.R.C.P.
Dr. Wright stated that his machine consists of a bundle of thin iron wires,
seven inches long by six-tenths of an inch in diameter, wound with thirty
yards of No. 16 copper wire. It is fixed by half its length in a frame of
wood, the other half being free, to permit a thick brass tube to slide over it.
It is furnished with a self-acting adjustment for interrupting contact with
the battery, an account of which was published by the author in Sturgeon's
"Annals of Electricity" for March 1840, and which it, the author believes,
used in all electro-magnetic coil-machines. Tbe great power of this instru
ment was stated to depend upon the accuracy of the construction of tbe
electro-magnet. A great number of experiments were instituted by Dr.
Wright, for the purpose of determining the proportion to be observed be
tween the coil wire, the iron to be magnetised, and the battery; this differs
with the kind of battery used, but for general purposes tbe arrangement
above described appears to be the best. Dr. Wright stated that it is most
essential that the coil wire be brought as close as possible to the iron ; and
that to effect this, the coil wire is simply insulated by a single layer of the
thinnest tissue paper, instead of the coverings of worsted or cotton which
are geuemlly ussd. Dr. Wright stated that an instrument thus constructed,
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'.fsides giving a succession of powerful shocks, possesses an extraordinary
power of effecting chemical decomposition: the electro-magnetic machines
be had hitherto seen scarcely affording more than a few bubbles of gas when
employed in the decomposition of water, while Dr. Wright's machine gives
s torrent from the electrodes of the voltameter. Or. Wright stated that a
roost powerful machine may be packed in a box 8 inches by 2i, which can
be carried conveniently in the hand. In medical practice, Dr. Wright found
that the still smaller machine, which he exhibited, is more than sufficiently
powerful, though its size is only 3£ by 1 J inches.
March 26.—Johx Cay, Esq., F.R.S.E.. President, in the Chair.
The following communications were made:—
"Description of several new and simple Stereoscopes, for exhibiting as
Satis, oru or mors representations of them on a Plane." By Sir David
Buwstek, F.R.S.
This paper contained the description of a particular stereoscope, con
structed with two semi-lenses, or two quadrants of a lens, united as specta
cles, but in such a manner as to give double images of objects, or of draw
ings of solids, as seen by each eye separately. When two of the images
thus produced were united, as in the instrument, the solid, either raised or
hollow, from which the drawings were taken, was reproduced. Another
stereoscope, called the Total Reflection Stereoscope, was described, which
required only one drawing of the solid, the other drawing being created by
the instrument and united with the picture seen by the other eye. Single
and double reflecting stereoscopes, of great simplicity, and easily constructed,
were also described ; together with microscopic stereoscopes, which can be
carried in the pocket.
"Description of a Time-Signalfor Railways, Steamboats, $fc." By James
S. Tobeop, Esq.
The present instrument has been devised to meet a great want, which has
long been felt, for some certain and effective means of informing or warning
the public of the approaching departure of passenger trains. Bella rung
within or near the station, cannot answer the purpose, the sound being easily
stifled, and apt to be regarded, when loud enough to be heard at any dis
tance, as a nuisance. Clocks are still more useless, as they are visible only
at short distances, even when they can be placed on conspicuous positions.
This time-signal, or railway trains' monitor, consists of a moveable ball
mounted on a lofty pillar, wound up to the top by clock-work, and taking a
definite time to descend. For railways this time is set to ten minutes.
When the ball is seen at the top of the pole or pillar, passengers approach
ing the station are informed that they have ten minutes; if half-way down,
fire minutes, and so on. Being capable of being made a conspicuous object,
its indications can be distinguished at a considerable distance by intending
paisengers, who are thereby saved all unnecessary excitement and uncer
tainty in making their way to the station, while the officials are also saved
from the annoyance of questioning as to the time die train is due.
"Notice of a peculiar property of Gutta Percha." By James S.
Toaaop, Esq.
Gutta Percha, when cast and rolled into sheets, assumes a property belong
ing to fibrous substances ; it acquires tenacity in a determinate direction.
When in the roll or sheet this tenacity is longitudinal, but if a strip be cut
frum the breadth two peculiarities occur—the Btrip is susceptible of a definite
elongation to nearly five times the original length, and its direction of
teucity is reversed. When it is considered that Gutta Percha is originall? a fluid substance, or gum, these peculiarities are curious and remark
able.
"Description and Drawing of a Rapid Filter, adapted for the perfect Fil
tration *f Water for the supply of Towns, or for any other purpose where
« larfi quantity ofpure water is required." By Messrs. T. and W. Stirling,
ttow.Bridge Slate-works, Stratford, Essex.
The objects and advantages of this apparatus were stated to be— 1st, While
it U capable of being so combined as to filter large quantities of water, it
also acts upon each gallon that passes, with the same minuteness and deli
cacy u the chemist employs for his most careful operations. 2d, It is made
of a material upon which water has no decomposing effect. 3rd, While it
may be readily cleansed, it is in no degree liable to get out of order. 4th,
It occupies but a small space compared with the quantity of water filtered
hy it; sad 5th, It is so arranged as to be guarded from the disturbing effects
af frost or rain, and protected from soot, smoke, and dust.
A series of slate boxes or cisterns, the size and number of which are regu
lated by the quantity of water required to be filtered, as shown in the draw,
lag submitted to the Society, are so placed that the reservoir or pipe from
which they are supplied shall have a head of water of about two feet six
inches. The water passing along the main-pipe, enters each filter at the
sottom through a branch-pipe, and passes through three strata of filtering
nedinm (the lowest of which rests upon a hollow basis, across which a fine
•■"•r-jouze is stretched), through which it rises to the top of the filter in a
prftetly pore state. The filtered water then passes from the top of each
filter through a small pipe into a slate channel, along which it runs into the
i''pe, reserToir, or other receptacle for the filtered water. The filtering
tfdiom consists of three strata of incorrodible mineral substances, and the
himbtr in which they are placed admits the introduction of a hair-brush
■«» is it used for cleaning bottles, and with this the bottom of the filter-
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bed is readily cleaned of all residium in a few minutes. The apparatus can
be adapted to filter any quantity of water from 500 to 50,000,000 gallons,
and may be applied not only to domestic use, but to the purposes of papermakers, brewers, distillers, chemists, bleachers, wool-staplers, printers, and
other trades for which large quantities of pure water are indispensable.
The usual method of filtering water supplied to towns is by means of reser
voirs of subsidence and filter-beds, which occupy a large space of ground,
and at best effect the object very imperfectly. This apparatus, however, can
be so managed as to occupy only about one-twentieth part of the space
required by the other methods now in use, and may be enclosed in a covered
building, so as to protect it from rain, soot, and dust, and, when necessary,
warmed by flues to prevent the action of the filters from being impeded
during severe frost.
"Notice on the Ventilation of Public Buildings and Private Dwellings
with peculiar reference to the method adopted by him in the New Police
Office, Edinburgh." By R. Ritchie, Esq., C.E.
Mr. Ritchie brought under the notice of the Society the method of
ventilation be had carried into effect at the new police buildings, Edinburgh,
which plan waa founded upon the principle for which, in 1847, this Society
had awarded to him a silver medal and plate, value ten sovereigns. He
stated that the certainty of operation of this process and its efficiency bad
now been fully attested. He described that a furnace, placed at the base
ment of the building, was made to heat, with the utmost simplicity, a very
powerful patent hot-water apparatus, placed 70 feet above it at the roof, for
extracting the foul air. The various rooms and cells in the building were
each provided with a conduit to carry off the exhaled air, and these conduits
terminated in a long gallery under the roof; the extracting apparatus was
erected at one part of the gallery at the bottom of an ascending shaft.
This shaft terminated in a louvre, so arranged that the orifices of discbarge
could be regulated (according to the direction of the wind) in the furnaceroom at the basement. By means of this powerful appparatus, the exhaled
air drawn from the rooms and cells into the gallery, passed without obstruc
tion into the atmosphere. He pointed out that this plan of ventilation pos
sessed the obvious advantage, that it was free from the risk of the reflux of
foul air and vapours of combustion into the rooms and cells, and it is likewise
free from danger of fire. Mr. Ritchie stated that this mode of ventilation
could easily be adapted for one or for many apartments ; and he considered
it applicable to mining ventilation. The consumption of fuel for the ven
tilating apparatus at the police buildings was exceedingly small for the
effect produced. He also described the means provided for supplying fresh
air for renovation, which in winter was warmed by means of a mild hotwater apparatus, and the air regulated in moisture in a chamber of prepara
tion. He stated that this method had been applied most successfully by
him at various buildings, and referred, amongst others, to St. John's Chapel,
Prince's-street, which was equally heated with one fire, which was substi
tuted in place of two stoves formerly used. The success of this plan was
attested by the Chairman. He also made some suggestions as to the great
advantages which would arise, were systematic arrangements for ventilation
incorporated with the construction of buildings generally ; and he mentioned
various modes for making the conduits for exhaled air.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
Sir—In the last number of your periodical you have alluded to a drawing
which I forwarded to the 'Architectural Exhibition,' as appearing again
under a change of names. From some cause, probably that of a hasty com
pilation of the catalogue, the drawing was inserted therein as a " Design tor
a Library,"—whereas, there still existed at the back of the frame the original
description, and to which the catalogue waa revised in the second edition,
without my having named the matter to the parties concerned in its forma
tion. You will therefore perceive that the alteration did not proceed from
any intention on my part to make one design answer for a different pur
pose.
I am, &c,
Wtatt Papworth.
10, Caroline-street, April 20, 1849.

Drying Chset.—Some recent experiments with a new drying closet at the
Middlesex Hospital, show that it is not necessary to have an external air
drain. The closet is 6 feet by 8 feet, and 7 feet high, heated by radiation
from the flue of an ironing stove which passes through it. The closet was
previously tried with an air drain, and it has been found not to be so good as
one without a drain.
6 Blankets.
18 Rags,
lb.
lb.
Weight when put In
44
169
Weight when taken out
:'J,
87J
Wattir evaporated
-*l£
81 j
Time In evaporating
?h. 34m.
Temperature of closet when rugs were put In . . 2ihi°
Ditto when taken out
160°
Fuel consumed equal to oue-lourth the w eight of water evaporated-
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Gutta Percha Tutting.—This tubing is such an extraordinary conductor of
sound, that Us value, not only to deaf persona, but to the public generally, will speedily
be appreciated. It has already been fitted up In dwelling-houses, In lieu of bells,—aa
speaking tubes for giving and receiving messages In mines, railway stations, prisons,
workhouses, hotels, and all large establishments, it is Invaluable.

New Motive Power.— Count de Werdinsky has communicated to the
* Mining Journal* a discovery which he believes he has made, by which a convenient, inexpensive, and highly-effective motive power can be obtained from xyloldlne, or gun
cotton. He says : —" 1 bare been engaged in constructing an engine and locomotive, to
be worked on common roada by xyloldlne, on the following plan:— Small quantities of
xyloldlne are exploded successively Into a copper recipient of a spheroidal form, of
13 Inches diameter, and 1 Inch strong In metal. Each separate explosion is adequate to
produce, by means of double cylinders, a complete revolution of the crank. The object
of the copper recipient Is merely to allow the Intense gases thrown Into it room enough
to expand, and thus to change their percussive intensity into a more gentle dynamic
power, without In any way losing any of the quantity of that power. I can, therefore,
let out from that copper recipient as much of the gases, through a stop-cock, as would
product a pressure of from 30 to 60, or 120 lb. upon the square Inch of the piston ; more
over, by the very heat accumulated In the metal of the recipient, the gases are kept up to
their original strength, so that, the longer the engine continues to work, the greater the
comparative economy of xyloldlne, on account of the heat of the recipient and of the
machinery, which serve to keep up great expansion, and consequently great power In the
gases. My experiments with a steam engine of about 2J hone-power, on the above prin
ciple, answered admirably; but while these experiments were going on, I made a further
Discovery, and this last one is verging almost on a miracle. The most prominent features
of my last discovery are—that the propulsion of carriages ou railways, and on common
roads, will be now effected without engines, steam, fire, water, magnetism, air, or animal
power, and propelling of ships without either of the above means, sails, or paddles, or
any propellers whatever.**

The Spanish War-Steamer * Colon'—A very fine steam-frigate, built by
Messrs. Wigram, for the Spanish government, and fitted with engines of 350-horse
power, by Messrs. Penn, of Greenwich, was tried down the river on the 25th ult., to ascer
tain her speed, and the working of her engines. She left Black wall at 12 o'clock noon,
having on board Gen. Vlogdet, of the Spanish army, Messrs. de Zulueta, Capt. Halstead, of
Her Britannic Majesty's Royal Navy, Mr. Wigram, and the Messrs. Penn, and proceeded
down the river to Long Reach, where the measured mile was tried once down and once up
the river, and the speed against the tide found to be 8*238, and 13*438 with ttie tide,
making an average of 10*835 knots per hour, a very excellent result considering the slxe
oi the vessel and the power of her engines, which made from 23 to 23£ revolutions per
minute with a five feet stroke, and the common paddle-wheels, which were preferred, as
a serviceable description of works not liable to become deranged during service. The
length of the vessel Is 190 feet, with a breadth of beam of 31 ft. tl In., and a fine sweep
ing deck, admirably constructed for the facility of working her guns. Her depth of hold
is 20 feet, with ample room for the engines ; the whole space around them is very clear,
and every person connected with them and with the boilers Is under the Immediate super
intendence of the engineer In charge of the working of the engines. The engines work
remarkably steadily, and during the trial gave the greatest satisfaction, as there was not
the least appearance of a hot bearing, or delay on any account whatever. The armament
of the " Colon" la to consist of two 68-pounder guns on traversing platforms, and four
3 L'- pounders. She will carry 16 days* fuel at full speed, or 408 tons of coal, with three
months' provisions, and shot and shells for service. Her principal cabins are neatly fitted
up, and the whole arrangements are highly creditable to Messrs. Wigram, who have pro
duced a war-steamer of a really serviceable description.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM MARCH 20, TO Al'RIL 19. 1849.

Six Month* allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed,
William Henry Balmain, and Edward Andrew Parnell, both of St. Helen's, Lancaster,
manufacturing chemists, for improvements In the manufacture of glass, and in the prepa
ration of certain materials to be used therein, parts of which Improvements are also ap
plicable to the manufacture of alkalies.—March 5. [This patent was accidentally omitted
lu last month's list.]
John Macintosh, of Bedford-square, for Improvements In furnaces and machinery for
obtaining motive power, and in regulating, measuring, and registering the flow of fluids
and liquids.— Sealed March 24.
David Henderson, of the London Works, Scotland, engineer, for Improvements In the
manufacture of metal castings.— March 26.
Alexander Parkes, of Harborne, Stafford, chemist, for Improvements In the deposition
and manufacture of certain metals, and alloys of metals, and Improved modes of treating
and working certain metals, and alloys of metals, and In the application of the same to
various useful purposes.—March 26.
Stephen White, of Victoria- pi ace, Bury New-road, Manchester, gas engineer, for im
prowments In the manufacture of gases, and in the application thereof to the purposes
of heating and consuming smoke; also Improvements In furnaces for economising heat,
and In apparatus for the consumption of gases.—March 26.
John Mason, of Rochdale, Lancaster, machine-maker, and George Collier of Barnsley,
York, manager, for certain Improvements In machinery or apparatus for preparing and
spinning cotton and other fibrous materials, and also improvements in the preparation of
yarns
George
or threads,
Thomson,
andofInCamden-road,
the machinerycabinet-maker,
or apparatus for
andweaving
James the
Elms,
same.—
of theMarch
New-road,
26.
gentleman, for Improvements In the machinery for cutting and tylng-up firewood.—
March 28.
William Buckwell, of the Artificial Granite Works, Battersea, Surrey, civil engineer,
for improvements in compressing or solidifying fuel and other materials.—March 28.
Richard Satchell, of Rockingham, Northampton, for Improvements in machinery for
depositing seeds, and hoeing and working land.— March 28.
Pierre Rene Guerln, of Havre, for improvements In steering ships and other vessels.—
March 28.
Charles Green, of Birmingham, patent brass tube manufacturer, and James Newman,
of Birmingham, manufacturer, for improvements in the manufacture of railway wheels.
—March 28.
George Henry Msnton, of Dover-street, Piccadilly, gunmaker, and Josiah Harrington,
of Regent's circus, gunmaker, for improvements in priming, and in apparatus for dis
charging fire-arms.—March 28.
Francis Vouillon, of Princes -street, Hanover-square, manufacturer, for improvements
in making hats, caps, and bonnets.—March 28.
William Hartley, of Bury, Lancaster, engineer, for certain Improvements In steamengines.—March 28.
Frederick William Norton, of Lascelles Hall, York, fancy cloth manufacturer, for cer
tain improvements in the production of figured fabrics.—March 28.
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Osborne Reynolds, of Dedham, Essex, clerk, for certain improvements In railway*.—
March 28.
Thomas Harrison, of Liverpool, merchant, for certain improvements In the construetlon of baking ovens, and also In certain machinery for working or using the same.—
March 28.
James Thomson Wilson, of Glasgow, for Improvements In the manufacture of sulphu
ric scid and alum,—March 28.
James Fletcher, of Salford, Lancaster, manager, and Thomas Fuller, of the same
place, machinist and toulmaker, for certain Improvements in machinery, tools, or appara
tus for turning, boring, planing, and cutting metal and other materials.— March 28.
James Lawrence, the elder, of Colnbrook, Middlesex, brewer, for an improvement or
Improvements In brewing worts for ale, porter, and other liquors, aud In storing ale, por
ter, and other llquirs.—March 28.
John Britten, of Birmingham, manufacturer, for certain Improvements In the means,
apparatus, and appliances for cooking, preserving, preparing, and storing drinks and arti
cles] of food, and In preparing materials for constructing the same ; also In constructing
vertical roasting Jacks and chains for the same, applicable to other chains, parts of which
improvements are applicable to other similar purposes.— March 28.
William Beckett, of North wlch, Cheshire, draper, and Samuel Powell, of Wilton,
Northwlch, Cheshire, foreman, for certain Improvements In the manufacture, making, or
construction, of certain articles of wearing apparel.— March 38.
Henry Howard, of Railway-place, Fenchurch- street, for certain improvements In the
manufacture of glass; also In the construction of furnaces for melting and lining the
same.— March 28.
William M" Bride, jun., of Sltgo, Ireland, but now of Havre, France, merchant, for Im*
provements In the apparatus and process for converting salt water into fresh water, and
in oxygenating water.—April 2.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery-lane, mechanical draughtsman, for improvements
In separating and assorting solid materials or substances of different specific gravities.
(A communication,)—April 2.
Samuel Alfred Carpenter, of Birmingham, Warwick, manufacturer, for a certain im
provement in, or substitute t. r buckles.—April 3.
Alfred Woollen, of Liverpool, artist, for certain Improvements In gun carriages.—
April 3.
William Parry, of Plymouth, Devon, gentleman, for certain Improvements in shoeing
horses, and lu horse-shoes. —April 3.
Henry Dunlngton, of Nottingham, manufacturer, for Improvements In the manufacture
of looped fabrics, and in the making of gloves and hat-bands.—April 3.
James Godfrey Wilson, of Chelsea, engineer, and William Plddlng, of Elisabeth-street,
PiniUco, for Improvements in obtaining perfect combustion, and In apparatus relating
thereto, the same being applicable to every description of furnace and fireplace, aa also to
other purposes where Inflammable matter or material is made use of.—April 3.
A grant of an extension of an invention for the term of four years from the 4th day of
April, for a certain improvement or certain improvements In the making and manufac
turing of axletrees, for carriages and other cylindrical and conical shaita. To Charles
Geach and Thomas Walker, assignees of James Hardy, the original inventor.
Gsspard Brandt, of Little Gray*s-inn-lane, Middlesex, machinist, for improvements in
the construction of the bearings of railway engines, and railway and other carriages now
in use.—April 13.
James Chllds, of Earl's-court, Old Brompton, Middlesex, wax bleacher, for improve
ments in the manufacture of candles, night lights, and candle lamps.—April 16.
Thomas Cocksey, of Little Bolton, Lancaster, millwright, and James Nightingale, of
Brlgbtlnes, Lancaster, bleacher, for certain machinery to facilitate the wasbiug and clean
ing of cotton and other fabrics, which machinery Is applicable to certain operations in
bleaching, dyeing, printing, and sizeing warps and piece goods.—April 16.
Louis Prosper Nicolas Duval Piron, engineer, of Paris, tor certain improvements in
tubes, pipes, flags, and kerbs for pavement and tram-roads.—April 16.
Charles Shepherd, of Leadenhall-street, city of London, chronometer maker, for cer
tain Improvements in working clocks and other time-keepers, telegraphs, and machinery,
by electricity.—April 16.
Robert Clegg, Joseph Henderson, and James Calvert, of Blackburn, Lancaster, manu
facturers, for certain improvements in looms for weaving.—April 16.
John Ruthven, of Edinburgh, engineer, for Improvements in preserving lives and pro
perty from water and fire, and In producing pressure for various useful purposes.—
April 16.
William Henry Phillips, of York-terrace, Camberwell New-road, Surrey, engineer, for
Improvements In extinguishing fire, in the preparation of materials to be used for that
purpose, and improvements to assist In saving life and property.—April 16.
William Little, of the Strand, Middlesex, for improvements In the manufacture of
materials for lubricating machinery. (A communication.) —April 16.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery- lane, civil engineer, for improvements! In ma
chinery for the manufacture of net lace or other similar fabrics. (A communication. —
April 16.
William Hyde Knapp, of Long-lane, Southwark, chemist, for improvements In pre
paring wood for the purposes of matches and firewood.—April 17.
Thomas Nicholas Greening, of the firm of Messrs. Burdeklns and Greening, of Shef
field, cutlery manufacturers, for improvements In knives and forks. —April 17.
Alexander Alllott, of Lenton Works, Nottingham, bleacher, for improvements in appa
ratus for ascertaining and for marking or registering the force or pressure of wind, of
water, and of steam i the weight of goods or substances ; and the velocity of carriages j
also in apparatus for ascertaining, under certain circumstances, the length of time elapsed
after carriages have paased any given place; and for enabling the place or direction of
floating bodies to be ascertained.
George Remington, of Warkworth, Northumberland, civil engineer, for certain lmprovementa in locomotive, marine, and stationary steam-engines, and In hydraulic and
pneumatic engines.—April 17.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for improvement! in boilers
or steam generators. (A communication.)—April 17.
Henry Bessemer, of Baxter-house, Middlesex, for Improvements In the methods of
extracting saccharine Juices from the sugar- cane, and in the manufacture of sugar, as also
in the machinery or apparatus employed therein.—April 17.
John Ormerod, of Holt Holme Mill, near Newchureh, Lancaster, spinner, for certain
improvements in carding cotton and other fibrous substances.—April 19.
Robert Gordon, of Heaton Norris, Lancaster, engineer, for certain Improvements in
the ventilation of mines.—April 19. [This patent was not sealed till the fcth, but bears
date the 4th day of April, per order of the Lord Chancellor, being opposed at the Great
Seal.]
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MALLEABLE IRON LATTICE BRIDGE.
By C. E. A. Blaib.
( With an Engraving, Plate IX.)
The bridge is proposed to be constructed of malleable iron
throughout. The top and bottom of the main girders are com
posed of plates rivetted together, with covering plates at the
joints. The sides are formed of strip iron, 3^ inch by ^-inch, with
a single rivet at each intersection. The advantages of this prin
ciple of construction are that the largest spans may be crossed with
the minimum headway, the distance from underside of girder
to level of rails being reduced to 2 ft. 2 in. The saving of expense
in cuttings and embankments would necessarily be greatly less
ened, inasmuch as the greatest height required from surface of
ground to rail level would be about 81 feet.
The sectional area of the bottom flanche is to the sectional area
of the top as 6 to 7, and the breaking weight in the centre is taken
at 6 tons per foot of the span.
Bridges on this principle of construction (not exceeding 80 feet
span) may be erected at 40/. per yard forward, or about 19/. per
ton, including all details.
For extensions of existing railways this plan is very advantage
ous, as the works can be executed with great rapidity and with
Serfect success. Bridges on this principle have been erected by
Jr. Hawkshaw on the Lancashire and York Railway.
Manchester, March 21, 1849.
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CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK,
FASCICULUS XCIV.
" I must bare liberty
Withal, as large a charter at the winds.
To blotv on whom I please."

I. How far the "Seven Lamps" are likely to enlighten the
nblic on the subject of architecture may be better judged by-andjy. It is not every one whom they will enable to see his way
much better than at present; nor is it every one who will thank
the Lamplighter,—so far from it that some of his opinions and utterings will seriously offend many. Pugin and his party will say
that his book truly resembles a lamp in one respect—namely, in
being a unck-ed thing, for it denounces the Romanist Church in
unqualified terms of abhorrence as being "in the fullest sense antichristian." "Our detestable Perpendicular" is an expression that
will not be at all relished by Mr. Barry, and the commissioners for
rebuilding the Palace of Westminster. Mr. Pickett will feel
sadly agrieved by what is urged against the employment of Iron
as "a constructive material,' and against cast-iron ornaments.
The protest against Machine-Carving, as being not only bad but
"dishonest also," will be equally unpleasant to others. "Do not
let us talk of Restoration," will scandalise not a few among us.
And, "we shall not manufacture Art out of Pottery and Printed
Stuffs," will scandalise quite as many of a different class.
In
another quarter, our Lamplighter's aversion to Railroads and Rail
way travelling, and his advice that no more money should be
expended on Stations and other railway buildings, will not obtain
him friends. His condemnation of Heraldic decorations, "its
similitudes and arrangements being so professedly and pointedly
unnatural that it would be difficult to invent anything uglier," will
cause some to make such wry faces that they themselves will look
as ugly as the ugliest heraldic images. Similar workings of the
human countenance will again be produced by his deprecating and
depreciating "rigid imitations or mediaeval statuary," which he
affirms to be "mere insults to common sense, and only unfit us for
feeling the nobility of their prototypes." His severe reprehension
of clteap churches, and cheap architecture generally, and of the
present "that-'U-do" system, will not at all ingratiate him with
jobbers and "speculative" builders. Putting all this and a great
deal more besides together, it will be well if his "Seven Lamps"
do not prove to be seven mischievous Fiiebrands, that will singe
and scorch numbers of folks, both those in the profession and out
of it.
11. There is, indeed, one in the profession who, so far from being
at all singed or scorched, is on the contrary absolutely irradiated,
—at any rate, one of his buildings is set in a most luminous light;
for the Oxford Graduate scruples not to express his "sincere admi
ration of the very noble entrance and general architecture of—"
No. 141.—Vol. XII.—June, 1849.
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of what will hardly be guessed even when the reader is informed
that it is one of our metropolitan structures—the British Museum.
However sincere Mr. Ruskin's admiration may be, it is by far too
laconic to be of any particular value, or to amount to more than a
bare opinion unsupported by a single remark in evidence of its
justness. Yet, some special remarks were certainly required, since
the praise accorded to that edifice seems to be in flat contradiction
to much that he elsewhere says. Besides that, the general bare
ness of the fayade and its utter destitution of ornament would
seem to do anything but recommend it to one who shows that he
has a taste for even the most profuse decoration; the facade itself is
but a mask, and one so awkwardly put on that it does not even
conceal the meanness of the general structure behind it. Among
other remarks of the same tendency, "it is not well," he says,
"that ornament should cease in the parts concealed; credit is given
for it, and it should not be deceptively withdrawn; as, for instance,
in the backs of the statues in a temple pediment." Jtisum teneatis?
—here is a gentlemen so over-scrupulous on the score of honesty
and probity of work and workmanship, that he would have parts
that can never, while the building remains in an entire state, be
seen at all, be carefully finished up, yet can conveniently shut his
eyes to the gross inconsistency and palpable wholesale deformity
occasioned by its being seen that the stone Ionic fayade is merely
"a show-front" stuck on to a brick building of very homely and
warehouse-like character, to say nothing of the paltry bits be
tween the main building and the official houses. Mr. Ruskin
surely reminds us of the giant who could swallow mill-stones
with ease, yet was at last choked by a pound of butter.
III. It is not generally known, perhaps, that the Oxford Gra
duate is the same person as the Kuta Phusin of Loudon's "Archi
tectural Magazine," a clever but fanciful, and frequently so mys
tical a riter, that if he does not actually lose himself in his
darkly-expressed sayings, his meaning is both mist to and missed
by the generality of readers. An eighth lamp is required to throw
light on some of his enigmatical expressions and phrases—such,
for instance, as "Parasitical Sublimity," which, by the rule of obscurum per obscurius, he gives as the definition or explanation of
the term "Picturesque." And he afterwards goes on to say, "The
picturesque is developed distinctively exactly in proportion to the dis
tance from the centre of thought of those points of character in which
the sublimity is found;"—to make out the meaning of which far
exceeds my comprehension.
IV. Passing from Mr. Ruskin's ambitious sublimities and eccen
tricities of language, and following him where he is more intelli
gible, even there we occasionally find him startlingly eccentric in
some of his critical opinions. And after his profession of sincere
admiration for the British Museum—which, by the by, might have
been referred to by him as a notable instance of that "formalised
deformity, shrivelled precision, and starved accuracy" with which
he reproaches his own countrymen—startling it is to hear him
descant with enthusiastic rapture on the Doge's Palace, the Cam
panile, and front of St. Mark's, at Venice, as "models of perfec
tion." Of the last-mentioned he says, that "although in many
respects imperfect, it is in its proportions, and as a piece of rich
and fantastic colour, as lovely a dream as ever filled human imagi
nation"! What will the Parthenonites,—or what will the de
votees of our own mediaeval styles, say to that flourish ? Certain
it is that the "Lamps" here afford us some entirely new light, for
never before, as far as I am aware, have any of those three struc
tures been spoken of otherwise than as architectural singularities
and grotesques,—as such, curious and interesting enough, but
devoid of any element of beauty. Mr. Ruskin himself does not
attempt to conceal from his readers that the general opinion
hitherto entertained of them has been the reverse of favourable.
Like myself, he is not one of those who speak by book, and merely
re-echo or repeat drowsily by rote stereotyped praise or censure.
On the contrary, with a manly candour which is much more rare
than it ought to be, he quotes the summary condemnation passed
by a professional critic on those three works of architecture.
Woods says of them : "The strange-looking church, and the
great ugly campanile, could not be mistaken. The exterior of
this churcli surprises you by its extreme ugliness more than by
anything else. The Ducal Palace is even more ugly than anything
I have previously mentioned;" — whereas he of the "Lamps
speaks of the last as "the model of all perfection,"—an opinion
as marvellous as any of the wonders wrought by Aladdin's lamp.
Pity that we did not get it before, because then, perhaps, we
should have had a copy of the Doge's Palace for the Army
and Navy Clubhouse. However, we may still have it for some
thing else, now that we are enlightened as to its extraordinary
merits.
22
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V. Of Sansovino's works, and the later school of Venetian ar
chitecture, Mr. Ruskin says nothing, although they would afford
studies of a more practical nature than do the edifices which he so
greatly extols. On the other hand he says, but merely in general
terms, that Venice affords "a model"—that is, I suppose, models—
"of domestic Gothic, so grand, so complete, so nobly systematised,
that, to my mind, there never existed an architecture with so
stern a claim to our reverence." Such then being the case, it
would have been no more than proper to have specified some ex
amples of that particular and less-known class; pointing out at
the same time, with some degree of distinctness, the peculiar
merits which would seem to justify his very high, and now appa
rently very extravagant, encomium. Some such explanatory com
ment and critical desciiption is all the more needed, because we
have hitherto had none at all with regard to what he speaks of, or
rather merely hints at, we being left entirely at a loss to know
whether he alludes to examples that are to be met with in Cicognara's work, or other publications, or to some that have been nei
ther described nor delineated. If it be only to the former, few
will agree with him as to the excellence of Venetian Domestic
Gothic, for it certainly is anything but a model to be at all fol
lowed at the present day,—assuredly not by us, who have far
better models here at home.
VI. Though he could charitably throw a mite, or rather lump, of
admiration to the British Museum—and that building certainly
stands in need of such charity— Mr. Ruskin has very little admira
tion for English architecture generally, and none at all for one
structure which we have hitherto been deservedly proud of.
King's College Chapel, Cambridge, finds no favour at all in his
enlightened eyes, for he scruples not to stigmatise it as "a piece
of architectural juggling"! Again, elsewhere, he says: "What a
host of ugly church towers have we in England, with pinnacles at
the corners, and none in the middle ! How many buildings like
King's College Chapel, looking like tables upside down, with their
four legs in the air!"—a kind of criticism on a par with that which
likens spires to extinguishers, and window pediments to cockedhats. "Knock down," he adds, "a couple of pinnacles"—perhaps
he means the turrets—"at either end in King's College Chapel,
and you will have a kind of proportion instantly." After this, our
"Oxford" man would do well not to visit Cambridge, lest some
Cambridge man should knock a couple of his teeth down his
throat, not only in return for the compliment, but to give his
mouth "a kind of proportion instantly."—Well, perhaps the mo
dern King's College, in Somerset-place, satisfies him much better
than the other. Indeed, any one who admires the British Museum
can very reasonably afford to admire that building also, and dis
cover in it—at least, by the aid of a lamp—the desirable quality of
nobleness.
VII. Or perhaps the British Museum is something quite un
paralleled in this kingdom, in comparison with which St. George's
Hall, at Liverpool, is a mere puny and common-place piece of
architecture; for Mr. Ruskin, strutting in tragic buskin, assures
us that "all we do is small and mean, if not worse,—thin and
wasted and unsubstantial. It is not modern work only; we have
built like frogs and mice since the thirteenth century (except only
in our castles)"! Like frogs and mice! what their architecture
may be I know not, but no doubt, if it exist at all, it must be very
ancient and very Homeric. One thing, however, is very certain—
that our "Lamplighter" has neither seen nor otherwise knows
anything of sucli modern English works as Blenheim and Castle
Howard, or Greenwich Hospital; or, unless his face is of brass—•
of the same metal as his lamps—he could never had the effrontery
to taunt us with having done nothing but what is mean and small
— thin, wasted, and unsubstantial. The idea of Blenheim being
unsubstantial, would be considered a very substantial qualification
for Bedlam.
VIII. Among many other crotchets, of which the title of his
book may stand for one, Mr. Ruskin lays it down as a law that
"all the most lovely forms are directly taken from natural objects,"
and further assumes "the converse of this—namely, that forms
which are not taken from natural objects mutt be ugly;"—which
surely amounts to another qualification for Bedlam. Were such
the fact, Mr. Ruskin, who, notwithstanding all his lamplight, must
here have been groping quite in the dark, might have spared him
self the trouble of saying anything at all about beauty, since the
very law which he would establish would at once convict architec
ture of being necessarily ugly in the main, its forms being al
together conventional, and it admitting of the imitation of natu
ral forms, vegetable or animal, only in sculptural accessories or
details.
Even in those details, too, which are borrowed from
plants and foliage, an abstract and formalised imitation, instead of
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a direct and mimic one, ought to be adopted. Nature may very
properly be looked to for fresh hints and motif*, but it is a great
error to attempt, as some seem now inclined to do, to engraft
botany upon architecture. So far from contributing to or en
hancing beauty, all direct imitation of the kind is likely to be
attended with a contrary effect. You may, if you like—supposing
such decoration suitable to the particular occasion, represent foli
age twined round the shaft of a column ; but it must be uniform
and regulated, for to show it naturally as that of a real climbing
plant which had so grown accidentally, would be a mere conceit,
—at variance with the nature of architecture itself, and, although
in a different way, as unnatural as trees clipped into artificial
forms.
IX. "There are many forms of so-called decoration in architec
ture," continues Mr. Ruskin, "habitual, and received therefore
with approval, or at all events without any venture at expression
of dislike, which I have no hesitation in asserting to be not orna
ment at all, but to be ugly things, the expense of which ought in
truth to be set down in the architect's contract as 'For Monstrification.' I believe we regard these customary deformities with a
savage complacency [complacency of a savage would be less of a
bull], as an Indian does his flesh patterns and paint. I believe that
I can prove them to be monstrous, and I hope hereafter to do so
conclusively."—What a cruelly tantalising hereafter! And so in
the meanwhile we are to remain in a state of darkness and savage
complacency, without so much as a single gleam of lamplight to
enable us to guess what those terrible deformities are, and whether
they belong to all the styles we practice, or only to certain of
them. It will be well if we do not, when duly enlightened by
Mr. Ruskin, discover that a great deal has been and will be ex
pended on the new Palace of Westminster for mere Monstrification.
X. In speaking of the Greek "egg-and-dart" moulding, our man
of lamps
nests
and and
rounded
lightpebbles;—whereas
babbles somewhatbirds'-nests
lack-a-daisily
and about
pebblesbirdhave
just as much to do with the matter as ladies' ringlets have with
Ionic volutes. Unless there existed direct evidence to the con
trary, plain common-sense would infer that such pattern was
adopted for the carving of the echinus, as being well adapted to
the contour of that member, and producing, together with beauty
of design, much effect of light and shade. Speaking of the Port
cullis, he is obliged to admit that "there is no family resemblance
between it and cobwebs and beetles'-wings." Into what strange
extravagancies a man who is sensible enough in some things, may
be led by such crazy crotchets as is that of referring or endeavour
ing to refer almost everything connected with architecture to some
prototype in nature, as its express model. Cobwebs are, I will
venture to assert, the very last things that would have been
thought of by those who invented the portcullis. Rhinoceros
bilk's for themselves would have been infinitely more to the pur
pose.
XI. Wrapped-up and perhaps mystified by his own recondite
fancies, Mr. Ruskin has quite overlooked one very awkward con
sequence resulting from his own doctrine, for if it be, as he would
have us believe, that forms not taken from natural objects must be
ugly, how prodigiously ugly must all furniture be. Yet, consider
ing his ingenuity and liveliness of imagination in detecting analo
gies and resemblances that never occurred to any other mortal, ho
may be able perhaps to find out some natural objects that served
as models for tables and chairs. As to beds, they of course come
from—the bottoms of rivers.
XII. Mr. Ruskin frequently speaks very unguardedly, uttering
whatever comes uppermost without giving it a second thought or
any after consideration. Although they have ever been considered
equally legitimate and beautiful architectural decorations, he will
not tolerate either festoons or wreaths. "Do not," he says, "carve
the images of garlands looking as if they had been used in the
last procession, and hung up to dry [!] and serve next time
withered. Why not also carve pegs and hats upon them?" The
interrogation is no doubt meant to be smart, and nothing less than
a clincher, nevertheless it seems to me to show merely downright
silliness; for if that be valid argument, it would serve just as
well if turned quite differently, and directed against what Mr.
Ruskin himself certainly would be very loth to have hit,—since,
just as well might it be said, for instance, do not carve leaves or
flowers upon the top of a column, where they cannot possibly
grow, therefore look as if they had been merely stuck up to dry in
the sun, before being used for culinary or medicinal purposes.
Why not, as columns are said to have heads, give them either
wigs or hats to keep their heads warm, especially those which are
obliged to stand in the open air? Hats, however, would suit only
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the gentlemen or Dorics; the two lady orders would be distin
guished by caps and bonnets.
XIII. In his next section or paragraph—for Mr. Ruskin's
book is divided into numbered paragraphs just like this Note-Book
of mine,—he falls foul of what he calls "one of the worst ene
mies of modern Gothic architecture—the dripstone, in the shape
of the handle of a frying-pan"—no, not frying-pan—"of a pair of
drawers"— pshaw! wrong again! — "the handle of a chest of
drawers, which is used over the square-headed windows of what
we call Elizabethan buildings." Really that is handling Eliza
bethan architecture very unceremoniously! That form he assures
us is the ugliest possibly, and to convince us that it is so, exclaims:
"Look abroad into the landscape, and see if you can discover any
one [form] so bent and fragmentary as that of this strange wind
lass-looking dripstone. You cannot. It is a monster." And so
Mr. Ruskin goes on abusing the poor dripstone, till the foam nearly
drips from his own mouth.
XIV. The Ionic capital fares very little better than the Eliza
bethan dripstone; for our great enlightener says that in his
opinion it is, "as an architectural invention, exceedingly base."
Yet, if so, there must be a great deal of baseness and bad taste in
the British Museum, which he nevertheless professes to admire:
although, except the Ionic columns and their capitals, there is
nothing to admire—at least, not in the facade. Probably, how
ever, he does not extend his admiration to the front, although he
does not say so.—Reserving for some other occasion my remarks
as to his injurious opinion of the Ionic capital, I now pass on at
once to another strange antipathy, accompanied with inconsistency
also. His dislike of Heraldry as embellishment in architecture
has been already noticed, and for such dislike there is certainly
some reason, the forms and combinations employed for it being for
the most part very monstrous and tasteless. He goes, however,
very much further in his dislikes, and would proscribe mottoes,
legends, and inscriptions; and that for the oddest reason—if rea
son it may be called—conceiveable, namely, because "of all things
unlike nature, the forms of letters are perhaps the most so"!!
Nevertheless, he afterwards either conquers or quite forgets that
unfortunate antipathy to letters, when he lauds "that good custom,
which was of old universal" of inscribing mottoes and sentences
even on the walls of ordinary dwelling-houses. It is an awkward
thing for a writer to have such a terribly short memory as to con
tradict himself point-blank at different places in the same book.
Here I take my leave of Mr. Ruskin for the present. Having
shown up some of his crotchets and absurdities, in my next Fas
ciculus I will bring forward some of the really instructive and
valuable points in his work. And one of them is truly luminous,
throwing so much light upon an important matter which nearly all
other writers have helped to obscure, that it ought to be written
on the walls of every architect's office.

ARCHITECTURE,—ROYAL ACADEMY.
In not better encouraging the Exhibition got up by the Ar
chitectural Association, the profession showed as little policy as
they did liberality of feeling, for most assuredly an opposition
shop is very much needed to render them independent of the
Academy; since even did that body show itself more disposed
towards architecture than it now does, the accommodation which
it can afford it is so inadequate to that of the architectural
subjects which are actually hung up and catalogued, that not
above half, if so many, can be so seen at; to be intelligible; and
that inconvenience is still farther increased by the preposterous
system of hanging, which is to occupy the line and thereabouts
by some of the larger drawings, no matter what they are, while
smaller ones, which, if they are worth looking at at all, ought
to be immediately upon the line, are hung either much too
high or much too low. Surely it would be better were the Aca
demy to admit fewer drawings of the kind than they do, and
to be more scrupulous in the selection of them; whereas, they
not only take in very inferior designs, together with what are
mere views of buildings—and those generally very stale in subject,
—but they actually hang up some of the paltriest and most unin
teresting productions of all, upon the very line. More than one
design is so placed this season, that would have been favoured by
being put into an obscure situation;—whether those which are so
put are treated exactly as they deserve, we cannot undertake to
say; but what we do see, do not, upon the whole, impress us very
favourably. We perceive more of falling-nff than of any ad
vance;—no accession of fresh talent, no fresh subjects, and no
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freshness of ideas; on the contrary, much affectation of antiquated
fashions in building, to a degree withal that in some instances
amounts to masquerading, and is as preposterous as would be the
adoption of the phraseology of our elder dramatists in modern
conversation. Thus, because they are unable to extract its better
qualities from its defects, architects give us Elizabethan with all
its wonted dross and coarseness—pure only because it is unpurified;
wherefore, so far from being any merit, its purity becomes a posi
tive fault; and of such purity the present Exhibition affords too
many instances.
Even were the show of architectural designs more satisfactory
in all other respects, it is sadly deficient in variety, the subjects
being too nearly of the same cast as regards the class of buildings
shown, and also style and treatment. Gothic and Old English
or Elizabethan predominate almost to the exclusion of any other
style; and what few others there are, are not at all remarkable.
There is, indeed, a large drawing (No. 1090) of "The South
Fafade of the Assize Courts at Liverpool"—but besides that, it is
a very poor and flat performance as a drawing, which is the only
share the exhibitor can claim in it: the design itself shows merely
the talent we have lost, instead of any that we have gained to re
place it. Architects do not now-a-days care, it seems, to let us see
more than what is actually done or likely to be done. They have
no notion of putting forth ideas gratuitously; or if any such pro
ductions are offered, they are stifled by the veto of those who ex
clude or admit as to them seems proper. For aught we know, it
may be the Academy's Chaplain! who holds the St. Peter's keys
of the Architectural Room. Although such office appears more pro
perly to belong to the Professor of Architecture, we feel assured
— at any rate would fain persuade ourselves, that he does not even
participate in it, or else matters would be managed differently, and
very much better than they now are. What kind of designs are
admitted any one can see: what are rejected is not so easily as
certained, they being known only to the authors of them, and
their immediate friends. We ourselves can speak confidently as
to one instance of rejection last year—namely, that of the design
for improving the facade of the National Gallery, which, as will
be remembered, was afterwards shown at the Architectural Asso
ciation's Exhibition. What could have occasioned the exclusion
of a subject likely to excite some attention and interest, when so
many dull and humdrum designs obtain admission, is rather to be
guessed at than said; for though if uttered our suspicions might
be deemed chimerical, we fancy that could the truth be proved,
they would be found to come very near it. AVe are all the more
confirmed in them, because we this year find a design (No. 1091)
for a building for the Vernon Gallery, which seems to have been
received solely on account of its insignificance and harmlessness,
for it is certainly not at all calculated to lead to any stir or agita
tion. Instances of very unfair rejection this season have been
rumoured; and if the designs turned away were at all above me
diocrity, it was nothing less than scandalous and treacherous on
the part of the Academy to serve them so, and at the same time
to accept so many infra-mediocrity things as they have done.
Fortunately, there is now a means of exposing the tyrannical con
duct and injustice of the Academy towards architecture, because
those who have been unjustly treated by that body, can now appeal
to the public through the Architectural Association; which society,
if it mind what it is about, may easily turn the conduct of the
Academy in regard to architecture, to excellent account.
Although we do not know what architectural drawings have been
turned away, we do know that they have turned away models alto
gether, which is an innovation quite the reverse of improvement.
At first we thought that the absence of works of that class was
purely accidental and owing to none having been sent in; whereas,
we learn from a contemporary that a model by Mr. Dighton, of a
large building now erecting under a government department, was
actually turned away. It being a large building says nothing for
its interest as an architectural subject and its fitness for exhibition,
but its being by Mr. Dighton is of itself sufficient guarantee for
the excellence of the model. The banishing models is certainly
quite a new freak on the part of the Academy. Had models been
turned away or refused admittance in order that a screen for draw
ings might be fixed along the middle of the room, there would have
been sufficient reason for doing so, although even in that case
models might have been allowed to find a place in the hall.
The least that could have been done was to give notice in their
advertisements that models had been put under ban. The Aca
demy allow it to be seen that they are no friends to architecture,
and seem also to think that it has none in any other quarter; at
least, not any who either can or dare to remonstrate with them
for their treatment of it. We almost begin to think with the
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editor of the Art-Journal that architects have no business in the
Academy, although for a somewhat different reason from his—
namely, because, with one exception, they show themselves to be
drones in it, and do not make it their business to do anything in
behalf of architecture, or to defend its interests. Were they to
do so, we should soon see a very great change for the better in the
Architectural Room, and in the general quality of the things there
admitted.
As to the Professor of Architecture, it is no great wonder that
he suffers things to take their own course, for he is asleep and
dreaming. Nor is "The Professor's Dream" (No. 1108) of the
most lively and imaginative kind, it being marked by none of
those bold flights and exuberances of fancy which dreams, at least
"remarkable dreams," usually consist of. On the contrary, he
seems merely to have fallen asleep over Durand's " Parallele, and
dreamt that he was employed to make a collection of "elegant exto tracts'" out of it. Really the Professor seems exceedingly loth
let us behold anything or any ideas of his own, for when he does
exhibit, which is but very rarely, it is only nominally, and in the
capacity of draughtsman rather than of architect or designer. First
of all, he gave us a mere hotch-potch of Wren's buildings; next,
merely a composition of sculpture for filling up a pediment; and
now this "synopsis," which after all is no more than "a develop
ment of that first published in the Useful Knowledge Society's
Life of Sir Christopher Wren." When Professor Cockerell wakes
up, he will perhaps show us something less borrowed and stale,—
something in which he is more immediately concerned; for in
stance, some of the best parts of the interior of the Taylor Insti
tute at Oxford, and of the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge.
As he now manages, he finds that though he takes care to ward
off criticism, he cannot exactly shield himself from animadversion
and very disagreeable remarks.
Mr. Barry, as usual, exhibits nothing, but is content to be him
self exhibited this season, both in a portrait and a bust,—the former
of which is so far from being at all satisfactory as a likeness, that
we at first thought we must have mistaken the number in the cata
logue. Of Professor Donaldson, too, all that we see here is a bust
of him. On the other hand, we do behold Professor Pugin,—not
in effigy of his person, but in several full-length designs, which
are more remarkable for the oddity of the mode of representa
tion and execution adopted, than for anything particularly praise
worthy in them as designs. It has been said of Mr. Pugin that he
patronises bad drawing, and we now perceive that he patronises
very queer perspective, and very bad colouring also; for nothing
can be more flat and crude than the latter. As if determined to
run quite counter to everybody else, while others are solicitous to
set off their designs by every artifice of colouring, and to make
them as much like pictures as possible, he goes to the opposite ex
treme, and is studiously unpictorial in every respect. Yet, we
will not be certain that even in this apparent rejection of all arti
fice, there is not a good deal of artifice at the bottom—affectation
there certainly is. The momtrari digito has such charms for some
people, that they will not stick at sheer absurdity in order to gratify
their passion for it, as has been shown of late years by Turner in
his pictures, and now by Welby Pugin in his drawings. Could we
fancy that the mode of representation adopted by the latter were
so with the intention of scarecrowing people away from those
drawings, there might be some policy in it; for assuredly neither
No. 1085, which shows us Mr. Pugin s own residence at Ramsgate,
with a church tacked to it, nor No. 1117, "Bilton Grange, Rugby,
the seat of Washington Hibbert," is not, on being looked into
and considered as a design, found to display any of that superior
forte he has obtained credit for. He is by far too blind a venera
tor of medievalism in all its rustiness, to be at all to our taste;
for the way in which he employs Gothic, makes evident how unfit it
is for domestic architecture at the present day. In one respect,
indeed, Nos. 1085, and 1117, are more than usually satisfactory,
since the small interior views and plans placed upon their borders
serve to convey a tolerably complete idea of the respective build
ings. We have also in No. 1013, "The new Dining Hall at Alton
Towers," another work of Mr. Pugin's, although the drawing itself
is evidently by a different hand, and both on account of its subject
and execution is one that deserved to be placed exactly on the
line; as did also No. 1074, "Interior of part of the new buildings
at East Sutton Place," C. J. Richardson. Were the line entirely
occupied by the best subjects and drawings, some of the best must
perhaps be hung less advantageously; but it appears to us nothing
less than stultification to place on the line several things that
ought not to have been admitted at all, while others that both
require to be and are deserving of being looked at attentively,
are put more or less out of sight. Surely the architectural draw
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ings must in the first instance be chosen by drawing lots to decide
which are to be admitted; after which, those who are appointed to
hang them are blindfolded.
In this room the hanging is so
wretchedly—or else, maliciously managed, that besides injustice
towards good things, uncalled-for cruelty is shown towards some
of the worst.
Although it may look like unaccountable fa
vouritism, it was surely nothing less than the refinement of
cruelty to put, with malice prepense, just where they are, the tiro
interiors of Ormond Quay Church (in the Pecksniff-Gothic style),
as if on purpose to disgust us by letting us plainly see that they
are the "perfect abominations" they have been called. Nor are
they the only things which would have been favoured by being
either turned away or thrust into the ranks of the Indistinguishables. It will be thought that we keep harping very wearisomely,
again and again, on the mere matter of bad hanging. True, we
do so, and it is in order that our obstinate importunity may force
attention to it, to some purpose. Were there no Professor of Ar
chitecture, nor a single architect, we could only be surprised that
any body of artists with the title of a Royal Academy should
take in so many things not fit to be seen, so many more than can
be properly seen, and as the climax of absurdity, to hang up some of
the very worst and poorest of all in the very best situations. As
painters, the general body of the Academy may know no more of,
and care as little about architecture as their own porters. Not
only may they be incapable of judging between good and bad de
signs, but not even so much as know what are designs, and what
are mere views. They may have no suspicion that the front of
Wells Cathedral (1045) was not designed by Mr. Dolby, nor that
of York Minster (1109) by Mr. Bedford; but then, why do they
not leave architecture to the architects? To suppose that the
latter are now even so much as consulted, would be to suppose that
they are what we do not care to say; but it is certain that they
show themselves to be very remiss in not properly remonstrating
in behalf of their own art.—May there never be occasion for our
making any such unpleasant remarks again!
There are very few designs this season which show us any build
ings either lately executed or now in progress, that are in any
other style than Gothic or Elizabethan. The only subject which
shows us an edifice of any importance in a different style is No.
1090, "The South Facade of the New Assize Courts, Liverpool,"
W. H. Campbell; in which rather large drawing Mr. Cs own
share is merely that of draughtsman, and even in such character he
is by no means an extraordinary one. What is extraordinary, how
ever, is that any one should be at the pains of merely letting us
see another person's ideas, if he could not at the same time show
some talent himself. Had the design been his own, we might have
praised his abstinence from any of the usual allurements employed
upon paper, and his trusting entirely to its intrinsic merits as an
architectural composition. As such is not the case, the absence of
all aim at pictorial quality and effect is rather unaccountable, it
being so contrary to exhibition practice; for while many things
which we here see have an adventitious interest imparted to them
by dexterity of colouring, and by background and figures, which
does not at all belong to them as deeigns, Mr. Campbell has not
rendered Mr. Elmes's building by any means his debtor by bis
mode of showing it. Not only is the colouring flat, but light and
shade are so feebly expressed—in fact, merely indicated instead of
expressed, that the drawing looks more like a vision than the
view of a real building. Besides which, the perspective is some
what faulty, and the point of view injudiciously chosen; for had it
been taken a little more obliquely, while the south portico itself
would have been in a more picturesque attitude, we should have
distinctly seen the square pillars and low screen walls between
them in the other facade, which are by far the most original ideas
in the design, and which would have contrasted admirably with
the round columns and open intercolumns of the south portico;
which latter, although certainly a noble and classical piece of ar
chitecture, gives us little more than a correct copy or restoration
of the front of a Corinthian temple. The only touch of originality
there, is the lofty stylobate on which the portico is raised, and the
steps leading up to it, both which together, add the picturesque to
the classical,—or would have done so, but for the three windows
in the stylobate, which mar the whole facade so shockingly that it
ought even now to be seriously considered whether they cannot by
some contrivance or other be got rid of; and got rid of they
certainly ought to be, were it even by some sacrifice of internal
convenience.— Here we will take the liberty of adjourning till our
next Number.
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IMPROVED PUMPING ENGINE.
Fig. 1.— External View

The great economy of fuel that was first attained by the Cornish
engineers in their single-acting engines for pumping water from
mines, some years ago attracted much attention among engineers
generally. The fact of the alleged economy having been really
attained, was first denied or doubted; then the subject was inves
tigated, and the fact found not only to be true but easily accounted
for. It was nothing more than might have been expected from
the great degree of expansion effected in the steam-cylinder, effi
cient covering of all radiating surfaces, and generally great care
on the part of the engine workers. These were admitted by all to
be the great sources of economy; but many supposed that they
were in some way necessarily connected with single-acting engines
working on the Cornish plan. This led to the erection of several
Cornish engines for waterworks' purposes in various parts of the
country, and the saving of fuel has in all cases been found to be
very great, when compared with the former Boulton and Watt
engines.
So slow, however, is frequently the progress of correct ideas on
mechanical subjects, that it is only now that those interested in
such works are becoming gradually convinced that the desired
economy of fuel may be attained without the cumbrous and ex
pensive machinery of a Cornish engine.
The peculiarities essential to the Cornish engine are, that it is
single acting, and that it should not directly lift the water it is
intended to raise by its means, but that it should lift a ponderous
weight, which is then let fall, and in falling raises the water. The
faults connected with such engines are, that they are double the
necessary size, and do their work in an indirect manner; and the
only reason given for adopting this description of engine is, that
no other engine could work with the same amount of expansion.
But in the calculations of saving, all consideration of the loss of
interest arising from the greater first cost of the Cornish engines
has been omitted. This greater first cost arises not only from the
much larger size of engine required to do the same work on the
Cornish system, but also from the necessary concomitants—huge
balance-weights on the pump-rods, engine-houses and foundations
double the necessary size, and stand-pipes that have not unfrequently cost nearly as much as the engines themselves. The
interest on this large expenditure has frequently gone far to swal
low up the saving on the fuel.
We have been led to make these preliminary remarks in conse
quence of inspecting a small engine, of 20-horse power, made for
the Richmond Waterworks Company by Messrs. Simpson, of Pimlico, which is a double-acting engine, and cuts off the steam at
one-fourth of the length of the stroke, so as to expand the steam
into four times its original bulk; and all the radiating surfaces are
neatly and efficiently clothed with non-conducting substances.
From several trials, it has been ascertained that the consumption
of fuel is only 2| lb. per horse-power per hour, and that even this
economy, it is expected, will be considerably exceeded when the
company have fixed a second boiler, the present one being only
one-half the size that the makers intended the engine to work
with. This result, we think, clearly proves the practicability of
emulating the Cornish economy of fuel with double-acting engines
judiciously constructed.
This engine has another advantage not very common with
pumping engines, in being capable of working at the same speed
as an ordinary mill-engine. This is accomplished, partly by the
construction of the pump-valves and partly by the use of a new
kind of pump lately registered by Mr. Thomson, Messrs. Simp
son's manager.
The annexed engravings, figs. 1 and 2, show a section and ex
ternal view of this pump, from which its action will be very easily
understood. It is, as will be seen, in many respects the same as
the old bucket-pump; but there is added to it the plunger pp, the
sectional area of which is half that of the pump-barrel bb. This
simple addition makes the pump double-acting, and suitable for
being wrought by a double-acting engine; for, when the bucket is
ascending, one-half of the water that it raises, instead of going
out at the delivery-pipe d, occupies the place previously occupied
by the plunger, and when the bucket descends, this part of the
water is then expelled by the plunger. Equal quantities of water
are thus delivered at each stroke, and the pump is double- acting,
while at the same time it has only two valves, and is nearly as
simple in its construction, and occupies as little space, as a Bingleacting pump. In all pumps it is of the first importance that easy
access should be afforded to all the valves, and when this condition
is adhered to, and the valves made large and of the best modern
construction, those who have made double-acting pumps on the

V

View of Top.

Fig. 2.— Internal View.

View of VaWe.

objections are very much obviated by the plan we have now de
scribed, and much advantage is also derived from the water having
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no turns to make in passing through the pump. This prevents the
concussion that is so objectionable in many pumps, and enables this
pump to be worked much quicker than one of the old construc
tion. We consider this, therefore, as a decided improvement in
the application of double-acting engines to the pumping of water,
aud we hope that so obvious an improvement will speedily secure
for itself an extensive adoption among the parties interested in
this department of engineering.
The following particulars give some of the dimensions of the
engine :—
Diameter of cylinder, 20 inches.
Length of stroke, 3 feet.
Length of beam from cylinder centre to connecting-rod centre,
9 feet 6 inches.
The boiler is cylindrical, with an internal tube, the diameter of
the boiler being 4 feet, and of the tube 2 feet; the length 15 feet.
The engine works two pumps, both being connected directly to
the crank-end of the beam; one of them 8 inches nearer the cy
linder, and the other 8 inches farther from the cylinder, than the
connecting-rod centre. With this arrangement, one pump has a
stroke of 31 inches, and the other a stroke of 41 inches. The
object of having two pumps is that one may be wrought when the
water is being pumped to the higher part of the town, and both
used when the water is being delivered in the lower district. The
diameter of the plungers in both pumps is the same, viz. 8 inches,
and the diameter of the buckets is 11^ inches.
It is to be observed that the design is ultimately to work the
engine with two boilers of the above dimensions; but the second
one has not yet been fixed.
In estimating the performance of the engine, the horse-power is
taken at 33.000 lb. raised one foot per minute, and the number of
horses'-power is determined by an indicator fixed on the deliverypipe of the pump, which, combined with the speed of the engine,
gives the effective power, exclusive of the friction of both the
engine and pump.
The steam-valve is two short slides connected together and
wrought by cams, so as to dispense with the use of a separate
expansion valve.
It will be observed that the distance from the centre of one
pump to the centre of the other is only 16 inches, and both are
fixed in a well of 5 feet square, which shows the great compact
ness of this kind of double-acting pump. With no other kind
would it have been possible to put two pumps of this size in so
small a space, and at the same time leave sufficient room for exa
mination, repairs, &c.

BATEMAN AND MOORE'S PATENT HYDRANTS.
The Patent Fire-Cocks are introduced as substitutes for the
inefficient wood plug, at present in general use. Under constant
high pressure, they supersede the necessity for fire-engines, as in
cases of fire they can be brought into almost instant operation,
with the most perfect ease
and efficiency, and with
out any waste of water.
They can be also expedi
tiously, cheaply, and most
effectively applied to the
watering and thorough
cleansing of streets, al
leys, courts, public build
ings, windows, &c. ; in
railway stations for sup
plying engine tenders,
cleansing carriages, Ike. ;
and placed within mills,
warehouses, and public
buildings, they would af
ford the most important
protection against fire.
They are also adapted
for watering gardens and
pleasure grounds, and by
the application of suit
able spreaders or jets, for
syringing fruit trees, &c. The valve of the cock is closed by the
firessure of the water,—the great
therefore such pressure
lecomes, the more is the tightness of the valve secured, and effec
tual safety from leakage ensured.
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The fire-cock consists of a cast-iron box or casing, containing a
self-acting valve, A, closed by the pressure of the water. For
street purposes, this casing is attached to a vertical branch from
the water main, and when not in use the outlet of the valve is
closed by a loose cover or stopper, and the whole protected from
injury by a cast-iron case, similar to the ordinary cases or covers
for protecting street cocks or fire-plugs. The valve, A, consists of
a ball of less specific gravity than water, covered with india-rubber
or other elastic substance, and closed by the pressure of the water
against a properly prepared seating.

THE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.
The Exhibition is on the whole superior to last year's. The
President, Mr. Copley Fielding, exhibits forty- two works, the
best of which are, View near the head of Loch Tay (23),—an effect
after rain; View of Snowdon (126),—the effect of Snowdon in the
distance is well sustained; and Scarborough (130),—the stormy cha
racter is very good: they all show the artistic powers of Mr.
Fielding. The atmospheric effects he produces with great free
dom.—Mr. Cattermole, the delineator of scenes of the Middle
Ages, has two excellent studies:— The Chapel (242), representing a
number of persons at prayers,—it is both picturesque and solemn;
and The Call at the Monastery (253), which is free, graceful, and
forcible.—Mr. F. Tayler's Morning (28), and Evening (39), are two
masterly productions. The first represents five dogs waiting for
the entrance of their keeper,—their faces are full of expression;
the latter, when they are tired and weary, and shut up for the
night: they are two of the best paintings of this artist. The
Chase in the time of Charles II. (144) is equally good; as also is The
Stag Hunt in the Last Century (154).—Mr. De Wint's Wikford,
Lincolnshire (294), and a Hay-Field, are good, particularly the
latter; but in a View of Lincoln (139), the water and trees are not
at all good,—it appears an unfinished picture.— Mr. George Fripp
exhibits some excellent subjects, which all show great finish and
effect, particularly The Valley of the Thames near Reading (54); in
The Alice Blanche, Mount Blanc (111), the mountainous scenery is
well shown,—this is the best; and The Weir at Pangbourne (121).
—The architectural drawings of Mr. Samuel Prout are. as usual
all deserving of notice, particularly the Gothic ones: The Porch
of Ratisbonne Cathedral (9), and St. Etienne Beauvais (229), es
pecially.— The High Altar Cathedral of Toledo, Spain (82), by Mr.
Lake Price, is an admirable drawing, and one of the best we have
seen of his; the ornamentation is elaborately worked out.—Mr.
Glennie has a classic example— View of the Temple of Neptune at
Pastum; the background is subdued in order to give more effect
to the buiding, which is carefully drawn.—Mr. Palmer strains too
much after effect in Sun and Shade (149), and Sheltering from the
Storm (175): the contrasts are violent.—Mr. Topham has an effec
tive composition in Making Nets (247): all his paintings have the
merit of originality.—Mr. Frederick Nash, in No. 62, Interior of
Exeter Cathedral, is deserving of great praise.—Mr. Wright shows
a good composition in The Mouse, or the Disappointed Epicures, (174):
it has much expression.

NEW SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.
This is the fifteenth Exhibition; the Drawings number 402.—
Mr. Warren, the President, has a large painting—Joseph's Coat
brought to Jacob (276), illustrating the Scripture history, where
the brothers bring the blood-stained garments of Benjamin to their
father, who is weeping at the supposed loss of his son. There is
great feeling in this picture, and shows the power of the artist.—
Mr. Haghe, the Vice-President, exhibits two pictures— The Ve
teran's Story (262) is the best. It is representing an old cavalier
listening to the deeds of prowess done at Edge-Hill; the counte
nances and situations show Mr. Haghe's great skill and expressive
touch.—Mr. Vacher has a good architectural subject— The Piazza
of St. Peters during tin- Benediction (221); the buildings are well
drawn in this.—Mr. Aaron Penley has an effective picture in
Serenity (357); it is a scene on Windermere Lake in the evening:
the picture well expresses the title.— Mr. Laporte sustains his
reputation in Cantabs (324); the horse is well drawn, and is repre
sented pawing the ground, anxious to start.— One of the best in
the Gallery is The Murderers of Thomas Chase, of Anwrsham, draw
ing up the Letter to the Clergy (160), by Mr. Edward Corbould, who
has attempted a great deal, and has been well rewarded for his
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trouble. The figures are veil drawn and striking, and the faces
of the murderers are full of thought and expression; the armour
is excellently done, and the colouring rigorous, and does great
credit to this persevering artist.—Mr. J. Chase has a good archi
tectural picture— The Return from Matins (35).—We cannot
compliment Mr. Wehnert on his figure as Peace (185): it does
not come up to his former efforts.—Mr. Absolon has a harvesting
scene, Plenty (55); there are a great many figures in this which
are well executed, the positions are good, and all express the
pursuit in which they are engaged.—There are fifteen views taken
in Australia, by Mr. J. S. Prout, painted on the spot : they are all
good, and show the peculiarities of the country. The best land
scape is by Mr."T. L. Rowbotham, jun., Rouen (191), the quays
and bridges of which are shown in a remarkably clever manner—
Mr. James Fahey has an animated picture, The Hop Garden (135):
it represents a number of persons employed picking the hops.—
Mr. F. Richard's Julia (175) has a pretty face.—Mr. Robins's pic
ture of Portsmouth (11)', Mr. Davidson's Bolton Park, Yorksldre
(103), a good study of trees; and Mr. H. Maplestone's Romney
Marshes (82), a view of Rye in the distance and the ruins of Winchelsea Castle, are worthy of notice.
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The Mining Almanackfor 1849. Compiled by Henry English,
Mining Engineer, Editor of the Mining Journal. London : Min
ing Journal Office, 1849.
Mr. English has here produced a work which will be found of
very great value to every engineer, and the more so as so few
books are published on mining. The Almanack contains a great
many original papers by well-known writers connected with the
mining interest. Among them are those 'On the Jurisdiction and
Practice of the Stannaries Courts,' by H. S. Stokes, Esq.; the
'Newcastle Coal-fields,' by Matthias Dunn; the 'Custom of Tin
Kmtnrlc>
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'Fire Damp,' by Professor Ansted; 'Gold Deposits,' by Dr. Cliffe;
the 'Cost-Book System'; 'Mineral Topography of Great Britain,'
by A. W. Tooke; 'Mineralogy,' by G. Abbot; 'Lives of Trevithick and Stephenson,' by Hyde Clarke; and papers by E. Smirke,
T. Clark, the Editor, and Dr. Albert. Copious tables of Statis
tics and Scientific Data make it a very practical work.

A Letter to Lord John Russell, on the Expediency of Promoting
Railways in Ireland. By George Preston White, C.E. Lon
don: Weale, 1849.
This is a practical and interesting pamphlet on a most important
Weale's Quarterly Papers on Engineering, Part XII. London:
subject, of which Mr. White has taken a very liberal view. We
Weale, 1849.
say, without any professional bias, that no measure is so necessary
This is the last number of a very useful series, the conclusion of for Ireland as railways; and it is most discreditable to the minis
which we very much regret. It was a very laudable undertaking
try, that neither upon this nor any other reproductive undertak
of Mr. Weale to provide the means of publication for those pro
ings has one single practical suggestion been adopted, nor any
fessional papers too short for a volume, and too long for our
propounded by the cabinet itself. The Irish, therefore, suffer
pages, and which did not come within the scope of the Institution
doubly—from their own idleness, and the idleness of the govern
of Civil Engineers. We only wish that the zeal of the profession
ment.
and the condition of commercial affairs had afforded Mr. Weale a
Mr. White's remarks on the Standing Orders do no injustice to
better return for his labours, and sufficient inducement to persevere
their oppressive character. He says—
in his undertaking. As it is, the Quarterly Papers constitute a
"The Standing Orders were framed with a view of protecting private in
valuable accession to the library of the engineer, and include many
terests ; the slightest consideration will show that this object has been more
practical subjects, illustrated by numerous engravings.
than realised. The sums of money which landowners have received for
supposed injuries caused by the passing of a railway through their property,
are almost incredible. The Manchester and Birmingham Company paid up
Architectural Publication Society. Illustrations, Parts I. and II.
wards of 16,000/. per mile for their land, and the Eastern Counties paid
of Volume for 1848-9.
nearly as much. Now, supposing that the railway occupied ten acres to the
The Architectural Publication Society is an institution which
mile, which is a fair average allowance, it would appear that these two com
the architects ought to support; for most branches of learning
panies have paid for their land at the rate of 1000/. per acre.
have such a society, and it argues want of zeal to be behindhand.
The clause in the Standing Orders, which still exists, requiring the assent!
Architecture is, however, now redeemed from this slur.
and dissents of landowners and occupiers, can be attended with but little
The numbers now before us contain the illustrations to what
advantage, and is liable to great abuse. It is impossible to conceive, taking
will, we hope, be the Great National Dictionary of Architecture,
into consideration the benefit conferred on property by railroads, and the
which the members of the Society have undertaken to compile.
amount of compensation given by railway companies, that landowners can
Twelve plates in each number give numerous examples illustrative
be serious in their opposition. In nine cases out of ten they oppose a line
of railway in order to make the company pay exorbitantly for the land re
of the articles Campanile, Ceiling, Chimnev, Corbel, Cornice, Corquired. It is certainly a useless clause, affording no proof of the desirable
tile, Diaper, Doorway, Facade, Loggia, Metal-work, Pavement,
ness of the project.
Stained Glass, Staircase, and Window Coronets. As the Society
Many of the clauses of the Standing Orders which apply to the plans and
have access to the public and private collections of architectural
sections are quite inconsistent. At the same time that you are allowed to
drawings, it is naturally to be expected that many curious and
make a deviation in the line, you are compelled to adhere to the original
original examples will be included in the series.
The undertaking is, we think, particularly well deserving of gradients, an alteration of only a few feet being allowed. Now it is evident
that, in a sideling country, deviation is impracticable under the requirement
the support of the members of the architectural profession, as it
as to gradients. The clause requiring the landowner to be furnished with a
will
It place
may before
be very
them
usefully
a copious
taken
andinto
valuable
consideration
library forbyreference.
the en
statement of the greatest depth of cutting or height of embankment through
his estate, is equally useless ; for should the line be deviated from, which is
gineers, whether they should not have an Engineering Publication
frequently the case, there may ultimately be an embankment instead of a
Society, to reproduce the numerous reports on Harbours, Canals,
cutting, or trice vena.
Railways, and other public works, which abound with useful infor
Another objectionable clause in the Standing Orders is that requiring a
mation, and are inaccessible to the profession.
deposit of ten per cent, in the Court of Chancery, which has so signally
failed to produce the object for which it was framed, namely, making a bond
fide company ; whilst it has had the ill effect of locking up a large amount
Buildings and Monuments, Modern and Mediaeval. Edited by of capital, on which no interest has been paid, and has often been the means
Gkobok Godwin, F.R.S. Part I. London, 1849.
of discouraging really useful projects. This object of the legislature might,
This is a reprint, in a separate form, of some of the large wood
I think, be more effectually obtained by rendering it illegal to dispose of
engravings in the Builder, and being carefully worked-off on stiff shares until a large amount of the capital was paid up. This was done in
Saper,
eed, they
slightly
do great
tinted,
credit
they to
have
the an
artexceedingly
of wood engraving,
good effect.
and will
In- the case of the Dublin and Kingstown Railway, and was in that instance
attended with the happiest results. It would possess the further advantage
form a cheap and handsome work, as well suited lor the library of of preventing over-speculation in railway shares."
the architect as that of the amateur. Some modern buildings are
We do not, however, concur in this last suggestion, for we do
included in the series, and the text is further illustrated by ground not see either the good or the necessity of preventing speculation
plans and details of the work. Many will prefer them in their in railway shares. Trade, under all circumstances, to be efficient
present form to their original appearance in the columns of the
must be free.
newspaper.
REVIEWS.
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FRICTION CURVE
A well-known defect in revolving valves is their want of tight
ness after some use, or their great friction when tightened by force.
In a stop-cock with a conical plug, for instance, the amount of
wear in the bigger part differs from that in the smaller part, be
cause every point in the former has a longer way for friction than
any point in the latter. To lessen this defect, it is necessary to
make the plug nearly cylindrical. The consequences thereof are—■
1. A comparatively trifling pressure causes the plug to stick in
its socket like a wedge.
2. The bore, instead of being made round, as it ought to be for
giving the fluid a free passage, must be made flat.
3. Very little wear causes the plug to sink considerably in its
socket; from which again results
t. The
Fig. necessity
1.
of making cocks comparatively long
Fig.and
2. heavy.
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The main feature of the generating curve for such a surface b
the equality of all tangents drawn to the axis. Hence the use of
an instrument I constructed as shown in fig. 2, A, and B, where the
curve is described by a little drawing-pen moving on a horizontal
plane.
Figs. 3 to 6 show some examples for the application of the de
scribed principle.
Fig. 3.-A.

Fig. 6.

3

s^5®

Fl*. J.

The friction between a plug and its socket divides itself so that
the products of the pressure multiplied with the length of way are
the same for any point in the rubbing surfaces. The length of
way being different in different parts, the pressure must differ also:
it is greatest on the smaller end. Now, as the bigger end must be
tight as well as any other part, the destructive wear [abrasion] of
smaller parts is apparent. Therefore, considering such a trun
cated cone to be divided into infinitely narrow ones, I propose to
take a more obtuse cone for each bigger part; and in such progres
sion, that it would require equal pressure for every point in the
surface to cause an uniform sinking of the plug in its socket by
wear The shape thus obtained is one with a curved surface, as
shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 3.—B.

Fig. 3, A and B, represent two stop-cocks, which from their
shape may be called 6e//-cocks. They have none of the imperfec
tions of those now in use, while they possess the natural tendency
of insuring tightness by wear.
Fig. i represents part of a regulator for a locomotive engine, for
transmitting the angular motion from the handle to the inside of
a boiler; here the amount of friction varies with the pressure of
steam which acts against the journal.
Fig. 5 represents an axle for astronomical or surveying instru
ments, &c. aa, bb, cc, are annular parts of one
and the same curve surface, and are so chosen
merely for the purpose of exemplifying the va
riety of ways in which this principle may be
applied, as for most purposes an axle with
an undivided curve surface (as in fig. 1 ) will
serve as well, or better.
Fig. 6 shows how to
construct the threads of
screws according to this
principle. The propor
tions I prefer are—
a b one-fourth of a e ;
a c one-fourth, sixth,
eighth, tenth, or twelfth
of the diameter.
As a further illustra
tion of the variety of
contrivances to
the
construction of which
the described principle
may be usefully applied.
I will name the follow
ing:—Curve-shaped re
volving valves (instead
of flat ones) for regu
lating the quantity of
steam let into the cy
linders of locomotive
engines.--Similar valves
(instead of slide valves) for steam-engines, which applied to either
end of the cylinder, would cause a considerable saving of steam, —
as in many engines (for instance, those on railways) a great deal
of steam in the canals is now lost.—A revolving motion, varying in
speed, would be better than the motion given by an eccentric.—
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Safety valves. — Turning joints in pipes. — The different centres
(fie. 6, A) and journals in turning-lathes.—Spindles.—Axles of
railway turn-tables.—Footsteps for upright shafts.—Couplings for
shafts.—Collars of screws (fig. 3, B, a and b)—Glass stoppers;—in
short, all those contrivances which present similar rubbing sur
faces.
^^ ,
.
,
8GLNP
The friction is a minimum and equal to fry™—-,f\ ■> where
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This frame-work, with the pall-shaft, &c, is made, by the motion
of the arm attached to the engine, to describe an arc of 36°, or to
move through one-tenth of a circle.
The ends of the palls respectively rest on, and slide over, six
cylinders placed side by side on the central shaft, all of which are
free to move in the same direction and independently of each
other, and are arranged in the following manner:—
For the sake of clearness, we shall number them 1, 2, 3, 4, &c,
beginning with the right-hand one.

P = the whole pressure which the rubbing surfaces have to bear
in the direction of their axis.
D = the diameter of the larger part.
d = the diameter of the smaller part.
L = the length of the generating curve.
G = distance of the point of gravity of the curve from the axis.
C == co-efficient of friction. And,
N = number of revolutions.
William Fairbairn,
Measures
Esq.tohaving
be taken
kindly
of equal
assisted
units. me in bringing
out my scheme, I have great pleasure in publicly acknowledging
my obligations to him. This gentleman gave me his favourable
opinion about the principle described above, and allowed me to
make some trials on one of his locomotive engines.
I beg to offer my services as patentee, and as manufacturer of
most of the articles mentioned above, as well as of instruments
for drawing the curves.
Christian Scuiele, Mechanician.
Manchester, May, 1849.

STEAM AND VACUUM GAUGE.
The Committee
{From
on Science
the Journal
and theofArts,
the Franklin
constitutedInstitute.)
by the Franklin Insti
tute of the State of Pennsylvania, for the Promotion of the Mechanic
Arts, to whom was referred for examination and report, an "Engine
Register and Manometer Steam and Vacuum Gauge," invented by Mr.
Paul Stillman, of the City of New York, Report:—
That the instrument referred to is designed for application to
marine steam-engines, and that it is, in outward appearance, simi
lar to the marginal sketch.
It is threefold in its purposes—consisting, 1st, of a circular
cast-iron box, faced with a dial, in which are cut side by side, six
(or more as may be required) slots, through which may be seen
the numbers representing the revolutions of the engine; this is
denominated the "counter" or "register;" 2nd and 3rd, of two
gauges, one for steam, the other for vacuum, connected by suit
able pipes with the boiler and condenser.
Moth these latter
consist of vertical glass tubes, hermetically sealed at their upper
ends and having their lower ends immersed in small chambers (the
joints being insured perfect by tinning the brass glands surround
ing the tubes.) These chambers communicate with the reservoirs
for the mercury only by the lower end of the small chamber, into
which is screwed a plug; so that it is only by the minute leakage
around this screw, that the same pressure is maintained on the
mercury in the tube and that in the reservoir. The object of this
arrangement is to prevent the too rapid agitation of mercurv con
sequent on differences of pressure, and also to enable the tubes to
be filled and then inverted in their reservoir, without loss to the
contents,—in fact, supplying the place of the bulb in common
gauges.
The steam gauge then, having been partially filled, indicates by
the compression of air, caused by the forced ascent of the mer
cury; and the vacuum gauge, being at first entirely filled, indicates
by the descent of the mercury, as in common gauges. To pre
vent, in the steam gauge, the soiling of the tube, caused by the
oxidation of the mercury, a small quantity of naphtha is intro
duced on its surface. These gauges are thus presented in a com
pact form, and in a manner not very liable to derangement. But
as it would require a practical experience to test their supposed
advantages over those in common use, the committee, at present,
will confine themselves to a consideration of the "Register," of
which the following is a description.
By an attachment to any suitable part of the engine, a vibratory
motion is communicated to an arm attached to a central horizontal
shaft, placed parallel to the dial, and within the cast-iron box—to
the ends of which is also fixed a frame carrying a small shaft
parallel to the former, on which six palls or arms are attached,
side by side, and at a certain distance apart, in such a way that
the right hand pall may fall without the others, but cannot rise
without carrying the rest.

On the right-hand edge of each cylinder are cut 10 slots, and on
the left-hand, which overlaps the edge of the next, only one slot;
these slots being of such a size as will admit the end of one of the
palls; then on the back motion of the frame-work, &c, the pall is
carried back till it drops in, when the forward motion carries with
it the cylinder so locked.
In the central spaces (between the laps) in each cylinder, and
opposite to one of the slots in the dial face, the numbers 1, 2, 3,
&c, to 0, are engraved at equal distances round the circumference.
The palls are placed one over each of the slots, so that the pall
can fall into the inner cylinder only when the slot in the outer
one comes directly under it; and as this occurs only once in a
whole revolution, and as the motion of the palls is only through
one-tenth of a circle, it follows that cylinder No. 2 can only be
moved through one-tenth of its circumference, after cylinder No.
1 has moved a whole revolution, or ten times that space, and so
on. Thus, if the figures on No. 1 represent units, those on No.
2 will be tens, on No. 3, hundreds, &c. ; and extending the same
principle, No. 1 must move round one hundred thousand times to
produce one revolution of No. 6. It will be observed that every
revolution of the engine must insure one-tenth of cylinder No. 1
to move round, inasmuch as the ten slots in its right-hand edge are
not covered by any other cylinder, as is the case with the rest.
The cylinders being free to move in the direction of their
motion, or forward, they may be adjusted at any time to their
starting point, without deranging any of the palls, or even open
ing the case.
The committee judge the following to be the advantages of this
arrangement: —
1. The compactness and symmetry.
2. The ease with which the result may be read. And,
3. The facility of adjustment.
The two latter being important considerations in an apparatus of
this kind.
The arrangement is also probably of less expense than the old
form of counter.
In view of all which points, the committee are of opinion that
Mr. Stillman is entitled to the First Premium awarded at the Ex
hibition, where it was placed by him in October last.
By order of the Committee.
William Hamilton, Actuary.
Philadelphia, February 8, 18 ti).
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LIFE OF GEORGE STEPHENSON.
(Continuedfrom page Wt.)
XIV. LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER FIRST BILL.

In 1823 and 1S24, the minds of the traders of Liverpool were
kept alive to the need of a railway, as well by the writings of Mr.
Sandars as by the great want of means for carrying goods. A
declaration was signed by ISO of the leading merchants of Liver
pool, setting forth "that a new line of conveyance has become ab
solutely necessary to conduct the increasing trade of the country
with speed, certainty, and economy."'
To set at rest the doubts of those who did not know whether a
railway between Liverpool and Manchester would do well, some
gentlemen went to Northumberland, to see the railways there at
work. These gentlemen were Mr. Sandars, Mr. Lister Ellis, Mr.
John Kennedy, of Manchester, and Mr. Henry Booth. They met
George Stephenson at Darlington, and went with him over the
Stockton and Darlington Railway, then being made; and after
wards over several rail or tramways near Sunderland and New
castle, and which were at work either with locomotives or fixed
engines.' As the great end of the Northumbrian railways was to
haul coal, so that of the Liverpool and Manchester railway was
then thought to be to haul cotton and other goods. On the 20th
May 1824, these gentlemen made their report to a committee
sitting at Liverpool, of which Mr. John Moss was chairman; and
it was settled to make a company for a double railway between
Liverpool and Manchester. A list was opened for shares, and was
soon filled with names from Liverpool and Manchester. A board
was likewise named, of which the then Mayor of Liverpool, Mr.
Charles Lawrence, was made chairman, and George Stephenson, of
Newcastle, was named engineer.3
Stephenson set to work forthwith to lay out the line, and drew
up a plan, which was sent into the committee. It was not, how
ever, till the 29th of October that the prospectus was sent forth.
The chairman was, as already said, Mr. Charles Lawrence; among
the deputy chairmen were Mr. John Moss and Mr. Joseph San
dars; and among the directors Mr. Robert Benson, Mr. Henry
Booth, Mr. James Cropper, Messrs. John and Peter Ewart, Mr.
William Garnett, Messrs. Adam and Isaac Hodgson, Mr. Joseph
Hornby, Mr. William Potter, Mr. William Rathbone, and Mr.
William Rotherham. Of these, many are now directors of the
London and North-Western Railway, and had a great share in
making the Grand Junction, North Union, and other railways.
The solicitors were Messrs. Pritt and Clay, a member of which
firm is still one of the leaders of the railway interest.
The estimate was 400,000/., taking in the cost of locomotive
engines and everything else; and it must be remembered this was
for a rough goods line. The stock was four thousand shares of
one hundred pounds each. The goods going between Liverpool
and Manchester were taken at one thousand tons daily. The pro
spectus seems to have been drawn up by Mr. Sandars, its ground
work being the letter of that gentleman on railways. It takes a
bold and wide view of the question, and is a document well worthy
of the great purpose for which it was intended.
By this able writing the canal-owners were roused, and in
answer to it the Leeds and Liverpool, the Birmingham, the Grand
Trunk, and other canal companies, sent forth circulars, calling
upon "every canal and navigation company in the kingdom, to
oppose in limine and by a united effort the establishment of rail
ways wherever contemplated." The Liverpool and Manchester
Railway therefore sent their prospectus, with a letter dated 25th
November 1824, to leading men, begging them to uphold the rail
way company.4
In the next year, the ever-to-be-remembered 1825, a bill for a
Liverpool and Manchester Railway was brought before parliament,
and some of the parliamentary committee went to London to
watch the bill.0 Of this committee we believe Mr. Booth was
one. To beat the railway, the owners of three canals, the Duke
of Bridgewater's, the Mersey and Irwell, and the Leeds and Liver
pool, banded together. With these were two land-owners, the
Earls of Derby and Sefton, who set up the common tale about the
holiness of their domains being broken in upon, and the privacy of
their dwellings destroyed by bringing into their neighbourhood a
great highway. Now, it seems the company and their engineer
had been careful on this head, for their road was not to go within
a mile and a half of the dwelling of the Earl of Sefton, and was
to cross the Earl of Derby's lands over the barren mosses of Kirby
and Knowsley, about two miles from the hall.8
i Sudan's Letter, p. 29.
s Booth's Account, p. 10.
• Booth's Account, p. 14.

Booth's Account, p. 8.
» Booth's Account, p. 9.
4 Volume of Prospectuses belonging to H. Booth, Esq.
o Prospectus.
Booth's Account, p. 10.

On the 8th February 1825, the petition for the bill was laid
before the House of Commons, and on the 9th, the Committee on
Standing Orders resolved the orders had been complied with.7 At
that time they had not found out the way of wasting the money
of shareholders, by having standing orders such as no engineer
could follow, nor which could not be got through if any one op
posed.
On the 18th February, the bill was read a first time; and on the
2nd March, a second time, after a debate of about an hour and a
half. Sir John Newport, Mr. Huskisson, Mr. William Yates Peel,
Mr. Doherty, Mr. Calcraft, and Mr. Henry Brougham, spoke for
the bill; Mr. Greene, and Mr. George Phillips against it. There
was no division.8 Since then, we have found Lord Brougham the
greatest foe of railways, and wishing to go back to turnpike roads
and stage-coaches at ten miles an hour.
Nemo unquam fult tarn impar slbi.

Committees were then named otherwise than now; and General
Gascoyne, member for Liverpool, was asked to be the chairman,
which it is said he kindly undertook. The movers of the bill
then named committee men of their own, and got as many friends as
they could to come forward. On the 21st March, Mr. Adam made
his opening speech for the bill, being followed on the same side by
Mr. Serjeant Spankie, Mr. Joy, and Mr. William Brougham. The
witnesses spoke strongly on behalf of the railway. On the 2nd uf
May, Mr. Spankie summed up for the railway.
1 he canal-owners began their case on the 3rd May, having Mr.
Harrison, Mr. Alderson, Mr. Parke, Mr. M'Donald, Mr. Earle,
and Mr. Cullen. Mr. Harrison acknowledged that there was
great loss of time in carrying goods by water, and that the railway
was shorter, being 30 miles instead of 50; but he held that the
canals and liver could carry all the trade of the harbour; that the
levels and sections were wrong; that the locomotive was an un
sightly-looking thing; and that the cost of the railway would be
three or four times as much as the estimate. In behalf of this, Mr.
Booth says" Mr. Francis Giles was brought forward to give his
opinion that it would cost upwards of 200,000/. to carry the railway
across Chat Moss alone. From the official copy, Mr. Booth takes the
following evidence of Giles:—Q. Be so good as to tell us whether
in your judgment a railroad of this description can be safely made
over Chat Moss, without going to the bottom of the Moss? A. I
6ay certainly not; (and again) undoubtedly not.—Q, Will that make
it necessary to cut down the 33 or 34 feet of which you have been
speaking; (and again) and afterwards to fill it up with other soil?
This Giles likewise answered in the affirmative, and said it was
quite impossible to get a railway through the Moss at any cost.
Mr. Stephenson seems to have remembered this man's conduct;
for Mr. Herapath tells us,10 "at the time the Southampton Rail
way was in committee, this Giles, who had just descended from the
witness-box, after giving some extraordinary evidence of the cost
of construction, which turned out to be much too low, was ac
costed by Mr. Stephenson in the committee-room, thus: 'Giles,
you are the best fellow to tell a lie and stick to it afterwards 1
ever heard in my life.' At another time, having made some sharp
observation on Giles, the latter replied: 'If you had not said that,
Mr. Stephenson, so good humouredly, I'd have knocked you down.
' You knock me down,' rejoined Mr. Stephenson, taking this Giles
by the shoulders, 'why, 1 d put such a fellow as you in my pocket.' "
The opposition were able to prove errors in the surveys and sec
tions, which were acknowledged in committee, and set right; but
an unfavourable turn was given to the committee. On the 30th
of May, Mr. Harrison ended his case; and on the 31st, Mr. Adam
answered him. The committee then divided on the preamble,
which was carried by one, there being 37 members for the bill, and
36 against it.11 These numbers will show how large the commit
tees then were. They consisted of the parties named by the
friends of the bill, and a list of local members, which would in
this case be the Lancashire list. Only a few members attended
daily, but on every division numbers would be brought up, most of
whom had not heard even one word of the evidence. The com
mittee of five gets rid of this evil, but without lessening the cost
to the shareholders, or the fees of the lawyers. Indeed, it will be
found, whatever is done, that the oppression of the lawyers never
becomes less, but too commonly their means of extortion are
strengthened.
So far had the railway company got after a three months' war in
parliament, and thirty-seven working days spent before the com
mittee. All that had been done was to prove the preamble, and
the clauses of the bill had to be gone through, when the outlying
members might be brought up to vote. Accordingly, on the 1st of
> Booth's Account, p. IS. ■ Booth's Account, p, 10.
lo Hallway Journal, 4to series, Vol. X., p. 867.
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Jane, the first clause of the bill, empowering the company to make
a railway, wag lost on a division by 19 to 13; the clause to take land
was next put and likewise lost; whereupon Mr. Adam, on behalf
of the railway company, withdrew the bill.1' In the committee,
Stephenson was examined; and in his speech at Newcastle, he
said, "I tried to keep the engine down to 10 miles an hour. I
had to place myself in that most unpleasant of all positions—the
witness-box of a parliamentary committee. I was not long in it,
I assure you, before I began to wish for a hole to creep out at. I
could not find words to satisfy either the committee or myself.
Some one inquired if I were a foreigner, and another hinted I was
mad. But I put up with every rebuff."
Such was the end of the first trial to get a bill for a railway be
tween Liverpool and Manchester; but the board forthwith set to
work to try again for the next year.
The backers of the railway felt sure, says Mr. Booth, that their
failure was not to be set down to any lack of public opinion in
favour of the great work which they had undertaken; and under
standing many members of parliament strongly felt the great
worth of the proposed railway, it was thought right a meeting
should be held between the railway committee and such of the
members as were able to come, so as to give some expression of
opinion on the then state of matters.
This meeting was held on the 4th June 1895, when seventy-one
members were present; and among them, General Gascoyne, Sir
Robert Wilson, Mr. Huskisson, Mr. Spring Rice, Mr. William
Yates Peel, and Mr. Richard Hart Davies. Mr. Spring Rice, now
Lord Monteagle, has almost throughout been a great mischief to
railways. As Chancellor of the Exchequer, he raised the deposit
on railways to ten per cent.; in the Lords he has been intriguing
for a government audit on railways. The meeting passed resolu
tions in favour of a railway, and a renewed application to parlia
ment.
XV. LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER SECOND BILL.

On getting back to Liverpool, the railway committee advertised
their intention to go again before parliament. As George SteJthenson
edge of was
the locomotive
not known was
in London,
not enough
andtoit give
was thought
him weight
his knowbefore
the House of Commons, it was determined to set him aside, and
have engineers better known to the public. On the 1st of July,
therefore, it was resolved that Mr., now Sir John Rennie, should
be asked to become the engineer of the company. After some
writing, it was settled that Messrs. George and John Rennie
should be asked to become the engineers. George Rennie un
dertook a new survey of the country between Liverpool and Man
chester.1*
On the 12th of August, the committee, moved thereto by the
engineers, determined to take a new line of way, going much to
the south of the former; and Mr. Charles Vignoles, on behalf of
Messrs. Rennie, was named to make the sections and plans for this
undertaking. As these went on, it was seen the new line would
cost more than the old, which had been set down at 400,000/. The
committee had, therefore, to think how they should raise the fur
ther money which would be needful.
Mr. R. H. Bradshaw, M.P., was trustee for the Duke of Bridgewater's canal, and the manager of it. In the beginning of the un
dertaking he had been asked to have shares, but refused. It was
now thought a more fitting time to settle with the Duke of Bridgewater's interests, and it wa9 at length agreed the Duke of Suther
land should become a shareholder for one thousand shares.1*
On the 26th December 1825, a new prospectus was sent forth,
and in which the committee give their support to the locomotive
Bystem.
In February 1826, the committee again went to London. On
the 7th, the petition for the bill was sent in; on the 9th, the
standing orders were passed; on the 10th, the bill was read a first
time, and on the 20th a second time, without a debate. The com
mittee-room was then the fighting ground, for it was always much
easier to knock down a bill there than in the House. On the 16th
of March, the preamble was voted by 43 to 18; and on the 6th of
April the bill read a third time. In debate, General Gascoyne, Mr.
VI illiam Yates Peel, Mr. Huskisson, and Sir John Newport, spoke
for the bill; and the Hon. Edward Stanley, now Lord Stanley, Sir
Isaac Coffin, Mr. Philips, and Captain John Bradshaw, against it.
The numbers were 88 for the bill and 41 against it.
On the 7th of April, the bill was read a first time in the Lords,
and on the 10th, a second time. On the 13th, the bill went into
committee, there being thirty-three peers present; Lord Kenyon
in the chair, and the Earl of Derby to support his own interests.
» a Booth'* Account, p. ID.
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Evidence was given against the use of the locomotive; but so
poor a case was made, the Lords did not think it needful to hear
any witnesses for it.1* Mr. Jessop gave evidence in favour of the
estimates.
On the 27th of April the committee divided, 30 for the bill and
2 against it; these two being the Earl of Derby and the Earl of
Wilton. The bill was on the 3rd of May read a third time and
passed; and on the 7th May 1826, received the Royal assent.
On the 22nd of May, the committee sent forth a circular, call
ing the first meeting of shareholders, and in which they say: "They
have already received a proposal from an engineer of eminence, to
furnish an engine that shall comply with the clause in the act,
compelling the consumption of smoke,—the engine proposed not
to be paid for, if it do not answer the objects of the company."16
The first meeting was on the 29th May 1826, when twelve direc
tors were chosen by the shareholders, and three by the Duke of
Sutherland; and on the 30th of May, Mr. Lawrence was named
chairman, and Mr. Moss deputy-chairman. At this meeting, the
question of a principal engineer came under discussion. It was
the wish of Mr. Sandars and his friends to have an engineer resi
dent in the north, but others wished to keep the Messrs. Rennie;
and the Board wrote to ask them to undertake the professional
superintendence of the works. Mr. Booth says, that on the 17th
of June, George Rennie saw the board, and proposed to superin
tend the execution of the works, making six visits yearly, and re
maining on the ground seven or ten days at each visit, but asking
that ther resident engineer should be named by him.17
Nothing will show more strongly the slow communication be
tween the great towns of London and Liverpool, five-and-twenty
years ago, than this proposal of George Rennie. To make these
six visits, which were two months apart, he would have to travel
each year fourteen or fifteen days, night and day, boxed up in
what Lord Brougham calls a comfortable stage-coach, travelling
on the turnpike road at some ten miles an hour;—but which we
know was most uncomfortable, and which made a man so tired at
the end of the journey between London and Liverpool, that he
wanted a long time to refresh himself. An absence of ten days or
a fortnight at Liverpool, away from home, was aggravated by the
slowness of the post; neither was the control of the engineer over
the lower officers during his absence made any whit more efficient
in Lord Brougham's Saturnian time.
For no class have railways done more than for professional men,
and among these perhaps most of all for engineers. They can now
undertake works at a great distance, and exercise an efficient con
trol over them; the more efficient because it can be brought into
play at any moment, instead of the resident engineer having it in
his power to do as he liked at all times than the visits few and far
between of his principal. The readiness of commmunication and
cheapness of postage enables daily reports to be made; and pro
fessional men are able to travel, without being kept away for pro
tracted periods from the comforts of home.
On the 19th of June the board met, and at length declined
George Ronnie's proposition, and named George Stephenson en
gineer-in-chief.19 We believe it had been left to Mr. Sandars to
choose between Stephenson and Mr. Rastrick, and that he named
the former.
XVI. LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER WORKS.

The works began on Chat Moss in June, and the first shaft of
the Liverpool Tunnel was opened in September of the same year;
but very little way was made with either. In January 1827, the
earthworks were begun.19
At this time, public works were on a scale so much smaller that
it was hard to find contractors with wagons, tools, and plants
enough for such an undertaking as the Liverpool and Manchester
Railway; and great works instead of being done cheaper, were
sometimes more costly,—being the monopoly of the great contrac
tors, or done by the companies themselves. For a long time, in
the beginning of railways, works were carried on by the companies
under the superintendence of the engineers. In the end, a class
of capitalists has been made in England, who are ready to under
take the greatest works, many of whom can hold a contract for a
million, and who have been able to carry on works abroad to the
great profit of this country. This class of capitalists has much
helped the growth of railways, not only by making great works
cheap and easy, but by making the cost certain. AU great works,
however well carried on, are open to risk; but formerly this risk
fell on the companies, whereby the estimates were exceeded. Now
n Booth'* Account, p. S3.
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this risk is undertaken by the contractors, and it is much more
common for the cost to be below the estimates than formerly it
was for the estimates to be below the cost.
Dock and harbour works, however great, are very unlike railway
contracts, reaching over fifty or a hundred miles; neither are
canal works on a like scale, for the latter by means of locks can be
made without heavy embankments; nor are the cuttings so deep,
nor the tunnels so many or so long. On a railway, the need of a
smooth way leads to high mounds, deep cuttings through rock or
shifting sands, and long tunnels coming near to the ground-line
or reached by heavy slopes.
To master these works, railway con
tractors were brought forward,—an operation which Stephenson
helped to bring about, though without the knowledge or the inten
tion of the great results which flowed from it.
The great contracts have brought up a host of navigators, one
of the not least striking among the social wonders of this day.
Here we have brought together men picked from the best of our
workmen in the two islands, of the strongest thews, of the small
est teaching, of brutal passions, and skilled in the display of their
strength and in the disregard of danger. These men are hundreds
of thousands in number, liable to be thrown out of work whenever
quacks in parliament choose to stay public undertakings, and who
will in a time of strait form an army ready for any mischief which
mob-leaders can prompt and madness can carry out.
The great want of workmen and plant threw on Stephenson
great labour, and he had to organise his staff under difficulties
now little understood. As he brought some men from North
umberland, he was set upon by the papers for favoritism, and for
letting loose these wild men of the east to corrupt the manners of
the Lancashire men, and an explanation was published in his de
fence.
In 1826, the directors tried to get a loan of 100,000/. from the
Exchequer Bill Loan Commissioners, whicli was after some corre
spondence granted,80 and it lightened the call upon the share
holders in the lowering times of the great panic. The loan was
given mostly on the ground that it was desirable to afford em
ployment to working-men in those times of distress.
The great work of 1827 was the tunnel under Liverpool, and
here Stephenson's mining knowledge was of very great worth to
him, and was of no less weight with the directors and the working
men. Night and day were the mining and digging carried on, and
many difficulties had to be overcome. The ground was in some
places a soft blue shale, with much water; in others was a wet
sand, to go through which much care and skill was needed, as it
had to be pinned and propped with timber.31 Work like this,
though now common, was then so new, the engineer was more
tasked and had a greater burthen on him.
In passing under
Crown-street, near the Botanic Garden, for want of enough props
the ground fell in, being a depth of 30 feet of loose moss earth and
sand. At this time Stephenson was away from Liverpool.
Sometimes the miners would not work at all, and the presence,
superintendence, and encouragement of Stephenson were often
needed to keep them at their posts,32 to give confidence to them
by sharing their dangers— a call to which, as already seen, he was
never deaf. Practice now gives hardihood: there are thousands of
tunnel miners who cheer each other on to the rashest attempts;
but at the time we are naming they were little used to the work,
and they had to bore their way almost in the dark, with the water
streaming around them, and uncertain whether the props and
stays would bear the pressure from above till the archwork was
made good. Happily a great part of the tunnel was hewn through
a fine red sandstone, clean and dry, and needing no masonry.83
The tunnel was under the care of Mr. Locke, as assistantengineer ; being one of his first great works, and was carried
through to the satisfaction of the shareholders. ■*
By March 1827, there was a working railway on Chat Moss, and
thedirectors in their report speak strongly in favour of Stephen
son's operations. They say: a» "'The roadway over the Moss will
be effected with much less difficulty than was apprehended by
those whose ignorance on the subject of mosses, or whose profes
sional bias, altogether prevented any rational judgment of the
matter."
_ In an amended bill that year brought before parliament, the
directors got power to pay interest on calls during the progress of
the works,— a measure of great importance, and although strongly
opposed at all times, unquestionably conducing to the ready raising
of money for railway purposes.
In 1828, it was found that notwithstanding 212,000/. had been
spent, the work was not going on as fast as could be wished, and
no Boolh'i Account, p. 88.
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the directors were therefore earnest for greater speed, so as to get
an earlier opening. The workmen had been partly kept back by a
wet winter, and partly by want of money, but by no want of seal
on the part of George Stephenson. In this year a bill was got for a
new line laid down by Stephenson between Kainhill and Burr-lane,
whereby the railway was shortened and the cost lessened.
In
the report to the yearly meeting on the 27th March 1828, all these
points were noticed, and likewise the state of the estimates, which
were shown to be likely to be exceeded on some heads of engineer
ing outlay, besides land; but although 39,574/. had been left by
the engineer for contingencies, this was swallowed up by one head
of outlay—parliamentary expenses.
At this time the directors say they had, after due consideration,
authorised the engineer "to prepare a locomotive engine, which,
from the nature of its construction and from the experiments
already made, he is of opinion will be effective for the purposes of
the company, without proving an annoyance to the public. In the
course of the ensuing summer it is intended to make trials on a
large scale, so as to ascertain the sufficiency in all respects of this
important machine." They likewise express their confidence in
wearied
Mr. Stephenson,
activity they
their are
principal
glad of
engineer,
this opportunity
whose ability
to acknow
and onledge.80
In 1829, a fourth act of parliament was got, which provided for
a Manchester station, and also to raise 127,500/. for providing sta
tions, engines, wagons, and carriages," which had not been asked
for in the first act of parliament. Indeed, it was for some time
not uncommon to make no provision in estimates for stations or
carrying stock, such being considered of small importance.
About this time, the board were embarrassed with the Exchequer
Bill Loan Commissioners. In making the loan of 100,000/., the
latter had kept a hold on the last 30 per cent, of the calls, as a fur
ther security for repayment in case the works should not be of
sufficient value. The board being wishful to use these calls for
the works, asked the commissioners for the leave to raise them,
when the commissioners sent down Telford to report on the value
of the works. This he did in the end of November, spending one
day on the line, and leaving his assistant to take detailed measure
ments of the work.28
Telford's report was carefully worded to throw the greatest
doubt on the undertaking, whether as to the amount of work to be
doue, the cost of it, the time needed, or the certainty of it. This
report was given in on the 4th February 1829, and the commission
ers resolved not to release any part of the calls. Some of the
Liverpool directors then went to London, and having shown the
unfairness of Telford's report, succeeded in obtaining the powers
required.
Telford, speaking of the power to be employed, said that the use
of horses had been done away with by introducing two sets of in
clined planes, and he considered this an evil, while the planes must
be worked either by locomotive or fixed engines; "but which of
the two latter modes shall be adopted, I understand has not yet
been finally determined; and both being recent projects, in which
I have had no experience, I cannot take upon me to say whether
either will fully answer in practice."29
This is far from satisfactory in Telford, after the locomotive
engine had been before the world five-and-twenty years, and he
had himself laid out railways,-10 in which it was his business to
inquire as to the most advantageous mode of propulsion.
He
ought to have known about the locomotive, and indeed must have
known,—but there was a great deal of jealousy in the very highest
quarters, which had it been given way to would have utterly stop
ped the growth of railways. In aftertime, Stephenson himself
was inoculated with the same feeling, and showed it with no less
warmth. It behoves the public, however, always to be on their
guard against swallowing any statements on authority, and par
ticularly when they bear on any new undertaking. The locomo
tive, gas, high-pressure steam, steamboats, and electric telegraphs,
would all have been swamped if authority had had full sway.
In the spring of 1829, the directors, earnest for greater speed,
ordered the contractors to employ two gangs of men on all the
cuttings, one by night and one by day. After this time, nightwork and Sunday-work became too common to be thought wonder
ful. Notwithstanding the wishes of the directors, a wet summer
and autumn threw the works back ; indeed, the heavy and lasting
rains lodged much water in the cuttings, which had to be pumped
dry." More rain fell in this year than for fourteen years before.51
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In 1899, a skew-bridge was opened at Rainhill. This, too, is
another work common at this time, but thought worthy of being
set down by the historian of the railway. More books have been
written since 1829 on skew-bridges, than there were then skewbridges in the island.
In this year two locomotive engines were used for the first time
for loading marl at the two great cuttings.33 Stephenson, by doing
this, opened a new field for the locomotive. Now, a good stock of
locomotives is held by contractors, besides ballast-wagons, and
thus a great means of economy in earthworks was brought about.
The plant of a great contractor now always includes a locomotive
engine and rails. This is another example of the unintentional
benefit derived from the progress of a great improvement: indeed,
in taking up an improvement, no one can foretell to what it will
lead, nor in what indirect manner it may benefit the community.
The doctor who took up the lump of gutta percha at Singapore so
few years ago, did not know that he was giving his fellow-country
men a material, which though of little use in the East, should be
of so many uses here. What was there made up into the handle
of an axe, was here to take the several shapes of a child's toy, a
surgical bandage, a steam-engine band, a speaking-pipe, a shoesole, or a medallion, and set to work the mind of every mechanic
and man of learning, to find new applications.
On 81st July 1829, the great tunnel being finished, and lighted
with gas, which made it more of a novelty, was opened as a show
to the townsmen of Liverpool, and was seen by several thousands.
A shilling was paid by each person, and the money was set aside to
be shared between the Liverpool and Manchester Infirmaries and
the families of the workmen who had met with hurts upon the
Lne. From this fund a very fair sum was raised.
The locomotive contest in 1829 will need to be spoken of by
itself, and therefore we may go on with the works. These were
still going on in the beginning of 1830, and the board found that
more money was wanted, though the line was ready to be opened
throughout. The more that was seen of the undertaking, the
more needful was it known to be to get station and warehouse
room, and greater accommodation for the traffic. At this time, a
cattle station was first thought of, and a coach manufactory was
set up. The whole outlay was then reckoned at 820,000/.M
In 1829, the coal traffic was begun, and on the lGth September,
1830, the line was partially opened for carrying passengers. The
lamentable death of Mr. Huskisson at the state opening, is an
event too well known to be dwelt upon.
There was a controversy, as usual, whether the rails should be of
cast or of wrought iron, but the board, on Stephenson's advice,
adopted Birkinshaw's wrought-iron rail, as on the Stockton and
Darlington Railway; Stephenson, however, raised the weight from
23 lb. per yard on the latter to 35 lb. per yard on the Liverpool and
Manchester,35 so needful had it already become to get a stronger
rail.38 The cost of the rails was, on the whole, 12/. 10*. per ton,
and the whole weight 3487 tons; the cost of the chairs was 10/. 10*.
per ton, and the weight 1,428 tons.37 In 1834, the directors re
ported that these rails were found too weak, and ordered stronger
and heavier rails.33 From 35 lb. the weight rose to 50 lb., 65 lb.,
and 75 lb.3*
Of thirty-one miles, eighteen were laid with stone blocks, and
thirteen with sleepers of oak or larch, the sleepers being laid on
the embankments and mosses.40 The two mosses crossed were
Par Moss and Chat Moss.
The former was small, and about
20 ft. deep, and by June 1830 was already beginning to be brought
under the plough. Chat Moss was much greater, being then a
barren waste of about twelve square miles, and in depth from
10 to 35 feet; the whole being so spongy and soft, that cattle could
not walk over it. The bottom is clay and sand, on which is the
mass of peat.41 This has likewise been brought under the hands
of the husbandman.
To the 31st May 1830, the whole outlay for surveying and en
gineering, from the beginning of the undertaking, was 19,829/.,'- so
that the reward of Stephenson could not have been very exor
bitant.
In 1831, a new tunnel was found needful at Liverpool, to extend
the line, and next year the works were begun by Stephenson.
In 1831, the outlay for cranes became greater, and the want of
them on railways has led to many valuable inventions. In the
same year, in consequence of a passenger train having run over an
embankment, Stephenson set about a self-acting break, which has
as
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employed so many since. A guard-rail vai thought of at that
time for the side of the lines, but was given up.
In 1832, the timber traffic was begun, and reached 5,000 tons
yearly.
Besides Mr. Locke, other now well-known engineers were em
ployed under Stephenson. Mr. John Dixon was for a long time
resident engineer, and Mr. Allcard superintendent of locomotives.
( To be continuedJ

PUBLIC ENTERPRISE, PATENT LAW, AND
NATIONAL PROGRESS.
{Continued from page 103.)
If the engineers, and therefore other enterprising classes, are
trammelled by the patent laws, so are they by every act of legisla
tion. If, indeed, the engineer were a quack, hurtful to the com
monwealth, he could not be kept within closer bounds ; and it says
little for the practical bearing of our system of government, that,
with the greatest want of public works, the civil engineers have for
the last two or three years been starving. Engineers are so far
from receiving encouragement, that they are in every way kept
back. They have latterly forced the government to make a sani
tary movement, but although many classes of public works are
necessary for the proper development of a healthy condition of the
people, there is every impediment to their construction. A com
pany for making waterworks, a bath, a slaughter-house, a market,
or a sanatorium, must expose itself to the risks and costs of a par
liamentary contest. In a case of our own, a bill for setting up
waterworks in a town of from six to seven thousand people, was
thrown out, by local influence, in its last stage in the Lords; and
a great part of the capital, which might have been laid out in
works, was wasted in fees. Thus capitalists are hindered from
putting their money in undertakings, which may become an utter
loss, for they have not that safeguard that come what may, still
there will be something for their money.
Every class of public work is exposed to the same evils, and the
engineer and the patentee are ever thwarted by the legislative hin
drances to their getting capital for their undertakings. However
useful may be the undertaking, or however worthless, there is the
same system applied to both; and the hardships are such that they
work, as many of them are meant to work, as clogs on the growth
of public enterprise. However praiseworthy it may be to stop
jobbing, it cannot be praiseworthy to stop useful works, and that
system must be bad which looks rather to hindering rogues than to
fostering honest industry. As matters now stand, there is every
reason why a man should not embark in any useful undertaking, to
however small an amount, for he puts his whole wealth in peril by
becoming what the lawyers are pleased to call a partner.
This is one of the great evils of English law-craft, beginning no
one knows how—that they have taken a false view of the relations
of partnership, so that in the eyes of our lawyers a fellowship of
two or three men and a fellowship of two or three thousand are
held to be on the same footing; though any one might tell before
hand, if he did not know it by seeing it, that such associations are
as unlike as may be. It is quite true, that they are both associa
tions or partnerships of single men, but they are thereby no more
under the same laws of government than the hamlet of Gandersheim and the whole Germanic empire. No tradesman deals with
such associations under the same circumstances, no man embarks
in them under the same conditions, and the common-sense of so
ciety has drawn the distinction between small partnerships and
joint-stock companies—one acknowledged in all systems of law but
that of England; and here the more wilfully denied because par
tially acted upon.
If a patentee, having gone through the plucking process of get
ting a patent, then wants a thousand or two thousand pounds to
enable him to work it, the wisdom of the government places him
at the mercy of those few persons who may be willing to incur the
risks of partnership at his expense. George Stephenson, for in
stance, must pay a forced contribution for the assistance of Messrs.
Losh, and has to wait for years before he can obtain an enginefactory of his own—a factory, it is true, which made a great repu
tation, and brought great wealth to this country by sending hun
dreds of locomotives abroad, but which in the chapter of accidents
might never have existed.
Some persons think it an advantage that a patentee should be
laid at the mercy of capitalists for the working of his invention,
but on what real or moral ground cannot be stated. It must rest
on the hunkering after money-grubbing and the furtherance of
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the money-grubbing school, which no sound thinker hag ever con
sidered to want extraneous help in this country; and it must go on
the assumption, that a patentee being poor is thereby a worthless
and hurtful member of the commonwealth, who ought to be kept
down by confiscation. The fair remuneration for capital is one
thing—the oppression of a patentee is another, which has no ne
cessary connection with it; and we do not therefore feel called
upon to uphold on any fanciful grounds the claim to plunder the
patentee.
As matters now stand, the patentee must give up the working of
his patent altogether to another, or he must give up a large share
of it, if he is able to get it worked at all. This is overlooking the
very great difficulty the inventor of a new process has in bringing
it into use, from the inveterate prejudices or vested interests of
those engaged in old processes. Thus, as said by the Edinburgh
Review, although a watch is a very imperfect piece of mechanism,
the perfection of the economical processes of its manufacture are
such that an improved watch could scarcely be made to sell against
it, for above a hundred different trades would be called upon to
change their tools and acquire new processes. These circum
stances always act more or less against the inventor, and to our
minds they constitute quite hindrance enough in the way of any
useful invention, without the necessity of having those other
shackles which. are clung to so strongly by the upholders of the
present system of evil. Some might think, if they were laying
down laws for Atlantis or Utopia, that the inventor should be
helped to stem the tide of prejudice. We dare not say anything
about that.
So long as the inventor is restricted to a few persons for obtain
ing capital, his chances are less, aud the price he must pay is
greater, for a virtual monopoly is created. At the same time, he
is hindered in the help he might get from the great capitalist or
the small capitalist; and therefore these two latter classes are
injured, by being prevented from investing their money. It is,
indeed, the necessary result of evil laws, that while they give a
worthless monopoly to a few, they do a great injury to the
many.
A great capitalist who is willing to encourage a useful inven
tion, and who as he has the greater means has likewise the greater
inclination, is frightened from doing so, — for if he lays down
only one hundred or one thousand pounds for a new locomotive
factory or a new spinning-jenny factory, he thereby perils his
hundreds of thousands or his million. The statement of this peril
is answer enough to all applicants, and the fact itself works so
effectually that our merchant princes are, under a heavy penalty,
prevented from encouraging any useful invention which has not
the immunity of an act of parliament, shielding against individual
responsibility. Thus, instead of the English mechanic thinking it
a blessing that he lives in a country where there is capital to over
flowing, and where there is the energy and enterprise of Lord Ashburton, Baron Rothschild, Baron Goldsmid, or Mr. Morrison, he
can only grieve at their prosperity, for the advancement of any
man renders him less able to promote useful undertakings.
If anything could help the inventor, it is the munificence of
men such as we have named, who uphold largely our public insti
tutions, who engage in our great public undertakings, and who
want not the will, if they had but the option, of encouraging what
their own intelligence points out to them as useful and praise
worthy.
The small capitalist is equally injured, for instead of being
allowed to put his few pounds in a joint-stock company, he is
driven to the savings-bank.
All this results from the unlimited liability attaching to partner
ships, and the want of efficient means of establishing companies
free from such liability.
Some persons may think this works well, and if we look only at
home we may bless ourselves that we are no worse off; but we have
already shown that we are so much dependent on the progress of
other rivals, we dare not nurse ourselves with any such delusions.
Wherever we look abroad, whether on our side of the Atlantic or
the other, we are struck by the progress of manufactures, mining,
and material wealth, by means of joint-stock associations, whereby
such poor countries as Saxony, Flanders, and New England, are
able not only to enter the field against our manufacturers, but to
drive them out. It has therefore ceased to be optional with us,
whether we shall uphold a vicious and oppressive system, or whe
ther we shall do justice.
In all those countries where the Code Napoleon prevails, there
are the greatest facilities for establishing not only ordinary part
nerships, but socieUs en commandite, and societi's anonymes. The
wckti en commandite consists of sleeping partners who are not
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liable, and managing partners who are so; the societe anonyme is a
joint-stock company with limited liability.
Here, perhaps, may be the fitting place to answer the objections
of those who, relying upon their imaginations, and not on the
evidence of facts, choose to consider limited liability and jointstock undertakings as injurious to private enterprise and the
public.
It is a very favourite objection, that joint-stock companies
would drive out private enterprise in any branch of business in
which they embarked. The answer is simply this, that they can
only do so when the business is one unsuitable for private enter
prise. The trader, looking after his own affairs, has such immense
advantages over any joint-stock company, that it is he who would
beat the joint-stock company, and not the company which would
beat him, in any fair career. This has been too long established to
be gainsaid, even if we knew that joint-stock glass companies,
joint-stock copper companies, or joint-stock ironworks had driven
single traders out of the field. The truth is, private enterprise
wants no such protection as is tendered to it,—it can do well
enough without.
Another objection is, that great frauds would be practised on
creditors. Perhaps there might be such,—but creditors are best
able to protect themselves, and are perfectly cognisant how they
give credit. Here, again, is the opening for the competition of
private enterprise, for a creditor considers whether it is better to
trust a company, which is not personally liable, or a firm, which is
personally liable. Perhaps the best answer is, that there are nu
merous corporations and companies in this country with limited
liability, that transactions to the yearly extent of one hundred
millions are carried on with them, and that persons are found to
transact business with them.
Indeed, no valid reason can be brought forward against the in
troduction of the societe anonyme and the societi en commandite into
this country, while there are the most urgent reasons why they
should be introduced forthwith. The Manchester cotton-spinner,
the Derbyshire silk- weaver, and the Nottingham framework-knit
ter have now to compete with joint-stock establishments abroad,
and they want every resource that can be got. Indeed, nothing it
more striking than the progress of the joint-stock system abroad.
Even in the bleak regions of Vermont or Maine, the newly-born
towns are crowded with buildings and works, erected by the jointstock contributions of the traders and workmen. Thus is enter
prise stimulated, industry rewarded, and frugality upheld; and
thus are our own kindred preparing for a rivalry in which we seem
doomed to be beaten.
If we look at home we find many reasons, even among ourselves,
for a reform of our system. The copper and tin mining interest*
of this country, the value of which has never been under-rated,
are wholly upheld by a joint-stock system. Either the cost-book
system, which is that of a societe anonyme, or a scrip system, which
is that of a societe en commandite, for the directors are responsible
on the bills they draw, constitutes the machinery by which the
administration of our mines is carried on. Indeed, were it not
for the companies our mines would have been closed. We might
refer
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ence against joint-stock companies.
To say that speculation and jobbing would be extended by an
extension of joint-stock companies, is about as wise as to say—
and there may be found people in the House of Commons to say
this—that cheating and lying are extended by the extension of
our home trade.
We can see no reason at all why we should not enjov all the
advantages of the United States or of France; but we should be
contented in the first instance, if any lingering doubts remain, to
take what may be considered a safe instalment. Among under
takings to which we would at once give the advantages of jointstock companies with limited liability, by simple registration of
the deed with the clerk of the peace and the Registrar of JointStock Companies, are the following:— Waterworks, gasworks,
baths, bridges, docks, marine-slips, warehouses, granaries, halls of
commerce, markets, slaughter-houses, manufactories for agricul
tural implements, works of inigation and drainage, canals, rail
ways, mining, smelting, schools, libraries, sanatorium*, deaf-anddumb asylums, blind asylums, lunatic asylums, museums, observa
tories, botanic gardens, zoological gardens, galleries and exhibitions
of arts and manufactures, telegraph companies, manure companies,
mining, fishing, fish-curing, salt-works, and river improvements.
Such companies might be allowed for any new processes, as gutta
percha, gun cotton, electric light, &c, and for any establishment
where none of the kind exists in the neighbourhood. The Privy
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Council might likewise have the discretion of giving the privilege
on special application.
Cases for non-liability of sleeping partners would be steamboat
companies, common road and canal conveyance companies, pawnbroking, theatres, brickworks, limekilns, and coke ovens.
A very significant illustration of the working of our system, and
one very humiliating to our pride, may be found in the electric
telegraph. Here we have one company, badly worked, over
charging, and badly paid : the United States are already covered
with telegraph wires. Why ? They have neither more money nor
more business than ourselves, but they have better legislation.
The state of New York, with a population of some three mil
lions, has passed a general law for electric telegraphs, under
which companies can at once be established with a limited lia
bility.
If we look beyond these islands, we shall find our miserable
system equally blighting elsewhere. We have so lately spoken
upon railway and steamboat enterprise in India, that it is needless
to say more than that this subject nffords a memorable instance of
the way in which the national interests are trifled with. A good
law would give facilities for steam navigation to Australia, for
whaling companies, for cotton cultivation in Hindostan, and sugar
making in the West Indies.
Some curious information is given in the Report for 1848 of the
Registrar of Joint-Stock Companies. One hundred and twentythree companies were provisionally registered, and of these no less
than ninety-six companies proceeded no further. Among these
were the following:—Patent Galvanised Iron Company, Morley
Gasworks, Wolverhampton Market, Wolverhampton Railways
Approaches and Town Improvement Company, London Marine
Electrical Telegraph Company, British Fishing Company, Lich
field Market Hall, Caldwatl's Patent National Windlass, Farmers'
Estate Society of Ireland, Hydraulic Telegraph, Bungay Naviga
tion Tontine, Arley Coal, Iron, Brick, Lime, and Coke Works,
South Hams Flour Mill, Bangor and Coytmoor Slate Works,
Camborn Consols Mining Company, Henley and London Water
works, Belper Gasworks, Coggeshall Patent Plush Manufacturing
Company, Walsingham Gasworks, West Hartlepool Shipping
Company, Royal Slate and Slab Company, Banbury Carrying
Company, Cornwall New Mining Company, Wimshurst Patent
Submerged Propeller Company, Bury St. Edmund's Gasworks,
British Smelting Association, Aberdare Gasworks, Kirrage's Pa
tent Sewer Block, Alnwick Gasworks, Tynemouth Gasworks, Salcombe Market, Great Western Fisheries, Cardiff Steam Towing
Company, Dawley Gasworks, British Southern Whale Fisheries,
Leeds Stock Exchange, Sanitary Baths, Edinbridge Corn Ex
change, Mossley Gasworks, South Hayling Building and Ferry
Association, Brierly-hill Gasworks, Surrey Consumers' Gasworks,
South Tyne Colliery, Ampthill Gasworks, Kent Indurated Stone
Company, Torquay Market, Patent Electric Light Company,
Hartlepool Baths, New Steam-Tug Company, Combined Vapour
Engine Company, Kingsbridge Public Rooms Company, Wareham
Docks.
In this list are no less than thirteen companies being for new or
small towns, and the utility of which may be considered as little
liable to question,—but of which the prospects are very doubtful,
as most of the undertakings fall through from the legal and par
liamentary difficulties in their way. If this be the case in those
classes of enterprise which are well established, matters are much
worse as affecting the prospects of getting capital for working
patents and new processes.
A very great evil in this country, which should not be left un
noticed, is the want of proper courts for deciding matters affecting
trade. By the invasion of the lawyers these have all come into
their hands, to their very great emolument, and to the very great
loss and hindrance of all men of business. Formerly in this coun
try the jurisdiction as to trading cases was in the hands of men of
business. The several merchant guilds had full powers to settle
all cases affecting their members, and the several trades guilds of
the City of London still hold the power by charter, though ousted
of it by the lawyers. All cases between masters, working-men,
and apprentices, or between masters and the others, ought rightly
speaking to be settled by the guild of the respective mystery; but
this is all done away with, and great evil has arisen therefrom.
Elder brethren of the Trinity House are still called in in runningdown cases, but commonly the lawyers sit alone. Abroad, we have
the name of a nation of shopkeepers, and it would be supposed we
can manage our own mercantile matters; but who is there abroad
who would believe that even in arbitration they are referred to
lawyers, and not to men of business? Whoever heard of a judge
recommending a patent case to be referred to an engineer ? No
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one; for the recommendation always is to a member of the
bar,—and the consequence is, that awards are not unfrequently
given which are wholly incapable of being carried out, and the
parties have to come to an arrangement irrespective of the arbi
trators.
The only tendency in the right direction was by the appointment
of men of business as official referees; but otherwise, the tendency
is to exclude men of business. Thus, even those cases of trade dis
putes, and differences upon the registration of designs, of which
the jurisdiction was given to the justices of peace, as being many
of them men of business, have come under the cognizance of
police magistrates, who are only lawyers. In the Court of Chan
cery, where the references are constantly of matters of business,
as of accounts, and framing schemes for managing estates and
trading transactions, those references are made to the Masters in
Chancery, not one of whom is a lawyer; and if he knows anything
of business, it is in despite of his legal education, which utterly
unfits him for anything of the kind. Indeed, lawyers are kept
so closely to the tether of law by the solicitors that they are de
barred even from literary exertion, or the pursuit of the higher
studies, without which a right exercise of the reasoning powers
cannot be acquired.
In France they have been wiser than we are: every small town
has its Tribunal of Commerce, the judges of which are men of busi
ness, and are chosen by the men of business; and most trades have
a conseil de prwthommes, while scientific and practical evidence, or
that of experts, is imperative in all cases of a nature to call for it.
It has been very well advised in a pamphlet lately published,
under the initials "A. P. P.," that our commercial legislation should
be in the hands of the trading classes, as well as the administra
tion of the law. As it is, we are a law-ridden people.
If a stranger looks at the institutions of England, in the mat
ters now under our consideration, and looks likewise at those of
other countries, he may come to the conclusion that the working
of those institutions has placed us in a condition of decided in
equality. That it has not done so, constitutes one of the difficul
ties in the way of reform, for persons are blinded to the imme
diate consequences of our commercial legislation, because these
are happily counteracted in some degree by other circumstances.
As there is much misapprehension on this subject, we think we
cannot do better than devote to it a few words. In England we
have the resources of a great accumulation of mechanical power,
of large capital, and great natural enterprise. These have a
powerful influence, and are wholly wanting in France and Belgium,
and partially so in the United States.
When the Fleming has made a sum of money in trade, instead
of applying it in the extension of his business, in joint-stock en
terprise, or even government stocks, he lays it out in land. Every
thing favours the small purchaser of land' in Flanders, as much as
everything here hinders him. He has a simple registered title,
and pays only ad valorem duties. He can therefore go on buying
field after field, while here the cost of stamps and long deeds of
conveyance often comes to more than the purchase money; and the
result is, that here the small capitalist is quite shut out of the
land market, to the great injury of the latter, no doubt, and he is
therefore restricted in the application of his capital to purposes of
trade. Here the capitalist never becomes a land-owner until he
has realised a large sum; and commonly, only a small part of his
capital is so applied. It is the next generation from the money
maker which buys land. In Flanders, the resources of trade are
always being drained off by the land market; and although theo
retically this should find its level, it has not yet done bo, but the
price of land is enhanced, so that sometimes sixty years' purchase
is given. Under such circumstances, nothing but the Code Napo
leon keeps the great establishments of Ghent and Liege at work.
Where a large factory is established by private enterprise, it is
commonly by foreigners, Hollanders and English. Indeed, most
of these were established and upheld by the King of Holland,
William I.; and on his withdrawal, it was necessary to make them
joint-stock undertakings.
In France, the ambition of the tradesman is likewise limited.
When he has got together 2,000/. or 4,000/., enough to keep him
quietly, and provide for the conventional family of one son and
one daughter, he gives up trade, retires to the faubourg or banlieu,
and becomes a rentier or proprietaire, a fund-holder or a holder
of house property. Few are those who stop to double their stakes
or to engage in larger undertakings. The son becomes an em
ployee of the government, or, what is the same thing, a profes
sional man; his friends are employed in buying a charge or lodged
in the Caisse des Consignations. Everything beyond this career
is exceptional, and all tends to keep the trader within it. The
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laws of bankruptcy are most severe; the unfortunate are treated
there as the criminal, and not as here, the criminal as the unfortu
nate. The settlement of property on women is most strict, and the
disposal of the wife's property greatly hampers both parties. Here,
again, is enterprise deprived of its resources; though, during the
peaceful reign of Louis Philippe, the country very much improved.
The funds, however, absorbed a large sum in new loans, and the
French have been employed for some time in buying back from
the English the rentes and railway shares.
If, therefore, the
French do not press us more strongly in foreign markets, it is be
cause we have greater material and personal resources.
In the United States there is no want of enterprise,—there is a
spirit of enterpiise beyond us; but the country is thinly-peopled,
and is wanting in those buildings and roads, the accumulated stock
of ages, the working plant of society, which so much abounds
here. The New Englanders are, however, doing their best to
make up for their wants, and with freer laws, greater enterprise,
and the power of accumulating capital in joint-stock undertak
ings, they will prove more formidable rivals to us than they have
yet shown themselves.
Now is the time to be stirring—not when we are beaten, but
while we have still the time to make headway. We have got a
warning, and we must take it. We are losing several branches of
trade already, and unless we bestir ourselves we shall lose more.
To beat our rivals, we must take advantage of the same means
that they do, and we must have the same freedom for our industry
and enterprise.
(To be continued.)
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the purpose of receiving the pressure of the spring .£ which causes
the inner rings, c c, to act on the outer or packing-rings, as beforementioned, and thus render the rubbing surface steam, water, or
air-tight. Instead of the two discs being pressed from each other
by means of the spiral spring^ a spring of india-rubber or other
elastic substance, placed in the centre of the rings round the
piston-rod, may be employed for that purpose. In this arrange
ment of the piston, the rings may, by means of pins or holders, at
relative distances in the piston, be shifted round, so as to wear
equally, and prevent the formation of ridges and marks in the
cylinder or packing. The piston may be also made of wroughtiron or steel, in one piece with the piston-rod, and with the adop
tion of one breadth of packing, so that the piston may be as light
as possible. Under this division of their invention, the patentees
claim the construction of pistons above described, in which the
packing-rings are adjusted by means of two conical surfaces, acted
on by a spring and elastic discs.
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

OF NEW PATENTS.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.
Samuel Thornton, of Birmingham, Warwickshire, merchant,
and James Edward Mc Connell, of Wolverton, Buckinghamshire,
engineer, for "improvements in steam-engines, and in the means of
retarding engines and carriages on railways, and in connecting railway
carriages or wagons together; also improvements in effecting a commu
nication between one part of a railway train and another, by signals or
otherwise."—Granted August 7, 1848; Enrolled February 7, 18+9.
[Reported in Newton's London Journal.']
This invention, so far as it relates to improvements in steamengines, consists, firstly, in an improved construction of piston;
secondly, in certain alterations in the chimney and blast-pipe;
and thirdly, in certain arrrangements and alterations of the educ
tion-passages and valves, for the purpose of diminishing the back
pressure, or the resistance of the steam in the eduction-passages
to the motion of the piston.
The improvement in the piston consists in a certain arrangement
and combination of parts, for the purpose of ensuring uniformity
of pressure on the rubbing surface of the piston.

IT
Fig. l.

The improved piston is shown in cross section at fig 1. The
novelty consists in the adoption of one or two packing-rings a, a,
which are of a form to allow of a projection towards the interior
of the piston, having the surface conical at 6. b; on which conical
surfaces two inner rings c, c, are accurately fitted, in such a man
ner as to act easily to and fro;—the expansion of the outer or
packing-rings being allowed for by their being cut asunder in the
usual manner. The inner rings arc not cut; but, being concentric
with the outer rings, they are made to fit closely against the
conical surfaces ft, by the elastic pressure of a spiral spring /,
which allows of their taking a position suitable to the varying
diameter of the rings a. On each of the inner rings c, there is
fitted one of two thin elastic discs e,e, of tempered cast-steel, for

Fig. 4.

-J

The second improvement, relating to steam-engines, consists in
certain alterations in the chimney and blast-pipe of locomotive
engines, and is intended to obtain, from the escaping steam, an
effectual means of accelerating the ingress of atmospheric air to
the furnace, and at the same time increase the effective force of
the steam acting upon the pistons. It is generally known that the
quantity of steam which escapes, at the usual pressure, from tlie
smallest cylinders of any engine used on railways, is sufficient to
eject the air from the chimney; and it has been the usual practice
to vary the diameter of the chimney in a certain proportion to
the diameter of the cvlinders of an engine, and to preserve a
nearly uniform height for the chimnev: namelv, the greatest which
the bridges over any particular railway would admit. Now, the
object of this part of the invention is to' obtain the advantage of a
chimney of a height incompatible with the ordinary working of a
railway, limited as such height is by the head-way of the bridges;

I
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and this is effected by adopting two or more shafts, instead of one,
as the chimney, into which shafts the steam is discharged simul
taneously from a corresponding number of blast-pipes. Fig. 2 is
a vertical section, and fig. 3 a plan of a chimney, having three
shafts a, a,a, say five feet long each. Into these shafts three blastpipes 6, 6, 6, convey exhaust steam simultaneously; which, being
discharged at the top of the chimney, will cause a rapid in-draft
of air to the furnace.
The patentees do not confine themselves to the particular ar
rangement shown in the drawing; but they intend to use two,
three, four, or more shafts for the chimney, with a corresponding
number of blast-pipes, and of dimensions according to the quantity
of steam to be discharged. They claim the division of the chim
ney into several shafts, into which a like number of blast-pipes
exhaust simultaneously, as above described.
The third improvement in steam-engines, which consists of an
improved arrangement of the eduction-passages and steam-valves
in high-pressure engines, for the purpose of increasing the effective
power of the steam, is shown in longitudinal section at fig. 4, and
in cross section at fig. 5. To all persons acquainted with the
working of steam-engines, it will be evident that a great saving of
power and consequent economy will result from diminishing the
back pressure of eduction steam on the piston; or, in other words,
much of the power now expended in expelling the steam from the
cylinder, after it has performed the operation of pressing the pis
ton to the end of the stroke, will be saved, if the passage for this
eduction steam is rendered more direct and capacious than accord
ing to the arrangements at present adopted. In order to accom
plish this, the patentees have arranged the eduction-passages and
valves as shown at figs. 4, and 5. a, represents the present cylin
der, as in use on a locomotive engine; 6, the slide-valves of the
engine; c, c, the valve-spindles; rf, the steam-passages; and e, the
eduction-passage. In addition to this (the ordinary arrangement),
another eduction-passage from the cylinder to the atmosphere is
provided at each end of the cylinder, as shown aXf,f,f', and this J
passage may be placed as found convenient, either exactly opposite
the opening from the interior of the cylinder, or at any interme
diate distance between that and the passage which admits the steam.
The valves are also somewhat differently arranged, as one valve o, at
each end, is used for the purpose of regulating the emission of the
steam from the cylinder. These valves g, g, are attached to the
same spindle c, c, as the ordinary steam-valve, and are moved
simultaneously with it. In order to explain the operation of the
above, it is proper to state that the valve g, at either end, is so
placed that it is open to the atmosphere from the cylinder at the
same instant that the eduction steam, from the same end of the
cylinder at which the said valve is placed, is escaping by the ordi
nary passages to the atmosphere. The size of the passage for
steam, next to the interior surface of the cylinder, as shown at
A, A, should be increased, in order to allow for the increased area
of the eduction-pipes, caused by the additional passages through
the valves #, g. », i, represent the two blast-pipes for taking the
eduction steam to the chimney; and the arrangement of these
pipes, and also the plans of packing the back of the valves, may
be varied according to the circumstances and particular construc
tion of the engine to which they may be applied. It will be obvi
ous that a similar arrangement of valves and eduction-passages,
for increasing the area for the passage of eduction steam, may be
adapted to any of the various kinds of engines in which highpressure steam is employed, as well as in locomotive engines. It
will be understood that, by the arrangement of passages and
valves as described, the pressure in the blast-pipe and eductionpassages will be diminished, so as to admit of a diminution of the
back pressure or resistance to the motion of the piston. The
patentees claim the constructing and arranging of the eductionpassages and valves in the manner above described and repre
sented.
The second head of this invention relates to improvements in
connecting railway carriages or wagons together; and consists,
firstly, in an improved method of coupling; and, secondly, in im
proved arrangements of the buffers.
And first, as to the improved method of coupling the carriages
and wagons together.—The object of the improved method of
coupling is to obviate the present dangerous mode of coupling
railway carriages and wagons, whereby the men employed to do
that work are constantly liable to be crushed to death, or to
receive serious injury, particularly when in the act of coupling
merchandise or mineral wagons together. This is effected by pre
venting the necessity of a man going under, or standing between,
the carriages or wagons, when in the performance of the duty of
coupling them together or uncoupling them.
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Fig. 6 shows, in elevation, a carriage with the improved coupling
apparatus applied thereto; and fig. 7 is a plan of the framing of
the carriage, showing also the arrangement of the coupling, a, «,■
a, are brackets, for supporting the rods which carry the hooklinks; 6,6, are the hooks; c,c, the coupling-links, placed in their
coupled position. At e, (see fig. 6,) the right-hand link is shown
as turned up uncoupled.
/, /, are handles for working the
coupling-links: they may be applied to the outside of the carriage
or wagon as well as to the inside of the framing. A, A, are mitre
or bevel wheels, for working the screws which draw the buffers of
the carriages together.
Fig. «.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7.

Figs. 8, and 9, show, in plan and side views, a modification of
the above-described arrangements, a, a, are the brackets; 6,6,
the hooks; and c, and rf, the links. The right-hand link rf, is
shown as coupled; and the left-hand link c, falling down over the
link </, to be coupled, f, are the handles for working the couplinglinks; A, is a worm-wheel, for drawing the buffers of the wagon
together; i, is a shaft, with an endless screw, for working the
worm-wheel; k, is a rod, for connecting the coupling-hooks to the
springs under the carriages; and /, /, show the handles for giving
motion to the shaft i, which carries the endless screw for working
on the worm-wheel and drawing up the carriages. They give also
a plan for tightening the carriages from their centres, by making
use of one worm-wheel and one shaft passing through from one
side of the carriages to the other: and they claim the connecting
of railway carriages and wagons together by the arrangement above
described, whereby carriages may be coupled together or un
coupled from the outside, without the necessity of any person
being between them.
The second improvement, under this head of the invention,
consists in connecting railway carriages and wagons by means of
an improved system of buffers, so as to ensure uniformity in height
of the same, whereby, whatever may be the position of the car
riages or wagons, in respect of deflection of springs from load or
other circumstances, the buffers will always be at the same dis
tance from the rails, and in a line with each other both laterally
and vertically: thus ensuring safety to the train in this particular,
and also great economy in the wear, and ease in the travelling of
the carriages or wagons.
This improvement consists in attaching
the buffers to, or connecting them with, the axles, or a frame
affixed to the axles, instead of the bodies of the carriages; by
which means the buffers, or the line of their action, will maintain
one and the same height from the surface of the rails, to whatever
amount the carriages may be loaded. It will be obvious that, pro
vided the buffers are attached to a frame affixed to or connected
with the axles instead of to the carriage (the height of which from
the rails is liable to variation according to the load and other cir
cumstances), the line of the action of the buffers will be main
tained.
The patentees recommend that the buffer-rods should
be hollow, and of wrought or drawn-iron tubing; but this is not
essential. They claim as an improvement in connecting railway
carriages and wagons, the constructing and arranging the carriages
and wagons so that they may be brought together by means of a
system of buffers, framed to or connected with the axles, in such
manner that the line of their action, when the carriages and
wagons are coupled together, may be at one and the same height
throughout the train, and independent of the loading of the
carriages.
The third head of this invention relates to improvements in the
means of retarding engines and carriages, and in effecting a com
munication between one part of a railway train and another by
21
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signal or otherwise; and consists, firstly, in certain arrangements
for transmitting signals from one part of the train to another; and,
secondly, in certain arrangements for bringing the breaks into
action by or through the system of buffers. It is well known that
various suggestions have, from time to time been made for effecting
or facilitating a communication between different parts of a train
with certainty; and, amongst others, it was suggested some time
ago by James Edward McConnell (one of the present patentees) that
the carriages should be constructed with a continuous platform, so
arranged that a guard might travel from one carriage to another
while the train was in motion. But it is desirable that some more
expeditious means should exist of communicating from one part of
a train to another, and of bringing into action all the breaks
throughout the train.
The last-described part of the invention, viz., the arrangement
whereby the buffers or their line of action are preserved at one
and the same height, affords the means of attaining the object;
for, by employing hollow buffers, and carrying a chain through
them, every carriage throughout the train may be communicated
with; and by the adoption of hollow or tubular buffers, breaks
may be applied to any or all of the wheels of the carriages or
wagons in the train; by means of levers, &c, a chain, rod, or rope,
extending through the buffer-tubes, is connected to levers or
wheels, which act on the breaks when the chain is drawn tight.
h Ji J, represent the levers, which are acted on by the chain by
means of a toothed quadrant, working in the tube; and which
levers are fixed to the breaks k, k, k.
One or more chains, lines, wires, or other mediums of communi
cation, may be introduced, as considered desirable, for signals,
breaks, &c; and when the carriages have been coupled up, the
ends of the chains, rods, or other medium of communication, may
be connected together through a slot or openings at each end of
the hollow buffer-rods. The various modifications of which this
part of the invention is susceptible will be obvious.
The patentees claim, as their improvements in effecting a com
munication between one part of a railway train and another, the
giving signals by means of a chain, line, wire, or other medium of
communication, passing through hollow or tubular buffer-rods, and
connected with different parts of a train, as above described; they
also claim the means of retarding engines and carriages on rail
ways by actuating the breaks by means of a chain or rope, passing
through hollow or tubular buffer-rods, as above described.
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prepared by Messrs. Macintosh and Company, under a patent
granted to Mr. Thomas Hancock, are preferred.
The internal diameter of the ring is made smaller than the pis
ton for which it is intended, and the piston of so much less
diameter than the cylinder in which it is to work as that when the
ring is stretched on to the piston and the whole inserted into the
cylinder, the ring, by reason of its elasticity, shall be compressed
into an elliptical figure in its section; and as the permanent elas
ticity of the ring has a continued tendency to regain its original
figure, it consequently presses firmly against the external circum
ference of the piston and the internal circumference of the cylin
der, thus making a perfect air-tight or steam-tight joint. The
piston being now put in motion the ringrevolves upon its own axis,
and at the same time rolls along the circumference of both piston
and cylinder, thus preserving the tightness of joint without any
contact or rubbing of the piston against the cylinder, so that there
is no friction or wear, and no oil required for lubricating. The ring
by reason of its elasticity adapts itself to any irregularity in the
surfaces of cylinders or pistons, and where such rolling pack
ings are used, the cylinders and pistons need not be bored and
turned, but may be left rough from the casting, and consequently
the first cost of such apparatus be very much diminished.

STEAM-ENGINES AND HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Alonzo Buonaparte Woodcock, of Manchester, for "improve
ments in steam-engines, and in apparatus for raising, forcing, and
conveying water and other fluids."—Granted August 22, 18-18; En
rolled February 22, 1849.
The invention relates— Firstly, to the improvement of the
piston of the steam cylinder, the stuffing-box of the piston-rod,
and the bucket or piston of the iiir-pump.
Secondly, to the improvement of pumps or apparatus for raising
or forcing water and other fluids in those parts known as the
buckets or pistons of such pumps, blowing cylinders, and other
similar apparatus.
Thirdly, to the improvement of the apparatus used in conveying
water and other fluids in those parts of such apparatus known as
valves, taps, and cocks.
Fourthly, to improvements in the cylinders or barrels of pneu
matic and hydraulic machines. And in order that the invention
may be fully understood, the patentee says in those parts of the
machines above described, as the cylinders and pistons, it is
usual for the circumference of such piston or bucket to fit ac
curately into and press hard against the internal circumference of
such cylinder, so as to prevent the fluid that may be contained in
one part of the cylinder from passing to another; in other words,
that the piston shall be steam-tight, water-tight, or air-tight, as
the case may be. When this tight fitting is obtained and the ma
chine set to work, the piston or bucket slides against the circum
ference of the cylinder, thus causing great friction, loss of power,
and wear of the rubbing surfaces.
The object of the first, second, and third parts of this inven
tion is, the substitution of a rolling packing for pistons or buckets
for those of the sliding character, herein described, and the appli
cation of such rolling packing generally to the purposes herein
named, and others of a like nature.
The elastic rings are made of a cylindric or other suitable form,
and of any suitable elastic material as india-rubber (caoutchouc),
any variety thereof, or compounds; but rings of india-rubber,

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 is a sectional drawing of so much of a lifting-pump with
the rolling packing applied thereto, a, a, is the working barrel
of a common lifting-pump. 6, b, is a hollow bucket or piston, c,
is a valve made to open upwards, d, d, is the elastic packing
forced into an elliptical form by pressure against the circumference
of the barrel a, a, and that of the bucket 6, b, the result being the
formation and continuance of an air-joint. The elastic packing
being made to roll upwards by the motion of the piston, the air is
withdrawn from the lower part of the pump; the water follows,
and passing through the valve c, is delivered at the mouth e.
These rings are applied to the pistons and cylinders of steamengines in the same manner as for air-pumps.
The elasticity of the rolling packing permits the passing of
mud or particles of coal, stones, sand, and other substances, con
sequently pumps made according to this invention are not liable to
become choked or injured by the friction of granular particles,
hence they are well adapted for excavations, mining purposes, and
ships. For such purposes barrels or other portions are made of
the usual materials as wood, lead, cast-iron, or other metal; but
for purposes in which wood would be destroyed, and the pre
sence of lead or other metal injurious, as in chemical operations,
or where great cleanliness is required, as, for domestic purposes,
the barrels and other portions of the pumps are made wholly or in
part of glass, china, or earthenware.
Fig. 2 is a sectional drawing of the invention applied to such
apparatus as is used in conveying water and other fluids as valves,
taps or cocks, a, a, is the outer cylinder or casing which is fur
nished with two or more openings as the inlet b, and the outlet c.
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d, d, is a metal piston made either solid or hollow according to the
size of the valve; for small taps they may be solid, but where
weight is objectionable, as in large valves for water or gas mains,
the patentee prefers to make them hollow, e, is a screw firmly
connected to the piston at /. and passing through the nut handle
g. Now if this valve be connected with a water cistern or main
by means of the flange at b, the water will flow into the casing of
the valve as far as the rolling packing i, i, as shown, but no further.
The handle being now turned and the piston raised, the packings
fc, A, and i, i, will roll along between the piston and casing beyond
the outlet c, thus allowing the water to now freely through. The
act of turning the handle in the contrary direction will cause the
packings to roll back to their former situation, and thus effectually
cut off the passage of the water. The patentee does not confine
himself to one outlet, but places any number of openings in the
circumference of the casing, and thus obtains any number of jets
that may be required. He prefers an oblong figure for the outlets
at those parts of the casing where the elastic packing rolls over
them in order that it may not press far into them in the act of
rolling. Where great pressure of fluids is to be sustained, he pre
fers rolling packings to be made solid, as shown in section, fig. 2,
but in the case of glass or earthenwaie valves, cocks, or pumps,
or where very light pressures are used, he makes the rolling pack
ings hollow, and wholly or in part fills them with air or other fluid,
and thus renders them more soft and yielding than when made
solid, but in either case causes them to be made of permanently
elastic materials, as hereinbefore described.
The improvements in cylinders or barrels of pneumatic and
hydraulic machines consist in rendering them elastic by forming
them of, or lining them with, vulcanised india-rubber. These
linings are made of any required thickness, taking care to have
the interior surface as smooth and even as possible, and are attached
to the barrels or cylinders of pumps or other machines, whether
formed of wood, metal, pottery, glass, or other material, by any
suitable cement or other means. The patentee forms these barrels
entirely of vulcanised india-rubber. The pistons to be used in
these barrels may be such as have been before described, but he
prefers them to be made of some smooth and inelastic material,
such as glass or metal (preferring tin), or hard wood, and of such
a form as that the rubbing surface should present a curved or
rounded figure to the barrel, the part impinging being only of such
a breadth as may be necessary to prevent the passage of fluids.
When the entire barrels are made of vulcanised india-rubber, he
proportions the thickness to the diameter, the pressure of the at
mosphere, and the duty the machine has to perform. By means of
these elastic barrels and linings, the amount of friction is greatly
diminished and the wearing parts rendered much more enduring
than with ordinary barrels.

APPLICATION OF COAL TAR.
Robert Angus Smith, of Manchester, for " improvements in the
application and preparation of coal tar."—Granted October 19, 1848;
Enrolled April 19, 1849.
This invention relates to coating the interior of water-pipes
with coal tar.
The coal tar is reduced by distillation, or otherwise, to a thick
pitch-like mass, which is kept melted at a temperature of 3003
Fahrenheit (or such temperature as will keep the matter in a fluid
state), in an open vessel. The interior of the water-pipes is first
cleaned, to remove any oxide; and then the clean surface is coated
with linseed oil, particularly when the pipes cannot be immediately
coated with the coal tar. The pipes are heated to about 300°
Fahrenheit in a stove; then they are immersed in the melted coal
tar, in which they are allowed to remain for about an hour; and at
the expiration of that time the coal tar will generally be found to
have attached itself closely to the surfaces of the pipes, both in
side and out: the chief object, however, is to obtain a good coat
ing on the inside. The patentee states that, in removing the pipes
from the melted coal tar, he has found it desirable to pour a
quantity of linseed oil on the coated surfaces, which he finds to
have the effect of removing any excess of the coal tar; and the
oil, running into the coal tar, keeps it fluid, and prevents it from
becoming unsuitable for the operation of coating the pipes. In
stead of heating the pipes before immersion, a like effect may be
produced by immersing the pipes in the melted coal tar after the
interior surface has been cleaned, and allowing them to remain
therein for some time after they haye become as hot as the coal
tar: this process will generally occupy about one hour and a half.
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MANUFACTURE OF STEEL.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery-lane, Middlesex, me
chanical draughtsman, for "certain improvements in the manufacture
of steel." (A communication.)—Granted November 2, 1848; En
rolled May 2, 1849.
This invention relates to the process of refining the metal, and
forcing currents of atmospheric and gaseous air during the pro
cess, so as to convert it into steel; and also to preparing .the metal
previous to submitting it to the process of conversion into steel.
The apparatus consists of the converting furnace, to the tuyere
whereof a blast-pipe is attached, formed into three passages, pro
vided with valves for regulating the air currents. Two of the
passages communicate with two iron receptacles in front of the
converting furnace—the centre passage passing between them and
to the front of the receptacles. These receptacles are provided
with gratings and ash-pits beneath, and with covers for closing
them.
The process of converting the metal into steel by this apparatus,
consists in allowing the air to pass into the two passages of tiie
blast-pipe communicating with the receptacles, such receptacles
being filled with charcoal, whieh is then ignited, and the recep
tacles closed by means of the covers; the air thus passed through
the receptacles is formed into carbonic oxide, and enters the
tuyere of the converting furnace, where it is mixed with such a
quantity of atmospheric air from the centre passage, as may be
judged desirable, though the patentee states, that a large quantity
should generally be avoided. By means of the valves, the quan
tity of gaseous or atmospheric air can be regulated by the opera
tor. To prepare the metal for the process of conversion, the
patentee states, that if it be pig-iron, it is to be melted sufficiently
in a cupola furnace, to which is applied the apparatus above
described; but if it be wrouglit-iron, a plumbago crucible is used,
in which the metal is to be placed, being properly stratified with
charcoal, or carbonaceous material.

OXIDES OF IRON.
William Long.maid, of Beaumont-square, Middlesex, gentle
man, for "improvements in treating the oxides of iron, and in obtain
ing products therefrom."—Granted October 26, 1848; Enrolled April
26, 1849.
The improvement relates to treating the oxides of iron for ob
taining a black or dark coloured pigment, or a volatile oleaginous
product, or an inflammable gas. 1'he oxide of iron is finely pul
verised and mixed with carbonaceous matters. The proportions
vary considerably: —the addition of 10 per cent, of carbonaceous
matter is generally sufficient; but the patentee prefers a little
excess of carbonaceous matter, and mixes the oxide of iron with
from 12 to 15 per cent, of carbonaceous matters, or such a quan
tity that, when the process is complete, a slight excess of carbona
ceous matter will remain in the retort unemployed. Any kind of
carbonaceous matters, which are not too volatile or expensive, and
which can be mixed intimately with the oxide of iron, may be
used; but when not in a fluid state, they must be pulverised.
Those preferred are resin and tar. When resin is used, it must
be pulverised, and the oxide of iron mixed therewith in a dry
state. When tar is employed, the oxide of iron is mixed there
with in a moist state, for the purpose of facilitating the incorpora
tion of the materials; and the mixture is dried at a temperature
sufficiently high to deprive it of nearly the whole of its moisture,
and reduce it to a state of powder.
The mixture is to be put into retorts or close vessels; and the
patentee prefers to use cast-iron retorts, of the ordinary kind, five
feet in length, and one foot in diameter, with a cover, to be
fastened on the open end, and a ring at the opposite end, for the
purpose of lifting it. A retort of this size may be charged with
1.' cwt. of the mixture; and then (the cover being secured) it is
lifted by a crane, and placed in a suitable furnace, in a vertical po
sition, with the cover end downwards, in order that the volatile
products evolved from the mixture may be consumed, and thus aid
in heating the retort. The heat is to be gradually raised until the
whole of the retort has arrived at a low red heat; at which tem
perature it must be kept until about two hours after the evolution
of the combustible volatile products has ceased; and then, the
process being complete, the retort is removed from the furnace,
and allowed to become cold, or nearly so, before the charge is
withdrawn—as it would be injured by contact with the air whilst
hot. The material produced will be black, or dark coloured, and
will form a good pigment for many purposes. Some carbonaceous
matters, when used in the production of this material, will causa
2i*
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it to be sufficiently pulverulent; but, when this is not the case, it
must be ground or pulverised: the pulverised matter is to be
ground with oil, so as to form paint, in the usual way. When the
combustible volatile products of the calcination are not burnt, the
cover on the retort is luted, so as to make it air-tight, and a pipe
inserted therein to convey the volatile products to a condenser.
The calcination will cause a volatile oil to be evolved from the
contents of the retort, and the oil will pass through the pipe into
the condenser, where it will be condensed. The calcination will
also cause the evolution of an inflammable gas, suitable for the
purpose of illumination; which gas must be conveyed by a pipe
from the condenser to a gasometer.
The claim is for treating oxides of iron by mixing them with
carbonaceous matters and subjecting them to the action of heat in
the manner above described, for the purpose of obtaining one or
more of the several products before mentioned.

PAINTS FOR CLOTH.
Robert Thomson Pattison, of Glasgow, Scotland, for "an im
proved preparation or material for firing paint or pigment colours on
cotton, linen, woollen, silk, and other woven fabrics. '—Granted No
vember 2, 1848; Enrolled March 9, 1849.
The improved preparation for fixing the colours is made or ex
tracted from butter-milk in the following manner:—The butter
milk, as soon as possible after churning, is put into a boiler and
heated to 160° Fahrenheit, which causes the curd to precipitate
from the whey; it is then strained through a cloth, to separate the
curd from the whey; after which, the curd is subjected to pressure
in a cheese-press for a night; it is next broken and granulated,
by being rubbed through a wire sieve; it is then spread upon cloth
sieves, arranged on shelves in a room with a stove, for gradually
drying it; and, when dry, it is ground to fine powder: it is now in
a fit state to be used for fixing colours on fabrics. It is necessary,
after the milk has been heated, to add to the boiler a quantity of
acid sufficient to effect the precipitation of the curd: most acids
will answer; but oxalic acid is recommended to be used. When
the curd has been precipitated, it is treated in the same manner as
that obtained from butter -milk. The fixing material is termed by
the patentee "lactarine." The relative quantities of the lactarine
and the colours to be applied to the fabrics will vary according to
the result desired to be obtained with regard to the colour or
shade. As an example, the following mode of fixing a medium
shade of ultramarine blue is given:—Two gallons of water and three
pounds of lactarine are mixed in a suitable vessel, and then four
gills of ammonia fort are added, which will have the effect of dis
solving the lactarine and converting the mixture into a thick gum
or gummy substance. In another vessel one gallon of water and
twelve pounds of ultramarine blue are mixed together, and the
contents of the two vessels are thoroughly mixed ; the combined
mixture is then strained through a fine cloth, after which it is
ready for printing. The operations of printing, straining, and
finishing the fabrics, are successively performed in the manner
usually adopted by calico printers.

BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.
Sir—I have carefully read Mr. Alan Stevenson's letter of the
10th ult., in reply to mine of the 8th February last, the former
contained in the May number (p. 130), and the latter in the March
number (p. 77), of your valuable Journal; and as the main facts
and statements in my letter remain undisturbed, upon which it
appears to me, as I have no doubt it will to your readers also, that
the whole case rests, I do not feel that any further answer is re
quired, and I should be sorry to waste the valuable time of your
readers by following Mr. Stevenson through a variety of minor
details,—all of which are easily answered, although they have
nothing to do with the main question at issue.
Mr. Alan Stevenson, by publishing in your Journal what he
says was his father's original design for theBell Rock Lighthouse,
as well as the one actually executed, proves beyond all doubt that
his father's design was not adopted or executed; and his father's book,
together with the correspondence in your Journal, proves equally
beyond doubt that previous to any design for the lighthouse being
adopted, or to any of the works being commenced, the late Mr.
Rennie was appointed chief engineer, and furnished his own design,
and Mr. Robert Stevenson was appointed assistant engineer under
the late Mr. Rennie, and carried Mr. Rennie's design into effect,
under his directions, with such alterations as Mr. Rennie con
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sidered advisable during the progress of the work, which he (Mr.
Rennie) superintended and directed, from the commencement to its
final completion. It is quite superfluous, therefore, for me to pur
sue the subject further.
Mr. Alan Stevenson's doctrine, that the assistant engineer, acting
under the directions of the chief engineer, should have the merit of
the whole, instead of the chief engineer, is so contrary to commonsense, as well as to the universally-acknowledged practice, that I
do not think he will find that any member of the profession or
of the public will agree with him.
Giving Mr. Robert Stevenson, therefore, as I have done, every
possible credit which is due to him for the very important services
he rendered previous to the work being placed under the late Mr.
Rennie, as well as for the able manner in which he discharged the
duties of assistant engineer under the late Mr. Rennie whilst the
work was being carried into effect, I still adhere to the statement
contained in my work upon the Breakwater in Plymouth Sound,
and in my Address to the Institution of Civil Engineers—viz.,
that the late Mr. Rennie designed and built the Bell Rock Light
house.
I am, Sir,
London, May 17, 1849.
Your humble servant,
John Rennie.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
A/ml 25.—Robert Stepbbnson, Esq., M.P., President, in the Chtir.
The President opened the proceedings of the meeting by tendering to
them his sincere thanks for the distinguished privilege they had conferrrd
upon him, by electing him the President of the Institntion of Mecbaniul
Engineers. He assured them that he highly prized it, and wonld endeavour
to prove himself worthy of it by attending with diligence and energy to the
interests of the Institution. In undertaking that duty, it was not merely
because he delighted in mechanical pursuits, but he was actuated also by
the feeling that he should be doing honour to the departed. In undertaking
it, however, it was necessary that he should express to them how apprehen
sive he was—at least, that he had apprehensions—of an Institution of that
kind failing for want of energy on the part of its members. What had
hitherto been the character of almost every Institution of the kind in this
country ?—almost universal failure. It was a remarkable circumstance, that
in a country like Great Britain, whose wealth and power are so closely con
nected with the development of the Mechanical Arts and Sciences—it ap
peared to him, in fact, a complete anomaly—that Institutions of tbat kind
should not appear to reach a higher standard than they now bad. Th-y
saw Astronomers cultivate and maintain a society for extending their know
ledge of the movements of the heavens. They saw Geologists maintaining
and extending societies for investigating and developing the structure of the
earth. They saw Physiologists and Botanists maintaining and extending
their societies for investigating and developing the knowledge of the animal
and vegetable productions of the earth : yet they had witnessed only lenguidness and inactivity in the pursuit of those arts and sciences on which
the nation's wealth absolutely depended. That it should be the case was to
him the more remarkable, because the nation stood pre-eminent for tbeir
mechanical abilities. It was not egotistical in him to say this in Britain,
because all foreigners conceded to them an unmeasured pre-eminence in
those particular arts. Without despairing therefore of the success of the
Institution, he felt that in undertaking the task he was now doing, it vras
necessary that he should impress upon the members the absolute necessity
of co-operating with him with energy in the further development of the
Institution. With that strong conviction on his mind, be wished also
strongly to impress it on them ; for without energy and industry they muit
fail as heretofore. Me would endeavour to do his part, and trusted and
hoped most sincerely that the members would not fail in doing theirs, for
without their assistance no efforts of his would sustain an Institution of
that kind.
The following papers were read :—
ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF PERMANENT WAY.
"On the Construction of Permanent Way." By Mr. Ilonv, of
Brighton.
The subject on which a few remarks are here offered for con
sideration, seems hardly to fall within the scope of this Institu
tion; there exists, however, such an intimate connection between
the construction and condition of the permanent way and the per
formances of the motive stock, as regards speed, economy, and
safety, that little further apology need be made for the introduc
tion of a few observations on tbo various kinds of permanent way
now in existence.
The rapid deterioration of the permanent road on most of the
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leading lines of railway since the introduction into general use of
a class of engines considerably more powerful, and by consequence
larger and heavier, than those in use four or five years ago, has
been such as to attract the notice of the public, and to call forth
the anxious attention of those on whom more immediately devolve
the duties of engineering and management. That there' has been
deterioration, more especially in the rails themselves, and that it
has been lately manifesting itself far more rapidly than had been
calculated upon, is evident from the additional strength now given
by most engineers to the rails and other parts of the permanent
way, in order that repairs may be less continuous, and renewals
less frequent.
If the question be regarded in a general view as connected with
economy, whether of first cost or annual maintenance, it will be
manifest that these two points have an essential bearing on each
other. A system of road may be expensive in its first construc
tion, yet cost so little in maintenance, and last so long a time, as
to be in the end far cheaper than a road less expensively formed,
but requiring greater annual outlay, and more speedy replacement.
Circumstances being equal, the annual cost of maintenance dis
tributed over a period of years, and including both labour and ma
terials, should form a very distinguishing test to apply in ascer
taining the merits or defects of the different constructions of per
manent way now in use; for it may fairly be argued that the road
which costs least to repair will also last the longest, a state of effi
ciency and. security being presumed.
Acting on this view, the writer has endeavoured to collect such
facts in regard to mode of construction, and cost of maintenance,
on different lines, as might suffice when collated, to determine the
most advantageous, and ultimately economical, mode of construc
tion, as well as to obtain some practical information as to the
points wherein existing systems appeared weak or defective; and
had intended simply to offer these facts, so far as they might be
useful, for the consideration of the members of this Institution.
But in pursuing this investigation, and attempting the proposed
comparison, it became apparent that the cost of maintenance was
controlled by elements not only not common to the different sys
tems under consideration, but varying even on contiguous portions
of the same line; these elements being, the nature of the sub
stratum, or material of formation; the character of the ballast;
and the extent and kind of the traffic ;—circumstances which,
whilst they render it difficult to arrive at any accurate average of
the cost of maintenance on any particular line, make it impossible
to deduce satisfactory results from a comparison of those ave
rages.
It therefore becomes necessary to take up the question more at
large, and to ascertain the conditions of stability and efficiency
which are required in all permanent way, and the manner in which
the various systems at present in use meet those conditions.
The principal of these conditions may be arranged as under :—
1. Sufficient platform or bearing surface on the ballast to pieveut the
whole mad from being ciushed down into the ballast.
2. Sufficient bearing surface of the various parts one on another to pre
vent their crushing into each other.
3. Sufficient crota-tiea to secure uniformity of gauge between the two
rails composing one line of rails.
4. Sufficient side stiffness in each rail.
5. Sufficient strength, quality, and shape of materials, to prevent their
crushing in themselves.
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ences ; on this last point, however, it will not be within our limits at present
to enter.
These conditions satisfied, the questions of economy and sim
plicity of construction, remain for consideration.
The bearing surface of the permanent road on the ballast has
been variously provided. Amongst the more prominent of the
modes now in use we may notice roads laid upon,
1. Stone blocks.

2.
3.
with
4.

Cross sleepers (of usual make).
Cross sleepers (of usual make) brought nearer together at the joints,
a larger sleeper under the joints.
Cross sleepers of triangular section.
All of the foregoing usually sustain and secure the rail by the interven
tion of chairs.
5. The longitudinal bearer used on the broad gauge lines.
6. The same as laid on the narrow gauge at London Bridge.
7. A combination of the cross sleeper with the longitudinal bearer now in
n<e on the Midland Great Western Railway of Ireland, and formerly laid
down on the Croydou line.
In these three plans, a flat-bottomed or a bridge rail is bedded on and
secured directly to the longitudinal bearer.
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8. And lastly, the system introduced on the South Coast lines, and on the
Great Southern and Western of Ireland, in which a bridge rail is imme
diately fastened to cross sleepers. The cross sleepers in the case of the
Southern and Western of Ireland vary considerably in size, and are placed
at proportional distances, the great body of the support being under the
joint.
Briefly to compare the amount of bearing surfaces respectively
presented to the ballast under the several systems mentioned above,
it will be found that, assuming a length of rail at 19 feet,
1. With stone blocks there are 1-33 ft. super per foot run of rail.
2. With cross sleepers (of usual make) equally distributed, 112 ft. snper
per foot run of rail.
3. With the same brought nearer together at the joint, 1*36 ft. super per
foot run of rail at the joint, and for 4 ft. 1 J in. each side of joint ; and 1*04
ft. super per foot run of rail, over the 9 ft. 9 in. remaining to make an 18 ft.
length.
4. With sleeper* of triangular section rather more surface is presented to
the ballast.
5. With that used on the broad gauge lines, 1*23 ft. super per foot run of
rail.
6. With the longitudinal bearer used at London Bridge, 1-17 ft. super per
foot run of rail.
7. With the combination of the longitudinal and cross sleepers used on the
Midland Great Western of Ireland, 1-43 ft. super per foot run of rail ; and
in cases where more sleepers are introduced on boggy or peaty ground on the
above line, or in the road on the Croydon line, 1-75 ft. super per foot run of
rail.
8. With the construction adopted on the Great Southern and Western
Railway of Ireland, a general average of 1'50 ft. super per foot run of rail;
the proportions varying from 250 ft. super per foot run of rail at joint, to
0'9.1 ft. super per foot run of rail in centre of rail.
The next point for attention is the amount of bearing surface of
the several portions of the permanent way one on the other, neces
sary to prevent their crushing into each other.
On instituting a similar comparison to the previous one, it will
be found that, assuming as before an 18 feet length of rail,
1 and 2.—With stone blocks and cross sleepers placed at equal distances
apart, which may he regarded as the older forms of construction, when
rather light chairs were used, there are 20 super inches per foot run of rail
at the joint, and 17 super inches per foot on the remaining length.
3 and 4.—With cross sleepers brought nearer together at joint, of usual
make, or of triangular section, with large chairs, 23} super inches per foot
run of rail at joint, and 4 ft. 1 J in. on each side ot joint ; and 1 0 J super
inches per foot run of rail for the 9 ft. 9 in. remaining to make up 18 ft.
5, 6, and 7.—With the longitudinal bearer used on the broad gauge lines
and at London Bridge, and with the construction used on the Midland Great
Western Railway of Ireland, and on the Croydon line, 60 super inches per
foot run of rail.
8.—With the cross sleepers to which a bridge rail is immediately attached
on the Great Southern and Western of Ireland, a general average of 16 in.
super per foot run of rail, in proportions varying from 27 in. super per foot
run of rail at joint, to 104/ in. super per foot run of rail in centre of length.
It must be remarked that in these last four instances, whether
with bridge rails or flat-bottomed rails, packing plates are placed
under the joints, and in the road at London Bridge at intervals
along the rail, to prevent it from burying itself in the timber, more
particularly at the joints; and that on the broad gauge lines a
packing of hard wood is introduced between the rail and the
Dearer, which presents to the longitudinal timber a surface of 108
superficial inches, or 0-75 superficial feet per foot run of rail,
through which the fastenings for securing the rail pass.
The modes adopted for the preservation of the gauge next claim
our attention. With stone blocks there is no provision for this
beyond the stability of each individual block. With cross sleepers
this essential object is very completely secured. With longitudi
nal bearers this point is secured by cross timbers with strap bolts;
these bolts securing the longitudinal timbers hard up against the
ends of the cross pieces.
In the case of the Midland Great
Western Railway of Ireland and the old Croydon line, as has
been before mentioned, cross sleepers are used with the longitu
dinals.
The next point for consideration is the side stiffness in each in
dividual line. With stone blocks and cross sleepers, whatever he
the kind of rail used, the side stiffness depends entirely on the
strength of the rail itself to resist lateral strain between the points
of support. The rails used with longitudinal bearers are in them
selves very stiff laterally, whether of the bridge or flat-bottomed
section, and their immediate connection with the longitudinal
bearers gives a further amount of side stiffness to this construction.
From the foregoing remarks we collect, that stone blocks as a
means of support on the ballast, although presenting a large
amount of bearing surface on the ballast, and being in themselves
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solid and stable, neither retain the road in gauge, nor secure the
correct continuous elevation of the different points of support in
the same line of rail; and as from this circumstance their use is
chiefly confined to cuttings where the substratum is hard, and the
ballast good, their hardness gives a peculiar harsh and grating
feeling to the carriages passing over them.
The situations now are comparatively few in which stone blocks
can be procured for cost to surpass the wooden sleepers, especially
when the labour of jumping and plugging the holes for the chair
pins are taken into account. It is however to be remarked, that
in cases where horse power is used they have the advantage of
leaving a clear way for the horses' feet.
Cross sleepers, which have, on the narrow-gauge lines, been so
extensively adopted, whilst presenting a very sufficient bearing
surface on the ballast, unite in themselves a cross tie to preserve
at every point of support uniformity of gauge, and are reiidily
packed and adjusted. Triangular-sectioned sleepers present theo
retically a very large bearing surface to the ballast to resist down
ward pressure; it is however doubtful whether, except in ballast
of a very firm and binding character, this effect is got from them,
as in coarse and open ballast the sharp edge of the sleeper has a
tendency to work downwards into the ballast with the motion of
the trains, and to cant with the driving forward of the rails, a
defect to which all cross sleepers are more or less liable. These
last sleepers have the great advantage of being surface packed, so
that repairs can be effected without the removal of a large quan
tity of ballast.
For side stiffness between the points of support both with stone
blocks and the various kinds of cross sleepers the lateral strength
of the rail is alone depended on; and in this respect the double T
rails so extensively used seem open to some objection, for to
their deflection sideways with an engine slack in gauge, or tra
velling at a high velocity, may be attributed much of the side
oscillation so observable at times, which a variation of speed will
often check.
The writer is aware that it has not been usual to attach much
importance to this question; and in Professor Barlow's valuable
work, in commenting on the small amount of side deflection as in
dicated by experiments in what were then considered most unfa
vourable circumstances, Professor Barlow says (p. 421) :—
" The whole of these experiments" (on the lateral deflection of railway
bars) " have a tendency to show that the stress which the bars have to sus
tain in this direction is not such as to require to be more amply provided for
than the increased thickness the bar must have to meet the greater vertical
strain due to a longer bearing. In other words, the additional strength given
to the bar for the purpose of resisting the vertical strain will be amply suffi
cient to meet and resist the lateral strain."
That is to say, the rails then experimented on were deemed
strong enough laterally, and it was held that further increase of
strength vertically, necessary for a longer bearing, or we may add,
to support heavier loads, would suffice to impart the requisite
lateral strength to the rails.
The weight of the engines since Professor Barlow conducted
these experiments has been doubled and even trebled, the weight
on the driving-wheels more than doubled, and the speed, no unim
portant element in producing side oscillation, has been almost con
stantly doubled, and on special occasions quadrupled; the weight
of the rails has crept up from 45 or 50 lb. per yard to 75, 80, 90,
and even 100 lb. per yard, but the side stiffness has by no means
Eroportionally increased. In cases where even 70 lb. rails have
een tried with long bearings, the side oscillation has, been found
so constant and violent as to necessitate a recurrence to the
shorter bearings most in use, from 8 feet to 3 ft. 6 in.
The longitudinal bearers have the advantage of presenting a
continuous bearing surface to the ballast, and of giving with the
rail great and uniform side stiffness to each line of rail, so that
comparatively few cross ties are needed to keep the line in gauge,
those on the broad-gauge lines being 15 feet apart. To these two
main features, continuity of bearing on ballast, and continuity and
amount of side stiffness, are to be attributed the great ease and
evenness of the motion of the engines and trains on the Great
Western Railway.
This system of construction is open to the following objections:
—The expansion and contraction of the rails tends to loosen the
fastenings, especially at the joints; and from this cause, with the
comparatively complex nature of the cross ties, the maintenance
is more expensive than on ordinary roads laid on cross sleepers,
and it seems difficult to lift this road without great care and atten
tion. When a cross sleeper is used under the longitudinal bearer,
securing at the same time correctness of gauge and of the cant of
the rail, this objection vanishes; and the cross sleeper being raised
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and packed, the longitudinal timber may be packed subsequently.
This last construction, as used on the old Croydon line, stood a
very large amount of traffic, although laid on substratum of a very
inferior character.
Where a bridge rail is laid down directly on cross sleepers, the
rail undoubtedly possesses in itself considerable side stiffness be
tween the points of support; it does not however contain so much
vertical strength to resist deflection as the ordinary double r rail,
and the expansion and contraction of the rail is apt in cases to
split the joint sleepers. The proportions in which, in the Great
Southern and Western of Ireland, the bearing surface on the bal
last is varied (from 2-50 feet to 0-93 feet super per foot run of
rail), give so great a preponderance to the joint, that it may be
doubted whether in practice it will not be found that constant
packing is required in the centre of the rail lengthwise; and the
amount of hearing surface of the rail on the sleepers is so small
that there will be much crushing of the rail into the timber, espe
cially on the curves.
Having made these general remarks on the various peculiarities
of some of the leading modes of constructing permanent way, it
remains for us to consider the shape, strength, and quality of the
materials used, to prevent them from crushing in themselves.
This more immediately applies to the rails, or wearing surface of
the permanent way. It is in this respect that most of the systems
have alike suffered since the introduction of heavy engines.
The rails most in use vary from 2^ to 2i inches in width on the
upper table or wearing surface, and are for the most part made
rounding at the top. Now if we look at the line of contact of a
tyre on a rail, it will be found that a comparatively small portion
of the width of the rail, in favourable cases not more than 1^ inch,
and in some instances less than ^ inch, is in actual contact. Now
if it be assumed that on a 5 ft. 6 in. wheel of an engine in work
ing order, a weight of 6 tons has to be carried, and if the strength
of the iron in large railway bars to resist compression be taken at
8 tons per inch— (and it is doubtful whether more may be taken)
—then the line of contact of the tyre on the rail in section being
| inch, it is obvious that such line of contact will have to be ex
tended in the other direction into a surface of 1 inch, before the
surface of the rail in contact with the tyre becomes sufficient to
resist the weight superimposed, and the amount of compression in
the rail will be represented by the versed sine of the chord of an
arc 1 inch long with a radius of 2 ft. 9 in. The limit of compres
sion of iron, such as is used in railway-bars being determined, it
is evident that the amount of bearing surface between the rail and
tyre will vary directly with the weight superimposed; that its ex
tent in the length of the rail (or the length of the circumference
of the wheel in contact), will vary with the length of the line of
contact in section; and the extent of the compression or length of
the versed sine, will vary with the radius of the wheel.
The amount of this permanent compression, or of the motion pro
duced in the particles of the iron beyond the elastic limit, even
supposing all the compression to take place on the rail and none
on the tyres of the wheels, will evidently be infinitely small; but
it may be fairly argued that such motion does take place, and re
newed from time to time, from infinitesimal and insensible, becomes
palpable and evident in its results.
It is difficult on other grounds to account for the rapid deterio
ration of rails,—the word deterioration being used in contradis
tinction to destruction, as the rails now removed on some of the
leading lines have in many cases lost more than 2 lb. per yard of
their original weight, showing that although rendered useless,
they have not given out a fair amount of wear to the companies.
For this information the writer is indebted to Mr. Dockray, and
would take this opportunity of acknowledging the kind courtesy
of that gentleman in permitting access to his very valuable report
on this subject.
The cause of the removal of rails when not thoroughly worn
out, is their becoming distorted in shape, such distortion being the
result of lamination. Now this effect may be produced either
from defective shape, or want of strength in the material itself to
bear the superincumbent load. In reg. rd to the usual T-beaded
rail, the impression very generally prevails that the shape is in
fault, and it may very readily be imagined that a rail of this make,
shall gradually grow distorted, from the pressure bending down
the overhanging portions of the top table, without of necessity
proving any motion to have taken place from absolute crushing.
But bridge rails are found not to wear uniformly down, (as they
should do if no crushing took place); the upper corners of the
rail turn outwards, and when the wearing part of the rail has been
rolled or crushed out sideways, the centre part of the top is driven
downwards, and the sides turned completely over.
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These observations would seem to confirm the conjecture pre
viously hazarded, that under the weights now given to the engines,
and with the limited extent of the tyre in contact with the rail in
section, the rails themselves are gradually crushing; and remem
bering that the theoretical line of contact of the tyre on the rail
in section must in all cases become a surface of greater or less ex
tent, this effect is more to be attributed to engines with small
sized wheels used for goods traffic, than to the weight or speed of
engines for express traffic, whose wheels are so much larger in
diameter.
And could the matter be investigated, it would be
found that the rails suffered more from the passage of goods or
mineral trains, than from that of passenger trains at whatever
speed.
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slightly larger than those in the cross sleepers to prevent the tim
bers from splitting. The rails may of course be manufactured in
such lengths as may be most convenient, and the cross sleepers
distributed accordingly, and it may be found that the sleepers
may be placed at wider intervals. The longitudinal timber is to
be secured at the ends by a common half-lap joint, this joint to be
always on one of the middle sleepers, and not under the joint of
the rail.
A modification of this road is shown in figs. 3 and 4, in which a
longitudinal timber 12 by 4 in. is used, and the chairs not let into
the timber, but a saddle, *, introduced between the chairs. The rails
may be secured to the chairs either by a hard wood or wrought-iron
with
key;Cnairs
the letlatter
Into Timbers.
of which is more efficient, as it is not affected by

Fig. 1.— Longitudinal Elevation.
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Fig. .1.- Loii.i'.uillnal Elevation, with Intermediate Saddles.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 4.

On the preservation of the perishable parts it would be beyond
our limits to enter. Payne's process certainly has some effect in
rendering the timber uninflammable, and therefore possesses ad
vantage in the case of timber viaducts, or the planking of bridges.
Saturating the timber with creosote, as adopted by Mr. Bethel!,
has produced very satisfactory results in preserving the timber
from dry rot or decay.
The length to which this paper has extended will prevent more
than a very cursory description of a permanent way which would
embody the more desirable feature of efficiency and stability.
The engravings, figs. 1 and 2, show a wide double T-rail repre
senting a fair bearing surface to the tyre of from 2 inches to 2i
inches, and possessing a considerable amount of side stiffness, being
in depth 4 inches, and in width 3^ inches, and weighing about
100 lb. per yard.
The rail is secured by chairs to a longitudinal timber, 1 1 inches
and 5^ inches, the chairs being sunk into the timber till the bottom
surface of the rail is in contact with the top of the timber, along
which a slight groove is cut, of such a shape that the rail shall
bear harder on the outside edges of the groove than in the centre.
Beneath the longitudinal timber, are sleepers of triangular section
placed immediately under the chairs, 2 ft. 6 in. apart at the joints,
and 4 feet in the centre of the lengths of rail, these last being
supposed in lengths of 17 feet. The sleepers are cut out of
10 inch balk, and retain the road in gauge, whilst presenting an
additional amount of bearing surface on the ballast, and admit of
being packed without much removal of the ballast. In fact, these
sleepers offer peculiar advantages for this mode of construction,
although any others might be used.
The chairs are secured
through the longitudinal timbers to the cross sleepers by hard
wood tree-nails, the holes in the longitudinal timbers being bored

wet or dry, and it prevents the rails from driving forward in the
chairs. The wrought-iron keys are more costly, but as in this
case they are merely composed of short lengths of iron tube, the
difference in expense would not be considerable.
There is a
difficulty in replacing the chairs which will readily be seen by the
members, but in practice this may not be found a very serious ob
jection.
The President observed, that it was an important subject for considera
tion ; the main question seemed to be, whether the surface of the rails was
actually suffering from the crushing action that Mr. Hoby spoke of. It
looked almost as if they had reached the limit of their powers, when they
began to crush the material.
Mr. M'Connell thought that a greater breadth of bearing surface of the
rails would not be found to yield the advantage anticipated by Mr. Hoby ;
as it was so difficult to keep the bearing of the wheels in a straight line, and
extending over the whole surface of the rails.
Mr. Woodhouse remarked, that the rail proposed appeared to him rather
shallow for the purpose, being only 4 inches deep.
Mr. M'Connell said, he should be afraid tbat the rail would deflect be
tween the saddles when a heavy weight passed over.
The President observed, that the rail was very considerably increased
in thickness laterally, and appeared a strong rail, but it must be remembered
that the strength was diminished in proportion to the square of the depth.
He did not attach so mu^h importance as the writer of the paper appeared
to do, to the fact of the permanent way having deteriorated more rapidly in
the last three or four years than previously. It was certain that on the
older railways, which bad been at work for 13 or 14 years, the deterioration
of the rails had been much more rapid during the last three years of the
time than the first three years, but he thought the wear and tear of the
present rails had been much overrated. It must be remembered that the
present heavy engines had been increasing in weight, whilst the rails had
been getting older and more worn ; and he believed that the weight of
the present engines had got pretty nearly, if not quite, to the feasible limit.
Mr. Woodhouse remarked, there was an objection to the proposed plan,
that broken chairs could not he replaced without taking the rail out, which
would be very objectionable.
The President observed, it would certainly be a serious objection if the
rail had to be taken out in order to replace a broken chair: all practical men
were averse to it. He thought the lip on the inner side of the saddles
might be dispensed with, which would allow them to be changed without
disturbing the rail.
[The paper "On a Patent Solid Wtought-Iron Wheel," by Mr. Henry
Smith, owing to its length, we are obliged to postpone until next month,
but we give the two shorter papers which followed it.]
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BAINES' RAILWAY CHAIRS AND SWITCHES.
This Paper was read at the last meeting, bat was not then discussed ; the
inventor, Mr. Baines, of Norwich, attended the present meeting to give fur
ther information and particulars on the subject.
Mr. Baines exhibited and explained specimens of the joint and interme
diate chairs. Tbe Joint Chair had one jaw on the outer side, fitting close
up to the head of tbe rails, ami the rails were fixed by a horizontal dowelpin 1] inches wide and }ths inch thick, which was passed through a notch in
the end of each rail, and a corresponding hole in the outer jaw of tbe chair,
and was drawn up by a vertical cotter driven through tbe dowel-pin on the
other side of tbe chair. A wrought-iron plate 9 inches long was placed
under the head of the dowel-pin, fitting close up to the head of the rails on
tbe inner side, and this plate was drawn up tight against the rails by driving
the vertical cotter, and formed a stiff scarfing piece across the joint of the
rails; this plate was a little cambered, and was sprung fiat by driving the
cotter. The Intermediate Chair was intended to bold the rail without the
use of a key ; the two jaws were of the same form, both fitting up close to
the bead of the rail, but they were placed obliquely instead of opposite to
each other; the chair was Blipped endwise on to the rail and then twisted at
right angles to the rail, which made it grip the rail between the two oblique
jaws. The chair was forced tight against the rail, either by screwed spikes
with conical heads and eccentric countersink boles in the chair, which forced
the chair further round and increased the pressure of the jaws on the rail
when the conical head of each screw was drawn home into the countersink ;
or another plan for doing the same thing was by using square spikes tapered
to a greater breadth at the upper part when they passed through the chair,
so that by driving them down the chair was forced further round against the
rail.
Au estimate was presented of the comparative expense of laying a rail
way on the above plan and on the ordinary plan, and the following were the
respective amounts stated in it,—the amount in each case being only the
cost of the chairs, keys, and spikes, as the rest would be the same in each
case:—
The wood
cost for
keys
a mile
aud of
Ironsingle
spikes
way, laid on the ordinary plan, with 843
£
The cost for a mile of single way, laid on the above plan, with
square taper spikes
340
The Mine, with screwed spikes
u&)

but the square taper spikes were considered equally efficient, and they were
more convenient than the screwed spikes for drawing out in repairs, &c, as
well as less expensive.
Mr. Baines in answer to questions from the President said, tbe only trial
that had yet been made of them was a short length of line at the entrance
of Norwich Station, which had been at work with these chairs for eleven
months witb complete success, and had not required any repair of the
chairs. It was situated where all the trains ran over in entering the
station.
A trial of the joint and intermediate chairs would be made shortly on tbe
main line of tbe North Staffordshire Railway at Danes Moss, near Burton.
In the trial already made of them at Norwich, there had not been any loose
ness of the keys of the joint chairs, and they remained just the same as
when first put dnwn. He had made a trial of the joint chair by removing
the whole of the ballast away from under the joint sleeper, and the joint
chair held tbe rail ends so firmly, that scarcely any deflection could be per
ceived when an engine passed over. He thought these cbairs would do
away with the canting of the joint sleepers, and would prevent a great deal
of the noise in passing over the joints.
Mr. M'Connell suggested that it would be preferable to make the
dowel-pin with rounded edges, and the notches in the rail ends similarly
rounded at the bottom, for the purpose of preventing any risk of tbe rails
splitting from the angles of the notch.
Mr. Baines said, he did not see any objection to the proposal; but he
thought there was not any risk of tbe rails splitting from the notch, because
a clearance of J-inch was left between the dowel-pin and the top of the
notch, so as to prevent any pressure ever coming upon the donel-pin. The
joint chair formed a coupling between tbe rail ends, and the rails supported
one another.
The President observed, that if this joint chair stood the test of the
working on a main line, it would be tbe thing desired, but he feared there
were too many parts about it to stand well. He considered the construction
of some secure fastening for railway chairs was of the last importance for
railways, and thought the subject well deserving the attention of the mem
bers ; it was desirable to have as few parts as possible, and those not very
costly.
Mr. Woodhouse asked how it was intended to replace a chair becom
ing loose or breaking,—whether the rail would have to be taken out for the
purpose ?
Mr. Baines said, he proposed having some chairs cast wider in the jaws,
which would allow them to be slipped on the rail from the underside, fur
the purpose of replacing any broken chairs without taking out the rail.
liut he fully expected there would be very little breakage of the chairs,
because there were no keys driven into them, and a great proportion of the
breakage of the ordinary cbairs was caused by driving the keys ; also the
new chairs were made stronger than usual. He bad tried one of the inter
mediate cbairs by suspending it from one of the jaws, and hanging a weight
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of 10} tons from the other jaw for several weeks, and there waa no failure
in it.
Mr. Baines next explained the Switch, the principal improvement in it
being the additional depth of the switch tongue, which was made about
an inch deeper than the main rail, and the bottom flaocb of the switch
tongue worked under the main rail when the switcb was shot ; for tbe pur
pose of driving under tbe main rail all the dirt that got between them in
the working of tbe switch, instead of driving tbe dirt against the main rail,
which was an evil in the ordinary switches where tbe rails were all of tbe
same depth, and caused the risk of accident by the switch being prevented
from closing properly. Another advantage obtained from this construction
was, that the bottom flancb of the switch was kept entire to the end, instead
of being planed off on one side, as in the ordinary switches, and that in
creased the steadiness and strength of tbe switch tongue.
The President remarked, that the switch tongue was chamfered equally
on both sides.
Mr. Baines explained that the tongue was formed according to Mr.
Wild's plan, with the point dropping under the head of the main rail ; and
the tongue was shaped exactly the same on both aides, so that the switcb
could be used either right or left banded.
STEPHENSON'S EXPRESS ENGINE.
A Paper was read, accompanied by drawings, "Descriptive of an Krprett
Engine," manufactured by Messrs. Robert Stephenson and Co, for the
York, Newcastle, and Berwick Railway, in 1848, and intended to run express
trains between Newcastle and York, a distance of 83 miles, as soon aa tbe
relaying of the line is completed which is now in progress. It was intended
to have tried a series of experiments on tbe working of this engine, and to
have accompanied the present paper with the results of tbe experiments,
but these have been unavoidably postponed in consequence of the relaying
of the line ; the engine is at present running between York and Darlington,
and is working satisfactorily, with a small consumption of fuel.
The engine has inside cylinders with a crank axle ; and six wheels, inside
bearings for the crank axle, and outside bearings for the leading and trailing
axles. The cylinders are 16 inches diameter, aud 20 inches length of stroke.
The valves are vertical, and are placed on the outer side of each cylinder,
instead of the inner side ; tbe exhaust passages are carried under the cylin
ders, and unite at the blast-pipe. The steam ports are 1} inches wide by
13 long, and tbe exhaust ports 2\ inches by 13 inches; the traverse of tbe
slide-valves is 4J inches. The eccentrics are fixed on tbe enda of the
crank-axle outside of the wheels, and the valves are worked by the expan
sion link motion. The pumps are worked by the same ecccentrics, and are
fixed at the sides of the fire-box. Tbe boiler is 3 ft. 10 in. diameter, and
11 feet in length, containing 174 tubes of If inches outside diameter, and
11 ft 5 inches length. Tbe inside fire-box is 3 ft. 9 in. long, by 3 ft. 8 in.
wide, and 4 ft. 9 in. high from the top of the fire-bars to the underside of
tbe roof.
The Heating surface in the Fire-Box is
82 square feet
Ditto
ditto
Tubes
964
„
Total Heating Surface
1046
„
The driving- wheels are 6 ft. 6 in. diameter, and the leading and trailing
wheels are 3 ft. 9 in. diameter. Tbe outside and inside framing consists
each of a single flat wrought iron plate 1 inch thick and 8 inches deep ; tbe
inside frame is bolted to a flancb upon the cylinder and to a bracket on the
fire-box ; the outside frame is bolted to a flanch upon tbe steam-chest, which
is in one casting with the cylinder, and is attached to the boiler by three
wrought-iron bracket* on each side. The weight of the engine in working
trim is about 22 tons.
The President observed that this engine did not differ materially from
the ordinary express engines, except that the steam chests were brought out
side and the eccentrics placed outside the driving-wheels. He might state
that be had seen the engine, and the consumption of coke including getting
up the steam was 18 lb. per mile with the express trains, which were gene
rally very small, having only three or four carriages.

MayINSTITUTION
1, and 8.—Joshua OF
Field,
CIVIL
Esq., President,
ENGINEERS.
in the Chair.
The discussion on Mr. Crampton's paper, "On the Comtruction of Loco
motive Enginet" (given in last month's Journal), was continued through buth
these evenings. The same tone of argument waa kept up, and numerous
instances were adduced supporting the views of both sides; but without ar
riving at any definite result, other than that it was desirable in all engine*
to lower the centre of graviiy, in order to establish a greater angle of stability,
and to arrive at a ratio between the circumference of the driving-wheel and
the cubic content of the cyliuders : such as whilst the greatest speed might
be maintained with an economical consumption of fuel, every facility should
be afforded for starting rapidly, which was a point of importance on line*
running frequent trains. On the one band it was argued, that small driving
wheels were essential for quick starting; and on the other hand it was con
tended, that with a given amount of evaporating surface in the boiler, the
tractive power would be the same under all circumstances at tbe periphery
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of the driving-wheel, provided a given relative proportion existed between
the cubic content of the cylinder and the circumference of the drivingwheel, and that large wheels reduced the wear and tear.
The long disposed of question of the stability of the long boiler engines
was again cursorily touched on and disposed of.
Tbe diminution of the wear and tear of the sides of the brasses of the
engines, having the driving-wheels behind, and the greatest weight upon the
extremities, leaving a comparatively light load on the centre wheels, was ad
duced as a proof of their stability, an engine of that kind having run
twenty-five thousand miles without any appreciable lateral wear; whereas an
ordinary engine on the same railway, had worn away a thickness of a quarter
of an inch whilst running the same distance.
A paper was read, describing "A kind of Permanent Way, which had
hern somewhat extensively laid down on the Lancashire and Yorkshire and
other Railways, in the north of England." By Mr. II awkshavt, M. Inst. C.E.
The principle was that of a bridge rail, weighing seventy-five pounds per
yard, placed upon continuous longitudinal timber hearing, and the novelty
consisted in having at each joint a malleable iron plate chair, with a projec
tion on the upper surface, fitting within the interior of tbe rail, and the
lUnches, which were fourteen inches long by eight inches wide, and half-aninch in thickness, attached to tbe rail by rivets in such a manner as to fix
them firmly together, and yet to allow for the expansion and contraction
cansed by the variations of temperature. The details of the arrangement
were very simple and complete, and it appeared to succeed perfectly, as in
an extent of twenty miles of railway so laid, over which numerous heavy
trains bad ran daily, at considerable speed, for the last year, only three
rivet-beads were found to have been knocked off when recently examined.
May 15.—The discussion on Mr. Hatvkshaw's paper was continued
tbronghout this evening.
Some interesting observations were made on the actual destruction of the
cast-iron chairs and double-headed rails, and the advantages that would re
sult from the more general substitution of continuous longitudinal timber
bearings for the present transverse sleepers and cast-iron chairs. The gra
dual ameliorations that had taken place in the forms and strengths of the
bridge rails and their various fastenings were discussed ; and it was contended
that the hollow bridge rail was more durable than any other, that the upper
surface was more compressed in rolling, and that the system of connecting
the end, whether by rivetting to a plate, or by bolts and nuts, made a better
and more even joint, and therefore produced a more level surface for the
engines and carriages to run upon. The duration of the timber was de
clared to be such, that a second set of bridge rails had been laid down on
the longitudinal timbers, whereas tbe cross sleepers bad never been able to
bear that. This, however, it was asserted, arose principally from common
timber being used for tbe transverse sleepers, whilst tbe best kind, well
creosoted, was used for the longitudinal bearers.
Tbe systems of inserting a piece of hard wood between the rail and the
main timber, as on the Great Western Railway, was much approved, as was
also tbe plan of side transoms halved into the main timbers, as it enabled a
better system of drainage to be employed than had been usual with that
kind of permanent way.
Tbe new systems tried by Mr. Samuels on the Eastern Counties Railway,
and of which several models were exhibited and described, received much
commendation, particularly the plan for dispensing with the joint chairs and
uniting the ends of the rails by two side pieces, or fishes, of cast-iron, bolted
through and to each other, so as to render that part quite equal in strength
to the body of the rail. The question of the means of allowing for the
contraction and expansion of a line of securely-fastened rails was dis
cussed, as was the creeping or advancing motion of rails in the direction of
tbe traffic.
The general opinion seemed to be decidedly in favour of the longitudinal
bearing, although it was admitted that many of the transverse-sleeper rail
ways—for instance, such as had been laid on the plans of Cubitt and of
llawksbaw—were so good that it was not to be presumed they would be
removed to make way for the longitudinal system.
May 22.—Mr. Field, the President of the Institution, held his Annual
Conversazione on Tuesday evening, May 22nd, at the rooms of the Institu
tion.
The President was well supported in doing the honours of the
evening by the vice-presidents and members of council, and by Mr. C.
Manby, the secretary, whose general arrangements, and selection aud distri
bution of the works of art and the models, claim the highest praise.
From such a large collection we can only particularise a few, and we must
give the place of honour to the works of art. On the walls were the por
trait* of the celebrated engineers, Locke, Brunei, Fairbairn, and Mr. Isambard Brunei, by Grant, Hornby, and Patten. Around the walls and on the
tables were beautiful specimens of the pencils of Etty, Haghe, Lee, Fahey,
Scanlan, Pitt, Wood, Boxall, Richmond, Jutsum, Forrester, and many others.
Mr. Thomas contributed a beautiful marble chimney-piece, intended for
Mr. Peto, and a statuette of Ariel commanding the storm. Mr. Behnes, also
sent an excellent bust of Mr. C. Barry. Mr. Deighton's model of the
Kneller Hall Training School was an excellent specimen of Mr. Mair's archi
tectural skill and taste. Among the principal of Salter's models were, Mr.
Fowler's New Holland Pier, and his Girder Bridge over the Trent ; Mr. Jec's
Dinting Vale Viaduct ; Captain Moorsom's Viaduct on tbe Waterford Rail
way; Mr. G. Edwards' Bridge over ■ the Wavcney ; Mr. Grainger's Bridge
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over the Calder ; Mr. Stephenson's Tubular Bridge over the Menai Straits ;
and of the Bishop's Rock Pile Lighthouse, erecting in a most perilous
position, by Messrs. Walten and Burges. Cochrane's Sawing-.Machine ex
cited great attention ; as did Gordon's Cata-Dioptric arrangement, and Wilkins's Fourth Order Dioptric Light Apparatus.
The Earl of Rosse contributed the model of his magnificent Telescope, as
did Mr. Cowper those of his own, Mr. Lassels's, and Mr. Nasmytb's method
of mounting Equatorial instruments.
The Electric Telegraph Company had a fine collection of working instru
ments, and Messrs. Brett and Little contributed a series of theirs.
Mr. Strode's self-igniting gas burner, and Mr. Biddell's self-regulating
gas-burner, were both much admired.
Messrs. Adams exhibited a complete series of improvements in railway
carriages, permanent way, &c. ; and Messrs. Johnson and Camruell an
equally complete assortment of steel springs, files, &c.
Mr. Roberts had a beautiful collection of models and working instru
ments, exhibiting his usual talent of invention and beauty of execution.
Messrs. Mitchell bad a series of models of the various applications and
mode of using the screw. pile and mooring. Very complete models were
also shown, by Mr. Woods, of Clements' sugar-refinery, and of a rotative
dynamometer.
Messrs. James Wall and Co., sent two curious models of an engine with
an oscillating cylinder, made by Murdock in 1785, and of a locomotive
engine, by the same ingenious man, prior to 1784.
Messrs. Ransome and May exhibited some shavings of cast-iron, cut by
tools of immense power, from railway wheels.
Messrs. Maudslay sent a model of a large gun, intended to be loaded and
sponged by tbe breech ; and a method of feathering paddles.
Messrs. Seaward and Co., contributed a series of models of plans for
raising stern propellers ; and Messrs Cbubb also sent a beautiful specimen
of an iron chest, very superior in workmanship and design.

ROYAL
April
INSTITUTE
30.—T. Bellamy,
OF BRITISH
Esq., V.P., inARCHITECTS.
tbe Chair.
The firBt part of a paper by Mr. J. W. Papwobth, "On some Features of
the Connection between the Architecture and Chronology of Egypt, with an
account of a work by M. J. B. Le Sueur, 'On the Chronology of Egypt illus
trated by its Monuments'—to which the medal of the Institute of France
was awarded in 1847"—was read.
Recalling the traditionary origin and the literary, philosophical, and reli
gious obligations of tbe Greeks to Egypt, the author proposed to consider
tbe debt of architecture owing to the Greek translation of Egyptian skill : —
for this purpose the first step would be to consider how the dates of monu
ments generally were fixed ; next the monuments themselves would be de
scribed and dated ; then their characteristic features could be placed in
tables, from which his deductions would be drawn. He took as his text the
opinions of Barry and of Jomard, " that the monuments alluded to are of
very remote antiquity, or during the most flourishing period of the arts in
Egypt ; the general resemblance of the fluted columns to those of the Gre
cian-Doric order is manifest ; and, in addition to many other remarkable in
dications in the Egyptian temple, clearly pbint to Egypt as tbe source c f
both Greek and Roman architecture." Slightly running through the stages
of discovery and arrangement, the author mentioned Mr. Wathen's book as
one in which his forthcoming deductions were most decidedly contemned ;
and adding a notice of the scope and value of Mr. Sharpe's last work, pro
ceeded to give some account of the great work of Le Sueur, beautifully
printed with moveable hieroglyphic type—the first, and a splendid first, child
of the Republican Government Printing-office. It contains, above all other
matters, the interesting translation and adaptation of the great chronologic
Canon of the Museum of Turin, in hieratic writing, formerly of very con
siderable extent,—and which, if perfect, might have set at rest the quasiio
vexata of Manetbo's Dynasties, for it is not divided into such portions, but
into eras.
The dates of Le Sueur, which give 5000 B.C. to the pyramid builders, ap
pear extraordinary to those who with many English savans consider that
1800 is quite remote enough. In accordance with the more moderate dates,
a table was exhibited which showed the succession of the kings about to be
named ; and tbe author proceeded to show that the monumental history of
his art on one band proved the table,—while tbe table, on the other, ac
counted for the works. The Proto-Doric theory of Champollion, supported
by Jomard, Uosellini, and Wilkinson, was mentioned as having incurred
much ridicule ; and the theory of Lepsius, as to an Asiatic influence on
Egyptian art, was disowned by the author,—who proceeded, on the state
ments subsequently made by Lepsius, to divide Egyptian architecture into at
least four classes or orders systematically arranged; the third and fourth,
being imitative of nature, formed one division,—while the other was com
posed of the first and second classes, illustrated by dated examples (from
Ghizeh, Karnak, and Quorneh for one period of art, and from Benihassan,
Karnak, Dair el Bahri, Medinet Aboo, Eleuthyias, Kalabshe, Amada, and
Samneh), whence the peculiar and geometric characteristics of the first divi
sion were drawn and put into juxtaposition.
A discussion on this part of the paper being very probable, Mr. Papworth
25
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was interrupted by the Chairman with a request to reserve the remainder of
his paper, which was nearly concluded, for another evening, so that the dis
cussion might have a sufficient period allowed to it. Messrs. Donaldson and
Tite made some remarks to the same effect ;—and the meeting adjourned to
the 21st of May.
May 7.—This was the annual general meeting, and the following offieelieareis were elected for the ensuing year:—President : Earl de Grey; KicePresidents: T. Bellamy. A. Salvin, and S. Smirke ; Honorary Secretaries:
T.L.Donaldson and J. J. Scoles ; Council: W. J. Donthom, H. E. Kendall, G. Mair, C. Mayhew, A. Mee, D. Mocatta, C. C. Nelson, C. Parker,
F. C. Penrose, and T. H. Wyatt; Treasurer: Sir W. R. Faiquhar, Cart.
May 21. —Mr. J. W. Papworth read the concluding portion of his paper
commenced as above. He dwelt at some length on the progressive develop
ment of the features of the third and fourth classes of his system ; which he
illustrated by dated examples from Karnak, Ghijeh, Beni Hassan, the column
in the British Museum, Luxor, and Elephantis for one period of art; and
from Philse, Esneh, Dendera, Ombos, and Edfou ; whence the peculiar and
imitative characteristics of the second division were drawn and put into
juxtaposition. In summing up all the above, the author considered tha the
had made it appear that two great epochs were established with certainty for
Egyptian architecture, as well as for its political history,—each having its
particular
tated also in
style
monuments
: the first above
whichground
arose from
; thisrock
stylecut
flourished
constructions,
in the and
old Phaimiraonic reigns before the Hyksos invasions, renewed itself probably under the
seventeenth, and shows its last efforts under the eighteenth dynasty—under
which, and at the commencement of the glorious period of Egyptian supre
macy must he placed that great change which operated probably not only
upon architecture, but on all the arts and on the entire civilisation of the
people. Then was seen a new style of architecture ; which, however, had its
birth anteriorly, and by the side of the former style, embracing and develop
ing the principle of vegetation in its columns, imitating in every point orga
nic nature, and decorating them with allegoric ornaments.
Mr. Papworth afterwards read a supplemental paper, being a translation of
the views of Lepsius " On the Relation of the later Egyptian Order to the
Greek Column."

May 9.—W.
SOCIETY
Tookk,OF
Esq.,
ARTS,
F.R.S., LONDON.
V.P., in the Chair.
Mr. D. Wyatt, architect, read a paper "On Metal Work and its Artistic
Design."—He commenced with some remarks on the absolute necessity of
the study of specific design, in order to confine the errant imaginations of
artists within reasonable bounds, and in order fully to take advantage of all
the natural properties, mechanical capabilities, and recorded experiences pe
culiarly belonging to all materials, in the elaboration of which it is requisite
that an alliance between use and beauty may be effected. The author main
tained that all propriety and perfection in manufacturing design were deriv
able from the result of such studies, and that the more clearly the objective
individuality of every ingredient was preserved and enunciated in the finished
article, the more satisfactory to both eye and mind would the character of
its ornamentation appear.
The specific design of metal work was described as based on three great
atudies, a thorough knowledge of which was requisite to all who would either
manufacture, compose, or criticise in any one of its various ramifications.
The first of these was that of the distinctive characteristics and appliances
of each metal. The second, its form as modified by all the mechanical pro
cesses of manufacture. The third, a thorough analytical and critical acquaint
ance with the best models in which reasonable and good proof of art can be
traced, and through modifications of which pleasing associations of idea
may be commanded at the will of the designer.
In accordance with his scheme thus laid down, the author proceeded to
deduce the correct theory of the manufacture of each metal, from the pro
perties with which it had been endowed by nature. He then described at
considerable length the process by which almost all objects in metal must be
produced, dwelling on those best harmonizing with the character of each
substance, and the accredited conventionality of its use. Thus he emphasi
zed the refining, beating into sheets, wire-drawing, stamping aud torsion of
gold, the beating in a plate, gilding, dead silvering, parcel gilding, soldering,
&c. of silver, the hollow casting of bronze by means of wax and of moulds,
and the solid founding of iron in complex forms. Having disposed of the
structural processes, the author analysed the decorative or superficial ; enu
merating the leading peculiarities of engraving— matting, niello, cooking,
burnUbing; the six chief divisions of enamel, and three or four varieties of
damaskeening. The mechanical limits of the art being thus pointed out, the
impressions suggested by the history of past chefs-d'oeuvre were cursorily
examined. The great antiquity of metal work, and its details, among the
Jews, Egyptians, Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, Etrurians, and Romans, was
demonstrated from descriptions furnished by various authors and by monu
ments of wonderful merit still existing. The speaker passed quickly over
the mediaeval portion of the subject; and concluded by calling attention to
the beautiful examples by which he was surrounded, and urging a systematic
recognition of first principles and practical details to be superadded to the
study of Beauty and Fine Art in the abstract.
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May 16.—Mr. F. Whishaw read a paper "On the Importance of thorough
Ventilation in Collieries," by Mr. Edgington, the latter gentleman ex
plaining, by diagrams on the walls, the various details.
After alluding to the vast importance of the subject, and the interest
which was at the present moment drawn towards it, the writer explained
the nature of fire-damp, or carburetted-hydrogen gas, which was continually
more or less being given out in coal mines ; and the several details of Tamos
analyses which had been taken, all productive of different results, each pro
ducing more or less of the light olefiant gas, hydrocarbon, &c These
analyses were taken after treating the gases with caustic, potash, &c, to
free them from carbonic acid, which the writer regretted, as it would have
been desirable to ascertain what quantity of carbonic acid fire-damp in its
native state contained. The blue flickering flame seen towarda the roofa of
fiery mines arose from the presence of the bi hydrate of carbon. He was
aware that some of the first chemists of the age approved of the use of
wire gauze as a preventive of the flame coming in contact with the onler
atmosphere ; but he considered the safety of such a lamp very questionable,
particularly when affected by blowers, and when the interstices or mealies of
the wire gauze became clogged with the fine particles of carbonaceous mat
ter floating about in all mines, when it caught fire and formed a conductor
to the outer explosive atmosphere, and from these circumstances be did not
think it entitled to the proud title of safety lamp. What he meant by per
fect ventilation was not a system aided by air-pumps, fan-blowers, bighpressure steam, or other artificial meant; be wished to see a system by
which a safety-lamp was not required, and the men might work securely by
candles, and he believed it possible to adopt such a system of natural ven
tilation round the face of the workings where the men were at work.
Under the present system, when an accumulation of fire-damp took place
along an unbroken wall at the back of the goaf, and exploded, the men are
thrown towards the open work, and their destruction is certain. The changes
continually taking place in the atmosphere of a mine are not noticed, as the
men, being intent on their work, cannot be always on the watch.
Mr. Edgington then proceeded to describe his plan of ventilation, for
which purpose he referred to several diagrams, and a plan of Haswell Col
liery. It will, of course, be impossible to follow the explanation in the
absence of these ; but the general plan recommended appeared to be with
two shafts, a down-cast and an upcast ; space should be left to ventilate the
back roads, and thus all gases set free will he immediately carried from the
men. The air is to be so split that one-half should ventilate the goaf and
the other half the coal face. There should be as many streams as there
were stalls ; and in these, when practical, the air should he returned. Mr.
Edgington then further described his new plans of cutting headinga from
the roads to carry away the gat and air to the up-cast shaft, and connecting
all the high levels together to drain the roofs. His system could be carried
out in all existing workings, and the expense would be comparatively little
or nothing, in proportion to the good effected, as naked candles might be
used, and the collier pursue his work in perfect safety. He said the greatest
evil at present in existence in the northern collieries was the want of any
regulated arrangement in the ground works. In the Haswell Colliery (where,
in the last explosion, 7~> lives were lost), for want of this arrangement,
there were no less than twenty.two current or divisions of air passing in all
directions, and counteracting each other. Under t lie new system, on re
moving the walls, the currents of air should be reversed, and the safety of
the mine would be continued. He also explained how, in cases of fallen
roof, by cutting the eud of the roadway up to a level with tbe roof or
cutting a way diagonally down to the roadway, the current of the air aud
the gas would be continued uninterruptedly.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
April 9.—George Lies, A.M., V.P., in the Chair.
The following communications were made :—
"Account of a Binocular Camera, and of a method of obtaining Drmemgs
of Full Length or Colossal Statues, and of Living Bodies, which can be ex
hibited as solids by the Stereoscope." By Sir David Brewster, F.R.S.
In this paper the author pointed out the changes which take place in ihe
visual representation of bodiet of three dimensions, such as statues, build
ings, and living bodies, when tbey are viewed at different distances by one
or both eyes, or when reduced copies of statues are viewed in a similar man
ner. He showed that full length and colossal statues, at works of art, are
not so perfectly seen as reduced copies of them, and that there is caterit
paribus a certain ratio between the distance of the eyes and the magnitude
of a body of three dimensions, when its visual form is best developed. The
author then described a Binocular Camera, and explained a method of ob
taining by its means such dissimilar drawings on a plane of full length, and
colossal statues and living bodies, as will give the best representations of
them in relief when united by the stereoscope. The Binocular Camera
described by the author is composed of two semi-lenses, obtained by
bisecting an achromatic lens. These semi-lenses are placed at the distance
of the two eyes, or at such multiples of that distance as may be necessary to
take dissimilar drawings of full-sized or colossal ttatuet, for the purpose of
reproducing the ttatue in the atereosenpe. The author described and ex
plained a method by which statues of all sizes, and living bodies, may be
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reproduced, as it were, and exhibited in three dimensions ; and he pointed
out the great advantage which the sculptor would derive from the possession
of dissimilar drawings of works of art, and from the study of them when
viewed in their true relief in the stereoscope. A Microscopic Stereoscope,
with several curious diagrams, was exhibited, and, in paiticular, the effect of
dissimilar drawings, made by the Binocular Camera, of Danneker'i statue of
Ariadne on the Leopard, when united in the stereoscope. The united
image stood out in high relief as in the original statue.
"Sequel to hit Description of a Revolving Valve for Locomotive and other
Steam-Kngines." By John Anderson, Esq.
A description of this valve was read to the Society in 1846. The valve
has a rotary in place of a reciprocating motion, and Mr. Anderson considers
it much more suitable for locomotive steam-engines than the common
valves,
" On Improvements in the Hoofs and Glaring of Contervatoriet and Hot
houses, with a Drawing." By Mr. William Coofer.
In this paper the author remarks that the Romans glazed their hothouses
with a transparent substance, called lapis specularis, a fossil of the class of
" talcs," with which they were chiefly supplied from the Island of Cyprus,
and which is used to this day by lanthorn-makers ; and so good a substitute
is it ssid to have been, that the Emperor Tiberius had cucumbers at his
table throughout the whole year. The author gives a description of the
magnificent conservatory at Chatsworth, constructed by Decimus Burton,
Esq., architect, London, for his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, at a cost of
32.000A, and containing 70,000 superficial feet of glass ; and such is its
extent, and convenient arrangement, that three or four carriages have been
driven in it at one time. Instead of wooden sash-bars, the author recommends
wrougbt-iron bars, galvanised, which are by far the best and cheapest in the
end. inasmuch as they require no painting, and are not subject to decay, the
galvanised iron being an effectual remedy against the action of oxygen.
The expense of copper bars of sufficient strength to bear a great weight of
glass (especially during a hurricane, which has been proved to press at a
weight of 50 lb. per superficial inch) entirely precludes its use for conserva
tories ; besides, copper for this purpose is otherwise objectionable, because
every drop of water containing oxide of copper carries death to the plants.
Class is now very cheap, and, instead of using panes of glass six inches
square, as formerly, puttied close at the joinings, and which causes a drop of
water arising from the condensed vapour, and which is injurious to the
plants; the author recommends sheet glass from 30 to 60 inches long, and
from 6 to 9 inches wide, cut to an elliptic form at the ends and overlapped,
and to allow one half-inch of an opening at each joining, exactly at the
centre of the elliptic, puttying the remainder across in the usual way, thus
allowing breathing room to the plants, and the escape of the superabundant
carbonic gaa emitted from them. The author exhibited two drawings of
conservatories of moderate dimensions, constructed on the most improved
principles, with central coned roofs; the bend of the glsss forming an arch,
more effectually resists a storm. The air is heated by means of tanks and
hot- water pipes, being the nearest approximation of artificial to natural heat.
The best stones for pavement are found on the estate of Lindsay Carnegie,
Esq., of Kinblethmont, near Arbroath. Glass ventilators are used instead of
the old method of ventilation by raising the sashes, which is attended with
risk and inconvenience, and olten with serious injury to the plants. For
some purposes, and for angular roofs attached to garden walls, the author
recommends the use of rough plate glass J or j inch thick, on account of
its cheapness and durability.
"Description of a Saw-Mill, intended for Colonial use v/iere Metal i'»
scarce and Wood abundant." By Mr. William Reid Douglas.
It was stated that this perpendicular saw-mill is particularly adapted for
colonial purposes, owing to the small quantity of metal required in its con
struction—tbat it is also much simpler and less expensive in its construction
than the ones in general use, and is adapted to saw either round or square
timber. The motion is communicated to a shaft, on the one end of which
is fixed a fly-wheel, on the other a crank communicating the motion to the
working beam, the other end of which is attached to the under part of the
saw-frame ; on the same shaft is fixed au eccentric, which works a catch on
a small ratchet wheel fixed on the end of a wooden roller, on which the
rope winds as it draws forward the slide bench, the motion of which can be
retarded by the application of pulleys, if required.
"A tfachine for Cutting down Standing Timber, capable of being used
by one man." By Mr. George D. Howell
Tbe machine is intended to be useful where labour is scarce. The saw
being fixed in a frame, admits of one power pressing each way alternately.
Tbe body of the machine is so constructed that it may be taken to pieces,
and rendered portable.
"An Improved Glazier's Machine." By Mr. George D. Howell.
Tbia glazing machine, by being secured by the screw underneath, was
stated to be less liable to shift, or to jolt, or be unsteady, as when secured
witb the pins in present use : and by having tbe cross-bar padded, secures
the paint inside from injury by friction. The common machine, it was
stated, could be altered to this plan, with comparatively little expense.
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ON BOILER CRUST
Mr. William West, of Leeds, lately read the following paper before the
West Riding Geological and Polytechnic Society, "On the Component Parts
of the Crust or Fur in Boilers" :—" It has been common to speak of bicarbon
ate of lime, or carbonate of lime dissolved in water by excess of carbonic acid,
according to the opinions on a theoretical point of authors describing the
same substance, as yielding the crust, or 'fur,' of steam boilers; and either
to deny or overlook the share which sulphate of lime has in the formation
of this troublesome deposit. Among those who have gone so far as to deny
the existence, or, at least, the practical importance, of sulphate of lime in
these crusts, is Dr. Ritterbandt, the proprietor of a very ingenious, and, 1
believe, in some situations, a very effectual patent method for preventing in
crustations of the carbonate, by introducing chloride of ammonium into the
boiler. At that temperature carbonate of ammonia is driven off, and tbe
highly soluble chloride of calcium remains, in place of insoluble carbonate
of lime. I have, however, so often found in these crusts not merely a nota
ble, but a considerable, portion of sulphate of lime, that I have on different
occasions, when my subject required, called attention to its presence, and
expressed an opinion, which I have found much to confirm, that it is even
more troublesome and mischievous than tbe carbonate alone. The specimen
now treated of was formed, under somewhat peculiar circumstances, in a
low-pressure boiler. It contains not a trace of carbonate, yields not a
bubble of effervescence with acids, and a portion dissolved in a large quan
tity of water yields, with chloride of barium, a quantity of sulphate of
barytes, closely equivalent to what it would furnish if pure anhydrous sul
phate of lime. It contains a little oxide of iron. It is not the curious salt
discovered by Professor Johnstone, containing half an atom of water to each
atom of sulphate of lime; for ten grains, finely pondered, lost by exposure
to a red heat only three-tenths of a grain—less than a quarter of an atom
of water, and, therefore, bygrometric or accidental; and the sulphate is es
sentially anhydrous. The deposition of sulphate of lime from a solution,
far below saturation, takes place in the manner which I described some
years ago, in tbe Journal of the Royal Institution. As each bubble of
steam is disengaged during brisk ebullition, tbe sulphate of lime, of course,
separates ; for its re-solution time would be required, but before that can
take place many other particles are separated, and these rapidly cohere into
portions large enough to subside and to resist yet more the solvent power of
the water. I have elsewhere, and on other occasions, stated my belief that
though gypsum, in its hydrous and ordinary crystals, is a softer mineral than
calc spar, yet that boiler crusts containing much sulphate of lime are harder
than those composed wholly or chiefly of carbonate. The present specimen
curiously confirms this opinion. I am assured by the workmen that not
only was it with difficulty removed by the tools usually employed for such
purposes, but that even tbe ' sate,' or bard chisel, used for cutting cold
iron, is sometimes broken or turned by this crust."

BRUNTON'S NEW COLLIERY

VENTILATOR.

At Gelly Gaer Colliery, a ventilator upon an entirely new construction, in
vented by Mr. Brunton, has been erected under bis superintendence, for the
special purpose of testing its power of rarefaction. On Friday the 4th ult.,
Thomas Powell, Esq., of the Gaer, proprietor nf the colliery, together with
several practical and scientific gentlemen, attended to see the machine put
to work, and to ascertain its capability.
The machine is applied to the top of the upcast pit by a short tunnel or
air-course, and is driven by a steam-engine. By the principles of this ma
chine, the air is subjected to the influence of centrifugal force, whereby any
degree of rarefaction necessary to the complete ventilation of a colliery may
be attained witb the greatest economy of power. Tbe rarefaction produced
was indicated by a water gauge ; and being carefully noted and compared
with the velocity of tbe machine, was found most satisfactorily to correspond
with theoretical deductions. The rarefaction maintained in the upcast pit
being equal to 2J inches of water, or 131b. on the square foot, of course
produced a strong current through the workings of tbe colliery, one of the
air-ways of which, 20 yards long, has a mean area of 9J superficial feet ;
yet such was the power of the machine, tbat 18,000 cubic feet per minute
were propelled through this passage at a velocity of 32 feet per second, and
afterwards in its way to the upcast pit, through an opening of only 4 super
ficial feet area, at a velocity of 70 feet per second, exhibiting a degree of
rarefaction and power of propulsion (the chief objects of the experiment)
to the entire satisfaction of all the gentlemen present. The quantity of air
was measured carefully in its passage through one of the levels 6 feet
square, where it travelled 20 yards in 7 seconds.
The mechanism of the machine is of the most simple and integral cha
racter; has no valves or separate moving parts; has no attrition, and all
the friction is resolved into a foot pivot moving iu oil. When at rest, offers
no impediment to the air ascending from the pit,—liable to no derangement,
and is very inexpensive : in short, it is a simple mechanical implement,
whereby any degree of rarefaction necessary to ventilation is rendered cer
tain, regular, and under visible inspection, beiug subject to the law of central
forces, which is as fixed and determinate as that by which a stone falls to
the earth.
On the following day a very importaut experiment was made by stopping
2i*
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the influx of air from the down-cast shaft, ami in less than five minutes
the whole of the colliery was thus artificially subjected to a rarefaction equal
to, and in its effect upon the gas in the coal corresponii'ng with, a sudden
fall of the barometrical column of about two-tenths of an inch of mercury,
and this may be greatly increased.
To this capability of drawing off at pleasure the carburetted hydrogen
from the goafs and fissures, during the absence of the workmen and their
lights, and the re-introduction of fresh air before the men resume their
work, when the colliery will be found in a state of extraordinary purity of

QJVNE,

atmosphere, the Inventor looks with great confidence as the most effectual
means of preventing fire-damps, and also of promoting the health of the
workmen. Mr. Calvert, a large coal proprietor, one of the gentlemen
present,during
ground
was soits
satisfied
operation,
with that
the utility
he hasofsince
the given
machine,
Mr. having
Brunton
been
an underorder
for one to be fixed at his colliery immediately. We congratulate Mr. Powell
on being the first to introduce so valuable an invention—the adoption of
which, we trust, will be the means of saving the lives of many of oar
colliers.

PATENT BRICK AND TILE KILNS.

These kilns are introduced by the Ainslie Brick and Tile Ma
chine Company, for burning bricks, tiles, and pottery ware, and
are constructed on an entirely new principle, viz. :—that of burn
ing downwards, in place of upwards, in a close kiln, and of apply
ing the surplus heat of the burning kiln, which is now lost, to the
complete drying and partial burning of the goods in the series of
kilns in connection. Their superiority to ordinary kilns consists—
First—in a saving of fuel of more than three-fourths. The
amount of fuel consumed in burning goods made from clay varies
materially, according to the nature of the clay. The clay at the
experimental works of the above company, at Alperton, is the
London clay, and is very strong. In a very good kiln there, of
the old construction, the quantity of coals used in burning 45,000
pipes of 1£ inch diameter, 12 inches in length, is about 11 tons:
whereas, in one of the company's-patent kilns 25,000 of the same
sized pipes, of the same clay, are burnt in a very superior manner
with only 1 ton and 14 to 16 cwt. of coals; and in another of
larger dimensions, more recently erected, 40,000 of the same sized
pipes are burnt with only g£ tons ; and when the series of four is
complete, the company entertain no doubt of being able to burn
25,000 of such pipes with one ton of coals, or less than 1 cwt. per
1000. The kilns are equally adapted for wood and peat fuel.
Second—The saving in time. In a kiln of the description com
monly used, the firing must be kept up for three or four days, but
in the patent kiln, it is only necessary to fire 26 to 28 hours.
Third—their superior efficiency. In the common kilns, the loss
in breakage, and in over and underburnt goods, runs from 5 to 20
per cent., whereas, in the kiln here shown, there is no loss what
ever.
Fourth—the great simplicity. For burning the old kiln, con
siderable skill and great experience are required, whereas, the
patent kilns can be managed by the most inexperienced work
man.
Fifth.—As the same heat is made to pass through a series of
two, three, or four kilns in succession, the last of the series is used
only for the purpose of slow-drying, and the goods are placed
in the kiln as soon as they have acquired sufficient consistency to
bear the superincumbent weight. The advantages of this arrange
ment are, that in fine weather the goods can be placed in the kiln
thefirst or second day after they are made; in moist weather, in three

or four days thereafter; and the operation of brick and tile mak
ing can thus be carried on throughout the whole year, with the
exception of the time of frost,—in place of five or six months
only, according to the old system; and an immense saving in the
extent of drying sheds is also thus effected.
Sixth.—These kilns are so constructed as completely to consume
their own smoke.
Seventh.—A single kiln on this principle can be used, but the
saving is greater in using the series.
The kilns may be seen in use at the Tile Works at Alperton,
near Acton, Middlesex.

ON THE SEWERAGE AND OTHER WORKS OF
CHESTER.
A very able Report to the Town Council of the City and Bo
rough of Chester, on the Sewerage and other works under the
Improvement Act, has just been issued by Mr. Baylis, the Borough
Surveyor, from which we make the following extracts.
The Report commences by showing that the mortality of Ches
ter is at the rate of 1 out of 32-6 of the population ; and that the
unhealthy state of the city may be greatly attributed to the im
proper supply of water, pumped up from the river without filter
ing.
It next describes the present system of sewerage, and gives a
tabular statement of the old sewers, and the length of new sewer*
required. The following table will show the proportions and the
cost :—
Estimate for completing the system of Sewerage, including the Crott
Drains, Traps, Gratings, HfC
Setrers
ft. tn. ft. In.
Lcng-lh In yards. Price.
£ *.
41)5
22i
:>u lo
1 Class
3 Sby2 8 .
-J.il
20s
231 0
2 "
8 8 " 2 S .
8IV8
18s
772 4
3 "
2 9 " 2 3 .
1020
16s
822 8
4 "
2 7 " 2 0 .
3454
14s
2417 IS
5 "
2 4 " 1 » .
3773
12l
2263 IS
6 "
2 0 " 1
12 In diameter
2363
10s.
1181 10
Jt'8233 4
Seicerage.—Much difference of opinion exists at to the proper site for
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sewers for town drainage. The Metropolitan Commissioners recommend
tbe tubular system, varying from 6 to 24 inches in diameter, with a double
line of pipes, and in low districta converging towards a central well, from
whence the sewage is to be pumped by a steam-engine, and forced to an
outlet on the banks of tbe river. In the carrying out of this system, it was
intended only to have tbem of tbe bare minimum capacity required for
home drainage, and storm water was to find exit in any way it could.
Tbe Metropolitan Commissioners also condemned the sewerage works of
the City of London, and the Corporation in consequence called in Messrs.
Walker, Cubitt, and Brunei, the eminent engineers, to examine and report
upon them. The report repudiated the idea of reducing tbe size of the city
sewers, generally approved of the system adopted there, and recommended
the extension of it to umlrained streets and a system of flashing. They
farther state that London is the best drained city in the world, and that it
is in advance of, and has tsught all other cities lessons in sewerage.
Manchester, I believe, is the only town that has taken the initiative from
tbe sanitary reports, and generally introduced tubular sewers, which if more
efficient than brick construction, are also much more costly, as will appear
by the following table :—

An

Egg-shaped Tabular Sewere .
Eggahaped Brick Senrera of
In.
In.
Per Yard.
the tame capacity.
12 by 9
at
4>. 6il.
8s. 6d. per yard.
16 " 13
"
;■. 6cl.
Sa. Od.
30 " IS
"
10s. fid.
9s. fid.
"
25 " 18
"
15i. (Id.
4>. Od.
■J:i
21
21«. Od.
4*. Sd.
;-.0
2-1
27s. Od.
St. Od.
ingenious gentleman,
Tlila Is exclusive
namedof Wilkinson,
excavation laof
both
Newcastle,
cases.
has invented

a

material for sewers, which he states is composed of a cement made in a pe
culiar way, and which will increase in hardness with age ; it possesses
advantages over similsr articles made of clay, as it does not warp or twist,
and the inverts can be made in 12 feet lengths, and the smaller size pipes in
4 feet lengths, they have also loose covers, so that they can be readily
examined at any time. The prices are as follows :—
2 Inches bore
3
"

3d. per foot.
6 Inches bore
lid. per foot.
4d.
"
10
"
Is. 4d.
"
Sewm in Blocks, 4 feet by 2 ft. 6 in., 8s. per foot.
Blocks fur Inverts, 2s. per loot lineal.

The tabular system of sewers as a whole is not generally adapted for
towns, it may suit small towns, or small collateral streets of large ones, but
they have not yet been manufactured large enough to be suitable as main
drains for the drainage of large areas.
The sizes of sewers must depend entirely upon tbe area to be drained and
tbe fall or declivity to be obtained to the point of discbarge, and at the
same time, they should be large enough not only for bouse drainage, rain
and stone water, hut an allowance should be made for extraordinary storms.
It has been the custom with all our eminent hydraulic engineers not to ap
portion their hydraulic or other works to the bare minimum duty they have
to perform, but to make due allowance for any unforeseen contingencies.
This has been strongly confirmed by the report on the City of London
above alluded to, in which it is stated that sewers should be large enough
to admit a man for the purpose of repair or to remove deposit, and that the
size for the main sewers should be 5 feet by 3 feet, and secondary sizes
3 feet by 2 feet. They further state that the air of small sewers is worse
than large ones, and that no evil effect can be apprehended from wellconstructed brick sewers with a good fall and well cleansed, and they act as
under drains for the surrounding earth, which the entire substitution of
earthenware pipes with tight joints, would practically prevent.
Sewers with an inclination of I in 250 will keep themselves clean, without
the aid of flashing; but when the inclinations exceed that, a system of
flashing is indispensable to prevent deposit. But I consider in every case
an occasional cleansing of the sewers, where a current of water cannot be
obtained to pass through them, beneficial, as it tends to sweeten and purify
them, and is the means of removing tbe causes of noxious exhalations.
The form of sewer I have adopted is one approximating to the egg-shape
(tbe true egg-form not having yet been correctly developed for sewerage
purposes), the arch is semi-circular, and the invert a series of segments. It
departs as little as possible from the strong and advantageous form of the
circle, (which is the figure of greatest capacity with an equal circumference)
while from placing the narrow end downwards, it concentrates the flow of
tbe water over a smaller area, reduces tbe friction, and thereby adds mate
rially to its capability of discharging fluids.
It is generally considered that the cylindrical is the strongest form that
can be adopted for sewers ; but there are other questions to be taken into
calculation, as before stated, besides strength, viz., the best shape for the
passage and discbarge of fluids, and that is now generally admitted to be tbe
egg shape.
I would strongly recommend for our future operations, the use of the
Portland or liaa cements for the inverts of our sewers, and blue lias lime
for tbe arches, as no other material should be used than good hydraulic
mortar in structures that are in any way exposed to the action of water,
and where durability is desired.
The Portland and blue lias cement is cheaper than the Roman cement,
as it will bear a greater proportion of sand, while its strength and dura
bility ia superior. Puzzolano or Terras are good hydraulic cements for
sewers, though probably more expensive than those above stated. From
experiments recently made, I find that smiths' ashes, or black oxide, adds
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very materially to the strength of hydraulic mortar, though it adds also a
little to the expense. I think if arrangements could be made, it would be
desirable to have the inverts of our sewers manufactured in blocks, say
one foot or more wide, and two or three feet lengths, so as to have as few
joints as possible in the inverts; and this might be further improved by
having the interior surface glazed. I have made inquiries from various
manufacturers, and they state there would be difficulty in making them.
Again, it may be a question whether or not a smoother invert may be
formed by rendering the interior surface of tbe brickwork over with
cement, as is tbe practice of some eminent architects.
The same objection applies to (he formation of the inverts of our sewers
in (hi* rock, as to the dry brickwork alluded to above—tbe sewage will be
certain to percolate through the fissures in the rock. The inverts of
sewers should invariably be made impervious to moisture.
Ventilation of Sewers.—Much of the offensive gas that now escapes from
our sewers, might be prevented by trapping tbe openings effectually, and
by connecting air-shafts or flues with the sewers, or the walls of the
highest houses on the summit levels, so that the foul air may be sent in
the atmosphere, and dispersed where it could not possibly be injurious or
offensive. This is a plan I proposed two years ago, it is very simple in
its nature, and would, I think, prove effective.*
In Londou they are trying experiments to burn the gases by placing fires
on gratings over openings in the sewers made for that purpose; from
which it is proposed, I believe, to carry large chimney shafts to convey
away the smoke and effluvia: but this is an expensive operation.
Contracts.— I would again endeavour to impress upon you the impor
tance of conducting our sewage works on a different principle than we
have hitherto done. I would recommend the earthwork to be let by con
tract ; the brickwork I would execute, and I would employ first-rate
workmen, at good wages, for that purpose. The bricks, cement, and
mortar, we should find ourselves ; and the whole should be done under
competent inspection.
At the present time it is necessary to have an inspector at the sewers, to
see that the brickwork is executed properly by the contractor. This
same person could superintend the bricklayer as well as be could the
workmen of tbe contractor, and thereby save the contractor's profit, which
amounts to considerably more than his wages would come to ; besides, we
should have more efficient work. Mr. Newlaud, the borough engineer of
Liverpool, has adopted tbe plau, and approves of it. He calculates it
saves from 25 to 30 per cent.
Gratings.—It has been a practice with me to place our sewer gratings
about fifty yards asunder ; they are made slightly, dished in the middle,
and with bars about { in. apart, so as effectually to prevent stones and
other solid substances getting into the sewer : the bars are also beveled on
tbe under side, so as to prevent the dirt clogging to tbem. They measure
16 in. by 13J in., and are about 2 cwt. each, and we conoect.them with the
sewer with 0- in. pipes. The old gratings weighed about 5 cwt , and
measured 30 in. by 24 in., with bars 1 J in. to 2 in. asunder. I often found
them connected with the sewer by 0 in. drain pipes, of an area of 03 in.,
while the clear area or space between the bars was about 351 inches.
Tbe old traps also were of similar huge dimensions as to area.
I have recently introduced side gratings fitted into the curb stones, which
are more efficient, and not so unsightly as the old gratings; these, I find,
are recently introduced into Liverpool, and tbey have for many years been
adopted in Birmingham and Paris.
In London, Liverpool, and other towns glazed pipes only are allowed
to be used, and in the former places they are now entering into large con
tracts for supplies of them. Glass pipes are now being manufactured for
tbe purposes of drainage and as water mains; from their straightness and
extreme smoothness, they will discharge a greater amount of fluid than
glazed pipes, but their high price, which is as follows, is rather an obsta
cle to their use.
1 inch
It "
1* "
1J "
2
"

7il. per foot.
8d.
9J.
"
lOd.
12J.
"

21 Inch

14d. per foot.

2$
2J
3

l"d.
IbYl.
20d.

"
"
"

"

The ends of the pipes are now annealed, so they are not so liable to
fracture as when first made, and the manufacturers have invented a collar
and ceraeut that is used for the purpose of joining them together, aud
which makes a perfectly water-tight joint.
As the best security against the passage of foul air from sewers and
drains, all openings should be trapped, and the most effectual trap I con
sider yet invented for house drains is the syphon trap of glazed stone
ware. I have recently introduced the patent valve trap, the pipe being
composed of glazed stone ware, and the valve of galvanized iron, but I
have discovered that it is not so effectual as the syphon trap, as you cannot
ensure tightness at all times, but tbey effectually prevent vermin getting
up the drains.
Stnct Cleansing.—The thorough cleansing of the streets of towns has a
salutary effect on the health of the inhabitants. Our principal thorough
fares should be swept daily, and the inferior streets twice or thrice a week,
and at the same time the streets are swept, the courts should be cleansed
likewise. Our principal streets contain 22,202 superficial yards ; second
•This system ot ventilation la vicious in print pie : by It the air we breathe would become
contaminated. By the action of the wind, the upper stratum of air becomes intermingled
with the lower stratum.— Ed. C.E. & A. Journal.
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class streets, 19,061 yards; anil the third class 32,545 yards; making a
total of 73,803 yards, which will require the labonr of 49 able-hodied men
to cleanse daily, and if cleansed as above stated, 18 able-bodied men. There
are several methods recommended and adopted for cleansing streets—viz.,
by means of jets of water, (as adopted at Philadelphia), the patent sweepingmachine, and by hand labour,
Coit of cleansing by Patent
meant of
Machine
Jetsof Water, Kl|d.
5^1. per 1000 yards.
(experiment! at Salfnrd) 8jd.
^—
band labour (able bodied) 1M.
pauper hand labour .... 24d.
———
The following is the result of experiments tried by Mr. Chadwick,
member of the Board of Henlth, in l'all-Mall, London, to ascertain the
relative cost of the two systems of band-labour: —
The price for iireeplrv; Pull.Mall was by pauper labonr 3s. lOd.
^-^—
free
2a. 6d.
The paupers were paid 3s. lOd. a-day, the free labourers 2s. 6d.
The system of pauper labour has had a fair and impartial trial on the
turnpike roads throughout the kingdom ; and if the opinion of such men
as Telford and Macadam are worth anything, it has been justly con
demned, and generally abandoned on the score of inefficiency and costli
ness.
Street Surfaces.—The best material for the surface of streets has been
a subject of much controversy.
Macadam's system of making and repairing street surfaces with stones
broken small, resting upon the subsoil, is erroneous in principle : Tel
ford's, with a solid foundation of sand or other stones, set or pitched by
hand, and covered with a coating of durable granite, whin, or quartz
rock, is mucb to be prrferred ; in fact I consider the roadway of streets
formed with small broken stones totally inapplicable for towns, as being
expensive, unhealthy for the inhabitants, and also as the means of adding
very considerably to the labour of horses in draught.
The round or boulder stone pavement is also opeu to objection, as it al
lows the liquid filth to perforate through the large open fissures into the
subsoil, with which it becomes saturated, and in certain slates of the
weather, gives off offensive exhalations; and as generally constructed, with
out a proper foundation, the stones being irregular in size, yield, in differ
ent proportions to the weight passing over them according to the super
ficial area of the bearing surface of the stones, which form ruts and hol
lows, and disagreeable inequalities in the streets.
But a good pavement may be formed of the round pebhles, provided a
foundation of concrete or other solid material is previously prepared, and
the stones carefully sorted, so as to have them of one uniform size.
As the best and most economical mode of preparing the roadway of
streets, I would recommend the square set pavement, composed of granite,
whin, or other equally durable stone, in blocks carefully squared, 6 to
7 inches deep, 2 J to 3 inches thick, and not exceeding 1 foot in length, to
be set in the streets in regular transverse courses, about If inch asunder,
so as to afford a good foothold for the horses, and the lower part of the
cavity between the stones filled up with good sharp gravel, and the upper
part mixed with a little asphalte, so as to prevent moisture from peoetrating
through.
The foundation I would have prepared with concrete 12 to IS inches
thick, according to the amount of the traffic of tbe street; it may lie
formed of gravel, broken stone, or burnt clay, as may be found the most
economical, mixed with a proportion of hydraulic lime and sand, and this
thrown upon the prepared surface of the street from an altitude and after
wards shaped to tbe requisite curvature, and of oue uniform thickness,
will make a sound and durable bed for the stts.
Tbe curvature of a street should form a segment of a circle, with a
versed sine of not more than is required just to throw off the surface
water. The great error in the form of many of our streets is the extreme
roundness that is given to the cross section. I consider that a versed sine
of four inches in a street thirty feet wide, ample.
The cost of the different systems are as follows :—
Macademized Roads. is. per superficial yard; if on pitched foundation,
liv. (></. ditto.
Pebble Paving: 2s. per superficial yard ; if on concrete foundations, Is.
ditto.
Square Setts 4». per superficial yard ; if on concrete foundation, 6s.
ditto.
Curb Stones.—The material for curb stones I should prefer of granite, or
other stone equally strong and durable. When set in their places, the face
of the stone should be previously wrought to suit the bevel of the wheels of
carriages. They should be set level with the crown or middle of the street.
If an arrangement could be made so that the curb and channel stones could
be formed in one piece of stone, with the channel merely hollowed out at
the angle or foot of the curb, so as to receive the surface water, they would
make better channels for its passage, and less liable to be deranged.
Chanml Stones.—Tbe old channels are so badly constructed as practically
to reduce the width of the streets some three or four feet ; but I have intro
duced an improved method of paving them with square steps, by which
means the whole width of the carriage road can be used up to the curb stones.
I have used as a further improvement stones prepared purposely for channels
ten inches wide and six inches deep, which makes a better channel, from
having but few joints, for the passage of surface water; but a channel formed
put of the curb stones hollowed out at the angles, would make a better channel.
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Reservation of Tovm Manures.—The whole of the liquid refuse of our
towns bns for a long period been allowed to run to waste, and it is not
until recently that attention has been turned to its value as a manure for
laud, and to the practicability of conserving it for that purpose.
In some of tbe continental towns it has been practised for a considera
ble period on a small scale, but it has been left to tbe enlightened men of
this country and the present generation to develope plans to carry out its
principles and to effect the object.
It is the general opinion of those scientific men who have tnrntd their
attention to this subject, that the liquid manure of towns is worth at the
minimum 10s. per annum for every inhabitant, and some assign a mucb
higher value to it.
But if we assume the minimum price at 10s. per bead, Chester, with
its population, should produce near 12,0001. per annum ; but this of course
would not be net income, as it could nut be obtained without a considerable
preparatory outlay and annual expense.
At Edinburgh, Ashburton, Man-tield, and Manchester, it has been tried
on a limited scale ; and it appears from the reports given of their works,
with a favourable result; but it is yet to be seen whether, when applied
on a general system, such great benefits can be derived from it as those
theorists, who have so warmly taken up the question, seem to anticipate.
In Edinburgh, where it has heen practically applied to about forty acres
of barren land, it bas enhanced its annual value from 3s. to S)l. and 40/.
per acre ; but the cost of the feeders and the preparation of tbe land was
25/. per acre.
Mr. Newlands, borough engineer of Liverpool, estimates the sewagt
water of Liverpool to be worth, at the rate above stated, 185,000/. ; that
if raised by steam-power 200 feet, it might be made to irrigate 60,000
acres of land in the Vale of Alt, but tbe cost of the preparation would
amount to 600,000/., which he considers quite a bar to the scheme, even
if the water cost them nothing.
He estimates the expense of pumping the sewage to be as great as the
supply of water to Liverpool.
He further states that the sewage of Liverpool would amount to eighteen
million tons per annum ; that as it could not be applied to land at all
seasons, it would require reservoirs to store it up, and they would occopy
600 acres of land. The engine necessary to raise it would be 600-horse
power, and the total expense of land, reservoirs, engines, pipes, appa
ratus, &c, would be 15,000,000/., and the annual expenditure 1,225,6121 ,
which, if applied to 900,000 acres of land (or a square of nearly 38 miles
on the side that he calculated) it would fertilize, the prime cost of tbe
manure would be about 1/. 7s. per acre for tbe manure.
According to this estimate, the total expense of the works would be
about 40/. per head, and tbe annual expenditure about 3/. 6s. per head of
the population.
In Manchester the system has been practically tested. The manure is
brought from the sewers to the banks of the canal, where it is stored in
tauks at 3s. per ton, and the contents of the tanks are transferred, by
menus of a syphon, into barges that arc used to convey it to wherever it is
wanted to be applied.
It is applied to the land by means of canvas bose, and forced, by a small
steam-engine on board the vessel, to about half a mile on either side of
the canal. The cost of irrigating is about Is. per ton ; and it takes three
tons to the acre of concentrated manure, diluted with from three to six
times its weight of water. This, according to the opinion of Mr. Smith,
of Deanston, and other eminent scientific agriculturists, is the cheapest
and most effectual way of manuring land —viz., by applying it in a liquid
state ; as when manures are applied dry, or in the ordinary way, they
must be dissolved in water before they can be appropriated or absorbed
by the plants.
The manure, when applied as proposed, in a liquid form, disappears
from the surface in about three hours, and cattle will eat the grass on the
following day.
The Liquid Manure Company of Manchester charge for twenty tons of
sewage 1/. per acre for irrigating land, and 6d. per mile additional from
the source of supply. It is stated that near Manchester a comparative
experiment was made of the effect of liquid manure and guano. One cwt.
of the Peruvian guano dissolved in wuter, was substituted for a too of
the undiluted manure, and applied to different parts of the field. Tbe
superior effect of the liquid manure upon the land was pointed out by the
proprietor, who was ignorant of the substitution.
Mr. Higgs's method it appears was brought before the public in tbe
year 1846, and in the subsequent year it bad the sauction of the legisla
ture in an act for putting it into operation iu Bermoudsey, iu the county of
Surrey ; but previous to the erectioo of the extensive works by the act, it
was thought advisable to erect experimental works, where every opera
tion might be fully tested by actual working. This was done at Northum
berland Wharf, London, and fully verified the most sanguine expectations
which had been formed of its success. These experimental works were
visited by many scientific gentlemen, who invariably expressed satisfaction
at the results ; tbey were likewise inspected by the consulting engineer,
and chief surveyor of the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers, who, in a
report to that commission, say—" Under proper regulations, we believe
that the work may be accomplished without annoyauce to the neighbour
hood, and with considerable advantage to the river Thames, by tbe inter
ception of solid matter. It appears a simple scheme that deserves encou
ragement, promising in its character, and inexpensive to work."
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If these plans are carried out, it will be necessary to abolish all cess
pools, so that all the valuable matter that now flows into them ma; be
conveyed away to the collecting tanks, where it will subside and undergo
the process of deodorization and distribution.
Courts. — Our courts are what are usually denominated Cul de Sacs, and
but few, if any of them, are of an area sufficient for the number of the in
habitants, if we allow the usual average of 25 square yards for each in
dividual, the minimum area that health demands. Being very narrow, and
generally closed at one or both ends, they are very imperfectly ventilated,
and therefore a larger area per inhabitant should be afforded them, if the
health of the city is to be maintained; or the number of the inhabitants
should be reduced to the minimum the space will allow, according to the
preceding scale.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
The Floating Railway Bridge for the Frith of Tag.—This novel and ex
traordinary piece of naval architecture has had her engines fitted at Mr.
Napier's dock, at Lancefield. She lately made an experimental trip down
the river to Greenock and hark. The vesssel is of iron, 175 ft. long, 34 feet
broad, and 10 feet deep, the bottom being a very flat curve ; both ends are
alike, and quite square, so as to abut against the quay, and receive the
trains on deck from either end. The deck is flush, and clear fore and aft,
and on it are three lines of rails, so as to enable it to take the longest train
likely to require it. The steering wheel is amidship, elevated between the
paddle-boxes, and connected with the rudders at each end by long chains ; as
the vessel will not be turned, these rudders will, of course, he used alter
nately, as either end becomes the stern. There are two engines entirely in
dependent of each other, and instead of a shaft connecting the pa. Idles,
each is moved solely by one engine, by which means extraordinary com
mand is obtained over the movements of the gigantic machine, independent
of the rudders. The diameter of the cylinders is 5G inches, with a 3 ft. 6 in.
stroke; the valves work with great case, and each engine is 100-horse
power. The valve gear is on deck ; there are two eccentrics which are
thrown alternately in and out of gear, as either end of the vessel becomes
in turn the head. The boilers are amidships, with a clear space all round
for facility of cleansing and repairs. She draws but little water, made eight
knots per hour, and is expected to be in operation in two months. There
are two small extra pumps for supplying the boilers, in case of the water
running low, and every precaution appears to have been taken to prevent
accident.
Marine Engine:—Mr. Napier, of Glasgow, is now constructing a pair of
engines for the American mail steamers, with cylinders 96 inches diameter.
When completed they will be nearly 900-horse power.
Exhibition of Machinery at Ghent.—A special exhibition of machinery,
frames, looms, and implements of trade (of Belgian or foreign make) em
ployed in the manufacture of yarns and tissues of all sorts, is to be opened
at Ghent (on the occasion of the exhibition of the produce of the industry
of Flanders) in the month of July. Special rewards, consisting of com
memorative medals, of gold, silver, and bronze, will be awarded to such ex
hibitors as shall appear to merit such a distinction.
Mode of Silvering Glass by the Employment of Gun-cotton.—M. Vohl
has recently discovered that a solution of gun-cotton, in a caustic ley, pos
sesses, in a high degree, the property of precipitating silver from its solutions
in the metallic form. In fact, on bringing gun-cotton into contact with a
caustic ley, of sufficient strength, the cotton will become dissolved in the
ley, giving ont ammonia with a considerable degree of heat, and producing
a deep brown liquor, somewhat thick : on pouring an acid into this, a brisk
effervescence is produced, carbonic acid and nitrous acid being disengaged.
The action of the gun-cotton, in this instance, shows that it is not simply
dissolved, but undergoes decomposition, by which the atoms of oxygen, in
the nitric acid, enter into combination with the atoms of carbon in the guncotton, thus producing carbonic acid, which, as well as the nitrous acid pro
duced by the nitric acid, combines with one part of potash. A fresh decom
position of nitrous salt by the potash, in presence of hydrogenated sub
stances, furnishes ammonia. The most remarkable property of this alkaline
solution is the following :—On pouring into it a few drops of a solution of
nitrate of silver, and adding ammonia until the oxide of silver formed is redissolved (the mixture being slowly heated in a water bath), the liquor will,
at a certain period, assume a dark brown colour, and effervesce, the whole of
the silver being precipitated on the sides of the vessel. The mirror thus
produced is much superior in brilliancy to those produced by means of etberial
oils or ammoniacal aldehyde ; and the facility with which it is produced
will doubtless render it of practical importance. This property is not exclu
sively possessed by gun-cotton ; it is found also in cane sugar, sugar of
milk, manna, gums, and other substances which may he rendered explosive
by treating them with nitric acid. Picro-azotic acid produces, under the
same circumstances, a reflective metallic surface ; and it appears that this
reaction takes place with all bodies which, when treated with nitric acid, do
not furnish products of oxidation, but another series of bodies which admit
of carbonic acid for forming one of their constituent parts, since they at
the same time give up an equivalent of ira\e.r.— Technologists.
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■ Method of Cleaning Veuelt and other Article! of Silver.— Boil thirty
grammes of finely pulverised and calcined hartshorn in a quart of water,
and while on the fire put as many silver articles in the vessel used for boiling
as it will hold, and leave them there for a short time ; then withdraw them,
and dry them over the fire. Continue this until all the articles have been
treated in the same manner. Then introduce into the hartshorn-water clean
woollen rags, and allow them to remain until saturated ; after which, dry
them and use them for polishing the silver. This is also the best substance
which can be employed for cleaning locks and brass handles of room doors.
'When the silver articles are perfectly dry, they must be carefully rubbed
with a soft leather. This mode of cleaning is excellent, and much prefer
able to the employment of any powder containing mercury, as mercury has
the effect of rendering the silver so brittle as to break on falling.—Ibid.
Method of Soldering Cast-iron Kith Wrought -iron.—The following pro
cess has been recommended for this purpose :— First melt filings of soft castiron with calcined borax in a crucible ; then pulverise the black vitreous sub
stance which is thereby produced, and sprinkle it over the parts which are
intended to be united ; after which, heat the pieces of cast and wrought iron
and weld them together on an anvil, using only gentle blows. This method
is peculiarly applicable for the manufacture of iron articles which are in
tended to be made red hot, and are required to be impervious to fluids or
liquids ; as such a result cannot he obtained by simple fastening.—Ibid.
Self-Lighting Gas-Burner.—A self-igniting gas-burner, invented by Mr.
Strode, of St. Martin's-le-Grand, is an adaptation of the zinc hydrogen, or
Dobriener's light, to the purpose of lighting a jet, or other burner, of coalgas. In this case, however, the hydrogen gas is generated in an improved
manner by the galvanic action of a small battery of amalgamated zinc and
platinised silver plates, immersed in sulphuric acid, diluted largely with
water. The hydrogen gas so generated, is directed through a fine jet on a
ball of spongy platinum, and, when ignited, moved across the coal-gas
burner. The two cocks are ingeniously connected by means of a brequet
movement ; and an instantaneous light is thus produced by one movement
of the hand. The effect is magical, and pretty in the extreme ; and the ap
paratus, which is small and portable, is a very becoming burner for the office
desk or library table, where we have no doubt it will be extensively used and
appreciated, as soon as Mr. Strode shall have announced it as ready for
general sale. So far it has only been used privately in the way of experi
ment ; but several months' constant use have served to prove its perfect uni
formity of action. The safety it affords, by the avoidance of the use of
lucifer matches, is a consideration which will weigh with the prudent ; and
the ease with which it is lighted and extinguished, will be very valuable, if
only in the avoidance of unnecessary heat. For chambers, bed-rooms, offices,
and libraries, in private houses, and for the ball table at night, it is perfect,
and, above all, safe. It is also easily connected to the ordinary gas branches
by a union connection fitting the common burner screw, and a flexible or
other tube.
Machine for Manufacturing Envelopes.—M. Re'mond, of Birmingham, has
just constructed a very ingenious and complete machine for the manufacture
of envelopes. The machine, we are informed dues its work in a very effi
cient and admirable manner, the envelopes which it turns out being more
perfect and uniform in their construction than those produced by hand in
the ordinary manner ; but the quantity of work which the machine accom
plishes is the most astonishing. Supposing it to be turned by manual labour,
one man, with the aid of three or four young girls or boys to gather the
envelopes, would, it is calculated, by its means, be able to manufacture from
30,000 to 35,000 in an ordinary working day, the paper being cut before
hand ; while an expert hand, in the ordinary way, exclusive of the cutting,
cannot, upon the average, make more than 2,000 in the same manner as
those in question, which have a device stamped upon them at the point
where the seal is usually placed.
Swivel Bridges.—Mr. Dodd, of St. Vincent-street, Glasgow, has designed
a swivel bridge, for the Midland Junction Railway, to cross the Clyde canal
at Falkirk. The two main beams of the bridge are constructed of hollow
rectangular panelled tubes of wrought-iron, stretching across the water-way ;
they are stayed transversely by wrought-iron tension-rods and diagonal
timber-frames, and are further supported from the centre cast-iron pivot by
four cast-iron box-beams, which act as struts, and convey the strain from the
roadway to the top of the pivot. Two open ornamental cast-iron frames rest
one on each side of the upper circular plate of the pivots, and are attached
together at top by a capital, and carry the saddle for two diagonal tensionrods, bolted to the girders, which they stiffen to a great extent. The pivot
is in form of an inverted truncated cone, cylindrical at its upper end, where
it is guided by a set of stationary anti-friction pulleys. The bottom enters a
small chamber through a water-tight stuffing-box, in connection with a
hydrostatic ram, by which water can be pumped in beneath the cune, which
will elevate the whole structure, sufficient to clear the bearings, when it can
be swivelled round. This is effected by two hydraulic rams, placed horizon
tally at right angles with each other, working a shaft, around which and
tbe cylindrical top of the pivot, is an endless chain, the communication of
the movement of the rams to which may be effected by the adoption of
various mechanical arrangements, according to circumstances.
Guildford Drainage. —The various plans for the drainage of Guildford,
sent in competition, were submitted by tbe committee to Mr. Hosking for
examination, to assist them in making the award. Three plans have been
selected for final consideration —" 1'ioneer," " Specula," and " C. Engineer."
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Railway Bridges.—Upon the extension line of the Blackwall Railway, from
Stepney to Bow, are two bridges, which are of a peculiar form, and the first of their
rlasa erected for railway purposes. The roadway upon them is supported on wroughtlron girder*, placed transversely between two arches, or ribs, formed entirely of wroughtIron. The clear span of one la 120 feet, of the other 116 ft. 8 In. Each arch or rib of
the Utter bridge, which carries the railway over the Regent's Canal, is formed of a box
built with Iron boiler-plates ll-Kiths inch in thickness, and angle-iron firmly rlvetted
together. Its breadth being 2ft. 10 In., 'Is depth about 2 feet, snd sectional area 81 square
Inches, and is connected at the base by a wroughuiron tie-bar, which receives the hori
zontal thrust of the arch, and Is formed of links having a total sectional area of 69 square
Inches, bolted together with bolts 2J Inches In diameter, aided by eight others at each
joint, j Inch In diameter. Between the tie bars and the arch a system of vertical and
diagonal bracing has been Introduced, ro as In a maimer to distribute the weight of passing
loads equally over the whole arch. These ribs so formed are laid in cast-iron plates,
fixed at one end, and free to move at the other over rollers, so as to allow scope for the
expansion and contraction of the metal. The clear Interval between the bearings Is
lid ft. 8 in. and the rise of the arch Is 8 feet to the underside of the box of which it is
formed, the roadway being beneath the arch, snd about 2 feet above the bottom of the
tie-bar. The structure Is exceedingly light; but appears, nevertheless, sufficiently
strong to carry the weights which may come upon It In practice, as far as the areas of
the arch and bowstring, or tie, are concerned, and has stood the test of a dead weight of
240 tons (In addition to Its own weight of 51) tons), distributed In weights of 344 t°nB at
equal distances over Us length, with a deflection of 3 ll-Kiths inches, and recovered
entirely Its original position upon the removal of the load. As this proof exceeds con
siderably any weight that can be brought upon It In practice, I am of opinion that it
may be used with safety for the passsge of trains t but as It Is of so novel and light a
construction, and the action of the cross-braclog and connection of the tie-bars have not
been ascertained by continued experiments of moving weights, I should recommend that
It be examined from time to time, so that any defect, If It should exist, might be ascer
tained, more particularly as the weight of the whole bridge, Including the double line of
roadway and covering, only amounts to 194 tons, and Is very easily set in vibratory
motion by any moving power.— Capt. Simmons's Report.— [A small engraving of this
bridge is given in the Journal of October last (Vol. XI., p. 300), and an engraving by the
Inventor. Mr. Harrison, In the Journal for January 1843. p. 1.— Ed. C.E. & A. Journal.]

London and North Western Railway.—The new station at Euston-square
just opened, comprises a building 220 feet In length, by 170 feet In depth, designed by
Mr. P. C. Hardwicke. No expense has been spared to make it convenient, spacious, and
orna-nentel. The cost Is said to be about £150.000. It contains all the necessary offices
for carrying on the business of this great establishment. Including a large room, 75 leet In
length by 45 feet In width, for the purpose of holding the half-yearly and special meetings
of the proprietors. Several of the new offices are already occupied, and when all the
offices are removed to the new building the old station will be taken down. According
to a report just presented to the directors by Captatn Hulsh and the resident engineers.
It appears that by reserving an annual sum of -^20,700, at 4* per cent., with compound
Interest, the permanent way of the London and North -Western, 438 miles in length,
may be renewed as occasion may require.

English Locomotives in France. —The Northern Railway Company, since
Its extension to Calais, now run their extra truins and employ locomotives on Crampton's
?rlnclple, and travellers may now go from London to the French capital, via Dover, In
3 hours ; from Paris to Brussels In 10 hours; and to Cologne in 21 j hours. The Paris
and Orleans and the northern lines were the first to employ English locomotives, and which
caused great jealousy on the part of the French engineers. Since the revolution the republic has been more liberal than the preceding Government, and at present English en
gines are becoming more general on all the lines. These engines are not shipped to any
of the French ports, but enter France by way of Belgium, ard then to their local desti
nation by means of the northern line. The revision of the French tariff, particularly as
regards British machinery, Iron, and coal has been proceeded with, and will come into
operation soon after the Installation of the new National Assembly. The republic is
evidently desirous to carry out the free system gradually, as the means of increasing their
ewn trade and commerce, and opening up a more lively Intercourse with this couutry.

Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.—Considerable improvements have recently been
made in this Important naval and military depot, especially In the foundry and carriage
departments. In the former a superior 30 -horse power steam-engine has been put up,
and an entire new set of gearing fur driving the different kinds of machinery In the dial
square for the manufacturing of guns. The engine has been fitted with Falrbalrn's dou
ble-beat equilibrium valves; the exhaust valve opens during the whole half-stroke, nnd
the steam valve can be sit to work at any decree of expansion, and by that means effect
a great saving in the consumption of fuel, 3 lb. of coal being found sufficient for each
horse power per hour.
In the carriage department the large open spaces In the
square have been covered over with corrugated Iron roofs, well lighted. At the eastern
end one of Nasmyth's hammers has been put up, of 20 cwt., with a stroke of three feet
three inches, for the purpose of reforging the old pieces of iron and again making them
available for useful purposes. A neat engine of one-half horse power has been attached
for pumping water to the boilers, and two furnaces for heating the metal. The saving
which will be effected by these additions will be considerable, and the quantity of work
which can now be executed by machinery brought to such perfection as to be far superior
for every kind of heavy work formerly performed by manual labour, places the authorities
in a position to meet any demand In cases of emergency.

The Iron Steam- Frigate "Megara."—This frigate, built by Messrs. W.
Fairbalrn and Sons, for her Majesty*s service, and launched from their yard, at Mlllwalt,
on Tuesday, May 22, Is of the following dimensions :—Length between perpendiculars,
207 feet, breadth or beam 37 ft. 8 in.; depth of hold 24ft. 3 in.; tonnage, 1391 31 94.
She Is constructed to carry— two guns on the spar-deck, 56 pounders, 85 cwt. ; four guns,
'impounders, 65 cwt. ; four guns, 32-pounders, 25 cwt. i tour guns on main-deck, 82poundvrs, 56 cwt. The keel and stern-post of the Megtera are of wrought- Iron, 8$ Inches
wide, and of proportional thickness; the frames consist of angle-iron, 5 Inches by 3 Inches,
placed 12 Inches apart, in the way of the engine-room, and increasing In distance fore
and art to 18 inches. The floors are 14 inches deep, by 7-16ths of an Inch thick, and the
sheathlng-platea vary from 1 l-16ths to $ an Inch in thickness, according to their position.
The engines of the Megeera have been constructed by Messrs. Kennie. She is to be pro*
pelied by a screw upwards of 13 reet In diameter, provision having been made for discon
necting, and also for shipping and unshipping the same, at pleasure.

IsXBT OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM APRIL 19, TO MAY 24, 1819.
Six Months allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed,
Charles Alexander Broquette, of Rue Neuve St. Nicholas. St. Martin, Prance, chemist,
for Improvements In printing and dyeing flbrous and other materials— Sealed April 21.
William Kilner, of Sheffield, York, eugraver, for improvements in manufacturing rail
way and other axles, and wheels and machinery to be employtd In such manufactureApril 24.
Lewis Vernet, of Buenos Ayres, for a method of preserving from destruction by worms,
insects, decay, and fire, certain vegetable and animal suUUnccs.—April 24.
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Thomas Harcourt Thompson, of Blackheath-hlll, civil engineer, for certain Improve
ments In apparatus for preventing the rise of effluvium from drains, sewer*, crt&pcu'*,
and other places ; and in apparatus and machinery lor regulating the levels of waters in
rivers, reservoirs, and canals.—April 26.
George Simpson, of Newlngton-butts, chemist, and Thomas Forster, of Streatham,
manufacturer, for Improvements In manufacturing or treating solvents of india-rubber,
and of other guma or substances.—April 26.
John Barsbam, of Chelmsford, Essex, manufacturer, for improvements In separating
the fibre from cocoa-nut husks.—April 26.
Charles lies, of Bordesley Works, Birmingham, machinist, for improvements In manu
facturing picture-frames. Inkstands, and other articles In dies or moulds j also in pro
ducing ornamental surfaces.—April 26.
William Faulcon bridge, of Long- lane, Bermondsey, Surrey, for Improvements in the
manufacture of hose-pipes, driving- bands, and valves for atmospheric railways,— April
26.
Bartholomew BenlowskI, of Bow-street, Covent-garden, major In the late Polish army,
for Improvements In the apparatus for, and process of, printing.—April 26.
Robert Oxland, and John Oxland, of Plymouth, chemists, for Improvements In the
manufacture of sugar.—April 26.
William Henry Burke, of Tottenham, manufacturer, for Improvements In the manu
facture of alrproof and waterproof fabrics j and In the preparation of caoutchouc and
gutta-percha, either alone or In combination with other materials, the same being appli
cable to articles of wearing apparel, bands, strsps, and other similar useful purposes.—
April 26.
John Horsley, of Ryde, Isle of Wight, practical chemist, for certain Improvements In
preventing Incrustation in steam and other boilers ; also for purifying, filtering, and other
wise rendering water fit for drinkable purposes.—April 26.
Alphonse Gamier, of Paris, France, but now of Scuth- street, Finsbnry, merchant, for
certain improvements in extracting and preparing colouring matter from orchil. (A com
munication.)—April 28.
James Wilson, of Old Bond-street, tailor, for Improvements In trusses.—May I.
James Godfrey Wilson, of Millman's-row, Chelsea, engineer, for certain Improvement*
In the manufacture of glass, and In machinery and apparatus connected therewith —
May 1.
Alexander Munklltrltch, of Manchester, merchant, for an Improved composition of
matter, which Is applicable as a substitute for oil, for the lubrication of machinery, and
for other purposes. (A communication.)— May 1.
John Dalton, of Holllngworth, Chester, calico printer, for a certain Improvement, or
certain Improvements, in printing calicoes and other surfaces. — May 1.
Samson Waller, of Bradford, York, manufacturer, for certain improvements In ma
chinery or apparatus for weaving.— May 3.
Thomas Wentworth Buller, of Sussex-gardens, Hyde-park, esquire, for improvements
in the manufacture of earthenware.—May 3.
Matthew Kennedy, of Manchester, cotton -spinner, for certain Improvements In tbe
method of packing cops of cotton, and other fibrous materials, and In the apparatus con
nected therewith.— May 3.
Thomas Whaley, of Chorley, Lancaster, coal proprietor, and Richard Ash ton Llghtoller, of the same place, cotton-spinner, for certain improvements in machinery or appara
tus for manufacturing bricks and tiles.— May 3.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for Improvements in the
jacquard machine. (A communication.)— May 3,
George Edmond Donlslhorpe, and John Whitehead, of Leeds, manufacturers, for Im
provements in preparing, combing, and hackling flbrous matters.— May 8.
Samuel Wilkes, of Wednesfield-beath, near Wolverhampton, brass- founder, for Im
provements in the manufacture of knobs, handles, and spindles for the same, for doors
and other purposes ; and Improvements in locks.— May 8.
Robert Sutcliffe, of Idle, near Bradford, York, cotton-spinner, for Improvements in
machinery for spinning cottor, silk, and other fibrous substances.—May 8.
George Henry Dodge, of the United States of America, now residing at Manchester,
manulacturer, for certain improvements In machinery for spinning and doubling cot Ik n
yarns and other fibrous materials; and In machinery or apparatus for winding, reeling,
balling, and spooling such substsnees when spun.— May 10.
Charlotte Smith, wife of Jabez Smith, of Bedford, for Improvements In certain ar ticks
of wearing apparel. — May 14.
Samuel Allport, of Birmingham, gun-maker, for a certain Improved method of making
or manufacturing a certain part or parts of looms used In wearing.— May 14.
William Phillips Parker, of Lime-street, London, gentleman, for improvements in the
construction of piano-fortes. (A communication.) —May 15.
John Thorn, of Ardwlck, near Manchester, calico printer, for improvements In cleans
ing, scouring, or bleaching silk, wooden, cotton, and other woven fabrics and yarns. anJ
In ageing fabrics and yarns when printed.— May 15.
Henry Bessemer, of Baxter-house, Old St, Pancras-road, engineer, and John Sharp
Cromartie Heywood, of Islington, Middlesex, for improvements In expressing and treat
ing oils, and iu the manufacture of varnishes, pigments, and paints.—May 15.
Moses Poole, of London, gentleman, for improvements in apparatus for drawing; flui 'a
from the human or animal body. (A commmunlcation.)— May 15.
Louis Alfred De Chatanvlllard, of Rue St. Laxare, France, gentleman, for improve
ments In fire-arms, cartridges, bullets, bayonets, and ordnance. (A communication, i —
May 15.
Pierre Artnand Lecomte de Fontalnemoreau, of South-Street, Flnsbury, for certain im
provements in weaving. (A communication..; — May 22.
Francis Edward Colegrave, of Brighton, gentleman, for Improvements in the means of
communicating between the pussengera and guard of a railway train, or between the
guard and engine driver; parts of which improvements are also applicable to working
signals on railways,— May 22.
Salomon Israel Da Costa, of St. Helen's, city of London, civil engineer, for Improre.
ments lu vessels for holding solids or fluids, and In machinery for msnufiu luring such vesvsels—May 22.
Rees Reece, of St. John-street, Smlthfield, and AstleyPaston Price, of Margate, Kent,
chemist, for Improvements In the manufacture and refining of sugar or saccharine m«a~
ters.— May 24.
Andrew Crosse, of_Gloucesler Place, New-road. Middlesex, esquire, for Improvements
In tanning hides auafsklns, and also in dyeing fabrics and substances.— May 24.
Thomas Goodfellow, of Tunsutl, Stafford, esrthenware manufacturer, and Gevrre
Gootifellow, of Sbelton, Stafford, potter, for Improvements In the method or methoc a us*
preparing plastic materials for manufacturing purposes.— May 24.
Andrew Smith, of St. James's, Westminster, engineer, for Improvements In mschlnerv
for, or methods of, manufacturing rope or cordage, and improved modes of fitting; and]
using the same, —May 24.
Frederick Steincr, of Hyodburn, near Accrington, Lancaster, Turkey-red dyer, for Im
proved urocesses and apparatus to be used in the Turkey-red dye on cotton and lsn
fabrics— May 24.
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RAILWAYS' PERMANENT WAY.
{With Two Engravings, Plates X. and XI.)
Report on the Construction of Permanent Way. By Robert B.
Dockbat, Esq. (By order of the London and North- Western
Railway Company.)
To the Committee of Way and Works.
Gentlemen—In accordance with your directions, that I should
examine and report to you upon the permanent way as laid down
by Sir John Macneill, upon the Dublin and Drogheda and Great
Southern and Western of Ireland Railways, I went to Dublin on
the 80th ultimo, and remained there until the 26th, and in the
interval travelled several times over portions of the lines, as well
as of others terminating in that city, and I carefully examined all
the details of construction.
Sir John Macniell very handsomely gave me all the information
I required, and was at some pains to explain the principles which
have governed him in adopting the peculiar construction which he
has introduced.
In laying before you the following remarks, I have thought it
desirable to extend my observations to the construction of perma
nent way generally, with the view of determining the best mode ot
carrying out the renewals upon the Southern Division of your rail
way, which have become necessary at a period of time earlier than
I had anticipated, consequent upon the comparatively new circum
stances of the great increase not only in the weight, but in the
speed of the engines.
I would here remark, that when competition was developing the
present high velocities upon railways generally, Mr. Robert Ste
phenson gave it in evidence as his opinion, that the limit would be
found not in any particular gauge, or in the evaporating power of
the engines, but in the economic endurance of the permanent way
to bear the additional weight which must, as a matter of necessity,
accompany every increase of speed. Time is. in my opinion, ra
pidly demonstrating the truth of this observation. Every new
class of engine which appears, surpasses its predecessor in power
and in speed; and it is evident from the large size of some of
those about to run upon your line, that at any rate the builders do
notThe
consider
rapid that
deterioration
they have of
as the
yet reached
permanent
theway,
limithowever,
of their about
scale.
which there can be no doubt, raises the question whether the
speeds already attained have not approached the economic limit to
which Mr. Robert Stephenson refers. If this be the case, railway
companies must look to a considerably increased outlay in the
shape of renewals of permanent way. It may be financially disEiised
rly-recurring
for a time,
charge.
but sooner or later it must be met as a regu-

formations—all of which are highly susceptible to the action of
water—the expense of maintaining permanent way is much en
hanced.
The lapse of time in developing the action of water upon the
clays, shows itself in a gradual softening of the substratum, so
that it no longer presents an uniform surface under the ballast,
but protrudes itself upwards,—and gradually mixing with the bal
last, so far deteriorates its quality, as to render it soft and nonresisting. In this state, the ballast slides into the railway ditches,
carrying the road with it, so as to require constant care in cor
rectly maintaining the gauge. In all such cases the blocks must
be removed, and replaced with sleepers. Another evil is, that in
ballast so deteriorated no repairs can be executed except in fine
dry weather; it presents no resistance to the beaters, and conse
quently the defective bearings cannot be raised by any ordinary
process of repair—to open out such road in bad weather only
increases the evil. The remedy for this defect is to lift the road,
wherever practicable, and add a few inches of good fresh ballast.
Permanent way laid upon a substratum as above described, is
subject to much more rapid wear than in the case previously men
tioned ; the soft yielding nature of the bottom permits so much
movement amongst the parts, that they soon loose their fit, the
rails become injured at the joints, the chairs are worn, and the
keys require constant renewal.
On the Southern Division of this line we have many miles of
such road—in fact, with the exception of the chalk district, there
is very little sound material south of Rugby.
With the view of bringing before you the whole subject, I have
prepared a set of drawings of permanent way as laid down on
various lines of railway, selecting those which I consider best of
their kinds ; they are as follows :—
1st, The mode adopted by Mr. Robert Stephenson. (Drawings
No. 1 and 2.)
2nd, That of Mr. Brunei. (Drawing No. 3.)
3rd, That of Mr. Hemans, on the Midland Great Western of
Ireland. (Drawing No. 4.)
4th, That of Sir John Macniell, on various Irish lines of rail
way. (Drawing No. 5.)
Mr. Robert Stephenson's Method.—(Drawings No. 1 and <2.)
These drawings represent the permanent way on the London
and North-Western Railway, No. 1 being with a rail 75 lb. in
weight per yard, and No. 2 with a rail of 82 lb. per yard. The
latter shows the improvements recently introduced in the form of
the rail, increased weight of chair, &c.
The cost of 5 yards of single line of No. 21 is 5/.
61. 14*.
5s. Old.
Sd.
—(For
The
further
number
details,
of
of parts
parts
see Appendix.)
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in the
the same
same length
length of
of No.
No. 12 is 47
49

I have no doubt that the wear and tear of the carrying stock is
also increased in a high ratio with the speed, and I do not see why
the public are to reap the whole advantage, leaving the railway
company the burden of the additional cost. Means should be
taken by the railway body generally to raise the express fares,
and thus in some measure to share the benefit with the public.
Returning to the construction of the road, it is evident that in
all renewals, increased weight of rails, and increased dimensions
of the materials generally, must be adopted to meet the increased
duty required. It is of great importance in re-constructioil, that
we should ascertain the weak and defective points : with this view
I have carefully inspected many portions of the line, and have
availed myself of the knowledge of the experienced overlookers
who have been in your service since the commencement of the
works.
I find, as a general result, that stone blocks are not adapted to
high speeds,—they are rigid, the chairs cannot be retained firmly
upon them, and from this cause they are subject to rapid wear;
and as they are in this district very expensive in first cost, I should
recommend their being renewed with sleepers.
Wherever the stratum under the formation line (the bottom of
the ballast) is sound and hard, and there is a sufficiency of ballast,
the wear and tear of the road is confined, for several years, to
simple renewals of keys,—until, in fact, the rails begin to split
and laminate, under the action of the trains. This period will
vary with the traffic : in ordinary cases I estimate it at from 15 to
20 years. There are still many years' wear in the rails laid down
at the northern end of this division of the line. Under this head
I should class the permanent way of the railways which are laid
upon the older geological formations, especially those I saw in
Ireland, where the substratum is almost universally of the very
best description for railway works. When, however, works are
constructed in the clays of the tertiary and some of the secondary
No. 142.—Vol. XII.—July, 1849.

The bearings are transverse sleepers, placed 3 feet apart on the
average.
This mode of construction is that generally adopted on the nar
row gauge lines of railway. The cross sleepers possess many ad
vantages ; they secure the accuracy of the gauge and of the cant
of the rail ; they afford great facilities for Burface drainage, and
any repairs or renewals are readily executed ; they also at once
show, by the working of the ballast, when and where the road is
out of order, affording certain indications to the workmen where
their attention is required.
The weak point is at the joints of the rails : most engineers en
deavour to remedy this defect by drawing the sleepers nearer
together at the joints, and by selecting the largest sleepers for
this bearing. To a certain extent, this is found to answer the
purposes, but it is apt to disturb the uniformity of the bearing
surface on the ballast, a point which I am inclined to think is of
some importance, as affecting the steadiness of the motion of the
trains.
This drawing
Mr. I. K.
is taken
Brunei's
from
Method.—(
the permanent
Drawing
wayNo.
of the
S.J Chelten
ham and Great Western Union Railway, at Gloucester, and which
I was informed embraced all the last improvements introduced by
Mr. Brunei.
The cost
weight
of of
the rail
72 lb.line
per of
yard.
5 yards
of issingle
railway is 6/. 11*. 5ld.
The number of parts in the same length of road is 81.
—(see Appendix.)
The bearings are longitudinal timbers, with a transome at every
15 feet apart, to retain the gauge. Thin pieces of wood are laid
across the timber bearing, and upon these the bridge rail is laid :
23
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these packings (placed the cross grain of the wood) are to prevent
the rail bedding itself into the longitudinal bearing.
Great care appears to be necessary in laying down and fitting
the timbers together, before the plate-layers can lay the rails.
There are a great number of parts, which presupposes increased
complexity : any repairs or renewals must necessarily be difficult
to effect, as a general disturbance of the parts must result from
the renewal of any one : the continuity of the bearing cuts off the
cross drainage of the surface of the ballast, and induces an expen
sive system of sub-drainage, which is always liable to derange
ment. In lifting the road, it must be a very nice operation to
maintain the cant of the rail at the proper angle.
The advantages of a longitudinal bearing are the uniformity of
the bearing surface on the ballast, and the continuity which it
gives at the joints of the rails ; in this latter respect, it is much
superior to the detached bearing.
Hemans's Midland Great Western of Ireland.—(Drawing No. i.J
This road is on longitudinal bearings, differing from Mr. Brunei's
in that the transomes are placed under the longitudinal bearing.
The weight of the rail is 75 lb. per yard.
The cost of 5 yards of single line of railway is (>l. 3s. Id.
The number of parts in the same length of single line is 41.
—(see Appendix.)
This road may be considered as a combination of the transverse
and longitudinal systems, and although in some respects defective,
yet there is much to be learned from it. Mr. Hemans informs me
that in the portions of the road laid upon peat, or where the bot
tom is soft, he puts in more transverse sleepers, with great advan
tage to the stability of the road ; and that in repairing such por
tions, the men lift and pack the cross sleepers, without reference
to the longitudinal bearing.
Sir John Macniell's Method.—(Drawing No. S.J
Sir John Macniell has introduced on the railways constructed
under his directions in Ireland, a description of permanent way
which from the attention bestowed upon its details merits particu
lar notice. It consists of a bridge rail weighing 90 lb. per yard,
laid upon transverse sleepers, placed at an average interval of
2 ft. 6 in. apart.
The cost of 5 yards of single line of railway is 6/. is. 4jrf.
The number of parts in the same length of single line is 36.
—(see Appendix.)
This road possesses great simplicity of construction : there are
no chairs or keys ; the bed of the rail on the sleepers is cut out by
a machine, which at the same time bores the holes for the fasten
ings. In laying the road, the rail is simply dropped into its bed
on the sleeper, and no further gauging is required. The materials
are so prepared before they are brought upon the ground, that any
ordinary labourer can lay the road with accuracy : this operation
is performed with an economy and dispatch which I never before
witnessed.
Sir John Macniell appears to consider that accuracy in the cant
of the rail, to suit the cone of the wheels, is the main desideratum
in permanent way, and the whole of his peculiar mode of construc
tion has mainly this object in view. For this purpose, the adzing
of the sleepers claims much of his attention : it is effected by
machinery in such a way as to ensure that the inclination shall in
every case be exactly the same. Next, he adopted the bridge rail,
with its broad bottom flanch, in order that he may at _ once attach
the rail to the sleeper without the intervention of chairs and keys,
and by this means avoid the fitting of two additional parts,—accu
racy in each of which is necessary to insure the correctness of cant
in the rail. The rail is also carefully examined before being laid,
and made perfectly straight, and all twist removed.
Sir John has thus reduced this road to one of the utmost simpli
city, consisting of but two parts—the rail and the sleeper. He
takes every precaution that each individual of these parts shall be
exactly alike, and when brought together that they shall fit each
other, and thus produce an uniform surface of the rails.
On a careful examination which I made of this road, I found
that attention to these details has produced the effect which might
be anticipated—the top of the rail is wearing with unusual uni
formity, and there is no appearance of the flanchea of the wheels
having come in contact with the edge of the rail.
On the subject of the cant of the rail, I am of opinion that
much of the side motion observable in railway trains is attribut
able to irregularity in this respect. Drawing No. 7 has been pre
pared to illustrate this question. In figs. 2 and 3, the rails are
shown irregularly canted, and in opposite directions, The circum
ference of the wheel where it touches the rail in fig. 2 is nearly
Jths of an inch less than in the same wheel when touching the rail

[JrLr,

ns shown in fig. 3 : the effect of this variation in the size of the
wheel is to induce the carriage to describe a series of curves in itattempt to equalize the diameter of the wheels ; the side motion
thus induced is often suddenly arrested by the flanch of the wheel
coming in contact with the edge of the rail, and the vibrations are
thrown in an opposite direction,—thus great irregularity of motion
is produced, and often continued, and even augmented, long after
the vehicle may have passed the original disturbing cause. In no
other way can I account for the side motion so often noticeable in
our trains,—not at any particular part of the road, but irregularly,
sometimes at one place, sometimes at another, and often on por
tions which, on after-inspection, appear to be in excellent order.
Proposed Method.—(Drawing No. 6.J
Having now noticed the good and the defective points in the
various descriptions of permanent way under consideration, I beg
to lay before you Drawing No. 6, which describes a construction of
road which I have every reason to think will meet the peculiar
circumstances of our case. These circumstances are the number,
weight, and speed of the trains; the soft nature of the substratum
of the road; and the inferior quality of the ballast.
This permanent way consists of a longitudinal timber (which I
adopt simply for the purpose of breaking the joint of the nil).
accurately laid upon cross sleepers. The rail, 100 lb. per yard, of
the bridge form, has its bottom flanch of the same width as the
longitudinal timber, which it entirely copes; it is secured down to
the cross sleepers by fang bolts, at intervals of 3 feet apart.
The longitudinal timber is dressed to a gauge, so as exactly to
fit the groove formed in the cross sleeper; this groove is cut to the
Itroper cant. The longitudinal timber having parallel sides (when
aid on the cross sleeper), will also correspond with the cant, and
the rail being laid upon it will present an upper surface of a uni
form inclination throughout its whole length.
The cost of 5 yards of single line of this road will be 71. Si. Hd.
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I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
Robert B. Dockray.

Euslon-square, August 23, 1848.

APPENDIX.— Permanent Wat.
Comparative Estimates, showing the number of pieces required and tht
exjiense in constructing 15feet length of Single Line by each of the fol
lowing methods, exclusive of Labour in laying down the Road.
Number.
London and NorthDescription.
Western Railway. Wright.
(Old Method).—Drawing
Rate.
Amount.
No. 1.

2 Ralls (75 ll>. per yard)
2 Joint Chain
8 Intermediate ditto
20 Iron Spikes for Chain
5.81eepen
10*KeyT

II..
"SO
M
HO
10
—
—

At
10
*
7
0
0
0

i. d.
0 0 per too.
10 0
10 0
0 4
S «
0 2J

~V~
16,544 parte In a mile of single line.
Coat of ditto, exclusive ef labour In laying

j.
»
0
0
0
I
0

i.
7
4
10
3
7
1

d.
0
0
SJ
4
«
\*i

* 14 »
jf2013 14 ■>

Number.
London and NorthDeacripUon.
Western Railway (New
Wright.
Method).—
Rate. Drawing No.
Amount.
2.

2 Ralla (821b. per yard)
2 JolntChaln
8 Intermediate ditto
6 8leepen(16J feel cubic)
10 Keya
22 Trenaila for Chain

lb.
820
82
224
—
—
—

£
10
7
7
0
0
0

». il.
0 Operloo.
10 0
10 0
5 6
0 2,
0 It

"49"
17,248 parts in a mile ef alngle line.
Coat of ditto, excluilre of labour In laying

£ t. d.
3 13 !i
0 5 6
0 14 "
17 0
0 1W
0 2 W

T~» «t
,e?2.19l 18 6

Great Western Railway (Mr. Brunei).— Drawing No. 3.
Number.

DeacripUon.

2 Rall«(72!b. per yard)
2 Joint Plalea
2 Straps for fastening Transomes
4 Holts for ditto
r, Nnta for ditto
6 Washen for ditto
8 Spikes for Ralls
4 Scretv-bolta at joints of Rail
4 Fanga
ditto
ditto

Weight.
lb.
720
1.1
4f
->
I ,9
f"
!
J

Rate.
£ a. d.
10 0 0 per ton.
0 0 1, per lb.
004
ft a A
" " *

Amount.
x a. d.
3 4 «
0 I 44
016
A A I
'
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Number.
38
40
2
1

Description.

Weight.
lb.

..
..
Brought Forward
Hardwood Packing* under Ralls (6 In.)
Longitudinal bearers (234 feet cubic) ..
Tranaome 1 ft. 8 in. cubic

Rate.
£ a. d.

Amount,
af a. d.
3 11 84
0 2 14
2 18 10t
0 8 9

..
—
—
—

0 » 4i
0 2 3
0 2 3

81
■Di.oVl parta In a mile of tingle line.
Coat of ditto, exclusive of labour in laying . .

6 14

64

jr?2,3«5 14

8

Midland Great Western of Ireland (Mr. Hemaru).—Drawing No. 4.
Number.
2
2
IB
8
K
'J
2
4

Weight.
Description.
lb.
. 761)
Ralls (76 lb. per yard)
joint Plates
. 13
Screws to hold down Ralls . «...
Screw-bolt at Joints
j.29
Fangs for ditto
J
Longitudinal Bearers (IS feet cubic). .. —
Transvrrae Sleepers (44 feet cubic) ... . —
Trenails for joints of Longitudinal bear-

era

—

Rate.
£ a. d.
10 0 0 per ton.
0 0 14

Amount.
£ a. d.
3 7 I04
0 1 8

0 0 4

0

0 2 3
023

1 13
U ill

o o 14

0 0 6

44
15,438 parta in a mile or single line.
Cost of ditto, exclusive of labour in tsylng .

6

9 8

1J

3

7

<e?2,162 11

2

Sir John MacnieWa Method.—Drawing No. 5.
Number.

8
10
2
6

Description.

Balls (921b. per yard)
Screw-bolts at Joints
Fangs for ditto
Spikes....'.
Wrought Iron Chairs
Sleepers (20 ft. °4 in. cubic)

Weight,
lb.
920
8-33
8»
12
—

Bate.
£ s. d.
10 0 0 per ton.
0 11 4
0 0 4
0 0 4
10 0 0
0 .. 6 each.

36
12,672 parts In a mile of single line.
Cost of ditto, exclusive of labour in laying .

Amount.

*■«..!
4
0
0
0
0
1

2
2
2
2
1
13

6

4 44

^2.171

8 0

Mr. Dockray's Proposed Method.— Drawing No. 6.
Number

Description.
Weight.
lb.
1 Ralls (100 lb. per yard)
1000
8 Screw-bolls at Jointa
—
8 Fanga for ditto
—
10 Spikes
—
2 Wrought-lron Chairs
—
6 Transverse Sleepers
—
2 Longitudinal Sleepers (6ft. 3 in. cubic). —

Rate.
£ s. d.
10 0 0 per ton.

0
0

Amount.
£ s.
4

'J

7

* 54

'A per foot

i ".;'*7o" parts in a mile of single line.
Cost of ditto, exclusive of labour In laying

£2,560

1

4

Summary or the Cost of Five Yards.
London and North. Western Railway (Old Method)
Ditto
ditto
(New Method)
Great Wettern Railway (Mr. Brunei)
Midland Great Western of Ireland (Mr. llemans)
Sir John Macniell's Method
..
.,
.,
Mr. Dockray's Proposed Method ..
..
..

£
5
6
6
.. 6
..6
..7

d.
5

..
..

£38
Average Cost . .
..
..£67
Cost of Single Road per yard . . £1 5

04
54.
7
6.
7

4
10}
6}

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK,
FASCICULUS XCV.
" I must have liberty
Withal, aa large a charter a . the winda.
To blow on whom I please."

I. I resume my comments on the "Seven Lamps" by quoting
the excellent passage last alluded to. "Of Proportions," says
Kuskin, "so much has been written that I believe the only facts
which are of practical use have been overwhelmed and kept out of
sight by vain accumulations of particular instances and estimates.
Proportions are as infinite (and that in all kinds of things, as se
verally in colours, lines, shades, lights, and forms) as possible airs
in music: and it is just as rational an attempt to teach a young
architect how to proportion truly and well by calculating for him
the proportions of fine works, as it would be to teach him to com
pose melodies by calculating the mathematical relations of the
notes in Beethoven's Adelaide, or Mozart's Requiem. The man
who has an eye and intellect will invent beautiful proportions, and
cannot help it; but he can no more tell us how to do it than
Wordsworth could tell us how to write a sonnet, or than Scott
could have told us how to plan a romance. But there are one or
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two general laws which can be told: they are of no use, indeed,
except as preventives of gross mistake; but they are so far worth
telling and remembering; and the more so because, in the discus
sion of the subtle laws of proportion (which will never be either
numbered or known), architects are perpetually forgetting and
transgressing the very simplest of its necessities."—After this, it
is to be hoped that writers will deal less in quackery and mysti
fication on the subject of Proportion than they have hitherto done;
and in such manner, too, as to contradict themselves, by repre
senting it as an exceedingly subtle and abstruse matter, yet at the
same time so exceedingly simple as to admit of being reduced to
the plainest arithmetical rules, which, as they pretend, serve
equally well alike for the most opposite cases. According to such
truly mischievous doctrine, an architect has no occasion whatever
for an eye for Proportion, since rules and computation will serve
his purpose just as well, or even better, inasmuch as machine-like
accuracy is secured,—cold, spiritless, and lifeless. The doctrine
of some, Vitruvius included, would go to convert our art into a
sort of barrel-organ, upon which all can grind music alike. Of
course they do not say as much in plain words, neither are they
themselves, perhaps, aware of the tendency of their own doctrines
and opinions—viz., that nothing ought to be done or attempted
now except what has some time or other been done before; as if
among all possible forms and combinations there were none yet
untried that would be found beautiful: such doctrine is, no doubt,
excellently well-suited to, and accordingly finds favour with, the
Incapable*, who have no artistic instinct or {esthetic feeling to
guide them, and who, therefore, are not only glad to be spared the
trouble of thought and invention, nothing more than ready-made
ideas being required of them, but rejoice also that others should
be prohibited from exercising them by the dread of being set down
at once for licentious innovators. Your small critics, too, who
gabble only by book and by rote, entertain a mortal dislike to
aught partaking of freshness of mind and invention, because it
puts them quite out; yet, although they do not know what to
make of it, they do know that they may very safely sneer at it
as heterodox and capricious. It is not, indeed, from every one
that we can expect any really new ideas worth having, yet there
surely must be some who are capable of detecting latent sources
of the beautiful, and of manifesting power of invention subordi
nated to that correct taste which, it may be presumed, has been nou
rished in them by previous study,—and by study, a very great des 1
more is to be understood than the elementary discipline and training
of t he office, or than becomin g familiar with the various styles of th e
arts hitherto practised, such study being merely of a passive sort,
and requiring the exertion of no other faculty than the memory ;
whereas, the study which is most needed is that diligent scrutiny
and thoughtful examination of styles and their monuments, by
which, while learning what has been done, we learn also to perceive
what more may be done. In comparison with this last kind of*
study, the getting by heart— as it is called— of the history of
styles, is work only for girls and old women—old ladies of th«
masculine gender, and all ages, included. Valeat quuatam; it is
serviceable enough in its way, but will no more make an architect
than poring over Vasari and Lanzi will make a man a painter. As
matters are managed at present, however, we seem to be well con
tent to get architecture without having architects,—content with
what amounts to no more than new editions of the architecture of
former times, without original authorship. In architecture we have
contrived to get to Finis, which is surely a very fine feather in the
cap of this nineteenth century.
rial
questionably,
II.asRuskin
absolutely
genuine
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Most
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satisfaction we experience in contemplating an edifice that is
beautiful as a production of architecture, and we reasonably
enough expect to find such materials to be employed for public
structures that ought to be enduring monuments of art. But Mr.
Ruskin pushes what is in itself a proper feeling into downright
extravagance and absurdity when he denounces the making use of
artificial and imitative materials as "direct falsity of assertion re
specting the nature of the material or the quantity of labour,"
which falsity he asserts to be nothing less than tumoral delinquency!
—insomuch that he holds it to be "as truly deserving of reproba
tion as any other moral delinquency;"—which does not say much for
Mr. John Ruskin's notions of morality. He is consistent, however,
in attributing a high degree of positive merit to mere cost of labour
and workmanship for its own sake, leaving merit of design and the
artistic value of the work altogether out of the question. Yet,
very certain it is, that, so far from giving pleasure, sumptuous ma
terial and expensive workmanship excite a painful feeling—one of
2ti*
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regret if not actual disgust when employed for, or rather wastefully thrown away upon, an inferior or even decidedly bad design.
Insisting so strongly as he does upon excellence of material and
workmanship as a sine-qua-non in architecture, and as if they were
of themselves all-sufficient—for, although perhaps he may intend
that it should be inferred, he says nothing as to the necessity for
corresponding excellence of design, notwithstanding that there
is very great occasion for insisting mainly upon that as the foun
dation of all other excellence,—Mr. Ruskin seems after all to en
tertain but rather low, not to say vulgar notions of architecture
and its powers as a fine art. A building that can be admired—as
far as it can be admired at all—only for the beauty and moneyworth of its materials,—and there are many such —is so far from
being an honour to, as to be a reproach to the architect. It is for
the latter to confer a value upon even the homeliest materials, and
to stamp a charm upon costly ones that shall enhance their ori
ginal market value hundredfold, or even more; not for the material
and mere manual execution to give a vulgar £ s. d. value, as has
frequently been the case ere now, to Pecksniffian taste and Pecksniffian design. And so far, Mr. Ruskin shows himself to be too
much of a materialist in art, and to be strangely devoid of [esthetic
sensibility.
III. Even where there is equal beauty of both material and de
sign, it is for the latter alone that the architect himself can claim
anv merit, for as to the other, and the workmanship of it, they
belong not to him, but in the first instance to his employers, and
in the next to the actual operatives. As far as his own talent is
concerned, it makes no difference whether his ideas be realised in
genuine or fictitious materials.
That there usually is a great deal
of vulgar, barbarous, and paltry taste shown where such materials
are made use of, is not to be denied; yet that is more the fault of
the design and the designer, or of paltry and slovenly execution,
than of the deception itself; which, if it be such as to. impose
upon and consequently perfectly satisfy the eye, produces just the
same effect as would result from employing the actual materials
which are simulated. That refined taste and elegance may be dis
played with materials which are in themselves of little or no
money-worth, is proved by Greek fictile vases and many antique
terracotta ornaments. Certain also it is that as objects of art,
well executed plaster casts from approved originals are preferable
to ordinary marble statues. It is owing to tastelessness and trumperiness of design, and to slovenly coarseness of execution, far
more than to the ordinary quality of the materials employed, that
we have so much architectural trumpery. Because embellishment
with fictitious materials costs comparatively little, it is generally
offensively overdone, and thereby alone proclaims itself to be spu
rious; whereas, were it applied with proper reserve and discretion,
decoration of the same kind—of course provided it were satisfac
torily executed—might pass unquestioned.
IV. So great is Mr. Ruskin's enthusiastic admiration of cost and
labour for their own sake, that he would have the same degree of
finish bestowed upon those parts of a building which are out of
sight, or nearly so, as on those which can be closely inspected.
"The principle of honesty" he tells us, "must govern our treat
ment: we must not work any kind of ornament which is, perhaps,
to cover the whole building (or at least to occur on all parts of it)
delicately where it is near the eye, and rudely where it is removed
from it. That is trickery and dishonesty.
My good Johnny
Ruskin, what an admirably honest world we should live in had we
no more dishonesty and moral delinquency than such deception
amounts to, to encounter or complain of. Now, it is a generally
received maxim among artists that they should proportion the de
gree of finish they bestow on their work to the distance at which
it is intended to be viewed. So long as there be the appearance of
finish, it matters not how it is produced; nay, rude touches of the
pencil or chisel may tell effectively where the same careful mani
pulation as is required for similar decoration that can be closely
examined would not tell at all. Even Mr. Kuskin is somewhat at
variance with himself when he afterwards says in another place:
"It is evident that for architectural appliances, masculine handling,
likely as it must be to retain its effectiveness when high finish
would be injured by time, must always be the most expedient; and
as it is impossible, even were it desirable, that the highest finish
should be given to the quantity of work which covers a large
building, it will be understood how precious the intelligence must
become which renders incompletion itself a means of additional
expression; and how great must be the difference, when the touches
are rude and few, between those of a careless and those of a
regardful mind." To the passage just quoted I fully assent,—
not, perhaps, very disinterestedly, because it in fact makes strongly
for my own argument against what Mr. Ruskin had previously
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urged. There is, indeed, no greater test of genuine artistic skill
than the producing by means of what considered in themselves
would appear to ordinary eyes mere rude and random touches, just
the desired effect—the labour of the mind sparing all superfluous
and unnecessary labour of the hand.
V. The following is an excellent piece of advice, and one of the
best and most pertinent remarks in Mr. Ruskin's book : "Among
the first habits that a young architect should learn is that of
thinking in shadow, not looking at a design in its miserable liny
skeleton." The necessity for so doing requires to be impressed
upon the student, because according to the now almost universal
practice, on the continent especially, of showing architectural sub
jects in mere outline engraving, the expression derived from light
and shade in all their various modifications and effects, is entirely
withdrawn from the student's consideration; whereas it is what—
if he is ever to become an artist in his profession—deserves his
most thoughtful attention. "Liny skeletons," as Mr. Ruskin very
happily calls them, give us rather abstractions of buildings—dis
embodied unsubstantial spectra of them—than actual representa
tions of them as they show themselves to the eye. No wonder
therefore that, excellent as they may be in themselves, works en
graved in that manner have no interest for any except professional
men and a few studious amateurs. It must be admitted that out
line engravings are eminently serviceable in one respect, because
they show form in all its minutest lineaments more clearly than
shadowed ones can do; and they thereby lead to correctness of eye
and hand in drawing. Their insufficiency consists in their not
showing buildings as they really do appear, or designs as they will
appear, when executed. Many a building which when so shown has
a very disagreeably bald and vacant look, may, when seen in its pro
per substantiality, and in all the vigour of broad light and shade,
be a striking object; and so, on the other hand, one which looks
exceedingly well when judged of by its pattern in outline, may be,
or turn out to be, comparatively unsatisfactory, tame, and spirit
less. The greater part of the details, perhaps, which show so well
as ornamental pattern upon paper, will be found hardly to show
themselves at all or very imperfectly in the actual structure. It
is owing to the practice of architects giving their attention too
exclusively to linear appearance alone, instead of at the same time
"thinking" in shadow' also, that we get so much of mere pretty
pattern. We frequently see a great many "very nice" parts—a
"nice" bit there, another "nice" bit there, and so on;—just the
very things, perhaps, for an architectural scrap-book, where they
would be in their proper place. We can dispense with fragmentary
niceties of that sort in our buildings, which ought to show wellconsidered artistic compositions, and not be mere scrap-books in
stone.—I have here been interrupted by a visitor, who, on my
pointing out to him what Ruskin says as to the necessity for
thinking in shadow, observed: "Aye, and of thinking and feeling
like artists, which very few of our architects seem ever to do
when they sit down to their drawing-board. Were some of them
to think a great deal more, and talk not quite so much maudlin,
frothy stuff as they now do, it would be better for themselves and
for their art also." My friend went on in a similar strain for some
time, I listening to him the while far more patiently, nay compla
cently, than most other persons would have done.

MR. FERGUSSON AND THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
Although little more than a brochure, the new production from
Mr. Fergusson's pen,* which has just appeared, is likely to obtain
far more general notice, and that too immediately, than his larger
work lately reviewed in several successive numbers of this
Journal, for the latter appears to be quite a noli-me-tangere to the
rest of the fraternity of reviewers— even those who profess to take
especial notice of everything bearing upon and connected with
Art. His present "Observations," on the contrary, are so exceed
ingly stirring that they can hardly fail to excite public attention,
and perhaps excite some commotion also in several quarters. While
many will be startled at the magnitude of some of his schemes,
others will marvel not a little at the fearlessness with which he
has probed and dissected the magnum opus of a living architect,
and proved it to be utterly naught. Such operating upon the
"living subject" is, we hBrdly need remark, quite contrary to the
usual etiquette of architectural criticism, which, perhaps for fear
of getting into scrapes, cautiously abstains from passing formal
* Obsenretlons on the British Museum, National Gallery, and National Record Ofire ,
with Suggestions for their Improvement. By Jamei Ferguson, M.R.I.B.A., author of
"Au Historical Inquiry Into the True Principles of Beauty In Art."— London: J. Weal*.
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judgment upon the doings of "contemporaries;" yet, for our part,
we do not see wherefore living architects should not he damned
with just as little ceremony as living authors;—that is, of course,
supposing they deserve it.
For the present we will confine ourselves to the British Museum
alone, and to what Mr. Fergusson says of that monstrously costly,
and egregiously unsatisfactory national edifice. We certainly do
not quarrel with him for his opinion of the building itself, which
he minutely examines, and proves (very satisfactorily? ) to be as
unsatisfactory as it well could be. If we quarrel with him at all,
it is for his too-studied attempt to exonerate the architect himself
from the disgrace justly due to him. "I would not, on any ac
count," says Mr. Fergusson, "be understood to say one word
against Sir Robert Smirke, personally." Neither do we, nor have
we ever done so; for of the man himself we know no more than
we do about the man in the moon. As a man he may be excellent,
and even exemplary for aught we can say to the contrary, but as
an architect we hold him to be a most wretched one, ana prosaic
besides; in short, no better than a Pecksniff on a larger scale.
After calling "the Museum as bad and as extravagant a building as
could well be designed," Mr. Fergusson immediately adds, "but
let the blame be thrown on the right shoulders;" and then pro
ceeds to lay the whole of it on those of the unlucky Trustees.
Now, so far from thinking, as Mr. Fergusson appears, or is willing
to appear to do, that the Trustees dictated to Smirke, we should
rather fancy that it was Smirke who dictated—that is, recom
mended to them the style and character their new building should
be in. There most assuredly is nothing in any of his previous works
to show that he would have chosen any other style or mode of de
sign had he been left to his own free and unbiassed choice, and
granted a complete carte blanche. At any rate, even if the Trus
tees did dictate the style, they did not stand over him while he was
making the design, and insist upon his introducing all the blun
ders, faults, and absurdities which we now find in it. To suppose
that would be supposing that the architect was a mere mechanical
agent or machine, that worked just as they impelled and directed
its movements. Either the design of the Museum is Sir R.
Smirke's, or it is not:—if, as the very natural supposition is, it
really be his own, he of course is answerable for it, and for all its
defects, deficiencies, and short-comings; and if, on the contrary, he
has been no more than a mere clerk of the works, acting under
other persons' instructions and directions, in like manner as in case
of success he would have reaped the full credit due to their judg
ment and good ideas, he must now abide by the discredit attached
to failure. We hardly know whether Mr. Fergusson is to be un
derstood as speaking with sarcastic irony or not, when he says
that, had not Smirke fallen in with the ideas of the Trustees, con
trary, as ib of course implied, to his own better judgment, they
"would certainly have wished him a good morning, have sent for
some more compliant person, and he might have retired to oblo
quy and"—oh! dreadful—"to starvation!" Nothing, it seems, but
his compliance with the whims of the Trustees, saved poor Sir
Robert Smirke from pauperism and the workhouse,—though we
think he must have feathered his nest pretty well long before.
From starvation his compliance may possibly have rescued Sir
Robert, but most certainly not from obloquy, unless there be more
of praise than obloquy in its being said—and Mr. Fergusson him
self sayB it—that it is, after costing about seven hundred thou
sand pounds, as bad as bad can be. Whether Sir Robert will now
be glad to shelter himself from the pitiless pelting of criticism
under such excuse, we know not; but -Mr. Fergusson certainly looks
upon him as having been a mere instrument, implement, or tool in
the hands of the Trustees, and accordingly observes, "Though I
have much to say against the building, I entirely exonerate the
architect"!—so that Sir Robert is after all a very fortunate man, for
if he has got his head broken, he has also go it well plaistered up
again by the same hand that cracked it, and now stands "entirely
exonerated"—just as safe and sound as ever.
Sir Robert may
stick that feather of "entire exoneration" in his cap, without any
one envying him.
Luckily for them, the Trustees have excedingly broad shoulders,
and a good many pair of them, so that they can perhaps very well
bear the whole of the very weighty burthen which Mr. Fergusson
lays upon them. For one thing, they certainly are highly censur
able,—for they being only trustees for the nation, and the work
a national one, to be paid for out of the nation s money, they
ought to have endeavoured to secure the most efficient architectu
ral talent to be found in the country, instead of blindly confiding
in an individual on the mere strength of his general repute. Had
Sir R. Smirke previously erected a Museum which had obtained
general favour as a successful work of its kind, it would have been
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quite a different case. But he had not done so; consequently, a
structure for such very particular purpose would be quite as much
a first attempt on his part as on that of the most obscure indivi
dual in the profession. Nay, it is very possible that some amongst
the obscure and unknown might have, in the course of their stu
dies, given attention to the particular subject. At all events, it was
the duty of the Trustees—both the big-wigs and the bald heads
which compose that many-headed body—to call upon the best talent
procurable, and afford it the opportunity of coming forward and
manifesting itself. If there was objection to a general public com
petition, as merely opening the door to self-sufficient mediocrity and
a troublesome mass of designs, the majority of which must at once
have been set aside, at any rate a limited number of known talent
might have been invited to submit their ideas; from which the
better points might have been selected, and afterwards combined
together, two or even more architects being associated in the
work—supposing no individual design was so satisfactory as not to
be capable of improvement by engrafting upon it something bor
rowed from others. This, as it appears to us, is the safest and
most rational course to be pursued; and the fairest to be adopted
in public—at least, all government works. Instead of which, they
are if not actually made jobs, made to appear to be such.
By throwing all the odium of the failure of the British Museum
upon the Trustees, Mr. Fergusson has, perhaps quite unintention
ally, levelled a blow that falls very hard in a different quarter;
for he scruples not to call the new building at Buckingham Palace
"so hideously uglv that both the sovereign and the people must be
glad to get rid of them." The latter perhaps may, because they
had no hand in, nor were even so much as consulted about it; but,
as there is no evidence, or even so much as a doubt, to the con
trary, the natural presumption is that the design was found satis
factory and approved of in what the newspapers term "a very high
quarter." Therefore, the excuse put forth for Sir Robert Smirke is
equally valid for Mr. Edward Blore. "As a servant of the public,"
the former "did what he was told to do;" and as the official architect
or surveyor of the Palace, the latter acted, no doubt, similarly, and
did as he was directed to do, although both the one and the other
might have shown skill and taste in complying with the general
directions given them. To hint that her Majesty would now be
glad to get rid of the costly improvement—or, to speak more cor
rectly, the costly addition to the Palace, and to say that the Palace
itself so improved "will not long be tolerated, but a new one de
manded," is anything but flattering to some other persons besides
Mr. Blore, whom we accuse not, because he, no doubt, has done his
very best. Let us hope, then, that it has saved the poor man from
the horrors of "starvation."
After this digression, we return to the Museum, speaking of
whose facade, Mr. Fergusson says: "If it is not beautiful, it is
inexcusable; if it is beautiful, a strong case is made out in its
favour. It certainly does not possess what is the strongest objec
tion to the [inner] court, which is that it is not seen ; for no one
can either approach or pass the Museum without its catching the
eye; it is therefore in the right place, which the other is not; and if
ornament was to he added to the Museum, it was here that it was to
be placed. Is it then beautiful ? This [that] is a matter of taste
which each must answer for himself." As regards the last remark
and the doctrine implicated in it, we do not at all hold with Mr.
Fergusson,—because when a man comes before the public as a
critic, it is for him to instruct by plainly discriminating between
good and bad taste. All art is matter of taste; so that if one
man's taste be just as valid and of equal authority as another's,
many of the dicta and verdicts of careful and conscientious cri
ticism might be reversed. Of the thousands, or tens of thousands,
and even hundreds of thousands, who in the course of a year visit
the British Museum, how many are there who can fully appreciate,
and who sincerely relish the Elgin Marbles? Shall we say a score ?
—ten would be nearer the mark. If it is to be left to every one
to answer for himself whether a work of art, or what makes pre
tension to be considered such, be really meritorious, there is, as it
seems to us, an end to all criticism—all sesthetic reasoning; and
one man's judgment, or fancy without any judgment at all, becomes
quite as valid as another's.
Notwithstanding, however, the lenity with which he leaves every
one to judge for himself how far the facade is beautiful, Mr. Fer
gusson gives it immediately afterwards as his own opinion that the
design is "both cold and unartistic,"—adding, "there is a dismal
funereal look about this specimen, which to my mind i6 singularly
repulsive;" and further says: "Since it has been erected I have not
heard one voice raised in its praise, and certainly not one word of
laudation has been printed that I am aware of; but, on the con
trary, blame has been both loud and deep." That, indeed, as we
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are informed in a foot-note, was written before Mr. Ruskin's
"Seven Lamps" had appeared, to throw a cheering gleam of light
on Smirke's Museum; and a very scanty gleam it is, for it leaves
us altogether in the dark as to what are the beauties and merits
that obtain for it Mr. Ruskin's "sincere admiration."
Mr. Fergusson appears to attribute the defects of the design—
its coldness and unartistic character—rather to the stvle than, as
we do, to the architect's very prosaic treatment of it. Vet, surely
the style itself is not deficient in beauty; and, in fact, what of
beauty there is in the design at all, is derived entirely from the
Ionic columns alone, for in every other respect the building is so
frigidly bare as to have hardly the look of being finished. Even
the columns themselves, too, are so disposed as to produce more of
wearisome sameness and monotony than of architectural richness.
There is so little agreement between the colonnades and the build
ing behind them, that the former might be taken for an after
thought, and be supposed to have been added merely to eke out
and dress up the other. Unless the spirit of the style evidently
aimed at by the colonnades could have been faithfully kept up in
all the rest, it would have been better to have let it be seen that
the antique Greek character was not professed to be adhered to.
Smirke, on the contrary, has so managed it that his tame and scru
pulous accuracy with regard to antique columniation occasions
such a disparity of parts, that integrity of ensemble is quite for
feited.
We have said that the colonnades might pass for being an after
thought, and they actually do appear to have been designed with
out any regard to what is behind them, because—as may be seen
by the plan given by Mr. Fergusson, who, however, does not point
out that very singular blunder—many of the windows are not in
the same axis as the corresponding intercolumns ; and in two
places, a window comes immediately behind—that is, in the same
axis, as a column. This gross infringement of one of the simplest
rules of architectural grammar will probably be attributed to care
lessness on the part of the engraver, especially as the plan is on a
small scale ; whereas it occurs in the building itself, where it has
always pained our eyes. In a view either way straight down along
the colonnade, from the entrance, the vista is sadly marred, and
made to have quite a lop-sided look, by the window seen at the end
of it being out of the axis, and, moreover, squeezed up against a
corner.
Mr. Fergusson has pointed out how, by placing the staircase
(which is lighted from above) on the south side, instead of next
the inner court, which last situation would have been better for
the first gallery,—windows might have been dispensed with in that
part of the colonnades; and by a very little contrivance in the
plan, they might have been got rid of in the corresponding portion
on the other side of the entrance. As to the windows within the
return colonnades, where the irregularity above-noticed takes
place, they seem to be quite uncalled for, the rooms there (mostly
private ones) being lighted from the opposite side also, and some
of them even from a third side.
As far as character is concerned, there is nothing whatever in the
building to express plainly to the eye at once its specific purpose ;
which particular definite expression might surely be imparted to a
museum far more easily than to a public edifice of any other class.
That it is the Museum is perfectly well known,—and so was the
former old building; yet surely the merely being known as such is
not sufficient, nor to be received in lieu of intelligible architectu
ral character, and marked indication of its peculiar purpose. If
there be any edifice which more than another admits of, or rather
demands architectural luxury, it is a public museum of works of
art, for it ought to be a finished work of art itself; and thereby
tend to improve public taste. If we are content with a mere ware
house or repository for books and sculpture, well and good. The
saving money in building, in order to apply it to enlarging the
collections, is intelligible and rational economy; whereas, to squan
der it away by hundreds of thousands, to produce what is after all
a poor, would-be-fine, botched-up structure, wherein the grossest
bungling, the most paltry meanness, and the most offensive eye
sores display themselves,—is provoking and mortifying beyond
expression. The only comfort we now feel, is that the mortifica
tion which we ourselves feel is, after what Mr. Fergusson has said,
likely to become very general, and to be most felt just where it
ought to be.
Although he has shown no contrivance whatever in any other
respect, Sir Robert Smirke has contrived to make his Ionic colon
nades look no better than mere frippery—a sort of architectural
'•cover-slut" to a very ugly and mean-looking brick building; and,
moreover, put on so slovenly, that it does not even so much as
conceal what it is intended to mask and hide. Even were the
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central mass of the general facade many degrees better than it
actually is, and in itself satisfactory, still all the rest—the parts
mixedordinary,
ingly
up, for we
everyday,
cannot say
andcombined,
some of them
with even
it—are
vulgar
suchstuff,
exceed-^.
that
grandiose composition —and considering what has been expended,
we ought at all events to have had that for our money—is quite
out of the question.
Good, substantial, but quite plain brick houses would surely have
been good enough for the officers of the establishment; and had a
range of such houses been erected in continuation of those on the
west side of Montague-street, besides great saving as to cost, two
decided advantages would have been obtained,—for, in the first
place, those houses would have screened out the ugly brick mass
to the which the "grand" Ionic facade is merely tacked on; and,
in the next place, there would then have been an opportunity of
providing additional accommodation for the increasing collections,
by erecting, for the enlargement of the Museum itself, two ex
treme wings brought nearly up to the main structure, so as to
form together with it one consistent and well-balanced, yet varied,
composition. Such extension in front is, however, now rendered
impossible; yet, that enlargement in some way or other would be
required within a few years, had become tolerably evident even
before the two ranges of official dwellings, which are made to offi
ciate as wings, had been commenced. Perhaps the very best course
that can now be pursued would be to adopt what Mr. Fergusson
recommends, which is to convert the gallery of antiquities, and
other rooms occupied by the several collections of sculpture and
natural history, into a repository for the Public Records,—so that
they and the Library would form a vast national collection of lite
rature and historical documents treasured in one and the same
building. This would require no alteration of the structure itself,
and the merely fitting-up the rooms for their new purpose would
be attended with comparatively small expense. The chief obstacle
cessity
in the way
of aoffurther
its being
one done
also proposed
is that such
by Mr.
scheme
Fergusson,
involves which
the neis
to incorporate the collection of sculpture and antiquities now in
the Museum, with the National pictures. He accordingly suggests
that the Barracks at the rear of the National Gallery should be
removed elsewhere, and additional galleries be erected on the site;
and the whole plan be gradually extended in the course of time, so
as to take in St. Martin's Workhouse also, and ultimately occupy
the whole space bounded by Whitcomb-street and Dorset-place on
the west, Orange-street and Hemming's-row on the north, and
St. Martin's-lane on the east. And there we think he might very
prudently have stopped ; instead of which, he further proposes
that the present National Gallery should be taken down and re
built; which certainly does appear to us a very uncalled-for, and
therefore wanton, piece of extravagance. Even Mr. Fergusson
himself vindicates that structure from the senseless abuse neaped
upon it while several others which are many degrees worse are
allowed to escape perfectly censure-free. He questions whether
we should get anything much better upon the whole instead of it;
and further admits, that as far as they go, the present picturerooms answer their purpose sufficiently well. Then, why, in the
name of common-sense, should that be destroyed which requires
only to be enlarged ?—as may be done with the greatest facility,
provided the pou sto, the ground for additional buildings, and
of course, the requisite "wherewithal" or funds, also can be
obtained. So far, then, we do not altogether agree with Mr. Fer
gusson; and we think, besides, that where so much is asked for, or
proposed all at once, alarm is likely to be taken,—and so in the
end nothing whatever be done. One effect, however, Mr. Fergusson's "Observations" will certainly have, though his "Suggestions"
may have none; since the former can hardly fail to make the
Trustees of the British Museum open their eyes pretty widely,
and stare at each other very profoundly, when they find out how
blunderingly they have managed their building,—and, what is
worst of all. that the public are now informed how egregiously
they have blundered from first to last. As for Sir Robert Smirke,
he, it appears, is intact, and remains Mus, teres, atque rotundtu. At
the very worst, he can console himself by saying :
" Foptilus me sitiitiit j at mint plaudo
Ipse domi, tlutul ac r.uiuraos contemplor in area "

Mural Painlinyi at St. Crou. —Coloured drawings of these paintings, re
cently discovered on the walls of the Church of St. Cross, were exhibited
i-y Mr. Francis Uaigent, at a recent meeting of the Archaeological Associa
tion. Some an' exceedingly elegant in design, and apparently of the early
part of the nlteetith century.
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SOLID WROUGHT-IRON
(With Engravings, RAILWAY
Plate XII.) WHEELS.

On a Patent Solid Wrought-Iron Wheel. By Mr. Henry Smith.
of West Bromwich.—(Paper read at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers.)
The subject of the present communication is a new wroughtiron railway wheel, which is forged solid in one piece, and is manu
factured entirely by the forge hammer; the wheel is disc-shaped,
the disc portion being about f-inch thick, and gradually swelled
out to the thickness of the nave and the tyre.
The following may be stated as the chief desiderata in a railway
wheel:—1st. The greatest possible strength with the least possible
weight.—Snd. Durability, implying also facility of repair.—3rd.
Economy in cost.
On the first of these points it is conceived there will be no dif
ference of opinion about the disc shape being the strongest possi
ble; and also that when a wheel is made in one entire piece, it
must necessarily be less liable to the effects of wear and tear than
one which is composed of a number of pieces. This will be made
more manifest by analysing the mode of manufacturing railway
wheels in the old or ordinary way. For this purpose, and for the
sake of drawing the fairest comparison between the wheel now
under consideration and the ordinary wheels, a wrought-iron wheel
is selected of the most improved make, having a wrought-iron
nave, with the spokes welded to the nave and to the inner tyre.
The following is the mode of manufacture of such a wheel:—
Pieces of iron with wedge-shaped ends, are brought together all
converging to a common centre. These are then welded toge
ther to form the nave or boss, and the inner ends of the spokes, of
the intended wheel. Other pieces, T-shaped, are then welded to
the ends of these spokes and again to each other, forming the
inner tyre of the wheel. This done, a rolled tyre-bar of a suitable
length, is bent into a circle of a proper diameter to go on the
inner tyre, and is welded to form a perfect circular hoop. This
hoop is then heated in a furnace and put upon the inner tyre, and
then the wheel is immersed in cold water to occasion such an
amount of contraction of the tyre as shall firmly fix it upon the
wheel. Rivets or bolts are then passed through both to secure
them together.
Now, it is submitted that the whole process of thus producing a
wheel is open to many well-founded objections—such as the fol
lowing:—The possibility of a want of dexterity in the manipula
tion of the different parts, in the making and bringing them toge
ther. The chance of doing so when the iron is not in a proper
condition for welding; then, the uncertainty of the hoops or tyres
being exactly the same length, or the wheels with the inner tyre
of precisely the same diameter; and again, the amount of contrac
tion of the outer tyre depending upon its slow or rapid cooling,
will be affected by any variation in the temperature of the wheel
itself and the water in the "bosh" or cooling cistern, and these of
course cannot be kept uniform.—All these circumstances are op
posed to wheels being well made with loose tyres, whether with
wrought-iron naves and arms or with cast-iron naves.
In reference to the second head. Durability, it is conceived from
the contingencies already alluded to, that it must be obvious, a
wheel made in one piece will be the more lasting; but on this point,
the wheel which forms the subject of the present inquiry has other
claims to prefer. In consequence of the iron in the wheel being
both granular and laminar, inasmuch as by the mode of manufac
ture hereafter explained this result is ensured, and the grain of
the iron being brought to stand at right angles to the direction of
the wear, and the body of the iron being of a denser and more
compact character than rolled iron, it must doubtless be much
stronger and more durable than any rolled tyre-bar of piled iron,
which is liable to lamination, and altogether of a softer nature.
Again, the torsive and abrasive effects of the carriage-breaks will
not produce the same results on a solid disc wheel, as on one with
a loose hoop or tyre of rolled iron. Then as regards repairing,
when the tyre of the disc wheel is worn down so much as to re
quire a_ renewal, the wheel can be put into the lathe and turned
cylindrical, to receive a tyre in the ordinary way, secured on by
bolts g> -ewed into the tyre from the inner side, or by countersunk
rivets through the tyre; and it must be then a better wheel than
any yet manufactured.
On the subject of Cost, it can only be observed at present, that
as the first expense does not determine this point, it must be left
to be settled by the results of a sufficient experience.
The following is a description of the mode of manufacturing the
new toJid disc ujieels. In the first place, a straight bar of hammered
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or rolled iron is taken, of 4 or 4^ inches width or more if required,
and sufficiently long to form a hoop of such a diameter as is most
suitable to make the intended wheel. Other pieces of bar-iron are
then laid flat and close together, and cut in lengths to the same
circle as the hoop, to form the base of a "pile;" the hoop is then
placed upon this foundation, and filled with scrap-iron. The whole
is then put into a reverberator}' or heating furnace and when at
the proper heat, is hammered in the tools or dies shown by draw
ing A, to form a "mould;" the face of the hammer is recessed in
such a shape as to form an approximation to the shape of one side
of the intended wheel, but only about two-thirds of the diameter;
and the anvil-face has a circular recess, flat-bottomed, into which
the hammer-face enters. Two of these "moulds" are then put to
gether back to back, heated in a similar way and hammered be
tween the tools or dies B, which are of the same sectional form
and nearly the full-size scale of the finished wheel; but these tools
embrace only a segment of about one-fifth part of the entire
wheel. The "mould" is turned round horizontally during this
process, being turned a little between each blow of the hammer,
and it is thus hammered out to the form and size of the required
wheel. The wheel is then put into an annealing furnace, and is
planished between tools similar to the last, which are of the form
and the full-size scale of the finished wheel, as shown by drawing
C, and the wheel then only requires the tyre and the nave turning
in a lathe, and the centre boring out. The finished wheel is shown
in drawing D.
By this mode of manufacture it will be perceived that Low
Moor iron, or any other description of iron or steel, can be used if
required for the tyre of the wheel, and thus in all cases ensure a
clean wearing surface, and a compound character of fibrous and
granulated iron, which it is believed no other system of making
wheels affords.
The centres for large spoke wheels are also manufactured in one
solid piece in a similar manner, by the tools or dies shown in draw
ing E; the top and bottom tools are both alike, and are recessed in
the form of the nave of the intended wheel, with a short portion of
each of the spokes radiating from the nave. The centre of the
wheel is thus stamped out by the hammer with a portion of each
of the spokes about a foot long, ready for welding on to the Tpieces to form the inner tyre and the remainining portion of the
spokes. A thin web or fin is left in the centre between the spokes,
which is afterwards cut out by the smith. The object of this con
struction is to surpass in certainty of soundness the precarious
method of making them at present in use.
It is unnecessary to urge the importance of obviating, as far as
possible, the occurrence of such accidents as have too frequently
happened in consequence of defects of railway wheels; but a few
of these cases may be alluded to here, in illustration of the
subject.
The accident on the Edinburgh and Northern Railway in Octo
ber last, when the tyre of the leading wheel of the engine broke
and threw the train off the line. That on the East Lancashire Rail
way in November last, where the tyre of one of the carriage wheels
broke. That upon the Brighton Railway in September last, when
the tyre of one of the engine wheels broke, throwing the train off
the line. And that upon the Great Western Railway, about two
years ago, where the tyre of a carriage wheel broke, and a portion
of it fell through a carriage, causing a fatal accident.
With the view of obtaining some practical information upon the
comparative resistance of the air to the revolution of the disc
wheels and of the ordinary spoke wheels, some experiments have
been tried at the Vulcan Iron Works, West Bromwich, by Mr.
Henry Smith, with the assistance of Mr. Marshall, the Secretary
of the Institution; and the results of these experiments are ap
pended in the following table.
Experiments on the Resistance of the Air to the Spokes of Wheels.
No. of Experiment

1

a

3

4

S

Description of Wheel
Losh.
270 Disc. Losh. Haddn Disc
Welrht of Wheel, In lbs
-»."» i
414
451
123
414
Weight impended, In lbs
■V.
46
56
56
56
Distance Isllen by Weight, in feet...
270
279
279
279
Time of revolution of Wheel, In
seconds
55
62
60
68
60J
Total number of revolutions. .
148
166
161
176
220
Average speed per hour of Wheel,
In miles
17
17
18
19
21
Le' glh of rope. In feet
270
270
855
355
355
lime before rope was detached, in
seconds
15
15
17
17
17

6

7

Disc.
414
56
279

Disc.
414
•1J

m
233

75
257

22
355

22
355

17

12

279

Number of revolutions before rope
wmb detached
Wei, hi of tall rope. In lln

38
iNnn-.
38 No.e.

50

50
7

50

50

These experiments were performed at an old mine shaft */ !i feet
50

200
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deep. The axle was placed across tlie top of the shaft and carried
by two bearings with brass steps; the wheel under experiment was
fixed on one end of the axle outside the bearing, and the counter
connected to the other end of the axle. The counter was so gra
duated and arranged that the most correct observation could be
taken of the number of revolutions completed in each case.
A drum 2 ft. 3^ in. diameter was fixed on the centre of the axle,
and a rope f-inch diameter was coiled on the drum, with the movng weight attached to the end of it hanging over the centre o f
the shaft; the other end was not attached to the drum, but held
only by the grip of the second turn of the rope, so that when the
rope was run off the drum by the weight falling to the bottom of
the shaft, the end of the rope detached itself from the drum with
out any check. As there was not any means of descending the
shaft to bring up the rope and weight, a tail rope of the same
length and size as the main rope was attached to the weight at
one end, and the other end made fast at the top of the shaft, the
rope hanging double halfway down the shaft; this served to bring
up the weight and main rope after they had fallen to the bottom
of the shaft in each experiment. These two ropes weighed 7 lb.
each, and the weight of the main rope caused a gradual accelera
tion in the moving weight, varying from nothing at the beginning
of the descent to 7 lb. at the end; whilst the tail rope acting at
first with half its weight, caused an increase varying from 34 lb. to
nothing at the end. The result was therefore, a total increase of
the moving power varying from 3^ lb. at the beginning of the
fall to 7 lb. at the end; and as this was the same in each case and
the moving weight was also the same (56 lb.), its effect may be
neglected in ascertaining the comparative results for the present
purpose.
The wheels tried in the experiments were one of the solid
wrought-iron disc wheels, a wrought-iron flat-spoked wheel of
Losh s pattern, with spokes 3-Jj inches broad, and a wrought-iron
flat-spolced wheel of Haddans pattern, with spokes 3T'ff inches
broad. These wheels were selected as near the same weight as
was practicable, the Losh's wheel being one-length heavier than
the disc wheel, and the Haddan's wheel one-forty-sixth heavier
than the disc wheel. All the wheels were 3 feet diameter.
Deducting in each case the 14 seconds during which the power
was in action, the results are 46 seconds with Losh's wheel and
53 seconds with the disc wheel, for the time of motion after the
power was detached; which are in the proportion of 100 to 115,
sliowing that 15 per cent, more resistance was experienced by the
spoke wheel than by the disc wheel.
The average result from both sets of experiments is 16|per cent,
difference of resistance in favour of the disc wheel, and this is at
tributable to the additional resistance of the air caused by the flat
spokes of the spoke wheel, as the friction of the axle caused the
same resistance in each case, the weight being nearly the same of
each wheel; and to prevent any change in the friction of the axle,
the wheels were changed without taking the axle out of its bear
ings during the experiments. The axle journals were 2| inches
diameter and 2£ inches length; and the friction of the journals
was overcome by a weight of 15£ lb. acting on the drum when the
wheel was upon the axle, and by a weight of 5f lb. when the wheel
was taken off.
_ As these experiments were made with wheels revolving on a sta
tionary axle, it is requisite to consider what would be the compa
rative effect if the wheels were rolling on their circumference
whilst revolving at the same rate on their axle, as in the practical
case of the wheels of railway carriages running on a railway. In
the former case the motion of the spokes is at a uniform velocity,
and always at right angles to the direction of the spokes; but in
the latter case of a rolling wheel the motion of the spokes is at a
varying velocity, and always inclined obliquely to the direction of
the spokes, except at the moment of each spoke being in the verti
cal position. This is illustrated by the accompanying engraving,
where the successive positions of the spokes are shown. The
outer ends of the spokes move in a cycloidal curve, having double
the velocity of the revolution of the wheel when they arrive at
the top of the wheel, but becoming stationary at the moment of
touching the rail at the bottom of the wheel. The average velocity
of the outer ends of the spokes is about \\ times greater than
when the wheel revolves on a stationary axle at the same rate of
revolution. The average velocity of the inner ends of the spokes
is about 3 times greater when rolling than when revolving on a
stationary axle. As the resistance of the air increases in propor
tion to the square of the velocity, the average resistance to the
outer and inner ends of the spokes will be about 1^ and 9 times
respectively greater in the former than in the latter case. But
this is reduced by the oblique position of the spokes as regards
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the direction of their motion in the rolling wheel; the motion of
the spokes being twice during each revolution in the direction of
the spokes, and consequently the resistance of the air reduced to
nothing at those points. By measuring upon the diagram the com
parative velocity of several points in a spoke in various positions
during a complete revolution of the wheel, and the inclination of
the spoke to the direction in each of these positions, the following
approximate result has been obtained:—that the total resistance of
the air to the spokes when the wheel is rolling is 3 times the total
resistance to the same spokes when the wheel is revolving at the
same rate of revolution on a stationary axle.
It follows that the result of the foregoing experiments has to be
multiplied by 3, and consequently the excess of the resistance of
the air to the spoke wheel over the disc wheel would have been
3 times lGj, or 49| per cent., if the wheels had been rolling in this
case instead of revolving on a stationary axle. This excess of
resistance of the spoke wheel would not be so great in the practi
cal case of the wheels of a railway carriage running on a railway,
as the friction of the axle journals is greater in that case than in
the experiments, from the weight pressing upon them being
greater; and consequently the resistance of the air to the spokes
of the wheel would then bear a less proportion to the friction of
the axle journals.
Remarks made at the Meeting after the reading of the foregoing Paper.
Mr. M'Coknkll said, he had tried two pairs of these wheel centres at
Wolverton, and had found them perfectly solid, and they were an excellent
job ; they were for the leading and trailing wheels of an engine 3 ft. 9 in.
diameter.
Mr. Smitu said, in answer to questions, that his hammer with which the
wheels were forged was rather more than 9 tons weight ; it was a helve tak
ing up under the belly, and was driven by bands. The weight of the finished
disc wheel was about 4j cwt. ; it was made with the first tools that he had
started with, and he had adhered at present to bis original section of wheel,
but he did not profess it to be the best form of section that might be
adopted. He had made about 200 of these wheels ; there were some now
at work on the Birmingham and Gloucester line, and he had an order to
prepare some for the travelling post-office to register the number of miles
run by them. As to the cost of the wheel, he was ready to put himself in
competition with other parties.
The President remarked, that the durability or life of the body of the
wheel was so very much greater than that of the tyre of the wheel, which
must be renewed when only about a tenth of the life of the wheel was gone,
and would then require a secondary process to put on the new tyre ; and
consequently it appeared to him preferable not to incur any additional ex
pense and trouble by forging the tyre on to the wheel, but to manufacture
the disc alone, and put on a separate tyre in the first instance.
Mr. Smith replied, that it was not any more trouble to forge the wheel
with the tyre than without it; it was easily done, and the cost of manufac
turing the wheel would be less than putting on a separate tyre. There would
be a little more trouble and expense in retyring the wheel for the first time,
but he thought that the iron of the tyre would be much more durable than
any rolled tyre could be, on account of the process of manufacture.
Mr. Woodhouse asked what advantage the wheel would possess over t
cast-iron wheel if it were forged without the tyre ; but he thought there was
certainly danger of fracture from expansion in a cast-iron disc wheel.
Mr. Beyer remarked, that he had seen some cast-iron wheels that be
thought would last as long as wrought-iron ones, and he never could under
stand why they were not more used ; there were many wheels of cut iron,
even large driving-wheels of 6 feet diameter, that had been running many
years, and he thought it was an important question of economy in railways.
The President observed, that when locomotive engines were began, some
25 yeara ago, they were driven to wrought-iron wheels, and thought it a
great advantage ; and he thought that for rapid railway travelling, they must
admit, as a body of engineers, that wrought-iron was better than cast-iron
for such purposes. The present facilities for the manufacture of wroughtiron had been so strikingly shown to them on the present occasion, that he
thought it was hardly possible to save anything worth mentioning by the
adoption of cast-iron, particularly in the expense of a pair of large drivingwheels.
Mr. Smith said, he had been informed that the tyres were found to wear
longer on solid wheels than on spoke wheels.
The President remarked, that the tyre of large wheels would no doubt
deflect between the spokes, and this would not be the case with a disc wheel ;
there was certainly a bending process going on which might contribute to
the wear and tear. But judging from the effects of rigidity in the wear of
rails, he thought the tyre would wear faster on a rigid wheel ; it was certain
that rails laid on a block road wear much faster than when laid on an elastic
road, and the difference in their wear was very marked.
Mr. Middleton observed, that Mr. Ephraim Boulton had a patent for a
disc weeel, and many of them had been used on the Great Western Railway,
but they were not approved, and were all cast aside.
The President said he believed those wheels were a double disc, and the
tyre was riveted on ; he understood that one principal reason for their being
discontinued, was the singular drum-like noise they made.
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Mr. Adams laid, that these wheels were made with two wrought-iron
discs riveted to a ring of T-iron to form the inner tyre, and riveted to the
two faeea of a east-iron nave which was turned to receive them ; they had
been io use eight years, and he thought they would last many years, and
were aa good wheels as the one under consideration, and much cheaper ; he
did not know why there had not been more of them made.
Mr. Smith observed, that by forging the tyre solid on the wheel, the risk
of accident from the breaking of the tyre would be avoided whilst the origi
nal tyre laated ; and he thought that advantage was worth ensuring, as many
accidents had been caused by the tyres breaking or coming loose.
Mr. Beyer, asked whether the wheels were all as good as the specimen
exhibited to the meeting, and whether the two moulds of which the wheel
was made were always perfectly united at the outer face of the tyre.
Mr. Smith said, he would guarantee the wheels to be all as good, and the
moulds were united as thoroughly and soundly in the forging as the bars in
piled iron.
Mr. Slate asked if he could tell what would he the probable wear of
these wheels; but Mr. Smith said there had not been sufficient experience
of their working to ascertain that.
Mr. Allan remarked, that the disc part of the wheel was almost ever
lasting ; it would last 100 years, but the tyre would not last more than 3
years.
The President said, it waa certainly a very good wheel, independently of
the question of the tyre ; and he waa of opinion that the railway world was
very likely to be greatly indebted to Mr. Smith for his very excellent wroughtiron wheel, and he saw no reason why it should not come into extensive use.
About the tyre he had yet some doubt whether it was desirable or essential
for the sake of a small portion of additional safety for two or three years,
to forge the tyre solid with the wheel. He thought the mode of manufac
turing the wheel was highly interesting, and it was a triumph in forging that
he was not prepared for.
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On the Origin and Reclamation of Peat Bog; with some Observa
tion* on the Construction of Roads, Railways, and Canals in Bog.
By Bernard Mullins, Esq., C.E. Vice-President of the Institute
of Civil Engineers of Ireland ; and M. B. Mullins, Esq., A.M.,
C.E., Member.
The following interesting paper is an abridgment of one read
before the Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland. Its great
length precludes our giving the introductory part : it chiefly re
lates to agriculture, and may be seen in the Transactions of the
Institution.
Roads in Bog.
Good roads and navigable canals through bogs aid so much in
the process of reclamation, and have proved such stumbling-blocks
to projectors generally, that it is not inappropriate to make a few
observations on these subjects.
Hardness and smoothness of the surface are the chief objects to
be obtained in road making. The elasticity of the soil offers a
great impediment to the attainment of these qualities; we there
fore mast calculate on considerable difficulties in making a bog road
unless managed with skill; indeed, when practicable at a cheap
rate, the peat should be entirely removed. However, as this could
not be done in the great majority of cases, we must have recourse
to other means; and although the elasticity of a bog can hardly
ever be destroyed, as may be seen by the shaking of the water of
the drains when a vehicle passes along the oldest roads of that
description, yet, if brought to a uniform and even bearing, and not
liable to those alternate ups and downs which are almost always
met with, the perfect flatness which is attainable compensates
much for the impediment produced by its elasticity.
In every line of public road through deep bogs, drains should
be made, 63 feet apart, enclosing the site of the road; and paral
lel and external to these a catch-water drain at either side, at a
distance of 21 feet, thus occupying five plantation perches, as
shown at Plate XIII. fig. I.
This great breadth of enclosure is necessary, in order to ensure
the drainage to an extent sufficient to give bearing and stability to
the elastic seat of the road; cross drains, will, in most cases, be
necessary, at a distance of say two perches asunder, leading at
right angles into the fence drains. The whole of these drains,
being made to such dimensions as the state of the bog will pre
scribe, should be repeatedly widened and sunk, and the spoil of
the side drains thrown on the ramparts, or 21 feet spaces; when
the enclosures shall become sufficiently firm, the cross drains are
first to be filled-in with the bog material taken out of them, and
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the spoil that had been heaped on the ramparts to dry, should lie
wheeled in barrows to make the base or convex bed of the road,
which should be raised in the middle 2 feet in the first instance, to
admit of subsidence, and formed gently sloping on either side. The
breadth of this formation may be for public roads 30 feet, and for
accommodation roads 20 feet; for the latter an enclosure of four
perches in breadth will be sufficient. Great care should be taken to
have the bog material well chopped and trodden. If the spoil be
insufficient to form the bed of the road as described, additional
material may be had with most advantage by widening and sinking
the side drains, particularly the catch-water or outside drains,
which, besides carrying off the surface-water of the adjacent bog
at a distance from the road, will tend materially, by the more rapid
drainage and consolidation of the ramparts, or 21 feet spaces, to
resist the subsidence of the seat of the road which becomes, as it
were, propped on either side by banks of solid peat.
In wet bogs it will be necessary to continue the gradual opera
tions described, for about two years before the road material can
be put on. At the expiration of that time, a soaling of stiff clay
from 8 to 10 inches in depth, should be laid on, and over this a
covering of finely broken stones or gravel, about 8 inches in thick
ness.
If partial subsidence of the road should take place, a frequent
occurrence from insufficient drainage, the road material should be
taken up, and the sunken parts raised with dry bog-mould, firmly
punned or trampled, the soaling and metalling may then be again
laid on. The common practice of raising the sunken parts with
heavy road material is an error, for the tendency to sink is thus
greatly increased. It is, therefore, obvious that uniform pressure
is one of the chief objects to attain in bog road making.
Where sufficient time is not allowed for consolidation by drain
age, a foundation is made with a layer of brushwood, or the slen
der branches of trees which are tied up in bundles 10 or 12 inches
in diameter, and 10 or 15 feet long; these, known by the name of
fascines, are much used in Holland, and are laid firmly bound toge
ther in alternate transverse and longitudinal layers; over these a
covering of earth is placed, and then the pavement or metalling is
put over.
This mode, as may be inferred, is not so good, and is greatly
more expensive than that recommended by us, and is only to he
had recourse to in particular spots where drainage is extremely
difficult, or in railroad making, where sacrifices are made to save
time; but no expedient ought to supersede a system of proper
drainage whether for railways or other roads—in the former a
"grillage" of cross timbers of large scantling and longitudinal
bearers will be the best mode of sustaining the rails, and it will be
found that the elasticity of the road, if made of the bog material
as described, will tend greatly to its stability and cheapness of
maintenance, there being no tractive contact as in common roads
with the surface. Bundles of furze or heath are sometimes used
as fascines in passing a road over a quagmire, but they are a mere
temporary expedient, and in every respect inferior to those made
of small branches of sufficient length, made in the manner subse
quently to be described.
In dry shallow bogs catch-water drains may not be necessary;
with this exception, the same system of making is applicable in all
cases.
Where rivulets and streams are intercepted by the line of road,
they should be passed under it by suitable culverts, which, if built of
stone or brick, would in many cases be a work of much difficulty
and expense in the carriage of building materials, sinking founda
tions, and keeping out water during their construction. These
considerations suggest the expediency of making culverts of
wood (Plate XIII., figs. 1, 2, and 3), such as we had recourse to
with effect in the execution of the Ballinasloe Canal, twelve miles
of which pass through deep bog; the sides to be formed of round
native timber piles, 9 inches diameter, adzed off on one side to re
ceive the sheeting, lightly shod, hooped, and driven firmly into thu
hard, to the depth of 2 feet under the lowest assumed level for tlnulterior drainage of the district. Two rows of these piles to be
driven in the line of the waterway, 4 feet apart from centre to
centre, and * feet from eaoh other in the longitudinal direction ;
three rows will form a double culvert.
Transverse capping pieces, of 9 inches by T inches to be notched
down on the heads of opposite piles, as per sketch, and bolted to
them with sufficiently jagged bolts; longitudinal sheeting of saw n
elm or beech plank, 3 inches thick, to be laid closely together on
these capplng-pieces to which they are to be spiked; the sides to
be sheeted in like manner, from the level of the capping to tie
bottom of the watercourse, with round wood of not less than 7 or
8 inches diameter, having one cut through the middle longituui
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nally; this sheeting to be firmly spiked on at right angles to the
piles; the height of the capping-pieces above the bottom of the
culvert will necessarily be governed by circumstances which we
cannot anticipate; sufficient waterway in all cases should be left.
Where the bottom of the watercourse is remote from the gravel
line, it will be necessary to floor the bottom of the culvert to pre
vent its being choaked by the rising of the bog, the effect of pres
sure on the sides. Cross pieces should be carried from opposite
piles, as at top, and on these the planking should be spiked to pre
vent the floor being forced up. Sheeting piles may be driven at
the upstream end if necessary, to prevent the water running under
the flooring.
The principle here suggested has this additional advantage, that
it will admit of the deepening of the watercourse for drainage
purposes, without detriment to the efficiency of the conduits. In
cases where a waterway of 2 or 3 feet in breadth is sufficient, hur
dles may be substituted for the sheeting of the top and sides.
Railways in Bog.
The subject of Railway making through bogs being very little
understood, we propose the following system in preference to
throwing in earth to replace the peat, an operation which may be
extremely expensive if the material be remote, and the bog deep
and wet, for a complete embankment must in that case be made,
whose base will rest upon the gravel or clay at the bottom; it
would, in fact, be tantamount to embanking through a lake, as the
light wet peat, instead of being compressed, would be forced up
on all sides by the heavier material.
The same preliminary operations being performed as for common
roads—namely, side and catch-water drains, at the prescribed dis
tances, and forming the bed or seat with dry peat well chopped
and trampled, we recommend, if the bog be wet and deep, and
time cannot be allowed for drainage, that a layer of fascines, 12
inches square, and closely connected by pickets or twig-bands, be
laid transversely on the bog, as shown in Plate XIII., figs. 4, 5,
and 6; over these are to be placed longitudinal pieces of native
round timber of about 9 inches diameter, passing each other 2 or
3 feet at the ends; the number of these will depend on circum
stances, but there should not be less than one under each rail; part
of the upper surfaces of these round timbers is to be adzed off, to
make a level bed for the rough cross pieces of say 12x6 inches,
which are to be firmly spiked down upon them at a distance of
4 feet apart from centre to centre; longitudinal pieces of half
baulk are then to be placed on these to carry the rail; the space
may then be filled to the level of the bottom of the rails with
gravel and sand, better known in railway language, as ballasting
and boxing. If the longitudinal round timbers be numerous, cross
pieces of 4-inch plank may be substituted for half baulk.
It is proposed to adjust this road in lateral parallelism, as shown
in the annexed woodcut, by means of brackets e, bolted or spiked
on the cross timbers, and keys or wedges i, driven between these
brackets, and the longitudinal sleepers /, brackets at the centre
and joints may be sufficient;
the vertical adjustment to be
made by wedges driven be
tween the cross and upper
longitudinal pieces ;
and
when subsidence takes place
to the extent of admitting
a filling piece, the wedges
may be taken out; the gauge
of the road to be preserved
from within by chocks, or
straining pieces between the
longitudinal sleepers. It is to be observed, that the mode of
bracketing recommended, obviates all the difficulty of adjustment
which occurs when the road pieces are fastened by bolts and
spikes.
The object sought to be obtained by the method proposed, is in
the first place to include within the drains an extent sufficient to
give stability; and in the next instance, to ensure the permanency
of the state of drainage at which it may be thought advisable to
construct the framing, in order to attain by continuous bearing
the uniform resistance of the elastic material, of which the seat of
the road is composed.
Fascines in Bog.
If the bog be tolerably dry and not very deep, fascines, which
are not desirable, unless as a means of drainage, may be partly dis
pensed with; in that case the round timbers may be laid on the
bog; in other cases, where a quagmire is to be got over, two or
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three layers of them may be necessary, placed in alternate longi
tudinal and transverse layers, the transverse one being uppermost,
to receive the longitudinal round timbers.
When fascines are used merely for drainage (Plate XIII., fig. «),
for which purpose they are particularly well adapted in bog, a
single continuous row of them should be laid with a proper fall in
the centre of the road under the level of the round timbers; cross;
rows leading from the side drains are to be made to communicate
with the centre, at distances of 15 yards apart, and by alternating
the cross rows at opposite sides, instead of making them meet each
other at the centre, a cross-drain will be had at every 7i yards in
length, and the portion of the drain not under the road may be
left open.
The bavins or fascines used by Belidor in waterworks and in
military operations, were made of shoots of six or seven years
growth, from 7 to 1 1 feet long, and SO inches round, well tied with
three bands, the first 1 foot from the head, the second 3 feet, and
the third 6 feet, so that there remained about 4 feet of brush
wood or small ends not bound; such a form, although answering
the purposes intended—namely, for breakwaters or foundations,
would not make a continuous drain; neither does the contrivance
adopted by military engineers, called the "fascine choaker," give
any other than a circular form, and an insufficient and uneven
pressure, both equally unsuited to drainage; to obviate these de
fects, we have had recourse to' a contrivance shown in the annexed
woodcut, which gives a square
form, and the degree of com
U
pactness required.
Shoots of branches or brush
wood of the requisite length
being procured, should be laid on
the moveable sole, on which cop
per wires to serve as bands, are
to be placed transversely, in
number proportionate to the in
tended length of the fascine, a
band in every 2 feet will be suf
ficient; the faggot when put in,
should be 1 foot broad, and its
depth about three times what it
is intended to be compressed
to; thus 3 feet may be com
pressed into 1 foot thick, and
4 feet into say 18 inches.
It will not be necessary to be
very particular in placing all
the shoots longitudinally, a suf
ficient number, however, must
receive that direction to give
continuity; the press will bring
all the rest into proper form,
which being done, the copper
wires are to be tightly drawn
and twisted, and the ends of
the fascines sawn evenly off,
so as to make a close buttjoint ; the press may be en
larged to suit any length re
quired ; fascines ought not to
be less than 6 feet long; the
cuttings of hedges, if held by
a sufficient number of longi
tudinal branches, will form an
excellent bavin when pressed
in the manner described, which
is one of the great advantages of the machine.
Canals in Bog.
The process of canal making through bog is a subject demand
ing especial consideration and inquiry; so much depends on local
circumstances that no rigid system of operations applicable in all
cases can be specified—the position of the bog, its depth, its con
tiguity to recipients for drainage, the level of the substratum upon
which it rests in reference to the level of those recipients, the
level at which the canal is intended to enter the bog, the depth of
cutting to be removed, and the nature of the bog, whether firm or
flow, are considerations which must influence the course to be
adopted, as well in the choice of site, as in the method of perform
ing the work, upon both of which the success of the undertaking
will depend.
Smeaton, the ablest civil engineer of his day, having been con
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salted in the year 1773 by the Grand Canal Company on the exten
sion of their canal, fell into a grave error in advising "To avoid
bogs if possible, but of all this going deeply into them," (Smeaton's
Report*, Vol. XI., p. 267.) In our time we are taught by experi
ence to inculcate contrary doctrine.
Bog lands are. in our opinion, particularly favourable to canal
extension; the site of the canal is purchaseable at a lire rate, it is
cheap and facile in execution—always presuming that the line is
judiciously chosen and skilfully worked; it is perfectly retentive:
does not gutter the slopes at the water's edge as in clay and gravel
banks; and the elasticity of the towing paths is such, that they
continue for years without repair if used exclusively as trackways.
Moreover, aline of canal passing through bog furnishes the means
of reclamation on an extensive scale, as well in the preliminary
process of draining as in the conveyance of manure for its cultiva
tion. The increase of fuel, and the employment which its manu
facture would afford to the working classes in its vicinity, are
great inducements to give a decided preference to bog lands for
the site of a canal,—of course, other requirements being suit
able.
We are not surprised at Smeaton's advice to avoid bogs if pos
sible, seeing the principle advocated by him of not going deeply
into them. The canal from the Forth to the Clyde, 35 miles in
length, passing partly through bog, was commenced by this cele
brated engineer in 1768, and was not finished until 1790, having
cost the large sum of 280,000/.
Bogs do not constitute the master difficulty of canal making, as
is sufficiently attested by the history of the great undertakings of
that description. The canal of Languedoc required the great
genius of Vauban, and the munificence of Louis the Fourteenth,
to carry it through its difficulties. Peter the Great was obliged
to abandon the projected canal from the Don to the Wolga after
a very large sum had been expended on it, owing to the unskilful
laying out of the line. These examples, which might he multi
plied, will suffice for our purpose.
That portion of the Grand Canal passing near the town of
Edenderry, in the King's County, furnishes a two-fold instance of
the difficulty of making a canal through bog, where the level of
the substratum is below that of the adjacent river, and of the ill
effects of not going deeply into the bog. It was supposed that the
level chosen, which afforded from 6 to 9 feet depth of cutting, was
such as would enable the undertaking to be completed at the least
possible expense, assuming that the depth of cutting (allowance
being made for subsidence), would give a finished canal of the re
quired dimensions—namely, 24 feet width of bottom, 46 feet wide
at top, and 8 feet in height from bottom of canal to upper surface
of trackway. The excavation and drainage were carried on con
currently, and that which was expected to be an unusually cheap
reach of canal in shallow cutting, ended, after several years of un
remitting labour and enormous expense, in the formation of a
bank on either side, 45 feet high for a distance of 80 perches, so
that the canal with the carrying up of its sides and bottom to the
required level, containing 6 feet of water, was in the centre of a
high artificial embankment, having a base of fully 400 feet. In
deed the difficulties were so great, that it was more than once
contemplated to abandon the line, and to make a new cut; but
through the influence of the proprietor of the town of Edenderry,
an example has been furnished, for the benefit of the engineering
world at least, of an error of the gravest character having beencarried to a successful termination.
The following process was adopted in making this canal. Parallel
drains, at 10 perches from the centre line on either side, were
made, and at 2 perches distant from these, and from each other, a
series of parallel drains, to the extent of 34 perches from the
centre line on either side, were then made, embracing a breadth
of 68 perches; these were crossed at right angles, at 2 perches
distant from each other, so that the area of the bog, from the
10-perch drain to the 34-perch drain, on either side of the em
bankment, was divided into squares or ramparts of 4 perches area
each. The drains of those squares were continually widened and
sunk, and the spoil thrown on the ramparts. When the spoil be
came dry it was wheeled, together with an 18-inch lift of the ram
parts, into the embankment in which the material was firmly tram
pled and chopped, and while all the dry ramparts were so disposed
of a new set were being similarly prepared by sinking the drains.
The formation of the canal thus proceeded until the navigation
was opened. Great quantities of clay were then boated for the
lining of the bottom and sides, soling the trackways, and covering
the whole surface of the banks, as well to give weight and strength,
as to secure them against fire and waste in summer. The material
being dry and light, the surface was set on fire many times, and
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was liable for the same reason to be carried away by the winds;
the banks were, however, perfectly retentive.
Previously to the opening, when the water had been let in tem
porarily, a breach occurred, the reconstruction of which (we had
the direction of it) cost 10,000/. in securing the embankment.
This was done by wheeling dry bog material into the breach,
firmly ramming it into its place, and incorporating it thoroughly
with the broken sides. Forty years have elapsed since this was
made good, and no similar disaster has since occurred.
Piling has sometimes been had recourse to in making up such
breaches; but it is a great mistake to drive piles in a bog embank
ment, as they disunite the particles, and open a way for the water
to escape, thus increasing the evil they were intended to remedy.
Vallancey in his work on canals bears testimony to this fact, and
his views were derived from high authorities, such as Castellus,
Belidor, and others.
It is necessary to observe that the Edenderry Canal was made
through the centre of a deep basin; the lowest tap practicable
being 15 feet above the adjacent river, the Boyne. It is therefore
obvious that an improper site was chosen.
We thus see the necessity of ascertaining in the first instance
the depths of the bog, the level and nature of the substratum;
and it may be laid down as a general rule that shallow cuttings
and embankments in deep wet bogs are to be avoided; that the
level at which marl is found, or near it, ought not be selected for
the bottom of a canal; and that perfect drainage should be carried
to such an extent and depth, as to give stability to an area ade
quate to the attainment of a secure navigation.
At the desire of the Institute we shall give a brief account of
our process of making a canal through deep soft bog, for which
purpose we shall make choice of the Ballinasloe Canal, the most
recently, and we may be permitted to say, skilfully executed, from
the experience previously acquired, and the most difficult of any
in which we have been engaged, with the exception of that of
Edenderry.
Before our time, the Grand Canal was carried
through three short reaches of bog in the county of Kildare with
great difficulty; the water was forced into the canal before a suffi
cient sectional area was obtained; and it was by dredging, at a
great expense and loss of time, that an imperfect navigable depth
of canal was subsequently had: and so clumsy were the operations
then carried on, that when all the locks were built and the gates
hung, one of the locks (the 20th) being at the commencement of
one of those bogs, and an aqueduct at its termination, it was dis
covered, on the opening of the navigation, that a mistake of 4 ft.
6 in. had been made in the bog level, which was remedied by build
ing an intermediate lock of the required fall.
The Ballinasloe canal is 15 miles in length, 12 miles of which
are through bog, averaging from 26 to 46 feet in depth, and
bounded on two sides by large rivers—the Shannon and the Suck.
Kylemore bog having been the wettest, softest, and the most
difficult to execute, we shall describe our mode of proceeding in
that locality. The length of this bog in the line of the canal is
3,100 yards, terminating at either end in ravines between it and
the adjacent bogs, leading from the upland to the river Suck,
which lies some distance north of the line of canal. The drain
age of this lot was carried through those ravines with considerable
difficulty and expense, there being no intermediate lateral tap.
Operations were commenced by making a drain in the centre line
of the canal throughout its entire length, 5 feet wide at top, and
1 foot wide at bottom, and 3 feet deep where practicable, (Plate
XIII., figs. 7 and 8, H.) In situations—and they were numerous
—where the fluidity of the bog would not admit this depth, it was
sunk about 2 feet; and in some places not more than from 1 foot
to 18 inches. At 30 feet from the centre, on each side, drains of
like dimensions were made, which lined out the limits of the top
opening of the canal A A, allowing 9 inches to the foot slope, as
suming that the subsidence of the bog surface would increase the
slopes to 18 inches to the foot, and give the required breadth at
bottom and top of canal when complete. At 4 perches, and at
10 perches from the centre on each side, drains BB, C C, parallel
to the foregoing, were made, of like dimensions, making seven in
all, including the centre drain; these were crossed at right angles
from the 10-perch drain north of the centre line, to the 10-perch
drain south of it, D D. At 10 perches distance from each other,
and in the intervals of these crossings, other crossings E, were
made from the 4-perch drain north, to the 4-perch drain south, re
ducing the intervals longitudinally within these latter crossings to
5 perches. All of those drains were worked by slight sinkings,
keeping the top openings, as at first, to 5 feet, until the bog ac
quired sufficient consistence to allow deeper incisions into it. The
centre drain and the verge drains were most worked, and the
27*
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4-perch drains next, and after these the 10-perch drains; the cross
drains in all cases were kept to the depth to which the parallel
drains had been sunk.
After some time, when the spoil of the sinkings of the centre
drain and of the verge drains accumulated to an inconvenient
height, and that the ramparts F G, became consolidated, which
the pressure of the spoil, aided by drainage, speedily effected, one
of those rampaits, sav F, was excavated and wheeled out beyond
the 10-perch longitudinal drain north, C; after which the centre
drain and verge drain were boldly sunk, and the spoil cast in upon
the excavated rampart. The parallel drains were then sunk; con
currently with these the cross drains were also deepened; subse
quently to these operations the rampart G, was excavated and
wheeled out beyond the 10-perch drain, south side, and the cross
and parallel drains consecutively sunk, as on the north side.
In this state of proceedings it became necessary to excavate and
wheel off the spoil of the cross drains, situate between the verge
drains and the 10-perch drains to a short distance beyond the
10-perch drains on each side, in order to admit of their being
widened and deepened boldlv; the top openings increased to 6 feet,
and the depth to that of the parallel drains, the spoil of which
was cast back from the verges in order also to their being widened
and sunk, but in a less degree than those already mentioned. The
proximity of the river Suck, running nearly parallel with the canal
for its whole length, afforded opportunities of floating off immense
quantities of spoil in time of flood, which considerably accelerated
the progress of the work.
The effect of this system of drainage was to cause the whole
mass of bog, comprehended between the 10-perch drain north and
the 10-perch drain south of the centre, to subside, subsidence com
mencing at the centre and verge drains which were unceasingly
operated upon daily, and decreasing gradually to the 10-perch
drains, which, with the intermediate drains, were less frequently
sunk. This rotation being performed, ramparts were prepared in
the manner before described, and when consolidated were exca
vated and wheeled off to the prescribed distance from the centre
on each side, and the process of drainage between the verge drains
and the 10-perch drains proceeded with as before, all these opera
tions being constantly repeated until the required depth was at
tained. It was then found that the surface of the bog, originally
86 feet above bottom at the verges of the canal, had subsided on
an averge 20 feet, it having in many places sunk to within 4 feet,
and in some few places, where the bog was very soft, to the actual
level of bottom.
The slopes were then ranged and dressed—the centre drain
straightened and sunk throughout below the level of the bottom
of the canal, which was thus kept dry and firm to resist the col
lapse of the sides—the bottom cleared up, the cross drains E and
D, from the canal to the 4-perch drains on either side, filled up to
the level of the bottom of these 4-perch drains B B, and when the
former were, at their entrance into the canal, below the top water
Hue, which occurred in many places, shoots of sufficient capacity
were inserted for the full breadth of the trackways, to prevent any
accumulation of drainage or surface water in the parallel or cross
drains, which would, if this precaution were omitted, or the pas
sage of the water through those shoots impeded, cause great de
rangement by carrying in the sides, producing the subsidence of
the trackways and forcing up the bottom, a common occurrence
from the cause here assigned, evidences of which are visible in the
work referred to. The sides or banks were then slowly and care
fully raised with the lightest and dryest of the spoil to the re
quired height. In soft places, where the surface of the bog had
sunk to the level of the bottom of the canal, fascines of heath
were laid under the light dry spoil of which the bank was formed;
the tap-drains were then closed, and the water, for the purposes of
navigation, rapidly let in—a precautionary measure of much im
portance, in order to prevent the rising of the bottom and collapse
of the sides, which would have inevitably taken place if it had
been slowly admitted. A soling of clay 10 feet broad and 1 foot
thick, with 6 inches of gravel, was then laid on to form the tow
ing-path.
We may here observe, that throughout the whole of the execu
tion of this reach of canal, 3,100 yards in length, none of the
numerous drains with which it was traversed attained a greater
depth, at any time, than about 4 feet, except at the margins of the
bog, terminating in the ravines at either ends; here the drains
were sunk to 6 feet and upwards; the work was three years in
hand, and had two years more been employed in the execution,
two-fifths of the cost would have been saved.
It may reasonably be asked, why a top opening of £4 feet was
assumed for the cauul in 40 feet cutting, requiring, when complete,
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a bottom breadth of 34 feet, and slopes 14 to 1, which, by these
il.it a—viz., 20X3 + 84, would give a top opening of 84 feet; and
why an extent of 10 perches on each side of the centre line of the
canal, should be adopted as the limit within which the drainage
was effected? To these queries we reply, that we had ascertained
previously, in the performance of similar undertakings, that sub
sidence would result from drainage in proportion to the depth
and fluidity of the bog; and that if the top opening were pre
vented from narrowing by the closing in of the sides, the breadth
at top would be transferred to whatever point the subsidence of
the surface would rest at. We also had previously ascertained in
the instances which came under our observation, that the near de
posit of the spoil to the opening, pushed in the sides by the in
cumbent weight, contracted the opening, closed the centre and
verge drains, forced up the bottom, and thus deranged the whole
system of drainage; hence it was, that distances of 10 perches
from the centre line, on either side, were fixed as the nearest
places of deposit of the spoil, as well as the least breadth to which
the drainage operations should extend; and the system adopted
fully answered our expectations. Where, for example, the surface
had sunk to within 10 feet of the bottom of the canal; the height
at which the banks were formed (being 4 feet above water line, to
allow for ulterior subsidence), the opening at top was transferred
to that level where it became the proper breadth with slopes of It
to 1, and where the subsidence was greater or less, which necessa
rily occurred from the unequal depths and composition of the bog,
and that the slopes were too prominent or too flat, or that contrac
tion had ensued from unskilful or negligent working; these irre
gularities, from which slopes in clay cuttings and embankments
are not exempt, were easily rectified, and the saving was of great
value, both with respect to time and cost of execution. Had the
top opening been made in accordance with the specification—
namely 84 feet in breadth, the cubical quantity contained in a
lineal perch would amount to 840 cubic yards; whereas with a
5+ feet top opening for the same length, and a subsidence to within
10 feet of bottom, the cubical contents would be 607 cubic yard-,
making a saving of 233 cubic yards in the sectional area, which
upon the length of the lot, (486 perches) amounts to 1 13,238 cubic
yards, beingmore than 30 per cent., independently of the vast
reduction by drainage.
The extent to which the system of drainage was carried—
namely, 10 perches on each side of the centre, was for the purpose
of consolidating a space through which the necessary sinking for
the formation of the canal could be made, which it would have beeu
scarcely possible to accomplish, without first having brought a suf
ficient breadth of deep flow bog into a dry firm state, capable of
affording facility in the execution and the requisite security to the
navigation.
Canals may be made through shallow and dry bogs with great
facility and cheapness by the ordinary process applicable to other
soils; care being taken in dry bogs, which may not be shallow,
that the bottom level of the canal be not remote from the gravel
line beneath the bog, which a judicious distribution of lockage
would enable the engineer to fix at a proper level; otherwise the
canal will be costly in its maintenance, and defective in its naviga
tion, from the tendency of the banks to subside and the bottom to
collapse; and if by accident the water should run off, serious de
rangement would inevitably be the consequence by the falling in
of the trackways and the swelling up of the bottom. Moreover,
fixing the bottom level of the canal considerably above the gravel
line would be greatly opposed to the reclamation of the bog.
We have thus endeavoured with the aid of the accompanying
diagrams, to give practical information on subjects presenting" dif
ficulties which an engineer in this country is frequently called on to
contend with; and as the principles laid down are the results of
actual experience, we feel assured of their correctness, and do not
hesitate to recommend their adoption.

Dover Breakwater. —The formation of this breakwater, under the super
vision of .Messrs. Walker and li urges, is proceeding satisfactorily. It begins
near tbe Look-out house, and ia to run out to sea, in cants of about 800 ft.,
to form a harbour. About 200 feet ia executed, and 100 feet will shortly be
added. Tbe outer facet are of Bramleigh Fall atone, backed up with Port
land stone. The stones measure about NO cubic feet each. Tbe apace be
tween the two walls is filled in solid with concrete. Large blocks of hard
and dry concrete are prepared, ready to use as they get out more to sea. and
two diving-bells are in daily use. There ia a steam-crane for landing tbe
stone from the ships, and the mills for grinding lime and brick-earth are alio
worked by steam-power. Messrs. Lee, of Chiswtll-atreet, are tbe contrac
tors.
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XVII. THE LOCOMOTIVE STRUGGLE.

In laying down a railway between Liverpool and Manchester, a
new question was opened of what should be the working power—
horses, fixed engines, or moving engines. The early starters of
the undertaking1 brought forward the locomotive, then new, being
moved to it by George Stephenson. The papers James laid before
Mr. Sandars were drawings of Stephenson's engine, and from that
time the struggle was no less for a locomotive engine than for a
railway. This was a bold step. There was no locomotive running
nearer to Liverpool than at Leeds, and there only Blenkinsop s
engine. The step was so bold, that there were not wanting those
who wished for fixed engines, or even for horses, on the railway.1
Thus among those who were most earnest for a railway, there was
great strife as to the way in which it should be worked.
In the first prospectus,3 as already said, the use of the locomo
tive was taken up as a needful branch of the undertaking. In the
second prospectus, it was acknowledged that objections had been
made before the House of Commons to the use of the locomotive :
"Another and a more plausible objection was founded on the em
ployment of the locomotive engine. It was contended, in thefirst
place, that this new and peculiar power was incompetent to perform
the task assigned to it; in the second place, that it was unsafe; and
lastly, that in its operation it would prove a public nuisance. By
the evidence, however, it was proved that it was perfectly com
petent to perform all that was proposed to be accomplished ; and,
before the evidence was closed, the counsel for the opponents of
the bill admitted it was safe. Upon the third point of objection,
the committee are confident such improvements will be made in
the construction and application of this effective machine, as will
obviate all objection on the score of nuisance; and as a guarantee
of their good faith towards the public, they will not require any
clause empowering them to use it,— or they will submit to such
restrictions in the employment of it as parliament may impose,
for the satisfaction and ample protection both of proprietors on
the line of road and of the public at large."
In the report after passing the act made the 22nd May 1826, the
directors say : "Before concluding this report, the committee will
say a few words upon the locomotive engine—a power for the con
veyance of goods and passengers which they look forward to as one
highly advantageous both to the company and the public. They
have never doubted that the ingenuity of the country would be
exerted to construct an efficient and unobjectionable machine for
this purpose; and they are able to state, that they have already
received a proposal from an engineer of eminence, to furnish an
engine that shall comply with the clause in the act, compelling the
consumption of smoke,—the engine proposed not to be paid for, if
it do not answer the objects of the company."
In the report of 27th March 1828, to the second yearly meeting,4
the directors say : "The nature of the power to be used for the
conveyance of goods and passengers becomes now a question of
great moment, on whatever principle the carrying department may
be conducted. After due consideration, the engineer has been au
thorised to prepare a locomotive engine, which from the nature of
its construction, and from the experiments already made, he is of
opinion will be effective for the purposes of the company, without
proving an annoyance to the public. In the course of the ensuing
summer, it is intended to make trials on a large scale, so as to as
certain the sufficiency in all respects of this important machine.
On this subject, as on every other connected with the execution of
this important task committed to his charge, the directors have
every confidence in Mr. Stephenson, their principal engineer, whose
ability and unwearied activity they are glad of this opportunity to
acknowledge."—No particulars of this engine have been given.
Although Mr. Sandars and his friends were staunch for the lo
comotive, the board were not all of the same way of thinking, for
some powerful men set themselves against it, and wished for fixed
engines. Out of doors, most of the engineers of that day were
against the locomotive ; so that it was by no means settled Ste
phenson should have his own way. Then, too, many beset the board
with plans of their own. The treasurer says'1 : "Multifarious were
the schemes proposed to the directors for facilitating locomotion.
Communications were received from all classes of persons, each
recommending an improved power, or an improved carriage ; from
professors of philosophy down to the humblest mechanic, all were
' Mr. Handera's Letter.— Mr. Sylvester's Report.
■ 31 S3, book of Prospectuses belonging to Mr. Booth.
4 M3S. book of Prospectuses belonging to Mr. Booth.

* Booth'e History, p. 67.
* Booth'* History, p. 87.
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zealous in their proffers of assistance; England, America, and con
tinental Europe were alike tributary. Every element and almost
every substance were brought into requisition, and made subservi
ent to the great work. The friction of carriages was to be re
duced so low that a silk thread would draw them, and the power to
be applied was to be so vast as to rend a cable asunder. Hydrogen
gas and high-pressure steam—columns of water and columns of
mercury—a hundred atmospheres and a perfect vacuum—machines
working in a circle without fire or steam, generating power at one
end of the process and giving it out at the other—carriages that
conveyed every one its own railway—wheels within wheels, to mul
tiply speed without diminishing power,—with every complication
of balancing and countervailing forces, to the tie plus ultra of per
petual motion." Goldsworthy Gurney was very active.8
This is a lively painting by one who well knew what was done,
and it shows the power of skill and knowledge brought to bear
whenever a great undertaking is in hand. Many of the plans may
have been whimsical—many utterly foolish—most fruitless ; but
the end of all this work has been to make the locomotive in the
shortest time the best-finished engine we have. The engine, with
its springs, buffers, fenders, safety-valves, whistle, feed-pumps,
blast-pipe, axles, is the work of a "thousand minds,—each giving
more or less, but all helping towards the same end. Nor is this to
be lightly set aside, for it gives a warning to us in other cases.
The first sketch of an engine is the work of one man, fraught with
many faults,—built on some great plan, but wanting in the means
of rightly carrying it out. Trevithick builds a locomotive, which
blows up for the want of safety-valves, which will not turn round
and will not run, or which wants crowbars to help it along. The
mind of one man is not enough to work out any great undertak
ing : however great a man's mind mav be, whatever his powers, he
is helpless alone ; it is only by the help of others he can bear him
self through. Independence may be wished for, may be sought
after, may be tried for,— but the world is so made that no one has
power but by the means and help of his fellow-men. On the other
hand, we ought never lightly cast away any new undertaking, merely
because it cannot be forthwith made to work; if the ground of it
be good, there is wit enough in the world to bring it into working
trim.
We have seen that in 1828 Stephenson had been so far backed,
that he was set to make a locomotive; but the other side were un
tiring in their endeavours to put him down. In October 1828, two
of the directors7 and the treasurer were sent to Darlington and
the neighbourhood of Newcastle, to see on the spot the working of
the locomotive and fixed engines. Mr. Booth says (p. 69) : "The
deputation returned with a fund of information; but of so mixed,
and in some respects of so contradictory a nature, that the great
question as to the comparative merits of locomotive and fixed
engines was as far from being settled as ever. One step was
gained. The deputation was convinced, that for the immense
traffic to be anticipated on the Liverpool and Manchester line,
horses were out of the question."
The ground was narrowed to locomotive and fixed engines. The
next step was, as the directors and Stephenson differed, to name
two engineers to make their report on the two plans: but to choose
such was to choose enemies of the locomotive. Mr. James Walker
was chosen as a leading London engineer, and Mr. John Urpeth
Rastrick as a northern engineer. On the 12th January 1829, they
went to a meeting of the board at Liverpool, before setting out;
and on the 9th of March they sent in their reports.8
These reports are printed together,—first that of Mr. Walker,
next that of Mr. Rastrick. It seems that on the 10th of January,
they met at Stourbridge, where Mr. Riistrick was building a loco
motive for America. On the 12th, as said, they were at Liverpool;
on the 13th they went with Stephenson along the line of railway ;
and on the 14th were at Manchester. They acknowledged the line
was "very superior to anything that had yet been done."9 On the
15th, Stephenson went with them to the Bolton Railway, then
made under his direction. There they saw a locomotive, made by
him in his best way ; and they say they had from Mr. Peter Sin
clair, the secretary of the company, a report, "which proved the
great power which the engine is capable of exerting."10 There
was no lock-up safety-valve to this engine.1 ' Spring safety-valves
had been introduced since 1824, and wrought-iron tyres instead of
cast, and the engine set upon a spring carriage. Mr. Walker says
■i Edinburgh Review, October 1832.
Answer to Larduer, 1832, p. 12 and 23. (In
Library o( Institution of Civil Engineers.)
* Stephenson and Locke's Report, p. 6, lays three directors. These were Messrs.
James Cropper, John Moss, and Adam Hodgson. George Stephenson, with Messrs. Ro
bert Stephenson and Locke, likewise made a report.
« Booth's History, p. «»
» Walker's Report, p. 2.
Rajtrlck's Report, p. 4i.
i o Walker's Report, p. *
» ' Walker's Report, p. 17.
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every new engine Stephenson made, differed in some respects from
the one preceding it, and bears witness to the great improvements
made.1* The cast-iron tyres were worn out on the Darlington
Railway in ten weeks, while a set of wrought-iron tyres on the
Killingworth was twelve months in use.19 It was thus, and in
such small things, the locomotive was yearly brought into better
working.
On the 16th of January, at Leeds, Messrs. Walker and Rastrick
saw Blenkinsop's engine; on the 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th, they
were at Darlington, and on the Stockton and Darlington Railway;
on the 81st at Sunderland, and on the Hetton railway. Fart of
this had formerly been worked by locomotives, but latterly they
had been given up, and fixed engines were used instead. From the
22nd to the 29th, the weather being snowy, Messrs. Walker and
Rastrick were at Newcastle, and met Nicholas Wood and Mr. B.
Thompson of Ayton, the great upholder of fixed engines, which
they saw on the Brunton and Shields Railway.1*
On the 20th February, Messrs. VValker and Rastrick met at
Oxford, and stayed until the 24th, going over their several re
ports.
Mr. Walker's aim was to overrate the cost of the locomotive,
and underrate the cost of the fixed engine; and he did not allow1 °
the locomotive gave any greater accommodation to the public. It
is worth saying, that the Liverpool and Manchester Railway was
laid out for the locomotive, as it was then understood, for Mr.
Locke told Mr. Walker there were thirty roads crossing the rail
way on the level.10 These the latter thought were inconvenient
for the stationary system, and ought to have been altered.
Mr. Walker says decidedly on the question of comparative
safety, "As a general answer, I should say that the stationary is
the safer, chiefly from the locomotives being necessarily highpressure engines, and accompanying the goods or passengers upon
the way."17
Mr. Rastrick says : "I am decidedly of opinion that IS miles
per hour on a railroad may be travelled in perfect safety both to
foods and passengers:"13 but then he speaks of stationary engines.
Ie thought, too, that locomotives weighing more than 8 tons could
not be conveniently used to get a speed of more than 10 miles per
hour. He ends this part by saying : "It was the decided opinion
of Mr. Nicholas Wood, when we saw him at Killingworth, that no
locomotive engine should travel more than eight miles per hour ;
and his opinion, from the great experience he has had in the use of
them, is entitled to the greatest respect : and I am perfectly of his
opinion, so long as the engines are made of such great weight;
therefore, the great desideratum must be to make powerful engines
of the least weight possible. Indeed, if we are to come down to
eight miles per hour, and from that perhaps to six, I should say
that the Liverpool and Manchester Railway was a complete failure
—all the golden hopes held out of expedition and dispatch would
completely vanish, and the public would be most grievously and
bitterly disappointed. Therefore, we are of opinion that ten miles
per hour is the speed you ought to travel at."19
Nicholas Wood, it has been already seen, was always behindhand
with Stephenson, and it suited the opponents of the latter to set
Wood up against him, though it seems strange the maker and
worker of the locomotive should be held as of less weight than he
who only saw the working. Mr. Rastrick again sets Wood against
Stephenson at page S3, decries the work of tho Lancashire Witch
engine on the Bolton and Leigh Railway, and says of it, "That it
is, however, an experiment of any value for determining what the
regular work of a locomotive engine might be, that is to travel ten
or twenty miles right a-head, will, I should hope, not be asserted.
Experiments of this nature are more likely to do harm than good,
as they lead the public to expect much greater performances from
the locomotive than can ever be realised."—At page 72, Mr. Ras
trick hints that although Chat Moss then seemed firm, it must sink
and give way under the locomotives.
Of these reports it is enough to say that each cleverly carried
out the work assigned to it : Mr. Walker's has a specious assump
tion of candour which might deceive many,—Mr. Rastrick's shows
a wish to set aside Stephenson, and to put up himself and Nicholas
Wood against him. Mr. Rastrick was ready for whatever might
happen; and although he and Mr. Walker preferred the stationary
engine, yet if the locomotive were used, then he and Mr. Walker
had schemed an engine which was to set aside Stephenson's.10
Mr. Rastrick was one of the engineers thought of for laying out
the railway when the Messrs. Rennie were displaced. Stephenson,
hiwever, had the preference.
is Walker, p. 18
■» Walker, p. la.
io Walker, p. 27.— Rutrlck, p. 44.
i> Rastrick, p. 49.
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The report of Mr. Walker was answered by Mr. Robert Ste
phenson and Mr. Locke, in a pamphlet named, "Observations mi
the Comparative Merits of Locomotive and Fixed Engines, as ap
plied to Railways, compiled from the Reports of Mr. George Ste
phenson." This answer showed so fully the emptiness of Mr.
Walker's assertions, as materially to damage the party who had
set him on. It is now useless to go into all the bearings of a dis
pute, on which time has given a judgment which cannot be dis
puted, against all the assumptions and forebodings of Messrs.
Walker and Rastrick, and in favour of the course adopted by
George Stephenson.
XVIII. RAINHILL.

In the third yearly report, of 18th March 1829, the directors
only say that they have received the reports of Messrs. Walker
and Rastrick, to which their consideration shall be given.
Messrs. Walker and Rastrick's reports, however decisive in their
terms, would not bear investigation ; and their prompters seem to
have been so far discomfited, that the board at length settled on
the use of the locomotive. Mr. Richard Harrison had long thought
that a reward, to be offered by the company, would be the best way
to get at the knowledge of the best locomotive; and his brother
directors took up his plan, and, on the 20th of April, agreed to
give 500/.51 The opposition directors had still sufficient influence to
trammel the competition, and, acting on Mr. Rastrick's suggestion,
they particularly limited the weight of the engine. Some were not
without hopes Stephenson would not be able to make an engine to
fulfil the conditions, or to carry the day.
The conditions, given forth on the 25th April 1829, were—1st,
the engine should consume its own smoke; 2nd, an engine of six
tons should draw twenty tons at ten miles an hour with a pressure
of not more than 50 lb. ; 3rd, for two safety-valves, one beyond the
reach of the engine-man; 4th, the engine to have springs and six
wheels, and to be not more than fifteen feet high to the top of the
chimney; 5th, the engine with water not to weigh more than six
tons, and if less would be preferred on its drawing a proportionate
weight—and an engine weighing only four and a half tons might
be put on four wheels; 6th, for a mercurial gage, showing the steam
pressure above 45 lb. to the inch, and to blow out at a pressure of
60 lb.; 7th, the engine to be sent to Liverpool not later than 1st
October; 8th, the price of the engine not to be more than 550t.a
The time was afterwards made the 6th of October ; the ground
was chosen at Raiuhill, a flat on the railway, two miles in length,
and nine miles from Liverpool. The judges were Mr. Nicholas
Wood, Mr. Rastrick, and Mr. John Kennedy of Manchester—none
of them likely to be too favourable to Stephenson. On the morn
ing of the 6th, the ground at Rainhill was crowded with many
thousand people, and among them several of the first engineers of
the day.33
Five engines had been named, but only three came up; and each
of these was tried on a day by itself, Stephenson having the first
day for the Rocket. This was a four-wheel engine, weighing, with
water, four tons and a quarter ; the load to be given to it was 12f
tons, making a whole load of 17 tons. Shortly after the first loco
motive was tried on the Killingworth Colliery Railway, it is said,
the means was found out of raising the heat of the fire, by carry
ing the steam into the chimney, where it escaped in a perpendicu
lar direction up the middle, after it had done its work in the
cylinders.34 This was likewise followed in the Rocket. Gurney says
he was the first to start this way of getting a draught. In 1828,
an engine was made at Darlington, with a double fire-tube ;* * but
the Rocket was able to present a still greater surface to the fire,
Henry Booth, the treasurer of the railway company, having sug
gested to pass tubes through the boiler.30 The originality of this
suggestion has been contested, but never disproved. Frequently
before this it had been proposed to pass the water through thin
tubes in contact with the fire, and which did not succeed; but
Booth's plan was to pass the fire or heated air through the tubes
placed in the water. Booth proposed this to Stephenson, who ap
proved it; and they agreed to build an engine and compete for the
prize. It was fixed that Robert Stephenson and Co., of Newcastle,
should build the engine. Afterwards, Stephenson wished his son
Robert should have a share in the adventure, and accordingly he
had a third, the two other shares being held, as said, by Booth and
George Stephenson.
To Henry Booth the world is therefore

»' Booth, p. 71.
* a Booth's Mlatory, p. 04 i Staphenion and Locke's Report, p. 72 ; Ritchie on Railways, p. 24 ; Whlsoaw's Hallwaya of Great Britain ; Lurduer on the Strain-Engine,
p. 244.
ss Rooth'a History, p. 74.
Stephenson and Locke, p. 84.
i 4 Walker, p. 4.
is Walker, p. 25.
o* Stephenaoo and Locke, p. 6.
as Stephenson and Locke, p. 17.
■ » Walker, p. 28.
i e Rjit.kk, p. 28.
s« Stephenson and Loike, p. 65 j
Ritchie, p. 283 ;
Lardner, p. SSI ;
Fifth Yearly
-'" Rastrick, p. 54.
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Chester and Crewe railway, which he made.*' He likewise made,
in continuation of the latter, the Chester and Birkenhead Rail
way.94
In 1830, the Manchester and Leeds Railway was first proposed.39
The committee applied to Mr. Walker and to Stephenson. The
plan of the latter was preferred. In 1831 the act was asked for
and lost. In 1835 the plan was again brought forward, and a new
survey made, in which Mr. Francis Whishaw assisted, and likewise
Mr. Bidder. In 1836 the act was obtained.
Stephenson surveyed and constructed the York and North Mid
land Railway.99 This brought him into friendship and partner
ship with Mr. George Hudson, and they afterwards engaged in the
Claycross Collieries and Limeworks.
In 1830, Stephenson was engaged in several undertakings, but
his reputation was contested in many of the pamphlets of the day,
on the ground of want of experience.
From this time till 1835, he was busily engaged in railways, till
in the latter year of speculation he was at the height of employ
ment. Many of the plans failed, and have been long since forgot
ten.
In 1835 he was employed on the Birmingham and Derby.97 At
this time were his London and Brighton Railway,99 the Maryport
and Carlisle Railway,90 and the North Midland Railway.40
The Whitby and Pickering Railway was a small work of Ste
phenson's in 1832."
Except the London and Brighton line, the others were worked
out by him. He was likewise engaged on the Morecambe Bay or
West Cumberland Railway.43
The Manchester South Union or Trent Valley was planned by
him,43 and also the Newcastle and Berwick Railway. The High
Level Bridge at Newcastle was one of his greatest designs, and he
lived to see it far advanced. It will be surmounted with a statue
of him. He surveyed a South-Western Railway from Bristol and
Exeter to Hook Pit,44 and the Manchester and Birmingham Rail
way.*9
Robert Stephenson had been from time to time taking a greater
share in the engineering business, until at length, in 1840, George
were going to give them up and use horses. The directors thought Stephenson witlidrew altogether.
He had before this been invited to Belgium with his son, to give
it needful to answer this in their report dated 23rd January 1833.
On the 24th July they report that Air. John Dixon, the company's his opinion on the Belgian government railways, and King Leo
resident engineer, had substituted brass tubes for copper, thereby pold conferred on each the cross of his order of knighthood.
George Stephenson now had considerable wealth, and large pro
making a great saving.
The success of the locomotive was very much owing to the fits from his engineering practice and locomotive factory. He was
staunch and steady endeavours of Mr. Sandars and his friends, who a great coalowner at Claycross, and in Leicestershire, near the
Leicester and Swannington Railway;49 and it was very much owing
fought its battles lor so many years.
to his exertions that the working of coal47 and lime in the mid
xix. Stephenson's other works.
land counties has become so extensive. He was in favour of bring
As the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, and the Locomotive ing coals by railway to London, but his plans have not been fully
struggle, stand forth as two of the greatest things in the latter carried out.
At Tapton, near Chesterfield, in Derbyshire, was the seat of his
half of Stephenson's life, so it seems right to give to them more
abode in latter years, and he gave much time to the improvement
room. They took, however, but a share in his works.
In 1824, he was employed on a line from Birmingham to the of his house, grounds, and garden. His name sometimes appeared
north, since known as the Grand Junction, and made by Mr. as a director of railways, or as a consulting engineer, as in the case
of the Norfolk Railway, the Ambergate and Manchester Railway,
Locke. It was then called the Liverpool and Birmingham Rail
and the Whitehaven Junction Railway; but his own property took
way.'0
He was afterwards employed on a London and Birmingham line, up most of his time. He was chairman of the Norfolk Railway,
and director of the Leicester and Swannington Railway.48
in which his son Robert succeeded him, and carried it out.91
His after-life was one course of triumphs. On the 18th June
Another early line was one from Chester to Birmingham. Of
1844, he was at the opening of the Newcastle and Darlington Rail
this he said* "He remembered the time when he had to accom
way at Newcastle, when his health was given by the Hon. H. T.
pany some directors of a line projected from Chester to Birming
ham; and on coming to Nantwich, to get the consent of some Liddell, M.P., son of Lord Ravensworth. Stephenson's speech in
landowners, they told them, when they came into the house, the answer has been often referred to, and is most interesting.
In 1815, Mr. Hudson moved for and obtained four several votes
canal proprietors had been before them ; and it appeared, that to
of 2,000/. each, for a service of plate and a statue on the High
poison their minds, the canal proprietors had told these land
owners, that if a bird flew over the district when the locomotive Level Bridge, from the Midland Railway Company, the York and
passed, it would drop down dead. [Laughter.] Judge his disgust, North Midland Railway, the Newcastle and Darlington Railway,
when he knew that the locomotive would give such benefits to and the Newcastle and Berwick Railway.
In 1847, he was invited by Sir Robert Peel to meet a party of
England and the world at large." This was the beginning of the

much indebted for this great step in the progress of the loco
motive, no less than for his other railway inventions.
Through the disgraceful patent laws of this country, Henry
Booth had no protection for this invention, and no reward. The
invention was at once taken up by every engine-builder through
out the world, and applied to thousands of engines. It is needless
to say that the English parliament have never given Booth one
penny. It is not our way in this country to reward deserving men,
unless we cannot help it.
Accidents happened to Braithwaite and Ericcson's Novelty, and
to Hackworth's Suns PareiL, so that further time was lost. On the
8th, the Rocket had its last trial ; on the 10th the Novelty had one
trial, and on the 14th another; and on the 13th the Satu Pareil
was tried. These two latter met with several mishaps, though the
Novelty promised well. Thus the Rocket carried the day. By way
of an end, the Rocket made two trips at "the astonishing rate of
35 miles- an hour.""
The Rocket engine was for some time worked on the railway, but
in 1837 sold to James Thompson, Esq., of Kirkhouse, Cumberland,
the lessee of the Earl of Carlisle's coal and lime works. It there
worked for five or six years on the Midgeholme tramway, and car
ried an express with the state of the poll, when Major Aglionby
beat Sir James Graham. It did a speed of nearly sixty miles an
hour. It was lately in the yard at Kirkhouse.*9 If we had in this
commercial and manufacturing country a national museum, as they
have at Paris, of Arts and Trades, then the Rocket engine would
perhaps be preserved in it, as it deserves to be.
The result of the struggle was decided in favour of Stephen
son, and on the 25th March 1830, the directors reported they had
six locomotives on the line, and four others being built—two by
Robert Stephenson and Co., and two by Braithwaite and Ericsson.
Of the Novelty, they say that on the 26th January, they had wit
nessed a fair experiment with it, and "the performance was such
as, in the opinion of the directors, to justify their ordering two
larger engines on the same principle, which will enable them to
obtain
In 1832,
for this
it was
machine
said the
thelocomotives
most complete
wereand
so satisfactory
costly, the directors
trial."2"

> " Stephenson and Locke's Report, p. 79.
-• • Carlisle Journal ; Leicestershire Mercury, August 19, 1348.
s> See likewise Booth's H itory, p. 84.
»o Report on the Liverpool and Birmingham Railway, Aae;. 1824, by George Stephen
son. (In the Library of the Institution of Civil Engineers.)-—A Statement of the
Claim of the Subscribers to the Birmingham and Liverpool Hsilroad to an Art of Parlia
ment, In Reply to the Opposition of the Canal Proprietors. London : Baldwin, 1825.
( b<* la dated 20 Dec. 1824, and contains the Prospectus.)
-Iris's Gazette, Dec. 13tb,
1S24. *c.
Wbishaw's Railwsys or Great Britalo. p. 167.
si Bewaie the Bubbles. London, 1841, p. .15.
Probable Effects of a Railway be
tween London and Birmingham. London, Roake and Varty, 1S31.
Conveyance upon
Canals sod Hallways Compared, by Detector, 1831.
Remarks on Loudon and Blraslaahani Railway, by Investigator. London, Kicbards, 1830.
Answer to Investlc alor,
by C. H. Capper. Birmingham, 1831.—(All these are In the Library of the Institution of
Civil Engineers.)
• * Speech at Tamworth.

ss Whishaw's Analysis, p. 49
Whishaw's Railways of Greet Britain, p. 15.
it Whishaw's Analysis, p. 47.
Whishaw's Railways or Great Britain, p. 51.
ss Whlahsw's Analysis, p. 158-ld3.
ss Railways or Great Britain, p. 437.
s T Whishaw's Analysis, p. 10.
n Whishaw's Anslysls, p. 129.
a» Whishaw's Analysis, p. 177.
40 Whishaw's Analysis, p. 188.
Whishaw on Railways, p. 367.
« i Whlshsw on Railways, p. 428.
4? This was planned In 1836, by the author of this. Mr. Sandars, a moat intimate
friend of Stephenson, says that he was fond ot quoting It as one of the most important
underlaklnga lu the country, and was very anxious for the reclamation of the lands in
alorecsmbe Bay and the Duddou.
43 Whishaw's Analysis, p. ins.
44 whishaw's Analysis, p. 225.
4s Whishaw's Analyals, p. 832.
4s Whishaw's Analysis, p. 280.
4 7 Whishaw's IUUways of Great Britain, p. 184.
4 6 Railway Post- Office Directory for 1847 and 1848.
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scientific men at Tamworth, and on the 30th June of thatyear,
was present when Sir Robert raised the first sod on the Trent
Valley Railway, originally surveyed by Stephenson. On his health
being drunk, Stephenson made another autobiographical speech.
XX. DEATH OP STEPHENSON.

He now married again, and the lady survives him.—On the for
mation of the Institution of Practical Engineers at Birmingham,
he became the President, and took much interest in its proceed
ings. From prejudice against some of the members, he refused to
belong to the Institution of Civil Engineers—one of the instances
of the extent to which he gave way to his personal feelings.
One of his last acts was promoting a chancery suit against the
Directors of the West Flanders Railway, seemingly on very slight
grounds, and which his son gave up in a very liberal manner.
He had now lived to see his son Robert a member of the House
of Commons, and engaged in an undertaking (the great tubular
bridge) which will give him as lasting a reputation as that of his
father. Another pupil, Mr. Locke, he likewise saw in the House
of Commons; and other pupils holding such high professional rank,
that he was justly looked upon as the father of a great school of
engineering. He was in the full strength of life and health, and
busy in the world, when he was stricken down by death. He was
taken with fever, it is said, brought on by too long stay in one of
his hothouses. On the Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the
fever ran very high; but on the Friday he was better. Mr. Condell, a surgeon of Baslow, attended him day and night. On the
Saturday morning early, he again became worse, and at noon
breathed his last.1 B This was on the 12th August 1848, and he was
then sixty-eight years old; so that his time of life was neither too
short for the world nor himself.
He was buried the next week in Trinity Church, Chesterfield;
all the shops in the town of Chesterfield being shut, and hundreds
crowding in to pay their last tribute to him. The funeral proces
sion included the Mayor and Corporation of the town, the clergy
and gentry, the clerks and agents from Lockaford and Claycross
collieries, the carriages of many gentlemen and the mourners,
Messrs. Robert, G. It., and R. Stephenson, Ilindmursh, and Langlands. On the coffin-plate was engraved,
Geoboe Stephenson,
op newcastle tjpon tyne,
died at tapton house,

august 12, 1848, aged sixty-eight years.50
George Stephenson married first in the year 1800, at Killingworth. His wife died in 1803, shortly after the birth of his only
son Robert. Stephenson next married Miss Hindmarsh, daughter
of a respectable farmer in the neighbourhood of Killingworth, and
who had been his first love, but the match had been broken off by her
kinsmen as he was then only a poor working-man. He lived hap
pily with her for many years.5 1
Stephenson's tastes and habits, when alone, were simple. In his
latter years it was his greatest delight to ramble about birdnesting
or nutting.6" He was never fond of reading, but learned much
in talking with the men of bright wits who were his fellows. His
mind was fruitful in resources, and it was a rich treat even to the
imaginative to listen to him. In this he was much like Watt, and
gave proof that mechanical genius is akin to the highest intel
lectual efforts of the poet and the philosopher. The American
metaphysician, Emerson, listened to Stephenson in silence and de
light.03
At home he gave much time to his dogs, cows, and horses;
rabbits, and birds; vines, melons, pines, and cucumbers. Every
day he took a long ramble watching the nests he carefully guarded
in his trees. On his hothouse he had set his pride, and having
taken up with the idea that the great principle of vegetation was
to give as much light and heat to the soil as may be, he believed
and said he should grow pines at Tapton as big as pumpkins. This
he held forth at a dinner of the North Derbyshire Agricultural
Society. ° * It is asserted, his attention to these hothouses hastened
his death.00
It is said of him by one who knew him, "Never was a proposi
tion made to him for the mental and temporal improvement of his
workmen in his collieries, of whom he had upwards of 1,000, but
it met with his immediate attention and consideration, with a
deep feeling towards their welfare which could not be sur«o
si
s»
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passed/"06 When applied to for assistance, he ever endeavoured,
instead of giving temporary relief, to find constant employment
for the applicant.07
To those who applied to him for countenance for new projects he
was not always so considerate; he was wrapt up in his own schemes
and looked upon others with ill-will. His feelings towards Brunei
were shown with a warmth and bitterness unbecoming, and it ex
tended to all the supporters of the atmospheric system. The
locomotive was his cherished idol, and woe to those who interfered
with its worship. A very coarse scene took place when Mr. Hud
son brought before him a plan of Mr. F. W. Beaumont, the en
gineer, for common road locomotives; and many more might be
quoted. His temper was too apt to give way, unless he had the
field wholly to himself.
Sometimes, however, he would relax. The writer in the Derby
shire Courier relates, "A certain individual in humble life had
conceived a design he wished to have a patent for, and made ap
plication to Mr. Stephenson, that he might gain his patronage in
order to give weight to the undertaking. Mr. Stephenson made
some inquiries relative to the nature of the project, and having
heard a few words in reply, said, 'Oh! I understand it altogether ;
it will do very well.' The party, overjoyed with this approval,
said, 'Before I leave you will you be pleased to tell me your
charge?' 'Oh!' exclaimed Mr. Stephenson, 'I make no charge;
but I tell you what you must do, you must send your instrument
down to my works, and I will attach it to them, and prove it; and
I will do more—I will put it in the papers for you, and invite the
public to come and examine it at work, and afterwards purchase it
myself.' "
This he did, and sent a letter to the London daily papers, stat
ing that he had tried a new steam-gage by Mr. Smith of Notting
ham, and recommended it strongly.
The writer first-named tells a story however of him in another
style. "A gentleman who had thought of doing away with the
hills and valleys of railways, sent a friend to introduce his plan to
Mr. Stephenson, who, after having heard some little about it, in
terrogated his visitor as to where the proposer himself was. 'I
have left him outside; he was afraid to come in lest you should get
the secret out of him.' 'Why! have you left him by himself?'
'Yes.' To this he answered, 'You must not leave him by him
self long, or you will soon have to get some one to take care of
him.' "
His plainness of mind and speech as often verged on simplicity
as on coarseness, and he ever had more respect for the man than
the coat, an example more uncommon in those who have risen
from the ranks than it is even among those of higher birth. He
was never ashamed of his own works and of his fellow-workmen,
and was most proud that be had been a working-man, and not a
lazy man. On one occasion, he came in contact at an hotel with a
gentleman and his wife, whom he entertained for some time with
his shrewd observations and playful sallies. At length the lady
became curious to know the name of the stranger with the sharp
eye and unostentatious demeanour.
"Why, madam," was his
answer, " they used to call me George Stephenson. 1 am now
called George Stephenson, Esq., of Tapton House, near Chester
field. And further, let me say, I have dined with princes and
peers, and commoners—with persons of all classes, from the high
est to the humblest;—I have dined off a a red herring when seated
in a hedge bottom, and have gone through the meanest drudgery;
I have seen mankind in all its phases, and the conclusion I have
arrived at is this—that if we were all stripped, there's not much
difference."08
He was proud of his varied insight into mankind, and at the
dinner at Newcastle said, "I have dined in mines, for I was once
a miner; and I have dined with kings and queens, and with all
grades of the nobility."
His energy, ingenuity, and perseverance have been already
spoken of, but a few words more may be said. After leaving
Callerton Colliery, he went to Walbottle Pit as brakesman, waiting
on the engine while drawing the coals up from the pit. Thenre
he went to Willington ballast-crane, likewise as brakesman. Here,
at the age of 22 or 23, he began to learn to read. From Willington he went to Killingworth, still as brakesman. At this pit were
three brakesmen, who took the night shift by turns. The night
shift lasted eight or ten hours; and as there was little work to be
done in that time, only drawing up and letting men down, the
brakesman's time hung heavily on his hands. Stephenson, how
ever, made the most of his time, and in these night shifts began
learning to reckon. When he had worked his sums on a slate, he
sent them off next morning to a schoolmaster in the neighbour*• Leicestershire Mercury.

a 7 Derbyshire Courier.

as Derby Reporter.
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hood to be set right; and who, in turn, sent him new questions to
answer. For this the learner paid fourpence a week. He likewise
in the night shifts mended the pitmen's clocks and watches, for
which he was paid, and cut out the pitmen's clothes. He further
taught cutting-out to the pitmen's wives; and to this day there are
some of them at Killingworth who work by his patterns. He
made shoes by the engine-fire, sometimes giving them to his poorer
kinsmen. Over the door of his house at Killingworth stands a
sundial, set up by himself, and to the last day of his life he was
proud of it. Not long before his death, while going over the line.
of the Newcastle and Berwick Railway, he drew a professional
friend somewhat out of his way to have an admiring look at the
sundial.9* All this time he was deeply studying the steam-engine,
and exerting his mechanical ingenuity. Such a degree and variety
of mental labours is seldom gone through by the hardest student
in a college.
Statues were voted to Stephenson by the northern railways as
already shown, and by the Grand Junction Railway Company, in
1816. Gibson is employed on the latter work.
On his death, the greatest sympathy was shown throughout the
country by its representatives in the press. The notice of his
death in the railway newspapers and some of the provincial news
papers appeared surrounded by a mourning border; and several
short memoirs appeared from the hands of those who had known
him. These have been here made use of. The Presidents of the
Institutions of Civil Engineers and of Practical Engineers like
wise paid a public tribute to his merits. Before the latter an
tloge was read by Mr. Scott Russell. Robert Stephenson was cho
sen to succeed him as President of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, held at Birmingham.
Mr. Hudson, then presiding
over several railway meetings, expressed the sense the share
holders felt of his loss. The Liverpool Board of the London and
North Western Railway passed a special resolution of condolence,
which they sent to his son. Lately, an engraving has been pub
lished from the full-length portrait, by Mr. Lucas, representing
him standing on Chat Moss. Seldom was a man more honoured
in his life or on his death.
Stephenson had been employed in France, Belgium, and Ger
many, as well as at home, and had received great honours; only
it will be seen from the government of this country did he receive
no honours. It is perhaps enough thus to speak of the system
which, in all its bearings, so improperly performs the duties of
national gratitude towards men or learning and knowledge. The
Roval Engineers, as government proteges, are better looked after;
and Stephenson saw Drummond, Reid, Gipps, and Denison, with
many others, receive honours which the government had at its dis
posal, but not for meritorious civilians.
«t Quoted uy the writer of an interesting sketch of Stephenson io Eliza Cook's Jour-

ARCHITECTURE,—ROYAL ACADEMY.
[second notice.]
Of designs for churches there are so many that they impart
somewhat too great a sameness of character to the assemblage of
drawings generally; more especially as they are one and all in the
Gothic style. Upon the whole, they justify Mr. Ru skin's remark
that there are now many who can show quite as much or even more
ability than Mr. Pugin, who, as far as he is at present distinguished
at all, ia so only by his excessive affectation and pedantry. There
is one design of his, by-the-by, which we have not yet spoken of—
viz., No. 1057, which shows the tower and spire of St. George's
Catholic Chape], Lambeth, as intended to be finished; in which as
a composition we can perceive no great merit or beauty,—and cer
tainly should that portion of the structure be carried up to such a
preposterous height, it must have the effect of dwarfing the church
it-elf, and making the body of the building appear diminutive in
comparison with it. There seems, indeed, just now, to be quite a
rage for lofty spires; which, if not always disproportioned to the
structures themselves, are frequently so disproportioned to the
funds that the design suffers greatly in other respects, both ex
ternally and internally. In fact, just as a portico used to be some
years ago, a spire is now made an ad captandum feature, and as
making full amends for whatever deficiencies there may be in re
gard to all the rest. Thus, instead of a commodious and well
fuiished-up structure being provided in the first instance, to which
a spire can be added at some future opportunity,—or should that
ue•ver be done, will still be satisfactory in itself,—-an ostentatious
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spire is often attached to a small, and perhaps also mean-looking,
body, which can hardly be afterwards adequately improved, except
by taking down and rebuilding. "What can be worse," says Mr.
Talbot Bury (in Part II. of Architecture, in Weale's Rudimentary
Series) "than to see the body of a church shorn of all mouldings,
to lavish an unnecessary amount of enrichment on a tower?" Yet,
that is now frequently done, contrary perhaps in some cases to the
better judgment of the architects themselves, merely in compli
ance with the want of judgment and one-sided notions, either of
committees who cannot be got at so as to be reasoned with, or
individual employers who wifl not listen to reason, or to any argu
ments against their own whims. Some other remarks of Mr. Bury's
apply to several designs in the present exhibition, as when he tells
us that "the only requirement of an architect of the present day
(so far as the erection or restoring of churches is concerned),
seems to be a knowledge of the varieties of details of Gothic
buildings, which he is allowed to put together in any way he likes ;
for according to the views of certain societies, they must of them
selves produce a good building." Again, he observes: "The details
of cathedrals, royal chapels, palaces, and princely mansions, are
borrowed to disguise hospitals, schools, asylums, training colleges,
and even workhouses. This dishonesty in the expression of a
building, and the ignorant introduction or bad execution of use
less ornament, seems to be (now) sanctioned hy custom, and is
daily perpetrated:—success stimulates the empiric to proceed in
his career, and the public taste becomes infected by his produc
tions."
Instances of the species of disguisement reprobated by Mr.
Bury are met with here: what at first sight show like lordlylooking Elizabethan mansions, turn out to be intended for hospi
tals, or other charitable institutions; while villas congregated to
gether under the title of a "Terrace," are made to look very
much like a range of almshouses. On the other hand, colleges—
at least, training colleges, which might without impropriety be of
some importance with respect to mass, and to regularity of struc
ture, are cut up into a series of low straggling parts, merely
tacked together, without the slightest regard to architectural
ensemble. Such productions might rather be called accidents than
designs, for the several parts—no single one of which, perhaps, has
much merit in itself—might be transposed ad libitum, or they
might all be shaken up together, and scattered out afresh, and the
composition would be just as good as ever, if not better. It re
quires no art to produce that sort of picturesquertess which is
almost sure to be occasioned by mere irregularity and incongruity;
it being no more than what often shows itself very decidedly
where not the slightest pretension is made to architecture, to de
sign, or to artistic effect, but where, on the contrary, the several
parts and features taken by themselves are decidedly ugly. Yet,
that species of the picturesque ought to be left to the painter; it no
more belongs to the architect than does that which arises from
decay. Where we know that buildings have grown up piece-meal,
by fresh patches added to them from time to time, irregularity
does not offend; but to design a building so as to appear at the
very first only a mass of "shreds and patches"—and of architec
tural tatters, as some of the things we here behold, do, particu
larly one design for a Training College, which requires to be
trained itself,—is not a little preposterous.
By some it will be thought that our own pen requires to be restrained, for we have been indulging in a strain of general, yet not
quite uncalled-for remarks, instead of noticing or even pointing
out any designs in particular; although, were we gifted with the
same talent for expeditious criticism as some are, we might ere
this have passed in review the whole of the architectural subjects,
by merely extracting titles and names from the catalogue—as was
done, for instance, by the Illustrated News,—which mode of criti
cism those readers who prefer it will there meet with. One of the
very few which deserve to be particularised for merit of design is
No. 1015, "The Private Chapel and Cemetery recently erected at
Carnsallock, Dumfries, for the late Right Hon. Sir Alexander
Johnston," E. B. Lamb.
Regarded merely as a drawing, there
are others far more striking and captivating at first sight, being
set off by all the artifices and allurements of showy colouring,
staffage or figures, and pictorial effects. The structure itself, too,
is but a small one, and the front of it here shown consists of very
little more than a doorway incorporated with a window over it,
and a gable,—the fewest and simplest features possible, yet which
are nevertheless made to produce a most happily-conceived, and
happily-treated ensemble. Mr L. is evidently more ambitious of
setting precedents than of following them; and although that
would be presumptuous and unsafe in many, in him it is neither
the one nor the other; because he invariably displays far more
28
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faithfully
than ordinary
to the
artistic_/brr>,
genuine spirit
andofshows
the style
himself
he adopts—be
capable of it
adhering
Gothic I bearings bolted to them.
The ends of the shaft stretched 14
inches over the sides of the boat. This prevented the wheels,
which were secured on their extremities, from throwing as much
or any other—without the slightest taint of servile imitation.
water into the vessel as if they had been nearer ; and afforded a
This is high praise, but in his case not excessive, because amply
better opportunity of observing the action of the blades. A person
merited; and we only regret that we cannot extend it to many
other things which, being of greater magnitude, and affording seated at one end of the boat readily turned the wheels, in either
much greater scope for design, ought accordingly to have mani
direction, by alternately pushing from, and pulling towards him,
fested talent proportioned to the occasion.
two upright rods, which moved in joints at the bottom of the boat,
and were connected to the cranks by horizontal rods.
For aught we know to the contrary, many of the designs here
exhibited have been selected from among a number of others sent
in at competitions for the respective buildings; and if such be
really the case, we are bound to suppose—at least, until there be
proof to the contrary, that they were in each instance, the best
offered; yet few of them show particular talent. In fact, there is
a striking sameness both as to quality and ideas in subjects belong
ing to the Bame class, which causes them to appear "made to order"
in compliance with some one of the prevailing fashions of the
day, among which Tudor and Elizabethan come in for an ample
share of favour. Of such style, No. 1037, "New Schools, &c, re
cently built in the district of Christ Church, St. George-in-theEast, ' G. Smith, shows a good application. There is also some
thing good in No. 10+9, "Design for an Elizabethan Villa," C. W.
C. Edmonds; for which, however, "mansion" would have been a
more appropriate designation than "villa." Indeed, we almost
wonder that the latter term is not altogether repudiated as foppish
and outlandish, by the admirers of our "good Old English" tastes
and fashions.
In any other style than mediaeval and Old English there are
scarcely any designs at all, except "The Assize Courts at Liver
pool," which drawing we spoke ot last month; and No. 1108, "The
The wheels were very light, and of the simplest construction.
Great Hall of the Euston Station," P. C. Hardwicke, a cleverly
One is shown nt fig. 2. Ei^ht slender arms of ^ square iron, have
executed interior, and not devoid of considerable scenic effect; yet,
their inner ends cast in the central piece.
at the same time marked by oversights and defects in its design
They extended 20 inches from the centre,
that might easily have been corrected or avoided. In our opinion,
and thus made a 40-inch wheel. To stiffen
the ceiling is too much decorated,—so much so as to cause the
them. and transmit any strain upon one to
lower part of the apartment to appear bare and unfinished, while
the whole, they were braced tightly together
the large carved brackets or trusses which support it are out of
by the wire o, o, o, which was wound round
keeping with the order below, and take off considerably from its
each arm, and retained by slight notches at
importance, more especially as the columns themselves are shorter
the corners. The various blades or paddles
than they needed or ought to have been; for strange to say, the
were cut out of stout sheet iron. Square
pedestals on which they are raised are made higher than the
sockets, to slide over the arms, were riveted
railing between them, which produces a very awkward and dis
to them; by which means they were readily
agreeable effect. No. 1091 ought to have shown us at least a hand
adjusted and secured at uniform distances
some specimen of modern design, it being according to the cata
from the axes. All were of the same area—49 inches.
logue for a Building for the Vernon Gallery, but for which informa
To test the qualities of the boat, and get her into working trim,
tion we should never have suspected that it was intended for a
blades, 7 inches square (fig. 3), were fixed on the arms of both
picture gallery at all. We will here bring our remarks to a close,—
wheels, and several excursions, up and down the
somewhat abruptly, perhaps, but as it happens, time does not per
river, made with them. Their dip was 7 inches, or
mit us to say more.
rather more, for their \ipper edges were half an inch
below the surface. They were next removed from
one wheel, and left on the other, as the standard by
which to compare the effects of different shaped
ON THE PADDLES OF STEAMERS.
ones.—They were distinguished as No. 1. Nearly
all the rest were formed from them : i.e. by re
On the Paddles of Steamers—their Figure, Dip, Thickness, Mate
moving portions from one part, and adding them to
rial, Number, dfc. By Thomas Ewbank, Esq., City of New York.
others, as will be seen in the following diagrams.
[From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.^
In this way there was no danger of making, through
The world is awakening to the propulsion of steam- vessels, and
nations are about to compete with each other in increasing their mistake, one set of blades, of larger, or of less, superficial surface
than others, since no calculation of their areas was required.
speed. Steamboat racing is too congenial with the age to be re
In all the figures, the paddles are supposed to sweep throuirh
pressed ; its spirit, so far from having been laid by legal exorcisms,
the water in the position they are represented in, the lowest sides
or confined, as heretofore, to lake and river craft, has now seized
being those which descend lowest in the fluid.
the ocean for its theatre, and laughs outright at adjurations. En
Fig. 4,— formed by cutting off the lower angles of fig. 3, and
gineers and naval constructors, animated with the ambition of
transferring the pieces to the upper ones,
Olympian competitors, are preparing for a series of Atlantic cha
making a right-angled triangle, with sides
riot races, compared with which, the whole Naumachian spectacles
10 inches, and hypotenuse 14 inches. (By
of old were despicable puerilities.
Impressed with the interest of a contest unexampled in the mistake, the upper corners were cut away,
so as to leave the area of these blades 48
annals of mechanical science, and one so characteristic of the pro
square inches, instead of 49.)
Eight of
gress of civilization, the following experiments were undertaken
with a view of eliciting facts that seemed imperfectly known. these were fixed on the wheel (see b, fig. 1,)
Speculations on propelling abound. I am not aware that a series to compete with the same number of fig. 3,
ot experiments similar to these, limited and imperfect as they are, on a, both having 7 5 inches dip.
It will be obvious that, as both sets were
has been prosecuted. If any such are recorded, I have not met
attached to the same shaft, if one proved
with them.
Fig. <•
more efficient than the other, the boat would
Experiments
For "this purpose,
on variously
New
the boat,
formed
Y'ork,
fig.
in Paddles,
1845
1, was
and
employed.
made
1848.
on the It
Harlem
was 12$
River,
feet be turned from a straight course, and be inclined, more or less
abruptly, to the weaker or less efficient set. The result was, that
those marked fig. 3 overcame fig. 4; and though only in a, gma][
long, and 3,} feet across the middle. A wrought-iron shaft, 1 inch degree, yet quite sufficient to establish their superior'effect on the
tquare, with a crank, extended across the gunwales, and turned in vessel's progress. As we were not always out of the influence uf
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tides and slight breezes, each experiment embraced excursions in
various directions on the river. Once or twice, the boat went
straight as an arrow, but eventually the square paddles got the
better of the triangular ones. These dipped into the water with
little noise, and threw it off behind from their points.
Most of the experiments were made in smooth water, and, ex
cept slight currents—aqueous and aerial—under the most favour
able circumstances.
Two persons occupied the boat, and the
greatest care was exercised in preserving the shaft in a horizontal
position. When results were doubtful, the experiments were re
peated, and generally several times.
The name paddles (fig. 4) were next attached to the arms in the
position represented at fig. 5, the upper side
being, as in all other instances, 13 inches from
the centre of the axis. Through repeated trials,
they overcame the test paddles, fig. 3, and in a
rather more marked manner than fig. 3, surpassed
fig. 4. They entered the water silently, but ob
servers on shore thought they raised more water
behind, but did not raise it as high as fig. 3.
Their points were nearly three inches lower in
the water than the lower edges of fig. 3. The
boat described a circle of 400 feet, and another
of 600 feet.
Pig. s.
The same blades were next tried as fig. 6. From the experi
ment fig. 5, it was inferable that, if inverted, the effect of the
blade on the boat would be augmented, as a
larger portion would have a longer sweep
through the water. Such was the fact, and to
such a degree, that first two, and then four,
were removed from the arms, when the remain
ing four were found equal to the eight of fig. 3.
The plates were next raised, till their lower
edges were on a level with those of No. 1. In
that position, two inches of their upper extremi
Fi?. B.
ties were above the surface of the river; but, notwithstanding,
they had a decided advantage even then, over the square ones.
Lastly, the same blades were turned into the position of fig 7,
(being fig. 4 reversed). The boat was turned on No. 1 under all
circumstances, describing circles from 80 to ISO feet in diameter.
Four of them equalled eight of No. 1. They were thought to
throw off more water behind than their competitors, which from
the greater extent of their extremities, is probably true.
The next form tried was fig. 3, placed in the position of fig. 8.
These turned the boat round against the test ones, in circles vary
ing from 50 to 200 feet. We then tried six of them against the
other eight, when there was little observable difference in the
results.
Four were found superior, but three were unequal to
them. These, of course, entered the water without jarring, and
threw it off at their points. Mr. B. thought they threw up more
than fig. 3.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 9 were formed by removing the upper corners below, as in
the figure. These seemed to have the advantage of fig. 8, but as
light winds troubled us, we felt some hesitation in pronouncing
them better. Four were superior to eight of No. 1. It was sup
posed that a slight accession of resistance to the lower ends,
sweeping through the water, might be derived from opposing cur
rents meeting in the forks, but we had no means to ascertain it,
if it existed.
Fig. 10— cut out of plates eight inches square, with one-fourth,
(minus a superficial inch) removed, as shown in the figure. After
several excursions, these were thought to exhibit a very slight ad
vantage over fig. 3; but from subsequent tests, they seemed to be
balanced. We, on another day, reversed them, as
Fig. 11, which had a decided preponderance over their competi
tors.—Six predominated slightly over the latter, and four were
thought nearly equal to them. There was a difference of opinion
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on the last point—some thinking they were quite as effective as
the opposing
Fig. 11.
eight.

Rg. 13.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 12 was a semicircle. Mr. B. undertook to test these.
They turned the boat in circles varying (from light winds and
tides) from 30 to 150 feet. Four were thought sometimes equal,
and sometimes superior, to eight of fig. 3. It is demonstrable
that these blades are less effective, though in a very small degree,
than those marked fig. 7, and, when reversed, more powerful than
fig 4.
Fig. 13,—formed as in the figure, but not tried, as it was evi
dent their value would be nearly that of fig. 7, probably a shade
above
still water.
them, but too minute to be detected, except in perfectly
Fig. 14,—a right-angled triangle, 7 inches across the top, and
ending in a point nearly 14 inches below it. These were, as might
have been anticipated, more effective than those of fig. 3. "Every
thing about them," observed Mr. B., "shows their superiority."
They, of course, entered the water without jarring.
The same were attached to the arms in the position of fig. 15,
and were unable to compete with fig. 3. The latter had a slight
advantage over them.

I

l'Fig.
,■ ' i iii'l,IS.rtlfwp

Fig. 16.

Fig. 1?.

They were next reversed, as fig. 16, when they proved as effective
as figs. 7 and 12.—four being equally so as the eight opposed to
them.
They were finally changed to fig. 17, when the boat was turned
so rapidly, as to make it difficult, with a wide oar, to keep her in
one direction. Four were removed, and then she described a cir
cle in less than 50 feet. Two more were taken away, leaving only
a couple to act against the eight on the other wheel, and to which
they proved equal.
From these experiments, it appears that, with equal areas, and
equal dip, triangular blades may be rendered twice as effective as
ordinary rectangular ones. This is made manifest by figs. 7, 12,
and 16,—-four of the former equalling eight of the latter. And
this, too, while the propelling surface of the smaller number was
only half that of the greater; for the four were as long in making
a revolution, as were the eight. Hence, the speed of a boat may
be increased by diminishing the number of her paddles—a fact
still further elucidated by fig. 17.
There can, I think, be little doubt, that the greater the velocity
of a steamer's wheels, the fewer (within certain limits) should be
the blades; and that, at the rate at which some of our boats go,
the number might be reduced with advantage. Some have three,
others four, and in more than one vessel, without any load on
board, I have seen six submerged at each wheel. In these cases,
is it not evident that each blade, on entering, plunges, not as it
ought, into water undisturbed, but into that which preceding ones
have already broken up, and set in motion towards the stern? It
would seem that one in the act of plunging, another sweeping
under the shaft, and a third leaving the surface, are all that are
necessary to be kept up; and that a greater number, as regards the
speed of a boat, is positively injurious. Yet, under a vague idea
of attaining a higher speed, the number of paddles has frequently
been nearly doubled.
Snow, as every person knows, causes the wheels of land locomo
tives to slip upon, instead of rolling over the rails. They revolve
as usual, but their carriages make little progress; hence much of
28*
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the power spent on them is expended to no purpose. So it is
with paddle wheels. A boat never progresses in the ratio of their
revolutions, because of the yielding medium in which, and against
which, they act. They slip always—a result inevitable when mas
sive solids wade through fluids. The distance between the Atlan
tic steamers' docks, in Liverpool and New York, has been calcu
lated at 3,023 miles, but their paddles, in each trip, pass over a
space varying from 5,000 to 8,000 miles. In steamers unaided by
sails, the disproportion is often greater. Now can this be modified,
by giving the paddles a better hold on the fluid they sweep through?
The experiments, figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, and 17, furnish
replies to the interrogatory.
The moral of the foregoing experiments is this:—As the pro
pelling power of a paddle is greatest at its lower or outer extre
mity, and diminishes to nothing at the surface, so its face should
enlarge with the dip, and be nothing, or next to nothing, above.—
Let </, fig. 18, represent the end of an ordinary blade, or paddle.
Its upper part barely touches the water, and only for the moment
it is in the position shown. But suppose it were immersed to the
line c, c,—say four or five inches— it would even then be no sooner
under, than above the surface again, so brief would be its immer
sion. The lower edge, in the meanwhile, would sweep along the
extended curve there delineated.

fisrures; the dimensions, of course, vary with the age and growth
of individuals. The figures denote the width and length of the
expanded tails—the latter being taken from the termination of the
body, as shown by the curves, which reach more or less into the
tails—that is, to strengthen them where strength is most re
quired.
Pig. Ut.

Pig. 18.

Of what use, then, to make the upper part of a blade of equal
extent with the lower? Why accumulate surface where it is of
little avail, and withhold it from where it is most wanted?—ex
pending materials and power without any adequate return, if not
at an absolute loss. The quantity of water carried over a wheel,
is certainly greater by ordinary, than it would be by triangular,
paddles. The popular form and position of paddles are unphilosophical, if viewed simply as propellers. Embrace the same area
in any other outline—in a circle, ellipse, square, pentagon, hexagon,
octagon, or other polygonous figure, and the propelling properties
would be increased, and the jar arising from their striking the
water also diminished.
If the long paralellogram be preferred, because of the ready ap
plication of wooden planks, then is the principal sacrificed to an ac
cessory—the greater to the less. If triangular, or other improved
blades, require the adoption of plates of metal, would it be wise to
reject them on that account?—But of this by-and-bye. We shall
see that thick wooden blades ought to be condemned on account
of defects inherent in them.
But what is this expansion of the lower part of a paddle, and
contraction above, but Nature's own plan? In the tails and fins
of fishes, in wings of birds and insects, and especially in the
palmipeds, she has nowhere sanctioned a rectangular propeller.
All are inclined to equilateral, scalenous, or isosceletic triangles,
or are made up of them. Nor does she ever unite the levers that
work them to their sides. The junction is invariably at an angle,
and the reason is apparent—that the largest surface may have the
longest sweep.
With this view, the bodies of fishes taper down to meet the
blades; retaining only sufficient muscle to work them. The other
day, I had an opportunity of sketching the following. I am
ashamed to acknowledge that, till then, I was ignorant of the
exact forms of these natural propellers, although most of them
had passed under my observation on a thousand occasions. Too
many of us spend no more thought on the infinitely curious and
instructive mechanisms submitted by the Creator to our inspection
daily, than does the ox on the vegetable glories he feeds on. The
sentiment applies not more to religious than to physical truths—
"Light shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it
not.'
We grope, as if blind, for that which is patent before
us.
The general outlines and proportions are given in the annexed

a—Cod.

b— Black Fish.

c— Sea Bass,
rf— Porgy.

t— Mackerel.
/—Flounder.

g—Striped Bats.
A—Salmon.

I confess I had no idea of meeting with figures so closely allied
to the artificial ones which I had found most effectual as propellers.
With the exception of the first two, the whole approach to equi
lateral triangles.
In the absence of a more extended acquaintance with the minuter
aqueous and sub-aqueous organisms, the nearest of natural ana
logues to steam-vessels seem to be the principal swimming-birds.
These glide through two elements at once. Their long and heavy
bodies, adapted to float gracefully on water, are provided with
organs of propulsion, placed far behind their common centres of
gravity—the cause that makes them such awkward travellers on
land. When a gale blows in the direction they wish to pursue,
like human navigators they take advantage of it; they spread
their wings to catch it, and are driven onward then, as steamers
are, by both wind and paddles.
The reciprocating action, and the expanding and collapsing fea
tures of their aqueous organs of progression, are supposed to be
unsuited to the magnitude, materials, and velocity of artificial
ones. Perhaps they are; but may not their contour be perfectly
applicable: since, when open, and in action, the circumstances of
the two bodies propelled—the bird and the boat—are not essen
tially dissimilar? Now, there is a marked adhesion to the trian
gular form in the webbed feet of birds; showing that, in the judg
ment of the Creator, such an outline is the best for the purposes
of their propulsion. Nor does it appear that this outline has, in
any material way, been modified to meet other exigences. In the
feet of water-fowl it is almost identical with the tail of the sea
bass. The legs, or rods, that wield these ornithologic paddles, are
invariably united to them at their points, or angles, and clearly for
the reason already stated.
Fig. 20 represents the foot of a petrel. It is a type of
all the swimming-birds' propellers. Few, except pro
fessional naturalists, could distinguish between it and
the same organ in geese, ducks, gulls, swans, the alba
tross, cormorant, diver, flamingo, &c, &c. Although
natural paddles are submerged when at work, and those
of our wheels emerge into air to repeat their strokes, I
doubt if a more efficient form could be given to the latFlg' 2°.
ter tjiun tjje BBOve< The CUSpated extremity would ob-
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vjate the jar consequent on straight-edged blades striking the
water.
If I had a new boat to fit propellers to, they should resemble
figs. 7, 6, or 17; or I would rather make them like
half the foot of a swimming-bird, as fig. 21, in the
margin,—the perpendicular sides being next the
vessel, that the greatest strain might be nearest to
the power. Such blades would not be raised out of
the sea by a vessel's rolling, nor, when submerged,
be subject to excessive strainings, as common ones
are. They would produce no concussion, or but
little, on dipping, and would be twice as effective
as the same area employed in the current form and
**■ 2I
fashion.
If the principle were required to be adopted in the present pad
dles, it could be done at a trifling cost. 1 would remove portions
from the upper sides and attach them below, somewhat after the
manner shown at figs. 22, 23, 24, and 25.
Fig. 22.

Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.
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a bucket and plunger working in one cylinder we thought to be
new at the time we used them. In this it appears we were wrong,

The portions might be removed by curved instead of straight
lines.
If I used blades similar to fig. 7, I would vandyke their lower
edges as at fig. 23, point them as at fig. 25, or fork them as at
fig. 82.
(To be ccmtinued.J

DOUBLE-ACTION PUMP FOR WATERWORKS.
Sib—Having seen a description of an "Improved Pumping En
gine," in Part 141, page 165, of your Journal, and seeing it there
stated that an advantage is gained, "partly by the construction of
the pump-valves, and partly by the use of a new kind of pump,
lately registered by Mr. Thompson, Messrs. Simpsons' manager,"
we are led to believe that the public are to take both valves and
pump "as new inventions." We think the following remarks will
put the matter in the proper light.
The accompanying engravings show the arrangement used by us
for some years past.

Section of the Vahre.

We were aware that the principle of this pump had been con
sidered to be the invention or Treyithick, but the arrangement of

Bcef'M of Direct-Action Pump at th* Watcrworka, Trafalgar-ii»:!re.

for upon referring to page 281 of "A Description and Historical
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Account of Hydraulic and other Machines for Raising Water," by
Thomas Ewbank, published in 134-9, we there find, that ''in some
pumps both a solid and a hollow piston are made to work in the
same cylinder. Such was the arrangement that constituted the
single-chamber fire-engine of Mr. Perkins. A plunger worked
through a stuffing-box ; its capacity was about half that of the
cylinder, consequently on descending it displaced only that portion
of the contents of the latter. The apertures of discharge were at
the upper part of the cylinder, and a single receiving one at the
bottom. From the lower end of the plunger a short rod projected,
to which a hollow piston or sucker was attached, fitted to work
close to the cylinder, so that when the plunger was raised, this
piston forced all the water above it through the discharging aper
tures."—And in the same page: "Such pumps are more compact
than those with two cylinders, but they are more complex, less effi
cient, and more difficult to keep in order and repair. •The friction
of the plunger and sucker is much greater than that of the piston
of an ordinary double-acting pump of the same dimensions ; and
the latter discharges double the quantity of water : for, although
double-acting, the effect of these pumps is only equal to singleacting ones."
Some of the latter remarks are undoubtedly right, and we in
some cases prefer the double-acting pump; and when two of the
double-acting pumps are employed, fixed on each side of the main
centre of the working beam of the steam-engine, we conceive it
impossible to devise a more efficient arrangement for raising water
from a few feet below the ground, to any reasonable height.
At the Waterworks at Trafalgar-square (erected by us in 1844),
and also at Ramsgate, the water has to be raised from a consider
able depth below the surface of the ground, by direct-acting en
gines, without balance-beams; consequently, had we not employed
the plungers in the working barrels of the pumps, to counter
balance the weight of the pistons, pump-rods, ^c, by displacing a
quantity of water in their descent, the whole of the power re
quired for lifting the pistons and pump-rods would have been
wasted.
We are, Sir,
Your obedient servants,
Easton and Amos.
Grove, Southwark, lith June, 1848.

THE PUBLIC WORKS OF ENGLAND.
No. I.—Canals.
It may seem somewhat strange, that while canals of the greatest
magnitude had been undertaken on the continent, England con
tented herself with scouring and deepening her rivers until the
middle of the last century. The necessity, it must be owned, was
not so stringent as in France. Yet the development of commerce
in this country, long before the time we have mentioned, was suf
ficient to render almost necessary some better means of inland
navigation than those afforded by our natural water-courses. It
is true that the great southern towns, lying as they did either on
large rivers or by the sea, did not require canals to the same ex
tent as the cities of the northern and midland districts. As soon,
therefore, as industry and enterprise had begun to assume im
portance in those parts of the island, the idea of forming canals to
the various centres of manufacture followed as a matter of course;
and in the year 1720 we find the first definite proposal for the exe
cution of one of these important undertakings ever made in this
kingdom. At that time the means of effecting a communication
between the east and west seas, through the estuaries of the Aire
and Ribble, had attracted the attention of the enterprising men of
Yorkshire and Lancashire. Various schemes were set on foot for
carrying this project into execution, which resulted in an act being
obtained, in 1720, for the undertaking which has since ripened
into the Leeds and Liverpool Canal.
Before, however, any practical progress was made towards the
completion of this scheme, the Duke of Bridgwater commenced
the execution of his own magnificent canal, under the supervision
of Mr. Brindley. All other projectors now appear to have held
back until they could witness the result of this work; and, conse
quently, scarcely anything was done in the way of inland naviga
tion between 1737 and 1761, during which 24 years the Bridgwater
Canal was being carried through every obstacle and discourage
ment, by the indomitable genius of its engineer, to a triumphant
completion. The history of that great work is too well known to
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be repeated here; but the more than doubts expressed concerning
it, and the prophetic warnings of inevitable failure which were
uttered on all sides during its progress, prove how little was at
that time understood in this country respecting that class of un
dertakings; and they prove, too, how extremely slow is the first
growth amongst us of that very enterprise which we are after
wards destined to work out into such splendid development. The
canal cost 220,000/.—an enormous sum at that time, and from the
purse of a single individual. It is said that the Duke of Bridg
water had to live for many years upon 400/. a year, in order to pay
for it. The recompense has been no less remarkable Long since
the annual income netted by means of the canal was valued at
130,000/., and notwithstanding the completion of a whole network
of railways through the district it traverses, that return, it is be
lieved, is at present considerably exceeded.
One single canal was commenced during the interval above men
tioned; and which, having been completed before the Duke's, has
the honour of being the first work of the kind executed" in Eng
land. This was the Sankey Canal, running from the mouth of the
Sankey Brook, in the Mersey, to St. Helen's. It is, however, little
more than an improved edition of the long-used river navigation,
as the brook is all along a feeder to the canal, which was by the
side of it. Its length is not more than 12 miles, the fall about
78 feet, with eight single locks and two double ones, so that this
first of our canal enterprises was no great work. Mr. John Eyes,
of Liverpool, was the engineer.
The opening of the Bridgwater Canal gave a new impetus to
this branch of enterprise. The Louth Canal got its act in 1763,
little more than a year after the opening of the Bridgwater. The
greater part of this canal is on a continuous level, very little above
the sea, running from the Humber, near Tetney Haven, to the
River Ludd. 'I he length is but 14 miles, and the original estimate
16,500/. It was so defectively constructed, notwithstanding the
facilities of the county, that the whole affair, after 28,000/. above
the estimate had been raised on loan, was assigned to a single
man, Mr. Chaplin, to manage in his own way. This was the re
sult of a too stringent economy in starting. It took a long time
to get public companies to understand their own interest. The
Louth Canal is now a useful work, as far as it goes, and very bene
ficial to the town of Louth and the neighbourhood.
The next canal attempted—in fact, the third opened in the
country—was, like the Bridgwater Canal, the speculation of a
single man. In 1764, Sir J. H. Duval cut a canal through the
solid rock, for the purpose of connecting Hartlepool Harbour, in
the county of Durham, with the sea. The canal is but 300 yards
long. The next canal was likewise a private undertaking, pro
jected and executed by a single man. Mr. J. Rymer made a canal
from his coal and lime works to the tideway in Kidvelly Harbour.
He obtained his act in 1766. Long after, in 1812, a company un
dertook to improve and extend the canal, construct tramroads in
connection with it, &c, from which resulted the present Kidvelly
Canal, with its branches and adjuncts.
Thus, out of the four canals first executed, three were strictly
private. In 1766 the first really important public canal was com
menced, the Staffordshire and Worcestershire. This work was en
gineered by Brindley himself, to proceed from the Severn, at
Stourport, to the Trent and Mersey navigation, near Heywood,
in Staffordshire. Its rise is considerable, as upon the top level it
runs for 10 miles at a height of 294 feet above the Severn at
Stourport, and of 352 feet above low-water mark at Runcorn. In
length it is almost 47 miles, and it cost 1 12,000/., including a
variety of accessary expenses in clearing away shoals from the bed
of the_ Severn. The trade on this canal is immense.
The Trent and Mersey Canal was commenced in 1766. It was
suggested by the Duke of Bridgwater, with whose water commu
nication it is at one point connected, and was executed up to the
time of his death by Mr. Brindley. The original estimate was
130,000/., but it cost 334,000/. Little wonder, for it comprises
127 aqueducts and culverts—one of the former over the River
Dove being very extensive—91 locks, and 6 tunnels. The famous
Harecastle Tunnel, 2,880 yards long, is situated on the summit
level of this canal, whose total length is 93 miles.
The next undertaking in chronological order is one of the
noblest works in the kingdom. The Forth and Clyde Canal whs
begun in 1768. This canal, commencing in the Forth at Grange
mouth Harbour, passes within two miles of Glasgow, and thence
into the Clyde, being the first realised attempt at connecting the
two great seas of our island. Its length is 35 miles, and the
greatest rise 155 feet. By the recent improvements it has under
gone, sea-borne craft, drawing 10 feet water, are able to navigate
I through it, between the Irish Sea and the German Ocean. 'The
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locks are 74 feet long by 20 wide: they are 39 in number. On its
was commenced in 1783. The longest of the tunnels—the Tarlecourse are 33 drawbridges, 10 large aqueducts, and 33 smaller ton Tunnel—is on this canal; it is 28-miles long. It runs from
Stroud to Cirencester, with a length somewhat above 30 miles.
ones. Among it* many reservoirs is one that covers 70 acres,
with a depth of 22 feet at the sluice. The first idea of this under
The original estimate for this work was 190,000/., the actual cost
taking dates as far back as the time of Charles II.—that monarch
above 500,000/.; one of the largest excesses in canal history—and
having taken preparatory measures for cutting a channel in the the more strange, as there are no branches. It has 42 locks. A
same direction for the passage of ships of war. The design was union between the Thames and Severn, by means of the Avon, was
calculated to cost 500,000/., but was far too magnificent for the another of Charles II.'s projects.
The other canals executed during the period alluded to were the
impoverished exchequer of the Stuarts. In 1723 a fresh survey
and estimate was made by a good engineer, Mr. Gordon, but Basingstoke, about 40 miles long, cost about 186,000/.; the Erewash,
nothing more was done until 1764, when Lord Napier employed running from the Trent to Langley-bridge, about 12 miles, cost
Mr. Maskell to make a report, the result of which was, that the 23,000/.; the Cromford, from the Erewash to Cromford, 18 miles,
celebrated Smeaton was engaged to undertake the work according on which are one or two of our finest aqueducts, cost 86,000/.; the
to the present plan. Sundry difficulties, as usual, arose—the chief Bradford, 3 miles long, cost 9,000/.; the Dudley, of which the
being the enormous enhancement of the cost. The estimates fixed original plan was a length of 13 miles, at a cost of 12,000/., but
this at 147,337/, but when this had been expended, and between the expense of cuts and connecting branches amounted to some
70,000/. and 80,000/. additional borrowed, the projectors found that where about 150,000/. additional; the Market Weiyhton, 11 miles
only about half the length had been, though with much rapidity, long; the Andover, 22^ miles long, cost 65,000/.; the St. Columo,
completed. Disputes then occurred with the engineer, amidst 6 miles long; the Shropshire, a canal of 7 miles from the furnaces
which the works stood still, but being presently recommenced, the at Coalbrook Dale to the Severn; the Stourbridge, and three
canal was brought to within 6 mile3 of the Clvde, when its further private canals—one executed by Sir J. Ramsden, near H uddersprogress was again stayed by the want of funds. An act passed in field, another by Sir N. Gresley, near Newcastle-under-Lyne, and
1784, alleviated this difficulty, by enabling the proprietors to bor
the third by Lord Thanet, a short affair, near Skipton Castle.
row money from the Scotch Barons of Exchequer, out of the for
After 1790 a violent impetus was given to canal speculations.
feited estates, and with this assistance the work was completed in Between that date and 1795 no less than 43 canals were planned,
1 790. The whole stock amounted at last to 5 1 9,840/.—considerably and acts relative to 15 new undertakings were passed in 1793—the
beyond the sum estimated by Charles II. for his ship canal, and largest number of any year in history. The dates of the first
which, if mentioned at the beginning, would have stifled the pro
acts, relative to two of the most important undertakings in the
ject in its birth.
kingdom, the Grand Junction and the Kennet and Avon, belong
As a collateral assistance to the navigation of the Forth, the to this period, being passed, the one in 1793, and the other in 1794.
Borrowstmiess Canal was commenced in the same year with the The first of these, one of the most spirited enterprises of the kind,
Forth and Clyde. It is a level canal, about 7 miles long, and cost begins at the Oxford Canal, near Braunston, to the Thames, at
21,000/., the original estimate having been 5,000/. In the same Brentford—a course of 90 miles. The undertaking was the last
year Brindley commenced the Coventry Canal, running from the step in Brindley's grand plan of inland communication throughout
Trent and Mersey to Coventry. The project appeared a failure the country. We had attained already a complete water connec
for some time, as the requisite capital was not forthcoming. But tion between Liverpool, Hull, and London; but the old river com
the Trent and Mersey Company took the matter up in 1782, and munication, with its tortuous course and manifold disadvantages,
the works were begun in earnest; it was finished in 1 790, and forms, still existed in a most important part, that between Oxford and
with the Ashby-de-la-Zouch and Oxford Canals, which communi
London ; and it was to make the canal communication complete
cate with it, the longest canal line in England, being upwards of that Lord Rockingham, in 1792, employed Mr. Baines to make the
70 miles, exclusive of branches. The length of the Coventry survey for the present canal. The first estimate was 600,000/.;
Canal is somewhat short of 38 miles, with very few locks, and a but, as usual, cuts and extensions required the raising of a further
level at the highest of 81 feet. The expense was about 90,000/. sum of 550,000/., making this one of the most expensive under
Brindley'b great object was to connect, by canal navigation, the takings in the kingdom. The length is above 90 miles. There
ports of London, Liverpool, and Hull.
The last link in this are 98 locks and two tunnels, with several deep cuttings; one near
great chain was that grand undertaking, for the time, the Oxford Bulbourne 3 miles long and 30 feet deep for the greater part of
Canal. This work was commenced in 1769, beginning from the the way. There are, besides, several embankments—in fact, this,
Coventry Canal at Longford, and extending to the Thames at on the whole, came nearer to modern railway enterprise than any
Oxford. The whole capital authorised to be raised for this pur
work previous to the commencement of the iron age. From the
pose was upwards of 300,000/.—the original estimate being
summit level at Tring to Harefield-park, a distance of about 21
178,648/. The length is 80 miles, carried at the summit level at
miles, there is a fall of 300 feet—the height of the summit part
the height of 387^ feet above the level of the sea. It has three being 380 feet above the Thames at Limehouse. The Paddington
aqueducts, the one at Brinklow nearly 300 feet long, and two tun
branch, which is a continuation of the Grand Junction, is for
nels, the longest, at Fenny Compton, being 3,564 feet. The level, 34 miles quite level; the water-course for 20 miles, from Paddingat its commencement at the Coventry Canal, is no less than 74 to Uxbridge, requiring but a single lock. The greater part of this
feet above the surface water of that channel, and rises from thence canal was completed in about 10 years.
to the summit level about 75 feet. On the whole, this is one of
The Kennet and Avon Catial. —The most important water link
the most important canals in the kingdom, as forming the connect
between the west and east of the southern counties in England,
ing link between the inland navigation of the northern and south
was commenced in 1794. It runs from the Avon, at Bath, to the
ern districts.
Kennet, at Newburn; and, as the former river runs on to Bristol,
In the 20 years that followed, up to 1790, the number of canals and the latter to the Thames, a communication is effected between
executed in the country was 17—few of them of equal importance Bristol and London; in fact, between the Irish Channel and Ger
with the preceding. Brindley projected the Chesterfield Canal in man Ocean. It completes moreover the water circuit from the
1 769; it was carried on under his direction and that of his brother- northern districts round the island, and passes through or near
in-law, Mr. Henshall, till its completion in 1776, at a cost of several of the most important tow ns in the south. The original
150,000/. Its length is 46 miles, with 65 locks, and one very ex
estimate 570,000/.: but a further sum of 702,000/. was required to
tensive tunnel, 2,850 yards long, near Harthill. Mr. Grundy had
be raised under four successive acts, to complete the undertaking.
proposed another plan, which would have saved 5 miles, and between
The engineering difficulties were in some parts very great. In
20,000/. and 30,000/., but Brindley's experience was preferred.
Somerset and Wiltshire, the country through which it passes is
The undertaking was a very successful one; but the most impor
very rugged. At one place, near Devizes, a fall occurs of 239 feet
tant of Brindley s later suggestions was the Ellesmere and Chester in 2A miles, requiring 29 locks. The length is 57 miles, and the
Canal. The famous aqueduct over the Dee is on this canal car
whole rise 210 feet, with 31 locks, and the fall 404£ feet, with 48
ried at a height of 125 feet above its bed, on 19 pairs of stone locks. The expense per mile (22,315/.) makes this one of the most
pillars, 52 feet apart. Several others of the great specimens of costly canals in the kingdom. A« a property this undertaking has
canal works in the kingdom were of his undertaking. It runs been most injured by the Great Western Railway. The company
from Ellesmere Port to the Montgomery Canal, a distance of were only enabled to compete with the railroad for the carriage of
61 miles, with numberless collateral branches. During the pro
heavy goods, by charging half their prices when they enjoyed the
gress of this canal the greatest possible difficulty was experienced monopoly. The railway at first only professed to carry light
in raising the money. The shares at one time were^sold at 1 per goods, and thus disarmed the opposition of the canal, but it has
cent,
TheofThames
their original
and Severn
value.Canal,
The another
whole cost
of was
Brindley's
nearly 400,000/.
projects, ended, as might have been anticipated, in carrying everything.
One or two of the aqueducts on the canal are of beautiful atmc
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ture, the Dundas aqueduct especially, which is situated about
4 miles from Bath.
The number of the works now undertaken prevented the com
mencement of new designs, and besides the continental disturb
ances began to be seriously felt. From 1795, to the end of the
century, only four canals were commenced—the Grand Western,
the Dorset and Somerset, the Newcastle Junction, and the Aber
deenshire. All these, though very useful works, were but of se
condary importance. The first-named, running from the Exe to
Taunton, cost about 330,000/.—the length is about 35 miles. The
second was never executed; the third is a very trifling affair; and
the fourth only goes to the length of 19 miles: 36 canals have
been commenced in the present century, the principal of which are
the Regent's and the Caledonian. The larger undertakings were
often abandoned, at least in their chief points, which was the case
with the Bridgwater and Taunton. The Caledonian, as will be
seen, does not pay at all. The Grand Surrey, the original sub
scription for which was 45,000/., but which cost above 300,000/. ad
ditional, pays a very trifling per centage. The Edinburgh and
Glasgow, the Macclesfield, and the Grand Union, are the three other
of most importance. Enterprise was, however, busy about the old
lines—most of' which received important improvements in this
period.
All the undertakings here enumerated have been completed by
private persons, either singly or in association. The only work
actually undertaken by the government has been the Caledonian
Canal. Watt first surveyed this line, but it was carried into exe
cution by Telford. It cuts completely through the Scotch islands,
commencing at the foot of Ben Nevis, and running through three
Scotch lakes to Inverness. The length of the whole is above
60 miles; but very little more than 23 of this is canal, the remain
der being being lakes. The original intention was to facilitate the
transport of Baltic timber, but the traffic has turned out far
below the original expectation. The cost to the government has
been above 1,000,000/.; and in 1842 the expenditure for wages and
maintenance actually exceeded the receipts; the former being
2,090/., and the latter 2,038/. We must add, indeed, that 576/. of
the charges are put down as extraordinary expenditure in building
boat-houses, &c; but, even so, the surplus would have been very
little more than 500/. There are 28 locks on this canal, of which
a chain of eight, called Neptune's Staircase, alone cost 5,000/.
The works of the canal are of first-rate order, and the channel of
enormous breadth and depth, as being intended for ship naviga
tion. The width at top is 110 feet; at bottom, 50; depth, 20 feet;
the locks 172 feet by 40. All this explains the cost, together with
the nature of the country through which the canal passes; but it
is an instance of the failure of government undertakings, as far
as mere profit is concerned. Vessels of upwards of 160 tons often
pass the canal,—Daily News,

THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY OF A LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINE.
In all investigations as to the effects produced by the locomotive
engine, it is absolutely necessary to determine accurately the po
sition of its centre of gravity. As the ordinary method of ascer
taining this point by calculation is both tedious and unsatisfactory,
1 am induced to give the outlines of a mode which has suggested
itself to me, and which, with careful application, will, I find, give
an accurate result. The annexed engraving represents a fourwheeled •engine, whose axles are 7 feet from centre to centre.
Having first carefully ascertained the total weight of the engine,
the weight on each pair of wheels must be obtained by repeated
trials on a good weighing machine. Suppose these weights are
found to be respectively H=9 tons, and F=7 tons; the position of
a vertical line CC'O, passing through the centre of gravity, can be
found by the equation x = - , where x = distance of the line
CC'O from AH ; /= 7 tons, the weight on the front wheels ; d = 7
feet, the distance between the axles; and t = 1(> tons, or total
weight of the engine.
Having thus found the line CC'O, it must be chalked upon the
barrel of the boiler. Assume for a moment that C is the position
of the centre of gravity : draw the line Cf. If now the front
wheels be placed on the weighing machine, and the hind part of
the engine raised until the insistent weight indicated is equal to
16 tons, it is evident that the point C will be in a vertical line
passing through the points C and/*. By suspending two plumb-
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lines in a plane at right angles to the road on which the engine
stands, and intersecting the point f, whenever the whole weight of
the engine is thrown upon this point, the lineCCO will be inter
sected by the plumb-lines in the point C.

Could the above method be practically applied, it would be the
most simple way of arriving at a knowledge of the point ; but as
it would be dangerous both to the engine and machine thus to dis
pose a weight of (in some instances) thirty tons, it has only been
mentioned that the following plan may be more readily under
stood :—On an inspection of the figure, it will be seen that the
line EQ is equidistant between H and F, and in this line the cen
tre of gravity would have been situated had the weights on H and
F been respectively 8 tons. The front wheels having been again
placed on the weighing machine, two plumb-lines must be sus
pended as before, but in a plane passing through the line EQ,
which may be termed the line of equipoise. It is evident now that
if we lift the engine behind, the plumb-lines will intersect the line
CC, whenever the weight indicated by the machine is equal to
8 tons, and the centre of gravity will be situated in their intersec
tion. In this operation, compensation must be made for that por
tion of the total weight which tends to move the front wheels for
ward. The amount of this force can be easily calculated, but it is
better in practice to compensate it by passing the lifting rope
round a pulley, so that its direction may be in a right line with the
framing of the engine when lifted.
I have used a four-wheeled engine to exemplify my mode of
proceeding, because it is the simplest; but a six-wheeled engine
can be treated in the same way, wnen the lines CC'O and EQ have
been found. If h, m, and / represent the weights on the hind,
middle, and front wheels, and d the distance between h and m,—a
equipoise.
the
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x = fV
— will be the position of CCO, the vertical line passing
through the centre of gravity.

The High Level Bridge on the Tyne, at Newcastle, on the York and Ber
wick line of railway, will, it is expected, be opened on the 1st of August. The
key of the list arch was driven home on the 7ih ult., by the Msyor of
Gateshead, Mr. Hawks, of Hawks, Crawsbay, and Co., the contractor* for
the ironwork. The first pile was driven on the 24th of April, 1846, in pre
sence of its designer, Mr. R. Stephenson, M.P. ; and the first segment of
the first arch was placed so lately as the 10th of July last. The ironwork
rising to a height of 120 feet above the bed of the river, much caution was
called for, and from the careful and expensive arrangements therefore made,
there has been neither loss of life nor limb in the fixing of the six massive
arches, many of the castings of which weighed from 10 to 12 tons each.
The cost of theabridje when completed is estimated to be 243,096/.; the
viaduct through Gateshead and Newcastle, 113,057/. ; land, compensation.
Sic, 135,000/. total, 491,153/.
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REGISTER

OF NEW PATENTS.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
Frederick Collieb, Bakewell, of Hampstead, for "improve
ment* in making communicationsfrom one place to another by means of
electricity."—Granted December 2, 1848; Enrolled June 2, 1849.
This invention consists, in the first place, of methods of copying,
by means of electricity, written or printed characters for tele
graphic communications; and, secondly, of modes of breaking and
renewing the electric circuits with different stations, so as to corre
spond only with the place required.
To carry out the first part of the invention, two or more instru
ments are made as exactly alike as possible, so as to give equal
motions to a cylinder on each instrument. . Parallel to the cylinder
is a screw, which carries a traversing nut from end to end as the
cylinder revolves. To the nut an arm is attached, at the end of
which there is a metal style or point that presses on the cylinder,
and is insulated from the rest of the instrument. The point is
connected with one of the poles of the voltaic battery, and the
cylinder with the other. On to the cylinder of one of the instru
ments the message to be transmitted is attached. The message is
written on tin-foil with varnish or other non-conducting substance,
and the electric circuit is completed whenever the point is resting
on the tin-foil, and is interrupted when the point rests on the var
nish writing. On the cylinder of the receiving instrument paper,
saturated with a solution which electricity will easily decompose,
is placed ; and as a similar metal point presses upon it, whenever
the electric circuit is completed, by passing from the point to the
paper, a mark is made. Thus, by the revolution of the cylinders,
and the traversing of the nuts, spiral lines very close together are
drawn on the paper; but the circuit being interrupted when the
point of the transmitting instrument rests on the varnish, those
parts remain white. In this manner, if the transmitting and re
ceiving instruments be moving exactly together, the point of the
former, by passing several times over each line of writing, will
cause the marking point to produce the forms of the letters on the
paper, the writing appearing white on a dark ground, constituted
of numerous fine lines.
It is essential that the corresponding instruments should move
synchronously. To effect this, the patentee employs electro-mag
nets, to regulate at certain intervals the continuous rotations of
the cylinders. Several methods by which this may be done are
noticed, but the mode preferred is to use pendulums actuated by
clock-work, which at each vibration strike against moveable wires
or fine springs, that serve to bring the electro-magnets into action,
by completing the circuit with local voltaic batteries, one of which
is attached to each instrument. The electro-magnets being thus
brought into action at each beat of the pendulums, they are made
to regulate the instruments, by causing a detent fixed to the keep
ers to press against projections in the cylinders. The movement
of each cylinder is made rather faster than the resulting motion
required; and the distant instruments are regulated to keep to
gether by retarding their movements in a slight degree each time
that the electro-magnets are put in action by the pendulums. As
a means of ascertaining whether they are moving synchronously, a
strip of paper is placed at right angles to the lines of writing on
the transmitting instrument; and this produces a corresponding
white mark on the paper, by which the operator is enabled to tell
with great exactness whether the pendulum of his instrument is
vibrating faster or slower than the other, and he can thus adjust it
to correspond. wThe starting of the two instruments is contrived
by means of an electro-magnet, put in action by the electric cur
rent transmitted along the connecting wires. The keeper of the
magnet presses against the fan of the receiving instrument, and
when the circuit is momentarily interrupted by the starting of the
transmitting instrument, the keeper falls back and liberates the
fan.
To copy print with these instruments, a portion of the printers'
ink may be transferred to tin-foil by pressure, or the foil may be
printed on from types. In copying small print, or small writing,
the cylinder of the receiving instrument should be larger than that
of the transmitting instrument, and the screw of the traversing
nut coarser, so as to produce a magnified copy of the original.
The patentee describes a variation in the mode of copying, by
using several points instead of one, so that several lines of writing
may be copied at the same time, the electricity being conducted
rapidly from point to point in succession. The rapidity with which
the copying process may be carried on may be inferred from the
size of the cylinder and the rapidity of its revolutions. The dia
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meter of the cylinder appears from the drawings to be about six
inches, and it is stated that it may be regulated to make thirty re
volutions in a minute, and that seven times traversing over each
line of writing is sufficient for copying distinctly. On a cylinder
six inches diameter, about one hundred letters might be written in
a line, and that would amount to more than four hundred letters
per minute, with a single wire. In consequence of this rapidity of
action, the patentee says that the copying telegraph affords pecu
liar facilities for establishing a system of stated transmissions and
deliveries throughout the day ; every half-hour being named as the
interval between the communications with each town in the cir
cuit.
The annexed woodcut (Fig. H
Fig.represents
1.
a plan of the copying

instrument. I, I, represent the frame containing the train of
wheels for giving motion to the cylinder C; D, the drum from
which the weight is suspended ; and F, the fan which prevents ac
celeration. S, the screw on which the nut, N, traverses, carrying
the point P; M, the regulating electro-magnet; L, the keeper
and the connecting lever which presses against the projections E,
E, to retard and regulate the motion of the cylinder. To the

Fig. 2.

clock-plate p, from which the pendulum B (seen iu section) is sus
pended, there are fixed ivory brackets h, A, which support platinum
wires c, c, fixed to a cross wire o, that slides easily on the brackets.
The wires from the voltaic battery t>, are connected with the clock29
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plate and with the platinum wires, so that each time that the pen
dulum strikes against c, c. the connection is made, and the magnet
acts. V, and Y, are the wires connected with the distant instru
ment and with the decomposing voltaic batteries.
The second part of the invention is carried into effect by causing
magnetic needles that are deflected by the electric current in the
main telegraph wire, to bring into action separate voltaic batteries
and electro-magnets at each station ; by which means the return
circuit through the earth is interrupted, and the station next in
succession is placed in circuit. Fig. 2 shows this arrangement,
which is repeated at each station, a, is the main wire; N, a mag
netic needle, that may be deflected to the right or left in the usual
manner; e, e, are the ends of fine platinum wires, so arranged in
connection with the wires from the voltaic battery V, that when
the needle is deflected, the electric circuit is completed, and the
electro- magnet is brought into action. The wire A, A, connects the
main wire with the earth, and in the position shown the electric cir
cuit is completed through the telegraphic instrument E. I, a wheel
actuated by clock-work to make a revolution in about four mi
nutes, and the electric connection is made through it by the wire
p. When the magnet is brought into action, it withdraws the
detent rf, and, by setting the wheel in motion, it breaks the con
nection until half a revolution has been made, and it rests on
the opposite pin o. In this manner, all intervening stations may
be thrown out of circuit until the one required is attained. Modi
fications of this arrangement are shown, by which the communica
tions with branch lines may be opened and closed at will.
The patentee claims,—
1st, The arrangements described and shown for copying, at a
distance, written or printed characters by means of electricity.
2nd, The employment of electro-magnets for regulating the
continuous movements of distant instruments, either with or with
out the application of pendulums.
3rd, The use of preconcerted marks on the transmitting instru
ment to serve as guides in regulating the receiving instrument.
4th, The arrangement for breaking the electric circuit at distant
stations by means of local voltaic batteries and local electro-mag
nets, brought into action by magnetic needles deflected by the
electric current transmitted through the main wire; also the mode
of renewing the circuit by the mechanism described.

RAILWAY WHEELS.
WitMAM Wharton, superintendent of the carriage department
of the London and North-Western Railway Station, Eustonsquare, Middlesex, for "improvements in the construction of whicles
to be used on railways, or on other roads and ways."—Granted De
cember 15, 18+8; Enrolled June 15, 1849.
The improvements relate, first, to the construction of wheels of
vehicles used on railways or other roads. The construction of the
wheel is as follows :—Into the boss, or nave, the ends of curved
wrought-iron spokes are cast, or in some cases the nave may be
made of wrought-iron; the spokes are connected to a wooden
felloe, and to the tyre, by countersunk bolts and nuts ; and be
tween each pair of spokes, wedge-shaped pieces of metal are
placed, and connected together by a bolt, passed through a hole
formed therein,—the lower extremity of the bolt having a thread,
a corresponding thread being formed in the hole in the wedge, into
which the bolt takes; and by turning round the said bolt in one
direction by a spanner, the wedge-shaped pieces will be made to
approach towards each other, and compress the curved sides of the
spokes, and thereby cause that part of the spoke in contact with
the felloe to be pressed forcibly against it; and such pressure will
be transmitted from the felloe' to the tyre; and in this manner a
solid and substantial wheel is formed.
Another form of construction of wheel consists in having the
cast-iron boss or nave of the wheel formed in two parts, the tvre
being connected to the boss or nave in the following manner:—The
boss or nave has holes formed therein, through which holts are
passed, in a radial direction from the centre of the wheel, the bolts
being employed for the purpose hereinafter-mentioned, connected
to the boss or nave by countersunk bolts and nuts, passed through
holes formed in the parts of the nave and block, the outer extre
mity of each of the blocks being securely connected to a ring of
wrought-iron, formed with two flanges, by means of countersunk
bolts passed through holes formed in the tyre, the ring, and block ;
and there is a hole formed through the centre of each block, and
fitted with a short tube of metal, for the purpose of connecting
these last-mentioned parts together by means of a split key, passed
through a hole in tlis; end of the bolt. Wedge-shaped pieces of
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metal are placed between each pair of wood blocks, and connected
thereto, and to the boss or nave, by a bolt and nut; or the bolt may
be either cast into the nave of the wheel, in which case, there
would be a nut upon its other extremity; or tbe said bolt may be
screwed into the nave of the wheel instead of passing through it,
by turning round the bolt by means of a spanner. The wedgeshaped piece will be forcibly pressed against and between each pair
of blocks, and as each of these wedges is successively tightened,
it will be obvious that each block will be compressed. The grain
or fibre of the wood blocks must be placed radiating from the cen
tre of the wheel, and in this manner a solid and substantial wheel
is formed. It should be observed, that the wedges may be easily
tightened from time to time by the means before described, should
the shrinkage of the wood blocks require it.
Another modification of the wheel first described is as follow*:—
In this case the wooden felloe is entirely dispensed with, the spokes
being in close contact with the tyre of the wheel, and connected
thereto in a similar manner to the former wheel.
Another part of the invention consists in constructing wheels
for common roads upon the principle described with reference to
wheels to be used on railways. The difference consists simply in
making the. tyre of the wheel for common roads flat instead of
flanged, and the nave must be formed to suit the axle upon which
it is to be placed; in other respects, the arrangement and construc
tion of the wheels are similar to those before described.

THE BRITANNIA TUBULAR BRIDGE.
The great engineering exploit of the month has been the floating
of one of the large tubes to its place across the Menai Straits, and
which was to have taken place on Tuesday, 19th ult., but owing to
some slight failure in one of the capstans, it was deferred until the
following day, when it was completed at half-past nine o'clock in
the evening. The perilous work had to be accomplished within 90
minutes, and if it had exceeded that time the chances were that
the tube would have been wrecked; however, so well were the
movements directed, it was accomplished in 85 minutes, leaving
five minutes to spare.
The cables that were used to guide the pontoons were twelve
inches in circumference, and said to be three miles in length; there
were about 300 men employed at the capstans, moorings, &c, be
sides steamers engaged to tow the leviathan tube. It was floated
obliquely, and one end brought against the centre pier, then gra
dually swung round, its face to the space between the piers.
The
swinging the other end round to the tower on the Anglesea side
was a work of great risk and anxiety; fortunately, such was the
nicety of the arrangements, and the rapidity or the directing
movements, that the final step was perfectly successful, and, by
the vigorous action of a gigantic implement like a vice, the tube
was clenched at its extremity, and in an instant held fast. On this
occasion, in addition to Mr. Stephenson and Captain Claxton, Mr.
Clarke, Mr. Brunei, and Mr. Locke were on the tube, rendering
valuable and unceasing assistance throughout the perilous pro
cess.
The next operation, that of elevating the tube to its permanent
position, will be accomplished as soon as possible. This is to be
done by huge hydraulic presses, similar in design to those described
in the Journal, Vol. XL, 1848, p. 87 and 217, but of a larger de
scription, commensurate with the size of the works, one cylinder
alone being almost large enough at the entrance to contain a man
standing, and of the ponderous weight of 40 tons. It is the most
powerful machine ever constructed. The two end tubes will then
be raised, and it is expected, from the rapidity of the movements,
that this great iron highway over the Straits will be ready for the
passage of trains in the autumn.
The names of the gentlemen who have been continuously en
gaged on this great work, under Mr. Stephenson, since 1847 are
—Captain Moorsom, the resident director; Mr Frank Forster, the
resident engineer; Messrs. E. and L. Clarke and Wild, assistant
engineers; Messrs. Nowell, Hemingway, and Pearson, contractors
for the masonry, and Mr. T. E. Rawlinson, chief inspector of ma
sonry; Messrs. Mare, of Blackwall, and Messrs. Garfortb, of Dunkinfield, contractors for the iron tubes; Mr. J. Greaves, general
manager of the masonry; Messrs. J. and A. Greaves, contractors
for the scaffolding and stages. Mr. G. Campbell, engineer of the
tube work, and Messrs. J. Morris and H. Hodgkinson, managers of
it; and Messrs. Easton and Amos, who constructed the hydraulic
machinery
A very interesting
for lifting description
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with the construction
of thei rt
tubes, by an engineer resilient on the
OteruMrtront/i
spot, has just been published by Messrs. Chapman and Hall, to
whom we are indebted for the accompanying engravings and de
scriptive account.
Origin and Necessity of the Bridge.—In 1844 the Chester and
Holyhead Railway Company was formed, and it was soon perceived
by their engineer that the grand difficulty of the line was, how to
carry it over the estuary of the Conway and the Menai Straits.
As it is impossible to make use of the chain suspension bridge for
the passage of heavy railway trains, its flexibility rendering it
wholly unfit for cases where a stiff inflexible roadway is required,
some other mode of accomplishing the object was necessary; and
the difficulty in the way of this arose from the following causes:—
At both places there is a considerable traffic, carried on by vessels
of large size, to avoid any interference with which, it was requisite
that, in the building of the bridges, no scaffolding or centering
should be used, since that, if employed, would of course obstruct
the passage. In the case of the Menai Straits, Mr. Stephenson
met this requirement by a design for a bridge, of two cast-iron
arches, the span of each to be 450 feet; the height of the crown
of the arch 100 feet, and of the springing 50 feet, from the water;
the use of centering being with great ingenuity dispensed with, by
connecting by tie-rods the half-arches on each side of the centre
pier with each other. The site intended for this was that on which
the present bridge is being erected. But the first difficulty having
been surmounted, another and far more serious one presented
itself. The Commissioners of the Admiralty, on this design being
submitted to them for approval, insisted on a height of 100 feet
above the water, not merely at the crown of the arch, but also close
to the piers; thus giving but two alternatives—to retain the arched
form, but increase its height by 50 feet; or, relinquishing the arched
form, to construct on some entirely new method, a beam, which
should depend for its stability simply on the strength of its parts; the
first requirement, moreover, rendering it necessary that it should
be either constructed in its ultimate position on a suspending
scaffolding, or else lifted entire, and at once, into its place, after
having been put together elsewhere. The latter alternative was
the one chosen by Mr. Stephenson. His proposition of a tube or
girder, 460 feet in clear length, strong enough not only to carry
a railway train, but to bear its own weight, was received by the
public, on its first announcement, with almost universal incre
dulity. However, though the public doubted, the railway com
pany had confidence in their engineer; and his labours and inves
tigations have resulted in the present tubular bridges, which, from
their stupendous magnitude, the singularity of their form, and the
gigantic nature of the operations by which entire bridges of such
unexampled weight are transported and raised into their position,
have excited more interest, both in the scientific world and the
public, than any other engineering works of the present day. We
have said that the arch and the chain bridge being unavailable,
Mr. Stephenson was driven to adopt the third possible form— that
of a beam; and we would impress on our readers that these tubes
are nothing but gigantic beams; they derive no strength from any
transmission of horizontal pressure to the abutments, as is derived
by the arch; nor from any mode of suspension, as in the chain

leaving the end of the bridge, passing close under the Anglcsea
column. The shores are of the same precipitous and shelving
character at both places, but the stream is wider here than at the
suspension bridge, being about 1,100 feet across at high water. It
is divided nearly exactly in the middle by the Britannia Rock,
which at high water is covered to a depth of 10 feet. The rise
and fall of the tide is ordinarily 20 feet, and its velocity very
great, often as much as 8^ miles an hour. It is from the Britannia
Rock that the bridge takes its name, the centre pier being based
upon it. It and the Anglesea shore consist of chlorite schist, a
very hard and intractable kind of rock, worked with great diffi
culty: from this and the circumstance that no cofferdam was
used, and therefore few hours only could be consecutively spent
on the ruck, some months were passed in laying the bottom course
of the tower. It was commenced in May 1846, the first stone
being laid without ceremony by Frank Forster, Esq., acting en
gineer of the portion of the railway between Conway and Holy
head, and of the masonry, scaffoldings, &c. of the Britannia
Bridge.
Construction.—The stone of which the towers are built is a hard
carboniferous limestone, or marble, called Anglesea marble; it
abounds in fossils, and is capable of receiving a very high polish.
It is obtained from quarries expressly opened for the purpose on
the sea shore at l'cnmon, at the northern extremity of the island,
where it occurs in great abundance and in convenient strata of
every thickness, from 3 feet or 4 feet downwards. The stones are
split off with great dexterity by iron wedges, and wrought into
shape with heavy steel picks. Some of the stones in the work are
no less than 80 feet in length, and others weigh from 12 to 14 tons.
A great portion of the interior masonry, however, is built of red
sandstone, from Runcorn, in Cheshire. This is a very soft stone,
and easily worked, but at the same time very durable, especially
when not exposed. The stones in the towers are all left with a
rough or quarry face, except at the angles and in the recesses and
the entablature at the top.
This circumstance, coupled with
their immense size and height, gives the towers a truly noble ap
pearance.
The approaches to the bridge are ornamented on each side by
collossal statues of lions, in the Egyptian stvle. They are each
composed of eleven pieces of limestone, and, although in a couchant attitude, are 12 feet in height. Their length is 25 feet, and
their weight about 30 tons. Being associated with so many other
large objects, their real size is not apparent. They were sculp
tured by Mr. Thomas, of the new Houses of Parliament. It was
once contemplated to surmount the centre tower with a figure of
Britannia, in stone, 60 feet in height, by the same artist; but the
idea for the present is abandoned. The designs for the masonry,
both for this and the Conway, were furnished by F. Thompson.
Esq., of London. When the whole structure is completed, it will
consist of two immense wrought-iron tunnels or tubes, each con
siderably upwards of a quarter of a mile in length, placed side by
side, through which the up and down trains respectively will pass.
The ends of these tubes rest on abutments, the intermediate por
tions being supported across the Straits by three massive and lofty
stone towers. The centre tower, as has been just observed, stand*

bridge, but resist incumbent pressure on exactly the same princi
ples as the short plank does by which the village brook is crossed.
But their form, and the method of employing the material of
which they are composed, is so novel and beautiful, and so very
different to those of a simple beam or girder, that we would
willingly draw the attention of our readers to a few of these
points before proceeding to a detailed description of the tubes
themselves.
Description of the Work.—The particular spot at which the
Britannia Bridge crosses the Menai Straits is exactly a mile
uearer to Carnarvon than the suspension bridge; the railway, after

on a rock, which is covered by the tide at high water. The side
towers stand on the opposite shores, each at a clear distance of
460 feet from the centre tower. The abutments are situated inland,
at a distance of 230 feet from the side towers. Th« Britannia
tower is 62 feet by 52ft. 5 in. at the base; it has a gentle taper, so
that where the tubes enter it is 55 feet by 45 ft. 4 in. Ita total
height from the bottom of the foundations will be, when com
pleted, nearly 230 feet; it contains 148,625 cubic feet of limestone
and 144,625 of sandstone, weighing very nearly 20,000 tons, and
there are 387 tons of cast-iron built into it in the shape of bearan
and girders. The land towers are each 62 foet by 52 ft. 5 in. at
29*
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the base, tapering to 55 feet by 32 feet at the level of the bottom
of the tubes; their height is 190 feet from high water; they con
tain 210 tons of cast-iron in beams and girders. The chief dimen
sions of the masonry, as well as of the tubes, will be seen upon
the engraving, which shows an elevation of the Carnarvon half of
the bridge. The scaffolding, both for the erection of the masonry
and for the support of the small tubes during their construction,
is of the same description as that employed at the Nelson Column,
Trafalgar-square, London, and at the new Houses of Parliament.
It is that known to builders as "whole timber scaffolding;" its
name distinguishing it from the old kind, which was constructed
in a most cumbrous manner, with round poles and cords. The
timbers here are '-whole balks"—logs of from 12 to 16 inches
square, and some of them as long as 60 feet, and the method of
uniting them is such, that when taken down the timber is unin
jured—nay, often increased in value from being more thoroughly
seasoned by exposure to the weather. The scaffold below the land
tube on the Anglesea side is, from the form of the shore, very lofty
—more than 100 feet in height at its outer end. As a piece of
construction it is most admirable; and from the multitude of cross
struts and bracing timbers, interlacing each other, its appearance
is very picturesque. That on the Carnarvon shore is not so lofty,
but is of the same excellent construction.
It will be seen presently that the weight which these scaffolds
will have to support, when the small tubes are completed, is about
1,300 tons. The framing round the Britannia tower rises to the
vast height of nearly 250 feet, and at this elevation stones of many
tons weight are transported over all parts of the tower with perfect
ease, by means of travelling windlasses, called gantries, which roll
upon rail laid on the top horizontal timbers. Notwithstanding the
constant and very heavy winds that it has been exposed to, this
scaffolding, which looks so light and slender, has stood hitherto
without injury.
The four great Tubes.—The length of one of these tubes, as
constructed on the platform, is 472 feet; that is, 12 feet longer
than the clear span between the towers. This additional length is
intended to afford a temporary bearing of 6 feet at each end, after
they are raised into their places, until there is time to form the
connection between them across the towers. Our London readers
will better appreciate the great length of these tubes by remem
bering that if one of them were placed on end in St. Paul's Church
yard, it would reach ]07 feet higher than the top of the cross!
The span, in fact, is much greater than has ever before been at
tempted, except in bridges on the suspension principle. The
length of the iron arch of Southwark Bridge, in London, tlie
largest rigid span in this country, is 240 feet. The height of the
tubes is not the same at all parts of their length. It is greatest
at the centre in the Britannia tower, where it is 30 feet outside,
and diminishes gradually towards the ends, at which, in the abut
ments, the external height is only 22 ft. 9 in.; the top forms a
regular arch, (a true parabolic curve), and the bottom is quite
straight and horizontal. The clear internal height is, on account
of the double top and bottom, less by 4 feet than the external—
being 26 feet at the centre, and 18 ft. 9 in. at the extreme end.
The land tubes are outside 27 feet, and inside 23 feet high at their
smaller ends. The intermediate heights will be seen on reference
to the figure. The internal width from side to side is 14 feet,
though the clear space for the passage of the trains is but
13 ft. 5 in.; the whole width outside is 14 ft. 8 in. The general
method of the construction of the tubes is readily seen. They
consist of sides, top and bottom—all formed of long narrow
wrought-iron plates, varying in length from 12 feet downwards,
and in width from 2 ft. 4 in. to 1 ft. 9 in. The direction in which
these plates are laid is not, as may be at first sight supposed, arbi
trary or immaterial, but is governed by the directions of the strains
in the different parts of the tube. Thus, in the top and bottom,
where the strain is in the direction of the length of the tube, the
plates are laid lengthwise, whilst in the sides they are run up and
down. The plates, which are of the same manufacture as those
used for making boilers—"boiler-plate"—are of the best quality,
principally from Staffordshire. They vary in thickness from f to
| of an inch; some of them weigh nearly 7 cwt., and are among
the largest that it is possible to roll with any existing machinery.
In the sides, the plates are alternately 6 ft. 6 in. and 8 ft. 8 in. m
length, 2 feet in breadth, and ^-inch thick, except at the ends,
where tbey become somewhat thicker. They are joined together,
and greatly strengthened and stiffened at the joints by T-shaped
iron both inside and out, reaching from the top to the bottom, and
forming a complete pillar at every 2 feet, in the same manner as
the frames in a window-sash form a pillar between each two panes.
Jt is the projection of this T iron inside the tubes that reduces the
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clear space to 13 ft. 8 in. The longest plates are in the bottom.
They are 12 feet long, by 2 ft. 4 in. in width, arranged in double
layers, each layer being nine-sixteenths of an inch thick at the
centre of the large tube, and seven-sixteenths at the ends. Those
forming the top are each 6 feet in length, and 1 ft. 9 in. in breadth.
In the middle of the tubes they are f of an inch thick, diminishing
to |ths at the ends. These thicknesses are all dependent on the
amount of the strains in the tube, as the direction of the plates
was before noticed to be. In the top and bottom will be seen the
cells or Hues of which slight mention has been before made. Of
these there are eight at the top, each I ft. 9 in. square; and six at
the bottom, of the same depth, but wider—viz., 2 ft. 4 in., from
their number being smaller. The vertical partitions which form
these cells are connected to the horizontal plates at top and bot
tom, and the horizontal plates themselves to the sides by angleiron r, fitting into the corners, and rivetted through both. This
r iron weighs in the top 45 lb. per yard, and in the bottom 27 lb.
The connection between the top and bottom and the sides is made
much more substantial by triangular pieces of thick plate, which
are rivetted in across the corners. These are technically called
"gusset-pieces;" they are intended to enable the tube to resist the
cross or twisting strain, to which it will be exposed, from the heavy
and long-continued gales of wind that will assail it in its lofty and
unsheltered situation. They will be seen on the figure, showing
an end view of the tube. The rivets are placed in rows, at dis

tances of 4 inches apart in the top and bottom, and 3 inches in the
sides. They are rather more than an inch in diameter, and are
put into the holes red hot, and a head formed by beating up the
projecting end of the hot rivet by heavy hammers, the operation
being finished by a steel tool, with a cup-shaped end, which gives
the head of the rivet a round and neat appearance. In cooling
they contract strongly, and draw the plates together so powerfully,
that it requires a force of from 4 to 6 tons to each rivet to cause
the plates to slide over each other; this resistance being due solely
to the force of contraction, and independent entirely of the
strength of the rivet itself. Each of the large tubes' contains
327,000 rivets, and the whole bridge about 2,000,000. In all cases
great care has been taken so to distribute the joints of the plates
that they may never come near together; and wherever thev
occur, a thick plate is carefully rivetted over the joint on each
side, so as to maintain an equal strength on every part. The same
rule is observed at the joints of the angle-iron. The rivet-holes
in the plates are formed by a machine which punches out a piece
of iron the exact size of the required hole. The plates are fas
tened upon a sliding-table, which advances at every stroke double
the required space between each rivet; two punches then descend
through the plate and form the holes. In this way about 40 holes
are punched per minute. Each tube contains about 10 miles of
angle and T-iron, and the whole bridge 65 miles. The weight of
the wrought-iron in one of the large tubes is estimated at about
1,600 tons, of which 500 are in the bottom, 600 in the sides, and
500 in the top.
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The Marine Steam-Enqine, designed chiefly for the use of Naval
Officers and Engineers. London: Hebert, 18+9.
The authors of this work are Mr. Main, Professor at the Royal
Navy College, and Mr. Brown, Chief Engineer R.N. Their com
bined talents have produced a work of great interest to those en
gineers who may be engaged in our steam marine; it contains
some valuable suggestions and hints that could only be given by
those who have had extensive experience in the engine-room. The
volume is well illustrated by numerous engravings, given in a re
markably clear manner, which cannot fail conveying to the mind
correct notions of the whole of the details of the steam-engine.
A few extracts from the work will better show its true value than
any observations we may make in its favour.
The First Chapter is introductory, and explains the nature of
Steam. The Second is an explanation of the Marine Engine, en
tering into a minute description of each part, from the cylinder to
the grease-cups. The Third Chapter explains the different direct
action engines that were introduced into the navy about four or
five years since; the Fourth Chapter is on Boilers; and the Fifth
on "Getting up the Steam."
Instances in which it hat been found that the Steam begins to escape before
This the
happens
Pressure
mostly
reaches
with the
large
limitboilers,
prescribed
having
by the
in consequence
Safety- Valve.propor
tionally large safety-valves; and the explanation may be given thus. The
valve being of considerable size, and the spindle in the centre, the edge of
the valve is sprung off its seating, and allows the steam to pass. It becomes
a question for consideration, whether it would not be advantageous, now
that boilers are so large, to employ two valves instead of one.
One cause
On the
of priming
Causes of
at Priming
first starting
whenthe
first
engines
Starting
arisesthefrom
Engines.
the pressure
being taken off the surface of the water in the boiler, and thus enabling the
ebullition to go on with greater violence ; but this is not the principal cause :
the chief reason is, that many foreign substances become mechanically mixed
with the water; for instance, on getting up the steam in a muddy river, such
a* the Thames, the mud will, by boiling, be driven up to the surface of the
water, and accumulating there will prevent the free course of steam to the
steam-chest, and consequently it forces up the water and mud before it. If
there be any mucilage in the water, priming will also take place. Such
water is formed in deep bays and harbours, especially at particular times of
tide, from the mixture of seaweed and decomposing vegetable matter.
There are few persons who have not noticed this fact one way or another.
The cook well knows thartendency a vessel, containing other substances be
sides water, has to boil over at first ; and in making coffee the case is re
markably exemplified : the whole mass will be observed to rise to the sur
face of the coffee-pot when beginning to boil ; but after some time these
effect* are not so remarkable. Two instances of priming from this cause
may be mentioned. As H.M.S.V. Avenger, Captain Dacres, was going into
the very deep bay at Killybegs, Ireland, as the vessel came to an anchor the
boilers primed to such an extent as to make it necessary to baul out the fires,
so much of the water left them through the waste steam-funnel and engines:
indeed, the engines were completely choked with it. Again, a short time
afterwards, in Arran Bay, tbe fires had been hanked up all night, and to sup
ply the loss by evaporation, water from the Bay had been pumped at inter
vals into the boiler ; and consequently when the slides were moved to start
the eogines (the water-surface in the boiler being suddenly relieved of its
pressure), tbe engines nearly stopped ; and at each return of the stroke it
was feared tbe cylinder-covers and bottoms would have given way. Now
this sever took place at sea, unless when the fires were urged.
Some interesting facts may be stated connected with tbe new tubular
boiler fitted to the little 10 horse-power steamer Bee, attached to the Royal
Naval College to assist the students in gaining a practical knowledge of the
steam-engine. When steaming about the harbour, it is found that the boiler
begins to prime as the vessel approaches the inlets where there is tbe most
mucilage ; and also if the water be blown out of tbe boiler, and a fresh
supply admitted, the priming afterwards will depend on the height and state
of tbe tide when the boiler is filled. If the boiler be refilled as the tide is
ebbing, especially at tbe time the water is leaving the mud, all hands are on
the look-out to find the engine-room flooded from the escape-valves; but if
it be filled as the tide is coming in from the sea, or when the water is high,
the same casualties are not expected. A boiler will likewise prime as the ves
sel goes out of salt water into fresh, and also in going out of fresh water into
tbe salt : the first of these cases can be accounted for from the fact, that
fresh water boils at a lower temperature than salt water, and therefore as
the fresh water enters the boiler previously heated, the ebullition is more
violent; but the contrary case is difficult to explain; and indeed, this latter
instance would almost lead one to suppose the former explanation not to be
tbe true one. Tbe same difficulty occurs in attempting remedies for prim
ing; for melted tallow on the surface of some boilers will check the priming,
and in others it will increase it.
We would not enter here into the real cause of priming—namely, the
form and dimensions of the boiler and steam-chest, because that is a matter
beyond tbe control of the engineer and officers of tbe ship ; but it ia very
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clear that if a larger steam-space were allowed, and combustion took place
more slowly, and the boilers were not so contracted at the water-surface as
many of our marine boilera are, we should not hear so much of priming.
It is probably true that those who have the management of the Cornish
engines scarcely know the meaning of the phrase.
Chapters VI., VII., and VIII. relate to "Duties to Machinery
when under steam, during action, and on arriving in harbour;" and
contain some valuable suggestions, from which we give the follow
ing extract :—
On the Number of Boilers to be used when not going at full Speed.*
there is a common practice in our steam navy, when employed on a service
in which particular despatch is not the object, to use half tbe number of
boilers, and proceed at a speed proportionably less, in order to consume less
fuel in traversing the distance. The saving thus effected depends on tbe
fact, that tbe consumption of fuel per hour varies as tbe cube of the speed,
and tbe consumption of fuel per mile depends on the square of the speed.
Suppose, for instance, a vessel to be furnished with four boilers, and that her
speed when using all four is 10 knots, her speed with two boilers would be 8
knots nearly. Let us suppose, for argument sake, each boiler consumed half a
ton an hour ; then, at full speed, 4 half tons, or 2 tons, would drive the ship
over 10 knots, or 1 ton would propel her over 5 knots. Again, in the
second case, 2 half tons, or 1 ton would send her over 8 knots. Hence we
should, by this method, gain 3 knots in distance for every ton of coal : and
we may set it down as a general maxim, that the slower a vessel goes, the
greater the distance she will steam over with the same consumption of fuel.
This is on the supposition that she meets with no strong head-winds, &c,
such as to force her to use all her power. If, however, the wind or tide
would have the effect of making her go astern, her rate through the water,
for the greatest economy of fuel, should be at least half as great again as
she would have gone in the opposite direction if no power bad beeen used.
Thus, if a vessel be steaming up a river which flows at tbe rate of 4 knots,
her most economical speed would not be less than 6 knots, making good 2
knots over the ground.
But it ia a question for mature consideration, whether a still further saving
might not be effected by a different mode of managing the fires. Suppose,
for instance, as we at first had arranged, that the vessel be going at 8 knots,
using two boilers instead of four. The alteration we would propose is, that
instead of using two boilers she should use three ; but that tbe speed of the
ship should still not exceed 8 knots, which she would have had with two
boilera. To effect this, tbe engineer must do all he can to produce a slow
combustion ; and it is supposed by this slow combustion a considerable
saving would be effected. Those of our readers who are conversant with
the mode of producing steam on the Cornish system will be more likely to
appreciate this ; for our endeavour is to make the two methods approximate,
by spreading the fuel over three sets of flues or tubes instead of two, and
so allowing more heat-absorbing surface. One of the authors of this work
(Mr. Brown) had lately an opportunity of trying this plan for a short time
on board 11. M.S. Avenger, though not long enough to obtain any measured
results. An order had been given to go on with two boilers, and the fires
in them were worked in the usual way, and kept in an active state of com
bustion. Shortly afterwards the order was given to proceed with three
boilers, but no additional orders were received to go on faster than with the
two. It was then found that it was scarcely possible to cover the fire-bars
in all the boilers with fuel, the rapid absorption from the great quantity of
surface was so effective in keeping up the steam. The saving of fuel was
very great, but the limited time of the trial would not allow the actual quan
tity to be ascertained. If difficulties should arise, when using large boilers,
in obtaining a small supply of steam—that is to say, if it be found that
when all the fire-bars are covered too much is generated, let one or more
fires in each boiler be put out, and their asb-pit doors closed, to as not to
allow the cool air to enter. And in using the boilers in this way the ashes
may be repeatedly burned over again, merely throwing the clinkers away.
Chapter IX. contains Miscellaneous Rules for calculating the
Power of the Engine, the Screw, &c.
We wish the authors would in a future edition illustrate their
rules with plain arithmetical computations, without having occa
sion to refer constantly to a book of logarithms. Most of the cal
culations could be done in simple arithmetic as easily as with lo
garithms ; it would save the necessity of being obliged to refer to
tables which are not always at hand.
A Treatise on the Law of Dilapidations and Nuisances. By David
Gibbons, Esq., of the Middle Temple, Special Pleader. Second
Edition. London : Weale, 1849.
Mr. Gibbons has retained the old title of his book as the one
best known to the profession; but in order to make it a complete
body of law for architects and surveyors, he has added to it the
law of Highways and Sewers. This book was before received as
the professional authority, but it is so much extended and amended,
and its value has been so much increased, that its reception is in
contestable. It is needless for us to say anything in its recommen
dation, for its character as an accurate compilation depends upon
the reputation of the author, tested by the original work.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
The paper
June
read
b.—Joshua
was a "Description
Field, Esq.,
of a Method
President,
of in
Rolling
the Chair.
Bars for Suepension Bridget, and other like purposes." By Mr. Thomas Howard,
A. lust. C.E.
It was described that by the ordinary process of manufacture, the head,
or end of the link, out of which the eye, or bole for the connecting pin, was
hored, had been sometimes welded on to a parallel rolled bar, or, at other
times, been hammered to the n quired form; both these methods were, how
ever, objectionable, owing, in the former case, to the insecurity, and in the
latter to the tediousness and expense. By the method introduced by Mr.
Howard, the bars were rolled at once into the requisite form ; the shingle,
or faggot, was first passed longitudinally, at a welding heat, through grooved
rollers, in the ordinary manner, and then, before being drawn down to the
intended thickness, was carried to rollers having bosses, or increased diame
ters at the places corresponding to the heads to be produced, and there
passed to and fro between the rollers transversely, or across the breadth of
the bar, thus receiving a pressure only at tbe enlarged parts of the rollers,
which gave the necessary increase of breadth at tbe heads ; it was then
taken to plain finishing rollers, and drawn out longitudinally in the usual
manner, until it attained the required length and thickness ; the heads being
afterwards trimmed by machinery to the exact dimensions, and the holes
drilled for the pins.
It was stated that the chains of the large suspension bridge, erected by
Mr. W. Tierney Clarke over the Danube, at Pesth, which lately so satisfac
torily withstood the heavy strain broujtht upon it by a retreating army, were
constructed on this system at the King and Queen Ironworks at Rotherliithe : as were those for lifting the tubular bridge at Conway, and over the
Menai Straits; and also that the links for a bridge now erecting by Mr.
Vignoles, at Kieff, in Russia, were manufactured by another firm, under
license to use Mr. Howard's system.
Some interesting observations were recorded of the results of the experi
ments for determing the strength of these bars, showing them to possess
great elasticity and freedom from permanent set.
The discussion elicited some useful remaiks as to proportions of the area
of the body and of the head, and of the diameter of the pin, which, it was
shown, had much influence on the resisting power of the heads; —the larger
the pin the less being the tendency to rupture the eye.
The process appeared to be admitted as a great improvement on the ordi
nary mode of manufacture, and tending to give confidence to the engineer
that bis designs could be executed in metal, uninjured by manipulation.
June 12.—The first paper read was "A Description of the Construction
of a Collar Roof, with arched trusses of bent timber, at East Hurseley
Park." By the Right Honourable the Earl of Lovelace, A. Inst. U.K.
The roof which covered a hall of fifty-six feet long by twenty-four feet wide,
was described as being sustained by four arched trusses, springing from stone
corbels. Tbe ribs of these were each composed of four layers of deals,
three inches thick, bent to the required form by steam heat. All the mould
ings surrounding the tracery were also bent to the required furms in the
same manner, thus giving great strength and lightness, as well as performing
tbe work with greater economy of labour. The tracery was cut out from
two thicknesses, half-an-inch each, of tub-stave oak, glued together, with the
fibres at right angles to each other, which facilitated the carving, and gave
greater strength to the minute tracery.
The ceiling was formed of half inch diagonal hoarding, and as the slate
battens crossed it in a horizontal direction, the roof was strongly braced
against the action of wind, and the staining of the alternate boards gave a
pleasing variety of effect.
This kind of construction was first suggested by Colonel Emy, in his work
on Carpentry, but he had applied it to much flatter roofs of large span,
whereas Lord Lovelace's intention was to demonstrate its applicability to
roofs for edifices in the Pointed and Tudor styles, and to show that great
advantage would result from bending timbers rather than cutting them to
the requisite forms; that the thrust of the roof might be entirely taken
from the tipper part of the walls, and carried far down them, and that such
a construction might be adopted as would satisfy every condition of solidity,
and, at the same time, admit of considerable decoration.
In the discussion which ensued, the ingenuity of the design and of the
mode of execution of the roof were equally approved, and the noble Earl
was deservedly complimented for the motives which induced him to bring to
the Institution the account of one of his works.
The second paper was "A Statement of Observations made on the Initial
and Terminal Velocities of Trains in descending Inclined Planes." By Uapt.
W. Moorsoh, M. Inst.U.E.
The observations were eighty-two in number, and were made during the
ordinary passing nf trains on the Waterford and Kilkenny Railway, the
gauge of which is 5 ft. 3 in., over two adjoining inclines, each falling at the
rate of 1 in 100 for upwards of a utile aud a half, with' a short intermediate
level between them.
The speeds at which the descent was begun, varied from 20 to nearly 44
miles per hour, anil the loads varied from 32 to 94 tons.
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One of the planes presented for the greater part of its length two curves
of a radius of 1} and 1£ miles respectively, and the other plane was straight
for part of its length, but contained a curve of 2J miles radius.
The general results in the more curved plane were, that initial velocities
of 20 to 30 miles per hour, at the top of the plane, became terminal at ve
locities of 24 to 28 miles per hour ; and on the straighter plane the taint
initial velocities became terminal between 29 and 31 miles per boor.
Again, on the more curved plane, initial velocities between 30 and 40
miles per hour, became terminal at velocities hetween 29} and 31 J miles
per hour ; and on the straighter plane the same initial velocities became ter
minal at 30} to 33$ miles per hour.
Initial velocities above 40 miles per hour were noted only upon the more
curved plane, and became terminal at 30 to 31 miles per hour. There did
not appear to be any constant proportion between the load in motion and
the terminal velocity ; but the latter appeared to be dependant more upon
initial velocity tban upon the weight or character of frontage of the trains.
The general practical conclusion was deduced, that the question of gauge
had little or nothing to do with terminal velocity derived from gravity, and
that the views generally entertained by engineers, during past years, of the
great resistances experienced by trains at high velocities were borne oat by
the observations recorded in the paper.
The proceedings of the evening concluded with a paper by Lieut—Colonel
Harry t>. Jones, U.K., M. Inst. C.E., descriptive of the Bridge at rVthlone,
erected under the authority of tbe Shannon Commissioners, from the designs
of Mr. Rhodes, M. Inst., C.E.
The paper described the great difficulties experienced from the rush of
water iuto the cofferdams, through the porous gravel stratum in which
they were placed, and the ingenious modes of overcoming these impedi
ments. The bridge, of three arches of stone and one of iron, the latter
having the means of opening for the navigation, was fully described, and
was admitted to he not only a beautiful structure, but to have been built for
a small sum (about 24,000/.) considering its extent. A beautiful set, of
drawings, and the printed specifications for the work, illustrated the paper.
June 19.—The paper read was " On the Employimnt of High- Pressure
Steam, working expansively, in Marine Engines." By Mr. John Seaward,
M. Inst. C.E.
This communication was described to be the substance of a reply, by the.
author, to some questions addressed to several eminent engineeiing firms, by
the Hon. 11. L. Corry, M.P., when secretary to the Admiralty. This reply was
found to furnish so much useful information, and so completely to open the
question of the advantage or disadvantage of using high- pressure steam,
and of cutting off the steam at various portions of tbe stroke, that it was
conceived it would be advantageously produced at the Institution, in order
that the subject should he fully discussed. Unfortunately, the absence of
the principal members at the floating of the firat tube of the Britanniabridge frustrated the latter expectation, but the substance of tbe paper
appeared to be fully appreciated.
Tbe argument was so continuous that it would be difficult to attempt to
do more than to give a faint idea of it, as the limits of this account would
not suffice for an abstract of it. It first reviewed the mode of working ma
rine engines for some years past, and noticed the gradual change that bad
occurred, particularly the tendency to use high-pressure steam, instead of
that of a pressure of about 41b. above the atmosphere, it then examined
the system of cutting off the steam at various parts of the stroke; and as,
at the same time, a remarkable augmentation had occurred in the speed of
the vessels, which was naturally attributed to that cause, it inquired rsinutely into these several causes and effects, as well as the considerable
reduction in the consumption of fuel which took place, enabling the vessels,
consequently, to make longer voyages, or to carry less fuel for given distances.
In this examination, all the arguments for and against the use of highpressure steam, and the presumed gain or loss of mechanical power in tbe
use of the expansion principle in the cylinder, were canvassed at length ;
and the paper wound up with replies of the author to the three questions
from the Admiralty, to this effect:—"The highest pressure of steam that
we have, in any case, put upon a marine boiler of our own construction, was
about 16 pounds to the square inch; but we are not inclined to repeat the
experiment, as we feel assured that we can obtain equally good results with
steam of a lower pressure— from 10 to 12 ib. is the usual pressure we em
ploy in the merchant service for engines and boilers of comparative small
power. The steam pressure at present employed in the service is about 8 Ib.
per square inch. We consider steam of this pressure to be well adapted for
the exigencies of the service; we believe it is calculated to secure all the
important advantages of power, economy of weight and space, in a very
eminent degree ; those advantages will, in some respects, be slightly in
creased by augmenting tbe steam pressure to 10 or 12 Ids. to the square
inch. We strongly recommend that the steam employed in tbe navy should
not be of greater pressure than 10 Ib. per square inch, or in extreme case*
12 Ib. to the square inch ; any material increase to the latter pressure will
be attended with considerable risk, without any adequate advantage."
In the discussion which ensued, these propositions were, to a certain ex
tent, concurred with, but with limitstions as to the introduction of other
forms of boilers ; snd it was explained that the arguments of the paper
were only applicable to condensing engines working expansively, and, there
fore, left tbe question of tbe introduction of the using of high pressure
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non-condensing engines quite untouched, and free for discussion at a future
period.
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paper ended with the expression of a hope that it might lead to discussion,
and a further collection of facts, upon which alone any sound theory can ba
founded.
After the meeting, Mr. F. A. Carrington exhibited in the Library a beauti
ful model, in relief, of portions of the couoties of Lancaster, Yorkshire,
Cheshire, Notts, and Derbyshire, extending from Manchester to Lincoln ;
and the Humher, east and west ; and from Leeds and Bradford to Chatiworth Park, north and south. These models show at a view the whole phy
sical geography of a district, and are admirably calculated for projecting
works of both civil and military engineering ; and if they were a step in the
sanitary improvements of towns, the progress would be more certain, and
less costly.
The meeting was adjourned until the commencement of the next session,
which it was proposed should be at an earlier period than heretofore.

June 26. — The paper read was " Observations on the Obstructions to Navi
gation on Tidal Rivers." By Mr. J. T. 1I.\kuis n, M. Inst. C E.
The first part of the paper treated, in a general manner, of the circum
stances affecting the deposition of materials and the action of water upon
them ; and in the latter part an application of these circumstances was
made, in explanation of the formation of obstructions existing in the bed
and at the entrance of tidal rivers.
Under the former bead, the materials forming obstructions were first ex
amined, the places whence they were derived, and the causes affecting their
initial removal ; cohesion, friction, the specific gravity and size of the mate
rials, were shown to affect the question of their motion. The action of
water upon these materials formed the latter part of the subject. Under
this bead, the character and effects of pure stream motion and forced mo
tion, in the form of a pure wave of translation, and of standing waves, were
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
severally considered. It was shown, that during pure stream motion the
water had the greatest velocity where the channel was deep ; that curves in
June 4.—T. Bellamy, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
the channel gave rise to increased depth and velocity ; and an explanation
A paper was read, 'On the Building Materials employed at Paris, and in
was given of the deposit of materials by the water after leaviog a curved
the Valley of the Lower Seine." By G. Burnell, Esq., Jun.
channel ; that the effect of a pure wave of translation was, to scour the
The author gave a detailed account of the qualities of the principal build
shallows and deposit the material in the deeps ; and, as its momentum was
ing materials used by the architects and engineers of Paris and the valley of
destroyed, to heap up a bank rising gradually. The effect of standing wave
the Lower Seine, accompanied by some statistical statements of tbe quanti
motion of water was shown to be the formation of a succession of deeps
ties used in those localities. In comparing these with the quantities em
and shallow s.
ployed in England, the most remarkable difference appeared to exist in the
Under the latter head, the first division treated of the action of river
greater use in this country of iron, especially cast iron, which may be ac
water— first, in its own channel, when the subject of impediments, as piers
counted for hy that material being much dearer in France. The use of gyp
of bridges, weirs, &c, was examined ; 2nd, where it discharged into a large
sum in Fiance, which we call Plaster of Paris, instead of mortar made en
basin devoid of tide, under which head the formation of deltas, &c, was
tirely from lime, for filling in the internal partitions and for formiog the
discussed ; 3rd, when the basin into which it flowed was subjected to a rise
floors and ceilintrs of tbe rooms, was alluded to as rendering the buildings
and fall of tide, but without perceptible current.
less combustible than in England. Mr. Burnell commented on the bad sys
The second division treated of the action of the sea without the entrance
tem adopted in building some of the modern houses in Paris, where, by using
of tbe river. Attention was drawn to the effect of the situation of the en
squared stones for the fronts next the streets, rubble stone for the partytrance, with respect to the direction of the tidal wave. It was shown, that
walls, and timber framing filled in with plaster for the back walls,— fissures
in some cases, part of this wave set directly up the river, as in the case of
and cracks are produced in consequence of the unequal combination and tbe
tbe Severn, &c. As a branch of this subject, the peculiarities of the tidal
different expansive power of the materials thus applied. For the covering of
action, described in a communication to the Royal Society hy Capt. Beechy,
the roofs, slates and tiles are used in France, but zinc is more generally ap
as existing in the Irish Sea, were commented upon, and an explanation
plied in that country than in England,—the dryness of tbe climate rendering
offered of some of them. In other cases, the tidal wave setting at right
it less liable to corrode than with us; being much cheaper than either copper
angle* to the direction of tbe river, when the wave which passed up it was
or lead, it is frequently employed where those metals would be applied in
generated at the entrance. Tbe deposition of materials near the month of
England. Mr. Burnell urged the necessity of more accurate and Retailed
rivers by along-shore currents, and by the wind wares, was then briefly
investigations of the chemical properties of building materials than have
toBcbed upon.
hitherto been considered necessary,— he observed that "little is here known,
Tbe third division treated of the action of the water in entering rivers so
comparatively speaking, of the chemistry of the art of building, that little
placed, that the wave was generated at tbe entrance. The circumstances
having principally been gleaned from the scientific researches of the Freucb
which affected the quantfl^of water entering were considered ; it was shown
authors."
to be limited by the width and depth of the entrance, and the rise of the
A discussion ensued on the subject of the greater amount of resistance
tide ; and again, hy the degree of freedom with which the momentum gene
offered by stones when used in the direction of their natural bed.
rated is transmitted. It was also shown that this freedom of transmission
The Report of the Council to the Annual General Meeting, May 7th, 1849,
depended chiefly on the depth of the water ; and other circumstances affect- [
has just been issued, from which we collect the following extracts ; —
iog it weie explained.
Under tbe fourth division, the removal of bars by the ebb tide was dis
The agitated state of Europe during the past year, following immediately
cussed ; and the propriety of tbe water having a free motion, and not being
upon the vast financial emharrassments of tbe year 1847, has not failed to
forced over the bar, was shown. It was argued, that bars are frequently in
produce a serious effect on the arts, to which a state of peace is ever favourable.
creased by a narrow or shallow channel at the eutrance causing a head of
The council feel that to these circumstances may be attributed the absence
water, and the consequent formation of a standing wave between it and the ' from this report of one feature always hitherto satisfactory,— the notice of new
bar. The deeper the channel could be maintained, and the further the water
works of magnitude and interest, in which art and science might have acquired
could
watersbe
upon
tuaric
the tohar.
flow Itup
wasit,shown
the better
that the
would
deep
be water
tbe effect
found
of within
the ebbing
the !j further development. Symptoms of returning national prosperity are how
ever to be observed, and as these, if realised, cannot fail to operate beoeentrance of many rivers is caused by the flood tide, and that an improve
ficially on all the arts of design, it may reasonably be expected that a futur*
ment in the har would probably have the effect of lesseniog this depth,
council will be enabled to make a more favourable record than can be done
which, in many cases, would be considered a disadvantage.
on the present occasion. But notwithstanding this barrenness of matter as
The filth division treated of the effect produced on the bed of the river's
respects art, the fields of science have not been unproductive.
channel. The difference in the motion of the water on the flood and ebb
The various accidents which have occurred during the last few years in
was shown. When the tidal wave was oscillatory at the entrance, the ten
some extensive buildings in the manufacturing districts, and likewise in workt
dency of the tidal action was to draw out to sea the material lying in the
connected with railways, from failures of cast-iron, have given rise to tbe
bed of tbe channel at the entrance, and to heap up sand-banks in the upper
question as to the dependence to he placed on that material ; this has
part of the estuary. When tbe tidal wave was generated at the entrance of
attracted tbe attention of the government and of several scientific men. A
a bottle-necked estoary, the formation of sand-banks within the entrance,
series of elaborate and accurate experiments, on a large scale, have been
with the false channels which accompany them, was explained, as being tbe
gone through by our honorary member, Professor Hodgkinsnn, and various
result of the flood tidal action. Tbe effects produced by the ebb tide were
expedients have been suggested by practical men; amongst others Mr.
shown to be generally similar to those described as produced in rivers proper.
Morries Sterling's patent method of increasing the tenacity of cast-iron by
tbe admixture of wrought scraps, promises important results. As iron has
That sixth division drew attention to the remedies necessary for prevent
been largely introduced of late, and is likely to be still more extensively
ing obstructions ; and to that end it was urged that the sources whence the
employed in the construction of buildings, the problems to be solved demand
materials are derived should be first attacked ; the possibility of checking
that the most serious attention should be bestowed upon the system of
tbe progress of shingle along the coast towards the mouth of rivers, and its
wrought-iron framings, frequently adopted hy French architects and
entrance when there, as well as the washing down of the detritus from
engineers, and perhaps instructive principles might he derived from a com
iii* upper part of rivers, was discussed; and it was agreed that much might
parison of tbe relative values of the systems iu operation in France aud in
be done hy groyning the coast, carrying out piers at the entrances and in tbe
England.
upper part of the river, by groyning the banks in some places, and allowing
Fire-proof construction is becoming of more general adoption, and
a free acope for the deposit of the material which is being washed down in
various schemes have been brought under the atteotion of the Institute at the
others. The subject of piers at the entrance of rivers was then more freely
ordinary meetings. The revival of the ancient mode of constructing vaults
entered into, and the effects produced by their being built too close together
and arches, hy means of hollow bricks, as employed in a somewhat different
•o'l curved were discussed. Some poiots which it seemed desirable to attend
fuitu in the vault- d ceiliug of St. Ceorgo's Hull at Liverpool, recently kju
to in fixing the lines for confining rivers, were generally cousidered ; and the
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structed under the direction of Mr. Rawlinson, and described by him at a
late meeting,—Mr, Barrett'i description of Messrs. Fox and Barrett's patent
mode of constructing fire-proof floors and ceilings, and likewise Mr. Beardtnore's method of constructing malleable iron fire-proof flooring, given at
preceding meetings, may be enumerated ;—the subject however seems to be
in its infancy, and it is to be hoped that some combination may be suggested,
which may unite economy with complete protection from fire in public and
private buildings.
The report then refers to the attempt of establishing a benevolent fund ;
and next refers to the difficulty of obtaining suitable apartments to hold the
meetings of the institute, library, &c.
The report laments the loss by death of Mr. Miles and of Mr. Eginton of
Worcester, both of whom have for many years been associates ; and further
of Mr. Paxon, a few weeks after his election as an associate, and before
be had actually been admitted. We have likewise to regret the decease
of our honorary fellow, the Rev. Robert Norgrave Pembertou, of Church
Stretton.
The report then refers to the annual prizes, which have been already
reported.
The competition for the medals of the year has unfortunately been far
from satisfactory; for although the silver medal of the Institute has been
deservedly awarded to Mr. Wyatt Papworth for his essay " On the Peculiari
ties of the Palladian School of Architecture, and a comparison and contrast
of its elementary principles and details with those of Roman Art," yet the
Institute have been compelled to withold the medal offered for " an Essay on
Roofs, and forming the Flats and Gutters of Buildings, &c." as likewise the
Soane medallion offered for the best design for " a Building to serve as a
National Repository and Museum for the illustration and exhibition of the
productions of the Industrial Arts," neither the essays nor the designs sub
mitted having been deemed worthy of reward.
The designs for the Soane medallion, apparently the productions of very
young men, exhibited generally a remarkable absence of the recognised
elementary principles of architectural composition, together with a lamentable
want of knowledge of construction ; and in some cases, such glaring discre
pancies between the plans, sections, and elevations were apparent, that the
council felt necessitated to withhold the reward offered, lest it might be
inferred that the Institute recognised as a standard of merit, productions of
the class submitted this year :—in the hope of eliciting for the future more
matured talent, the council have extended the limit as to the age of com
petitors for the Soane medallion to thirty instead of twenty-five years as
heretofore.
The council have observed with deep concern the absence of that spirit of
noble emulation which should stimulate the junior member of the profession
to strive for distinction, in the acquisition of those prizes offered to his
ambition by the Institute : he should reflect that the seal of approbation,
stamped by the rewards of this body, is an honour that must accompany him
through life. A medal from this Institute is a title to the respect of the
public and of his professional brethren : the very energies he exerts to
be worthy of that distinction, are invigorated by the praiseworthy effort to
merit the approval of bis seniors. The wide range of thought to be taken,
the studies to be pursued, the monuments to be investigated, the elevation of
ideas and of imagination, required to qualify himself for the important
struggle, must have influence upon his future standing in the profession,
even if not immediately successful. He should never be satisfied until he is
crowned by success and has grasped those honours which the generous
encouragement of his seniors holds out to bis enthusiasm and perseverance.
Nothing less than the utmost concentration of purpose and unwearying
application can qualify a man to be an architect, and enable the laborious
student to acquire the mass of learning, the perfect mastery of the pencil,
that acquaintance with construction, that familiarity with the mineral and
vegetable worlds and with the laws of mechanics, which are requisite to
ensure future reputation and success. He should avail himself of the many
motives to exertion, and the numerous sources of instruction now open to
him, but which were not accessible to the less-favoured studies of his
seniors, who had to struggle under every disadvantage to acquire even the
rudiments of the art which they profess.
The recent political convulsions which have already been alluded to, have
had their influence upon the progress of the art on the Continent. But it is
satisfactory to observe that the governments of France and Prussia, amidst
their violent civil contests, have recognised the moral and political import
ance of continuing their public monuments already in course of erection, as
a means of employing the well-disposed artizans. Vast sums have been allo
cated by those countries to the completion of important edifices, nor has a
miserable economy deprived those buildings of the embellishments to be
derived from the chisel of the sculptor, or the pencil of the painter. It is
however to be deplored that the horrors of war have visited several beautiful
cities of Europe, and occasioned serious injury to numerous precious works of
art, which it will require many years of prosperity and peace to restore to
their pristine splendour.
The council refer with satisfaction to the numerous and valuable additions
that have been made to the library and collection, by donations and by
purchase.
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The Builders' Benevolent Institution.—We wish to direct the attention
manent
pealona to decayed
masters,
this excellent
who have
institution
been practically
for giving
engaged
relief ami
in the
granting
trades con
per.
of
our professional
readers to
nected with building, and their widows,—pensions not to exceed '2U. per annum to the
males, and 20/. per annum to the females, payable monthly; and forgiving temporary relief
to deserving workmen of masters being members of the Institution. By reference to our
advertising columns, it will be seen that the Second Anniversary Dinner Is to be held oa
the 18th Inst., to be supported by the Earl of Carlisle, and numerous members of the
profession.

Boat for His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.—By command of His
Royal Highness Prince Albert, Mr. R. G. Robinson, Captain Light, Captain Smith, R.N .
and Mr. C. Manby, Secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers, attended at Bucking
ham Palace, on the 22nd. ult., to present a beautiful life-boat, constructed on a peculiar
principle, for His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. The following are the dimen
sions of the boat : —
Length over all
20ft. Oln.
Ditto on the keel
17
4
Breadth at the main thwart
3
2}
Ditto at the back-board thwart
2
11}
Ditto at the rowlo-k
3
,"i
Depth
0
Hi
She was built by Messrs. George Searle and Sons, of Lambeth, boat-builders to Her Ma.
jesty, and Is constructed of bird's-eye maple, the linings, aaxboards, and thwarts being of
Spanish mahogany) her keel-band, stem-bend, and rudder-hangings are of bronze, the
rudder of maple, with a carved yoke, gilt, and silk lines aui tassels of crimson and gold
colour. She Is also fitted with an elegantly-carved chair, the seat of which is covered
with crimson satin damask, with an elaborate pattern in raised velvet of the same colour,
the back being supported by the Prince of Wales' feathers, carved in maple and height
ened with gold. The rowing mat Is of the same material as the cushion of the chair,
and there is a small foot. ottoman of Utrecht velvet. The sculls are of mahogany, and
very light. The boat, which is a " single sculling skin"," Is lined throughout between the
timbers with Captain Light's patent material, which gives to her all the buoyancy and
other properties of a life-boat.

IaXST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM MAT 24, TO JUNE 7, 1849.
Six Months allowedfor Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed.
David Smith, of New York, lead manufacturer, for certain new and useful improve
ments In the means of manufacturing certain articles In lead —Sealed May 29.
Richard Edward Hodges, of Bycroft, Hereford, gentleman, for improvements in me
chanical purchases, which are also applicable In whole or In part to projectiles. —May 29.
Edmund Grundy, of Bury, Lancaster, woollen manufacturer, and Jacob Farrow, of the
same place, manager, for certain Improvements In machinery or apparatus for preparing
wool for spinning, and also improvements in machinery or apparatus for spinning wool
and other fibrous substances. — May 29.
John Dingdale, and Edward Kirch, both of Manchester, tool and machine makers, for
certain Improvements In constructing and propelling ships, or other vessels.— May 31.
William Gooae, of Birmingham, manufacturer, for certain improved machinery for ma
nufacturing nails. (A communication.) —June o.
William Henry Smith, of Fitsroy-square, civil engineer, for certain improvements In
breakwaters, beacons and moorings, parts of which are applicable to other purposes.—
June 5.
George Simpson, of Buchanan-street, Glasgow, civil snd mining engineer, for a certain
Improvement or Improvements in the machinery, apparatuajpr means of raising, lowering,
supporting, moving, or transporting heavy bodies.—Juoe*lT
Samuel Dunn, of Doncaster, gentleman, for Improvements In constructing tunnels, snd
In apparatus to be used for such or similar purposes. —June 5.
Thomas Lawes, of the City-road, gentleman, for Improvements In generating steam,
and in the means of obtaining and applying motive power.—June 5.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for Improvements In stores,
grates, or fire-places, and In warming or heating buildings. (A communication. J —JuneS.
Thomas Jowett, of Burrage House, in Blngley, York, stuff manufacturer, for certain
improvements In the method of stopping power looms, and preventing injury to the doth,
or fabric, In the course of being woven.—June 5
George Hinton Bovill, of Abchurch-lane, London, engineer, for improvements In ma
nufacturing wheat and other grain Into meal and flour. —June 5.
Jacques Hulot, of Rue St. Joseph, Paris, manufacturer of fabrics, for Improvements in
the manufacture of the fronts of shirts.—June a.
Daniel Miller, civil engineer, of Glasgow, for certain improvements in the mode of
drawing ships up an inclined plane out of water.—June 5.
Victor Hlppolyte Laurent, of France, engineer, for Improvements in looms for weaving.
—June 5.
Osgood Field, of London, merchant, for Improvements In anchors. (A communication.)
June 5.
A grant of an extension of her Majesty's letters patent for the term of five years from
the 27th of May, 1849, to Thomas Hornby Birley, assignee of George Bodmer, the original
Inventor of an iuventlon for certain Improvements in machinery for preparing, roving, and
spinning cotton and wool.—June 6.
Thomas Masters, of Regent-street, gentleman, for certain Improvements in the con
struction and Arrangement of apparatus for cooking, heating, and eraporatlog fluids, and
obtaining decoctions and Infusions from certain vegetable and animal matters, parts of
which Improvements are applicable to certain chemical processes.— June 7.
Edward John Payne, of Chancery-lane, London, for iin provementa in marine vessels, in
apparatus for rhe preservation of human life, and In moulding, joining, and finishing hol
low and solid figures, composed wholly or In part of a certain gum, or combinations of
certain gums j also for Improvements la dissolving the aforesaid gums, and in apparatus
or machinery to be used for the purposes above mentioned. —June 7.
Robert Wilson, of Low Moor Ironworks, Bradford, York, engineer, for certain Improv.
ments in steam-engines and boilers, and methods of preventing accidents In working the
same. —June 7.
Bennett Alfred Burton, of John's-plsce, Southwark, engineer, for certain Improve
ments In the manufacture of pipes, tiles, bricks, stairs, copings, and other like or similar
articles from plastic materials j also improvements in machinery to be employed therein.
—June 7.
John Edward Hawkins Payne, of Great Queen- street, Middlesex, coach. lace manufac
turer, and Henry William Currls, engineer, for Improvements In the manufacture of coach
lace and other similar looped or cut pile fabrics. —June 7.
Charles James Anthony, of Pittsburgh, America, machinist, for certain new and useful
Improvements In the means of treating unctuous animal matter. — June 7.
William Henry Ritchie, of Brixton, gentleman, for Improvement! in fire-anna. —June 7.
John Houston, of Nelson square, surgeon, for improvements in obtaining motive power
when steam and air are used. —June 7.
[We are compelled, from want of space, to defer the remainder of the present month's
list till our next Number.]
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CHURCH ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATIONS
1. Gothic Ornament*; drawn from Existing Authorities. By James
K. Culling, Architect. London: George Bell, 1849.
2. Examples of Ancient Pulpits existing in England; selected and
dratcn from Sketches and Measurements taken on the spot, with
descriptive letter-press.
By Francis T. Dollman, Architect.
London: George Bell, 18+9.
3. The Open Timber Roofs of the Middle Ages; illustrated by per
spective and working drawings of some of the best varieties of
Church Hoofs, with descriptive letter-press. By Raphael and
J. Aiitiu'k Brandon, Architects. London: David Bogue, 1849.
{With Three Engravings, Plates XIV., XV., and XVI.)
In whatever way we look at it, the extent of publication on
church architecture is gratifying, for it stores up materials for the
student, and, by showing the infinite fertility of resource of the
mediaeval architects, it very strongly suggests the propriety of
adopting now the same course which they did—not the path of
imitation, but of invention. Whatever may be the extent to which
the inventive faculties are to he applied, it is indispensable the
architect should be well acquainted with the resources of construc
tive art, and should be fully master of the experience of the past.
For this end and so far, books are valuable; but nothing can be
more injurious than to push them beyond this, and make the work
of the present day the thievish copy of the work of old. English
men have not degenerated; and if they could apply their ingenuity
in the ninth century, so can they in the nineteenth, and so ought
they.
This is a cuckoo note of ours, but we have encouragement to
persevere in it, because it is already listened to; and, although
small, there is an evident improvement, and an evident desire for
improvement, of which the architectural publications give full tes
timony. There are readers for them,—therefore they are bought,
and more are written; the resources of illustration are brought to
bear, and a class of books is now placed at the disposal of students,
which formerly masters could scarcely buy. We have before us
three of these publications—'Gothic Ornaments,' by James Col
ling, being the Fifth Part; 'The Open Timber Roofs of the Middle
Apes,' by Raphael and Arthur Brandon; and 'Examples of Ancient
Pulpits existing in England,' by Francis T. Dollman. All these
are by architects, and all have been got up with great care by
Mr. Jobbins.
The 'Gothic Ornaments' constitutes a gorgeous work, illustrated
by gold and colour, giving correct ideas of the magnificence of the
original examples, of which the unilluminated works afford but a
scanty conception, as they give form without the chief characteris
tic of the mediaeval architect—colour. In the present day, too,
the public are better instructed, and are unwilling to take form
alone as the representation of Gothic art; and the architect is
compelled to go through a wider course of stHdy, giving him a
more enlarged acquaintance with art. The addiction to the study
of form alone has done more than anything to keep hack, in this
country, the pursuit of architecture in every form. This special
and restricted study, this abstinence and seclusion from the catho
lic pursuit of art, necessarily involved a complete neglect of chiaro
oscuro, as well as of colour, and hence the bareness aud baldness of
our architectural monuments. The sculptor, who restricts himself
to bas-relief, the painter who draws only cartoons, can scarcely
lower himself to the tameness too prevalent in our buildings.
Nothing is better calculated to remedy this than the restoration
of the architect to his proper sphere,—reminding him that his is an
intellectual and elevated pursuit, and that no department of art,
no feature of beauty, no work of nature, is beneath him, or is un
necessary for his acquirement. Those who look back on the studies
of the architectural student in the beginning of this century, which
Stuart's 'Athens' might be said to satisfy, and compare them with
the requirements of the present day, will see how much architecture
has advanced, and will acquire the hope that if we have not already
the full results, we shall not long be kept waiting for them.
Whatever some may think as to the mediaeval architect being
ignorant, living in what are popularly known as the dark ages, yet
it may very much be questioned whether at any time then the
architect was worse educated than now—if, indeed, he did not re
ceive a more liberal and catholic training. The practitioner in
architecture was a member of one of the great colleges, in which
a wide circle of studies was pursued; and we may see by the works
which have come down to us that he largely shared in them. So
much attention has been given to Free Masons, and so much non
sense has been written about them, that the actual position of the
architect has been too commonly lost sight of. Freemasons never
No. 113.—Vol. XII.—August, 1819.
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existed before Wren's time, in the modern sense, but Free Masons
there certainly were, as Free Barbers, Free Tailors, Free Cordwainers, and Freemen of every craft; and the Free Masons were
in no respect distinguishable from any other guild, aud there is no
authentic document to show that they were otherwise. The Free
mason after whom the archaeologist searches was the monk, a man
trained in Latin learning, and having access to the great stores of
knowledge; well versed in the vernacular learning of French or
English, — but, above all, cunning in music, drawing, painting,
carving, building, mechanics, and husbandry, and dabbling in every
art and handicraft of the day. If less book-learned, he was very
handy; if he had no newspaper or periodical, he was a travelled
man himself: he had been to court, to Paris, to Rome, or the Holy
Land, and was thrown into society with the most intellectual men
of the day. If he had read few books himself, and had access to
few, yet all the stores of learning which could be spread by word
of mouth were his; and a travelling monk served at once as a
newspaper, a book of travels, and a digest of the library of his own
monastery, and perhaps of many others. Non multum sed multa—
what was learned was learned thoroughly. A man who had ardour
enough to become a good architect was likewise well versed in
other studies; and many of the names which have come down to us
are those of the best scholars and greatest men of the time. The
architect then was not so liable to be bullied by idle lords, and by
purse-proud commoners, making a boast of their own ignorance,
for he was often the chancellor or prime minister of his day. Ar
chitecture was not claimed as the mystery of a few, and was there
fore not the byeword of the many. Architects will never again
become prime ministers; but it will be no harm when prime minis
ters know something of architecture, and architects treat their
profession as one of liberal ideas and pursuits. It may seem that
to study bricks and mortar only is the most practical way of
becoming an architect, but the experience of ages is rather in
favour of the preliminary of an architect being a man of learning
and education.

Fig. 1.—Roof over the Nave of Outwell Church, Norfolk.

We cannot transfer one of the illuminated drawings from Mr.
Colling's work, and therefore we are narrowed in our selection.
The one we have given (Plate XIV.) shows the details of a highly
painted Stone Canopy from the Stalls of the Lady Chapel in Ely
Cathedral.
What called itself classicism was all in favour of pure marble
and white stone : the colouring which the Almighty has distributed
throughout creation, as one of the unequivocal stamps of authentic
origination, was ignored, and any attempt to use its rainbow tints
was declared unclassical, uupleasing, and unsublime. It is won
derful that pictures were still allowed to be made with colours,
though certainly some ingenious men did paint black and white
imitations of bas-reliefs, and thereby gave the example of classicality in painting; but architecture and sculpture were completely
30
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under its domain, and at length such a thing as a
painted building, or a coloured statue, was not
brought forth: and had matters gone on thus,
nothing else than classicality would have been
seen. Polychromy has shaken the pseudo-classical
in architecture, but sculpture is still fettered; and
though Gibson has indulged himself with a tinge
of colour, he must be a bold man who will ap
ply the resources of art to the sublime works of
the sculptor. For ourselves, we cannot see why
colour is to be limited to a flat surface, nor why,
because we like Madame Tussaud's well enough
so far as it goes, we should not like much more
a work in which the powers of sculpture and of
painting are equally brought to bear.
If in
Baily's Three Graces the eyes had been put on,
the hair of the head and eyebrows tinged, the
lips reddened, and the ground distinguished by
colour, we cannot see what harm would have
been done. Marble may be a very good repre
sentative of the flesh,—Phidias thought ivory
better; but either is a very bad representative of
the hair.— Who will be the first to show that
he can think for himself in sculpture ?
By the example from Ely Cathedral, as by so
many others, we see that the mediaeval architect
was neither afraid nor ashamed to overlay rich
Fig. 2.— Roof
"In
over
roofs
North
of Chapel,
higher Wellingborough
pitch, the builders
Church,
stillNoi
endeavoured,
thainnUri!.!.?.<.■.with varied suc
carved stonework with colour, and the bright blue
and crimson given in Mr. Colling's first plate show that an effect
is produced beyond that of plain white stone. Architects are now cess as to effect, to retain the arched shape in conjunction with the tie-beams.
timidly beginning to put in a coloured marble column or tablet in A curious specimen exists at the church of St. Mary the Virgin, Pulbani,
Norfolk, where the beam literally divides the arch in two.
exteriors; but what, except themselves, is to prevent all the re
"As the Perpendicular period drew towards a close, tie-beam roofs of very
sources of coloured stones and metals from being brought into use
low pitch were of general occurrence; in fact, they were frequently almost
—and where such cannot be got, artificial colour ? Many a pimp
fiat,
with no more rise to throw off the wet than could be obtained by the
ing cornice might be improved by colour, and in the so-called
camber of the beams. These roofs were oftentimes profusely ornamented,
Gothic buildings, flat panels ought to have appropriate heraldic as in that over the North Chapel of Wellingborough Church, Northampton
decorations. What more foolish than a shield without charges, if shire (see woodcut, fig. 2). In this instance, the eastern bay, as waa very
a shield is to be put up ?
frequently tbe case, is panelled, while the others are left open to the raf
Mr. Dollman's 'Ancient Pulpits of England' supplies a great ters.
want, for even this piece of church furniture is now becoming
"Of Collar-braced Roofi.—These include also roofs braced together with
the subject of study. We wish he had said something about out collar-beams, the braces simply connecting the wall-pieces and principals
foreign works; but, at any rate, he has given us three-and-twenty
together. This style of roof is a natural simplification of the hammer-beato
roofs, among which we have already described some varieties without collarEnglish examples, some coloured and some plain, executed in stone
beams, others without struts, and one without either; having found that these
or wood, between the years 1270 and 1533. All the examples are
drawn and delineated with great care, and the dimensions marked, members could be dispensed with safely, the next transition, that of omitting
and are further illustrated by the details being enlarged. The the bammer-beam itself, followed very soon ; indeed, in either of the beforeengraving (Plate XV.) represents the Stone Pulpit in St. Peter's mentioned cases, it plays a very subordinate part—take, for instance, the roof
over the nave of Capel St. Mary's Church, Suffolk : the hammer-beam, with
Church, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, and is described as follows
its brace and wall-piece, form little more than a continuation of the collar"Dale circa 1480.—An elaborately enriched example, attached to one of beam brace; nor is it of much more importance in the roof over Palgrate
the piers on the south side of the nave. The panelled enclosure of the stairs
Church; at Brinton it is boldly omitted : the wall-piece is tenoned into tbe
is original ; across the coping of which, at the fuot of the staircase, a gro
underside of the principal rafter, the foot of which is likewise connected with
tesque animal, in a sitting posture, forms a remarkable singularity in the
it by means of the usual horizontal piece of timber, which might to distin
design. The leaf ornaments are boldly carved and considerably undercut,
guish it be called a wall-beam ; the arched braces, which in this roof termi
and are very effective."
nate somewhat abruptly, effectually bind and bold the main timbers together.
Messrs. Brandon's book is particularly important, for there is
It is worthy of remark, that this roof in appearance and general construction
now a great demand for open timber roofs, and an acquaintance
bears a striking resemblance to a form of roof that bad been executed at least
with the best constructive examples is most desirable. They have
a century earlier—we mean the roof over Tunstead Church, the most impor
evidently given to their subject great labour and research, and
tant difference being, that in the latter the curved braces are of tbe same
they have produced a work which will be useful to the architect,
thickness as, and appear to form part of, the principal rafters; whereas, in
the
former they are not more than four inches tbick, while tbe principal raf
whether practising church building or any other branch. The
ters themselves are about ten. Of course, this observation applies only to
number of examples given in detail is thirty-five, mostly from
the general appearance of the two roofs, that at Brinton being more orna
Norfolk and the eastern counties, but with some others. They are
mental, especially in its cornice and cornice-braces, as well as being more
all from churches.
elaborately finished.
Messrs. Brandon have given a very useful and interesting pre
"The next roof illustrated, that over the nave of St. Mary Magdelen's
liminary dissertation, founded on their own experience, and we
Church, Pulham, Norfolk, is one of the most beautiful of the kind that we
wish much our space allowed us to transfer it to our pages, for it
have met with ; the ebape of tbe arch, and tbe general design of this roof,
is of a character eminently practical. They class the roofs in four
are far more pleasing than in the preceding example; all the timbers are well
main divisions— 1st. Roofs with tie-beams; 2nd. Trussed rafter or
moulded, and the cornice and purlins fringed with a cresting of strawberrysingle-framed roofs; 3rd. Roofs with hammer-beams and braces;
leaves, the former being further enriched with a double range of figures of
4th. Roofs constructed with collars and braces, or with the latter
angels and flowers alternating, and their positions in the second range connonly. As an example of the first division, we select the engraving
terchanged. The eastern bay of this roof is much more highly ornamented
of the Roof over the Nave of Outwell Church, Norfolk, (see
than the other parts, the mouldings of the various timbers are more elabo
woodcut, fig. 1.)
rate, and the spaces between tbe principal rafters are boarded under the com
"In the churches of the middle ages, a perfectly horizontal tie-beam is of mon rafters, and subdivided into panels with the emblems of tbe Evangelists
extremely rare occurrence. Where a tie-beam is used, we almost invariably
painted thereon: the whole of the roof still retains traces of the colours and
find it cambered, as are also the collar-beams : even the hammer-beams will gilding with which it was once resplendent, the distinction between tbe fast
be generally found, on close inspection, to incline upwards from the walls.
ern bay and the remainder of the roof being still kept up in the treatment of
The disagreeable effect of a straight tie-beam was often further counteracted
the colouring ; the former was coloured all over, whereas the colour waa only
by having curved braces framed from its underside, connecting it with the applied to the ornamental parts of the latter, such as the carvings and the
wall-pieces ; thus forming an arched support for it, as at Outwell Church,
more important mouldings, having the general ground-work the natural co
Norfolk.
lour of the wood ; and this was the most usual way of iutroducing colour in
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roofs, it biting of rare occurrence to find the wood entirely concealed, aa at
Kuapton and Palgrave.

Fig. 3.—Roof aver Chancel of St. Mary's Church, Leicester.

"The Roof over the Chancel of St. Mary's Church, at Leicester (woodcut,
fig. 3), it similar in general design to the Pulhara roof, but of a much ruder
construction : this roof, though a double-framed one, has no ridge-piece, the
rafters being simply crossed and halved, and pinned together, as in an ordi
nary trussed-rafter roof."
As a concluding specimen of the work, we select a Plate which
describes the Roof over the Nave of Freslingfield Church, Suf
folk, (Plate XVI.)

MILITARY AND CIVIL ENGINEERING.
1. An Email on a Proposed New System of Fortification,- with Hints
for its application to our National Defenses. By James Ferqusson, M.R.I.B.A. London : Weale, 1849.
2. Aide Memoire. Weale.
Fortification is now commonly looked upon as a special subject,
exclusively belonging to the military engineer; and it will strike
some with equal surprise to see a work on fortification by a civilian,
and to find it reviewed in our columns. If, however, fortification
has come to be regarded as a special art and mystery, it is only of
late : it was not always so, neither does there seem to be any good
reason for it. In most cases, it is true, the subdivision of employ
ment leads to the improvement of a given art; but in fortification,
it may be questioned whether such has been the result, and for this
very good reasons may be assigned. Whenever the subdivision of
employment is carried to the extent that but few persons are en
gaged in a particular branch, then evil must be produced, because
there is a want of emulation among the professors, a want of phy
sical and moral force for the development of the subject, and,
above all, the want of a sufficient public to criticise, to supervise,
to applaud, and to reject. Such is the state into which fortification
has come in this country and in some others, since it has ceased to
command the sympathies and co-operation of the general world of
science.
Neither in classic times nor on the revival of learning was there
such restriction, and we therefore find among the professors of
fortification many most eminent men of science. To say nothing
of Archimedes and his ancient prototypes, Albert Durer, Michael
Angelo, and San Micheli are examples of military engineering
practised by men whose ordinary pursuits were of a far milder
character. Fortification is at present so little of an art, and still
less of a mystery, so far as any practical and useful application is
concerned, that its technical acquirement does not require any
extraordinary study or labour. There is, therefore, no real incon
gruity in a work on fortification by an architect; it is selon les
regies, and will remind Professor Hosking of military architecture,
—and we welcome Mr. Fergusson's essay because it is likely to do
much good, directly and indirectly.
It is a strange beginning for an essay on any art, to assert that
it is in a most unsatisfactory and imperfect state; and yet the
writer has very good authority in his behalf, and it bespeaks some
boldness that he should apply himself under such circumstances.
Military critics have, over and over again, pointed out the defects
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of the bastion system, and book after book has been written with a
view to its amendment, without correcting the practical vice, be
cause all exertion has been in a wrong direction. So far from any
good being done, the efforts of reformers have mostly tended to
improve the flanking defense, thereby introducing greater real
weakness. The merest tyro is so impressed by the state of affairs,
that he is naturally tempted to design some new outwork, or to
improve those of the present system.
Those who have studied fortification for naval purposes must be
forcibly struck with the antithesis and opposition of principles
displayed in military and naval fortification. The military man
does his best to get a perfect flanking defense—the naval man goes
straightforward to work, and throws his whole strength into a
direct fire. It will be found, too, that where a ship comes, under
fair circumstances, in contact with a land battery, as our naval
annals fully show,—the ship, by bringing greater weight of metal,
comes off the conqueror. The best examples of fortification,
moreover, are those most in accordance with nautical principles.
Thus the great amount of ability possessed by the military en
gineers of Europe is neutralised, because it is exercised in a wrong
direction, and because there are wanting the sympathies of the allied
professions. So little is known about fortification, that it is looked
on as a mystery, and there are perhaps few civil engineers in this
country who know anything of it, or have any desire to know. It
is, nevertheless, very much to be wished that it formed part of
professional studies, because an acquaintance with it would be
calculated to produce very gratifying results. In the colonies, the
civil engineer is often the only practitioner; and it is of great
importance he should have sufficient knowledge, in case of a sudden
emergency, to provide the requisite military works of defense.
In this country, too, the arrangements of our harbour works are
often, in a military point of view, prejudicial, because the engineer
has no regard to military purposes; whereas some attention in this
respect might mitigate the defenceless state of our coasts, and
provide for their defense.
So far as military engineers are concerned, they would in every
way gain by fortification being taught in the engineering colleges.
There would be a greater body of practitioners, and therefore bet
ter and cheaper books and periodicals; there would be a greater
association of intellect, and therefore an enhanced reputation to
the professors of the art. Against this good there is no counter
vailing disadvantage to be set, because although civil engineers
would sometimes be employed on military works, yet more military
works would be executed, and there would be a greater reliance on
the special practitioner One advantage, which cannot be over
rated, is that there would be a greater application in military art
of the boundless resources of mechanical science, for which this
country is so distinguished.
As there is no need for mystery in fortification, and as the art
can be readily comprehended, none of bur readers need feel any
diffidence in taking up Mr. Fergusson's book; and they will be the
more gratified, as it is a continuous appeal to their common-sense,
and the exercise of their judgment. They have not to take any
thing for granted,—nothing is laid down ex calltedra; and they
proceed to a perfectly independent and impartial investigation,
carried on by themselves as much as by the author.
Mr. Fergusson's great canon we take to be the weighing each
scheme by the money-worth, which constitutes a practical test, ad
missible anywhere, but peculiarly acceptable in this commercial
country. He thus gets a standard on a subject which hitherto has
been without one of a satisfactory character, and he secures the
sympathy and attention of all those who are interested in the na
tional expenditure and defense.
Our writer takes the opportunity of adverting to the anomaly,
which is received indisputedly by so many, that since the invention
of gunpowder the art of attack is superior to the art of defense,
though, as he afterwards shows, there is no reason either in theory
or practice for any such notion. The besiegers and the besieged
have the command of the like resources; and it is the quantity of
these at the disposal of each, which must cwteris paribus govern the
result. In simple terms, it is a fight of artillery, and, as in line
battles, the relative proportion of this arm must exercise the
greatest influence on the event.
Why, under such circumstances, fortification has become so in
effective that its works were virtually set aside by Napoleon in his
campaigns, it does not seem very easy to explain,—and yet in real
ity it has arisen from increasing the flanking defenses, which are
only wanted as a reserve; exhausting the resources on these works;
neglecting the superiority of direct fire, and making no adequate
provision against vertical fire. While the use of shells has been
increasing, the construction of casemates and protected works has
30*
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which, if erroneous in some details, was of professional interest.
Now it has come before another tribunal, it can be ascertained that
it is a work of particular merit. If the piecemeal objections of an
officer of engineers are to be thus authoritative, we may at once
dismiss from our studies Montalembert, Carnot, Choumara, Merkes,
Bordwine, Fergusson, and every innovator. In other words, we
close the way to discussion and improvement. The rejection was
the more ungracious, as there is no other professional serial in
which such a paper could be conveniently published. It is for
tunate Mr. Fergusson's zeal and means overcame this impediment,
and led him to the publication of a separate bonk, which, as mat
ters turn out, is likely to prove much more influential.
Mr. Fergusson assumes that the effect of construction must,
under any proper armament, give an advantage to the fortress as
against the besieger. This he asserts on several grounds, as these
—the former works are better constructed; they have heavier guns,
more mortars, and are better covered in; they cannot be scaled.
Therefore a defending force must be able to contend with a greater
number of assailants. It is this condition which must be main
tained permanently.
Our writer prefers wide and deep wet ditches, because they
defend themselves, and because he wants no outworks. Though
he provides the means of sortie for the purpose of keeping the
enemy constantly on the alert, and thereby diminishing their
working force, he justly deprecates sorties, as leading irreparably
to the diminution of the personnel of the garrison. He is speaking
of a normal system : of course he would want outworks to take in
positions necessary for defense, and would likewise want the means
of sortie in such cases, to delay their fall or to recapture them.
It is in getting rid of the outworks that he does the most good,
for thereby he gets rid of a great source of harass and weakness.
The outworks must be defended from the place, and the place is
thereby made subservient to the outworks, instead of looking only
to its own defense. More men, too, are lost in outworks than they
could be in the body of the place, and thereby the strength of tho
last stage of a siege.
garrison is impaired.
Outworks can never adequately defend
10th. The effect of the earthworks in damping, rotting, and
themselves, for so few guns can be mounted on them; neither can
forcing out the brick and stone revetements.
the place adequately protect them. Every face of the outwork
11th. The necessity for a disciplined and well-trained garrison.
becomes a prolongation of an enemy's battery, and the whole work
12th. The small real service rendered in holding out against an
is therefore taken in detail, and becomes a harbour for the enemy.
enemy.
When the French did so at Antwerp, they had achieved a success,
13th. The moral discouragement of the soldiery.
for they got under cover. It is like unravelling a bit of knitting
14th.
Fortifications
The enormous
of theexpense.
first class are indeed of very little good,
—one mesh loose will undo the whole. An outwork is reduced,
the enemy gets up to one face, reduces that, and the whole place
and cost an enormous sum, and strategists make very little account falls, with the smallest expenditure of means. To make an attack
of them. They never materially delayed Napoleon s advance, and on two or three faces harasses the garrison, and gives other chance
did not delay his fall, although all that he could himself suggest, of success : but in truth it is hardly essential.
The author has provided for dry ditches because there are situa
and all that Carnot could do, was exerted for the improvement of
tions where water cannot be got, and he is thereby driven into
the internal fortresses of France. The student cannot fail to be
greater expense; but he still resists the addition of outworks.
gratified by the sight of the cordon of first and second class fort
On a face of 400 yards, Mr. Fergusson gets so much room that
resses on the French and Belgian frontiers; but if he sets to work
to calculate how an army would be moved among them, he receives
he can mount 1,000 guns and mortars. This will appear monstrous
to the common school, but it is the right way and the only way.
but a very moderate impression of their value, for they would only
be attacked when theii defense, politically speaking, was no longer
What is to be done everywhere is to get the greater number of
possible. In fact, so strongly impressed does the strategist become
pieces and weight of metal. The system is particularly applicable
with these ideas, that he is apt to conceive but a contemptuous
in England, as we have such vast establishments; we could, in case
if need, cast 1,000 guns daily, besides iron shot. The author
opinion of the resources of fortification,—and none the less for
allows for a field-train of 200 pieces being brought up, and against
knowing its little merit as a branch of instruction.
Mr. Fergusson has set himself to remedy the defects pointed
one face; though the largest train yet brought up against a place,
out, to get a cheaper system, works that shall hold out longer if and that through a peaceful country, was the French train of 14 4
not entirely, and a superiority of material resources for the de
pieces, for the siege of Antwerp in 1831. From what we saw <;f
this we are sure it is a feat which could not be easily managed in a
fenders.
hostile country, and it is not likely to be paralleled for some tinie
He adopts a circular system, without outworks, with a wide wet
ditch, and an enceinte of several ramparts, rising within and above
in the state or warfare now going on.
each other. Great part of the works is casemated, and the maga
Assuming that 200 guns are brought up, it does not seem easy, as
zines are put in greater safety. On the works is mounted a heavy
our author says, to bring them all, or any considerable number, to
armament of guns and mortars, superior on each face (of construc
bear from the first parallel on any one face. Their effect, too,
tion) to any field-train which has yet been brought out. His
would be limited to that of direct fire; and it is difficult to con
flanking works are kept low down, and beyond the reach of direct
template what good they could do in a flat, open country, toward^
fire. These works he proposes to construct on a cheap and simple
the reduction of the place. It must be remembered here is no
plan. Altogether, we think he has made out a good case, and one
enfilade work and very little chance of dismounting guns, while
which cannot well be upset.
the besiegers' guns are exposed, even under blindages. The fire of
This scheme was laid by him before the editors of the 'Profes
the place cannot be reduced and silenced, and the place cannot be
sional Papers of the Royal Engineers,' but, for some reason we ' reduced de vive force. The assumption that the besieger could sap
know not, they were refused. This is rather singular, for the
up to the edge of the ditch, and then establish his batteries and
most valuable contributions in those volumes are on civil engineer
silence the fort over a sufficient breadth of rampart to enable him
ing works, and by civil engineers, and Mr. Fergusson's contribu
to effect a passage across the ditch, seems quite untenable. In
tion was on military engineering. It is however stated, there was deed, by all the ordinary modes of superficial offensive works, it
an examination by an officer of the Royal Engineers, of high at
appears impossible to get near the place, unless by a casualty; nei
tainments, who raised many objections to Mr. Fergusson's plans. ther does mining offer greater promise.
The author has devoted considerable space to revetements and
This could be no sufficient bar to the publication of the paper,
not kept pace with it; and now all that has to be done by an ener?;etic commander is to burn the town with shells, and the enceinte
alls into his hands, unbreached and unhurt, within eight-and-forty
hours. The citadel of Antwerp held out, it is true, but the town
was in other hands; and in the revolutionary wars now going on, a
bombardment replaces a siege as the means of getting hold of a
fortified town. It is very questionable, therefore, whether, in a
military point of view, it is worth while fortifying towns, and the
art of fortification must limit itself to intrenched camps, field
works, batteries, and harbour defenses. Anything which can be
shelled will be burnt, and no civil population will bear patiently
this process. When, however, the houses have been burnt out, a
town makes, as our writer says, a better defense for the invader
than the home garrison.
We think it therefore perfectly useless to consider how an en
ceinte can be put round a town, and shall limit ourselves to con
sider the construction of a citadel, which will give the fairest ex
ample of the application of the several schemes of fortification.
The defects of the bastion system, as established by various au
thorities in the last and present century, and summed up by our
author, with some additions of our own, are, that its works are
1st. Liable to be enfiladed.
2nd. They want direct fire to their most exposed parts, the sa
lients.
3rd. Their flanking defenses are insecure.
4th. Want of combination and co-operation between the faces
after the besieger has reached the counterscarp of one, which
therefore becomes isolated.
5th. Their entire exposure to vertical and plunging fire from
ricochet and shells.
6th. Want of security in communicating with the outworks.
7th. The advantage of position each outwork taken gives to the
besieger.
8th.
9th. The exposure
insecurityof
and
theinconvenience
reserve pieces
oftothe
thecovered
tirailleurs
way.in the
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the details of construction, and which will be read with interest.
He relies as far as possible on earthworks, and the masonry revetement he endeavours to keep down below the direct line of fire.
His revetement, too, is not a mere retaining- wall, but is detached to
a great extent from the earth body. It thus becomes a kind of fender
to keep off escalade. His reasons for this cause are very satisfac
tory. In this, as in other details, he has followed Chasseloup,
Carnot, and other authorities, but with many modifications.
Having provided for the defense against direct fire, the next
point is against vertical fire; and as our author keeps a greater
weight of mortars, and a sufficient cover by casemates, he may be
regarded as having done his duty in this respect. He adopts case
mates on the system of General Haxo, which are open in the rear
(and therefore, free from smoke), drier, and better ventilated. The
modifications here suggested as to these casemates are, so far as
our knowledge extends, practical and valuable. He likewise intro
duces mortar and steam-gun casemates.
The plans for powder-magazines are ingenious, but we are far
from being satisfied as to the result of the wilful or accidental
explosion of one of these.

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK,
FASCICULUS XCVI.
" I must hare liberty
Withal, as large a charter n\ the wiadt,
To blow on whom I please."

I. Whether Mr. Ruskin's "Lamps" will much enlighten our ar
chitects, remains to be seen. What their opinion generally may
be of his book I know not; but I do know—at least, have heard,
that some of them scruple not to call it "very queer stuff;" and
perhaps the majority of them fancy that their own little Lamp of
Copyism is better worth than all his seven. Be that as it may,
quite certain it is that his Lamps have enlightened the gentlemen
of the public press, many of whom have now for the very first
time touched upon the subject of Architecture, and have become
all
matism,
at once
most
exceedingly
assuredlycritical
with abundance
upon it; speaking,
of puppy-ism,
if not with
puff dog
in
cluded. This sudden light, it may reasonably be suspected, is
derived not so much from the book itself as from the circumstance
of its authorship, and from the nimbus that plays around the tem
ples of the "Oxford Graduate;" the probability being that had it
appeared with the name of plain John Ruskin, and under a less
mystical title, the daily papers and the reviews would never
have touched it at all, or been able to make anything of it;
whereas, now, having got their cue, they go into raptures accord
ingly, and bestow if not very "sincere admiration' —as Mr. Rus
kin himself does on the British Museum—at least, sufficiently
well counterfeited admiration, chuckling, perhaps, all the while at
the idea of having imposed brummagem upon John Ruskin, which
he will clutch at, and pocket as fine gold. Speaking of his book,
the Morning Post assures us that "ladies may read it;" which
would seem to imply that there is so much indelicate and paw-paw
stuff in architectural books in general as to render them very ob
jectionable and unfit reading for ladies. No doubt ladies may
read it very safely; the only doubt is, whether they can understand
a writer who appears very frequently not to understand himself,
at least shows himself unable to explain his meaning intelligibly,
but flounders about in mere high-sounding verbinge; which, being
high-sounding, has been taken by some for eloquence fraught with
feeling, and—"feelosophy." As a specimen of such, the Dublin
University Magazine quotes the following super-sublime passage:
•Fur, indeed, the greatest glory of a building is not in its stones,
nor in its gold. Its glory is in its age"—qutere, its per cent-n^e—
■■anil in that deep sense of voicefulness, of stern watching, of myste
rious sympathy, nay, even of approval or condemnation, which we
feel in walls that have long been washed by the passing waves of
humanity," &c, &c! Of course this is, or ought to be, exceed
ingly fine, it being evidently intended to be so; but to me, who am
not one of the enlightened, it appears to be the merest babbling
and gabbling,—certainly what any lady may read, but also what
any "old lady" might write. I should like to have that "deep
sense of voicefulness" interpreted into honest plain English; also
"washed by the passing waves of humanity." By "washed," does
Ruskin mean "white-washed?" And what, again, does he mean
hy "the waves of humanity?" Possibly it is merely owing to the
thickness of my own skull; but I must confess that many of his
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sentences and expressions appear to me no better than the veriest
jargon of tawdry sentimentalism and cant, and of the most dis
gusting affectation.
II. Curious, at all events, it is, that those who pretend to ap
plaud him to the skies, give him no credit for, nor take any notice
of some of his most striking and original opinions—such, for in
stance, as his unqualified condemnation of our English "Perpen
dicular" style, and "our own Tudor," which he affiims to be "an
ugly and impotent degradation!" notwithstanding that it has been
adopted for the new "Palace of Westminster,"—which costly
edifice, by-the-by, is treated very cavalierly by Mr. Fergusson,
who more than hints that we are* already tired of it before it is
finished.—Just now, the epithet "Detestable," which Kata-Phusin
Ruskin so cavalierly applies to that style, is particularly ungraci
ous and unsavoury. "It adopts," he says, "for its leading feature,
an entanglement of cross bars and verticals, showing about as
much invention or skill of design as the reticulation of a brick
layer's sieve!" What an awful thunderbolt is hurled there! For
tunate then is it, that whomsoever else it may strike, it has not
struck any of Mr. Ruskin's own reviewers; nor have they been at
all shocked by it. It is true what Mr. Ruskin says concerning
that style does not amount to much in mere words, but the opinion
itself amounts to nothing less than the most violent and unquali
fied condemnation of the style which is followed for the greatest
architectural undertaking of the present age—a structure in which
what he thinks constitutes the viciousness of the style has, in
stead of being at all moderated, been carried to the utmost excess.
In one respect, perhaps, the comparison he has made holds good,
inasmuch as we detect the character of a sieve in what has drained
away so much money.
Briefly as Mr. Ruskin's depreciatory
opinion is expressed, we cannot possibly suppose that it was ut
tered hurriedly and unguardedly, because he himself says: "I have
always spoken with contempt of the Tudor style;" and his com
parison certainly does indicate contempt in the most marked man
ner. Had it been uttered by almost any one else, such opinion
might have been disregarded and left itself to contempt; but com
ing from the quarter it does—from one for whom his reviewers pro
phecy that he will henceforth be a standard and paramount autho
rity in matters of taste and art, such emphatic denunciation of that
particular style is particularly unfortunate. Shall we say that Mr.
Ruskin is decidedly in error there?—that would be awkward; be
cause, if he has fallen into an error of such mngnitudc—so exten
sive for injustice of opinion and insensibility of taste as to condemn
one entire style, one moreover that may be called peculiarly
English,—what is to assure us that many other of his peculiar
opinions are not equally erroneous; or how is he to be trusted as a
safe guide? Besides which, to admit him to be in error then-,
would be also accusing his critics either of singular stupidity in
not detecting it, or of flagrant violation of their duty in not warn
ing us against it; also of want of tact, because a few remarks of
a contrary tendency would have served to give some value to their
praise, and would have corrected its nauseating fulsomeness, which
last must, I think, be far less gratifying to Mr. Ruskin himself
than to his publishers; since he himself must be well aware that
the "Opinions of the Press," as they are called, can do little or
nothing in securing permanent reputation for a work like his, it
being on a subject on which the so-called "gentlemen of the press"
know no more than their own readers.
III. What with his off-hand wholesale condemnation and some
what flippantly-uttered abuse of the Perpendicular and Tudor
styles, his extravagant praise of the Doge's Palace at Venice, and
his "sincere admiration" of the British Museum,—Mr. Ruskin
shows himself to be a decided nonconformist in architectural taste,
and, as far as the first-mentioned styles are concerned, to go di
rectly against the popular current. Nevertheless, such noncon
formity and utter disregard of prevailing prejudices, have been
somehow or other overlooked by his reviewers, either owing to
their obtuseness or to their dishonesty—perhaps their cowardice.
Now, I myself am—certainly ought to be—the very last to find
fault with Mr. Ruskin for freely giving vent to his own opinions,
—in some of which he is likely to stand quite alone ; but it surely
was the duty of his critics to prepare their readers for what must
have caused some of them to make wry faces. His tirade against
"that treacherous phantom which men call Liberty," must shock
not a few; his sneering at the idea of anything being done for Ait
by "pottery and printed stuffs," will not obtain him friends in the
manufacturing districts or schools of design; and his utter aver
sion to Railroads and Railway travelling, cannot fail to scandalise
a very numerous class indeed, if we include the holders of shares.
Little would it have mattered what he himself says, did not his
reviewers assent to and sanction such exceedingly outragecus i:c
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tlons by their silence, instead of reprobating them, as they ought
to have done,—if only to show, as they had a fair opportunity of
doing, their own impartiality, and that they were not to be im
posed upon by the prestige of the reputation previously acquired
by the same writer's 'Modern Painters.' By that reputation the
gentry of the press had their cue given them; they felt certain
that they might praise safely—conscientiously is quite a different
matter. Enough it was for them that they might, very safely to
themselves, "lay it on thick;" and they have done so accordingly,
buttering Rusk in over with their oily phrases in such manner that
the butter actually drops off again. They might have spared their
butter and their pains, for after all, cui bono?—what can toadying
puff do for a work which aims at becoming influential?—and which
if it ever so become, must be seconded by opinion, and very great
change of opinion, in a different sphere from that of the public
press, which, whatever it may be in other matters, shows itself to
be in those of Architecture and Art equally empty-headed and
hollow-hearted.
IV. "We want no new style of Architecture," says Ruskin, and
very justly too; or did we so, we should never get one, if by a
"new style" we are to understand a sudden transition to a system
of architectural elements, forms, and combinations decidedly dif
ferent from, and in no respect modelled upon, those which either
now are or formerly have been in use. Yet such impossibility
affords no argument at all for resisting, as we now strenuously do,
nil further extension and modification of the styles we profess to
adopt. We merely think of copying them as closely as we can;
and where they stop short, we stop too, through our inability to
carry them on in the same spirit—or if not precisely in the same,
in a congenial one. As Mr. Ruskin excellently well observes—it
is in fact one of the most sensible and valuable remarks in his
book—"A man who has the gift, will take up any style that is
going, the style of his day, and will work in that, and be great in
that, and make everything that he does in it look as fresh as if
every thought of it had just come down from heaven. I do not
sav that he will not take liberties with his materials or with his
rules; I do not say that strange changes will not sometimes be
wrought by his efforts, or his fancies, in both. But those changes
will be instructive, natural, facile, though sometimes marvellous;
and those liberties will be like the liberties that a great speaker
takes with the language, not a defiance of its rules for the sake of
singularity,—but inevitable, uncalculated, and brilliant consequen
ces of an effort to express what the language, without such infrac
tion, could not. There may be times when the life of an art is
manifested in its changes, and in its refusal of ancient limita
tions."— Most true: yet what with plodding servile copying, and
slavish, superstitious adherence to precedent, Architecture has
now, instead of an artistic, only a sort of artificial life. It is no
longer permitted to grow with the growth of society, to keep
pace with its advance, and with general improvement in other
respects,—but is stunted, dwarfed, and crippled like the feet, or
rather pettitoes of a Chinese lady. If we need no new style, we
certainly do need, and that very greatly, much more freedom for
those which we have and make use of.
V. Excellently well, again, does Ruskin point out the proper
use and service of Precedent—namely, to guide and instruct, not
to fetter and enslave, as it is allowed to do. "When we begin," he
says, "to teach children writing, we force them to absolute copyism,
and require absolute accuracy in the formation of the letters;
as they obtain command of the received modes of literal expression,
we cannot prevent their falling into such variations as are con
sistent with their feelings, their circumstances, or their characters.
So, when a boy is first taught Latin, an authority is required of
him for every expression he uses; as he becomes master of the
language he may take a license, and feel his right to do so without any
rate
authority,
expression."
and yet write
In the
better
same
Latin
way,tluin
he when
goes lie
on borrowed
to observe,
everyshould
tte]>a"our architects be taught;" and in such way, in fact, do they seem
to have been taught in former times, whereas now they are kept,
or else are content to remain in a state of schoolboyism all their
lives. Even those who maybe supposed to have fully "mastered
the language" of their art,—who at any rate have credit with the
public for having done so, confine themselves to stereotype and
therefore hackneyed forms and expressions, without venturing to
show that it is in their power to vary them and impart freshness
to them. On the contrary, they are but too apt to make a posi
tive merit of what accuses them of want of artistic power, and of
spontaneousness of thought and geniality of conception. So ex
ceedingly humble is their ambition, that they nre proud of showing
with what admirable precision they can copy features and details,
the pattern of which are taken—stolen is an ugly word—from other
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buildings or representations of them. Admitting, however, for a
moment that mere copying gives us all that we now want or need
ask for, an exceedingly ticklish and awkward question presents
itself—namely, is it at all reasonable that mere copying—and what
is more, mere mechanical copying—should be paid for at the same
rate as original talent, or rather infinitely higher?—Quo tendisi—
stop, stop in time, friend Candidus, and do not broach such an un
comfortable question as that. Consider, in by-gone times Genius
was a fool, and exerted itself for fame; in our wiser and more
enlightened age, mere Talent works for money alone. The
substance, it seems, we cannot get, but at all events we pay
liberally
tion.
enough for the shadow of it, and be that our consolaVI. As in some other respects, Mr. Ruskin is not very consistent
with himself when—although he says that we do not so much re
quire a new style as one that should he universally followed—he
recommends us to adopt for such universal purpose what would be
to us altogether new. "The choice"—that is, for a style to be
henceforth generally followed—"would lie, I think," he says, "be
tween four styles:—1, the Pisan Romanesque; 2, the Early Gothic
of the Western Italian Republics, advanced, as far and as fast as
our art would enable us, to the Gothic of Giotto; 3, the Venetian
Gothic in its purest development; 4, the English Earliest Deco
rated. The most natural, perhaps the safest, choice would be that
of the last, well fenced from the chance of again stiffening into
the Perpendicular."—Unlucky Perpendicular! how art thou flouted
at, and spoken of contumeliously by Ruskin—who, of most as
sured certainty, will not find Charles Barry among the admirers of
what one reviewer has termed "a book unique in our language."
Now, for a universal style, or rather for the foundation of one that
would be capable of being moulded to every one of the various
architectural purposes required at the present day, the three first
of those proposed by Mr. Ruskin are decidedly out of the ques
tion; and even the last is scarcely less so. It would, in fact, be
utterly impossible to shape out of it a style accommodated to gene
ral usage, and which would conform to the conditions imposed by
actual purpose. Is it for a single moment to be thought of as
suitable for domestic and street architecture, or for secular build
ings at all, in this nineteenth century ? How can a style which is
fit only for ecclesiastical buildings — on which account, perhaps,
that and other mediaeval styles are now affected for that particular
class of structures, as markedly distinguishing them—be now con
stituted a universal style ? We may adopt medievalism for our
churches, but we cannot possibly throw off modernism in our habi
tations, in our houses and our street architecture. Consequently,
so long as we insist upon retaining the former, we shall never
arrive at—no, nor even take a single step towards that oneness of
style which Sir. Ruskin regards a sine-qua-non for the healthy
condition of architecture,—and not of architecture alone, but of
all the arts of design. For such desirable condition of art gene
rally, among us, he asserts there is but one chance, "and that
chance rests on the bare possibility of obtaining the consent both
of architects and the public, to choose a style, and to use it uni
versally." He himself, however, has, by what he recommends,
rendered "bare possibility" a bare impossibility. Rather ought
he to have said : Let us take up the system of building and con
struction now generally employed by us, and endeavour to work it
up into one capable of answering worthily to all purposes and
occasions, no matter how opposite they may be. Such was the
course pursued by the modern Italian architects at the period of
the so-called Revival, or Renaissance. The style which they then
took up they employed for all purposes alike,—for both secular
and ecclesiastical buildings — for both public and private ones;
although not indeed with that judicious discrimination which they
might nave done. Yet, notwithstanding that he is of opinion an
architect of talent can take up "any style that is going, the style
of his day," and mould it to his purpose, Mr. Ruskin recom
mends us to endeavour to get an entirely new style,—one con
stituted quite differently from any one now in use, by modelling
it upon that particular mediaeval and ecclesiastical one which is
now generally teimed the Early Decorated English, Such being
his opinion, it was incumbent upon him to endeavour at least to
point out how far that style accords with existing conditions, and
our present actual requirements. As he has not done so, we may
reasonably question not only the propriety but the practicability
of what he recommends; and which, even if practicable at all,
would be no better than what Mr. Cockerel! has justly called
"disgraceful retrogression."
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ON THE PADDLES OF STEAMERS.
On the Paddles of Steamers—their Figure, Dip, Thickness, Mate
rial, Number, $c. By Thomas Ewbank, Esq., City of New York.
[From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.'}
(Concluded from page 213.)
The foregoing experiments and remarks relate chiefly to the
figure and dip of paddles. Other traits next solicited investiga
tion; and, though neither prominent, nor promising any adequate
reward for the requisite labour, they were thought worth attending
to, since engineers will certainly be urged shortly to cast about
for every means of adding, though ever so little, to the speed of
steamers.
It had been imagined,
Buoyantthat
or Displacing
the resistance
Paddles.
which fluids oppose to
the sinking of bulky bodies in them, might be employed as an ele
ment of propulsion—that if close barrels, for example, were fas
tened to the arms of a wheel, their ends would act as paddles, and
the force required to plunge them (equal to 62 lb. for each cubic
foot of water displaced), suso react favourably on the boat. To
test this idea, eight square and tight boxes, 7 inches by 7, and
6 inches deep, were secured to the arms of one wheel, and set to
work against the eight blades, No. 1, (fig. 3), on the other. The
boxes required, very sensibly, more power to carry them round
than any other tried, and were miserably deficient in pushing the
vessel forward with it—certainly not equalling four of the com
peting blades. They produced quite a commotion in the water,
carried large quantities over with them, and, could we have com
municated sufficient velocity, would probably have formed a verti
cal ring of it. These boxes were, and should be, considered simply
as unusually thick blades. All paddles are buoyant in proportion
to their thickness.
Thickness of Paddles.
But though worthless in one respect, they were valuable in
another, for they led us to the fact, or the law, that the propelling
virtue of blades expands and contracts with their thickness.
Thicken them till they touch each other, and they form a perfect
drum, which could exert no more propelling power than a revolv
ing grindstone;—reduce them to the thinnest plates, consistent
with the strains they have to oppose, and in the same ratio that
property is augmented in them.
1 he boxes were removed, and boards, |ths of an inch thick, and
7 inches square put in their places. These represented common
plank paddles, and were found sensibly inferior to their metalline
competitors, whose thickness was slightly less than -f^th inch.
We next took away two of the latter, when no very obvious change
in the boat's direction occurred. When two more were taken off,
the remaining four were unable to contend with the wooden ones.
These, it will be remembered, were Jth the thickness of the boxes,
and consequently inherited that proportion of their defects.
It was also very observable how much more water was raised by
the boards than by the plates. It could not easily be cast off their
blunt boundaries, but kept running over them, from one side to
another—a fact rendered more distinct in the boxes. Nothing
could declare plainer, that the sharper the dipping edges of paddles
are made, the more back-water they throw off at the point where
its departure is most beneficial: that is, when the re-action favours
the vessel's progress—and, consequently, less is carried higher
than the axis. A very little labour would impart this feature—in
other words, would make their section a wedge. The resulting
benefit would repay the expenditure a hundred-fold.
Compared to metal, wood approaches in its nature to sponge;
water clings to it; its pores are absorbing vessels, that suck it in,
and assist to retain it on the surface.
Here nature also confirms the positions arrived at. Extreme
tenuity of blade is stamped with perfection by her. Hence we see
it strengthened by reticulated bars in the wings of insects—by
radial, angular, and tapering ribs in the fins and tails of fishes.
An uniformly thick, and unsupported slab, like our paddles, is
nowhere met with. We cannot imagine natatory or soaring
organs, formed after such a pattern, without feeling the absurdity.
The caudal propellers of fishes are necessarily thick where they
join the bodies, but how rapidly is the substance diminished, and
to a mere film, at their extremities, so much so, that they are often
there torn and jagged, by accident or wear, as fishermen well know.
There must, therefore, be some powerful reason for withholding
the material—one that overbalances all inconveniences resulting
from its absence; and what can it be but the thinner the blade, the
more efficient as a propeller it is—the longer is its stroke, and the
more effectual is the power that wields it. The same law prevails
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in the wings of birds; their outward boundaries are feathered off
to almost nothing.
The reflection is irresistable. With what nicety and care nature
perfects her propellers, and how clumsy and unfinished are ours;
as if, forsooth, a vessel's progress did not depend upon them!
The last two experiments demonstrate, that the less water a
paddle displaces by its volume, the more efficient it is; that all ac
cumulation of material behind its acting face, beyond what is ab
solutely necessary to strengthen it, is injurious, and ought to be
avoided. But how does this accord with the current practice?
Oaken planks are universally employed, and I have heard more
than one engineer assert, that the thicker they are the better!
Because, said they, if their propelling property be not enhanced,
it is not diminished, and their additional weight is a positive ad
vantage, since the heavier the wheels are, the easier they work—
the more uniform are their movements.
The Gorgon, an English steamer, had "large wheels and little
power," so she used oak or pine scantlings, 5 inches by 6, or 6 by
8, for paddles. Had her managers been aware of the true effect
of thick blades, they never would have adopted them with the
view of economising power.
Paddle planks vary in thickness from l£ to 3 inches. No sea
steamers have them less than 2 inches. In the English vessels
they are 2^; in others, as the Franklin, they are 2^; in some of
the largest class they are 3. The Atlantic and the Pacific, each of
3,000 tons, now building for the Collins' Line, are to have them
3 inches. The former is to have 28 blades; hence, united, they
will form a solid mass, seven feet thick, in each wheel—just onefifth of its diameter! They are to be 12l feet long, by 34 inches;
those of both wheels will, therefore, contain nearly 500 cubic feet
of timber, and must displace that enormous volume of water at
every revolution, by their submersion alone!—and, as we have
seen, not only uselessly, but with a serious retardation of the ves
sel's headway, and waste of her motive power.
The wheels of the Pacific are to be 36 feet in diameter; each
will have 30 blades, 114 feet, by 3 feet; the solid contents of her
paddles will, therefore, equal 517 cubic feet. Her loss from the
same source will, therefore, be greater. In every revolution of
each wheel, her paddles will lose 74 feet of effective stroke, and
those of the Atlantic 7 feet! Those of the ocean steamer United
States are 2^ or 24 inches thick; they are 36 in number, but as
thev are "split," and attached on both sides of the arms, there are
really 72. They certainly diminish the effective strokes of her
blades, from 10 to 15 feet, in every turn of her wheels, startling as
the assertion is.
Has the attention of engineers ever been turned this way? Or
have they forgotten, that a volume of water equal to that of a
boat's paddles, and every inch of material submerged with them,
is neutralised as a resisting medium, as often as it is displaced by
their immersion;—that water is to them what steam is to pistons
—the more space the latter occupy in cylinders, the shorter be
comes their stroke, because metal then takes the place of steam;
the object to be moved crowds out the mover. Thicken a piston
till it fills its cylinder, and the motive agent being wholly kept
out, all motion ceases.
It is much the same with the paddles of a wheel. Let them fill
up -fa, i, i, or 4, of the circles they describe, and in those propor
tions they lose their virtue, because in the same proportion they dis
place, or push aside, the fluid agent on which their worth depends.
The Atlantic will lose seven feet stroke in every turn of her
wheels. I leave to mathematicians to determine, how many more
miles an hour she would make, if the loss were reduced to seven
inches, by using ^-inch iron, in place of 3-inch plank.
There are several interesting questions about paddles that yet
require solutions, but as respects their thickness, there is no mean
to seek; the thinnest is the best under all circumstances—thin,
were it possible, as a lamina of mica. The only question is,
What material will supply the thinnest sheets to resist the pres
sure they are to oppose? Plates of steel, I opine, will yet be
adopted.
Number of Paddles.
The experiments of each day convinced us that, so far as pro
pulsion is concerned, the fewer the paddles, the faster went the
boat, so long as one at each wheel, or an area equal to the face of
one, was kept in full play. A greater number in the water merely
cuts it into slices, throws them into commotion and diminishes the
resistance they should oppose to the blades. As a further elucida
tion of this fact, we tried, at the suggestion of Mr. B., four blade?,
7 x 1*. against the eight test ones, 7X7. The smaller number
had a decided advantage over the greater, and the cause was visi
ble: they had a full sweep, through an unbroken, undisturbed
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mass of fluid, and consequently produced, unabridged, their legiti
mate effects; while those on the other wheel—unusually small
Ui or i) as their number was, compared to those on the wheels of
steamers—following so quickly in the wake of one another, threw
it into an uproar, causing eddies, whirlpools, and counter currents,
and thus interfering with each other, necessarily produced inferior
results.
We thought 8 of fig. 4 would be equally valuable as 24 of fig. 3,
but the construction of our wheels prevented us from instituting a
series of similar comparisons.
The number of paddles now employed is, generally, greater than
formerly. For large vessels, 28 are usual; some have 24, and
dthers 32. The English rule, said to be a good one, is adhered to
by many American engineers, except when circumstances require
a deviation. By it, there is a paddle for every foot of a wheel's
diameter, which" makes them stand 3 feet apart; there are boats
in which they occur every 2 feet.
One object of their multiplication, is to equalise the jar of their
striking the water, by increasing the number of the blows. With
the same view, they are often split through the middle, lengthwise,
and the inner half—that next the shaft—removed to
the opposite side of the arm, as in the end view. fig.
26, thus doubling, in a manner, their number. All the
British steamers have their blades thus arranged.
The Hermann's 28 were thus made into 56; their
efficacy was found to be reduced about 9 per cent.
The value of their upper or inner halves has been
ascertained to be about the same, for, when wholly
removed, the lower portions have proved within 10
per cent, as effective as before. The blades of the
United States are split, and disposed as in the figure.
The true principle of breaking the jar of paddles
striking the water, seems to me to be indicated in
the blades 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.
Fig. 20.
Had the attention of engineers been led to it in the
early days of steaming, the popular plan of avoiding the evil at
the expense of a greater, would not have been sanctioned so long.
I observed the blades of the last-named steamer, a week after
her recent return from Europe. Seven were submerged, or fourteen,
if those on both sides of the arms are counted. She sailed on the
4th inst., for New Orleans with 8 (or 16) under water. The Che
rokee left on the 1st inst., for Savannah, with six of her undivided
blades below the surface. The Washington came in on the 6th inst.,
from Bremen, with five similar ones fully immersed on each side—
four full ones and the halves of two others. The largest of our
Sound and River boats have equal, if not greater numbers under.
The Vanderbilt, 1,200 tons, hasfive, or ten halves, immersed in each
wheel, when lying at her dock, and without passengers on board.
The Isaac Newton, 1,200 tons, has similar wheels, and the same
number of blades under water at once.
As sea steamers have little occasion to go stern for
wards, the backs of the acting faces are occasionally
dressed off, as shown by the outline of fig. 27. As far as
the lower, or dipping, parts are concerned, this is an ad
vantage; but, from the preceding experiments, it is seen
how much more beneficially such blades would act, were
those parts brought to a knife-edge, and their sections
Fig. 27. bounded by the dark part of the cut.
Arms of Wheels.
The practice of making the arms of paddle-wheels of uniform,
or nearly uniform, dimensions throughout, is also wrong. They
may, without diminution of strength, be reduced towards their ex
tremities, and ought to to be, since every inch of surplus material
submerged in them, detracts from the work done by the blades.
They should taper outwards, as Nature tapers the radial ribs in
her propellers.
Coating Paddles with Materials that Repel Water.
If any substance can be found, durably to prevent paddles from
being wetted, they would then carry over less water with them.
We coated one set with grease (suet), and, while the water
streamed uniformly over the faces of others, it adhered only in
narrow streaks to these.
The lessons which the foregoing experiments teach us are:—
That, to render paddles of steamers more effectual, they ought
to he fashioned, as far as circumstances sanction, after models fur
nished by Nature, so as to conform to her general practice of con
tracting surface when resistance is of little avail, and extending it
when the latter is greatest—to give the largest portions of blades
the longest strokes.
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That the fewer the paddles on a wheel the better, provided one
be always kept in full play;—and hence, that it would be more ad-f
vantageous to point, or fork them, as proposed, to evade the jar o
their striking on the surface, than so perniciously to split and mul
tiply them, as the popular practice is.
That smooth ana thin metallic plates should be substituted for
the usual massive, water-soaked planks. (At present, perhaps,
nothing better than boiler-plates, galvanised, could be adopted).
That bolt-heads, nuts, cleats, straps, and every other projection,
upon, or about, them, should be provided against. That the arms
of wheels ought to be reduced at their outer extremities, and the
immersion of all superfluous material carefully avoided. That,
when wheels require balancing, or their momentum to be increased,
the weights to be attached to the arms above the surface of the
water.
To coat paddles, and parts that plunge with them, with varnish,
or other substance that repels water, that the fluid, instead of being
dragged up in volumes by them, may roll from them, as from the
backs of diving birds.
Some persons smile at the idea of machinists studying nature;
and such, on perusing the preceding suggestions, will deem it a
sufficient reply, to remind the proposer, that steamers are not
blackfish, nor paddles salmons' tails, nor petrels' feet.
But minds differently organised, think a glance into her work
shops is never amiss, and that the longer the visit, the better for
the visitor, since there is no art or contrivance, (and it is certain
that, through eternity, there never can be one), which has not its
prototype in her collections. If we find them not, it is because of
inattention, or of an imperfect acquaintance with her stores. Per
haps we know not at which of her ateliers to inquire, or are not
prepared to appreciate specimens laid before us when we enter.
It would be wrong to close this paper, without acknowledging
many obligations to Mr. John Bell, of Harlem, by whose assistance
the experiments were conducted; a gentleman whose judgment on
general mechanics is not surpassed; and to Mr. Mott, for the use
of a boat, and facilities for making the various paddles tested; to
Messrs. Morris and Cummings, also.
Mr. Bell has matured a subtitute, which he proposes for paddlewheels, consisting of two reciprocating arms on each side of a
vessel. At their extremities are folding blades, or vanes, which
open when sweeping in one direction, and close in the other.
He
dispenses with the cumbrous paddle-boxes, and leaves the deck
nearly clear;—at the same time increases the sweep of the blades
beyond what is practicable with wheels, by simply elevating (on
framework resembling that of beam engines) the points of their
suspension.
Note. —Since the above paper was written, I have seen in the
Journal of the Franklin Institute for February, 1842, (3rd series,
vol. 3, p. 102), an extract from the Civil Engineer and Architects
Journal, for October, 1841, by which it appears that Mr. Rennie
was led. by his experiments, to substitute the diamond-shaped
paddle (fig. 8) for that of the ordinary form. It is there stated
that, "after a great variety of experiments, he found that a paddlewheel of one-half the width and weight, and with trapezium floats,
was as effective in propelling a vessel as a wheel of double the
width and weight, with the ordinary rectangular floats." This
agrees very well with my own results. Mr. Rennie states that
the Admiralty had permitted him to fit H. M. ship African with
these wheels, and he had perfect confidence in the success of the
experiment; but I have not been able to find any account of the
results of this trial upon a large scale.
Measures have been taken to secure by patent, the improvements
developed by the preceding experiments.

ON WATER-WHEELS WITH VENTILATED BUCKETS.
On Water- Wheels with Ventilated Buckets. By Wilmam Faibbaikn, Esq.—(Paper read at the Institution of Civil Engineers.)
Since the time of Smeaton's experiments in 1759, little or no im
provement has been made in the principle on which water-wheels
have been constructed. The substitution, however, of iron for
wood, as a material for their construction, has afforded opportuni
ties for extensive changes in their forms, particularly in the shape
and arrangement of the buckets, and has given, altogether, a more
permanent and lighter character to the machine than had pre
viously been attained with other materials. A curvilinear form of
bucket has been generally adopted, the sheet iron of which it is
composed affording facility for being moulded or bent into the re
quired shape.
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2.1.5

From a work entitled 'Mecaniques et Inventions approuvees par
I'Acadlmie Royale ties Sciences,' published at Paris in 1735, it ap
pears, that previous to the commencement of the last century,
neither the breast nor the overshot water-wheels were much in use,
if at all known ; and at what period, and by whom they were in
troduced, is probably equally uncertain. The overshot wheel was
a great improvement, and its introduction was an important step in
the perfecting of hydraulic machines; but the breast-wheel, as now
generally made, is a still further improvement, and is probably
better calculated for effective duty under the circumstances of a
variable supply of water, to which almost every description of
water-wheel is subjected. It is not the object of the present paper
to enter into the dates and nature of the improvements which have
taken place during the last and the present centuries. Suffice it to
observe, that the breast-wheel has taken precedence of the overshot
wheel, probably not so much from any advantage gained by an in
crease of power, on a given fall, as from the increased facilities
which a wheel of this description, having a larger diameter than
the height of the fall, affords for the reception of the water into
the chamber of the bucket, and also for its final exit at the bottom.
Another advantage of the increased diameter is the comparative
ease with which the wheel overcomes the obstruction of back
water. The breast-wheel is not only less injured from the effects
of floods, hut the retarding force is overcome with greater ease,
and the wheel works for a longer time and to a much greater depth
in back-water.
The late Dr. Robison, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
University of Edinburgh, in treating of water-wheels, says, "There
frequently occurs a difficulty in the making of bucket-wheels, when
the half-taught millwright attempts to retain the water a long time
in the buckets. The water gets into them with a difficulty which
he cannot account for, and spills all about, even when the buckets
are not moving away from the spout. This arises from the air,
which must find its way out to admit the water, but is obstructed
by the entering water, and occasions a great sputtering at the en
try. This may be entirely prevented by making the spout con
siderably narrower than the wheel : it will leave room at the two
ends of the buckets for the escape of the air. This obstruction is
vastly greater than one would imagine; for the water drags along
with it a great quantity of air, as is evident in the water-blast, as
described by many authors." '
Such were the opinions of one of our first writers on mechanical
philosophy; but the evil has been subsequently much increased by
attempting to form a bucket which should carry the water down to
the lowest point of the fall. In these attempts, the opening be
came so contracted as to prevent the free admission of the water
from the cistern into the buckets, and its free discharge at the bot
tom of the wheel.
In the construction of wheels for high falls, the best proportion
of the opening of the bucket is found to be nearly as 5 to 2i; that
is, the contents of the bucket being 24 cubic feet, the area of the
opening, or entrance for the water, would be 5 square feet. In
breast-wheels which receive the water at the height of 10° to 12°
above the horizontal cen
tre, the ratio should be
nearly as 8 to 24-, or as 1
to 3, as shown in fig. 5.
With these proportions,
the depth of the shroud
ing is assumed to be about
three times the width of
the opening, or three times
the distance from the lip
to the back of the bucket,
as from A to B, fig. 1, the
opening being 5 inches,
and the depth of shroud
15 inches.
For lower falls, or in
those wheels which receive
the water below the hori
zontal centre, a larger
opening becomes necessary
for the reception of a large
body of water, and for its
final discharge, as shown in
fig.*.
In the construction of
water-wheels, it is requisite, in order to attain the maximum effect,
to have the opening of the bucket sufficiently large to allow an

easy entrance and an equally free escape for the water, as its re
tention in the bucket must evidently be injurious, when carried
beyond the vertical centre.
Dr. Robison further observes, "There is another and very seri
ous obstruction to the motion of an overshot, or bucketed wheel.
When it moves in back-water, it is not only resisted by the water
when it moves more slowly than the wheel, which is very frequently
the case, but it lifts a great deal in the rising buckets. In some
particular states of back-water, the descending bucket fills itself
completely with water, and in other cases it contains a very con
siderable quantity, and air of common density; while in some rarer
cases it contains less water, with air in a condensed state. In the
first case, the rising bucket must come up filled with water, which
it cannot drop till its mouth gets out of the water. In the second
case, part of the water goes out before this; but the air rarefies,
and therefore there is still some water dragged or lifted up by the
wheel, by suction, as it is usually called. In the last case, there is
no such back-load on the rising side of the wheel, but (which is as
detrimental to its performance) the descending side is employed in
condensing air; and although this air aids the ascent of the rising
side, it does not aid it so much as it impedes the descending side,
being (by the form of the bucket) nearer to the vertical line drawn
through the axis."1
These were the difficulties under which the millwrights of Dr.
Robison's time laboured; and the remedy which they applied (and
which has since been more or less continued) was to bore holes in
what is technically called the 'start' of the bucket. This was the
only means adopted for removing the air from the buckets of over
shot wheels, in order to facilitate the admission and emission of
the water. In lower falls, where wheels with open buckets were
used, orstraight float-boards radiating from the centre, large open
ings were made in the sole-planking, exclusive of perforations in
each bucket, in order to relieve them from the condensed air. The
improved construction of the present time is widely different, the
buckets being of such a shape as to admit the water at the same
time that the air is making its escape.
During the early part of 1825, and the two succeeding years, two
iron water-wheels, each of 120-horse power, were constructed in
Manchester for Messrs. James Finlay and Co., of the Catrine
Works, under the auspices of the late Mr. Buchanan, and also for
the same company at Deanston, in Perthshire, of which firm Air.
James Smith (Deanston) was then the resident partner. Those
wheels are still in operation, and taking them in the aggregate,
they probably rank, even at the present day, as some of the most
powerful and the most complete hydraulic machines in the king
dom. The construction of these wheels, and others for lower falls,
first directed the author's attention to the ingress and egress of the
water, and led to the improvements which have since been intro
duced by him.
The object of these modifications may be generally stated to
have been, for the purpose of preventing the condensation of the
air, and for permitting its escape, during the filling of the bucket
with water, as also its re-admission during the discharge of the
water into the lower mill-race.
Shortly after the construction of the water-wheels for the Ca
trine and Deanston VVorks, a breast-wheel was made and erected,
for Mr. Andrew Brown, of Linwood, near Paisley. In this it was
observed, when the wheel was loaded, and in flood-waters, that each
of the buckets acted as a water-blast, and forced the water and
spray to a height of 6 or 8 feet above
the orifice at which it entered. This
was complained of as a great defect, and
in order to remedy it, openings were cut
in the sole-plates, and small interior
buckets were attached to the inner sole,
as shown at 6, ft, 6, fig. 2. The air in this
case made its escape through the open
ings a,a,a, into the inner bucket, and
passed upwards, as is shown by the ar
rows, through b, A, 6, Into the interior
of the wheel. By these means it will
be observed, that the buckets were ef
fectually cleared of air whilst they were
tilling, and that during the obstructions
of back-water, the same facilities were
afforded for its re-admission, and the
discharge of the water contained in the
rising buckets. The effect produced by
Flg. 1.
this alteration could scarcely be credited, as the wheel not only received and parted with the water
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freely, but an increase of nearly one-fourth of the power was ob
tained, and the wheel, which still remains as then altered, con
tinues, in all states of the river, to perform its duty satisfacto
rily.
The amount of power gained, and the beneficial effects pro
duced upon Mr. Brown's wheel, induced a new and still greater
improvement in the principle of construction: the first wheel
erected on this, which has been called the 'ventilated' principle,
was one designed for Mr. Duckworth, at the Handforth Print
Works, near Wilmslow, in Cheshire. This wheel was started in
1828. The improvement of the breast-wheel, with the close sole
and ventilated buckets, as shown in fig. 5, followed immediately
thereon.
Close-bucketed wheels labour under great difficulties when re
ceiving the water through the same orifice at which the air escapes,
and in some wheels the forms and construction of the buckets are
such as almost entirely to prevent the entrance of the water, and
to deprive the wheel of half its power. These defects may be
easily accounted for where the water is discharged upon the wheel
in a larger section than the opening between the buckets: under
such circumstances the air is suddenly condensed, and, re-acting
by its elastic force, throws back the water upon the orifice of the
cistern, and thus allows the buckets to pass without their being
more than half-filled. Several methods have been adopted for
relieving them of the air: the most common plan is, by cutting
holes, as before mentioned, in the sole-plates, close to the back of
the buckets, or else making the openings between them much
wider, in order to admit the water, and at the same time to allow
the air to escape. All these remedies have been more or less effec
tive; but tbey labour under the objections of a great waste of
water and much inconvenience, by the water falling from the open
ings, down upon the lower part of the wheel, exclusive of the puff
ing and blowing when the bucket is filling. Other remedies have
been applied, such as circular tubes and boxes attached to the soleplates, which, extending upwards, furnish openings into the interior
of the wheel for the air to escape; but these, like many other
plans, have been, to a certain extent, unsucessful, owing to the
complexity of their structure, and the inadequate manner in which
the objects contemplated were attained. In fact, in wheels of this
description it has been found more satisfactory to submit to ac
knowledged defects, than to incur the trouble and inconvenience
of partial and imperfect remedies.
In the improvements made by the author, these objections are to
a great extent removed, and a thorough system of ventilation has
been effectually introduced. Before entering upon the description
of this new principle of ventilation, it is necessary to remark, that
in climates like Great Britain and Ireland, where the atmosphere
is charged with moisture for six or seven months in the year, it is
no uncommon occurrence for the rivers to be considerably swollen,
and the mills depending upon water are either impeded or entirely
stopped by back-water; while at other times a deficiency of rain
reduces the water-power below what is absolutely required to drive
the machinery. On occasions of this kind, much loss and incon
venience is sustained, particularly in mills exclusively dependent
upon water as a motive power, and where a number of work-people
are employed.
On the outskirts of the manufacturing districts, where the mills
are more or less dependent upon water, these inconveniences are
severely felt; and in some situations these interruptions arise as
frequently from an excess of water as from a deficiency in the
supply. To remedy these evils, reservoirs have been formed, and
wheels have been constructed to work in floods; but although much
has been accomplished for diminishing these injurious effects, and
giving a more regular supply in dry seasons, yet the system is still
imperfect, and much has yet to be done before water can be con
sidered equal, as a motive power, to the steam-engine, which is
always available where the necessary fuel is at hand. It is there
fore obvious, that any improvement in the construction of waterwheels, whereby their forms and requirements may be the better
adapted to meet the exigencies of high and low waters, will con
tribute much to the efficiency and value of mills situated upon
rivers subjected to the changes before alluded to.
Ventilated Water-Wheels as adapted to Low Falls.
The first wheel constructed upon the ventilated principle was
erected at Handforth, in Cheshire, in the summer of 1828; ft
proved highly satisfactory to the proprietors, Messrs. Duckworth
and Co., and gave such important results as to induce its repeti
tion, without variation, in cases where the fall did not exceed the
semi-diameter of the wheel.
In the earlier construction of iron suspension wheels by the late
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Mr. J. C. Hewes, the arms and braces were fixed to the centres by
screws and nuts upon their ends, as shown
in fig. 3. The arms c, c passed through
the rim 6, b, and the braces e, e, which tra
verse the angle of the rim at f,f, are, as
nearly as possible, in the position and form
adopted by Mr. Hewes.
This arrange
ment, although convenient for tightening
up the arms and braces, was liable to
many objections, arising from the nuts
becoming loose, and the consequent diffi
culty of keeping the wheels true to the
circle, and the arms and braces in an uni
form state of tension: gibs and cotters
were therefore substituted for the nuts and
screws, and since their introduction into
the large wheels of the Catrine Works,
Ayrshire, the objections have been re
moved, and the arms and braces are now
not only perfectly secure, but the peri
phery of the wheel is retained in its true
and correct form. It will not, therefore,
be necessary further to explain this part
of the structure, as the engravings are not
sufficiently explicit to give a correct idea
of all the parts.
Having noticed the obstructions offered
to the entrance of the water into buckets
of the usual form, and the consequent loss
Fig.
which ensues from its retention upon the
wheel, after its powers of gravitation have ceased, it may be ne
cessary to show the means whereby those defects were removed,
and also to exhibit the relation existing between the breast and
the undershot wheels. These terms have, however, become nearly
obsolete, as every description of water-wheel may now be properly
called a breast-wheel; and in every fall, however low, it is gene
rally found advantageous for the water to act by gravitation, and
not by impulse, as during the earlier periods of the industrial arts.
If the process of filling and emptying the buckets of the wheels
shown in figs. 4 and 5, be traced respectively in each, it will be
found, that in the event of a large body of water being discharged
into the bucket at D, fig. 4, it could not be filled if the opening at
g was closed, and the air was prevented from escaping in that di
rection. Under these circumstances, the air would be compressed
and pent up in the bucket, and the water prevented from entering,
or be blown out, as already described. Now this is not the case
when they are properly ventilated, as a perfectly free passage is
constantly open for the escape of the air, in the direction of g, and
an equally free entrance is again afforded for the water at D ; the
passage for the escape of the air being re
presented by the direction of the arrows
through the openings a, g, g, fig. 4, and also
the connection of the buckets with each
other by rivets and tubular blocks. When
a wheel of this description is heavily loaded,
a small quantity of water will sometimes
escape along with the air, above the lip of
the outlet g, into the interior of the wheel;
but that is of little consequence, as it is
again received into the buckets as it falls
upon the wheel; and even this defect may
be removed by carrying the edge of the
plate higher upon the sole of the upper
bucket. For low falls, the length of the
tail side of the buckets will, however, be
Fig. 4.
found, in practice, quite sufficient, either
as regards the economy or the distribution of the water.
Having treated of the entrance of the water into the buckets, it
is necessary to describe the facilities afforded by this constructio
for its discharge. A quick and easy outlet for the water, when no
longer required upon the wheel, is as important as an expeditious
inlet; and it is evident that every drop of water which is carried
by the wheel beyond the vertical line of the centre, is so much use
less absorption of its power : moreover, in the construction of the
bucket for the reception of the water, strict reference should also
be had to its free and uninterrupted discharge. Another main
point for consideration is the distance to which the water is carried
by its momentum, or centrifugal action, when leaving the wheel ;
and it will be found advantageous to effect the discharge of the
water as soon as the bucket passes the lower edge of the stonebreast. This discharge being seldom accomplished in time, in the
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old wheels, was a serious counterpoise to the power of the wheel,
as the ascending buckets carried with them portions of the water
to a considerable height, on the opposite side of the vertical cen
tre. In the improved construction, this defect is obviated, hs the
opening which allows the air to escape, during the filling of the
buckets, re-admits it with the same facility during the discharge :
there cannot, consequently, be any formation of a partial vacuum,
and the wheel not only works easily, but to a much greater depth
in the back-water. It has also been found necessary, in order to
facilitate the escape of the water, to terminate the breast at a dis
tance of about 10 inches from the vertical centre, and always to
have a depth of from 18 inches to 2 feet of water under the bottom
of the wheel.
These are considerations of some value, as the abrupt termina
tion of the breast admits of a much quicker discharge of the water
from the buckets, and the increased depth of the tail-race gives
room for its escape, after it has passed from the wheel. In fact,
the benefits arising from this form of breast, and tail-race, are so
freat, that they should be strictly enforced, where it is desirable to
ave the full and effective use of the fall. In the erection of waterwheels, these principles should never be lost sight of; and instead
of a shallow tail-race, with the water running from the wheel at a
rate of from 6 to 8 feet per second, as is frequently the case with
the old wheels, the current should he scarcely perceptible, and the
water should always flow as steadily and as smooth as in a deep
canal.
It would, perhaps, be difficult to describe with accuracy the pro
perties and proportions of these improvements, without a long
series of costly experiments upon a large scale; and in order to
make the comparison perfect, the new and old forms of waterwheels should be placed in juxta-position, each having a propor
tionate load, and working, as nearly as possible, under the same
conditions, both as to the fall and the supply of water. Under
these circumstances, the great difference which exists between the
one kind and the other would become apparent, not only as re
spects superior economy, but also the perfect ease with which the
ventilated wheel overcomes the resistance of the load, and the
obstructions of back-water to which wheels are subject in times of
floods.
On some future occasion an opportunity may present itself for
returning to this subject, when the superiority of water-wheels with
ventilated buckets may be confirmed by more detailed experiments,
and when the relative forms of wheels and buckets may be re
spectively established. For the present, it will suffice to observe,
that the wheel already described will be found in practice exceed
ingly effective, and probably the best adapted, with certain modifi
cations, for falls not exceeding 10 feet in height.
Breast-Wheel*, with Close Soles, and Ventilated Buckets.
The preceding statements have been principally confined to the
form of bucket, and description of water-wheel, adapted for low
falls. It will now be necessary to describe the best form of breastwheels for high falls, or those best calculated for attaining a maxi
mum effect on falls varying from one-half to three-fourths of the
diameter of the wheel. This is a description of water-wheel in
common use, and is generally adopted for falls which do not exceed
18 feet in height, and, in most cases, is preferable to the overshot
wheel. It possesses many advantages over the undershot wheel,
and its near approximation to the duty, or labouring force, of
wheels of the former description, renders it applicable in many
situations, especially where the fall does not exceed 18 or 20 feet,
and where the wheel is exposed to the obstructions of back-water.
In the latter case, wheels of larger diameter are best adapted; and
provided sufficient capacity is left in the buckets, such wheels may
be forced through the back-water without diminution of speed.
Every wheel of this kind should have capacity in the buckets to
receive a sufficient quantity of water to force the wheel, at full
speed, through a depth of five or six feet of back-water; and if
these provisions are made, a steady uniform speed, under every
circumstance of freshes and flood-waters, may be attained.
A water-wheel of this kind, of 100-horse power, was constructed
for T. Ainsworth, Esq., of Cleator, near Whitehaven, about four
years back, for driving a flax-mill; it is 20 feet in diameter, 22 feet
wide inside the bucket, and 22 inches deep on the shroud. It has
a close-riveted sole, composed of No. 10 wire-gage iron plate, and
the buckets are ventilated from one to the other, as shown in the
engraving, fig. 5. The fall is 17 feet, and the water is discharged
upon the wheel by a circular shuttle, which is raised and lowered
by a governor, as circumstances require. By this arrangement
the whole height of the fall is rendered available, and the water,
in dry seasons, may be drawn down from three to four feet, in
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order to afford time for the dam to fill, during the periods
Fig. 5. of rest,
either during the night, or at meal-times.
In this wheel, the power is taken from
each side by two pinions working into in
ternal segments, and these again give mo
tion to shafts and wheels, which communi
cate with the machinery of two different
mills, at some distance from each other.
The position of the pinion, or the point
where it 'gears' into the segments, is of
some importance in every water-wheel, but
more particularly in those constructed on
the suspension principle, which, upon in
spection, will be found but indifferently
prepared to resist a torsive strain, when
the power is taken from the opposite side
of the loaded arc of the wheel. Waterwheels of this construction, with malleable
iron rods only 2 inches in diameter for
their support, could not resist the strain,
but would twist round upon the axle as a
fixed centre of motion. It therefore be
comes necessary, on every occasion, to
take the power from the loaded side of
the wheel, and as near the circumference
as possible, in order to throw the weight
of the water upon the resistance of the
pinion, and that such resistance shall be
at the point of the greatest velocity.
In the old water-wheels, where the power was generally taken
from the axle, the whole of the force first passed through the arms
to the axle, and afterwards by a pit-wheel, or some other multiplier
of speed, to the machinery in the mill. Now, in the improved
wheels, this is not the case, as the arms, braces, and axle have only to
sustain the weight of the wheel, and to keep it in shape; and by the
power being taken from the circumference, considerable complexity
in the transmission of the power is avoided: a great saving is also
effected when the speed required is greater than that of the wheel.
It has already been shown that this description of wheel has a close
sole; and on reference to the figure it will be found that the tailends of the buckets a, a, a, are turned up at a distance of 2
inches from the back of the sole-plate, and, running parallel
with that part, terminate within about 2 inches from the bend of
the upper bucket. The object of this construction is obvious, as
the water in passing through the openings between the buckets
drives the air before it, in the direction of the arrows at a. a, a,
into the bucket above, and so on in succession, till each bucket is
filled as it passes the aperture of the cistern from which the water
flows upon the wheel. Irrespective of the advantages of clearing
the buckets of air, additional benefit is obtained by the facility
with which the water is discharged, and the air again admitted, at
the bottom of the fall, during the period of the emptying of the
bucket into the tail-race. This is strikingly illustrated where the
wheels labour in back-water, as the ventilated buckets rise freely
above the surface, and the communication being open from one to
the other, the action is rendered perfectly free, at almost any
depth to which the wheel may be immersed.
In breast- wheels constructed for falls of 25 feet or upwards, the
stone-breast is not required, as the buckets are formed with narrow
openings, and the lip being extended nearer to the back of the fol
lowing bucket, the water is retained much longer upon the wheel.
Under these circumstances, a stone-breast is of little or no value,
when attached to a wheel with close buckets, on a high fall.
The construction of the breast-wheels, as above described, is
almost exactly similar to that for the lower falls; malleable iron
arms and braces being common to both, as also the axle, shroud,
and segments. These, when duly proportioned and properly fitted
to each other, form one of the strongest, and probably the most
permanent structures, that can be attained in works of this de
scription.
Common Breast-Wheel (not ventilated), as constructed by Messrs.
Fairbairn and Lillie, between the years 1825 and 1827.
These wheels were executed upon the plan of the overshot or
breast-wheel, taking the water at an elevation nearly equal to that
of its height. Four wheels of this description were constructed
for Messrs. James Finlay and Co., for a fall of 32 feet, at Deanston,
in Perthshire, and two others, for the same firm, at the Catrine
Works, in Ayrshire, on a fall of 48 feet. Taking into considera
tion the height of the fall, the Catrine water-wheels, both as re
gards their power and the solidity of their construction, are, even
31*
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at the present day, probably among the best and most effective
structures of their kind in existence. They have now been at
work upwards of twenty years, during which time they have re
quired no repairs, and they remain nearly as perfect as when they
were erected.
It was originally intended to have erected four of these wheels
at the Catrine Works, but only two have been constructed; pre
parations were, however, made for receiving two others, in the
event of an enlargement of the reservoirs in the hilly districts,
and more power being required for the mills. This extension has
not yet been wanted, as these two wheels are equal to .240-horse
power, and are sufficiently powerful, except in very dry seusons, to
turn the whole of the mills. The water-wheels were so placed and
arranged as to communicate their motion to a series of connecting
cross-shafts, and by means of large spur-wheels and pinions, to
transmit the united power of the water-wheels through large hori
zontal shafts to a cotton-mill at a considerable distance, and also
by means of a pair of large bevel-wheels and shafts, to keep in
motion another mill of equal magnitude, in another direction.
These water-wheels are 50 feet in diameter, 10 ft. 6 in. wide inside
the bucket, and 15 inches deep on the shroud; the internal spur
segments are 48 ft. 6 in. diameter, 3^ inches pitch, and 15 inches
broad on the cog; the large spur-wheels are 18 ft. 9| in. in diame
ter, :i| inches in the pitch, and 16 inches wide on the cog; and the
pinions are the same width and pitch, but are 5 ft. 6 in. in diame
ter; the large bevel-wheels are 7 feet in diameter, 3^ inches in the
pitch, and 18 inches broad on the cog, their proportions being cal
culated to convey the united power of all the four water-wheels,
should the original design ever be completed. The water for the
supply of the wheels is conveyed from the river Ayr in a canal
and tunnel, and from thence, along the side of a rising bank, to
the wheel-house. From this point it is conveyed to the waterwlieels by a large sheet-iron trough, supported on iron columns.
When viewed from the entrance, the two wheels already erected
have a very imposing effect, each of them being elevated upon
stone piers; and as the whole of the cisterns, sluices, winding ap
paratus, galleries, &c, are considerably elevated, thev are conveni
ently approached in every part. Under the wheels is a capacious
tunnel, terminating at a considerable distance down the river.
The shuttle, and the method of regulating the water to obtain
uniform velocity, might also be noticed; but as these must vary
with the locality in which the water-wheels are established, it is
not necessary to enter minutely into a description of them.
Water-wheels on a principle introduced by M. Poncelet have
attained some considerable reputation on the continent; and as
the author has constructed one of them for Mr. De Bergue, it is
necessary to allude briefly to the peculiarities it possesses. The
buckets are of a curvilinear form, and are quite open at the back,
without any sole-plate; so that they are perfectly ventilated. The
water impinges upon them at nearly the lowest point of the wheel,
the shuttle being arranged to draw upwards; and as the water
enters, it follows the inside cavity of the bucket, rises and falls
over into the next in succession, and so on. By this system the
force of the water is expended on the wheel itself, instead of losing
much of its power in rushing along through the wheel-race, as
generally occurs in even well-made undershot wheels.
•VI. Poncelet has treated this subject at such length in his able
work on water-wheels, that it is not necessary here to enter into
further details; but it may be observed, that a practical improve
ment might be effected by terminating the lower stone platform of
the race somewhat short of the vertical line of the centre of the
wheel, as the escape of the water would be facilitated, and the as
cending buckets would be more easily relieved of their contents:
this is a point of such importance for all wheels, that it must
equally apply to this form.
In this Paper, the turbine, with the improvements recently in
troduced in it by Fourneyron, Zuppinger, Whitelaw, and others,
has been entirely omitted. There are many published statements
relative to these improvements; but its limited employment in
this country, up to the present time, scarcely renders it necessary to
refer to it. It is, however, asserted that as much as ninety to
ninety-two per cent, had been obtained from M. Fourneyron's tur
bine; but that gentleman, in a recent visit to this country, kindly
furnished the author with data taken from several of his machines,
which reduce the duty to a mean of seventy-two per cent. M.
Zuppinger and Mr. Whitelaw do not claim a higher duty in their
machines, the average being from seventy to seventy-four per cent,
upon the theoretical value of the fall.

[AcsOCT,

Remarks made at the Meeting after the reading of the foregoing Paper.
Sir J. Rennie said, Mr. Fairhairn's experience in the construction of waterwheels wat to great, and the general remarks of the Paper were so accurate,
that little could lie added, and he was grieved to diiagree with any point in it ;
but he could not accord with the statement of few improvements bating
been introduced since the time of Smeaton. Sir i. Rennie must claim tome
merit for hit late father, who had both studied the theory and practice of
water-wheels ; and he would not permit Mr. Fairbairn to detract from his
own merit, at he wat universally acknowledged to be at least one of the roost
successful conatructoit of thete machines. The late Mr. Rennie introduced
the system of laying the water on to the wheel in a thin stream, not exceed
ing 10 inches in depth. In addition to this, aud for the purpose of taking
the utmost advantage of the fall, he used the curved moveable shuttle, and
at the tame time tried various curves for the buckets. It appeared that Mr.
Fairhairn had directed his attention to nearly the same points, as there wis
great similarity in the machines, he having apparently taken the subject up
where Mr. Rennie bad left it, and the excellent result appeared in the state
ments contained in the Paper. Poncelet't experiments on this subject
showed, that in some wheels constructed with curved buckets, but without
sole-plates, and receiving the water almost like undershot wheels, an advan
tage of ten per cent, over the ordinary formt could be attained. The experimentt of the Franklin Institute, made upon large wheels, were perbapt the
most valuable. The greatest result obtained was, he believed, about sixty
per cent, with a velocity of about 8 feet per second. As the opinion of
Professor Robison had been quoted, it might not be uninteresting to state,
that on one occasion he was consulted by bis former pupil, the late Mr.
Rennie, as to the best form and dimensions of a water-wheel, and that the
result was a complete failure; proving that his practice was not as good as
his theory. Some time since, it was expected that the turbine would, in a
great measure, supersede water-wheels ; but, however well they might be
adapted for peculiar situations, they had not been generally introduced.
Fourneyron brought the idea from Germany, and materially improved upon
the construction, until, as he stated, about seventy-five per cent, of power
was obtained from them ; but he had never yet seen any turbine perform
that amount of duty. Whitelaw'a wheel followed, and was stated to have
attained about the tame power. These machines, however, were both difficult
of construction, and did not appear to make progress among engineers.
Mr. Fairbairn regretted that he had not read an account of the improve
ments of the late Mr. Rennie, both before he had constructed the wheels,
and when he wrote the Paper, as he could not have failed to benefit by fol
lowing in the steps of so worthy a predecessor. The turbine had been
noticed very cursorily in the Paper, because the subject had been nearly
exhausted in the excellent Paper by Mr. Lewis Gordon,9 and because that
machine had really been but little employed in thit country, although some
what extensively on the continent. He had constructed one for M. Four
neyron, wbicb had been sent to Italy, and was stated to have done good
work. He had also erected one for Mr. Whitelaw in Yorkshire, for a fall of
120 feet. It was at first 2 feet in diameter, and made about 400 revolutions
per minute, at which speed about thirty per cent, of power was obtained :
it was then altered to 2 ft. 6 in. diameter, when about fifty per cent, was
arrived at ; and he believed that other alterations had still further improved
its action. Some practical difficulties always occurred, such, among others,
as the means of lubricating the main vertical spindle under water, whicb,
for oidinary cases, tended to induce a preference for good water-wheels.
Mr. Whitelaw bad asserted, that with a good fall, as much at seventy or
seventy-five per cent, of power could be obtained but M. Fourneyron did
not anticipate more than seventy-two per cent. Mr. Fairbairn had seen
abroad a kind of turbine working horizontally, which received the water,
through pipes, from a very high fall, into curved buckets, upon the two op
posite extremities of its diameter : tbe velocity was very considerable, and
the power gained was stated to be great.
Mr. Choker taid, one of the most successful of M. Fourneyron's turbines
was erected at St. Blasieu, in the Black Forest, upon a fall of 350 feet. The
diameter was 12J inches; and when the sluice was open about one-third of
an inch, the machine made 2,250 revolutions per minute, with an expendi
ture of water not exceeding 60 cubic feet. The supply of water was de
rived from streams amongst the surrounding hills, and being collected into
a reservoir, distant about three-quarters of a league from tbe turbine, was
thence conveyed to it in cast-iron pipes, 18 inches in diameter. The turbine
was used for driving a spinning factory, containing 8,000 water spindles,
with the roving-frames, carding-engines, and all other necessary machinery.
The duty of the machine was calculated, from experiment, to be equal to
seventy per cent, of the water expended.
Mr. Glynn said, his custom in the construction of water-wheels had been
to obtain free egress for the air by simple openings through the sole-plate
into the interior of the wheel. The contrivance for conveying the air up
wards, adopted in tbe wheels which had been described, was a decided im
provement, and would tend materially to that regular filling and emptying of
the buckets, without which uniformity of motion could not be insured ; and
for many of the fabrics manufactured by water-power that legularity was
essential. The ordinary velocity of the wheel was about 6 feet per second ;
and with respect to the per centage of power obtained, when the water fell
upon the wheel without impulse, and left it without velocity, he conceived
a See -Journal,' Vol. V. 1842, page L'6».
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thit nearly ill the power was used. He admired the details of construction
of Mr. Fairhairn'i wheels, particularly the arrangement for taking the lift on
tlte haded side of the wheel, and thus making the axle only the means of
retaining the wheel in its place.
Mr. Fairbairn stated, in answer to Captain Moorsom, that he considered
the form of the bucket did contribute materially to the regularity of motion.
It was important to carry the water down as near to the vertical centre as
possible, -n as to get the best effect from it, and yet to begin to part with it
as soon as that line was passed. That lorm was also found to fill better, and
waste less water in times of drought, whilst it worked very easily, and with
out injury from hack-water in times of flood. The ventilating wheels were
not so essential for very high falls; they would be more expensive, and the
measure of all benefit being the cost, he could not consider them of much
advantage for high falls.
Mr. Beardmore thought that there was scarcely a situation in Cornwall
to which this kind of wheel was applicable, as all the falls were very high.
The wheels in that district were chn fly employed for working stampers, or
for pumping. In neither case was regularity of action at all necessary : for
pumping, an exertion of force was essential to raise the heavy plunger-rods,
and then the wheel might run at any velocity during Ihe other portion of its
revolution : and before the next stroke was made, power was accumulated,
hy ihe extra filling of these particular buckets, the others possibly not having
been more than half-filled: the millwright therefore gave plenty of bucket
room, and ventilation was affoidcd at the extremities.
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where it was important to obtain the utmost regularity of movement. He
bad heard it remarked, that the yarn spun by water-power obtained a higher
price in the market than that produced by steam-power. Mr. Russell had
tried some experiments on water-wheels, and found the radial breast-wheels
give very good results, with a fall of about 14 feet, and the sluice and
water-course so arranged as to bring the water on with as little velocity as
possible, filling the buckets properly—which, however, could only be accom
plished up to a certain speed without a system of ventilation. In high falls,
this became even more essential, and, in fact, indispensable.
Mr. Fairbairn explained, that he had tried both methods of taking off
the power, and preferred taking it from one side only, as, in addition to the
other objections, when the gearing was fixed on both sides, the elasticity of
the wrought-iron tension arms tended to break the teeth of the pinions. It
could therefore only be done when the wheel was perfectly rigid. Mr. Strutt,
of Derby, and the late Mr. Hewes.of Manchester, had made many important
improvements in water-wheels, particularly those on the suspension principle,
which appeared now to be acknowledged as the most advantageous con
struction.
Mr. De Bergoe said he had obtained nearly seventy-eight per cent, of
power from a breast-wheel, with a good fall, when the periphery waa travel
ling at a velocity of C feet per second. He had erected several of Poncelet's
wheels, aud thought well of them ; indeed, for certain situations he thought
they were preferable to any other form, although M. Poncelet had never yet
been able to obtain very superior results from wheels erected under his own

Fig. 6.—Water-wheel on Poncelet's system.
Mr. Wicksteed considered the wheels in Cornwall and those in Lancashire
were to differently employed, that no useful comparison could be drawn
between them. He thought, however, that no doubt could exist as to the
advantages of Mr. Fairbairn's improvements, where steadiness of action, and
the economical use of water, were required. He apprehended that some
difficolty might occur in times of flood ; bnt the form of the buckets was
calculated to meet, to some extent, even that objection. Great attention ap
peared to be deservedly given to the angle formed by the bucket with the
periphery, and he conceived that it was a question of importance, particularly
in relation to the amount of strain upon the axis. Mr. Wicksteed had
tried some experiments upon large-sized water-wheels, built both on Smeaton's and Rennie'a systems, but had not obtained from them more than
fifty-six per cent, of power : the velocity was generally about 6 feet per
second.
Mr. Scott Russell had rarely seen better designed, or more ably executed
machines, than these ventilated water-wheels, and he thought the profession
was under obligation to Mr. Fairbairn for the improvement he had intro
duced. He might instance, especially, one point of importance; this was,
the method of taking off the power, by inside gearing, from the loaded part
of the periphery, thus avoiding all risk of straining the wrought-iron tension
armi. Attempts had been made to improve upon the system, by taking off
the power from the two sides of the wheel ; but they had not been success
ful, as the gearing on both sides did not work well together, and a tremulous
motion waa communicated, which was very objectionable for spinning-mills,

superintendence. Mr. De Bergue then exhibited a drawing (fig. C), and ex
plained the construction of a wheel, on this principle, to he erected at the
Loubregat, near Montserrat, in Catalonia ; one of the same kind having been
already erected by him at Gerona, between Barcelona and Bellegaide. The
diameter was 16 ft. 8 in., and the width was 30 feet, which, with a fall of
6 ft. 0 in., passed 120,000 cubic feet of water per minute, when the periphery
travelled at a velocity of 11 to 12 feet per second. An ordinary breastwheel would require to be 90 feet wide, to use advantageously that quantity
of water. It was found that the velocity of the periphery should be about
fifty-five per cent, of that of the water flowing through the sluice ; and upon
these data the power of the wheel would be about 180-borse power. The
buckets were of a curved form, and made of wrought-iron $ of an inch
thick ; and it would be observed that there was a larger number of buckets
than usual, and that the water came upon them at a tangent, through an
orifice of such a form and dimensions as to allow the buckets to fill easily,
at the rapid speed at which the periphery passed before the sluice. This
great primary velocity was very important, as it caused a considerable saving
in the gearing of the mill. The main shaft was formed by a hollow cylinder
of cast-iron, 4 ft. 6 in. diameter, in short lengths, bolted together; and the
arms were of wrought-iron, made very light, and of the same form as those
of a paddle-wheel of a steamer, and placed very close together. The strain
was brought entirely upon the main shaft, and the weight of the wheel was
thus reduced to about 30 tons, which was very little for so powerful a
machine. The Sluice was formed of cast-iron plates, with planed joints",
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bolted through the flanches, to form one large shuttle, of the entire breadth
of the wheel, and its motion was regulated by radial tie-rods, between the
stone apron and the back of the sluice, which could thus be raised with
great facility by racks and pinions, and be regulated by the ordinary gover
nor, the weight of the sluice being in a great degree supported by the water
flowing beneath it, on to the wheel. It moved very accurately between the
side walls of the pen-trough, and cup-leathers at each side prevented any
waste of water. This kind of wheel was less affected by back-water than
any other form, and the water acted upon it with its full power of velocity,
without any impediment from the air in entering, as there was no sole-plate;
the buckets were, therefore, filled and emptied with great facility. Mr. De
liergue was satisfied that this was the best kind of wheel for all falls under
8 feet in height; and though the principle differed essentially from that
generally taken as the basis of construction of water-wheels, he was inclined
to prefer it to any other system.

[August,

The quarries of Charleville, in the department of the Ardenne?,
are worked upon a larger scale for the supply of slates for the east
of France, Holland, and the Low Countries; but the expensive
land carriage prevents them being employed in the capital. The
value of their produce is about l,793,945f. (72,000/.); thev employ
2,843 men. The slates are somewhat softer than those of Angers,
consequently they decayed rapidly in the damp countries where
they were usually employed. M. Vialet, Ingenieur des Fonts et
Chausse'es, overcame this objection by roasting the slates until
they assumed a red tinge; their durability was doubled by this
process. In the neighbourhood of St. L6, in the department of
Calvados, are some slate quarries in the Cambrian strata, which are
used to a considerable extent in the neighbourhood, and which, if
the land carriage were not so ruinous, would doubtlessly be for
midable rivals to those of Angers. The cathedral of Bayeux is
covered with the former; but even there, the price of the Angers
slate is so much inferior to that of St. Lo, as to ensure the preference
for general use, in spite of the superiority of the latter. The
BUILDING MATERIALS IN PARIS.
value of the slates extracted in the department of the Calvados in
On the Building Materials Employed in Paris and in the Valley of 1845 was 10,360f. (414/.)
tlie Lower Seine. By George Burnell, Esq.—(Paper read at the
The usual practice in Paris and in the departments of the
Royal Institute of British Architects.)
Lower Seine, is to nail the slates with two nails upon battens half
At the present day, when the attention of the profession has
an inch thick, and from 4| inches to 7 inches wide, that is to say,
been so powerfully directed to what may be called the physiology
either of deals cut in two, or of battens. Sometimes these
of the materials employed in the execution of the works committed
"voliges," as thev are called, are of poplar or sycamore, hut they
to their charge, it may be interesting to examine the practice of
decay very rapidly. The slates lap over one another two-thirds of
the architects in the neighbouring capital. Such an examination,
their length, leaving a "pureau" of one-third, when the inclination
moreover, becomes more interesting from the comparatively supe
of the roof is not above 33° : at 45° the pureau is one-half of the
rior attention paid by the French architects and engineers to the
slate; at 60 two-thirds. The battens are rarely laid close, for the
study of the philosophy of the mechanical parts of their pursuits.
slates are found to decay more rapidly if there be no circulation of
With the glorious exceptions of Rennie, Tredgold, Barlow, and
air. The usual space between the battens is about 14 inch. Hips,
Hodgkinson, nearly all that we know of the chemical and mechani
ridges, valleys, and gutters are executed as in England, with the
cal nature of the materials we have to employ, is derived from the
trifling exception, that step-metal flashings are unknown; the slates
works of the French authors. The practical lessons they have
are made good to the Pignon walls by merely covering the meeting
drawn from their researches become, therefore, of much more im
angle with plaster.
mediate importance; and, although the geological nature of the
2nd. The Calcareous Stones.—The formations which furnish the
country in which they are applied differs so entirely from that of huilding stones of this class occur in the neighbourhood of Paris, and
our own, yet the mode of analysis adopted, and the conclusions
of the basin of the Lower Seine, in vast deposits. The ease with
arrived at, are as applicable here as elsewhere.
which they are extracted, and the proximity of the quarries to the
Building materials may be separated, for the purposes of classi
places in which the stone is to be used, render their employ almost
fication, into the following groups:—1st, stone; 2nd, bricks; 3rd, imperative; and it is to the use of these materials that the monu
limes; 4th, woods; 5th, metals. Under the head of bricks are in
mental character of Paris is in a great measure to be attributed.
cluded tiles, pottery, and artificial stones; under that of limes are
The nature of this class of stone is too generally known to ren
included plaster, cement, sand, stuccos, &c. These materials are der it worth while to dwell upon it at present. Our geological ob
to be examined—firstly, as to the nature and qualities of their con
servations will therefore be merely confined to an enumeration of
stituent parts; secondly, as to the manner of their use.
the great sources of supply. These are, for Paris itself, the vast
I. Stones.—The stones employed in building are grouped thus
tertiary formation, which nearlv covers the whole of the depart
—1st, the argillaceous; 2nd, the calcareous; 3rd, the gypseous;
ments of the Seine, Seine and Oise, Seine and Marne, l'Oise, and
4th, the silicious; 5th, the volcanic and divers natures.
extends into those immediately around. Rouen, and some of the
1st. The Argillaceous Stones.—These are comprised of a base of small towns above and below it, use large quantities of an indu
alumina, generally combined with silicates and the oxides and sul- rated chalk met with on the banks of the Seine, whilst Havre and
phurets of iron. They do not effervesce with the acids, and are
the intermediate towns derive their building stones principally
composed of successive layers, easily separated. The schists and
from the oolitic formations of the department of Calvados.
slates are of this class.
Nearly the whole of the department of the Seine in which Paris
The" slates used in Paris are extracted at Angers, in the depart
is situated, may be considered as capable of furnishing calcareous
ment of the Maine and Loire. The quarries are opened in a bed stones for building purposes. The excavations which have been,
of silurian argillaceous schist of an enormous thickness, which and still continue to be made, in and around Paris, are immense.
, outcrops for a length of 10 miles, between Avrille and Treluze,
About one-sixth of the town is built over the abandoned quarries,
passing under the town of Angers, where the Mayenne cuts the
which are known under the name of the catacombs. The quarters
direction of the formation at right angles. There are eight quar
St. Marcel, St. Jacques, St. Germain, and Chaillot, are in this con
ries opened in a direction from east to west. Immediately under dition; and it is calculated that the mass of materials extracted
the vegetable soil is found a bed of incoherent schist, named in thencefrom is not less than 385 million cubic feet. At present the
the country "cosse." This is followed by a bed difficult to cleave, bulk of the superior stones furnished1 by the
department, comes
t
Mini
and, therefore, used locally as a rubble building stone; and lastly from the quarries of Arceuil, Bagneu
Bagneux,, Montrouge,
and St. Cloud,
occurs, about 14 or 15 feet from the surface, the useful slate. It which lie to the south-west of Paris.
is worked in patches about 400 feet wide, leaving underneath an
The department of the Seine and Oise, is rich in quarries.
unknown thickness, though the depth quarried in many cases ex
Amongst them may be cited those of Saillancourt and Conflans,
tends to 300 feet.
near Pontois, of Poissy, St. Nom, St. Maure, l'lle Adam, and
The quarries of Angers furnish a slate of a very fine grain, re
Cherence near Mantes, and upon the borders of the Chalk. The
markably thin and light; although the specific gravity of the slate department of the Oise furnishes the lias of Senlis, and the
itself is very great. It is 3*000, water being 1-000, or 188 lb. per Vergele'e of St. Leu. The Seine and Marne furnish the very beau
foot cube. Four sizes are worked for the Paris market—viz.: the tiful stone called the Chateau Laudon.
"grande carre forte," 11$ long by 8^ wide, and ^ thick (0™.298
This stone of the Chateau Laudon is the hardest, densest, and,
X O^n x 0m.003); 2nd, the "grande carre" fine," of the same consequently, heaviest, employed in Paris. It is nearly a pure
carbonate of lime, containing in 1,000 parts 18 only of magnesia,
dimensions as to length and breadth, but of about half the thick
ness; 3rd, the "cartelettes," 8| long by 68 wide by A thick (0m.217 and 18 of silicate of alumina. Its colour is a grey, slightly tinged
X 0"\162 x 0"\003; and 4th, the "cartelette fine, of about half with yellow; it is subcrystalline, resists the action of the atmo
the thickness. According to the statistical returns of the In- sphere, and bears a kind of polish. The quarries from which it is
genieurs des Mines, the value of the slates extracted at Angers in extracted are about 63 miles from Paris; yet the great superiority
the year 1845, was at the pit's mouth l,420,056f. (56,400/.); and of the stone causes it to be preferred wherever great solidity is
desired. It was first employed in the erection of the bridge of
there were employed in the quarries 2,366 workmen.
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Nemours; subsequently Rondelet used it for the paving of the and 107 lb.; the crushing weight is about 59 kilogs per cent,
square.
Pantheon. The Barriere de l'Etoile is faced with it; the pedestals
The chemical type of the building stones of Paris may be re
of the Pont d'Jena, the large basins of the Chateau d'Enu, and of
the foundation of the Innocents, and the parapets of the terre- garded to be that of the stones found near Marly; they are thus
composed—
plein of the Pont Neuf are executed of this stone, as are also the
Carbonate of lime
89
steps, parapet walls, and balustrades of the church of St. Vincent
Magnesia
1
de Paul.
Silicate of ammonia
1')
The specific gravity is 2*605; its weight about 163 lb. Eng. to a
100
foot cube; and it is able to resist a crushing weight of 332 kilo.
Sometimes the magnesia disappears, and the quantity of clay and
per centimetre square.
flint diminishes considerably: thus it is—
The lias, which was formerly extracted to the south of Paris,
Carbonate of lime
0-98S
was an excessively hard stone, but the quarries are nearly ex
Sllex and clay
OmlJ
hausted. The name is still retained amongst the quarrymen, and
I -010
U by them applied indiscriminately to the hardest beds of calcaire
At Vernon, in the department de l'Eure, a species of indurated
groesiere, which rarely occur in any great depth. At Arceuil, Bachalk is largely quarried for local uses. The church of Vernon,
trneux, Montrouge, &c, the lias is fine-grained and compact, but is
and that of Louviers, are executed in this kind of stone, as are
rarely raised in blocks of more than a foot thick. At Montereau
also those of Pont de l'Arche, and of les Andelys, When fresli
it is occasionally 2 feet thick. At St. Cloud, it is soft; at Maisons,
from the quarry these stones are soft, but they harden by exposure
in the south-west of Paris, it takes a rose tint, and occurs in beds
to the atmosphere; so much so as to resist atmospheric action in a
of from 9 to 10 inches thick. The specific gravity of the lias is,
very extraordinary manner. In the instances of the three firston the average, 2*439; the foot cube weighs 1521b.; the crushing
named churches, all the external ornamentation is of the most
weight per centimetre square is even greater than that of the
elaborate character of the "flamboyante" architecture; and in all
Chateau Laudon; it is 445 kilog. It was doubtless for this rea
cases where the water does not lodge, the details of the foliage,
son that it was chosen for the execution of the columns of the ex
and the arises of the mouldings are preserved in a very remark
terior of the Madeleine and of the Bourse. The crown moulding
able manner. The blocks are sometimes 3 ft. 4 in. high, their spe
of the large pediment of the Louvre is executed in lias, extracted
cific gravity is 2*155; the foot cube weighs 135 lb. nearly, the
at Mendon; it is of two pieces each 16 m. 24 c. long, bv 2 m. 60 c.
crushing weight is about 220 kilogs. per centimetre square.
wide, by 46 c. high (53 ft. 3 in. x 8 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. 5 in.)
The "cliquart extracted at Vangirard and Mendon is a species
The most correct chemical analysis of the chalk in the depart
of lias of a rather looser texture.
ment of the Lower Seine was made upon some extracted at St*
The stones called the "roches" are hard, of a coarse grain,
Catherine. It is more fissured than at Vernon, St. Etienne, or
very shelly. They occur in beds varying in thickness from 1 ft.
Caumont, but may be regarded as of the same mineralogical type.
4 in. to 2 ft. 2 in.; their specific gravity i3 between 2*415 and 2*305,
It contains—
Carbonate of lime
H8
the heaviest being, as usual, the best. The foot cube weighs be
Silicate of ammonia
12
tween 151 lb. and 141 lb.; the crushing weight 302 kilogs. and
Band
ti
283 k. p. c. square. The roche of St. Cloud is red and shelly, but
Oxide or Iron
2
Water
12
of a very superior quality; it occurs in beds from 18 inches to
2 feet thick, and has the peculiar quality of being able to be em
100
ployed on the wrong way of the bed. The isolated columns of
A similar description of indurated chalk is extracted at Caumont,
the court of the Louvre and of the garden front of the Tuileries
in the Seine Inferieure, to the north-west of Rouen. This, or a
are of this stone, and have stood well for upwards of 200 years.
like stone from St. Etienne, nearer still to the town, was much em
We shall have occasion to revert to this apparent anomaly on ployed in the middle ages in the buildings of Rouen. The cathe
tome future occasion.
The basements of the Madeleine, St.
dral, St. Ouen, St. Maclou, the Archbishop's palace, may be cited
Vincent de Paul, Notre Dame de Lorette, of the Palais du Quai
as instances.
d'Orcay, and of the Bourse, are executed in the "roche de BaThe lateral elevations of the Madeleine are of the Pierre Franche
gneux."
of l'lle Adam, the upper parts of St. Vincent de Paul, of N.D. de
The bridges of Neuilly, the Pont d'Jena, of Louis XVI., and Lorette, of Vergelee de St. Leu; those of the Palais du Quai
numerous similar constructions, are built of the "roche" of Saillan- d'Orcay, are a mixture of the pierres franches of Carrieres St.
court. At Rouen large quantities of the roche of Cherence are
Denis, Montesson, and Carrieres sous Bois, near St. Germain.
employed in works which require solidity: for instance, the stone The facades of the Bourse are in stone of l'lle Adam and of Conflans.
bridge and the basement of the Custom House. The rubble filling The restoration of the Palais de Justice, the completion of St.
of the bridge is, however, of the Vetheuil stone, one of the lowest Ouen, the upper parts of the Douane and of Entrepot des Sels, at
members of the tertiary formations. At Havre, the plinth of the Rouen, are iu Vergelee de St. Leu.
Museum is executed in the Cherence stone. The practice of the
At Havre, and generally in the embouchure of the Seine, the
French architects is never to employ the softer materials, such as calcareous stone of the Calvados are used. An examination of
the Caen oolite, near the ground.
them would lead us into too many details at present; but they have
The "pierre franche" is a fine, close-grained stone, less dense become so interesting to us, from the extensive use made of them
and hard than the "roche," but preferable for the decorative pur
in England, that it is much to be desired that a more elaborate
poses of architecture, on account of the superior homogenity of examination be made than we have at present. The notices con
its grain. Its specific gravity is about 2*130; the foot cube weighs tained in The Builder, notwithstanding their undoubted merit,
133 lb. nearly; the crushing weight is about 126 kilogs. per centi
present questionable points. The chemical analysis, firstly, I am
metre. The lower parts of the Pantheon are of this stone, ex
convinced, is not correct; inasmuch as the Caen stone is stated
tracted at Arceuil. The angle stones of the facade of the same only to contain a trace of magnesia, whilst it is notorious that the
building are executed in blocks from the banc royal of Conflans, lime it yields is thin, without being hydraulic, which would not
of the same nature; they were 10 feet square by about 6 ft. 6 in. occur unless there were present a very^considerable quantity of
high, and weighed about 24 tons. The arches of the portico and magnesia. The use of the franc banc is justly objected to, but the
of the interior of the church and the dome, the entablature, and use of the stone from the quarries of la Maladrerie is much more
the capitals of the exterior order, are of the same stone. The dangerous, and this, I observe, is sent over to London in very
Vergelee and the St. Leu are of the same category, as is also the large quantities. It is, if not asserted, at least given to be under
stone of l'lle Adam; they are extensively used in Rouen and the stood, that no inconvenience would arise from the use of Caen
neighbouring cities, on the banks of the Seine and the Oise, in stone placed the wrong way of the bed; whereas all the most ac
those of the canal, and on the Northern Railway. The exterior curate and scientific observers who have made any researches into
dome of the Pantheon is in Vergelee stone.
the subject—namely, Rondelet, Soufflot, Peyronnet, Ganther,
The lambourde is a soft stone of an even, coarse grain; it de
Sganzin, Reibel, and Vicat,—all agree in asserting that the re
composes when exposed to moisture, and is therefore only used in sistance of stones is much greater when they are employed upon
positions in which the action of the atmosphere is the slightest. their natural bed. As to the action of the sea water upon the
The best stone of this description is extracted at St. Maur, where Caen stone, it is universally received amongst the French practical
it reaches 1 ft. 8 in. in thickness. Some beautiful stones for inter
masons that the sea water destroys it very rapidly; and chemistiy
nal works are obtained in this series of Conflans and at St. Leu, teaches us that the muriates and sulphates of magnesia, present
which attain 2 ft. 2 in. thickness. The specific gravity varies be
in the sea water, enter into energetic combination with the salts
tween 1*897 and 1*709; the weight per foot cube is between 113 lb. contained in the limestones, and produce rapid disintegration.
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The calcareous stones when first extracted are certainly in a
very different state to that in which they appear after losing the
quarry damp, to use the expression of the quarrymen. 1 suspect
that they exist in the quarry only as a sub-carbonate of lime; at
any rate, it is certain that they are hydro-carbonates. In either
case the lime is, comparatively speaking, free to enter into new
combinations. If sea water be introduced, the magnesia enters
into combination with the lime, the more readily if carbonic acid
be present, giving rise to the formation of a magnesian carbonate
of lime. The sulphuric acid gas also enters into combination with
the lime, giving rise to the formation of sulphate of lime. These
combinations take place with the commencement of a confused
crystallization, the mass is disintegrated, and falls to powder.
Practically, at Paris, where from the nature of the subsoil it is
expensive to form cellars, and where the bulk of the houses are
built upon the ground, without deep foundations, where the land
is all freehold, building leases are unknown, and consequently
where the interest of the proprietors is evidently to obtain the
greatest number of dwellings upon the least possible surface, and
the houses, therefore, are generally from six to seven stories high,
the lower parts of the houses are built of the roche stone, towards
the street and up to the first floor; from thence two stories are
carried up in la pierre franche; and the remainder is executed in
lambourde. The party walls are mostly executed of moellon, or
small coursed stones, of similar natures to the corresponding parts
of the facade. The back walls and partitions are of wood, filled
in with light rubble, and plastered. Such construction is about as
bad as can be: the front wall, built of carefully-squared ashlar,
sinks very little. The party walls, of rubble and plaster, not only
sink more than the front, but, from the fact that the plaster in
setting expands, it becomes necessary to build these walls totally
independent of one another. The back walls, of wood framework,
shrink still more. It is therefore almost impossible, in the new
quarters of Paris, where this style prevails, to find a house which
is not disfigured in all directions with cracks and settlements of
every kind and size imaginable.
The mode of using the stone is, however, logical, and merits
imitation. The harder and less hygrometric stones are placed at
the bottom, as being the most fit to resist the crushing weight and
the capillary action of the stone upon the humidity of the soil.
The finer grained stones are employed at the heights destined
usually to be ornamented; the lighter and more perishable stones
are used above, where they load the foundations less than the
others would do, and where they meet with the atmospheric condi
tions the most adapted to their own preservation.
In Rouen, the Cherence stone, or that of Vernon, are used in
the situations where the roche is used at Paris; the upper parts
are of the softer stones. At Havre the same rule is observed: the
Cherence, Caumont, Ranville, or granite, are used in all cases
where there is danger to be feared from humidity; the Caen stone
is only used in the upper works. Wherever I have seen the Aubigny stone used, it has decayed rapidly. Indeed, the French ar
chitects do not much advocate its use externally.
The value of the building materials extracted in 1815 was, for
the departments before cited, as follows:—
S»lne and Marne
Sfine
Srlne Mid Oisr

Building Stontf.
F. 647.1HK)
2.41.V-»ri
1. .175.5," 6

Seint lnferkurt

1 ■■'•-.: >.'.

Burt
Ol»adoa
Oinr

S22 9:.S
837.551
300.400

Plaatrr.
F. 75O.0O0
1.2i)A.0ti7
504. uOU
1SH.7K4
14S.3M)

besides the value of the slates, quoted previously.
3rd. Tlte Gypseous Stones.—These stones, from their soft and
friable nature, and the facility with which they decompose in the
atmosphere, are not allowed to be used as building materials in
Paris. Sometimes enclosure walls are built of them, employed as
moellon. The principal use is in the fabrication of plaster.
The chemical nature of these stones as found at Montmartre,
Belleville, Charonne, Menilmontant, le Calvaire, Triel, and Meulan, is, according to Fourcroy, 32 parts of oxide of calcium, 46
parts of sulphuric acid, and 22 parts of water. They differ from
the gypsums of other countries, in the large quantities of lime
they contain, which gives them greater powers of resistance to the
action of the moisture of the atmosphere. The operation of burn
ing consists simply in driving off the water of crystallization. In
this state the plaster has a remarkable avidity for water, and im
mediately that any is presented it absorbs it, and crystallises
around the bodies in its immediate vicinity. I noticed previously
the singular fact of the swelling of the plaster during this pro
cess; it is one that requires great attention in the employ of the

material. Another fact worthy of notice is cited by Rondelet—
namely, that two bricks set together with plaster adhere with onethird more energy than bricks set with lime during the first month;
but that afterwards -their adhesion diminishes, whereas that of the
bricks and mortar increases almost indefinitely.
fres,
4th flint
and nodules,
5th. ThetheSiliceous
meuleres,
Stones,
the granites,
Sfc.—They
porphyries,
comprehend
and the
asalts.
The gres is a species of imperfect sandstone formation, at least
as it occurs near Paris, and in the department of the Lower Seine.
It is composed of a fine sand of a whitish tinge, cemented together
by a silicious cement. Generally speaking it occurs in detached
nodules, named "rognons;" sometimes it occurs in layers of differ
ent thicknesses. The quarrymen observe that the lower they de
scend the softer the gres becomes, and that the harder nature of
stone is the most easy to quarry in regular forms. It has no defi
nite planes of stratification or crystallization, and is therefore
easily worked into any shape required. The streets of nearly all
the towns between Paris and the sea-board are paved with these
tertiary gres, which occur in isolated patches along the whole
course of the river. At Havre, of late, the red sandstone of May,
near Caen, a member of the Cambrian system, has been employed
instead thereof, with remarkable success. The usual size of the
paving stones is 9 inches square; but some of the last works of
this kind have been executed with narrower stones, about 4 inches
wide.
The flint nodules are sometimes used for rough rubble masonry.
They occur in chalk and in the gravels overlying the tertiary for
mations.
The meuliere is a species of quartzose concretion, with numerous
small holes. It is met with in two forms; one which occurs in
masses sufficiently large to form millstones of one piece ; the other
in detached nodules scattered over the country. The principal
quarries of the first, for the supply of the Paris market, are at
Mont mi rail (Marne) and la Ferte sous Jouarre (Seine et Marne.)
The second sort are found nearer Paris, and in the department de
l'Eure.
As the meuliere is excessively hard, and resists all external
action in the highest degree, it is much used by engineers and ar
chitects in situations where those qualities are required. The for
tifications of Paris and of the detached forts are faced with it.
Many of the works of the Canaux St. Martin, St. Denis, and de
l'Ourc, the sewers of Paris, and the abattoirs also, are faced with
the meuliere; for all these works it is admirably adapted. One
species is, however, to be avoided,—"la caillasse;' its surfaces are
so perfectly even that they offer no key to the mortar.
The granites, a description of which would here be unnecessary,
are only used in Paris, and the other towns in the interior, as bor
ders for the footpaths, and occasionally as flagging. That used
in Paris is mostly extracted at the island of Chaussey, and is of a
nature closely resembling the best Devonshire granites. The
plinths of the columns of the Law Institution in Chancery- lane"
are of this granite, and may give a correct idea of its nature.
The enormous cost of the granite, owing to the land carriage,
must at all times limit its use in the interior. At Havre, however,
and at Honfleur. it is much used in the different docks, and the
fortifications towards the river are entirely faced with it.
The porphyries are very little used, nor do they occur abun
dantly in any position suitable to their being worked for the Paris
market. The basalts also are rare, at least for practical building
use. They are, however, occasionally used for flagging, as in the
Rues de la Paix, de Richelieu, &c.
II. Bricks and Tiles.—In Paris, the use of bricks is entirely
confined to carrying up the flues, and turning the trimmers to the
hearths. The best that are employed are the bricks made in the
department of l'Yonne, known under the name of the "Brique de
Bougogne;" it is 1 foot long, 4 inches wide, by rather more than
2 inches thick. It is burnt to a very high degree. The colour is
a pale rose, leaning towards the violet. The thousand weigh
about 2^ tons. Rondelet found that the force necessary to crush
them varied between 73 lb. and 80 lb. per centimetre square.
The bricks made at Montereau are very nearly as good as the
briques de Bourgogne; they are of the same size and colour;
resist nearly as well. The thousand only weighs 2 tons ^ cwt.
The composition of the Montereau clay is as follows:—
SM.l. per tint
Aluuitun

0 644
0'V46

;•! u.nr it

Oxide ol iron
Water
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0 10»
0-990
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The bricks of Sarcelles are those most used, but they are
extremely brittle: they are about 8 inches long by 4 inches by
2 inches; the thousand weigh nearly 1 ton 14 cwt.
Some bricks are made of the clays which occur in the gypseous
formations immediately round Paris. They resemble those of
Montereau in quality, but differ a little in colour, being of a deeper
red, and they are rather thinner and narrower. The thousand
weighs 1 ton 18 cwt.
The composition of the St. Ouen and Pantin clays is as fol
io wai
Sllex, per cent
Alumina
Megnrila
Oxide of iron
Water

st. Oucn.
;.... 0-610
0-140
0-1.14
0030
0-182

.
.
.
.
.

Pantin.
0-506
01«5
0072
0067
0-2il0

In the neighbourhood of Bonnieres, in the valley of the Seine,
a mass of clay occurred, from which the white bricks used on the
Paris and Rouen Railway were made. Generally, the bricks used
between Paris and Harfleur are, however, of a red colour, and
made of a ferruginous clay. At Harfleur and Havre they are
white, the clay being calcareous and impregnated with the marine
salts. The mode of burning usually employed is in kilns; but of
late, near Rouen, many brickmakers have begun to burn in clamps.
Their success hitherto has been very equivocal.
Of late years wooden floors have become general in Paris, but
the houses of the poor, and all the offices, passages, and kitchens
of the best lodgings, are still paved with tiles; and it may, per
haps, be owing to this custom that Paris is so comparatively free
from fires. The tiles are of four sorts for flooring purposes—viz.,
the large hexagon, of <>i inches over the angles; the bastard hexa
gon, of jI inches over the angles; and the square tiles, 6^ inches,
and S-j^tlis of a side: the thickness varies from J-^tlis to -j-gths.
The square tiles are used for the hearths, the hexagonal tiles for
flooring. The best are made at Montereau, but their price is so
high that the preference is generally given to the tiles made at
Massy, near Palaiseau. Almost all the brickmakers of the neigh
bourhood of Paris, however, make tiles at the present day, both
for flooring and roofing purposes.
Many of the houses of Paris and the neighbourhood are covered
with tiles, though the use of this material is rapidly going out of
fashion. The best are made at Montereau, as is the case with
flooring tiles. They are of two sizes; for it is to be observed that
there is only one shape in general use—the pantile. Le grand
moule is about 1 foot long by 9 inches wide and | inches thick; the
part left uncovered is about 4^ inches. Le petit moule is about
from 54 to 74 wide, by from 10 inches to 11 inches long. The
ridge tiles are 1 ft. 3 in. long by 1 ft. 1 in. development.
A very great number of glazed tiles and common pottery chim
neys and stoves are used throughout France. The dearness of
combustibles renders the use of open fire-places too expensive for
the lower classes. Iron also is too dear to be employed for grates,
stoves, ranges, cheeks, and the thousand uses we make of it in
England.
The clay of Forges of la Seine Inferieure is composed of—
Sllex, per cent
Alumina
Oxide of Iron
Water
Magoesia

Forge*.
0-GSO
0240
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Vanvrea.
0-640
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The clay of Forges is used for pots for glass-making, and similar
purposes; that of Vanvres for kitchen-tiles.
The firebricks used in Paris are either made at Stourbridge, or
at Hayange, on the Belgian frontier; some few are made in Bur
gundy, but they do not resist well.
One of the most ingenious uses made of pottery was in the con
struction of the floors of some houses in a street recently erected
in the centre of the grounds of the ancient hotel Rougemont. At
the time of the erection of these houses, there was a strike amongst
the carpenters. The contractor adopted this manner of executing
the floors simultaneously with the walls,—that being the invariable
mode of proceeding adopted in Paris. These floors, however, cost
more than those executed in the usual manner, and, consequently,
hare not been imitated. They were executed about 1845.
III. Limes and Cements.—All calcareous stones, when exposed
to a sufficient heat, part with the carbonic acid gas which enters
into their combination; but the limes resulting from the calcina
tion assume different appearances, according to the chemical com
position of the stones. These appearances are four in number,—
at least of those sufficiently frequent in their recurrence to form
the basis of a commercial classification. They are:— Firstly, as
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regards the manner of taking up water, divided into fat or thin
limes. The fat limes are those which, in slacking, augment at
least one-fourth in volume; the thin limes are those that remain
constant in their bulk. Secondly, as regards their setting proper
ties, limes are divided into the hydraulics and non -hydraulics.
The hydraulic limes are invariably thin,—but all thin limes are
not hydraulic.
An examination of the elaborate discoveries and researches of
the French chemists and engineers into this still very little culti
vated branch of the chemistry of building, would lead us into far
too long a discussion at present. Suffice it to say, that the prac
tice of the best architects, and of all the engineers in France, is
to use hydraulic lime to the exclusion of others, unless almost in
superable difficulties, owing to their price, occur. In so damp a
climate as our own, we should do well to imitate their example;
the more especially as we have at hand the means of procuring both
natural and artificial hydraulic limes in unlimited quantities.
The fat limes used in Paris are made at Senlis, Melun, Essone,
Champigny, Marly, Sevres, &c. The natural hydraulics are made
at Senonches, and of late years at Meudon; the artificial hydrau
lics are made wherever chalk is found in the proximity of clay, as
at Marly, Mantes, and in the neighbourhood of Rouen.
The Lower Seine, from the neighbourhood of Mantes at least,
runs through the chalk formation; the country, right and left, is
of the same geological character for a great distance. Natural
hydraulic limes do not occur until we reach Havre, and all the
local consumption is therefore supplied by the factories of artificial
hydraulic limes.
The most important of these are at Rouen,
where they assume very great importance, from the chemical and
mechanical skill employed. The materials used are the chalk from
the Mount St. Catherine, and the argillaceous deposits of the
neighbourhood; the proportions of the different ingredients, and
the degree of burning, depending upon the rate of setting re
quired.
At Havre, upon the outcrop of the chalk, or rather at the junc
tion of the chalk and the Wealden formations, a bed of argillaceous
limestone is met with, which yields a very superior hydraulic lime.
In the valley of Harfleur a large establishment has lately been
formed for the making of artificial hydraulics; and all the immense
dock or fortification works executed at Havre have been con
structed with either one or the other. Cement is only used for
pointing, or, on extraordinary occasions, for rendering works ex
posed to the action of the sea immediately after being finished.
The cements used in Paris are principally made in Burgundy, at
Pouilly. They participate of the nature of our Roman cements;
but do not acquire so great a degree of hardness. The same ob
jection is to be made to the Vassy cements; and to the artificial
cements made at Rouen with chalk and pounded bricks. The
French architects and engineers do not advocate the use of cement
to the same extent we do in England. Personally, I think they
are nearer the truth than we are. Materials which set so rapidly
may decay in the same manner. The processes of nature are
slow, at least where great duration is its object; and we are most
likely to succeed by following the same course. The competition,
moreover, in the supply of cement is so great, that the article, as
usually sold, is little better than sand. Even the extreme rapidity
of the setting of cement is an objection to its use in many ordi
nary cases, for it requires so much care in its manipulation as to
render it liable to be slighted where the interest, or even the care
lessness of the workman, may oppose its receiving proper at
tention.
Occasionally, in the neighbourhood of the large towns, the houses
are entirely built with rubble-stone, or of bricks, and covered with
a coat of plaster. Cement is never used for this purpose, nor does
there appear to be any necessity for its introduction; the climate
of France is sufficiently dry, and the plaster, as usually employed,
is sufficiently capable of resisting the atmospheric changes, to ren
der the use of the more expensive material unnecessary. Precau
tions require, however, to be taken in the application of plaster.
The tops of cornices, and all weatherings, require to be covered
with zinc; the parts of the houses near the ground must be ren
dered with a less hygrometric material; but for all other positions
plaster succeeds remarkably well. Internally, it is the only mate
rial used in any part of France within reasonable distance of watercarriage from the gypsum quarries. Stuccos and imitations of
marbles are sometimes employed in public buildings, but very
rarely in private houses.
IV. Woods.—The practice of the French architects in the use
of wood differs little from our own. On the sea-board, and in the
large
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ence. The oak used in Paris comes principally from Champagne
and Burgundy; lately, however, the Prussian oak has been im
ported in considerable quantities. For large roofs, Dantzic and
other Prussian fir is used; but the architects pay such very low
prices that the best woods invariably are sent to England. Indeed,
there are few architects who seem to be able to distinguish the
Swedish from the Prussian timber, for in all cases I have noticed
that for roofing purposes the former is employed where the latter
is demanded by the specifications. Indeed, so small is the supply
of Baltic timber in France, that in 1848, after the bridges over the
Seine had been burnt down by the mobs, it was impossible to find
50,000 cubic feet in all the markets of Dieppe, Fecamp, Havre,
Rouen, and Paris.
Norway timber is used largely for purlins, and for partition stuff.
The deals and battens imported are of the second and third qua
lity; but as all the better class of joiner's work is executed in
wainscot, this becomes of less moment. Some of the French oak
is very beautiful, and admirably adapted for joiner's work; but its
gradually increasing price, owing to the clearance of the forests,
renders necessary the importation of the German, or, as we com
monly call it, the Dutch wainscot. Mahogany is only imported
for cabinet-making: its use for joinery, or for ship-building, is
almost unknown. Rosewood and ebony are also imported for
cabinet-makers. American timber, e. o\, pine, spruce, &c, rarely
enters France, except for the purpose of making masts and spars
of ships; teak is totally unknown, as are the whole tribe of African
or Australian woods.
France furnishes very beautiful poplar, ash, and beech timber,
which are much used in building. Almost all the slate battening
for provincial use is made of poplar; the ash serves for cartbuilding and carriage-works; the beech is principally employed
for piles and gratings, &c, under water. The department of Cal
vados furnishes some of the finest beech-trees I have ever seen.
In practice the French architects are much behind our own as
far as carpentry is concerned. There are, certainly, exceptions.
Some of the roofs in Paris are light, elegant, and strong, the
thrusts well balanced, the resistances most skilfully calculated;
but, as a rule, the scantlings are far too heavy, the framing clumsy,
the affectation of mathematical construction too glaring. Little
or no precautions are taken to prevent the decay of the timber
from the moisture of the walls; the wood itself is often used full
of sap, and thoroughly wet—an objection, by the way, which may
be made to carpentry in London, for we often see the wood taken
from the river, cut up, and placed in buildings long before it can
have dried. It is, however, to be observed with reference to the
heavy scantlings used by the French architects, that the price of
woodwork is about 25 per cent, higher with them than with us.
Motives of economy serve as vast incentives to scientific investi
gations in all countries.
V. Metals.—The metals used in building are iron (cast and
wrought), lead, copper, zinc, and some of their compounds.
1 (a). The greater part of the cast-iron used in the valley of
the Seine is derived either from the mines upon the Belgian fron
tier, from the province of Berri, or from England; the importa
tion from our own country being principally for the supply of the
markets of Rouen, Havre, and the north-west of France. The
wrought-iron comes from Berri and Flanders, and there are some
scrap-iron factories at Paris and Havre.
The great distance the iron has to be transported, and the dearness of fuel, render its use in the prodigal manner we are accus
tomed to, quite out of the question. At Paris cast-iron costs about
50 per cent, more than in London; at Havre it costs about 33 per
cent. more. Its use is therefore avoided as much as possible, the
more especially as wood and stone-work are so much cheaper than
with us. The French founders are, however, very skilful, and
some very remarkable works are to be met with in Paris, executed
in cast-iron. The northern gate of the Madeleine, the fountains
and lamp-posts of the Place de la Concorde, may be cited as illus
trations.
1 (6). The best commercial wrought-iron is that from the pro
vince of Berri; but it is very unequal in quality, sometimes as
tough as our best Welch iron, at others as short as the very com
monest Staffordshire, owing to the bad manipulation in the facto
ries. The very high price of iron, also, prevents so much atten
tion being paid to the details of its production as is the case
where its economy renders its use a matter of every-day necessity.
Indeed, the state of the ironworks in France is a singular illustra
tion of the evils of the protective system. The manufacturers
have a monopoly; they fear no competition, and make a bad iron.
The public pays dearly, and therefore uses as little iron as possible.
Since railways have been in fashion, however, the use of iron for
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roofs has become more general, and there are in Paris certainly
some of the finest roofs in Europe. Amongst them mav be cited
the roofs over the Entrepot reel des Marais, of the Halle aux
Bles (in cast-iron), of the St. Germains and Rouen Railway,
executed by M. Eugene Flachat.
The plate-iron box-girders are at present unknown; corrugated
iron is but of very recent introduction, nor do the French archi
tects appear to approve much of it.
Owing to the very high price of wrought-iron, the use of iron
wire for suspension bridges has been pushed to a very great extent
throughout France. There are upon the Seine many very remark
able bridges executed with this material, such as the bridges at
Triel, Gaillon, and Rouen. The iron wire is exposed to this in
convenience, that with all possible care in the fabrication of the
chains, the separate threads cannot he drawn out to the full; the
chains, therefore, always stretch, and the platform of the bridge
necessarily sinks. Wire chains, however, bear a greater weight in
firoportion to their sectional area than square bars, and are more
ikely to be homogeneous in their strength. They avoid, more
over,
pension
thebridges
necessity
executed,
for theaugment
couplingthe
links,
weight
which,
of the
on chain
the last
31 suv
per
cent, beyond that absolutely necessary, supposing the chain to be
of one piece. The surface of oxidation is greater for the wire*
than for the bar-iron chains, nearly in the proportion of 40 to 1,
and this becomes one of the greatest practical objections, for not
only does it necessitate frequent painting, but it diminishes, in
time, the real strength of the wire cables. The practical strength
of these is found in fact, to be as 0'70 to 1*00 of the theoretical
strength; after a few years it falls to 0*66. The voids in the wire
cables, according to theory, should be to the solids as 0*1025 to
pension
1*0000; in
bridges,
practicethe
they
government
are found toengineers
be 0*25 toenforce
1*00. On
a proof
the susof
17 kilogs. per millimetre square of the sectional area of the iron
wire chains, to ensure a surplus of strength as a guarantee against
deterioration; on the bar-iron chains the proof is only 12 kilogs.
A very beautiful bridge was erected at Suresnes, by M. Flachat,
of hoop-iron bands to form the main chains, which answered re
markably well. This application attained a sort of medium re
sult, both as to cost and strength, between the systems hitherto
employed.
There is a very beautiful adaptation of the use of the suspension
principle to roofing purposes in the Panorama in the Champs
Elysfes, at Paris. The chains are of wrought-iron wire.
2. Lead.—For building purposes, the bulk of the lead used is
imported from England, Spain, and America. It is dearer than
with us, consequently its use is not so general, zinc being generally
substituted for it. The use and modes of fabrication, wherever it
is employed, are precisely the same as in England.
3. Copper.— France also draws the bulk of its copper from foreign
countries, at very considerable expense; its use is therefore very
much restrained in building. The only instance 1 know of its ap
plication on a large scale is at the Halle aux Bios, which was
covered with copper in the year 1712, and I think at the Bourse.
4. Zinc.—The high price of the two last-noticed metals has
given rise to the use of zinc upon a very large scale throughout
France. It is imported from Belgium and Germany in very large
quantities, to the extent of 13,000 tons, worth 280,000/. Except
upon the borders of the sea. it stands well in France; for the at
mosphere does not contain (as in England, where so much coal is
consumed) the carbonic acid gases which destroy zinc. On the
contrary, in the interior, an oxidation of the external face of the
zinc takes place, which prevents its decay, The roof of the
palace on the Quai d'Orcay, the Northern, and some parts of the
Rouen Railway Station, the Orleans Station, and a crowd of other
buildings, are covered with zinc, to the perfect satisfaction of the
architects.
The sizes of the metals usually employed for roofing are as fol
low:—Lead in sheets, 12ft. Sin. long, by 6ft. ljin. wide; the
thicknesses are either a full eighth, or a short 3-16th of an inch:
the first weighs 89 -rVslb. per yard square; the second weighs
118-i^Sjlb. per yard square. The lap is generally made from 3
inches to 6 inches longitudinally.
The sheets of copper are made 3 ft. 6.J in. long by 3 ft. 3 in.; the
thicknesses are 0*0021236 and 0*0024526 of a foot, the respective
weights 13^ lb. and 17*15 lb. troy per yard superficial.
The sheets of zinc are made 6 ft. 4 in. long by 3 ft. 2g in., the
thickness varying from a short Ato a very full -fr; the weights
are respectively 17*15 lb.; 19*06 lb.; 20*80 lb. troy per yard super
ficial. The sheets of less thickness than these are rarely used in
good buildings. Of late years, in the neighbourhood of Paris,
zinc tiles have been much used; they are made from 14 inches to
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16 inches long, by 12 inches to 11 inches wide; nailed at top, and
fastened by hooks to the slates, which lie immediately beneath
them.
The compound metals used are brass, bronze, and the galvanised
iron. No difference exists in the mode of preparing these com
pounds from that observed in England. The bronze is, however,
much more often employed than with us. For instance, the
columns of the Place Vendome, and of the Bastille; the gates of
the Madelaine and St. Vincent de Paul; the fountains of La Place
Louvoise and the numerous statues which adorn all the quarters of
Paris are in this metal.
Painting and Glazing.—The modes of house-painting employed
in Paris are similar to those we employ, except that the oils are
better, but the colours and white-lead immeasurably worse; In
deed, there is not the same necessity for excellence in the painter's
art, so far at least as mere flat tints and common graining are con
cerned, in a country where oak is so universally employed for
joinery. For all objects of luxury, however, we are frightfully
behind our neighbours. The decorations of Notre Dame de Lorette, the Madelaine, the former Chamber of Peers, the Louvre,
and the Sainte Chapelle, cease to be mere decorations, to pass into
the higher walks of art. St. Vincent de Paul, St. Germain
l'Auxerois, offer illustrations of polychromic decoration, which
contrast painfully with the attempts we see in London.
These two last-mentioned churches may also be cited as speci
mens of the excellence our neighbours have attained in the art of
painting on glass. For drawing and colouring, the windows of St.
Vincent de Paul are superior to anything, either ancient or
modern, it has ever been my fortune to examine.
The decorations, painting, and glazing of the cafe's and shops
might afford useful lessons to the architectural student. Great at
tention is shown to the distribution of the light, and the general
tone of the colouring, so as to suit the goods exposed. Glass is
cheaper than in England, and in consequence is more prodigally
used. The window glass is, however, bad, both in colour and in
its powers of resistance; it is thin, green, and wavy.
Although the above notice of the building materials employed
in Paris, &c, has grown to a very great length, I have been forced
to pass over some of the most important and interesting subjects
the review suggests. The chemical process, called by the work
men saltpetring, and its action upon stones when laid bedwise, or
against the bed; the manner in which stones are affected when ex
posed to the various strains; the composition of mortars and ce
ments, and all the phenomena which attend their use in the air, or
under water—salt or fresh; the qualities of woods and metals—
have all glided before us; but from the limited time we can here
devote to them, these subjects have not met with the attention
they merit. Indeed, this remark holds good not only here but
elsewhere. Very little is known, comparatively speaking, of the
chemistry of our profession; what little we do know may princi
pally be sought for amongst the French authors. Perhaps I may
not have occupied your attention in vain, if my remarks should
call attention to subjects so full of interest to us, but at present
so involved in obscurity.
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first confirmed by the experiments of Michelotti, and neglects the
resistance of air.
The section of the issuing column of water is smaller after it
has left the orifice, than at the orifice itself. This phenomenon is
termed the Contraction. If, therefore, Q signify the quantity of
water which issues in a second of time, and a the section of the
orifice, and C be put = —, C is smaller than V.

Let, therefore,

C = kV; it follows that Q = »fcV = uk V(*?H). When Q, », and
H are found by observation, the constant k, which is called the co
efficient of contraction, may be determined from this equation.
Such experimental inquiries respecting the value of k have been
very numerous; but they all fail to give a sufficient explanation of
the phenomena of contraction; and it is this which will be at
tempted in the following pages.
From the middle of the lWh century, when Torricelli (1614)
first determined the above relation—namely, that the velocity of
the issuing water is as the square of the altitude of pressure—the
learned have been much occupied with this subject of Contraction.
In the beginning of the last century, the experiments of Poleni
directed attention to the discharge which takes place under similar
circumstances, from cylindrical and conical discharge-pipes; and
endeavours have likewise been made to estimate the diameter of
the contracted column. Poleni himself gives it = JJ of the dia
meter of the orifice. Newton, by actual measurement, found it
= £&.

Daniel Bernouilli made it by his experiments = — ; and

Bordu estimates it by direct admeasurement to be = 0-802. In
later times, Bossut, Langsdorf, Vince, Michelotti, Dubuat, Eytelwein, Hachette, Bidone, Smeaton, Brindley, Christian, Poncelet,
Lesbros, &c, have made experiments on the discharge of water.
Bidone, Rudberg, and Navier, have attempted, on different hy
potheses, a theory of the contracted issue of the stream of water
through circular orifices. Their hypotheses do not always hold
good, and their results do not sufficiently agree with experiment.
2.
When water issues from an orifice in the vertical side of a re
servoir, it is observed that the particles of water in every part of
the reservoir—that is, to the right or left, above or below, the ori
fice—move to the- orifice with increasing velocity. Upon this ob
servation the following hypothesis is founded : That the velocities of
the particles of water in the reservoir are inversely proportional to the
square of their distance from the centre of the orifice.
If, by help of this hypothesis, all the results observed in the
discharge of water be completely explained, so as to be capable of
computation, the hypothesis itself must be deemed true.
From this hypothesis, if e and e' be the distances of two particles
of water from the centre of the opening, and v, v their velocities
respectively, we have the proportion
(A)
e8 : e's = v' : v.
For e = e', v will equal v; that is, at equal distances from the cen
tre of the opening the particles of water have the same velocities.
Let there be described within the reservoir a hemisphere with
radius e from the centre of the orifice : all the particles in the
surface of this hemisphere will have equal velocities

DISCHARGE OF WATER FROM RESERVOIRS.
The Theory of the Contraction of the Movement of Water flowing
from Aperture* in thin plates, in a Reservoir in which the Surface
of the Water is maintained at a constant altitude. By J. Bayer,
Lieutenant. (Translated from Crelle's 'Journal fur die Baukunst: Baud 25.)
1.
When an aperture is made in a reservoir of water, the perpen
dicular distance of the upper surface of the fluid from the orifice
is in general termed the altitude of pressure. Horizontal aper
tures are distinguished from those which are vertical. The former
are made in the horizontal bottom of the reservoir, and at every
point have the same altitude of pressure. The vertical orifice is
made in the vertical side of the reservoir, and at every point in its
vertical section has a different altitude of pressure. This altitude
is distinguished according as it is taken at the upper edge, the
centre, or the lower edge of the reservoir. The velocity V of
water flowing under the altitude H, is the same as that which
a falling body acquires in descending the same distance, and
therefore V-' = igli, where g is the distance fallen through in one
second of time. This equation, called the Torricellian law, was

To render this observation clearer, it may be illustrated by a
figure. Let AB, fig. 1, be the projection of the vertical side pf a
reservoir on the horizontal plane of the paper, which intersects the
centre c of ah the aperture; ab the horizontal diameter, and Fm
the horizontal axis, of the aperture. In order that nothing may
impede the free motion, it will be assumed that the edge of the
32*
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orifice is at such a distance from the side-plates and bottom, that
little disturbing influence exists.
All the particles of water in the horizontal plane AFB sustain
the same pressure, since this plane is parallel with the surface of
the water in the reservoir. The direction of the motion of the
issuing particles being towards the centre of the opening, it follows
that the velocity of all points equally distant from the centre must
be equal, because the pressure with which the motion proceeds is
on all sides equal; or, in other words, all the particles in the cir
cumference of the semicircle AFB must have the same velocity
towards the centre of the orifice.
Let the semicircle AFB be turned about its axis Fm until it be
in the vertical plane: then the pressure above Fm is smaller, and
beneath greater, than in Fm itself. Call H the altitude of pres
sure at the centre of the orifice, or in Fm; +a the distance from
Fm for a lower, and —a the distance for a higher point: then
$ (H+a + H — o) = H; and since Fm bisects the semicircle, the
mean altitude of pressure in all points of the semicircle turned
through an angle of 90° or vertical, in like manner = H. This
remark holds good when the semicircle is turned through any other
angle than 90°. Let, therefore, the semicircle make a complete
revolut ion about its axis, so as to describe the surface of the hemi
sphere of which the centre is the centre of the aperture: the mean
value of the pressure which the particles of water in this surface
sustain, for the above reason, is the same which a point in the axis
Fm sustains— that is, = H.
Now, since the mean pressure of all the particles in the surface
of the hemisphere is equal to the pressure which at the centre of
the opening takes place in the direction of c, the mean motion of
all those particles will be equal to that which takes place in that
direction (provided that the opening be not very large); whence it
follows that all the particles in the surface of hemisphere AFB
have the same velocity.
The surfaces of the hemispheres diminish towards the orifice in
proportion to the square of their radii; the velocities must there
fore be in the inverse proportion which the surfaces follow. Con
sequently, as was above stated, the velocities of the concentric
shells of water are in the inverse proportion of the squares of their
distances from the orifice; and if e = Fc, and e' =fc, we have, as
above,

(Fcy.v = (fcf.v:

Jydx
sequently, y" =

.

fdX
This integral between the limits x = 0, and x = 2r, gives

V = \**\
and thence, according to the proportion (A),
(B)
c: V = (±nr)>:r*;
or, (C)
e = (I,)* = (1,)' V(**H) = 0-617
V(4yH).
The co-efficient A is therefore .,
(i»)J = 0-617
Eytelwein
The experiments
makes of
it Bossut give this co-efficient = 0-617
0-6176
D'Aubuisson
= 0-617
Other experiments
= 0-619
The agreement of theory with experiment is therefore so complete
as to leave nothing to be desired.
3.
For the velocity perpendicular to the axi3 r/(fig. 1), the dis
tance gs above referred to is found; and if z designate the corre
sponding velocity, we have by the proportion (A)

* : c = (y,)2 : &)' = I - (i»)2 : (H* ,
And when these velocities are estimated by the Parallelogram of
Forces, we find for their direction

-t-f- ©'-'.
which gives y = 31° 51' 6". Hence it follows that for the angle
which the tangent of the issuing column makes with the radius of
the orifice,
90° — y = 58° 8* 54".
Poncelet and Lesbros ('Experience* hydraulique sur lea hit de
Tecoulcment de I'eau.' Paris, 1832; Table 5) have, by their experi
ments at Metz, made, propably, a very accurate measurement of
the column issuing from a square orifice, and, as far as the drawing
indicates, find very nearly the same angle; which besides, as we
shall see further on, by the co-efficient, is, for the square orifice,
not quite equal to, but on the average must be found something
smaller than, that for a circular orifice.

The motion proceeds in this relation until the radius of the last
shell of water is equal to the radius of the orifice : then occurs an
alteration in the direction as well as the velocity. The particles
which proceed from B to b towards the centre c, at the instant of
reaching the orifice are acted on by pressure in the direction bk,
parallel with cf. They possess also already a certain velocity to
4.
wards the centre c, and move therefore in the direction bp. Another
We have seen that the mean velocity with which the particles
thread of water moving from G to y, is acted upon by pressure in pass the orifice is less than V. But as in the plane of the orifice
the direction gi; and so on. In this manner, at the orifice, all the itself, all sustain the same pressure, H, which produces the velocity
particles in the surface of the hemisphere are suddenly acted upon V, they must be accelerated outside the orifice—and, indeed, up to
in a direction parallel to cf, and alter their velocity together; up a point where they obtain their velocity which belongs to the alti
to the particle of water in/ which moves along the axis itself, and tude of pressure H. Let this distance, therefore, be x : it follows,
as neither its direction nor velocity is altered, moves with the great
by the proportion (B),
est velocity, which according to Torricelli's theorem = V(4yH).
C : V = (lr,)» : x>;
Let the velocity which the altitude of pressure H produces be de
signated by V; hence, V = V(4yH). V is the greatest velocity and when for C its value in § 2 is put, we find x = r : that is, all
of discharge, and exceeds the velocity which takes place in the the particles obtain outside the orifice the greatest velocity V, first
plane of the aperture by a certain factor which is called the co
at the distance r from the orifice; whence it follows, that the point
efficient of contraction. Let the mean velocity in the orifice be C, of greatest contraction of the column of water take* place at a distance
which is also the mean value of all the velocities with which all the from the opening equal to its semi-diameter.
particles of water pass the orifice. In order to find this value, we
5.
must ascertain, for the equal velocity of all the particles, their
In the proportion (B) §2, (^nr)* ; r3 is also the proportion of
mean distance from the axis ab in all the sections passing through
the axis. But the particles in the periphery of the circle afv, and the normal sections of the column of water; and thence it follows,
that when r is the radius of the orifice, \rw= p is the radius of the
in the surface of the generated hemisphere, have the same velo
column at the point of greatest contraction.
city: their distance in this periphery from the orifice will bo there
fore the perpendicular, as gi,—or what is the same thing, it will be
For the quantity of water issuing through the different sections
the ordinate y in the equation to the circle y3 = 2rx— .r3, in which of the opening is always the same; aud if the sections correspond
ab is the axis of abscissa?. This is the case for every position of ing to the velocities c and V be designated a and •l, we have
the semicircle turned about its axis.
Q = me = "XV;
and, therefore, mx = -^-.
The sum of all these ordinates is the area of the semicircle afr,
or = lydx.

Now, the mean value of y, which may be called y',

may be put as a function of the same form and value, in which y is
invariable, and consequently we have for it y'/dx; and when the
two expressions are equated, we have y Jdx = /""^

But oi = r*»;

c = (iO'V;

consequently,

And, therefore,
-I =
a =
***Q'Y
\rw = =
r. 0-7854.
(ir,r)».w = f»r.
Poleiu's experiments ('JVuotxj raccolta d" autori che trattano del
mi>to rtelt n.ypte—delle pascaje III.; Parma, 1766) give p = r.0-7884;
ami Boraa ('Mem. de Paris' 1766) found by direct measurement,
p = r . 0808.
'
'
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parabola
rabola
(fig.of2),
which
A B be
thethe
parameter
axis of abscissa),
= ig. If,
za =
therefore,
px.
in the pa*
6. Comparison of the result* in § 3 and § 4 with Experiments.
Name
of
Experimenter

AlUtude
of
Pressure.

DlsmeUr

or

Distance of the greatest
contraction from orifice

Diameter of the
contracted column.

OrlBce.
Observed

Computed

Observed.

Computed

Parte reel. Paris Lines Paris Lines Paris Lines Paris Llnt» Paris Lines

Bount
It
ft
»t
tl

Venturi

11-736
11-736
11-736
9000
9000
2-708

12
24
36
6
12
18

6i

m
18
«1
6,
11

6
12
18
3
6
9

H
19*
291

H
95
14-3

9-43
18-85
2827
4-71
9-43
1414

Rhenish ft. Rhen. Lin. Rheo. Lin. Rhen. Lin. Rhen. Lin. Rhen. Lin.

Bytelweia

3000

In the theorem zof=Torricelli,
V; p = ig;
V* =and
4j»Hx ;=and,
H. therefore,

15

8

7-5

120

11-78

The experiments of Michelotti give for the diameter of the
contracted column nearly the same results. The distance of the
greatest contraction from the orifice is estimated by him smaller,
so that it more nearly agrees with the radius of greatest contrac
tion, than with the radius of the orifice. But it appears that the
exact measurement of these distances is subject to various difficul
ties, and that the difference lies at least not wholly beyond the
limits of the uncertainty of measurement.
7. Remarks and Inferences.
1. The contraction, according- to the above investigation, arises
from the sudden change of direction and velocity to which the
particles of water immediately in the plane of the orifice are sub
jected. It depends (so far as the above experiments leave to be
tafely inferred) only on the radius of the orifice; whence it fol
lows, that the force of contraction is proportional to the radius of
the orifice.
2. For circular orifices, all the diametrical contractions will be
equal and opposite; whence it follows, that the sections of the con
tracted stream will be similar.
3. When, on the other hand, the different diameters of the ori
fice are unequal, the sections of the stream vary in form, while the
distance of the greatest contraction from the orifice will (1) be
proportional to the several diameters or secant lines, and therefore
will not be equally distant from the orifice, nor be in one plane;
which must be considered as the condition of the similar form of
section of the stream.
4. The above theory of contraction assumes that the reservoir is
large, the movement of the water free, and the orifice completely
isolated from the bottom and sides; also that the altitude of pres
sure is so large, that the depression of the surface which takes
place above the orifice is inconsiderable. Without these condi
tions, the regular effect of the contraction would be intermitted;
and in such cases, since the law of the irregularities is not yet
known, we must for the present be content with an approximate
computation.
5. The greatest mean velocity V determines the distance of pro
jection of the stream, and takes place in the point of greatest con
traction : we have, therefore,

If the orifice be made in the bottom of a reservoir, and its sur
face be horizontal, the depth of water above it, or its altitude of
pressure, is equal for every point in the orifice. Let, therefore, H
designate the altitude of pressure; the velocity of issue for a hori
zontal orifice is found directly from the above equation—that is,
V = V(*^H).
If, on the other hand, the orifice be vertical, as in one of the
sides of the vessel, every horizontal section of the orifice has a
different depth below the surface of the water; and then the mean
velocity of issue for all the different velocities in the vertical ex
tension of the orifice has to be calculated.
If ACF (fig. 2) be the vertical plane through the centre- of the
orifice, eF = « the diameter of height, A«=H the altitude of
pressure at the upper edge, the velocity for the altitude Ae is
equal to erf, and the velocity for the altitude AF (at the lower
edge of the orifice) = Fc. The mean velocity between e and F,
in the vertical section of the orifice, is therefore the mean value of
the ordinates of the parabola between the limits ed and Fc, which
may be easily found, as y in §2,—namely,

V(4tf)/**

fix

jdx

since s? = igx.
Taking this integral between the limits x = H, and x = II + r,
we find

(E)

* = V = §•/(♦,) f(H + t.)5_j^JL*\

This expression gives the mean velocity in the vertical plane of
the orifice eF, under the altitude of pressure H.
9.
A column of water may be considered as made up of an indefi
nite number of slices parallel to the vertical section; and every
slice again may be represented as a very large number of threads
of water. Give, now, to each thread a length equal to its velo
city: and so a prismatic body is obtained of which the mean length
or height gives the required velocity.
To estimate this length more closely, let the origin of co-ordi
nates be transferred to e (fig. 2) : for the length of every thread of
water, or what is the same thing, for its velocity, we have the equa
tion «* = 4# (H -f x).
which
Let ythedesignate
area is the
therefore
indeterminate ordinate of the orifice, of

=fydx,
prismatic body z

(D,

Czdx
z"- =

and the content of the

I ydx, or rather = I zydx, since z is variable

V - -Q— = S- ■

since Q = C... (§ J).
6. The accurate determination of the quantity of discharge from
the orifice, depends on the correct determination of the velocity V.
Usually this is obtained by means of the altitude of pressure above
the centre of the orifice, by the formula V = V(4^H), which ne
glects the influence of the height and figure of the orifice. This
influence is considerable, but is smaller as the altitude of pressure
increases, and for great altitudes may therefore be safely neglected.
For a general investigation of the question, a more accurate and
general computation of the velocity is however necessary.
7. The friction of the sides of the orifice, the difference between
the pressure of the air at the surface of the water in the reservoir
and the orifice, the resistance of the air against the issuing stream,
and the influence of temperature on the quantity of discharge,
must for the present remain unconsidered, as the foregoing experi
ments are insufficient to determine these small various effects.
The
In the
meantheorem
velocity of
of water
Torricelli,
discharged
the altitudes
through orifices
of pressure
in thin are
plates.
the
absciss*?, and the velocities generated by them the ordinate* of a

and a function of .r. To find the mean length or height of this
prism, we must divide its content by the sum of the threads of
manner
water, orwebyobtain
the area
generally—
of the orifice—that is, by / yda.

In this

I zydi
(F)

I ydx
Substitute for * the above value, and we have—

V{*9)fydx*/(H + x)
(G)

V =

J ydx
And this is the expression for the mean velocity with which
the water at any vertical orifice whatever in a thin plate is dis
charged.
The velocity being known, the quantity of discharges at the
orifice is easily determined. Let the quantity of discharge = Q,
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and k the co-efficient of contraction : we obtain—
Q = kX Tydx.
And when for(H)
V its value
Q =found
kt/iwffds
above is substituted,
V(H + *).it follows, that

If the orifice be situated in the bottom of the reservoir, and be
horizontal, V = />/(_igil), we obtain

(I)

Q = ki/(tgl{)J*ydx.
(To be continued.J

THE PUBLIC WORKS OF ENGLAND.
No. II.— Caledonian Canal.
The whole progress of the Caledonian Canal is so entirely illus
trative of the conduct of public works in this country, that a de
tailed account of it would not be undesirable.
The act for the purpose, which passed on the 27th December,
1803, granted to the government the sum of 20,000/. for the un
dertaking. The engineering and conduct of the canal was en
trusted to Telford, but the commissioners appointed another emi
nent engineer—Mr. Jessop—to survey the line and calculate the
cost. The estimate of these gentlemen for the whole work was
174,000/., exclusive of the price of land, which expense, they sup
posed, would not be considerable—many proprietors having offered
their land gratuitously, and the general value of land in the
country through which the canal passed not being great. The
expense for the first year was calculated at 75,000/. Before the
close of the year docks on both seas were in a considerable state
of forwardness; they were set out at 400 yards in length and 70 in
breadth; 400 bolls of oatmeal (56,000 lb.) were lodged in store
houses, and delivered to the workmen at prime cost; 150 persons
were set to work, besides persons making and repairing utensils—
a number in those days thought very great, though a railway en
gineer would smile at it. The average wages to the workmen was
18d. a-day. Fir was cut down on the spot or in the neighbour
hood, costing from 10<f. to 14rf. the cubic foot—imported timber
would have been twice as dear, and answered no better. Thus the
preparatory arrangements were begun with much forethought and
economy.
The salary of the engineer, Mr. Telford, was at the rate of
three guineas per diem, including travelling expenses, with some
allowances for the expenses of one or two lengthened journeys.
This sum would make Mr. Brunei stare. The salaries of the
superintendents were fixed at from 50 to 150 guineas per annum.
The valuation of the land was about 15,000/.
Great apprehensions were entertained that the nature of the
soil would interpose insuperable difficulties. Mr. Jessop's report,
in the actual state of geological knowledge, is curious. "It seems
(he states) probable that in some early age of the world the im
mense chasm, almost two-thirds of which is still occupied by
water, has been nearly (why did I not say quite) open from sea to
sea, and that the land which now separates the locks has been
formed from the decay of the adjoining mountains. This decay is
very apparent in Ben Nevis, which is evidently a part only of a
much greater mountain which seems to have included the present
one and two adjoining mountains of lesser height. Impressed
with this idea, I was very apprehensive, after the first trials of the
ground at Inverness, that many other parts would be found similar
to it. That greatest part of the land there being composed of
gravel and sand, is ao open that the water in the pits sunk and
rose with the tide. Fortunately, a place has been discovered where
a foundation on clay may be got at by surrounding the pit with a
cofferdam." It was found generally that the gravel and sand had
a sufficient admixture of earth to exclude water.
The width of the locks was calculated at 38 feet, length in the
chamber 152' feet: 23 locks were provided for, at an estimate of
171,327/., and as many bridges, at an approximate estimate of
34,000/. The common cutting of the canal was estimated at
142,000/., the depth being 20 feet, with a bottom of 50 feet—a
slope of 18 inches to a foot, and 90 feet width at the surface. The
remainder of the estimate was for deepening rivers, cofferdams,
aqueducts,
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these estimates. It was found that the locks would be too small,
as frigates of 44 guns might be required to pass—the length was
extended to 185 feet and the breadth to 43, with an addition to
the estimate of 122,624/. Then side locks were required for small
vessels, to save the wear and tear of the large locks; these were
further estimated at 75,200/. Iron railways were constructed for
the purpose of conveying stone from the quarries opened in the
vicinity of the canal—one of them. 11,000 yards, a great length in
those days for such a purpose. The number of labourers was in
creased from 150 to 900. The greatest difficulty was encountered
in the erection of the sea locks, in the construction of which a
good deal of ingenuity was exhibited.
In addition to the increase of other estimates, the salaries, as
usual, were increased. Two resident inspectors were appointed,
and several other officers, at allowances of upwards of 200/. yearly
each. Far more trouble and expense than was anticipated oc
curred in the valuation of land, which the proprietors did not
seem disposed to part with gratuitously, nor at other than a high
value.
A great improvement on the usual practice of canals was intro
duced at the very commencement of the undertaking in the con
struction of the bridges. On the Forth and Clyde Canal wooden
drawbridges had been used at first, raised by chains and timber
framings; as these wore out, cast-iron bridges were substituted,
raised by a wheel and pinion; but the Caledonian bridges were of
iron, on the swivel principle, which had been already used in the
London Docks. One of the most important works in the early
stage of the canal was the altering the course of the rivers Ness
andOich. The beds of both of these rivers were required for the
canal. The embanking necessary was very extensive.
In 1820 the first steamboat was constructed for the canal bv Mr.
Henry Bell, the introducer of steam navigation into England, and
the person who established the well-known steamboats on the Forth
and Clyde.
On the 23rd of October, 1822, the canal was opened from sea to
sea with very great ceremony. The principal landlords along the
land fired salutes and gave entertainments on the occasion, and
the papers of the day describe the affair as one of great magnifi
cence. The passage back, from west to east, was made in 13
hours. The depth of water was then only 12 feet, but dredgingmachineB were in active operation for the purpose of deepening
the canal to 20 feet.
The entire term, from the commencement to the opening of the
canal, was 19 years. It was begun in October, 1803, and opened,
as we said, in October, 1822. The expenses to this time were
921,373/,—of this no less than 47,886/. was paid for land which
was to have been granted gratuitously; 612,770/. was paid for
labour and did vast good to the country. The steam machinery,
estimated at 10,000/., only cost 5,596/., but the whole machinery
cost upwards of 121,408/. The cost of management for the whole
time averaged under 1,500/. per annum. On the whole, and by
comparison with modern undertakings, this great enterprise was
conducted with extreme economy and great ability. At times
the persons employed on the canal at one time amounted to above
9,000.
In the first year of the opening 307 vessels entered the canal, of
which 37 passed from sea to sea. This was then considered a fa
vourable account. The tolls fixed were a farthing a ton per mile,
with an increase upon very short voyages.
From May 1822, to May 1824, 278 vessels passed through the
canal, but the expenses of maintaining the canal were considerable.
Nearly 200 workmen were employed on the works, and the tonnage
duty was consequently doubled. The canal dues, previous to the
increase, from the year quoted above, amounted to 1,555/. Not
withstanding the increase the profits of the canal were small—
more workmen were obliged to be employed. The increased ton
nage drove the shipmasters to the circuitous passage of the Pentland Frith, though even now the duty on the whole passage was
but 2*. Id. per ton. One of the reasons for increasing the dutv
was the complaint of the proprietors of the Forth and Clyde Canal,
who complained that the Caledonian, constructed at the public
expense, entered into an unfair competition with them by low
terms.
Since that time no efforts have been able to make it a profitable
one, though the Caledonian Canal, taking the circumstances of
the time in which it was constructed into consideration, is a work
of which the nation may be justly proud.
The mounds, which guard the entrance of the canal at the
Beauley Frith, were advanced from the high-water mark to 4
fathoms deep of water; at the end is the sea lock. These im
mense works are 400 yards long, and took four years to construct.
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The settling of the vast bottom of mud and earth took two years;
and the cradle of masonry which surrounds it, capable of receiving
the largest merchant ships, is 170 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 30
feet deep. The other works throughout the canal are on a similar
scale. At the entrance of the lakes, owing to the sponginess of
the ground, great difficulties were surmounted by the perseverance
of the engineer. The dredging necessary for excavation of such
an extent was constructed with immense ingenuity. Neptune's
Staircase, which we have already mentioned as connecting eight
locks in succession, contains 400 yards of solid masonry. A con
struction of the kind had never been attempted before.
On the whole, few works show more vividly the untiring in
genuity and perseverance of the country than the Caledonian
Canal.
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patents granted by James I. to Sir R. Howard and Sir W. Erskine.
These establishments remained private property, paying only a
small quit-rent to the crown, until very recently, when the Trinity
Board, under the act of 1836, purchased them both at a high price
from their owners, Mr. Coke and Lord Braybrooke.
The earliest of the above dates (1609) saw the final establish
ment of that board under whose control all the English lighthouses,
and almost all the authority over English commerce and naviga
tion, was ultimately to pass—namely, the Brotherhood of the
Trinity-house. This institution first commenced in the time of
Henry VII., as a private confraternity of seamen and shippers.
In the sixth year of his successor, Henry VIII., the brotherhood
received their first charter as a recognised "Guild," under the title
of the "Brotherhood of the Trinity-house of Deptford le Strand
and St. Clement." The charter commences with the curious decla
ration, that "On account of the sincere and entire love, and like
No. III.—Lighthouses.
wise devotion, which we bear and have towards the most glorious
Before the invention of the mariner's compass, beacons and
and undividable Trinity, and also St. Clement the Confessor," his
coast signals were indispensable for the safety of the mariner.
Majesty gives and grants licence for the establishment of a guild,
The vessels whose safe voyaging depended upon their never losing
or perpetual fraternity, to certain individuals and their associates,
sight of land, trusted to the natural and artificial signs which en
"as well men as women." Early in Elizabeth's reign this charter
abled the pilot to determine his position; and this object was ac
was confirmed, and again in the 36th year of that sovereign, when,
complished in many instances by beacon lights, which served for
for the first time, those powers were granted which have subse
guides during the darkness of night. Around the shores of the
quently led to the authority of the Trinity Board over all light
Mediterranean we have reason to believe that these lights were
houses. In that year the Lord High Admiral of England, Charles
thickly studded—the Colossus of Rhodes and the Pharos of Alex
Howard of Effingham, formally relinquished all claims on his part
andria being the most celebrated. Both of these beacons are sup
and on the part of the crown in the rights, privileges, and emolu
posed to have been erected about 300 years before the Christian
ments for "buoyage, ballastage, and beaconage," which were
era, and to have endured until long after its commencement.
thenceforth assigned to the Trinity Brotherhood. James II., in
Next to these in point of time was a light- tower near Corunna, on
confirming this charter extended the powers of the fraternity, and
the Spanish coast, built, it is said, to aid the Irish navigators in
organised the board pretty much as it still exists. His first patent
their voyages to Spain—this, at least, is the supposition of Mr.
appoints "Our trusty and well-beloved Samuel Pepys, Esq., secre
Moore, in his 'History of Ireland'—and which Humboldt states to
tary of our Admiralty of England, to be the first and present
be evidently an erection of the Roman period. The light in all
Master of the said Guild, Fraternity, or Brotherhood." The char
these beacons was derived solely from the flame of wood or pitch
ter was again enrolled and confirmed by George II., and in the
burnt in open braziers, and visible comparatively for small dis
6th and 7th session of William IV., the Trinity-house received
tances.
enlarged powers, under which the whole number of lighthouses on
Turning to the lighthouses of modern days, we find that the
the English coasts, many of which had up to that time remained
light-tower of Corduan, in the Bay of Biscay, is alike the first in private property, under grants or leases, were re-purchased, and
point of time, the chief in height and range, and the example for amalgamated under a uniform administration. The only exemp
all the improvements that have been successively made in the pro
tions to the rule of the Trinity Board are in the instances of
duction and transmission of the warning rays of light to perplexed
certain harbour lights, which still continue in the control of local
mariners. This tower was begun by Louis de Foix, in the reign of trustees.
The dates of the several patents granted to the Trinity-house
Henry II. of France, a.d. 1584, and finished in 1610, under
Henry IV. It is situated at the mouth of the Garonne, about two begin with 1680, when Charles II. authorised the erection of the
Scilly Light. Two other patents were issued by that monarch, for
leagues from Bordeaux, and serves as a direction to all the coast
navigation of the Bay of Biscay, as well as to the large influx of the light beacons of Spurm and Tynemouth Castle. Anne granted
one patent to the Trinity-house for Milford Haven; George I.
shipping attracted towards the embouchure of the celebrated Langranted four; George II., seven; George III., fifteen; George IV.,
guedoc Canal, which leads into the Mediterranean. The Tour de
seven; and William IV., five.
Corduan is 157 feet in height, and its light may be seen in a di
The year 1656 saw the foundation first laid for that celebrated
rect line for 25 miles in clear weather. Even on the Isle of Bone,
structure the Eddystone Lighthouse. Mr. Winstanley was the
38 miles distant, a spectator, looking from some elevated point,
architect, and the tower stood 60 feet high in a sea whose waves,
may detect the blaze in the horizon; but the curvature of the
during heavy storms, dash to an altitude of nearly 100 feet above
ocean hides the light from the seaman on deck. Its light is inter
the lantern. The light was first exhibited in 1698, and burnt
mitting, changing, at half-minute intervals, from white to red.
steadily for five years, when the whole edifice was swept away by
Even the red rays, whose penetrating powers are far inferior to
a furious gale in November, 1703, while Mr. Winstanley was him
the white, are visible as far as 12 or 14 miles, except in hazy wea
self within it. This lighthouse was formed of courses of stone,
ther. From its erection down to 1780 the light of this tower was
bound together with timber, and its destruction is attributed to
derived from the flame of wood. In that year M. Senoir substi
the comparative lightness of its materials and the slight founda
tuted oil-lamps, with metal reflectors; and in 1822 M. Fresnel ex
tion prepared for it on the rock.
tended the range of illumination to the extraordinary distances
we have mentioned above, by the addition of dioptric lenses, acting
A tradesman on Ludgate-hill. Mr. Rudyerd, then undertook the
upon lamps of an improved and more powerful construction. The
construction of a tower, wholly of wood. The form was that of
use of this and similar beacons upon that coast has been enormous.
a conical cask, 70 feet high, with its lower ranges stiffened and
In the era of its first erection one of the Breton counts, who, as
strengthened with courses of masonry. But the chief improve
lord of the soiL possessed rights of trover and wreckage along the
ment in this tower was in the contrivance of its foundations. The
coast, is said to have boasted to a jeweller that a single black rock
irregular and shelving surface of the rock was levelled into a
which stood in the tideway was more valuable to him than the best
range of broad steps. Into these steps a number of holes were
diamond in his caskets.
drilled, in sets of three each, diverging slightly from above down
In England, the earliest lights and beacons along the coast were
wards; when the three being broken into one, left a cavity of a
erected by individuals, to whom royal patents were granted, au
conical form, widest at its lower end. A compound wedge of iron
thorising them to collect certain tolls from the passing vessels to
being driven tight into this cavity, clamped together, and the in
defray the cost of building and maintenance. The right of con
terstices filled with melted lead, formed an immovable basis
structing those sea signals, however, rested solely with the crown;
whereto the lower piles of timber or blocks of stone might be se
and, in fact, the far larger number were used only in times of war
cured. This contrivance, introduced by Mr. Rudyerd in the Ed
like expedition, and for certain special purposes. The earliest
dystone, has since been extensively employed in lighthouse and
lighthouse which still remains in existence was that of Lowestoft,
submarine works. The wooden tower bore the brunt of the wea
built in 1609. Another at Hurstbarton Point, on the east coast,
ther from 1708 until 1755, when it unfortunately caught fire, and,
was erected in 1665; and the light on the Scilly Isles dates its es
after burning for several days, was totally consumed. Two years
tablishment from 1680. Besides these there were two light-towers later Mr. Smeaton was engaged in founding the present edifice.
erected during this period at Dungeness and Orfordness, under . On the 16th October, 1759, the lights were first shown, and haw
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never since ceased to shine from sunset to sunrise. At first the
only source of illumination was derived from tallow candles,
which were continued long after the far better method of lighting
by means of Argand burners had been extensively used. In
1807, at the expiration of a long lease, the Trinity Board came
into possession of the Eddystone lighthouse, in which they at
once substituted the oil lamps as they at present exist. The light
is revolving, in a period of one minute, and is visible, in clear wea
ther, for 13 miles.
The successive improvements in the mechanical operation of
lighting introduced during this period may be thus recapitulated.
Up to 1784, open fires of coal, wood, or pitch, were generally used;
in some few instances a system of tallow candles, protected by
glass frames, being substituted. In that year M. Argand invented
the oil-lamp known by his name. M. Borda, very shortly after
wards, contrived to adapt the invention to lighthouses. The
Trinity Board were not insensible to the value of this discovery.
A deputation, consisting of the deputy-master and several of the
brethren, visited France to inspect the results, and reported so
favourably, that it was speedily adopted in this country, and ex
tended to Scotland and Ireland. In 1789, the suggestion of Buffi m
and Condorcet, for the manufacture of glass lenses of large diame
ters, was adopted for a lighthouse in the Isle of Portland; but,
owing principally to the imperfect state of the glass manufacture,
was found impracticable. In 1811, Brewster invented the method
of building large lenses in segments or zones of separate pieces,
and recommended the adoption of these infracting or "dioptric'
glasses in lighthouses. Nothing was done, however, until Fresnel
set the example eleven years afterwards in France, where the ma
jority of lights are now constructed upon that system. Only a
few, comparatively, of the British lighthouses have to the present
day abandoned the use of the reflectors, or "catoptric" lights.
Yet the relative power of the dioptric lamps is two to one, and its
economy nearly three to one over the reflecting burners, and they
transmit no less than 360 times the light of an unassisted flame.
On the other hand, there is some additional cost in the first erec
tion of the lenses. Some attempts have been made to employ the
still higher illuminating powers of coal gas; but hitherto the dif
ficulties have not been surmounted. The chief obstacle is in the
danger of fire and the liability of disorder in the apparatus, which
has to be reduced to a small compass within the narrow limits of
the light-towers, and entrusted too often to the custody of men
who are incompetent to conduct the operation. Nevertheless, gas
was used in a lighthouse at San Salvore, on the coast of Istria, as
early as 1818, and found to give a better light than oil, with a saving
of 900 florins a-year. It was also employed in the Dantzic tower,
which had formerly been lighted by an open fire of coal, consum
ing three times as much as the gas apparatus. Wax candles were
afterwards employed in the same lighthouse, and 1080 lb. weight
burnt in a year. Oil flames urged with oxygen gas, and the bril
liant "Drummond" or lime light, were subsequently subjected to
experiments, with a view to their introduction as sea lights. But
the same mechanical difficulties and dangers stood in the way of
their adoption, and it was further discovered that a light from a
small luminous point, however brilliant, was not so appropriate as
that from the extensive surface of the Argand burners, of which
no less than 24 were sometimes used in a single lantern. Sir
David Brewster also proves that the ordinary quantum of light
from the oil lamp is quite sufficient for all maritime purposes in
clear weather. Yet the lime light, which casts a distinct shadow
at 18 miles distance, might be advantageously introduced as an
assistant in hazy weather. At present the obscurity of fogs is com
pensated as far as possible by gongs, bells, and guns, which are
rung and fired at intervals from the beacon towers.
As the lighthouse stations multiplied, it became necessary to
contrive some distinguishing mark by which the pilot might deter
mine the one he sought. Various forms and changes of the light
were, therefore, introduced, accomplishing nine varieties—viz., the
fixed white, revolving white, revolving red and white, revolving
red and two whites, revolving white and two reds, flashing, inter
mittent, double fixed white, double revolving white. As the red
rays penetrate little more than half as far as the white, no light
must consist of red alone, especially as even white will look red
through a dry haze. The other colours are less penetrating still,
and therefore wholly unfit. According to the rule laid down by
Mr. Stevenson, no two lighthouses within 100 miles of one another
should have the same characteristics. The catastrophe of the
Great Britain steamer is a sufficient evidence of the necessity of
observing this rule, as it arose solely from a misapprehension of
the light on the Calf of Man. Now that lighthouses are becoming
so thickly multiplied, even the nine variations we have mentioned
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become insufficient; and efforts are making to invent means for
making numeral figures visible at great distances when traced in
light. Already it is stated that the numbers can be distinguished
at a distance of 18 miles.
A parliamentary committee was appointed in 1844, chiefly by the
perseverance of Mr. Hume, to investigate the condition and ad
ministration of the British lighthouses, and published a volumi
nous report ' as the result of their labours. As usual, great mis
management was proved to exist, combined with an uncertainty
and inconsistency in the charges and tolls levied upon shipping,
which must have occasioned considerable injury to our commerce.
The worst results, however, were found to arise from the system
of private management which still existed, either under old grants
from the Crown, or in virtue of some very inconsiderate leases by
the Trinity Board. The private owners in all cases thought only
of making a large revenue from their monopoly, and in many in
stances had omitted to adopt the improvements in lighting univer
sally employed elsewhere, and had occasioned some severe losses of
shipping by their criminal negligence. There was one light-tower
in the Isle of Man, on the Scotch coast, which belonged to the
Duke of Portland, and so late as the year 1810 was lighted by the
primitive contrivance of an open coal fire. In that year, two fri
gates of the royal navy, the Pallas and the Juno, mistook for this
light the flame from a lime kiln on the shore of East Lothian, and
were lost in consequence. Several lives were sacrificed, besides
the two ships, which were worth 200,000/. The lighthouse has
since passed into the keeping of the commissioners of northern
lights, and is provided with the proper Argand and reflecting ap
paratus. The purchase money paid to the duke, together with the
outlay requisite for the introduction of an improved system of il
lumination, amounted to 70,452/. Proofs of inattention, less in
degree but equally unjustifiable, were discovered in other light
houses under private management. It was proved also that while
the costs of maintenance were far less than in the navy lights
erected by the Trinity Board, the revenues collected were per
light somewhat superior, and the net income to the proprietors
and lessees 60,392/. per annum, drawn from the commerce of the
country.
Some curious anomalies were also exposed in the levying of tolls
on vessels, for the supposed advantage of the lights.
Thus,
throughout England a duty of ±d. to 1 -Hd. per ton was levied on
every vessel passing a lighthouse, the rate varying with every
light, which had its distinct rules and system of collection. In
Scotland, on the other hand, a ship that passed one light paid a
certain rate per ton for the whole number, and no more, if it went
the entire circuit of the coast. In the voyage from Leith to Lon
don, therefore, a vessel of 142 tons would pay 1/. 9s. l^d. for the
Scottish lights, though it passed only one of them; and would
have 4/. 17.v. '3d, charged for the 19 English lighthouses passed be
tween Berwick and London. A Yarmouth vessel also, bound for
the Thames, but driven by stress of weather to the Frith of Forth,
would pay for the whole series of Scotch lights, though it had used
none, having only been driven into their waters. In Ireland, the
charge was made at certain rates on the tonnage of every ship en
tering an Irish port, whether it had passed a lighthouse or not.
In consequence of the report of the committee in 1834, the act
6 and 7 William IV. was passed. Under this statute all the pri
vate rights in lighthouses were extinguished, and bought up by
the Trinity-house at a cost of no less than 1,182,546/., such was
the presumed value of these indispensable monopolies. Of this
sum Mr. Coke had 20,900/. for Dungeness lighthouse, and Lord
Braybrooke 37,896/. for the one on Orford Point. The Small's
light cost more than four times as much—170,468/. But the
worst instance was that of the Skerries lighthouse in the Irish
Channel. Queen Anne had granted a patent, in 1715, to Sutton
French, Esq., to erect a light-tower off the coast of Anglesea, for
the benefit of the Irish shipping, and levy a toll of Id. per ton on
all passing vessels, in recompense of the same. The immense in
crease in Irish commerce had rendered this light incredibly pro
fitable, as it was kept up at a cost, probably, of under 500/. per
annum, and the returns were over 20,000/. For a long time Mr.
Morgan Jones, the representative of the first possessor, resisted
all the efforts of the Trinity-house to make him surrender his
claim, or even furnish any account of his receipts, alleging that
his patent was granted in perpetuity, and without rent or fee to
the Crown or other authority. The stringency of the late act,
however, compelled a production of the accounts, and after much
litigation a jury assessed the compensation to Mr. Jones at
444,980/., being 22 years' purchase of 20,042/. annum revenue.
This transaction closed in 1842, and since then all the English
eoast lights are under the management of the Trinity-house, and
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quite free from private claims. Some steps have also been taken
towards reducing the tolls which are a heavy burden on commerce,
and being levied per voyage, fall with unjust severity on thecoasting
and packet trade. When the debt for purchase has been extin
guished, further remissions are promised.
In Scotland, the earliest lighthouse was that of Cambrae, on
Little Cambrae Island, built in 1756, and rebuilt in 1793. The
Leith light was established .in 1780, and that on Cape Wrath,
completed in 1796, is visible for 26 miles, being the widest range
of any British light. The Bell Rock, finished in 1811, at a cost of
61,331/. and the Skerryvore Lighthouse in Argyleshire, completed
as lately as 1844, for which the estimated cost was 31,500/., are the
works of most interest in an engineering point of view. Enor
mous difficulties were overcome in the construction of these
edifices, and both remain triumphs of British skill and science.
Their details are, however, too well known by the memoirs of their
respective engineers, Alan and Robert Stevenson, to justify a re
petition. The height of the Bell Rock tower is 100 feet, that of
the Skerryvore 138 ft. 5 in. In the lantern of the former there
were 24 parabolic reflectors, each 18 inches across the tips, and
containing 21/. worth of silver on its polished surface. Ireland
first possessed a lighthouse in 1768 at Poalbeg, at the entrance of
the Dublin river. The Balbriggen light was erected in the fol
lowing year; that on Clare Island in 1807, and is visible for 15
miles. Cape Clear and Arran lights were built in 1817. The
Scellig Rock Lighthouse was the most expensive of the Irish bea
cons, costing 41,651/.
The Isle of Man has seven lights, that of the Calf being the
chief.
Two beacons, one in Denby Haven, built in 1659, and
another in Castletown Harbour, built in 1765, are intended to aid
the herring fishery, and are lighted only during that season.
At present the British system of lighthouses remains under the
control of three boards—1. The Trinity-house Brotherhood, con
sisting of 31 members, 11 of whom are honorary, and the rest
more or less connected with commerce or shipping. Established
about 1553.—2. The Commissioners of Northern Lights, holding
jurisdiction over the Scotch and Isle of Man lighthouses, consist
ing of 25 members, being sheriffs and county magistrates. Estab
lished 1786.—3. The Dublin Harbour Corporation, otherwise
called the Ballast Board, to whom was committed, in 1810, the
custody of the Irish lights, consists of 20 members, chosen for
life among the chief merchants and bankers, togetber with the
mayor and the sheriffs of Dublin for the time being. One day in
each week the board sits for lighthouse purposes,—A number of
small lights remain under the control of local authorities and har
bour trustees, &c.
The Bystem of lights administered by the three boards abovementioned, comprised in the year 1844—Trinity-house, 65 fixed
and 23 floating lights; Northern Commissioners, 32 fixed, 2 float
ing; Dublin Board, 27 fixed, 4 floating; local and harbour lights
made up a grand total of 312 British lighthouses. The cost of
maintaining the public lights was, on the average, about 500/. per
annum for the fixed, and 1,200/. for the floating lights. The gross
sum collected by the three boards for 150 lights (local and harbour
being exclusive) was 349,475/. Of this 131,036/. was expended on
maintenance, and 15,814/. in charges of collection, leaving a sur
plus of 196,631/. on the year's receipts. The charge for collection
amounts to 4/. 5s. per cent., an exorbitant sum, when the Customs
duties are collected for 21. 2s. 8</., and the parish rates for Marylebone at 1/. 6*. 8af. per cent. The tolls are now paid by a rate
per ton for every lighthouse passed in the ship's voyage. No
symmetry is, however, preserved by the different boards in the
rates levied. The Irish Corporation charges |rf. per ton for every
light without exception. The English lighthouses vary their toll's
from \d. to?rf.; and the Scotch from \d. to Id. per ton per light.
These are for English merchant vessels; foreigners pay double,
and Royal Navy ships nothing.
Many complaints are urged
against the amount of these tolls, and of the injury they inflict on
trade. England is the only country, indeed, where the lighthouses
are not supported out of the general finances of the State, instead
of being made a source of revenue wrung from the shipowner and
trader.
Of the original cost of the early lighthouses no accurate account
has been kept Of course the local difficulties occasioned an enor
mous difference in the necessary outlay on each. The most ex
pensive seems to have been the Bell Rock, 61,331/. The Isle of
Man Beacon, exhibiting three lights, cost 20,823/.; the Cape
Wrath, 14,506/.; and the Barrhead 12,575/. The engineering im
provements of modern days have much diminished the expense of
their construction: 12 lighthouses erected by the Trinity Board
between 1820 and 1834, cost 47,124/., or, on the average, 3,918/. a-
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Iiiece. In the way of receipts, the Bideford Bar light stands
owest; its annual return having been 350/., while the cost of main
tenance was nearly 800/. It is the only losing concern in the
whole lighthouse system. Eddystone has four keepers regularly
employed; about 12 others, 2; and the rest 1. The consumption
of oil varies from 1,200 gallons per annum at Beachy Head to 6t
at Pakefield.
France, in 1845, possessed 153 lighthouses—77 in the Channel,
47 on the west coast, 24 in the Mediterranean, including Algiers,
and 5 in Corsica. No less than 93 of these were on the lens or
dioptric principle. By an ordinance of the Emperor, in 1806, the
lighthouses were placed under the control of the Minister of
Travaux Publiques and defrayed out of the Exchequer. The cost
was about 110/. annually per light.
America, at the same date, possessed 272 lights of various de
scriptions on her seaboard. For the cost of them 83,333/. was
charged upon the public service of the year, amounting to a little
over 300/. for each establishment.—Daily News.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
MACHINERY FOR ROLLING IRON.
William Clay, of Clifton Lodge. Cumberland, engineer, for
"improvements in machinery far rolliny iron or other metals, parts of
which improvements are applicable to otlier machinery in which cylin
ders or rollers are used. —Granted December 16, 1848; Enrolled
June 16, 1849. [Reported in the Patent Journal.]
The improvements relate to rolling certain forms of iron and
other metals which are wholly or partially taper, or conical. In
the ordinary methods of manufacturing such taper bars, the cen
tres of the compressing rollers are maintained at the same distanc
apart during the whole of the process of rolling; the requisite
taper being given to the bar rolled by eccentricity of the grooves
or their depth below the surface of the rollers; thus, if the depth
of the grooves upon the rollers progress the same depth through
out, the result will be parallel bars; but if the depth gradually
varies, then the result is a gradual taper bar.

Fig. 1.

Fl}-.

The improvements are for producing taper bars from rollers,
although the grooves in them may be the same depth throughout.
This is to be effected by the grarfual separation of the centres of
the two rollers; and, as the bottoms of the grooves are concentric
to the centres, it follows that their surfaces are also increasing
their distance apart, and thus allow the bar of metal which passes
between them during the time of this separation, to assume a
taper form ; the amount of taper given corresponding to the pro
portionate rate at which the rollers are separated from each other.
The patentee describes two modes of eflecting the object in
question; the first by means of hydraulic apparatus; and the se
cond by means of an eccentric or heart-shaped cam.
The first method is shown in the annexed engravings, fig 1
3:1
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being an end elevation of the rollers, the upper part representing
the hydraulic apparatus, being in section; and fig. 2, a vertical
section of the hydraulic apparatus and the framing, taken through
the centre line of the rollers. A, the framing, constructed in the
manner usually adopted in ordinary rolling-mills; B, the bearings
of the lower roller, stationary upon the framing, as usual; but those
E, of the upper roller C, are moveable, by sliding vertically in the
grooves D; and for the purpose of placing the bearings E, within
their respective grooves, portions of the frame A, in front of the
grooves, are made moveable, as shown at a; und when the bearings
E, are placed within the grooves, these pieces a, are secured in
their places. Upon the upper part of the framing A, is placed the
head containing the hydraulic apparatus; and this consists of the
cylindrical chamber F, to contain the water or other fluid em
ployed. Into this chamber passes the solid ram or piston II; the
rod I, of which passes downward loosely through the screw K, to
the bearing E, of the upper roller, against the upper side of which
the end of it bears. The ram H, passes into the chamber E, in a
fluid-tight manner, by means of the packing and the packing-ring
or plate L, which is secured by screw-bolts N. The regulating
valve, when opened, allows a stream of the fluid to pass from the
chamber E, to the discharge-pipe O, by which it is carried off.
The quantity of the fluid discharged by this valve will depend
upon the extent to which it may be opened; and this can be regu
lated to the greatest nicety by means of the screw and wheelhandle P. The purpose of the valve is to regulate the flow of
fluid from the chamber E; and thereby, by allowing the upper
roller to recede from the lower one, to shape the bar passing be
tween the rollers of the taper form required. As the smaller in
quantity the stream of fluid which flows from the chamber E, the
less will be the taper of the bar rolled; the taper being greater
when the flow is larger in quantity. As the fluid employed in the
chamber is water, or some other of practical incompressibility, the
rise of the piston H, into the chamber E, will depend upon the
quantity of fluid discharged, and consequently, the receding of
the upper roller from the lower. Q, is another valve, the exit
from which flows into the discharge- pipe O. This valve is re
tained in its seat by means of a powerful spring, and is only in
tended to act under great pressure, to prevent injury to the appa
ratus;—it is, in fact, a safety-valve.
After a taper bar has been rolled, the upper roller again ap
proaches the lower one, resuming its former situation; and to
allow the piston to descend with it, it is requisite a quantity of
water should be passed into the chamber, equal to the quantity ex
pelled through the valve N; and this is accomplished through the
valve R, from the feed-pipe S. At the back of the valve N, is a
slight helical spring, for the purpose of closing the valve against
its seat—immediately upon the flow of fluid through it ceasing.
This takes place upon the rolled bar leaving the rollers; the valve
not being attached to the screw, allowing it. The use of the screw
will be explained hereafter.
In rolling taper bars by this apparatus, the workman regulates
the flow of fluid from the chamber F, by means of the valve and
screw, and which by a little experience, he is enabled to do with
facility and with great accuracy; the bars in passing between the
rollers assume the taper form, by reason of the upper roller re
ceding from the lower one, the passing of the piston II, into the
chamber F, admitting of this elevation, and the extent of that
elevation being regulated by the discharge of fluid from it past
the valve N; the bar being rolled, it passes from between the
rollers, the upper roller again approaching the lower one to its
original situation. The flow of fluid from the chamber F, is sus
pended, the valve N, closes by means of the spring, and a supply
of fluid is admitted to the chamber, by the valve R, preparatory to
another bar being passed between the rollers. The rollers B, and
C, are of the ordinary construction. The patentee describes a
modification of the above-described mode of effecting the same
object: in place of employing the hydraulic apparatus described,
he employs an eccentric, or heart-shaped cam, fixed upon a revolv
ing horizontal shaft; to effect the rise of the upper roller, a rod
somewhat similar to the rod I, already described, bears against the
upper side of the bearing of the upper roller, and the other end
against the periphery of the cam—the movement of the cam al
lowing the upper roller to rise. When it is required to roll a bar
which shall be taper for only a portion of its length, the remaining
portion being parallel, the screw K, is brought into operation,
which is to be screwed up or down, as required, until it assumes
such a situation that, by the time a length of the bar, equal to the
taper part required, shall have passed between the rollers, the
upper side of the bearing of the upper roller comes against the
under side of the screw; thus preventing all further separation of
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the rollers. The remainder of the bar will consequently be parallel.
The patentee claims: First—The application to rolling ma
chinery generally, of apparatus which will allow the bearing! «f
one of the compressing rollers to rise gradually in the framing
during the operation of rolling, and by this means admitting of
taper forms of bars being produced with facility equal to parallel
bars.
Secondly—The arrangement, construction, and adaptation of the
hydraulic apparatus described to machinery, for rolling iron, Or
other metals, by which the compressing rollers are caused to sepa
rate gradually, for the purpose of rolling, and forming bars of
taper form, &C
Thirdly—The modification of the apparatus consisting of an ec
centric, or heart-shaped cum, which, tevolving, is employed to
regulate the gradual separation of the rollers described.
Fourthly—The adjusting screws in connection with the oth»r
apparatus, for the purpose of rolling and forcing the bars of metal
taper for a portion of their length, and parallel for the remaining
portion.

CORRUGATED

IRON BEAMS

John Henderson Pouter, of 2, Adelaide-place, London-bridpe,
in the city of London, engineer, for "an improved mode of applying
corrugated iron in the format ion offire-prooffloors, roofs, and other
like structures."—Granted December 2, 1848; Enrolled June 'i,
18*9.
This invention relates to the construction of fire-proof floors,
roofs, and similar structures, with two or more plates of corru
gated iron, placed one over the other,—the corrugations of one
plate being so situated with reference to the corrugations of the
other, that, when the plates are riveted or bolted together, they
will form a series of united tubular ribs; which ribs are to be used
either in a horizontal, arched, or inclined position, as joists, beams,
ribs, rafters, or other like supports.
Kg. 1.

Flj. S.

FiK. J.

Figs. 1, and 2, represent end views of two different forms of
corrugated plates, which may be used for the purposes abovementioned,—the plates being united by rivets at n, a. The form
of corrugation may be varied; but that preferred by the patentee
is shown at fig. 3.
Fig. 3 represents a section of corrugated plates forming a united
series of tubular horizontal beams or joists, and applied to the for
mation of a level boarded and ceiled floor. For this purpose, the
corrugations or grooves in the upper side of the top plate mav he
filled witli concrete b; the flooring boards c, are nailed to fillets
of wood d, which are laid across the upper parts or ridges of
the corrugated plate, and secured at intervals by bolts e, and nuts
/; and, in order to form the ceiling, fillets of wood g, are secured
by bolts h, and nuts t, to the under side of the lower plate, nt
suitaole intervals; and to these are nailed the laths/, which receive
the plaster k, in the ordinary way. Instead of bolts tho plates
may be united by rivets.

BRIDGE GIRDERS
John Gardner, of Wokingham, Berkshire, engineer, for "im
provements in girders for bridges and other structures."—Granted
December 9, 18+8 ; Enrolled June 9, 1849.
The improvement relates to girders, beams, bars, or bearings,
employed in engineering, building, and architectural structures,
for bridges, viaducts, aqueducts, railways, archways, dock-gates,
roofings, and floorings; and consists in making the same of castiron, with a strengthening bar or bars of wrought-iron embodied
or dovetailed into the same.
Fig. 1 is a side view of part of a girder; fig. 2 shows the under
side of the same; fig. 3 is a section on the line a, b, of fig. 1; aud
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fig, 4 a section on the line c, n. a, is the cast-iron girder; 6, b, the
bottom flanges; c, c, two wrought-iron bars inserted into the bot
tom of the girder, at a small distance apart, and, at the centre of
each flange, they are slightly bevelled outwards on each side, so as
to be dovetailed, as it were, into the girder at those parts. The
wrought-iron bars are introduced in the process of casting the
girder;—such bars having been previously rolled into the required
sectional form, and well cleansed from oxide by heating them in a
furnace or otherwise. Kig. 5 is a cast-iron girder d, strengthened
by a bar of wrought-iron e, which forms the bottom of the girder,
Kg. 4. Fig. 8.

Fig. 1.

1

Fig. B.

Fip. 7.

and connected to the upper part by a central ridge, of a dovetail
form in its cross section, and of an undulating form in the longi
tudinal direction. Other modifications in the form of the wroughtiron bars may be adopted. Figs. C, and 7, show how this com
pound mode of construction may be adapted to railway-bars and
bearings where these arc (as is now ordinarily the case) of great
weight:—c, c, are the cast-iron parts; and w, w, are the wroughtirun parts.

SILVERING OF GLASS.
Thomas Drayton, of Regent-street, practical chemist, for "im
provement* in the sifcering of y/uss and other surfaces."—Granted
December 4, 1818; Enrolled June 4, 1*49.
The improvements relate to silvering glass, by precipitating
silver on the surface of glass, and causing it to adhere thereto,
without previously coating the surface with any kind of material,
in the following manner:—Take one ounce of hartshorn, or am
monia, and add thereto, two ounces of nitrate of silver, three
ounces of water, and three ounces of spirit, preferring spi rit of
wine for the purpose; mix the same together, and allow the mix
ture to stand for three or four hours, and then filter for use.
When the mixture is used, to one ounce of it add J-ounce of
saccharine matter, previously dissolved in equal quantities of
water, and spirit of wine, say half a pint of each, preferring grape
sugar for the purpose, when it can be allowed two or three hours
to dissolve. This mixture is to be laid over the entire surface of
the glass, which is to be kept at a temperature of 160°. When
the silver has become thoroughly dry, it is to be coated with
mastic varnish, which serves as a protection from friction. The
fluid is also well adapted for silvering the surface of metals.

TUBULAR BRIDGES.
An account of the Construction of tlie Britannia and Conway Tabular
Bridges, with a complete history of their progress. By William
x Faibbaibn, C.E. London: Weale; Longman. 1849. 8vo. pp.
391 ; 20 plates.
Disputes respecting priority of scientific discovery are seldom
terminated satisfactorily or conclusively. Of all the more import
ant instruments and methods which have given man new powers in
the domains of art and science, there is scarcely one for the inven
tion of which there are not many claims to this day unsettled.
The tempting nature of the prize offered, and the congruity of the
thoughts of men of learning at particular epochs, render the suits
which arise in the Chancery of science numerous and complicated ;
while from the difficulty of discerning the hidden processes of the
mind, and the subtlety of the distinctions between absolute origin
ality of thought and its numerous counterfeits, the cases are
alwavs difficult to adjudicate. We know that large books have
been'written expressly to discuss the question of the invention of
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the telescope. The antagonistic claims of Newton and Leibnitz
to the honour of devising the methods of fluxions, gave rise to a
paper war which is not yet terminated. To come down to a period
within our immediate recollection—the prediction of the place and
motion of a new planet has raised to the highest scientific rank
two rival and independent discoverers.
The controversy to which the experimental and theoretical in
quiries respecting Tubular Bridges have given rise, is on many
accounts to be regretted. The subject was eminently one which
required concurrence and unity of purpose among the investiga
tors. They themselves are men who have one and all done good
service for science,—men who have been honourably associated for
years in the mutual pursuit of science,—men whose attainments
have won for them public respect and confidence. We have not
yet the whole evidence of the case before us, and feel it premature
to decide upon an e-v-parte statement. We, moreover, are anxious
to avoid participating in a contest in which too much of the gall
and bitterness of jealousy has been exhibited. But we have
enough evidence at least to be quite certain that the discussion
has throughout been too strongly marked by the absence of mu
tual concessions, and has been caused solely and entirely by feel
ings of distrust, and a jealous concealment or reserve, which seem
absolutely incompatible with a pure love of science.
They love science best, and are its most successful disciples,
who follow it for its own sake—not for the aggrandisement of
personal renown. We like not to see men too avaricious and
greedy over their scientific wealth,—hiding and hoarding every
morsel of truth which they can snatch unobserved. It is only the
miser who acts so. They who are really rich in intellectual "trea
sure, who possess the mines of exhaustless minds, are liberal
withal. The craven, who tremble for the little by which they are
richer than their neighbours, have but a pitiful store. There is
that scattereth and yet increaseth; and there is that witholdcth more
than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty.
The present work does not very distinctly set before us the
exact nature of the claims which Mr. Fairbairn prefers; but we
believe the following may be fairly stated to be the principal re
sults which he asserts to have been the fruits of his inquiries—
1st, the preference of a rectangular to a circular tube; 2nd, the
abandonment of the suspension chains originally contemplated;
3rd, the cellular structure of the top of the tube; 4th, the hydrau
lic lifting apparatus.
On the first question it seems unnecessary to enlarge, as it was
disposed of at a very early stage of the inquiry. It requires such
a very mild knowledge of mechanics to perceive, that of two uni
form tubes of equal height and length, the rectangular must be
stronger than the circular for a given quantity of metal, that,
instead of assigning any merit for the settlement of the point, we
are rather disposed to wonder how it could have been ever doubted.
On the other questions raised by Mr. Fairbairn, we shall for the
present content ourselves almost entirely with a mere condensed
narrative, in which it is to be understood that in general the au
thority for disputed facts is the work before us. It is probable
that counter-statements will hereafter appear; but, until then,
sufficient data will not have been furnished for a decisive opinion
on the general merits of the case.
The tubular bridges for the Conway and the Menai Straits ap
pear to have been first proposed by Mr. Stephenson, about April
1845; and it is, happily, a point uncontroverted that the original
idea of substituting a rigid tube for bridges of the ordinary forms,
belongs exclusively to him. We are informed in the work before
us, that, at the time mentioned, a ''consultation" with Mr. Fair
bairn took place, at which Mr. Stephenson appeared to think that
"the tube should be either of a circular or egg-shaped sectional
form. He was strongly impressed with the primary importance of
the use of chains, placing his reliance in them as the principal sup
port of the bridge; and he never for a moment entertained the
idea of making the tube self-supporting
In fact, for several
months afterwards, and even up to the time of the experiments on
the model tube, in December 1 846, he insisted, as will be seen from
the annexed correspondence, on the application of such chains."
Of course, we are quite unable to contradict any statement made
by Mr. Fairbairn, of what took place at the consultation in ques
tion. But we are prepared to contradict the assertion, that for
several months afterwards Mr. Stephenson insisted on the applica
tion of chains. On the contrary, we have incontrovertible proof
that in the mouth following this consultation, he distinctly and
strongly urged the practicability of dispensing with the chains
altogether.
From an authentic copy of the minutes of evidence of Mr. Ste
phenson, on the 5th and b'th of May 1845, before the Committee
33*
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of the House of Commons on the Chester and Holyhead Railway
(No. 1), we give verbatim the following extracts, which will pro
bably be deemed conclusive :—
" Perhaps I may at once explain to the Committee the idea I have adopted.
I conceive a tube—supposing a wrought-iron tube—to extend across the
straits ; that tiiat tube to have, we will say to have 25 feet diameter, to hold
a line of railway, and the line of railway would run inside of it. In addi
tion to that, we should have to erect a chain platform for the purpose of the
building. Then the question would arise, whether the chaim would be al
lowed to remain, or whether they would be taken down. My own opinion it,
that a tube of wrought-iron would poaest tufficient ttrength to support a
railway. I am instituting a series of experiments with Mr. Fairbairn, of
Manchester. In fact, he is already in possession of experiments with respect
to iron ships which place the thing beyond a doubt, lie has ascertained that
a vessel of 250 feet in length, supported at the ends, will not yield with all
the machinery in the middle."
Here it appears that Mr. Stephenson not only thought, In May
1845, that the tube might be made sufficiently strong of itself, but
that the experiments of Mr. Fairbairn removed all doubts on the
subject. Further on, the Minutes of Evidence are as follows :—
" It occurred to me that a rigid platform might be obtained by substituting
a tube in addition to the chains. Then, on going into the calculation of the
strength of the tube, I found that I did not require the chains themselves."
"InQ.another
Yon have
place,
not made
the following
up your mind
questions
as to the and
safety
answers
of dispensing
occur with
:—
the chains ?
A. No, I have not.
Q. It wonld be impossible to do so until it is constructed, would it not ?
A. I would rather leave that, because I would make the design so that the
chains might either be taken away or left ; and during tbe construction we
should have ample opportunity of ascertaining whether we could safely take
away the chains or not.
Q. There would be no great advantage from taking away the chains ?
A. No ; only it would make it more costly if they remained : they would
be applicable to other purposes, and they would cost from thirty to forty
thousand pounds."
The opinion of Mr. Stephenson as to the expediency of remov
ing the chains, is not expressed here quite so strongly as before,—
but distinctly enough to show that Mr. Fairbairn is mistaken in
supposing that Mr. Stephenson insisted, for several months after
March 1845, on the application of chains. We readily believe that
Mr. Fairbairn has correctly stated the impression on his own mind;
and the apparent contradiction may be easily reconciled by sup
posing that the subsequent experiments, and perhaps the opinions
expressed by Mr. Hodgkinson and others, shook that faith in the
strength of the tube alone which Mr. Stephenson had when before
the Committee on the Chester and Holyhead Railway.
In the Report presented by him to the directors of that railway,
twelvemonths afterwards—(February 9, 1846)—he treats the ques
tion of the adoption of chains as still undecided:—
" The application of chains as an auxiliary has occupied much of my at
tention ; and I am satisfied that the ordinary mode of applying them to
suspension bridges is wholly inadmissible in the present instance ; if, there
fore, it be hereafter found necessary or desirable to employ them in conjunc
tion with the tube, another mode of applying them must be devised, as it is
absolutely essential to attach them in such a manner as to preclude the pos
sibility of oscillation."
Throughout this paragraph Mr. Stephenson expresses a doubt as
to the expediency of using chains. It seems, therefore, a neces
sary inference that his final determination to abandon those ad
juncts must have been produced by subsequent information: and
we cannot see how Mr. Fairbairn could prove that the information
was derived from his experiments exclusively, and not from a
general review of all the experiments undertaken. We find, in
deed, the following statement by him in a foot-note (p. 22) :—
"The drawings snd designs for the Britannia and Conway Bridges were
made out, and the parts proportioned, without the aid of Mr. Hodgkinaon's
formula; ; and the ab >ve, as well as other hollow girder bridges, have since
been constructed independently of that gentleman's assistance."
But surely so general a statement must be extremely injudicious,
unless supported by very distinct and specific proofs. As far, how
ever, as we can perceive, there is not even an attempt to give evi
dence of the alleged construction of the Britannia and other hollow
. girder bridges independently of Mr. Hodgkinson's assistance. On
the contrary, a few pages further on, we nnd Mr. Fairbairn stating
in his report to the directors of the Chester and Holyhead Rail
way—
•' In the pursuit of the experiments on the rectangular, as well as other
description of tubes, I have been most ably assisted by my excellent friend,
Mr. Hodgkinson ; his scientific and mathematical attainments render him
well qualified for such researches : and I feel myself indebted to him for the
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kind
investigations."
advice and valuable assistance which he has rendered in these and other
—How
previousdoes
assertion
Mr. Fairbairn
?
reconcile this last statement with the
With respect to the cellular structure of the top and bottom of
the tube, Mr. Fairbairn certainly appears to have established his
claim more fully. This point is a very important one. It is un
deniable that the peculiar, and altogether novel, form adopted for
these parts of the bridge, constitutes one of its most essential
features. The first notice or suggestion of this cellular structure
appears in a "private"* letter from Mr. Fairbairn to Mr. Stephen
son, dated Millwall, Sept. 20, 1845. After noticing some experi
ments on elliptical and other tubes, the letter proceeds :—
"The defective powers of resistance of all the tubes of this shape, hare
suggested a new arrangement and distri
bution of the metals ; it being evident
from the experiments that the tube will
resolve itself into a huge hollow beam
or girder, leaving the two resisting forces
of compression and extension as wide
apart as possible. It is further conclu
sive, that tbe sides must be made com
paratively light, and considerable addi
tional material introduced into the top
and bottom of the tube. This will give
greatly-increased strength ; and a few
more experiments will determine which
of the two shall have the preponder
ance. It is more than probable that
the bridge, in its full size, may take
something of the following sectional
shape."
Mr. Fairbairn calls the atten
tion of his readers to the close
resemblance of the sectional form
indicated in the sketch to that
of the bridges actually constructed
for the Conway and Menai Straits; and certainly he is fully justi
fied in insisting on the very close similarity. The only ambiguity
of the above quotation is the phrase "The defective powers, &c,
have suggested a new arrangement." To whom did that suggestion
occur?—Is the writer to he understood as expressing his own
ideas only, or the collective deliberations of the several persons
present at the experiments described?
The remaining question as to the invention of the methods of
raising the tube and some other points, we must leave for a subse
quent paper. We cannot, however, conclude, without repeating
the expression of great regret at the circumstance, that the two
principal experimenters, Mr. Hodgkinson and Mr. Fairbairn, per
formed their experiments independently of each other, and main
tained strict reserve as to the results. How far better might it
have been for science, could they have worked together as hereto
fore! May we not hope that the day may come in which we may
again receive instruction from the associated labours of men who
have already worked together so well for the public benefit? Our
respect for Mr. Fairbairn must not induce us to conceal the
opinion that he has taken a very ill-advised step in attempting to
exalt himself at the expense of his colleagues. Had he contented
himself with a simple statement of his share of the transaction—
what experiments he made—what suggestions he offered—what
labours of every kind, theoretical or practical, he undertook in aid
of the great result,—no blame could have attached to him. We
willingly allow that his labours were great and deserve great
praise—nay, we will confess that the perusal of the present work
has increased our admiration of his efforts considered by them
selves. But surely others worked well and ably too. He himself
gives reiterated proof of the anxiety and toil which this under
taking cost Mr. Stephenson. And we know that the investigations
of Mr. Hodgkinson were most laborious, and confidently believe,
that when published, they will be esteemed among his most suc
cessful researches.
We cannot tell with whom the system of distrust and jealous)'
began; but to these feelings are to be attributed all the unfor
tunate results that followed. Let us hope that these feelings will
be soon consigned to oblivion by a generous acknowledgement oi
mutual mistakes, and be replaced by a worthy emulation of "in
honour preferring one another."
A short time will probably suffice to put the public in possession
of further and independent information respecting the history of
* Mr. Fiilrbalm does not appear to Stan* anywhere that the publication of private let
ter! addreueu to him »-u authorised by tbe writer.
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the Tubular Bridges. But enough is before us to warrant ns in
affirming that Mr. Fairbairn deals unfairly both with his own fame
and with that of his colleagues, in assuming a controversial tone—
unfairly towards them, by endeavouring to depreciate their merits,
—unfairly towards himself, because the attempt will re-act against
himself, in the minds of those who will estimate his labours by
personal, and not by purely scientific considerations.

BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.
Sra—I have read in the June number of your excellent Journal, Sir Jobn
Rennie's letter of the 17th May. As it contains nothing new, I would sim
ply, in addition to the facts contained in my former letters, refer to tbe
Minutes of the Lighthouse Board of 6th June 1827, wherein there is a
Report of a Committee appointed to examine accounts connected with the
publication of Mr. Stevenson's work on the Bell Rock Lighthouse. That
Committee recommended the Board to express to Mr. Stevenson "their
tense of his merits as the engineer of the Bell Rock Lighthouse, and the
author of the history of its erection;" and accordingly, Mr. Duff, in name
of the Commissioners, begged to return him "their thanks for the ability,
assiduity, and enterpiise displayed by him in the completion of that great
useful public work, and of the clear and instructive narrative which he has
given of its erection in this publication."
I also embrace this opportunity of laying before your readers the accom
panying letter which I have lately received from Mr. Cuningham, the re
tired Secretary of the Northern Lights Board,—the gentleman whose name
Sir Jobn Rennie has mentioned with deserved but (in the eyes of all who
know him) supererogatory commendation, and who drew the very Minute on
which Sir John has attempted to raise his claim.—Again, with thanks,
I remain, &c.t
Edinburgh, ith July, 1819.
Alan Stevenson.

Copy of Lttlerfrom Charles Cxmingham, Esq., to Mr. Alan Stevenson,
above referred to.
" My Dear Sin—I have your note of the 26th, and I presume that I am
indebted to you for a private copy from the Civil Engineer and Architect's
Journal of this month, of the correspondence between Sit John Rennie and
you relative to the Bell Rock Lighthouse, which I have perused witli much
interest. A copy of your letter of the 26th December last to Sir John,
which was sent to me by my son, was the first intimation I ever had, and I
received it not without surprise at Sir John Rennie having claimed for bis
f.ther
" It the
so happened
merit of having
that among
designed
the first
and built
professional
this Lighthouse.
duties with which I was
intrusted was to act as clerk to the joint committees of Edinburgh and
Leith, who had the charge of the construction of tbe Leitb Wet Docks.
This must have been in 1799 or 1800; and very shortly afterwards I was
conjoined with the late Mr. Gray, as Secretary to the Commissioners of
Northern Lighthouses ; and in both capacities I had frequent opportunities
of being with Mr. Rennie during his periodical visits to Scotland. The Wet
Docks he planned and executed under the superintendence of a resident
engineer appointed by himself. Tbe Bell Rock was planned by your father,
tnd after having been sanctioned by Mr. Rennie, was executed entirely under
your father's personal superintendence ; and in all my communications with
Mr. Rennie, which were not unfrequent, [ never heard him lay claim to this
work, nor am I aware of his having had anything to do with the execution
of it—unless, perhaps, your father may have seen fit to consult him in his
character of chief engineer.
" You ask me under what impression I framed the Minute of 3rd Decem
ber 1806; but at this distance of time it is not to he expected that I can
retain exact impressions. That Minute must have been framed under direc
tions ; hut 1 have no hesitation in Baying generally, that 1 conceive the Com
missioners having obtained Mr. Ronnie's Jin/, thereby gave their sanction to
the building being of stone, as recommended by your father, the plan of
which had long before been submitted to them. But surely the fact of the
Commissioners having placed your father's bust in the library of the Light
house, conveys, in a manner not to be mistaken, their impression of the
pirty entitled to the merit of the work.
"I am. &<*.
(Signed)
"Charlbs Cuningham.
' Sevholm, Dolphinton, Lanarkshire,
"29th May, 1849."
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IMPORTANT RATING CASE.
Sir,—The rating of the property belonging to gas, water, and railway
companies, to the relief of the poor, being now so much iu dispute, every
decision thereon is of importance.
On Friday, July 6th, an important decision was made, in the case of an
appeal of the Phoenix Gas Company, against the assessment of their property
to the poor-rate, in the parish of Greenwich, which assessment had been in
creased when the last rate was made, in April last, from tbe sum of 1680/. to
5671/. (both sums including the stations and mains), without any alterations
having been made by the company, to increase the value of their property in
that parish. The Phoenix Gas Company has very extensive buildings and
plant, the mains extending into twenty-three parishes, with large manufac
turing stations at Vauxhall, Bankside, and Greenwich ; also store stations in
Kennington-lane and Wellington-street. The parish officers, by the advice of
their surveyor, Mr. Charles Penfold, of Cornhill, valued the property belong
ing to the company, in the parish of Greenwich, as separate and distinct from
the rest of the company's works and mains (although the whole is most in
timately connected, also managed by one board of directors, having one office
and only one set of clerks and officers) ; by which scheme, the whole value
of the station and mains in Greenwich was assessed to the poor-rate of that
parish, as well as a portion of the value of the gas rental of the other pa
rishes supplied with gas from the Greenwich station,—for the reason that the
gas used in those parishes passed through the mains laid in Greenwich parish.
They then proceeded to ascertain the net rateable value, by assuming that the
rent which a tenant would give, "from year to year," for the whole property
in Greenwich, with the right of supplying that and the other parishes now
supplied from the Greenwich station ; and this assumed rent was arrived at
by finding the power of production (not the quantity produced) of gas at the
stationNet
in rateable
Greenwich
ralue :ofthe
theresult
stationwas—
£2,000
Ditto of the mains In Greenwich supplying gas In Greenwich only . .
Ditto of the mains In Greenwich supplying Lewlsbam
Ditto of the mains In Greenwich supplying other parts
Total net rateable valuable

2,924
154
593
£6,671

The surveyor of tbe company, Mr. Lee, of Golden-square, contended, that
the whole of the property belonging to the company must be considered as
one concern, and taken as a whole, and so assessed to the poor-rate. Or, that
the rent which a tenant would give, "from year to year," for all the stations,
stores, and mains in the twenty-three parishes, must first be assumed ; that
the basis of this assumed rent should be the gas actually produced at the
three stations, and sold in the twenty-three parishes ; and from the rent so
ascertained must be obtained the net rateable value of the whole property.
Then, that the net rateable values of all the stations and stores must he
assumed and deducted from the net rateable value of the whole property, the
balance being the net rateable value of all the mains in the twenty-three
parishes, and that this balance should be divided in proportion to the quan
tity of mains in each parish. Or, that tbe stations and stores should lie
rated in the parishes in which they may happen to be situate, in proportion
to their present value; and the net rateable value of all deducted from the
amount of the net rateable value of the whole property, including the stores
and stations; and that the remainder should be divided amongst tbe twentythree parishes, in proportion to the quantity of fixed apparatus situate in
each parish instrumental in earning gas-rent : the result would be—
Net rateable ralue of all tbe stations
Ditto
ditto of all the mains
Total net rateable value of the whole property

£'< '■ ' ■■
3,320
•*>.,">■■

Net rateable ralue of the Greenwich station
Ditto
ditto ot the street mains in Greenwich

a?l,3]ti
314

Net rateable value of all the property In Greenwich . .
The
Ditto
total present
dittovalue of all tbe
the street
stations
mains
being
Total present value of all the property

..

£lfi'M
£\73.2M
105,761
ir:> :■."'

The
Ditto
presentditto
value of the street
stations
mains
at Greenwich
In Greenwich
being
Total ralue of the property In Greenwich

a?41,953
1 1 U4tf
a?S3,0l'l

The Court decided that the assessment must first be made on the whole of
the property in the twenty-three parishes, as a whole, in accordance with
"The Queen r. the Great Western Railway Company," and that it was to be
then divided as contended for by the company's surveyor ; that the net rate
able value of the whole was to be 13,600/., and in Greenwich parish 2,532/.
—viz. station, 2,045/.; mains, 487/. The case was gone into at great length ;
it came on by special appointment, and occupied the Court from nine until
half-past seven o'clock.
The company have appealed against tbe assessment of their property, in
various parishes, several times, for the purpose of having a principle decideii,
but have not succeeded before this case.
I am, &C.

Hnyttir Granite.—The size of some of the stones quarried at the Dart
moor Granite Worhe may be Imagined from one which was blown out a few days ago by
Mrasrs. Fllmer and Hoar. The length of the block was 30 feeti bieadth, 23 feet| height,
iiltrt. cubical contents, 16,560 reel; and It weighed no less than 1,380 tons. Only
5u lb. of powder were used In blasting.

A Surveyor.
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unhappily at the present epoch are not only permitted but professed, tbe
author observed, that as intensity of character is commonly distinguished in
society by a peculiar aspect, habit, or bearing, so should the great national
works of a people be distinguished in tbe pages of time. The architect,
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
therefore, who limits bis ambition to the reproduction of an antique model,
carries a lie in his right hand ;—he shows himself to posterity as a renegade
June 18.—T. Bellamy, V.P., in the Chair.
to his country and his age ;—he is false to history, for bis aim would seetii
Mr. Fergusson read a paper "On the History of the Pointed Arch."
to be to deceive posterity and to perpetuate anachronisms ;—be confesses bia
Dismissing the usual theories invented to account for the mode in which
incapacity to delineate his own times, and shrinks from the exhibition of
its form may have been suggested, and rejecting also the narrow limits into
them, as if knowing their unworthiness. As well might the popular writer
which the inquiry into its history had hitherto been confined, he commenced
insist on the use of the style of Bede or Spenser, and the obsolete language
dividing tbe subject into four sections or series of pointed arches :—the two
of Wicxliffe and Wykeham, as that the architect should absolutely reproduce
earliest belonging to the East, the two others to Northern Europe. The
the form and character of taste in that period,—and if art means anything,
first series Mr. Fergusson defined as commencing with the earliest dawn of
and we assume to read its language, the one proposition is certainly not
architectural history, and extending downwards to the period of Roman
more ridiculous than the other. In speculating on the latent causes of the
domination. He pointed to examples of the form as existing in the pyra
vicious system of copying without any attempt at modification, Professor
mids of Gizeh and of Meroe, and also as found in the Great Oasis at El
Cockerell said, that although the mere fashion of public opinion always
Kargeh. This branch of the subject was further illustrated by examples
influences art, as it does everything else, yet he thought much of the evil
taken from the sepulchrea and city walls of ancient Etruria, from similar re
may be attributed to the want of an enlightened, searching, and generous
mains in ancient Greece—more especially at Mycenae —and lastly from
criticism, such as existed in the beginning and to the end of the last
Assos, and other places in Asia Minor, showing how universal the form was
century, from Boileau and Pope to Payne, Knight, Alison, and others.
at a very early period in all Pelasgic countries. He then pointed out how
He especially drew attention to the remarkable fact, tbat during the last
completely this form was lost under the all-pervading influence of the
thirty years of devotional building, in which upwards of 1,400 cheap
Romans, who introduced everywhere their own favourite round arch j hut
churches of England have been erected by the zeal of churchmen, not one
proceeded to show how immediately on the decline of their influence the
of that learned body (as in tbe middle ages) has produced a critical work on
pointed arch re-appeared in all the countries of the East : illustrating this
style, as adapted to our Ritual, to guide architects. They have changed
by examples drawn from the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem— their " building regulations" every five or six years, and have waived all
now known as the Mosque of Omar—but which, he asserted, was the iden
consistency ; and they seem to have been satisfied in raising " folds," in any
tical edifice raised by Constantine the Great on that spot. His other exam
way for the wandering flock. The decline of the drama—that mirror in
ples were taken from the Mosque at Diarbekr, a building in the same style
which the state even of the Arts was wont to be reflected—has not been
end of the same age as the Mosque at Jerusalem—tbe Palace of Khosrojs
without its effect ; and it is worthy of remark, said the Professor, that when
at Ctcsiphon—the Aqueducts of Constantinople, and other edifices of that
the drama has flourished, so have the sister Fine Arts, especially architec
period ; in all which the pointed form of arch is still found. He then
ture. One of the great faults committed by architects was their allowing
showed bow the Arabs who, as a nomadic race, had no architecture of their
all logical consistency of feeling, all regularity, harmony, and conformity,
own, adopted the pointed form of arch ; using it as early as the twenty-first
enjoined by the first principles of sound sense and artistic composition, to
year of the Hejira, and continuing the use of it almost universally from that
be sacrificed to a pedantic display of our universal knowledge of historical
time to the present hour in all the countries of the East, and also in Sicily,
styles and dates, and the trivial conceit of a dramatic reproduction to the
as well as in their oldest edifices in Spain. In the latter country, however, very life (in the absence of the theatre itself) of the several periods they
it appeared that they most generally adopted the round or horse-shoe form
represent. Again, we find them preferring the ornamenta, the rhetoric, so
of arch; thus confirming the idea that the Arabs had no architecture of to speak, to the logic which is its only just foundation. This is mere pe
their own, but adopted the forms of the country which they occupied.—The dantry and affectation. Such a spirit will not do in the war of the camp or
third series Mr. Fergusson called the 1'rovencale, and defined it as a style
of politics; at the bar, or in engineering. Why, then, should it be tolerated
existing to tbe south of the Loire, to the north of the Garonne, and as ex
in tbe serious and responsible art of architecture ? Nature is never illogical,
tending from tbe Gulf of Nice to the Bay of Biscay, Tbe date be assigned —for her rhetoric is tbe mere appendage and the natural cousequence of her
to this style was from the age of Charlemagne to about the end of the use and purpose. How often do we find the yonng architect, fired with the
eleventh centnry. He adduced instances of this early pointed arch style
beauty of the classic column and entablature, of the portico and the pedi
from the Churches of Notre Dame d'Avignon, Churches at Vaison, the
ment, introducing them where their unfitness actually destroys the very
Churches of Pernes and Carcassone, the Cathedral of Cahors, St. Front
beauty be is so anxious to display! It is from this false principle tbat we
Perigeux,the Abbeys of Souillac and Moissas, and more especially of Loches, have churches on a Roman Catholic plan adapted to a Protestant Ritual,—
&c. All of these he maintained to be earlier than the round-arch style in
as far as their pointed peculiarities are concerned, and certainly as preceding buttressed walls with tie-beam roofs, belfry towers without bells, and all the
quackery of sedilis, piscina, &c, where they are without use or purpose.
in every respect the true Gothic style with which they bad little or no af
finity.—The fourth and last division of the subject was the true Gothic The rigid adherence to Palladian or Italian example and dimensions in
designing masonic architecture, without the slightest allowance for the
style; which arose in Northern Europe in the latter half of tbe twelfth cen
tury, was perfected in the first part of the thirteenth, and continued to be growth of modern scantling—the glazing of windows in Elizabethan, or
"early domestic" buildings with quarre" glass, in bits of four inches square, in
practised so generally till the Reformation.
preference to the splendid and cheap plates of tbe present day, each of
With regard to the invention of the pointed arch, Mr. Fergusson showed
which would fill a window—all this results from that mania for imitation
that the second style certainly arose from the first; but mentioned that the
which, far from showing progress in Art, is disgraceful retrogression. It is
Western nations had no right to claim as an invention what had so long
in earnestness of purpose that we must look for what is called geniaa for
been practised in the East, and which they certainly saw and knew long
fitness, novelty, and beauty. Genius, so called, is but the more stiennous
before they adopted it. But though this may have suggested the form, he
attention to the means presented to our faculties by a closer criticism— by
maintained, with Dr. Whewell, that it was only its practical utility or neces
greater diligence in the artist—by concurrent efforts, liberality, and patron
sity that could have rendered it so universally prevalent ; and he pointed out
age—and, above all, by a field to work in offered by the public. Until these
the manner by which, not only in the Provencale, hut also in the true Gothic
conditions are presented, we shall nf course have imitation; tbat ready
styles, the greatest constructive difficulties were solved by its adoption. Mr,
evasion of the most difficult and painful of all labour—the labour of thought.
Fergusson concluded by distinguishing between the invention of tbe pointed
If the prize and occasion be mean, the enterprising and the powerful mind
arch and of the Gothic style. The former he conceived to be an idea bor
will take another career, leaving those pursuits to second and third-rate
rowed from the East; the latter be maintained to be a thoroughly native
minds. The wise architect, while he admits the whole power of association
and original creation, owing all its beauty and perfection to the talents and
in the efiVcts and influence of bis art—while he sanctifies his work with
energy of the native architects of Europe,—who combined to elaborate it
archaisms, and bends in some degree to fashions—still seeks to embody tbe
out of the chaos of classical fragments which tbey had inherited.
spirit of the actual times as well as that of antiquity, engrafting the useful
powers of growing science and the recent graces of convenience with a cer
July 2.—S. Smirke, V.P., in tbe Chair.
tain reserve ; and thus he fulfils the great purpose of his office, captivates all
Among the donations were some models representing the actual state of
observers by the production of things new and old,—remembering always
the Temples at Agrigentum, and executed in the native stone. Tbey were
the immortal words of Schiller—
presented by J. St. Barbe, Esq.
The artist Is the child of his time ;
Communications were read from the Chevalier Bunsen and Herr Stiilin,
Happy for him If he la not lla pupil,
Happier still if not its favourite.
of Berlin, recommending specimens of zinc castings of columns, capitals,
bases, and figures, executed by Herr Geiss,—who attended, and offered
After some suggestions on the style to be employed in the several depart
some further explanation of his mode of preparing and casting zinc.
ments of architecture, devotional, monumental, or domestic—urging tbe ne
A paper was read, written by Mr. Foster, British Consul to tbe Republic cessity of conformity to the Ritual as regards the plans of our churches in
of Nicaragua, describing the Cathedral of St. Peter, Leon, Nicaragua, and
whatever style, and showing that the mediaeval architecture was not
the domestic architectuie of that city.
applicable to our domestic buildings of the present day— Prof. Cockerell said,
A paper was read by C. R. Cockkrell, E-q., Professor of Architecture in
in conclusion :—" Let us only be true to ourselves. Remember that we are
the Royal Academy, "On Style in Arch lecture." After alluding to that
mastert as well as servants to the public. Without dogma or pedantry, let
latitude of style in architecture and the license iu the choice of style which
us investigate and disseminate good principles and exercise a wholesome dia
PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
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erflion. Let n» for ■ moment consider the mighty influence for good on ell
the teebnie and aesthetic Arte—those Arts that either occupy or captivate
half mankind—which onr Ars reyina, guided by this Institute, exercises
over not only her graphic sisters of Painting and Sculpture, hut those of
Manufacture also, throughout this mighty empire and her colonies, aod
indeed over every civilised country in the world."
Closing General
July 16.—Earl
Meeting Dx
of Gret,
the Session.—Among
President, in the the
Chair.
donations were
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NOTES OF THE MONTH.

A Large Tubular Iron Girder-Bridge has been constructed to cross the
Trent at Gainsborough on the line of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lin
colnshire Railway. It consists of two principal hollow girders which form
the parapets of the bridge, and the roadway is supported by transverse
wrought-iron hollow beams, or tubes, rectangular in section, suspended to
the side tubes. This bridge was designed by Mr. Fowler, and the tubes
portraits of the Earl of Burlington and Sir Christopher Wren, by Sir God
have been constructed by Mr. Fairbairn, of Manchester. The stone-work
frey Kneller,—of Palladio, by Fradelle, after Biglioschi,— and of Bramante,
consists of a centre pier, and two elliptical arches of 50 feet span each, ter
by the tame, after Aless. d'Este. These were contributed by Mr. J. W.
minated by the usual land abutments. The iron-work consists of two spans,
Papworth.
together 308 feet, which gives a total length to the bridge of 460 feet. The
The President distributed the medala and premiums awarded during the
principal girders are each 336 feet long, 12 feet high, and 3 ft. 1 in. wide,
session. In handing to Mr. Donaldson the royal gold medal to be forwarded
having their tops formed of cells 18 inches wide, and 12 inches deep, to
to the Chevalier Canina, bis lordship mentioned that when the award of the
resist compression, and the bottom of double riveted plates, to withstand
Council had been submitted for the approbation of Her Majesty, Prince
tension. They are fixed securely on the middle pier, thus covering both
Albert had expressed his satisfaction at this evident mark of the impartiality
spans ; and their ends are supported on the land abutments upon rollers,
of the Institute, awarding to a foreigner so high a mark of distinction as
resting on cast-iron plates embedded in the masonry, thus admitting of ex
that of the royal gold medal. By encouraging merit abroad as well aa at
pansion and contraction. On the outside of the girders two curved lines of
home they showed their anxiety to do all in their power to advance their
angle-iron are riveted, which gives it the form of two arches, and adds much
art wherever it was practised. Mr. W. Papworth received the silver medal
to the symmetry of the structure. The two principal girders weigh 3C0
of the Institute, for hia Essay on 'The Peculiar Characteristics of the Paltons ; transverse beams, 4 feet asunder, 82 tons; cast iron 10 tons—making
ladian School of Architecture,'—and Mr. T. Hill, student, the annual premium
a total of 392 tons. The girders were constructed on one of the embank
in books for the best series of Monthly Sketches.
ments, and hauled across into their positions on rollers—a feat of some dif
ficulty, as one end of the girder would have no support for nearly half its
The Hon. Secretary read a communication from Sir. G. Wilkinson, "On
length before it reaches the asssistant resting-place of the centre pier.
the History and Origin of the Pointed Arch." After recenrring to his dis
covery at Thebes of round arches built of crude bricks and lined with stucco,
On the Zincing of Iron.—There are, it is well known, two different me
proving their use aa far back as the thirteenth century before our era, Sir
thods of coating metals with zinc;—one by immersing in the molten zinc
G. Wilkinson showed that in all probability the pointed arch waa also
the articles required to be coated, and another by precipitating the zinc from
familiar to the ancient Egyptian. There is, however, no positive evidence of
a solution by means of galvanism. The solution most commonly used for this
this being the case. The pointed arch was commonly used by the Saracens
latter process is, a weak solution of oxide of zinc in potash ley. Numerous
at a very early period. In the Mosque of Ainu ebn e'Tooloon, built ad. 8*9,
experiments have been recently made by M. Riepe, at the laboratory of the
all the arches are of that form. Other early examples also exist. The
Society of Encouragement, at Berlin, on the solution best adapted for this
author of the paper considers, however, that the Saracens did not invent
purpose. The following is a summary of the results obtained ;—The com
this form, but copied it from the Christians; and in support of bis theory
pounds of zinc employed by M. Riepe were—a solution of sulphate of zinc; a
he mentions many instances of the pointed arch being used by the Christians
solution of cyanide of zinc in cyanide of potassium ; a solution of the double
salt of chloride of zinc and sal ammonia (salt for welding) ; and a solution
before the Arab Conquest. They were, however, of small span ; showing a
mistrnst is the strength of that form, which waa doubtless more fully
of hyposulphate of oxide of zinc. The operation appeared to be most suc
developed in countries where the architecture is less interfered with by the
cessful with the solution of sulphate of zinc, and with the double salt,
Arab conquests. The transition from the semicircular to the oval and
above-mentioned; but, to ensure success, the solution must be weak, and a
weak galvanic current must be employed, otherwise the zinc precipitated
finally pointed form of arch in those early ages was shown by numerous
will again separate from the iron in the form of thin scales ; if proper pre
sketches of arches still existing—in some of which the round arch has been
cautions be taken, the operation will succeed perfectly well, and the zinc
changed into one of oval form by means of bricks and stucco. It is not im
may, by that means, be laid on as thick as a sheet of paper. It is scarcely
possible that the Christians of the Thebttid, in their attempts to form a
necessary to remark, that the article to be coated must be well cleansed pre
pointed arch, may have imitated those of the same form which they saw in
vious to performing the operation. With regard to the preparation of the
the ancient monuments; for although those were not constructed on the
salts, the following remarks will be found requisite :—The sulphate of oxide
real principle of the arch, but cut into horizontal courses of stones, still,
of zinc is prepared by dissolving in water saturated with sulphurous gas, as
from their size being about the same as that of the arches at Thebes, there
much hydrate of carbonate of zinc, recently precipitated, as will completely
is reason to believe that in them originated the idea of the pointed form as
saturate the water. With respect to the ammoniacal chloride of oxide of
found in the bouses of the early Christians,— where it certainly first became
zinc, proceed as follows ;—Dissolve one part of zinc in hydrochloric acid,
generally adopted, subsequently giving rise to a particular style of architec
and, to this solution, add one part of sal ammoniac ; evaporate the liquor
ture in the hands of the Saracens, and passing at the period of the Crusades
and crystallise. The crystals are colourless six-sided prisms, translucid,
into the churches of Western Europe.
easily
soluble in water, and very easily deliquescent.—M. le Docteur Elmer.
Earl Ds Grey read some account of the excavations now proceeding
Reduction of Chloride of Silver.—M. Level gives the following simple
under hia direction at Fountains Abbey. The remains lately discovered are
situated towards the east front of the monastery, which until now has gene
method of reducing chloride of silver. It is placed in a solution of caustic
potash, in which some sugar is dissolved, and the whole boiled. The silver is
rally been considered the principal one. The building now brought to light
was doubtless the abbot's house, situated at the rear of the monastery, and
quickly reduced by the sugar, carbonic acid gas being evolved. It is easily
washed, and obtained pnre, and in the state of powder.
communicating with it by a passage or vestibule 15 feet in width, richly de
corated on the north wall in the same style as the sides of the choir and the
Restoration of Illegible Manuscript.—Mr. Murray gives the following
Lady Chapel in the abbey itself. The whole of the bouse is built on arches
process for restoring illegible manuscript, which he tried with success on
over the river, its level being about 6 feet above that of the cloister garden.
some illegible fragments on vellum from the Record Office. He succeeded
The passage leading from the monastery to the house had probably apart
in restoring the manuscript by first sleeping the vellum in a solution of
ments over it, for a fragment of the original wall still standing to a height
chlorate of potassa, and, when subsequently dried, immersing the fragments
of 16 feet above the turf contains at the height of II feet a portion of a
in tincture of galls, or hydrocyatrate of potassa. The restored characters
fire-place. The foundations of the great hall are clearly to be made out,
were black in the former, and blue in the latter case.
extending through the whole building from north to south; and its size may
Gutta Percha Tubing for Water Services.—A series of interesting ex
serve to show what importance must have been attached to the rank of
periments has just been concluded at the Birmingham Waterworks, rela
abbot. Its total length was 167 feet, and width 69 feet,—being divided into
tive to the strength of gutta percha tubing, with a view to its applicability
three aisles by rows of columns. The private oratory,—the refectory placed
for the conveyance of water. The experiments were made, under the direc
obliquely with regard to the grand hall,—the abbot's kitchen, &c, are all to
tion of Mr. II. Rofe, engineer, upon tubes of f-incb diameter, and J -inch
be easily traced among these remains. Among the most curious portions of thick of gutta percha. These were attached to the iron main, and subjected
the ruins is a large stone grating, if so it may be called, which appears in the
for two months to a pressure of 200 feet head of water, without being in
top of one of the arches supporting the kitchen ;—the size of the aperture
the slightest degree deteriorated. In order to ascertain, if possible, the
(6 ft. 6 in. by 8 ft. S in.) precludes the supposition of its having been used for
maximum strength of the tubes, they were connected with the water com
any purpose of drainage.—A plan of the buildings, showing all the recent
pany's hydraulic proofing pump, the regular load of which is 250 lb. on the
discoveries, was exhibited in illustration, as well as plans of some of the
square inch. At this point they were unaffected, and the pump was worked
principal monastic ruins ; and attention was drawn to the similarity which
up to 337 lb. but, to the astonishment of every one, the tubes still remained
existed between most of them in the arrangement of the several parts, more
perfect. It was then proposed to work the pump up to 500 ; but it was
especially as regards those at Fountains and Durham.
found that the lever of the valve would bear no more weight. The utmost
power of the hydraulic pump could not burst the tubes. The gutta percha
being slightly elastic, allowed the tubes to become a little expanded by the
extraordinary pressure which was applied, but on its withdrawal they as
sumed their former size.
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Beacon on the Goodwin Sands.—During the last few days several men,
under the direction of the Trinity Board, have be«n employed on the Goodwin, about
rnid-sand. It appear* the object ts to force, by meant of atmospheric pressure, several
lengths of cylindrical Iron tube* into the una, until tome solta material la arrived at;
each length of tube la about 10 feet long and 2$ In diameter, but, although six Irngths,
securely fastened, have been made to penetrate a depth of about 60 feet beneath the surface,
no foundation has yet been reached. It Is In contemplation, as soon asa substratum suf
ficiently firm Is fuund, to place several tubes of similar dimensions at approximate dis
tances, and to erect a beacon thereupon. Should the attempt succeed, and sanguine ex
pectations are entertained that it will, there exists little doubt of the important effect of
a structure of this kind, In diminishing the amount of dauger to shipping, on a spot
proverbial for its disasters, and fatal consequences to life and property.
Poisoned Water. — It is not generally known to the public that the car
bonic acid, or fixed air In water, decomposes lead pipes, and thereby imparts poisonous
properties to the water. Within the past few months Sir Raymond Jarvis, of Ventnor,
had occasion to repair the pumps which supplied his mansion, when, to his amazement.
It was found that the large leaden feeding pipe was almost entirely eaten away by the
water, and the Interior covered with a white and poisonous crust. Sir Raymond has had
the whole replaced with gutta percha tubing, which, from Its extraordinary alkali and
acid-proof qualities, will preserve the water perfectly pure. It seems remarkable that,
at the moment when our sanitary movements have commenced with so much vigour,
gutta percha should have come to our aid, not only as a means of preserving the feet
from damp and wet, but also as a medium for supplying us with the best of liquidswater, untainted by the deleterious properties which we have endured by the use of
leaden pipes.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM JCNK 7, TO Jl'LY 24, 1849.

Sir Months allowed/or Enrolment, unlets otherwise expressed,
James Steel, of Horton, York, and Benjamin Emmerson, of thesameplace, overlookers,
for improvements In power looms.— June 7.
Gustave Francois Picault, of Rue Dauphin, Paris, cutler, for improvements In appara
tus for opening oysters.—June 7.
Douglas Hebsou, of Liverpool, engineer, for improvements In steam-engines.—June 7.
Henry Knight, of Birmingham, mechanical engineer, for certain improvements in ap
paratus for printing, embossing, pressing, and perforating.— June 7,
Stanhope Baynes Smith, of Birmingham , electro plater and gilder, for Improvements In
depositing metals and In obtaining motive power, partsof which improvement* are appli
cable to certain other similar useful purposes.— June 7.
Joseph Sainuda, of Parliament- street, Westminster, gentleman, for Improvements In
obtaining motive power, and the machinery or apparatus employed therein ; which ma
chinery or apparatus may be used for raising liquids. (A communication.)—June 9.
William Preddy, of Taunton, Somerset, watchmaker, for Improvements In watch keys,
and other Instruments for winding up watches and other time keepers.—June 12.
Joseph Wade Denlson, of New York, gentleman, for Improvements In engines for rais
ing or forcing liquids. (A communication.) —June 12.
Joseph Burch, of Craig Works, Macclesfield, engineer, for improvements In printing on
cotton, woollen, silk, paper, and other fabrics and materials. -June U.
Peter William Barlow, of Blackbeath, civil engineer, for improvements In parts of the
permanent ways of railways.—June 14.
Michael John Haines, of John-street, Commercial-road East, leather pipe maker, for
improvements In the manufacture of packing for steam-engines, cylinders, and other pur
pose* j partsof which Improvements are applicable to the manufacture of waterproof
fabrics and leather.—June 14.
Henry Mills Stowe, of Bermuda, master of the brig James, for Improvements in blocks
and sheaves.—June 20.
Alexander Francis Campbell, of Great Plumstead, Norfolk, for Improvements In wheels
ploughs, and harrows, steam-boilers, and machinery for propelling vessel*.— June 20.
William Combauld Jacob, of Bread-street, city of London, warehouseman, for im
provements in the manufacture of parasols and umbrellas. —June 20; two months.
Richard Archibald Brooman, of the firm of Messrs. J. C. Robertson and Co., of Fleetstreet, city of London, for Improvements in apparatus for transferring liquids from one
vessel to another, and for filling bottles and other vessels with liquids. (A communica
tion.)— June 20.
Charles James Coverley Griffin, of Southwark, hatter, for certain improvements in
military accoutrements.—June 20.
Edward Lyon, Berthon, clerk, bachelor of arts, of Karen am, Southampton, for an in
strument to show tbe velocity of a ship or other vessel propelled through the water, by
wind, steam, or other moving power.—June 20.
Samuel Colt, of Trafalgar-square, Middlesex, gentleman, for improvements in firewmi-June 20.
Henry Bessemer; of Baxter-house, St. Pancras, Middlesex, engineer, for improvements
In the methods, means, and machinery or apparatus employed for raising and forcing
water and other fluids. —June 23.
Thomas Merchant, of Derby, civil engineer, and Robert Hartand, of Derby, carriage
builder, for certain improvements In the construction of railway carriages.—June 23.
George Benjamin Thorneycroft, of Wolverhampton, iron-master, for improvements in
manufacturing railway tyres, axles, and other Iron where great strength and durubility are
required.— June 26.
Thomas Wood Gray, of Llmebouse, brass-founder, for Improvements lo watercloscts,
pumps, cocks, lubricators, and deck-lights.—June 26.
James Nasmyth, of Patricroft, near Manchester, engineer, for certain Improvements in
the method of, and apparatus for, communicating and regulating the power for driving
or working machine* employed In manufacturing, dyeing, printing, and finishing textile
fabric*.—June 26.
James Leadbetter,of Klrkby Lonsdale, Westmoreland, brazier, for certain Improvements
lo the method of raising water and other fluids ; which Improvements are also applicable
to tbe propulsion of machinery, pumping of mines, and ether similar purposes.—June .*'<.
Walter Neilson, of Hyde Park-street, Glasgow, engineer, for an Improvement or im
provements In the application of steam for raising, lowering, moving or transporting heavy
todies.—June 26.
Christopher Nickels, of York-road, Lambeth, gentleman, for improvements In the ma
nufacture of woollen and other fabrics.— June 26.
William Wilson, Jun., of Caropbellfleld, Glasgow, for improvements In cutting plastic
tubes or tile*.— June 27.
John Thomas Forster, of Plymouth, a master tn her Majesty** Navy, for Improvements
In the building of ships, boats, and other vessels j also In the manufacture of boxes,
packing-cases, root's, and other structures requiring to be waterproof.—June 27.

QACOtST,

Edward Woods, of Liverpool, Lancashire, civil engineer, for certain improvements la
turn table*. —June 28.
Thomas Beale Brown, of Haxnpen, Gloucester, gentleman, for certain Improvements la
looms, and in the manufacture of woven and twisted fabrics.—J una 29.
Bram Herts, of Great Marl borough- street, Middlesex, gentleman, for improvement* La
and an addition to ft untain pens.—June SO.
Thomas Greenwood of Goodman's Fields, In the city of London, sugar refiner, and
Frederick Parker, of New Gravel-lane, Shad well, animal charcoal manufacturer, tor Im
provements in filtering syrups, and other liquors.— July 4.
John Robinson, of Patterson- street, Stepuey, Middlesex, engineer, for improvements la
machinery for moving and raising weights.—July 4.
John Grantham, of Liverpool, engineer, for improvements In sheathing ships and ves
sels.—July 4.
Josiah Bowden, of LIskeard, linen draper, and William Longmald, of BeanmonU
square, Middlesex, gentleman, for improvement* In the manufacture of soap.—July 4.
Sir Francis Charles Knowles, of Lovell, Berkshire, bart., for improvement* in the
manufacture of Iron and steel.— July 4.
Richard Archibald Brooman, of London, Middlesex, for Improvements In steam gene
rator*. (A communication,)— July 4.
James Mulbery, of Parkersburgh, in Chester, Pennsylvania, In the United State* of
America, machinist, for certain improvements in the slide-valves of steam-engine*.—
July 4.
William Henry Wilding, of the New- Road, Middlesex, gentleman, for certain improve
ments in engines, and in obtaining and applying motive power.—July 4Robert William Thomson, of Leicester square, Middlesex, civil engineer, for certain
Improvement* in writing and drawing instruments.—July 4.
William Bush of Great Tower-street, In the city of London, civil engineer, for Im
provements In lamps and In lighting. (A communication.)—July 4.
John Combe, of Leeds, Yorkshire, civil engineer, for improvement* in machinery for
heckling, carding, winding, dressing, and weaving, flax, cotton, silk, and other fibruus
substances.—July 4.
William Henry Brown, of Ward's End Wheel, at Wadsley, of Eccleafield. Yorkshire,
steel roller, for Improvements in rolls, for rolling flat and half rouad file nod other tion
and steel.—July 4.
Pierre Augustus Chauffourler, of Regent's Quadrant, Middlesex, merchant, for im
provement* In castors, (A communication.}—July 4.
John Browne, of Great Portland -street, Portland- place, Middlesex, esq aire, for im
provements In apparatus to assist combustion In stoves or grate*. —July 4.
Henry Bailey, of Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, chemist, for certain Improvements la
the construction of articles of wearing apparel ; which Improvements are also applicable
to fastenings for the same. —July 4.
Robert Weare, of Birkenhead, Cheshire, clock and watch maker, and William Peter
Piggott, of Ward robe- place, Uocotr's Commons, Middlesex, mathematical instrument
maker, for certain improvements In electric batteries; and In the production of light;
also a mode of transmitting or communicating Intelligence, for the better protection of
life or property, parts of which improvements are applicable to like purposes.—July 4Richard Garrett, of Leistpn Works, Suffolk, agricultural implement maker, for im
provements In horse-shoes, pug-mills, drilling, and thrashing machinery; and In steamengines, and boilers tor agricultural purposes.— July 7.
Edward Ives Fuller, of Margaret- street, Cavendish -square, carriage builder, and
George Tabernacle, of Mount-row, Westminster-road, Surrey, coach ironfounder, for
certain improvements in metallic springs' for carriages.—-July 7.
Thomas Sedgwick Summers, of Cornwall-terrace, Lee, Kent, lighterman, for certain
Improvement* in fastenings for the month of sacks and bags.—July U.
William Laurie, of Csrllon-place Glasgow, merchant, for Improvements In means or
apparatus to be employed for the preservation of life and property, such Improvements
or parts thereof, being applicable to various articles of furniture, dress, and travelling ap
paratus.—July u.
John Goodler, of Mode Wheel Mills, near Manchester, miller, for certain improvements
In mills for grinding wheat and other grains,—July 9.
George Augustus Robinson, of Long Mllford, Suffolk, gentleman, and Richard Egan
Lee, of Glasgow, gentleman, for certain improvements In the monufactuia ot bread, at:d
In the machinery and appaiatu* to be used therein -, and also Improvements In the regu
lation of ovens and furnaces, part of which improvements are also applicable to other
similar useful purpose*.—July 10.
George Cottam and Edward Cottam, of WInsley-street, Ox ford -street, engineers, for
improvements in machinery for cutting straw, clover, and hay; for grinding, for sawing
wood; and In apparatus for ascertaining tbe power employed in working machine*. —
July 12.
Evan Leigh, of Ashton-nnder-Lyne, cotton-spinner, for certain Improvements in steamengines ; and also improvements in communicating steam or other power for driviog ma
chinery.—July 18.
Reuben Plant, of Holly Hail Colliery, Dudley, Worcester, coalmaster, for Improve
ments in making bar or wrought Iron.—July 18.
Thomas Walker, of Birmingham, stove-manufacturer, for improvements In boots and
shoes, and in the manufacture of parts of boots, shoes, clogs, and goloshes.—July IS.
James Usher, of Edinburgh, gentleman, for improvement* in machinery for tiiiir.,?
land. -July 18.
Andrew Peddle How, of the United States, now residing In Basin ghall-street, engineer,
for an Instrument or instruments for ascertaining the sal in ess of water iu bolter*.—
July 18.
John Holland, of Larkhall Rise, Clapham, gentleman, for a new mode of making steel.
(A communication.) —July 18.
Samuel Cunliffe Lister, of Bradford, Yorkshire, esquire, and George Edmund Donlsthorpe, of Leeds, manufacturer, for Improvement* In preparing, combing, aud spinning
wool. (A communication.)—July 18.
William Brown, of St. James', Clerkenwell, Henry Mapple, of Chllde-hltl, Hendon,
electric engineer, and William Williams, the younger, of Birmingham, gentleman, ror
Improvements In communicating Intelligence by means of electricity; and Improvements
In electric clocks. —July 18.
Alexander Ferrler Rose, of Greenvale- place, Glasgow, gentleman, for a certain im
provement or certain Improvement* In the process or operation of printing, aud iu the
machinery or apparatus employed therein.—July 24,
John Holt, of Todmorden, Lancaster, manager, for Improvements In machinery or ap
paratus for preparing cotton and other fibrous substances, parts of which Improvements
are applicable to machinery used In weighing.—July 24.
Joseph Woods, of Barge-yard Chambers, Bucklersbury, for improvements In bleaching
certain organic substances, and in the manufacture of certain products therefrom. (A
communication.)—July '21.
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ig. cases, roots, ana oilier structures requiring to be waterproof.—June 27.
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well-contrasted colours give additional richness of effect; and its
THE GLASGOW AND EDINBURGH NATIONAL BANK,
architectural character is considerably enhanced by the beauty of
GLASGOW.
vaulting or ceiling, in which are three compartments,—one of them
John Gibson, Esq., Architect.
forming a skylight, filled in with ornamental stained glass. Yet
this is only a note of worthy preparation to something worthier
{With an Engraving, Plate XVII.)
still; for however high expectation may have been raised by the
A considerable change in architectural taste seems to have taken
approach to the Telling Room, it is more than fulfilled by the
place within the last few years, in Scotland. The modern public
coup d'ceil which there presents itself. Agreeable as it otherwise is,
buildings there have, till lately, been more remarkable for frigid
here our task becomes an exceedingly difficult one, it being any
plainness, than for either general design or any study of detail.
thing but easy to give anything like a perfectly lucid and satisfac
That false sort of simplicity which consists in little more than the
tory description. To say that, on first entering, the eye is bewil
absence of all other ornament than that arising from columns and
dered by the splendour and variety of colouring and enrichment,
entablatures, has, for the greater part been their chief characteris
would be wrong, and depriving the general design of one especial
tic; owing to which want of artistic physiognomy, it is not much
claim to admiration; for although decoration has been studied for
to be wondered at that they have never been represented architec
every part of this interior—for^oor as well as ceiling; for walls as
turally by published elevations and sections of them. Among
well as columns or entablatures; for impost and archivolt mould
recent structures, on the contrary, both at Edinburgh and Glas
ings and spandrel panels, as well as plain surfaces; and not least of
gow, a much more generous as well as ornate style has been adopted,
all, for the glazing of the windows—neither the diversity of orna
greater attention being now paid to the highly-important point of ment nor that of colours produces any confusion, but, on the con
carrying out design consistently,—extending it to every visible
trary, an ensemble so harmoniously combined, that the eye compre
side of a building, instead of confining it to a mere front, or
hends almost at a glance what it afterwards pauses upon with
single elevation.
Of that regard to completeness which has
increasing satisfaction and delight.
hitherto been generally more or less, and in some instances so
This beautiful, and in some respects unique, apartment is by no
grossly neglected, the building of whose east or street front we
means remarkable for its size, it being not more than 55 feet in
this month give an elevation is a distinguished example; for
length (from north to south) by 31 feet in width; which last, how
besides being quite insulated, and finished-up on each side, it
ever, is increased in the centre of the plan to 50 feet, by two
possesses the exceedingly rare advantage of being placed in a
distyle-in-antU recesses or loggias on its sides, within each of which
locale expressly arranged and designed for it by its architect,
is an entrance—that on the east side being the one from the cor
Mr. John Gibson, of London (the same who erected the Imperial
ridor. The vertical dimensions or heights are : 30 feet to the top
Insurance Office, in Threadneedle-street, an elevation of which
of the cornice of the order ; about 24 feet to the plafond, or flat
was given in the Journal for July 1848, p. 193), whose plans for
ceiling; and about 30 feet to the summit of the dome. All the
the various buildings were selected from those sent in to the com
walls are beautifully executed to resemble Sienna, with a border of
petition, which took place in 1841.
black marble next the floor, corresponding with the plinths or subIn order to convey some idea of the general disposition of the
bases of the columns and pilasters. Of both which last, the bases
entire mass of buildings, we may state that they constitute three
and capitals are of white marble, and their shafts coloured to re
sides of a quadrangular area on the east of Queen-street, measur
semble porphyry. The entablature has more than its usual com
ing 113 feet (towards the street) by 130 feet. The north and
plement of enrichment, its frieze being ornamented with an ara
south sides of this area present two uniform handsome elevations,
besque pattern in colour (blue), composed of the rose, shamrock,
whose ground-floor is occupied by a series of shops, in which
and thistle. The cove and plafond are also tastefully decorated
regard has been had to architectural appearance,—while the west
with panelling and devices picked out in colours. The order being
side is occupied chiefly by the Stock Exchange, and a thoroughfare
continued in pilasters round the room, the rich porphyry colour of
passage at each end of it, leading to other buildings at its rear.
Within the area thus formed the Bank is placed, in such manner their shafts, and those of the columns, is carried out uniformly;
and the walls are divided into compartments, each of which is filled
however as to be on a line with the street, its front ranging with
the ends (30 feet wide) of the shop buildings—so as to leave a in with an arcade,—and the imposts, archivolts, and key-stones of
clear space of about 50 feet in width between the Hank and the these arches contribute not a little to the general embellishment,
Exchange, the former building being 80 feet in depth by 62 feet in being all highly wrought, and heightened by colours. There are,
besides, spandrel panels over them, filled-in with ornament similar
width.
in colour to the frieze, whereby that colour becomes pleasingly
Having thus shaped out the general plan of the collective build
distributed. Of these arcades there are ten in all—viz. three at
ings, so that any one may sketch it for himself upon paper, we each end of the room, and one on each side of the two loggias; all
proceed to give a more particular notice of the Bank itself. As of which, excepting the two on the east side of the room, have
the exterior, at least the principal front, requires no description arched windows set within them, upon a ground of dove-coloured
from us, it being so infinitely better described by our Engraving marble. The windows themselves, again, contribute not a little
than it could be by words, we need only say that the whole of the to the ensemble of decoration, owing to the ornamental pattern of
edifice is faced with Baring stone of a light grey tint; that the the glazing, which accords with that introduced in the dome,—of
two figures on the summit of the front, representing Commerce which last-mentioned feature we have now to speak more particu
and Plenty, are six feet high, and were executed by Mr. Thomas, larly. This dome, then, or skylight—and it shows what a truly
of London; and the entrance door is of a bronze-green colour, tasteful architectural feature what is merely a skylight in its pur
and ornamented with bronze patera! and studs. The north and pose may be made—is 23 feet in diameter at its opening in the
south elevations of the front portion of the building are similar to ceiling, and of flattish or segmental curvature, its vertical depth
the street one, except that there are only three windows on a floor, being barely 6 feet. It is closed above or at its vertex, beneath
and the pilasters between them are coupled; but the remainder of which the light is admitted through what may be called a cove,
those sides, where there is a slight break in the plan, the ground- divided into eight compartments by as many ornamental ribs. The
floor only, with its entablature, is continued,—that division form
glazing of those open compartments consists of octagons and small
ing the exterior of the Banking Office or Telling Room, above intersticial squares, the former of which are filled-in with figured
which there are no other apartments. The west or back front glass, wherein pale red and pale blue occur alternately, and pro
(59 feet), facing the Stock Exchange, is of course similar, although duce something of the appearance of transparent coffering. We
with a difference, there being a break in the centre (advancing have accordingly here an example which convinces us how ad
forward about 8 feet), formed by the loggia on that side within, mirably stained glass — which has hitherto been considered so
and ornamented by two pair of coupled engaged Ionic columns, exclusively a property of the Gothic style, as to be totally unfit
between which is another entrance door leading immediately into for any other—may, by a different treatment of it, be made not
the Banking Room. On each side of that projecting division of only to accord with but to enhance quite different modes of
the elevation is a single window, of the same design as all the design, and become an equally novel and tasteful resource in
other ground-floor ones.
interior decoration.
The floor beneath the dome, where it is
The public apartment of the Bank, or Telling Room, being in the confined to the space between the counters, extending across the
rear of the building, while the front portion of it is appropriated room from one loggia to the other, is a worthy accompaniment t»
to the committee-room, waiting-room, manager's-room, &c,—is all the rest of the apartment, it being paved with variouslyapproached through a handsome corridor, leading in a direct line coloured marbles, beautifully disposed, and forming in the centre
to it from the street entrance. Even this corridor announces the a large radiating star. It hardly requires to be observed that the
superior style of embellishment adopted for the interior : its walls ornamental pavement is continued within the loggias. All the
are divided into compartments by arches and pilasters, to which
fittings-up—the counters (of Spanish mahogany, enriched with
No. 144.—Vol. XII.—Skptxmbkb, 1849.
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carving), the clerks' desks behind them, the candelabra or stands
for gas-burners—everything, in short, has been designed with a
most praiseworthy regard to artistic propriety and keeping in
every respect. There is nothing of that paltry meanness, or
downright slovenliness, with respect to lesser details and minutiae
which so frequently is permitted, even where embellishment is
aimed at upon the whole, to operate more or less as a decided
drawback upon the satisfaction which, but for such gross negligen
ces and blemishes, might be experienced. To say the truth, if" we
may judge by the Glasgow Bank, the Scotch seem to have got
greatly ahead of us in tasteful as well as liberal decoration of
places of public business; at all events, there is not yet one build
ing of the class in all the metropolis which offers anything like the
same degree and completeness of embellishment.
The Stock Exchange, at Glasgow, we have as yet merely men
tioned, but must reserve a description of it for some other oppor
tunity,—when, perhaps, we shall be able to give an engraving of
that building also.

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK,
FASCICULUS XCVII.
" I must have liberty
Withal, at large a charter a-- the winds,
To blow on whom I please."

I. I ought, perhaps, now to desist from saying anything further
concerning Mr. Ruskin and his "remarkable book"—as it has not
untruly been called,—but the latter is so suggestive of remarks in
opposition to his own opinions that I cannot refrain from making
a few more observations. Those who have cried up the 'Seven
Lamps' as a literary phoenix and matchless production of its class,
will hardly be surprised at its obtaining a more than ordinary share
of notice; or if they do, they will not own it, although they may
feel sore at finding that their unqualified and hysterical admiration
have provoked remarks of a very different tenour. Criticism is
now beginning to open a debtor side of its account with Mr. Rus
kin, so that when the balance comes to be struck, it may prove to
be very much against him; more especially as the laudations have
proceeded chiefly from those who are evidently not much au fait
with the subject, and who, for fear of uttering anything to the
prejudice of the book, have not ventured even to protest against
the abominable hideousness of the Illustrations,—which are cal
culated to give one a fit of the nightmare. Those who have
lauded Mr. Ruskin to the skies, appear to have done so chiefly
on account of his language, or, as they call it, his eloquence; yet in
some quarters his eloquence is now looked upon as little better
than verbiage and cant. "He would be thought," says the Me
chanics' Magazine, "a man of fine feelings and lively emotions;
hut only plays the part of the Bombastes' of the stage, and the
Maw-worms of the conventicle. The pith of his discourse lies in
exaggeration; in saying odd and absurd things in a fantastic
way'.' so that, perhaps, after all, he may get the unenviable title
of either Bombastes Buskin, or Mawworm Ruskin. The publica
tion just quoted takes him to task for his unqualified reprobation
of "cast or machine wrought ornaments, in which he evidently
points to the large share which the admirable wood and stone
carving machinery of Mr. Jordan has had in the embellishment
of the New Palace of Westminster." If such really be the case,
Mr. Ruskin should have distinctly instanced that edifice as
strongly exemplifying the unsatisfactory result of machinecarving, and of what he calls "deadly cut" work. For my own
part, 1 must confess I do not see that it makes any difference
whether what is mere pattern-work in itself be produced by the
hand of the workman, or by either machinery or casting. The
former operation is more tedious and expensive, but just as me
chanical as the latter, the workman having merely to follow an
express pattern, without being allowed to deviate from it in the
slightest degree. The carver himself is not required to have any
intelligence of design as regards the work he executes, but merely
such skill as will enable him "to turn it out," as it is called, in a
workmanlike manner,— that is, executed throughout with such
uniform precision, that it shall appear to have been produced by
a machine rather than by hand. Were the designer and the carver
t)f architectural ornament the same individual—as seems to have
been not unfrequently the case in mediaeval building—then,
indeed, he might treat his work with freshness and spirit. At
present, on the contrary, the operative is a mere plodder, not even
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so much as allowed to think for himself, or in any way exercise bis
own discretion ; consequently, what he does is just as "lifeless" as
if it were wrought by purely mechanical means; which being the
case, if machinery can be made to perform the same work, the
employment of manual labour becomes little better than wasteful
extravagance. According to the present practice, detail and orna
ment require scarcely anything amounting to design even on the
part of the architect himself: however good it may be, his detail is
rarely ever the product of his own mind and invention, but merely
second-hand and borrowed. We may see the same columns and
entablatures facMmUized over and over again in different buildings,
so that, except as they differ in dimensions, they might just as
well have been all cast in the same mould; and so is it, too, with
other members and features. Here, then, we have "lifelessness"
with a vengeance,—utter inertness of design, where design might
be made to exert itself most strikingly. And surely if we can
tolerate mechanical routine where there ought to be some evidence
of artistic mind and thinking, we have no right to scoff at ma
chine-carving. Rather let us hope that we shall ere long get
machine-designing, we being even now in a very fair way towards
reaching such consummation.
II. On the subject of deception with regard to materials, Mr.
Ruskin is absolutely furious, denouncing it in the most unqualified
manner not only as unworthy artifice, but as downright immoral
falsehood and wickedness. Dishonesty and positive fraud it cer
tainly would be, were an architect to make use of factitious ma
terials and then charge his employer at the rate of the genuine
ones; whereas, the merely deceiving the eye is, if not a particu
larly laudable, surely a very harmless species of imposition, not
withstanding that in his overrighteousness Mr. Ruskin actually
foams against it in the genuine Mawworm style—as some one has
observed of him,—reprobating it as nothing less than iniquity.
The worst that can be said of all such artifices is, that they are un
satisfactory, and show paltriness; yet if we are to believe our
Mawworm—Mr Ruskin, I mean,—the more exact the imitation—
the more difficult it iB to detect any difference between the feigned
and the real material, the more unpardonable becomes the decep
tion; the more clever the imposition, the more inexcusable does it
become, and all the greater is the sinfulness of it—which is, as
suredly, very strange and unartistic doctrine. So determined is Mr.
Ruskin to reprobate imitation as to material, that he does so for
the most contradictory reasons: thus, immediately after condemn
ing those parts in the staircase of the British Museum which are
painted to resemble grandite, as being "the more blameable be
cause tolerably successful," he just as strongly condemns columns
and other architectural decorations "daubed with motley colours"
to look like veined marble. In the latter case his censure is suf
ficiently just ; yet, according to his own doctrine, the paltry and
slovenly executed imitation to which he alludes carries with it its
own excuse, since the intended cheat is performed so bunglingly
as to impose upon no one; therefore, like "whitewash, is not to be
blamed as a falsity."
III. Imitation as to materials is neither to be absolutely ap
proved, nor absolutely rejected. It may be perfectly satisfactory,
or quite the contrary, according to the judgment and taste exer
cised in applying it. That it is generally the contrary of satisfac
tory is not so much owing to its being imitation, as to its being
coarse and paltry imitation, and being also made to show exceed
ingly paltry and vulgar taste. Because it is comparatively cheap,
decoration of the kind is apt to be grossly overdone, and to
become vulgar by being far too ostentatious, and thereby pro
claiming its spuriousness; whereas, by discreet reserve, it might
perhaps pass for genuine. Assuredly, as far as design and artistic
effect are concerned, it makes little or no difference whether the
materials be genuine or fictitious, provided, of course, that they
produce exactly the same appearance; for in such case, if you are
not aware of the deception, you are cheated very agreeably into
unsuspicious admiration; and on the other hand, should you happen
to be informed of it,—why, then you admire the happiness and
success of the artifice—or, as Ruskin would call it, the lie. 1
myself have seen a room fitted up with very superior taste in the
Tudor-Gothic style, although all the architectural forms were no
more than what some would denounce as sham ; yet, most certainly
there was no appearance of trumpery about it. Of such appear
ance, however, and of very trumpery taste, we frequently meet
with a good deal where the materials are all genuine, and in such
case their genuineness rather occasions regret than contributes to
satisfaction.
There is, besides, very considerable difference in
artificial materials and modes of imitation, some being so good as
to be scarcely distinguishable from what is imitated—perhaps not
at all distinguishable by the eye alone; therefore the employment
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of them may very well pass for legitimate, notwithstanding that
according to Mr. Ruskin's reasoning, the better the deception
the greater the dishonesty; and yet even he must own that if
there be no perceptible difference as to appearance, the mock
answers all the purposes of the genuine material; nay, possibly,
even better, for the latter may not be best of its kind, whereas
the other may and ought to be after the choicest specimens of the
real substance. There is a great deal of stone of so inferior a
quality now used, that in a short time it acquires a positively
squalid and trumpery look—not the venerable appearance of the
gradual decay wrought by years, but that of mere filth and pre
mature rottenness; yet, as the material answers to the name of
stone, the buildings constructed of it are spoken of as if they
were on that account entitled to more than ordinary respect, even
be they ever so poor or bad in point of design. That, on the
other hand, a building which is only coated with stucco may, both
by general beauty of appearance and the superior taste displayed
in it, quite put to shame many that are faced with stone, is proved
by the Travellers' Clubhouse, more especially by its front towards
Carlton Gardens. If, instead of inveighing in the outrageous
manner he does against imitation altogether, without the slightest
regard to its being well or ill executed, Mr. Ruskin had contented
himself with reprobating the introduction of it in churches and
other public edifices, which ought to be erected for durability
throughout, no one could have contradicted him; more especially
had he at the same time enjoined a very wholesome and necessary
caution—namely, that design should be worthy of the material,
and be such as greatly to enhance the value of the latter. But to
froth and foam, and to call what at the very worst amounts to no
more than trumperiness and paltriness, downright sinfulness and
lying, is, if not actual insanity, sheer extravagance.—One thing is
quite certain: John Ruskin may live to need a wig, but never will
be guilty of such a practical lie as to wear one which at all resem
bles a natural head of hair.
IV. According to what has been reported of one of the recent
meetings of the Institute, an observation was made to the effect
that the greater part of architectural criticism proceeds from those
who are not architects themselves. Such is undoubtedly the case,
for a great deal of that sort of writing evidently betrays a very
superficial acquaintance with the art;—and gives us, if nothing
worse, very stale and second-hand opinions, furbished up to look
"better than new," by being tricked-out with tawdry flowers of
rhetoric, and all that brummagem sentiment which should be left
to our Lady Blarneys. Still the profession acquiesce in such
goi-ditant criticism, inasmuch as they suffer it to be put forth with
perfect impunity, without so much as attempting to gainsay it, or
to substitute more wholesome criticism for it. If they are of
opinion that the public are misled by incompetent critics, it as
suredly becomes their duty to set it right; or, at any rate, they
cannot reasonably complain of others doing what they themselves
do not care to do, although they may all the while feel that they
could do it very much better. Just the same channels for promul
gating opinions are open to them as to others, of which, if they
do not choose to. avail themselves in order to correct what they
consider false and mistaken criticism, the fault is entirely their
own; and it is quite unreasonable in them to complain of mischief
—if mischief it be—which they themselves have the power of
checking. It is not enough that professional men put forth what
is or ought to be sound instruction, in hooks addressed to their
own class; for however valuable the information they contain, it
does not reach the public, who are precisely those who require to
be instructed— so far instructed, at least, as be able to take an in
telligent interest in the Art—with which alone criticism concerns
itself; its office being not to make men architects, but to make them
competent judges of architecture, and to inspire them with a
genuine relish for it. If professional men are above condescending
to avail themselves of those ready means for addressing and in
structing the public which are afforded by the popular form of jour
nalism and periodical literature—a literature which finds its way
among every class of readers,—so it must be ; but to complain that
others who may be less qualified, presume to do what they them
selves do not care to do, shows too much of the dog-in-the-manger
spirit. Far more to the purpose would it be to attack bad criti
cism boldly, and drive it out of the field at once.
V. Although an article in a periodical does not come before the
public with the same dignity as a book, such productions have fre
quently excited far greater interest, and done much more for the
particular views they have advocated, than many big books. Be
sides which, as it is not every one who has leisure to read books—
at least, would not think of applying to them for further informa
tion on subjects to which his attention had not been previously
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awakened by something that had interested him in a briefer formso neither is it every one who, however capable he may be of con
tributing something towards the general stock of information, has
so much to say as would go any way towards forming a volume, or
even a pamphlet. Besides which, what may be called floating criti
cism and opinion must be brought before the public in such manner
that they are sure to get it without having to hunt it out. Many
brilliant and shining articles on various topics, literary or other,
which have appeared in our Quarterlies, and have made a sensation,
would have probably fallen quite still-born from the press, had they
been issued in the form of separate pamphlets on the same subjects.
Many a one has read a paper of the kind when he had it actually
in his hands, who would never have thought of seeking out any
thing of the kind. Such at least I know has been frequently the
case with myself, and I have casually acquired an interest in what,
but for its so coming before me, I should hardly have turned to,—
wherefore I suppose it is pretty much the same with many others.
Floating criticism does much for the ventilation of opinions, which,
if confined merely to formal treatises and books, are apt to become
musty and mouldy; and although of such criticism there may be a
great deal that deserves to be rejected either as mere empty froth, or
mere dregs and sediment, there will also be something worth pre
serving, and of being afterwards incorporated in works of au
thority and standard character.
If professional men could
greatly improve the tone of architectural criticism, why do they
not do so? By merely censuring it, they also censure themselves
—their own indolence or apathy in permitting tlie public to be
misled by those who are merely ready-writers—in other words,
mere scribblers.

RENNIE'S PATENT TRAPEZIUM FLOAT WHEELS.
Sir—I have read with much interest in the Journal for July and
August last, an account of a series of 'Experiments on the Figure,
Dip, Thickness, Material, and Number of the Paddles of Steamers,
by Thomas Ewbank, Esq., of the City of New York, in the years
1845 and 1848,' extracted from the Journal of the Franklin Insti
tute. As Mr. Ewbank has devoted much time to these pursuits,
and is the author of a valuable work on 'Hydraulic Machinery,'
his observations are entitled to attention.
The facts developed by his experiments may be briefly stated ;
they are as follow :—
1st. That with equal areas and equal dip, triangular blades may
be rendered twice as effective as
ordinary rectangular ones; and this,
too, while the propelling surface of
the smaller number of floats was
only one-half that of the greater.
2nd. That as the propelling power
of a paddle is greater at its greater
or outer extremity, and diminishes
to nothing at the surface, so its face
should enlarge with the dip, and be
nothing above— in imitation of the
tails of fishes, the wings of birds, &c.
3rd. That the fewer the number
of paddles on a wheel, the better,
provided one be always kept in full
play; and,
4th, That it would be more ad
vantageous to point or fork them as
proposed, to evade the jar of their
striking the surface.
Mr. Ewbank concludes his paper
Ordinary System.
by referring to the experiments
made by me on H.M. steamer African, in the year 1841, but which
he had not been able to find, although similar experiments on
two other vessels were published in your Journal for January 1840,
and subsequently in the Nautical Magazine for 1841. As the sub
ject is now more interesting, I no longer hesitate to communicate
the results.
In the year 1831,* my attention was attracted to this subject
during the investigations undertaken for the purpose of ascertainng the laws of the friction and resistances of solids in motion in
fluids such as air and water,—when, on causing discs or plates of
metal to rotate round a fixed axle by means of weights descending
through given spaces and times, it was found that when a certain
portion (one-fourth) of a rectangular disc or fan was intercepted
m ' f uiloiuphlcal Transactions' f ji \ii\.
34*
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from the interior part of the rectangle, so as to approximate to
the form of a duck's-foot, the resistance, whether through air or
water, was the same—or, in other words, the resistance with three
triangular or duck-footed floats was as great as previously with
four rectangular floats. This apparent paradox was, however, ac
counted for on the principle of the interior or detrimental portion
of the rectangular float being removed.

[Sepiembeb,

Experiments on H.M. Steamer 'African,' with Trapezium Floats.
All the rectangular
First
floats,
Trial,
twelve
April
in 14,
number
1841. on each wheel, were
removed, and twelve trapezium floats were fixed to the interior
and middle rings of each wheel:
Number
Thus
Mean making
speed
of revolutions
ofthe
vessel
areain
of
made
statute
the by
immersed
miles,
engines,
9-1.
floats,
234 per
34 square
minute.
feet.

Mean diameter of wheels, 17 feet.

Fig. 2. — Modification! or Ordinary Syatem.

A series of experiments on two other vessels was again made in
the years 1839, 1840, and 1841, by applying different-shaped floats
to paddle-wheels of different diameters and widths, and on steam
vessels of different powers of from 6 to 90 horses; an abstract of
some of which was published in your Journal for 1840.
The following were the particulars of the African when tried in
1837, previous to her being tried in 1841: —
n. In.
Length between perpendiculars
109 11
Extreme breadth
84 10
Mean draught
9 i.J
Depth
10 0
Nominal
or 90 horses
powertogether.
of engines (by Maudslays and Field) 45 horses,
Number of strokes made by the engines per minute, 29 to 30.
Barometer gauge, 34 to 26} inches.
Area of immersed midship section, 150 square feet.
Mean diameter of the paddle-wheels, 14-7.
Area of the immersed rectangular floats, on the cycloidal or Gal
loway system, twelve in number, 7 feet in length, and 1ft. 9in.
in breadth; thus presenting an area of from 57 to 60 sq. fit.,
being a ratio of 1 foot of float to 2,-$r midship section.

Pig. 5.- Improved Triangular Syitem when the Vetael la Upright.

Second Trial, April 21, 1841.
Number of revolutions made by engines per minute, 23.
Speed in statute miles per hour (weather very windy), 8f.
Third Trial.—Area offloats reduced onefoot each, and reefed-up 4 in.
Number of revolutions made by engines per minute, 25j.
Speed of vessel in statute miles per hour
9-022.
Fourth Trial, June 8, 1841.
Number of revolutions made by engines per minute, 25.
Speed of vessel in miles per hour (weather windy), 8-8.
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Fig. IS.— Improved Triangular Syilem when the Veaael la Inclined.
Pig. s.
Improved Trapeiium System.

Pig. 4.— Improved Trapeiium Syitem,
With Wheels or smaller diameter aod greater Velocity.

When this trial was made in 1837, at the measured mile in Long
Reach, her average speed of six trials each way was 9-174 statute
miles per hour with her rectangular floats. Subsequently, she was
employed for towing and other purposes, and had never undergone
any other repairs than in her engines, and had never been in dry
dock : her bottom was consequently foul, and covered with green
weeds, when tried with the trapezium floats in 1841.

Fifth Trial, June 9, 1841.—Immersed float surface reduced /.. '2-1 *;
feet area, and reefed-up 1 1 inches; or reducing tlie diameter of the
wheel 22 inches.
Number of revolutions made by engines per minute, 27^.
Speed of vessel in statute miles per hour
9-124.
The barometer stood at from 25 to 26 inches.
Which result was nearly equal to her former speed (viz. 9-174) in
1837, with rectangular floats of more than double the immersed
area of the trapezium floats.

1 8*9.]
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Experiment* with Towing, as per the accompanying Table.
In June 1841, the African towed the Numa transport of 383 tons,
at the rate of 54 statute miles per hour.
In July following she towed H.M. steam-frigate Dee, of 701 tons,

and 200-horse power, 5 statute miles per hour,—which was only 1*6
miles per hour less than her greatest speed when propelled by her
own engines,' or 6-6 miles per hour.

'African,' Steam-Tug; Trial) of her Towing Qualities with Mr. Rennie't Trapezium Wheel*.

Woolwich Yard, 1
July 9, 1841. J

(Tonnage. 323 tons new measurement.

Power. 2 x 45 horse englnes='.W horses' power.)

First Experiment— Towed the 'Numa' Tratuport from Deptford to Greenwich.

Date.

periment.
No. of
Ex.

Draft
Tug.of
Water of

Dip.

f F.9
ft. In.
01

ft. In.

Draft of
Vessel
Toired.

Where tried.

/ F. ft.
12 In.
81

1

3

\A.9 10J

0

if

2

■■

it

f*

3

it

it

June 25

4

\A.14l|
it

ti

Distance
Run.

b. in.

Knots.

0 34

H

Rate
per Hour.

Revolu
tions.

Woolwich
to

it

Jane 24

Duration
of Ex
periment.

Oeptford.
: BUckwall
to
Woolwich.
Barking
to
Gravesend.
Gravesend
to
Woolwich.

0 23

4-8

1 50

4 09

1

6

8

27
271

7-4

73

Remarks.

J Without the Tow ; two patent
\ logs used.

J" The Numa in Tow ; light wind
\ ahead.
r Pretty fresh breeze ahead in
J some of the Reaches, which ac19 to 23 | counts for the difference of speed
(.of engines.
f But little wind ; returning with\ out the Tow.
24

Second Experiment— Towed the 'Dee' Steam-Frigate from Woolwich to Sheernett.

Date.

No. of
Ex
periment.

Draft of
Water of
Tug.

Dip.

ft. In.

ft.

Draft of
Vessel
Towed.

Where tried.

In.

'
July 7

fF.8 9il
1A.9 9 J

2 10

J"F. 8 91
118 0/

Barking

Duration
of Ex.
periment.

Distance
Run.

h. m.

Knots.

2 25

"tV

Revolu
tions.

"|

Sea Reach J
" Sea Reach 1
to the
|
Nore ; with l
, 2nd motion. J
'Lower part of"]
Sea Reach

July 8

f Wind W.S.W.; Dee in tow; mo-

2

0

3 15
.

Rate
per H.;ur.

to

|

Barking.

J

The official report only differs by half-a-mile between the towing
powers of the African with her rectangular floats in 1837, and the
trapezium floats in 1841 ; so that considering that the area of the
trapezium floats was merely adapted to propelling the African
simply as regarded speed, these trials could hardly be taken as the
criterion of their powers as applied to towing, when the areas
should have been increased expressly for that purpose. But, com
paring the whole of the experiments when tried in still water under
the most favourable circumstances, and when tried in the African
under the unfavourable circumstances of foul-bottom and differ
ence of the powers of the engines, the conclusion is in favour of

DISCHARGE OF WATER FROM RESERVOIRS.
The
from
of Theory
theApertures
Water
of isthe
in
maintained
Contraction
thin Plates,
at in
of
a constant
athe
Reservoir
Movement
altitude.
in which
of By
Water
the
J. Bayer,
Surface
flowing

Lieutenant. (Translated for this Journal from ( 'relic's 'Journal
fur die Baukunst.' Band 25.)
{Continued from page 246.)
10.
The
Discharge
equationfrom
between
Vertical,
the co-ordinates
Elliptical, and
x and
Circular
y in anOrifices.
ellipse is—

44

4-42

22tV

6-8

23

to 24 \(' derate
Strongbreeze.
breeze right aft, which

assisted the Tow materially ; steam
34 to 38 •j difficult to keep up at 38 revolu| tions ; throttle valves half open ;
(.2nd motion in gear.
r Fresh breeze ahead and on the
27J to 28 -j bow throughout the run ; 2nd mo.
lotion not in gear.

the*trapezium floats. The truth of the piinciple is confirmed by
Mr. Ewbank, and by the laws which govern the forms of the tails
of fishes, the feet of aquatic birds, and the wings of birds and
insects, whereby the means are so admirably suited to the ends;
and the triangular form proposed by Mr. Ewbank for paddle-floats
entirely confirms the view I took of the subject in the years Lkiu
and 1840.
I remain, &c.
George Rknnik.
London, August 15, 1849.

The integration of this equation is practicable only in the case
where 11 = 0, and the development by series has also difficulties,
as no series can be found which for every value of H is sufficiently
convergent. For this reason, it is necessary to transform the ex
pression. Before proceeding to do this, we mav however deter
mine the integral corresponding to the value II = 0.
In this
case the equation (a) becomes
ft.

Q = k*/(lg).— /rd>v(2« — x).

Put V(2<J — x) = se, then

jxdx V(2o — x) = i/z'dz — ia/z2dz = - a» — - az".
46*

j/= y (2a*-*').
Substitute this value of y in the equation (H § 9), and there
follows—
25 /*

«.

Q = k*/(ig).-Jdx,/ {(*»*-*>) (H+.r)}.

Substitute for z its value, and take the integral between the
limits—
Firstly, x = 0, and x = 2 a : then

J%f*'2a' xdx V(So-*) = (2a)«.2^-i)
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The first value assumed for the integral in equation /, gives for
the quantity of discharge through an orifice (as 1 ),

Secondly, x = 0, and x = a: then
■T' xdx*J{?a-x) = J { t(2i-l)-?(2$-l) ] = 2 . J» 8^2—7
IS

The second value
g. gives
Q for
= *t/(4jH').2afc{Si}the quantity of discharge through an

Thirdly, r = n, and ,r = 2« : then
orifice (as 2),
h.

Q = ky/(*gH').3ab{Sj}-

The altitude of pressure H' here = ec.
Substitute these three values successively in equation (6), and we
havewhich
thethe
I. For
the quantity of discharge through an elliptical orifice, of
i highest point lies in the surface of the water,
32
c.
Q = k V(*ja) • ab .
V2.
II. For the quantity of discharge when the orifice is a semiellipse, its lowest edge being the horizontal axis, and the extremity
of the vertical axis 2a coinciding with the surface of the water,
d.

Q = k V(4tfa) • ab . ^ (8 *S*-7).

III. For the quantity of discharge by a semi-ellipse in the re
versed position, the horizontal edge being uppermost, and at a
depth a below the surface,
28
e.
Q = k */(lga) . ab . ~.
The sum of the equations (<J and <>) gives the equation c.
In order to find a more convenient function for the development
of the variable part of equation (a), by a series, let the origin of
co-ordinates be transferred to the centre of the orifice. We have
then the equation
Let the altitude of pressure
? = -, H'
(a'"*2)be put for H + a ; then the

equation (H § 9) becomes for these values
/.

Q = k V(+</) fjdx v/ { (H' + x)(a'-s*) j .

By adding together equations (h and g) we have the quantity of
discharge for a corflplete ellipse—
a'
i.
Q=*V(4OH0.24«{i-(J.i)(l.J)^-(i.i.j.8)(i.,.|)
11 ;

-U-M.*.ft.*)(».*.M)jpi—
This equation shows that the formula Q = fcv'(*yH'), when
applied in the ordinary way, is nearly accurate only in the case
where the sum of the series in the parenthesis is nearly equal to j
— that is, when the altitude of pressure is so large that all the
terms with II' in the denominator disappear.
For H'=0, H=o. Putting these values in equation (i), we have
for the quantity of discharge, in the case where the highest point
of the orifice is in the surface of the water,

If, now, \/{U' + x) be expanded in a series, we have
But
ft. theQ =
same
fcV(4*o).««6-{f-(4.i)U.i)-(*.*.t.#)(*.i.#)...}quantity of discharge has been already determined

Jdxi/{(W+x){a>-x~-)} =

va/^-'-H.+^+i.i.^.i.?^

}•

by equation c.
we find
16

Put, therefore, the two equal to one another, and

•2 = x{4-(MXi.i)-(i.*.|.S)(*.4.i)--}.

Integrating the several parts of this expression, and taking the
integral
1. Between limits x = 0 and x = o,
J

dx^{c?-xv)=-

i(io»»)

/ax3(lxV(a>-x*)=

*.}(!<»*«•)

/
/

xdx*/(c?-x>)xdx^ia'-x1)
—

$«»

/

x'dx^/{a'-xi)-=

\.$a<

T7;

Thus the sum of the series in the parenthesis = —-— = 0-48018.
lor
Put in the equation (A) the altitude of pressure H' = a, and we
have the same quantity of discharge which the equation (d°) has
already given. By the comparison of both we find
m.

«/ 0

l(8v/2-7) =2{S,}

*s 0

y^"x*dxV(a'-x*) = l.i.i(ia'w)
0
and

/ "*•»<** V(a'-jr>) = 4..f.Ja'
»/ 0

J*J ax vU\l' + x){o?-*)} = ^H'jV-r(i-(i.i)(i.i)~

- (*.*.M)(l.J.|)£-(4-*-M.*-*)(4.*'i-l)£— )

=j{i»(«-(*-i)(..T)-(».*-M)(.. *•!)-• •••)— (**+(*-*-IK*D

Thus {Sj} = £(8V2-7) = 0-5752.
Substitute for the first series in (m) the value in equation (/),
and we have
iil^ = i{i-(4-*-J).| + (i.*.3.|.ft)(i.i)+....}-0 17907i

+ «2(i-i^+(i-i.8)(t-?)^,+(i.M-i-ft)(i-j^ + ----)
= aWH'{S,}2. Between the limits x = 0 and x = — a, and we have

C ~"dx V { (H' + x) (a*-*5) |
•=^H'{ia«»(4-(iJXI^— )-*(u|,+(»4|Xil£+--)}

or, #(7-4 V2)-J-(U.j). |+(i.».|.|. A) (M)+ ••••
Put now in the equation (g) the altitude of pressure H = a, and
compare it with equation (e) : consequently,

+ 4. *+(..*.«(*. !) + (*•*• |.|. *)(»•!•«+•••• }•
14
and therefore {Sj} = ^V

= a'*/H'{S2}-
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When in the equation (/) the altitude of pressure H' = 0 is
assumed, we find tor the quantity of discharge through a semielliptical orifice of which the upper horizontal edge coincides with
the surface of the water,—

Q = ft v'(*f) f Jd*«/{*(a?-j?)\.
But dxy/{x(a>-x")} = «to j**-i ^-J.i ^-i.i-f *J—~ ]••
And when the integral is taken between limits x = 0 and x = a, it
follows that

J'*a**,/[x{d>-x>)} =««*{*-|.(i)-A<i.i)-A(ii-t)— }
= fp. 0-4793;
and, therefore,—
o.

Q = ft V(*0o) • 6« • 0-9586.
By comparing equations (o and <f), we find for the proportion of
the quantities of discharge through two orifices which are equal
semi-ellipses, but in inverted positions,
Q^ : Qj = 1-1504 : 0-9586; or, Qd = 1-200 Qu .•
Ordinarily, the quantity of discharge through these orifices is
computed by the formula
p.
Q — 0-617 V(*jH')e» = c V(4yH') . «;
where a is the area of the orifice, and H' the altitude of pressure
above the centre. In order to exhibit the deviation of this formula
from the strict results of the Torricellian law, a small table is
given below of the co-efficients of the quantities of discharge
through circular orifices for different altitudes of pressure. For
this purpose the equation (<) is employed, and in order to adapt
it to the object in view, a is put = b = r, and for the altitude
of pressure above the top of the orifice, H = mr ; which gives
H' = H+r=(»n + l)r.
This value being substituted in the equation mentioned, gives
q.

Q -fti)V(4jH')»*w. 2{i-(4.*) (J.i) («+ 1)-'

- (M+t) <*+«(« +!)-• - (i-if-l-i^-A)(4-if-l)(™+i)-8 -••■■}.
When H = 0, the top of the orifice lies in the surface of the
water, and m = 0 and H' = r ; whence for this value of H', when
the last equation is compared with the preceding,—
Q = 0-5924 *S(igr)r*w;
« = 0-5924.
Put successively for m the numbers J. 4, I, 1
, and there will
be found for the consequent values of the co-efficients c the fol
lowing:—
Valuea of m
0
J
4
}
1
2
3
4
Altitude H'
r
\r
§r
$r
1r
3p
4r
5r ..(m'+'lb)'r
Co-efficient c -5924 -6031 -6076 -6102 -6118 -6147 -6156 -6163 ... (J*-)'.. .
The mere inspection of this short table shows that the co
efficient c in the equation (p) can be considered constant, and
= (i»)a only when the altitude of pressure exceeds Wr. For cal
culating the quantity of water for altitudes less than lOr, the
general equation (a) must be employed. For altitudes above 1 Or
we may, however, put O. = (l»-)V(40H').rV In the equation (o)
the co-efficient for great and small altitudes remains = (^a-)2, and
thence it follows that the contraction is independent of the velo
city.
It must here be observed that the above values of c in the praxis
are capable of direct application only when the sinking of the level
of the reservoir is very small. In the preceding investigations,
the level in the reservoir was considered as constant ; without this
condition, the integration of equation (H § 9) would be much more
difficult. The experiments, on the contrary, show, with small alti
tudes of pressure, a sinking of the level above the orifice—which
indeed is only small, but in strictness does not agree with the
theoretical suppositions. On these grounds, the formulie, when
applied for small altitudes measured immediately above the orifice,
require a correction depending on the sinking of the level. On
the other hand, for the altitude of pressure for constant water• The arm of ih. seml-elllpse U ojir. and uo=J(n»») . ^.

Substitute this value of ab

In equation (o), and omit tbe area and the co-efflclent; and then the velocity becomea
vt = »/(4ga) . -j— . By a ilrallar method are found the veiocitiea for all other orifices.
When in ail the formula!. o=» for the radlua of the orifice, the quantities of discharge
anu velocities for circular onlicea aie determined.
w
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levels—that is, for altitudes in large reservoirs measuring 1 to li
yards above the orifice—the correction is inconsiderable. With
circular orifices, the sinking is probably much smaller than with
rectangular orifices ; for the upper edge of the orifice, when it
coincides with the surface of the water, has for the first form only
one point,—for the second form has its whole breadth, without any
pressure.
The older experiments give, it is true, in contradiction to the
above table, an increase of the co-efficient c for small altitudes ;
only it is very probable that the altitudes were measured imme
diately above the orifices, and therefore were found too small from
the sinking of the water -level; and that, for the same reason, the
increase of the co-efficient is a single inference from a measure
ment of the altitude too small from the sinking of the level.
The older experiments are in general but little adapted for in
vestigation from theoretical inferences, as they partly were con
ducted within too narrow limits, partly were not capable of being
compared together on account of the great diversity of the me
thods of experiment, of the apparatus, and generally of all the
details.
It is, therefore, very possible, that notwithstanding such expe
riments, which for small decreasing altitudes give increasing co
efficients, the co-efficients of circular orifices, however, diminish
with the altitude of pressure, and follow an analogous law with
that which we shall hereafter find for square orifices. These
doubts can only be removed by as accurate and general experi
ments as Poncelet and Lesbros conducted for rectangular orifices.

Discharge through Quadrilateral
11.
Orifices.
Let efcd be an orifice of the form of a trapezium, of which the
parallel sides are horizontal. Letai = H, ef—m, cd=l, bn = b,
bo=x, st=y, bg=z. Then
st : ef= og : bg ;

_ef.og.
and st = bg '

m(z—x)
y = — z '.
When x=bn=b, y or st=cd=:l; and
m(z—b)
therefore I = —
.
z
Obtain from this equation the value
of z, and put it in the above expression
for y, and it follows that
mb—mx + lx
*=
b
■

J>

Put this value of y in the equation
(H § 9), and designate by U the co
efficient for orifices of quadrilateral and
like forms, and we have generally for
the quantity of discharge
Q = ft-V(^)/Jmb — mx + lx-dx */(H + x).*

•i/

Put y/ (H + x) = u, and/udx = o>.

ThenJyudx = vy — / dy.
I— HI

But /udx = fax ^(H + x) = |(H +x)i;

and dy

Therefore, fydx V( H + x) = y . § ( H + .r)$ - §^/dx( H +.*)*

But

/L(H + *)f = ?(H + x)*.

Hence, finally, substituting for y its value
-f lx
Jyd*{n+x) = 32 mb—mx
(b-w-M
b

-T'ih+o'-

Take this integi
integral between limits x — 0 and x=.b, and tinequation
[nation (a) gives 1for the quantity of discharge

b.

Q = ft- V(*) . § |/(H+6)J-roHUl(;-m)S?=-(6H-±^)*} •

* The numerical value of V ia constant onlv for the square and at equal altitudes of
preasure. It varies, as we ahall see hereafter for other rectangular forms of the orifice,
according to a proportion depending on the heights or vertical aides of these orifices.
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When in this equation H = 0, the tipper edge m of the orifice is
in the surface of the water, and we find by reduction
c.

Q = U ^(igb) . |ft{;-?(/_m) }.

When in equation (6) m = /, the trapezium becomes a rectangle,
and the quantity of discharge is
If here H =d. 0, the
Q upper
= *V(4tf).f/{(H+6)3-H&}.
edge of the orifice is in the surface of
the water, and
e.
Q= *V(406).f/6.
Put the height of the orifice for the breadth, and the breadth for
the height; and we have
Now, for the
/. twoQequations
= kW(*9l)
(eand/),
. |/6. it follows that for equal
rectangles, when the upper side is in the surface of the water, the
quantity of discharge varies as the square root of the height of
the orifice.
If in the last equations 6 = /, the orifice is a square, and we have
g.
Q = *V(4<0.|/{(H + /)i-HS}.
Divide this equation by U X the area of the orifice, that is by UP,
and we have for the velocity the same result as (E § 8).
(To be continue!.)

BRITANNIA TUBULAR BRIDGE.
The preparations at the Menai Straits for performing the im
portant and perilous operation of hoisting this enormous fabric to
its permanent position are on a scale of immense magnitude. This
will be the more readily understood when it is stated that the total
Head weight to be lifted 100 feet above high- water mark is upwards
of 2,000 tons, or equivalent to the elevation to that height of up
wards of 30,000 men. The stroke of the hydraulic presses em
ployed for the purpose is six feet—that is to say, they are only
capable of raising six feet in one lift. The tube of 2,300 tons has
consequently to he sustained while the presses are lowered and a
fresh hold obtained. This sustentation, owing to the immense
magnitude of the labour, will be effected by building up successive
layers of masonry, at every six-feet lift, under the tube to support
it securely in its ascent—during which, arrangements will be made
for another six-feet hoist, until the whole 100 feet are finished.
Were it not for this process of building up, the operation would
only occupy about a day; but as it is, it will take a fortnight. The
precaution has been adopted by Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Clarke to
guard against the probability of casualty, seeing that should any
accident occur, the labour ofyears and the outlay of half-a-million
would be inevitably sunk. To insure security, however, some con
trivances are adopted by which the supporting chains as they rise,
are continually to be followed up by wedges of wood, so that in
the event of any accident arising to the lifting machinery, no
injury, it is expected, would happen to the tube.
The mechanical contrivances for the purpose are the largest in
the world, and the most powerful ever constructed. Favoured byMr. Clarke, one of the able engineers of the works, we are enabled,
from a close personal inspection and the advantage of that gentle
man's explanations, to give a description of the vast apparatus for
hoisting the huge burthen. The machine used to effect this is an
enormous hydraulic press ; its construction is of the most simple
character, and consists only of an exceedingly thick and heavy
iron cylinder, like a mortar. A strong piston or plunger, also of
iron, called the ram, works up and down within this cylinder, and
is fitted with a leather collar at the shoulder, so as to render it
water-tight. Water is forced into the cylinder by a force-pump,
through a small orifice which may be compared to the touch-hole
of a gun; and this water gradually forces up the piston. The
whole secret of the immense power of these machines consists
simply in the prodigious force with which the water is driven into
them, and which, in the present instance, is so great that it would
throw the water to the height of nearly 20,000 feet, which is more
than five times the height of the neighbouring noble pinnacle of
Snowdon, and 5,000 feet higher than the monarch mountains of
Mount Blanc ! It, in fact, resembles the piston of a steam-engine,
hut, instead of using steam at 30 lb. or 40 lb. pressure to the inch,
water is used at a pressure of 800 lb. or 9001b. The cylinder, of
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course, is of almost adamantine strength, to enable it to sustain
and withstand this pressure. The sides of the largest of these
presses used in raising the bridge are 1 1 inches thick. The weight
of the cylinder, which is of cast-iron in one piece, is 16 tons alone;
but the whole machine complete is 40 tons. The ram or piston
working within it is 20 inches in diameter, and if worked to its
utmost power, this press would alone be quite capable of raising
one of the tubes. The most marvellous thing above all is this,
that in spite of its proportions, its stupendous action is guided and
controlled with the most perfect ease and precision by one man.
This hydraulic giant was constructed by Messrs. Easton and Amos,
engineers, of Southwark. It stands on two beams, on a lofty kind
of eyrie, at the top of one of the towers, whence a grand and open
view is obtained of the Straits seaward, while its elevation above
the ravine is upwards of 200 feet. The press is composed of
wrought-iron, rivetted together at the top of the side towers,
where, with its assistant machinery, it occupies a large chamber to
itself, about 29 feet above the level to which the bridge has to be
raised. The sensations experienced on looking down from this
lofty elevation over the rushing stream of the Straits, and the
great tubes and machineries strewn round about below are of a
peculiarly impressive character. In addition to this large press
there are two smaller presses, with rams 18 inches in diameter,
placed side by side at a similar level in the Britannia tower, and
which act in conjunction with the large press.
The chains, by which the power exerted by the presses in their
lofty position is communicated to the tubes at the base of the
tower, resembles the chains of an ordinary suspension bridge, and
are similar to those of the bridge at Hungerford. They are ma
nufactured by the patent process of Messrs. Howard and Ravenhill, of London, and consist of flat links, 7 inches long, 1 inch
thick, and 6 feet in length, with an eye at each end, and are bolted
together in sets of eight and nine links alternately. The weight
of these chains employed in lifting the 2,000 tons is about 100 tons,
far exceeding that of the well-known equestrian statue of the Duke
of Wellington at Hyde-park, which has hitherto been regarded as
one of the greatest "lifts" of the age. These chains are attached
to the tube at two feet from the end, and in order to get sufficient
purchase at the part, three strongs frames of cast-iron are built
into each end of the tube. The innermost end only stiffens and
supports the sides while the tube is resting on its ends. The two
outer frames are the lifting frames; the chains are attached to
them by three sets of massive cast-iron beams, placed across the
inside of the tube, one above another, their ends fitting under deep
shoulders or notches in the lifting frames, where they are secured
by screw bolts. As an additional security, two very strong wrought
iron straps pass over the upper pair of beams, and descend into
the bottom cells beneath the frames, where they are strongly keyed.
The weight of these lifting frames and cast-iron beams is 200 tons,
and it is a matter of wonder even among the engineers themselves
how machinery can be made strung enough to raise the ponderous
load. The way in which the chains are connected with the press
is by an exceedingly thick and heavy beam of cast-iron, strength
ened by wrought-iron ties across the top. It rests like a yoke upon
the shoulder of the ram, and is called the cross-head of the press;
the two chains pass through square holes at either end of the cross
head, and are securely gripped at the top of it by an apparatus
called the clams, consisting uf two strong cheeks of wrought-iron,
drawn together by screws like a blacksmith's vice. The beams on
which the presses stand, the cross-heads, and all the parts that are
subjected to a very heavy strain, are either constructed of, or
strengthened by, wrought-iron, which is found to be less brittle and
more trustworthy than cast-iron. As the tube is 12 feet longer,
allowing 6 feet at each end, than the distance between the towers
in which the presses work, recesses or grooves are left in the far*
of each of 6 feet deep, in order to receive the additional length,
and of sufficient width to allow the end of the tube to slide up
easily within them. These recesses extend from the bottom of
the towers to nearly the height of the hydraulic machines; it is in
the low end of these recesses, on a soft bed of timber, placed to
receive it, that the great tube, since its successful floating, has
been lying in state across the estuary of the Straits, until these
vast mechanical equipments for ballooning it to its permanent level
were completed.
Mr. Stephenson's Report, of the 9th ult., to the Chester and
Holyhead Railway Company, on the present prospects of the Bri
tannia Bridge, is given at page 287 of our present number.
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SEA WALLS.
Account of the Effect of the Storm of the 6th of Decemfter, 18+7, on
four Sea Walls, or Bulwarks, of different forms, on the coast near
Edinburgh; as illustrating the principles of the construction of Sea
Defenses.
By William John Macquorn R a vk ink. A. Inst. C.E.
—(Paper read at the Institution of Civil Engineers.)
There are few branches of engineering with respect to which
greater uncertainty and difference of opinion exist, than that of
the construction of1 sea walls and breakwaters. The question has
been frequently before the Institution, and in it3 archives there is
much useful information on the subject. The valuable paper of
Lieutenant Colonel H. D. Jones, read in 1842,1 may be particureferred to, as its conclusions are to a certain extent verified by
the facts which have come under the author's observation. Con
ceiving that every addition, however small, to the facts recorded
respecting the efficiency of such works, must tend to bring the
principles of their construction nearer to certainty, the author
felt it to be his duty to lay before the Institution, transverse
sections of four sea walls, upon a portion of the coast of the Frith
of Forth, near Edinburgh, having an exposure towards the north
and north-east, and to give an account of the effect upon them of
one of the most violent storms on record in this climate, which
took place on the 6th of December, 18*7.

Fig. 1.— Edinburgh and Dalkeith Railway, Lelth Branch. Sec
tion of the Sea Walt, ortgioal deaign by Meaara. Walker and
Bnrgea.— A, Level of High Water Spring Tidea.

Figs. 1, and 2, represent the sea wall of the
Leith branch of the Edinburgh and Dalkeith
railway, which was completed in the winter of
1837. Fig. 1 is the transverse section, as originally designed by
the consulting engineer, Mr. Walker. Fig. 2 is the transverse
section, as the wall was actually built.

mil.
Scale of Feet, Flga. 1 and it.
Fig. 1.~ Edinburgh and Dalkeith Railway, Lelth Branch. Section of the Sea Wall ai
executed In iB.i/.- A, Level of High Waltr Spring Tldea ; B, Ballaat; C, C, C, Concrete;
I). Sand ; E, Dowel.
i See •Journal,' lo-fc!, Vol V., p. 3ld.
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The author was resident engineer of the railway whilst this wall
was executed, and it is the only one of the four walls the for
mation of which he can describe from actual inspection during
the progress of the work; the other three sections are, therefore,
to be regarded rather as giving the external form, and the general
style of building of the walls they refer to, than as affording
minutely accurate information respecting the details of their con
struction.
The deviations from the original design and specification were
chiefly in matters of detail, and will be apparent on an examina
tion of the two sections. The most important were the fol
lowing:—
The hearting was composed of concrete, instead of rubble. The
parapet was omitted, as no bulwark of ordinary height could have
kept off the spray, which sometimes rises 20 feet above the wall.
A small wall was added at the landward side of the embankment,
so as to retain the sand in a sort of trough; for, until this was
done, it was found that the spray, collecting in pools on the
surface of the embankment, after a gale, washed away the material
in large quantities; but after the formation of the trough, the
water subsided by filtration through the sand, without doing any
damage. As boulder stones were abundant on a neighbouring
part of the beach, they were used to form a nearly horizontal
pitching to secure the foundation against being undermined, in
stead of using the sheet piling shown in the section, fig. 1.
It was found, from the effects of a violent gale which took place
during the progress of the work, that the coping stones, which
weighed about nalf-a-ton each, were liable to be lifted by the sea,
thus exposing to destruction the courses of smaller stones beneath
them. They were therefore connected together by cylindrical
cast-iron dowels, l| inches in diameter, and 12 inches long, placed
in the line of the centre of gravity of the stones, and penetrating
6 inches deep into holes made to fit them, in each stone. This
mode of connection has answered its purpose perfectly, not a
single coping stone having been lifted by the most violent storms.
With the exception of the alterations and additions just men
tioned, the wall was executed almost exactly according to the
original design of the consulting engineer.
The total length of the wall is about 750 yards, and its height is
13.', feet above the beach at the most exposed part, diminishing to
about 6 feet at the ends; this gives only 4 feet above the level of
high water of equinoctial spring tides. The least thickness is
5 feet, the greatest thickness is 10 feet; the back of the wall is
vertical; the face has a batter of about 5 inches in a foot, at the
lower part, and towards the upper part it becomes curved, and
overhangs slightly at the top.
The whole of the masonry is of white sandstone from Craigleith,
quarry. The foundation course is composed of large flat stones,
12 inches thick, laid horizontally, at an average depth of 4 feet
below the surface of the beach. The stratum on which it rests is
clean sea sand, with a slight mixture of fine gravel; firm when
the tide is low, but when saturated with water, it is so moveable
that the author has found stakes, which had been driven 2 feet
deep into the beach to mark the line, shifted during a stormy
night 3 feet from their former place, without losing their vertical
position, or rising out of the sand; yet the foundation of the wall
has never shown the slightest symptom of insecurity. This is
one amongst many instances of the safety of a foundation on pure
sand when it has no outlet to escape laterally.
The face of the wall was built in courses, from 6 inches to
12 inches in thickness, of squared hammer-dressed stones, averag
ing 2 feet in depth; the back was built of coursed rubble, averag
ing about 18 inches in depth, and the interior was filled with con
crete, composed of gravel from the beach, laid in courses 12 inches
in thickness, as the masonry was finished. There are two courses
of bond stones as shown in the section. The coping stones are
14 inches thick, and average 3 feet in length.
At first, the joints of the face were protected by scraping out
the mortar for a depth of 2 inches, and pointing them with
cement; but as it was found that the sea sometimes broke off and
extracted large pieces of the cement, even after it had set, it was
considered advisable to lay the remainder of the face stones in
cement,
In order
forto
a depth
promote
of the
4 inches
accumulation
inwards, whilst
of sandbuilding
and gravel
the at
wall.
the
base of the wall, several timber groynes, formed of planks set on
edge between a double row of piles, were placed at right angles
to it.
The whole of the masonry was constructed by workmen in the
employment of the company, under the immediate direction t»f
Mr. Somerville, upon whom the style of execution reflects great
credit.
35
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The gross average cost of the wall was somewhat helow twelve
shillings per cubic yard.
Almost immediately after the completion of this work, the most
violent north-east gale occurred which had been known on that
part of the coast for twenty years; but the wall, though exposed
to the full force of the waves, did not sustain the slightest damage.
Ten years afterwards, on the 6th of December, 1847, a more violent
storm occurred, which damaged or partially destroyed almost
every other sea defense on the neighbouring coast; yet the sea
wall of the Leith Branch Railway escaped without injury. The
horizontal pitching at the foot of the wall was alone damaged to
a slight extent, by some of the stones being lifted out of their
places by the waves; but they were generally deposited near their
original Bites, so that the necessary repairs could be made at a
trifling cost.
The sections (figs. 3, 4, and 5) represent sea defenses between
Newhaven and Granton, the foundations of which rest chiefly on
shale, or on sandstone, which strata crop out on that part of the
coast.
Fig. 3.
A. A, A. I*re! of High Water Spring Tldnj
Ii, Breach i C, t'o'inun'oii; D, Buiiom of
Breach , H, Koadwuy.

Fig. S.

Scale to Figs. 3, 4, and 5, 1TV to the Foot.
Fig. 3, represents the cross section of a much older sea wall
and bulwark, on the turnpike road between Newhaven and Trinity.
As this wall was not breached at any point by the storm of the
6th of December, the author is not able to give its thickness, nor
the depth of its foundation. The face is nearly perpendicular,
and it is built entirely of rubble, laid in mortar, with a pointing
of cement in the joints of the lower courses. The roadway is
about 8 feet above high water of spring tides, and the parapet
rises 4 ft. 6 in. higher. The foundation of this wall is protected
by a dry stone pitching, sloping at angles of from 30° to 40°. The
only effect of the storm was, that the upper part of the pitch
ing, at several points, was carried away, to the extent shown
in the section. The vertical wall was not damaged, except at one
point, where a fishing-boat being thrown upon the road by the
waves, overturned an iron railing, which at that spot filled a small
opening in the parapet.
Fig. 4, is a section of the sea wall of a portion of the Edin
burgh, Leith, and Granton Railway. This wall is 2 ft. 6 in. thick;
its section approaches to the form of a hyperbola. For a depth of
about 7 feet below the base of the parapet, it is nearly perpen
dicular, and has counterforts of the form shown in the section.
Below the point marked >, it becomes a dry stone bulwark. The
effect of the storm of the 6th December upon this structure
was to form two long breaches, by which the building was en
tirely demolished, with the exception of the lower portion of the
dry stone bulwark (marked by a darker colour in the section), and
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several of the counterforts, which were left standing alone. This
result was obviously occasioned by undermining; the stones be
tween the point A and the bottom of the breach being extracted
by the waves, the upper part of the wall, having no independent
foundation, fell into the sea.
Fig. 5 represents the sea wall of the Edinburgh, Leith, and
Granton Railway, at and near Granton. This is a sloping bul
wark of a nearly parabolic form. It is built dry, except the string
course and parapet, and consists of stones, which are, as the sec
tion shows, much larger and heavier than those employed in build
ing any of the walls previously mentioned, most of those in the
lower part of the slope weighing full half-a-ton each. The stones
of the heavy string-course, on which the parapet rests, are con
nected by means of a flat malleable iron bar, measuring 2A inches
by |-inch, laid along their upper surfaces, and attached to the
stones by iron spikes jj-inch in diameter. The coping stones are
connected with each other, and with the dado of the parapet, by
T-shaped iron cramps. The damage done to this wall by the
storm, was comparatively trifling; it consisted in the overturn of
a few yards of the parapet and string-course, and of the dry
building immediately beneath; the iron connecting-bar being bent
and broken.
The efficiency of the surface of a wall to resist the action of the
waves, obviously depends on two circumstances; first, the power
with which the moving particles of the water act on the stones at
the surface; and secondly, the force with which those stones resist
removal. The object to be attained is to render the moving
power of the water as small as possible, and the resisting force of
the stones as great as possible, relatively to each other.
Without entering into the theory of waves, which involves the
highest branches of mathematical analysis, it is sufficiently obvious
to daily observation that the oscillation of each particle of water,
in a wave moving freely, is partly vertical, and partly horizontal;
that when a sufficient depth of water exists in front of a wall, or a
line of cliffs, the mutual action of the direct and reflected waves,
produces a series of points of greatest agitation; and at those
points the horizontal oscillation is either null, or so small, as com
pared with the vertical, that practically the motion of the particles
may be considered merely as an oscillation up and down. A ver
tical surface is, therefore, that which offers the least possible
impediment to the natural motion of the particles of water, under
such circumstances, and upon which, consequently, they act with
the least power; and a horizontal surface, being perpendicular to
the motion of the particles, is that upon which they act with
greatest power.
It is also obvious, that when waves encounter a sloping bulwark,
or a sloping beach, the vertical part of the oscillation is gradually
converted, as the waves proceed, into an advancing and retreating
oscillation, parallel to the slope; that being the only direction in
which the particles can move, without destroying the surface of
the beach or bulwark; and this oscillation has a powerful tendency
to overturn and to remove any obstacle which projects above the
line of the slope. Hence it is, that large stones, extracted during
storms, from the seaward slopes of breakwaters, have frequently
been swept entirely over to the landward side; and from the same
cause it also arises, that the coping and upper portions of a curved
bulwark, such as that in fig. 5, are liable to be overthrown, by the
concussion of the body of water directed against them, by the
lower part of the slope.
The force with which a stone resists removal is composed of
three parts; the first arises from its own weight, and is obviously
greater the flatter the slope, and is greatest of all when the surface
is horizontal;—the second arises from the pressure of the super
incumbent masonry; and this is as obviously greater the steeper
the slope, and greatest in a vertical wall;—the third is the adhesion
of the mortar, or cement; and as this depends, to a certain extent,
on the pressure from above, it also is greatest in a vertical wall.
These principles appear to be entirely in accordance with the facts
which have been narrated.
In such structures as the pitching at the foot of the walls in
figs. 2, 3, and 4, and the lower part of the slope of fig. 5, the
resistance to the action of the waves arises, almost altogether,
from the weight of the stones, and therefore increases as the slope
approaches the horizontal; but as the moving power, exercised by
the particles of water, also increases, it is clear, that the stability
of bulwarks so constructed depends altogether on the use of suf
ficiently large and heavy stones, such as those employed in fig. 5.
Hence, in figs. 2, 3, and 4, the stones of the pitching not being
sufficiently heavy, were partially displaced.
In fig. 4, the destruction of the slope occasioned the fall of the
wall which rested on it; but in figs. 2, and 3, where the pitching
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was not used to support the wall, but merely to protect the foun
dation, the wall suffered no injury in consequence of its removal.
In fig. 2, where the pitching was laid on the natural level of the
sand, the stones displaced were deposited near their original site;
but in fig. 3, where the slope was comparatively steep, they rolled
down with the receding oscillation.
The walls (figs. 3 and 3) being vertical, or nearly so, approach
the form of section which gives at once to the particles of water
the least amount of displacing power, and to the masonry the
greatest amount of the resistance, arising from the pressure of the
superincumbent materials, and the cohesion of cement and mortar;
and they afford an illustration of the stability which may be
attained with such a form of section, in a structure built of com
paratively small stones.
Owing to the extremely small elevation of the wall (fig. 2)
above the surface of the water, it was necessary that the coping
should be sufficiently massive to resist, by its weight alone, any
force tending to displace it; but in fig. 3 such a coping was not
necessary, as the top of the wall was above the reach of the action
of the waves.
The author has endeavoured, in drawing general conclusions
respecting the construction of sea walls, to avoid going beyond
the limits warranted by the facts he has stated. His conclusions
may be received with caution, or with dissent; but he trusts that
the facts will be considered worth recording.
Remarks made at the Meeting after the reading of theforegoing Paper.
Major-General Pasley referred to an opinion expressed by him at a
meeting of the Institution in 1842,* when he stated, that from *• his ob
servations of the action of the sea upon various parts of the coast, he con
ceived, that a perpendicular wall, constructed of large ashlar work, well
cemented, would assume the character of a rock, and all the prejudicial
action of the receding wave would be avoided." The correctness of this
opinion had been confirmed, in his mind, by the result of an examination he
had made of a sea wall, boilt by Mr. Brnnel, along a portion of the Sonth
Devon line, upon which he had reported, when he was Inspector-General of
Railways. The wall to which he alluded was nearly vertical; it was so
situated, that it was only exposed to any very violent action of the sea for
about three days at a time, during spring tides, and then only when a heavy
gale of wind blew at the same time. This however had once occurred, and it
was then reported that extensive damage had been done. He found, how
ever, that although at the part within the estuary of the Exe a portion of
the parapet had been destroyed by a barge striking against it, the only
serious damage which bad occurred was to the earthwork withinside the
wall, which had not been protected by masonry; the waves had been thrown
over in such masses, as to plough up the earth and to wash it away. That
portion of the sea wall which was constructed of ashlar work, was not
injured at all ; but a part which was constructed of dry stone masses, or
boulders, of considerable weight, was entirely destroyed. The damage was
bood repaired, by covering the earth slopes withinside the wall with stone
pitching, and substituting good sound ashlar work for the dry atone wall,
and since that time no injury had been sustained. His previous opinion,
in favour of vertical sea walls, was thus, he contended, fully confirmed.
Mr. Brunei, confirmed General Pasley's account of the extent of injury
sustained by the sea walls on the South Devon line, on the occasion alluded
to, and begged to renew his thanks for the assistance afforded him by the
General, in refuting ex parte and unjust statements, which had been made
at the time, and were calculated to produce prejudicial effects. With respect
to any comparison between vertical and sloping walls for sea defenses, he
must repeat his objections to drawing general conclusions from one class of
evidence, or to laying down general rules to suit all cases. In this particular
instance, upon the South Devon line, a nearly vertical wall was more ap
plicable, from the position, the depth of the water, and the general circumatancea. His intention had been to build the wall with a perfectly vertical
face ; a slight batter was however given to it ; the coping, also, which pro
jected from 2 feet to 2 ft. 6 in., was found effectually to turn the wave down
again ; the recess of 6 feet, or 8 feet, caused by setting back the parapet
wall that distance from the face of the main wall, received the mass of the
wave, and the high parapet finally prevented any considerable quantity of
water being projected over the wall. The principal injury had, therefore,
been received by the slopes withinside the wall, and where no parapet was
built, as within the estuary of the Exe the waves bad destroyed the slopes ;
but no other damage was done, as it was always useful to give an account
of even comparative failures, he would state, that with respect to that part
of the work which was composed of dry stone, it had been formed of blocks
of a hard conglomerate, which were found in large quantities on the shore ;
the wall was about 25 feet high, by about 10 feet thick, and the blocks,
when used, were only roughly shaped, so as to give them a kind of bed, that
they might be laid together, without cement, like cyclopsean masonry. The
whole bad been destroyed, as General Pasley had described, while a wall
boilt close beside it, of small ashlar masonry set in mortar, resisted perfectly
the action of the same storm. Mr. Brunei' ascribed the destruction of the
a See ' Journal,' 1842, Vol. V., p. 819.
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dry stone wall to the roughness of the surface, and the want of cement
between the blocks, allowing the sea to enter and to dislocate and destroy
the mass. It was necessary to have pitching at the base of sea walls, in
order to counteract the action of the receding waves, which was always
powerful where the water was only from 4 feet to 6 feet deep. On the
southern coast he had constructed bulwarks in advance of the wall, to act
as breakwaters, and as groynes, to collect the beach, in order to prevent the
scour, which so frequently undermined and destroyed walls, whose founda
tions were even carried down to a considerable depth. A rock foundation
would not always save them, for he bad seen the surface completely rubbed
away by the scour of the shingle, so as to render it necessary to underpin
the wall, and to build an apron upon the rock, to prevent the recurrence of
the same action.
Mr. Gbekn said, that as a somewhat analogous instance, he might mention
the Dymchurch wall, to which so much damage was done by the sea in
the year 1803, that he was subsequently sent there, at the recommendation
of the late Mr. Rennie, to carry out improvements in that extensive em
bankment, which protected from the sea a tract of not less than 50,000
acres of marsh land, lying between the town of Hythe and the port of Rye.
The wall, or embankment, was constructed entirely of earth ; the face next
the sea was defended by "arming," which consisted of a facing of coppice
wood, held down to the earthwork by oak stakes and laths, in a very in
genious manner ; but the front of the embankment bad been laid at slopes
of different inclinations, and in very irregular longitudinal directions. In
some parts, the front slope formed nearly an angle of 45° with the horizon,
or at an inclination of 1 horizontal to 1 perpendicular, varying in other
parts between that slope and 3 horizontal to 1 perpendicular. The top
of the embankment was in many parts at least 30 feet wide, and 20 feet
above the level of extraordinary spring tides, and a great portion of it
formed the public road from llythe to Dymchurch and New Romney. It
waa customary to make large depots of brush and coppice wood, for the oc
casional repairs of the embankment, on the top of the more elevated and
widest parts of it ; but occasionally, the force of the sea was so great, at
those parts having the steepest slopes, that the waves broke over the top,
and carried the large stacks, of 200 wagon loads of coppice wood, from the
top of the embankment down into the marshes behind it, In executing
the repairs and the reconstruction with which he was entrusted, Mr. Green's
first object was to make the line of the face of the embankment as nearly
as possible that of the general line of the shore, and to remove all sudden
projections into the sea ; and secondly, to bring the front slope of the em
bankment to an uniform inclination of 7 horizontal to 1 perpendicular,
the top of the embankment being only 6 feet higher than the level of extra
ordinary spring tides. The general inclination of the beach on the shore,
from high water downwards, was, in that part of the shore, about 8
horizontal to 1 perpendicular ; but the face of the slope was defended by
the coppice-wood arming, as before, as the expense of facing it with stone
would have been beyond the means of the proprietors of the lands. The
plan pursued was found to answer extremely well, as, in the greatest storms,
the surge of the sea never reached the top of the embankment. This and
other experience, convinced him of the propriety of so forming sea em
bankments, as to offer the least possible resistance to the direct force of the
sea. He had since successfully constructed many other sea embankments,
on the same principle, and had been fully confirmed in his opinion.
Mr. Borthwick said, that in the year 1833, Mr. Walker reported upon
the state of the Dymchurch wall, and recommended a general amendment
of its condition, which, he believed, was partly carried into effect, by the
construction of a sloping pitched bank, with a vertical wall at the top. Mr.
Elliott's paper, which was read at the Institution in the session of 1817, '
stated, that even that plan had been modified, and a general line had been
adopted, with a pitched slope, at an average inclination of about 8 hori
zontal to 1 perpendicular.
Mr. Rendel knew the position where the walls described by Mr. Rankine
were situated, as well as those on the coast of Devonshire, mentioned by
General Pasley and Mr. Brunei. In his opinion there could be no com
parison between the two cases. The former were situated in an estuary,
sheltered by Inchkeith and the land of Fife, having, at the same time, a
long shallow foreshore ; whilst the latter were placed in exposed positions,
with considerable depth of water, and heavy waves breaking upon them. A
substantial wall, built of proper proportions, of good amoth-faced material,
with strong hydraulic lime or cement, would stand well if it were nearly ver
tical; and a slope would also stand, if well packed with dry stones. The sur
face, however, must be such aa to prevent the stones from offering such op
position to the waves, as to permit them to be loosened and torn up. In
practice this was generally a question of relative cost, and in most cases a
nearly vertical wall, well built in mortar, was found to be the cheapest.
The great difficulty was to protect the toe of the wall, and to prevent it
from being undermined ; for even when the foundation was carried down to
the rock, the beach, which had previously accumulated to a considerable depth,
was not unfrequently carried away, and the surface of the rock was abraded
to such an extent, by the travelling of the shingle, as to loosen the lower
courses of the wall. In all such cases it was necessary, either to place a
paved apron, or to construct groynes, for the purpose of collecting the
shingle. The latter was perhaps the most effectual mode, if the litoral cur
rents were well examined and taken advantage of, in settling the direction
• See • Journal,- 1847, Vol. X„ p .2*1.
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and position of the groynes. No conclusions, as to the best forms for
breakwaters, could be deduced from examples of walls built like these, fuurfifths up the shore. The cases were not in any degree similar, and it was
necessary to be very careful not to assume any similarity of action, or of
effect, between the long heavy deep waves to which breakwaters were expoaed, and the comparatively shallow and broken-up waves to whose action
the sea walls near Edinburgh were subjected.
Mr. Scott Russell confirmed Mr. Rendel's view. The value of the ar.
rangements shown in the sections depended entirely upon the nature of the
foreshore, the depth of the water, the length of the reach for the sea to
rise upon, and the direction of the exposure. It appeared to him, that the
mass of masonry in the wall, (shown in figs. 1, and 2,) was so great, the
depth of the water was so small, and it was comparatively so little exposed
to the sea, that the form of the wall was of little importance, and the cir
cumstance of its standing proved nothing. In the wall shown in fig. 3,
on the other hand, tbe perpendicular part was nothing more than a parapet,
being protected by a sloping wall, up to the level of high water. The thin
ness of the wall in fig. 4, compared with that of fig. 2, rendered any com
parison uninstructive, as it was manifestly insufficient, and the foundation,
which was only a loose rubble wall, was evidently inadequate) there was
also a greater depth of water and more action of the waves, than in the case
of the wall in fig. 3. Tbe wall shown in fig. 5, was precisely of the form to
endanger the stability of the parapet; and it bad given way, as might have
way,
been of
expected.
which a Itgreat
was part
similar
was tothrown
that ondown
the Dublin
by a storm,
and Kingstown
although itKailwas
built of large blocks of granite. The general conclusions he was disposed
to draw from the facts stated, and from similar instances which had come
under his own observations, were, that a vertical wall, if it was composed of
good masonry, united by strong hydraulic lime, or cement, not carried to a
height exceeding 30 feet, and not exposed to tbe action of a heavy Atlantic
swell j hut protected by a long foreshore, or shallow water, would answer
perfectly well, unless the foundation gave way. He might give as examples
the quay walls of Liverpool, which were all built nearly vertical; they were
also examples of excellent rubble work, which had resisted perfectly all the
action to which they were subjected. In the case of exposure to a heavy
breaching sea, or deep water, with large waves, it was necessary to begin to
break the water as early as possible, and for this purpose a considerable
slope would be found safer, and eventually cheaper, especially with such
materials as were, usually, most conveniently to be found for such purposes.
Mr. J. Thomson wished that Mr. Rendel had extended his observations,
and had told them for what positions he considered each kind of wall was
best adapted ; for although he thought that the promulgation of any em
pirical rules must be prejudicial, yet there were conditions under which cer
tain forms of construction had been proved in practice to be bad, and it was
very desirable to have such examples brought before the meetings. Mr.
Thomson thought that the foundation upon which the wall or the slope was
to be placed was a principal consideration ; if it was hard and sound, a ver
tical wall would, under ordinary circumstances, and with proper precautions,
most probably stand well but if it was soft and liable to be washed away,
a slope, with a long pitched foreshore, must he preferable. The situation,
also, must be considered. If a sea defense was required to be built on the
beach, near low-water mark, where the half tide would set upon it with all
its destructive force, a vertical wall was not desirable, however well the same
nail might succeed if it were placed out of the direct influence of the half
tide. With respect to the material, Mr. Thomson had found that coursed
rubble formed an excellent durable vertical sea wall, if laid in strong hy
draulic mortar, or any cement, so that a smooth face could be given to the
masonry, affording no salient points for the power of the water to be
exerted upon ; and even in slopes, it was more desirable to attend to having
close joints, and smooth-faced stones, than to selecting those of large
dimensions.
Major-General Pasley thought that the depth of the water against tbe
foundation should be considered, as from the experience of the divers who
operated under his directions upon the wreck of tbe Royal George, it ap
peared that at certain depths the water was comparatively still, when it was
much agitated at the surface. It might he received as a rule, that the waves
had little or no force below the level of low water ; and even at a depth of
ti feet below the tide level, he thought that the force of tbe waves would be
innocuous.
Mr. Rendel, V.P., said, it was well known that at a depth of about 12
feet below low-water mark, there was no injurious action of the waves,
however deep the action of the tidal current might be.
Mr. Batsman- agreed that the specific gravity of materials employed under
water should be considered ; yet he thought that tbeir structure and qualities
were of more importance. Some atones became softened, others readily
disintegrated, others were chipped away, or their surfaces worn away by tbe
travelling over them of sand and shingle and others again appeared to be
worn down by the action of the water alone. These were all to be avoided
for submarine constructions. He had seen some sea walls built of basaltic
rock, which possessed great strength and solidity, standing well at an in
clination of 3 to 1 ; but tbe most remarkable example he recollected
was that of the Loch Foyle embankment, the face of which was pitched
with a clay slate stone. By tbe action of the waves, small laminated por
tions were carried off, and were forced like wedges into the interstices be
tween the larger stones ; the whole face by this means became so smooth
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that not a crevice conld be detected, and the waves rolled over the surface
innocuously, having nothing to lay hold of in their passage. In fact, this
material gave naturally, as perfect a surface as engineers endeavoured to ob
tain artificially, by laying large dressed blocks of stone, at a considerable
expense.
Mr. Murray agreed to the preceding remarks as to the abrasion of ma
terials ; it proceeded in some cases to such an extent, as to be a subject of
serious consideration to the engineer. The faces of several glacis, or sea
slopes, of 4, or 4 .{ to 1, which he had constructed of bard limestone, had been
so worn down and scooped out by the action of the shingle when travelling
over it, that constant repairs became necessary. In tbe harbour of Walker,
there was a glacis faced with sandstone full 3 feet in thickness. During
the progress of the works, the small chippings of the stones formed a very
sharp shingle, which being carried by the waves over the finished portion,
wore it away, and injured it so extensively, that the sandstone pitching waa
obliged to be taken up and be replaced by whinstone, and this, in spite of
men being employed to clear the shingle from the surface of the glacis. It
was of the utmost importance to the duration of masonry in such situations,
that the action of the sand and shingle, under the influence of the tides Rod
currents, should be carefully observed, as by the judicious erection of groynes,
it was practicable to accumulate masses of sand or shingle, which would act
effectually as a protection for the works, or they might be made to deflect
the travelling material into the deep water. This principle had been adopted
with great success at the new harbour works at Sunderland, which he had
mentioned on a previous occasion.4 The coasts of Holland exhibited many
interesting examples of sea defenses of various kinds. There the groynes
were constructed of fascines, straw, and sand, and yet with these simple ma
terials, which tbe Dutch engineers had been compelled to use, from tbe
absence or great cost of more durable substances, very effective structures
were raised, which protected the coast, and cost very little for repairs.*
Mr. Rankine wished to explain that he had not read Mr. Scott Russell's
paper on Sea Walls" before he had written the paper under discussion ; if
be had done so, he should have referred to some parts which were confirmed
by his observations on tbe walls described. He begged it to be understood,
that in giving this description, be had not pretended to ley down universal
rules for tbe construction of breakwaters in deep water, from effects that
bad been produced upon walls founded on the beach. He concurred in the
principle, that an engineer ought to be guided by circumstances in designing
works ; but he conceived that cases sometimes occurred where the locality
permitted the engineer to create such circumstances as he required ; for in
stance, at Cherbourg, the want of a natural beach, on which to found the
vertical face of tbe seaward side of the breakwater, was supplied by the flat
summit of a stone embankment; it however remained to be shown by ex
perience, whether that artificial foreshore was sufficiently extensive for its
purpose. Mr. Rankine thought Mr. Scott Russell somewhat underrated the
power of the waves against the vertical wall at Trinity (fig. 3). Tbe fact
that a fishing boat bad been thrown over and had been lodged upon the
road, which was 8 feet above the high water level of spring tides, showed
that the waves had acted on it throughout its whole height, and the ex
posure had been still further increased at the points where the pitching bad
been carried away, lie also pointed out that the vertical wall (fig. 3) was
not exposed to a less depth of water than the curved wall (fig. 4), but rather
to a greater depth, and an increased action of the waves.
Mr. C. H. Smith said it appeared to him that in almost all engineering
works, tbe specific gravity or weight of the stone was of the utmost im
portance, especially for low buildings which were occasionally under sea
water, and where there was, perhaps, a rapid current, or in other situations
subject to the influence of powerful waves ; such circumstances would re
quire a heavy quality of stone to be used, because the weight of all bodies
when submerged was reduced by that of the bulk of water displaced. The
lightest stone he had ever found in massses sufficiently large for building
purposes, weighed only 1031b. per cubic foot ; and if this was used in sea
water, its weight would be reduced about 66 lb., which was the weight of a
cubic foot of sea water, and therefore it would be like building on land,
with a material weighing but 37 lb. per cubic foot. The heaviest building
stones that he had met with, were the dark grey varieties of sandstone from
the vicinity of Swansea, from Abercarne, from the Forest of Dean, and from
Dundee ; some of these were even heavier than granite, weighing upwards
of 170 lb. per cubic foot, and in bis opinion, they would be quite as durable.
There was also a remarkably heavy stone found in some of the western
islands of Scotland, particularly in the island of Tiree ; it was composed of
carbonate of lime, with a large quantity of hornblende in small nodules.
He conceived that such stones were peculiarly adapted for the building of
docks, harbours, breakwaters, sea embankments, and indeed for all purposes
where the violent action of water was to be contended against. In situations
where the stone was constantly or alternately under sea water, sandstone was
preferable to limestone, because it was not so likely to be acted upon by tbe
Scuricava rugota, the Pholas, or any other boring molluscs, which frequently
pierced calcareous stones to the depth of several inches, thus changing a
smooth face to an extremely rough one, and consequently, by increasing the
friction, rendering the stones more likely to be disturbed by the action of
tbe waves. The sea walls or embankments in tbe neighbourhood of Leitb,
were constructed with Craigleith stone, which was a very good material for
* See 'Journal/ 1847, Vol. X., p. 8».
* Dee • Journal,' 1947, Vol. X., p. 189.
• Ste 'Journal,' 1347, Vol. X., p. U5.
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many purposei ; but he believed that some of the rocks in the neighbourhood
of Dandee would furnish a preferable kind of stone for such works, because
the Dundee stone neighed from 25 lb. to 30 lb. per cubic foot more than the
Craigleith stone, and it could be procured in blocks of much greater size at
the lame cost.
Mr. J. R. M'Clean said that the Barrow and Piel sea embankments of
the Purness Railway, which were each about one mile in length, were some
what peculiar in construction. The situation was generally well sheltered ;
but during the equinoctial gales, the banks were exposed to a heavy sea.
The embankments were formed of sand, faced with a thickness of 12 inches
of clay puddle, into which a thickness of about 4 inches of broken stone
was beaten, so as to form a clay concrete bed to receive the pitching, or
stone facing, which was 12 inches in depth. The portion of the embank
ment above the level of the equinoctial tides, was faced on each side with
sods 6 inches in thickness, cut from the " salting." The grass, although on
m slope of one to one on the inner side, was very strong and luxuriant, and
the parapet thus formed afforded a complete shelter for the railway. The
coat of the stone facing, including the puddle concrete, was Is. (id. per
superficial yard, and that of the sodding was id. per superficial yard. This
form of embankment was, in his opinion, better adapted to the situation,
and was constructed at less cost than an upright wall would have been. He
•greed with the statement made by Mr. Green, that the greater the slope of
the face of the embankment, the less would be the disturbance to the fore
shore ; and be thought that the necessity for pitching and putting down
groynes to protect the foreshore, when an upright wall was built, proved,
in a great degree, the correctness of this principle ; more especially when
the foreshore was composed of alluvial deposit, or other matter of a light
description.
The Rev. the Dean of Westminster directed the attention of engineers
to the shape of the Cob Wall, which formed the extremity of the pier at
Lyme Regis, Dorset. It was a nearly vertical wall, with a rounded end,
built of Portland stone, and the stones were fastened together with oak
dowels; it projected about a furlong into the sea, at a depth of 10 feet at
low water, and was exposed to all the force of the Atlantic ; but it was
placed at such an angle to the run of the sea that it appeared to divide the
waves, deflecting one portion innocuously past, to expend itself gradually
upon the beach, leaving still water within the port, and turning aside the
other portion in such a manner along the flank of the wall, that the body of
water might interpose between the masonry and the succeeding wave, whose
force was thus in a great degree expended before reaching the wall. Tbus
the greater the original wave, the greater was the resisting force of the mass
of water, forming as it were a cushion for receiving the succeeding wave ;
and though the shingle beach had sometimes been driven in during heavy
gales, no injury had ever been done to the masonry of the wall. There
might be local or engineering peculitrities in the construction of this pier,
which had, perhaps, escaped him ; and he suggested that it would form a
good subject for a communication to the Institution.
Mr. Walker agreed in the impracticability of laying down abstract rules
for the forms of construction of sea defenses, suitable for all situations,
when so much depended upon the local position, the force acting upon them,
the direction of that force, and the quality and dimensions of the material
of which the defenses were constructed. The engineer must, in all cases,
after considering the whole of the circumstances, combine bis plan in ac
cordance with scientific laws and practical experience, without attempting to
fit an empirical formula to all cases, however dissimilar. In many instances,
nearly vertical walls cost less than long slopes, and this would be the case
when the materials were expensive, from the distance they had to he con
veyed. On the other hand, whenever the materials were close at hand, and
so situated that an inexpensive kind of labour sufficed for pliving them, long
slope* would be least expensive. Combinations of the two systems had*frequeotly been proposed, as in the original design for the Plymouth Break
water, which was, that it should be composed of rough hewn blocks, thrown
down upon a base of 70 yards wide, in a depth of 5 fathoms, rising to a
width of 10 yards on the top, at 10 feet above the level of low water of
spring tides, up to which point the materials were supposed to form a slope
of about 3 to 1, and above it a nearly vertical wall of hewn stone was to have
been built. The action of the sea upon this work, in carrying a large quan
tity of the stones from the seaward slope entirely over the breakwater, and
lodging them on the beach, showed that the inclination should be increased ;
accordingly, slopes of 3 to 1 for the land-side, and of 5 to 1 for the sea-side,
were adopted, and had been since adhered to in the subsequent works, a
long foreshore being at the same time formed. At the western extremity,
a buttress of hewn stone at a less inclination than the other parts had been
constructed under the directions of Mr. Walker; great pains were taken
with the construction, the whole being bounded vertically from the bottom
to the top, as well as horizontally, by dovetailing the stones and crossing the
joints in both directions, in order to render it nearly a monolythic mass.
The result of this was, that it had perfectly resisted all the action of the
•ea for the last six or seven years, when considerable injury had been re
ceived by the other ports. At Dover, the part of the works now executing
for the commencement of the Harbour of Refuge, was a wall with an inclina.
tioa of only T horizontal to 1 vertical, in order to enable vessels to load
and unload alongside it, and the main body of the work would he only at a
small slope. At the Channel Islands, where fine materials were close at
band, but labour was expensive, a long slope was intended to be adopted up
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to the level of low water, and then a nearly vertical wall. At Harwich, all
the defenses were laid at a long slope, having respect to the cost of materials
and labour. Great discrepancy of opinion existed as to the rising of seas
against nearly vertical walls. From lengthened observation, Mr. Walker was
induced to believe that in very deep water, where the direction of the wall
coincided with that of the prevailing wind, the waves would not rise high
upon it ; but when the face was at a right angle to the sea, it would strike
heavily and rise high. This suhject had been recently treated very ably by
Sir Howard Douglas,' and his arguments in favour of long slopes were based
upon sound scientific reasoning, and practical examples, which entitled them
to much respect. Mr. Walker must repeat, that in practice, engineers must
not expect to apply successfully any general rules in all cases ; but must act
from the dictates of their own reason, ami the experience of former works
under similar circumstances.
r See ' Journal,' 1847, Vol. X., p. 215, 251, 281.

COALS FOR THE STEAM NAVY.
Second Report on the Coals Suited to the Steam Navy. By Sir
Henry De La Beciie, C.B., F.R.S., and Dr. Lyon Pxayfair,
F.R.S.*
The manner of conducting the experiments is so fully described
in the last Report, that it would be unnecessary again to notice it
in detail. It may, however, be desirable to remark, that the in
quiry has been conducted to the best of our ability, with the view
to its practical utility.
The main points to which attention has been directed are—
1. The evaporative value of the fuel: 2. Its mechanical structure:
3. The bulk or space which it occupies in stowage: and 4. The
chemical identification of the coals operated upon. With regard
to the experimental determination of the evaporative value of the
coals, the same processes have been followed as described in our
first Report. Every attention has been been paid to the peculiar
characters of each fuel as exhibited during its burning.
It is well known that particular coals require special modifica
tions of the grate, and even of the boiler, to obtain their^aximum
result. To acquire this knowledge, it would have been necessary
to try every different kind under such varying conditions; and it
would have been useless, unless a series of experiments had been
made, to ascertain the special circumstances most favourable to
the coal under examination. The expenditure of money and tinio
which such a course would have involved, rendered its realization
quite impracticable. It was, however, possible so to regulate the
draughts of air as to produce those most favourable to the pecu
liar characters of each coal.
To obtain these conditions, each coal was subjected to experi
ment for three successive days, the draught being differently ar
ranged for each day. This course was also pursued in the experi
ments for the first Report. It would have been easy, and it might,
have given the experiments a fictitious appearance of additional
value, to have performed all the work of the three days under the
same conditions, as the results would have been accordant. But
such agreements, while they confirmed the accuracy of the experi
ments, would have been of no practical value, since they would
not have furnished the data necessary to determine the evaporative
powers of the coals under varying circumstances of altered
draught. The experiments have, therefore, been tried with dif
ferent draughts, either in. the proportions of 4:5:8, or when cir
cumstances rendered it advisable of 1:2:4. By experiments with
the varying draughts, it became easy to ascertain when the gases
escaping from the coals were most economically consumed. The
mean of the three days' trial gives, however, more correctly, the
average evaporative value in steam-vessels, where the exact
draugnt depends, to a certain extent, on circumstances over which
the engineer has little immediate control.
The coals most liable to be influenced by the different adjust
ments for the admission of air, are those which, from their
bituminous characters, are most apt to generate a large quantity
of gaseous products on the first application of heat, such as the
coals from the Northumberland, Durham, and Lancashire coal
fields: and it has therefore been found, that the experiments made
with them, under different areas for the admission of air, vary
much more considerably than with the less bituminous coals of the
South Wales coal-field. It" has even been found necessary in the
highly gas-giving coals, such as the Cannel coal of Wigan, to
allow air to enter behind the fire-bridge, so as to complete the
combustion of the escaping gases.
Experiments were made at the suggestion of the late First Lord
* An abstract of the first Report was gives In the C.E. & A. Janrnal, 1 ■ b, Vol. XL,
p. 273.
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of the Admiralty, to ascertain how far mixtures of anthracite with
more bituminous coals were likely to prove advantageous in the
manufacture of artificial fuel. The apparatus used in the manu
facture of the contract fuel for Her Majesty's dockyard, under the
patent of Mr. Warlich, having been placed at our disposal, various
mixtures were made and tried under the boiler. It was, however,
ascertained, that the advantages of these additions were not such
as to recommend their adoption. The cementing tar, though par
tially carbonised by the heat of the coking ovens in which the pre
pared fuels are heated, was so much more combustible than the
dense and difficultly burning anthracite, that the latter remained
after the combustion of the former, and it therefore either ac
cumulated on the bars in the state of powder, obstructing the
draught, or, falling through the grate, escaped combustion. If
thrown again on the fire, it choked the air-way, and impeded the
proper action of the fuel. The evaporative power of the fuels
thus prepared, was certainly found to increase according as the
proportion of fixed carbon was augmented; but this would appear
to arise from the fuel then assuming more of the characters of
the anthracite, or coke, from which it was made. The results of
the experiments pointed to the necessity of keeping an uniform
character in the fuel manufactured.
With these observations we would draw attention to the follow
ing abstract of the coals examined:—

[SEPTEJtBEB,

so much attention from the stoker to procure its maximum result,
that the mere inspection of its evaporative value would give it a
higher rank than that to which it is entitled. It is impossible,
however, in an abstract to detail all the special characteristics of
a coal, and therefore such a table only gives a certain amount of
information, and does not render unnecessary a detailed descrip
tion.
Mean Composition ofTable
AverageII.Samples of the Coals.
Calorific
Table Value*.
III.

°.=

ill
is?

»-s
2^3

Names of Coals
employed In the Ex
periments.

^ J. £1
1. V *

In — *«

o

5

oa
C.
433
4-12
400
4-24
4-81
5-08
479
.Vim;
4-ai

E.
0-86
120
0-84
0-91
0-87
1-60
1-21
1-33
0 96

F.
2-02
2-68
382
1 -05
2-21
2 53
8-55

G.
1-68
1-28
239
8-26
534
3'65
4'88
3-04
7-55

H.
86-53
79-11
82-26
85 33,
86 54
61-42
83-23
72 94
62-50

82-96
83-20
34 06
84 12
84-. 6
81-20
34-24
32 24
28 92

2-68
2-6*
2-42
2-66
2-50
2-24

i-aa 83 54 6-24 0-98 i-o.-i

5-87
5-28
4 811
8iiy
7-20

3-.12
405
4-31
569
268

62-89
87-34
88'43
66-o6
58 10

29-40
29'58
23'68
28-98
3lr36

2-28
2-29
2-22
2-28
2-3S

1-21 |271
1-27 1-.39
1-25 1'48
1-1811-43
1-41 1-51
0-77 209

9-24
8-33
S-64
7-24
6-53
369

2-19 67-52
282 56-26
3-90 66 09
4-84 6')-33
200 57-84
9-21 88-90

28-90
26 83
28-16
2974
26-20
28 96

2-24
2-08
2-13
2-33
2" -5
2-01

11-40 56-18

23-80

1-34

66-13
64-61
72-31
86-60
60-63
89-49
87 18

8106
81-36
30 36
23-92
29'54
28-86
30'90
3*' 12
2910

2 41
247
2-38
224
2-29
2-21
2-40
233
2-28

6'9S 61-38
878 54 33
307 58-22
2-33 66-59

28-80
2910
26-62
28-66

2-28
2-25
2-06
2-22

2-89 59-16
2'44 84-94

28-38
24-32

2-20

2-40

87-86

23-08

2-13

7-52
2-04
6-21
36 91
16-63
13'40
18-64
6-92
1533
5-08

43-63

28-62

2-20
1-06

13-24
8-3!
22-78
13-38
17-33
17-64
17-48
13-95
870
8-37

5-50 j 1-09
11.1 86-36 4-56 1-06 1-29

207

4-66

WELSH COALS
A.
Thomas's Merthyr
1-30
Nixon's Merthyr..
J-31
Hill's Plymouth Works 1-.-15
Aberdare Co.'a Merthyr] SI
Gadly Nine feet Seam
Neath Abbey
Gadly Four-feet Seam
Llynvl
Rock Vanr

B.
9012
9027
88'49
88-28
8618
89-04
88 66
87 18
77-98

D.
1-00
0-63
0-46
1-66
1-09
107
0 88
0-86
0-57

2 56
J-*7

*•«

Table I.— Showing the Economic Values of the Coals.
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N
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996
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938
9-29
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B.
lb.
530
617
81-2
49'3
54-8
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51-6
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880
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4
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§

■ m
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5
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D.

B.

F.

G.

83 26
69-16
65-68
68-78
6175
4092
60-44
50-56
4.i.83

42-26
43-32
4374
45-43
40-87
37-77
4341
42 02
4072

87 .
64-5
640
74-5
76-0
60-0
68-8

6479 44-35 760
64-37 46-66 68-0
53-25 43-92 61-8
7031 47-65 67-0
44'93 40-50 80'5

48ll
81-0
47-0
86-3

78-17
78-90
78-16
80-04
8018

•646
•6(18
■652
•587
•689

8-01
/■98
7-90
770
744
721

50-0
52-6
80-8
48-3
811
490

80-10
8407
80- 10
76-80
7861
7911

•624

60-20
59-82
-634 57-67
•1)28
5900
■650
83-83
'619 61-44

■628

6-32 61-6 81-73 '631
78-86 -6t.il
80-27 •629
81-79 •635
7817 '649
77-1 1 1-656
.78-04 •"21
78-23 -611
78-36 ,-608
78-29 •627

44-80
42-58
44 13
46-37
43-33
4571

■CO

a
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ka t
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O.M
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•603
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■658
•709
•623
•6«8
'685

8-83 50-5

II
11

».K ■-- 3s SI
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t- "*

c.

8'81
8-29
8-08
8-02

821
60 .i
52 0
50-8
80-6
48-5
478
477
491

*i 6
c o
v■~> a
o

J.
a
B

lb.
82-29
82-29
84-78
8178
8316
83-57
8279
80-35
80-21

Blackley Hurst .. ..
Blackbrook Little Delf
Rushy Park Mine
Blackbrook Ru*hy Park
Johnson and Wirt hi ngton's Rushy Park
Laffak Rushy Park ..
Balcarres Haigh Yard .
Cannel (Wlgan) .. ..
Balcarres Lindsay
Balcarres Fire* fret ..
Johnson and Wlrtblngton's Sir John . .

9-39
8-23
8- 16
804
7-82
777
7 71
7-61
757

11

11 is
Is Is
s

LANCASHIRE
Balcarres
Arley COAL.
..

NEWCASTLE COAL.
Andrew's House, TanilJ
Newcastle Hartley
Hadley's Hartley. . . .
Bate's West Hartley ..
Buddie's Wen Hartley
Hastlng's Hartley , ..
Can *s Hartley . .
Davison's West Hartley
North Percy Hartley . .
HaaweUCoalCompany's
Steamboat Walliend
Derwentwuter's Hartley
Original Hartley.. ..
Cowpen & Sidney ditto

i

•si

c o~
N iinies of Coals
- « ?
employed In the Ex
o 5a
periments.

WELSH COALS.
Thomas** Merthyr . .
Nixon's Merthyr.. ..
Hill's Plymouth Work
Aberdare Co. 'a Merthyr
Ondly Nine-feet Seam
Neath Abbey
.. ..
Godly Four-feet Seam

d

|u
3

2*

33

t
Wo

m ilI
H.

..

i.
K.
lb. Mean.
538-48 520-8
514 93 511-4
499 20 531-6
479-68 489-5
523 88' 5173
556-21 546-1
47936 4000
429-82 3995
422-40 397-5

9-09 445-91 4841
9-00 422-88 600-8
8-55 422-79 440-4
8-38 37976 419- 1
8-26 44360 481-2

600 8-16 400-50 484 6
756 816 41974 4150
80-0 8-23 401-32 398-3
950 806 371-91 381-1
70'0 7-88 380- 18 431-5
44'5 7-36 383-29 4898

58-89 43-41 82-0 6-62 32611 362-7
51-36
58'95
57-28
83-87
52-39
60-90
63-66
64 27
69-48

42 99
44 35
4307
4413
44-09
46' 18
46-8*
4S-96
45-02

9-80
8-65
8-71
8-26
8-01
7-96
8-13
7-83
772

48921
415-61
42432
408-43
39.V69
376 84
3«8 S3
362-99
371-68

381-2
308-0
300-8
406-8
413-3
404-5
344-3
402 9
423-5

7-48 49-5 79-36 .623
639
7-42 50-4 78-79 •629
6-82 49- 1 77-98
679 47-9 7867 608

60 32 45-25 79'5 7'85
86 32 44'44 63'5 7-66
5881 48-62 80'0 6-98
64-23 4676 74'0 7-02

37066
373-96
334-86
325 24

291-8
451-1
428-4
380-4

■659
8-24 52-6 79-78 •651
7-37 82-0 79-84

53-57
51-48

78-5
86-5
69'5
800
75'5
77-5
76-5
600

SCOTCH COALS.
42-58 80-0 8-39
43-07 79'5 7-48

■625 59-90 44'88 88'5
■• ■•
•• ••

Stnveley (Derbyshire)..
Conception Bay (Chili)

726 49'9 79-79
80-84
572

Lyon's Patent Fuel

9-58 611 7473 •817

22 30

36 66

1-26

1-68 1-43

8201

i-aa 8270 5 65 1-48 107
1-28
1-27

7776 5-23 1-..2 lol
81-16 5-99 1-86 1-62

I '28
1-85
1'28
1">3
1-26
1'26

79 50
80-47
82-26
7923
83 90
7421

1 31

72-86 4-98

io;

1-54

3-15

1-26
1-26
l'.'a

6-S1
5-40
5-28
.0-2(1
5-0-1
5-42
ill
8-31
5 -08

1-26
1 -28
1-16
1..2
1-46
1-01
1-17
172

l-M

81-81
80-26
80 61
8075
82-24
79-83
83 20
8003

4-39
2-58
2-41
6-51
7-86
H-H
7-B6
2 80
B-M

1-27
1-26
1-25
126

8371
78-01
8118
82-20

8-30. 1-06 Ml 279
474,1-84 1-87 10-31
5-66 072 1-44 803
5-10 1-69 0-71 797

8- IS
6-72
8-47
608
5-66
6-03

o ~> £

H

1072
1070
10-18
10-27
10-46
9-68
10-73
9-58
68-5 7-88

LANCASHIRE COAL.
Bali-arree Arley . .
Blackley Hurst ..
lllackbrook Little Delf
Rushy Park Mine
Blackbrook Rushy Park
Johnaon and Wirihlngton'a Rushy Park . .
Laffak Rushy Park
Balcarres Haigh Yard .
Cannel (Wlgan) . .
Balcarres Ltndaay . . .
Balcarres Five-feet ..
Johnson and Wirthtngton'a Sir John

433-42 438-5
383'24 406-2

7-40 362-27 466 2
5 '96
4260
977 585-33 409-1

The annexed abstract of the working tables will give a general
view of the relative value of the coals experimented upon. A
coal, for example, may appear by this table to possess a high
evaporative power, and yet it may burn so sluggishly, and require

NEWCASTLE COAL
Andre iv'aHonae.Tanfld.
Newcast'e Hartley
Hedley's Hartley.. ..
Bate's West Hartley . .
Buddie's West Hartley
Hastlng's Hartley
Carr's Hartley . . . .
Davison's West Hartley
North Percy Hartley
Hasivell CoalCompany'a
Steamboat Wallsend
Derwentwater's Hartley
Original Hartley..
Cowpen 6c Sidney ditto

1 -20
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1-81
1-25
1-23

I'S

SCOTCH COALS.
Wellewood
Egllnton
Staveley (Derbyshire)..

81-36 6-23 1-83 1-57
80 08 6-60 1-58 1-38
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FOREIGN COALS.
Conception Bay (Chill) 1'29
Sydney, N. 8. W.
Port Famine . . . .
Chlrlque
Laredo Bay .. ..
Sandy Bay. 1 (Patagonia
Sandy Bay, 2 (Patagonli
Talcahnano Bay . .
Vaucouver'a Island .,
Colcurra Bay (Chili) . .
Lyon'a Patent Fuel
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1-35
n-82
1-88
0-118 (178
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8-05
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82-39
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66-93
78-80
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With regard to the manner in which the fuels included in the
annexed tables were selected, for examination, the same plan was
followed as that adopted prior to the former Report. Careful in
quiries were made at the different ports in the neighbourhood of
the coal-fields, as to the kind of coal exported for steam purposes;
information from steam-ship companies, in the habit of using the
coals of that district was collected, and the local character of the
fuel was ascertained. Circulars were then forwarded to the owners
of such coals, explaining the object of the inquiry, and requesting
them to furnish two tons for experiment. In most instances these
were immediately responded to, and the requisite quantity was
sent; in a few cases the owners did not furnish the supply neces
sary. It was not consistent with our instructions to make pur
chases, as it is usual that the coal experimented on should be
delivered free of charge. It is, therefore, possible, that in the
coal-fields examined, excellent varieties of fuel may not be in
cluded in our list, and this may have arisen either from the cir
cumstance of the owners not responding to our request, or from
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deficient information furnished to us in our original inquiries.
We have constantly endeavoured to rectify any omissions of this
kind, when pointed out, and the investigation being still in pro
gress, the opportunities for so doing will receive every attention.
It is in accordance with this view that we have included in tins
Report various coals from the South Wales coal-field which have
been sent to us since the publication of the first Report. The
examination has been made, as far as possible, by districts, and, in
accordance with this arrangement, the Lancashire and Newcastle
coal-fields have principally engaged attention in the present
Report.
The peculiar quality of the coals employed in the experiments is
ascertained by chemical analysis. The character of the economic
and chemical experiments differ essentially in one respect—viz.,
that while in the former many hundred weights are employed in
the experiments, in the latter only a few grains are required. It
is, therefore, essentially necessary to take precautions that these
few grains represent the average state of the coal. In order to
ensure this result, a large quantity of the coal is reduced to powder
and is well mixed, by passing through sieves of various sizes. The
larger fragments remaining on the wider meshes are reduced to
powder, so as to enable them to pass through the finer sieves, and
be completely mingled with the remainder. The quantity of coal
to be examined is taken from this carefully averaged sample. It
is found by experiment, that perfectly accordant results are ob
tained, when small quantities are operated upon, and that imper
fect combustion, and therefore discordant numbers, always attend
the use of large quantities. These analytical results are placed in
Table II. In that table also will be found some valuable analyses
of coals from foreign stations, which have from time to time been
sent to us from the Admiralty.
Table IV.—Showing the Expansion of Water in the Boiler at different
Temperatures.
Tem
lUtlo of
pera
ture Apparent
to Krai
of
Water Weight.
Fabr.
o
70
HO
90

mo
110
120
1.10
! W
ISO
1«0

1-0000
0-9996
0-9992
0-9987
09983
0 9979
0-9974
0-UU71
0-9967
0 9954

Actual
Weight
Of Water
In Boiler
when Blled
to Normal
Point.

Difference
between
Actual
and
Apparent
Weight.

lb.
4730-000
4728- 108
4726 218
4723-950
4721-980
4719-097
4717-794
4715 283
4714012
4708-242

0000
1-892
8-784
0050
8040
10903
12205
1471"
15-988
21-768

Tern.
pera. Patio of
tare Apparent
of
to Heal
Water Weight.
Falir.
o
170
180
100
200
202
204
206
208
210
212

0-9940
0-91)23
09901
0-9879
0-98(19
0-9859
09849
0-9839
0 9K29
0-9819

Actual
Difference
Weight
between
of Water
Actual
In Boiler
and
when filled Apparent
to Normal Weight.
Point.
lb.
4701-620
469.1-579
4683-173
4672-767
4--68037
466:1-397
4658 577
4,i53-847
4649-117
4644-38/

28-380
36-421
46-827
57-233
61-963
«6-6!"3
71-4 3
"6-153
80-883
85-61.1

Another more simple means of identification, which it is conve
nient to record, is obtained by estimating what has been termed
the calorific value of the coal. This depends upon the circum
stance, that within certain limits of error, the calorific value of a
coal may be expressed by the quantity of oxygen required to con
sume it. This amount is experimentally determined by the quan
tity of lead which the coal reduces when heated with an excess of
litharge, that oxide yielding the amount of oxygen Hecessary for
the combustion of the coal. Properly considered, all combustible
matter should be viewed as adding its increment to the calorific
result, and as such should be allowed its value; but as the amount
of sulphur in coals, although increasing the calorific unit, is objec
tionable in many respects, it may be considered advisable to correct
the table for the quantity of lead reduced by it. This correction
is not, but may, be very simply made for Table III. by the follow
ing formula

*—

' in which L is the quantity of grains of

lead reduced by 5 grains of coal, *, per centage of sulphur as shown
in column E. of Table II.
The correction has not been made, as it is thought better to give
the actual result of experiment, and because the correction is
within the errors of repeated experiments. In most cases, the
error arising from iron pyrites is within 0-l to 0-19 per cent, of the
total lead found, and as this quantity is less than the difference
between three successive experiments, it obviously falls within the
limits of error, and may be safely rejected, so far as the practical
result is concerned.
It may be desirable to state that the next Report will include
the remainder of those coals which it is thought expedient to
examine. The investigation continues to be conducted in the
same manner as formerly, our own superintendence being freely
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given as heretofore, and the actual practical experiments being
confided to Mr. J. Arthur Phillips. Mr. How conducted the che
mical analyses, until his removal to Edinburgh, after which they
were undertaken by Mr. T. T. Philipps.
Tablk V.
Mean
Number of Specific
UiiiUee of Heat of
Unltlee of
Specific
Air
Heat
Air
Heat
Water
Heat of
Thermo abandoned Thermo contained between
Water
meter
by ooe
In Ooe
meter
0° and
Pound of Fahren Pound of T cent., or fiom T to
Centi
Water
at
heit.
Water
In
grade.
between
deacendlng
T+ifT,
T°.
32° and T
from T to O"
Fah.
Number of

o
0

o-coo

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

10-002
20i 10
30026
40051
50-087
60-137
70210
80-282
90-381
100500
110-641
120-806
Id"C997
141-215
161 462
161-741
172-052
1 82-398
192-779
203-200
213(160
224-162
234-708

loO
110
120
130
140
160
1i-.ii

170
180
190
2i K)

210
220
230

o
82
50
68
86
104
122
140
138
176
194
212
230
248
266
284
302
320
338
356
374
392
410
428
446

32-000
5000)
68018
86046
104-091
12JI66
140-246
168381
176-507
194 685
212 900
2,11 -153
249-450
267794
286187
304-6:12
823133
341-693
360316
379 002
3H7-760
416-588
435-Jt-O
454-474

1-0002
1-0005
10009
10013
1-0017
10023
1-0.130
1-0035
1-0042
1-0050
1-0058
10067
10076
10087
10097
10109
1-0121
10133
1-0146
10160
10174
10189
1-0204

10000
1-0006
10012
1-0020
10030
10042
1-0066
1-0(172
1-0089
1-0109
10130
1-0153
10177
10204
1-0232
1-0262
1 (,294
10328
l-0:'64
10401
10440
1-0481
1-0524
10568

Latent heat of
Vapour Saturated to
the Temperature T.

Centi
grade.

helt.

606-5
699-5
592-6
585-7
678-7
671-6
564-7
557 6
550-6
543-6
5365
529-4
622-3
615-1
608-0
600-7
493-6
486-2
479-0
471-6
464-3
456-8
449-4
441-9

1091-7
1079' 1
1066-7
1054-2
1041-6
1028-9
1016-4
10037
990' 1
9783
965-7
952-9
9401
927-2
914-4
901-2
888-5
875-1
862-2
848'9
8357
822-2
608-9
795-4

Table VI.— Correction for Expansion and Contraction of Water m the
Tanks, taking 70° as the Normal Temperature.
Tempera
Fah.

Actual Weight
of an Unity
of Water.

Tempera.
ture
Fah.

Actual Weight
of an Unity
of Water.

Tempera.
ture
Fah.

Actual Weight
of an Unity
of Water.

o
40
42
44
46
48
60
52

1-001464
1001451
1-0014.(9
1-00 1426
1-001414
1'U<>14'1
1001294

o
54
56
68
60
62
64
66

1001196
1-001094
1 -000992
1-000890
1-0007.2
1-000534
1-000366

o
68
70
73
74
76
78
80

1-000178
l-OOiOOO
■999763
•9911527
'999290
■999054
-998818

tin.'

In acknowledging the kind and liberal support which has been
extended to us by those desirous of promoting this inquiry, we
would wish more especially to call attention to the disinterested
and important aid afforded by Mr. Samuel Hocking, to whose
great knowledge of Cornish boilers we are indebted for much
valuable information, and for having personally superintended the
setting of the boiler employed in these researches.
•

REVIEWS.
A Report on Indian River Navigation; addressed to the Committee of
Gentlemen formed for tlte establishment of Improved Steam Naviga
tion upon the Rivers of India. By John Bourne, C.E. Loudon ■
Allen. 1849.
Mr. Bourne went out to India with Mr. Macdonald Stephenson,
as one of the engineers of the East Indian Railway, and had thus
the opportunity of examining the Lower Ganges. This has led
him to devote his attention to the subject of Indian river naviga
tion, the drawing up of a plan for that purpose, and the publica
tion of the present pamphlet. Certainly the subject is one of very
great importance, and which has been very much neglected, as we
have heretofore shown; and it speaks but ill for the Indian govern
ment that steam navigation should be at its present low ebb. For
the non-extension of railways they have an excuse, that the Dreliminary trials are not yet made; but steamboats have long been
tried, and have been round successful. As yet, there are only
steamboats on the Ganges, though it is known they will run on
the Indus, and on the Assam river or Burrampooter.
The true answer to any objections is, that no proper facilities
are given for private enterprise in India. It is worse off than
here; and instead of the steamboat being used in India, as iu
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North America, for a great instrument in the spread of civilization
and population on the gTeat rivers, it barely supplies the wants of
a small part of the teeming population. We say this is the true
cause, and not the natural difficulties; for if there were anything
like fair-play for steam enterprise, steamboats would already be
plying in every deep reach of the Indian rivers, leaving the bars
and shallows for future treatment. The Ganges and the Indus, at
any rate, are not much worse off for navigation, if not indeed
much better, than many European and American rivers. There
is already a great boat navigation,—and therefore there is traffic,
the great feeder of steam navigation.
We must not, however, forget, as Mr. Bourne seems almost to
have done, that steam navigation is in progress on the Ganges,—
that improved boats are introduced, and the time of transit very
much reduced. The great complaint is, that more is not done,
and that no new company can have any assurance of facilities and
encouragement from the government. It must work its way alone,
as the other companies have done,—no great harm if left entirely
free.
Mr. Bourne gives some very interesting information as to the
condition of the Indian rivers,—partly from his own researches
among the geographical manuscripts in the India House, and
which, as here arranged, is most acceptable to the public.
There is hardly a considerable river in India, which is not, as
Mr. Bourne shows, capable of navigation; and the illustrations,
marked on his map of India, most powerfully demonstrate the
necessity and utility of steam navigation, which would supply
arterial communications throughout India. The Ganges is but
the beginning; and there is sufficient encouragement and justifica
tion for an energetic government to give every aid for the exten
sion of steam communication, for it would be eminently beneficial,
in a political, social, and financial point of view. We think it is
to be regretted the author has not included the Burrampooter
among his illustrations. The Assam Tea Company kept a steamer
upon it for some time.
Besides the main stream of the Ganges and Jumna, as far as
Delhi, some of the branches can be made available for navigation,
as the Gunduck, the Soane, the GogTa, the Goomty, the Upper
Ganges, and the Chumhul. The Chumbul can be navigated by
low-draft steamers past Gwalior to Kotah, during all seasons of
the year; and during the rains boats can get up to the foot of the
Vindhya mountains, near the north bank of the Nerbudda.
Upon the subject of the Ganges, we may observe the traffic is
great, and the rates remunerative, as is shown by Mr. Macdonald
Stephenson's Reports, the 'Practical and Theoretical Considera
tions on the Management of Railways in India,' by Mr. Hyde
Clarke, and in the present work. It is not, as on the western
rivers of North America, to create a traffic, but to profit by traffic
already existing. Steamers only are wanted, We must however
observe, that the great traffic at present is goods traffic, the prices
for passenger traffic in the present depressed financial rates of
India being too high for the bulk of the population. This, how
ever, is an evil which the progress of steam navigation will
^remedy; and one great result of extended communication will be
a rise in prices and wages throughout India.
Of the Godavery, the account here given is long and interest
ing; and the more so to English readers, as it appears extraordi
nary how such a fine river can remain unnavigated where English
rule prevails. In August 1840, the Secretary of the Madras go
vernment proposed to put a steamer on it, to facilicate the trans
port of troops; but the general and home governments have as yet
done nothing.
The Nerbudda account is likewise interesting, as showing the
want of precise information and of engineering enterprise in
India. Mr, Bourne says—
" The Nerbudda river, falling into the tea near Broach, to the north of
Bombay, constitutes the northern boundary of the Decern, and runs through
a country which, though naturally productive, has been but little opened to
commerce. The Tapty, which pursue) a course parallel to that of the Ner
budda, falls into the aea at Surat, nearer Bombay. The districts of Broach
and Surat are both known to furnish cotton of a superior quality ; and by
the establishment of an efficient system of navigation upon the rivers, the
production of cotton would be largely increased. The navigation of the
Nerbudda, however, is rendered difficult by rocks and falls, which obstruct
the channel, and also by the strength of the current : but the magnitude of
these difficulties appears to have been much exaggerated by loose and
groundless generalizations; and although the evidence upon the subject is
conflicting, it appears that the river could, at a small expense, be rendered
navigable from near Jubbulporc to the sea—a distance of between 400 and
500 miles in a direct line — by boats of considerable burden. In a letter
from the Honourable Court of Directors of the East- India Company (Marine
Department), dated March 8, 1810, it is stated, 'On reference to Capt.
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Ouseley's report, we find it asserted that, with the exception of tbe Dahree
falls, there is no place from Bharagurha, near Jubbulpore, to the mouth
that might not be rendered passable for such boats as are now used,—30 to
40 feet long, and 8 to 10 feet wide. All rapids could, with trifling expense,
be rendered navigable. Sir J. Malcolm cites Matthews' opinion in favour of
the same object between Hernphal and Mokree ; and we think that, whilst
the native surveyor's opinion remains substantially uncontradicted, it ought
to be further investigated.'
The Dahree falls are 40 feet high ; and they could only be surmounted by
an inclined plane, or by locks. An inclined plane of timber would be an in
expensive structure, as the finest teak timber grows in abundance upon tbe
river banks.
From the sea to 11 miles above Tulluckwarra, a distance of 110 miles,
there is no impediment to the navigation. There the Mokree falls, which
are 6 feet high, occur, but they can be avoided by a side channel. The
river, however, is obstructed by occasional racks and rapids ; but, by an in
considerable amount of blasting, these impediments could be speedily re
moved. At the Hernphal or Deer's Leap, the channel is contracted to a
width of 40 yards, and the current is very rapid. At tbe Sarsa Darah falls
there is a side channel available, by which the falls may be avoided. The
Dahree falls of 40 feet, and perhaps, also, the Mundhar falls, of 10 feet high,
would have to be overcome by inclined planes, up which the vessels would
ascend, after the fashion of a patent slip, or in the manner followed on some
of the American canals.
It will be obvious from this recital that tbe Nerbudda presents difficulties
in the navigation, such as do not exist in the Godavery or tbe Ganges, arising
mainly from tbe rocky nature of its bed ; but this very peculiarity makes the
Nerbudda an improveable river, inasmuch as any amelioration consequent
upon the removal of rucks, or the deepening or widening of the channel,
would be permanent and decisive. Of the importance of opening the Nerbudda to navigation no doubt can exist; and the practicability of accom
plishing the necessary improvements at a moderate expenditure appears,
from the reports of various engineer officers who have surveyed or sailed
down the river, to be equally certain. To what point a steamer of adequate
power could ascenil the river in its present condition appears doubtful ; but
the most judicious course would probably be for the steamer to ascend tbe
river as far as is practicable with safety, and for the obstructions to be
cleared away progresssively, from the mouth of the river upwards, the
steamer ascending higher every successive trip, in proportion as tbe obstruc
tions were removed. The lower part of the Tapty is freer from impediments
than the lower part of the Nerbudda; and a steamer of the kind proposed
could ascend to Talneir, in longitude 75°,—the minimum depth of water up
to that point being 2 feet over the fords."
Of the availability of the Indus there can be no doubt, as during
the late wars steamers have got up as high as Lahore. Mr. Bourne
calculates upon an effective velocity of ten miles an hour in getting
up the stream; but we are very strongly inclined to believe he has
rated the speed of his steamers too high.
For the supply of coal India has great advantages; whereas the
Mississippi steamers are obliged to be satisfied with wood, some
times green. Our author says—
" The supply of coal for the steamers established upon the various rivers of
India forms an important part of the general question ; but the point is
fortunately one which is easily disposed of, as coal has been fonnd near the
sources of the several rivers which it is proposed to navigate ; and tbe
stations on tbe upper portions of the rivers can consequently be supplied
from local sources—the coal being floated down in the rains, and stored in
appropriate situations. At the mouths of the several rivers supplies of
English coal would be available ; and it would be desirable to use Eoglish
coal as far as possible, since its quality is better ascertained than that of the
local deposits. The Burdwan coal sells in Calcutta for 21s. per ton ; but
the English coal is dearer, being seldom lower than 26s. or 28s. per ton.
For tbe supply of the stations on the upper parts of tbe Ganges and Jumna
the coal found in the vicinity of Hurdwar could be used, and the coal found
on the Soane, and other localities contiguous to the river, could also be used
for the intermediate stations. For the upper stations of the Godavery and
the Wurdah river the coal-fields of Beitool and Seuni could be rendered
available; and on the Nerbudda, near Hossungabad, and also near Jubbul
pore, coal of excellent quality is abundantly found. In tbe range of hills,
denominated the " Salt Range," stretching across the Punjaub from Attock
toward Seharunpore, coal, it is said, is abundantly found ; and these deposits
would, in all probability, be available for tbe supply of steamers on the
several rivers of tbe Punjaub. In Cutch also, near the month of the Indus,
coal has been discovered ; but it would be preferable, in the outset at least,
to use English coal for the purpose of ascending the rivers, although the
coal procured from native sources were used during tbe descent. Tbe lower
parts of the several rivers having in general a slow current and the aid of
ascending tides, offer but few difficulties to the ascent of coal-boats for a
moderate distance, by tracking or by sails; so that the whole of the lower
stations upon the several rivers could be supplied with English coal at a
moderate rate of charge, while the upper stations, to which access from tbe
sea is difficult, would be supplied from local sources, which the researches of
the Coal Committee at Calcutta show to be available in the several localities
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Bourne is founded, as to the capabilities of the Indian rivers; and
they will be perused with interest, as showing the labour he has
taken in the investigation of his subject. A postscript likewise
proposes an English colony in Cashmere; an undertaking which
will
Mr.
not
Bourne's
be carried
plan out
is thus
by stated
the government—but
:—
why not ?
" Since my return to England I have proceeded to mature the conception
which suggested itself to me npon the spot ; and I find, that whereas the most
suitable of the present Ganges boats carry only a cargo of about 60 tona
upon a draft of about 3 feet of water, and realise a speed of only 6 or 7
miles an hour, while they are unable to surmount or get off banks in the
river by any prompt or effectual process, it is practicable to construct a ves
sel under other arrangements which shall carry 250 tons of cargo upon 12
inches draft of water, with a speed of IS miles an hour, and which at
the same time shall be capable of running over the shoals on appropriate
wheels provided for that purpose. Messrs. Boulton and Watt's letter, offer
ing to construct a vessel upon this plan which shall realise all my anticipa
tions, is appended hereto."
Upon this we may observe, that Mr. Bourne has not explained
his boats and engines; and we have nothing on which to judge of
their capabilities, but his simple assertion and the letter of Messrs.
Boulton and Watt, which does not enable us to form an opinion:
but this does not affect the gist of the pamphlet, which is the
practicability of steam navigation on the Indian rivers,—about
which there can be no doubt.
As to the company for working the plan, in case the government
does not take it up—which it is to be hoped they will not, as they
will spoil it—Mr. Bourne says,—
" There would not be much difficulty, I imagine, in the successful institution
of an efficient Company for carrying forward inland Steam Navigation in
India, provided the government granted it a charter for the exclusive use of
the improved vessels in India for a specified term, and agreed to surrender
to it, at a valuation, the government steamers upon the Ganges, with the
basinets attaching thereto."
We consider this claiming rather too much, for we cannot con
ceive what specific right Mr. Bourne's company could have to get
the business of the government steamers. There are two compa
nies on the Ganges, which have done much good, and who would
have the natural title to a pre-emption of the government busi
ness. Mr. Bourne has omitted, too, that these companies have
called on the government to give up all interference in the com
merce of the Ganges, as it virtually promised to do on the intro
duction of steam navigation on that river. Nothing could be more
unfair than to perpetuate the government competition, which
would be the effect of Mr. Bourne's proposition. Indeed, from
the way in which he has mentioned it, and from the general tenour
of the pamphlet, which, although it alludes to, does not describe
the steamboat enterprise of the Ganges, the English public might
think there was no commercial steam navigation on the Ganges,
and that a new company can start without rivalry. A little care
in the future editions will set this matter straight.

Illustration* of the New Palace of Westminster. First Series, 4to.
London: Warrington and Son. 1819.
After some stoppage, this work is now brought to a close at its
Sixth Part, and as much of it as has appeared may be bound up as
the First Series,—which "first" is almost of assured certainty the
"last" also, there being barely enough to form a volume, and very
little indeed of Mr. Barry's edifice has as yet been illustrated.
That the work has failed as a speculation there can be no doubt,
for, contrary to what was reasonably enough to be expected, it
has excited no interest. Its ill-success may be attributed partly
to its not being placed in the hands of a regular publisher, and
partly to injudicious management as regards the work itself, which
seems to have been undertaken without any sort of foresight or
forethought. System in it there is none whatever, nor is so much
as any one portion of the building shown so as to be sufficiently
intelligible; while, owing to a singularly perverse choice of sub
jects, very much less is shown than might have been in the same
number of plates, for no fewer than five out of the seventeen, or
nearly one-third of them, are devoted to one and the same subject
—namely, the Victoria Porch, of which we have, first, an external
elevation on its west side, then an interior view, which lets us see
little more than a repetition of what was previously seen through
the open arch of the exterior; then, again, a second interior of
the north side of the porch, which is very little more than a repe
tition of the other, they being perfectly alike as to general com
position and design, and without other difference than what arises
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from the carriage entrance into the Royal Court in the one, and
the door forming the Royal Entrance in the other. At all events,
by taking the view in a somewhat diagonal direction, both sides
might have been shown in the same plate just as well, or even
better, inasmuch as the combination would have been more picto
rial. Besides having two plates where one would have sufficed,
there are two others inflicted upon the purchasers that might very
well have been spared, for although they reckon as subjects, they
are in a manner merely duplicate ones, since they represent no
more than some of the figures in the niches over the afore-men
tioned entrances,—therefore afford no further information with
regard to the structure itself, as might have been done by giving
two plates of architectural details of the Royal Porch. Had those
figures any particular merit, there would have been something like
reason for occupying two plates by exhibiting them separately;
but either they are greatly libelled by incorrect drawing and very
insipid engraving, or they are in themselves exceedingly so-so
performances,—such, perhaps, as may pass well enough as mere
architectural embellishment and filling-up, but utterly unworthy
as works of art. Poor St. George seems to have been modelled
from a coalheaver, dressed-up for the occasion, and who felt him
self particularly awkward in his unwonted toggery.
Great promise-makers are generally great promise-breakers ;
and such is the case here, for performance has fallen very far
short indeed of what was at first promised. The Introduction
said—and what is an awkward circumstance, still says—"It is pro
posed not only to give copious illustrations and embellishments,
but to omit no description, historical or architectural, which may
be interesting or useful." Nevertheless, in flat contradiction to
such declaration, illustration is so far from being copious, as to be,
on the contrary, exceedingly scanty and defective. First, as re
gards the plan of the edifice, no information whatever is afforded
—not even so much as by verbal description—relative to any other
floor than the principal one; whereas, in a work professing to ex
plain fully (or copiously) so very complicated a structure, there
ought most assuredly to have been a plan of each floor; and not
only that, but also one or two special detailed plans, on a larger
scale, of some of the more important parts of the principal floor
itself,—such, for instance, as the Peers' Lobby and the House of
Peers, and its side corridors,—of the Royal Entrance, Staircase,
and Gallery,—and so on.
In the next place, notwithstanding the promise of "copious il
lustration," there is not a single section through any part of the
building, although a dozen drawings of the kind would have been
barely sufficient. Shall we then say that they have been omitted as
coming under the category of neither "useful" nor "interesting"?
—or are they reserved as delicacies that are kept back for the next
course or Series—what we have already got being intended merely
as a sort of "stay-stomach" and whet to our appetites? A staystomach it ought to be, for we shall have to stay a good while
before the next Series is served up.
The old proverb about the devil and cooks holds good here, and
is here fully exemplified, for the meat furnished by Mr. Barry—
that is, the New Palace of Westminster—has been awfully badly
cooked, and served-up very slovenly; no doubt to his great morti
fication, unless he be gifted with more philosophy than we our
selves could exercise in a similar case. A publication of the
kind, it may very naturally be presumed, is not intended exclu
sively for home consumption; yet what must foreign architects
think of Mr. Barry's edifice as it is here shown? It must surely
strike them that it shows very little in proportion to its enormous
cost. The publishers seem to have set about the work very in
considerately—without the least sort of properly-devised scheme
for it. Whether it was to be divided into separate series or not,
and whether the Illustrations were to be copious or otherwise,
methodical arrangement and sequence ought to have been observed
for them. The edifice should first have been described structurally
by plans, elevations, and sections, so as to convey, if not exactly a
complete, a tolerably clear conception of it as a whole; then, moi e
in detail, by drawings of some of the principal features, and ar
chitectural and sculptural ornaments on. a larger scale. Such
indispensable technical illustration being gone through, that might
properly enough have been made to form a distinct series; leaving
pictorial illustration, or perspective views of different parts of the
exterior and interior, for another series : or even did no such se
cond one ever appear, what had been given would still have been
complete and satisfactory in itself. Now, on the contrary, even
supposing it should be carried on any further, the work will always
be a confused jumble of subjects. One reason for our fancying that
it is stopped altogether is, that had not such been the case, the
publishers would have cautioned their subscribers not to bind up
30
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this First Series until the whole had been completed, in order that
the plates might be ultimately arranged in proper sequence.
Another very serious defect, to which we have not yet adverted,
is that there is no general architectural description of Mr. Barry's
edifice—not so much as any attempt at one ; and the particular
descriptions accompanying the plates are for the most part so
exceedingly meagre, that they explain nothing, and amount to
just nothing; which, if not mortifying to the architect himself, is
assuredly highly unsatisfactory to architectural readers.

PUBLIC AND SCIENTIFIC LI BR A It IKS.

1 . De la Necessiti de crfer de* Bibliotheques Scientifiques-Industrielle*.
Par M. Mathias. Paris: 1818.
2. The British Museum and the National Gallery. By James Fehgvsson, Architect. London: Weale, 1849.
On a late visit to Paris, M. Mathias, the eminent engineering
publisher, put into our hands a small work of his on special libra
ries for the mechanical classes of France; and it has therefore
seemed to us a good occasion to resume our remarks on the want
of libraries in England. The circumstances of France and Eng
land are very different, though each labours under great wants.
In France, each town of the standing of what would be called a
borough-town here, has a free public library—sometimes very con
siderable for the unimportance of the town. This library, made
up from the spoils of suppressed convents, colleges, and castles,
contains works more antiquated than modern, and which, however
valuable to the student of philosophy or humanity, has little or
nothing useful to the practical man. New books, where grants
are made for such, are as commonly works of amusement as of
information, but very rarely technical. In England, these town
libraries are wanting; but the greater wealth of the population
and the spirit of association supply other resources, for there is
hardly a small town without its literary or mechanics' institution,
and perhaps with both. These libraries are much smaller than in
France, much less useful to the scholar, but much more available
for the instruction of the working classes, as they contain many
late and practical works. The establishment of a philosophical
class, with a special library, has a tendency to increase the number
of practical works. The price of admission to these institutions,
rarelv above a pound a-year, and sometimes as low as sixpence or
a shilling a-quarter, places them within the means of the indus
trious classes. Some institutions, with subscriptions of a shilling
a-quarter, have four or five thousand volumes. The libraries be
longing to churches, chapels, schools, book clubs, and agricultural
societies, extend the literary resources of the population; while
the number of small private libraries is great, and embraces most
members of the working classes. The poor women who work at
brush-making have their book as they sit at work.
In our larger towns are to be found the special libraries of
various societies; and there are likewise the larger collections of
the wealthy students of particular arts. On the whole, we believe
the library accommodation of England to be more available to the
body of the population than is the case in France; but the provi
sion for literary purposes is less, and there is not that completeness
or extension of library accommodation which is to be desired.
Above all, we consider special mechanical libraries are deficient.
Although it is perfectly true the price of subscription is low,
still it is an undesirable deduction from the resources of those who
are provident, and it deters the less energetic from beginning and
prosecuting a course of study. Sometimes it happens an indus
trious man is thrown out of work: then is the time when he can
read more, but when he is obliged to give up his subscription.
Sometimes he may wish to refer to works in another library in the
town, but can only afford one subscription. It is true it is held by
some that nothing is valued unless it is paid for—a doctrine the
career of the public museums fully denies; but it is further question
able whether it is sound policy to place any restraint on the means
of instruction, and even a subscription of four shillings a-year
may be that restraint to the apprentice, or distressed workman.
On every ground it is desirable to have free public libraries, and
it is much less difficult to create them than is imagined. Indeed,
it is the want of facilities on the part of the law which prevents
them from being formed. All the resources are available, if they
can but be made use of. As it is now, the libraries of institutions
are precarious in their duration: an institution decays—it is
abandoned, and its library, the accumulation of years, is dispersed.
There wants, first, a power of mortmain for books devoted to
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public uses: once so devoted, they should never be allowed to re
lapse to private use; and by a provision for that end, a constant
accumulation of literary stores would be ensured. There should,
therefore, be every facility for the establishment of inalienable
public libraries. It might be desirable to give the privilege of in
alienability to existing institutional libraries, in consideration of
their giving limited facilities of admission for free- reading stu
dents. Thus, the library of the City of London Institution, with
its ten thousand volumes, or of the London Mechanics' Institution,
might be made inalienable on their admitting the public into a
reading-room between the hours of twelve and four: such readers
not being allowed books purchased within two years. This would
not interfere with the privileges of subscribers, but would be a
boon to many of the public, and would extend library accommoda
tion.
There are many who would freely give or bequeath books to
libraries, if they had but this guarantee of inalienability; and we
feel assured, that were a legal provision made, no market-town
would be long without its public library.
After books, the next thing is a room in which to hold them;
and there is no parish which cannot give them housing, either in a
town-hall, school, workhouse, or vestry-room; to which the public
could have access the greater part of the day or evening, the
room being only occasionally required for the discharge of other
business.
The shelves and other fittings would be given by the tradesmen
and mechanics of the town, who would not be behindhand in
doing their share of a common deed. Such a work once set going,
all would bear a hand,—some would give books, some labour, same
materials, some money.
A further step is a catalogue; and this could very well be made
by the willing labour of the young men.
A librarian comes next. If such officer were chosen by the
town council, vestry, or inhabitants, his salary would not be
grudged; but for a small evening library, the work might be done
by some of the readers in turn.
A subscription might be charged for the privilege of taking
hooks out of the library; or the privilege should be made a con
dition of serving in turn, for a limited time, as librarian, secretary,
or catalogue-maker.
Thus, by a simple organization, free public libraries may be es
tablished
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Wyld, M.P., and by him brought before the Committee on Public
Libraries in the last session; but the consideration of it was got rid
of by Mr. Ewart, the chairman of the committee, who did not
seem to wish any independent member should have the chance of
investigating the question of public libraries. It is to be hoped
Mr. Wyld, Mr. Hamilton, or some other member, will bring in a
bill for public libraries next session.
So far as to general public libraries. Like remarks will apply
to special public libraries. In many towns there are medical libra
ries or book clubs, but no provision for their inalienability. In all
towns there should be such a library, for it is desirable even the
youngest and poorest practitioner should have access to the latest
discoveries in medicine, and the best information. Medical periodi
cals do much for the spread of knowledge, as is shown by the rapid
extension of the use of ether, chloroform, glycerine, and the Fallo
pian process. Periodicals, however, and other standard books, must
be put within the reach of all; and if acknowledged public medical
libraries were set up, many besides medical men would be the con
tributors to them, for all nave as deep an interest in the preserva
tion of health and life. In a large town, the library could be kept
in the hospital, by the house surgeon; in a small town, in the union
workhouse, under the care of the master.
There are likewise law libraries in some towns,—so should there
be in all; and no attorney or magistrate would decline to subscribe
if he had full assurance of the perpetual preservation of such an
establishment. A good collection of reports year after year is of
the greatest value to the lawyer.
These two are libraries which must be of general extension; bat
special libraries suited to the mechanics and workmen of each town
will vary. The Potteries ought surely toliave a library of English
and foreign works on the objects of their manufacture. Birming
ham, Wolverhampton, and Walsall, want books on machinery.
All manufacturing towns, moreover, want books giving them in
formation as to the exertions of their foreign rivals, and as to tbe
state of the markets throughout the world. Indeed, hardly any
measure better adapted for the promotion of our trade could be
devised than the establishment of special libraries. In large towns
they might be devoted to particular trades. Thus the Clock
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makers' Company of London have a fine library of English and
foreign books on clock and watch making.
Wherever common schools, or schools of design, hospitals, or
literary institutions, have been set up, a large amount of public
support has been given to them; ana there can be no doubt that
libraries would share in English liberality and munificence. Let
the example be set, and we shall not want a Soane, a Vernon,
a Grenville, or a Hope.
To return to France, M. Mathias is urging, and we hope with
success, the adoption of his suggestions as a means of promoting
the interests of our rivals in trade; and it behoves us to take
similar measures. At present, Paris does not seem so well provided
as London. M. Mathias cites three special scientific libraries.
That of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers is, he says, the only
one which has practical works suited to mechanics. It is open
free—but with a degree of illiberality which is it seems not pecu
liar to England—in the day time only, so that the working classes
have not full facilities. The library of the Society d'Encouragernent poor l'lndustrie Nationale is a subscription library, like that
of our Society of Arts. The collection is a good one. He names,
further, as a special library, that of the Royal Society of Agricul
ture, but omits the medical libraries.
In London, we can easily number the following:—The library of
the Society of Arts, that of the Institution of Civil Engineers, of
the Institute of British Architects, of the United Service Institu
tion, of the Clockmakers' Company ; besides those of Sir John
Soane, the Royal Agricultural Society, the College of Chemistry,
the Chemical Society, and those of the Colleges, and of the
Literary and Mechanics' Institutions. The Royal, the London, the
City of London, the London Mechanics', the Westminster, the
Western, and the City of London Mechanics' Institutions, have,
among others, considerable collections of books suitable to prac
tical men.
We cannot, however, speak of libraries in London without
thinking of one of the national blots—the British Museum, which
is a libel on this great industrial nation. Since Mr. Fergusson's
expose, there is no excuse for the non-execution of a catalogue,
and the non-provision of an evening reading-room. A supply of
useful English and foreign books suitable to practical men we shall
be content to wait for, as we have little hope of seeing the library
complete in those respects. We can only bear testimony from our
own experience, and the inconvenience to which we have been sub
jected in attempting to get information for this Journal, as to the
incompleteness of the library as a national library in essential
books on engineering, architecture, and the allied subjects. We
can speak quite as strongly as Mr. Fergusson on this head. We
must be content, too, to wait for some more liberal ordeal than the
caprice of Sir Henry Ellis for the admission of respectable men
into the Museum library. We know of many gross cases of the
refusal of competent parties.
M. Mathias, as an earnest of the practicability of his sug
gestions, has appended to his work a priced catalogue of a select
special library, classified under each head. This catalogue will be
found very useful to those of our readers who may wish to obtain
the latest French work under each head. The estimate of M.
Mathias for an adequate scientific industrial library, is 1.340/., in
cluding 1,035 distinct works, and 3,165 volumes, of which, two-i
thirds are in octavo. A larger library for 1,600/. would include
some of the old works. He proposes for a town of 100,000 people,
a library of 850 volumes, costing 760/.; and so he gives estimates
fur each class of library.
We do not expect the government to give money, hut we do
urge that no time should be lost in giving legislative facilities
for the establishment of inalienuble public libraries; so that the
liberality of individuals and corporations, of masters and work
men, may have free scope for its exercise.

Rule* and Regulations of the Architectural Lending Library, 22,
Brompton Crescent, Brompton. Established 1849. Librarian,
J. Matthias Dood, Architect.
_ Much as we are disposed to favour the scheme, a library of the
kind being at present a great desideratum, we cannot refrain from
remarking that the locality chosen for it almost cuts off all reason
able hope of success. The exceedingly great inconvenience at
tending the situation must, we think, strike every one; for, in
fact, the situation is such, that it does not give the experiment at
all a fair chance, so that should—as is intimated—the Library be
closed at the end of a twelvemonth for want of a sufficient number
of subscribers, the failure of the undertaking will be attributed to
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there being very little disposition on the part of the profession
and students to support an establishment of the sort; whereas, it
will be more likely to have been occasioned by the difficulties
thrown in the way of their making use of it.
Not only should the establishment be within town, and in some
tolerably central situation, but the Library itself should be more
than a repository for the books, it being highly desirable that there
should be adequate accommodation for consulting them on the
spot. It would frequently happen that a person wanted merely
to refer to a single subject or so, in a large work of engravings; or
else, if, as very likely, unacquainted with a work, want to look
it over before borrowing it, in order to ascertain whether it would
be worth his while to have it sent him. The mere carriage of
large folios backward and forward will, in the course of a year,
make a considerable addition to the subscription money; where
fore it would be particularly unsatisfactory to subscribers to find
themselves quite disappointed in a book of the kind, after they
had ordered it from the Library merely in consequence of the pro
mise made by its title. We fear, therefore, that owing to his not
having provided the requisite facilities for his Library being made
use of, the proprietor has engaged in a scheme whose success,
though possible, is by no means probable, while its failure is likely
to prevent any other attempt of the kind being made,—at least,
for a long while to come.

LAW OF PATENTS.
From the Report of the Committee on the Signet and Privy Seat
Offices, appointed by the Lords of the Treasury to inquire into the
circumstances connected with the offices of the Clerks of the Signet and
of the Lord Privy Seal.
Patents of Invention.—The Treasury Minute constituting our
committee directs our attention only to the practice of the Signet
and Privy Seal Offices. But in considering the subject of passing
letters patent through those offices, it was very difficult, if not
impossible, to exclude altogether from consideration the other
stages through which they had to pass, inasmuch as the several
successive stages are intimately connected with each other, and
form links in a continuous chain; and in deciding upon the ex
pediency of reforming any office, whose functions are connected
with those of other offices,* it is necessary to see what the functions
of those offices are before any decision can be safely made. In the
evidence, therefore, annexed to this Report, it will be found that
we have extended our inquiry into the general process of passing
Jintents of invention, and though we do not desire to exceed the
imits of the duty with which we are intrusted, we think it rigid
to offer some general observations on the subject.
Origin and Nature.—It is impossible to ascertain with certainty
when grants of letters patent for the sole use of inventions were
first made in this country, but there is reason to believe that this
prerogative of the crown is very ancient. The crown derives this
prerogative from the common law, and not from any statute. It
is vested in the crown as the depository of the supreme executive
power of the state, to be exercised on the behalf and for the
benefit of the public. No statute is to be found relating to grants
for the sole use of inventions prior to the statute of 21 Jas. I. c. 3,
called the Statute of Monopolies. That statute was passed for the
purpose of restraining the crown from making extravagant and
illegal grants of monopolies. It declared all monopolies whatso
ever to be contrary to law and void, excepting "letters patent and
grants of privilege of the sole working or making of any new
manufacture to the first inventor thereof." The only other public
acts relating generally to patents are the 5 and 6 Will. IV. c. 83,
2 and 3 Vic. c. 67, and 7 and 8 Vic. c. 69, which provide remedies
for deficiencies in the old law.
Mode of Granting.—The grants of the crown must be made by
charters or letters patent under the Great Seal; and the command
givenHo the lord chancellor to make a patent for an invention is
always by means of a writ, or bill, sealed with the privy seal,
because the Queen cannot herself make her letters patent except
by means of her ministers, who act according to her legal commands,
and therefore when the patent is written, the words by " Writ of
Privy Seal" are inscribed, to show by what authority the lord
chancellor seals the grant.
The present practice in regard to the granting of patents for
inventions is, that in the first instance, a petition to the Queen is
left at the office of the secretary of state for the home department.
The secretary of state refers that petition to the attorney or
36*
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solicitor-general to consider and report thereon, in order that the
crown may he advised respecting the legality of the grant sought
for, and the expediency of granting it. Upon the petition being left
at the chambers of the attorney or solicitor-general, the title of the
invention inserted in the petition is compared with the descriptions
which are contained in all the subsisting caveats in the office. If
the invention be not affected by any of those caveats, the patent
is allowed to proceed; but if the title appears to relate to an in
vention which comes within the general description contained in
any of the caveats, notice of the petition is sent to each party who
has entered such a caveat.
A caveat against a patent is, in substance, a request in writing
that a patent for a specified purpose be not granted without notice
to the party who enters the caveat. Caveats may be entered at
the chambers of the attorney or solicitor-general, at the Patent
Bill Office, at the Signet Office, at the Privy Seal Office, and at the
Patent Office of the Great Seal.
The following are the proceedings on a caveat before the attor
ney or solicitor-general at the report, or first stage:—
' The parties to whom notice has been sent are allowed seven
days, within which they must enter their opposition, if they
intend to oppose the patent. If no opposition take place within
that time, the patent proceeds, as of course. If the patent be
duly opposed, the proceedings are arrested, and the applicant for
the patent must obtain an appointment for a hearing before the
attorney or solicitor-general, and a summons is served upon the
opposing party.
After hearing the parties separately, if the attorney or solicitorgeneral be of opinion that the Queen ought to be advised to grant
the prayer of the petition, he reports in favour of the petitioner,
and the report is left at the Home Office in order to obtain the
Queen's warrant. If the opposition be successful, no report is
made, and the application drops.
The Queen's warrant contains her Majesty's authority to the at
torney or solicitor-general to prepare a bill for the intended patent.
When completed, it is taken to the Patent Bill Office, which is an
office of the attorney and solicitor-general, where all bills for
patents to pass the Great Seal are prepared. Upon the receipt
of a warrant for a bill, the engrossing clerk will prepare the bill
as a matter of course, according to the established form, if no
caveat have been entered against it in that office.
Any person may oppose a patent at this stage, whether he have
opposed at the previous stage or not; But as a necessary pre
liminary, he is required to deposit the sum of 30/. as a security for
the costs, which his neglect to oppose earlier causes the applicant
for a patent to incur. The hearing at this stage is conducted in
precisely the same manner as at the report. If the opposition be
successful, all further proceedings are stayed; if not, the bill is
passed and submitted to the Queen for signature.
The bill, thus completed, is the Queen's Bill, and is passed to
the Signet Office, where it is filed, as the warrant to the clerk of
the signet for issuing the Signet Bill to the Lord Privy Seal.
The Signet Bill is in like manner filed at the Privy Seal Office,
as the lord privy seal's warrant for his proceedings. Though
caveats may be entered both at the Signet and Privy Seal Offices,
opposition is now never made at either of these stages of a patent.
Friday is the only public sealing day at the Privy Seal Office; but
a bill may be sealed, at a private seal, or any other day on pay
ment of an additional fee of 2/.
After the delivery of the Privy Seal Bill, the proceedings for
obtaining a patent take place on the common law side of the Court
of Chancery, where there are several officers whose duty it is to
prepare, seal, and enrol, letters patent.
The grant of a patent may be again opposed before the lord
chancellor. In that case the applicant for the patent must prepare
u petition stating all the facts and proceedings, and praying that
letters yatent may be made and sealed in pursuance of the writ of
Privy Seal. The material allegations of this petition must be sup
ported by affidavit, to be sworn before a master in chancery, and
the petitioner's opponent must be served with a copy of the
petition and of the lord chancellor's answer to it. Upon application
for that purpose, a day is fixed for a hearing before the lord chan
cellor, who generally refers the matters of the petition and oppo
sition to the attorney or solicitor-general for a special report.
The parties are then again heard by the attorney or solicitorgeneral upon this reference, and if they are satisfied with his
report, the h r.l chancellor makes an order in accordance there
with. But if either party be dissatisfied with the report, he must
prepare a petition to the lord chancellor stating his exceptions to
the report, and the lord chancellor will then, after again hearing
the parties, dispose of the petitions as he may think just.
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If a patent be not opposed at the Patent Office of the Great
Seal, it is sealed in pursuance of the writ of Privy Seal. If the
patent be opposed and the lord chancellor decides on granting it,
it will be sealed as soon as his lordship's order for the purpose has
been drawn up. A recepi is first written in the margin of the
Privy Seal Bill, stating the day when the lord chancellor received
the bill. The clerk of the patents then engrosses the patent,
copying it verbatim from the Privy Seal Bill. He also prepares a
docket for the lord chancellor's signature, containing the name of
the party to whom the patent is granted, the title of the invention,
the extent and duration of the grant, the time allowed for specifi
cation, and the date of the grant. The recepi and docket are
signed by the lord chancellor; the latter instrument being the
warrant to the sigillator or sealer, who affixes the Great Seal to
the patent after satisfying himself that it corresponds with the
docket. The patent having been sealed, all the documents are
taken back to the Patent Office, where the patent is put into a
box and delivered to the patentee.
Every patent for a new invention contains a proviso that the
patentee shall describe his invention by an instrument in writing,
under his hand and seal, termed a specification, and this specifica
tion must be enrolled in chancery within a given time after the
date of the patent. In default of which the patent becomes void.
Up to the 1st of January last there were three offices in which
specifications might be enrolled, viz.:—The Enrolment Office, the
Petty Bag Office, and the Rolls Chapel Office.
The patents themselves, together with the Privy Seal Bills and
dockets, are enrolled at the Enrolment Office, where the rolls are
kept for two years and then sent to the Petty Bag Office, whence,
after the lapse of a certain number of years, the Patent Rolls and
Privy Seal Bills are finally sent to the Rolls Chapel.
By an act passed in the last session of parliament, 11 and 19
Vic. c. 91, it is enacted, that from and after the 1st of January,
1849, all specifications shall be enrolled in the Enrolment Office.
Since that period, therefore, the necessity for enrolling specifica
tions in the other two offices no longer exists.
Recommendations respecting Patents of Invention.—After consider
ing the evidence, we have come to the conclusion that the number
of successive stages through which (as will be seen from the fore
going detail), a patent for a new invention must pass before its
final completion, is productive of great trouble, delay, and expense
to the party seeking the grant, without any corresponding benefit
to the public. The fullest opportunity should, no doubt, be af
forded to all persons whose interests may be affected by the grant
of an exclusive privilege to manufacture some particular article,
to show that good grounds exist why the privilege should not be
granted to the party applying for a patent.
The object of granting a patent for an invention is, not merely
to secure to an inventor the fair reward of his labour and inge
nuity, but also to benefit the public by encouraging such inven
tions, and it is essential that the crown should have some tribunal
to refer to for advice before making such grants. With these
objects in view, it has not appeared to us that any better course
can be devised than a reference to the attorney or solicitor-general,
to inquire into the merits of the circumstances set forth in the
petition, and report thereon to the crown.
The inquiry would appear, for the most part, to involve con
siderations rather of a legal than of a scientific nature. But
should questions arise, on an opposed petition, where a more than
ordinary familiarity with scientific subjects might seem requisite
for the due comprehension of the matter under investigation, the
attorney or solicitor-general would always have the power, which
they now possess and exercise, of calling in some man of practical
science, unconnected with the parties before him, and unprejudiced
in the matter in dispute, to aid him in coming to a just decision.
We think, however, that ample opportunity having been given for
making opposition at this stage of the proceedings, no adequate
advantage is derived from a second opposition at the Patent Bill
Office. It seems, moreover, that oppositions at that stage are of
unfrequent occurrence. If this opinion should be adopted, and
the proceedings of the Patent Bill Office be dispensed with, we
would then recommend that some public notice, by advertisement
in the Gazette or otherwise, should be given that a patent for a
particular object has been applied for, not naming the applicant, or
giving more than a very general description of the object of the in
vention; and that a sufficient number of days should be allowed from
the date of the advertisement before proceeding with the petition,
in order that a fair opportunity for opposition may be afforded to
parties desirous of opposing the grant sought for.
We would also recommend that an outline description, such as
is now required to be deposited with the attorney or solicitor
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general in cases of opposed patents, should be required to be
lodged, under seal, with every petition on its first presentation
at the Home Office. It is not proposed that this outline descrip
tion or specification should supersede the specification now required
to be enrolled in chancery, nor that it should be required to enter
into the details of the invention; but that it should be considered
binding as to the principles of it.
With these provisos we are of opinion that a patent when
granted might take its date from the day on which the petition is
presented; instead of, as at present, from the day on which the
patent is sealed.
We would further suggest for consideration, whether, after the
report of the attorney or solicitor-general recommending the grant
of the patent, a Queen's Bill, carrying the recommendation into
effect, might not be prepared at the Home Office, and submitted by
the secretary of state for her Majesty's signature. We see no
reason why it should be engrossed on parchment; we think, on the
contrary, it would be far more convenient if it were prepared after
the manner of an ordinary sign manual warrant.
We are of opinion that the Queen's Bill, when duly signed,
should be passed at once to the lord privy seal, without the inter
vention of the Signet Office; that the Privy Seal should be affixed
to that instrument upon the authority of an instruction to that
effect from the secretary of state; and that the two transcripts
prepared in the Patent Bill Office, which now form the Signet and
Privy Seal Bills, should be dispensed with.
We, at the same time, recommend that the public seal days, in
the Privy Seal Office Should be extended to two days in the week.
If the proceedings in the Patent Bill Office and in the Signet
Office be entirely dispensed with, the fees now payable at those
offices must of course cease to be levied. It becomes, therefore,
necessary to revise the charges to which letters patent are liable in
passing through their several stages previously to their arrival at
the Great Seal.
In the case of patents for inventions, the confining the opposi
tion before the attorney and solicitor-general to one stage only,
will probably render necessary a more rigid investigation at that
stage than is required under the present system, and will throw
increased responsibility upon the reports of those officers. We
consider that, under these circumstances, the attorney and solicitorgeneral would have a fair claim to a higher fee for the single hearing
and report than is allowed them at present. We recommend,
therefore, that one fee of 10 guineas should be allowed to the at
torney or solicitor-general for the hearing and report together
(including the fees to their clerks), instead of the separate fees
they now receive, amounting to 3/. 5#. for the hearing, and U. it.
for the report.
We further recommend that, in lieu of requiring successive pay
ments of fees and stamp duties at the several public offices, a
stamp should be affixed to the Queen's Bill in the department
in which it is prepared. In the case of patents of appointment to
office, the amount of this stamp might be a small per centage on
the salary of the office. ' In the case of patents for inventions, we
would recommend a stamp of uniform value, without reference to
the number of names included in the grant. Should it be de
termined to extend the power of granting patents under the Great
Seal of the United Kingdom to Ireland and Scotland, we are dis
posed to recommend that, for a patent extending over the United
Kingdom, the Channel Islands, and the colonies, a stamp of fifty
pounds should be required.
But, if it should be thought inexpedient to debar inventors from
taking out patents for England alone, in that case we recommend
that a stamp of thirty pounds should be imposed on patents for
England, with the Channel Islands and colonies; with an addition
of twenty pounds for Scotland and Ireland, or of ten pounds for
either Scotland or Ireland separately. We are inclined to believe
that such an arrangement would afford satisfaction to patentees,
and would, at the same time, compensate the revenue for the loss
which it would sustain by the adoption of the course we have
recommended. We do not feel ourselves authorised to make any
suggestions in regard to the proceedings before the lord chancellor.
We have, however, had our attention called to the subject of the
specifications and their mode of enrolment, which is intended to be
for the information of the public.
It is of great importance to a party applying to take out a
patent for an invention, to ascertain what patents in relation to
the same object have been previously taken out; otherwise, after
he has incurred considerable expense in perfecting his invention
and obtaining a grant, some previous patent may be discovered
which may vitiate his patent by destroying its originality. For
tli in and other reasons, it would seem very desirable that specifica
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tions should be made more available to the public than they are at
present.
It has already been stated that specifications have been hitherto
enrolled in three different offices, searches in all of which must
frequently be made before a party seeking to obtain a patent for a
new invention can satisfy himself that no similar patent has at any
time previously been granted ; and, from the absence of indices or
proper classification, these searches must always be attended with
great uncertainty, and often with great expense. The difficulties
of such a search are enhanced by the specifications being copied on
rolls in an engrossing hand.
We are of opinion that these specifications should be entered in
book-form in a common hand, and that proper indices should be
made of them. They would then become very valuable references
for the public.
Another point to which we have had our attention very much
directed is the necessity of a patent going through three distinct
and separate processes in order to be made available for the three
kingdoms. By the 24th article of the Act for the Union of the
two kingdoms of England and Scotland, 5 and 6 Anne, c. 8, it is
enacted, " That a seal in Scotland after the Union be always kept
and made use of in all things relating to private rights or grants,
which have usually passed the Great Seal of Scotland, and which
only concern offices, grants, commissions, and private rights within
that kingdom."
By article 8, sec. 3, of the Act of Union with Ireland, 39 and +0
Geo. III., c. 67, it is enacted, "That the Great Seal of Ireland
may, if his Majesty shall so think fit, after the Union, be used in
like manner as before the Union, except where it is otherwise pro
vided by the foregoing articles, within that part of the United
Kingdom called Ireland."
These enactments preclude the lord chancellor, though keeper
of the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, from granting a patent which can extend to Scotland or
Ireland. An inventor, therefore, in order to secure to himself the
full benefit of his invention, must, in many cases, take out a patent
under each of the three Great Seals of England, Ireland, and
Scotland ; thereby, in addition to the increased trouble and delay,
very considerably raising the expenses of his patent.
The fees and other charges incurred in taking out a patent for
England, the Channel Islands, and the colonies amount, on an
average, to about 150/. But in order to secure a patent for the three
kingdoms, a patentee must incur an expenditure of probably three
times that amount.
The following is the course pursued with regard to patents in
Ireland and Scotland :—
In Ireland.—1st. Petition to the Queen or to the lord lieute
nant of Ireland. If to the Queen, it is referred to the lord lieu
tenant. In either case the petition is referred by the lord lieu
tenant to the attorney-general for Ireland for report.—2nd. On
the receipt of the attorney-general's report a draft of a Queen's
letter is prepared and forwarded to the Home-office in London.—
3rd The Queen's letter, which contains the authority for the grant,
is signed by her Majesty, countersigned by the secretary of state,
entered at the Signet Office, and sealed with the Signet, and re
turned to the lord lieutenant.—4th. On the receipt of the Queen's
letter, a warrant is prepared for the lord lieutenant's signature,
directed to the attorney or solicitor general, authorising him to
draw up a fiant containing a grant from the Queen to the parties
applying.—5th. The fiant is submitted for his excellency's signa
ture, and the Privy Seal is affixed.—6th. It is forwarded to the
clerk of the crown, who prepares the necessary document thereon,
to be passed under the Great Seal of Ireland.
Caveats against grants of patents may be lodged with the attor
ney or solicitor general for Ireland; but previously to a hearing,
the opposing party is required to lodge 50/. to cover the expenses
of the inquiry.
In Scotland.—1st. Petition to the Queen, which is left at the
Home-office in London.—2nd. Reference of petition to lord advo
cate of Scotland for report.—3rd. Report of lord advocate.—*th
Queen's warrant, prepared at the Home Office, directing prepara
tion of the patent.—5th. The patent is prepared in the office of
the director of Chancery, and carried at once to the office of the
keeper of the Great Seal, to have the seal affixed.
The same proceedings in regard to opposition take place before
the lord advocate as before the attorney or solicitor general at the'
first stage in England.
It appears that previously to the passing of the Acts of Union,
patents extending over the three kingdoms were sometimes passed
under the Great Seal of England alone, and we see no real prai-ti
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cal inconvenience which would arise from permitting1 such a course
to be pursued at the present time. We would suggest that all
patents for new inventions might be granted as of course for the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and that the pro
ceedings for obtaining a patent should take place in this kingdom
only. The specification in that case should be required to be en
rolled in each of the three capitals.
The proceedings for a patent, whether in England, in Scotland,
or in Ireland, must originate by petition to the crown; and it
would seem that Scotch and Irish inventors almost invariably take
out patents in England, if not previously to, at all events imme
diately after, taking out their Scotch or Irish patent. The advan
tage therefore, that would arise from the course recommended, in
the saving of fees and other charges, and of time and trouble,
would be at least as great to the Scotch and Irish patentee as to
the English. Cases, however, may occur in which it might be ad
visable to have the opinion of the crown lawyers in Ireland or in
Scotland previously to her Majesty being advised to grant her let
ters patent.
We would therefore suggest, that if it should be determined to
give the power of granting patents under the single Great Seal of
the United Kingdom, which should have effect in the three king
doms equally, a discretionary power should be given to the secre
tary of state, enabling him, should he see fit so to do, to refer the
petition to either the attorney or solicitor-general for England,
theIfattorney-general
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abolition
of patents in some cases, and the simplification in all of the pro
cess of passing thtm, shall be approved of, the retention of the
Signet Office as a distinct branch of the department of the secre
tary of state will become unnecessary.
Abolition of Signet Office recommended.—We therefore recommend
that the Signet Office be abolished, and whatever business may re
main to be transacted connected with the Signet be transferred to
the Home-office, together with such of the records, &c, now depo
sited in the Signet Office as may be necessary for the purposes of
official reference. The remainder might be consigned to the cus
tody of the Master of the Rolls, or to the State Paper Office.
The amount of business thus transferred to the Home-office could
not be very considerable.
Recommendation respecting Privy Sail Office.— It would still be
necessary to retain an establishment for the office of the Lord
Privy Seal, though the duties of that office would be much re
duced, and would not occupy the time of more than one clerk The
business of the Signet and Privy Seal Offices is at present con
ducted in the same house in Abingdon-street, for which a rent is
paid by the public. The abolition of the Signet Office would
render the retention of this house unnecessary. If apartments
could be provided for the future accommodation of the Lord Privy
Seal's department in some one of the public buildings in White
hall, it would be a great convenience in the transaction of the busi
ness of that office.
We think it desirable to refer to the Act of 1 Vic, c. 73, by
which the Queen is enabled to confer certain powers and immuni
ties on trading or other companies by means of letters patent.
The operation of that act will not be in any way affected oy the
changes proposed in this Report, which have reference only to the
mode of passing letters patent.
In concluding our Report, we beg leave to express a hope that
the interests of individuals who may be affected by our recommen
dations and suggestions may be duly considered, and that compen
sation may be awarded to those whose tenure of office gives them
a title to claim it.
Minto.
G. CoRNBWALL LEWIS.
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IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.
On an Improved Locomotive Boiler. By Mr. Ramsbottom, of
Manchester.—(Paper read at the Institution of Mechanical En
gineers, Birmingham, July 2.3th, Charles Beyer, Esq., V.P., in the
Chair.
Without discussing the merits of the various arrangements and
dispositions of the working parts of locomotive engines, the author
of the present paper proposes to make a few observations respect
ing the most vital part of these machines, that upon which the
satisfactory performance of all the details must necessarily depend
—namely, the Boiler.
Before proceeding to the immediate subject of this paper, it is
proposed to point out one or two objections to locomotive boilers
as at present constructed, which experience has brought under the
author's notice; and then to describe a form of boiler which ap
pears to him in some degree calculated to remedy the defects which
will be referred to.
It is scarcely necessary to observe that the absolute power of a
locomotive, or any other steam-engine, is strictly proportioned to
the quantity of steam which the boiler of such engine can produce
in a given time; and chemists are generally agreed that the quan
tity of atmospheric air required (or oxygen which is the supporter
of combustion), as well as the quantity of fuel, is in direct propor
tion to the quantity of water evaporated; or in other words, to
Eroduce more steam, it is not only necessary to supply more fuel,
ut also more atmospheric air in proportion to the quantity of
steam produced.
It is well known that some of the locomotive engines built at
the present day have from two to three times as much heating sur
face as those built about eight or ten years ago, and consequently
when performing a proportionately increased amount of duty, thev
require from two to three times the quantity of air forcing through
the fire in the same time.
The working parts of these engines have also been increased in
dimensions; the cylinders from 13 inches to 15 and 16 inches
diameter, the stroke from 16 inches to 20 and 24 inches, and the
driving-wheels from 4 ft. 6 in. to 6 feet diameter, and in many cases
even more.
Notwithstanding all these enlargements and improvements,
there are however two elements which have been but slightly
changed—namely, the diameter of the blast-pipe, and the diameter
of the cylindrical part of the boiler; and as the whole of the steam
(after having performed its office in the cylinders) is driven in a
forcible jet up the chimney for the purpose of producing the ne
cessary draught through the fire, and as the power required to
produce this jet is so much taken from the gross power of the en
gine, it follows that the smaller the blast-pipe is in proportion to
the total heating surface of the boiler, the greater will be the re
sistance to the action of the piston, and the greater the loss of
power on this account.
From observations made upon engines under the author's imme
diate superintendence, it appears that whilst the heating surface of
locomotive boilers has been increased from 400 square feet (in the
year 1842) to 987 square feet (in the year 1846), the blast-pipe has
not been in the slightest degree enlarged, but on the contrary in
the latter case has been reduced in area in the proportion of 12^
to 8 \- square inches. So that upon dividing the total heating sur
face or area of production, as it may be termed, by the size of the
blast-pipe, or area of eduction (assumed as unity), the following
very instructive results are obtained :—
No. of Engine.

When built.

„££■„*.

24
20
2i
30

1842
1H42
1*45
1,-vM

1
1
1
1

JSrSf
I'J«
S044
7»M
12:

II. Rich.

On the Manufacture of Enamelled Copper at Canton.—When the copper
has been shaped into the desired form, it is to be cleansed, but not acoureil,
and afterwards wetted witli water, and sprinkled with the enamelling com
position intended to form the ground, which may be either white or co
loured. The article is then put in a muffle heated by meant of dry Nankeen
coal (this it found to be the heat fuel). When the ground has been produced,
the article ii withdrawn from the muffle, and covered with an iron bell, in
order that it may cool shortly; the ground may be then ornamented in the
same manner as porcelain, and again passed through the inuffl '. Several
specimens of enamel, and colours upon enamel, have been depoaited at the
Royal manufactory at Sevres, in order that the manufacturers in France may
be made acquainted with the art.

I n the last case, then, it appears that the heating surface has
been increased nearly three-fold in proportion to the size of the
blast-pipe, as compared with Engine No. 24; and the reason will
be obvious when it is stated that the Engine No. 30 is only of the
same diameter as the first-named (No. 24), and consequently that
the Hue-room (which as a general rule will be as the square of the
diameter of the boiler), has been but slightly increased, the extra
heating surface having been muiuly obtained by enlarging the fire
box, by putting in a mid-feather, and by increasing the length
rather than the number of tubes.
It is not necessary to inquire how far the diameter of the cylin
ders may affect the size of the blast-pipe, nor to ascertain the
amount of power which the blast-pipe absorbs, though it may be
stated that experience proves it to range from 10 to 20 per cent, of
the gross power of the engine, according to the number, diameter,
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and length of tubes, and also the speed of the engine. It may he
remarked, however, that on the average a degree of exhaustion is
required in the fire-box under ordinary circumstances equal to a
column of water 4 inches in height, and the degree of exhaustion
in the smoke-box must of course be greater than this by the re
sistance offered by the tubes to the passage of the heated gases
from the fire-box to the smoke-box.
From experiments made about 21 years ago upon an engine
with a total heating surface of 987 feet, carrying 1*7 tubes of lfinch external diameter and 13 ft. 10 in. long, the author found that
the latter force was at all velocities three timet as great as the
former; or in other words, that 66' per cent, of the total force of
the blast was required to overcome the resistance offered by the
tubes to the passage of the heated gases, leaving 33 per cent, only
to operate upon the fuel; and it is this evil which results from the
comparatively limited flue area of the boilers as at present con
structed, to which attention is now more particularly called, and
which
Fromit what
is proposed
has been
to remedy
said it will
in the
readily
manner
be inferred
now to be
that
explained.
there is
some difficulty in materially increasing the power of locomotive
engines, as the necessary amount of heating surface cannot be ob
tained without increasing the diameter or the length of the boiler,
or making it oval, to all of which plans there are some objections:
but by the method now proposed it will be easy to enlarge both the
fire-box and tube surface from 35 to 40 per cent., without increas
ing either the diameter of the boiler or its length, as will be now
shown.
It is proposed to construct the copper fire-box with an arched
roof, the top of which shall be nearly as high as the top of the
cylindrical part of the boiler This box may of course be made
any length without sensibly reducing the strength of the roof, and
will require none of the stay-bars which are so essential to the
security of the flat-roofed box, and which for a moderate sized
engine weigh not less than 400 lb.
With such a box the whole of the cylindrical part of the boiler
can be filled with tubes, and of course the whole of the longitu
dinal stays be removed; and in the present instance there are 225
tubes of 2 inches external diameter, the shell of the boiler being
3 ft. 8 in. diameter and 10 feet long; the total heating surface of
the fire-box is 80 feet, and of the tubes 1,177 feet, making a total
heating surface of 1,257 feet. Such an arrangement involves the
necessity of keeping the boiler full of water, and it is therefore
requisite that a separate steam-chamber should be provided. This
consists of a cylinder which is 13 feet long and 20 inches diameter,
fixed over and parallel to the cylindrical part of the boiler, or, as it
may now be termed, the generator. This tube, which has a cubic
capacity of 28^ feet, is connected at each end with the generator.
It is proposed that the water shall occupy about one-fourth of the
capacity of this tube, leaving a clear space of say 21 cubic feet for
steam; this is rather more steam-room than most modern boilers
possess, and for reasons which are afterwards mentioned, the
author thinks it will be sufficient, although it may readily be in
creased by slightly enlarging the diameter of the steam-chamber,
which as at present shown, is not so high as the ordinary steam
dome by about 12 inches.
It has been proved experimentally by Mr. Robert Stephenson
that the generative power of the copper fire-box is three times as
great per unit of surface as that of the tubes; and independent of
this authority, locomotive engineers are generally agreed that
the great bulk of the steam generated in a locomotive boiler is
formed upon the surface of the copper fire-box, and the first 18 or
80 inches length of the tubes. As the whole of the steam has to
rise through the body of the water with which it is for the time
mechanically mixed, and as the specific gravity of these mixed
fluids will be much less than the comparatively unmixed water at
the smoke-box end of the boiler, it follows that there will be a brisk
circulation through the generator and steam-chamber. The mixed
steam and water will he driven into the upper vessel, and will
there be effectually separated; the former passing off to the cylin
ders by the longitudinal pipe, which has a number of small holes
upon its upper surface, and the latter running again itito the
generator through the vertical connection at the front end, and
thus keeping up the circulation.
That the specific gravity of the mixed steam and water at the
fire-box end is often reduced to at least one-half that of water
alone, is proved by the fact that the water-gauge will frequently
show a downward current through the glass tube, even though
the circulating fluids be one-half water and one-half steam, show
ing as it does that the column of the mixed fluids in the boiler
is specifically lighter than the column in the glass gauge; and
from this fact it is also evident that this great expansion is con
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fined to the water in the vicinity of the fire-box. since if it ex
tended to the whole mass, the boiler would not contain the requisite
quantity.
From the circumstance that no bubble of steam can rise into
the steam-chamber between the points marked A and B, it is
concluded that this boiler will not be so liable to prime as the
common one, and therefore that the steam-chamber as shown is
sufficiently large. As to the water surface, which in this boiler it
may be objected is smaller than in others, it is conceived that the
great facilities this boiler will give to the engineer for raising
steam, will leave him comparatively at liberty to put in water
when and where he chooses, and consequently that but little diffi
culty need be apprehended on this point. It is evident however
that the objection may be fully met by constructing the outer fire
box with a pyramidal roof in the way so common.
in conclusion, the author would express his conviction that this
boiler, combining as it does a great increase of heating surface, and
corresponding increase offlue area, with a relative diminution of bulk
and weight, and great simplicity of construction, is calculated to
remove some of the difficulties experienced by locomotive en
gineers, and to promote the best interests of the railway world in
general.
Remarkt made at the Meeting after the reading of the foregoing Paper.
The Chairman said, that in the unavoidable absence of Mr. Rainsbottmn,
he wou <i observe that his object in the foregoing paper was to obtain a con
siderably larger area of flue- room than in the present locomotive boilers, add
to make a boiler of a large heating-surface with less weight.
Mr. Slate was of opinion that for the weight the engine carried, it would
have a considerably grrater effective heating-surface than any previous form
of boiler ; hut he thought the boiler would have as great I tendency to prime
as any other.
Mr. Cowfer was also of opinion there would be a great tendency to prime
in the proposed boiler; the surface from which tbe steam had to rise was the
entire surface of the fire-box and tubes, and all the steam bad to past
through the two openings into the steam-chamber, and it appeared to him
the water would be carried up there in a complete state of froth.
Mr. McConnkll, while agreeing to a certain extent as to the liability of
the boiler to prime, thought it might be obviated by having a more continu
ous communication between the generator and tbe steam-chamber; perhaps
the steam-chamber could be fixed close upon the top of tbe generator, and
a continuous longitudinal opening be made, communicating between them
throughout their entire length. He thought the proposition of Mr. Ramsbottom was a very good one, as it was a received opinion that the proportion
of the flue-room to the fire-grate surface could not be too large, supposing
that full advantage was taken of the flue surface before the heated air
reached the chimney. Whether long tubes or short tubes as applied to lo
comotives were most advantageous, was a question not yet decided, and he
thought they had scarcely data enough to determine as to the advantage of
long tubes nn the ground of economy. It was a very important matter to
determine what length of tnbes was most advantageous for use in proportion
to the area of the fire-grate.
Mr. C. CowriR was not aware whether there was any authority respecting
the proportionate heating power of the tubes and the fire-box, besides the
experiment of Mr. Stephenson alluded to in the paper.
Mr. McConnkll remarked, that it appeared from experiments made by
Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Beyer, that a very considerable heat was Inst in the
smoke-box even at the end of the longest tubes that were used ; and he
thought that the air in the centre of the tubes might have a considerably
higher temperature than the air at the sides of the tubes, and that much of
the heat might be carried through by a stream of air like a solid bar in the
centre of each tube, without ever coming in contact with the sides of the
tube, and consequently without being communicated to the water of tbe
boiler. He had been informed that it was found to be a useful practice in
marine and stationary boilers, to create a disturbance in the currents of air
passing through the flues, for tbe purpose of mixing up the particles as
much as possible; and a similar advantage might probably be obtained by
mixing the air in the tubes of locomotive boileis.
Mr. Gibbons said, he had observed a similar advantage from mixing the
particles of air in heating the air for his blast furnaces near Dudley; the
pipes through which the air was passed for the purpose of heating it were
bent like a syphon, so as to cause all the particles of air to come in contact
with the sides of the pipes, and the air was found to be heated much more
efficiently by these bent pipes than by straight pipes.
Mr. Allan said, he had tried an engine with a {-inch iron rod fixed in the
centre of each tube ; the rods were ai long as the tubes and supported at
intervals by short projecting pins to hold them in the centre of tbe tubes.
The engine had been worked with them for some time between Birmingham
and Liverpool, but no difference was found in the working and consumption
of coke, as compared with the same engine doing the same work without
the rods in the tubes; the result was found to be exactly the same in
both cases.
Mr. C. Cowfbb remarked that the rods in the tubes would bare the effect
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of contracting considerably the fine area, and increasing proportionately the
amount of power requisite to draw the air through the tubes, and conse
quently the rods in the tubes would cause a loss of power to the engine
from the increased resistance to the blast. He thought therefore the rods
must have caused an equal amount of gain to neutralise this loss, by bring
ing the air into more effective contact with the sides of the tubes, as the
result showed no loss on the whole.
Mr. McConnell thought it was certain at least that the use of the rods
did no harm ; and it must either be considered that there was no advantage
in a large flue area, or that there was considerable advantage in mixing the
air in passing through the tubes.
Mr. Slats was of opinion that even on the ground of economy a large
number of tubes was advisable, because with the violent and frequent action
of the pieces of coke the tubes were soon worn out ; whereas by increasing
the number of tubes the velocity of the draught would be diminished, and
the tubes would be less worn and would last longer.
•
The Chairman remarked that the larger the area of the flue, the better
it was for the engine, as it must offer less reaistance to the blast-pipe ; but
he was not certain what this resistance actually amounted to.
Mr. Cowper said that Mr. Daniel Gooch bad found from his indicator
cards, that the resistance of the blast-pipe amounted to 11 or 121b. per
square inch, at a moderate velocity of about 30 miles an hour.
Mr. McConnell observed that as a certain quantity of heated air had to
be conveyed from the fire-box to the chimney, and a certain area of heating
aurface was also required, there would be an important reduction effected in
the resistance of the blast-pipe by increasing the number of tubes, so as to
increase the area of passage and reduce the length of the tubes, diminishing
proportionately the resistance of the air passing through the tubes.
The Chairman said he was present when the experiments were tried that
were mentioned by Mr. Ramsbottom, to ascertain the difference between the
degree of exhaustion in the smoke-box and in the fire-box; the experiments
were tried with a long-boiler engine, and a glass water- gauge was fitted into
the smoke-box and another into the fire-box. The degree of exhaustion in
the smoke-box aveiaged three times as great as that in the fire-box, and this
proportion was found to be nearly the same at all velocities ; the greatest
amount of exhaustion observed in the smoke-box supported a column of
water 13 inches high. He thought that the whole resistance of the blastpipe and the back pressure in the cylinder, did not amount to more than 15
per cent, of the power of the engine.
Mr. Slate remarked that assuming it to be 15 per cent., it followed that
10 per cent, of the whole power of the engine was absorbed by the friction
of the air in passing through the tubes, as the exhaustion in the smoke-box
was three times as great as in the fire-box ; or one-third only of the pressure
of the blast was effectively acting in the fire-box.
Mr. McConnell thought it was an important subject for investigation, to
ascertain the actual power lost by the resistance of blast-pipes of different
sizes, and under the different circumstances of size and number of tubes.
In his own practice he had found that small tubes and many of them pro
duced the best effect ; the limit in reducing the size of the tubes was their
stopping up with pieces of coke whilst working.
The Chairman said he thought there was some advantage in the form of
boiler proposed by Mr. Ramsbottom, and that amongst the various modifica
tions that had been proposed of the locomotive boiler there was not one
that was so likely to be useful.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
CASTING PIPES.
David Yoolow Stewart, of Montrose, Scotland, ironmaster, for
"improvements in the manufacture of moulds and cores for casting
iron and other substances."—Granted January 4; Enrolled July 4,
1 849. [Reported in the Patent Journal.']
This invention has reference: First—To the formation of the
moulds for casting pipes, or other similar articles, of a uniform, or
nearly uniform, shape throughout.
Secondly—To the construction of moulds, and parts connected
therewith, so that they may be readily moved into and out of the
drying stoves.
Thirdly—To a mode of constructing cores; and also to the
moving or starting cores (when of a large size) out of the cast
ings.
In casting pipes, if of ordinary sizes, the patentee arranges to
cast them in sets of six, in one flask or box, which is placed on
end, as represented in the annexed engraving. a,a, is a pit, formed
in the ground, with a metal lining /;, b, to maintain the relative
positions of the working parts. A screw c, is sustained in a verti
cal position in the centre of the pit, and fitted into a step d, at the
bottom, so as to admit of a rotary motion. This screw c, is fitted
with a nut e, which supports, and is fixed to, a plate f, sliding up
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and down on guides </, g, on the sides of the pit; this up-and-down
motion being caused by the rotation of the screw c. To the bot
tom end of the screw, a spur-wheel h, is affixed, gearing with the
pinion i, fixed on a shaft k, and
worked by means of a wrenchhandle from the top. The plate
f, sustains six rods /, /, /, four
only being seen in the engrav
ing, that representation being
a vertical section; these rods
are arranged in a circle around
the screw c, taking it as a cen
tre, in which order they pass
through, and are sustained by,
the top plate m, through which
they pass. The rods /, are sur
mounted by what he terms the
}>atterns n, n, fitted to the rods
, so as to rest on a shoulder,
and rise with the rods, and at
the same time admit of being
readily
The flask
removed
or mould-box
from the ends.
o, is
constructed of four separate
lengths, each in two halves, and
hinged on the bolt /»; this is
mounted on a bed plate q. fur
nished with holes, correspond
ing in diameter with the pat
terns n, and so disposed as to
come immediately over them;
the box is so fitted as to travel
on rails over, and be sustained
in its position, so that the pat
tern, on being elevated by the
rods /, will enter the holes in
the bottom of the flask. When
the height of the pattern pieces
n, is such as to lie nearly all
within the flask (the lower piece
being the only one on the bed
plate), the workman then raises
the sand in the flask, so as to
surround the patterns, which,
when nearly covered, are ele
vated still higher, by the same
means, and an additional length
of the flask or box applied to
the top. When raising, the
sand proceeds as before, till the
top of the centre piece r, is
covered, when a gate piece s, is
placed on it, having six gates
(one to each pipe), communi
cating with a centre channel, in which a gate pin t, is fitted, which
is drawn up as the sand is filled into the box, so as to maintain a
free gate up to the top of the mould, hy which the metal is intro
duced; this pin t, being drawn up as the filling progresses. The
patterns n, having attained the height represented by the dotted
lines, moulds or passages will have been formed up the sand, cor
responding in diameter with the exterior of the pattern; these
being the moulds for the parallel part of the pipes. Faucet-pieces
are then placed on the top of the rods /, and the sand moulded
round them; the faucet-pieces and patterns are then removed, and
a socket-piece placed on the rod /, having a socket both ways, one
taking on to the rod, the other being presented upwards, for the
reception of the cores, which are then lowered down into the
mould by reversing the action of the screw c, when the moulds
will be complete. Metal is poured in at the central gate, diverg
ing when half-way down into the several moulds, as explained.
Although the pipes are here shown as cast in sets of six, this
method will of course be equally applicable for other numbers, by
adapting the several arrangements of the apparatus; or where the
pipes
Theare
second
large,
improvement
the moulds ismay
in the
be construction
'similarly constructed
of boxes orfor
flasks,
one.
and moulds, whereby they may be more readily handled than the
ordinary mould boxes, which consists simply in fitting wheels to
them, on which they may be wheeled about, instead of lifting them,
as usual; and to facilitate the transport of such, he lays down
rails suitable for the purpose, in and about the foundry, in such
positions as required, and into the drying stoves.
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The third improvement is in the construction of cores, which he
forms of a hollow fluted cylinder, instead of wrapping wisps of
straw round a rod, as usual. Round this cylinder he applies peat
or vegetable substance, sufficient to cover the flutes; this having
been dried, is drawn through a tube lined with sand, suitable for
the core; this adheres, and forms a thin coating on the peat, which
is then dried in the stove, when it will be fit for use, as an ordinary
core.
The improvement in moving cores out of castings consists in
effecting that object by the aid of hydraulic pressure. A press for
this purpose differs only from the ordinary hydraulic press in hav
ing double sets of rods or pillars on each side of the ram, and
having a portion of the centre of the head-piece removed, to allow
the passage upwards of the core, when the ram is brought to bear
on the lower end.
*
The patentee does not confine himself to the precise details, so
long as the peculiar character of his invention be retained, and
claims : First—The making several moulds at a time, or a single
mould, by using patterns capable of being moved progressively
into the mould-box.
Secondly — The mode of manufacturing and drying moulds,
whereby they are moved on trucks into the stoves.
Thirdly—The mode of constructing cores; and also the modes
of moving large core-bars out of castings.

WINDOW BACK ENCLOSURES.
John Tutton, of 20, South Audley-street, mechanist, for " cer
tain improvements in the construction and arrangentent of certain parts
of buildings.''—Granted December 9, 1848; Enrolled June 9, 1849.
The improvements relate to constructing projecting windows of
buildings, that safety and other closets may be more conveniently
made under such windows ; and it consists of using slate and castiron, as hereafter explained, when constructing such descriptions
of windows.
*
Fig. 1.

J

Fig. 2.

~

1

1

A
o

i
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In constructing the projecting windows, in order that there
should be as little projection as possible, for obtaining a given size
or depth of closet the whole of the projecting parts are of slate, or
in place of using slate, cast-iron may be used, which will give great
strength, when comparatively thin material is employed ; in either
case the recess formed within by the projection may be fitted up as
a safety or other closet by using fire-proof materials, such as slate
or iron. In all cases the glazed sash-frame alone should be of
wood or of metal, all the boxings or frames to receive the sashes
being of cast-iron ; or they may be of slate when metal sashes are
used, and in place of using all slate or all iron, the use of these two
materials may be combined in making a projecting window and a
closet therein. In the drawings comparatively small projections
beyond the exterior of the building are shown, and yet a closet of
considerable dimensions may be obtained. The extent of projec
tion of a window may however be varied to suit the circumstances
of each particular case.

PUMPING ENGINES.
Edwarh Newton, of Chancery-lane, city of London, civil en
gineer, for "improvements in engines and apparatus principally de
signed for pumping water."—Granted February 12; Enrolled
August 11, 1849. [Reported in the Patent Journal.]
The improvements relate to the formation of the valves of
pumping engines and pumps, whereby a more certain means may
be obtained for working the valves of the engine; and also to im
provements in the valves of pumps; the whole of which improve
ments are principally applicable to pumping water from mines, and
other such situations where the speed of the engine is varied ac
cording to the quantity of water to be lifted. In pumping engines
the patentee observes, it is well understood that the movement of
the slide-valve of the engine is dependent on the momentum of
the moving parts, and in some cases the force of a spring i*
resorted to, in order to complete the movement valve, for the pur
pose of admitting the steam on the opposite side of the piston,
both of which modes have hitherto been defective; in one case,
from the fact that when the speed of the engine is slow, the mo
mentum of the moving part is sometimes insufficient to complete
the stroke of the valve, and allowing it to remain, so as to cover both
ports, when, of a consequence, the engine stops,—and in case of
the spring being used as an auxiliary, the force at one point vary
ing so much from other points of its tension. Now, according to
this invention, the patentee proposes to relieve the pump piston
from the pressure of the water at that part of the stroke where
the movement of the valve takes place, thereby allowing the engine
piston to complete the stroke, and also the stroke of the valve,
from the expansion of the steam already in the cylinder, or that
steam which has produced the previous part of the stroke.
The first improvement in the pumps consists of a peculiar for
mation of the water passage of the pump, whereby the pressure of
the water is in equilibrium on both sides of the pump piston, at
the end of each stroke.

o

r^l

1 v
Fig. 1 shows an interior view of a projecting window, having
under it a closet which, if of iron, may be fire-proof. The arrange
ment of the interior may be varied in respect to shelves and
drawers, and such parts foim no part of the invention.
Fig. 2 shows an external view of the projecting window shown
at fig. 1. The architectural character given to the exterior may
be varied to suit the character of the building, or the taste of the
parties for whom the work is to be done.

The wood engraving represents a vertical section of a horizontal
pumping engine, and double-acting pump, constructed according
to this invention, in which the steam-cylinder piston and the pump
piston are attached to the same piston-rod; A, being the pumpbarrel, and B, the steam-cvlinder. C, C, are the water passages to
the pump, which (it will be observed) are divided into two
branches, opening into the pump-barrel, at a distance from each
other rather greater than the thickness of the pump-bucket or
87
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piston; so that on the piston approaching either, or when it has
nearly completed either stroke, it becomes suddenly relieved from
the pressure of the water it is forcing, by the free communication
formed by the double passage C, when the pump piston is in the
position shown. The steam piston, thus relieved from its load, is
free to be carried through the remainder of its stroke by the ex
pansion of steam in the cylinder; its further admission having
been cut off by the partial movement of the slide-valve D. The
expansion of the steam thus completes the stroke of the piston,
together with the complete movement of the valve D, and this at
however slow a speed the engine may be working.
The second improvement in pumps consists of an arrangement
of the valves, which are placed immediately above the pump, in a
circular chamber or cylinder, in which a centre-piece is fixed, con
sisting of four radial partitions, with valve openings, on which are
fitted the valves E, E, which are the induction, and F, F, the
eduction valves, communicating with either end of the pump.
These valves are hinged or pivotted on one side, while their move
ment is confined by suitable stops, which confine them to such a
position as to insure their fall on the inclined valve faces or par
titions, immediately on the cessation of the flow of water. The
supply-pipe, or source from whence the water is drawn, is placed
in connection with the passage M, the pipe N being the eduction
passage, or that through which the water is transmitted.
The third part has reference to an improved valve, applicable to
pumping engines of the construction represented in the engraving,
by which the valve-rod may be worked directly from the piston-rod
of the steam-engine. In the ordinary slide-valve, instead of work
ing it directly from the piston-rod, it is necessary to employ the
intervention of a lever, or some other contrivance by which the
direction or motion may be reversed: as when it is required that
steam should be admitted below the piston, the valve moves
towards the top, in order to uncover the top, and vice versa;
whereas by the construction of the valve D, its motion is in the
same direction as that of the piston. This valve D, he denomi
nates a "B valve," from the two hollows g, g, in the face; the office
of one of these hollows being to pass steam to and from one end
of the cylinder, and the other to the opposite end. It will be seen
that in the face of the cylinder, besides the ordinary ports, there
are two hollows h, h, which are alternately partially covered, and
wholly uncovered at each stroke of the valve, the hollow g\ as
shown in the engraving, partially covering the hollow A1, and at
the same time the steam passage to the bottom of the cylinder;
and the hollow g, at the same time covering the steam passage and
the eduction port for the escape of the steam from the top of the
cylinder; the position of the valve being the result of the down
stroke of the piston. On the piston arriving at the other end of
the cylinder, the arm, or tappet on the piston-rod, will come in
contact with the collar /, when the position of the valve will be re
versed, and steam opened into the top of the cylinder.
With reference to the equilibrium passages in the pump, he
mentions several other modes by which it may be effected, such as
a number of grooves in the pump-barrel, of the length required,
or by connecting the two ends of the pump by a pipe, in which a
valve is opened at the proper time to effect that object; but he
prefers the method shown in the engraving, and in conclusion
remarks that he does not confine himself to the precise detail, so
long as the peculiar character of the invention be retained, as the
same object may be effected by the other arrangements con
templated; but tnaf what he claims as new is, removing or reducing
the resistance on the pump pistons at the proper time of each
stroke, in order to allow the momentum of the moving parts of
the expansion of the steam already within the cylinder, to ac
celerate the motion of the parts as explained, so as to throw the
slide-valve across the ports with certainty, whether at high or low
speeds; and this he claims, in either of the arrangements men
tioned, or any other substantially the same, by which this accelera
tion of speed of the piston at the end of the stroke may be pro
duced.
Secondly—He claims the arrangements of valves in which the
seats radiate from one common centre substantially, as herein de
scribed.
On the Preservation of Water, by M. Perinet.—M. Perinet, ex-Professor
of the llopital Militaire d'Instruction, has succeeded in preserving water in
a sweet state, by placing 1} kilogramme of black oxide of manganese in
rach cask of water containing 250 litres. He lias kept tbis water for seven
j ears in the same barrels, and exposed them to various temperatures ;
at the end of that time be found it as limpid, free from smell, and of as
gond a quality, as at the beginning of the experiment. The above is equal
to L J lb. to a butt of 103 gallons.
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THE EXPOSITION OF 1849 AT PARIS.
The constant struggle in which our manufacturers are engaged
with their foreign rivals, makes it of great importance they should
be well acquainted with the steps taken by these latter. It is not
enough that we seem to be doing well here; we must be quite safe
that we are doing better than others. The mere fact that we have
a large market in a foreign country for our cottons, our iron, or
our machinery, is an inducement to the manufacturers of that and
other countries to wrest the market from us. Knowing, therefore,
the interest that attaches to the progress of foreign industry, we
felt it our duty to attend the Exposition lately open at Paris; and
it seems a fitting time that the whole subject of these expositions
or shows should be gone into, as they daily attract more attention.
The Exposition is one of those measures, Having their beginning
in the first great French revolution, which were taken to promote
the welfare of the people,—and which down to our time, notwith
standing the hostility of kings and the apathy of governments,
continue to keep alive the great principles that the end of society
is not to make the happiness of the few, but of the many. The
English have been the great apostles of these truths, and have
given the best exemplifications of them ; but it so happens, that
for many institutions, and the Exposition is one of them, nothing
has been done here It was a great thought, amid the din of war
and the suffering of a fearful revolution, to give new life to trade
by drawing together the products of manufactures,—strengthen
ing public hopes by showing what resources France possessed,—
awakening the skill of the man of learning and ability by showing
what she still wanted—wherein she was behindhand; where the
field needed no further tilling—where it was waste and could yield
a good crop. The first experiment was a short one. It took place
in 1798, now fifty years ago, and a building was raised at Paris
called the Temple of Industry, in which, for three days, the infant
Exposition was opened. At that time there were only 110 contri
butors.
From that time, under the influence of the great patron of
French trade, Napoleon, in that as in everything the friend of his
country, the Exposition was frequently held,—though it has been
said the honours shown to the manufacturers and engineers in
1806, drew down the jealousy of the military party. The great
war caused it to languish, and it was not until 1819 that this insti
tution, suspicious to the Bourbons for its birth in the days of revo
lutionary freedom, was allowed to revive. From that time, an
Exposition has been held every four or five years. It is called the
National Exposition of the Productions or Agricultural and Ma
nufacturing Industry, but agriculture holds only a subordinate
place.
This great show is commonly held in a building set up for the
time in one of the great open places in Paris. The first was in the
Champ de Mars; those or 1801, 1802, 1819, 1823, and 1827, in the
palace of the Louvre; that of 1806 on the Esplanade of the Invalides; the one of 1834 on the Place de la Concorde; of 1839, 1844,
and 1849, in the Champs-EIysees. The length of the show was at
first three days; afterwards, six and seven; in 1806, twenty-four
days; in 1819, thirty-five; in 1823, fifty; and since then, sixty
days.
The following will show the progress made: —
Year of Show.

Exhibitors.

Rewards.

1798
110
23
1801
229
80
1802
540
254
1806
1,422
610
1819
1,662
869
1823
1,642
1,091
1827
1,695
1,254
1834
2,447
1,785
1839
3,281
2,305
1844
3,960
3,255
1849
4,532
The rewards are medals of gold, silver, and bronze, an honourable
mention, and a favourable citation. To the name of each exhi
bitor is appended, in the official catalogue, a list of the rewards
gained at the Expositions. Thus, Derosne and Cail, the great ma
chinists, are named as having gold medals in 1827, 1834, 1839, and
1844, showing how long have been their exertions. Japy, brothers,
hardware manufacturers, are named as having gold medals in 1806,
1823, 1827, 1834, 1839, and 1844.
Besides these medals and certificates, the cross of the legion of
honour is always given to some of the most meritorious exhibitors.
Napoleon took a great interest in the Exposition. Louis Philippe,
however great a tyrant, certainly a friend to the arts of peace,
spared no pains in promoting the three great Expositions of his
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reign. In 1844, he spent a long time each Monday in the show,
talking with the manufacturers, and the leading men among them
were likewise made welcome at the palace. The influence of a
man of enlightenment could not have been otherwise than favour
able; and it is very likely, as said, that Louis Philippe often gave
good practical suggestions to the manufacturers with whom he
talked. They, too, had the opportunity of showing the legislative
evils under which they laboured, and of impressing a powerful
protector of industrial interests, as they are understood in France
—that is to say, of industrial monopoly. Louis Napoleon, in whom
the love of patronage is strong, likewise spends his Mondays at
the Exposition.
The admission is wholly free, all but Thursdays, when there is a
charge of one franc; but that is given to charities. Thus the
great feeling is kept up, that this is an institution for the benefit
of all, and that all have an interest in the national industry and
national welfare.
For the Exposition of 1849, a grant of 24,000/. was made to the
Minister of Agriculture and Trade. In each department or shire
of France, a committee was named by the Prefect to settle the
claims of exhibitors. This committee, or jury, as it is likewise
named, was on this occasion specially authorised to point out, in a
written report, "the services rendered to agriculture or industry
by masters, foremen, or workmen." From the head town of each
department the objects exhibited were carried, at the cost of the
government, to Paris, and were so sent back. A "central jury"
was named by the Minister to judge to whom rewards should be
given. Their report was sent to the Minister, and by him to the
President of the Commonwealth, by whom the rewards were be
stowed.
On the Central Jury we find the following names :— Arago,
Blanqui, Michel Chevalier, Charles Dupin, Dumas, Mathieu,
Payen, Wolowski, and other men of science; Leon Feuchere and
Fontaine, architects, and Firmin Didot. About half the members
are men of science. As so many leading manufacturers are exhi
bitors, of course they are thereby excluded from the Central
Jury.
The department of the Seine, in which Paris is situated, natu
rally sends by far the greater proportion. Of 4,352 exhibitors,
2,856 are from that department. From the Orne, 222; the Lower
Seine (Rouen), 117; the North (Lille and the cotton districts),
119; and the Rhone (Lyon), 100. None others come near these
numbers. Most of the departments send very few articles. The
difficulties of carriage are a great hindrance in France, which
would not be felt in England ; indeed, no part of this island, or
the neighbouring one, would be without its representative at an
exposition.
That this institution has a favourable effect on French industry,
no one who sees it can doubt. It makes the manufacturers fully
aware, so far as France is concerned, of what they can do. Some
can see in what they are behindhand, and why; and to all there is
the motive of exertion. Public fame is awarded to those who do
well; nor does fame end with a medal or a sheet of paper,—but the
well-deserving manufacturer,J>ecoming better known, has an im
mediate reward in the demand for his productions. Many new
articles of manufacture have thus been prominently brought for
ward, and obtained a publicity which would otherwise have been
long in coming. Many clever mechanics have found their interests
advanced by having the opportunity of showing their inventions
before the eyes of the manufacturers and capitalists of all France.
Indeed, the very encouragement of genius, which we here sigh for,
is there found, and honour and wealth become more surely the lot
of the meritorious.
If France, notwithstanding such an institution, does not go
beyond us, and if we, with the want of it, are still flourishing, it
does not arise from this one circumstance. The inborn energy of
Englishmen, exerted during hundreds of years, has created an
enterprising and independent people, whom had government has
not been able to depress. The want of true freedom in France
has created a people, listless—whom no public reward can fully
encourage, because vicious legislation fetters and trammels them
at every step. In England, a bad government does not do its duty
in encouraging and upholding merit: in France, a bad government
goes beyond the proper sphere of government by interfering with
the personal action of individuals. In both cases the error is great
and threatening—here it is an error of omission, there of commis
sion. The fruits are different, because an Englishman is still free
to work for himself, and because a Frenchman is trammelled by a
vicious police, which deprives him of energy of action and inde
pendence of character. Thus these characteristics so common in
England are rare in France.
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We shall now transcribe a few notes as to the career of some of
the exhibitors; not taking those who have begun as capitalists,
but rather those who have devoted themselves to mechanics.
M. Gustave Hallet, machinist, at Paris, left in 1835, the School
of the Industrial Arts at Paris, in which he had studied; and hav
ing been employed as a clerk and assistant in factories, set up in
1840 on his own account, as a mechanical engineer and millwright.
He now exhibits, for the first time, a high-pressure engine, of
3-hnr8e power, with some ingenious modifications.
M. Farcot was a pupil of M. Achille Collas, and was afterwards
brought up with Jecker, brothers, manufacturers of marine instru
ments. He was afterwards in M. Perrier's engineering works, at
Chaillot, with Mr. Edwards, the elder, hut being discharged, was
employed by M. Albony, a locksmith. Thence he became the first
toire
workman
des Arts
of M.etChristian,
Metiers, at
Bythat
him,time
Farcot
Director
was employed
of the Conservain the '
establishment of machine works in the Hospice desQuinze Vingts,
at Paris, and at Argenteuil, and constructed a number of machines
for the colonies. In 1823, he left M. Christian, and with his own
savings and his wife's money set tip a factory as a millwright.
Besides other machinery, he constructed, in 1 827, a great bakery.
At each Exposition from 1834, he has been an exhibitor, and from
a yearly manufacture of engines of 36-horse power, he has reached
a yearly supply of 240-horse power.
In 1813, there was no dyery at Ronbaix. M. Descat-Crouzet
set up one on a small scale for cotton yarn and piece goods, and by
1815 he had gained some reputation in the department of the
North. His eldest son, Theodore, a lad of fifteen, powerfully
helped him; he was successively workman, foreman, and clerk,
and afterwards became head of the house, in which his brothers
were partners. In 1825, English goods were driving French goods
out of the market, as our manufacturers had discovered new pro
cesses. It was important to learn them, and M. Theodore Descat
effected this, to the great satisfaction of the manufacturers of the
department; and by successive experiments and journeys, by
money and by skill, he has kept up his fame. In 1832, he set up
a large dye-work at the bridge of Brcency. On him the progress
and prosperity of the town of Roubaix has depended, and the
Departmental Jury express themselves in the strongest terms of
gratitude towards him. His dye-works have steam-engines of
80-horse power, and all the necessary machinery; and a large vil
lage has sprung up around. He employs 850 workmen, and his
transactions are 80,000/. yearly.
M. Tesse Petit was foreman of a cotton-spinning factory at
Paris, the head of which gained a prize at the Exposition of 1819.
In 1820, he set up a small factory of 1,296 spindles. In 1834, he
gained a silver medal. He had then only 90 work-people. In
1839, he set up a steam-engine. He has now 160 work-people in
the factory, and 80 out of doors, and 15,800 spindles.
These examples will show how men get on in France, and the
danger in which we are from such rivals. An account of some of
the French establishments will still further illustrate the state of
French industry.
Messrs. Charles Derosne and Cail are great engineers. They
employ altogether 2,600 men, and turn out locomotives and railway
plant and sugar machinery for France and the colonies, besides
steam-engines, mill-work, and coining apparatus. They ship to
Java, Brazil, Mexico, Surinam, Egypt, Spain, Cuba, Bourbon,
Guadaloupe, Martinique, Russia, and Austria. They have made
160 locomotives. The firm have establishments at Paris, Grenelle,
Deuain in the North, Brussels, Amsterdam, and Guadaloupe. The
motive power is 45-horse power at Paris, 15 at Grenelle, 60 at
Denain, and 15 at Brussels. Among the plant is, at Paris and
Grenelle, 107 forges, 278 lathes, planing, and boring machines, and
three foundry furnaces; at Denain, 114 forges, 45 lathes, &c. ; at
Brussels, 42 forges, 36 lathes, &c. Charles Derosne, the founder
of the firm, died in 1846, in consequence of his repeated visits to
the West Indies.
Messrs. Petin and Gaudet, of Rive de Gier, set up their factory
in 1839, and were the first in France to use the steam-hammer for
forging. At that time, wrought-iron boiler plates for marine en
gines were only to be had in England, and the price was very high.
Paddle-wheel shafts cost 6/. per cwt., and now they are delivered
at 2/., and the firm supply most of the leading houses of France.
The factory at Graffenstaden, on the Lower Rhine, belongs to a
societe anonyme, and was set up in 1838. It has 82 lathes, 60 forges,
3 foundry furnaces, and employs, when at full work, 700 or 800
men, using 1,100 tons of metal, and 1,600 tons of coal annually.
It turns out machine tools, tenders, wagons, railway wheels, &c.
The Societe Anonyme dee Forges dtAudincourt has 5 charcoal ironsmelting furnaces, 2 foundries, and 20 refining hearths. It uses
37*
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yearly 50,000 cubic yards of charcoal, and turns out 8,000 tons of
iron in a good year. Japy, brothers are the directors.
The Metallurgic Society of Vierzon is another company; has
engines of 300-horse power, 9 high furnaces, 1 1 puddling hearths,
12 balling wires, 30 refinery fires, 1 reverberating oven, 1 steamhammer +,000 lb. weight, and 5 rolling presses.
The cotton-mills of Messrs. Seilliere, at Se'nones, in the Vosges,
were set up in 1804, and then employed 8,500 spindles. They have
now several establishments, and employ 516 people in the spinning
department, 550 in the power-loom department, 86 in the bleachery,
altogether 1,667. They use as moving power, 6 water-wheels of
142-horse power, 3 steam-engines, 1 turbine of 50-horse power,
and 1 of 30-horse power. They have 26,500 spindles, and 660
looms, and work up yearly 650,000 lb. of cotton into yarn. This
factory does not seem to have had the success anticipated, as for a
long time it suffered from want of power, the water-power being
at first only 50-horse power; but they have now greater resources.
The spinner, who in 1830 earned only 1 franc a-day, now earns
from 2 to 2j frances per day.
The firm of Nicholas Schlumberger, at Guebwiller, in the High
Rhine, is that of one of the great cotton lords of France. The
mill was founded in 1810. The firm spin cotton, linen, hemp,
combed wool, and silk waste, and have likewise a factory for
making spinning machinery. They have above 2,000 work-people,
with 55,000 spindles, and work up 800,000 lb. of cotton yearly into
yarn, and 5*0 tons of metal, besides 1,000 tons of coal.
The firm of Mahieu-Delangre have cotton-mills at Artnentieres,
in the North, and employ 1,3+2 work-people.
The firm of Scrive, brothers, of Lille, spin and weave flax.
They employ 550 people. M. Scrive Labbe' introduced the flaxweaving machinery into France.
Messrs. Cohin and Co, at Rallepot-les-Frevent, have a flax-mill
with 600 work-people, and 10,330 spindles.
M. Lemaitre-Demeestere has a flax-mill at Halluin, in the North,
and employs 600 or 700 people.
The firm of Messrs Berteche, Chesnon, and Co. dates from 1806,
and has establishments at Sedan and Paris, for cloths, cassimeres,
&c. They turn over above 300,000/. yearly, and ship to the United
States, Peru, Chili, Brazil, Mexico, Spain, Belgium, Russia, and
even England.
These will give some idea of the large French establishments of
various kinds, and although we may pride ourselves on having
larger ones, we cannot help seeing we have powerful rivals.
We were very much pleased with the show. It does the greatest
credit to the manufacturers of France, and gives the most gratify
ing proofs of their progress. It may be most usefully studied by
Englishmen. In every article of taste the French are beyond us,
though we are making way upon them; and it is likely that if we
had a show ourselves, a higher class of productions would be
brought forward, and would receive greater encouragement. The
metal manufacturers exhibit many creditable works—not models,
but working locomotives, stationary engines, and tool machines.
We do not consider the French go beyond us, or come up to us,
but they show an earnest rivalry, and are certainly getting ahead,
Even Englishmen are at first struck by this truly great show; but
a careful examination modifies the first opinion of exclusive excel
lence, and affords the strongest ground for believing that a London
Exposition would far surpass that at Paris.
To the establishment of a show of English productions our at
tention was long since turned; and we are the more convinced of
its necessity, and of the propriety of taking stfme immediate step.
We have, however, no faith in the scheme put forward by the
Society of Arts, because we think that society is wholly unable to
carry it out, and an abortive attempt would have the most mis
chievous results. We consider that an Exposition should originate
with the manufacturers, and be managed by them.
An Exposition, in all its attributions, is well calculated to en
courage industry. The reports of the shire-committees on the
state of trade, and of those who have done the most service to
trade and agriculture, would have very good results. In France,
most establishments exhibiting state how many men they employ,
the extent of their works, and the value of their produce. These
are not things that can be kept secret in England; the statistics of
each iron-work or cotton-mill are accessible to rivals, though they
are not well known by the public. The opportunity that is pre
sented of ascertaining the comparative condition of each branch
of industry is invaluable, and many would be greatly stimulated
were their existence or capabilities fully known.
In France, a classified catalogue shows the number of exhibitors
in each department, and some of them we will enumerate. There
are 22 exhibitors of steel, 84 of iron, 518 of machines, 152 of
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apparatus for heating, distilling, and drying, 120 of watchmaking,
133 of husbandry implements, 138 of what are called instruments
of precision, and 123 of tools. Other exhibitors to be noticed are,
6 of slates, 11 of bitumen, 2 of anthracite, 13 of geographical ar
ticles, 73 of colours and varnishes, 3 of razor strops, 20 of daguerreotyping, 7 of ink, 5 of goffering, 3 of gutta percha, 15 of water
proofing, 183 of musical instruments, 12 of letters in relief, 23 of
marbles, 15 of mosaics and incrustations, 114 of paper-works, 10 of
pasteboard-works, 15 of paper-hanging, 33 of stays, 35 of per
fumery, 18 of wooden shoes. These will show the varied character
of the exhibition, and what a speciality there is for some articles
looked upon as inconsiderable.
( To be continuedJ

THE PUBLIC
No.WORKS
IV.—Docks.
OF ENGLAND.

Necestitaa mater arluim. These most useful establishments were, in
many instances, the last adopted in the most important commercial towns.
The reason is that the most important towns were established in favoured
situations where the absolute necessity for docks waa the latest felt. Dry
docks, for the mere purpose of constructing vessels, are, of course, of very
ancient date, and are to be found everywhere ; but wet docks, for the pur
pose of giving vessels when arrived at their destination a safe receptacle and
easy means of loading and unloading, are of singularly recent date. The
Mediterranean, in its tideless waters, stood in comparatively little need of
such convenience. Thus when Venice, Genoa, Leghorn, Marseilles, were
totally without docks, some of the towns on the Baltic, of much less com
mercial importance, possessed docks of excellent construction. On the
same principle in our own country, London was anticipated by many secondrate seaports. Liverpool, at a time when it bore a very low rank amongst
our commercial towns, first established the dock system in Great Britain.
In those days no one could ever have dreamt of the North American trade.
Liverpool owed nothing to its near position. The advantage of its proximity
to America was an after-accident. The energy probably of a few private in
dividuals, instituted a scheme which totally altered the commercial balance
of the empire. To some accidents of private conduct is due in like manner
the arrangement and position of most of our great emporiums, for whatever
celebrated—whether for art, industry, commerce, or education.
The shifting of the sands in the Mersey, however, and other disadvantages
of the harbour, rendered docks more necessary at Liverpool than in most
other places. The first Act for this purpose in Liverpool was obtained in
1708. The management was invested in the Corporation for a term of 21
years. That body gave 4 acres of land, and were authorised to borrow 60001.
The old dock was thus constructed, covering an area of somewhat more than
3i acres. In 1717 the term was extended by 16 years, and the Corporation
empowered to borrow an additional 4000/. In 1737 a new Act gave a fur
ther prolongation of the term, an additional dock permitted to be con
structed, and a new power given of borrowing 6000/. By 1761 another dock
was wanted, and 25,000/. more was permitted to be borrowed. In 1784
two more docks were granted, and the power of borrowing 70,000/. In
1799 two more docks and a further loan of 120,000/. were authorised. The
Corporation contributed the necessary ground. The aggregate sums thni
authorised amount to 231,000/. for seven docks. The dock dues, which in
1724 amounted to 810/. lis. 6d., reached above 10,000/. in 1790, and above
100,000/. in 1818. The number of vessels, which in 1760 was 1245, reached
10,000 in 1824.
The area covered by these docks varies, from the first, or " old" dock,
which, as we have stated, occupies 3J acres to the Queen's Dock, which
covers about 11 acres. Besides the docks, there are six basins, covering
from 2 to 4 acres each. The construction of most of the docks, especially
that called the Prince's Dock, is of the most solid description. The offices
are splendid, cast-iron sheds are built round it, and a spacious parade run*
along one side.
More recently the Brunswick and Birkenhead Docks have been built. Of
the latter the fortunes are not yet developed ; the vicissitudes of this under
taking have hitherto been considerable. They are designed upon the moat
magnificent scale, and may probably hare to wait some years until the
inevitable expansion of British commerce under an increasing population,
and the blessings of free trade, may call into use the vast area and superb
appliances which they offer to the merchant and the shipmaster.
The next in order of time were the Hull Old Docks, which were com
menced in 1774, on the site of the old fortifications. The area of dock,
quay, &c, is above 30 acres ; that of the dock itself, 10 acres. Rennie, the
engineer, bad many difficulties to encounter in the loose nature of the soil.
The first dredging machine ever employed in England waa constructed by
dertakings
him for theofuse
theofkind
these
in docks.
the bandsThis
of shareholders,
was one of the
the most
docksprofitable
at Liverpool,
un.
like those at Bristol, being the property of the Corporation. The original
number of shsres was 120 ; that number has since been increased to nearly
200. In 1806, previous to the increase, the dividend was no leu than
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above
721. 15t.
50,000/.
\0d. went
per share,
to workmen,
but it sensibly
above 40,000/.
diminished
to building
afterwards.
and Hall
improve.
New
Docks were built in 1807. The area is about 1\ acre*.
Up to the beginning of the present century, the city of London had no
docks at all. In fact, several interests were in the way—the proprietors of
the various wharfs above and below the bridge were against any scheme of
dock building, and various projects for the improvement both of the legal
quays and the sufferance wharfs were proposed in opposition. The legal
quays were, however, only 1464 feet long altogether, and occupied precisely
the same positions that tbey did at the time of the great lire of London,
while the imports from the port bad, from the year 1700 to 1792, increased
from 4,785,538/. to 12,072,674/., and the exports from 5,387,787/. to
14,742,516/.
In tbe year 1793, apian was first projected of making wet docks at
Wapping, the Isle of Dogs, or Rotberhitbe, the preference being given in the
first instance to Wapping, on account of its proximity to the city. This first
plan contains tbe germ of almost all that has been carried out since. In
1 794, a general meeting of merchants took place, when a committee was
appointed to examine tbe matter, and a report was drawn up, recommending
the construction of docks at Wapping. In conseqence, a well-known
engineer, Mr. Daniel Alexander, who had been previously employed about
the river, was directed to make a survey, aud to prepare plans and estimates
for constructing the proposed Wapping docks, with a cut and canal leading
to them along the site of the present East and West India Docks. The
plans and estimates were prepared accordingly and laid before another general
meeting of merchants on December 22, 1795, when a subscription of
800,000/. was filled in a few hours, for the purpose of carrying the plan into
execution. In fact, projects of this kind were at this time eagerly listened
to. It was tbe great year for canal schemes. A petition was presented
to the House of Commons, who appointed a select committee " to inquire
into the best mode of providing sufficient accommodation for the increased
trade and shipping of the port of London." In this committee a variety of
objections were raised, and plans proposed for constructing docks in all sorts
of places. It took two or three years to overcome these difficulties, and the
final petition to the House was not presented till December, 1798. A few
days afterwards a petition was presented by the Corporation with similar ob
jects, and with the additional plan of cutting a navigable canal from Blackwall to Limehouse, and constructing wet docks in tbe Isle of Dogs, for the
West India Shipping. The West India merchants had, however, apart from
the Corporation, already projected a competing plan to that of the last pro
position. The Corporation and the companies united at last, and all diffi
culties were overcome. The Act for the West India Docks was passed in
1779—that for the London Docks in the next year—and the Act for the
East India Docks in 1803. All these projects arose out of the original
scheme for the London Docks, which scheme was carried out simultaneously
in all its fulness, though under the management of three separate companies,
and appearing as three distinct undertakings.
The London Docks were constructed under Rennie's superintendence.
The Act allowed seven years for its completion ; it was opened in five, but
was not completely finished for some time afterwards. A capital of 300,000/.
was authorised, five per cent, interest guaranteed, and ten per cent, fixed as
a maximum. Proprietors of 500/. to 1000/. have one note; of 1000/. to
5000/., two votes ; of 5000/. to 10,000/., three votes, and proprietors of
more than 10,000/. have four votes, which is the maximum. The dock-rates
were fixed by the Act at per ton :—For vessels trading between tbe ports of
Great Britain (including the Scottish isles) la. For traders to Ireland, the
Channel islands, France, from Ushant to Dunkirk, Flanders, Germany, and
Denmark, to EUineur, 1*. 3d. North of Elsineur and the Baltic, la. G</.
South of Europe to Cape St. Vincent, Africa, America, South Seas, 2s.
Eastern Asia, 2a. Cd. All vessels arriving with more than 20 pipes of wine
or brandy are obliged to enter the docks. Six weeks are allowed for un
lading, beyond which a charge of id. per tou is made for the first two
weeks, and id. per ton afterwards. All vessels, except those devoted to
the East and West India trades, are allowed to enter the docks, without dis
tinction of nation. Wine, spirits, and tobacco, form the grincipal cargoes de
livered at the docks. Ranges of warehouses have been erected for the re
ception of these articles—those for tobacco are of very fine construction.
The superficies occupied by the warehouses in general amounts to 120,000
square yards. The dock itself is 420 yards long, 276 broad, and 29 feet
deep. It occupies a surface of 25 acres, and the basin 2) acres. The whole
premise*, including warehouses and quays, contain a superficies of 110 acres.
It is estimated to hold about 230 ships of 300 tons. The tobacco warehouse,
underneath which are wine cellars, covers five acres—the greatest extent of
any one roof in the world, unless we except the Great Pyramid.
The West India Docks, the most magnificent in the world, were begun in
July 1800, and opened for the reception of vessels in September 1802, in
the short space of 27 months. Mr. William Jessop was the engineer. The
prosperity of these docks in former days was prodigious. The original
capital was 500,000/., afterwards raised to 1,200,000/. Tbe revenues of the
company in 1809 amounted to 330,623/., and in 1813 tbey reached their
climax, amounting to 449,421/. Since that time the depreciation of the
West India trade has caused a sad decline in this magnificent income. Up
to 1818, the company, besides paying the maximum dividend of 10 per cent.,
Lad accumulated 800,000/. as a reserve fund, but they were obliged to de
vote a part of this sum to dividend very soon afterwards. The annual ex
penses alone of the establishment amounted in 1819, to 151,644/., of which
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ments, and 13,320/. to taxes, an enormous impost. The coopersge materials
are set down at 16,766/. in addition. The management of the company is
in the hands of 21 directors, eight of whom must belong to the City Cor
poration. Four directors go out in each year, except tbe fifth, when five go
out of office. Only shareholders holding above 500/. are entitled to vote.
The nature of West Indian produce has rendered necessary tbe construction
of tbe sheds and warehouses on the most careful principle. Tbe pillars of
the whole, and the framework of the roof of some of the sheds, are of cast
iron, most ingeniously constructed. The great difficulty is to guard agaiutt
contraction or dilatation by cold or beat. To remedy this, the iron beams
which run from one pillar to another, are not actually in contact, and a longi
tudinal play is thus allowed to the structure, which prevents any mischief
from the alteration of temperature. The pavement is partly of iron and
partly of granite, and the mechanical contrivances are of the most excellent
kind. The docks are in two divisions, the export and the import. The im
port dock is 2600 feet long, and 500 feet broad, and estimated to hold 204
vessels of 300 tons each. The export dock is of the same length, and 400
feet broad ; it holds 195 vessels. There have been deposited in tbe sheds
and warehouses at the same time 148,563 casks of sugar, 70,875 barrels and
433,648 bags of coffee, 35,158 pipes of rum and Madeira, 14,021 logs of
mahogany, and 21,350 tons of logwood. The reader may conceive the
economy of room necessary for the reception of such a mass.
The City Canal enablea vessels to enter the docks without making the cir
cuit of the Isle of Dogs, but in moBt instances the captains save the charge
and go round the bend. The canal serves as a receptacle for ships laid up in
ordinary ; its long range of a mile presents a magnificent spectacle of masts
and shipping, when viewed from the river. The depth of water in the docka
at high tide is 24 feet. The area of the import dock is above 30 acres ; tbat
of the export about 25 acres. Tbe docks, basins, and locks, altogether, in
clude an area of 68 acres, and the total superficies, if we include quays and
warehouses, amounts to 140 acres. The 68 acres of excavation form a work
in its way unrivalled by any in existence.
Tbe East India Docks were not commenced until 1805, though their Act
passed in 1803. The first ship entered them in August, 1806, 17 months
after their commencement. Their capital, originally 200,000/., was subse
quently doubled. The number of directors is 13, who must each hold 20
shares in tbe stock of the company, and four of them must be directors of
the East India Company. This forms almost the only connection which the
East India Company has with the docks. The possession of five shares gives
a right of voting. The immense value of East Indian produce, and of (he
cargoes of tbe vessels engaged in the trade, causes a different arrangement
in these docks from either the London or West Indian. The docks, in the
first place, are much smaller ; as fewer vessels are engaged in the oriental
commerce, and as they are much longer on the voyage, they will be in dock
a proportionately shorter time to the period they spend at sea. Then, the
value of the property prevents its being allowed to remain on the spot.
The warehouses are four miles off, and the cargoes are immediately de
livered to the merchants. The company subscribed 10,000/. to tbe Com
mercial-road, which was originally constructed as a thoroughfare from the
docks to the city. There is, likewise, much greater restriction in the admis
sion of visitors to these docks than to any of tbe others. Business com
mences later in the day, and the doors are punctually closed at three in the
winter, and four in the summer months. The depth of the East India
Docks is greater than tbat of the rest, on account of the size of the vessels
in tbe trade, which draw more water than any merchant vessels. The depth
accordingly, is never less than 23 feet, or, as measured from the surface of
the quays, is 27 feet. The superficies of the export dock is 10 acres, of the
import dock 19 acres, which, with 3 acres for the basin, makes a total sur
face of 32 acres. The carriages used to convey the merchandise from the
docks are of a peculiar construction. They look something like a gipsy
caravan ; the door is behind, and secured, besides its lock, by bars of iron.
Long before the construction of the East India Docks, an old dock, called
Perry's Dock, stood on the site; it was a private affair, but of great use to
merchants. Greenland Dock, on tbe other side, was likewise an old private
dock.
It was estimated that, before the construction of the great docks just de
scribed, the loss by robberies alone exceeded the hundredth part of the whole
importation uf wines, tea, indigo, cocoa, &c. ; the fiftieth of the sugar, and
the fortieth of the rum. The value of the loss during the years 1799, 1800,
and 1801, was estimated to amount to 1,214,500/. Tbe estimate of the
saving to tbe present increased commerce of the country would be quite
enormous.— Daily Newt.

Irish Bogs.—A letter in the Times, from Mr. H. J. Baylee, county Clare,
states that " bog" land can be reclaimed, and brought into bearing at a cost
of 71. an acre ; some which be had himself reclaimed yielded for the first
crop 10/. an acre, the second for potatoes 40/. per acre (although, in ordinary
years, only 20/.), tbe third 6/., and it appears there is now growing on tbe
bog a crop of potatoes worth 20/. per acre—thus, for an outlay of 71., all
expended in labour, a return of ten times the amount has been made in the
short space of four years. This instance should afford sufficient encourage
ment to the landholder and capitalist, as well as to the government, to adopt
the system so successfully carried out, and which must be so conducive to
the benefit of the sister country.
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ZINC-WHITE A SUBSTITUTE FOR WHITE-LEAD.

HARDENING LIMESTONES.

It has been proved that zinc-white may be employed, with peat advantage,
as a substitute for white-lead, for painting and other purposes for which that
substance is ordinarily employed ; as the former substance is free from the
disadvantages possessed by the latter, which is not only liable to turn black
by the action of the air, but also produces the painters' cholic, and other
disorders, which are often fatal. Zinc-wbite is, moreover, found to be
unchangeable ; this fact has been proved, beyond dispute, by numerous wellverified experiments ; but the principal obstacle to ita employment has been
the difficulty of working with that material. This arises mainly from the
fact, that workmen, who are accustomed to a certain routine practice, are at
fault when a new substance is set before them ; and, after attempting to use
it according to the method with which they are acquainted, and not findiDg
it succeed, they immediately condemn it as useless. Although persuaded
of the beneficial results which would accrue from the use of zincwhite, the
masters will not take the trouble to look into the matter themselves, but rely
upon their workmen , and thus the public are persuaded that the application
is impracticable. Now, it is the object of the present paper to obviate this
difficulty, by pointing out the method of employing zinc-white with success
and economy.
The first thing to be done is, to procure oil as nearly white as possible;
this is essential if a bright colour be required, for, as the zinc-wbite pos
sesses less body than white-lead, coloured oil imparts a colour to it which
tarnishes its brightness j if, however, a yellow colour be required, there is
no occasion to be so particular abont the whiteness of the oil. The most
suitable oil, and which is generally sufficiently white, is the oil of the black
poppy, which may be procured from Flanders and Alsace, where it is in
common use;—in default of obtaining this, any other siccative oil, provided
it be white, will answer the purpose, although it may, perhaps, smell a
little stronger.
The zinc-white is to be ground, while dry, into powder, with a mullar; it
must then be scraped, with a painter's knife, into a heap, in the middle of
which a hollow is to be made, to receive a small quantity of oil; the whole
is then to be mixed with a knife, so as to bring it to the consistency of very
thick mortar or paste, and rather dry than otherwise,—as this substance
becom es more liquid the more it is ground. This paste is then placed on a
separate palette, from which a small quantity is taken and put under the
mullar, and triturated ; and, as the colour escapes, it is scraped up with the
knife, and placed in heaps on a clear space on the stone, where it is again
ground,—the mullar being carefully placed in the centre of the heaps : when,
by this means, the colour is spread over the whole surface of the stone,
three or four turns from one end to the other will finish the grinding ; the
whole must then be scraped off with a knife. This operation, which
appears, at first sight, tedious and troublesome, Boon becomes easy of per
formance,—as zinc-wbite has a fine and easily-separated grain, which, conse
quently, requires but little grinding. Care must be taken that the colour is
of sufficient consistence to be laid on a flat surface without showing through ;
and, consequently, if it be too liquid, it will be necessary to add a sufficient
quantity of powder to give it the required consistency, and again grind it ; it
is then to be put in a clean vessel containing clear water. In this state it
may be mixed with any of the ordinary colours, and will be found to make
up with any of the colours usually combined with white-lead, producing a
fresher tint than when the latter substance is used.
The natural colour of zinc-white is a milk-white, less bright than that of
white-lead of the best quality, which inclines to blue, but much superior to
that of common white-lead or ceruse; and, therefore, zinc-white may be
said to be the medium quality between " kremnitz" and the common whitelead or ceruse generally employed for painting the interior of apartments.
Zinc-white may therefore be considered as an efficient substitute for whitelead, without possessing any of its disadvantages.
Paints having zinc-white as their base, do not dry so quickly as lead
colours, but they will set more quickly than ochre : the difference in time,
as compared with white-lead, is about 2 to 5 ; and, if it be ground up with
oil which is rather old, and not very oleaginous, it will dry as quickly as
white-lead.* When mixed with substances that do not dry easily, it will
only be necessary to add, as a siccative, a little white copperas (sulphate of
zinc); care being taken not to use the oil prepared with lead, usually
employed by painters, as it would not only turn the white yellow, but would
impart to it the deleterious qualities sought to be avoided by its use ; if,
however, it is found necessary to use this oil for black or other* colours
which will nut dry, it must be used with caution.
When large surfaces are to be painted, the brushes used must be very soft
and not too close, in order that the colour may be laid equally ; and, if the
first coat be properly laid on, the laying of the second will be unattended
with difficulty.
Experience has shown, that about 2J ounces of zinc-white are sufficient to
cover a square yard ; while from 4} to 5 ounces of white-lead, of second
quality, are required for this purpose ; at the same time, supposing it to be
more expensive, this is amply compensated by the certainty that it will not
prove injurious, either to those employed in painting, or persons inhabiting
apartments painted with it.— Translated for Newton t London Journal.

On the Formation of Hydraulic Limestones, Cement; and other litntrals,
in the Hoist Way. By Professor Kuhlmakn.
The author bad some time ago observed that all limestones contain small
quantities of alkalies ; and be has recently found that, in hydraulic limestones
in particular, a very considerable amount of potash occurs.—From this be
concluded that the silicate of potash must exercise an essential influence
upon the production of cements ; and he succeeded in producing artificially
hydraulic limestone in the moist way, by mixing lime with silica or alumina
dissolved in water containing some potash. When powdered chalk is em
ployed for this purpose, the pasty mass obtained gradually hardens in the
air, and attains equal hardness with the very best hydraulic cements. If, on
the other hand, chalk in pieces or porous limestone is dipped into a solution
of silicate of potash, they acquire, after several daya' exposure to the air,
such a degree of hardness at the surface that they scratch limestone; they
admit of being polished, but it is only with porous stones that the hardening
penetrates through the entire mass. This property may be usefully em
ployed in the manufacture of ornaments, as, by judicious treatment, the
surface experiences no alteration. The silification may even be employed
for obtaining lithographic stones from chalk.
Gypsum is likewise hardened in the same manner, and its decomposition
by alkaline silicates takes place far more rapidly and more completely.
Crystallised gypsum is only superficially acted upon by it ; but when ground
and mixed with silicate of potash, it acquires a hard and shining surface.
If, too, concentrated solutions are employed, the decomposition is too rapid,
and the surface exfoliates after several days' exposure to the air. Oxide of
manganese and potash may be employed with the same effect as the silicate
of potash. The author ascertained, by experiments, that lime has the pro
perty of precipitating metallic oxides dissolved in alkalies ; as, for instance,
oxide of copper from its solution in ammonia. He observes, on this subject,
that in general, every insoluble salt in contact with a saline solution, the
acid of which forms with the base of the insoluble salt a still more in
soluble combination, produces a decomposition of the salt in aolution,
which, however, in most cases, is incomplete. Thus white lead precipi
tates a considerable quantity of cbromate of lead from a cold solution of
chromate of potash ; silicate of potash and chromate of lime yield some
silicate of lime, &c.
The author is inclined to suppose that the crystallised silicic acid in the
limestone rocks, as also flints, agates, &c, owe their origin to this cause;
that they have consequently been formed by the decomposition of the silicate
of potash by carbonic acid. In fact, he found, in examining these minerals,
that, after ignition and pulverization, they communicated a decidedly alkaline
reaction to water. In these siliceous deposits, the two following causes
have been principally active :—
1. Decomposition of the earthy carbonates by alkaline silicates, producing
earthy silicates, which are decomposed under certain circumstances by water
containing carbonic acid, and part with the eaiths.
2. Direct deposition of silicic acid by decomposition by carbonic acid of
the alkaline silicate held in solution in water.
The author finds a confirmation of his view in the circumstance that, be
sides the minerals previously mentioned, manganese, dolomite, talc, asbestos,
emerald, corundum, sulphuret of antimony, &c, contain small quantities of
alkalies.—Ann. de Chim. et de Phyt.

* By the addition of siccative oil, colours, mad* with zinc- while, will dry as quickly u
cerust.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
Patent Decorative Glass, or Vitrified Lact-Pattern Glast.—The company
state that the process and effect produced are perfectly novel, and perfect
representations of net or muslin curtains with embroidered borders, correct
in every detail, and every description of lace pattern, can be undertaken.
The material used for the matt or ground-work is different to that usually
employed for the(same purpose—is more even in surface, will retain its
colour, and cannot iu any way be affected by exposure to the atmosphere,
and has a semi-transparent appearance, not found in work of a similar cha
racter. They consider that for internal decorations, the patent glass pos
sesses a decided advantage over every other description of white ornamented
glass, has the same appearance from both sides, does not require the aid of a
light behind to show the design ; and the ornament stands out in strong
relief when viewed by lamp-light. The material can be had as low as la. id.
per 16 oz.
Cleansing Buildings.—The dingy appearance of buildings in the metropolis
is far from creditable, but the expense of cleaning is a great obstacle to im
provement. The supposed necessity of scaffolding entails the greater part of
the outlay. Lately, Wren's church of St. Michael's, Bassishaw, has been
cleansed by Mr. Oldis, builder, of Basinghall-street, at a cost of Ml. only,
including colouring inside and out from the tower to the ground, and paint
ing doors, &c. Had scaffolding been set up, the cost would have been
double ; whereas, the cleansing was effected by a running stage worked by a
derrick on the roof, with a fall and tackle. It is much to be desired that
Bunnett and Corpe'a iron shutters were more used, so es to allow the fronts
of buildings to be washed down with fire-engines, as the Bank of England
is. Part of Mercers' Hall front has just been cleansed by washing. We
consider that a good business might be done in cleansing buildings on
reasonable terms, as an exclusive employment.
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Britannia Bridge.—At the meeting of the Chester end Holyhead Railway Stephenson. Messrs. Losh and Co. executed the castings for the approaches,
Company, held on the 9th alt., Mr. Robert Stephenson made the following and Messrs. Abbott and Co. the arches. The stipulated price was about
report :—" The masonry of this contract is completed as far as practicable, 120,000/. The arches are circular and made of cast-iron, the whole weight
prior to the floating of the tubes ; awaiting that operation, the progress of of which is above 6,000 tons. The railway is carried over the backs of the
the remainder will depend upon the lifting. In this latter proceeding there archea in the usual manner; and below this is formed, by suspension, a car
riage and foot road for the convenience of vehicles and foot passengers.
has been some delay, owing to an unsoundness in one of the large castings
This portion of the bridge, however, will not be completed in less than
of the new hydraulic press in the Anglesea Tower, which occasioned so
much leakage, as threatened at one time to render a new casting necessary, another month, the workmen being busily engaged in laying down the wood
which would have delayed for several weeks the process of lifting the tube, pavement.
Petth Suspension Bridge.—The Mining Journal observes : " This splendid
which has been, as you are aware, floated into its position for being raised.
bridge is generally supposed to have been completely demolished during the
I have, however, the satisfaction of reporting that the leakage has been suc
cessfully stopped, and that the operation of lifting is progressing, and might recent events of the war operations between the Hungarians and Austrians ;
but, up to the present time, we are glad to learn, from a correspondent on
by this time have been completed ; but I have deemed it prudent to lift by
short stages only, and to build up step by step underneath with brickwork, the spot, no serious damage has been done to the structure. In the first re
in order effectually to guard against the serious consequences which might treat the Austrian army was obliged to make from Pestb, the general gave
orders for the destruction of the bridge, and 60 cwt. of powder were placed
arise from any failure or derangement of the hydraulic presses, whilst the
on it, 30 cwt. on each side, or under the chains, with the view of breaking
tube was suspended from them. Such an accident I believe to be very im
probable ; but, after the fracture that took place in one of the cross-heads them. Both charges were fired at the same time ; the person who superin
during the lifting of the Conway tubes (which was fortunately discovered in tended the arrangements and fired the charges, was literally dashed in pieces.
The effect it produced on the bridge was the breaking down of the road,
time to prevent a very serious disaster), I do not feel that I should be justi
fied in omitting in the case of the Britannia tube (where a mishap would, in which consists of transverse cast-iron bearers, to a considerable extent. The
all probability, interfere permanently with the navigation of the Straits) any vibration of the chains was very great, and continued for some length of
one expedient which caution can suggest. With these feelings, therefore, I time ; but after the retreat of the Austrians the bridge was again repaired.
The Hungarians, however, were obliged again to retreat over the bridge,
have, with your sanction, resolved to follow the course alluded to, notwith
standing it will protract the time of lifting in each tube a fortnight or three when Dembinski gave orders for its destruction. Mr. Clark, at Pesth, went
to Dembinski, and remonstrated with him, and told him that it would be
weeks beyond the period originally contemplated. The arrangements for
floating the next tube (which, with that already being lifted, will enable us nothing to his credit, as a general, to destroy so fine a structure. The ge
to complete one line of rails across the straits) are iu a very forward state, neral told Mr. Clark that his orders were peremptory, but after a great deal
of negociation, he consented that some of the bearers should betaken down,
and will certainly be ready by the 24th inst., with a view of taking advan
tage of the spring tides of the 7th and 10th of September, if it should be and put into boats, and taken down to the Island of Schutt, the boats to be
scuttled, and sunk in deep water; this was done. Then came the Russian
deemed expedient to do so. Upon this point I am hardly able to decide
and Austrian armies, when the bearers were taken up, and the bridge again
positively at this moment, for if any delay should take place from some un
repaired."
foreseen contingency, it may be advisable not to float the next tube until the
Lighthouse Lampt and Reflectort.—A very interesting experimental trial
following spring tides. No great loss of time would ultimately arise out of
of the powers of several lighthouse reflectors took place on the evening of
this postponement, as the interval would be occupied in removing the presses
from their present positions into those for lifting the second tube ; and some Friday the 17th ult., at Woolwich, under the direction of the Trinity House,
and, we believe, at the request of the Board of Admiralty. The lamps and
advantage would be gained by lessening the time during which the principal
reflectors tried were those in ordinary use by the Trinity House, and two
channel for navigation would be interfered with. On the other band, I think
others on plans of the invention of Mr. A. Gordon. The Trinity House
it very desirable not to allow the season to advance further than absolutely
lights, manufactured by Messrs. Wilkins, of Long Acre, are used in nearly
necessary before the next floating takes place. This latter consideration ap
all the lighthouses of the kingdom ; the reflector is parabolic in form, and
pears to me so important that we shall not fail to avail ourselves of the
the one tried was 22 inches in diameter, and 9 inches in depth ; the lamp of
spring tides from the 7th to the 10th of September, if consistent with the
the Argand construction, at 3 J focal distance. One of Mr. Gordon's appa
farther consideration of the circumstances 1 have mentioned as affecting the
ratus consisted of a reflector of the hyperbola form, 22 inches in depth, and
question. The present arrangements will, I believe, admit of one line of
19 in diameter, with Argand lamp at l\ focal distance; and the other of
railway being completed in the course of November. This conclusion is
Mr. Gordon's lights has, in addition, four annular glass refractors. The
arrived at from the results of oar recent experience, and cannot far mislead ;
lamps were lighted at half-past eight, on the upper story of the Royal
but I am bound to add, that the operations are so dependent upon casualties
Marine Barracks, and the power of the lights directed to the village of
which man cannot control, that the most careful calculations as to time may
Rainham, in Essex, a distance of about 6} miles, at which place, the gentle
not be exactly verified. 1 do not, however, see any reasonable grounds for
men to whom was confided the task of reporting on the efficiency of the
doubting that one line will be finished throughout by the abovementioned
respective apparatus, were assembled. It appeared to be the almost unani
date, or, at the latest, before the end of the year."
mous opinion of the witnesses of the experiments that the Trinity House
Accident at the Britannia Bridge.—The raising of the monster tube of
light was the best on the whole: for although Mr. Gordon's lent apparatus
this stupendous bridge to its final resting place is delayed for a month or six
was certainly equal to the other when seen in a direct line, it was inferior
weeks, in consequence of the lower part of the cylinder of the huge hy
when tried at an angle of 7 degrees of divergence from the line of observation ;
draulic press on the Anglesea side bursting, on the 17th ult., with a tremen
and that, without the lens, was not equal in any point of view to the ordinary
dous explosion, and in its descent on to the tube, a height of about 81 feet,
reflectors. The cost, also, we are informed, would be in favour of the para
fell with a terrific crash. The press was at work at the time, and bad raised
bolic reflector.
the tube about 3 feet daring the lift this day ; and had it not been for the
Lighthouie, Cape Pine, Newfoundland.—There was lately exhibited at the
urgent and very precautionary means adopted, by packing and bricking under
premises of Messrs. De Ville, and Co., 367 Strand, the lantern and lighting
with cement as the tube was being raised, the most dreadful consequences
apparatus for the lighthouse about to be constructed at Cape Pine, in New
were inevitable. One of the workmen was precipitated from a rope ladder
foundland. The dense fogs and sudden changes of temperature to which
running from the top of the tube to the recess in which the hydraulic ma
that coast is liable, make it a matter of great importance, not only that such
chine was fixed ; he was struck by the huge mass of iron in its descent, and
a work should be erected, but that it should be of the most efficient charac
dow lies in a dreadfully crushed state. This most disastrous affair is to be
ter. Accordingly, the present apparatus has been prepared by the authority
attributed entirely to a defective casting of the cylinder, and the raising of of the Admiralty, under the direction of Mr. Alexander Gordon, whose
the tube will, consequently, be delayed some time until the completion and
talent in this respect has already been thoroughly established by the lightfixing of the new one in its place. The tube is now raised about 21 feet
bouses erected by him at Jamaica, Bermuda, Point de Galle, Ceylon, and
above the water.
elsewhere. In the present lanterns, Mr. Gordon has introduced an important
High Level Bridge at Newcastle.—The high level bridge over the Tyne at
alteration — viz., that of making the reflector more concave, securing thereby
Newcastle was opened for the passage of trains on the 22nd ult., the morn
a more powerful light. The tower is to be of cast-iron, and, with everything
ing mail train south being the first that passed. There is only one line of
connected with it, has been constructed in this country. Although the order
the permanent rails laid, but the other is in a forward state. The carriage
for the work was not given till the 23rd of April last, the whole will be ex
way is also just approaching completion, and in a few months it is expected
hibited, 320 feet above the sea, on the headland of Cape Pine, during the
the entire structure will be made available for public use. The general
autumn. This despatch is the more extraordinary, considering the difficulty
character of both mason and metal work of this magnificent structure is of of access to the site of the lighthouse, there being neither road nor harbour,
the most solid and substantial kind. The masonwork was let by contract to
and the surrounding district being uninhabited except by a few wreckers.
Messrs. Rush snd Lswton, the firm having been extensive contractors on
Mr. Gordon has uuited with the revolving light of the tower a new and in
various lines where the works had required strength and solidity in the
geniously constructed screaming apparatus, the invention of, and patented
masnnwork, despatch in the execution, and a careful superintendence. These
by Mr. George Wells, to act as a fog signal, instead of by guns, bells, and
requisites have not been neglected with regard to this noble structure. The
gongs, which have hitherto been used for that purpose, but the sound of
contract for the metal and iron work was let to Messrs. Hawks, Crawshay,
which too nearly resembles that of the waves on a stormy coast to render
and Co., in which they were assisted by the firms of Messrs. Losh, Wilson,
them really serviceable.
and Bell, and J. Abbott and Co. The bridge consists of six arches, each
The Northern Artesian Well, near Southampton, has now been bored to
having a span of 125 feet, with two curved approaches of about G9 feet in
353 feet in depth. The progress has been impeded by a stone 22 inches
length, formed of cast-iron pillars and bearers, from the design of Mr. K.
thick, and the supply of water has decreased through -decay of the rods.
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The Pacific Steam*Navigation Company.—A magnificent iron steam-ship

Painting without Smell.—A bottle of sweet oil of turpentine has been

the ' Bolivia,' hat been launched from Mr. Napier's building yards at Govrin. She has
been built for the Pacific Steam- Navigation Company, to ply between Valparaiso and
Pauama. She 1b 300 feet In length, and 27 feet beam, and measure* 773 tons burden.
She la on the paddle wheel principle, and will be propelled by side-lever engines of 300horse power. There are some peculiarities In the construction worth menttcnlns;. There
Is a full poop GO feet long; between the paddle-boxes there Is a hurricane- deck, and in
front a top-gallant forecastle. These three decks are 7 ft. 6 In. above the main-deck, and
are connected together by gangways. Ample promenading room is thus afforded on the
main-deck, sheltered from storms or oppressive heats.
Steam Screw Apparatus.—The General Screw Steam Shipping Company's
new ship, the * Bosphorus,' fitted with engines by Messrs. Maudalay and Field, lately
made a trial of her speed. The result was considered as the most satisfactory that has
ever yet been known under similar circumstances. The following are the particulars : —
The dimensions of the ship are— Length, 175 feet: breadth 25 feet* measuring In tons,
531 feet ; horse power, 80 ■, diameter of cylinder, 36 Inches •. stroke, 24 Inches ; diameter
of screw, loft. 6 In.; pitch, If* ft. <» in. ; mean revolutions, 62*1 ; length or engine-room,
30 feet, which Includes a space for the stowage of 150 tons of coals ; draught of water on
trial, forward, 6 ft. 6 In., aft 9 ft. A In., the screw propeller being 14 Inches out of the
water. The trials
First
of Knot
the measured knot 5were—
mln. 10 sec., equal to 10 286

sent to us for our Inspection. It appears to possess the merits, when used with white
lead, of being free from smell; and at the same time, the colour, when mixed with It, ia
improved la appearance.
Stucco Colouring and Whitewash.—The following recipe is used for pre
paring the celebrated stucco whitewash, used In the United States on the eaat end of the
President's house, at Washington. Take balf-a buahel of good unalacked Lime, slack It
with boiling water, covering it during the process to keep in the steam. Strain the liquor
through a fine aleve or strainer, and add to it a peck of clean aalt, previously dissolved in
warm water, three pounds of good rice, ground to a thin paatc, and stirred while boiling
boti half-a-pound of powdered Spanish whiting, and a pound of clean glue, which has
l>eeu previously dissolved by first soaking It well, and then hanging It over a slow fire In
a small kettle, within a large one filled with water. Add five gallons of hot water to the
whole mixture; stir It well, and let It stand a few days, covered from dirt. It should be
put on quit* hot ; for thla purpose it can be kept In a kettle on a portable furnace. It la
said that about one pint of tnla mixture will cover a square yard upon the outside of a
house, ir properly applied. Brushes more or less small may be usad, according to the
neatness of the Job required. It retains its brilliancy for many -tars. There la nothing
of the kind that will compare with it, either for Inside or outline walls. Any required
tinge can be given to the preparation, by the addition of colouring matter.

Second ditto
6 ., 21 „
„
9*440
Third ditto
6 „
4 „
,.
9*890
Fourth ditto
'5 „
9 „
„
9756
Fifth ditto
6 „ 54 „
„
8695
giving a mean speed of ship, In knots, 9*679 j speed of screw, 11*848* slip In knots,
1**69; or 14*7 per cent. The ' Bosphorus' left Blackball about 1 p.m., and proceeded In
capital style down the river, the wind at the time blowing hard from the south-west.

ORANTRD IN ENGLAND FROM JULY 24, TO AUGUST 23, 1849.

English'built War- Steamers for the Austrian Government.— It is stated
that some time ago, the Austrian government ordered the building of three large and
powerful steam men-of-war at Bristol. The contract for the structure of these vessels
was taken by Messrs. Paiteson and Co., ship-builders of that port, who Immediately pro
ceeded to the execution of their engagement. The greatest despatch was used In the
construction of the first steamer, which was launched a few days ago; her equipment for
aea Is now progressing rapidly. The two other vessels, which axe of large tonnage and
power, are building In the yard of the contractors, near the Princes- street bridge.

Se{fHeating Shot for War Purposes. —"We saw, the other day," says
the 'Glasgow Chronicle/ "In the establishment of Mr. Field, tin-plate worker, Argyllstreet, a peculiar and apparently most valuable mode of obtaining red-hot shot for large
guns. It Is the Invention of Mr. Scoutler, the foreman in Mr. Field's workshop, and con
sists In the filling the hollow shot with a highly-combustible powder, the composition of
which we arc not yet at liberty to make public. Two or three fuse-holes are made In the
shot, so that, when tired from the piece, ignition takes place, and tie shot Is made redhot before It arrives at its destination. In the trial we saw, the shot, which was about 2£
Inches diameter, waa simply laid on the ground, and the composition was Ignited by a
light applied to the fuse-hole. Violent combustion Immediately ensued—liquid fire ap
peared to stream from its three fuse-holes, and the material became quite red-hot In a
few seconds. The inventor states that, when fired from a gun, a red beat will be attained
In leas than 20 seconds from Its leaving its mouth. The composition will burn under
water. It Is easily made, and there Is little doubt as to ite efficiency for war purposes, In
place of the present expensive and troublesome system of heating, the shot being put
Into a gun In a cold state, as with ordinary solid balls.

Liquid Glue.—Messrs. Neuber and Watkins have invented an improved
liquid glue, which hue the advantage of being stronger than the ordinary glue, and Is
always ready. It will unite almost every description of material, whether It be wood, iron,
or plaster.

Improved Method of Tempering Edge Tool1! —The 'Scientific American'
gives the following process for beating axes or other similar articles;—"A heating furnace
Is constructed. In the form of a vertical cylinder, the exterior made of sheet-iron, lined
with fire brick, 4 ft. 8 In. diameter, or of such outside diameter as to give it an inside one
of 4 feet and 3 feet hlph. In the interior of this cylinder, several fire chambers are
formed— usually four. The Inner wall of each fire chamber Is 18 Inches long, 4 inches
from front to back, and about 4 inches in depth— forming, in the whole, a circle of
3 ft. 4 In. diameter. Under each there are grate- bars, and air Is supplied through a pipe
connected with a blowing apparatus. A circular table of cast-iron, 3 ft. 4 In. diameter.
Is made to revolve slowly on the level with the upper part of the said chamber. Thla
chamber la sustained on a central shaft, which pastes down through the furnace, and has
Its bearing In a step below It; a pulley keyed on to It serves to communicate rotatory
motion to the table. When the axes or other articles are to be heated, they are placed
Upon the table, with their bits or steeled parts projecting so far over its edge as to bring
them directly over the centre of the fire, and the table Is kept slowly revolving during the
whole time of heating. When duly heated* they are ready for the process of hardening.
The hardening bath consists of a circular vat of salt water; within the tub or vat, a little
above the surface of the liquid, Is a wheel, mounted horisontally with a number of hooks
around the periphery, upon which the axes or other articles are suspended. The height
of the hooks from the surface of the liquid Is such as to allow the steeled part only to be
Immersed. As soon as the hardening is effected, the articles are removed from the hooka,
and cooled by dipping In cold water. With the best cast steel, a temperature of 510°
Fahr. has been found to produce a good result, In hardening In about 45 minutes."

Evaporation.—The Bombay Times of the 25th of April, contains a report
of the monthly meeting of the Geographical Society of Bombay. The secretary, Dr. G.
Bulst, made an interesting communication on a method adopted by him for ascertaining
the heat of, and evaporation from, the soil. The objects and details of the experiment
are stated to be ss follows :—"As the evaporation from a shallow dish of water exposed
to the sun, and liable to be raised to a temperature of 100° or 120°, gives no Idea what
ever of the amount of evaporation from the surface of the sea, large pools, or lakes, which
vary hut little In temperature, he was anxious to determine the amount of evaporation
from the surface of wet earth compared with that from the surface of a considerable mass
of water. With this view, two zinc cylinders were prepared, 3 feet In length and 4 Inches
In diameter, and secured by a strong brass ring at the top and bottom, carefully turned.
These contained fifteen pounds, or a gallon and a half of water each, temperatnre 82°, or
nineteen pounds of the loose red earth to be found associated with trap rock. When
filled with earth well shaken down they were able to take In six and u half pounds of water
to overflowing. Each waa provided with a glass tube i inch bore, connected with the
bottom of the cylinder, and running parallel with It to the top: this waa Intended to
show how high the water stood Inside. The tubes were provided with scales divided Into
Inches and tenths from top to bottom. On filling one of them with earth, and then
adding water till it flowed over, that in the tube of course decreased rapidly by evapora
tion—out, strange to tell, after continuing to descend from noon till daybreak, It com
menced Immediately to rise again till 11 a.m., remaining motlonlesa till 1 p.m., when It
began to sink, and so continued descending till about an hour atter sunrise, when It com
menced Immediately to rise, and so continued till the same hour as during the preceding
day. Thla had gooe on regularly for four days :—each day It sank from 2 to 2 Inches, and
only rose half as much • the fluctuation was In all respects most perfectly regular and
symmetrical.'*—The Importance of an Inquiry of this kind extended over several years
and wide districts Is great; and the simplicity of this arrangement appears to recommend
nect
It to themselvea
the attention
with
of all
meteorological
who are In any
phenomena."
way Interested in solving the problems that con*

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
Si* Months allowedfor Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed.
George Fellowes Harrington, of Plymouth, dentist, for ImprovemenU In the manufac
ture of artificial teeth, and the beds and palates for teeth. —Sealed August 1.
Florentio Joseph De Cavalllon. of Paris, chemist, for certain ImprovemenU in obtain
ing carburetted hydrogen gas, and In applying the producta therefrom to various useful
purposes— August I.
Jerome Andre Dries, of Manchester, machinist, for certain Improvements In the manu
facture of wearing apparel, and In the machinery or apparatus connected therewith.—
August 1.
Thomas Potts, of Birmingham, Warwick, manufacturer, for ImprovemenU In appara
tus used with curtains, blinds, maps, and plans. —August 1,
Benjamin Thompson, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne civil engineer, for improvements In the
manufacture of Iron,—August 1.
William Oeeves, of Battle-bridge, saw-mltl proprietor, for ImprovemenU In the manu
facture of boxes for matches, and other purposes.— August I.
Julian Edward Disbrowe Rodgers, of High-street. Plmlico, Middlesex, professor of
chemistry, for Improvements In the manufacture of white lead. —August 1.
David Harcourt, of Birmingham, for ImprovemenU In rices, and in the manufacture of
hinges ; and also In apparatus for dressing and finishing articles made of metal.—Aug. 1.
Adam Yule, of Dundee, master mariner, and John Chanter, of Lloyds, gentleman, for
ImprovemenU In the preparation of materials for coating ships and other vessels. —
August 1.
Richard Kemsley Day, of Stratford, Essex, hydrofuse manufacturer, for Improvements
in the manufacture of emery paper, emery cloth, and other scouring fabrics.—August I.
John Shaw, of Glossop, musical instrument maker, for certain ImprovemenU In airguns.—August 1.
Augustus Roelm, of Paris, gentleman, for ImprovemenU In making roads and wars ;
and In covering the floors of court-yards, buildings and other similar places.— An gust 1.
James Murdoch, of Staples*- Inn, mechanical draughtsman, for certain improvements
in converting sea-water into fresh, and In ventilating ships and other vessels j applicable
alio to the evaporation of liquids, and to the concentration and crystallisation of syrups
and saline solutions. (A communication.)—August 1,
John Parkinson, of Bury, Lancaster, brass fouoder, for ImprovemenU In machinery or
apparatus for measuring and registering the flow of liquids.— August 1.
Benjamin Alngworth, of Birmingham, button-maker, for ImprovemenU In ornamenting
Iron and other metals, for use In the manufacture of gun-barrels, and all other articles to
which the same ornamented meuls may be applied.—August 1,
David Clovis Knab, of LeicesUr-place, civil engineer, for all Improved apparatus for
distilling fatty and oily matters.—August 1.
William Thomas, of Cheapslde, merchant, and John Marsh, foreman to the said Wil
liam Thomas, for Improvements In the manufacture of looped fabrics, stays, and other
parts of dress* also in spparatus for measuring.—August 9.
Arthur Howe Holdsworth, of the Beacon, Dartmouth, esquire, for Improvements In
the construction of marine boilers, and funnels of steamboatsynd vessels.—August 9.
William Furness, of Lawton- street, Liverpool, builder, fo^jifrprovemenU In machinery
for cutting, planelng, moulding, doveulllng, boring, mortlAflj/ tonguelng, grooving, and
sawing wood; also for sharpening and grinding tools, orVr^r .ces; aud also In weldinf
steel to cast irou.— August 9.
p .
John Knowlys, of Heysham Tower, near Lancaster, esq«rfyi:>'or ImproremenU In the
application and combination of mineral and vegetable proji,;-'!; also In obtaining producU from mineral and vegetable substances, and In the ^ Mtlon and application of
heat.—August 9.
^
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery lane, mechanical rrrJK.., sman, for improvements
In derricks for raising heavy bodies. (A communication.)— An^ist 9.
John Ruthven, of Edinburgh, civil engineer, for Improv^ertfe In propelling and navi
gating ships, vessels, or boats, by steam and other posters* (A communication.)—
August 10.
* f
Arthur Dunn, of Worcester, soap maker, for ImprovemenU in making soap.— August 1«.
Frederick William Bodmer. of Paris, civil engineer, for certain ImprovemenU In saav
chlnery or appsratus for letter- press printing.—August 16.
Richard Archibald Brooman. of Fleet-street, London, for Improvements In machinery,
apparatus, and processes for extracting, depurating, forming, drying, and evaporating
substances.— August 16.
Jonathan Blake, of Monnt Pleasant, Eaton, Norwich, surgeon, for certain unproe*menU In lamps.— August 16.
James Young, of Manchester, manufacturing chemist, for ImprovemenU in the treat
ment of certain ores and other matters containing meUla, ai«d in obtaining products
therefrom.—August 16.
Louis Lemaltre, late of Paris, In the Republic of France, but now of the Hotel de
PUnirers, Blackfriars, engineer, for ImprovemenU in tlie manufacture of ferules, for
fixing the tubes of locomotive snd other boilers.—August 16.
Charles Cowper, of Southampton- buildings, Middlesex, for ^provemenU In machinery
for raising and lowering welghU and persons in mines ; and in the arrangement and con
struction of steam-engines employed to put In motion such machinery, parU of which improvemenu are applicable to steam-engines generally. (A communication.)— August 23.
Frederick Chamfer, of Warwick- street, Middlesex, commander In the Royal Navy, fat
ImprovemenU In the manufacture of ship*' blocks. (A communication.)—August 23.
William Edward Newton, of London, civil engineer, lor certain ImprovemenU In steaun
boilers. (A communication.)—August 23.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of London, mechanical draughtsman, for Improvements in
manufacturing snd refining sugar. (A communication.)—August 23.
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CANDIDUS'S

NOTE-BOOK,

FASCICULUS XCVIII.
" I must have liberty
Withal, ai large a charter at the winds.
To blow on whom I please."

I. Much mischief has been done by attempting—futile as such
attempt in itself is—to lay down express rules for almost every
thing in architectural design. Were mere rules all-sufficient, the
art would be converted into mere handicraft, and there would be
no occasion for architects at all, but only for builders and their
operatives. There has been by far too much of what, though it
may at first sight look very sagacious and profound in the specu
lations or the reasonings of architectural writers, is very little
better than arrant quackery in point of practice, or mere verbose
vapouring in point of doctrine. He who trusts implicitly to rules,
or who adheres to them merely because he knows not how or when
they may be deviated from not only excusably but successfully,
can never be more than second-rate in Art, let the particular art
to which he applies himself be what it may. But the idol set up
for our worship at the present day is Precedent; and to that archi
tects bow down and surrender up, if not always voluntarily yet
at the bidding of their task-masters, all energy of mind and all
inventive power,—rendering themselves little better than mere
automata which are moved by the clockwork of precedent and
rules. Vain is it to look for originality and imagination so long as
they continue to be tabooed and prohibited, if not formally and
expressly yet virtually, by a superstitious reverence for Prece
dent.
II. At a banquet lately given at the Mansion-House, some one—
I will not SBy who—observed that an architect ought to possess
universal talent In his art, he being one day called upon to design
a palace, and perhaps the next to erect a hovel! We all know
that after-dinner speechifying is sure to produce a good deal of
twaddle and nonsense, but my Lord Mayor's wine must have been
unusually potent to produce such an effusion as that. Now, it is
fairly to be presumed that those who build hovels are never
applied to when a palace or palatial edifice is required: indeed, it
may be questioned whether an architect is ever employed at all when
no more than a hovel is wanted. Whether it would not have been
more satisfactory to those who pay for palaces—at any rate for
royal ones—had the architects engaged been building hovels in
stead, is another matter.—With regard to the sapient speech here
commented upon, it would be just as sensible to say that a poet
must be equally prepared to produce an epic or an epigram, just as
the one or the other may be demanded of him,—to produce, one
day, lofty Miltonic strains, and on another an advertisement in
rhyme for the Moses of the Minories.
Surely, too, there are
different walks in architecture as well as in all other arts, in any
one of which he who follows that one in particular may excel, al
though he might fail in others; for it is not every one who, like
Sir Robert Smirke, is equally great in all subjects alike, be they
Post-Offices or British Museums
but I will leave my readers
to guess what it might not be exactly becoming to say of so
great an architect, and moreover a living one, although I pre
sume now quite defunct — professionally. And at that I weep
not, but leave those to weep who can, and who have tears at
command—perhaps a thumb-phial would contain them all.
III. It has been well said by Ruskin, that the young architect
should learn to think in shadow,—to which I add: and to think in
perspective also, and should study how to bring in piquant effects
arising out of it. Instead of which, study of that kind seems to
be quite neglected—or rather n'ever thought of. I do not say that
architects are ignorant of perspective;—most of them, it may be
presumed, are fully capable of making perspective drawings from
their own designs; yet that is a very different matter from con
sulting and providing for ultimate perspective appearance while
making the designs themselves. If there be any happy effect of
the kind, it comes of its own accord, unsought and unsolicited.
No wonder, therefore, that there is generally so much tameness
and insipidity in what, when looked at as mere "elevations" upon
Super, and with regard to their details and mere pattern-work, may
ave promised well enough, yet afterwards fall very far short of
such promise. I would advise the young.architect to think first of
all of his general composition—secure character and effect there;
and then, and not till then, begin to think of dressing it by work
ing it up in detail;—whereas now, detail, and that alone, so as to
answer to some foregone if not bygone style, appears to be chiefly
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thought of. Here, to the seniors in the profession I would say:
my good Sirs, put on your spectacles; but to the juniors: open
your eyes, and avail yourselves, while you can and as far as you
can, of the blessing of unimpaired vision —vision which is or
ought to be unobstructed, ought not to be blindfolded by routinier
methods, which tend to exclude all freshness of ideas, and to
prevent all diligent and well-considered study of the actual sub
ject.
IV. At the time of the competition for the Army and Navy
Clubhouse, it was remarked in one publication that the opportuni
ties afforded by buildings of that class for introducing piquant
effects and combinations of plan, and ingeniously varied forms of
rooms, were not turned to account. Nor is it to be denied that
such is the case; for among those in all our clubhouses there is not
one circular, octagon, or hexagonal apartment to be found, much
less one which exhibits any of the countless variations which may
be obtained by those forms partially in combination with others.
However spacious and lofty the rooms may be, they betray, in
point of architectural contrivance and design, only the most quo
tidian, not to say humdrum, ideas. A couple of columns in antis
at the ends of a long room, with perhaps some pilasters on its
sides, are made the ne plus ultra of their architecture; and even
that is merely borrowed from the standard Orders, instead of being
made to display some well-devised difference of treatment between
orders so applied and those employed externally. As to mere
decoration and costly furniture,—as to gilding and painting, win
dow draperies, mirrors, chandeliers, and candelabra, there may be
enough, and perhaps a great deal to spare also; yet, such parapher
nalia, alias toggery, may, provided people choose to pay for it, be
bestowed on any large room—even a mere barn. "What do you
think of these hangings?" was a question once put to one who
replied: "Before you hung this room you should have hanged
your architect."—Professional men, that is architects, are apt to
turn up their noses at deoorators and upholsterers, somewhat un
graciously and ungratefully too, since, as matters now go, it is they
who clothe and cover the nakedness of an architect's ideas for his
interior. Were it not for such allies to architects, we should get
nothing more than four bare walls for each room,—quite enough in
ordinary houses, but infinitely too little in palatial mansions and
palatial clubhouses.
V. It was but yesterday that I heard the entrance doors of the
British Museum compared to those of a gin-palace, with no other
difference than that of being magnified,—a very different matter,
by-the-bye, from being made magnificent; and in like manner, I
should say, that as far as interior architecture is concerned, many
of our clubhouses are no better than amplified and magnified
taverns. So far from showing anything like contrivance, or even
ordinary attention to the requirements of mere convenience, some
of them manifest the most unpardonable carelessness of plau.
There is, for instance, the "Athenaeum," nearly one-half of whose
Pali-Mall front is, on the ground-floor, devoted to that most un
savoury of goddesses, Cloacina—in plain English, is given up to
water-closets! The "Union" is both bmirkish and sulky within and
without; the "Arthur" is most wretchedly planned; and the "Army
and Navy" will be humdrum in the extreme. From a published
plan of it may be seen, that instead of corresponding in its width
with the loggia, the vestibule takes in only the door and the window
on one side of it; the other window serving to light what, though
only a closet, 7 feet by 10, and which we at first supposed to be in
tended for the porter, is dignified by the pompous name of the
Reception-room! Yet, although there is only a door and window
on that side of the vestibule by which we enter, the opposite one
is divided into three arches, in Buch manner that the door is in n
line with one of the piers! Beyond those three openings is the
Inner Hall, in which is the staircase, placed not at its further end
so as to be seen directly in front on entering, but turned sideways,
whereby the first flight not only cuts up the space, but leaves no
more than barely room to pass by it. On the opposite side is the
door leading into the Coffee-room; but which, instead of directly
facing the first flight of the staircase, is put just a little on one
Bide, so as to be also out of the axis or centre of that wall. Nor
can that offensive architectural blunder be a mere error in the
drawing, because in the Coffee-room itself that door comes in a
line with one of the chimney-pieces on the opposite side of tha
room. Taken altogether, the plan is excessively poor; but such
exceedingly gross blundering as that just pointed out would be
unpardonable even in a Pecksniff.
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THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
Whether the British Museum be altogether so defective in point
of accommodation as Mr. Fergusson represents it, or not, certain
it is, that any further increase of accommodation—and it is already
beginning to be required—is rendered impracticable, in conse
quence of so much space that might have been rendered available
being now so disposed of that it cannot be built upon at all. It is
somewhat extraordinary that the great advantage, both archi
tecturally and otherwise, that might have been derived from bring
ing the principal portico and general line of front nearly up to the
street, so as to be in advance of the main body of the edifice, which
being completely shut out from view, might then have been
wholly, as it is now partially, of brick,—it is extraordinary, we
say, that it should not have struck if not Sir Robert Smirke him
self, at least some one or other among those to whom he submitted
his designs.
It was not too late even when the present facade was about to
be commenced, to adopt such plan, for it would not at all have
interfered with the general plan as now executed, although it
would greatly have enlarged and otherwise improved it; and gal
leries and rooms which are now complained of as being imperfectly
lighted owing to there being colonnades before them, would have
been relieved from such obstructions. Unluckily, however, it was
then deemed advisable by many-headed wisdom not to comply with
the demand for the model of the intended facade being exhibited to
the public; although, however impertinent the demand itself was,
the refusal was infinitely more ungracious, if nothing worse. The
Trustees were sulky—were determined to stave off criticism as
long as they possibly could, and by such manoeuvring have now
got a very sulky-looking though would-be-classical structure,
which criticism treats very unceremoniously, and not without
reason.
Some time ago, an idea was shown in this Journal—not very
satisfactorily, indeed—for imparting greater variety and dignity to
the colonnaded facade, by making the central octastyle of the
Corinthian order, and carrying it up higher than the rest. Yet,
as it happens, it is perhaps better that Smirke's design was ad
hered to, unless alteration had been extended a great deal further.
To make anything consistently grand and of uniformly classical
character with the dwelling-houses which he has planted out as
wings—and in which the donkey-ears of Cockneyism stick out
from the lion's hide of Hellenic Ionicism, at once ludicrously and
lamentably,—would have been impossible. If the present facade
be not a wretchedly bad composition, it can be only because it is
no composition at all, but a mere jumbling together of archi
tectural incoherences, and some of them of an exceedingly prosy
and prosaic kind. It will, perhaps, be said, that its poetry is to
come, for we are told that the pediment is to be filled-in with
sculpture, and will have statues placed upon it as acroteria. And
when that shall have been done, all the rest will look poorer and
more insipid than it does now, and the general composition—so to
call it—will show of more patchwork character than ever. Hardly
will a sculptured pediment serve to reconcile us better than at
present to the architectural sluttishness of letting a brick carcase
and sundry little excrescences that are anything but decorative or
dignified, come into sight along with the facade. In all the views
which have been published of the Museum, those offensive eyesores
have of course been kept out of sight; and not they alone, but
also what ought to have been—and what perhaps, the architect
himself takes, or rather took to be, sufficiently worthy features in
the ensemble—viz., the official residences, which even considered in
themselves are so exceedingly jejune in point of design, that
should, as is by no means unlikely, the opposite houses be in course
of time rebuilt with any aim at architectural display, those wings
will look more insignificant than ever.
Let it not be thought that we merely abuse, and that perhaps
somewhat spitefully, the fayade of the British Museum: condemn
it we certainly do, and most decidedly too, but not without point
ing out its serious and now irremediable defects and short
comings, which, most unluckily, is all that can now be done, and
which ought to be done, in order to prevent another fine oppor
tunity—though one equally fine is not likely to present itself for
a long time to come—from being thrown away in a similar manner.
And even the Museum will, all unsatisfactory as it is, be instruc
tive, if we profit by the errors and mistakes there committed.
Mr. Fergusson has said: "1 never found fault without satisfying
myself that I could do better;" and we proceed also to Justify our
heavy censure of the facade of the Museum by submitting to our
readers an idea of our own, which we surrender up to their criti
cism.—The general line of the facade should have been brought up
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to the street—that is, within a few feet of the foot pavement, or
as far as the extreme wings now are; and have been made to form
a nearly continuous range of building, 570 feet in extent, com
posed of two wings running east and west, and leaving a space of
about 200 feet wide between them, where the centre of the com
position would have retired about 50 feet backwarder, and would
have presented a magnificent Corinthian octastyle connected with
the wings by curved screen colonnades of the Ionic order, which
would have been that of the wings, exhibited in two tetrastyle
porticoes directly facing each other, consequently at right angles
to the principal one, whereby the three pediments so disposed
would have combined and contrasted with each other in an equally
novel and picturesque manner, and would have produced a happy
play of perspective. We would have given 50 feet* to the height
of the Corinthian columns, and made that also the entire height of
the secondary, or Ionic order; so that the diameter of the columns
in both orders would have been alike—viz., 5 feet; and the intercolumns also equal throughout. Sonic—we might say many—per
haps, will object to the associating two distinct orders together in
the same composition; yet, those who can tolerate an Ionic and
Corinthian order combined together by the latter being placed
over the former instead of by the side of it, or who do not feel
scandalised by the licentiousness of the Greeks, who made no
scruple of placing Ionic columns behind Doric ones, cannot pos
sibly with any consistency object to the marrying together two
different orders; or if they require a positive precedent for it,
they may find one—such as it is, in the hole de Medicine at Paris,
where a Corinthian and Ionic order—such as they are—are inter
mingled with each other, yet by no means very happily, although
that piece of architecture is one of considerable reputation—the
Ionic columns being continued within the prostyle, notwithstand
ing that they are not much above half the diameter of the Co
rinthian ones which come immediately before them. Besides
which, not only is the prostyle itself so exceedingly shallow, that
it is scarcely entitled to be called one, but both character and
effect are greatly injured, if not destroyed, by the addition of an
upper story whose cornice is in continuation of that of the larger
order, and whose windows, disproportionably large in themselves,
rise considerably higher than the architrave of the Corinthian en
tablature, in consequence of which, the hexastyle beneath the
pediment has the look of being depressed; whereas, had that upper
story been a low attic one, carried up only to the level of the tops
of the capitals of the larger order, the latter would have acquired
that nobleness and energy of expression which, though aimed at
for it, have been missed.
Should the immediately preceding remarks be thought both an
ill-timed digression and valueless in themselves, we leave them to
be set down as impertinent without pleading for their excusation;
and proceed further to explain our very visionary scheme, alia*
dream of what might have been.
The treatment here suggested would, we conceive, have secured
for the central octastyle of the Museum an unusual degree, not
only of positive loftiness, but of relative loftiness also. The whole
would have been upon a dignified scale, the columns of the lesser
or Ionic order being 40 feet high, which, though about 5 feet
lower than those of the present fayade, would have been of the
same diameter—somewhat less lanky of course, yet, as to height,
rather above than at all below the average. Into many and various
particulars of detail and decoration we are unable to enter, be
cause they would bo scarcely understood unless exhibited in a
drawing, therefore must leave it to be judged whether, indepen
dently of the great advantage gained by leaving space behind
the wingst for additional buildings, should they be required, —
such a general arangement, presenting a decided architectural
focus, with both richness of columniation, and diversity of it, and
with three porticoes grouped together in the manner described,
would not have been decidedly superior to what we have now got.
Whatever may be alleged against it, It must be allowed that it
would
* Suchbe
dimensions
stamped
nayby
be appreciated
consistency
by io.np.iri.oQ
of design,
withby
thelargeness
following : —of manInlgo Jones' Corinthian portico at Old St. Paul'i
4'". feet.
Portico of the Assixe Courta, Liverpool
45 „
Portico of the Hu>ul Eichange
4S „
Portico of the British Museum
46 „
Tlie columns of our Ionic order would have been a feet leaa than thoie of the present
building | yet for those of a secondary order that height would be no Inconsiderable
one.
t By ibe portico being advanced, a spacious entrance hall would be obtained beturceo
that and the main body of the Museum ; aod beyond that. — provided the worka bad not
been at the time too far advanced to admit of such alteration being made— the principal
staircase might have been placed, and the space now occupied by the staircase would
hare formed an additional gallery lighted from Its north side, it mny be further observed
that our side colonnades would have formed a communication between the three porti
coes, whereas those of the present fucade are In the predicament of *' paasagea that lead
to nothing."

1849.]
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ner, and by grandiosity carried on throughout. The composition the vertex of the triangle and the upper side of the rectangle are
itself also would be strikingly novel,—at least, we know of no in the surface of the water.
similar one among all the numerous buildings or designs with
which we are acquainted.
To look now to ourselves, it will probably be said that our idea,
containing as it does a central portico, with columns 50 feet high,
—or about three more than those of the Pantheon at Rome,—
is, to say nothing of the panels of reliefs for the wings, some
what extravagant. In our opinion, far greater extravagance, with
nothing at all adequate to show for it, has now been committed.
In the first place, an inner court, which might just as well have
been, like the body of the edifice, entirely of plain brick-work,
has been faced with stone, to the extent altogether of upwards of
1,100 feet; and there also are hidden no fewer than 16 engaged
columns and 18 ants, which, with the columns and pilasters of
the facade, and the pilasters between the windows of the houses or
external wings, make altogether no fewer than one hundred and
ticentg-six columns, antse, and pilasters; whereas our design would
require no more than forty-four. Again, as to length of ashlar
wall, there is now altogether, the inner court included, about
2,400 feet, and in ours not more than 1,000, or thereabouts. Still,
taking into account the greater degree of richness and finish be
If in equation (b) 1 = 0, the orifice will also be a triangle, but in
stowed upon it, we do not suppose that there would have been any
saving at all as to mere cost, but we may safely assert that there an inverted position (fig. 2). The altitude is the same, 6, which
would have been infinitely more to show for the money; which is here = a"d", and the base m = op. The quantity of discharge is
infinitely more than can be said of the present structure, for, con
(H + o)S-Hi Hi
sidering what the occasion demanded and the opportunity afforded,
Q = kW{ig).irn
it is upon the whole the most prosaic and soulless production of
6
modern times, with the single exception, perhaps, of that minikin
mass of mesquinerie hight Buckingham Palace. O, England! put When H = 0, the base m is in the surface of the water, and we
not thy confidence in princes—at least, not in matters of taste; have
and beware of trusting in future to the sapience and the taste of Compare this expression
n.
Q with
= A:V(*s6).S.|m6.
equation (/) on the hypothesis that
Trustees.
m = /, and it follows that the quantities of discharge through both
triangles are to one another as 3 to 2.
Make in figs. 1 and 2, ef=op, or l = m, and add the equations
(k) and (m): then for the quantities of discharge through a paral
DISCHARGE OF WATER FROM RESERVOIR
lelogram of which the height = b, and the base = m, we have

{!•

The Theory of the Contraction of the Movement of Water flowing
from Apertures in thin Plates, in a Reservoir in which the Surface
of the Water is maintained at a constant altitude. By J. Bayer,
Lieutenant. (Translated for this Journal from Crelle's 'Journal
fur die Baukunst.' Band 25.)
(Continued from page 264.)
When H = 0, the upper edge of these orifices is on the surface
of the water, and
*.
q, = U^(igl).%P.
Expand in the equation (d) the power (H + 6)i in a series, and we
have

__*_+
1{(H + 6)I-Hi} = b(Hi + 4l ~
~ + JL
"
4H*

24H*

)

o.

Q = ftV(ty).5f»{(H+&)J-H5}.

Compare equations (d and o) : it follows that the quantities of dis
charge through a rectangle is equal to that through a parallelo
gram of equal area and base.
Increase in equation (m) the altitude of pressure H byb; =o
that instead of II, the value H + 6 is substituted. Then for the
quantity of discharge through an orifice as c'fg (fig. 3),—
p.

Q = *V(4*)lm{£[(H + 9b)i _(H+0)*]-(H + b)i }

Add now the equation (k) to equation (p), and put l=m : it will
be thus found that for the quantity of discharge through a paral
lelogram in which one diagonal is vertical and = 26 = d, and the
other diagonal horizontal and equal m,
m

64H3

q.

Q = kW(*9) A ^ { (H.+ d)i - 2(H + tf)i +.H* } .

-•(<«»+« -5B+=» )
Neglecting the other terms, we have approximately—
i.
Q = k'bW(ig) v/(H + 4&).
This is the formula commonly adopted : it gives, however, the
quantity of discharge generally too large, and is applicable only
when the values of b and H are so related that the neglected
terms disappear; in practice, however, this occurs when the value
of H is not very small.
When in equation (6) m = 0, the orifice is a triangle (fig. 1), of
which the height 6 = ad, and the base /= ef; and in this case we
have for the quantity of discharge

*

Q=y^w.i/{(H+6)i+i.H*-(H+^}

In this equation if d = m, the orifice is a square, in which one
diagonal equal m is vertical, and we have for the quantity of dis
charge,

r.

Q = ftV(*)*{(H + m)t-S(H + iM)# + H*}.

When here H = 0, the summit of the square orifice is in the
surface of the water, and the quantity of discharge is
If the
s. side of theQ=frV(+0m)
square equal /,&»»'{*
m1 = '2P.-V2]-.

Put this value of / in the foregoing equation, and we have for
the
diagonal
quantity
is vertical,
of discharge from the sides of the square when the

When H = 0, the vertex of the triangle is in the surface of the
From
t.
equations
Q =(g*V(tyQ
and r), .(AJ* and
. A^2{*-V2}t), the proportion of the quan
water, and
From equations/. (/ andQe),=it*V(W#.*W.
follows that the quantity of dis
charge through a triangle is J as large as that through a rectangle
which has a base and altitude equal to those of the triangle, when

tities of discharge through the same square is found, when in one
case the side, in the other case the diagonal, is vertical or horizon
tal.
If the altitudes of pressure be measured from the surface of
the water to the under edges of the orifices, we have only to put
38*
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H -(- 6 or IH + ydx=i
/ or H + «• = H. The equation (r), for example,
gives in this case—
Q = A'V(*0) A { H-* - 2(H'- int)i + (H'- ro)*} .
12.
In order Co-efficient
to estimateofthe
Contraction
quantityofofSquare
discharge
Orifice*.
from a square
orifice, the value of co-eflicient U must still be found. As the
magnitude of the contraction by § 7 is dependent on the magni
tude of the diagonal or central width of the orifice, the co-efficient
for different forms of the orifice must vary in proportion to these
widths or secant lines. The co-efficient for a square orifice must,
therefore, be considerably different from that for a circular orifice;
it may however be estimated as soon as the mean value of all the
secant lines of a square is known.
First, then, the co-efficients for a square and a circular orifice
under otherwise similar circumstances, must be in the inverse pro
portion of their contracting forces.
Now these forces, by § 7, are proEortional to the radii or secantnes, and conseqently are as the
radius of the circle to the mean se
cant of the square. By the mean
secant is here meant the mean value
of all the secants, as cv", which can
lie between cd and ce.
In order to find these values, the
method in §2 for estimating y will
be Let
adopted.
di=x, ic=y, cd=il=ieb; then

k must increase in the same proportion in which V decreases, and
conversely. Hence it follows that the co-efficients are in inverse
proportion to the velocities; they are also in inverse proportion to
the contracting forces. Put, therefore, V0 and V, for the veloci
ties at the points of comparison or centres of pressure, and A-, k\
the co-efficients of contraction of circular and square orifices:
then k : lc = /,V, :/0V0 ; and therefore for the co-efficients of
square orifices,
j
j/
"/o*o.

ZvT'
Designate, for circular and square orifices, the distance of the
centre of pressure below the surface of the water by H0 and H, ;
the altitudes at the upper edges of the orifices by A0 and A, ; the
radius of the circle by r; and the side of the square by /. Then
we know that

H0 = A0 + r + *(*o+0*

/a
H,1 = A„°^
+ 2r — *U T
A 12(A0+2r-J/)i.
Substitute
When both
thisorifices
value ofarer, of
andequal
put A0
magnitude,
= ml, we rJ*=/',
find
or r= — .

*,

H0=[«+^+{4,.(m+^)}-,]l

H« - ["+£"-*+{"•(-+ £-•>}">

= #*»/{(iO,+*"} + *0')* !"»[» + v{(iO'+*-"}]' "yd* = (iOs { J Va + i log (i + 1/2) } .

+v-

H,' = Aq^"Ti«(M-*0"

Until now nothing is determined respecting the relative positions
of the orifices; they must however be assumed so that the mutual
relation of the velocities to one another mav not be neglected.
This object will be attained when the under edges are at the same
depth, and then it follows that
Substituting this
A0 +value
2r =inA,the
+ above
/; or,expression
A0 -(- 2r —for
/ =H„
A,.

f = V{U0* + *5}; and, y^dr=/2^v{(405+«»}

Take this integral between the limits x = 0 and x = j/ ; then,

[OcTOBES,

When V0 and V, designate the velocities at the centres of
V
H
pressure, ?r = xj° > and as It = (!»)', we have by equation (c),
v,

XI,

Divide now by /ax = J/, and we find for the mean secant,

= 0-6061.

A
The square,
«• however,
ff' =ofi'{V2+log(l+V2)}.
which the side =/ ha9 an area equal to
that of the circle of which the radius = r; whence r3«- = P, and
I = r VT- Substitute this value in the above expression, and we
find
. ^ 6.
y' = W,{v2 + log(i + V2)}Call now the contracting force in the circular orifice /0, and in
the square crifice/,; then, /0 : /,,= r : if; and
e
/. = «■ =
*
/,
y
V>r{V2 + log(i + t/2)}We have seen in § 10, respecting circular orifices, that the co
efficient of contraction, by adopting the true velocities, is constant
for all altitudes of pressure and = (i»)V By comparison of square
orifices with circular this, however, is no longer the case, while the
velocities in both orifices at the same depth below the surface are
neither equal nor for different altitudes related by a constant
proportion. Hence it follows that the relation of these co-effici
ents to one another, depends not merely on the contracting forces
but also on the velocities. As these velocities, however, for dif
ferent positions of the orifices give results differing from one
another, the comparison ultimately consists in finding points which
with respect to the velocities are to one another in constant relation.
When such points are found, the velocities which take place at
them will serve for a nearer computation of the co-efficient. Of
all points which can here come into consideration, those may be
considered most proper in which the pressures sustained by the
water towards the orifice are in equilibrium, or the centres of pres
sure.
The next step is to determine the relation of the co-efficients' of
square and, circular orifices to their velocities. Let the expression
Q = kV V be taken, in which the quantity Q is the product of the
co-efficient k, the area of the orifice F, and the velocity V: then,
wh en Q remains invariable, the product AcV must be constant; and

y'

i/*{2+iog(i + 1/2)}

Substitute this value in equation (d), and we find for the general
expression for the co-efficients for square orifices,
g.

Jr*=-«0S4-[m + -S64I90 +r4ir(i»+-564100)

— I'*

}'{ m + -628379 + r

For m = 0, the altitude of pressure = 0? and we find *' = -5836.
For m = a very large value, the expressions in the brackets are
together nearly equal to unity, and *'= '6064. For m = 1000, the
altitude of pressure H = 1000 /, and k' = -60638. In the following
table the co-efficients for square orifices for different values of m,
from 0 to 1000 are collected.
Table I.
Values Coefficient
of m.
V.

•1
■2
•3
•4
•5
•6
•7
•8
•9
10
11
1-2

•5836
•5849
•5862
•5877
•5890
•5903
•5913
•5923
•5932
•5939
•5946
•5959

Values Coefficient
of Hi.

V.

1-4
1-6
18
20
2-5
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

•5968
•5977
•5984
•5990
•6001
•6010
•6022
•6029
•6034
•6038
•6041
■6044

Values Co-efflclent Values Co-efficient.
ot m.
1 or in.
*'.
V.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
25

•6046
•6047
•6048
•6049
•6050
•6051
•6052
•6053
•6053
■6054
•6055
•6056

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300
500
1000

•6058
•6059
•6060
•6061
•6061
•6062
•6062
•6062
•6063
•6063
•6064
•6064

»

The sinking of the level (§ 10) vertically above the orifice of
the reservoir is observable for values of m = -j = 6, and has con
siderable influence only when m is less than 5. We will therefore
call those altitudes of pressure for which m is greater than 5, for
which also the sinking of the level may be neglected without sen
sible error, greater altitudes; and those for which tn is less than 5,
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for which the sinking must be taken into consideration, less atti
tudes.
The estimate of the quantity of discharge for greater altitudes
may be effected in the following manner :—When H signifies the
altitude of pressure above the upper edge of the orifice, and / the
aides of the square, seek first for m = - .

For this value of m,

find in Table I. the corresponding value of the co-efficient U, and
then the quantity of discharge may be estimated by equations (</)
or (i) §. 11. For practical purposes equation (t) suffices; and the
altitude will be the whole perpendicular distance measured above
the orifice, and designated by H".
H"
When H»= 1-2148; »*=-2meter; -.- = m = '6034; and by
equation (i),

logV(H"+10 =
log/'
lo&t/Cty) =
log*'
=
logQ
or 122-580 liter.
122-659 liter.

•05943
•60206—2
•64633
•78061 — 1

= -08843—1 or Q = -12258 cubic meter,
The experimental result (Tab. III. No. 4) gives

Table II.
Comparison of the Co-efficients for Greater Altitudes, with experiments
with Quadrilateral Orifices.
Nime of
Exprrtmeuter.

Side of the
Orifice /.

PoDcelet

0-2 metr.

m

n

M

it

M

Michelotti

ti

2P»r.Zoll.

M

it

■f

m

n
u

M
If

Altitude FT.

1 1250
1-2150
1-3323
1-3720
6F. 9"10"'-lPar.
21 8 10-7
6 8 112
11 9 80
21 9 88

Ratio m.

Co- efficient
found by
experlmeul k'.

5-025
6075
6-661
6 860
40915
130-442
80-933
141-666
261-733

•6024
•6040
•6030
•6028
•6033
■6056
•6086
•6061
•6047

Compare the co-efficients here found by experiment by means of
the ratio m with those computed in Table I., and it will be found
that the greatest error does not exceed 4 per cent.
(To be contmued.J

REVIEWS.
An Algebra of Batios, founded on simple and general Definitions; with
a Theory of Exponents extended to Incommensurable Ratios, and
the Propositions of the Fifth Book of Euclid easily and symbolically
deduced. By Henby B. Browning, Architect, Stamford. Cam
bridge: Macmillan, 1849; 8vo. pp. xiv+133.
In the olden time many of our great architects were also pro
found geometers:—yet, not many of our architects, but many of
the continental ones. Indeed, with the solitary exception of the
builder of St. Paul's, we look in vain for anything approaching to
even moderate acquaintance with the principles of geometry
amongst English architects. The "rule-of-thumb" is the univer
sal guide; and mere taste is considered infinitely more valuable
thaji any amount of science.
Far be it, however, from us to
undervalue taste: though much that is obtruded on the public as
the very esthetic of architectural taste, is only the wild arabesque
of a prurient imagination. We give honour where honour is due
for all developed conceptions that are worthy of the name of
"tasteful:" but we shall continue, as our pages will prove we have
hitherto done, to censure with the utmost freedom those unculti
vated vagrancies of fancy that are 60 often obtruded upon us as
the emanations of superior genius.
Though many architects have been able geometers, their atten
tion has been for the most part (indeed almost wholly) confined to
those forms of it that had a more or less direct bearing on archi
tectural problems—that is, to "Descriptive Geometry," or to the
statical conditions which were essential to the safety of a struc
ture. Few of them wandered into the regions of pure abstraction
—into the philosophy upon which geometrical evidence is based.
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To do this bespeaks a still higher order of logical intellect than has
been evinced in the cases of De l'Orme, Jousse, Derande, Lan
dau, Frezier, or even by the great Buonarotti, or the universal Da
Vinci. Desargues, indeed, is the only marked exception—one of
the most marked exceptions even in mathematical history. He,
from whom Pascal acknowledged that he learnt almost all lie
knew, whom one of the most original writers of the age has called
"the Monge of his century," and whose researches have in some
important matters anticipated discoveries of our own age,—such a
man is an honour to the profession, independently of any profes
sional works he executed in bis native city of Lyons.
We confess that to find an architect publishing a work on such
an abstract subject as that of Euclid's fifth book, notwithstanding
the single precedent of Desargues, came upon us by surprise; and
from what we happen to know of the geometrical character of
English architectural writers and professors, it was not without
some misgivings that we opened it—fearing to encounter a heap of
crude conundrums, that would confer little honour on the class to
which Mr. Browning belongs. A slight glance, however, over its
pages, with a pause here and there, sufficed not only to remove our
apprehensions, but to convince us that it deserved a more deliberate
and systematic examination. Such an examination we have made;
and though we take exception to an important step of his investi
gation, and remit the subject back to his consideration, we yet form
an exceedingly high opinion of the skill and address of several
detailed parts of his subsequent investigations. Let him remove
this one objection (fatal to his whole system as it at present stands),
and we shall gladly acknowledge that he has conferred a great
boon on mathematical science. As it is, he has made a step in
advance: but till his foundations are better laid, he has but an
insecure footing.
As a great deal of misapprehension on the subject of proportion
exists, even in "high places," we have thought it desirable, for the
sake of clearing away a little of this, to enter into some account
of the real character and difficulties of the subject, at greater
length than we usually devote to a review.
We have little doubt that the geometry of a succeeding and not
distant age will wear a different face from its present one ; and no
one branch of it will be more changed in its physiognomy than the
doctrine of proportion. The geometrie recente of the French is
finding its way even into the higher class of our elementary books:
but any reference to this would be foreign to our present purpose.
We only purpose to point out what are the difficulties, and the
present degree of success attained in dealing with them, that
attach to the one specific subject—that of Ratio.
All men of even common observation without pretension to sci
ence, have a rude notion of proportion: but it is rude indeed with
the greater part of them, if we accept their language as an index
of their conceptions. We hear them talk of the "proportion
between two" things, or of "one thing to another;" or one thing
being "so many more times as large" as another. These are really
neither more or less than illiterate vulgarisms of phraseology;
whilst at the same time they point to an imperfectly expressed
conception of what constitutes ratio. Let them be slightly modi
fied, and we get Euclid's definition (lib. v. dcf. 4) of ratio—viz.
"Ratio is the relation of one magnitude to another of the same
kind, with respect to quantuplicity"—that is, how often (how many
times, parts of a time, or times and parts of a time) one magni
tude contains another of the same kind. This, we say, is the rude
idea; and were all magnitudes commensurable (that is, such that
every two of the same species had any finite common measure,
however small) it would be adequate to all the purposes of geome
trical science :—as, for instance, did one magnitude contain the
other 10, 25^, 100|£i, etc. times (as these have the common mea
sure 1, X, -j^j, etc.), the entire doctrine of proportion could be
established with respect to such magnitudes with simplicity and
facility, as will be shown presently. When, however, we come
(to take a familiar instance) to compare the side of a square
with its diagonal, the latter is \,'i times the former— that is,
412136
figures ad infinitum
times the former. Now, view
1+
10infimty
10 V- how we will,

1
inf cannot be a finite number; and hence all

the reasonings which involve an expression of the relation infinite
terms, must be nugatory in respect to such a ratio as that of the
side of a square to its diagonal. This method, though the earliest
and most obvious, is clearly an insufficient one on which to build a
universal system of such relations. It nevertheless suggests an
idea— and that is much.
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The algebraist views the expression ratio as a fraction,1 and to
him, therefore, it has a certain degree of intelligibility, though it
must of necessity be somewhat confused and very incomplete.
He seldom cares, however, for this: his machine is in gear, and he
can grind out results at his own pleasure—though his intellect
have as little to do with the process as the heart of a Tartar has
with the prayers and charms which he puts into his little windmill,
to perform alike his devotions and his physical cure.
The geometer takes a different course. A ratio, like a fraction,
in itself and alone, is a mere conception of the mind, and, taken
alone, without the least use. His object is not to find or express
the relation of one magnitude to another, but to determine the laws
by which several magnitudes, having a specified set of relations,
«re connected together in respect to some other set of relations.
To effect this, as far as proportion is concerned in the task, he
compares the ratio of two magnitudes with the ratio of two
others; and the expression of the sameness of these ratios it is
which he calls "proportion." Under this aspect, proportion becomes
intelligible. Still this assumption furnishes no criterion which
determines whether four magnitudes, given by any other condition*,3
ore proportionals or not; and we seem to have made little way—
though, indeed, the step was a wide one.
In comparing any ratios capable of numerical expression in
finite terms (that is, commensurable quantities), it would readily
be discovered "such equi-multiples of the first and third and such
equi-multiples of the second and fourth" could be taken, that the
multiple so taken of the first should be equal to that of the second,
and that the multiple of the third would be then equal to that of
the fourth. The result is obtained by cross-multiples. It would
naturally occur to inquire what would take place between the
multiples of the third and fourth if the multiple of the first
should be taken so as to be greater or to be less than that of the
second: and the third and fourth having in these cases universally
the same relation as to greater, equal, less, this relation was proved
to be a property of proportionals, as long as they were commensur
able.
"But are these properties confined to commensurable propor
tionals alone?" would be a natural question. The primary one,
respecting the equality of the multiples, it would be clear at once
could never be more than approximately fulfilled by finite crossmultipliers :* but during that approximation, however closely
pushed, the other two criteria were invariably fulfilled—as, for
instance, in the case of the sides and diagonals of two squares.
It would also be seen and readily proved that in all commen
surable magnitudes, those other two criteria being made the hy
pothesis (or the definition of proportionality), the principal con
dition of "equal-equal" could be shown to follow as a conse
quence;—so that, in reality, those two conditions ("greatergreater," "less-less") were adequate to form a defining criterion
of proportional magnitudes, as long as they were commensurable.
The "equal-equal" criterion was a consequence of commensurability only; and the other two being capable of existence in
dependently of commensurability, were not of necessity bound
by that peculiar relation.
Euclid, then, had good reason for choosing the "complicated"
criterion of proportion which constitutes his fifth definition, and
of non-proportionality which forms his seventh. The tests of
greater and less, completely and without other aid defined the
proportionality of commensurables; and they were equally appli
cable and definitive when the magnitudes were incommensurable,
i Not ratios only. It hu, after the fancy of Francals, Ampere, and Dufourry,
become a f. s'lion at Cambridge to consider an angle at a ratio, and a ratio as a frac
tion. One could almost think that the merry frenchmen meant to " hoax the pil
fering Johnlans," by giving them a bait that would render them ridiculous to all men and
through all time.
a When four magnitude! are given by actual exhibition, without any specified connec
tion or dependence, of course It It only by a series of experiments upon the multiples
that we can bring the definition to bear upua the proof of proporli mallty or dispropor
tions!^. But in geometrical lnq.lries are they ever ao given i— There is always given a
relation amongtl them : and tubjeel to tkit relation it ia that they are to be proved to
be proportional or not.
Such a remark would be almost too trivial to make, were it not that we have observed
It to escape the notice of students so often as to create great vagueness in their minds of
tba objects and conditions of proportionality. *' How am I to mure myself that the
four lines drawn here are proportionals ? Must I make experiments with the multiples
till I am satisfied ? And how, indeed, can I be satisfied absolutely and logically, from a
limited number of experiments, such as I csn make, that the conditions will be unlvers
ally fulfilled :-"— Questions such as these from Intelligent students show that this note la
not superfluous. We have many u time heard them asked —and in no captious spirit.
a The approximation may be made by narrowing the limit of difference between the
equimultiples to any given finite extent. Tba problem ia, manifestly—"Two magnitudes
of the same kind being given to find multiples of them that shall differ by a magnitude
leas than any given magnitude." The process would be that given by Euclid lor finding
the common measure of two magnitudes In booh ix. prop. 7, till we obtained a remainder
less than the given magnitude. These operations are arithmetically represented I y n
continued fraction, which, reduced to a common fraction, has its numerator and denomi
nator for the required multipliers.
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where the "equal-equal" test could not be applied, but, indeed,
where it was not at all required. This definition, then, being
alike applicable to commensurable and to incommensurable magni
tudes, is fully justified in principle, and contains all the qualities
of a philosophically constructed definition. The only objection
urged against it is its "romple.rity": but there is to be urged
against all others which essentially differ from it—their incomplete
ness, ambiguity, or inapplicability.
Those who are accustomed to look into Simson's "notes" on hia
edition of Euclid, will see how often he has made changes in the
text; and, in fact, of all editions, as Peyrard has remarked, this ia
the farthest removed from the whole of the existing texts, or of
printed books from those texts. We can hardly, therefore, refer
to Simson to ascertain the views of Euclid upon disputed points,
and especially upon points of great delicacy of thinking. Simson's
labours on this book are indeed exceedingly valuable; and he him
self in one of his notes expresses that to be his own opinion. Hia
very expanded expression of the fifth definition, however, has more
of the verbosity of the lawyer than of the neat discrimination of
the philosophical geometer. Williamson translates the Greek
literally as follows :—
" Magnitudes are laid to be in the same ratio; the first to the second, and
the third to the fourth; when the equi-multiples of the first and third, ac
cording to any multiplication, ire at the same time leu, or at the same time
equal, or at the same time greater, than each af the equi-multiples of the
second and fourth, compared with one another."
If, therefore, the texts of Euclid could be depended on (which
they certainly cannot) as genuine and uncorrupted, we should
think that Euclid had committed a grave oversight by introducing
as a part of a general definition a circumstance that was only
accidental and confined to a limited class of cases—the introduc
tion of the "equal-equal" test as an essential one. The two are
universal and sufficient: the other is accidental and casual—in
capable of being generally made to exist,—and even when so made
in any particular case, adding no force to the proof.4
This we hold to be a question of paramount importance in the
doctrine of proportion; and more especially as it has done much
towards not only creating confused views of proportion, but given
rise to numberless visionary books and the loss of much valuable
time both of writers and readers. Men of mediocre minds do not
select such topics as this for their crude speculations; and it ia
unfortunate that able men should be led the dance of years after
an ignis fatuus.* There has indeed been a race of persons who
have "reformed" proportion,—so also has there been who manu
factured "geometry without axioms,"— and another still, who
"squared the circle and "trisected an angle." It is not, however,
of these cognate races that we speak: but of men of truly philo
sophic minds, who have been led by the admission as genuine of a
phrase occurring in a probably corrupted text, or by an accident
ally superfluous phrase of Euclid himself, to establish the necessary
co-existence of the three tests instead of two.
That one great obstacle to the reception of Euclid's method of
proportion arises from the cumbrous language in which it ia
delivered, there can be no doubt. The tautology in the expression
of the conditions of the text, and enunciation of the conclusions
deduced by them, is so wearisome to the eye and ear, as to operate
like an opium-pill or the "passes" of the mesmerist—to produce a
catalepsy of mind, if not a physical catalepsy. The Greeks, how
ever, had nothing that could be called "pure arithmetic" (their
nearest approach to it being the doctrine of numbers as delivered
in Euclid's 7th, 8th, 9th, and partly the 10th books), and of course
their language respecting its most elementary truths is necessarily
imperfect. This is one cause, indeed the chief one, of the form ot
the fifth book. For instance (to use the language of De Morgan),
"V. 1, 8,3,5, 6. These are simple propositions of concrete arith
metic covered in language which makes them unintelligible to
modern ears. The first, for instance, states no more than that
* It It very probable that Euclid gave (supposing be gave It at all) the " equal, equal"
test aa an Incidentally occurring variation of form ot the tett depending on the other
two conditions; and which. In the cases where It might occur, would of itadf be suf
ficient. We cannot, however, bring ourselves to think that he gave it as a part and
parcel of the fundamental definition. We do not need the testimony of Simson to the
corruption of Euclid by "unskilful commentators i" for almost every page contains In
ternal evidence of tbe 'Elements' not being In their original condition. The present
looks like a scholium or corollary concentrated Into the text. Poor Thoonl he has much
to answer for.
a We may Instance here a circumstance that bas been often, and Indeed generally,
misapprehended—vis. the Props, 7,0, !>, 10, of Euclid's fifth book: It Is very natural to
say that " If ratio be the relation between two magnitudes with respect to quantity, then
equal magnitudes have the same relation as to quantity to any third magnitude of the
same species, and hence the same ratio." All this Is very true, and so are corresponding
objections to the other three : but It was Incumbent on Euclid to show that this result
also Sowed as a consequence from his definition. These propositions formed a practical
test of the correspondence ot his system with our common notions, where they coold be
brought Into comparison. Extreme cases are the severest tests of every system. Eu
clid's bears It rigorously.
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ten acres and ten roods make ten times as much as one acre and one
rood."—We want more of arithmetical and lingual reform in the
fifth book of Euclid, than reform (or reconstruction, or novelty)
of argument. The essence of Euclid's reasoning is pure.
In all the editions of Euclid, the magnitudes are represented by
line*—never by any other species of figure, as angles, circles, poly
gons, polyhedra, cones, or spheres. Yet the reasoning itself, as
well as the language in which it is couched, is perfectly general—
U applicable to all classes of magnitudes (as numbers, time, or
force), as well as to geometrical entities. A confined view of the
application of proportion is thus suggested; and as no warning is
given, the suggestion too often takes the place of a positive and
enforced limitation of the doctrine to linear magnitudes. That
this is no imaginary case is plain from this—that many able and
accomplished mathematicians, who were no mean thinkers neither,
liai'e assumed this limitation in their variations of Euclid's proofs.
For instance, in the demonstration of t>. 18, it has been proposed
over and over again by Euclid's commentators, even down to the
present day, to interchange the second and third magnitudes as
the preliminary to an abridged proof! If, then, the masters in
geometry can thus deliberately enunciate such a limitation, we
cannot wonder that the inexperienced student should be led to
form it from the suggestions of the figures. Of course the cure is
obvious: make, in all cases where the hypothesis does not imply
all being of the same species, the third and fourth magnitudes of
different species from the first and second. Let, for instance, the
first pair be lines, and the second angles— the first be angles and
the second rectangles, circles, polyhedra, or cones. The only con
dition that is essential is that the two members of each pair shall
be of the same species—no matter what that species be. It is not
even necessary that the members of either pair shall be of the
sameform; for it is not form but magnitude which is the relation
under discussion.
This last remark is an answer to objections which have been
made to the use of any other figures but lines; namely, that as far
as we know at this stage of our learning, we cannot make multi
ples of any other figures of the same form (or, at least, of all other
figures), so as to fulfil the conditions. Does Euclid prescribe
sameness of form as a condition amongst the equi-multiples ? or
even that the multiple shall constitute one figure (in the ordinary
sense of the word figure) similar to that of which it is the multi
ple? Every child knows that the twenty equal bits of clay which
he has rolled up into "marbles," if made into a single one, would
be twenty times as large as one of the small (a sub-multiple) mar
bles; and this child would admit, the terms being made intelligible
to him, that the twenty small marbles formed as truly a multiple
of one of them as the large ball into which they were all combined
did. It is left as a discovery to be made by fastidious geometers,
that the reverse is the case!—or at least to found an objection to
salutary changes upon such an assumption!
We have spoken of proportion mainly in reference to geometry;
but neither the fundamental idea nor the laws of proportion are
peculiar to magnitude, properly so called—though doubtless ori
ginally suggested by them. It is even rendered familiar to early
boyhood in its extension, by the questions which we solve in arith
metic, under the heads of the "rule-of-three, direct and inverse,"
the "rule-of-five," etc. We have, indeed, brought [rudely and
imperfectly laid down, it is true, but still brought] under our
notice four terms, which are generally in pairs, of different spe
cies, even as to form;* as money and the goods the money will
purchase: and always different in respect to concrete signification;
as principal and interest, length and breadth, etc We have,
therefore, much elementary training to introduce the conception
of sameness of ratio, where the pairs of magnitudes or entities of
any kind are of different species, the first pair from the second.
l et, withal this, writers enforce the total forgetfulness or abstrac
tion of all concrete considerations when we come to general in
quiries concerning proportion; and teach us to view it in reference
to numbers or the symbols of number only, and to consider the
ratio as only a numerical fraction arising from the division of the
first term by the second or the second by the first. This carries
the research back to its first rude and imperfect conception: but
the difficulties of that conception are got over by considering all
• It la etrange what an Influence early formed habits hare upon at through life,—*
Baotfeatailon of which la almoal universal In reaped to " Hating a nile-of-tliree aura."
We were taught, after the celebrated Francla Walkinghane, to make the Aral and third
tenia of the aame kind, In accordance with the reneralile precepu traditionally deicended
inm the early Italian mcrchaota, and aa religiously adhered to by our " achool-arlthmetlc "
manufacturers aa though it were " a earing article of their faith." No elementary author,
»t beller., before Ilonuycaatle, rentured to depart from thla mode of statement j and, ai
far aa we know, hie liereay haa been almost left to die with him. We must confess that
for ourselves, eren after the fifth decade of our life haa been completed, we hare someuraea detected ouraelrea unconsciously returning to the old worahlp, and grarely perforintag the old riles la solving a quesUou in the " rule-ot- three I "
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functions of all numbers, whether expressible in finite terms or
not, as numbers—thus including (not very logically, indeed, but
with a logic that suits and satisfies most algebraists) the incom
mensurable* as well as commensurables.7 Proportion is then
expressed as an equation between two such ratios; and all the
properties of proportionals are then obtained by ordinary algebraic
transformation. We do not say that such a process is altogether
inconclusive with respect to proportional numbers: but we do say
that the "off-hand way" in which it is usually developed, is so far
wanting in precision and completeness, as to render the logic of it
very difficult to discover. It is short enough; and the facts are
visibly tabulated—which, to too many minds, are the great deside
rata of mathematical learning. The indolence of mankind will
always render "short cuts" in science matters of high estimation;
and we fear, too, that the system of Collegiate and University
examination, involving so much "book-work," and enforcing so
much "writing out," has a tendency to perpetuate this stenogra
phic system of developing science. Nevertheless, we feel con
fident of this—that an algebraic system of proportion, complete
in all its parts and written out intelligibly, would be but a little
less expanded treatise than one founded on the the most general
views and carried out to the same extent. Nay, more,—we think
it would be extremely difficult to devise a course of reasoning
upon algebraic ratio which can be considered perfectly legitimate,
which does not involve principles that are far more general than
those of simple algebra—indeed, the most general principles of
ratio. This is tantamount to saying (and we mean it to be) that
all demonstrations of proportion which confine the idea of ratio
to arithmetic in its most generalised forms, is little less than a
mathematical farce ;—either on the one hand giving us mere legerderroain under the title of demonstration,—or, on the other,
representing the principles which are common to all ratio as pecu
liar to mere arithmetic.
The structure of Euclid's 'Elements' (including the books omit
ted by Simson), leads us to the conclusion, that the illustrious
Greek had in view to include arithmetic and geometry in his
demonstrations—the abstract and concrete. In truth, the idea
of force, as we view it, does not appear to have ever been mooted
as a conceivable application of the exact methods of research in
the School of Pluto; and time is no otherwise an element of the
applied mathematics, even now, than in connection with force.
Contrary, indeed, to modern practice, the Greeks treated number
In subordination to, and by means of, geometry; instead of treat
ing geometry as subordinate to, and by means of, number, as in
the modern fashion. His reasoning, too, reaches both views; and
as he did not conceive any other entities could come under the
shelter of exact science, he strained after no greater generaliza
tion either of idea or language. He saw arithmetic (the pro
perties of numbers) only as a subordinate branch of geometry—or
at least as entirely dependent upon geometry for all its evidence;
and he gave, therefore, to his doctrine of ratio a form which ren
ders this dependence obvious and (as he thought) real. We can
not here, however, enter into the instructive inquiry which the
circumstance just quoted suggests: we may perhaps find an
opportunity hereafter.
Many writers have attempted to give the fifth book of Euclid
in general terms and symbols, unrestricted by the references to
figures:* but, in general, both their language and their professed
intention have bespoken their treating it as a branch of geometry
only. Of all these writers, Playfair is perhaps the most success
ful; and did we know less of its details than we happen to do, we
should feel great confidence in this editor's quick logical percep
tions having prevented him from making any change that would
vitiate the reasoning. Yet (our readers must believe us, unlikely
as the statement may appear), we have heard not only good geo
metrical investigators and teachers of mathematics of high repute
r It may be worth the reader'a while to demonstrate, after Euclid's manner, the truth
of each a proportion aa this: —
3 : V2 " Vai 2.
or Indeed any other Inrolvlng radicala or transcendental!. It equally applies to all forms.
Ilut let him keep in mind that only integer numbers are a-lmissabte as multipliers. Whe
ther function* of Humbert can ever be rendered araiiable as multipliers, and the legiti
macy of the proceas reuderod unassailable, we offer dj opinion : II haa not )et been done
at all erenta.
a The assumption of a letter of the alphabet to designate any magnitude or quantity,
has been considered by many persona to constitute the research dependaut on that
assumption an algebraical process. They would not aay that the process uas als/ebraical
(even though it may be) If the whole were written out in " English-Dictionary words."
The mode of writing haa no more to do with the queatlon than Tenterden steeple with
Goodwin Sands. The fact la, the magnitude or quantity la labelled with that letter aa a
condition for more brief impression, —it becomes the name of the quantity, not a mime ical representation of its value. In algebra It la solely the name of a number, not of a
chant's
concretecounting-house,
quantity. Krenhe
to must
those very
be a imaginative
dull fellowplaces,
who supposed
a government
that office
" Form
or aA"
mer.
or
" Ledger B " designated the number of figures, words, or letters In the one, or the actual
amount of the " Cr. balance," In the other. Yet the caics are analogous.
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call this very book of Playfair's edition, an algebraical treatise !
The confusion of idea we so frequently meet with amongst mathe
maticians of no mean fame, with respect to the relations or analo
gies of arithmetic and geometry, is most extraordinary. Who that
really understood the grounds of his science, could for one moment
confound an abbreviated mode of writing (which is all the essen
tial change made by Playfair of Simson's edition of the fifth
book) with the abstractions of arithmetic ?
It will be generally conceded that nothing could come from the
pen of Professor De MorgBn which did not bear the impress of
profound and independent thinking. He is no imitator. We may
differ from him : but we can never fail to admire the earnest spirit
in which he writes, nor to wonder at the extraordinary resources
nf his intellect. Of course, then, when (a dozen years ago) he
published his tract on the 'Connection of Number and Magni
tude,' we were prepared to expect that the doctrine of ratio would
be placed in a new and more philosophical light than before. The
great object of the work, however, turned out to be—an attempt
to bring intelligent pupils into a position to philosophise on this
subject for themselves. In this the author has been eminently
successful; and his illustrations are admirably adapted to prevent
the student from resting with those vague and misty notions, with
which too many even of matured geometers are so supinely satis
fied.
Mr. De Morgan starts with "an extension of the arithmetical
notion of ratio, to magnitudes in general and especially to
space-magnitudes." Perhaps, au fond, his view is not different
from that which we have taken some pains in the earlier part of
this review to enforce; although we view the arithmetical idea as
a mere suggestion of the general one, whilst Mr. De Morgan con
siders the general one as an extension of the arithmetical one.
The difference may, possibly, be only verbal ; but we think we see
something more in it. Our views, as well as his, are now before
the reader—whether they wholly agree or partially differ, we shall
not here further stop to inquire, for it is time to say a word or two
respecting Mr. Browning's work itself.
Mr. Browning "takes the bull by the horns," and at once starts
with the consideration of "concrete quantities."" The theorems
respecting the limits of variable concrete quantities are both neat
in form, and we think, with the author, that they are new in man
ner. These are brought in for ulterior purposes.
We have quoted Euclid's fifth definition literally translated from
the Greek : we now give Mr. Browning's. "The ratio of A to B
is a relation of magnitude, which is determined by comparison of
A with the several fractions of B in regard to equality, excess, or
defect : so that C has to D the same ratio which A has to B, when
C is equal to, or greater than, or less than any fraction of D, ac
cording as A is equal to, greater than, or less than the same frac
tion of B." (p. 11.) The neatness of the Euclidean definition is
here replaced by a too close imitation of the manner of Simson's
version. Setting this aside, the marked difference between it and
Euclid's is,—that the first and third terms are here compared re
spectively with fractions of the second and fourth; whereas, Eu
clid compares equi-multiples of the first and third with equi-multiples
of the second and fourth. This difference is not an essential one,
except it shall prove that an essentially different mode of subse
quent demonstration can be built upon it.
Mr. Browning assumes as an axiom that when three terms of a
proportion are fixed upon, a fourth exists. There is nothing in the
details or the spirit of the ancient geometry analogous to this
assumption.
Euclid never assumes the existence of anything
which he does not first show how to actually find; and most
(though not all) modern geometers of any authority have fol
lowed his example in this respect. Still, we will not quarrel with
the assumption, though we could wish the author had been able to
dispense with it.
If the proportional quantities be commensurable, Mr. Brown
ing's fractions will amongst their varieties express the ratio of any
quantity whatever to its fellow. The test "equal-equal" amongst
Euclid's equi-multiples are there formed by the multiplication of
the terms by the denominator of the fraction. So far, then, we
run nearly parallel with Euclid's argument, however different our
routes may seem to be. Nothing lost and nothing gained, then,
by the change, thus far.
There is one point of view under which exception will be taken
0 We wish the term " quant. ty," or something analogous, were by common consent
adopted Instead of " magnitude." The " magnitude of a force " Is Indeed a common but
an awkward expression , and It has led to much quibbling and Inconsecutive reasoning In
the elementa of mechanical science. But the " magnitude of a period of duration" In*
volvea an absurdity too gross even for the " magnates" of scientific license in language
and demonstration. Yet we waut the phrase " magnitude of ll.e time," In order to per
fect generality, if we must be compelled to use the term magnitude lu these researches.
Kveu Mr. Browning is not uniformly consistent on this point.
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by many to Mr. Browning's definition:—that the cases are v*>ry
few in which we can exhibit the arbitrary fractions of any one of the
quantities concerned; either in the same form as the original,
which we hold to be a superfluous condition,—or in any form
whatever, which is a more weighty consideration. We only indi
cate it here—not discuss it.
If algebra be considered, as many writers of the present day
consider it, the "act of combining symbols according to given
laws," there will be as many algebras as there can be formed
laws of combination—that is, innumerable ones. Mr. Browning
says of such algebras, that each "should have Rules limited by its
Definitions; and that an extension of the Definitions is the only
license for an extension of the Rules." Considering the "Defini
tions" to signify the laws of combination, and the "Rules" to sig
nify the resulting formula;, we quite concur in his statement. We
must guard ourselves, however, by saying that the interpretation of
those resulting formula;, and of everything obtained by means of
them, must also be consistent with the ideas upon which the laws
of operation were founded. We can introduce into the interpre
tation nothing different from, nor even more special than, what we
introduced amongst the original conditions. Nothing can be ex
plicitly got out of an equation that was not implicitly put into it.
The extrication is all that we can do.
This is a view which, obvious though it be, is often forgotten in
the course of a general system of reasoning. We so often find
assumptions whicn are not contained in the " definitions" in such
reasonings, that we habitually look out for them ; and though, by
some modification or other, some of these may be removed or other
wise deduced, yet it very often happens that the whole force of the
reasoning as reasoning is rendered nugatory. It appears to us that
Mr. Browning has a little to do in the way of amendment here,—
though we cannot suggest how it is to be done.
His definition of proportion (p. 11) is tantamount to this: that if
A = 5- . B,

then C = * . D;

A > * . B,

then C > -? . D;

A L \. B,

then C Z \ . D;

for all values of y and z expressible in finite terms. In this if y and
z be not numerical symbols, we apprehend that the term "fraction"
will be deemed inappropriate ; and not only so, but that the defini
tion itself is without distinct meaning. We have viewed them.
then, as "numerical symbols." On the next page, however, they are
for the present deprived of their arithmetical character, and are
directed to be understood as " symbols of ratio" only. This seems
to us to invalidate the definition itself; and we apprehend that, to
render this consistent, a new definition of ratio which does not
involve any numerical considerations whatever, ought to be given.
We remit this to Mr. Browning's consideration.
Again, what idea can we form of adding, substracting, multiply
ing, and dividing ratios, when the ratio itself is deprived of all
defined meaning ? Symbols of number they are not allowed to be,
—and symbols of magnitude (or of any kind of quantity) it would
be preposterous to suppose Mr. Browning meant them to be. This
however is the pivot upon which Mr. Browning's escape from the
difficulty of incommensurables entirely turns. How it happened
that the very terms " factor" and " quotient" occurring in his in
vestigations respecting his symbols of ratio, did not enforce upon
his mind that he was really conducting an arithmetical inquiry, he
himself, by looking back at the history of his own mind during the
research, will be best able to tell. Such lapses are, however, to be
expected in all attempts at logical generalization founded on mere
generalizations or changes of definition. Definition is a two-edged
sword ; and few persons in wielding it escape a cut or two from the
back-edge.
Till this fundamental difficulty is removed it would be useless to
pursue the mere consequences. It is sufficient to say generallv
that the work itself manifests great ingenuity and much real skill
in dealing with very abstract and difficult topics. There are many
instances of consummate address in dealing with the details of his
reasoning; and we think that when a more intelligible basis is laid
for the superstructure, the greater part of his materials will be
found to be of a long-enduring character. It is by these that we
were led in an earlier page to say that Mr. Browning has " made a
step in advance;" and wjth the caution we have given, we strongly
recommend his book to the careful reading of all who take interest
in this recondite inquiry.
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ON A PNEUMATIC LIFT.
On a Pneumatic Lift. By Mr. Benjamin Gibbons, of ShutEnd House, near Dudley. — (Paper read at the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, Birmingham.)
{With Engravings, Plate XVIII.)
The Pneumatic Lift described in the present paper is employed
to raise the ore, coal, and limestone for charging four smelting fur
naces at Corbyn's Hall New Furnaces, near Dudley. In some dis
tricts the levels of the ground admit of the furnaces being charged
by wheeling the materials on a level platform from higher ground
to the top of the furnaces, but in general these have to be raised
by machinery to the level of the top of the furnaces, the height
raised being about 40 to 50 feet. The usual plan of raising the
materials is by an inclined plane, which rises from the ground to
the top of the furnaces at an angle of about 30°; there are two
lines of railway upon it, and a travelling platform on each line,
drawn up by a steam-engine by means of a chain passing over a
pulley at the top of the inclined plane. The two platforms ba
lance one another, one of them descending while the other ascends,
and the top of each platform is made horizontal and works level
with the ground at the bottom and with the stage at the top of
the furnaces, so that the barrows of materials are readily wheeled
on and off the platforms; several barrows are carried by each plat
form. A rack is fixed on the inclined plane along the centre of
each line of railway, and a catch is fixed on the moving platform
which falls into the teeth of the rack in ascending, for the purpose
of stopping the platform and preventing an accident in the case of
the chain breaking; but the use of this catch is found to be incon
venient in practice, and is generally omitted. There is a difficulty
in stopping the platform at the required level, and the inclined
plane is objectionable from the space which it occupies and the
expense of its construction.
Where the inclined plane cannot be employed, the power of the
steam-engine is not employed directly to draw up the materials
vertically by a chain, because of the difficulty in working it con
veniently and safely, to stop the platform at the correct level for
wheeling the barrows on and off, and prevent the risk of serious
accident by the chain breaking, particularly in the night work. At
some iron works an endless chain is used for this purpose, with a
series of buckets fixed upon it, which are filled with the materials
at the bottom, and empty themselves into the furnace by turning
over at the top. This lift is not suitable for supplying more than
one furnace; and when there are more than one furnace it is most
advantageous to employ a lift that will take up the materials in
the barrows, ready for wheeling at the top to the different fur
naces.
Another plan for lifting vertically is by means of a waterbalance; the platform on which the barrows of materials are raised
is suspended by a chain passing over a pulley at the top, and a
bucket is attached to the other end of the chain ; the platform in
descending draws up the emptv bucket, and when the platform is
loaded the bucket is filled with water until it overbalances the
loaded platform and draws it up. There is an important objection
to this plan, that the bucket descends with an accelerated velocity,
and a friction break has to be used to check the velocity to prevent
a violent concussion on stopping its momentum at the end of the
descent; this causes a risk or accident from breakage of the chains,
and the friction break is also liable to derangement and extensive
repairs.
At the Level Iron Works near Dudley an instance occurred
where a vertical lift had to be introduced in consequence of the
furnaces being raised 16 feet in height; there were two furnaces,
originally 34 feet high and raised to 50 feet, and at the original
height the materials were wheeled on the level to the top of the
furnaces. When the height of the furnaces was increased, the
materials were required to be raised 16 feet, and a vertical lift was
necessary in consequence of the situation being so much confined
by a canal as to prevent the adoption of an inclined plane. For
this purpose the author of the present paper constructed a pneu
matic lift, worked by the pressure of the air from the blowingengine that supplied the blast for the furnaces. This lift was
designed with the object of avoiding the objections to the plans of
vertical lifting previously in use, and obtaining a safer and more
economical application of power.
This Pneumatic Lift consisted of a heavy cast-iron cylinder,
♦ ft. 4 in. diameter inside, closed at the top, and inverted in a well
filled with water, in which it was free to slide up and down like a
gasometer; this cylinder was suspended from the top by a chain
fastened to the circumference of a pulley which was fixed on a
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horizontal shaft above the level of the top of the furnaces. A
pipe from the air-main was carried down the well and turned up
inside the cylinder, rising above the surface of the water, and when
the blast was let into the cylinder through this pipe the cylinder
was raised in the water by the pressure of the compressed air
against the top; this pressure was about 2 lb. per square inch. A
platform for raising the barrows of materials was suspended by a
chain from another pulley on the same shaft as the former pulley,
and the platform was guided in its ascent by vertical framing.
The cylinder was heavy enough to draw up the platform with the
load upon it by descending into the water when the blast was
withdrawn; and the empty platform was lowered by admitting the
blast into the cylinder and thus raising it. The cylinder was
lowered again by opening a valve which let out the compressed
air, and its velocity of descent was regulated by opening this valve
more or less. The velocity of the platform both in rising and fall
ing was completely under command, by regulating the opening of
the valves for admitting or letting out the compressed air, and the
velocity was gradually checked towards the end of each stroke
with certainty and ease, so as always to stop the platform without
concussion.
5 feet, and the
The
twoheight
pulleys#were
to whichmade
the cylinder
of different
was diameters
raised was so
only
as
to raise the platform 16 feet; the load raised upon the platform
was about half-a-ton.
This pneumatic lift has now been in constant work for thirtynine years, and has worked quite satisfactorily during the whole
time; it has not required any repairs except renewal of the chains
and repair of the rubbing parts. An accident happened once by
the chain breaking whilst lifting, and the platform tell about five
feet, causing a shock to the man going up with it, but no injury
was done to the machinery.
An improvement on this pneumatic lift was made by the author
of the present paper, in constructing a lift on a considerably larger
scale at the Corbyn's Hall New Furnaces; this is shown in the
accompanying engraving, and was constructed at the time of
building the furnaces. The height to which the materials have to
be raised is 44 ft. 6 in., and the present plan was designed to pre
vent the risk of an accident occurring through the breaking of a
chain. There are four furnaces supplied by this lift, which is fixed
between two of them, and the four furnaces are connected on the
same level by the staging at the top, on which the barrows of
materials are wheeled from the platform of the lift.
In this lift the platform for raising the barrows of materials is
fixed on the top of the air-cylinder, and it is raised by the pressure
of the blast, the action being the reverse of the former plan. In
Plate XVIII. the lift is shown at the highest position in fig. 1,
and at the lowest position in fig. 2. A, is the air-cylinder, which
is 5 ft. 6 in. diameter, and 51 ft. 6 in. long, constructed of riveted
wrought-iron plates averaging |-in. thick, the plates being -&-in.
thick in the lower part and -fVin. in the upper part; the cylinder
is closed at the top and open at the bottom, and has a throttlevalve B, 8 inches diameter, in the centre of the top, which is
opened by pressing down the foot lever C, fixed upon the plat
form.
•
D, is the platform on which the materials are raised; it consists
of planking carried on timber bearers, which rests upon the edge
of the cylinder top, and upon four wrought-iron brackets E, E,
carried out diagonally from the cylinder to steady the platform,
and fixed to two hoops passing round the cylinder.
F, F, are four timber guides placed at the corners of the plat
form, and connected at top to the level stage G. G, upon which the
barrows of materials are wheeled to the mouth of the furnace H.
These guides are faced with angle-iron on the inner edge, and a
corresponding angle-iron is fixed in a notch at each corner of the
platform D, to slide easily up the guides; the height that the plat
form rises is 44 ft. 6 in.
Four cast-iron balance-weights I, I, are suspended outside the
guides F, F, by chains which pass over the pulleys K, K, in the top
framing, and are attached to the four corners of the platform D.
These four balance-weights weigh about 6^ tons, and the aircylinder and platform together weigh about 7 tons; leaving an un
balanced weight of about ^-ton to bring down the air- cylinder and
empty the platform.
The air-cylinder A, descends into a well L, L, which is filled
6with
inches
water
long
to and
the 7level
inches
M; diameter,
and it is each
guided
of by
which
fourworks
rollersagainst
N, N,
a strip of bar-iron riveted on the cylinder, 4 inches wide and the
whole length of the cylinder. At the bottom of the well a foun
dation of timber O, is fixed, to form a stop for the cylinder in
descending, and the cylinder rests upon the timber when at the
lowest position by a ring of angle-iron riveted round the bottom
39
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edge. The cylinder is stopped on rising to the top by a wood
block fixed on each of the four guide-posts F, F, which stop tho
platform at the level of the top stage G, G.
P, is a cast-iron pipe 7 inches inside diameter, which conveys
the compressed air from the air-main, and the pipe Q, of the same
size, carries it into the cylinder, passing down to the bottom of the
well between the cylinder and the side of the well, and rising up
the centre of the cylinder; the end of the pipe at R, is open and
stands above the level of the water.
The valve S, regulates the admission of the compressed air into
the cylinder when the platform is raised, and also lets out the nir
from the cylinder when it is lowered. This valve consists of a
plug or deep piston, sliding in a vertical bored cylinder of the
same diameter as the air-pipe, which is closed at the top and open
at the bottom. When the plug is in the lowest position, as shown
in fig. 1, it closes the bottom of the cylinder, and the communica
tion is opened between the pipes P and Q, and the compressed air
passes into the air-cylinder A, and raises it, with the platform 1),
by the pressure of the air upon the top of the cylinder and upon
the surface of the water ; the pressure of the compressed air is
2i; lb. per square inch, and the water is depressed inside the cylin
der to T, and raised to U outside the cylinder, making a difference
of level of 5 ft. 4 in. When the platform is required to be low
ered, the plug-valve S, is drawn up to the top, as shown in fig. 2,
closing the pipe P, that admitted the compressed air, and leaving
the pipe Q, open to the external air to discharge the compressed
air from the cylinder A; this discharge is accelerated by opening
the escape- valve B, at the top of the air-cylinder by means of the
foot-lever C.
The total pressure of the compressed air against the top of the
air-cylinder is 34 tons; and deducting the unbalanced weight of
the cylinder and platform (£-ton), this gives an available lifting
power of 3 tons. The load of materials raised varies according to
the working of the furnaces, and the average load of materials
raised each time is 1, tons, exclusive of the barrows and men, or
about 2 tons gross weight. The lift is raised 1G times per hour
during 20 hours in each day of 24- hours, or once in 3^ minutes;
and the total weight of materials raised each day is about 500 tons.
The time of raising the platform from opening the inlet valve to
reaching the top is from 50 to 70 seconds, according to the load in
regular work; and the time of lowering the platform is from 30 to
50 seconds, according to the degree of opening of tho escape valve
on the top of the air cylinder; the empty platform can be raised
in 45 seconds, and lowered in 25 seconds, with the present size of
apertures.
In raising the platform the inlet-valve is kept full open until
the platform arrives at 14 inches distance fiom the top, when it
catches a lever which gradually draws up the plug of the inletvalve, so far as nearly to close the pipe leading to tho air-cylinder;
this checks the moving power and causes the velocity of the plat
form to be so much retarded by the time it arrives at the top, that
the platform stops dead against the wood blocks without any con
cussion being felt. The platform is held firmly up to these stops
by the pressure of the air as long as. may be required, without any
recoil, and without requiring any catches to hold the platform, as
it cannot descend in the least unless tho air is allowed to escape
from the cylinder, and the supply from the air-pipe keeps it full
in the case of any leakage taking place. When the platform is
raised empty, a wood block turning on a pivot is slipped by the
foot under the lever that closes the inlet-valve, eo as to begin
closing the valve sooner; this is adjusted according to the velocity
of the ascent of the platform, and regulates the lifting power so
as to prevent any concussion ou stopping at the top of the ascent.
When the platform arrives at the top, the men who go up with
the barrows wheel them off to discharge the materials into the
several furnaces; and as soon as the empty barrows are brought
back, the platform is lowered by drawing up the plug of the inletvalve to the top, which shuts off entirely the supply of compressed
air, and opens the exit below the plug for the air in the cylinder to
escape. This is done by the men on the platform at the top by
means of a rod from the valve carried up the framing; and tho
escape-valve on the top of the cylinder is then opened, and kept
open till the platform is near the bottom, when it is closed, and
the velocity of the platform is so much checked before stopping,
that scarcely any concussion is felt at stopping; it can easily be
stopped without any concussion.
The velocity of the platform is also gradually checked in de
scending by the gradual immersion of the cylinder in the water,
which reduce* the unbalanced weight of the cylinder. The total
loss of weight of the cylinder when at its greatest immersion in
the water is ^-ton, which reduces the effective unbalanced weight
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of the cylinder and platform "from ^-ton to nothing; but the
weight of the four chains, amounting to ^-ton, is added to the
balance-weights at the beginning of the descent, and is transferred
to the platform at the end of the descent, and the result is that
the moving power causing the descent of the platform is reduced
|-ton during the descent, being about f-ton at starting and A-ton
at stopping; this moving power can be altered as required, by
altering the balance-weights.
This lift was originally constructed to work only two furnaces,
and the air pipe was only 5 inches inside diameter, and the time of
raising the platform was usually 140 seconds; when the other two
furnaces were added it became necessary to add a second air pipe
of the same size, for the purpose of wording the lift twice as fast;
one pipe only is shown in the accompanying drawing, equal in area
to the two actually employed. When the lift was constructed it
was found that the well could not be made sufficiently water-tight,
on account of a slight disturbance in the strata from the getting of
the neighbouring mine, and an outer cylinder of similar construc
tion to the air-cylinder, was consequently sunk into the well; this
outer cylinder having a close bottom, and holds the water in which
the air-cylinder works, like the tank of a gasometer.
The quantity of air blown into the cylinder each time of raising
it is 1,128 cubic feet, and the total quantity per day of 24 hours is
360,900 cubic feet, or about 12 tons weight of air; the total quan
tity of air blown by the blast engines is 16,185 cubic feet per
minute, and 23,306,400 cubic feet, or about 780 tons weight of air
per day of 24 hours. The proportion of the total blast that is
used by the lift is therefore as 12 tons to 780 tons, or -fa of the
whole, and consequent ff'3 part of the total power of the blowing
engines is employed in working the lift; there are two blowing
engines employed- The pressure of the blast is 2f lb. per square
inch, and the total engine power is consequently 165-horse power;
and the air consumed by the lift being ^- of the total blast, it
follows that ^ of 165, or 2J-horse power, is the power that is
actually employed in working the lift; this power being a con
stant power acting during the whole day instead of acting merely
at the times when the lift is rising. The actual power required to
elevate the lift, with the average gross load of 2 tons on the plat
form, or 2^ tons total weight, including the average unbalanced
weight of the cylinder and platform, raised 44 ft. 6 in. in 70
seconds, is 6-horse power; the greatest power employed being
3J tons raised that height in 70 seconds, which amounts to 9-horse
power, and the least is £-ton raised in 45 seconds, amounting to
1-horse power. Tims it appears that the work of 6-horse power
occurring at intervals, is performed by a power of 2i-horse power
constantly acting.
The total consumption of coal-slack by the blowing engines is
about 13 tons per day of 24 hours, consequently the expense of
werking the lift is ^ part of this, or 4 cwt. of coal-slack per day,
costing about 5d. per day; and as this lift raises 500 tons of ma
terials per day, it follows that 100 tons are raised 44 ft. 6 in. high
for ltf., or 4,450 tons are raised 1 foot high for Id. The quantity
of air required to fill the cylinder of the lift is 1,128 cubic feet,
and the total contents of the blowing cylinders for one double
stroke is 1,056 cubic feet; consequently, an increase in the rate of
the engines of one stroke per minute is sufficient to raise the lift
in 70 seconds, without diminishing the supply of air for the blast
of the furnaces.
These two circumstances cause an Important economy in work
ing this pneumatic lift; a small power constantly acting is sufficient
to do the work, and the sudden application of this power concen
trated into a short time causes but a small increase in the rate of
the engine. The total cost of this lift was about 500/.; and the
cost of an inclined plane lift, including the engine for working it,
would be about double that amount.
This pneumatic lift has been in constant work for the last nine
years, and no accident or stoppage has occurred with it, except
that the chain of one of the balance-weights broke once; the plat
form stopped with a very trifling fall, and was held in its position
by the pressure of the air; no damage was caused, and the lift was
got to work again within an hour's time. The only repairs that
nave been required since it commenced working, are the renewal
of the chains of the balance-weights and repair of the pulleybearings: the set of chains can be taken off and replaced whilst
the lift is standing during the dinner hour, without causing any
delay to the work. This is an important advantage, as it is essen
tial to ensure a continued supply of materials to the furnaces,
and to avoid any risk of stoppage for repair of the lifting ma
chinery.
The platform in this pneumatic lift cannot fall quicker than the
time in which the whole body of air can escape, amounting to
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1,128 cubic feet; and the greatest leakage that can arise from an
injury of the cylinder cannot let it down so rapidly as to cause any
damage.
The load is supported by an air cushion during the
whole time of its ascent, instead of depending on chains or racks,
which prevents any risk of its falling. The complete control over
the motion of the platform that is given by the air-valve which
regulates the entrance and exit of the air, gives the means of
checking, stopping, or reversing the motion at any part of the
stroke; and it prevents any concussion at the ends of the stroke,
although the lift has a quick action, and is stopped dead at each
end of the stroke at the exact level required. The friction of the
lift is very small, as the cylinder works through a water joint; and
in consequence of the low pressure at which it is worked the loss
at any leak is very small, and the strain upon the joints is much
diminished.
This pneumatic lift is of course applied most economically and
conveniently in the case of blast-furnaces, where the compressed
air can be obtained very economically and without additional ma
chinery; but it is probable that its application may be extended
advantageously to several other cases, such as raising railway
wagons, or even railway trains, discharging vessels at quays, and
various other purposes, and it possesses several advantages which
make it deserving of consideration. The low pressure at which it
is worked causes great simplicity and economy in the construction
and working, the loss at leaks being reduced, and the joints easier
kept in order; and the friction is very small as the cylinder works
through a water-joint. Where the lift is not required to be always
working, but only to be worked at intervals, a further economy
could probably be effected by employing a reservoir for the com
pressed-air, to accumulate power during the time that the lift is
not required to work, and thus reduce the size of engine requisite
for the work; a large capacity of reservoir could be constructed
at a moderate expense, on account of the low pressure upon it.
It may be mentioned that at the Corbyn's Hall New Furnaces the
reservoir of compressed-air contains 5,000 cubic feet, at the pres
sure of the blast 2j lb. per square inch, and consists of four
wrought-iron cylinders from 6 to 8 feet diameter, constructed of
riveted plates from | to -ft-inch thick; and the cost would be
about 3/. per 100 cubic feet for air reservoirs of this construction.
Rewarh made at the Meeting after the reading of theforegoing Paper.
Mr. Buckle observed that he had frequently seen this lift at the works of
Mr. Gibbons, and could bear testimony to its smooth and exact working
and its uniform motion. He was of opinion it might be usefully applied to
a variety of purposes, as it was undoubtedly the best description of lift that
he was acquainted with for its present purpose.
Mr. Bever said it appeared to him to be a very simple and efficient
mode of raising the materials.
Mr. Cochrane observed that a similar lift was employed at his iron
works, for which he had been indebted to Mr. Gibbons ; it had proved en
tirely satisfactory, and there had never been any accident with it.
Mr. Gibbons remarked that his object in bringing the lift before the In
stitution, was to render it more generally useful ; for in his opinion it might
be advantageously applied to a great variety of purposes, more especially at
railway stations and in the docks. It would be a great convenience fur
raising and lowering trucks, and for loading or discharging vessels ; as the
platform could be quickly raised or lowered to any exact level, and could be
stopped at any point at pleasure without concussion, and held quite firm in
the position without any danger of falling, as long as might be required.
Mr. Slats thought it was applicable to lifting railway wagons ; and con
sidered that a small blowing engine might be advantageously employed for
the purpose, working at a much quicker rate than usual, even 700 feet per
minute, like the pistons of locomotive engines ; the leakage of the pistou
would then be of much less consequence.
M. Cowpxa suggested that steam might be available for the purpose of
raising the lift where there was not a blowing engine at work ; for although
there would be a loss of steam by condensation on the surface of the water,
that loss would be very small compared to the whole quantity of steam em
ployed, as the surface of the water would become quickly heated by the
steam, but the heat would only extend very slowly downwards in the water.
Mr. Gibbons remarked that he considered there would be a difficulty in
applying steam, from the difficulty of keeping the joints steam-tight.
M. McConnxll referred to the use of hydraulic cranes which had been
introduced at some railway stations and other places ; and observed that it
appeared to involve the question of the relative cost and advantage of air
and water as the means for communicating the power.
Mr. Gibbons observed that the pistons necessarily used in hydraulic
cranes were liable to get out of order, and were a source of expense and
trouble, and there was also considerable loss of power from friction, which
was not the cue in the pneumatic lift. He thought that by the latter plan
a whole railway train might be raised a considerable height, without the
motion being felt by the passengers.
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REGISTER OF MEW PATENTS.
SAWING AND CUTTING WOOD.
Henby Fbancis, of Chelsea, Middlesex, engineer, for " improve
ments in sawing and cutting wood." — Granted January 4; En
rolled July t, 1819.
The improvements relate, firstly, to the construction and use of
saws so as to improve and facilitate their cutting wood. Saws have
hitherto usually consisted each of a series of teeth, and the teeth
of a saw have eacli been alike, and they have been bent in alternate
directions. The consequence of this construction has been, that
the wood cut thereby lias had larger or smaller saw-cuts on the
surfaces, according to the teeth used ; these observations apply to
saws generally, both straight and circular. Now according to this
part of the invention, the teeth are combined with cutters, and the
cutters are made to alternate with the teeth, so that a tooth follows
a cutter in regular succession, though this arrangement may be
varied. The teeth are to be of any of the ordinary constructions,
according to the class of saw which is to be made, and the cutters
preferred are " fleur teeth," that is, they are not hooked or under
cut, but incline botli ways, and are bent alternately on either sides,
as the teeth of saws have hitherto been bent ; but the teeth are left
unbent, by which means the cutters make a cut on either side, and
the teeth remove the wood between the cuts. It is of great import
ance that the cutters on either side should follow one another with
accuracy, in order that the cut made on either side may be smooth
and true, and that the two cuts should be parallel,—for which pur
pose a file is fixed in a flat block, the file being at one edge, and at
a distance below the surface of the block equal to that to which
the cutters of a saw are bent, such block being eight or ten inches
long and three or four inches wide ; by which means the projecting
cutters on either side are made correct, so as to follow each other
in the same line. The flat block when used rests on the surface of
the saw, and is to be moved to and fro so that the file will come
against the cutters, and thus the cutters be filed away at the outer
sides of the points till they are all sharp, and range correctly one
after the other. This block will also be found useful when sharp
ening saws of the ordinary construction, and forms part of the
invention. In using these saws in 6aw-mills, in place of causing
them to move up and down vertically, or at right angles to the sur
face of the wood as heretofore, a better cut may be made and with
less power by having the saw-gate so arranged as to move in an
inclined position, generally at an inclination of about 67° to the
surface or the wood. In cutting off thin slices of wood with the
improved saws, it is preferred to employ a smooth metal plate or
table, with a transverse slit or opening, the metal on the sides of
the opening being formed to an inclination. The wood is moved
longitudinally on this plate, and the saw used (which is to be
straight) is inclined, so as to be parallel with the opening through
the plate, and the edge of the saw protrudes a distance (in a direc
tion to meet the moving wood), according to the thickness of wood
to be cut off; a quick reciprocating motion is given to the saw as
the wood moves forward on the bed-plate, and the portion cut off
descends through the plate as a shaving in a plane.
The second part of the invention relates to improvements in
mounting saw-gates, which are preferred to be inclined in place of
vertical, and consists of employing springs ; and the springs are
formed of such strength, that they will lift the saw-gate, by which
means the working is improved.
The third part of the invention is applicable to the sawing of
wood into planks and boards from timber of irregular sides, to avoid
shaping the timber first before it is fixed in a mill,—and consists of
guiding each saw, so as to ensure the several saws stretched in a
saw-gate to cut parallel boards or planks, in place of depending on
the great tension now resorted to for preventing the saws being led
away by knots or inequalities of the wood. In carrying out this
part of the invention, a plate of wood is fixed to the irregular sur
face of a log of wood, the outer surface of the fixed piece being
true, and moved against a guide-piece in the mill, so as to cause
the log to pass through the mill truly, notwithstanding the irregu
larity of its sides ; and thus the boards or planks cut off will bo
parallel, in order to ensure which a bar of hard wood is fixed across
the saw-mill, having slits cut in it at the intervals apart at which
the boards are to be cut, and this bar is so fixed that the hacks of
the several saws shall enter the cuts and move up and down in
them, and are guided truly by them.
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RAILWAY WHEELS.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, Middlesex, civil
engineer, for "a certain improvement or improvements in the construc
tion of wheels." (A communication.) —Granted January 11; En
rolled July 11, 18*9.
This invention of improvements in the construction of wheels re
lates to a new or improved method of constructing railroad-wheels,
applicable to locomotive engines, tenders, and the truck-wheels of
railroad cars, and for other purposes; and consists in constructing
the wheel of three principal pieces—namely, the nave, the central
part (which consists of plates of iron of a dished shape), and the
rim; these three parts are connected and secured together in a pe
culiar manner, so as to form a strong, and at the same time, cheap
wheel.
Fig. 1 shows the improved wheel in a side elevation; fig. 2 is a
transverse section of the same, taken in the line x, x, fig. 1, show
ing the mode of holding the several parts together by small screwbolts near the axle; and fig. 3 is a cross-section in the same line,
showing another mode of holding and forcing the central plates
together, so as to tighten contact with the rim—in this case the
object is effected by a collar and screw upon the axle, and a differ
ent mode of attaching the plates to the rim by small bolts or rivets
near the rim. Fig. 4 is a cross section, on an enlarged scale, show
ing the attachment of the side-plates to the rim, by the dovetailmode; and figs. 5, and C, are side and edge views of a cast-iron
piece, to thicken and support the eye of the plates when made of
sheet-metal.
Fig. 1.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 6.

The two circular side-plates, which act as the spokes of the
wheel, are made with plain surfaces, or corrugated in concentric or
radiating lines; and, whether plain or corrugated, have a convexity
outward, so that they may be forced against the rim, which will
embrace their exterior edges or peripheries. The best mode of
attaching these side-plates to the rim is to turn a groove, com
mencing at the inner side and edge of the rim, cutting the same
outwards towards its largest circumference in depth; the thickness
of the plate forming a seat for the same to rest upon, and terininating the groove, in its outward direction, with the largest
diameter of cut inside, and the lesser outside, in the form of a
dove-tail. The edges of the plates are then turned and fitted to
correspond, excepting that the diameter of the plates is greater by
about A of an inch than the groove which has been turned in the
rim. The rim is then sufficiently expanded by heat to admit of
the greater diameter of the plates entering into the groove pre
pared for them in the rim; and, on the rim cooling, it will be
made to shrink itself upon the edges of the plates. The sideplates are further secured in their places by screw-bolts near the
axle; which bolts are intended to compress and draw together the
convex parts of the plates at or near their centres, by which their
peripheries are forced to expand until they come into close contact
and form a tight joint with the rim. By means also of these bolts
or screws the plates may be tightened upon the rim at any subse
quent period, when, from use or wear, their contact becomes im
paired, or they become loose in the groove. The inventor prefers
to construct this wheel of wrought-iron, with the exception of the
cast-iron pieces represented at figs. 6, and 6. The rim may, how
ever, be of cast-iron (in which case its thickness should be con
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siderably increased), either with or without a chilled running sur
face; or it may be made of wrought-iron, plated with steel, or
made wholly of steel; and the side-plates may be of cast-iron, or
other metal, or composition of metal.
In the drawings, a represents the rim-piece; b, are the sideplates; c, is the axle; d, are cast-iron pieces, to support the plate
at the eye, when the same is made of sheet-iron, which pieces are
firmly riveted to the plates. To make a wheel wholly of wroughtiron, the rim a, is rolled into proper shaped bars, in any convenient
manner in common use, and is made 5 inches wide by 1 inch thick,
with a flange raised 1 i-incli higher than the bar at one Bide; it is
then bent into a circle and welded, and is heated and placed upon
a suitable mandril, and made perfectly round; after which, it is
chucked in a lathe, and the male part of the dovetail groove, as
seen at a, a, fig. 4, is formed at each inner side and corner. The
side-plates b, are made from plate or sheet-iron, of -j^ of an inch
thick, a little more or less. They are first cut into a circle, and
afterwards swaged, and made convex with a suitable press and
swaging dies; or the press and dies may be constructed in such a
manner as to cut the circle outside the eye at the centre and raise
the convexity at the same operation.. The plate is then chucked
in a lathe, and the edge turned tapering and outwardly towards
the convex side, to form the female part of the dovetail joint,
when the plates and rim are put together. The largest diameter
of the tapering edge of the plate is made from ^ to -^ of an inch
larger than the smallest inside circumference of the groove. The
cast piece (figs. 5, and 6), is then drilled and tap-screwed, and
well riveted upon the concave side of the plate, when the principal
parts of the wheel are ready for putting together. The rim is
then heated, and allowed to shrink itself upon the edges of the
plates, which by this means are held in the dovetailed grooves
formed in the rim,—the convex sides of the plates being outwards:
four tap-bolts c, c, made of ^ round iron, are screwed into and hold
the centre of the plates together, and serve to compress the con
vexity of the plates, expanding their peripheries in such a manner
as to tighten up contact at their edges upon the rim, if from any
cause they shall at any time afterwards get loose. The above m
the best mode;—these side-plates b, may however be joined to the
rim by turning their edges square and sinking a recess the depth
of the thickness of the plate at the inner side and edge of the
rim, to fit and correspond with the edges of the plates; when, with
out expanding the rim, the plates are placed therein, and secured
by screw-bolts or rivets, as shown at b, b. The centres of these
side-plates may be held and forced inwards towards each other by
means of a collar e, and screw-nuts d, d. on the axle.
The patentee claims the forming of a wheel of three principal
parts—a rim-piece a, and nave, with two side-plates n, b, made
with plain or corrugated surfaces, and formed more or less convex
outwardly; the whole constructed, put together, fastened, and
having tightening-screws, as described; and this he claims, whe
ther these principal parts are put together by means of dovetailing
the side-plates into the rim-piece, as shown at a, a, a, (figs. 8, and
4), or whether they are attached by means of screw-bolts or rivets
passing through the plates near the rim, as shown at 6, 6, (fig. 3),
or whether the plates are tightened upon the rim by means of
screw-bolts placed near the axle, as shown at c, c, c, (figs. 2, and
6), or by a screw-nut and collar upon the axle, as shown at rf, o%
and e, (fig. 3), or whether by any other analogous means by which
the outward convexity of the plates may be forced inwards or
towards each other at or near their centres, thereby causing their
peripheries to expand and come into full contact with the rim.

SCREW PROPELLERS.
Wakefield Pur, of Kingston-upon-Hull, engine and boilermaker and builder of iron steam-ships, for "improvements in pro
pelling ships or vessels."—Granted January 25; Enrolled July S3,
1849.
The improvements relate to the propulsion of vessels by a screw
propeller, placed at the stem or fore part of the vessel, in addition
to, and in combination with, a propeller at the stern or hind part
of the vessel. The propellers work in recesses formed to receive
them in the stem and in the dead wood of the vessel, and are fixed
upon the same shaft extending from one end of the vessel to the
other, parallel with the keel; or they may be fixed npon two dis
tinct shafts, connected by gearing, so that both will rotate in the
same direction and act, the one to impel, and the other to draw
forward, the vessel.
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WHITE-LEAD PAINT.
Hugh Lee Pattinson, of Washington-house, Gateshead, che
mical manufacturer, for "improvements in manufacturing a certain
compound or certain compounds of lead, and the application of a cer
tain compound or certain compounds of lead to various useful purposes."
—Granted February 14, 1849; Enrolled August 14, 1849. [Re
ported in Newton's London Journal.'}
The patentee commences his specification by stating that he has
discovered that when half an equivalent or thereabouts of lime,
soda, potash, ammonia, or barytes, is added to one equivalent of
chloride of lead, both in solution, the whole of the lead is precipi
tated as a definite compound of one atom of chloride of lead and
one atom of hydrated oxide of lead, which, when dried at 212°
Fahr., or under, has the composition just stated or PbCl -+- PbOHO,
but when dried at a temperature varying from 212° to 350° it loses
more or less of the atom of water and becomes or approaches to
PbCl + PbO. If less than half an equivalent of the alkaline pre
cipitant is employed, the same definite oxichloride of lead is pre
cipitated, but some of the chloride of lead remains in solution.
The oxichloride of lead, thus produced, possesses a brilliant white
colour and great "body" qualities, which render it an excellent
pigment and useful for most purposes to which white-lead is ap
plicable.
The invention consists in the manufacture and application of
this oxichloride of lead, or such other compounds of oxide of lead
and chloride of lead as shall result from the following mode of
manufacture:—The patentee states that lime will answer as well
for the purposes of this invention as any other of the alkaline precipitants above-named; and he prefers to use it on account or its
cheapness. He first makes a saturated lime water, by throwing
an excess of slacked lime into a tub, filling the tub with water, and
allowing it to stand until it becomes clear: the clear liquor will
contain in from 770 to 780 parts, 1 part of lime; and therefore
1 cubic foot of it will contain 567 or 568 grains of lime. A solu
tion of chloride of lead is then made by dissolving it in boiling
water, in the proportion of 1 lb. of pure chloride of lead to 1 cubic
foot and a fifth of water: as some water contains earthy salts
(sulphates or carbonates, or both) which precipitate lead, the
patentee prefers to use such an excess of chloride of lead, as will
compensate for this loss. The solution is prepared by introducing
the chloride of lead and boiling water into a wooden barrel, pro
vided with a revolving agitator; and then it is run into cisterns to
settle. The clear solution of the chloride of lead is mixed, while
still warm (because if allowed to become cool it would deposit
some of the chloride of lead), with an equal bulk of the lime water;
on this taking place, the insoluble oxichloride of lead is imme
diately formed and speedily settles to the bottom of the cistern,
leaving a clear supernatant liquor (a weak solution of chloride of
calcium); and, after this liquor is drawn off, the precipitate is col
lected and dried.
As the operation of mixing the lime water and the solution of
chloride of lead requires to be performed in an instantaneous
manner, the patentee prefers to employ for this purpose two
tumbling boxes, of about 16 cubic feet capacity, which are charged
with the two liquids and simultaneously upset into a cistern, in
which the oxichloride of lead is instantaneously formed, and from
which the mixture flows into other cisterns where the oxichloride
subsides.
The patentee states that although he has only mentioned pure
crystallised chloride of lead in the description of the process, yet
it is not absolutely necessary that it should be in this form; for a
rough chloride, made from lead ore and its equivalent of muriatic
acid, boiled to dryness, will answer, provided it be well washed, to
free it from chlorides of iron, manganese, or other bodies likely to
injure the colour of the oxichloride. The exact proportion of
pure chloride contained in the rough chloride should be ascertained
previous to use, in order that the proper quantity may be mixed
with the lime-water. If, however, a solution of chloride of lead
of uncertain strength is obtained, or lime-water not quite satu
rated, they can be used with but little disadvantage; for it is only
necessary to be careful not to add an excess of lime (i.e., not more
than half the equivalent), which can be easily ascertained after a
few trials, by filling the lime or lead tumbling-box more or less
with its respective solution, as the trials may direct.
The patentee says that it will not be necessary to describe any
particular mode of proceeding with 6oda, potash, ammonia, or
barytes; for if ever it should nappen that these bodies could be
used in preference to lime, it would be merely necessary to make
a solution of each of known strength, and to use it with chloride
of lead in the same manner as the lime-water.
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The patentee claims the manufacture of oxichloride of lead,
having the composition of one atom of chloride of lead and one
atom of oxide of lead, with or without an atom of water (or an
oxichloride of lead as near this composition as the nature of the
manufacturing operations may admit), by the use of chloride of
lead and lime, soda, potash, ammonia, or barytes. And he claims
the application and use of this oxichloride of lead as a white paint,
as a base for coloured pigments, as an adhesive cement for joints,
and for many other purposes to which white-lead is commonly ap
plied.

WALLING.
John Taylor, of 22, Parliament-street, Westminster, architect,
for "an improved mode of constructing and fencing walls."*—Granted
February 8; Enrolled August 8, 1849.
This invention relates to the construction of brick and other
walls with a facing or ashlaring of stone, artificial stone, tiles,
bricks, cement, earthenware, glass, or other
suitable material The facing is made into
blocks of such form that each block may L. .
be suspended on the brick or other main a f
work of the wall below, by a shoulder, and
|i
weighted by the brick or other work above, [
without bearing on the bed or under sur
l
face of the facing-block, so that it cannot
be injured by the settling of the brick
work, as shown in the annexed figure, a, is
the brickwork, three or more courses of
]F7
which are first carried up, and the mortarbed laid; then the facing-block b, is sus
pended thereon by the shoulder c; and, !
d the
when the shoulder is weighted by the As a general rule,
brickwork above, the bonding is complete.
height of the facing-blocks is to be such as to leave their weight
suspended on the brickwork by the shoulder c, without the blocks
bearing on the bed or lower surface d.
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* By a disclaimer, duted April 9, 1849, the patentee hns struck out the words 'iu.il
fencing* from the title of bis patent, which nuu reads thus : — ' for an Improved mode uf
construcUng walla.'

PAPER-HANGINGS.
John Erwood, of Hoxton, Middlesex, paper-hanging manufac
turer, for " improvements in the manufacture of paper-hangings."—
Granted February 15; Enrolled August 15, 1819.
These improvements relate to that class of paper-hangings
known as coloured marble and granite papers, and such as are used
for covering walls in houses and other buildings. In using the
term " coloured marble papers," it is to be understood to mean all
coloured marble papers, with the exception of those manufactured
in imitation of white marbles.
In manufacturing marble and granite papers, two modes of
operation are pursued in the application of the colour to paper to
give the desired effect ; one is by means of blocks having engraved
surfaces, by which the colour is printed or transferred on to the
paper ; the other mode is by applying the colours by hand, by
means of brushes and crayons, the veining and other effects required
being executed according to the taste and skill of the workman.
These modes of proceeding being well known, it is unnecessary to
describe them further, the present improvements having reference
to the hand-made marble and granite papers, or those in which the
colour is applied with brushes and crayons by hand. To coloured
marble or granite paper-hangings it has been usual to apply a coat
ing of varnish after they have been hung or pasted to walls, to give
them the glossy or polished appearance of the materials of which
they are an imitation, but the colours used in the manufacture pro
duce only a dull representation of the effect desired ; whereas, by
the patentee's improvements, the colours are so prepared and ap
plied to the paper, as to be capable of receiving the desired polish
in the ordinary manner of glossing or polishing papers known as
" satin" papers ; by which the necessity of varnishing the paper
after it is hung is entirely obviated, the paper when so finished
presenting a glossed or polished appearance, presented by the sub
sequent operation of varnishing.
In conducting this new manufacture of coloured marble papers,
the patentee proceeds in a somewhat similar manner to the ordi
nary mode of manufacturing hand-made papers. The paper is pre
viously prepared with a coating of colour as a groundwork, the
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colour used being suitable for the colour of the ground of the paper.
The paper so treated having been properly dried, is laid on a board
with the coloured surface uppermost, and the workman proceeds
to give it a coating of the matter known in the trade as " satin
white," or it may be satin white mixed with a colour; this is applied
to the whole surface of the paper, by means of brushes; he then
proceeds to delineate the marble on the moist or wet surface of the
paper, produced by the application of the satin white, and, by
preference, putting on what is called the veiniug first, which is
performed with the ordinary crayons, the colours of which are
suitable to produce the veining required for the character of the
marble. The veining is next softened off by the ordinary softening
brush, in order to blend the colour of the veining slightly with the
groundwork or coating of satin white, so as to break the harsh
ness of the outline; the colours are then applied, while the satin
white is still in a moist or damp state, introducing them with
brushes, in imitation of the kind of marble or porphyry to be re
presented; these colours are then smoothed down, or subdued and
blended with the ground or coating of satin white. Thus it will
be seen, the whole of the colours, with the exception of the pre
paratory coating mentioned, are introduced while the Batin white
is still wet, after which it will be complete, as far as regards the
effect to be produced by the colouring matter, when it may be
dried in the ordinary manner. The colouring matters used arc
the same as those employed in ordinary in the production of
marble papers; but instead of being prepared simply as water
colours, used in the ordinary manufacture of hand marble papers,
they are prepared with a proportion of satin white, that the colour
shall also present a surface capable of receiving the polish or gloss
to be imparted to it.
In manufacturing granite papers according to this invention,
the patentee also employs paper previously prepared with a coat
ing of colour, as a groundwork, which, while in a dry state,
receives a coating of satin white, coloured or otherwise, it being
laid out on a board, as before described with reference to marble
paper, while this coating of satin white is yet in a moist or damp
state; the colouring matter is then applied in imitation of granite,
by splashing or otherwise causing the colour to adhere in spots to
the satin white. This operation being common in the manufacture
of granite papers, further description of the process will be un
necessary.
The colours used in splashing in imitation of granite are also
prepared with a proportion of satin white, in order to render the
colours of the constituent proportions necessary to produce the
desired effect, by rubbing or polishing. It is not necessary that
the colour used as the preparatory coating should contain any
satin white, either for the marble or granite papers. Marble and
granite papers, when prepared in this manner, after having been
thoroughly dried, are then subjected to the process known as
"rubbing," for the purpose of imparting the desired gloss or
polish; the machine known as a "rubbing machine" is employed
for this purpose, and which consists of a cylindrical brush, of a
Sufficient length to operate upon the whole width of the paper.
This brush is caused to rotate rapidly, and during such rotation,
to bear against a surface or table, between which and the brush
the paper is passed, having the marbled side of the paper next the
brush, which marbled surface is previously dusted or rubbed with
French chalk, in a state of powder, as a polishing material. The
end of the paper having been introduced between the brush and
the table, the rotary motion of the former draws in the paper
from the roll, which is supported so as to unroll freely, yet taking
care that a sufficient amount of friction is exerted on the paper as
it passes over the table, to prevent its too rapid passage under the
brush. The paper, as delivered from the machine, is in a finished
state, presenting the glossed or polished appearance required on
the marble or granite surface.

Enamels for Iron.—This invention, patented in America by Charles
Stumer, consists in providing an enamel for iron and other metals which
will retain its adhesion to the metal, and particularly it is not capable of
being crumbled or broken off by blows or by heat, this possessing the quality
of comparatively co-mingling with the surface of the metal. Thus it is far
superior to any known enamelling for metals, and may be modified so as to
render it in all the shades of colours, in full variety.— Composition A:
16 oz. of gravel sand, 10 oz. of silver glass (silver gilt or silver gilding),
2 oz. of white clay, j-oz. of saltpetre.— Compotition B: 7 oz. of glass
(common white glass), 4 oz. of gravel sand, 8 oz. of zean reanocks (or oxide
of tin), 6 oz. of borax, 1} oz. of soda, 3 oz. of saltpetre, 1^-nz. of whiteclay, 1 oz. of magnesia, J-oz. of white chalk, £-oz. of oyster shells—this should
be pulverised, like Composition A., And then mixed with the gum water.

THE FLEXURE OF POSTS.
Remarks on the Resistance of Posts to Flexure. By H. Houpt,
C.E.—[From the American Journal of the Franklin Institute.']
The ordinary formula for the stiffness of beams, supported at
the ends and loaded in the middle, is
bd>
in which (to) represents the weight which produces a given de
flection; b =z breadth in inches; d = depth in inches, and / =
length in feet; c is a constant, to be determined by substituting
the values of the other quantities in the equation.
In making experiments to determine the constant from this
formula, it is necessary to observe very accurately both the
weights and the deflections produced by them, and then, by means
of a proportion, find the value of (to), which will produce the de
flection required to be substituted in the formula.
In reflecting upon the circumstances connected with the flexure
of beams, the writer conceived the idea of deducing an expression
for the weight which a post would support from the ordinaryformula for the stiffness of a horizontal beam, by the following;
considerations:—If a beam is bent by an applied weight, there
will be a tendency, from the elasticity of the material, to recover
its form when the weight is removed; but if the ends are fastened
by being placed between resisting points, so that the piece cannot
recover its shape, there must be a horizontal force caused by the
reaction of the material, and this force is such, that if the beam
were placed in a vertical position and loaded with a weight equal
to it, the deflection should be the same as that of the horizontal
beam, and consequently the extreme limit of the resistance of the
post to flexure would be determined.
To ascertain the force which is exerted by the reaction of a
bent beam in the direction of the chord of the arc.

Let AB represent a beam, supported at the ends and loaded
with a weight {w) applied at the middle point.
BCd = tangent
deflection
ofcaused
curve by
at B.
the applied weight.
If the weight be removed, the reaction of the beam will cause
it to regain its original figure if not resisted by a pressure at the
ends. The force of this reaction will be proportional to the de
gree to which the fibres are strained, and as the strain upon the
fibres is nothing at the ends A and B, and increases uniformly to
the middle point, the force of reaction will be in the same propor
tion, and the point of application of the resultant of the whole of
tho reacting forces will correspond to the centre of gravity of a
triangle whose base is IS/; it will consequently be at a distance
from B = % B/.
Tho effect of this resultant acting at a distance f B/, must be
the same as the weight I - 1 acting at a distance B/, and must con
sequently be in proportion to — as 3 : 9.

The value of the result

ant is therefore —— .
The line of direction of the pressure at B being the tangent
BC, the force of reaction at h may be considered as applied at the
point k of its line of direction, and as Ac h B and C/B are similar
fB
triangles, C/:/B : : | to : horizontal pressure at B = J to X "77^ =
f **
4 / _ 3 10/
Representing this force by P, we have
W*d =
I6d
Sjo/
B =
lad'
As the deflection of a beam within the elastic limits is always in
proportion to the weight, if (10') = the weight that will produce a
deflection equal to unity, the deflection (d) will require a weight =
(dV), and by substituting this value in the equation, we find
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In this expression (d), which represents the deflection, has dis
appeared, and as (to') is a constant quantity for the same beam,
representing the weight that produces a deflection equal to the
unit of measure, it follows that P is the same with every weight
and every degree of deflection within the elastic limits.
This result seems at first view to be contrary to fact; it would
appear that if the weight is increased, the horizontal strain should
be increased in the same proportion; but when it is remembered
that the deflection increases with the weight, and that the former
diminishes the value of P in precisely the same proportion that
the latter increases it, the difficulty vanishes, and the reason why
P should be constant for the same beam becomes obvious.
The practical importance of this result is very great, as it fur
nishes the means of obtaining a formula which will give at once
the extreme limit of the resistance to flexure, or the weight which,
applied to a post, will cause it to yield by bending.
of As
^th
theofformula?
an inchused
to 1byfoot,
Tredgold
or j^th
are of
calculated
the length,
for athe
deflection
weight
which would cause a deflection of 1 would be w 1/ 1 -j- —/ \I = 480
—;—
iv ,
and by substituting this value for w' in the equation
\
480/
P = -fa Iic7,
we find P = 90 w = A.
But from the ordinary formula for the stiffness of a beam sup
ported at the ends we have
bcP
90 bo?
tc = -=. Therefore P = —=— = li.
eP
cP
strength
aor
deflection
The
of any
expression
ofkind
of
any
3^th
of
post
Pmaterial,
=
of
whatever,
90
thev> length.
is
shows
90
of times
any
thatlength,
the extreme
weight
breadth,
which
limit
or causes
of the
depth,

90 bo?
The second expression, P = —jj— , will give the value of P
directly, without first knowing the weight required to cause a
given deflection in a horizontally-supported beam. In this expres
sion, 6 = breadth in inches, rf = depth or least dimension in
inches, / = length in feet, and c = a constant to be determined
byThe
experiment
value offor
c for
each
white
species
pineof
is -01.
material.
By substituting this value,
we find P = •

jj— , a remarkably simple formula, which give

the extreme limit of the resistance to flexure of a white pine post.
used
Thein same
the ordinary
expression
formula
may for
be the
usedstiffness
to determine
of beams.
the constant
For this
t.
90 b(P ,
,,.,.,
purpose let the equation P =
,, be transposed, which wil
give c =

90 if,p
p .

Find P by applying a string to a flexible strip o

the material to he experimented upon, in the manner of a chord to
an arc, and ascertain the tension on the chord with an accurate
spring balance. It will be found that, whether the strip be bent
much or little, the tension on the chord, as shown by the spring
balance, will be constant; and this tension, in pounds, substituted
for P, will give the value of c without requiring, as is necessary
with other formula", an observation of the deflection.
Experiments made upon these principles with strips of white
pine, yellow pine, and white oak, 5 feet long, 1 J- inch wide, and
J-inch
The observed
deep, givetensions
the following
were—results:—
White Pine,
l\ lb.
value of c = -0097
Yellow Pine, 6i lb.
"
= -0108
White Oak,
6Jlb.
"
=-0104
As the stiffness is inversely as their constants, it follows that
white pine is stiffer than yellow pine or oak. The experiments of
Tredgold give similar results.

New Kind of Gulla-Percha.—It is stated in a recent number of the
Amsterdam's Htmdelsblad, that there is every reason to believe that at
l'alembang, in the eastern possessions of the Dutch, in the interior of the
country, gutta-percha, or getahpertja, will be collected in great abundance.
It would appear also that another substance has been discovered, called
getah-matah-buay, which is also obtained in great abundance, by merely
tended
bleedingapplications
the trees; as
andgutta-percha,
which, although
may, not
nevertheless,
susceptiblewhen
of themixed
samewith
exthia latter, prove of very great utility.
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DRY ROT.
An account of an extraordinary instance of the Rapid Decay of
Timber from Dry Rot, which occurred in the Church of the Holy
Trinity, at Cork. By Sir Thomas Dbane.—(Paper read at the
Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland.)
The parish Church of the Holy Trinity in Cork, in the year
1827, having been found to be in a bad state of repair, and quite
deformed from bad and unequal foundations, the parishioners
resolved on building a new church; but, through want of funds,
not being able to carry their design into execution, an extensive
repair was decided on. The tower was taken down, and one side
wall, and the end of the church was rebuilt.
This church is 100 feet long, by SO feet wide, divided into a nave
and aisles by double tiers of columns, the lower tier being of solid
timber, supporting galleries, and resting upon rude rubble stone
piers, in the vaults below, the upper tier being of built timber
columns supporting the roof.
It is necessary to describe the
building, in order to show that from retaining a part of the old
timber work, the evil of dry rot emanated.
For years there had not been anything intervening between a
great part of the body of the old church and the burial vaults
beneath, except a timber floor, and though the interior was spa
cious, and even handsome, this abomination long continued.
Immediately under the floor of the church, and open to the
vaults, longitudinal beams of Irish oak, of from 12 to 14 inches
square, had been placed, resting on piers, and forming supports
for the joists. Though these oak beams were decayed for an inch
deep at their surfaces, sufficient of the timber (as it was thought)
remained sound, and it was decided that neither they, nor the
piers upon which they rested, should be removed. The vaults were
arched over, memel joists, 6 inches by 4 inches, were placed on the
vaulting, and connected with the old oak beams which rested on
the piers; the floors were removed, the old pews replaced, new
columns, coated with scagliola, were erected over the galleries, the
old ones in the lower tier retained; and the whole repairs having
been thus completed, the church was re-opened for divine service,
in April, 1829.
In November, 1S30 (but eighteen months afterwards), the con
gregation was annoyed by an unpleasant smell, which, on ex
amination, was found to proceed from dry rot of the most alarm
ing nature.
On opening the floors under the pews, a most extraordinary
appearance presented itself. There were flat fungi of immense
size and thickness, some so large as almost to occupy a space equal
to the size of a pew, and from 1 to 3 inches thick. In other places
fungi appeared growing with the ordinary dry rot, some of an
unusual shape, in form like a convolvulus, with stems of from a
\ to ^ an inch in diameter.
When first exposed, the whole was
of a beautiful buff colour, and emitted the usual smell of the dry
rot fungus.
Whatever may have been the surprise at the rapid growth of
the plant, its action on the best memel timber was a source of
greater astonishment. I took up, with nearly as much ease as I
would a walking cane, that which, eighteen months before, was a
sound piece of timber (one of the joists), from 12 to 14 feet
long, 6 inches by 4 inches scantling; the form of the timber re
mained as it enme from the saw, but its strength and weight were
gone. The timber of the joists and floor over the new brick vault
ing was completely affected by the dry rot, which was rapidly
spreading to the lower part of the columns under the galleries, so
that at the rate the infection proceeded, the total destruction of
the building would soon have been effected.
During a great part of the time occupied in the repairs of the
church, the weather was very rainy.
The arches of the vaults
having been turned before the roof was slated, the rain water
saturated the partly decayed oak beams, before described. The
flooring and joists, composed of fresh timber, were laid on the
vaulting before it was dry, coming in contact at the same time
with the old oak timber, which was abundantly supplied with the
seeds of decay, stimulated by moisture, the bad atmosphere of an
ill-contrived burial place, and afterwards by heat from the stoves
constantly in use. All these circumstances account satisfactorily
to my mind, for the extraordinary and rapid growth of the fungi.
The large sum of 4,000/. having been so lately expended on the
church, caused great anxiety to the parishioners, 'lhe opinions of
the most experienced professional men were taken, and all agreed
that the first effort should be to cut off the communication with
the galleries, the disease having already extended 3 feet upwards
on the lower columns.
The new brick vaulting was found penetrated by the fungi, im
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• posing the necessity of having the vaulting, as well as all the
timber work in the lower part of the church, entirely and care
fully removed. New and thicker vaulting was then substituted for
that which was taken down, and the whole of the floor over it was
laid with Yorkshire and Shannon flags set in Roman cement. New
pews were erected, resting on iron chairs let into the flagging; the
flooring of all the pews was constructed so .is to be- occasionally
removed for inspection; Roman cement was internally used next
to, and at the bottom of the walls; and iron columns were substi
tuted for those of timber in the lower tier.
Here I must notice the clever plan of my friend, Richard
Beamish, Esq., C.E., who caused a screw to be placed in the head
of each iron column, which was screwed up so as to take the load
before the temporary supports were removed, thereby avoiding the
fracture consequent on ordinary wedging, so that all was effected
without any disturbance or sinking of the galleries, and the
columns which supported the roof, &c, the screws in each column
being accurately adjusted so as to meet the pressure from above.
The expense incurred by these repairs was very considerable;
but it is satisfactory to state, that there has not been a re
appearance of the dry rot since that time, now a period of sixteen
years.

Birmingham, September, 1849.
Nineteenth Meeting,—Iteld
BRITISH at
ASSOCIATION.

{From our own Correspondent.)
Mechanical Section.
President— R. Stephenson, E«q. M.P. F.R.S.
Vice-Presidents—Messrs. W.Blaee, W.Faihbairn, F.Oslkr, T. Webster.
Secretaries—Messrs. W. P. Marshall, C. Manbt.
Committee—Messrs. J. G. Appold, W. Baker, R. Davison, C. Foi, J. Hender•on, E. Hodgkinson, Rev. S. King, Messrs. J. G. M'Connell, R. Martineau,
G. Nasmyth, R. S. Newall, R. Roberts, J. Taylor, F. Whishaw.
1. On a Method of Supplying the Boilers of Steam-Enqines with
Water. By Mr. W. S. Ward.
Mr. Ward proposes to use a small supplementary pumping en
gine, having a working cylinder with valves so arranged that the
piston may be put in motion by either steam or water passing
through it, to be supplied with steam, by a steam-pipe, the en
trance to which is somewhat narrow, and inserted in the boiler to
be supplied a little above the level at which it is desired to main
tain the water therein. Such aperture should also be about the
centre of a marine boiler. The working cylinder should be at
tached to a pump of such size as to be easily worked by the pres
sure of the steam. The exit-pipe of the steam-cylinder must
communicate with the inlet-pipe of the pump, so that if the cylin
der be actuated by steam, the steam will be condensed, and its
heat communicated to the water to be supplied to the boiler; or if
the working cylinder be worked by water proceeding from the
boiler, a considerable part of such hot water will be returned by
the pump. The mode of operation of such apparatus will be, that
whenever there is a working pressure of steam in the boiler, the
apparatus will be in action; but if the level of the water be below
the aperture of the small steam-pipe, the action will be moderately
rapid, and a supply of water be pumped into the boiler; and when
the water in the boiler rises to the aperture, this being small, will
be as though choked by the water, which will be forced through
the working cylinder, moving the piston and pump very slowly; a
portion of the water thus escaping from the boiler will be returned
by the pump. Such last-mentioned action cannot continue long,
inasmuch as the level of the water must be reduced; therefore the
average level of the water in the boiler will be, with slight oscilla
tions, maintained at the height of the supply- pipe.
Remarks.—Mr. Roberts stated that the principle had been applied more
than thirty years, and he considered that many plans in use, especially that
whereby the principle of gravity was made available, was sufficient for the
purpose.
The President observed that at a certain point the pipe leading to the
cylinder would admit water mixed with the steam. This was an insuperable
objection, inasmuch as the admission of such a mixture into the working
parts of an engine led to breakage. When the water got between the clack
and the bucket it was almost impossible to work the pump. This was rcanilest in the difficulty experienced in supplying locomotives. In some of the
earlier engines it was customary to fill the boilers as full as they could hold,
run them as long as possible, and stop to take in a new supply of hot water
directly into the boiler. His father, the late George Stephenson, obviated
this difficulty by introducing a cock between the bucket and clack, wbicb,
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from its office of humouring the action of the machinery, was called the
" pet tap." He was afraid that the suggestion of Mr. Ward was Dot practi
cally useful.
2. On a Chain Pipe for Sub-Aqueous Telegraphs. By Mr. F.
Whishaw.
The pipe is formed of iron tubing in lengths of from 1 to 3 feet,
and from 1 to 2$ inches diameter, and connected together by balland-socket joints; the length of the link is regulated according
to the sinuosity of the river. The joints are not made water
tight, it being unnecessary, as the pipes form a jacket only to the
wires, which are protected by a coating of gutta percha. The
tubes are pinned down to the bed of the river, and are merely used
as a protection to prevent abrasion of the wires. A similar chain
has been in use for some time in conveying the wires across the
rivers of Prussia and Germany: the longest length is 1,200 feet,
for conveying the wires of the electric telegraph across the Rhine.
3. On Correct Sizing of Toothed Wheels and Pinions. By Mr.
Richard Roberts, of Manchester.
Although much has been written on this subject, and on the best
form of teeth, there is still much difference of opinion on both points;
which difference is not confined to individuals, as it embraces the
members of the trade or profession to which they belong. For
instance, engineers, millwrights, and machinists in general, adopt
the plan of extending the teeth of the pinion and wheel to the
same distance beyond the pitch-line. A majority of them are
agreed as to the best form of teeth—namely, the cycloid for wheels
to work in straight racks, and the epicycloid for wheels to work
in other wheels, or in pinions. But they are not so well agreed
respecting the length of the teeth, as the makers of watches,
clocks, and chronometers do not extend the teeth of the pinion
beyond the pitch-line more than one-half as far as they do the
teeth of the wheel; hence the preference given by those trades to
the "bay-leaf" form for the teeth of the pinion, as no other form
would pitch, with their sizing.
Mr. Roberts observes that various rules are given in works on
horology for sizing wheels and pinions, but he believes "movement
makers generally, English and foreign, use an instrument called
a "sector" (resembling a "two-feet rule"), which is divided into
equal parts throughout its length, commencing about half a division
from the centre of the joint. The numbers up to 10, or 12, on the
sector are usually subdivided, for the use of artists who may
prefer pinions a little larger than the corresponding number on
the sector would give.
Knowing it to be essential to the correct performance of any
machine where wheels and pinions are employed that they should
be properly sized, Mr. Roberts thought it might be useful to
parties whose experience on the subject has been more limited
than his own, of whom there might possibly be some present, to be
informed respecting the plan which he has adopted for more than
30 years for sizing toothed wheels.—With this object in view, he
has constructed an instrument which represents on a large scale
the sector used by clock and watch makers; excepting that in their
sector the divisions are marked on the inner side of the limbs,
whilst in his sector the divisions commence at the centre of the
joint, and are continued in a straight line to within about f-inch
of the outer side of the limbs at the other extremity,
It has long been the practise in Manchester to make those
wheels which come under the denomination of "clock-work," with
some definite number of teeth to the inch diameter, taken at the
Eitch- line, and to distinguish the pitch accordingly. Mr. Roberts
as done this, and has adopted the same plan in respect to millgear; substituting the foot for the inch in designating the pitch,
instead of naming it by the distance from the centre of one tooth
to the centre of the next, which is, he believes the universal
practice.
Before explaining the way in which his instrument is used, he
mentioned that in the year 1816, he had a set of change-wheels
made by a "factory clockmaker," which wheels were so much out
of pitch as to direct his attention to the cause of the defect; and
having found that the error had arisen from the defective principle
of the sector, he immediately contrived his sector, which differs
from the clockmakers' sector principally in the joint being ad
justable like that of the proportionable compasses. The use of
this kind of joint was to enable parties to pitch wheels correctly,
and to suit themselves as to the depth of the teeth.
After he had sold a number of sectors of this kind, he found
that, for all ordinary purposes, a fixed joint would answer equally
well, provided the centre of the joint was equal to two of the
divisions of the sector below zero. This circumstance led him
to make sectors (bars of brass serrated on the edge) which axe
cheaper, whilst they are better suited for the workshop.
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This kind of sector, which he believes is made by his firm only,
has the tenth number at the twelfth division from the starting
point; the two divisions being added for the depth of tooth beyond
the pitch-line. There are two scales on each of these sectors, one
on each edge; which scales are marked according to the number
of teeth to the inch diameter (pitch-line) they are adapted for.
They are made in sets ranging from 3 to 30 in the inch. One set
of these sectors is used for sizing working-wheels, and another set
for sizing pattern-wheels; the latter is one per cent, coarser than
the former, to compensate for contraction of the metal in cooling.
4. Sheet-Metal Moulding-machine. By Mr. Richard Roberts, of
Manchester.—( With an Engraving, Plate XIX.)
This machine is furnished with two shafts, B, and B', which pro
ject beyond one of the side frames in which the lower shaft B,
turns; the upper shaft B, is mounted in a balanced swing-frame,
and is connected by spur gear with the lower shaft in such a way
that the distance betwixt the shafts may be adjusted to any re
quired extent without altering the depth of the wheels in gear.
On the projecting ends of these shafts the rollers D, E, are put,
with which the mouldings are to be formed; the lower roller is in
one piece only; but the upper roller is made in one or more parts
transversely, 88 may be best adapted to form the required mould
ings, as shown in the enlarged figure; fhe which parts, when more
than one, are made to approach each other by being slid along the
shaft B', which is hollow, by means of a screw F, that acts within
on the back part of the top roller D, by means of a cotter, which
passes through the shaft and the screw, and on the front part by a
nut/J which is screwed from time to time by hand. The advantage
of making the rollers in two or more parts is, that it allows the
metal to be gradually compressed sideways as well as vertically,
and avoids puckering.
The curved mouldings, shown in the engraving, were made on
the first machine of the kind that was constructed; and the
straight mouldings on a similar machine subsequently made. Al
most any degree of curvature may be given to the moulding by
means of the third roller H, which, with its shaft and sliding bear
ings J, is lowered, by the gearing A (fig. 1) in front of the pair of
rollers, to produce the required curvature.
The engravings A (fig. 1) and A' (fig. 4) are representations of
two pairs of rollers for forming simultaneously the cap-mould of
each of the two brass domes for locomotive engines; the rollers A,
fig. 4, being for the purpose of creasing the metal, and the rollers
A, fig. 1, for finishing the two cap-moulds, which may after
wards be divided in the middle by a lathe or with a saw. Two
mouldings are in this case made together, owing to the peculiar
form of the moulding rendering it more facile to do so than to
make one separately.
Fig. 5 shows three pairs of rollers for forming the "astragal," to
which the upper and lower plates of the chimney of the locomotive
are rivetted; these rollers B, B', B*, are used in the order the
drawings are lettered.
Fig. 6 shows a pair of rollers for forming the "base mould," and
fig. 7, rollers for forming the body of the brass dome of the loco
motive engine; one pair of rollers only being used in both these
last-mentioned cases.
5. A Centrifugal Pump for Draining Marshes. By Mr. J. G.
Appold.
The pump consists of a disc with two side-plates, hollow between
and an opening in the centre; between the two plates are spiral
fans or vanes as shown in the annexed diagram. The disc is
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mounted on a shaft, and turned by the aid of multiplying wheels,
for the purpose of getting up a great velocity. The water flows
into the disc through the centre opening, and by the rapid velocity
■with which the disc is turned, and its centrifugal force, the water
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Easses out from the outer edge of the disc, and is elevated to a
eight according to the size of the disc and its velocity.—The
model of a pump capable of discharging ten gallons of water per
minute was exhibited. The disc was only 1 inch in diameter.
One the same shape, and 12 inches diameter, will discharge at the
same speed of the outside circumference, or one-twelfth the num
ber of revolutions, 1,440 gallons per minute, which is according to
the square of the diameter, and not according to the cubic con
tents. Mr. Appold considered that one 10 feet diameter, of the
best shape, will pump 140,000 gallons per minute, and so on in pro
portion.
6. The late Accident at the Britannia Bridge, Menai Straits.
Mr. Stephenson, at the request of the meeting, explained the
cause of the accident which lately occurred in lifting the tube at
the Britannia works. He first explained the machinery adopted
for raising the tubes, which it is unnecessary for us now to report;
and stated that the plan originally proposed was by lifting the
tube to the height of 6 feet at a time, and then allowing it to be
suspended by chains to the cross-head during the time the ma
sonry below was carried up: but this plan was abandoned, fearing
that if an accident should take place, either by the bursting
of the press or the breaking of a link of the chain, the tube
would be totally destroyed if it fell through such a height as
6 feet, or even of 6 inches. He then considered that the only way
to proceed was by packing in timbers, inch by inch, under the
tube as it was being lifted; so that in case an accident did
take place, the tube would not have to fall through a greater
space than an inch,—and this was the plan adopted at the time
of the accident. To show how necessary it was thus to prrfceed,
Mr. Stephenson explained that although the tube fell through
the space of only an inch, it broke down iron beams each sufficient
to bear 500 tons weight. It will be seen that by this process the
tube was never allowed to be suspended in the air; and as a far
ther precaution, he intended in future, when the raising was
again in progress, to pack in
underneath the cross-head of
the press, by driving in iron
wedges as the tube is raised,
as well as under the tube;
thus, if the press were to
break down, neither the
cross-head nor the tube
could fall through a greater
space than an inch. — He
then proceeded to describe
the nature of the fracture,
which he showed by a sketch
as per annexed figure. The
press was 20 inches diameter,
Fl*. 1.
and the thickness of the me
tal 10 inches.
It was very curious to find that the fracture took place at that
part of the press which was the strongest, for it broke through
the angle of the bottom at F; and when it fell out, the piece
formed the frustrum of a cone. At the time the presses were at
work there was not one ton pressure to the square inch, the area
of the fracture being 1,316 square inches, and the weight sus
pended on the press 1,000 tons. The press was calculated to bear
3^ tons, a pressure to which hydraulic presses are frequently sub
jected for manufacturing purposes. The ram at the time of the
accident dropped 2 ft. 6 in.; if it had been wedged up, as now
proposed, the accident might not have occurred.

Fig. 3.

rig. 2.

When lifting the Conway tubes, they commenced by lifting both
40
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ends simultaneously; but when the engines had been at work for
a short period, it was observed the tube had got into a tremulous
motion like a wave. In consequence, this operation was stopped
and a consultation held, when it was considered that it was oc
casioned by working the pumps at each eud of the tube simul
taneously, and it was decided to work the engines at each end al
ternately: by adopting this mode, the motion was got rid of.—Mr.
Stephenson believed the fracture took place in consequence of the
unequal cooling of the iron at the angle of the press at F; he has
therefore decided upon having two cylinders cast in some other
form,—one, as shown at fig. 2, with a spherical bottom, the same
thickness as the cylindrical part; and the other, as shown in fig. 3,
with an open bottom, and a plate made to close the opening: but
it is intended to use one of them only. Mr. Stephenson said some
strong comments had been made because he allowed a faulty cylin
der to be used—this was not the case; the original fault was a leak
which appeared in the neck of the cylinder, where an accident
could not take place. This leak was easily stopped, and did not
in any way cause the accident: the part that gave way was at the
bottom of the cylinder, and the other at the top.
Remarkt.—Mr. Roberts observed, the way to prevent the oscillation or
tremulous motion in the tube was to work the engine as irregularly as possi
ble. He considered the shape of the press was bail for casting, and that the
best mode of casting had not been adopted. It would greatly improve the
strength of such work if spiral casting were adopted—that is, to pass the
molten fluid into the mould in a spiral direction.
Some interesting observations were made by Dr. Robiuson, Professor
Willis, and Mr. Webster, on the cause of the oscillation and the severe trial
it caused to the presses ; they considered the accident might have been oc
casioned through pulsation of the press, arising from the oscillating motion,
however small, of the tube.
7. On the Superiority of Macadamised Roads for Streets of Large
Towns. By J. Pigott Smith, Surveyor to the Commissioners of
the Birmingham Street Act.
There is a very prevalent and very natural feeling against the
employment of broken-stone roads for streets, because, as they are
usually managed, they are the cause of very great inconvenience
to householders and others by the great dust and dirt they occa
sion, and also because their maintenance and repairs are very
expensive, while the draught of vehicles upon them is very heavy.
The object of the present paper is to prove, from long-continued
experience on a large scale, that those objections do not necessarily
accompany the use of such roads, and to show how the inconveni
ences may be most completely and economically avoided.
This subject has been a matter of careful study to me for many
years, during which I have had under my immediate charge 107
miles lineal of street -road, being an area of about a quarteT of a
million of square yards of macadamised surface, and also the
general superintendence of a considerable extent of turnpike
roads. The result of this extensive and continued experience
has been to convince me that broken-stone roads, if properly con
structed and managed, and well cleansed and watered, are the best
adapted for the streets of a large town of any description of road
yet tried.
Of whatever nature the surface of a road is to be, it is essential
that its foundation should be of firm material, well consolidated
and perfectly drained; if not, the crust becomes loosened and
destroyed, the road is rough and uneven, and wears into holes
and ruts.
Having obtained a good foundation, the next point is to cover
it with a hard compact crust, impervious to water, and laid to a
proper cross-section. The stones must be broken to one regular
size, well raked-in, and fixed there by a binding composed of the
grit collected in wet weather by the sweeping-machines, and pre
served for this purpose. This binding must be laid on regularly,
and watered until the new material is firmly set, which it will do
very quickly, and with the regularity of a well-laid pavement:
the sharp angles of the stones are preserved, and there is both
great saving of material and a firmer crust formed than by the
common method of leaving the material to work into its place
without the use of binding,—in which case, the angles of the
stones are worn off and reduced to powder, and at least one-third
of the material wasted in forming a binding in which the stones
may set. By the improved method the binding is formed of ma
terial that would otherwise be useless.
A practical illustration of the principle Is evidenced in the street
leading from the railway station in this town (Birmingham), which,
from the great wear and tear to which it is subject, 1 found neces
sary to summer coat. This was done on the 28th of August ult. ;
on the 29th the binding was laid on; and on the 1st of September,
it was well washed and cleansed by the machine, and presented a
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surface well consolidated, firm, and level: thus in five days was
accomplished what under the old method would have required
three months.
In the common method, not only is there great waste df mate
rial, but the loose stones occasion delay by their resistance, great
fatigue to the horses, and danger to their feet, while the noise
produced by their grinding together is annoying to the inhabit^
antg. Upon the improved method, the inconveniences of road
repair are incomparably less than those of pavement: both recoating and repairs may be made without stopping the traffic.
Under no circumstances must any imperfection of surface be
allowed,—if a hollow be not immediately stopped it very quickly
extends over the surface; and all loose stones carefully picked, as
every loose stone passed over by heavily-laden carriages, if not
ground to powder, breaks the crust of the road; and if water be
permitted to lodge on the surface, it will cause great mischief. It
is the neglect of these essential precautions that has led many to
consider macadamised roads very expensive: they are expensive if
neglected. On a well-made road heavy showers do good, by
cleansing them; so also does artificial watering, if the road 1>e
clean or swept quickly after it is watered. A road which is per
fectly dry loses its tenacity and the surface 'grinds into dust;
whence the economy of judicious watering in hot weather, which
preserves the road as well as prevents the annoyance of dust.
The practice so common in London and elsewhere, of heavy wa
tering a dirty road without cleansing it, is very injurious to the
road, and merely changes one nuisance into another—dust into
mud.
A great source of waste both to those who use and those who
repair a road, is to allow it to he dirty. The draught upon a dirty
road is twice as heavy as on a clean one—that is, a horse must
exert double force to draw his load with the same speed. The
cost, however, of employing double force is so great that the ex
pedient of diminishing the speed is generally adopted, as a horse
can exert greater pulling force at a slower pace, less power being
required to carry his own body. It often happens that the extra
resistance occasioned by dirt diminishes the speed one-fifth or onefourth. The effect of the dirt, therefore, is to increase the work
by 20 or 25 per cent. It will easily be believed that such a waste
far exceeds the cost of the most perfect cleansing. This is the
case when cleansing is done by scrapers (the greatest enemy a
macadamised road has to contend against); by their use the stones
are dragged from their places, and the adhesive dirt is not effec
tually taken away. Sweeping is the only mode of cleansing that
should be allowed either on streets or turnpike roads. Sweeping
by the wide brooms of the machine is preferable to all other modes
of cleansing yet tried.
It must be evident that these wide brooms, sweeping longitudi
nally, with a pressure that can be adjusted according to circum
stances, tends powerfully to preserve the road, and to consolidate
its surface: they press most upon the ridges, and least upon the
hollows, thus tending to reduce the former and fill up the latter.
When the dirt is stiff, and adheres firmly to the stones, it should
first be well watered, when it may be completely removed by the
machine without disturbing the crust, leaving the surface firm and
by
compact.
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grit: but the contrary has been proved by ample experience.
1 have found that the use of the sweeping-machines, with the
proper employment of water, has reduced the amount 'of material
required for "the repair of roads in Birmingham, one-third—viz.,
from about 20,000 to 13,000 cubic yards. The first-named anion lit
is the average for seven years preceding the introduction of the
machines; the latter, of the three years subsequent.
The entire cost of cleansing and' watering Birmingham is about
5,000/. per annum, or less than one penny per week for each of its
inhabitants.
8. On the Manufacture of the Finer Irons and Steels, as applied to
Gun Barrels, Swords, and Railway Axles. By Mr. W. Gbeenkb, of
Birmingham.
No manufacture has tended more to advance the improvement
of the finer qualities of irons than that of gun-barrels, which has
Itroceeded from the old stub-twist barrel of former days to the
aminated steel of the present time, and has been attended with
the advantages of increased security and greater projectile power
of the gun. It might be naturally inquired why the principle, if
so advantageous, has not been applied to other manufactures where
even greater security to life and limb is required than in a gunbarrel. The first innovation on the old principle of manufacturing
gun-barrels, or that of making them entirely from old horse-nail
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stubs, is due to the late Mr. Adams, of Wednesbury, who, twenty
years ago, introduced what is yet termed Damascus iron, which is
constructed of alternate layers of steel and iron, faggoted, drawn
down into rods, and then twisted ; and when welded into barrels,
forms the beautiful Damascene barrel. The success of this expe
riment, not only in point of beauty but of strength, was so great
as to be under-estimated at an increase of 50 per cent, compared
with the strength of stub-twist iron.
The next improvement was to blend more intimately steel with
the horse-nail stubs, in the proportion of one to two of the latter.
This was effected by cutting scrap-steel into pieces, assimilating
with the stubs very carefully, cleaning them, ana then welding into
a bloom, and rolling. The fibrous system seemed in this case to be
more perfect, for though possessing less steel in its composition,
yet it was quite equal in tenacity. The difficulty in obtaining old
stubs of quality sufficiently good, arising from deterioration in the
original iron, has rendered the manufacture of this variety nearly
obsolete, or, in cases where it is yet produced, the quality is so
inferior as scarcely to rank third in quality.
The next and most important improvement in metals is the ma
nufacture of gun-barrels from scrap-steel entirely, and for this
purpose old coach-springs are generally in request. By clipping
these into pieces, perfectly cleansing them, and then welding in an
air-furnace, a metal is produced which surpasses in tenacity, te
nuity, and density, any fibrous metal before produced. The tena
city of it when subjected to tension in a chain-testing machine is
as 8 to 2J over that of the old stub-twist mixture. The perfect
safety of barrels produced from it is astonishing. No gunpowder
yet tried has power to burst them when properly manufactured.
The progressive value attached to these various metals has in
duced Mr. Greener to try experiments on a more extended scale.
To effect this he takes ingots of cast-steel, from the mildest made
to No. 3 in the scale* of carbonization; these after being rolled into
flat bars, are to be clipped into small pieces, intimately mixed, and
welded, as before, in an air-furnace; drawn down in the rolls, refaggotted, again drawn down, and then converted into gun-barrels,
either with or without spirally twisting them to form the Damascene
figure. Barrels made from this (which he terms laminated steel)
are in reality perfectly safe. To ascertain this, breeches were
screwed into both ends of a gun-barrel more than ordinarily light;
eight drachms of gunpowder (or three ordiuary charges) were then
introduced; the breech was screwed in again, and the powder fired
through an orifice the size usually found in gun-nipples. The
density and tenacity of the metal are sufficiently great effectually
to resist the enormous force of this great charge of powder, the
exploding fluid passing through the nipple like steam from a safetyvalve.
The principle here developed is the perfection of the
fibrous system with increased density of metal. The dissimilar
carbonization of the metals forms dissimilar fibres when thus enor
mously extended, with a complete absence of any crystalline struc
ture in the metal,—the existence of which in any material, either
gan-barrels or. any other manufacture which become subject to
violent concussions, explosions, or blows, may safely be set down as
of the negative kind.
Swords are another manufacture to which this improvement es
pecially applies. Mr. Greener observed that all his investigations
go to fully satisfy him that it is in a similar way the Arabs produce
their finely-tempered Damascus swords—namely, using two steels
of different carbonization, mixing them in the most intimate man
ner, and twisting them many fantastic ways, but observing method
in that fancy. He is led to think that they do not temper by
heating, and immersing the blades in a cooling liquid, as practised
by us at the present day. If we subject a Damascus blade to the
action of acid, the laminated structure is perfectly visible: if the
blade be heated and immersed, crystallization takes place, and the
lamina disappears for ever. He was not then going to discuss the
merits of our mode of tempering swords, but would merely allude
to the fact that no European weapon had ever yet been produced
equal in tenacity to those of Damascus.
The government inspector of small arms gave in evidence before
a committee of the House of Commons in May last, "that the
swords manufactured in Birmingham were not fit to be issued to
the army." If so, this question becomes of vital importance not
only to that district, but to the whole empire. Mr. Greener's in—
relitigations satisfied him that tempering by crystallising the steel
(i.e. tempering in the ordinary way) is far from the wisest course.
lie has found by experiment that the Damascus blade in its fibrous
state, or hammer-hnrdened, is more difficult to break by 100 per
cent, than the best English-made blade: but temper it in the same
way, and it shows no greater tenacity than our own. The Damas
cene figure is destroyed by the carbon becoming equally diffuse;
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nor will acid develope it—it is entirely gone. But observe it with
a glass attentively, and what is now a mere mass of crystal was
previously a fibrous system of the most minute and beautiful ar
rangement. The tendency of all crystalline structures to lose
tenuity, and separate by repeated actions of the waves of vibration,
is evident to all scientific men. From these facts we may draw the
conclusion, that swords constructed of dissimilar steels, tempered
by condensation of its fibres, either by repeated rollings, hammer
ing, or many other processes which our perfect machinery give us
the opportunity of doing. Thus we may hope to see every soldier
of the empire armed with a weapon as good, if not so costly, as the
highly-prized Damascene.
Lastly, though not of least importance at the present day, is the
construction of railway axles. If experience shows that the addi
tion of one-third steel to two of iron doubles the strength of a
mass so constructed, why not adopt this improvement in railway
axles and other parts of machinery on which the safety of hundreds
sometimes depend ? A few months previously to the death of the
late George Stephenson, Mr. Greener consulted him on the possi
bility of improving this essential material, and at his instigation
proceeded to make a considerable number of experiments. It ap
peared to him a settled fact, that from the affinity iron evinces for
the various gradations of electricity, to galvanic electricity may be
traced the rapid crystallization which takes place in railway axles,
after having travelled over a given number of thousand miles. It
is well known to all acquainted with engineering, that axles con
structed of the most fibrous homogeneous iron, are changed into a
crystalline state of the most perfect kind, extending some inches
from the journal. This, it may be assumed, is effected by the gal
vanic electricity generated by the bearings and the journal while
in rapid motion. To this also, he apprehends, may be attributed
the great tendency of axles to heat. To ascertain this fact, Mr.
Greener subjected wire of various metals, from the ordinary iron
wire to wire constructed of his laminated steel, to a strong and
lengthened current of electricity, for a period of two hours, which
effectually changed the fibre of the inferior irons to a crystalline
state,—their tenacity was entirely destroyed, and breaking with
the brittlencss of glass. The highly fibrous state of both the mix
tures of steel and iron, and the fibrous steel, was not affected in
the like ratio—not even after enduring the passage of the current
for double the period. Hence he inferred that mixtures of steel
and iron in axles would not only add to their durability and safety,
but materially lessen the consumption of the lubricating material.
This result will also be materially advanced by the* adoption of a
hollow axle,—not hollow axles, which require increased diameter or
surface, but an axle of precisely the present dimensions, with a
perforation not exceeding 4-inch in diameter: but this is a question
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cessful use of the gun-harpoon; for many years no iron could be
found which would effectually resist the rapid motion given to it by
gunpowder. It is a fact beyond dispute, that all gun-barrels will
only stand a certain number of explosions: an ordinary iron barrel
will seldom stand a repetition of four proofs,—and be their quality
even the best, a certain number of years' use changes their nature,
and they become unsafe. So it is with railway axles, and, in short,
all structures of this metal, which, after a given time, part with
every quality that renders them valuable. And thus arises a ques
tion whether the construction of horizontal bridges of iron is cal
culated to endure the many years their projectors hope. The
waves of vibration, from the rapid passage of the locomotive, par
takes much of the nature of concussion, and as such, is peculiarly
liable to be classed as one of those injured by excessive vibration.
Remark:— The President (Mr. Steplienson) reniaikfd on the danger of
assuming facts and reasoning from that assumption. With respect to the
influence of vibration on the structure of iron, he considered there was good
room to doubt that the bearing force or pressure upon metals caused crys
tallization. It was l>y no means proved that railway axles were subject to
the passage of currents of electricity, and therefore granting the assumption
that the passage of the electric current changed the character of the iron,
there was a link wanting in the chain of reasoning, inasmuch as it was not
proved that axles were subject to this electrical influence. Moreover he was
inclined to doubt whether if a piece of iron was at first perfectly fibrous,
vibration would ever change the structure of the metal. The beams of
Cornish engines, for example, were subject to vast pressure; they never
became crystallised ; the connecting-rod of a locomotive was subject to
great vibration, strain, and pressure, vibrating eight times a aecond when
the velocity is 40 miles an hour: he had watched the wear of a rod for
three years, and no change was perceptible in the structure of the iron. He
doubted, therefore, the correctness of the assumption made by Mr. Greener.
—After a few words from Mr. Roberts in support of this opinion, the dis
cussion terminated.
40*

9. On the cause* and meant of prevention of the Oscillation of the
Wheels of Locomotive Engines. By Mr. Heaton.
Mi. Heaton exhibited a machine representing a locomotive en
gine, to prove the cause and prevention of their oscillation on
railways. He first showed the machine simply with the piston,
rod, and connecting-rod attached to the wheel. When the ma
chine was set in motion slowly, it remained steady on the table;
but by increasing the velocity of the wheels, it began to oscillate
and jump about, although each wheel had a balance-weight in it,
equal to the weight of the crank-pin and the connecting-rod. He
then showed the machine with weights placed in the wheels equal
to the weight of the pistons ami gearing, or all that moves in a
horizontal line. When the wheels of the machine were set in
motion with great velocity, the machine did not oscillate, but it
jumped perpendicularly up and down.
Mr. Heaton then attached to the machine his improvements, for
the purpose of showing the importance of placing moving weights
in opposite directions to each other at high velocities. He ob
served that when an engine of 20-inch stroke with 6-feet drivingwheels goes 15 strokes per minute, or 3 miles per hour, it required
one-tenth of the weight moving horizontally (that is, the piston
and gearing) to stop it and turn it again; at 35 strokes per
minute, one-half its weight; at 74 strokes per minute, o»ce-anda-half its weight; and at 100 strokes per minute, four times its
own weight.
A

usually sufficient to create an ascending and descending current
for the supply of fresh air; and this is greatly promoted by a par
tition dividing the shaft into two compartments, the downcast on
one side, the upcast on the other. The same thing is accomplished
by sinking two contiguous shafts. But little progress can be made
in working a colliery till a more effectual means of ventilation is
applied. For this purpose, a furnace, or large open grate, is con
structed near to the upcast-shaft, upon which a constant fire is
maintained, over which the air passes, and is rarefied in its pro
gress from the workings of the colliery to the upcast-shaft, when
its buoyancy creates a draught through the ramifications of the
mine back to the downcast-shaft.
In order to judge of this mode of rarefaction, Mr. Branton con
structed a Table (No. 1.) of easy application, showing the expan
sion and weight of air at every 10° of heat from freezing to 258°;
also a plain way of applying it to any particular case.
Table No. 1.
Effect qf Heat on the Expansion anil
Weight of Atmospheric Air.

Degrees of
heat.
Freeiing 82
42
M
62
72
82

n
102
112
122
132
142
US

m

Reference to parts causing
Oscillation.

Reference to parts preventing
Oscillation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Auxiliary Crank fitted OD crank plo B.
Crank- pin to ditto.
Weight to balance crauk-pln In Wheel.
Connecting- Rod.
It -Her or balance weight travelling in an
opposite direction to piston E.

A.
B.
C.
I>.
K.
F.

Driving-wheel ot a Locomotive Engine.
Crank |.in in wheel.
C <miec(lng rod.
Slide Gear.
Piston and Rod.
Steam Cylinder.
O. Rail.

If a weight (6), with connecting-rod (4), and an auxiliary crank
(1), be attached to the head of the crank-pin (1), equal to the
weight of the piston (F) and its gearing, so as to make the weight
run to the left hand at the same instant the piston goes to the
right, the blow to stop the piston and make it return will be
received in the auxiliary crank ( I ), instead of in the wheel, pro
ducing thereby a neutral point in the centre and steadiness of
motion; for when the blow is received in the wheels, the cranks
being at right angles, it is communicated through the axle, and
gives a twisting motion to the whole framing of the engine: this
oscillation is found to be greatest when the engine is running most
regular for speed, and the pieton going the same way with the os
cillation of the carriage.
Mr. Heaton then set in motion the machine with his improve
ments, as shown in the annexed engraving, when there was not the
slightest oscillation or jumping to be seen.
10. On a Machine for Ventilating Coal Mines. By Mr. William
Bbunton, of Newport, Monmouthshire.
Mr. Brunton stated that he proposed to describe the ordinary
means used to effect rarefaction of the air in coal mines, so as to
ventilate the works; to make some practical observations on the
amount of power generated by these means, and the effects of the
ordinary application of them; to point out what appears to be the
inherent detects of the principle of heat as a ventilator to a coal
mine; and, lastly, to describe the apparatus invented and erected
for Thomas Powell, Esq., of the Gaer, near Newport, and which
he would recommend as a mechanical substitute for the furnace,
possessing much greater power of rarefaction, and in many respects
better adapted to the varying circumstances of coal mines gene
rally.
Mr. Branton stated that the ease and facility with which atmo
spheric air moves upon its receiving an increase of temperature is
the principle upon which the ordinary method of ventilation is
conducted. In sinking a shaft, the heat communicated to the air
in descending, and its contact with the bodies of the men, is

172
182
191
202
212
222
232
242
252

Weight or a
cubic foot in
grains.
651)

ua
629
SIS
606
41*5
487
479
470
461
463
446
4X9
432
426
420
413
407
401
394
386
181
876

Volume.

100
102
104
106
109
ill
113

lis
117
119
121
123
12S
127
129
1.11
1.13
135
137
139
142
144
146

Taiu.k No. II.
Pressure of Aerial Currents, and
Force expended.
Velocity In
feet per
second.

10
20
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
23

Pressure In
pounds per
square foot.

j

■0022
•0"92
•0206
•0S6S
•0570
•0822
•1120
■1465
•lb*0
■2280
"2770
•329
■385
•447
•618
■583
•661
■740
■825
•935
111
I'M
1'49

Pressure per
minute to
pounds falling
1 foot.
0-13
110
3-70
864
1M
29-5
47-0
70 0
999
1*6'8
178-2
236-2
3003
376-4
4017
6596
6742
799-2
940-5
1122-0
1466 2
1790-8
22560

It must be evident that the ascension of air in the upcast is
owing to its being volume for volume lighter than the air in the
downcast, and that lightness is obtained by heating, and that the
expansion consequent on heat is the true measure of its levity or
tendency to rise.
Let the figures A, and B, represent two shafts of equal depth of
900 feet; A. the downcast, B, the upcast. Let us suppose the air
in A, 62°, aiid the average heat in B, 182°. It will be sufficient for
all practical purposes to carry out the calculation in perpendicular
feet of 1 foot area, then we have (see Table I.)—
grain*.

grains.

A. 900 cubic feet, 63° at 518 = 466 200
li, 900
„ 182° at 120 = 878,000 ♦ 518 = 730
88.200 grains.

Showing that 900 feet at 182° is balanced by 730 feet at 62°, as
in the diagram, leaving 170 feet at 518 = 88,200 grains, or about
12*5 lb. on the square foot, as a gravitating power to propel the air
upward in the shaft B.
Mr. Brunton was aware of various rules that hare been laid
down for calculating the velocity and force with which the air
ascends the upcast-shaft; but he has never found them to tally
with experience, but often imposing a notion of security where
danger ought rather to have been apprehended. This induced
him to investigate the subject, admitted to be on all hands an in
tricate one, and to submit the following hypothesis, which, if cor
rect, may prevent the furnace as a power ot rarefaction being rated
beyond its capability, as it has been many times, to the fearful
destruction of human life.
The principle upon which Mr. Brunton thinks the velocity of
the ail in two shafts A, and B, acting alone and unconnected
with the working of the colliery, should be calculated, is analogous
to two weights A, B, suspended by a line passing over a pulley
(supposed without friction), and the length of the line may re
present the depth of the shafts. Whilst the weights A, and B,
are equal, there can be no motion, for they neutralise each other;
but if a weight (C) is added to one of the weights A, or B, then
motion will take place, but the added weight C, will not descend
as it would if it descended alone freely, for it cannot move without
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communicating an equal motion to the two weights A, and B; an
equal force must therefore be distributed through the three weights
A, B, and C, and that force can only come from the gravitating
force of the latter (C), this force being that with which it would
actually descend if left to itself. If A, and B, be each 10, and C =
1, then the mass through which the force is diffused will be equal
to 21 times the weight of C. The force actually existing in each
portion of the mass is therefore the 21th part of what it was in
each portion of the added weight C, and will in this combination
descend with the 21th part of the velocity that It would do if it
descended freely, that is, the 21th part of the ordinary effect of
gravity. Having thus endeavoured to explain the principle upon
which the furnace rarefaction proceeds, let us now further illus
trate it.
Fig. 1.—S«tlon»l Eltmtlon.

account by estimating the actual weight of air in the colliery, the
different velocities with which it is propelled, together with the
amount of retardations, which if obtained would accurately express
the force applied, yet the aggregate may be satisfactorily ascer
tained by the application of the water-gauge to any single partition
or door which stops the direct passage of the air between the
shafts, and constrains it to take the circuit of the colliery work
ings; that is, where the downcast and upcast shafts are contiguous,
and one side of the door is directly and freely connected with the
influent current from the bottom of the downcast, and the other
side similarly connected with the effluent current as it enters the
upcast, the difference of the height of the water in the tubes of
the gauge will express the force applied to maintain the current
between the bottom of the two shafts passing through the work
ings of the colliery analogous to the amount of force required to
draw a long rope through a winding passage.
Mr. Brunton next described the mechanical means of the ven
tilator he has erected for Thomas Powell, Esq., of the Gaer, near
Newport, Monmouthshire, upon one of his collieries, and the par
ticular advantages it possesses over the furnace as a ventilator.
Over or near to the upcast shaft is constructed a hollow drum, with
curvilinear compartments, through which the air is discharged
with that degree of force due to the velocity with which the drum
revolves upon its axis. The diagrams figs. 1, and 2, represent a
plan and elevation of the ventilator. A, is a drum, '22 feet exterior
diameter, with curvilinear compartments B, 16 feet mean dia
meter; C, is a steam-engine to give motion to the ventilator, the
centrifugal force of which at 120 revolutions per minute will be
39-25, which, multiplied by the weight of 6 cubic feet of air =
-nnfo °f a pound, will give a pressure of 17*5 pounds on the square
foot, as the amount of rarefaction produced in the interior of the
drum, and consequently in the upcast shaft with which it is con
nected (by D, the air culvert), which is much beyond what can be
obtained by the furnace, yet greatly within the limits of the capa
bility of this machine, as shown below. The amount of rarefac
stant
tion isand
governed
visible by
inspection
the speedby
of athe
water
engine,
or mercurial
and is alsogauge:
under con-,
thus
when the drum revolves
GO times per miLute the rarefactloa It 4'3 lb. on tqunre foot.
HO
..
„
97
.,
120
„
„
178
„
150
„
„
27-0
„
180
„
„
.T.i -0
„
210
„
„
*»•©
„

Fig. 2.- Plan.

Suppose 900 feet in B, and 730 in A, represent the weights A.
and B, balancing each other, and 1T0 the weight C, with a full
of 900 feet, the velocity acquired thereby when falling freely
is theoretically 240 feet per second; but 170 is the 10*6th part of
1800 (the sum of 900, 730, and 170), consequently 240 divided by
10-6 gives us 22-7 feet per second for the real velocity in the
upcast-shaft.
Thus we have an approximation at least to the velocity of the
air in the two shafts; but which is after all of little practical use
or application; for, the direct opening between the shaft being
closed, the weight C, 170 ( which in the supposed case is equal to
12'5lb. upon the square foot) immediately becomes a gravitating
force descending with more or less velocity as it is enabled to
propel the air through the workings of the colliery; and, taking
12-5 as the first mover or cause, we may look for 9 as the mechani
cal effect in moving the air through all the air-courses of the col
liery, and ultimately discharging it through the upcast-shaft into
the atmosphere; and though it is impracticable to balance the

In order better to understand the peculiar self-adaptation of
this apparatus to all the circumstances that present themselves in
the ventilation of collieries, let us suppose it altogether uncon
nected with any length of air-course, the air from the atmosphere
having free access to the centre, and space for free discharge from
the circumference, and a velocity given to it of ISO revolutions
per minute, creating a rarefaction of 27 lb. per square foot in the
middle of the drum; then the velocity of the air through the
machine would be 108 feet per second, and the aggregate amount
ing to 8424 cubic feet per second, or 505'440 per minute.
Then let us suppose a state the very reverse of the above—viz.,
that no air be permitted to enter the drum at the centre part, of
course none can be discharged at the circumference; therefore,
there being no resistance to the motion of the drum from discharge
of air through the curvilinear compartments, but the power of the
engine continuing the same, is consequently expended in increasing
the velocity of the drum, and thereby the rarefaction. In the
former case the effect is exhibited in the discharge of air; in the
latter by the degree of rarefaction maintained in the middle of the
drum.
From consideration of these two cases, it is manifest that the
power required to work the machine will be as the quantity of air
ascending the upcast-shaft, and the amount of rarefaction required
to draw it through the colliery; and such is the principle of selfadjustment of this apparatus, that if from any cause a less quantity
of air is passed through the colliery at one time than another, the
engine (always exerting the same power) will of its own accord
accelerate the velocity of the drum and increase the rarefaction,
for, the power applied being the same, the effect will be commen
surate in the quantity of air discharged, the amount of rarefaction
attained, or both combined.
The machine is an entirely new modification of the fan. Ita
construction is of the most simple integral character; it has no
valves or separate moving parts; has no attrition, and all the
friction is resolved into a foot pivot moving in oil; when at rest
offers no impediment to air ascending from the shaft, is very inex
pensive, and liable to no derangement; in short, it is a simple me
chanical implement, whereby any degree of rarefaction necessary
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to ventilation is rendered certain and regular, being subject to the
law of central forces, which is as fixed and determinate as that by
which a stone falls to the earth.
In imitation of our Cornish method of estimating the lifting of
water from the mines, Mr. Brunton has, in Table No. II., denomi
nated the power necessary to propel the air by pounds falling
1 foot per minute; but in the use of this table it must be borne in
mind that the pressure per square foot is that due to the velocity,
rnd, to produce this current, an increase of 25 or 30 per cent, must
lie made, as in ordinary mechanical operations, where 100 may re
present the power or cause and 72 the effect.
11. The Desiccating Process for Drying and Seasoning Wood and
other materials. By Mr R. Davison, CE.
Mr. Davison stated that all other methods consisted in generat
ing heat bv simple radiation, or throwing off heat from a heated
surface, whether the surface be brick flues, cockles, steam or hotwater pipes. Heat is easily attainable in this way, and to almost
any grade of temperature; but heat is not the only essential re
quired for drying, or why does the bleacher or laundress hang out
their articles to dry on a cold March morning. It is true that heat
facilitates the evaporation of the watery particles; but a current is
likewise necessary, otherwise all the water which is thus converted
into vapour will only tend to charge the chamber with steam; and
it is not until this steam Iibs arrived at a certain excess, or pres
sure, that it will make its escape, and the operation of drying
really commence.
The amount of current obtainable in this way is proportioned to
the rarefaction, and quantity of air admitted and allowed to come
in contact with the heated medium: if little is admitted, there is
little current, an increased temperature, and likewise an increased
volume of vapour,—or, vice versa, if a larger amount of atmospheric
air is admitted, there will be a corresponding increased current, a
lessened temperature, and much less vapour. The ordinary cur
rent obtainable in this way may be taken at 3 or 4 feet per second.
To subject any article to a slow current of heat in a compara
tively close chamber, or where there is an exceedingly small aper
ture for the escape of vapour, whereby that article (whatever it
may be) is enveloped in an atmosphere of its own steam, is (to give
it its proper name) not drying, but stewing. If there is next to no
escape at all, as in the case of an oven, it is in reality baking.
Air. Davison stated that it is not only a moving but a rapid cur
rent which is the great desideratum for all drying purposes; and
that it is the impulsion of atmospheric air, at the velocity of the
hurricane, or upwards of 100 miles per hour (or any other speed),
combined with the element of heat under perfect control, which in
fact constitutes the desiccating process.
Mr. Davison next proceeded to describe the means by which the
two operations of current and heat are created and kept up; and
some applications which have been made of the process, together
with the practical results.—The drying apparatus, consisting of a
series of cast-iron pipes, so united together as to form one con
tinuous pipe bent vertically into an arch form, and set in a easing
of brickwork, with a common furnace, surrounded on the sides and
top by the pipes, comprehends at once the heating medium. The
current of air is created by a common blowing-fan, which can of
course be driven at any required speed either by hand or a steamengine. For all ordinary drying purposes, every thousand cubic
feet of space of the drying chamber requires 28 superficial feet of
heating surface in the pipes forming the furnace.
So far as regards the construction of the apparatus, and the mode
of conveying the heated air into, and the escape from, the chamber
or stove, the same plan is carried out in all cases where mere dry
ing is required, whether it be for wood, yarns, fabrics of all kinds,
starch, sugar, leather, paper, or indeed any article whatever which
simply requires moisture evaporated from it. The arrangement is
as follows—viz. one, two, or more, channels or pipes being laid in
or upon the floor of a building, whose sectional area corresponds
in the aggregate with the heated outlet of the apparatus; the cur
rents of air being driven into these by a fan, is allowed to escape
through small perforations made on the top or sides of the chan
nels or pipes as the case may be, these perforations corresponding
again in amount of superficial area with the heated outlet : in this
way a uniform amount of current as well as temperature is distri
buted throughout the chamber, and rises towards the regulating
orifices provided in the roof or sides of the building for the escape
of moisture.
Mr. Davison then proceeded to explain the application of the
desiccating process to the purifying of brewers' casks, which had
been adopted at some of the leading oreweries in England and Ire
land; at the brewery of Messrs. Guinness, of Dublin, upwards of
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one million casks in four years had undergone the process. He
then explained the application of the process to the drying or sea
soning of tcood.
The advantages of this process for drying wood are that it is a
true imitator of those elements which are said to be the beet seasoners of wood, viz. the March wind with a summer heat, with this
addition—that a current of air exceeding by far that of any ordi
nary wind, and a heat beyond that of any ordinary summer, is
instantly and constantly at command, and kept up until every
grain of moisture is expelled. The greener the wood, the easier
and more perfect is the expulsion of moisture, and at the same
time the native strength of the fibre is secured by the immediate
evaporation of all vegetable juices or moisture likely to ferment
and carry on decomposition. The gums, instead of being removed,
are coagulated and hardened, and the texture of the wood gene
rally (having been brought into its most complete state of aggre
gation and density) is much less liable to imbibe atmospheric mois
ture, and altogether less prone to decay. The colour of mahogany
and other fancy woods is not only preserved but improved, thus
avoiding everything approaching to a stain, as is too frequently
the case according to the ordinary method of seasoning such woods.
Shrinking is entirely obviated. The cost of desiccating is inex
pensive—not exceeding the interest of money sunk in laying-tip
wood to season in the ordinary way.—The process has been adopted
at the Tower of London for the seasoning of gun stocks; and by
Messrs. Hall and Co., ship-builders, of Aberdeen, who have ap
plied the process to seasoning wood for vessels, particularly the
decks of vessels; and also by numerous builders in London.
The annexed Table will show the comparative strength and
deflection of desiccated specimens, and their duplicates after four
months' seasoning in the ordinary way.
Desiccated
or
otherwKe.

Dimension.
Sq. Feet.

Br;ike with
Increase In
Pound*' Deflection .
Strength
Weight.
by Desiccation
lbs.

Inches.

Average?
Increase.
Ter Cent.

Per Cent.

Desiccate!
Yellow Pine.
Not ..

Desiccated
Not ..
Desiccated
Not ..
Desiccated
Riga Pine.
Not ..
Destccuted
Mahogany.
No* ..
Desiccated
DesiccatedNot ..
Not
Desiccated
Not
English Oak.
Desiccated
Not
Desiccated
Not

1
1
14

■IM

3
3

40J
138
107
864
716

6
11
6
44
3*
44

3
3

996
793

n

1
1

704J
62

..

2
2

..

3

156
185*
436
394
1514
1318

1
2
2

544
4 74
385
327

"
|

11-3
•

170

J- 22-5
|

191

3J
44

|

20-4

9J

|

11-4

64

]■

16-0

|

10-0

J

20-4
-

54

J. 123

94
111
44
4J

} 1,9

■

12 I

1

140

.
..
..

I

151

NOTE, —The above experiments, so fur n% they relate to sir- ngth, are not offered as
positively nccurnte, owing to the apt dmens being prepared more with a view of ascer
taining the rute of seasoning by the desiccating method compare ■ with natural seasoning.
Fur tills jmrjii se, the rpeci'i-ens were in some instances planed or pared, so as to bring
both to Hie same weight. The specimens, however, of which there was a doub», having*
been left out of the Table, the ubove result* uiuy be considered sufficiently correct lor ail
practical purposes.

Before closing these brief remarks on this portion of the sub
ject, it ought to be mentioned in reference to impregnating timber
with any preservative mixture, that timber which has thus been so
completely exhausted of all aqueous particles is in the best possible
condition to receive ingredients of any kind, but more especially
if timber instead of being allowed to cool after it is removed from
the desiccating chamber, is immediately plunged into a cold anti
septic : it will bo clear that a very considerable charging of the
pores must inevitably take place. A variety of fencing, railway
sleepers, keys, &c. having been treated in this way, and the very
best results having so far been observed, the plan is with confidence
recommended as one which ought to be more closely followed up.
In most cases, immersion, it is believed, will be quite unnecessary,
for if the desiccation of the timber is only complete, all that can
be wanted will be a thorough coating of some oleaginous fluid to
close the external pores.
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For calico printing the process is most Bdvantageously adapted ;
it enables the operator, with the mere turning of the hand, to re
gulate the heat and current so as to suit the style of goods which
are being thrown off from the machines. One heating apparatus
can- be rendered available for one, eight, or more machines, each
printing perhaps a different kind of fabric, as well as a different
amount of colour; and when it is borne in mind that these ma
chines are known to print from 4,000 to 6,000 yards per day, it
cannot be a trifling consideration to have a command of drying
power, as thus described.
12. On a Patent Water-Meter. By Mr. Pabkinson.
This instrument is constructed for measuring water as supplied
from the water-mains in the streets to private houses, factories,
and other places. Mr. Parkinson stated that it was simple in con
struction, uniform in motion, nearly free from friction, and not
subject to derangement; it takes an accurate account of the water
passing through it, whether it enters under several hundred feet
elevation, or the smallest stream under half-an-inch pressure. The
measuring-wheel or drum is a modification of Crnsley's gas-meter
drum; the water under pressure enters at the back, where a selfacting apparatus reduces the pressure to that only which is neces
sary to pass it into the measuring-drum. The quantity is recorded
on an index, similar to the gas in gas-meters. Prom the measur
ing-drum it falls into a small cistern, which, in filling, shuts off
the supply to the meter by means of a ball-tap valve; from this
cistern the water is drawn off as required, the act of which draws
down the float and sets the meter to work, and supplies the quan
tity drawn off, to be ready for farther demand. As the cistern is
only a small one, it is indispensable that the pressure from the
works should be always on, to be ready to enter the meter; but if
the supply be intermittent, as is now generally the case, a large
cistern, to hold a day or two's supply, must be provided. And it
would require a meter large enough to fill the cistern in the
allotted period allowed by the company for this purpose; but it is
expected now that companies can get paid for all they sell, that it
will be to their interest to keep the pressure always on.
It is calculated that a meter to supply a twelve-roomed house,
will not cost more than 30«., and be able to supply water to the
extent of 50 gallons per hour. In fitting- up new houses, the cost
of the meter will be much less than the cost of a cistern on the
old principle; besides the advantages of a constant supply, no
annoyance from stoppages from frosts, &c, as the meter and pipes
may be all internal.
[Prom some remarks tbit were made after the paper was read, it waa
elicited that the pressure of the mains was reduced by allowing the water to
flow into a small regulator or cistern attached to the apparatus into which
the
tity ;water
and that
first enters
when the
before
small
it passes
cisternthrough
was full,thethedrum
watertowas
record
shutthe
offquan.
by a
ball-cock until it had discharged its contents. When this was dune, the ballcork was again opened by a contrivance in a second reservoir, below tbe
first.].
IS. On the Present State of Telegraphic Communication in England
Prussia, and America. By Mr. V. WnisnAW.
Mr. Whishaw first described the extent of telegraphic commu
nication in England, and its direction. The whole length is about
2,000 miles, the course of the wires invariably following that of
railways. Not so in Prussia and America. In the former country
there were 1,700 miles of wire, in the latter about 10,000. In
both places it was not considered necessary to follow the course of
railways. In Prussia the wire sometimes skirted the highway, and
crossed the Rhine. In America the vast prairies and agricultural
districts were linked together in one chain of communication. In
Prussia the system recommended by Mr. Whishaw, of coating or
insulating the galvanised wire with gutta-percha, and burying it
underground, was partly adopted. He strongly recommended this
.system, for besides the expense of posts, there were several disad
vantages attending the present practice; they were liable to be
damaged by trains getting off the rail, the electrical action was
frequently disturbed by the state of the atmosphere, and the wires
were often damaged by malicious persons. This was more particu
larly the case on the continent, where political inquietude often
assumes a formidable shape. It has been found after considerable
experience that gutta-percha so buried was as perfect when it was
dug up as the day it was put down. He had recommended this
system to the East India Company, who were preparing to lay
down no less than 10,000 miles of wire. Morse s telegraph was
th e one principally in use in Prussia, and it was worked with the
greatest ease and facility by mere boys.
The expense of laying down a mile of wire in these countries
varied considerably. In England it was about 150/., in America
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20/., in Prussia 40/. In the two latter places a single wire was
used. The charges in America and England differed considerably,
and considering that in the former place a dividend of C per cent,
is paid, he could not help coming to the conclusion that the eco
nomical system of charges is by far the most profitable. The dif
ference is the following:—
American Scale of Charges.
From Washington
DUtiuice.
30 Words.
JO Words.
100 WorJa.
to
a. d.
a. d.
a. d
Alexandria
..
10 miles
..11
2 4
4 5
Fredericksburg . .
60 miles
„
1 3)
2 64
7 74
94
Raliegh
. . 292 miles
..28
52
Columbia
.. 509 miles
..4 0
7 9
14 0
Macon
..1,107 miles
..
7 9
16 3
27 9
Columbus
.. 1,200 miles
..
8 (,'.
16 PI
30 64
Mobile
.. 1,523 miles
.. 10 34
20 :'.]
36 11
New Orleans .. 1,716 miles
.. 12 6
25 0
45 10
Electric Telegraph Company's Charges.
Dtatancr.
20 Words.
M Worrta.
100 Words.
a. d.
a. d.
a. d.
10 miles
..2 6
9 04
20 0
60 miles
..4 7
12 7f
26 1
100 miles
..6 3
15 74
31 3
200 milea
..8 4
20 10
41 8
South-Eastern Railway Charges.
From London
DlaUuce.
20 Worda.
60 Words.
100 Words.
to
a. d.
a. d.
a. d
Meratham
..
19 miles
..5 0
12 6
25 0
Ashford
.. 68*milt*
..8 6
21 3
42 S
Dover
.. 88 miles
. . 11 0
27 6
55 0
14. On the Copying Electric Telegragh, and other Improvements in
Telegraphic Communication. By Mr. Fbedebick C. Bakeweix.
In the copying telegraph the corresponding instruments are
made as exactly alike as possible, so as to impart equal and steady
movements to a cylinder on each instrument. Motion is given to
the cylinders by weights, accelerated velocity being prevented by
rnpidly-revolving fans. Parallel to the cylinders are screws which
turn with the cylinders, and carry traversing nuts. To those nuts
ivory arms are attached, at the end of each of which there is a
binding screw to hold a metal point that presses on the cylinder,
and is carried by the revolution of the screw from one end to the
other. Upon the cylinder of one of the instruments, the message
to be transmitted is written on tin-foil with a pen dipped in spirit
varnish, which is quite sufficient to obstruct the passage of the
electric current. On to the cylinder of the corresponding instru
ment the paper to receive the message is applied; it is moistened
thoroughly with a solution which electricity will readily decompose,
so that a mark may be made on the paper whenever the electric
current is completed. The solution used consists of a mixture of
muriatic acid and prussiate of potass; the marking point being
steel wire. The metal points which press on the cylinders are
connected with the poles of a voltaic battery, and are insulated
from the other parts of the instrument by the ivory arms. The
cylinders are also placed in the electric circuit, which is completed
by the electricity passing from the point to the cylinder of each
instrument. By this arrangement, when the point of the trans
mitting instrument is pressing on the exposed tin-foil, the electric
circuit is completed through the moistened paper of the receiving
instrument, asd a mark is made; but when the point of the trans
mitting instrument is pressing on the varnish writing, the marking
ceases. In this manner, as the cylinders rotate, and the points are
moved gradually along by the traversing screw nuts, spiral lines
very close together are made on the paper, excepting in those
places where the electric current is interrupted by the varnish ;
and if both cylinders rotate exactly together, the point of the
transmitting instrument, by passing several times over different
parts of each letter, will cause the marking point to produce forms
of the letters on the paper, as in the specimens shown. By this ar
rangement, copies of writing may be made at any distance to
which un electric current can be conveyed, provided the two in
struments are moving exactly together. To obtain synchronous
movements in the two separate rapidly-revolving instruments,
there is attached to each cylinder an electro-magnet, to the keeper
of which there is a detent, which catches against projections on a
wheel fixed to the euber of the cylinder, the projections on both
wheels being placed at exactly equal distances. The electro
magnets are brought into action at regular intervals, by means of
half-second pendulums, actuated by clockwork. These pendulums
are connected with separate voltaic batteries, in such manner that
at each connection they make and break connection, and put the
magnet into and throw it out of action: thus affording the means
of regulating the cylinders every half-second.
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15. The Eccentric Sheet Metal and Wire Gage. By Mr. Richard
Roberts, of Manchester.
The gage is thus constructed:—A plate of brass, about *§ inches
diameter and ^inch thick, is recessed on the upper side to the
depth of ^-inch and 4 inches diameter, leaving a margin T\-inoh
broad. In the centre of the recess is a hole into which is fitted a
steel pivot whose upper end is rivetted into a steel disc 3*8 inches
diameter and ^Jj-inch thick; the pivot is eccentric to the disc -rSrth
of an inch, and consequently one point in the periphery of the disc
touches the inner edge of the brass margin, with which the top of
the disc is level. To the under side of the brass plate a small slide
is fitted, to the outer end of which a piece of steel is attached (by
screws), that passes up through a notch in the brass margin about
-4-inch, and forms the inner or sliding jaw of the gage : the outer
jaw is formed of a similar piece of steel also passed through the

[October,

16. On Homer's Self-Acting House Cistern.
Mr. Wood read this paper, and exhibited a model of the appa
ratus. It consists of two separate divisions (A, B), in the same
cistern, the larger division being for domestic purposes, the other
for cleansing the drains and sewers. There is a two-way inlet-

Fig. 1.— Self- Discharging House Cistern.

cock C, with ball and lever, one aperture opening into the small,
the other into the larije division. The water from the main being
turned on, the small division B, of the cistern becoming first filled,
flows over into the other A; the water rising in A, lifts the ball
and lever, until stopped by the pressure of the fluid column upon
a valve at the bottom of the small division B, with which it is con
nected by a chain. The water continuing to rise, the ball becomes
nearly immersed, when its superior buoyancy overcoming the pres
sure upon the valve, lifts the latter suddenly to such a height as to
allow of a free flow through a large syphon-trapped pipe into the
drain. The larger division of the cistern becoming filled, is re
tained for domestic purposes.

notch in the brass margin, and is secured to the brass plate by
screws. The inner edge of the sliding jaw is rounded to a radius
of -r^-inch, and is kept in contact with the periphery of the eccen
tric disc by a spring (under the disc), which acts against a stud in
the slide projecting through the brass plate. The margin of the
brass plate is divided through one-fourth of its circumference, com
mencing at the centre of the sliding jaw, into 75 equal parts, which
are numbered decimally. The extremity of the disc is then set at
zero on the scale, and the jaws accurately adjusted to touch each
other, after which the extremity of the disc is turned to the fifth
division, and a line is made on the disc to correspond with zero on
the scale, at which point the jaws will be opened a little. The
disc is turned to the required gage number by means of a milled
button, or by two studs, and is fixed there by a milled nut on the
end of the pivot below.
It may be convenient to have the numbers extended from 75 on
a fourth of the circumference, and to 100 on a third, but the law
of increase in the figures beyond 70 would be reversed. It will be
obvious that gages having different numbers and dimensions may be
more suitable for certain descriptions of work, and likewise that
the eccentric principle may be applied to gages in many various
ways.
This gage possesses the following properties :—
1st. A corresponding gage may be made without expensive tools
from a written description of the means employed to make the
original.
2nd. It admits of accurate construction and easy re-adjustment.
3rd. Each succeeding number being larger than the preceding in
a progressively increasing ratio, adapts the gage equally well for
high and low numbers.

Pi*. 2.- Self- Discharging Street Tank.
The abore tanks art In use in the City of London, by order of the Court of Sewers.
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1 7. Patent Tide-winding Apparatus. By Mr. Richard Roberts,
of Manchester.
This apparatus is for the purpose of rendering tidal power avail
able for raising heavy bodies, or for winding clucks. Figures 1, 2,
and 3, are diagrams to explain the machinery. C, is a weight
twice raised by every tide, in the following manner. M, and N,
are chain-wheels, placed loose on the shaft K, and provided with
studs on their peripheries, to prevent the chain k, from slipping; P,
is a pulley placed on a stud in the framing, under which pulley the
chain Ar, also passes; A, is a hollow weight which ascends and
descends with the tide, and B, is a counter-weight, heavy enough
to hoist the weight C, and and preserve the tension of the chain
k, whilst the tjde is rising, the hollow weight A, being sufficiently
heavy to hoist the weights B, and C, during the ebbing of the tide.
Whilst the hollow weight A, is rising with the tide in the tank R,
Fig. 1.

the pulley N, which is loose upon the shaft K, rotates in the direc
tion of the arrow in fig. 3, and carries with it ratchet clicks over
the teeth of the wheel P, w'hilst the chain Ar, passing from the
hollow weight A, over the pulley N, under the pulley P, and over
the pulley M, to the weight B, allows the weignt B, to descend ;
and the clicks placed upon the pulley M, by operating upon a
ratchet-wheel O, effect tne rotation of the shaft K, in the direc
tion of the arrow in fig. 2. The weight C, operates upon the shaft
h, which is in connection with the clockwork or other mechanism,
in the following manner. G, is a pulley made fast upon the shaft
L, and furnished with suitable projections on its periphery for
preventing the endless chain /, from slipping; H, is a pulley which
is also provided with projections similar to those on the pulley G;
and I, is a ratchet-wheel, fixed with the wheel H. on the shaft K.
The ratchet-wheel I, with its click, are only used when the works
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are being put together. The endless chain /, /, passes over the
pulleys G, and H, and is kept in close contact with them by the
weight C, and counter-weight suspended from it by the pulleys
c, and d. During the ebbing of the tide and consequent descent
of the hollow weight A, the weights B, and C, are made to ascend
and the counter-weight D, to descend in a corresponding ratio.
During both changes of the tide, the weight C, descends and
maintains by its gravitation the motion of the clockwork or other
mechanism to which it is connected, until the influx or efflux of
the tide rewinds it as before described. As the endless chain /,
cannot slip upon the pulley G, the rotation of the shaft L, will be
maintained continuously in the same direction. The effect of the
weight C, upon the clockwork or other machinery is rendered
equi-motive by the chain t, which is attached at its extremities to
the weight C, and the counter-weight D, and extends downwards
lower than the weight C, consequently as the weight C, ascends or
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

descends, the weight of chainis diminished as much at one end
of the weight as it is increased at the other.
On the ebbing of the tide, the hollow weight A, descends; and
the clicks n, n, acting upon the ratchet-wheel/), effect the rotation
of the shaft K, in the direction of the arrow in fig. 3.
The advantages of this arrangement are, that whether the hollow
weight A, is ascending or descending, the rotation of the shaft K,
is invariably in the same direction.
As the levels of high and low water will vary considerably at
different seasons, it is evident that some limitation of the height
to which spring tides would raise the hollow weight A, in the tank
II, must be effected, inasmuch as unless this were done, the ebbing
of these tides would cause the weight C, suspended from the end
less chain /, to be overwound. This limitation may be effected in
various ways.
41
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18. On an Oil Test. By Mr. G. Nasmyth.
The test consists of a metal inclined-plane with six grooves, as
shown in the annexed figures 1, and 2. At the top is a small cup
C, to contain the oil; the oil is allowed to flow out and trickle
down the inclined plane AB; and after a space of three or four
days, it is noticed the distance each description of oil has tra
velled. That which has passed over the longest length is con
sidered the hest oil.

Remarks.—Mr. Roberts remarked that no test could be satisfactory unless
the conditions in which oils would be when used were present. Again, some
thin oils might preserve their fluidity, but tbey were not necessarily good
lubricators. An oil good for light weights was perfectly useless for heavy
ones. For instance, neat's-foot oil is good for clockwork, but bad for rail
way purposes. He had long ago invented a machine whereby the practical
value of the oils was tested by the material being subjected to an action
equivalent to that it would sustain in actual use. That was the only reliable
test. He visa observed that there was a very common but erroneous idea,
that smaller the pivot the less the friction.
Mr. Stephenson remarked that oils sometimes changed their character
by the operation of the atmosphere.
19. On a New Rotary Engine. By Professor McGauley.
A mode was exhibited by which it appeared that the peculiarity*
of this engine is that the cylinder and working parts form the fly
wheel also. The whole of the machinery revolves by the action of
gravitation; that is to say, side weights are attached to the crosshead of the piston,—when that rises the weights overbalance the
parts, and the cylinder rotates; the return of the piston throws
the weight in the opposite direction, and so maintains the rotary
action.—This engine appears to he similar in principle to one de
scribed in a patent by Witty, of Hull, in 1810-11.
20. On Neudstadt and Barnetfs Patent Calculating Machine. By
Mr. Knight.
This machine is the invention of M. Slowmiski, a native of
Poland. The addition and subtraction tables consist of a thin
plate of metal moulded on a box. In this plate are perforated
holes, around which are engraved the several digits from 0 to 9.
By a peculiar arrangement the wheels inside the openings, when
turned by a stile, exhibit the results required, either in addition or
subtraction. The operation of multiplication is performed by a
larger instrument. As no detailed explanation of the machine
was given, we cannot enter into its principle.
21. On a Plan for Ventilating Coal-Mines. By Mr. Nicholson.
This plan consists of having the furnace for the rarefaction of
the air at the top instead of the bottom of the shaft.—The plan,
it was stated by some members, was not new; it had been in use
nearly a century.

THE EXHIBITION AT BIRMINGHAM.
To those tolerably acquainted with the resources of English
manufacturing skill, the Exhibition at Birmingham, held during
the meeting of the British Association, presents little that is novel
or remarkable; but taken in another point of view, this Exhibition
has considerable interest. It is to us small, but it shows sufficient
development of power to enable us to institute a comparison with
the great Exposition at Paris, and to form an estimate of the pro
bable success of a National Exhibition here.
In France, the Exposition held once in four or five years is a
rarity, which is particularly striking to the visitors; and the ex
periment being once made, it could not fail to become a permanent
institution. Here it seems wonderful that a great manufacturing
country should have no National Exhibition; but, inasmuch as it
is a great manufacturing country, is it in truth less wonderful that
such a want should be felt? The English are a travelling people,
and are familiar with illustrations of mechanical skill. In the
metropolis, there are always one or more polytechnic galleries
open, besides the 6peci.il engineering sights,—the mint, the dock
yards and arsenals at Woolwich and Dentford, the bank weighingmachines, the breweries, Bishop and Pell's distillery, the saw-mills,
marble-works, carving- works, Apsley Pellatt's glass-house, the
shipyards, Broadwood s pianoforte-works, the silversmiths', besides
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the numberless works of a great manufacturing and trading town,
famed for the skill of its handicraftsmen. In travelling, the
sight-seeing is not in picture galleries, but in mines, cotton-mills,
docks, ironworks, and potteries. There is a carte du pays for
these things; and there are few Englishmen who have not seen
many of these sights and brought home porcelain from Worcester,
cutlery from Sheffield, and cotton prints from Manchester. The
Londoner goes to these things; when they are brought within his
ken, he will think less of them than the Parisian, who is hometied. We say this, not in depreciation of an exhibition, but as
explanatory of its non-existence. It is because we are rich in
private libraries that we feel less the want of public ones; it is
because we travel we feel less the want of having mechanical
sights gathered together in our own neighbourhoods.
This, too, is the reason we say the Birmingham Exhibition has
little that is novel to the sight-seeing public; though a foreigner
would look with admiration on productions, of which he has here
tofore seen no example. In most cases, it is not allowed parva
componere magnis; but here we can fairly compare little things
with great, for quality, as in a national gallery of the great mas
ters, is of more importance than quantity; and in quality, the
Birmingham Exhibition, in many important articles, goes beyond
the Paris Exposition; and in many others in which the French
have a high reputation, it does not yield to them.
In porcelain, glass, papier-mache", plate, electro-plate, and brass
fittings, there is no need to be ashamed of competition with the
French; and yet there are articles requiring much taste and ar
tistic skill in their manufacture, beyond the mechanical manipu
lation.
Parian statuettes and gutta-percha, are almost peculiarly English.
The bronzes are good, and there are many good specimens of
mixed materials, metal, glass, and porcelain.
Saws, files, and rough tools are expected to be found at Bir
mingham, of the highest class; and so too the higher productions
of locks and stoves. Many of the large wrought pieces and cast
ings were of the soundest character. In ornamental casting there
were, however, few great works. The largest was a bracket. Tie
mathematical instruments in quality far surpass those of the
French.
In buttons and toywork of all kinds, Birmingham is able to beat
the world.
The Exhibition committee having charge of the arrangements
consisted of manufacturers of universal reputation: such men as
Messrs. Chance, Osier, Westly Richards, Elkington, Gillott, Winfield, Jennens, Messenger, and Minton, who have establishments
of colossal magnitude, and whose works and wares are sent
throughout the world.
The Coalbrook Dale company had some ornamental castings in
iron, of a common character—the old Warwick vase, and so forth.
There were likewise various smaller articles of interest.
Some cannons were shown by Messrs. Thomson and Astbury, of
Smethwick.
The illustrations of the process of stamping metal, looking com
mon enough in an ironmongery or a kitchen, were here interesting,
as showing the results of a peculiar process; and one could look
with complacency on copper jelly moulds, teapot bodies, iron fun
nels, extinguishers, nozzles for candlesticks, and egg-cups; in the
production of each of which considerable mechanical power is
brought to bear.
Of guns there were several exhibitors, and the productions
were of a very high order.
In wood carvings and machine carving we seem to go beyond
the French; whether we should beat the Flemings or High
Dutch is another matter. Mr. W. H. Rogers, of Soho, London,
sent
Thecarved
cabinet-sawing
brackets,ofbread-plates,
Messrs. Prosser
paper-knives,
and Hadley,
andof so
London,
forth.
was very good, and included brackets, trusses, bannisters, panels
for pianoforte makers, and ventilating plates. Messrs. Taylor,
Williams, and Jordan, of London, had very good machine carv
ings.
The stoves, as we have already hinted, were highly praise
worthy. There were some by Messrs. Brettel and Roberts, of
Northampton; and Mapplebeck and Lowe, of Birmingham.
Buttons and buckles were shown by Messrs. Smith and Kemp,
Chatwin and Son, Hardman and lliffe, and John Aston.
Messrs. Allen and Moore exhibited various specimens of orna
mental stamping, as medals, taper-boxes, snuff-boxes, whistmarkers, picture-frames, pen-cleaners, egg-cups, and labels.
The show of iron pens was a good proof how a small object may
become an important manufacture.
Mr. Grainger, of Worcester, showed what he called semi-porce
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lain. A set of twelve dessert plates, celeste ground and gold,
THE EXPANSIVE ACTION OF STEAM.
with coloured convolvulus border, was beautifully drawn and
On
the
Expansive Action of Steam, and a New Construction of Ex
painted.
Messrs. Wedgewood had a few specimens of art in porcelain of a pansion Valves for Condensing Steam-Engines. By Mr. Fairbaibn,
of Manchester.—(Paper read at the Institution of Mechanical
high character.
Engineers, Birmingham.
The stained glass exhibition we do not consider to possess merit
deserving of special remark.
The innumerable attempts that have been made to improve the
A curious series was a set of cotton stockings, manufactured principle of the condensing steam-engine since the days of its cele
severally in 1700, 1716, 1816, and 1817, shown by Messrs. Allen
brated inventor Watt, have almost all of them proved failures,
and Solly, of Nottingham, and bearing out the great progress of
and have added little if anything to the claims, next to perfection,
the manufacture through Arkwright's exertions.
of that great man's ideas. It would be idle to speculate upon the
Messrs. Newton and Son, of London, had a pair of thirty-inch
various forms and constructions from that time to the present,
globes, a class of work for which the metropolis holds a very high
which have been brought forward in aid of the original discovery
rank.
of condensation in a separate vessel. All that has been done is
The mathematical instruments we have before named. A glass
neither more nor less than a confirmation of the sound views and
lens, 18 inches diameter; showed the resources of the glass-workers,
enlarged conceptions of the talented author of a machine which
and the brass-finishing was of the highest quality. The lens was
has effected more revolutions and greater changes in the social
by Messrs. Chance.
system than probably all the victories and all the conquests that
Messrs. Chamberlain, of Worcester, had a choice display of por
have been achieved since the first dawn of science upon civilised
oelain, fully bearing out their established reputation.
life.
Messrs. Minton and Co. had likewise a large collection of equally
It would be endless to trace the history of the successful and
meritorious works in porcelain and parian, including above a hun
the unsuccessful attempts at improvement, which for the last half
dred articles.
century have presented themselves for public approval; suffice it
The glass collection of Messrs. Richardson, of Wbrdsley, was
to observe, that no improvement has been made upon the simple
equally large. We may observe, that the glass collections showed
principle of the steam-engine as left by Watt, and but few upon
the great progress lately made in this manufacture. The shapes
its mechanism. Among the latter may be enumerated the im
of some of the vases and claret jugs had much taste; and the
provements in the construction and mode of working the valves ;
colours and compositions in the Venetian and Bohemian styles
and of these the D-valve by the late Mr. Murdock, and the use of
were equal to the best foreign works.
tappets, as applied to the conical valves, appear the most promi
The lamps, candelabra, and gas-fittings, by Messrs. Potts and
nent and the most deserving of attention.
In the construction of the parallel motion, the application of
Winfield, were very good.
Messrs. G. R. Collis and Co. had an exhibition of their own, in
the crank, the governor, and the sun-and-planet motions, all of
which have risen spontaneously from the mind of Watt, there is
cluding a great variety of articles in many branches of art, illus
no improvement.
The principles upon which all of them are
trating the resources of their celebrated establishment.
founded have been repeatedly verified beyond the possibility of
The specimens of crystal glass, by Messrs. F. and C. Osier, in
doubt, and their mechanism is at once so exceedingly simple and
cluded a magnificent candelabrum, of the height of seventy feet,
so ingeniously contrived as to limit every attempt at improvement
and which was one of the wonders of the exhibition, realising the
in those parts of the steam-engine. What appears to be the most
fairy tales of the East, glittering, as it seemed, with gems and
extraordinary part of Mr. Watt's engine is its perfect simplicity,
colours.
and
It the
willlittle
be in
hethe
has recollection
left to be accomplished
of most persons
by hisconversant
successors. with
Messrs. Copeland displayed their accustomed merit in a choice
collection of objects in parian, porcelain, and earthenware.
the steam-engine, that the hand gear for working the valves by
The silver, bronze, electro-plate, and or-molu of Messrs. Elkingthe air-pump or plug-rod, gave a self-acting and continuous
ton formed an exhibition, which merited and obtained the honour
motion to the machine; and the facility which these means af
of a separate catalogue. The presentation silver goods were mag
forded for moving the engine in any direction and at any required
nificent, both in design and workmanship.
velocity, gave it a degree of docility and power beyond the expec
Messrs. Hardman had a large show of church furniture and
tations of its most sanguine admirers.
fittings.
For a considerable length of time the hand gear was the best
The papier mache was by Messrs. Jennens and Bettridge, Ri
and most effective mode" of applying the motion of the steamchard Turley, M'Callum and Hodson, Frederick Walton, Thomas
engine to the valves; subsequently the oscillating and revolving
Farmer, showing all the resources of Birmingham and Wolver
tappets, fixed upon a shaft and driven 'by wheels or an eccentric,
hampton in this great manufacture.
The cut glass by Messrs. Bacchus and Son, of Birmingham, and came into use, and by means of vertical rods communicated motion
to the valves, and thus a similar effect was produced as by the
the pressed glass, was in great quantity, and of high merit. Mr.
Rice Harris, of Birmingham, had another large collebtion, ivnicli hand gear; next came Mr. Murdock's D-valve and eccentric
motion, which for simplicity has never yet been equalled. The Dincluded some rich ruby tints.
The collections of Messrs. John Rose and Co., and of the Cut valve, and the flat-plate valve, are nearly synonymous—with this
Glass Company, showed no less beauty. Messrs. Lloyd and Sum- difference only, that the D-valve presses with less force upon the
face, and consequently works easier than the flat-valve, which in
merfield, of Birmingham, were also among the meritorious exhi
every case is, exposed to the full pressure of steam. It is true
bitors of glass.
Mr. Lane, of Birmingham, showed enamel, pearl, glass, and that means have been adopted to obviate this objection in large
engines, by a preparation on the back of the valve, which is made
papier mache'.
steam-tiglit, and by a communication with the condenser, a vacuum
Nottingham
The bronzes and
of Messrs.
Coventry
Messenger
sent many
were
specimens
numerousofand
their
good.
manu
is formed over a proportionate area of surface, sufficient to equalise
the pressure and admit an easy motion of the valve.
factures.
The expansive principle upon which steam-engines are now
Saddlery and saddlers' ironmongery being local trades, were
worked, and the economy which this system has introduced in the
fully represented.
There was a considerable collection of models and machines of expenditure of fuel, has effected considerable changes in the work
much interest to scientific men and the public. Messrs. Roberts, ing of the valves, and has rendered the D and plate valves almost
inadmissable for such a purpose. To the skill, ingenuity, and
of Manchester, were large contributors.
careful attention of the Cornish engineers, we are indebted for
Metal rolling and tubing are important arts, and were well illus
many of the improvements connected with the use and application
trated.
The glass water-pipes of Messrs. Coathupe and Co., of Nailsea, of expansive steam; and taking into account the high price of
coals, and the urgent necessity of economy in those districts,
were exhibited.
which combined with a system of registry and encouragement held
The embossed horn buttons, by Ingram, are worthy of the high
est commendation. It is wonderful to see the perfection to which out by premiums as described by Mr. John Taylor, we may reason
ably conclude that other parts of the kingdom have been greatly"
such articles are brought.
On the whole, we can say this was an exhibition of very high benefitted by the excellent examples set before them by the Cornish
character; and although we have named many contributors, we miners and engineers.
.
For a great number of years, and up to a recent period, the
regret we have left out many of great merit.
economy of steam and the working of the steam-engine expan
sively, were but imperfectly understood in the manufacturing dis41*
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tricts; and although the Cornish miner set an excellent example
and exhibited a saving of more than one-half the fuel, there were
nevertheless few if any attempts made to reduce what is now con
sidered an extravagant expenditure in most if not the whole of
our manufactories. But in fact the subject was never brought
fairly home to the millowners and steam navigation companies,
until an equalization or reduction of profits directed attention to
the saving attainable by a different system of operation.
Ten years ago the average or mean expenditure of coal per in
dicated horse-power was computed at from 8 to 10 lb. per horseEower per hour, but now it is under 5 lb. per horse-power per
our in engines that are worked expansively, and even then they
are far below the duty of a well-regulated Cornish engine, which
averages from 2^ to 5 lb. per horse-power per hour.
This difference in the consumption of coal may be attributed to
two causes; first, the conditions under which the duty of the two
engines (that ot the Cornish miner and the manufacturer) are
respectively performed.
The first being chiefly employed in
pumping water, has the benefit of alternate action in overcoming
the inertia of a large mass of matter, which when once in motion
is easier continued, for a definite time, than a continuous power of
resistance, such as exhibited in corn and cotton mills. Another
cause is the greater care and attention which the Cornish man
pays to his boilers, steam-pipes, &c; they are never left exposed,
but are carefully wrapped up in warm jackets and well clothed, to
prevent the escape of heat. Even at the present day, it is lament
able to see (i* the coal and iron districts') the great and extrava
gant waste that is continually going on, for want of a little con
siderate attention in this respect: the only excuse is the cheapness
of the fuel—but that is not an excuse, for if one-half can be saved,
and coal could be got at 1#. per ton, it is certainly desirable to
save sixpence out of the shilling, when that can be accomplished
at a trifling expense. But one of the chief, if not one of the most
important reasons for the exercise of economy in fuel, is the re
duction of profits on articles manufactured by power; under these
circumstance, a saving in coal becomes a consideration of some
importance, and to these reductions alone may be traced the
powerful stimulus which of late years has been prevalent in that
direction. The low rate of profit in manufacturing operations,
and a desire to economise and reduce the cost of production to a
minimum, has been of great value in its tendency to improvement
in the economy and efficient use of fuel, and also to the use of
high-pressure steam and its expansive action when applied to the
steam-engine. In France and most other parts of the continent
this system has been long in use, and although its effects as well as
its economy have been long known in this country, it was only
within the last few years that the benefits arising from it were ap
preciated. For a great number of years a strong prejudice existed
against the use of high-pressure steam, and it required more than
ordinary care in effecting the changes which have been introduced :
it had to be done cautiously, almost insidiously, before it could be
introduced. The author of this paper believes he was amongst
the first in the manufacturing districts who pointed out the ad
vantages of high-pressure steam, when worked expansively,* and
for many years he had to contend with the fears and the prejudices
of the manufacturers, before the present system of economical
working was adopted.
The first attempt was by improvement in the construction of
boilers,t and subsequently in the valves of the steam-engine,
adapted to either low or high pressure steam when worked expan
sively; the latter of which it is the principal object of the present
paper to develope.
The expansive action of steam has been variously estimated by
different writers, but all seem to agree in opinion that a consider
able saving is effected by that process. It therefore becomes a
question of importance in a community whose very existence
almost depends upon the steam-engine, how to work it advan
tageously and at the least possible cost. The great variety of
schemes and forms which have been adopted for the attainment of
these objects have been exceedingly various, ingenious, and inter
esting; and the investigation of the different theories and applica
tions that have been submitted for public approval, would form an
exceedingly attractive if not a usefuj history of the various dis
coveries to which we are iu a great measure indebted for the
present improved construction of the steam-engine.
The elastic force and expansive action of steam were well known
to Mr. Watt, and some of his immediate contemporaries and suc
cessors, such as Smeaton, Cartwright, Woolf, Trevithick, and
• .-»*■<? Paper rvatf betore tile Genloglcul Society of Manchester in l he year 1840, on the
Economy of Fuel.
t See Itepoit on the Prevention of Smoke ou'l Economy of Fuel.— Trai aaclions of the
Bitllali Aesouutlon, 1S44.
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others: but the fears entertained of explosion at that early period,
and the difficulty of constructing vessels strong enough to contain
high-pressure steam, were probably the greatest drawbacks to its
introduction. Woolf and Trevithick were probably among the
first to grapple with this dangerous element; and the former, in
order to economise fuel, introduced the double-cylinder engine,
whereby a great saving was effected by increasing the pressure of
steam in the boiler, and allowing it to pass from one cylinder to
another of three or four times the capacity, by which its volume
was expanded, and by these means a saving was effected and an
extra duty performed. If, for example, taking a double-cylinder
engine, the high-pressure cylinder being one-fourth of the capacity
of the cylinder from which the steam is condensed, there will be for
one cylinder full of steam an expansion of four times its volume,
—this of course with a diminished pressure in the ratio of the
capacities of the two cylinders. Comparing this with a similar
process in a single cylinder equal in capacity to the two cylinders,
and fitted with a well-constructed apparatus, regulated so that
only one-fifth of the contents of the cylinder (equal in capacity
to the small cylinder on Woolfs plan) is filled with steam of equal
density, and the remaining four-fifths (equal in capacity to the
larger cylinder) is allowed for expansion, it is evident that the
communication being thus suddenly cut off from the boiler after
the piston has been urged through only one-fifth of the length of
the stroke, the expansive force is then used in completing the re
maining four- fifths of the stroke, and the result must be nearly
the same as that obtained with the two cylinders on Woolf 's plan.
The advocates of Woolfs system, however, insist upon its su
periority, not from the actual force given out (which is rather in
favour of the single cylinder than the double, in consequence of
increased condensation in the steam-passage between the two
cylinders), but from the superior action and greater regularity of
motion which in the former case is produced. To some extent this
is the case, but not to any appreciable amount provided the fly
wheel is well-proportioned to the pressure and power at which the
engine is worked. In the double engines which are now in com
mon use, that is, when two single engines are coupled together
with the cranks at right angles to one another, there is less
occasion for a heavy fly-wheel, as the effect of a large expansion is
less felt, if not effectually neutralised. The results, therefore, of
the double-cylinder engine and the single engine working at equal
rates of expansion, are virtually the same as regards power and
economy of fuel, if the comparison be not in favour of the single
engine.
Having come to the conclusion that the same dutv can be per
formed by the single as by the compound engine, and considering
the important advantage of simplicity in mechanical construction,
in opposition to complexity however ingeniously contrived, it
becomes a question how to obtain an effective as well as a simple
process for the attainment of that object.
The first attempt was by revolving tappets, which had been long
in use; these being formed and regulated in such a manner as to
cut off the steam at such a point of the stroke, as to give the exact
quantity of expansion required. These tappets, to say the least,
were from various reasons objectionable, as the weight of the
vertical rods and slowness of motion prevented them from produc
ing the desired effect. The steam valves could however be fixed
so as to cut off the steam at the required point of the pistonpassage in the cylinder, but the motion is not effected with the
velocity essential to an efficient process of expansive action.
Other processes have been tried for working steam-engines expan
sively besides those already noticed; amongst them may be noticed
the equilibrium valve, worked by double cams from the crank
shaft. This method is generally used and adapted to the marine
and old engines, but its application is seldom of much value unless
the engines and boilers are capable of bearing a pressure of 15 lb.
to 20 lb. on the square inch.
Another fault to which this description of valves is subject is
their distance from the steam-ports into the cylinder, and the large
quantity of steam which occupies the space between the cut-off
valve and the working cylinder of the engine. To remedy these
defects, and to apply a better system of expansion to the common
condensing engines, the following apparatus and mode of working
the valves was introduced.
In giving a description of this effective and simple apparatus, it
is but fair to state that the first idea of this invention was sug
gested by Robert Brownhill,—at first imperfectly constructed, but
since greatly modified and perfected by the author of the present
paper.
The annexed engraving represents a section of the valves. It
will be observed that the cylinder A, the steam-chests C, D, and
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the side-pipes F G, are common to every engine of this description;
the internal construction of the steam-chests, valves, and the mode
of working, arepeculiar and constitute the chief merit of the in
vention.

generally three and sometimes four cams upon each of the
discs, so as to cut off the steam at one-half, one-third, or onefourth, or at any other point corresponding with the force of the
steam and the load respectively.
To obtain this range of expansion the rollers N, N, which work
the steam-valves, are moveable, by brass strips which slide in the
grooves in the cross-heads M, M, so as to bring the roller over
any one of the cams that may be required; and the fixed pointers
V, show by a graduated scale on each brass slide, the exact
point of the cylinder at which the steam is cut off, and by these
means the extent of expansion is regulated and brought under the
eye of the engineer.
It has already been stated that the steam-valves are not lifted
so high as the exhaust-valves, and the reason of this is, that as the
exhaust-valves are not variable in their action, and always require
full openings into the condenser, it is desirable to retain them open
throughout the whole length of the stroke. This process is ef
fected with a greater degree of certainty than by any other
description of valve; the exhaust-valves are raised suddenly by
the short inclined planes of the cams, and having allowed ti-ne for
the escape of the steam from the cylinder through a wide passage
into the condenser, they suddenly fall by gravitation, and thus a
more complete vacuum is formed under the piston than is probably
attained by any other process.
The working of these valves is effected with a degree of cer
tainty and simplicity which renders them very satisfactory both as
regards their efficiency in conducing to the economy of steam, and
the perfect ease with which they are worked.

In the construction of a steam-engine, two important considera
tions present themselves, the attainment of a maximum of force,
and the minimum in the consumption of fuel; to acquire the first
it is requisite to form such an arrangement of the working parts,
as to obtain the closest approximation to a perfect vacuum under
and above the piston, and the other is accomplished by having as
small an expenditure of steam as possible. 1 liese desiderata are
to a great degree attained by the principle upon which these valves
are constructed, and the way in which they are worked. Referring
to the engraving, which is a section of one set of valves, it will be
seen that each set contains two double-beat valves S, T, also the
shut-off valve R, and the throttle-valve Q; these valves constitute
the whole of the openings by which the steam is admitted and re
turned from the cylinder; the valves S, next to the steam-pipe E,
are the valves by which the steam is admitted to the cylinder; and
the valves T, are the exhaust, or the valves by which the steam
escapes from the cylinder to the condenser. All Uie four valves
are of the same area and dimensions, but the steam-valves are
not lifted up so high as the exhaust-valves, for the reasons
which are afterwards given. The direction of the arrows ex
hibit the passage of the steam in its ingress to the cylinder, and
its ultimate escape to the condenser. The double-beat valves
of this construction have certain proportionate areas, the upper
portion being larger than the bottom, in the ratio of T158 to 1-000.
The object of this enlargement of the upper part of the valve being
to give a preponderance to the pressure of the steam on the top
side, in order to overcome the pressure of the packing in the
stuffing-box which embraces the spindle, and to assist the gravi
tating force of the valve in its descent when liberated from the
cams P.
The mode of working the valves is by the shafts I, and wheels;
they derive their motion from the crank-shaft and revolve at
the same speed; the vertical spindle I, upon which the two
circular discs P, are fixed, passes through the steam-chests C,
and by its rotary motion the cams which are fixed upon the
discs P, raise the valves as they pass under the rollers N, N,
which are connected to the valve-spindles by the cross-heads M,
M, and by these means the valves are raised and retained open or
shut for any definite period. The rollers N, N, are steadied by
the cross-heads M, M, sliding upon the vertical guide-rods O, O,
at their outer ends, and sliding at their inner ends in vertical
grooves in the centre boss U, which is supported by the guidearms O, O.
To work this engine economically much depends upon the pres
sure of the steam and the amount of expansion given to the valves;
the usual practice is to work with steam at 15 lb. on the square
inch, and cut off at one-half the stroke, and expand the other
half; but in other cases, when the engines and boilers are calcu
lated to bear a high pressure of steam, say from 30 to 40 lb. on the
inch, the cams are formed so as to cut off the steam at one-third
or one-fourth of the stroke.
As is shown at P, there are

Remark/ made at the Meeting after the reading of theforegoing?aper.
The Chairman observed that the principal part of the improvement
described in the paper, appeared to consist in the arrangement for effecting
the expansion action by cams revolving horizontally.
Mr. W. Smith said he had seen several engines working with this expan
sion gear, and could testify as to the superiority of their action ; the expansion
gear was very simple and worked exceedingly well ; he had taken indicator
diagrams from the engines. He was not acquainted with any cases where
this plan had been at work for a long time, and he had tome doubts as to
the lasting of the parts.
Mr. McConnell remarked that was a matter on which they could scarcely
express an opinion unless furnished with accurate data respecting the work
ing. The Cornish engine reports were very complete as to the performance
of the engines and the consumption of fuel; and if they had such informa
tion with reference to the working of the invention in question, it would be
highly important as regards the improvement of the engine and in economi
cal results.
Mr. Cowper suggested the desirability of making a collection of indicator
diagrams in the Institution, and expressed his willingness to co-operate with
other members in supplying some.
Mr. W. Smith said it was his intention at an early meeting to lay before
the Institution several hundred indicator diagrams which he bad taken from
engines in Staffordshire and the surrounding district.
Mr. McConnell observed that the meetings of the Institution would
afford parties connected with large manufacturing establishments an excellent
opportunity for comparing the working results of engines in full action, not
only in Staffordshire, but in Lancashire and other districts ; and it was desir
able that this class of information should be as perfect as possible.
Mr. Slate thought the diagrams referred to would read an important
lesaon to the parties employing steam-engines, and induce them to look after
their own interests and not waste their power. He had seen a number of
Mr. Smith's indicator diagrams, and the results of them would surprise
many ; most of them showed a very inferior action, and some showed only
5 lb. per inch of vacuum with 13 lb. per inch of steam ; but there were a
few good diagrams amongst them.
Mr. Gibbons remarked that one important thing tbey wonld have to at
tend to was the description of fuel used, which varied so greatly in Stafford
shire as to render it a matter of great difficulty to collect accurate data.
Mr. W. Smith thought it very desirable to know the description of fuel and
the consumption, wherever it was practicable; but all that he proposed at
present was to lay before the Institution diagrams exhibiting the economy of
the engine, and not the consumption of fuel.
Mr. McConnell suggested that they should not confine themselves to
the relative economy of the different constructions of engines, but they
should also take into consideration the different constructions of boilers and
the relative consumption of fuel for the power produced, as well as the kind
of fuel employed. He saw no reason why the reports of engine performance
should be confined to Cornwall, for it would be highly important to have
them for the various other districts, more especially Staffordshire, Lancashire,
and Newcastle.
Mr. Gibbons remarked that this would be extremely difficult to obtain in
Staffordshire, because the quality of fuel varied to an extraordinary extent.
In that district they bad a considerable boiler surface, and in many cases
usul only coal-slack for fuel, which was good for nothing else; but in Corn
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wall the quality of fuel was tolerably uniform, anB the best qualities of coals
were used.
Mr. Slate proposed to omit the consideration of the consumption of fuel,
as the fuel was not bought in the coal districts, but merely taken from the
heap as required ; and it would not be practicable in most cases to obtain
any accurate return of the consumption.
Mr. W. Smith said the question of fuel could not be included in the iron
districts because it was customary in many cases to generate the steam by
the waste heat of the puddling furnaces, and in consequence those cases
would show no consumption of fuel ; but on the contrary, in other cases the
consumption was greatly above the usual proportion, either from the inferior
quality of fuel used, or from the engines being often worked much below
their boiler power, and wasting from the boilers even more steam than was
used.
Mr. C. Beyeb observed that it took a great deal at first to induce the
proprietor of a steam-engine to look well after its working, but in Man
chester considerable attention was now paid to the subject. There were
many works where the consumption was as low as 4 lb. per horse-power per
hour, but he should say that the average of Lancashire engines was twice
that amount of consumption, if not more.
Mr. McConnell thought that was a strong argument for taking up the
question in the broad view; for without considering any particular district,
it was very important for a manufacturer or other proprietor of a steamengine to know what his engine was doing as compared with the engines of
other parties. Those engines in the same town nr district could be fairly
compared, and any particular causes for exception could be stated in the
return.
Mr. Slate observed that there were a few pumping engines in Stafford
shire which were worked by contract, and their fuel was all measured, so
that the consumption could be correctly ascertained; but those engines
were an exception in the district.

REVIEWS.
Wealds Rudimentary Treatises.— The Elements of Plane Trigimometry. By James Hank, Mathematical Master of King's Col
lege School, London.
This is one of the best of Mr. Weale's series, and a very cheap
hook. It is a subject which can be well treated in an elementary
form, and Professor Hann has evidently taken very great pains to
produce a volume which shall be worthy of his reputation.
The Drainage of Towns and liuildings. By G. Dysdale Dempsey
C.E. London: Weale, 1849.
This is another of Mr. Weale's cheap issue; it contains a collec
tion of useful data connected with the subject of drainage. We
conceive that Mr. Weale will injure the usefulness of his project
if he allow authors to occupy the preface in making public their
schemes. In the present instance it would have been as well both
for Mr. Weale and for Mr. Dempsey bad the preface and the map
of London been omitted; but as Mr. Dempsey has thought proper
to make public his scheme for the drainage of London, we must
pronounce our opinion that it is as bad as bad can be. He pro
poses to drain the metropolis by 200 pumping stations, planted at
nearly equal distances in all parts of London, each having tanks
for collecting the refuse of the sewers, and to contain three days'
sewage;—but how this sewage refuse is to be distributed from these
200 pest-houses, Mr. Dempsey does not tell us. One of these es
tablishments is shown in the map close to the house of His Grace
Field-Marshal the Duke of Wellington, and another at or near to
Northumberland House. Fortunately for Mr. Weale, his premises
will be midway between two of the stations—was this studied?
We hope next monthto be able to offer some remarks on drainage
of towns, and to expose some of the errors that are now being
adopted in what is called the modern and cheap system of drain
age.
Tables for Setting out Curves for Railways, Sfc. By Archibald
Kennedy and R. W. Hackwood, civil engineers.
LondonWeale, 1849.
These tables are published in a small book which may be carried
in the waistcoat pocket; consequently, will be useful to those em
ployed in the field operations. They vary from a radius of five
chains to three miles. We cannot see that they are more useful
than the tables we published in this Journal as far back as 1840,
(Vol. III.), by which curves varying from five chains to eight
miles radius may be set up.
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Form and Sound: can their Beauty be dependent on the same Physical
Laws? By Thomas Purdie. Edinburgh: Adam and Charles
Black, 1849.
The pressure of other subjects upon our time and space, has
caused a delay in noticing this work, which is one of considerable
interest and importance to the architectural profession. It is de
voted to an investigation of the principles of beauty in form as
affecting architecture and decoration, and in direct antagonism to
the theory proposed by Mr. D. R. Hay, which has been lately so
favourably received. We now give only this acknowledgment of
the work, intending to discuss it at some length hereafter.
A Treatise on the Coal Field of South Wales. By Frederick Moses,
C.E. London: Simpkins, 1849.
This is a work on a local and theoretical point in geology of
considerable importance, in which the author lays down a new
theory of the position of the coal measures in the South Wales
field, and demonstrates the subsidences lying between Llynvi and
Penllergaer.
He likewise enters on the subject of cosmogony
generally. It will be read with interest by those engineers con
nected with coal mining.
This
Geology
is aofsketch,
the Lake
by aDistrict.
well-informed
By John
local
Rooke,
observer,
of Akehead.
of the geo
logy of Westmoreland and Cumberland, with special reference to
the author's views of the scheme of geological formations.
Wyld's Map of London and the Environs.
Mr. Wyld, the eminent geographer, has brought out a very
laborious map of London and the metropolitan districts, and which
has the further advantage of having the levels marked, as supplied
by the Commissioners of Sewers.
The
Pelham
Auckland
Richardson,
Islands. 1849.
By Charles Exdebby, F.R.S.

London :

Proposal for re-establishing the British Southern Whale Fishery.
By
These
Charles
relate Endebby,
to a subject
F.R.S.
of importance,
London: but
Effingham
which isWilson.
not tech
nical enough for our discussion, though we cannot but feel an in
terest in the colonization of the Auckland Islands, as likelv to
open a new field for engineering employment; and this, it is to be
observed, has been much extended of late by the progress of colo
nial, enterprise.
On the Construction of Public Buildings and Private DwellingHouses, on a Fire-proof principle, without Increase of Cost.
London: Mudie and Sons, 1849.
This pamphlet is by Messrs. Fox and Barrett, and its title suffi
ciently shows the purpose to which it is devoted. Any attempt to
extend fire-proof constructions is worthy of attention.

NEW ARMAMENT OF THE FRENCH FLEET.
(From the Nautical Standard.)
Seven first-rates, to carry 112 guns—viz., four 80-pounder howi:zers (o) ;
six howitzers (4) ; six 50-pounders (c) ; twenty-two 30-pound«rs (rf) ;
twenty-eight 30-pounders (e) ; thirty-four 30-pouuders (/); twelve 30pounders (ij).
Twelve second rates, to carry 90 guns—four 80-pounder howitzers (a) j
six howitzers (4) ; six 50-pounders (c) ; twenty-two 30 pounders (rf) ; twentveight 30-pounders (e) ; twenty-eight 30-pounders (/).
Eleven third-rates (new model), to cairy 82 guns—four 80-pounder howit
zers (a) ; six howitzers (A) ; six 50-poui,ders (c) ; twenty 30-pounders (d) ;
twenty-six 30-pounders (e) ; twenty 30-pounders (/).
Five third-rates (old model), to carry 80 guns—four 80-pounder howit
zers (a) ; four howitzers (*) ; twenty-six 30-pounders (rf) ; twenty eight 30ponnders (e); eighteen 30-pounders (j).
Four fourth-rates (new model), to carry 74 guns—four 80 pounder howit
zers (a) j four howitzers (i) ; four 50-pounder guns (e) j twenty 30-pounders
(d) ; twenty-six 30-pounders (e) ; sixteen 30-pounders (/).
Eight fourth-rate ships (old model), to carry TO guns—four 80 poonder
howitzers (a); twelve 30-pounders (g) ; twenty-four 36-pounders; thirty
18-pounders.
Frigates.
Sixteen 50-gun frigates, to carry two 80-ponnder howitzers; two 50pounder guns ; twenty-eight 30-pounders (rf) ; eighteen 30-pounders (/).
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Twenty-three second:class, to carry 46 guns—two howitzers (6); two 50pounder guns ; two 30-pounders (d) ; twenty-four 30-pounders (e) ; sixteen
SO-pounden (g).
Eighteen third-class, to carry 38 guns—two howitzers (4); two 50pounder guns; four 30-poumlers (<f) ; twenty-four 40-pounders ('■) ; two
tO-pounders (y).
Corvettes.
Eighteen corvettes, to carry 29 guns—two howitzers (4) ; two 30-pounders
(d) ; two 30-pounders (e) ; fourteen 30-poundcrs (/).
Eight second-class, to carry 16 guns—two 30-pounders (e) ; fourteen 30pounders (/).
Twelve third-class, to carry 16 guns—two 12- pounders, fourteen 18pounder carronadea.
Brigs.
Twenty-seven brigs, to carry 10
12 guns—two
guns, 30-pounders
12-pounder
(g). carronades ; eight

It has a span of 100 feet, and contains upwards of 5} millions of bricks.
Here the Irish pig traffic will for the future be taken, the pigs being made to
walk into the trucks by a very simple arrangement ; cattle will continue ai
usual to be got into the wagons at Edge-hill, where the company's cattle
station contains 102 pens, capable of holding 1,200 head of cattle.
The station accommodates the Liverpool market, and takes you to the
mouth of the tunnel, the dimensions of which are as follow:—Dock to
tunnel, 500 yards ; tunnel to Byrom-street, 854 yards ; Byrom-street, under
69 yards; tunnel from Byrom-street to Edge-hill, 2,717 yards; total,
4,140 yards. The wire rope for this tunnel is 3 miles long. The whole
inland business of Liverpool may be done at this station ; when complete,
5,000 tons of goods at least may be easily despatched to all parts of the
kingdom. Trains are drawn up the new tunnel by means of four separate
engines of 100-horse power each.—Liverpool Standard.

18. pounder carronades.

SEA-WALLS.
Sin—In reprinting in your number for September a portion of proceed
ings of the Institution of Civil Engineers containing my paper on Sea-Walls,
I observe that you have introduced some lettering, in order to simplify the
diagrams. It is desirable that it should be explained, that in fig. 4, the
letter A, denotes the point below which the stonea were built dry ; and not,
as in the other figures, the level of high water of equinoctial spring tides.
I am, sec.,
W. J. MAcanoRN Rankine,

Schooner*.
Twelve schooners, to carry eight 18-pounder carronades.
Gun-Brigs.
Nine gun-brigs, carrying four 30-pounder howitzers.
Transports.
Fourteen transports, from 600 to 800 tons, to carry two 30-pounder
howitzers.
The rest of the fleet are to remain armed as they are at present,
(a) Howltter, M)- pounder, 8}-lnch bore, 8 ft. 9 In. length, "2j civt.
rb) Howttirr, 80- pounder, bf,-lnch bore, 7 ft. 5 In. length, 533 civt.

W ESSE-" J3f.Ul0lt2ta.taWh.BU.-l.

(d) $3& ESS!, } 8 «*• 9 *•• **»• «° «"•
(e) 30 ditto
33-dltto
(f)3A.dltto
XS-diito

French 1
EnglLh/
French
Engltah)\
French \
English}
French I
English |

„ft ,. .
. r„,
» ft. 2 In. length, jOJ cwt.
.„ ,.In. length.
, .. 42Jcwt.
,„.
/ft■•»
(g) 3(1 -ditto
- „ , .. „, .
SS-dltto
7t.tength,3f.JcWt.
ih,.v.-iliito
„„ ,_, , .. .„,
40.dltto
8 ft. 10 In. length, ,0J curt.
0) 18-dltto
8fi. 2ln. length, 40J cwt.
(j) Howltter, SO.pounder, 8 ft. 10 In. lengih, 30J cwt.
(k) C«rrooide, 18-pounder, 2ft. 8 in. length, Cj cwt.
(I) 12-pounder gun, 6 ft. 10 In. length, 22J cwt.
A French 80-pounder would be equal to an F.ngllsh 89-pounder did It exist.

THE NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY STATION.

The new station of the London and North-Western Railway Company, in
Waterloo-road, which is reached from Edge-hill by the recently-constructed
Victoria tunnel, contains five acres of land, the entire of which is either oc
cupied by warehouses or covered with zinc shedding. The span of this shed
ia 183 feet, covering seven lines of rails—the whole cotton quay—from
which can be loaded 20,000 bales of cotton daily. The principal entrances
to this station are from Waterloo-road on the one side, and from Great
Howard street on the other, and these two thoroughfares form its eastern
■nd western boundaries; Stewart-street stands on the north, and a block of
warehouses on the south. This is the largest goods station in England. It
has eight lines of rails, with a space of 8 feet between each line, to allow
hone* and men to pass with safety. The warehouses erected here are the
finest, perhaps, in the kingdom. They are far larger than any other ware
houses in Liverpool, and are constructed on the best principles. The rooms
•re each 102 feet by 90, containing an area close upon 1,000 square yards.
All the work will be done on these premises by steam-power, and an engine
ot" 50-horse powet is here erected ; but, fearing this amount of power may
not be sufficient, the engine-house has been built large enough to allow a
second engine, of the same power, to be put np. The warehouses and all
the premises are recently whitewashed, and the appearance it wears is clean
and lightsome.
In connection with the warehouses are two admirably-designed offices,
which overhang the rails, and are supported by iron beams ; these offices
communicate with the warehouses, and the men engaged here will be en
abled to superintend the business of the warehouses. In each of the rooms
there are two water-plugs, which, in case of fire, can be at once turned, and
a plentiful supply of water obtained.
To form this station, upwards of 120 separate properties, consisting of
more than 150 dwelling-houses, warehouses, sheds, yards, &c, had to be
purchased and pulled down.
At the top end of Stewart-street, adjoining Great Howard-street, is a
vacant plot of land, on which the general offices of the company will be
built. These offices will be of great extent and magnificence. Passing up
wards from the Waterloo Station, you find that the station extends under
Great Howard -street, which is supported by a neat iron girder-bridge, of
1 16 feet span, erected by R. Daglish, jun., St. Helen's ; and, a little further
on, the station passes under the gigantic brick arches which support the
Lancashire and Yorkshire goods station at such an altitude over Great
Howard-street. This arch is, we believe, the largest of the kind in England.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
The Chlorides of Gold.—Great difficulty has hitherto occurred in prepar
ing the chloride of gold, of the yellow and red colours, perfectly soluble in
water, and without suffering reduction. The following processes arc recom
mended for this purpose :—In order to prepare the yellow salt of gold, take
aqua regia prepared with three parts of hydrochloric acid, one part of nitric
acid, and one of distilled water. Then put one part of pure gold into a
porcelain capsule with a plate of glass, and heat it in a salt-water bath, the
heat being continued till red vapours cease ; the cover is then to be removed,
and if the gold is not entirely dissolved, some aqua regia is to be added to
it, the capsule being again covered, the heat is to be continued till vapours
cease to appear ; the glass plate must then be removed and replaced by folds
of blotting paper, the beat being continued in the bath until a glass rod,
upon being immersed in the capsule, becomes covered with yellow solid
chloride of gold. The capsule is then to be removed from the salt-water
bath, and the chloride of gold soon crystalises in small prismatic crystals, of
a fine yellow colour, with an orange tint. The chloride thus obtained is
perfectly soluble in water without reduction; it is successfully employed in
daguerreotype and other operations. The red chloride of gold (res-chloride)
is prepared in the same manner, except that the aqua regia employed is pre
pared with two parts of hydrochloric, and one part of nitric acid. The
operation is commenced by acting upon gold with excess of aqua regia on a
sand bath, the salt-water bath not being used until the gold is entirely dis
solved ; the remainder of the operation is conducted in the same manner as
that for the yellow chloride.
Shot.— In America a new method of making shot has been patented by
David Smith, of New York. The plan is to use an iron tube of 50 feet in
height, in place of the ordinary towers of 150 feet. By the old process,
great height was necessary to enable them to make all sizes of shot, for the
reason that the shot must be cooled to a certain point before entering the
water receiver below, and it could only be so cooled by contact with the
necessary amount of air to which to impart its heat while falling. In the
process of Mr. Smith, a current of air is made to ascend the tube by means
of an ordinary fan, the amount of air used being in proportion to the size of
the shot. By this method the elevation of lead for the largest sizes is
reduced 100 feet, the cost of immense towers is dispensed with, and a
common sheet-iron tube of about 18 inches diameter made to answer its
purpose.
Iron Buildings for California.—The absence of anything like human shelter
in the valley of the Sacramento, and the absolute want of lodging room for
the accommodation of emigrants to San Francisco, has developed a new
source of industry in this country—that of the erection of portable iron
houses, of various dimensions, to be shipped for California, and which can
be completely put up within four days after arriving at the destined spot,
and taken to pieces in 24 hours. Several of moderate size have been built in
London, and one is just completed in Liverpool, 110 feet long, 30 feet wide,
and 20 feet high, which has taken but one month in construction. The
framing and foundation are of wood—the covering and roof being of cor
rugated iron, which gives it a pleasing appearance. At Manchester, some
iron cottages are also being constructed for shipment ; they are 20 feet long,
10 feet wide, with an arched roof, also of corrugated iron, giving a clear
height of 9 feet, and divided into two rooms. Every arrangement is made
for light, security, ventilation, and warmth, with a portable cooking appa
ratus. The iron contained in one of those cottages is about 2\ tons, and
the cost is about 00/. ; if lined with wood, 10/. extra is charged.
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Engineers' College, Putney.—Mr. Clegg, jun. has l»e«i appointed Professor

Steam Factory in Sweden.—The largest mechanical work in Sweden, U

of Engineering at this College, and gave his inaugural lecture on the 23rd ult.
New Survey of England. —Government not being satisfied with the triangulallon of the Ordnance Survey of England, have decided upon measuring the angles
again. Fur this purpose, a party of Sappers aud Miners are now engaged oo Salisbury
Plain in measuring the base Hue.

the Motala Factory on the Gotha Canal. It Is said to be fltted-up with good steam macmnery, and of late has been greatly improved. It builds steamboau and marine engine*,
among other works, and has turned out the steamers " Svithlod," " an^ Gautbiod." as
well aa the "Laubeck," which runs on the Eaat Sea.

Screw Steamers.—The best proportion for the screw propeller has been
found by experiment to be— the pitch to be the same length as the diameter of the screwf
and that the vane or blade should not exceed one-sixth the length of the worm.

Drainage of the Haarlem Lake—The difficult operation of draining the
sea or lake of Haarlem la being carried on with the greatest activity. The works are not
even suspended ou Sundays or fete days; nay, they are sometimes continued during the
night. During the month of August, the waters of this immense lake were lowered to
the extent of '17 'i Inches, Dutch measure. It is hoped and expected that they will be en
tirely drained off before the month of March, 1850.

Novel Suspension Bridge at Chester.—As the bridge which has lately been
constructed by Messrs Mc Keac end Co., of Liverpool, at Curxon-park, in this city, has
excited considerable attention and discussion, a description of so novel an example of
quired
engineering
rendered
skillitmay
expedient
not be touninteresting.
do away with plera
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and sus pension.
lu which
bars
this
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bridge was
above
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the level of the road ; and the ravine to be crossed, from the Grosvenor.road to the park,
being upwards of ISO feet span, while It was doubtful whether a proper foundation could
be obtained for the erection of heavy stone piers capable of sustaining ao great a strain,
the present self-adjusting principle was adopted, and has been found In practice to
answer admirably. This principle Is capable of being carried out to a much greater extent
In point of strength and durability, as well as in appearance ; but the sum allotted for
the erection of the Curxon-park bridge being limited to a small amount, these Improve
ments could nut there be ndopted. The chain rods are made of the best £ ths round Iron, In
lengths of 15 feet each, with secure lock joints placed alternately, across which arc fitted
hut bars, above and below, at about 6 feet apart, and upon which the wooden planka
forming the platform, of 7 feet wide, are firmly secured by T- headed bolts and nuts,
screwed up from beneath. The chain-rods are secured at one end of a roaaalve stone
pier, by stone cramp-plates and bare, built In from the foundation on Lord Westminster*!
embankment, on the Groavenor aide ; and the stone pier at the Curson-park end of the
bridge Is formed into a pit, upon the top of which, resting on cast-Iron girder-beams and
pedestals, is plsced a very strong grooved barrel, around which each of the chains (In
these parts formed of ahort links), takes one turn, descending to and being fixed in a
strong cast-iron plate, suspended near the bottom of the pit, at a depth of 30 feet, upon
which Is built a mass of masonry, forming a weight sufficient to counter- balance the
whole, keeping the chain bars in a proper state of tension, as well as providing for every
degree of contraction or expansion. The bridge Is also further secured by back stay-rods
at each end, running to a considerable distance from the piers to a great depth under
ground, and bolted to heavy blocks of oak; having thus a resisting force of many hundred
tons of earth, exclusive of the massive stone piers on which the bridge rests. A light
Iron trellis diamond fence la carried along the platform ou each aide between double
standards, and arched facia plates are fixed underneath, giving a finish to the brldgs,
which has altogether a light and neat appearance, remarkably well adapted for the situa
tion in which ft Is placed ; while the many thousands of persons who have already parsed
Aver It form a very fair test of its stability, and the soundness of the principle ou which
It la constructed.

Iron Roojing,-~kt the Liverpool Polytechnic Society, Mr. R. Turner, of
Dublin, furnished the following interesting particulars of a new galvanised iron roofiog
and other works of a railway station at Liverpool, which he Is now constructing. The
roof covers an area of 6,140 square yards, beiug about 360 feet in length, and 153 ft 6 In.
In width. There are no Intermediate columns ; but this great space Is spanned over by
one stupendous arch, rising In a segment of a circle to a central height of 30 feet :rom
the spring, or chord The roof consists of 17 curved girders of wrought-iron, resting at
one side upon the walls of the offices, and at the other upon cast-iron columns of the
Doric order, connected by ornameutal archea in perforated iron. These girders are
trussed vertically by a seri» of radiating struts, acted on by tie-bars, connected with the
extremities of the girders; and they are trussed horizontally by a series of purlins aud
diagonal rods—thus forming; one rigid piece of framing from end to end. Upon this
framing will be laid plates of galvanised corrugated Iron, and three ranges of plate glass,
In sheets about 12 i< . 6 In. in length, and of great thickness, extending the whole length
of the roof. In consequence of the great extent of surface exposed to the variations of
temperature, provision has been made for expansion and contraction of the Iron without
Injury to its bearings. The roof, when finished, will weigh about 700 tons. The whole
of the work, with the exception of the cast-iron columns and ornamental archea, la of
wrought Iron. The Iron columns upon which the roof rests, on the south side of the
yard, are 2 ft. 3 In. In diameter at their bases. Six of the girders are fixed ; and having
struck the centres under three of these girders, It was found that In not one of them was
there the least perceptible deflection. Mr. Turner produced specimens of the various
parts of the Ironwork employed in the roof In question, and explalued the manner in
which they were applied, so as to make a perfect whole. Though these samples are very
massive, it was stated that the huge roof, though of great atrength, would appear to tbe
eye as light as a cobweb.

Ivory as an Article of Manufacture.—At the meeting of the West-Riding
Geological and Polytechnic Society, Mr. Dal ton read a paper on this subject. He said
there were several sorts of Ivory, differing from each other la regard to composition, du
rability, and external appearance, and also in value. The principal sources from whence
Ivory was derived were from the western coast of Africa and Hlndostan. Camaroo was
generally considered the best, on account of its colour and transparency. In some of the
best tusks the transparency could be discovered even at the outside of the tusks Gen
tlemen were apt to be deceived with rvgard to transparency because tbe manufacturer
could mislead them by making It transparent by a procesa of bis own. But the timer of
time would soon Indicate the deception. It was as well not to insist on having tbe moat
transparent kind ; for If they got the genuine article, though somewhat brown at first, it
would eventually become white. The African was tbe kind of which the best cutlery was
made ; and though ita degree of transparency was not so great as the Camaroo, It waa
sufficiently beautiful In Its colour and fineness of grain as to tender it suitable for the best
kind of cutlery. But there waa a third description, called tbe Egyptian, which had lately
been brought into this country, which was 15 per cent, lower than the Indian, but was
very waateful in working, Mr. Dalton next gave a description of the specific gravity of
the different kinds of Ivory he had referred to. He had been furnished with an analysis
to show the relative amount of animal matter In the three principal varieties of Ivory.
The African showed a proportion or animal over earthy matter ol 101 to 100; the Indian
76 to luu ; and tbe Egyptian 70 to 100. Thus, though tbe composition was much alike,
yet there were those differences between the animal and earthy matter. He ulso showed
tbe difference as to the quantity of duat used in the manufacture of gelatine. With re
spect to the increase In the manufacture of Ivory, he said that It was now within the
memory of man that there were not more than 15 per cent, workers of ivory In Sheffield ;
but now they were upwards of 40 per cent. Forty years ago there was only one dealer of
Ivory In Sheffield ; at present there were five or six. Tbe value of tbe annual consump
tion In Sheffield was about 30,000/., and about 500 persona were employed In working It
up for trade. The number of tusks to make up the weight consumed In Sheffield, about
ISO tons, wbs 45.000, the average weight uf each being only &lb. Manv weighed from 60
to 100 lb., so that some must be very small Indeed, According to this the number of ele
phants killed every year was 22,500 ; but supposing that some tusks were cast and tome
animals died, It might be fairly estimated that 18,000 were killed for the purpose. This
was a matter which was not generally known, it being a prevalent opinion that the tusks
used for Ivory were such as were cast by tbe elephants when alive*

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM AUGUST 23, TO SEPTEMBER 20, 1349.
Six Months allowed fur Enrolment t unless otherwise expressed.
Malcolm Macfarlane, of Thistle- street, Glasgow, copperamtth, for certain Improve
ments In machinery or apparatus for the drying aud finishing of woven fabrics.—Sealed
August 30.
Thomas Symes Prldeaux, of Southampton, gentleman, (or improvements in puddling
and other furnaces, and lu steam-boilers,— August 30.
James Robinson, of Huddersfield, orchil and cudbear manufacturer, for Improvements
In preparing or manufacturing orchil and cudbear.—August 30.
Isidore Bertrand, of France, engineer, for an Improvement In protecting persons and
property from accident In carriages.- August 30.
Onesiphore Pecquer, of Paris, civil engineer, for certain improvements in the manufac
turing of fishing and other nets.— August 30.
A grant of an extension for the term of five years from the 23rd of October, 1849, of a
patent to George Baxter, of Charterhouse-square, Middlesex, engraver, for his Invention
of Improvements In producing coloured steel-plate, copper-plate, and other impressions.
Charles Morey, of the United States, now residing at Manchester, gentleman, for cer
tain improvements in machinery or apparatus for sewing embroidery, and uniting or or
namenting, by stitches, various descriptions of textile fabrics. —August 30.
Alexander Haig, of Smith-street, Stepney, engineer, for an Improved apparatus for ex
hausting and driving atmospheric air and other gases, and for giving motion to other ma
chinery.—September 6.
Alexander Robert Terry, of Manchester-street, Manchester- square, engineer, for im
provements In the manufacture or preparation of firewood.— September 6.
Joslah Marshall Heath, of Hanwell, Middlesex, gentleman, for improvements In the
manufacture of steel.—September 6.
Sir John MacneiU, Knight, of Dublin, and Thomas Barry, of Lyons, near Dublin, me
chanic, for Improvements n locomotive engines, aud In the construction of railways.—
September 6.
John Hosking, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, engineer, for an Improved pavement.— Sep tember6.
Richard Archibald Brooman, of Fle<-t-street, patent agent, for certain lmproveraeota ha
draught-horse saddlery, harness, and saddle-trees. (A communication.)— September 15.
David Stephens Brown, of the Old Kent-road, gentleman, for certain Improvements to
apparatus or Instruments for the fumigation of plants.— September 13.
Henry Atwood, of Goodman's- fields, Middlesex, engineer, and John Benton, of Brom
ley, In the same county, engineer, for certain improvements In the manufacture or starch
and other like articles of commerce, from farinaceous and leguminous substances.—
September 13.
Kdme Augustln Chameroy, of Roe du Faubourg St. Martin, Paris, for a new system of
railway (denominated Helicolde), heliacal railway, and a circular chariot.—September I.J.
Napoleon Pierre Preterre, of Havre, in France, for improvements In the construction of
coflee and tea pots, and in apparatus for cooking; also In apparatus for grinding and
roasting coffee.— September 13.
Edwin Heywood, of Gtoaburn, Yorkshire, designer, for Improvements In plain and or
namental weaving. —September 13.
Robert Griffiths, of Havre, engineer, for improvements In steam-engines, and In pro
pelling
Thomas
vessels.—
Mars September
'en, of Sal ford,
13. Lancaster, machine- maker, for Improvements In ma
chinery for hackling, combing, or dressing flax, wool, and other fibrous substance*,—
September 13.
Benjamin Goodfe'low, of Hyde park, Chester, engineer, for certain Improvements In
steam-engines.— September 13.
James Potter, of Manchester, mechanist, for certain improvements In spinning and
doubling machinery.— September 13.
Charles Marsden, of Klngaland-road, for Improvements in traps to be applied to closets,
drains, sewers, and cesspools.— September 20.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for certain Improvements in
pumps, and In machinery and apparatus for working the same, which latter Improvements
are also applicable for working other machinery. (A communication).— September 20.
William Handley, of Chlswell-street, Fl sbury, confectioner, George Dune m. ot Battersea, engineer, and Alexander Mc Olashan, of Lung acre, engineer, for Improvements la
the construction of railway breaks.— September 20.
Henry Bessemer, of Baxter-bouse, Old-street, St. Pancras-rood, engineer, for Improve
ments in the preparation of fuel, and In apparatus for supplying the same to furnaces- —
September 20.
Elijah Galloway, of Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, engineer, for improvements
In furnaces.— September 20.
Joseph Rocke Cooper, of Birmingham, gun and pistol maker, for improvements In fire
arms.— September 20.
Edward Stalte, of Lombard-street, gentleman, and William Petrle, of King-street, gen
tleman, for Improvements in electric and galvanic Instruments and apparatus, sad la
their application to lighting and motive purposes.— September 20.
Willi im Pearce,of Halgh, near Wigan, Lancaster, and Edward Evans, of WLgao, en
gineers, for Improvements In steam-engines and In pumps.—September 20.
Joslah Lorkin, of Ivy-lane, merchant, for an Improved instrument or apparatus for
beating or triturating viscous or gelatinous substances.— September 20.
,
Benjamin Wren, of Yarm, Yorkshire, miller, for sn Improvement In cleaning and treat
ing certain descriptions of wheat —September 20.
David Owen Edward, of Sydney-place, Bromp'.on, surgeon, for improvements In the
application of gas for producing and radiating heat. — September 20.
John Baptlste Vauldy, of Mlle-end, dyer, for Improvements In giving a gloss to dyed
silk, In skeins or hanks.— September 20.
Thomas Griffiths, of Islington -row, Birmingham, for improvements In the manufacture
of tea and other pots and vessels, and other artlc.es made of stamped metal.— Septem
ber 20.
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THE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DANUBE RIVER, FOR
THE STEAM NAVIGATION, APPLICABLE TO THE
INDIAN RIVERS.
By G. Shepherd, C.E.
{With an Engraving, Plate XX.)
I have read with pleasure in the Journal a notice of Mr. Bourne's
work on the 'Navigation of the Indian Rivers,' in which he has
detailed the great advantages which would be derived by suitable
steam-vessels on those waters, and it is to me highly gratifying to
find some attention being directed by this country towards so de
sirable an object as the improvement of the internal communica
tion of our vast Indian territories. I know of no subject more
interesting, nor could there be a more profitable speculation carried
out than the establishment of a sufficient number of such vessels
for carrying purposes, both merchandise and passengers. But
there would be much to be done. We have not in England rivers
whose banks have for ages been neglected, and their waters divided
into numerous insignificant channels—where every flood causes
further devastations in every part of the country through which
the stream flows. Similar to the Danube, in Europe, of which I
have hud much experience, in India fresh channels are continually
funning, and t lied. 6m deposited in other parts of the rivers in the
shape of shoals, sandbanks, and quicksands, in places which fre
quently, previous to the flood, contained from IS to 20 feet of
water. These subjects are but little understood in England, from
the absence of experience on similar rivers here; and Mr. Bourne
appears to think th.it it is impossible to improve these streams by
the concentration of the water into one channel; but formidable as
these obstructions may appear, with your permission I shall en
deavour to show to your readers that they may be so far overcome,
as no longer to prove obstacles to the navigation of rivers of this
shoaling character, and this at a very trifling cost. Mr. Bourne's
proposal, as I can attest, is no visionary scheme, nor is there any
thing new in constructing iron steamboats of 200 tons burden, of
120-Tiorse power, drawing from 14 to 18 inches of water, going at
the rate of 10 miles an hour against the stream, and 18 miles per
hour with it.
In bringing this subject before your numerous readers, I must
allude to the state of the Danube, its traffic, and the boats used in
navigating that river, previous to English skill and perseverance
being brought into action. The introduction of steamboats upon
this splendid river is due to Mr. Joseph Pritchard, formerly a ship
wright in the Woolwich dockyard. Numerous attempts had been
previously made by German engineers and others, but each attempt
proved a signal failure.
The first attempt to navigate the Danube river by steam was
attended with great difficulty, in consequence of the numerous
sandbanks, quicksands, and shoals which then existed in many
parts of the river. These were continually shifting from one place
to another. The channels which, previous to a flood, had been
navigable for steamboats drawing 20 feet of water, after the water
had fallen were found to be entirely blocked up; and in a great
many instances, these before deep places, might be walked over. In
some cases the current would take a different direction, or else
become so divided that scarcely any one stream could be found
containing sufficient water to float a vessel drawing 12 inches, so
that for several years the steamboats were continually getting
aground. So treacherous, indeed, were these obstacles, that some
times the steamers got aground during the floods, or just as the
waters began to subside; and before assistance could be procured,
these vessels so stranded have been left high and dry on the sand
banks, and have only been floated again by the aid of two or more
steamers, together with the -united efforts of from forty to fifty
oxen and horses, which have been shipped from one island to
another for this purpose. It is obvious that these obstacles were
found very expensive to the steamboat company.
I trust that the Civil Engineer and Architects Journal is not so
strictly devoted to science, as to preclude me from making a few
political observations, which will no doubt be found of general
interest, and more especially at the present moment. During
" Metternich's rule," the Austrian government had permitted no
scientific progress whatever to be made in Hungary; and so jealous
was this statesman of Hungary, that it really appeared his desire
to entirely isolate the Hungarians from the rest of the Empire.
The police commissioners in Vienna were instructed to use every
species of insolence to scientific persons applying for a passport to
Hungary,—in one word, the conduct of this statesman (who was
so deservedly kicked out of his own country) was most base and
tyrannical towards that then loyal people, and the late disasters
must eventually recoil upon his own family.
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The oppressions thus unceasingly heaped upon the Hungarians
at length found an opposer in the noble and indefatigable patriot,
Count Szechenyi, who saw that unless the feelings of the nation
could be aroused, his unhappy country was doomed to remain in
absolute ignorance. This nobleman having made several tours
through Europe, at once commenced a crusade against the Aus
trian government. The following were the objects or base of his
political creed.
"The favourite objects of their desires were,—after strengthening the
nationality of Hungary,—freedom of commerce, and an improved commer
cial code; the navigation of the Danube, and the improvement of internal
communication; increased freedom and education of tie peasantry; the re
peal of laws preventing the free purchase and sale of landed property; per
fect equality of all religions, and the freedom of the press. For the greater
part of thete objects they are still struggling."— Paget's Hungary and Traitgylvania, vol. j., p. 162.
After undergoing a series of persecutions from the Austrian
government, which served but to increase the flame now kindled,
this public leader was, with the view of keeping him quiet, nfade
His Excellency Count Szechenyi, Minister of Public Works in
Hungary; but this title, rather than abating the zeal of so anxious
a patriot, gave him free toleration to harrass the government until
he obtained permission to improve the state of the Danube river,
in order to give every facility to the steam navigation. Ultimately
the government agreed to advance an annual sum of 100,000 florins
(10,000/.) to improve the river in Austria; and the Hungarian
Diet also granted a small sum annually for the improvement of the
river in Hungary. Operations were at once commenced under the
control of the Count.
The engraving, Plate XX. fig. 1, shows the state of the river,
taken from a survey between Presburgh and Comorn, before the
improvements; and fig. 2 the 6tate of the river a short time after
the operations were commenced, the numerous shoals and sand
banks shown in fig. 1 being now to a great extent removed. The
following
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commenced. The water, as will be observed in the engraving, fig. 1,
branched out into numerous channels, while the central stream was
nearly blocked up with sandbanks and shoals. On each side of
the river were stationed a number of men; some were employed in
cutting and binding faggots on shore; and others in constructing
spurs (as shown in fig. 2), placed at right angles with the stream.
The spurs were constructed as shown in elevation and plan of the
spur, figs. 3 and 4. In the diagrams it will be observed that the
series a and b of the brushwood is bound or woven together so as
to form one continuous line throughout the entire length of the
spur; each row is well secured to the ground with short piles or
stakes, and the space between each row is filled-in with earth such
as is found upon the spot. The transverse bundles of faggots c, c,
are made to the required length, laid on the others, and secured in
the same manner, with this exception—the ends toward the stream
are left open or in the bushy state.* These rough ends are then
covered with earth rf, d; the operations being carried on when the
water is very low in the river. When the main spurs are com
pleted,
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and it will be observed from their construction that they offer but
little resistance to the water in the first instance, but as soon as
the sandbanks begin to move, the d<bru is deposited between and
in the spurs, which renders them immoveable; the current at the
same time is thrown into one channel, which has the effect of en
tirely scouring the river of the sandbanks previously deposited.
In carrying out this operation, care should be taken to keep the
ends of the spurs in a line with each other, and the stream in a
straight line—that is, to such given distances as might be deter
mined upon, as shown in the engraving; and great care should also
be taken to make the spurs very strong in every place where it is
liable to be exposed by any bend in the stream.
The brushwood is generally laid in the rivers in its green state,
there to take root and grow again ; consequently, after a few years,
each of the spurs forms a thick massive hedge, which prevents the
stream from making further ravages on its banks, and confines the
stream to one central channel; scouring out to a width and depth
sufficient for all purposes of navigation.
This system of embanking with faggots has been the means of
rescuing thousands of acres of land from the flood, at a cost of
not 1*. per acre. By following up this system, in the course of a
* Any person who may have maile the following experiment, ni'l be able to form some
idea of the system for river regulating, for instance. Let B small branch of a tree or
bush, with several arms projecting frum it, and the branched end be buile'J under fiom
3 to 4 feet of earth i and see what amount of power it will take at the stem to eatricata
the branch.
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few years the sandbanks to a great extent ceased to exist, and the
obstructions to the navigation were less frequent. These improve
ments having been effected in the most dangerous parts of the
river, together with the systematic arrangements which have been
made in the pilotage, the immense traffic of the Danube is now
carried on almost uninterruptedly; for it is a rare occurrence to
hear of any of the steamers getting aground.
Having brought this subject before the English public, I have
no hesitation in saying, if the same means are resorted to in the
Indian rivers, that, in a very few years, the impossibility repre
sented by Mr. Bourne will cease to exist, and the rivers be made
navigable at a remunerative profit. Certainly, if such people as
the poor Hungarians can afford to spend sufficient per annum for
regulating the rivers in that country, I consider that 100,000/. per
annum might be spent by the Indian Government for the same
object, leaving the navigation of the rivers to private enterprise:
and with 100,000/. per annum, for a few years, thousands of acres
of land would be rescued from the rivers; swamps, in a great mea
sure*, would cease to exist; the banks would be converted into
healthy and fertile districts, giving employment to thousands in
agricultural pursuits.
It is my intention to resume this subject, and to explain some
other improvements connected with the Danube and Hungary.
G. S.

CANDIDDS'8 NOTE-BOOK,
FASCICULUS XCIX.
" I must nave liberty
Withal, ai large a charter aft the winds.
To blow on whom I please."
•

I. To return to my remarks on the Army and Navy Clubhouse:
—besides being disfigured by such gross negligences as those
pointed out, and being totally devoid of anything like contrivance
or study in its arrangement, the plan is such that it has not even
convenience to recommend it; on the contrary, is so decidedly
inconvenient in that respect, that it is astonishing how the pro
fessional gentleman who assisted the committee at the second com
petition could have passed over so many positive defects without
pointing them out to those to whom he acted in the capacity of
adviser, and urging the necessity for their being corrected if that
design was to be adopted. Infinitely greater contrivance was dis
played in some of the plans sent in at the first competition, for
they provided not merely commodious, but handsome corridors or
other approaches to the further rooms: instead of which, the
Strangers' Coffee-room and House Dining-room can now be reached
only through a long and most inconveniently-narrow passage—
barely wide enough to allow of two persons passing each other
without jostling. That passage, too, takes a very awkward bend
just where—in consequence of such bend—there is no light, and
where there are several doors—those of back-stairs, servants'
places, and waterclosets,—immediately close by all which gentle
men will have to pass. In the Strangers' Coffee-room, the windows
which are at one end of it, look into a mere area, only 7 feet
wide, with the prospect, however, of three other windows—those
of back staircases and passages immediately facing them:—strange,
yet perhaps therefore characteristic disposition, of plan, the room
being intended for strangers. Unless there be some sort of sky
light besides (though none is indicated in the plan) the room must
be an exceedingly gloomy one; and if, on the other hand, there
be a skylight or lantern, there was no occasion at all for other
windows, unless it was for the sake of the prospect just mentioned.
In one respect, indeed, convenience has been attended to, although
not very delicately, nor is it so well managed as it might have been
—a door opening into a watercloset being placed immediately next,
and at a right angle to, that of the House Dining-room. Of the
upper floor plan, I have no means of judging; but guessing at it
from the arrangement of the lower one, I take it to be at the very
best, exceedingly commonplace.
II. I have not yet quite done with the Army and Nary Club
house: let us now consider the exterior. In the first place, it now
appears that what looks like a separate entresol or mezzanine over
the lower floor, is not such in reality, those small openings forming
internally a second series of windows over the others. By means
of this arrangement, the ground-floor rooms are made to appear
externally much lower than they really are; and the basement is
tut up into two stories, when it raiyht as w&il have been made to
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show itself as a single lofty one,—and even much better, since
there is assuredly no beauty whatever in the design of its present
windows—either the upper or lower ones; and as assuredly, too,
that part of the building being an express copy from Sansovimj is
rather an aggravation than an excuse, copying being in itself a
confession of inability to invent or produce; and the copying what
is at variance with actual circumstances showing, in addition to
such inability, strange perverseuess of judgment also. As it has
been managed, it is one exceedingly disagreeable defect in the
composition, that the small windows alluded to, rise up higher
than the arches of the loggia Of the east front, instead of ranging
with them. Why were not arches, similar to those of the loggia,
continued throughout the whole basement, and filled-in with win
dows, either continuously from bottom to top, or divided into two
openings by a transom corresponding with the impost,—which
might then have been enlarged and enriched, and fie upper
semicircular openings made to form lunettes in a cove in the
rooms within? Even had there been an actual entresol, that might
have been done; and greater consistency and nobleness of design
would have resulted from it. The balconies before the principalfloor windows are, at the best, in rather coarse and uncouth taste,
and by projecting forwards and resting immediately upon the cor
nice of the basement, they occasion a most awkward and ungainly
effect, and seem to clog up and encumber that part of the front.
As to the windows themselves, on that floor, though they are in
tended to present the appearance of being lofty arched ones, the
openings themselves, do not even rise so high as the imposts
of the arches, being square-headed, and the remainder filled-up
with brick-work. Deception of that kind would have been allow
able enough, had it been resorted to to make a single window look
like all the others in the same range, although in reality different
from them; but to perpetrate deception of the kind quite gratuituously and by wholesale, accuses the architect most strongly
of either ignorance or disregard of logical design, and of inability
to accommodate design to the requirements of the particular
case. In this case, the deception practised is so far from being
at all ingenious, or exhibiting any contrivance, as to be on the
contrary a very clumsy one. It will be no very agreeable sur
prise to persons when they first enter the upper rooms to find that
the lofty arched windows, and corresponding loftiness in other
respects promised by outside appearances, have quite vanished.
The trick must also be betrayed externally, by the absence of
window draperies in the heads of the windows; and more strongly
still when the rooms are lit-up of an evening—while all is light
and brilliant within and below, the upper part of the windows will
be all in darkness. If the " Army and Navy" want a motto for
their building, let them take
Fbonti Nulla Fides.
A more appropriate and significant one they cannot possibly find.—
It would not at all surprise me to hear that they already begin to
damn Sansovino, and one or two other people besides,—-Count
D'Orsay included, for his cajoling them into a precious bad bargain
with his "most beautiful palace In Europe."
IIL The windows of the principal floor of the "Army and
Navy'have probably been made to appear large arched apertures for
no other reason than of rivalry to the Carlton Clubhouse, except
it be that such stratagem was resorted to as being the easiest way
of getting over some difficulty, and of avoiding the heresy of com
mitting anything like a fresh idea in design. The arches might
have been retained as necessary for decorating and filling-up the
space above the windows; but had logical design been attended to,
the apertures would have been made to show themselves as they
really are—square-headed; and in the tympanums of the arches
semicircular niches might have been introduced, for the reception
of busts of military and naval heroes—at some future time, at feast,
if not at first: and surely such decoration would have been an
equally appropriate and striking, as well as honourable, distinction
to that clubhouse.
IV. Although I did not intend to say anything further concern
ing Mr. Ruskin, having already said so much, 1 am induced to do
so in consequence of having just met with a long critique upon
'The Seven Lamps,' which shows very strongly that I am not the
only one who thinks that Mr. Ruskin has been prodigiously over
rated as a critic on Art—at least, upon Architecture. Even the
Art-Journal, too, albeit not addicted to censure, and notwithstand
ing that it gives him credit for "magical language, lofty poetry,
warm generosity," and a good deal besides, takes him to task rather
severely for the barbarous doctrine involved in the following
maxim:—"Not to decorate things belonging to purposes of active
and occupied life." To say the truth, such doctrine strikes ao
directly at the rout of all that is now being done with the view ol
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advancing manufactures by means of Art, and thereby giving to
Art itself a positive "mercantile value," that it is rather a wonder
the book was not laid under interdict in that quarter, and its writer
pronounced a tasteless ignoramus, and shallow pretender in mat
ters of art. Sharpe's Magazine, too, has called in question many
of Mr. Ruskin's peculiar opinions and tastes, and reproaches him
pretty sharply for ignoring or depreciating such glorious achieve
ments of the present age as steam navigation, railroad communi
cation, &c, and for repudiating the active and intelligent spirit of
our own times, and inculcating the duty and wisdom of returning
to that of the middle ages. The reviewer quotes his tirade against
railways, but has not pointed out—perhaps because he thought
that every one must detect it—the notable piece of sophistry and
paralogy which assures us that "we have just spent a hundred
and fifty millions, with which we have paid men for digging ground
from one place and depositing it in another"! He who could
write such nonsensical stuff, would say—that is, were he con
sistent—farmers pay men for walking up and down a field all day
long after a plough; and builders pay them for buttering bricks
with mortar.
V. It is not, however, from either of the above-named publica
tions, but from a rather recently-established periodical, with the
title of the Rambler, that, in its number for last July, the author
of 'The Seven Lamps' has got what is vulgarly called "a coraSlete set-down." \V hen it is known that the Rambler is a "Cathoc Journal and Review," the hostile tone of the article is fully ac
counted for: nevertheless, it says a very great deal which, unpalat
able aa it must be to Mr. Ruskin's admirers and applauders, as well
as to himself, they would find it an exceedingly difficult matter
to gainsay. Greatly must those be scandalised who have extolled
Mr. Ruskin's eloquence and "magical language," when they find
the Rambler assuring us that "his ignorance is as egregious as
his dogmatism is offensive; and he has adopted a peculiar style of
writing, which frequently verges on the unintelligible through the
excessive awkwardness of its construction, and his utter want of per
ception of the true genius of the English language." As "set-down"
the first, that is a tolerably strong one, for it knocks down at a
blow what others have cried up as a "very remarkable" and distin
guishing excellence in 'The Seven Lamps,' and claps an extin
guisher upon it. Further on, the writer in the Rambler says:
"There is something so transcendently ludicrous in the notion that
the Church of Rome is idolatrous, and yet that the early medieval
architecture was the result of the purest Christian faith and feel
ing, that we can only suppose that Mr. Ruskin believes that
Cranmer, Luther, and Henry VIII., flourished some 700 years
ago, and that Salisbury Cathedral was built in the reign of Eliza
beth. The simplicity which can identify the creed and practices
of the thirteenth century with those of English Protestantism is
so delicious, that whatever else be Mr. Ruskin's deserts, he may lay
claim to the invention of something unquestionably new." That
is a palpable hit; and it might have been added, that it is anything
but consistent in one who contends for the direct influence of
religion in matters of taste and art, to extol the mediaeval styles of
Papal Italy in preference to our own; to say nothing "of his
unqualified and wholesale reprobation of "our detestable Perpen
dicular," notwithstanding that it is—as he ought to be able plainly
to perceive—the only mode of Gothic which is at all capable of
being applied to general purposes, and which contains within itself
the elements of further development for such purposes at the
present day. One very just accusation which the reviewer makes
against Mr. Ruskin is, that he does not at all expound the principku of architecture. Upon them his "Lamps" shed no light at all.
In fact, there is no sort of system of the aesthetics of architecture
in his book; what is intended to look like system, and may pass
for such with readers in general, being no more than a perfectly
arbitrary and whimsical division of the subject. The critic in the
Rambler goes even so far as to hint that Mr. Ruskin is a fool—at
least, is one-half a fool, though in the other he may be a genius;
and certainly he has uttered some exceedingly gross absurdities.
There is also a good deal of sarcastic quizzing—some will say, in
lack of argument—fired at Ruskin, in the Rambler, especially as
regards his abhorrence of railways and railway-travelling; which
perhaps has had some share—the only share Mr. Ruskin holds in
railways—in causing the present depreciation of railway shares and
property. "Henceforth, it is said in the Rambler, "we shall never
see a person on the Great Western, or Birmingham, or any other
line, huddled-up in a corner of a carriage, dark, sour, and misan
thropic in visage, and resenting the suggestions of any agreeable
thoughts as a cruel mockery of an inward and unknown sorrow, with
out thinking of the author of 'The Seven Lamps' rejoicing in his
woes, and oppressed with the mingled consciousness that he is tra
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velling at thirty miles an hour, and that that wicked Papist, the
Earl of Arundel and Surrey, is a member of the Commons House of
Parliament." Ruskin is also taken-up, or rather set-down, by his
reviewer for his extravagantly fanciful, even nonsensical, notions
on the subject of beauty in architecture, which must of necessity
be altogether different from that of natural objects. According to
Mr. Ruskin's reasoning, doors, windows, &c, must be little better
than so many unnatural deformities, they being in the unhappy pre
dicament of letters (i.e. the characters used in writing or painting),
to which he objects that they are like nothing in nature. It would
therefore seem that he is incapable of discriminating between what
belongs to Nature and what to Art; between the mental pleasure
afforded by the contemplation of the one, and that afforded by
similar contemplation of the works produced by the other. In a
word, Mr. Ruskin is a decided Natubal; and as such I will now
leave him, and also leave those who feel any curiosity to learn
what farther is said in the Rambler on the subject of 'The Seven
Lamps,' to get the publication and read the entire article, which
will well repay them for the eighteenpence so bestowed.
VI. In a paper 'On Style in Architecture,' read by him a short
time ago at the Institute, Professor Cockerell very properly depre
cated pedantic imitation of the antique orders, and the illogical
application of them; and as to the former fault, he has endeavoured
to correct it in his own practice, hy daring, in some of the build
ings which he has erected, to deviate considerably from what is
considered the standard of the Doric order ; elongating his
columns, and substituting a fret for the characteristic triglyphs
and metopes of the frieze,—with the view, no doubt, of thereby
imparting to it greater delicacy, and mitigating its original stern
ness. But he surely applies it illogically and quite contrary to its
nature, when he introduces it—as he he has done—as mere deco
ration in fenestrated fronts, consequently essentially different in
their general physiognomy from anything in ancient Greek archi
tecture; and that order is so exceedingly severe and inflexible, so
rigid and untractable as to be fitted for scarcely aught more than
a mere portico or colonnade; therefore, to convert it into en ap
plique decoration is, if not to violate, to do violence to its charac
ter,— an indignity which it stubbornly and violently resists. In
itself, however, the attempt to break through the frigid formalism
established for the treatment of the orders, is a laudable one
rather than not, but one which requires in him who makes it more
than ordinary artistic skill and power. It is not for every one to
make it; non cuivis adire Corinthum: yet surely there are, for there
ought to be, some capable of making it successfully,—capable of
variously modifying according to circumstances, and in accordance
with the particular character required by the actual occasion, the
types of columnar and trabeated architecture furnished us by the
remains of antiquity. If it be asked, what is to guide them in
doing so, the reply is: artistic instinct and feeling, some portion
of which, it is to be presumed, architects—at least, some or them,
are gifted with, unless architecture be now in the unhappy con
dition of a Fine Art, without artists for its followers,—one which
leaves them nothing else to do than to re-combine, or rather merely
put together, hackneyed forms and features,—as is not unfrequently done either in utter ignorance or utter disregard of every
principle of artistic composition.
VII. Professor Cockerell himself has more than once given us
combinations more singular than consistent or tasteful,—studied
with regard to aim at novelty, yet anything but carefully consi
dered. His Branch Bank of England, at Liverpool, is a compound
of strangely discordant elements and conflicting styles, which,
though mixed up together, are not amalgamated, but left to show
themselves in harsh contrast to each other. Even were there no
other inconsistency in the matter, what he has there done is quite
at variance with his own ex cathedra opinions and advice. "How
often," he said in his paper on 'Style,' above referred to, "do we
find the young architect, fired with the beauty of the classic
column and entablature, of the portico and the pediment, intro
ducing them where their unfitness actually destroys the very
beauty he is so anxious to display." Nevertheless, in his building
at Liverpool, he himself—"fired," perhaps, "with their beauty,"—
has forcedly introduced a Greek-Doric order (considerably modified,
it is true), whose columns are mere ornamental expletives in the
structure—architectural rhetoric without architectural logic; for
being attached to the wall, they not only serve no real purpose,
but lose the greater part of the effect that would else attend them,
and are reduced to mere embellishment,—for which the character
of that particular order most especially unfits it; whereas, the
portico, loggia, or other colonnade, carries with it the appearance,
at least, of utility, and as far as the order itself whirl) is em
ployed is concerned, exhibits it in conformity with its original
42*
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intention, and is sure to produce a certain degree of effect, though
it may be no more than that of light and shade, and of what arises
from perspective appearance, owing to the columns being in a
lane considerably advanced before that of the wall behind them.
n the building here spoken of, not only are the Doric columns
engaged, but the intercolumns contain two series of windows, which
are besides anything but Doric, or rather quite anti-Doric, in
design; and, as if for the express purpose of rendering them more
so than they else would have been, those of the upper or first-floor
have very light metal-work balconies, which have hardly the look
of affording sufficient security, the hand-rail being supported only
at its extremities. As if for the direct purpose of presenting a
strong contrast to those balconies, and also the order itself, the
entablature of the latter is surmounted by an Italian balustrade—
or rather by an uninterrupted line of balusters; for, by way, per
haps, of originality or novelty, the balusters are continued from
end to end, without any pedestals between them over the columns,
or even at their terminations! I might go on to point out many
other eccentricities, but with my characteristic good nature, refrain
from doing so,—being quite sure that Professor Cockerell, if no
one else, will thank me for abridging my criticism.

fi

ON ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM.
Architects appear to entertain so strong a dislike of criticism,
that it amounts almost to antipathy, ill-disguised by professed
contempt. If not illiberal, such dislike towards, and deprecation
of, criticism is at least impolitic, and inconsistent too. It par
takes of illiberality, inasmuch as it seems to say that critics are all
alike mere smatterers, very ill-qualified, if not totally unqualified,
for the office they assume; it shows impolicy, for to silence criti
cism would not be the very best way of promoting the study of
their art; and it shows inconsistency also,—for if they are of
opinion that those who are not professional and practical men,
either say nothing to the purpose, or else do actual mischief by
misleading others, why then do not they themselves, instead of
merely complaining of it, endeavour to remedy the evil by in
structing the public better, and by exposing the erroneous opinions
or absurdities, and perhaps injustice too, of those who now set
themselves up for critics? There are now sufficient facilities for
doing so in the promptest and most direct manner, and if archi
tects do not choose to avail themselves of them, so it must be; but
then, do not let them complain of a state of things which they
themselves encourage by their own silence and supineness. Were
they to give the public sound, intelligent, and really artistic criti
cism, the latter would no longer be duped or misled by that of mere
pretenders—of shallow, one-sided, purblind praters and writers,—
because they would no longer tolerate it.
Even the profession themselves are not free from error; for they
commit a mistake attended with serious ill consequence to the in
terests of architecture itself, when, though they would have it looked
upon as a Fine Art, they in a manner claim for it immunity from
criticism, as being one which can be properly appreciated by those
alone who actually practise it, and who are acquainted with con
struction and all ita processes.—Strange doctrine, and surely as
unfortunate and short-sighted as it is strange. Instead of invit
ing people to study the artistic branch of architecture, it deters
them from even attempting it; telling them, in fact, though not in
direct words, that it is one by far too exclusively technical to be
mastered by any one who does not apply himself to it profession
ally; whereas, could the profession themselves see an inch beyond
their noses—which they do not appear to do at present, they would
perceive how much it would be to the advantage of themselves as
a body, and to that of their art also, were they to break down the
barriers with which they have hemmed it in, and to popularise the
study of it to the utmost of their power. Direct proof is afforded
of this, by the great, and we may call it rapid, advance which has
of late years been made in one style—namely, the mediaeval; and
rather in spite of the profession themselves, it urging them on in
a direction which else they might never have taken—at least, not
to the same extent. The impulse came from without: it was given
by antiquaries and archaeologists—in other words, by mere ama
teur*, but earnest ones, who, by means of various and numerous
publications, have greatly facilitated the study of that style, aud
created a widely-diffused interest for it. And amateurs of that par
ticular class now form so numerous and also so influential a budy,
that the profession dare not open their lips against them; on the
■ outrarv, are glad to accept them as patrons. That as far as the
various styles of Gothic are concerned much good has been af
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fected by the teal of non-professional students and writers is not
to he denied, it being they who have in a manner forced the pro
fession to render themselves practically conversant with those
styles. At the same time, it must he confessed that what has so
far been done for good, falls greatly short of what it might, and
what—let us hope so—it will be. The interest so created at pre
sent extends to very little more than a single style of architecture
and a single class of buildings; and not only that, but the predi
lection for Gothic which has been thus fostered, is too over
weening and exclusive, and apt to be accompanied with prejudice
against, and contempt for, other styles which have at least this in
their favour, that they accommodate themselves infinitely better
to our purposes and practice generally at the present day; conse
quently must be retained by us, whatever modifications they may
henceforth undergo. Again, the impulse given to the study of
mediaeval architecture having proceeded chiefly from those addicted
to antiquarianism, they have given to the study itself a bias much
stronger towards the archieological and historical, than the aesthetic
and artistic. It is familiarity with dates, and the distinctions be
tween one style and another, and similar matters, that is displayed,
rather than any power of critical investigation and judgment.
All is grist that comes to the archaeologist's mill: everything is
treasured-up as a specimen, every specimen venerated as a relique;
all the more precious, perhaps, on account of its singularity—
namely, its singular ugliness. There is by far too much of the
"chronicling small-beer"—and some very flat and stale too—in
what emanates from architectural writers and teachers of the
historical class; and it very rarely happens that a drop of the wine
of genuine and generous criticism is mingled with their "smallbeer" stuff.
Generous Criticism ! Many readers will, no doubt, here protest
that the expression is a downright contradiction in terms,—which
it certainly is according to the sense vulgarly attached to the word
Criticism. Of criticism, as of most other things, there are two
sorts—the bad and the good; and of the former there are again
two other sorts, of which it is impossible to say which is the worst
—that which consists of rancorous and reckless abuse, or that
which deals only in equally reckless and base puff:
** Like him who just to get a dinner.
Would m»k'. h saint of any sinner;
Or else In blackest colours paint
The worthiest man or meekest saint.*'

Such, however, is not criticism, but the prostitution of it. What,
then, is true criticism? The answer is not very difficult: it is
that which, founded upon a diligent study of Art, is ever loyal to
the real interests of Art; which ever remains unbribed and incor
rupt; and which
"

Nobly dares to show
Faults in a friend, or merits in a foe."

«

Whether it commends or condemns, criticism should show itself to
be honest, and that the opinions which it delivers are the results of
impartial and discriminating examination. Mere vague general
praise or censure may be uttered by any one; and so long as stuff
of that sort will pass for criticism, it may truly enough be said
that "Critics all are ready-made," and that criticism is very easy
work. But the criticism worth having, that which instructs both
the public and the followers of Art themselves, must be first learnt
by an apprenticeship to it of study and reflection. Of such criti
cism the praise is worth having, because it is not bestowed indis
criminately upon every one; whereas some are so lavish of that
article, that, becoming as common as gold in California, it ceases
to be precious. "My good Madam," said Dr. Johnson once to a
lady who was complimenting him iu very fulsome style, "before
you are so prodigal of your praise, do for a moment consider how
much it is worth." The same might be said to the dealers in Puff.
Still, it may be thought that however proper it may be for criticism
to bestow praise with some degree of reserve, and only where it
can be shown to be merited, there is no occasion for its administer
ing censure: where it cannot commend, it can at any rate be
silent;—yes, and so hold out impunity to Pecksniffs, and alio-*
public taste to be corrupted by Art-brummagem of all sorts.
Were architectural criticism—for we confine ourselves to that—
fully exercised in the way which it ought to be, it would be influen
tial for good in more ways than one. While it encouraged talent
and merit, it would check mere empty pretension; and, instructed
by sound criticism, the public would in time learn to disting-uifch
clearly between the one and the other, instead of trusting, as they
now do, to the voice of report, or being guided by the tcfat attend
ing mere vogue. Professional men would then perceive the neces
sity of attending to the demands of criticism—as they di»t, in
fact, be said to have done already in the case of Gothic architec
ture. Criticism—that is, honest and sterling criticism—is a real
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friend to architects, though it may be a stern one. Were its les
sons attended to, it would elevate them to the rank of artists; not
the mere nominal rank, as at present, where the term artist is but
a conventional one, bestowed by courtesy on almost any one who
carries on business comme ilfaut, without being guilty of the horrid
vulgarity of keeping a shop; but to the real rank of truthful and
earnest followers of their art,—faithful and devoted to it, rejoicing
in its advance and successes even when they did not participate in
them personally.
When criticism is erroneous, let its errors be fairly exposed;
when it is unjust, let its injustice be shown and reprimanded with
all the severity the case merits;—but to declaim against, or rather
sneer at, criticism as something that is uniformly mischievously
officious and impertinent—as architects appear to be disposed to do
—is both illiberal and unwise. If—as some of them all hut di
rectly say—it is themselves alone who can be competent judges of
architecture, and that they alone are properly capable of directing
public taste in regard to it, they are surely guilty of a very gross
dereliction of duty in suffering spurious criticism to be dissemi
nated, while they, indifferent to the ill consequences arising to
their art from such pseudo-criticism, withhold the genuine. Their
own words condemn those in the profession who represent architec
tural criticism to be, almost without exception—for they make no
exceptions— the reverse of what it ought to be; since they plainly
intimate that there is very great need for better criticism—for such
as they alone are capable of producing, yet instead of doing so,
preserve an obstinate silence; leaving the public to be misled, by
various shallow and erroneous opinions, merely because they them
selves are too indolent to contradict them,—for to question their
ability to do so would be deemed the height of presumption.
It is, perhaps, owing to their antipathy to criticism and every
thing connected with it, that, when they do chance to take up the
pen, professional men very seldom care to display any particular
critical power, by speaking of works of architecture as works of
art, and by deliberately pausing upon, and intelligently explaining
their respective beauties or defects. Hence a certain degree of
dogmatism, or the appearance of it, in their writings; for however
just they may be in themselves, remarks which amount to no more
than the brief and bare enunciation of opinion, or of its verdicts,
must almost inevitably partake of dogmatism in their tone. We
are in a manner authoritatively commanded to admire or dis
approve upon the mere ipse dixit of the writer, without argument
of any sort being employed for the purpose of convincing us. Far
—very far are we from wishing to insinuate that it is professional
men alone who deal only in assertion when they should give us
something like adequate reasons and proofs. But they have surely
little right to complain of architectural criticism being for the
most part so feeble and unsatisfactory as it is, if they allow it to
continue what it is, by not even so much as endeavouring to im
prove it. If they think that by merely sneering at, and affecting
to despise bad criticism—which all the while they leave to cor
rupt public taste—they can put it down, they are greatly mis
taken.

In order to make a more extended application of the equation
(A), there are here given the computations from twenty-four expe
riments with square orifices (the side of the square being "2 mtr.)
These experiments are given by Poncelet in Table IV. of his
work.
Table III.
Attitud b of Prruure
No.
of Kxpe- of the lerel of the level
before
riment. •Inking
•Her(H";
•inking ill)-

■=* i
.- 2
u J34
i! a
■j 6
o
;

mir.
1-3718
1-3321

intr.
1-3720
1-3323

1-2143
1 1248

1-21*0
11240

3

■z
"a
:
i

—

-8323

•8625

—
—
•4686
—
—
—
—
•2999

8
9
11
10
S

—

12
13
14
15
IS
17
18
19
20
21
22
2.1
21

•1407
•1407

—
•0.167
■0136
•0136

~~

{Concluded from page 293.)

*

For computing the quantity of discharge for less altitudes of
pressure, the sinking of the level, as already mentioned, must be
taken into consideration. It can be easily ascertained that in
Table I., for m = 5, the co-efficient &'= •6(KJ8 remains invariable,
as the altitude of pressure of the mean value of the water level
before and after sinking is assumed, and equation (</) § 11 applies.
Take therefore H for the altitude before, H" after, the sinking.
Then for the "less altitudes,"
h.

Q - •6029^(^).i/|[l(H + H») + ;]}-[j(H + H")]i}.

As for greater altitudes, as soon as the sinking of the level no
longer takes place, H = H", and this equation becomes the equa
tion {g, 8 11) above; and ensures general accuracy when it is
employed for greater altitudes, with the modification that the co
efficient corresponding to the quantity m be taken from Table I.

_
_
_
■_
_
—
_.
_
—
—
—
—
—
^_
—

•3003
•1420
•1420

—
•0600
•(«20
•0220

*■■

Error.

The mean error abort ii -274 liter.

104-542 -1
104081 I
104 879 J
80-631
80 589..

—
_
—
—
—
—
—
_
—
—
—
—
—
—

80 294 !
80- 170 f
80-373
SW>57J
67 289
61924-I
51-882 V
61-852 J
41 639
35 6..8-1
35-475 1
35-372 f
35'jf78j

™~

liter.
- 209
+ -1»4
-■499
+ •11)4
-337
+ -U06

417.17

+ 259
-■102
+ 696
+ •133
+ •175
-•162
-•2»6
-0S3
+ •601
- ll>7
-164
-■206
-•2.16
-•098

36 346

'+•129
+ •026

104-183

80-456

67 396
52088

+ ■312
+ ■032

The probable error It -IS) liter.

The measurement of the altitude in relation to the surface of
the water before sinking has various difficulties: so that for prac
tical application it is necessary to be able to compute the quantity
of discharge by the altitude of pressure for the level after sinking,
the measurement being taken immediately above the orifice. When
the equation (t), § 1 1, is applied to this purpose, and the corre
sponding co-efficient designated by c, we have

Q = <*V{«*(H-+i0}.
The co-efficient c may now be found. This is easily obtained Ly
Table I. by putting m + 1, instead of m.
For instance, when
H"=-0136, j=-068 = m, and m + 1 = 1-068; and for this ratio
Table I. gives the value of c = -5950. To Bhow the agreement of
this method with the experiments in Table III., the following
table gives, side by side, the co-efficients determined from experi
ment and calculated by the above method.

m

The Theory of the Contraction of the Movement of Water flowing
from Apertures in thin Plates, in a Reservoir in which the Surface
of the Water is maintained at a constant altitude. By J. Bavkii,
Lieutenant. (Translated for this Journal from Crelle's '■Journal
fur die Baukunst.' Band 25.)

The qui Titlty of
The
Discharge
Co-efficient
H correi pondtoe to m by Experlby
In Table I.,
Theory.
uieut.
JP.
liter.
liter.
•6037
129-527
129736
6-860
•6037
127 475 i
6-661
I2H1S8/ 127-974
•6034
122 659
122-555
6-07S
5-626
■6032
ll7-90ri\
•6029
116 249/ 118-143
6000

»=7

—
—
■4690
_
—
—
—

Altitude H".

DISCHARGE OF WATER FROM RESERVOIRS.
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•0136
■0567
•1407
•2999
•46:i6
•8522

H"
j .

■068
•2836
•7"35
1-4995
2-34*0
4-2610

Coefficient c
by Experiment.

by Theory.

•5941
•6937
•5969
•6008
•6027
•6045

-6950

■S961
■S9H1
■fteol

•6014
•6030

The greatest discrepancy from experiment does not exceed ^ per
cent. For greater altitudes equation (t) is directly applicable. It
therefore extends to all practical cases for all altitudes, if for the
less altitudes the co-efficients corresponding to m + 1, and for
greater altitudes that corresponding to m, be taken.
When the quantity of discharge Q has been found in equation
(t), it can be substituted in (A) to find H, the altitude of pressure
of the water-level before sinking.
13.
T7ie Co-efficient of Contraction for Rectangular Orifices.
When k" signifies the co-efficient for rectangular, k as before for
square, orifices, we have as in equation (rf) of the foregoing para
graph

v _ *£Y_« _ k%_ /H,
~ yrv, ~ /. /\/ h/
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As, however, any rectangle of which the base / : np, and height
b=pq, may be considered part of the
square npoi described on the same
6 e
base, the contracting forces in rect
angular and square orifices must be
equal to one another; so that the co
efficients for rectangular orifices may
be computed as the co-efficients for
square orifices, merely by the posi
tion of the orifice with respect to
ii __e>
<\d
o(f
the surface of the water in the re
servoir. From these considerations
i
!
i
>
*
we have

* = Vfif-

1

When, first of all, the altitude
above the upper edge is equal for
both orifices, and equal Ar, we find
for the centre of pressure,

1.

J *|

Q = *»f^(*)./{[KH+H')+»]*-[tfH+H")]f}.

This expression applies for all altitudes of pressure, and requires
only the value of the co-efficient, which, as we have just said,
varies for greater altitudes, and remains constant between the
4+n
limits jn = 0 and »tj=-—— . Put in the last expression for m,

12 (A, + 40'
bH,

ing values of m and n, it is seen by the Table IV. that the co
efficients for smaller altitudes are, as in the case of the square
orifices, invariable. For greater altitudes the co-efficients vary,
H
/
and are found by Table IV. for the ratios m = T and n = -.
/
b
The general equation for computing the quantity of discharge
by rectangular orifices is by (§ 12, A),

l>

r

H, = h,+il +

2.

we have designated these limits by a value of m = 5, which corre
sponds to the altitude of pressure H = 5/. For rectangular orifices
we find the limits by the altitude 11=46-1-/, which expression for
H
46+/
/
b=l gives the same as before. As m = — = —;— , when n = /
/
e
4+n
and b is the height of the orifice, m =
For the correspond

c.

i

[NotiSkbes,

= A +tb +

12(Ar + 46)'
In the preceding paragraph, however, by comparing the co
efficients, the centre of the orifices at the same depth may be
found. We have, therefore, when the altitude of pressure above
the square = h, = ed (in the figure), the following equation be
tween hr = ba and At,
ab+pq=zed + op;
or, A, +6 = A„ + /;
.-. A, = A, + I - b.
Put this value of At in the above expressions (1. and 2.), and we
have generally for the co-efficients of rectangular orifices,

n=2; then f7i=3; forn=6|, m = V6; for n=10, t»=1-4; &c.
For these different values Table IV. gives the respective co-effi
cients {k") = -6207; -C369; -6460; 6530. By the value of m, we
have the altitude H = 77j/ in the measure by which / is measured.
For instance, if /=-2 metr. and fn = 3, H = -6 metr.
In the following table the experiments which Poncelet has giv en
in his work (Tables V. VI. VII. VIII. and IX.), are collected and
a
compared with the above equation (c).
Experiments of Poncelet and Lesbrot with rectangular orifice* of
equal horizontal base I, but of different Iteights b. I was throughout
= -2 metr.

of Where
the square
ml=and
H, rectangle,
the altitude
and
ofnpressure
= - expresses
above the
the proportion
upper edges
of

I . Orifice o/ 10 centimetr. height =b; b=t=2.
WM

the base to the height. For n = 2 the base is double, for n = 4
four times as great, as the height, &c. In the following table the
co-efficients for six different rectangular orifices, are given by
computation from equation b.
Table IV.
Altitude of
Pressure
H

Co-efficient k".

n = 2.

n = 4.

n = 6.

n = 8.

« = 10.

n = 20.

0
1
3
3
4
5
6

•BC87
'6352
•6255
•621)7
•6178
•6159
■6145
•6135
•6127

•6SW4
■6513
•6369
■6294
•6249
■6219
•6197
•6180
•6168
•6167
•6149
•6109
■6094
•6087
6082
•6079
•6077
•6076
•6i74
•6073
•6069
•6065

•7034
■6560
•6404
•6321
•6272
•6238

•7066
•6588
•6421
•6335
•6283
•6247
•6222
•6203
•6187

•7083
•6597
•6430
•6343
■6289
•6253
•6227
•6207
•6191
•6179
•6169
•6119
•6102
•6092
•6087
•6083
•6080
•6078
•6077
•6077
•6070
■6065

•7117
•66.'3
•6451
•6359
■6303
•6266
■6237
•6216
'6199
•6186
•6175
•6123
•6104
•6094
'6088
•6084
•6i '82
•6t'79
■6078
•6076

8
9
10
20
SO
40
60
60
70
80
90
100
200
1090

■6121
■6116
■6U91
•6082
•6078
•6076
•6078
•6072
•6i>71
■6070
•6070
•6067
•6064

•6064

■6064

■6214
■6196
•6181
•6169
•6160
•6115
•6098

■6090
■6085
•6082
•6079
•6077
•6076
•6076
•6069
•6065

•6064

■6175
■6165
■6117
•6100
•60<J2
•6086
•6083
•6080
■6078
•6076
•6075
•6070
•6UC5

•ft'64

before link after sink
ing or the ing of the
level, 11. level, H".

2
2
8
2
2

«=r.

7

Altitude of Pressure
•3
a above the u pper edges,

•6064

■6070
-6066

Metr.
1-5054
•9572
■4318
•06-10
•0130

Metr,
1-5053
•9571
-4315
•0622

■0025

Ratio
H'

»=T.
7-527
4786

.,
••

Coefficients
computed Quantity of Discharge,
by
by
by
Table IV.
experiment
theory.

•6131
■6163
•6207

••

67-510
64-691
87-951
18185
13174

67-730
54 784
38-142
18-3.(5
12-716

Dlffereocea.

-•220
-•093
-•191
-■150
+ •359

II. Orifice of 5 centimetr. height ; n — i.
1
1
1
1
2
6
6
8
8
2

1-6661
16650
1 -61146
1-6614
10658
•4520
•1875
•081)8
•0216
■0113

2
2
2
2
2
4

1-3660
10790
•4615
•4601
•1925
•0417

I
1
1
3
2
2

1-3902
1-W41
1-3426
•9752
•3820
•1014
•0103

1-66606
1-66496
1-664-.6
1-66136
1-05574
-4519
•18/0
•0788
•0186
•0060

8-.125
8-326
8-3.'8
8-307
5-279
2-260

..

•6164
'6:64
■6164
■U165
•6213
•6349
■6369

35-596
35-533
36-630
35-536
28-780
19214
12-867
9-058
5-897
5-1.18

35-493
36 491
.16-479
15-457
28li08
19 418
12-989
9110
6-909
5040

+ •103
+ •042
+ 1)61
+ 077
+ 172
-•204
-122

-•«*

-•012
+ •098

III. Orifice of 3 centimetr. height : n=6|.
1 -S6696
1-07894
•4614
■4500
•1912
•0393

6-830
6.396
2307
2-250

..
••

•6200

■6230
■6379
•6385
•6460

..

19-451
17 443
11-582
11-416
7-658
4-046

19-363
17-316
11-701
11-572
7-815
4032

+ •088
+ •127
-119
-•156

-■157
+ ■013

IV. Orifice of 2 centimetr. height; n= 10.
1-3901
1-3640
1-3424
•97507
'3819
•DOS
•0060

6 951
6820
6-7.2
4-876
1-910

•6208
•6211

■6213
■6257
'6446
•6530

••

'6064

lfl-0.?3
12985
12866
11 140
7127
3-871
16 7

13-243
l:-898
12 799
11003
7-148
3-861
1-638

-•210
+ •087
+•077
+ •137
-•021
+ 020
+ ■129

V. Orifice of 2 centimetr. height ; n=20.
It must here be remarked that / signifies the great, and b the
small, side of the rectangle. When also the smaller side is horixontal, / will be the greater vertical.
In computing the quantity of discharge from rectangular aper
tures, distinction must be made between greater and less altitudes
of pressure, of which the limits must never be Buch that the sink
ing of the level may have considerable influence. For the square,

1
2
2
1
2
4

8

1M970
1-3213
•9879
•4929
•1900
•0540
•0124

1-39697
1-32126
98786
•4!)?80
•!e976
•052(14

■0I-961

6-985
6-606
4-9."9
2'464

•6516
•6229
•6266

■6409
■6589
•■

6-507
6-316
6'562
4017
2-56;
1454
•813

6-520
6-355
5-629
4-006
2557
1-409
•785

The level In reservoir befvie alnkiug was 3-6 metr. above the orifice.

-•013
-•039
+ •0,13
+ •011
—•021

+ ■046
+ 078
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As the measurement of the level before sinking may sometimes be
difficult, we may in ordinary cases apply the equation (2) §11, with
sufficient accuracy in such a manner, that the altitude of pressure
H" of the level after sinking may appear in the formula. We have
then
Q = fc"WV(40(H"+44)).

., ,. ...: - ..

a

,

Co-efficient A"'.

Batlo n.

Co-efficient A"'.

1
11
12
1-3
1'4
15
1 6
17
1-8
1-9
2-0

•5836
•5871

3
4
6
6
7
8
9
10
12

■6096
•6130
■6151
•6163
•6175
■6182
•6188
•6193
•6200

OB

•6275

...

14.
Rectangular Orifices open on their upper Sides.

It is found in, the same way as for h„ and A ,; i.e. when the altitudes
of pressure above the upper edges of circular and square orifices
were zero, that for the centre of pressure

rf-

■am
•6979
'5993
■6006
•6018
'6028

The computation of the quantity of discharge by a rectangular
orifice, where the base is greater than the height, can be effected
by equation (e) § 11, when tor 6 is put the value A here correspond
ing and the correct co-efficients: we have then
A.
Q = fft"A/V(*«7A).
. .
The co-efficient ft" will be either computed by equation (#), or
A

2r—/ is the difference of the height of the two orifices, or the dif
ference of the depths of water when it reaches to the upper edges
of the orifices. Let, therefore, the upper edges of both orifices be
in one plane. Then the difference in respect to the altitude of
pressure = 0; consequently, 2r — / = 0, and we have when both
orifices are full,

The sinking of the level in the reservoir which takes place in
and about the orifice, has not hitherto been considered; A, there
fore, always refers to the unsunken level.
On the hypothesis that the sinking of the surface is proportional
to the velocities—that is, to the square of the depth of water, we
have
V&' : V* = ft'—ft" : h-V;
and when all the quantities are expressed in parts of the base /,
Vh!
fh
A'-A"
A-A"

r+4(/-r)r

7 : V' = ~T : ~T'

Let now for the assigned position of the orifices the water depth
sink to / in both. The depth of water in the square orifice is
then zero; in the circular orifice, on the contrary, it is still = 2r—/.
Put, therefore, the value of equation (e) in (a), and we have the
co-efficient W = ft' (in Table I. for m = 0) when the outlet is full,
or for a depth of water / in the square orifice. Put, on the con
trary, the value of equation (d) in fa), and we have the co-efficient
ft'" for a water depth 0 in the orifice. For all remaining depths,
consequently, the values of the co-efficients lie between these
limits, and their computation is only arrived at by giving the
expression 2r—/ in equation (d) in such a form that for a waterdepth / iu the orifice it may be zero, and when the water-depth is
eero may have its full value. Let the variable water-depth be
tween the limits 0 and / be designated generally by A; then the
function (2f— f) ( i _ -) satisfies the conditions; A, however, must
never exceed /. When h = l = the breadth of the orifice, this
expression is zero, as required; and when ft = 0, the expression
=*> — /.'

■5923
•5944

given by Table V. above for n = 7.

Consequently,

H° = it'-'-M'—'+ *(/-r + 2r — /) }•

H, - 2/V

•sen

[The smallest co-efficient occurs when the water-depth la equal to the breadth of the
A
equal
orlnce.to n.]
When the water-depth is greater than the breadth of the orifice, -. must be put

By equation (<') § 12,
i/_ V«v„__ .co,.t

H„ = |/ 4- %l = §/.

Put therefore, as before, j'= n, then 1 —

Table V.

Katio 11.

The co-efficient ft"- will be obtained from Table IV. for the ratios
H'
J
m = — and n = £ .
I
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Consequently, when the sinking of the level is found by experi
ment fur A' = /, it may be computed thus for all other depths.
In the first experiment in the following table A' ="2079; /=-2;
A'— A"=-0167. Put this value in the above proportion, and take
-^7- = 1, which iB approximately correct, and we have
/A
1 : a / : =

A-A"
/
and hence it follows that the sinking of the level for the waterdepth ft is
t.
ft—ft" = -0835 VC'OThis expression is valid of course only for the value of A, nearly
equal to or less than /, and requires moreover that the water in the
reservoir be at rest and have not already acquired a considerable
velocity.
Table VI.
Comparison of the experiments of Poncelet with theforegoing Formula.

V!

-0935

.

Multiply, therefore, 2r— / in (</) by this factor, and put H0
II,
equation (a); and we have, when for r its value = —7- is written
V*
'
the general expression for rectangular orifices open on their upper
aides, for altitudes of pressure equal to or less than the breadth of
the orifice, as follows :—

Water depth above
the lower edge

Experiment.

sinking,
A. of thelevel Quantity
of the level
after
before
of
sinking, A" Discbarge
Metr.

■om
•2079
•16.11
•1029
•0605

■6446

Aietr.
•1912
•1470
•0909
•0514
•0*68
•0176

LI er.
821324
6,8
22-929
11-528
6-263
8-382

Computation

Value of
Co-effi
Co
n.
Sinking of cient by Sinking by
efficient,
equation i,
lev.-!.
equation g
%k"'
A-A".
A-A".
\k">
■3888
•3930
•:;943
■4003
•4053
•4149

•0167
Metr.
■0OJ9
'0153
■0120
■0091
•11078

■3900
■4126
■3933
■4012
•4071
'40:13

•0167
■0150
■0120
•0092
•0079
•0067

I-089S*
I-2266
1-9436
3-3a.'i8
44843
90213

* Here A is greater than I, aud therefore by the note to Table V., -t must be put = u.

£.

= 74J7 J ^UilS+lStat^l-^) » (4r[-41S18+-1283t/l---Y])-1 J *.
The co-efficients ft" are computed by these equations for differ

ent values of r = n, and given in the following tabic.

15.
Different Firms of the Stream of Water.
The contracting force by § 7 is proportional to the diameter of
the orifice. Hence it follows that the contraction in a square orifice
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(A) is least in the sections kh and fi, and greatest in the sections tie
and db. As the contraction may
be considered as a force acting
perpendicularly to the axis of the
stream, it follows that the parti
cles of water in a,b,e,d, are moved
by a greater force, and more
nearly approach the centre than
the particles f, h, i, k, on which
smaller force acts; these must
therefore be deflected from the
centre to a certain point while
the others approach the centre.
Hence arise by degrees different
forms of the column, as Poncelet
and others have described, and as
the section is represented in fig.
(B). When the points /, h, i, k,
have extended to their maximum,
they again approach the centre;
and when, finally, these recurring
undulations aro gradually de
stroyed, the column approaches
the circular form (C), when the
acceleration of gravity and the
resistance of the air separate the
particles of water, and render the
precise form indeterminable.
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

For similar reasons, the column from a rectangular orifice of
which the greatest side is horizontal, at different distances from
the orifice will have the form of section represented in fig. 2.
When the greater side is vertical, the sections are as in fig. 3.
The section for an elliptical orifice will also be elliptical, as re
presented in figs. 4 and 5. These forms are given in the experi
ments of Weisbach.*
Berlin, August 1846.
* ' Experiment! upon the Discharge of Water.' &c. Versuche (liter der Am Hum del
Wasstrs (lurch Schreber, H&hue, Klappen and Venule. Leipslg, 1842.

Substitute for the Crank.—Professor Frazer lately exhibited at the Frank
lin Institute, a model of a contrivance by Mr. G. \V. Risrion, intended as a
substitute for the crank in converting rectilinear into rotary motion. The
model consisted of two cylinders, the pistons of which were connected by a
cross-head, to which were attached two vertical racks, passing one on each
side of the first axis of the machinery, upon which is placed a toothed semi
circle, so adjusted that during the descent of the pistons it is driven by one
rack, and during the ascent by the other ; the circular motion is thus con
tinually pieserved. A shifting catch at one extemity of the toothed segment
allows the motion to be reversed with rapidity and ease.

[November,

The First Three Books of Euclid's
REVIEWS.
'■Elements of Geometry' from the

text of Dr. Robert Simson, together with various useful Theorems
and Problems, as Geometrical Exercises on each Book. By Thomas
Tate, &c. &c. &c. London: Longmans, 1849. 12mo.
Mr. Tate is a genuine Proteus !
It was only last wear that
Mr. Tate most heroically denounced the 'Elements' of Euclid, as
altogether unfitted for the purposes of education. He then spoke
of the work as, the "artificial verbiage of a technical logic"—as, full
of the "tedious verbiage of rigorous demonstration —as, having
"defects as an initiatory system too apparent to admit of even an
apology." These statements were, of course, believed by Mr. Tate
true then: but why has one short year made them false now? Is sci
entific truth so mutable as this implies it to be? If it be not, why is it
that Mr. Tate comes forward now with Bn edition of that very book
which he last year consigned to the "tomb of the Capulets"? We
should at least have expected, were it only for the sake of his
reputation, that he would have offered some kind of apology
for this strange inconsistency; either bv attempting to explain
away the harsh language he had applied" to Euclid's work; by a
candid acknowledgment of having become more enlightened on
the merits of that book; or, at least, to show that in his present
undertaking nothing of mercantile purpose was the moving
cause. Mr. Tate, however, can "blow hot and cold," according as
his hands are too cold or his broth too hot, with sufficient nonchal
ance to astonish the Educational satyrs of Battersea and the Com
mittee of Council— to say nothing of those still more plastic
satyrs, "the schoolmasters who may be desirous of obtaining a
Government certificate"
This last quotation is front Mr. Tate's new preface; but we will
give that manifesto entire, as it is but a single sentence:—
"This edition of Euclid has been published in a cheap form, with the hope
that it may tend to advance the mathematical education of tbis country, and
with an especial reference to the instruction of schoolmasters who uuy be
desirous of obtaining a Government certificate."
"Least said—soonest mended." Mr. Tate has left off writing
dissertational prefaces, which in a man whose opinions on science
vary with the development of the understanding of the Committee
of Council, is, to say the least, very prudent. He, however, adopted
this "canny" course too late: his preface to the 'Principles of
Geometry' should never have been written—ur at least never pub
lished. His present book would have come before the world with
a better grace, did it not always remind us of the menial, time
serving, and purpose-serving spirit in which he so evidently writes.
It is utterly impossible that Mr. Tate's real opinions on these sub
jects can have honestly veered round to the opposite point of tbe
compass since last year. He must think, in the main, as he thought
then; and we cannot but ask how any man, to serve a temporary
purpose, can become accessory to the enforcement of a system of
education diametrically opposed to his own honest convictions?
The "Sir Archy Mac Sycophants" may enforce constant "boo-ing
to the great mon"; but it is very degrading to the man of science
to "boo" his scientific convictions to the caprices of an official
Board—of a Board, too, which from its composition must be to
tally incompetent to form a trustworthy opinion upon any subject
connected with the practice of popular education.
Indeed, it
appears that the introduction of anything having the name of
Euclid attached to it, into the Council s list of books, was rather in
compliance with the urgent representations of the press, than from
any conviction on the minds of the Committee that Euclid was the
only proper work for the purpose. What should we say of the
physician or the divine who wrote books on medicine or theology
in subservience to the views entertained by a medical or theolo
gical Committee of the Privy Council?—condemning a nostrum or
a dogma last year with the severest vituperations, and this year
coming forward with a patent to vend the self-same nostrum, and
to profit by the sole right of preaching the self-same dogma? The
physician would be branded as a quack and a charlatan—the divine
as a hypocrite and impostor. Will Mr. Tate tell us wherein his
case differs from these suppositious ones?
Short as the preface to Mr. Tate's Euclid is, he could not help
compromising himself, in stating that the cause of his publishing it
"in a cheap form" was "the hope that it may tend to advance the
mathematical education of this country." The "mathematical edu
cation of this country" can be "advanced" by a book which has
so recently been described by Mr. Tate as "a highly artificial
system, which can only be read, thoroughly, by a person who is
already a mathematician, and who can enter into its metaphysical
subtilties uud operose demonstrations"!
Who can fail to see
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the gross inconsistency of the proposal to "advance the ma
thematical education of the country' by means of such a book as
Mr. Tate describes Euclid to be?—but perhaps the "cheapness"
of this edition removed all other defects from it? Whatever be
the provocative to this publication, it would be calling Mr. Tate
a complete noodle to suppose that the real one is that which
he professes in the preface. What it is, he knows himself:—and
it is not difficult for others to conjecture.
A word or two here on the principle adopted by the Committee of
Council, in respect to their dealings with authors and publishers.
Instead of asking Parliament for an adequate sum of money to
purchase, at a remunerating price, the works they require for
their operations, they (with sham economy) "beat down" the author
or publisher in his prices; so as to make every transaction a
certain pecuniary loss to him with whom they thus "chaffer" about
the odd tenth-of-a- farthing per copy. Had Napoleon lived now,
and seen the manner in which some of our Public Boards are
conducted, he would have improved his description by calling us a
" nation of shopkeepers with a government of pedlars."
This is not all. It is well known that books can be sold the
cheaper as the sale is more rapid: for then, and only then, can
large editions be printed from the same types. Elementary books
are always printed in large numbers at once; for if the sale will
not be rapid enough to justify this, the publication becomes "a
dead loss.
The money lying dead in paper, the expenses of
warehousing, commission, and other business items, absorb more of
the income from the book than is covered by the nominal profit
upon the publication. If, then, the Committee of Council would
engage to take a certain number of copies, to receive them and
pay for them at once upon their being printed, some little amende
would be made for the hard terms they enforce. But no—they
will only take them as they want them: some works it may be
(especially such as the Committee really patronise) by the hun
dred; some others (those they only permit to be on their "list" for
the sake of public decency) by the dozen, the half-dozen, and we
have heard, by the single copy at a time!
This is the way in which a Board of the Privy Council "en
courages education"!—namely, by devising every obstacle to its
progress, and rigidly discouraging the production of the books neces
sary for educating well. Men of eminence and ability in science
and literature are sure to keep aloof from such a Board as that of
Whitehall; and, except in very rare cases, the competition must
be left to those who are scrambling for a little notoriety, or pos
sibly for bread and existence. As the Committee sow, so they
reap: they pay "beggarly prices," and get the articles at their
true worth.
The effect of this system of cheapening books and brow-beating
authors as
nicious
(asfar
though
as education
they were
is concerned.
"cheating-hucksters"),
The best teacher
is very
requires
pera good text-book, and the want of it increases his labours ten-fold:
and even the worst will do something, if he only keep his pupils
steadily at work from a good one. The Government, however, by
its treatment of authors, and the mode which it adopts of bribing
schools and schoolmasters by the cheapness of certain books which
it vends to them, has decided that the best books shall not be
used. The public money is virtually employed in the arrest,
instead of the promotion, of education: it is a scheme worthy
of a Rodin, or of the founder of his order, the far-famed Loyola
himself.
We would here offer one or two remarks upon the tendency of
the "centralising system" of education. It had its origin under
the most arbitrary governments of the continent, and is still em
ployed by them in enslaving the popular mind. It has been said
that "a people can only be governed by fraud or by force;" and
that since an onward tendency has been given to the human mind,
the only chance of governing safely and discreetly is for the go
vernment to take charge of the general education of the people.
A ukase of the Czar has lately limited even the number as well
as the quality of the students in his universities; and though this
may be somewhat peculiar, yet the subjects of instruction are very
rigorously limited in many of the continental states. The profes
sors and teachers, too, are appointed and partly paid by these
governments; so that an effective control is kept over the simplest
details of popular instruction; whilst it is sufficiently well known
what care is taken to prevent the circulation of "improper books."
Every state has its "index," as well as the Vatican. Yet the last
two years have shown to all the world (kings, emperors, and states
men excepted) the inefficiency of such contrivances for creating a
docile and obedient populace. Russia was not ripe: but in all
other states, the convulsions have been more severe and the con
gests more sanguinary, in the direct ratio of the rigour with which
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popular education was supervised by the respective governments.
This should be a warning; and the comparative non-interference
on the part of the government, in the United States, in England,
and in Belgium, has been rewarded with internal peace, in propor
tion to the degree of that non-interference. This, too, should be
a warning to us.
We are bound to say that the principles and profession of the
English Government on this matter, have our entire concurrence.
Indeed, the supervision of education was altogether forced upon
the Government, by incessant clamour, out of the House and
in the House : for if the Minister was compelled to bring in a bill
for a money grant in aid of general education, he was obliged as a
consequence, to control its dispensation and supervise its use. So
far at least the Minister is free from all blame.
However, the task was an ungracious one,—involving responsi
bilities rather than conferring power, and creating much official
trouble without the possibility of giving general satisfaction.
Faction and sectarian jealousies are too intimately mixed up with
the question of education in this country, to render an Educational
Board much unlike a committee of bear-wards or railway directors.
It has certainly so proved itself—at least as at present constituted;
and this is the more to be regretted from its being the result of
religious intolerance and of priestly assumption of an educational
monopoly. Thus it ever is where there is money to be dispensed and
power to be exercised.
It is, indeed, with deep pain that we have
witnessed the unworthy scenes that have been exhibited in- the
Broad Sanctuary during the last two or three years. The hold of
the Church upon the affections of the people depends so mucli
upon the bearing of its priesthood, that we are sure the clamour
and rapacity, and above all the claims of vested privilege, whicli
have marked the proceedings of that assembly, are little calculated
to serve either the interests of the Church, or even to advance the
personal interests of the conclave.
The Government has, in one respect, done well—it has ignored
all claims for monopoly, as regards religious profession. The
chui chman and the dissenter stand alike; and the same conditions
are imposed upon all. Un the other hand, except the dispensation
of money, or the supply of certain books at reduced prices, or (as
should be added) the appointment of salaried " Inspectors" of those
schools that receive pecuniary assistance, the Government has
managed to take as little trouble as could well be taken ;—and a
to responsibility, their do-nothing system relieves them in a great
degree from charges of direct wrong-doing. Of sins committed,
tew can be laid at the door of the Minister: but of implied duties
omitted, alas, how many!
The greater part of the money voted by Parliament is expended
in payment of the official persons employed to work the educa
tional machine—the members of the Committee, its clerks, and
the School Inspectors. No doubt, too, if the grant were doubled
or tripled, these items would expand themselves in a still greater
ratio. But even if they did not, it cannot be denied that under
its present conditions, this Committee of Education has degene
rated into little more than a comfortable snuggery for a few indi
viduals, and a pleasant system of gratuitous locomotion for a few
others. We put it under the best view in putting it thus: but
even then, does not the educational philanthropist call upon us to
" buy too dear a whistle"? The results are incommensurate with
the cost of the machinery; and the best interests of the country
would be consulted by an entire dissolution of the Committee
and the entire cessation of the grant. The whole system is un
suitable to the social relations of parties in this country.
Still, we have no expectation that any attempt of this kind will
be made, either by the Government in esse or by the Minister in
posse. Education is the great political stalking-horse of the day;
and his paces are such that every charlatan can mount him with
perfect security. Twaddle, Rhodomontade, Quackery, and SelfConceit can always keep their seats, and goad the poor beast at
their own will—and to the execution, too, of any and every pur
tion,
pose they
then,may
is inthink
the remotest
it their degree,
interestprobable.
to entertain. No dissoluT
What then can be done?— and, which is equally important, will
what can be done, be really done ?
In the first place, then, let a committee he appointed to fix upon
the books most suitablefor //te purposes of education. This ought not
to be composed of any one class of persons exclusively,—except
that they should all be men of educational experience, of ten
years at least; and that not only should their knowledge, but
their professional experience too, include a great deal more
elementary subjects than Greek and Latin, Dialectics and Analy
tical Mathematics; neither wholly University men, nor wholly nonAcademic. Let their decision be final, say for five years; and at
43
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the same time be confined to a single work on each subject. Then,
let justice be done to the authors of those works, by the Govern
ment purchasing the copies it expects to require at a fair market
price, and by taking those copies and paying for them at once. At
present, whether in ignorance, or under some more culpable
motive, the Council seems to treat an edition of a book like a
corfe of coals, or a barrel of train oil, as things to be supplied
by contract,—chosen by the lowest tender, and to be supplied
at certain stated Mimes, just as they will probably be wanted.
They forget, or at least affect not to know, that copies of books
are only to be multiplied at once, except at enormous additional
expense; and that the only ground on which low prices and re
muneration can be combined, is by immediate sale. Why is the
writer of a good book (Bnd good elementary writing is more rare
in all ages of the world than any other class of good writing) to
be sent into the Gazette for his labours—and sent, too, by a
Government Board specially appointed for the encouragement
and aid of learning ? Yet such is the tendency of the plans
adopted by Dr. Shuttleworth, if it have not already been the
actual effect. And this is called "aiding education"! It makes
one blush—aye, till the blue asphyxia takes the place of honest
red!
Nothing short of such a committee will satisfy the public—
nothing, indeed, should. An honest compliance with its decisions
should replace the present system of underling influence in the
selection of books, and in the special recommendation of particu
lar ones from the list which is issued by the Committee. On this
last phrase, which expresses a wide-spread suspicion, we have only
to remark that—if an ungarbled report of the prices at which the
Committee buys and sells be published, together with liberty
granted to the public to inspect all correspondence about the
choice and supply of these books; and if we do not find that the
suspicion is justified by these documents, we will gladly withdraw
the implied censure. We should be amongst the foremost to award
the praise of having done well, could we conscientiously believe
that such praise was deserved.
If, on the contrary, such a plan be not adopted, let all works be
alike thrown open, so that whichever of them be deemed by the local
committee of any school the best adapted for their own purpose,
be supplied with them by the Government, at a certain but fixed
per-centage below the price of publication. The Government
might without censure, perhaps, demand the trade-advantage; but
not a single sous more than any other dealer is regularly allowed.
This, indeed, diminishes the author's and publisher's income suffi
ciently—as too many of us know too well. What further reduc
tion the Government may make by the aid of the annual grant,
should only be made from these wholesale prices; and not upon the
sixty per cent, now enforced (upon some books we believe even
more) by the Committee, upon authors and publishers.
But why should even this trouble, and its multiplied costs, be
Incurred!1
It certainly furnishes a few more opportunities for
patronage, by the appointment of employees in managing the details
of the business. Would it not be more simple, economical, and
consistent, to allow upon the book-bill of every school that com
plied with the conditions for the grant, a certain per centage in
part-payment of the bill? The accuracy and honesty of such bills
could be easily guarded by sufficient tests; and even if not, as a
false attestation is a misdemeanour at law, we apprehend there
would be little risk of imposition.
But to return to Mr. Tate's book:—but here we are again forced
back upon the Committee of Council. It appears from the sen
tence quoted as comprising the preface, that any schoolmaster who
is master of the first three f>ooks of Euclid, may obtain a "Govern
ment certificate" of his competency as a teacher. What an exalted
idea of the present race of schoolmasters her Majesty's Ministers
must have formed! However, the evil will work its own cure; and
the ridicule attached to a Government diploma, gained on such
grounds as these, will be as great amongst the schoolmasters, as
that of a Scotch LL.D. is amongst literary and scientific men.
What Mr. Tate calls his "edition" comprises only just the half of
all modern editions—viz. the first three books. The Privy Council
in its superlative wisdom has decreed that these are sufficient, and
that the next three are merely curious redundancies which ought
to be lopped off: and Mr. Tate, like a well-bred spaniel watching
its master's eye, is eager to perform the "fetch-and-carry" orders
therein expressed. That the fifth book should transcend the
comprehension of a minister, or a minister's "managing master,"
we can well understand; and the sixth has too intimate a relation
with the fifth, to be very intelligible without its fellow: but that
the fourth, which is the only book that takes a formally practical
character, should have been excluded, can only be accounted for
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by the assumption that the question as to the number of books to
be required was decided by a throw of the dice, or some equally
scientific criterion!
Perhaps some one of the "rising generation" of Pettys may
worth's
enlighten
Cambridge
their grandpapa,
friends, the
sorryMarquis;
to see so or
great
some
a man
of Dr.
committing
Shuttlesuch strange blunders, remonstrate with him on the absurdities of
his doings. In due time, the fourth book may get amongst the
conditions for the "Government certificate;" and to save appear
ances, even the fifth and sixth may be inserted in the list, though
not enforced as a condition. 1 n these cases, Mr. Tate's eye will be on
Dr. Shuttleworth's; and the signal being understood, Mr. Tate's
edition will expand in the indicated ratio.
As Mr. Tate's edition is professedly printed verbatim from
Simson's, this is no place for remark upon any of its details. A
few pages of problems and theorems, mostly unsolved, constitute
the whole of Mr. Tate's labours—with the exception of a treatise
on 'Geometrical Analysis,' which occupies, with its illustration,
almost a whole page! These "various useful theorems and pro
blems" are so familiar to our eye (mere "stock-problems," the pro
perty of everybody), and the whole, either in the same or slightlymodified forms, have been so often given, that we wonder what
peculiar merit belongs to Mr. Tate for their transfer from Mr.
Potts's edition of Euclid into his own. To bring them together
for the first time is very meritorious, for it costs an immense
amount of disagreeable labour: but to mark a few of an already
collected set for the use of the printer, involves so little labour,
that if fame is to be thus obtained, fame ought to be as cheap as
"blackberry tarts." Mr. Tate has earned this fame at least. But
there yet remains the "analysis."
In a foot-note at p. 88, we find the following :—" Should the
student fail in solving any of these problems by the ordinary synthe
tic method, let him employ the method of analysis given at p. 107."
We have to ask whether the words ordinary and synthetic are to be
understood as synonymous, and the phrase itself as a pleonasm?
or whether we are to understand that there are more synthetic
methods besides the ordinary one ? We look in vain for an ante
cedent definition of synthesis, and the student would naturally go
to Johnson to be enlightened—with what success we need not say.
However, we proceed to the page referred to, viz. p. 107, and we
begin by placing Mr. Tate's and Sir John Leslie's definitions of
analysis in juxta-position.
Lislib.
Tatb.
Geometrical Analysis.
Geometrical Analysis.
Analysis is that procedure by which
In the method of analysis we as
sume the proposition advanced, and a proposition is traced up, through a
then proceed to trace the conse chain of necessary dependence, to
quences which follow from this as aome known operation, or some ad
sumption, till we arrive at some mitted principle. It ia alike applic
known or admitted relation. The able to I he investigation of truth con
reverse of this process constitutes templated in a theorem, or to the dis
Synthesis or Composition, which is covery of the construction required
the method employed in the pre for a problem. Analysis, as its name
ceding pages. In the solution of indeed imports, is thus a sort of in
geometrical problems of more than verted form of solution. Assuming
ordinary difficulty, it is necessary the hypothesis advanced, it re-mounts,
that we should adopt the method of step by step, till it has reached a
analysis, in order to discover the source already explored. The reverse
different steps which must be pur of this process constitutes Synthesis,
sued in the construction. "Analysis," or Composition, which is the mode
observes an eminent geometer, " pre usually employed for explaining the
sents the medium of invention ; elements of science. Anslysis, there*
while synthesis naturally directs the fore, presents the medium of inven
tion, while synthesis naturally directs
course of instruction."
the course of instruction.
The wonderful originality of Mr. Tate will now be apparent
enough: but the intelligibility of these very general modes of
defining analysis, to any but an experienced analyst, will be more
doubtful. What is said is not false : yet it is only vaguely true ;
and no one, we are confident, that attempted to form an idea of
geometrical analysis from such definitions, could form a correct and
definite, and still less a working, idea. In truth, there is no portion
of geometry that requires so much careful instruction and ampli
fied illustration to become intelligible, as the doctrine of geo
metrical analysis—not even the doctrine of ratio or the method of
exhaustions. In this nearly all writers have alike failed. Brevity
leads to obscurity—as Horace intimated long ago. Mr. Tate was
not then very likely to succeed where so many have failed: but most
writers (and Leslie amongst them) have made some atonement by
furnishing an adequate number of examples, from which the practice
of the method of analysis and its related synthesis might be learnt.
Here, however, we are shuffled off with the analysis and synthesis
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of one easy problem ; and the analysis of this consists of a single
mtep only. Nor is the language and manner of this one analysis and
synthesis so very precise as to preclude the possibility of miscon
ception of the analytical principle. At any rate, this example is
preposterous as a specimen of the method itself, or even as a guide
for those wizards who "may be desirous of obtaining a Govern
ment certificate." Mr. Tate is insulting the scientific public, and
hood- winking the general public, by such arrant trifling as this.
One word more about this work. The student who stops short
at the third book might as well not begin Euclid at all, whatever
might be the case with the aspirants for a Government diploma.
He cannot get the remaining books of Euclid separately from
these ; and hence he is obliged to buy over again what Mr. Tate
had sold him, in order to his getting what Mr. Tate professed to
give him—an " edition of Euclid." This mode of imposing upon
the poor youth of humble life who is desirous to study, by ab
stracting from his pocket his hard-earned shillings (all under the
pretence of serving him too!) is very much like some of the bene
volence which occasionally comes before the metropolitan police
magistrates.
Differences of detail, indeed, there are ; and, according to the
trader's code of ethics, the difference of detail between an ambi
guous transaction and a masterly piece of enterprise need not be
very great. The Christian moralist may see more to condemn
than to admire in such a code ; but what matters this, when that
code is framed by the great city lawgivers— the magnates who
count the day's gains by hundreds, and sometimes by thousands ?
" Why not then allow Mr. Tate, in his small way of business, the
privilege of other traders ? " Aye—why, indeed ? We do not
wish to deprive him of it ; but we ask consistency even in trade.
We only object to his one day deluging the public mind with a
subtle poison at a profit, in order that he may the next make a
fortune by its antidote, or perhaps by a semi-antidote. In the
case of physical poisons the law would step in ; but public opinion
can alone arrest a moral or intellectual pestilence. The press is
the only tribunal before which such cases as these can be tried*:
and we believe that we "judge righteous judgment," in an unhesi
tating condemnation of the same man writing the two works in
question ; and still more so, of that man putting in any claims to a
consistent scientific character. We consider him to have damaged
the cause of science itself,—to have held geometry up to ridicule
in public estimation, as a thing having one character last year,
ana another this,—as destroying public confidence, in the earnest
enforcement of the value of science by its sincere cultivators,—and
as placing reason on a par with mere sentiment, variable as the
digestion, and uncertain as the megrims of the morrow. We yet
hope that the public may be led, on forming its judgment of the
sincerity of the convictions of scientific men, to select specimens
to judge from, very much contrasted to that which Mr. Pate will
afford them.

REPLY TO REVIEW OF 'ALGEBRA OF RATIOS.'
Sib—Having observed in the review of my 'Algebra of Ratios,
in your last number, a very serious misconception on some import
ant points, I will, with your permission, offer a few remarks, prin
cipally by way of reference to certain portions of the work which
the nature of the objections clearly shows have either escaped
perusal, or been greatly misunderstood.
1st. It is said, that "Mr. Browning assumes as an axiom that
when three terms of a proportion are fixed upon, a fourth exists.
There is nothing in the details or the spirit of the ancient geo
metry analogous to this assumption. Still, we will not quarrel
with the assumption, though we could wish the author had been
able to dispense with it."
That this assumption has been dispensed with, a reference to the
index will at once show; and on turning to the pages therein re
ferred to, it will be seen that the mode of proof is as follows:—"If
wj'B is a variable fraction of B increasing to the limit A, then ml)
is This
a variable
limit isfraction
proved of
in D
I. increasing
Art. 2, to be
to "a
some
quantity
limit C."—IX.
which has
Art.the
I.
same ratio to D which A has to B; and therefore when the ratio of A
to B is given, and D is any quantity whatever, we thus prove the ex
istence
By means
of another
of these
quantity
propositions,
C which in
has
thethe
proof
sameofgiven
whichratio
the to
whole
I >."
difficulty lies, it is shown in I. Art. 52, that when three terms of a
proportion are given, a fourth exists.
2ndly. It is objected "that the cases are very few in which we
can exhibit the arbitrary fractions of any one of the quantities con
cerned.'
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This clearly is not required, and were it possible, would be of
little use. It is only necessary that we should be able to conceive
the existence of such fractions, not to exhibit them in a numerical
form; and for all purposes of reasoning on the nature of ratio in
general, this mental conception, with the use of general symbols to
denote what we know to exist but cannot otherwise express, will
be found sufficient.
3rdly. It is said, "His definition of proportion is tantamount to
this: that if
„_ y_ B, then C = -Z- D;
A =
»
V

A > •*- . B, then C > 2- . D;
A / — . B, then C / — . D;
X

Z

'

for all values of y and z expressible in finite terms. In this, if y
and z be not numerical symbols, we apprehend that the terra ' frac
tion' will be deemed inappropriate; and not onlv so, but that the
definition itself is without distinct meaning. \Ve have viewed
them, then, as 'numerical symbols.' On the next page, however,
they are deprived of their arithmetical character, and are directed
to be understood as 'symbols of ratio' only. This seems to us to
invalidate the definition itself; and we apprehend that, to render
this consistent, a new definition of ratio which does not involve
any numerical considerations whatever, ought to be given.'
Here I am constrained to complain somewhat of unfairness (un
intentional I am sure), in exhibiting my definition in a symbolical
form very different from my own—which, for the most part, is ver
bally expressed—and then framing objections from the form which
is thus introduced. I have no where said that fractions and whole
numbers verbally expressed, as in my definition, are to be deprived
of arithmetical meanings, and regarded as ratios; but that symbols
which hitherto have been used to represent fractions and whole
numbers, will, with special exceptions, be regarded as symbols of ratio
in the sense previously defined.
The distinction between the arithmetical and the extended
meanings of these symbols has, in all cases, been carefully ob
served. Thus, the symbol m is used in mB to denote an arithme
tical multiple or fraction of B; but as a subscript symbol, it is
used in H,„ to denote the quantity whose ratio to B is m. This
notation has been retained until, in the course of investigation, it
could be shown that mil and H„„ having the same value, could
allowably be interchanged. And in page 55, will be found this
remark:—"Consistently with this, mB may in future be used to
denote either a concrete number of which B is the unit, or a quan
tity whose ratio to B is m. The notation of Art. 3, which was
adopted only to avoid confusion with arithmetical symbols, will there
fore no longer be required."
The foregoing remarks will, I think, tend to show that the
logical niceties which I am represented to have disregarded, were
invariably present to my mind during the investigation of the
subject, and have in reality been carefully observed in every por
tion of the work,
I am, &c.
Henry B. Browning.
Stamford, October 20, 1849.
[We have inserted Mr. Browning's letter entire, although a large
portion of it is taken up with quotations from our review of
his book. Mr. Browning is of opinion that we have misrepre
sented his meaning; and we deemed it the best way to allow him
to explain away, as he best could, the passages and steps of his
processes to which we had expressed objections. We make this
exception to our general rule (of not allowing our pages to be
made the vehicle of reply from authors dissatisfied with our stric
tures,) entirely on account of the abstract character of the subject
under discussion, and the almost insurmountable difficulty of
expressing verbally the conceptions of the mind respecting it.
We consider that Mr. Browning, under these circumstances, is
entitled to that indulgence : but were we to open our pages to
replies in general, we should find it necessary to only notice those
works upon which we could bestow unqualified praise—for what
author, but those fortunate few, would not otherwise deluge us
with "reams of reply?"
1. Whether Mr. Browning's proof of the existence of the fourth
proportional be, as he says it is, legitimately made out from the
passages referred to, we shall not here stop to inquire. We appre
hend the existence in posse of the fourth proportional has not been
questioned—only the exhibition of it in esse. No one doubts the
43«
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possible exigence of a line perpendicular to a given line, drawn
through a given point ; and much ingenious reasoning may be
wasted in proving that possibility. Yet to make the mere possi
bility (nay, the very necessity) of such a line existing, a condition
in the hypothesis of a theorem or a datum in a problem, would be
contrary to the general practice of geometers. Euclid, at any
rate, actually finds this perpendicular before he makes the least use of
it. Mr. Browning does not even now profess to have placed his
fourth proportional in the same category. What we stated is
therefore not yet invalidated ; and our objection retains all its
force—even did we grant, which we are not prepared to do, that
his proof of the possible existence of this fourth magnitude is free
from paralogism.
8. This obviously stands or falls with the preceding, if viewed
under one aspect—that of placing our conceptions of things abso
lutely (the fourth proportional, for instance,) in the same category
with our conceptions of the relations of actual things to one another.
The difference between these classes of " conceptions " is, philoso
phically, very great.
It would almost seem that Mr. Browning considers that words
are not symbols. We are really unaware of any " mental concep
tion" which can be expressed in "general symbols," and which
cannot be expressed in a verbal form. We fear Mr Browning is a
little confused in his views of the objects, and of mental influences
and uses, of symbols.
3. We really cannot see the force of the objection made to the
"symbolical form " in which we exhibited Mr. Browning's defi
nition, so long as he is unable to affirm that one form of it is not
essentially different from the principle of that definition—mostly
" verbal,' as he says. We intended no travestie of his views ; but
it does happen to place the question under an aspect very incon
venient for Mr. Browning to deal with. We still think that who
ever reads his verbal definition with our symbolical expression of
it, will not only acquit us of " unfairness," but be compelled to
admit that a more accurate symbolical exhibition of it could not
be devised.
Did we believe Mr. Browning to be capable of intentionally
trifling with us, we should be disposed to suspect he intended to do
so, in what he here says respecting " symbols of ratio." It is here
that the inconvenience of our symbolical version of Mr. Brown
ing's definition is felt by him. He says, in his letter, that " sym
bols which hitherto have been used to represent fractions and
whole numbers, will be regarded as symbols of ratio in the sense pre
viously defined." Of these same symbols he says in his book,
"these not being numerical symbols, but symbols of ratio, to
which at present arithmetical rules do not apply." If he deny that
his definition involves number, what can the word " fraction "
mean? If it be admitted to involve an arithmetical idea, how
does he deprive the symbol of ratio of its arithmetical character ?
He must disentangle himself from this dilemma before we can
proceed another 6tep, and answer the question whether his defi
nition be intended to be arithmetical or not.
This was the
ground of our former objection ; and, for aught that Mr. Brown
ing has shown, that objection still remains in all its force.—Ed.]

THE LAWS OF FORM IN ARCHITECTURE AND
ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION.
1. Form and Sound— can their Beauty be dependent on the same
Physical Laws?
A Critical Inquiry dedicated to the President,
Council, and Members of the Royal Scotch Society of Arts. By
Thomas Purdie. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, 1849.
2. An Impulse to Art; or Ancient Greek Practical Principles for
Volutes and Lines of Beauty innumerable. By Joseph Jopling,
Architect. London: Published by the Author, 1849.
Mr. D. R. Hay has praiseworthily devoted himself to the subject
of decoration, and more particularly to the finding out and striking
out of the great laws which govern it. His industry in the publi
cation of many works, we have had occasion to praise, and likewise
his spirit of research; but his latter works, although beginning
with the most tempting promise, have been carried to a heighth of
idealism and mysticism which has much detracted from their useful
'haracter. They have not, however, come before us, and although
we were desirous of making some remarks on their obvious tend
ency to mislead the student, we have not till now had the oppor
tunity. The development of the simple numerical law of colour,
following in the steps of Field, was useful; but the ambition of
the author has failed to keep him up in soaring higher. We must
conclude that Mr. Hay did not adequately appreciate the result of
his own labours, or he would not so have miscalculated his powers.
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The application of the numbers 3, 5, and 8, to yellow, red, and
blue, was good as a formula in mixing and placing colours, but the
knowledge of it did not suffice to make a lad a colourist. The
determination of three dominant sounds in music will not make a
composer. Why, then, should Mr. Hay suppose that the elimina
tion of three simple elements of form would make a designer ?
The three elementary colours result from light—by their synthesis
they make the two modes of white and black. They combine
together, and make secondaries and tertiaries. Mr. Hay s elemen
tary forms do not admit of a similar synthesis and combinations.
Indeed, no practical result could be expected from an inquiry so
conducted.
We take a different ground from the writer of the 'Critical In
quiry,' and we therefore contend a priori that there can be no
complete comparison between shape and sound, or shape and colour.
Points of resemblance there may be, and must be, but identity
there cannot be. The objects of sight, hearing, and taste are
brought within the appreciation of the same nervous centre, but
objects of colour, shape, sound, and taste are of different origin.
Things seen have three modifications—shape, light-shade, colour.
MTiat have things heard, tasted, or smelt? Things touched have
several modifications. Colours, as the elementary constituents of
one object—light—have a greater degree of simplicity; but shapes
are not the elementary constituents of one object : and even the
researches of the crystallographer do not show that circles are
generated from squares, or ellipses from triangles—the research is
useless. Colour is the limited attribute of one class,—heat is a
limited attribute,—sound is a limited attribute: but form is un
limited. Whatever the shades of difference, and they are slight,
there is a oneness, a greater sameness, spreading through the
works and schools of painting from all time, than there is of those
of architecture. To quote loosely,—
O ! ntoiium forlunall, tl sua ndrlnt bona |

how happy would architects he if they did but avail themselves of
the resources of their art. The schools of architecture have great
and essential differences,—how unlike are the Parthenon ana the
Alhambra, York Minster and a Teocalli! To compare the modi
fications of form with those of colour is truly magna componere
parvis—a giant is matched with a dwarf, and the former is thereby
dishonoured.
Because nature in simple things is simple, and because the capa
city of man is limited, so is there a school of philosophy which
toils to bring all things down to simplicity,—as if the attributes of
nature were to be so limited. The universe is reduced to homo
geneous atoms; man is developed from a zoophyte, a cryptogam, or
a non-fossiliferous rock; the solar system is traced to circles and
spheres; all nature is brought down to one socialist standard.
These are various forms of humbug which figure in the garb of
philosophy, and by the teaching of which art is more or less hurtfully affected.
To bound the field of artistic exertion is to bound the artist's
powers : give him the ambition of a Phidias to reach even to
heaven, and he will strive for godlike works; but the strength of
a Sampson, while yoked in a mill-track, will only grind the same
meal and bran. We therefore earnestly deplore those works which
have the tendency of limiting the circumscriptions of art, and feel
the greater interest in books, like those of Mr. Jopling, which
teach the infinite variety of the resources of art. Mr. Jopling
steadfastly contends that circles and ellipses are not the be-all and
end-all of art, but that the number of beautiful curves is endless,
and the mode of executing them easy.* It is evident he is no
patron of the pseudo-geometrical decoration of the great hall of
the Society of Arts.
Mr. Purdie was not able to listen calmly to Mr. Hay's papers
on 'Form and Sound,' read before the Scotch Society of Arts, and
he therefore claimed the right to review them at length in other
papers before the Society; and this being demurred to, he has
rushed into print. The metaphysics of the subject he has treated
rather loosely, and left many points unelucidated; but he has con
tested, with great success, the practical application of Mr. Hay's
doctrines.
Of late, strong testimonials have been given by men of high
standing and pretensions, to Mr. Hay's scheme for mapping out
the human figure; and if we believed what we read, we could hold
no doubt of its entire success as a substitute for the study of ana
tomy. Painters of the present day are lazy enough as it is, and
they may not be disinclined to avail themselves of a method which
promises to revive Albert Durer's empirical proportions, and Sir
* We learn that the Board or Trade, through the liutrumentailtT of Mr. StaftVnt
Nortucote, have ordered itvrrai copies ol the ' Itnpuiae to Art/ t r the Scimoie of
Design.
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Joshua's empirical flourishes of the compasses, to find out where a
woman's breasts ought to be placed.
This would be a bad look-out enough ; but besides applying his
system to plum-puddings and the human face divine, Mr Hay has
adapted it to the Parthenon and the Pantheon, and opened a royal
road to architecture. It is under these circumstances we recom
mend Mr. Purdie's little work to our readers—first, because we think
he ought to be encouraged for writing on architectural art, when
so few are inclined to do so; but most because he has taken up a
question which architects have very little considered, and are very
little in the habit of considering—what is the foundation of beauty
in art? Incidentally, Vitruvius comes under discussion, and stu
dents may read with some degree of interest Mr. Purdie's com
mentary on his text.
We should have liked well enough to have followed Mr. Purdie
at some length, but our readers are not in the habit of pursuing
metaphysical disquisitions, and would thank us little for our pains.
We are obliged, therefore, to refer those zealous in these matters
to Mr. Purdie himself. We must, however, give one caution—■
that Mr. Purdie seems to labour under rather warm feelings
against Mr. Hay, and with the wish to arm himself with a to
mahawk instead of a quill.
In concluding these remarks in deprecation of the "elementation" of form, we cannot help expressing our belief that a study of
the laws of proportion, properly conducted, would lead to results
very valuable to the practitioners of art.

THE SEWERS COMMISSION.
Our Journal is not so considerable, that we can claim for it the
power of influencing the opinions of the public at large, or the
decisions of a cabinet; but we may safely pride ourselves on pos
sessing the confidence of the leadiug members of two intelligent
professions, aud thereby the means of taking some considerable
part in the discussion of measures affecting their interests. Of
ourselves we could do little, but in stimulating the professions
watchfully to uphold their interests, we have set machinery in
motion which has worked out a great result. All parties joined in
decrying the old Commission of Sewers; its evil working could
readily be seen, but all were not agreed as to the want to be set
right. The old Commission has been swept away; but in settingup a new one, the ministry has made a show of remedying that
evil on which the professional interest and their organ were most
urgent in their denunciations.
The old Commission wanted men of working knowledge and
skill: they wasted their time in undertakings beyond their grasp,
—and they did nothing, inasmuch as they did not'grauple with the
crying evils before them. The old Commission is dead,—"Amio
tptati* iuee" may be written on its tomb: it may be set down how
long it lasted, but there can be no words to show what it did.
When death was stalking over the land, and the readiest help was
wanted to stay it, the Commission, before they did anything, un
dertook a survey. When engineers and surveyors were to be had
in numbers, and were, in good truth, starving for want of work,
the Commission gave the Survey away to the soldiers, who ought
to have been at work on the Ordnance Survey,—and to this day
the corporals and privates have not sent in the survey. For the
plans sent in for a general sewage, there was no Sewers Map, and
the profession owe the one they had from the Commissioners to the
Jjrivate
ished hisenterprise
own survey,
of and
Mr. compelled
Wyld, M.P.,
thethe
Commissioners
geographer, of
who
Sewers
pubto give him the levels.
The same mood has swayed throughout. The soaring mind of
Mr. Chadwick was to give us lasting springs of health, so that
London should never again sicken. What has been done ?—The
needful works have been stayed, and some paltry cleansing under
taken; and so far from the common health having been bettered,
the common health has been hurt by the mistaken doings of the
Commission. In the height of the cholera, they flushed sewers
aud emptied cesspools—thereby blasting the air by night and by
day; and they poured into the Thanles such a reeking flood of
filth, as to make the river hurtful to those who travelled on it for
health or for business, or who drank its polluted waters.
The Commissioners talked a great deal upon the subject of the
wasted sewage, and of what they meant to do on that head: but
all they did was to make trials of sewer-water,—whereas sewerwater is worth so little, that it cannot be borne beyond the neigh
bourhood of London; is only fit for grass-land; and as it cannot
b« laid on at all times of the year, must therefore be wasted or
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long-stored—thereby again raising the outlay.* Besides, if it be
used for watering and manuring grass-lands in the vicinity of large
towns, the evaporation would cause the atmosphere to be tainted,
and infect the inhabitants with fever and all the attendant mala
dies of malaria.
On the old Commission there was no engineer, architect, or sur
veyor, though there were some royal engineers. Thus, the Com
mission was without working men, and thus slur was cast on the
professions, on the pretence that their members might have an
interest in the works. The true meaning was to thrust away men
who would not be the followers or tools of Mr. Chadwick, and who
might open their minds fairly and freely. Thus was a crying evil
made, and it behoved the professions to clear themselves of the
stigma which Mr. Chadwick attempted to cast on their value in the
business of the Commission, and again on their skill in that of the
Survey.
The ministry have sent the old Commissioners adrift, and have
named new ones, and in so doing have called in Robert Stephenson,
M.P., Philip Hardwick, Rendel, and Peto. So far as this is an
acknowledgment of the wrong that has been done, and so far as it
is acknowledgment of the rights of the professions, it is to be
praised. Men of higher standing and of better feelings than those
named, cannot be found; and so far as it rests with them, we have
every ground for trust : but we warn the professions not to give
way—to be wary and watchful—for the old leaven is still at work.
As if for fear of the mischief to jobbing, which a few high-minded
men might do if left to themselves, the civilians are muzzled by
having several royal engineers set against them. What royal en
gineers have to do on the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers we
cannot understand. Every opening in the Sewers Commission
belongs as rightfully to the professions, as the Lunacy Commission
does to the medical men, and the Law Commissions to the lawyer*.
This Commission is among the few public employments which the
engineers have, and there can be no right in making it partake of
the appearance of a military commission, which it now does by the
number of Royal Engineers in the Commission.
We maintain that if eight professional men are to be on the
Commission, they ought to be all civilians; and on all hands we
think it unfair the civil engineers or architects should be over
borne by a greater number of the military engineers, who have
less weight and less standing as a profession. If the whole eight
were taken from among the civilians, an evil would be stopped
which has now arisen. The civilians now named are of that high
standing, they cannot readily give their time to the working of the
Commission—they are so busy it is not worth their while: they can
only give their time to such business as is of greater weight. Not
so with the military engineers, they can always be there; and it is,
therefore, only a sham to talk of the new Commission being in the
hands of working men. It is well enough that the civilians now
named are government employes, and the fellows of Mr. Chadwick
on the Board of Health; but having done the professions the
honour of naming some of their head men, the other four may
now be taken from men of less standing, but having the time to
do the daily and weekly work of the Commission.
It does not seem to us by any means settled that Chadwickiera
is at an end in the new Commission, although Mr. Chadwick's
name is not in it. The civilians cannot very well trouble him, as
they are likely to be everywhere but at the Sewers Office; indeed,
at St. Stephen's, the Britannia Bridge, Birkenhead, or Great
Grimsby, or in any canal in Europe where their skill is wanted.
The military engineers will be at their posts. The Woods and
Forests and the Board of Health are always at hand to meddle,
and Lord Carlisle and Mr. Chadwick will have the sway without
bearing the brunt.
Above all things, the professions must not forget that, Com
mission or no Commission, their work is not at an end. To lay
down sewage for the world of London, to heal the blighted stream*,
to bring in fresh water and fresh air, to supply the husbandman
with the needful food of culture,—these are works which must be
wrought out by our professional men. It is a new field for work
which is opened to them; and they must not lean on the Commis
sioners, but work hard themselves. Formerly, our path was a
straight one; we were going on slowly and steadily in it, but the
Sewers Commission has upset everything,— and it is needful to
provide not only for the wants of'the metropolis, but to remedy
the errors they have committed, and the evils they have created.
* ' Native Guano, tbe belt Ami, loir acainit llie Ketal Effect* of Free Trade In Cum.'
ByGKUUGE li URGES. M.A. London: k/Bogtiam Wilton, 1H48.
' Native Oimo rem* Surer Water.' By SCAVKNGEB. Uiiuiua : Sherwood, IMS.
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in a uniform manner over the internal surface of the mould, the
thickness of the tube or cylinder depending upon the quantity of
metal poured into the mould.

OF NEW PATENTS.

RAILWAY WHEELS.
Charles Green, of Birmingham, brass tube manufacturer, Rnd
J ames Newman, of the same place, manuacturer, for "improvements
in the manufacture of railway-wheels."—Granted March 28; En
rolled September 28, 1849.
The improvements relate to the construction of wrought or mal
leable iron wheels for railway-carriages The wheel is to be made
of two pieces of metal only, the boss or nave-and the rim and body
of it; and the two to be welded together. The iron is rolled into
bars first, as shown at A, in the section fig. 1, and then bent into
the form of a hoop, and the ends welded together; the hoop is
then placed in the block B, and there subjected to repeated blows
from a succession of upper dies or blocks C, the form of which
gradually approaches the form of one side of the wheel, until ulti
mately the metal takes the form shown by the dotted lines. It is

Fig. 2.

Fig. i.

The machinery employed in casting tubes and cylinders is re
presented at figs. 1, and 2.
Fig. 1, is a side elevation of the
machine; fig. 2, is a plan view thereof; and fig. 3, is a longitudinal
section of the mould, showing the pipe z. cast within it. a, is the
metal mould, formed with two collars a', a?, which rest upon the
wheels b, c, d, e; and the collar a2, has a rib or bead upon it. that
enters into a corresponding groove in the wheels c, e, in order to
prevent any movement of the mould in the direction of its length.
On the shaft /, of the wheels b, c, is a rigger or pulley g, around
which passes an endless band from a steam-engine or other first
mover, and causes the shaft/, to revolve; and this motion is com
municated to the mould by the wheels b, c. The bearings A,*, of
the shafts f, t, can be caused to approach to or recede from each
Fig. 2.

then in a state to have the hole made in the centre for the recep
tion of the boss or nave, and for this purpose is placed in another
die or block, only differing from the one described in having a hole
in the centre, coinciding with the hole to be made. A descending
die or cutter then forms the hole of the shape and size required;
this hole is not formed even and cylindrical, but is made serrated
or jagged, for enabling the boss to take a better hold when manu
factured. The hole is now fit for the reception of the boss, which
is inserted in the shape of a hollow cylinder of one or two pieces
of metal, and a mandril driven in expands the cylinder, and com
pels the metal forming it to enter the serrations of the hole in the
wheel; it is now again subjected to the action of a series of dies
or blocks as before described, the mandril still remaining in the
hole until the wheel ultimately takes the form shown in fig. 2. In
placing and forming the boss in the wheel, it is necessary it should
be at a welding heat.

METAL CASTINGS.
Andrew Shanks, of Robert-street, Adelphi, engineer, for an
"improved mode of giving form to certain metah when in a fluid or
molten state."—Granted March 14; Enrolled September 14, 1849.
This invention relates to the employment of centrifugal force
for forming metal castings of tubes and cylinders, and other
circular-shaped hollow vessels, without the use of cores. The
casting is effected by pouring the liquid metal into hollow cylindri
cal moulds (the internal diameter of which corresponds with the
external diameter of the tube or cylinder to be cast), placed in a
horizontal position, and caused to rotate rapidly; when the centri
fugal force produced will cause the molten metal to spread itself

Fig. 8.

Fig. 4.
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b, r. d, e, the plate /, is taken off, and the pipe or cylinder is re
moved from the mould.
The apparatus employed for casting circular-shaped hollow
ressels is represented, in sectional elevation, at fig. 4. It consists
of a framing n, in which two shafts o,p, are mounted; to the shaft
o, motion is given by a band passing around the pulley q; and this
motion is transmitted by the bevel-wheel r, and pinion ,v, to the
upright shaft p, which carries the mould t. On the upper edge of
the mould an annular plate u, is bolted, to retain the fluid metal
during the revolution of the mould, and to admit of the casting
or vessel », being removed when the metal has become sufficiently
aet. At the bottom of the mould is formed a socket, to fit upon
the top of the shaft p; so that, when placed thereon, it will accom
pany the shaft in its revolution; and the mould may be readily
removed from the shaft and replaced thereon, w, w, are the
handles by which the mould is lifted.

METAL CASTINGS.
David Henderson, of the London Works, Renfrew, Scotland,
engineer, for "improvements in the manufacture of metal castings."
—Granted March 80; Enrolled September 20, 1849. [Reported
in the Patent Journal/]
This invention has reference: First—to the manufacture of
pipes, columns, girders, and other similar castings, presenting an
uniform section throughout the whole or greater part of their
length, by means of a short moveable part pattern, and also in close
mould-boxes. Secondly—To the casting of pans, basins, or other
like circular figures, by means of part patterns, in moulds formed
in close mould-boxes. Thirdly—To the producing a succession of
castings, of the uniform section mentioned, from the same mould,
without destroying it at each casting, as is usually the case.
In the manufacture of castings of the kind mentioned (having
an uniform section throughout) he employs what he terms a close
mould-box, instead of the ordinary box used, which is open at the
back; the sand or loam being rammed from the back. This mould
consists of two parts, as usual, dividing at the centre line, in the
case of small pipes, representing two halves of the tube, each hav
ing numerous small holes bored through them to allow the air and
erases to escape. Each half-mould is furnished with two internal
lips or flanges, of the full length of the mould, which project
towards the centre, their inner edge being suited to the external
form of the casting; or they may be of a breadth that will admit
of a slight thickness of sand between the edge and the casting.
These lips form a secure hold for the sand constituting the mould,
which in the upper half (with the mould in a horizontal position)
may be said to represent .the abutments of the arch formed by the
sand. The lips are carried out thin, or tapered towards the centre,
and planed or otherwise rendered true on the face, so that they
may fit accurately together to form the entire mould. The pattern
employed to form the body-part of the mould consists of a short
semi-cylindrical piece, having a plate on the flat side or back of
the part pattern, which slides on the dividing surfaces or lips of
the mould, retaining it always in the same central position as it is
travelled throughout the length of the mould, and may either be
held at the different positions required, by bolts at the edges, or by
clumps embracing the back part of the half-moulds. In commenc
ing the moulding, the mould to form the socket or lower end is
introduced, and the sand rammed round it from the top; the part
pattern is then placed in a position immediately above the socket
part, and the sand rammed in the space left between the pattern
and mould-box, the previously-rammed sand of the socket part
closing the bottom of the space. The part pattern is then raised
a step higher, Bnd the operation repeated, and continued through
out the whole length of the mould, which is afterwards surmounted
by a jet-piece or mould, into which the metal is poured. If the
spigot end of the pipe is furnished with a bead, it is produced at
the junction of the mould with the sand in the jet-box, one-half
being in each; that in the mould being produced by a half-bead on
the upper end of the part pattern, and the other formed in the jet
part of the mould. Two half-moulds thus formed are placed and
bolted together by clumping-rings, or other suitable means, and a
core introduced in the ordinary manner, and sustained in a central
position at either end. In this manner various other articles may
be formed, such as columns, girders, gutters, and other like cast
ings; using the half or single mould-box for such purpose, with
: he projecting lips, and a plate for the other half, faced with sand,
• u? ijs a core or internal hgure of the gutter. Cornices, and other
life* igxires, are also capable of being moulded in a similar manner;
llfjf lould-box in each case being suited to the shape of the article,
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so that only a thin uniform or nearly uniform coating of sand is
required on the interior to form the mould. An example is also
given of a grooved roller or pillar, having sharp angular grooves
running throughout its length, which in the ordinary mode of
casting would require a complicated pattern to produce the mould,
whereas it may be formed as readily as a plain casting by this mode
of operation. Moulds of this description may be formed in mouldboxes, without lips, to retain the sand, the edges of the box being
planed true and out of winding to ensure accuracy in the sliding
of the part pattern, which is guided by pieces that embrace the
sides of the box, and are carried out to its full length.
In all castings having their interiors formed by cores, the ordi
nary modes are resorted to for carrying such part into effect. In
pipes or cylinders of the larger sizes, it may be advantageous to
divide the boxes into three or more parts, in which case, each
division is provided with lips, as before explained, which will retain
the sand in each individual part. Bend pipes are also represented:
in this case the mould-box is divided in the centre line, at the
sides of the bend, and suitably faced and lipped at the junction, to
admit of the correct working of the part pattern, which is curved
to correspond with the curve of the bend. The outer half of the
bend is placed on a foot, so that the socket projects in a horizontal
direction, suitably furnished with guide-pins, to ensure the parts
of the mould meeting correctly.
The second part has reference to the casting of pans and other
basin-like shapes. This is effected also in close mould-boxes,
somewhat approaching the shape of the pan to be cast, having a
number of perforations, as before explained, and also with an in
ternal flange or lip projecting towards the centre, the distance of
the said coating. A pin stands up in the centre of the pan at the
bottom, on which is placed a part pattern,—that is. the lower end
is stepped on it, the part pattern being perhaps 3 or 4 inches
broad, and carried up to the edge of the mould-box, where it is se
cured. This pattern is on the side next the box of the form to be
given to the exterior of the pan, and between the pattern and the
pan is the space to be filled with sand or loam. When first com
mencing the operation, one side of the space is closed with a board
until the first breadth of the pattern is complete, when it is un
bolted at the upper or lip edge of the mould-box, and the pattern
moved nearly its breadth in the direction of the circumference,
in which it will be guided by the central pin on which it works,
and the part bearing upon the lip; the ramming is then con
tinued,—the previously-formed part of the mould forming the
stop against which the successive breadths opened are pressed.
In this manner, the whole circumference of the interior is lined,
when the outer half of the box will be ready to receive the
internal part of the mould which is formed on the exterior of
a similarly-shaped mould-box, and produced by a part pattern in
the same manner as the other; but with this difference in the part
pattern—that it is the reverse of that used for the other box. The
half-moulds or external and internal parts, so formed, are then
placed together and secured in the ordinary manner, when suitable
jets are produced in the sand for the introduction of fluid metal.
The third part of this invention refers to the production of suc
cessive castings from the same mould,—that is, without destroying
the form of the sand of which it is composed, but which is only
applicable to such articles as pipes or other plain castings easily
removed from the mould; in which case he employs close mouldboxes, having lips which retain the sand. If the casting is re
moved with care, which is to be done immediately the metal has
set sufficiently for that purpose, after the black-wash with which
moulds are usually coated has been scraped off, the several parts of
the mould which have been injured are then to be made good, and
the black-wash repeated while the mould yet retains sufficient heat
to dry it. Moulds used in this manner should be of dry sand or
loam and care taken in the removal of the casting and repairing at
each time; thus several castings in succession may be produced
from the same mould before its total destruction is necessary.

VALVES AND COCKS.
Peter Llewelmn, of Bristol, brass and copper manufacturer,
and John Hemmons, of the same place, brass-founder, for "im
provement* in the manufacture of cocks or valves for drawing off
liquids."—Granted November 23, 1848; Enrolled May S3, 1849.
The improvements relate to the introduction of a screw or disc
valve in cocks, to render the same steam and water-tight. The
valve is raised for closing the way, or lowered for opening the way,
by means of a hollow screw in the rotary stem of the handle;
which screw acts upon the disc-spindle. By the turning of tbis
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rotary hollow-threaded stem, the spindle of the disc-valve is moved
up or down;—it being guided by feathers sliding in the socket.
The face of the disc, when raised and brought into contact with
the mouth of the aperture, closes it, and stops the flow of the fluid;
but when it is lowered the way is opened, and the fluid flows
through the cock freely.
In the accompanying engraving, the way a, a, for the passage of
steam or other fluid, is shown as closed by the disc-valve b, which
is brought up into close contact with the lip or edge c, c, of the
aperture. 1 he disc b, is fixed upon a spindle </, having a screw or
worm at its upper part, acting in a hollow screw in the lower
part of the stem of the handle /; and from the lower part of
the spindle d, wings or feathers g, extend, and slide in vertical
grooves in the socket or plug h, which closes the bottom of the
cock. The flange or ring i, fixed upon the rotary stem of the

GAS AND WATER METERS.
William Parkinson, of Cottage-lane, City-road, gas-meter ma
nufacturer, for "improvements in gas and water meters."—Granted
March 20; Enrolled September 20, 1849.
We gave last month an abstract of a paper on this patent meter,
read at the British Association; we now have an opportunity of
giving additional details from the specification, with the engrav
ings, for which we are indebted to the Mechanics' Magazine.
Figure 1 represents a meter of this descrip
tion attached to the top of a water cistern, and
capable of registering a flow of 90 gallons per
hour. Fig. 2 is a section of the same, through
the centre from front to back. Fig. 3 is a sec
tion through the box L; and fig, 4 a section
through the centre of the meter at right angles
with fig. 2. The wheel, or drum, W, is inclosed
in a case M, as in the gas-meter, but it revolves
at bottom in a trough of water T, which is
freely suspended from the top of the case M, by
a semicircular handle V, and adjusting-screw X.
The height of water in the trough determines,
of course, the measuring capacity of the com
partments of the drum; but that height may be
varied as may be required, by raising or lower
ing the trough by means of the adjusting-screw
X. The water passes from the trough into the
case, and thence into the cistern beneatli ; and
it must never be allowed to rise in the case
above the edge of the trough. The apparatus
for regulating the inflow of the water into the
trough is inclosed in a separate box L, similar
to the box which contains the inlet valve in the
gas-meter. A view of this apparatus, in two
different positions, is given separately in figs. 5,
6, and 6*. A is a vertical pipe, which is con
nected at top by a pipe, hose, or otherwise with
a head of water, and terminates at bottom in a
segmental flange M, in which there is a dia
Fig. 4.
gonal slit or opening n, for each passage of the
water. To the outer sides of this pipe A, there
is gimballed a valve D, the top surface of the
bottom part rf, of which is tHrned truly to cor
respond with the under face of the flange M.
As long as this valve is in the same vertical
plane with the pipe A, it completely closes
the opening n, but on being drawn to one side,
as represented in fig. 6, it passes more or less
from under the diagonal opening n, and allows
a proportional outflow of water. It will be ob
vious, therefore, that by attaching a float to this
gimballed valve, as shown in fig. 3, there will
be always just as much water supplied as may
he wanted. The instrument is in effect very
similar to a ball-cock, only that it is much
better adapted for accomplishing the end in
view, because it is attended with extremely
little friction, and the water, however great the head pressure may
be, has no tendency either to open or shut it; the only thing
affecting it being the actual rise or fall of the float. To obtain a
smooth surface for the float to work in, a shield A", is inserted
athwart the box L, in a direction inclined downwards from a point,
immediately above the bottom opening n, of the pipe A. But
instead of the regulating apparatus just described, another may,

winch, should be ground very accurately on all its surfaces, in
order that it may fit
tightly in its sock
et; and when it is
so covered by the
winch-cap k, it may
form a perfectly
steam - tight joint.
The flange i, may
be packed with a
collar of india rub
ber, leather, or any
fit material, to ren
der it air or water
tight.

if necessary, be adopted, such as is represented in figs. 7, and 8,
which will answer equally well. A, is an inlet pipe, as before,
which is soldered (sidewise) to, and communicates at bottom with,
another pipe D. E, is a conical valve fitted to the bottom of the
pipe D, the spindle of which is connected at top to a small piston
of equal area with the valve, bv which piston any tendency which
the pressure of the water might have to open or shut the valve is
completely counteracted or neutralised. N, O, are apertures to
admit a free ingress or egress of air from the box L, and case M.
Fig. 1.

Fig. 6.;

Fg C«

P
Fig 3.

Should it he necessary to provide a compensation for any variation
in the level of the water in the trough, this may be readily done
by suspending the trough from the short end of a rod or lever (to
which the aaiu&ting-serew X, might be attached), and attaching
the other or long end by a connecting-rod to the spindle of the
float in the regulating-box L.
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ON CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE.
An Introductory lecture, given at the Putney College for Practical
Science, September, 1849. By Samuel Clego, jun., Esq.
Civil engineering and architecture, the subjects upon which I am called to
lecture, are both essentially practical sciences, and are in some measure so
connected as to be synonymous ; both engineers and architects must be well
versed in the strength of the various materials with which they have to deal,
mod be so acquainted with their numerous properties as to be enabled to
make a choice of them for any peculiar circumstances attending their work.
Both must be mathematicians, draughtsmen, carpenters, masons, and be
acquainted with the details of all, or nearly all, the mechanical trades ; at
least they must be learned judges of them, if not skilful operators. They
moat both be men of business, and should not be ignorant of law.
Both architecture and engineering, therefore, in their most comprehensive
meanings, are studies of many and singularly opposite qualities, and are al
lowed by all whose opinions are worth regarding, to be sciences of the
highest importance to the well-being of society : thus far the two professions
go side by side. But architecture, as well as being a science, is also essen
tially a fine art, and here the two professions separate. The path of the ar
chitect will, after be has gained his practical knowledge of construction and
building, he parallel with that of the painter and the poet in the regions of
cultivated taste. The path of the civil engineer is widely different, but if
his labours be less in the captivating regions of beauty than the architect's,
they are perhaps more among the grand, certainly more among the stern
development of massive strength, to resist shocks, inundations, and storms,
—which, from the simplicity of the requisite forms and their associations,
constitute grandeur. I come amongst you fully sensible of the responsi
bilities of my office, and with an equally full determination to perform its
duties to the utmost of my power; and I shall expect you to go with me,
cheerfully, to the tasks which lie before us, and assist me with your
diligence. Nothing is more necessary to the due understanding and proper
study of engineering and architecture, and to the formation of a proficient
in either, than habits of application and industry. Without them even the
lowest departments of the professions are not to be mastered. It is not a
rapid growtb that produces a sound and skilful practitioner, any more than
precocity is an emblem of a great statesman. It is not by occasional fits of
application, by short starts of preparation, by numerous progenies of little
works, performed in a little time, and with less study, sometimes discontinued,
and again renewed, that eminence is to be obtained in either of these arts ; on
the contrary, it is only by regular application—by a constant study of good
examples—by able instruction,—by deep and intense study of the elementary
principles, with an uninterrupted practice, solely directed to the object,
grown up almost into a habit, and ready to be called into use at the shortest
notice; it is only by sacrificing every comfort that aims at prevention,—by
having resolution to suffer nothing to impede your progress, and by avoiding
the Dead Sea of idleness and pleasure, that you can be enabled to shine
either as an architect or as an engineer.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti, full of the great and sublime ideas
of bis art, lived very much alone, and never suffered a day to pats with
out handling his chisel or his pencil. When some person reproached him
with leading so melancholy and solitary a life, he said, " Art is a jealous thing,
and requires the whole and entire man." He was also both frugal and
temperate, and so persevering in his labour, that he used occasionally at
night to throw himself upon his bed without disencumbering himself of the
clothes be bad worked in.
I n ir.o, or John, Jones was a native of Llanvrost, in Denbighshire, and by
his indefatigable zeal, raised himself from the position of a working me
chanic to that of the first architect of the day. Like his father, he fol
lowed the occupation of a carpenter and mason in his native town, and
built Llanvrost bridge when he was 23 years of age. It was with the money
thus obtained that he went to Italy, with letters of introduction from the Duke
of Ancaster. When at Rome, finding that he had more talent for design
ing palaces than adorning cabinets, be turned his study to architecture. By
denying himself the common necessaries of life,—by rising early, and retiring late, sometimes not going to bis bed at all, he conquered all the difficul
ties in his path ; and after remaining some time in Italy, shackled by poverty,
Christian the Fourth of Sweden invited him to Denmark, and appointed him
his architect. He afterwards returned to England, and was made surveyorgeneral of the king's works to James the First, but refused to accept any
salary until the heavy debts contracted under his predecessor had been
liquidated. Upon the accession of Charles, he was continued in his office,
when his salary as surveyor was 8*. id. per day, with an allowance of 46/.
per year for house rent.
Sir Christopher Wren is an eminent example of a great architect
excelling in mathematics, and producing works bearing the evident impress
of tbeir author's learning. From the number and diversity of his occupa
tions, may be gathered me fact of his close study and application ; and al
though, unlike Inigo Jones, he had not poverty to fight against, infinite credit
it due to him. He was one of the original members of the club which was
formed at Oxford in 1648, for philosophical discussion and experiments, and
which eventually gave rise to the Royal Society. In 1C57 he was chosen
professor of Astronomy at Greshara College, and on the Restoration was ap
pointed to the Savilian professorship of astronomy at Oxford. It was very
toon after this that be was first called upon to exercise his genius in archi
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tecture (a study, however, which had previously engaged a good deal of his
attention), by being appointed assistant to the surveyor-general. This led to
Wren's employment on the work upon which his popular fame principally
rests—the rebuilding of the cathedral of St. Paul's after the great fire. The
erection of this noble edifice occupied him for thirty-five years, but did not
prevent him during the same period from designing and superintending the
completion of many other buildings, nor even interrupted bis pursuit of the
most abstract branches of science. Wren was created a doctor of law and
logic by the University of Oxford in 1661, and was knighted in 1674. In
1680 he was elected to the presidency of the Royal Society, and in 1685 be
entered Parliament as the representative of the borough of Plympton.
While superintending the erection of St. Paul's, all the salary Wren received
was 200/. per year. He was also in other respects used by the commis
sioners with extreme illiberality, and was obliged to yield so far to their
ignorant clamour as to alter the design of bis building, and to decrease the
size of his dome, which he had intended should spring from the outside
larger gallery which surrounds it, and give up his magnificent idea of enrich
ments for embellishing the interior. If he had had the moral courage of
Michael Angelo, we should have had yet a nobler monument of his fame.
He, like Wren, had obstacles thrown' in his way, and we are told the fol
lowing anecdote :—Under the papacy of Julius III. the faction of Michael
Angelo's rival, San Gallo, gave him some trouble respecting the building of
St. Peter's, and went so far as to prevail upon that pope to appoint a com
mittee to examine the fabric. Julius told him that a particular part of the
church was dark. " Who told you that, holy father ?" replied the artist.
" I did," said Cardinal Marcello. " Your eminence should consider, then,"
said Michael Angelo, "that besides the window there is at present, 1 intend to
have three in the ceiling of the church." " You did not tell me so," replied
the cardinal. " No, indeed, I did not, Sir; 1 am not obliged to do it, and I
would never consent to be obliged to tell yonr eminence or any Other person
whomsoever anything concerning it. Your business is to take care that money
is plenty in Rome, that there are no thieves there,—to let me alone, and to
permit me to proceed with my plan as I please." Wren's ungrateful em
ployers, in 1718, dismissed him from his place of surveyor of public works;
be was at this time in the 86th year of his age. This great and good man
died at Hampton Court on the 25th of February, 1723, in the 91st year of
his age. His remains were accompanied by a splendid attendance to their
appropriate resting-place under the noble edifice which his genius had
reared, and over the grave was fixed a tablet, with the following inscription :
—" Beneath is laid the builder of this church and city, Christopher Wren,
who lived about 90 years, not for himself but for the public good. Reader,
if thou seekest for his monument, look around."
Great architects, if uniting with their works any other pursuit or study,
have generally fixed upon some branch of science or art connected with ar
chitecture: thus, Michael Angelo was a sculptor; Inigo Jones was a painter,
and Sir Christopher Wren an astronomer. But Sir John Vanbrngh was a
dramatist as well as an architect; he wrote "The Provoked Wife," "iEsop,"
and other comedies, and built Blenheim and Castle Howard.
Were I to give the character of each and all the eminent architects of this
or any other country, they would serve to show how great was the amount
of their labour, and with what cheerfulness and perseverance they pursued
their tasks at the commencement of their career, and with what determined
energy they maintained their name and fame after they had risen to excel
lence : nor will the characters of civil engineers lose by comparison with the
already-named artists.
When the state of civilization and trade in England required more con
venient and cheaper modes of transit for its goods than the common roads
and wagons of tbe day afforded, a system of inland navigation was proposed,
and Mr. Smeaton was employed in making rivers available for this purpose:
afterwards, more direct routes became desirable, and canals were projected,
in imitation of those made before by the Dutch and French. The Duke of
Bridgewater was the great patron of these schemes, and brought forward
James Brindley, who constructed the canal called the Bridgewater
Canal, between Liverpool and Manchester. This immense work, which was
ridiculed by most of the scientific men of the period as impracticable, Brindley
undertook, and completed so as to form a junction with the Mersey. This
success caused him to be employed, in 1766, to unite the Trent and Mersey,
upon which he commenced the Grand Trunk Navigation Canal. From this
main branch Mr. Brindley cut another canal near Heywood, in Staffordshire,
uniting it with the Severn in the vicinity of Bewdley, and finished it in 1772.
From this period scarcely any work of the kind in the kingdom was entered
upon without his superintendence or advice. Among other designs, he pre
pared one for draining the fens of Lincolnshire, and the Isle of Ely, and
another for clearing the Liverpool Docks of mud, which was especially suc
cessful. The variety of his inventions, and the fertility of his resources,
were only equalled by the simplicity of the means by which he carried his
expedients into effect. He seldom used any model or drawing, but when
any material difficulty presented itself, he used to seclude himself for days,
or until an idea presented itself to him for overcoming it ; and so partial was
be to inland navigation, that upon a question being put to him by the oppo
sition to one of his schemes, " for what purpose he imagined rivers were
created," he at once replied, " undoubtedly to feed navigable canals." The
intensity of his application to business brought on a fever, of which he died
in 1772*, in the fifty-sixth year of his age.
"'~T**
John Smeaton, another engineer who did much to advance his profe sinn
in this country, may almost be said to have been born an engineer, his
44
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genius appeared at so early an age. His plaything* were not those of chil
dren, bnt the tools which men employ. Before he was six years of age, he
was discovered on the top of his father's barn, fixing up what he called a
windmill, of his own construction ; and at another time, while he was about
the same age, be attended some men fixing a pump, and observing that they
cut off a piece of the bored pipe, he procured it, and actually made a pump
with it, which raised water. When he was under 15 years of age, he made
an engine for turning, snd worked several things in ivory and wood, which
he presented to his friends. A part of every day was occupied in forming
some ingenious piece of mechanism. In 1751 he began a course of experi
ments to try a machine of his own invention, to measure a ship's way at
sea, and made two voyages to try the effect of it, and also to make experi
ments upon a compass of his construction. In 1753, he was elected a fellow
of the Royal Society, and the number of papers he published in their Trans
actions will show how highly he deserved the honour of being enrolled a
member of that useful and important toady -. in 1759 he received the gold
medal. In 1755, the Eddystone Lighthouse was burned down, and Mr. Smeaton being recommended to the proprietors of that building as an engineer in
every way calculated to rebuild it, he undertook the work, which was com
pleted in 1759. To this work I shall allude more particularly when instruct
ing yon in the building of lighthouses, as the practice of building then
adopted has been continued to this day. But the part of Mr. Smeaton'a
life I would more particularly draw your attention to is this. During many
years be was a frequent attendant upon Parliament, his opinion upon various
works began or projected being continually called for; and in these cases
his strength of judgment and perspicuity of expression had the fullest scope.
It waa his constant custom, when applied to to plan or support any mea
sure, to make himself fully master of the subject, to understand its merits
•nd probable defects, before he would engage in it. By this caution, added
to the clearness of his expression, and the integrity of his heart, be seldom
failed to obtain for the bill which he supported the sanction of parliament.
No one was ever heard with more attention, nor had any one ever more con
fidence placed in his testimony. In the courts of law he had several com
pliments paid him from the bench, by Lord Mansfield and other judges, for
the new light he always threw on difficult subjects. Mr. Smeaton died in
1792, in the sixty-eighth year of his age.
John Rennie, to whom England is indebted for some of her noblest en
gineering works, was born on the 7lh of June, 1761, at Phairtassie, in the
parish of Prestonkirk, in the county of East Lothian. His father, a highly
respectable farmer, died in 1766, leaving a widow and nine children, of whom
John was the youngest. The first rudiments of his education were acquired
at the village school. It so happened that he had to cross a brook on the
way, which, when flooded, obliged him to make use of a boat kept in the
workshop of Mr. Andrew Meikle, an ingenious mechanic, well known in
Scotland as the inventor of the thrashing machine. In passing so frequently
through this workshop, young Rennie's attention was directed to the various
operations in which the men were engaged j and they, noticing the interest
he took in their labours, were in the habit of lending him tools and showing
him their use. In the evenings he amused himself with endeavouring to
imitate the models he had seen at the shop ; and it is related that, at little
more than ten years of age, he had completed the models of a windmill, a
pile-engine, and a steam-engine. Rennie continued at the Preston school
till twelve years of age, when, having had a quarrel with his master, he en
treated to be allowed to leave, and, at his own request, was placed for two
years with Mr. Meikle. At the end of that time, feeling that a constant ap
plication to manual labour was likely to retard bis mental improvement, be
determined to become a pupil of Mr. Gibson, an able mathematical teacher
at Dunbar. Here he soon attained great proficiency, and in less than two
years returned to Mr. Meikle with a mind well stored with mathematical and
physical science. His first essay in practical mechanics was the repairing of
a corn-mill in his native village ; and before ha was eighteen years of age
he had erected several others. During this time be occasionally visited
Edinburgh, to pursue his studies in physical science under Professors Robin
son and Black. The former of these gentlemen may perhaps have laid the
foundation of his future fortune, by introducing him to Messrs. Boulton and
Watt, of Soho. Deeming the capital the proper theatre to try the strength
of his own powers, Rennie settled in London, after having been a few months
only with Boulton and Watt, who had confided to bim the superintendence
of the mill-work of the Albion Mills then erecting. Mr. Rennie was thus
led to study hydraulic engineering, in which he became so celebrated as,
after the death of Smeaton, to have no rival. Amongst the most celebrated
works of this great engineer must be mentioned—besides numerous mills,
bridges, canals, &c.—Waterloo and Southwark bridges, the Lancaster Canal,
with the aqueduct over the Lune, the breakwater in Plymouth Sound,
and the improvements in the dockyards at Portsmouth, Plymouth, Chatham,
and Sbeerneas. The industry of Mr. Rennie was so great, that he never suf
fered amusement of any kind to interfere with his business, which fre
quently occupied him twelve, and sometimes fifteen hours in the day. He
was clear in bis mode of communicating information to others, and pleased
when he found that information waa desired. He was never actuated by
professional jealousy, or selfish feelings, but waa always kind and conde
scending to the more humble members of his profession. Mr. Rannie died
on the 16th of October, 1821, in the sixtieth year of his age, and was
buried in St. Paul's, where his remains repose near to those of Sir Christo
pher Wren.
Thomas Telford was born in 1757, and commenced life as a shepherd
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boy in Eskdale ; but his early and eager love of knowledge led him to seek
abroad an occupation more suited to his inclinations. He first repaired to
Edinburgh, where he studied architecture with unremitting application, al
though he must have earned his daily bread by the labour of bis bands. Id
1782 he was emboldened to try his fortune in London, and was (aa he states
in his life, written by himself) fortunate enough to employed at the quad
rangle at Somerset-place, where he acquired much practical information,
both in the useful and ornamental branches of architecture. After > resi
dence
ing
of of
a house
two years
in theinPortsmouth
London, he dockyard.
was engaged" in
During
superintending
the three years,"
the buildhe
remarks, "that I attended the building of the commissioner's bouse, and of a
new chapel in the dockyard, I had an opportunity of observing the various
operations necessary in the foundation and construction of graving docks,
wharf-walls, and similar works, which afterwards became my chief occu
pation." When he left Portsmouth, he was appointed surveyor to the
county of Salop, and to this, and the connections formed at this time, he
was indebted for a very favourable opening of his career as a civil engineer.
His chief attention was devoted to building and repairing bridges and other
works, but he also built several churches and other architectural edifices.
Telford's progress in his professional career, though not rapid, waa steady
and certain, and every new opportunity of exercising his talents contributed
to extend a reputation which at length became unrivalled—not to hia talents
alone though, be it said, but by downright hard work united with them. To
enumerate all his works would take a long time ; but his principal ones are
the Holyhead-road, (upon which he himself set higher value than any other),
the Pont-y-Casylte aqueduct, and the Menai bridge, the most imperishable
monument of Telford's fame. The defects of his early education he bad
endeavoured to remedy in his maturer years. He taught himself Latin,
French, German, and mathematics, in which be was a proficient, but relied
more for the dimensions of his works upon practical experiment than upon
calculation ; but his reason for this preference may have been, and most
likely was, bis distrust of the data furnished him by mathematical experi
menters in those days ; bnt now that we have Barlow and Hodgkinson, cal
culation from tbe results of their labours may be safely relied on. Telford
was the first President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and died still
holding that office in 1834, aged seventy-seven years.
I shall conclude these sketches with a few remarks upon the life of an
engineer not less eminent than those already mentioned—the late Georcr
Stephenson. He was bom in 1781, at Wylam, a colliery village on Tyneside, near Newcastle. His father waa a poor pitman, and be himself com
menced his career of labour, when only seven years old, as a "trapper," and
advanced in the quality of his employment with bis years : became a "picker"
at five shillings a-week wages; then, tbe driver of a "gin;" then, a "breaksman," attending the engine while drawing up coals from the pit— and it was
at this time that he thought himself a "made man" for life, because his pay
was twelve shillings a-week. When about 23 years of age he began to learn
to read, for he had already felt the disadvantages of his early want of ele
mentary education; and in his after years, he never omitted an opportunity
of urging young men to avail themselves of every means of education offered
to them. While at Killingworth colliery, he perhaps first felt aspirations for
higher things rising up within him. He was attentive, assiduous, and activeminded ; and he studied the engine at which he worked, so that in time be
came to understand it thoroughly. Not contented with merely understand
ing it—he songht how to improve it, and added so many useful contrivances,
that he waa at length called upon to do the work of an engineer. He never
made a false step, and every year found him higher np upon the ladder of
life. He was never idle, either in body or mind. He invented the safetylamp, and so greatly improved the locomotive engine, that that also may be
called hia invention.—What George Stephenson did for railways all know.
Prom these few instances in the lives of men devoted to science and to
art, the student will learn the necessity of study, exertion, and selfdependence. An architect or an engineer taking up his work aa a task, or
merely with the business-like view of earning a livelihood, will never excel.
In tbe days when men of science were comparatively scarce, great persever
ance was necessary to get into notice and rise to fame ; but double exertions
are now necessary; an aspirant to professional honour will find himself
jostled and bard set by competitors at every step of his progress. But this
must raise up within him a determined spirit of emulation, a spirit not to be
daunted or east down by failures, but one that will become more buoyant by
pressure, and he must walk with steady stride and upright head along the
steep and difficult path which leads to fortune.
I have said that both architects and engineers must possess a knowledge
of the strength and nature of the materials with whieh they have to work.
This I think is self-evident, for the meant or money to be expended ia always
one great element In their calculations t and tbe quantity of material that
can be usefully employed can only be ascertained by calculations baaed upon
an intimate knowledge of the strains and forcea they will have to resist, and
the capabilities of the timber, the ttone, tbe iron, or other substance that
may be employed to resist them. Both Tredgold ami Barlow have furnished
ut with admirable works from which the theoretical knowledge of the pro
perties of all tbe materials used in building can be learned. There ia no
excuse, therefore, for failures of work arising from actual want of strength ;
but failures do sometimes occur, notwithstanding every precaution may have
been taken to give the materials, both theoretically and practically, their
proper site and form, and proper distribution in the work. In engineering
especially, circumstances are occurring every day, features constantly protest
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themselves, of which even the oldest practitioner nay have had no example
previously ; and other meant taken to obviate evils that may and do thus
arise may be the best that both science and art could point out, and yet fail
in their object. I say that these are misfortunes only, not faults ; but when
they occur with a man unqualified by scientific knowledge to deal with them,
they are very serious faults indeed, and should be visited with the utmost
censure.
Engineering (says Mr. Hyde Clarke), is of all professions, the military
excepted, that in which a new adaptation of expedients to unforeseen occur
rences is ever most imperatively required, and in which a mere knowledge of
past efforts will be insufficient, unless the mind be competent to invent new
processes, as well as to avail itself in the best manner of old ones. No man
can go upon a spot and say, I will certainly do such and such things at such
an expense : some unexpected variation of nature beneath the surface will
often thwart the best-calculated plans, and render all attempts at economy
abortive. It is practice, aided by scientific knowledge of the highest kind,
that only can properly preside over the just application of material to the
ever-occurring variations which spring up in the course of an engineering
undertaking. And if science and practice sometimes fail in effecting their
object at once, what must be the result when ignorance attempts the work ?
Failure, certain and disastrous failure, heaping disgrace upon the bead of the
quack practitioner, and often ruin upon his employers. I use the word quack
advisedly, for although neither architect nor engineer unfortunately need
diplomas of practice to give them a right to the use of C.A. or C.E. after
their names,—they yet have morally, and in common honesty, an obligation
which should bind them to certain spheres of work which they feel them
selves qualified to undertake; and depend upon it every man knows his own
capabilities. If, then, men calling themselves engineers or architects, under
take a work they know they are incapable of performing without the assist
ance of a dry-nurte, in the shape of a good " clerk of the works," they are
quacks in every sense of the word,—quacks as much as the charlatan who
practices medicine without the sanction of the colleges.
The demand for engineers, caused by the hair-brained railway speculations,
has filled the profession with unqualified persons, and has tended to lower it
below its proper level : and although the present times are, I am rejoiced to
aay, weeding them out pretty fast, it will, and must, be some time before it
reaches its healthy state again.
It it true, the Institution of Civil Engineers and the Institute of Archi
tects exist, and men to become members of either must present proper
qualifications ; but there are numerous practitioners who are not members,
and who seek and gain employment. But I hope to see, ere long, by legisla
tive enactment, both architect and engineer obliged to take out a diploma
before being allowed to take upon themselves the responsibility of any work,
when lives, or a sum of money beyond a certain amount, are at stake,—a
diploma granted only after a severe examination as to scientific acquirements,
and a practice under others of at least seven years.
I here beg permission to quote some passages from a paper written by Sir
John Soane, which appeared in the Artitt of June 13th, 1807,—as quota
tions from this high authority will give strength to what I have ventured to
suggest myself:—
" An architect, strictly so considered, is not sufficiently employed ; his pro
fession is too open to the assumption of persons who have no claim by
education or ability ; and these are admitted to that patronage without which
the architect has no chance either of emolument or fame. There are, there
fore, very few persons engaged solely in the practice of architecture. The
great mass of those whom we here call architects, though many of them
respectable in talents aa artists, are under the necessity of combining with
their study of the science pursuits not strictly analogous, and are, in conse
quence, and to their great discouragement and mortification, assimilated with
another description of professional men called surveyors, and that name is
again assumed by all sorts and classes of building workmen and others, until
it becomes utterly contemptible."
After enlarging somewhat (and in language by no means mild) upon the
difficulties which beset an architect when carrying out a design, through the
interference of public boards, and complaining, justly, that unqualified per
sons are allowed to enter into competition with him, by the aid of pilfered
plana, Sir John concludes thus :—
"Before the stste of architecture can be improved, and the professors
excited to that species of emulation which only can make them eminent,
atrong and marked distinctions must take place. Those who have patronage
mast consider it a sacred trust and deposit,—the meed only of science and
genius. The claims of the untaught, ignorant, and presumptuous, must not
only be disallowed, but repelled with indignation and contempt, till at length
they are consigned to that obscurity whence they ought never to have been
suffered to emerge."
Doth engineer and architect must also be men of business ; and to the
knowledge of the uses and relative advantages of materials must be added
the knowledge of their commercial value. The sum to be expended in any
undertaking is always a marked feature; and the reputation of an engineer,
especially, will be raised by the commercial success of his work. Harbours,
roads, canals, and railways, before they are commenced, must show that the
traffic or does from them will amount to such a sum as will insure to their
projectors a proper return for their money. The first estimate of the
engineer ia the document from which the probable amount of returns is cal
culated. The statistical calculations, or the quantity of trade that will arise,
ii not, strictly speaking, in the department of the engineer ; aod he is not
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answerable if the scheme is not a paying one, from a deficiency in the traffic
returns or dues ; but if it fail through any excessive expenditure over and
above his estimate, he is answerable. His estimate and schedule of prices,
fixed through knowledge of local charges and custom of labour—through
his close observation and acquaintance with the geological features of the
spot, and through his knowledge of the best districts from whence to draw
his foreign materials—must be so worked out in detail, and capable of being
referred to precedent, if precedent exist, or borne out by the opinion of
others, that it will bear the strictest investigation—we will say for the sake
of example, that of a Parliamentary Committee; for be it remembered, that
estimates are the most vulnerable points in which opponents strike when in
the " House ;" and if the said estimates do not carry on the face of them
the handiwork of a man of business, they will be the first and last work of
the scheme—for the session in which they are brought forward at all events.
Perfect knowledge of the business habits of contractors, and of the work
ing habits of artisans, can alone enable him to draw out his specification
properly. It is true, the lawyer wilt be called upon to give to it its legal
phrases and finely-drawn pains and penalties for any breach in the perform
ance thereof; but the lawyer will have to work upon a base of the engineer'a
planning, and, be it sure, the blame will rest with him if any oversight haa
been committed.
In the specification must be described the exact method by which the
various works enumerated therein are to be performed. All the drawings
must be enumerated, and more particularly referred to and explained: in
short, the specification must be a book of reference, as it were, for the con
tractor, by which he can settle dimensions anil quantities, and appeal to in
case of any dispute with his employers as to the proper performance of his
duty. There can therefore, I think, be no doubt but that the engineer must
be a thorough man of business.
Because I have not alluded in these examples to the architect, it must not
be supposed that such documents as estimates and specifications are foreign
'to his practice, for, equally with the engineer, must tie be capable of direct
ing the modus operandi of his undertaking,—nay, even probably with still
greater minuteness of detail, seeing that his work is generally more minute,
and depending more particularly upon exact dimensions for its success.
Both architects and engineers must also understand those branches of law
which relate to their profession, and study the science of jurisprudence, so
far as to enable them to judge of the legality of their proceedings, to pre
vent their employers from being involved in law-suits through their means ;
and to extricate them by the shortest way when so involved, by a cessation
or alteration of the offensive operations, if the cause be connected with their
pursuits. I mean not that tbeir duties should in any way trench on those of
the attorney, or that they should advise in any matter involving a legal or
technical question, for " a little law is a dangerous thing ;" but they should
always understand the particular sections nf the law relating to their opera
tions, that the; may be able to steer clear of the dangerous rock of litiga
tion.
All the laws of England contain enactments and regulations concerning
building, and they consist both of written laws or statutes, and unwritten
laws, or laws of common customs. It would be out of place here to describe
all the laws which affect the operations of an engineer or architect, but I
may be pardoned for making mention of one or two points that have come
within my experience, to serve as illustrations of my statement, that they
should know " their own law." When the inhabitants of a county are
liable for the repairs of a public bridge, they are liable also to repair, to the
extent of 100 yards, the highway at each end of the bridge. One instance
came under my observation, in which a surveyor neglected not only to take
into account the existence of that law in his estimate of the work to be
done, but even through his ignorance suffered an action to be brought against
himself, as the official representative of the county authorities. He lost the
action, and the magistrates refused to bear him harmless, " because he ought
to have known the law."
I may mention another instance in the case of a bridge. An engineer
was employed by a private gentleman to build a bridge for a public road
upon his estate : two years after its completion it was washed away by a
flood. It had become so useful to the public that it was necessary to
have it rebuilt, and the owner then thought that it might be erected at the
expense of the county. But the county refused, because his engineer had
not submitted his plans to, and obtained the approval of, the county sur
veyor,—this neglect freeing them from the legal obligation.
Again, an architect designed aod erected for a gentleman a very expen
sive conservatory, and it was made portable, for as this gentleman was
only a yearly tenant, he intended to remove it should he change his resi
dence. But his architect erected the conservatory on a brick foundation;
it thus became a fixture, and the property of the landlord.
Examples of such cases might be repeated until the relation of them
might till a considerable volume, but those mentioned will serve to show
that the artist employed to execute any works should inquire concerning
the laws relating to them.
I have now said as much as the limits of a lecture will allow, upon the
duties required of architects and engineers, but I will add a few words
upon the duties of the general community with regard to architecture more
especially.
If we refer to history we shall find that exactly in proportion as civilisa
tion advanced, civil architecture flourished—hud its rise, its progress, and
decay. It took its styles, its varieties, aud its general tune, from the nation
44*
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who invented or introduced it ; and what may with great propriety be
called a national style always existed.
Greece, during her independence, invented tbat architecture which, even
at the present day, is our model. Her princes and rulers esteemed it the
highest honour to be ranked with artists, and her buildings were looked
upon by all as types of her glory.
Republican Rome, although she borrowed her designs from Greece, and
built by the hands of Grecian artists, cherished architecture, because,
through it, the Eternal City might be embellished, and the dignity of its
citizens be enlarged ; and although this did not. perhaps, proceed from
pure love and veneration of the art, it had its effects, and buildings were
produced tbat have been handed down to us as forms worthy to be imitated
even to the present day.
The architecture of England also bad its rise, progress, and decay : its
rise during the Anglo-Normans,— its progress during the reigns of the
Plantagenets and Tudors, when it arrived at its greatest excellence,—and
its decline may date from James I., almost op to our own times. I say
almost, for latterly, under the fostering patronage of royalty, and men of
taste and genius, it has struggled into a new existence : let us hope that it
is the dawn of a new era for architecture and the fine arts in England.
That this germ may bud and grow into healthy bexuty, it will require the
steady co-operation of all Englishmen connected in any way with archi
tecture. Genuine professors of the art will gladly give their best energies
to the task of regeneration, and we have already examples which tell in
glorious language (language engraven in stone) what will be the result of
those energies. Nothing is wanted but men of influence and and taste to add
weight to the balance already inclining so decidedly in favour of purity
and fitness of style. I am an advocate for fitness in the style of architecture
of every building, civil, military, and ecclesiastic; and would those through
whose patronage the fine arts flourish study, equally witli its professors,
the true meaning and intent of fitness, there would speedily be an end to
incongruity, and English buildings would stand prominently out as types
of English architecture.
Both Grecian and I'alladian architecture have taken so firm a root in
the soil of England, that any attempt to dismiss the styles at once would
be useless, and perhaps fatal to the regeneration of a national one. But
will not a little consideration show that these styles are unfitted for the
English climate throughout the year? The windows, few and fur between,
obstruct the light. The low pitched roofs retain the snuw and rain, and
the projecting porticoes throw shadows where there is already too much
shade. Au Italian villa, appropriately situate, may fitly serve as a sum
mer residence ; but we must seek in another style that comfort and homeli
ness so loved by all Englishmen: for this style we need not become imita
tors or pilferers from a foreign nation.
The high-pitched roof, the clustering chimney shafts, the ornameuted
gable, the oriel window, the irregular plan, suitable as well for internal
convenience as for external beauty, are all characteristic of our English
style; and each feature has, besides, fitness to our climate to further
recommend it. I wish particularly to be understood tbat I now speak of
domestic architecture,—for that of public edifices vie may still be indebted
to Greece or Rome. Our palaces, institutions, and prisons may still be in
the decorated Corinthian, the chaste I'alladian. or the stern and sombre
Doric. But let our residences, our country residences, serve to keep us
in mind of our former genius, while tbey add to our comfort and enjoy
ment.
One word more before we leave this subject, upon a point which every
man has power to forward. I allude to internal decoration. In this
branch of art, the house-painter, the paper hanger, and the joiner, are too
often allowed to usurp tl e place of artists, and suffered to bedaub the
walls with incongruous colours or tasteless wood-work. Joiners, in par
ticular, have a kind of eystematised patent to work evil things; custom to
one set of forms and method of work, has so fixed itself upon us, that
the same set of moulding planes, the same kind of paneling, serves for all
styles of houses. The architect himself is probably somewhat to blame in
this, but I believe only to a small extent, for builders, not architects, are
generally employed to run up the brick-and-stucco boxes called bouses,—
unci these, building either per contract, or for themselves, to save money
and trouble, are little inclined to study propriety in internal finish. It is
not that artists consider it beneath them to be the decorators, for Ralfaelle
painted the walls of the Vatican, Ruben's hand embellished the ceiling of
Whitehall, Sir James Thornhill decorated the walls of the chapel and hall
of Greenwich, and we have Owen Jones in our day.
It rannot, therefore, be through any false notion of the architect that
these internal finishings are left to artisans; but whether it be or not, every
gentleman, every man of cultivated mind, is to blame who suffers his
bouse to be coloured up to nut the taste of the sign-painter, who, without
any feeling of art in his composition, daubs away in any shade of any
pigment be may fancy to be in fashion.
Many patrons of the arts would fire up and say indignantly, "I do not
suffer this outrage upon taste to be committed in my bouse." And I am
only happy to admit that there are some glorious exceptions to my rule; but
that they are exceptions I a ill uphold, and say confidently that eight men
out of ten have houses painted, fitted, and furnished, with designs that have
issued from the shnp, and n< t from the studio. Poor men in the present
state of things cannot, perhaps, belp this; and the poor man with refined
feelings for art must submit, for he cannot alter. But rich men are those to
whom I point, and say,—" Study ait, and be judges yourselves where art is
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employed ; or consult those whose whole life has been devoted to the culti
vation of it,— and who will work for you, not for money alone, but for the
love of art : architect! art such men."
I shall now beg to conclude with a brief outline of the system I intend to
follow in my instructions. The heads of this lecture will show wbst points
I consider the most essential : I shall not confine myself to these alone, bat
often dwell upon studies which will naturally arise dnring their development.
The students in both civil engineering and architecture will be divided
into three classes. The junior classes of each will be united, because I con
sider that their first studies are identical ; and the lectures will be arranged
thus :—The history of architecture and engineering, commencing from the
eailiest state of man in which either science existed ; carrying it on through
the several epochs which have left us any marked signs from which to date.
up to the present time. From this subject I shall go on to the theory and
practice of building, explaining the principles which are to guide us ; give
practical rules and data for determining dimensions; and lay down, as far as
possible, a firm foundation upon which the student may build up bis own
reputation. This junior class will be confined entirely to tbe study of first
principles and detail, that each division of students when tbey join their
respective second classes, may be prepared for general principles and more
practical inquiries, and learn the arts as well as the sciences connected with
their professions.
The subjects brought before the 2nd clast of Architecture will be divided
into three sections. The first will consist of an inquiry into the principles
which constitute beauty in architecture,—fitness of const ruction, propriety
of form, and dimensions being brought more prominently forward than the
abstruser doctrines which must form the study of mature r years. The orders
of classic architecture, their general character and application ; intercolumniations, pediments, profiles of doors and windows, proportions of rooms,
and matters of this nature, will form the studies of tbe second section ; and
the third section will consist of inquiries into the practical detail of old
English domestic architecture.
The studies of the senior c/a*t of Architecture will be almost entirely
practical. Proper data will be supplied to the students, and they will design
from them simple edifices in the first instance, and proceed gradually to more
complicated buildings ; examining also into the requisites for barracks, hospi
tals, prisons, and other public buildings,—tbe necessary working drawings,
specifications, and modes of measurement being particularly attended to
in all.
Tbe 2nd class of Engineering will be engaged in learning the art of using
the pile-engine and driving piles for foundations; timber bridges and coffeidams ; of preparing foundations under various circumstances of locality and
material ; of erecting bridges of timber, masonry, and cast-iron ; of drain
ing ; of laying out and constructing ordinary roads and railways ; of sewer
ing and draining towns, and supplying them with light end water.
The studies of the senior class of Engineering will be directed to hydraulic
engineering—which consists of canals and their detail, docks, harbours,
breakwaters, sea defenses, and lighthouses. Great attention will be paid to
drawing and designing from given data, and the making of estimates and
specifications ;—hut these suhjects will not be confined to the senior, bat be
equally attended to by tbe 2nd class.
It is likewise my wish to make all the students familiar with the use of
tools, and that they should become practical as well as scientific workmen ;
that this is essential, I have the high authority of the late Mr. Telford, who
has said,—" Youths of respectability and competent education, who contemp
late civil engineering as a profession, are seldom aware how far they ought to
descend in order to found the basis of future elevation. It has happened to
me more than once, when taking opportunities of being useful to a yours;
man of merit, that I have experienced opposition in taking him from his
books and drawings, and placing a mallet and chisel or a trowel in his hands,
till, rendered confident by the solid knowledge which only experience can
bestow, he was qualified to insist on the due performance of workmanship,
and to judge of merit as well in the lower as in the higher departments of a
profession in which no kind or degree of practical knowledge is superfluous.
For this reason, I ever congratulate myself upon the circumstances which
compelled me to begin by working with my own hands."
Many, indeed I may ssy most, of the young men of the present time have
no idea at all of working themselves ; they lesrn in the office, from draw,
ings, how work ought to be done,— perhaps I shall be even more correct
when I say they know how it ought to look when done; but how to do it
they don't know, and are thus obliged to trust much to artificers: and I have
known young engineers hesitate 10 find fault with bad work—such work aa
common-sense would pronounce to be imperfect—because they could not
point out to the workmen the way in which it should be executed.
It perhaps would be coo much to expect that every architect and engineer
should be absolutely skilful operatives, because, to become so, the artificer's
tools must he constantly in the hand ; whereas their time, of course, would
be occupied more in bead than in hand labour. Tbey mnst, however, as I
have remarked, be learned judges of work; and no man can be this unless
he himself knows how to work.
Having mentioned the numerous suhjects which will form studies for the
aspirants to professional qualification, 1 wish it to be distinctly understock
that we do not profess to perfect young men, either as engineers or archi
tects, any mote than the Woolwich cadet is perfected by the academy to
command when he has received his commission : he may possess the scienti
fic knowledge theoretically, but it will be readily admitted that be will lack
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the cool head and ready resource! in danger which practice and confidence,
the remit of practice, alone can give. A naval cadet may learn navigation,
—may know how to steer, to reef and furl, and even to rig a ship, by inst ructions on shore ; but he would make a sorry seaman without he gained
bit experience amongst the rough realities of his profession. So, also, a
civil engineer or an architect may learn how to excavate, to build, and to
design at college; but he must not be entrusted to expend money for others
upon his designs, without being qualified by steady, bard practice.
But we do profess to give the architectural and engineering student that
scientific knowledge, that theoretical acquaintance with tbeir business, that
when they enter the office of a practical man, they may understand what
they see—and understanding, profit by the experience tbey will gain on
works entrusted to their charge. From my experience with young lieu in
ner*, it is my decided and serious opinion that they should, before entering
an office, learn well all the theoretical branches of their profession, because
when in the office tbey will be left principally to their own resources; and,
unless tbey learn themselves from opportunities offering (not pointed out to
them), they may leave the office at the end of their term with probably some
knowledge of simple business routine—with some vague and undigested ideas
of the conduct of works ; but further than that, as little qualified to practice
as when they left school.
In this respect, then, as offering a sound mathematical and scientific edu
cation to young professional men, this College ought to he encouraged by
the older societies of Civil Engineers and Architects,—for by doing so, they
would receive into their ranks far different, far better, men than they have
been in the habit of receiving.
I earnestly hope, having the dignity of my profession at heart, I may be
enabled to unite my strength with that of the other professors of this estahliahment, to effectually, that it may become all that its most ardent support
ers can desire.
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(Continued from page 314.)
Chemical Section.—Dr. Pebcy in the Chair.
1. On the Decomposition and Partial Solution of Minerals, Rocks,
&c., by Pure Water, and Water charged with Carbonic Acid. ByProf. W. B. Rogers and Prof. R. E. Rogers, of the University of
Virginia, U.S.
In opening this communication, Prof. W. B. Ropers adverted to
its important bearings upon the Chemistry of Geology and the
theories of the formation of soils and of the nutrition of plants.
He referred to the experiments of Struve, Forchhammer and
others, as being of too restricted a scope to permit a basis for
reasoning generally on the disintegration of rocks, the formation
of chalcedonic, zeolitic and other minerals by solution, and the
conveyance of inorganic materials into the structure of plants.
It therefore becomes a question of importance whether water,
pure or charged with carbonic acid, possesses that general decom
posing and dissolving power which some chemists have vaguely
and without sufficient evidence ascribed to it, or whether this
action applies only to the few materials hitherto tried, and which
all contain an alkali.
The experiments of the Professors Rogers were of two kinds:
first, by an extemporaneous method with the tache, and second, by
prolonged digestion, at the ordinary temperature. In the former a
small quantity of the mineral in very fine powder is digested for a
few moments on a small filter of purified paper, and a single clear
drop of the liquid received on a platinum slip is dried and ex
amined by appropriate tests before and after ignition. In the
second process a quantity of the finely-powdered mineral is placed
with the liquid in a preen glass bottle, and agitated from time to
time for a prescribed period. The liquid separated by filtration is
evaporated to dryness in a platinum capsule. The residuum is
then critically examined, and, if in sufficient amount, is submitted
to quantitative analysis. In both processes two parallel experi
ments were made, the one with pure aerated water, the other with
water charged to saturation at 60° with carbonic acid. In the
second process correction was made for the alkali, lime, &c, dis
solved from the containing glass, by making separate experiments
in similar vessels without the mineral powders.
1. When the substance is very minutelv powdered before
mingling it with the liquid, even the first drops that pass the
filter will commonly give a tache containing some of the alkali or
alkaline earth that has been dissolved. In this way proof of the
action of the carbonated water may generally be obtained in a few
minutes after adding it to the powder. In the case of pure water
the action is feebler and requtres a longer time; but with nearly
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all the substances enumerated it is distinct, and with some of
them quite intense.
S. By an independent series of experiments, to determine the
effect of heat, which were made upon the taches of potassa and
soda, and their carbonates, and upon those of carbonate of lime
and magnesia, as well as upon considerable quantities of these
substances successively exposed in a crucible to the heat of a table
blow-pipe, it was found that the order of volatility was as follows:
potassa, soda, magnesia, lime. The tache of potassa disappeared
almost at once, that of soda lingered some time, that of magnesia
wasted more slowly, while that of lime remained with little altera
tion for a long time. Before heat was applied the tache of the
alkalies or their carbonates would of course be strongly alkaline.
That of the carbonate of magnesia also presented a decided and
sometimes strong reaction with the test paper, while that of car
bonate of lime gave a merely appreciable effect. But on raising
the tache to a red heat, the carbonate of lime, by escape of car
bonic acid, would acquire intense alkalinity, the reaction of the
magnesia tache would be but little altered, and that of the alkaline
taches would be almost or entirely destroyed. As examples of this
distinctive testing and of the mode of proceeding in these tache
experiments, Prof. Rogers gave some details extracted from the
large mass of unpublished results, and called attention particu
larly to the contrasting phenomena in the cases of Leucite,
Olivine, and Epidote: the first characterised by potassa, the second
by magnesia; and the last by lime. Thus, in the case of Leucite,
the water tache and carbonic acid water tache were both alkaline,
the latter very strongly so. But even gentle ignition for a few
seconds, or strong ignition for a moment, was found entirely to dis
sipate the alkali. In the case of Olivine, the water tache was
decidedly alkaline; and that from carbonic acid water greatly
more so. Ignition produced for the first second or two but little
change; but its continuance caused a gradual diminution of the
alkaline reaction, which at the end of ten seconds was reduced to
about one-twelfth of what it was at first. With Epidote, the tache
presented an extremely feeble reaction before heating. Ignited
for a moment, the alkalinity was intense; and after ten seconds of
ignition, but little abatement of the alkaline reaction was discerned.
3. Referring to the second method of experimenting used by the
Professors Rogers—viz., that of prolonged digestion in water or car
bonic acid water, Prof. Rogers exhibited results obtained with
hornblende, epidote, chlorite, mesotype, &c, showing that the
amount of solid matter dissipated by the carbonated water in
many of these cases is quite sufficient for a qualitative analysis even
when the digestion has only been continued for forty-eight hours.
When farther prolonged, they have procured from the liquid a
quantity of lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, alumina, silica, and
alkali, the dissolved ingredients of these minerals severally
amounting sometimes to nearly one per cent, of the whole mass.
4. In connection with the preceding investigations. Profs. Rogers
were led to an examination of the comparative solubility of carbonate
of lime and carbonate of magnesia in carbonated water. In the
standard chemical and geological works, the carbonate of lime is
stated to be the more soluble; and on this supposed fact is founded
a common theory of the origin of the large quantities of carbonate
of magnesia in the magnesian limestones. It was conceived that
in a mixed limestone containing both the carbonates, the relative
amount of carbonate of magnesia would be augmented through the
more rapid removal of the carbonate of lime by the percolating
waters, and that thus the mass would approach more and more to
the composition of a dolomite. The experiments of the Profs.
Rogers demonstrate that in water impregnated with carbonic acid,
carbonate of magnesia is much more soluble than carbonate of
lime. Thus by allowing the slightly-carbonated water to filter
through a mass of magnesian limestone in fine powder, and col
lecting the clear liquid, analysis detected a much larger proportion
of carbonate of magnesia in the solution in comparison with the
carbonate of lime than corresponded with the amount of those
substances relatively in the powdered rock. Again, by agitating
briskly a quantity of the powder with the carbonated water in a
glass vessel, and then separating the liquid by filtration, it was
found that a larger relative amount of the carbonate of magnesia
had been taken up by the solvent, than of carbonate of lime.
From these experiments, the Profs. Rogers infer that the unfiltering rain-water, with its slight charge of carbonic acid, in passing
through or between strata of magnesian limestone will remove the
carbonate of magnesia more rapidly than the carbonate of lime;
and that thus the rock will gradually become relatively less mag
nesian, instead of being made to approach the condition of a
dolomite, as is commonly maintained. Prof. Rogers called atten
tion to the fact that the stalactites in caverns of magnesian lime
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stone contain only minute quantities of carbonate of magnesia.
An examination of those in Weyer's cave in Virginia had proved
that while the milky white opaque stalactites contain a small but
measurable amount, the sparry and more transparent kinds are
almost destitute of a trace of this ingredient. It is evident that
in such cases the carbonate of magnesia is carried off by the liquid
below, and that such is the case seems to be confirmed by the fact
of the large amount of carbonate of magnesia found in the springs
in the immediate neighbourhood of the cave just named.
5. A fact of much interest noticed in these experiments, is the
comparative readiness with which the magnesian and calcareomagnesian silicates yield to the decomposing and dissolving action
of carbonated water and even simple water. This explains the
rapid decomposition of most rocks composed of hornblende,
epidote, &c, without calling in the agency of an alkali; and it
enables us to trace the simple process by which plants are fur
nished with the lime and magnesia they require from soils contain
ing these silicates without our having recourse to any mysterious
decomposing power of the roots of the growing vegetable.
6. In their tache experiments, the Profs. Rogers ascertained that
the powder of anthracite, bituminous coal, and lignite, all yielded
a discernable amount of alkali to the carbonated water, while the
ashes of these materials similarly treated gave no alkaline trace
on the test paper. This, they think, is at once explained by the
high temperature at which the ash is formed, which by experi
ments already noticed is quite sufficient to dissipate any portion of
alkali or carbonate originally present in the material.
Remarks.—Mr. Pattinson »tated that he bad patented a process for
separating magnesia from the magnesian limestone. The process consists in
forcing carbonic acid to dissolve the magnesia, whereas it will not dissolve
the lime.
8. Report on the Oxidation of Rail* in and out of use, determining
the Loss by Abrasion. By Mr. R. Mallet.
The top surface of a railway-bar in use is constantly preserved
in a state of perfect cleanliness, freedom from oxidation, and polish;
while the remainder of the bar is rough-coated originally with
black oxide, and soon after with red rust (peroxide and basic
salts). Not only is every metal electro-positive to its own oxides,
but, as established in the second Report on the Action of Air and
Water on Iron, the polished portion of a mass of metal partially
polished and partially rough is primarily corroded on the rough
portion. Hence a railway-bar while in use is constantly preserved
from rusting by the presence of its polished top surface. Such
polished surface has no existence on the rail out of use. The
upper surface of the rail in use is rapidly condensed and hardened
by the rolling of the traffic over it; and it is also shown in the
above Report that, all other circumstances being the same, the
r;ite of corrosion of any iron depends upon its density, and is less
in proportion as this is rendered greater hy mechanical means. As
every metal is positive to its own oxides, the adherent coat of rust
upon iron, while it remains, powerfully promotes the corrosion of
the metal beneath, and this in a greater degree in proportion as
the rust adherent is of greater antiquity. It has been shown that
the rust produced by air and water, which at first contains but
little per-oxide, continues to change slowly, and becoming more
and more per-oxidised, becomes more and electro-negative to its
own base. Now, the rust upon a railway-bar out of use continues
always to adhere to it, and thus to promote and accelerate its cor
rosion; while the rust formed upon a railway-bar in use is per
petually shaken off by vibration, and thus this source of increased
chemical action removed.
To recapitulate, railway-bars forming part of a long line, whe
ther in or out of use, corrode less for equal surfaces than a short
piece of the same iron similarly exposed. Rails in use corrode
less than those out of use. This difference is constantly decreas
ing with the lapse of time. The absolute amount of corrosion is
a source of destruction of the rail greatly inferior to that due to
traffic. It is highly probable that the electrical and magnetic
forces developed in the rails by terrestrial magnetism and by
rolling traffic re-act in some way upon the chemical forces con
cerned in their corrosion; and that, therefore, the direction of
lines of railway in azimuth is not wholly indifferent as respects
the question or the durability of rails.
The author concludes with two practical suggestions, deductible
from the information obtained:—1st. Of whatever quality iron
rails are rolled, that they should be subjected prior to use to an
uniform course of hammer-hardening all over the top surface and
sides of the rails; and, Sndly, that all railway-bars before being
laid down should, after having been gauged and straightened, be
heated to about 400° Fahrenheit, and then coated with boiled coaltar. This has been proved to last more than four years, as a
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coating perfectly impervious to corrosive action, while constantly
exposed to traffic.
3. Analytical Investigations qf Cast-iron. By Mr. Wbiohtson.
The analyses showed the influence of the hot blast in producing
the so-called "Cold Short Iron," by occasioning an increased
reduction of phosphoric acid, and the consequent increase of
phosphorus in the "hot-blast" iron. The respective per centages
Cold Blsst
Hut Ulnae
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o :>i
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The irons differed also considerably as to the state in which the
carbon was contained in the hard white iron, resembling impure
steel, containing nearly all its carbon in a state of chemical com
bination, whilst the carbon contained in the grey and mottled
varieties of iron was principally contained only as a mechanical
mixture. The presence of sodium and potassium in all the speci
mens examined was also noticed for the first time, and it was
thought probable that these might materially affect the qualities
of the metal.
Remarks.— Mr. Phillips pointed ont the loss of carbon, which, in the
method described, would arise from the use of hydrochloric acid, giving rise
to an oily product; to which Mr. Wrightson replied that he had determined
the carbon by an independent method.—The President inquired if Mr.
Wrightsou had sought arsenic in all his analyses?—Mr. Wright-ion replied
that he had not found it in some, and did not, in consequence, look for it in
the others.—The President ohjected that it was as important to determine
the absence as the presence of so important an element as arsenic. In reply
to an inquiry, he said that in examining the slags of furnaces in many coun
tries, he had only discovered phosphoric acid in one from Belgium.
4. On Copper containing Phottphorus, with details of Experiments
on the Corrosive Action of Sea- Water on some varieties of Copper.
By Dr. Percy.
Upon analysing a specimen of copper, to which when in a state
of fusion some phosphorus had been added, it was found that it
contained a considerable quantity of phosphorus, and also a large
portion of iron derived from an iron rod employed in stirring the
mixture at each addition of the phosphorus. The copper employed
was of the "best selected"—it appeared to be harder than copper
treated with arsenic. The details of the analysis of 116*76 grains
were given, the result of which was—
A second

Phosphorus
Iron
analysis
Copper gave—
Iron
Phosphorus . . . ,

•

,

0*93
1*99
96-71

•■.*■•

2*41
3*41

ItWM

It has long been stated that a very small quantity of phosphorus
renders copper extremely hard, and adapts it for cutting-instru
ments—but such an alloy as that formed by Dr. Percy has not
previously been formed. It is a remarkable fact that the presence
of so large a quantity of phosphorus and iron should so little
affect the tenacity and malleability of the copper. The effect also
of phosphorus in causing soundness in the casting of copper is
interesting, and may be of practical importance.
Remarks.—Captain James, superintending engineer at the Woolwich
dockyard, said that the rapidity with which copper sheathing sometimes de
cays was surprising ; in five months it sometimes decays completely. Some
of the old copper had lasted forty years ; and for the purpose of determining
the cause of this difference, he made a aeries of experiments on all the
copper which had been used in her Majesty's dockyard. By steeping these
different coppers in salt water for nine months, a series of actions set in,
which, by subsequent weighing, were accurately determined. The following
table exhibits the results of these experiments :—
Electrotype copper, loss per square Inch
Selected copper
Copper contai ning phosphorus
Copper from the •' Florlc"
Dockyard copper, No. 1
Ditto
No. 2
Ditto
No. 3
Ditto
No. 4
Muuts's metal
.

Grains.
1*4
1'L
-ft
1*12
1*60
»
2*48
2*33
-n|

Mr. Phillips inquired if the specimens were wholly exposed to the water,
or were only partially exposed, so as to allow the action of air ; aa in the
latter case the chloride of magnesium in sea-water would give rise to the
formation of an oxichloride, but which would not be formed if air wen
absent.—Captain James said they had been wholly immersed.
5. On the Formation of Dolomite. By Professor Fobchhammi-r.
The white chalk of Denmark is covered by a bed only a few feet
thick, containing corals of the genera Caryophyllia and Oculina,
and a number of fossils different from those of the white chalk;
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that this bed, which may be seen over a great part of Denmark
always in the same position, the same fossifiological character, and
the same thickness in the hill of Faxoe, is enlarged to a thickness
which cannot he much less than 150 feet. Here the Faxoe lime
stone is covered by a bed of dolomite, which again is covered by a
bed of limestone, consisting almost entirely of fragments of
Bryozoa, and belonging likewise to the chalk formation. The
limestone of Faxoe contains about 1 per cent, of carbonate of
magnesia, arising from the shells and corals which always contain
it in a small quantity, but which in some instances, as in the Isis
and some Serpulue, amount to 6 or 7 per cent. The bryozoan lime
stone which covers the dolomite does not contain more than I per
cent, of carbonate of magnesia, while the dolomite contains 16 or
generally
17 per cent,
in round
of carbonate
globular masses;
of magnesia.
very similar
The todolomite
those of occurs
Humledon Hill, and are evidently (like most of the globular masses of
limestone, such as confetti dl Tivoli, and the peastone from Carls
bad) the produce of springs,—an opinion which is still more con
firmed by a number of large vertical tube-like cavities, which pass
through the compact limestone, and are completely similar to those
described by several English geologists as passing through the
chalk, which have been recognised as the natural pipes of springs.
Thus the Faxoe dolomite is the produce of springs; but then these
springs have deposited stalagmitical limestone wherever they
have passed through the crevices of the limestone rock, which as a
more or less thick coating covers all the fossils. Now, this produce
of the springs contains only a very small quantity of magnesia,
but besides lime, a great quantity of oxide of iron. It appears
thus, that the springs do not deposit carbonate of magnesia, if no
other reaction takes place than the escape of carbonic acid; but
that the dolomite is formed where the carbonic acid springs come
in contact with sea-water. The author has made a great number
of experiments on the decomposition which takes place when water
containing carbonates dissolved by carbonic acid acts upon seawater, and found that always a more or less great quantity of car
bonate of magnesia was precipitated with the carbonate of lime.
When using water containing only carbonate of lime, the quantity
of carbonate of magnesia thrown down at a boiling heat amounted
to 12^ per cent., the rest being carbonate of lime. The results of
this decomposition vary, however, very much, and according to
conditions not yet well known. So much, however, may be stated,
that the quantity of carbonate of magnesia precipitated increases
with the increasing temperature. Water which, besides carbonate
of lime, contains carbonate of soda, throws down a much larger
quantity of carbonate of magnesia, amounting in one experiment
to 87*93 per cent, of the precipitate. At last, the author tried
what kind of precipitate some of the most famous mineral springs
of Germany would form, if they at the boiling point acted upon
sea-water. Thus, he obtained:—
From the water of Sellers.
Carbonate of lime
„
uagQejia

£6-55
13*46
100 -DO

From the water of Pyrmont.
Carbonate of lime
„
magnesia
Protoxide of Iron
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10 50
10000

The
as peroxide
oxide of
of iron
iron, in
and
the
from
experiment
that the carbonate
was of course
was calculated—
precipitated
From the water of Wildengen.
Carbonate of lime
„
maguesia

9212
7'dtf
100-00

Remarks.—Profenor Anstkd agreed with the view of Professor Forchhatumer relative to the formation of dolomite, at the same time observing
that there were undoubtedly several other ways in which it may be pro
duced, but that suggested by M. Forehhammer was undoubtedly one.—Dr.
Dacbeny was glad to see that such subjects were enjoying the attention of
chemists. Had Von Bucks had a small amount of chemical knowledge, he
would have avoided the elaborate but untenable theory relative to the forma
tion of dolomite which he had advanced.
6. On the Colouring of Glaus by Metallic Oxides.
By M.
Bonteups.
Oxide of iron gives usually a green colour, but by various
methods of treatment the author obtained by its use all the colours
of the spectrum. In the manufacture of earthenware a red was
obtained by iron, and at some degrees of heat it gave a yellow
colour. Manganese gives a purple or pink colour. The light
pink colour given by manganese is liable to change by exposure
to a low heat; it passes first to brownish red, then to yellow,
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and lastly to green.
Flint-glass, in which small quantities of
manganese are used, is liable to become of a light yellow by
exposure to light. Copper produces a fine red colour, and also
a green; the former being produced by the lowest degree of
oxidation, and the latter by the highest.
Silver produces a
yellow colour, which may vary from lemon yellow to deep orange.
Gold, in the form of the purple precipitate of cassius, gives a
ruby colour to glass, but it requires careful treatment; the mixture
when first melted is colourless, but becomes red on re-heating.
The various colours which at different temperatures the same
oxide produces, are attributable to some molecular change in the
glass.
M. Bontemps has found that similar changes take place in the
annealing oven. He has determined, by experiments made by
him on polyzonal lenses for M. Fresnel, that light is the agent
producing the change mentioned; and the author expresses a
doubt whether any change in the oxidization of the metal will
explain the photogenic effect. A series of chromatic changes of a
similar character were observed with the oxides of copper; the
colours being in like manner regulated by the heat to which the
glass was exposed. It was found that silver, although with less
intensity, exhibited the same phenomena; and gold, although
usually employed for the purpose of imparting varieties of red,
was found by various degrees of heating at a high temperature
and re-casting several times to give a great many tints, varying
from blue to pink, red, opaque yellow, and green. Charcoal in
excess in a mixture of silica alkaline glass gives a yellow colour,
which is not so bright as the yellow from silver, and this yellow
colour may be turned to a dark red by a second fire. The author is
disposed to refer these chromatic changes to some modifications of
the composing particles rather than to any chemical changes in
the materials employed.
Remarks.—Dr. Faraday said, in the beautiful facts brought forward by
M. Bontemps, it appeared that many of the changes of colour mentioned
are purely physical. The phenomena of the change of manganese from
white to pink in glass appeared to biro inexplicable as a chemical effect.
Mr. Dilki inquired upon what peculiarity depended the differences dis
covered to exist in the coloured glass of the windows of old churches and
that of modern manufacture.
M. Boktxhps stated that the observed differences were entirely due to
age and imperfections in manufacture.
Dr. Faraday remarked that any irregularities tended to produce the
diffusion of the rays which permeate the glass ; and that the opacity of
ancient church windowa waa probably due to a superficial change of the
external surface.
M. Bontemps stated that old glass was by rcpolishing rendered as trans
parent as any modern glass.
Dr. Faraday concurred with M. Bontemps in regarding the phenomena
of coloured glasses not as purely chemical nor purely physical, and believed
that it is only by considering them conjointly as physical and chemical that
they can be successfully studied.
7. On the cause of the Colouration of Porcelain by Oxide of Iron,
and the general theory of Kilns. By M. Leon Abnoux.
This communication, which was read by the author in the French
language, entered very extensively into the general detail of the
process of forming porcelain, and particularly adverted to many
defects to which it was liable in the process of manufacture. Par
ticular attention had, however, been directed to discover the cause
giving rise to a disagreeable yellow tint which frequently presented
itself. The author comes to the conclusion that this yellow colour
is due to the presence of oxide of iron. It had been thought by
M. Ebelman that infinitely small quantities of carbon produced
this defect, but all the experiments of M. Arnoux went to prove
the presence of iron whenever the porcelain presented this peculiar
tint.
A short discussion followed between the author and M. Bontemps, the
latter contending that carbon was for more likely to produce this yellow
than iron, and instanced the effects of carbon on glass. He was disposed to
think that at the high temperature of firing, the presence of iron would give
rise to a blue rather than a yellow colour.
8. On an improvement in the Preparation of Photographic Paper,
for the purpose of Automatic Registration, in which a long-continued
action was necessary. By Mr. Cuables Bbooke.
The preparation of the paper described may be thus briefly
stated:—The paper Is washed over by a brush with a solution of
13 grains of bromide of potassium, 8 grains of iodide of potassium,
and 4 grains of isinglass in 1 fluid ounce of distilled water, and
dried quickly. When about to be used it is washed over by a
brush with a solution of 50 grains of nitrate of silver to 1 fluid
ounce of water, and placed on the cylinder of the registering
apparatus, on which it remains in action for twenty-four hours.
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When removed the impression is developed bv brushing over a
warm solution of gallic acid, containing 20 grains in the fluid
ounce, to which a little strong acetic acid is added, and is then
fixed with a solution of hyposulphite of soda in the usual manner.
The present improvement consists in rinsing the paper in water
after the application of the solution of nitrate of silver, pressing
°jjsuperfluous moisture in folds of blotting-paper, and then
adding a little more of the solution of nitrate of silver to the sur
face of the paper. This is most conveniently effected by pouring
* fm^' quantity on the paper, and then pressing a glass-rod or
tube lightly over the paper, by which the solution is evenly dis
tributed over the surface, and the contact of organic matter
avoided. The incteased sensibility and improved cleanliness of
the paper consequent on this addition to the process are presumed
to depend on the removal by washing of the nitrate of potash
formed by the mutual decomposition of the salts on the surface of
the paper.
liemark:—Mr. Shaw remarked that the difficulty Mr. Brooke had expenenced could only have arisen from some defect in the preparation of hit
paper, and that bad the difficulty a real existence, the means proposed to
remedy it were very doubtful. He spoke confidently on the subject, as by
hundreds of experiments he knew that the paper in question, when carefully
pi epared, preserved all its properties unimpaired for a much longer period
than that named by Mr. Brooke, and the failure of the paper in his hands
must have arisen from want of care in its preparation. Mr. Brooke's pro
posed remedy was, he believed, defective in the following respect :—Mr.
Brooke assumed, that by adding bromide of potassium to the iodide, a mix
ture of the bromide and iodide of silver would be obtained on the paper;
but auch waa not the case. If paper prepared with bromide of silver be
drawn through a solution of iodide of potassium, the whole of the bromide
is converted into iodide. The same took place with chloride of ailver when
treated with iodide of potassium, so that Mr. Brooke was in error in suppos
ing that he had formed any bromide of silver by the method he described.
This new paper waa exactly the same as the old which he condemned.
9. On the Heat of the Vaporization of Water. By J. P. Joule.
The object was to point out the complex, nature of the heat
hitherto taken from the latent heat of steam. In the exact ex
periments of Regnault 965° was found to be the quantity of heat
evolved in the condensation of steam saturated at 212°; of this
quantity 75° is the heat due to the vis viva communicated by the
pressure of the steam, leaving 890° as the true heat of vaporization
of water. In a perfect steam-engine supplied with water at 212°,
and worked at atmospheric pressure without expansion, 965° will
be the heat communicated from the fire to the boiler, 75° will be
the heat utilised by conversion into force, and the remainder 890°
will be the heat given out in the condenser.
10. On a new Galvanic Battery. By Mr. W. H. Wallenn.
The battery consists of zinc and cast-iron, the plates of the
latter being brought very near to the former. The zinc plate was
coated with lead, by being first immersed in acetate of lead, and
afterwards treated with mercury, the mercury being subsequently
volatilised by heat. The cast-iron was also prepared with carbon
in a way which was not easily gathered from the description, and
carbon was also described as diffused in some way through the
dilute sulphuric acid which was used to excite it. The battery
was said to be very active and very constant, and from the pro
tecting action of the lead the zinc was economised. The author
exhibited a plate of zinc which he described to have been used
for a considerable time, but which was nevertheless little acted on.
Remarks— Mr. Shaw stated tbat the only novelty in the battery, except
ing the use of carbon, which he did not comprehend, was the coating of the
zinc with lead, the effect of which, as he understood the author, was to pro
tect the zinc not merely from what is called local action, but to defend it in
a great measure from the solvent power of the acid without impairing the
action of the battery. In the present state of electrical science, it was im
possible to receive such a view without a mass of evidence much more exact
than that which had been brought forward. The elaborate researches of
Faraday had determined that the amount of electricity evolved in a voltaic
pair was in direct relation to the quantity of zinc oxidised and dissolved j
that is to say, the solution of an atom of zinc was accompanied by the
circulation of a definite amount of the electric force, and that whatever im
peded the oxidation and solution of the zinc, diminished in the tame ratio
the evolution of electricity. The elertricity concerned in the decomposition
or formation of a compound was as definite a quantity as the material ele
ments entering into its composition, and could be measured as accurately as
they could. This was established by a mass of evidence so overwhelming
as to be wholly unaffected by the general experiments brought forward.
Mr. Wali.en.n replied that he was still of opinion that his battery was
superior, and that the deflection of the galvanometer and the deposition of
copper, supported bis opinion.
Mr. KoMKnT Huxt insisted on the importance of exact experiments;
nothing which he had stated could be put in competition with the principle*
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explained by Mr. Shaw, and he believed that by a more minute examination
of the subject he would find himself in error. Some of the parti of hit
battery which he regarded as new were not new ; and those that were, were
not improvements.
Report on recent Applications of the Wave Principle to the Prac
tical Construction of Steam Vessels.
By Mr. J. Scott Rcsseix.
—(Read in the Section of Mathematical and Physical Science.)
During the last year I have had more than one opportunity of
applying the wave principle to the construction of steam vessel*.
There is one case, however, in which I have been able to apply it
to practice under circumstances of greater complexity and difficulty
than have ever occurred to me, and where it has been successful in
overcoming difficulties to a greater extent and in a more decided
manner than heretofore.
During the last year a very difficult problem was proposed to me.
It was this: —To build a steam vessel that should be fast without
great length, a good sea-boat without drawing much water, and to
carry a great top weight and yet swim very light. Besides, this
vessel was to be able to go backwards as well as forwards equally
well; and, though a small boat, was to contain great accommoda
tion. The problem is one to which the wave principle is far from
seeming peculiarly applicable. In the first place, it is well known
that the wave principle prescribes a different form of the bow from
that of the stern, in order to obtain most speed with least cost of
power. In the second place, it is known that a high speed re
quires on the wave system a very considerably greater length than
was here allowed for the entrance of the vessefor the lines of the
bow. It would therefore seem at first to be a case that would prove
too difficult for the successful application of the wave system.
There is one more feature in the case which gives it interest. At
the same time the same problem was worked out by another party
on another plan of construction, not on the wave principle. Another
vessel was built under similar conditions, with engines of the
best construction, made by one of the most eminent engineers in
England. Both of these vessels were built at the same time and
tried under similar circumstances: therefore, here was a case in
which the practical value of the wave principle has been brought
to a test more direct and less questionable than any that was likely
to have occurred—and, therefore, more important to be placed on
the records of the British Association. The first question which
will naturally occur to a member of this Association who recollects
this principle will be this: How could you apply the wave principle
in a vessel made to go equally well both ways? The first answer
is ready—it is this, that the vessel cannot be made to go only one
way—seeing that in one case she would have a best possible bow
and a best possible stern, and in the other case could have neither.
The next point is this; that in both cases of bow and stern it was
necessary to have a compromise. Each required to be in turn bow
and stern,—this was accomplished in the following manner:—If
there be any point which has more forcibly struck me in the appli
cation of the wave principle than another, it is the flexibility of
the wave principle,—the extent to which it admits of deviations
from its strict rules without losing the benefit of its assistance. If
it had unluckily been true of this system that it prescribed an
exact mathematical solid in its three dimensions (like Newton's
Solid of least Resistance), to which implicit adherence was impera
tive on pain of losing all the benefit proffered, then, indeed, the
system would have been (like Newton's) of little use, from the fact
that, from causes independent of resistance, ships cannot be solids
of revolution, consistently with other qualities. The wave princi
ple, on the contrary, possesses wonderful flexibility; first, from the
circumstance of its prescribing lines in one plane only, and so leav
ing the other two dimensions in the hands of the practical con
structor,—so that the sections of the vessel in one plane being
given by the system, the sections in two others are at the service
of the constructor. I had in this case to lay down for both ends
of the vessel, that which is best for a bow and that which is best
for a stern, at the given velocity. I had next to place relative
values on bow resistance and stern resistance. 1 had next to
single out from between those two lines one which, taken either as
bow or stern, would deviate least from either, and so have least
resistance on a mean of both directions. This, therefore, the wave
principle did;—it gave the limits, and gave also the choice of a
series of means all more or less suited to the purpose intended. I
have now shortly to state the practical details by which this pro
cess was carried into effect and the results arrived at in conse
quence.
The engines of the vessel, as well as the vessel, had to be con
structed by my partner, Mr. A. Robinson, and myself, and we were
enabled to adapt the one to the other with greater ease and cer
tainty than in all likelihood we could have done had the engineer

been separate from the ship-builder. In our case the engine was
considered and made an actual portion of the ship, and the ship of
the engine. It will be fair, therefore, to deduct from the good
effects attributed to the wave form of the ship such advantages as
we possessed in building both engines and boilers and ship as one
whole;—still it is fair to remember, on the other side, that the
builders of the engines with which ours had to compete have been
celebrated for their efficiency and for the large actual power they
have developed, when compared with their nominal power. It
should also be remembered that the builders opposed to its had
previously built the fastest boats of their district. The results
obtained are as follows:—Both vessels were about 150-55 feet
long; 22-22^ feet beam; 4 feet draft of water; 240 tons displace
ment; 150-horse power, nominal; propelled by oscillating cylinders
of 48 inches diameter, with the same proportion of stroke to
paddle-wheel in both cases; and with only such differences as the
engineers and ship-builders in each case considered likely to be
most successful in carrying out the execution of their work to the
best advantage. The terms prescribed to both builders by the
engineer of the proprietors being identical, and with only such
latitude as should not form an obstacle to whatever might seem
best suited for obtaining greatest efficiency.
Results of Experiment! on Velocity with equal Power.
Speed

WaTe
18-18
vessel.

Power

20'8

I.nss.

Competing
1603 miles
vessel.per hour.

417

4 87 slip of wheel.

I. Velocity
„
of vessel
wheel 1514
18-17 miles an
„ hour.

II. Velocity
„
of wheel
vessel 2120
16-ftO miles an
„ hour

Slip 3i«
Slip 4v"0
The area of midship section Immersed was 89*4 feet.
The surface of vessel Immersed was 3080*0 feet.
The area of paddle- floata was 26 8 feet.

Comparative Statement of Prices and Wages during the Years from
1842 to 1849. By Mr. G. R. Pouter.
We extract the following tables from Mr. Porter's very interest
ing paper, read in the Statistical Section.
To begin with what is emphatically called "the staff of life,"
and the price of which is a thing of the very first importance to
those who depend upon daily or weekly wages. The 4lb. loaf of
bread sold in the bakers' shops in London, has been, in the month
of July of each year, from 1842 to 1849 as follows:—
1844.
bjd.

1845.
;„'!.

1846.
t-iil.

1847.
Hid.

184S.
,-4.1.

1842..
1843 ..
1844 ..
1845 ..

Beef.
4s. 8d
8s. lo<d
3». 8Jd
4». 4.1

M'it on.
4s. 3d.
4s. l»d.
3s. lnd.
4: 9d.

1846..
1847 ..
1848 ..
184'J ..

Beer.
3a. »d
5i. Sd
3s. lOd
3a. 5d

Mutton.
4s. 3d.
8a. 7d.
4a. lid.
4a. 2d.

The retail prices paid by the working classes for other articles
of food, and for groceries, in a populous district of London, were
as under:—
. „
1844.
1845.
1847.
1848.
i. d.
a. d.
a. d.
a.. d.
a.
s.
t. d.
a. d.
i. d.
d.
». d.
i.
..
to 6 0 ....
4 0 to6 0
Tea,
per lb
5 0 to7 0 .. 6 0 to7 0 ....4 0 u>6
toO
5
Raw Sugar
0 6 toll 7 .. .0 5 toO 6 ....0 4 t>0 5 ..
to 0 6
Refined Sugar ....0 7J toO 8*.- .0 6410O 74.. ..0 6! tod GJ.
to'-'
»
0
.,
.1 4 to 2
.1 8 to2 ii
Coffee ..,
1 8 to2
toO 7
Cocoa
0 6 toO 8 ....0 6 to " 7 ....0 6 toO 7 ..
loll
8
Rice
0 2 too 3 ....0 2 toO 4 ...0 3 to« 4 .
too «
Currants
0 5 toO 7....0 5 toO 7 . ...u 5 toO 7 ..
toO 6
Raie'na
0 6 toO 7....0 5 toO 7 . ...0 4 toO
0 '.'
0 to 0 10 ... .
...0 8 toO 10 .
Butter
0 >
0 » ....
0 0.
Cheshire cheese ..
0 8
0 8 ....
0 8.
Derby cheese
0 6
0 « ....
0 6.
Dutch cheeae ....
0 10
0
10
....
0
9.
Lard
0
to
til
0
0to88 0 ....75
62 0 to 68 0 .
Bacon, per cwt. . .
7
6
7
£gga. _ P« 1*0
The
' The'p'rlces
consumption
for 1846 are
in not
each
given,
year,
aa they
from
vary 1842
very tittle
to from
1848,those
of such
of 1845.
of the

1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
Sugar., cwta.. 886*466.. 4028307.. 4129443.. 4856U04.. 5220248.. 5779508.. 620.-87 2
Tea
lb*.. 8735591 1 . 40293398. . 41368770. . 44193433.. 46740344 . 46314821. .487.W'71
Coffee
285111646. . 299:9404. . 31352382. . 3429:11 90. . 86754578. . 37441372. . 3, U 6292
Cocoa
224W.69.. 2547934.. 258*977.. 2579497.. 2951206.. 3079198.. 29354/9
Rice.... cwta,. 396922.. 315359.. 432480.. 82274.. 6458*3.. WWW.. »-«731
Currants
196:179.. 254330 . 284694.. 309485.. 358761. 331236. 880500
Raialua
1862J0.. 236826.. 204230.. 204900.. 238255.. 212024.. 228542

It appears thus, that a reduction in the retail price of sugar from
Id. to 4^d. for raw, and from 9d. to 6d. for refined sugar, has in
creased the consumption, since 1844, by 2,079,429 cwt., or 50 per
cent. The reduction of Is. per lb. on tea, viz., from 5s. to 4s., has
caused an additional consumption of 7,372,201 lb. or 18 per cent.;
the retail price of coffee has fallen from Is. 8rf. to Is. id., and the
consumption has been augmented by 5,753,910 lb. or 18 per cent.;
thus adding very materially to the comforts of the working classes,
and chiefly the artisan class, among whom the increased quantities
here noticed have principally been used.
Strong cotton cloths, the wholesale price of which in 1810 was
lOd. per yard, sold in 1820 for 9d.; had fallen in 1833 to 4d., and
may now be bought at from 2d. to 2-^d. per yard. Printed calico,
which sold in 1810 at 2s. 2d., in 1820 at Is. 4d., in 1833, the Excise
duty having heen removed, at 6rf. to 8d., may now be bought at
from 3*. 6d. to 8s. per piece of 284 yds., or from 1 id. to Sid. per yard.
Average weekly earnings at an ironwork in South Wales, from
1844 to 1849:—
1844
a. d.
Collier.
13 0
Miner.
10 7
Labourer.
II 0
Founders
23 9
Filler.
22 0
Cin .er filler.
21 0
Refiner.
37 8
Puddler.
22 7
Bailer.
22 2
Rollers
33 7
Rail atralghtenera. . 20 2

1845
■■ d.
16 2
12 4
11 0
20 11
25 10
19 0
39 3
306
83 7
58 10
355

1846
a. d.
20 4
15 7
12 8
33 8
29 10
21 8
81 2
888
46 1
72 0
497

1847
a. d.
20 2
16 *
13 9
33 5
813
23 «
40 7
824
38 8
800
478

1849
a. d.
14
0
11
30
80
21
39
25
23
35
18

1848
a. d.
16 1
12 1
11 10
35 0
827
32 11
48 9
80 11
81 7
609
368

Statement of the workmen's earnings at an ironwork in North
Wales in each year, from 1844 to 1849:—

The conclusion which I deduce from these last experiments is
this, that by means of the wave form one may obtain a form of
which the resistance shall be represented by R = ^ A H S, instead
of R = i A H S, which is the lowest number given in any previous
system of construction;—A, being the area of midship section, H,
the height due to the velocity of the vessel, and S, the weight of a
cubic foot of water.

1843.
7«J.

Meat.—The following prices, per stone, are those given for the
primest beef (Scots) and Southdown mutton, at Smithfield, in the
month of June in each year:—

articles of which retail prices have been given, as are imported,
have been—
. .
.__

19-9 velocity of wheel.

These are the results of accurate trials, at the measured mile,
made both with the tide and against it. It is important to ob
serve the amount of slip, as it serves to show that it was no
deficiency of the engine power which caused the difference, both
engines having gone at, as nearly as possible, the same speed. In
order that the statement just given may not lead to false conclu
sions, it is necessary to state what were those minor differences in
vessel and engine which each constructor adopted as tending to
greater efficiency. The wave vessel had a flatter floor, and con
siderably squarer on the midship section, which was done for
diminishing the depth of water as wanted for her use. In the
other vessel, the consideration of draft of water was rejected or
overlooked, and a finer midship section taken, although with a
larger draft of water. In one case, also, the rudders were con
sidered as part of the length of the vessel, and treated accordingly,
and in the other case rejected from it. In the engines also,
although the diameters of the cylinders were identical, the stroke
of the wave vessel was somewhat longer than the other, but the
diminished effective diameter in the shorter stroke reduced them
to nearly the same proportion. Thus far the experiments given
only serve to prove that, practically, a considerably better result
has been obtained by a steam-vessel built on the wave principle
than a competitor built under conditions that are perfectly identi
cal, in so far as the public and the owners are concerned. But as
regards the purely scientific question, I shall add two other ex
periments with the wave vessel, which furnish data of a more per
manent and precise nature—one at a higher, the other at a lower
velocity:—
Experiments on the Wave Vessel.

1842.
Did.

3ii
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1849.]

1849.
7d.

1844
Co'llerf, per stent, or s. d.
under 8 hoots.... 16
Miners earn lid. to
2d. per stent leas
than colliers.
Labourer*, per week 8 6
Furnace Filler. ....14 6
Cinder Filler.
14 6
Furuace Keeper. ..19 6
Helim-is
16 0
Puddler.
22 0
Heaters or Bailer... 17 0
Rollers
30 0
Rail.lralghtener...30 0

1845
a. d.
2 0

9
16
15
23
25
S3
22
47
24

6
6
6
0
6
0
0
0
0

ltvW
s. d.
3 6

12

la
19
28
32
32
27
7fi
;to

1*47
.. d.

12
18
18
27

1849
.. d.

1848
s. d.
2 0

1 *4

11
18
1M
23
24
26

• <•>

46
24

The following are the average weekly earnings of 230 han
employed in one mill in cotton-spinning, for each year from 18816
to 1849 :—
1846, the earning, areragad 10a. per bead, of all age. and both aexvs, of 8 years age
and upwards, working 12 hours H day.
1847
m
n
8a. 44d. f During these years trade whs bad, and the work*
1S4£
m
n
8s. 2d. ting of the mill averaged about 4 daya a we,-k.
1849
„
„
Ub. -lil.
only 11 hours a day.

[We have purposely avoided reporting Professor Willis's lecture
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We would therefore suggest to the board of directors of insurance
companies managing the fire-brigade department, to Mr. Braidwood, the superintendent, and to country insurance companies,
whether it would not be advisable to give the new extinguishing
apparatus a fair trial. We know how prone human nature is to
hang to old associations, and how difficult it is to introduce new
modes of action to the exclusion of the old; but in this age of
improvement and scientific advancement, the public look to public
men to carry out new discoveries, which promise to be productive
of general benefit; and in this instance nothing could be more
easy, or devoid of any inconvenience, and, at the same time, with
THE BRITANNIA TUBULAR BRIDGE.
out involving an expense worth naming when the prospective bene
The final lift of the Britannia tube took place on Monday the
fit is considered, than for the firemen, when called out with their
15th ult., the permanent level of 150 feet above high-water mark
engines, to be provided with some of the largest of the hand Anni
having been successfully attained on Saturday the 13th. This
hilators, and thus give them a fair trial. Should they not provcof
additional hoist of 3 feet had to be made, and was indispensably
the advantage represented, the operators would be provided with
important to enable the great tube to be joined on to the end, or
the element usually employed—water; but should they turn out to
land tube, in the centre of the great tower on the Anglesea side of be generally effective, as we expect they will be, it must, on con
the Straits, and so completing one-half of the passage across. In
sideration, be perceived what a vast amount of annual loss would
effecting this it is found necessary to provide for the expansion
be prevented to the companies and to the public; while the safety
and contraction of so great a mass of metal, which from changes
to human life would, doubtless, form a large item connected with
of temperature are very considerable: the extreme variation in
their introduction. During Mr. Phillips's iectures, he described to
the length of one of the tubes between summer and winter is
the audience the natural phenomena which first suggested to his
stated to be nearly 12 inches. To make provision, therefore, for
mind the idea of applying vapours to the extinguishing of fire in
this constant alteration in length, which would otherwise endanger
buildings. It appears that, many years since, he was on board
the stability of the whole structure, the great tubes are fixed in
an English man-of-war, cruising in the Mediterranean, when an
the central Britannia tower in such a manner that they cannot
extraordinary phenomena occurred, which few have had an oppor
move; but on either side where the tube unites with those in the
tunity of witnessing—the formation of an island from the depth*
land towers and abutments on shore, they travel on moveable rollers
of the ocean by volcanic agency. After the consolidation of laud
of cast-iron 6 inches in diameter, a portion of the weight being above the water, where the sea was 80 fathoms deep, to an extent
also supported at the top on balls of hard gun-metal of the same
of six miles in diameter, the volcanic action continued with extra
size, working in channeled beams and acting in the same way as ordinary impetus, notwithstanding an enormous chasm was open on
the rollers. Besides these rollers, which are now being placed,
one side the island, into which the waters flowed in foaming tor
and on which the tube has to be let down, at the extreme ends,
rents, and were as instantly ejected, in combination with red-bot
where the rails intended for the trains in the tube are joined to
cinders and flames of fire, to a perpendicular height of probably
those on land, contrivances are used to prevent a gap being formed three miles. At this awful moment the vessel, about two miles dis
by the contraction of the tube, which might otherwise interfere
tant, was gradually drifting, at a slow but certain rate, with the
with the passage of the trains. Some uncertainty has occurred
current, directly into this vast fierv opening, and the consternation
with reference to the floating of the second tube. Should the
and despair of all on board may be better fancied than described.
tides, &c, be favourable, it will take place before the close of All was given up for lost, when suddenly the eruption ceased, a
the present month; but if not, at the beginning of December.
vast body of vapour escaped from the crater, and a current of wind
The hydraulic apparatus will be brought into action for the lifting springing up from the island, bore the apparently doomed vessel
of the second tube as soon as it is floated to the foot of the piers.
away in safety. From this perilous adventure, Mr. Phillips was
struck with the idea which formed the basis of his present inven
tion. He considered that water, per *e, had evidently no extin
guishing effect on the flame, or even on the source from whence
THE PATENT FIRE ANNIHILATOR.
it arose; but as soon as a sufficient quanity of vapour had formed
In the Journal for March last (page 127), we gave the substance
in the fiery depths to cut off all connection with the atmosphere,
of a paper read by the Rev. J. Barlow at the Royal Institution, on
and thus prevent access of oxygen to support combustion, in
Phillips's 'Patent Fire Annihilator.' Some interesting experi
stantly the flames were checked, the very foundation of the
ments have lately been conducted by the patentee, at the establish
fire annihilated, and the mere island alone remained to show the
ment of the London Gas Company, Vauxhall, and which were re
extraordinary outbreak to which Nature had been subjected.
ported at the time in the Mining Journal, from which we copy the
Having thus embodied the idea, the next difficulty was the con
following very sensible remarks.
struction of an apparatus which should instantaneously be avail
"These experiments afford convincing proof that, while water is
able, and which should be certain in operation, and this has been
useless when a fire in a building has obtained a hold, except in sa
most completely effected. The charge in the machine is a chemi
turating surrounding materials, and thus preventing its spread, the
cal compound of a highly-combustible nature, but only when fired
vapours generated by this apparatus are perfect non-supporters
by chemical means. It then gives out a most intense heat, suffi
of combustion, and that no fire can exist for one minute after the
cient instantly to vapourise the water contained in the case, and
atmosphere surrounding it has been charged by their application.
which, mixing with its own vapours, forms the gaseous compound,
The outbreak of several alarming fires in the metropolis of late,
in which no fire can exist. Although thus a strictly chemical
and the approach of winter, when calamities of this kind are of
operation, it is so arranged that the most unenlightened, or even a
more frequent occurrence, has again called our attention to the
mere child, can perform the action required with ease and safety,
subject; and, convinced as we are of the soundness of the princi
it being merely pressing down a peg in the top of the outer case.
ple, and the perfect success which must attend its use, we shall be
This peg breaks a capsule containing sulphuric acid, which,
most happy if our remarks tend, in the smallest degree, to promote
dropping into a tube containing chlorate of potash and lump
its general adoption. As regards many of these destructive fires,
sugar, mixed in the form of a powder, the charge above-noticed
had one of the largest Annihilators been in requisition in the
is instantly put in a state of combustion, and the effects mentioned
neighbourhood at the first outbreak, the destructive element would
are the result. We understand that the public generally are be
have been subdued immediately, and the large amount of property
coming alive to the safety of having one of the Annihilators in
in many instances destroyed would have been saved; while even
their houses, as offering such simple yet certain means of stopping
when the building was in one mass of flame, had the firemen been
the ravages of fire when in embryo; and no theatre, bank, or other
supplied with some of the Annihilators of the more powerful sizes,
public establishment, gentlemen s country mansions, where, from
the fire would have been got under in a few minutes, instead of
their isolated position, fires are generally so fatal, nor ships at sea,
requiring the exertions of a number of men for perhaps 30 or 40
should be without one or more of these life and property saving
hours in deluging the remains of the property with water, and thus
machines.
Preparations are now being made, by the erection
utterly spoiling what probably had escaped burning. It is a re
of a much larger building than the one on which experiments were
markable, and one of the most advantageous features of the in
lately made, for proving its capabilities on a more magnificent
vention next to its annihilating powers, that as instantaneously as
and practical scale; and on such exposition being made, we shall
it extinguishes fire, so immediately does it create a perfectly whole
again return to the subject."
some atmosphere for inhalation, and the most delicate fabrics which
might escape the flames are uninjured by the vapours generated.

at the Town Hall, on the 'Deflection of Railway Bridges under
the passage of heavy Bodies;' and also Professor Hodgkiuson's
paper on the 'Strength and Elasticity of Stone and Timber,' read
in the Mechanical Section, as they were both merely explanatory
statements of some of the experiments that were performed for
the "Iron Commission," and which we hope to be able shortly to
present to our readers in a more complete form than was given at
Birmingham.]
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PAUPER INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
"It is an ill wind that blows no one good:" so the melancholy
event that took place in the late Mr. Drouet's establishment,
Lower Tooting, at the early part of the present year, is likely to
blow good to the rising generation of pauper children, by having
attracted the attention of the public, in an extraordinary degree,
to the manner in which those establishments were conducted, and
excited a very general and just prejudice against the whole system
of what has been termed the "farming-out" of pauper children;
and in consequence, an act of parliament was passed to enable
boards of guardians to form district unions, for the erection of
schools, away from workhouses, for the education of pauper chil
dren.
Although prejudice may exist against the congregating a large
number of children together, still, unless this is done to a certain
extent, proper masters cannot be obtained and paid to educate the
children. By education is meant, not only what is known as ordi
nary school tuition, but also such industrial tuition as will make
valuable servants, and induce respectable masters to take the chil
dren when of proper age, or to fit them for emigration.
The education in most pauper schools is not at all of an industrial
or agricultural character, as it should be with reference to the pro
bable destination of the children in after-life, to whom the utility
of garden or field-labour is obvious, as the greater proportion of
pauper children have to gain a livelihood as agricultural labourers;
and even when they are engaged in other occupations, the now
general practice of annexing allotments to cottages, renders a
knowledge of garden cultivation of importance to them. Also,
from a want of this knowledge, farmers are very unwilling to en
gage boys from workhouses; and, in consequence, the children
remain a burthen to their parishes long after they ought to be
supporting themselves by independent work.
There can be no doubt of the fact that, so long as the present
system of education in workhouses prevails, responsible people
will not take into their service either boys or girls who have been
brought up therein, from their want of industrial knowledge, or
dread of contaminated morals (the result of contact with adult
paupers); and until the whole system is thoroughly reformed, chil
dren so brought up will be taken, as now, by people who are little
better than paupers themselves, and so become perpetual paupers
and burthens to the parishes to which they respectively belong,
with perhaps the addition of wives and families; and, therefore,
the conviction is forced upon us, that pauper children must have
industrial education, and be removed from workhouses into district
schools, as early as possible, to avoid contamination.
It is now generally admitted by all persons whose opinions are
entitled to any consideration, that no money returns so good an
interest as that which is expended in improving the morals of the
labouring classes. This is making it a matter of pocket; but of
course higher and better considerations should influence our
actions.
The guardians of the Wandsworth and Clapham, Croydon,
Kingston, Richmond, and Lewisham Unions, are the first to set a
good example to the rest of the country, by the formation of a
district school, under the said act (for which they deserve great
commendation); and for efficiently carrying out their object, they
have purchased SO acres of land by the Annerley Station of the
Croydon Railway, at Penge, in the county of Surrey, and they
have had prepared by their architect, Mr. Charles Lee, of Goldensqnare, designs for the proper accommodation of 600 children—
viz., 250 boys, 210 girls, and 110 infants; and a contract has been
entered into for a portion of the buildings, which are now com
menced.
This establishment is to be strictly industrial, and no pauper
officers or servants will be allowed on the premises; it will have
three large school and class rooms, with apartments for school
masters, school-mistresses, and trade-masters; for steward, matron,
other officers, and domestics; with dining-room, chapel, chaplain's
room for examining and instructing the children; board-room;
wardrobes, cutting-out, work, and store-rooms; two receiving
wards, with clothes-rooms and baths attached; three kitchens, scul
lery, servants' hall and private rooms; bakery, larders, dairy, lava
tories; plunging and other baths; a separate laundry-building, with
drying, ironing, mangling, and mending rooms; likewise a detached
infirmary-building, containing eight distinct boys' and girls' wards,
nurses' day and night rooms, surgery, kitchen, wash-house, and
laundry. There are to be also bailiff s house and offices; dairy,
cow-houses, and other farm buildings; likewise large gardens, so
that the boys will be instructed, not only in trades, but in farming
and gardening; and the girls in dairy-work. The buildings are to
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be heated throughout by warm water, applied in a new manner,
and thoroughly ventilated by flues and shafts.
The boys', girls', and infants' departments are quite distinct;
and all the servants in the bakery, kitchens, and offices are to be
women, so that the girls will be taught baking, cooking, house
hold and needlework; and the whole, when finished, will be a
model for the guidance of other districts.

THE NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF ARTS.
Since we last wrote, the scheme for a National Exhibition of
Arts and Manufactures has made further progress. A private
meeting of friends of the Lord Mayor has been held at the
Mansion-house, at which a deputation from the Society of Arts
attended, and before which the plan was laid, under the name of
Prince Albert's Plan. Mr. Cole appeared as the representative of
Prince Albert on the occasion, but we could not ascertain from his
statements that H.R.H. has any plan at all, the only one put for
ward being that long since propounded by Mr. Carter Hall, in the
Art-Union; by ourselves in this Journal; and by Mr. Francis
YVhishaw before the Society of Arts; and by others whose names
we do not now remember.
If an object which is desirable should be carried out, there need
be no squabbling as to who was the originator, or as to who was
the first in the field; but we are sorry for the miserable sycophancy
which can attribute to the Prince a projection to which he has no
claim, and fearful of the spirit of intrigue and jobbery which can
use the Prince's name to cover its own operations.
This is a blemish on the beginning of the undertaking which,
it is to be wished, will be got rid of; and there is every hope that
it will, for the plan has now attained great publicity, and is likely
to receive the support of many leading men. Prince Albert will
be fully satisfied with the share of merit which really belongs to
him, or having given his powerful influence and patronage for the
advancement of this enterprise; and it will be a title to public
respect and esteem, of which it is to be hoped he will earn many
more in the course of his abode in our country. If the Prince
has not hitherto been able to do much, he has nevertheless shown
the disposition to be useful; and by presiding at the meetings of
the Society of Arts, the Fine Arts Commission, and Agricultural
meetings, and many charitable societies, he has greatly contributed
to the cause of progress. It is because the Prince is so well
worthy of esteem, we should be sorry to see his fame tarnished: it
is because the object to which he has devoted himself is truly
worthy, we should be sorry it should fail or fall short in its results.
It has been remarked with truth in the Times lately, and in our
Journal of last month, that one reason why such an exhibition has
not heretofore been established in this country is, because we feel
the need of it much less than our continental neighbours; for to
walk from the East India House to Regent's Circus, is to walk
through a grand exhibition of national arts and manufactures.
There are the windows full of glass, porcelain, and earthenware;
the artistically-arranged shows of silks, cottons, woollens, ribbons,
shawls, and laces, of England and Paris, the scarce-born novelty
of yesterday; the art manufactures, wood-carvings, bookbinding,
papier-mache ornaments, picture-frames, plate-glass; fowlingpieces; musical instruments; cutlery from the first workshops of
the world; choice tools; saddlery unsurpassed; a rich display of
gold, silver, and jewellery; watchwork; optical, philosophical, and
surgical instruments; also many new manufactures—cocoa nut fibre,
gutta perclm, caoutchouc, parianware; the last process in machinecarving, daguerreotyping, electro-plating; the newest application
of science or art. Here, too, we see many historical establish
ments—those of the Arnolds, Dollonds, and Troughtons.
The wide footways, the careful cleansing, the good police, the
plate-glass, the gas at night, no less than the walking habits of the
population, tend to promote the display in the shop windows, in the
arrangement of which practised hands are employed, and in which
the glass-worker, the gas-fitter, and the ticket-writer find wellpaid occupation. Thus, not even in the covered galleries of Paris,
or bazaars of the East, is there a more open exhibition. Everything
is made to minister to this show, and instead of the upper floors
of the houses, as in other great cities, being occupied by large es
tablishments, all the ground-floors in the trade streets are thrown
into the long line of glass-cases—the walls of the grand museum.
It is precisely this state of affairs which makes the influence
of Prince Albert more valuable in giving any impulse to the exhi
bition, for there is a vis inertia to be overcome. Thus, even our
provincial capitals have had shows before ourselves; and the
4i*
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Mechanics' Fairs of the United States give them precedency of ua.
The provincial flocks to the exhibition of machinery, or the bazaar
for the mechanics' institution, as he does to the great metropolis:
but hitherto there has beeu no sufficient temptation to open such
exhibition. The gallery formed in the King's Mews by Mr.
Charles Payne, and the Polytechnic Institution, were both pro
jected on a scale too inconsiderable to form a complete national
exhibition; and the reliance was rather on the publication of
novelties than in the formation of a full collection of everything
old and new. Indeed, the call on the Polytechnic Institution is
for novelty; and the metropolitan population support it to a much
smaller extent than is supposed. To them the shops are open—.
Woolwich, Chatham, the Mint, the shipyards, breweries, gasworks,
marbleworks, saw-mills, docks, railway stations, telegraph stations.
It must be something very new to raise wonder in a population so
trained. The exhibitions of the Society of Arts begin to pall, and
the prosecution of the great undertaking will alone preserve their
reputation.
The results to be expected from an exhibition here must be very
different from those on the continent. We do not want to glorify
manufacturers, to teach governments or people the value of the
manufacturing arts; we cannot do much in saimulating the enter
prise of our population, for they are fighting against the world.
Much of the result will be owing to claptrap. The exhibition, in
the Queen's name, in Hyde Park will be a show and a holiday, and
tens of thousands in London and throughout England will pay
their shillings, regardless of anything but getting pastime for it.
Still, some good may be done. Our progress in many branches of
manufacture may be made visible, and this will be an encourage
ment for future exertion; our shortcomings in some may be made
known, and English enterprise may be drawn into fresh channels.
We must not, however, be unmindful of the inherent vices of such
exhibitions,—the prominence given to exceptional skill,—the want
of relation between the artistical and mechanical results. On such
occasions, we see knives with a hundred blades, which are of no
possible use, and a whole table-service within a walnut-shell; cast
ings to rival those of Prussia; silks those of Lyons;—but, after all,
a better criterion of national skill than any Exposition, is the
£. t. (I. return of the Board of Trade. From the first Exposition
in Paris, there perhaps has not been one in which the wares of
"perfidious Albion" have not been beaten; there has never been an
exhibition in a colony, but the prizeholder has produced goods
equal to those of the mother country: but the commercial results
remain unaltered. To make a good article is one essential, but to
make a cheap one is another; and the most successful manufac
turer is he who does the latter, and as much enterprise must be
exerted to effect this,—so after all the cheapest manufacturer is
commonly the best. He who can substitute a machine for handi
work, not only obtains greater economy, but greater precision.
At this present time it is not possible to predict results. The
organization of local committees does not require any special su
pervision, but hereafter it will become of the greatest importance
to provide properly for the suitable working of the undertaking;
and unless it be chiefly by the manufacturers themselves, we are
convinced it will fail. If, too, there is to be a centre of toadyism,
flunkeyism, and jobbery, the fate of the plan will be sealed. Prince
Albert has done his part in launching the undertaking,— he may
use his influence with the government in obtaining grants of money
and land: hut interference in the details must be fatal. When the
Prince is present, the freedom of discussion will be swamped by
conventionality; when absent, his delegate will rule for him, and
he will be compromised unwittingly. The Prince's name will be
used in every kind of way, as it has been freely used in giving his
name to the plan; and instead of Mr. Whishaw, Mr. Cole, or Mr.
Scott Russell being responsible for his own suggestions, he will arm
himself with the authority of the Prince. Therefore we say, let
the committees at once take upon themselves the necessary autho
rity and responsibility : do not let them fear to displease the Prince
by meddling with his plan or his arrangements; but rather to strive
for what wul truly please the Prince—that is, to carry out the
great enterprise in which he has embarked with them.
Let there be no want of zeal on this occasion, but, as it is deter
mined to have an exhibition, let it be one of which England need
not be ashamed, and which shall surpass all which has been before.
This we can do, and therefore we ought to do it; and the only way
is to go heart and hand to the work,—not caring whether a prize
fund be raised or not, or whether the prizes are or are not fairly
dealt out to each branch of manufacturing industry.

Sulphuret of Carbon
EXPANSION
.

OF LIQUIDS.

On a Formula for Calculating the Expansion of Liquids by Heat.
By W. J. Macquorn Ranking, C.E. —[From the Edinburgh New
Philosophical Journal for October, 18+9. j
Having been lately much engaged in researches involving the
comparative volumes of liquids at various temperatures, I havo
found the following formula very useful:—
Log V = Bt + j - A.
Log V represents the common logarithm of the volume of a
given mass of liquid, as compared with its volume at a certain
standard temperature, which, for water, is the temperature of its
maximum density, or 4°*1 centigrade, and for other liquids 0° cen
tigrade.
t is the temperature measured from the absolute zero mentioned
in my paper on the ' Elasticity of Vapours,' in the Edinburgh New
Philosophical Journal for July 18*9, and is found by adding S?74°'6
to the temperature according to the centrigrade scale.
A, B, ana C, are three constants, depending on the nature of the
liquid, whose values for the centigrade scale, corresponding to
water, mercury, alcohol, and sulphuret of carbon, are given below.
A.

Log B.

Loe- c.

Water

0'44'4907

«"-89b76M

17890286

Mercury

0-9229130

5 904*766

1-3703897

Alcohol

0-1, \i- ii

4-8414461

1-2893866

0-2540074

4-B4WW72

1-2192054

The data from which the constants have been computed have
been taken from the following authorities:—for water, from the
experiments of Hallstrom; for mercury, from those of Regnault ;
and for alcohol and sulphuret of carbon, from those of Gay-Lussac.
As the experiments of M. Gay-Lussac give only the apparent ex
pansion of the liquids in glass, I have assumed, in order to calcu
late the true expansion, that the dilatation of the glass used hy
him was -0000258 of its volume for each centigrade degree. This
is very nearly the mean dilatation of the different kinds of glass.
M. Regnault has shown that, according to the composition and
treatment of glass, the coefficient varies between the limits '000023
and -000028.
Annexed are given tables of comparison between the results of
the formula and those of experiment. The data from which tho
constants were calculated are marked with asterisks.
The table for water shows, that between 0° and 30" centigrade,
the formula agrees very closely with the experiments of Hallstrom,
and that from 30° to 100° its results lie between those of the
experiments of Gay-Lussac and Deluc.
The experiments of Gay-Lussac originally gave the apparent
volume of water in glass, as compared with that at 100°. They
have been reduced to the unit of minimum volume by means of
Hallstrom's value of the expansion between t ■'• 1 and 30°, and the
coefficient of expansion of glass already mentioned.
In the fifth column of the table of comparison for mercury it Is
stated which of the experimental results were taken from M. Regnault's own measurements on the curve, representing the mean
results of his experiments, and which from his tables of actual
experiments, distinguishing the series.
In the experimental results for alcohol and sulphuret of carbon,
the respective units of volume are the volumes of those liquids at
their boiling points, and the volumes given by the formula have
been reduced to the same units.
Expansion of Water.
Temperature

Volume4°ni1 compared
C. according
withto that at

on the
Centigrade
Scale.

the
Formula.

0
0
«4'1
10
10
•30

10001120
1-0000OUO
1-0002234
1 (1015668
1-0040245

..
40
..
60
.,
80
,,
IN
"

100750
101718

..
1-03007
1-94570

■•

the
Experiments.

1-0001082
l'OOOOOOO
1-00022) K)

1-09 16490
1-0040245
1-0941489
100748
1-00774
101670
1-01773
1-02866
1-03992
1-04299
1-04OM

Difference
between
Calculation
and
Experiment.

Authorities
fur the
Experiments.

+ -000(1018
•0000000
+ -9000034
+ -10O0178
•0099000
-0091244
+ 09902
- -90924
+ '00044
-•00056
+ -99142
- -99085
+ -00289
- -09085

Hallstrom
Ho.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Deluc.
Gay. l.utaac.
Delac.
Gay. Lu use.
Delac.
Gsy-Lastsc.
Deluc.
Gay-Luesee.
Deluc.
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contained a considerable amount of sulphate of potash and chloride
of potassium, so that it would appear that potash salts are charac
teristic
The water
of theanalysed
waters from
by Messrs.
the deeper
Abel strata.
and Rowney did not contain

Expansion of Mercury.

Temperature
cm the.
Centigrade
Scale.

Yolume as compared with that at
0° C. according to

• I
90" 22
100- UO
1(,0.'"2
•lSetlO
l'JS-79
206-07
20J-S7
•300 00

the
Formula.

M. Regnault's
Experiment!.

1-000000
1016*33
1-018134
1-018230
1-027419
1 036597
T03778<i
1-037905
1-055973

1000000
1-01X361
1-0181511
1-018267
1-027419
1-0.16468
1-037805
1-0:17910
1055973

Erpansion

Difference
between
Calculation
and
Experiment.

■000000
-•O'-OO-W
-■000(119
-•001 037
•OOOltflO
+ -U00129
-•000019
-•000005
•OOOOi.O

Remarks.

Curre.
Series I.
Curve.
Series I.
Curve.
Series II.
Series IV.
Series III.
Curve.

a trace of iron.
Annexed is a tabular view for the comparison of the water
analysed by Professor Graham, and the Trafalgar-square water, to
which is annexed the results obtained by M. Payen from the
analysis of the water of Grenelle, each stiowing the number of
grains in an imperial gallon.
Wells
Combe
at Messrs.
and
Delaneld.
Trafalgar-square
Well..
0-44
6-18
0-19
0-24
24:25
1-08

of Alcohol.

Grenelle.

8-265000
0034041

47600

2-254000
13-671000
09940
20 8600
o-r&w
0720

Temperature
on the
Centigrade
Scale.

J-41
•1841
33-41
•4841

ea-41
•78-41

Volume as compared with that at
78%41 C. according to
the
Formula.

■91795
•93269
•94H03

■964-19
■98183
100000

M. Gay-Lnssac'a
Experiments.

•91796
-93269
•94 99
•96149
•9S210
1'OuOOO

Difference
between
Calculation

-■00001
•00000
+ -0»004

•-13-40
+ 1-60
• 16-60
31 60
• 46-60

Volume as compared with that at
46°-60 C. according to
the
Formula.

•93224
•94768
•96417
■9816S
1-00000

ft!. Gay. I.uaaac'a
Experiments.

•93224
•94776
•96417
■98163
1-00000

Organic matter (nitrogenous)

0-3990
0-0014

00138

•oouoo

-0"027

46-80

68-240541

9-i^32

•oouoo

Erpatuion of Sulphuret of Carbon.

Temperature
on the
Centigrade
Scale.

11:68
12-74

and
Experiment.

8-749300
20-058500
0-291000
18-048800
0-971000
0 0987u0
0-137200
0672000

Difference
between
Calculation
and
Experiment.

•OCOO0

-W008
•00000
•0OO00

■(oooo

THE WATER FROM THE CHALK FORMATION.
Analysis of the Water from the Chalk Formation. By Messrs.
Abel, and Rowney, Assistants at the Royal College of Chemistry.
The deep well water of the London basin has been analysed by
Professor Graham. The striking- feature of this analysis is, the
discovery of the presence of sulphuric acid, and the absence of
■alts of potash. The water which he analysed, was taken from the
deep well in the brewery of Messrs. Combe and Delafield, LongBcre. This well not descending so deep into the chalk as the
Artesian wells in Trafalgar-square, induced Messrs. Abel and
Rowney to subject the water of the latter to an analysis, in order
to compare the results with those obtained by Professor Graham.
The water on which they operated was taken in the beginning of
October, 1847, from the shaft at the back of the National Gallery.
At a depth of about 109 feet, the water enters the shaft through a
borehole, which passes the London clay and penetrates into the
•halk. Thus the water rises from a depth of nearly 400 feet.
The temperature of the water is 58° Fahrenheit, its specific
gravity is 1000-95, the specific gravity of distilled water being
1000. The water is very soft and very delicate; test-papers show
that it has an alkaline reaction.
The subjoined analysis shows that the constituents of the water
of the Artesian wells in Trafalgar-square, are essentially the
same as those of the water from the well in Messrs. Combe and
Delafield's brewery. There is only one point in which the two
waters materially differ in composition. The water which Profes
sor Graham analysed, and which, as already mentioned, comes from
a higher stratum, was found to contain no potash salts, whilst
these were invariably present in the water of Trafalgar-square.
In order to preclude the possibility of error, the water employed
for testing was collected at different periods.
M. Payen found that the water of the Artesian Well at Greuelle

The presence of phosphoric acid, first pointed out by Professor
Graham in deep well water, could be easily ascertained in the Tra
falgar-square water, by the method indicated by that chemist; in
fact, on evaporating the water to dryness, and gently igniting the
residue, the phosphoric acid, existing partly in combination with
lime and partly with soda, is obtained altogether in the form of a
soda salt, the solution of which deposits the yellow tribasic silver
salt on the addition of nitrate of silver.
The large amount of organic matter contained in deep well
water is very remarkable, while the quantity observed in the water
of a higher stratum seems to have been very trifling. It evidently
arises from the remains of organised beings which have invariably
been found in the chalk.
With reference to the quantities in which the different consti
tuents are present, it will be observed, on comparison, that the
total amount of fixed constituents is somewhat different (56-80 and
69-40), whilst very considerable deviations are perceptible in the
quantities of the various constituents.
The most striking difference is observed in the quantities of sul
phate of soda contained in the two waters.

The following
ROYAL
communications
SCOTTISH
were SOCIETY
made : —
OF ARTS.
1. "Improvements in Fixed and Revolving Lights, being a New DiaCatoptric Instrument far increasing the intensity of the light." By Thomas
Stevenson, Esq., F.R.S.E., C.E.
The author stated that this instrument is composed of three parts—a
paraboloidal mirror, having the conoidal portion behind the parameter cut
off, and its place- supplied by a hemispherical reflector, whose centre thus
coincides with the focus of the paraboloid, while in front of the flame is
placed an annular lens subtending at the focus of the paraboloid, the same
angle as that which is subtended at that point by the greatest double ordi
nate of the reflector, and having its piincipal focus coincident with that of
the paraboloid. This instrument should theoretically produce the most in
tense light vet derived from any given flame, as it incloses and parallelizes
each ray of the whole sphere of light, so tbat none are lost by divergence
between the lips of the reflector, where, in tbe present arrangement, not
very much short of one-half of the light is lost.
In this instrument the hemispherical reflector throws the light which it
receives (viz., the posterior half of the sphere of light) through the focus of
the paraboloid, and while the outer ring of this light is received by the para
boloid, and parallelized by it, the central cone is received by tbe annular
lens, and is also parallelized. The outer ring of the anterior half of the
sphere of light is received directly by the paraboloid, and is parallelized by
it ; while the central cone of rays, which, in the present arrangement, is
lost by natural divergence, is received by the annular lens, and is parallelized
by it. Thus the whole sphere of light is economised. This combination
may also be applied mutatis mutandis to the illumination of half of the ho
rizon of a filed light, by means of a single light : the only difference being
the tubstitutiou of two truncated parabolic conoids for the paraboloid, uuu a
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refracting belt for the lens. Two of these instruments directed to opposite
points "f the compass would light up the whole horizon.
Another new form of lighthouse apparatus was also described, hy which
the whole sphere of rays can be parallelized by means of a hrniisphtrical
reflector placed behind the light, and an annular lens, and a series of con
centric totally-reflecting glass zones also placed in front, and receding from
the lens back to the reflector. These zones are also new in themselves, as
they have the property of parallelizing divergent rays, not only in a vertical
plane like the zones in Fresnel's fixed lights, but also in every plane what
ever.
2. "Remark) on Workmen't Houses in Town Districts, with Plans, Eleralioni, and Descriptions of the ' Lumsden Model Dwellings for the WorkingClasses,' erected in Glasgow." By Jamks Wilson, Esq. architect, Glasgow.
The author stated that these model dwellings have been especially calcu.
liter! for towns, where ground is too expensive to admit of the separatecottage plan being available; yet, from the concentration of conveniences
contained in them, and the economical arrangement of these in regard to
space, presenting the elements of improvement and economy applicable to
cottages. The particulars are as follows:—The building is four stories high;
the ground story contains a sub-factor's house, and six others; the three
upper stories contains eight houses each, arranged on each side of a central
passage. The latter is lit at each end ; also, the floor of it is grated for
about 6 fpet at each end to admit of free ventilation to the roof, where
there are two corresponding lowered openings. At the back, on the groundstory, is a wash-house, with three pair of tubs, three boilers, and a centri
fugal drying machine ; affording euch tenant an opportunity of washing
clothes once in about every ten days. There is also a bath-bouse, for plunge
and shower bathing. Each house is contained in a clear space of 18 by 15$
feet. There is an entrance-lobby to each, 4 by 3} feet, with watercloset, of
good size, and ventilated; the apparatus is simple and strong. The main
apartment (which is more room than kitchen) contains a clear space of not
less than 132 square feet, by 9 feet high ; besidei —
1. Two bed-closets, in corners diagonally opposite to each other, and con
taining each a bed-bottom, 6 feet by 4 feet, being a frame of anale-iron,
filled-in with iron-hooping, webbed, with dressing-space in front of same,
averaging 11) square feet. One closet is enclosed with a partition 7 feet
high only ; the other is enclosed to the ceiling, hut with an opening over
the door from door-frame to ceiling, both thus admitting the free circulation
of the air of the main apartment over them; each has a shelf for band
boxes, &c. — 2. A scullery, containing a dresser with two drawers, shelves
a'love for dishes, &c, and rack below for cooking utensils ; a press with
three tier of shelves ; a coal-box to contain 12 cwt. of coal ; a sink with
water laid on; and a clear working spare 5} by 3 J feet. — 3. A birder in
outside wall, with window-frame filled with perforated zinc, and door on
inner side. —4. A cocking-range in 3-feet fire-place, with oven, open fire,
and boiler.— 5. The beartb to fire-place of cast-iron, with low segmental
fender cast with it ; and in the bottom an ash-hox covered by a grating—
for the economy of fuel.— 6. The lower sash only of main window hung, but a
transom and louvre board for ventilation above the upper sash : the lower
one easily brought inside to facilitate the cleaning of both.
The rent (which is payable quarterly, in advance) is 01. 10s., including gas,
water, and all other rates, excepting the poor's rate. The gas is supplied in
tlip evenings till eleven o'clock, throughout the year. Notice is given by
turning it half-off five minutes before eleven, the meter being in the subfactor's house. A jet ia burned all night in the central passage on each
floor.
3. "An Improvement in the Expansive Steam-Engine." By Mr. J. C.
I'karce, of Manchester.
The improvement contemplated by the author is stated to consist in the
application of two self-acting valves, in addition to the expansive regulator,
one to each end of the steam cylinder— fixed in suitable passages, which
communicate with the waste steam or exhaust-pipe. He states that the use
«f these valves is to prevent the pressure upon the working side of the
piston from falling below the resistance or back pressure upon the opposite
side— a very common occurrence in carrying out the expansive principle,
although attended with very considerable loss of power; and that the pro
posed improvement is chiefly adapted to locomotives and other non-condens
ing expansive engines where the power is extremely variable.
4. "An Air- Trap, or Slink- Trap, for preventing noxious rffiuvia proceed,
ing frcm Drains and Common Sewers." By Mr. Jamks Kobb, Gas-works,
Haddington.
The model is a box, wider at the top than at the bottom, and having a
rtrip of leather fixed round the lower edge, to assist in making an air-tight
joint with the valve. The valve ia a flat piece of iron, made large enough
to cover the bottom of the box, to which it is attached by a hinge on one
side, which also forms a lever, on which ia hung a balance-weight, for the
purpose of bringing it into close contact with the bottom of the box. When
fitted into the month of the drain or common aewer, and covered with an
iron grating, the author stated that it becomea an efficient protector in all
air
weathers,
from blowing
especially
through.
as it does not depend on water for preventing the foul
5. "A Self-Acting Water-Merer." By A. Cabbice, Esq., of Glasgow.
The author stated that this meter is a close vessel of any size: that the
water ia iutioduced through a valve, aud when it reaches up to the bend of
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a fixed ayphon, it ia discharged into a receiver below ; that the valve it
closed while the discbarge continues by means of a beam on a fulcru-o
inside the meter; to the ends of this beam a chain connection ia made, ao
that the valve is drawn up by the superior weight of water flowing through
the ayphon into a perforated bucket. The number of discharges is indicated
by wheel-work similar to a gas meter, the movement being obtained from
the arbor that carries the beam. The end of this arbor comes out throueh
the meter, and works a ratchet-wheel, with a pinion of ten leaves on its axia.
6. " On a New Valve Nose-Cock." By Mr. Daniel Erskine, plumber.
The author stated that this valve cock is superior to the common cocks
either for steam or hot < ater. It is fitted with a valve that neatly fits the
case; the spindle is fitted with a spiral spring, which makes it self-shutting,
and the spindle passes through a stuffing-box.
7. " Time Piece moved by a Spring of Vulcanised Caoutchouc." By
Mr. William Smith, clockmaker.
The author stated that he conceives the superiority of this spring to con
sist in its perfect invariability, from tbe absence of friction, and the sim
plicity of its application, being in the form of a ring, one end of which is
passed through a piece of steel with an eye, to which is attached a hook
connecting it with a pulley, both ends being fixed at the bottom of the
column by a steel pin passed over them.
8. " Description and Drawing of a Glass-Blowing Ajiparofus." •' De
scription and Drawing of a New Furnace for Melting Glass." By Mr.
William Coopbb, glass manufacturer, Aberdeen.
The author remaiks, that owing to the manufacture of glass having been
so long chiefly in the hands of monopolists, and couplrd with stringent
excise restrictions, the principle of the crown and plate glass melting fur
naces have undergone little alteration or improvement for the last half
century. During the decomposition of the ingredients used in tbe manu
facture of crown, sheet, and plate glass, the application of heat to the
crucibles or pots, by the present system, is detective and objectionable.
The present mode of melting is in a square furnace, with the pota placed at
each side, and the fire in the middle of tbe furnace: tbe flame and beat
acting on one side of the pots, and passing over the top of the pota to the
working holes, the furnace being fed at each end. By this method there is
a great waste of fuel and heat, and the beat being more immediately on tbe
side of the pots, the decomposition and fusing of the materials begin at the
centre or middle of the pot, and is not carried on regularly, which is the
means of causing seed and other defects in the glass metal.
1. By the new method the beat is brought to act on the bottom of the
pots, where the decomposition and fusing of the materials ought to com
mence, uniform and regular in its progress towards the top of tbe crucible,
and by this means expelling more effectually the various gases during the
process of melting, which, if they be retained, are injurious to the metal.
— 2. The construction of the tease hole is such, that the carbonaceous
matter contained in the fuel ia consumed in passing through the grate
room, leaving a solid pure body of heat in the furnace, under and around
tbe pots, and thereby preventing the carbonaceous matter from acting upon
and discolouring the metal.—3. From the subdivision of the tease holes, and
the retention of the beat, the metal is fused in a shorter space of time.
9. " On the Manufacture of Kelp-Glass, and on the best kinds of Glass
for Staining and Enamelling." By Mr. William Cooper, glass manufac
turer, Aberdeen.
The author in his communication remarks, that the glass stainer and enameller is subject to frequent disappointments and losses, owing to the va
riety and different proportions of ingredients used in the manufacture of
glass since the use of kelp was abandoned ; each kind requiring a different
degree of heat, and producing different results, when passed through the
enamelling and staining kilns. English crown glass stands a greater heat
than sheet glass, even although of the same composition ; and this is owing
to the peculiar method of mannfacturing it. Glass made from Orkney kelp
produces the most brilliant red colour, and which has a remarkable property
of transmitting red rays of light at a great distance, and on that account it
is preferred for lighthouses.
The French ruby glass, though of a rich and
beautiful colour, has not the same reflecting power. The author givea the
following recipe for making kelp glass for staining purposes, as successfully
practised by him for a number of years :— Good Orkney kelp well ground
and sifted, 308 ; Lynn sand, 224 = 532 pounds, well fritted together in the
calcar arch ; a due mixture of collet to be added while founding. If it is
required to improve the colour, reduce the 532 pounds to powder, snd add
roaganeae 2 to 4, nitre 8, and arsenic 4 pounds. The whole to be intimately
mixed before founding. Cullet may be added or not, at the discretion of tbe
founder. If properly treated, either mixture will be found to produce tn
excellent red colour in crown or sheet glass, by meana of the oxidea of silver
and antimony, in the usual way of applying them. The author statea that
kelp is now almost entirely out of use in making glass ; and that a spurious
article is now made to resemble kelp glass in appearance, called 'dark sheet
glass,' and sold at double price, as kelp glass. It ia made from sand, chalk,
common sea salt, and bioken glass, and sometimes the usual sheet glass metal
is
feittinged
kelp with
glass.
the This
oxides"dark
of ironsheet
and maganese,
glass." when
or smithy
the staining
coals, tomagma
counter,
ia
applied to it, gives a 'dingy red colour' with a alow heat, hut when fired
with other colours, with a smart beat, it produces an ' opaque brown colour,'
inatead of the brilliant tiansparent red expected, and the artist's work ia
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•poiled beyond all remedy. The author states that Orkney kelp glasa is the
beat for ornamental work and picture aubjecta, where a brilliant red colour ia
required, and that the market sheet glass, made with soda, ash, or barytes,
4c, and selected as colourless as possible, is the best for enamelling pur
poses, or for light orange, yellow, aud lemon stain colours.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
Carney's High-Pressure Steam-Jet for Sewage Ventilation.—Some account
appeared in the morning papers a few weeks since, of an explosion of sewergas in the Friar-street sewer, Blackfriars-road, in consequence of the sewer
being connected with the furnace-chimney of Messrs. Anderson and Cattley.
A most interesting and perfectly successful experiment with the steam-jet of
Mr. Golrisworthy Gurney has since been tried, for ascertaining its capabili
ties, in the yard of these gentlemen, who thus describe the operation and its
effects:—" A communication was made from our yard to the sewer by a
atone piping, 12 inches diameter, and a steam-jet three-eighths of an inch
diameter (about the size of a large goose quill), taken from a small boiler,
wax, by a proper arrangement of connected cylinders, made to act as an
exhausting power, and thus draw the foul air from the sewer. This jet pro
duced a most powerful current, and in five minutes after it was set in action
the whole of the pestilential vapour was drawn out, and the flushing men
weie able to go into the sewer, which, for nearly two years past it bad been
impossible to enter. At the Blackfriars-road entry, they found most foul and
putrid deposit, to the depth of four feet eight inches, exhaling sulphuretted
hydrogen, and other poisonous gasea in large quantities, samples of which
have been taken by Mr. A. Anderson, which he intends, in conjunction with
Dr. Ure and Mr. Scanlan, to analyse carefully. This filth is so thick that
the shovels stand upright in it, and the men found it so difficult to wade
through that they could not proceed further than 200 yards up the sewer.
This morning all the man-boles in Friar-street have been opened, and the
men have gone into the sewer at every point. It is in the same state of ac
cumulated filth from end to end, with an inclination running towards our
factory, originally intended to go to the Thames, through Union-street.
We tested the down-cast draft of fresh air at every man-hole, and found it
to be of considerable velocity when the jet was on, drawing in rapidly the
vapour from smoking paper, and almost instantaneously re-producing flame
by the force of the current. At the opening of the large sewer in Black
friars-road, the draft was so strong as to oblige the workman to surround
the light with his hands. The officers of the commission have set men to
work to clear out the sewer, and they can remove the deposit through
Blackfriars sewer, instead of drawing it up into the street and carting away.
In an experiment made on the 20th nit., the action of the jet was stopped for
five minutes; the down-cast air was also stopped at every opening, when the
stench over the man-hole in Blackfriars-road was insupportable ; but within
80 seconds after tbe jet was again put on, the currents were reversed, as if
by magical command, and all effluvia to the street ceased. Every one ac
quainted with the power of the steam-jet, as now applied to the ventilation
of coal mines, would expect this result in its application to the ventilation of
•ewers ; but tbe most interesting and valuable point to the public in this
operation is, that it not only draws off all offensive effluvia, but by a simple
process decomposes, and, in popular language, destroys it on the spot.
The withdrawal of the whole mass of gaseous sewage from Friar-street has
neither tainted the air, nor can it be detected at any distance from the ap
paratus by the most delicate tests. These remarkable results have
been effected in a few hours, at a very trifling cost, and it ia quite evident
that we have now at command the means of effectually and safely purifying
the sewers of all London."
Timber Preserver.—M. Louis Vernet, of Buenos Ayres, has obtained a
patent for preserving from destruction by worms, insects, decay, and fire,
certain vegetable and animal substances. This invention consists chiefly in
impregnating, saturating, or coating the substance to be preserved with a
weak solution of arsenic, alone or combined with other materials. The
•olution is obtained by boiling an arsenious acid in water until it is dis
solved, and the fluid becomes clear and transparent. The proportion of
arsenic to water is 1 lb. to 40 gallons, and care should be taken not to allow
the fire to touch the sides of the boiler above ihe water, which would cause
the arsenic to sublimate, and act injuriously on the health of the workmen.
Tbe qoantity of water evaporated should be replaced by the same quantity
of fresh water, in order that the relative proportions above-mentioned may
be maintained. Or, a concentrated solution may be formed by dissolving
1 lb. of arsenic in 5 gallons of water, which can be preserved for any length
of time in wooden vessela until required for uae, when every five gallons
must be diluted with 35 gallons of water. The article may either be im
mersed in or washed over with the solution, and then dried, whereby it will
acquire a tbin coating of arsenic, which will be imperceptible to the senses,
but a sufficient preservative against the ravages of insects, &c. Or, it may
be impregnated with the solution by exhaustion or pressure. When the
solution is required to dry quickly, 6 lb. of alum to 1 lb. of arsenic are dis
solved in it. To preserve timber from fire, it is to be impregnated with a
solution of I lb. of arsenic, 6 lb. of alum, and 10 lb. of potass, in 40 gallons
of water. To preserve timber immersed in water from decay, and the
ravages of the worm, it is to be painted over with the solution mixed with
oil or any suitable tarry matters.
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Lancefi'ld Forge.—This extensive and interesting workshop of industry,
the property of Messrs. Fulton and Neilson, situated in Lancefield-street,
Anderston, near the foot of the North-quay, is celebrated for the production
of the hugest and finest pieces of forged iron work to be found in the three
kingdoms. When in full operation there are about 100 persons employed
on the premises, several steam-engines constantly at work, and the various
processes for the conversion of common worthless-looking scraps into pon
derous bars and shafts, fitted to drive the paddles of the largest steamers, or
the wheels of the most extensive manufactories, are carried on with steadi
ness and vigour. In one part of the work we are shown a cutting machine
driven by steam, which slices iron plates, an inch in thickness, into small
pieces, as easily as a housewife could cut a piece of cheese with a table knife.
In another department, these scraps or shingles are built into heaps, about
the size of quartern loaves, preparatory to being put into a furnace, from
which they are drawn out in lumps or masses blazing red, and then subjected
to the "tilt hammer," by which they are beaten into a solid state, and
shaped into bars of a certain length and thickness. From this part of the
work comes the material for the construction of all the immense shafts, co
lumns, and heavy engine gearing which daily issues from the forge, some
times requiring 10 or 12 horses to convey them to the place of their destiua
tion. After leaving tbe tilt hammer, these iron bars are conveyed to
Nasmyth's patented hammers—two of the most interesting machines in the
place— by which tbey are beaten into larger pieces, and made to assume the
form and design for which they are required. These machines can be made
to give a pressure of five to seven tons at a stroke, and are easily managed
by two or three workmen, who can make the huge mass come down at one
moment so softly a* scarcely to bruise a blade of grass, and at another with
a force that would sink a ship of war. Here, by the help of lever power,
two or three men can raise, and turn, and manage the formation of a mass
of iron weighing 12 or 14 tons as readily aud as simply as a common black
smith would forge a horse's shoe, and here these immense masses are formed
•o accurately as not to be the sixteenth part of an iuch from their pattern.
At present we may mention the Lanceneld Forge Company are in course of
constructing four shafts, ea h of them 14 tons weight, for the Halifax ves
sels, and the process of their formation is both ingenious and surprising.
Another article in the work that attracts much attention is what is called
the slotting machine, a huge iron structure, about 65 tons weight, by which
blocks of cold iron are cut, and grooved, and paired, as easily as pieces of
wood in the hands of a carpenter.— Glasgow Chronicle.
Morticing Machine for Joiner*' Work.—We inspected, at Messrs. E. T.
Bellhouse and Co.'s Eagle Foundry, a new machine for morticing wood.
This machine, though recently introduced into thia country, where it haa
been patented by Mr. William Furness, of Liverpool, has been used for the
last fifteen years in the United States of America, where it was invented by
a Mr. J. A. Fay. It is on the principle of tbe slotting machine for iron, but
with a power of adjustment of tbe point of the tool which enables a great
variety of work to be done by it. The chisels employed are peculiar
in shape, not being solid like tbe ordinary mortice chisels, but flat, like tbe
common joiner's chisels, with tbe edgea turned up at right angles, so that
the chips are drawn out of the mortice, alter tbe hole has been cut. The
machine can be used with any size of chisel from ;-inch up to 2 inches; it
will also set out and mortice naves for wheels not exceeding 10 by 15 inches.
Pins and dowels are made by it in a quick and perfect manner. It can be
made to operate either by foot or steam-power, and one machine will
perform the work of eight men. The cost of the machine is about 201.
—Manchester Guardian.
Biscuits made by Machinery.—At the extensive ship-bread bakery of Mr.
Thomas Harrison, Mersey-street, is a patent machine, which differs from
those hitherto in use, in size, in utility, and in adaptation for the firing of
the bread, on the hot-air principle, now the property of the Patent Desic
cating Company. The flour and water in proper proportions are placed in a
cylinder, and the first operation of thoroughly mixing is performed by arms
inside. On leaving the cylinder, tbe dough is kneaded by means of a large
iron cylinder, under which it is passed several times. The required thickness
is attained on passing beneath a smaller cylinder. The dough, spread like a
large sheet, passes along an endless cloth, tbe machinery moving at each
stroke tbe precise width of a biscuit. As the dough passes along, by the
rising and falling of a nicely-adjusted piece of mechanism, the biscuits are
cut into shape and receive the stamp of the patentee. The biscuits are not
circular, bnt have six sides, and, therefore, there is not, in cutting out, any
waate of dough, except a small portion at each end. Paasing along the
endless cloth, the biscuits are conducted to the mouth of the oven, where
they are received on what may be called, for familiar illustration, an endless
gridiron, wbich, as the machine moves, draws in the biscuits in a few seconds.
Each oven is 4 j feet in width, and 26J feet in length. There are four ovens,
one above another, and all fed from the same furnace with hot water. The
mixing of the flour and water occupies about twelve minutes, the kneading
five or six, and tbe firing half an hour. As each oven contains 650 biscuits,
and may be filled within a few minutes of each other, there is no difficulty
in producing from flour and water no fewer than 2,600 biscuits in an hour".
or nearly a ton of ship biscuits every two hours. Tbe biscuits, too, are of
excellent quality—beautifully crisp and sweet. It is difficult to convey to
the reader a correct idea of the operation of so ingenious and useful a piece
of machinery, but it is so exceedingly clever that we would advise tbe curious
to visit the establishment. Messrs. W. and M. Scott, of the Tranmere
Foundry, are the manufacturers.—Liverpool Mail.
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Railway*. —The railway system in England has nearly reached 5000 miles
In lemrth, aud the average cost of construction hia been rery much reduced, therefore a
diminished traffic per mile may be expected. It appears on a comparison of results that
the mileage traffic haa not fallen below the estimate rale, and that there is not the least
around for doubting the traffic resources of the country, or despairing of (he extension of
the railway system.
Locomotion v. Stationary Engine power.—We understand that the altera
tion in the working of the London and HUckwall Railway, by the substitution of loco
motives for the rope, has resulted In a saving of 50 per cent. In the working expenses,
the cost of the rope having been Is. lOd. per mile, and the locomotives auo.it lid. On
the Bow branch, which, as our readers are aware, is being worked by one of Messrs.
England's new engines, the working expenses amount only t > about fourpence per mile.
Proposed Great Railway Bridge at Cologne.— We have much pleasure,
says the ' Manchester Guardian,' in noticing, as one of the fruits of the recent visit of
his excellency the Prussian ambassador to this town and neighbourhood, that our distin
guished townsman, Mr William Folrbalm, C.E., has been Invited by the Prussian
Government to offer his advice and assistance in connection with a most Important
work, which la about to be undertaken In Rhenish Prussia. It has been determined that
the Rhine la no longer to be a barrier to an uninterrupted railway communication
between the shores of the German Ocean and the great cities of central Germany ; and
the neighbourhood of Cologne has been selected aa the fittest site for effecting this
junction. On the Invitation of his excellency Chevalier Bunsen, Mr. Fairbalrn has
prepared plans and calculations for this Important bridge, and has been called to Berlin
to submit his design to his Majesty the King of Prussia and the authorities. The
Rhine la at present, as la well known, crossed only by floating bridges, and it has,
Indeed, hitherto been considered an Impossibility to erect permanent structures, which
should be able to withstand the destructive powers of the enormous masses of ice which
are brought down from the region of the Alps by this mighty stream. It is known that
the Romans had two passages across the river, constructed, however, of wood, and con
sequently liable to great damage and deterioration) but since their age all attempts to
erect massive bridges hsve failed.

Fall of a Railway Viaduct at Preston.—During the last nine or ten
months some hundreds of men have been employed In the construction of a via-luct In
the Kibble Valley, forming part of the Preston extension of the East Lancashire Hall
way—a branch by which It la Intended to form a connection with the main line at Loetocfc Junction (some two or three miles from Preston), so as to render the company
Independent of the North Union. The viaduct Is Intended to contlat of 62 arches, alto
gether about 6(H) yards In length. The arches (which are built upon piles) are con
structed of brick, with stone springers. In consequence of the wetness of the weather,
the bricklayers were not at work at the time of the occurrence. The only men engaged
at the time of the fall were some half dozen, who were making preparations fur the
lesumptlon of work by the bricklayers. The whole of the centres, with the exception of
three sets, had been removed, for the ereclon of other arches. Of the three remaining
In, two sets had been "slackened," preparatory to removal.

Telegraphs.—England is now one of the worst provided countries in the
world for electric telegraphs. Although In this country so much genius has been
devoted to the establishment of the telegraph system, as much la charged to convey a
message 80 miles here as to convey one 1600 miles in the United States ; yet such Is the
state of legislation, no new company can be started here to afford efficient telegraphic
communication. If this state of affairs be long allowed, the commercial interests of the
country will suffer.

Telegraph Posts. —Mr. H. G. Hall, of Kirkersville, Ohio, has patented in
America an Improvement In posts for telegraphs, which consists In *' preventing the
posts supporting magnetic telegraph wires from rotting at the surface of the grouud, by
farming (on their lower enda ahinks or tenons, and Inserting the aame Into sockets,
formed In cast Iron shoes, made flaring and sharp on their upper or concave ends, to
allow them to be driven into shoulders on the posts, which are of greater diameter than
the shoes, In order to overhang and protect them, and prevent the water getting Into the
shoes at the joints, said sockets or cavities being made of greater depth than the length
of the tenons, in order to leave spaces between their bottoms and the ends of the tenors,
after the shoes are driven on the same, and thus allow them to be driven farther ou wheu
required."
The French Navy. — The Minister of France has made his report on the
present state of the French Navy, and vety great Improvements are to be muda in the
ateamers, the machinery of many of them being of a description that would be of very
little service in case ot being called suddenly to sea. It appears that several English en
gineers have received orders, and entered into contracts for supplying new boilers, and
the requisite machinery, to be constructed In France, but the material to be allowed being
Imported from England. A greit alteration la likewise about to be made In the luiputt
duty of English coals In France— to be the same impost as those from Belgium.
Hydraulic Machines. — Monsieur A. de Caligny has applied to hydraulic
engines, worked by a small full of water at a low speed, the cylindrical vitlves used In the
Cornish engine. We are not able to apeak as to the originality or utility of this appli
cation.

Chain Links for Cables, fyc.—Some experiments have been tried on the
premises of Messrs. Brown and Lvnnox, Mill-wall, Stepney, to test the power of links
for mooring chains, cables, and other purposes, forme I on the principle of Mr. Price, of
Lower Islington, a gentleman already known among scleotttic men as the Inventor of Im
provements In anchors. The object of the Inventor Is to lessen the expense and weight
of chains as at present constructed, by doing away with the stud or cross-bar of the link,
and making the link with straight or parallel sides, and not of the present oral shape ; his
principle being that the fibre of the Iron being kept straight, it will sustain or resist a
much greater weight or strain than when force <a exerted against it transversely. The
test was completely satisfactory j a link of iron, I Inch In diameter, with parallel aides 3
inches in length, and l'£ Inches In breadth, without a stud, not breaking till a strain of 18
tons was put on It, being 84 tons beyond the government proof. This invention is worthy
the notice of nautical men, and those who require chains for other purpose*.
NewaU's Patent India Rubber Springs for Rigging. — A patent has been
secured by Mr. Newall, the wire-rope manufacturer, for a new description of tprlng.
Intended for the purpose of forming an elastic support from the ship's side, for setting
up the rigging. It consists of a long box, formed of Iron plates, Ueint square lathe
inside. Into which are Inserted square blocks of India-rub ier. having between them thin
plates of sheet-lion. There is a regulating screw by which the rigging ean be strained to
any degree of lightness, and whatever strain Is Imposed on the rigglntc ofte> wards from
winds, lurching of the vessel, or other cause, the India rubber spring, by its reaction
pulls the rope In its place when the strain Is removed.
Asphalte of Seyssel. —The results of the experiments, made by direction
of the Hon. Board of Ordnance on the embrasures of Plymouth citadel, for testing the
strength of buildings cemented with asphalte, have been highly satisfactory. In the
course of lust year several experiments were mada on the old batteries, and on new ones
constructed In brickwork, bedded and jointed In fluid aapbalte. The old embrasure of
lubble masonry waa considerably shattered by the firing six limes of a 32-pouudtr gun,
with charges of 101b. of powder each. The experiment was repeated ou the asphulte
battery, and no effect was observable. By the aid of this valuable material, the bomb
proof buildings on the southern rsmparts, which were uninhabitable for a century, hare,
since June, 1846, been converted, under the orders of the engineers, lulu barracks,
where about 400 men are now lodged In dry quarters.
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LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND PROM SEPTEMBER 20, TO OCTOBER 18, 1849*

Six Months allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed,
James Hlggtns, of Salford, Lancaster, machine maker, and Thomas Schofield Whitworth, of Salford aforesaid, mechanic, for certain improvements in machinery for pre
paring, SDiuning, and doubling cotton, wool, flax, silk, and similar fibrous materials.—
September 24.
The above patent being opposed by caveat at the Great Seal, was not sealed till October
2nd, but bears date the 24th September, the day it would hare been sealed haul no oppo
sition been entered.
John Meadows, of Princes- st reel, Coventry-street, Middlesex, carver and gilder, for
Improvements In veneering.— September 27.
John Marriott Blaahneld, of Millwall, Poplar, Middlesex, romon cement manufacturer,
for Improvements in the manufacture of manure.—September 27.
William Browne, of Nt. Austell, Cornwall, mine agent, and Richard Rnwe Veale, of
St. Columb Major, Cornwall, for improvements in preparing for pulverise lion A-ut-stooe,
china-stone, ores, minerals, spas, sands, earths, and other substances.—September 27.
Nicholas Poran Malllard, of Edward street, Portland-place, engineer, for linprovmenta
in obtaining motive power for giving motion to machinery, aud in propelling vessels. —
September 27.
William Boggett, of St, Martin's- lane, Middlesex, gentleman, for improvements In
heating and evaporating fluids. — September 27.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lone, civil engineer, for Improvements in the
manufacture of knobs for doors, ankles of furniture, or other purposes; and In connect
ing metallic attachments to articles made of g ass or other analogous materials. (A communl cation.) —September 27.
William Jamleaon, of Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancaster, machine maker, for certain Im
provements In looms for weaving.— October 4.
Charles Atwood, ot Tow-lana Iron Works, near Darlington, Durham, etq., for an im
provement or Impiovetuents In the manufacture of Iron. (A communication.) — October 5.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane^ civil engineer, tor improvements In m»chlntry for planing, tongueiug. aud grooving boards or planks. (A communication.;—
October 5,
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery-lane, mechanical draughtsman, for Improvements
in the manufacture of pipes or tubes. (A communication.)— October 9.
Henry Watson, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, brasafounuer, far imp rove menu in valves or
cocks.— October 12.
Robert Larkln, of Ardwlck, Lancaster, machinist, and William Henry Rhodes, of
Openshaw, Lancaster, mechanic, tor certain Improvements In machinery for preparing,
spinning, doubling, and weaving cotton and other fibrous substances.—October 12.
Peter Armand le Comic de Fontaineaaureau, of South-street, Flnsbury, tor improve
ments in spinning fibrous substances. (A communication.)— October 12.
Joseph Lowe, of Salford, Lancaster, surveyor, for certain improvements in grates or
grids applicable to sewers, drains, and other similar purposes.—October 12.
Michael Titch, of Chelmsford, Essex, patent aalt manufacturer, for improvements ha
baking bread, biscuits, aud other matters, which improvements axe applicable for drying
goods.— October 12.
Cornelius Bouell, of Kempsey, Worcester, engineer, for certain improvements In rotary
engines, to be worked by steam or other means, and also in the construction of carriages,
vessels, or other vehicles to be worked or propelled by the said Improvements In rotary
engines or other motive power, and for the machinery to be connected therewith.— Octo
ber 12.
James Banister, of Birmingham, manufacturer, for a certain Improvement or certain
improvements in tubes for locomotive and other boilers.— October 12.
George Alois Kingeiaon, of Essex-street, Strand, Middlesex, chemist, for a composi
tion or preparation lor destroying vermin.— October 12.
Charlea Rowley, of Newhall stret, Birmingham, button manufacturer, for certains tasprovemeuta in apparatus tor weaving, and in articles to be attached to dresses. — Octo
ber 12.
John Torklnglon, of Pury, Lancaster, railway contractor, for certain improvements in
the construction of chairs for railways.— October 12.
John Chri.tophers, of Heavltree, Devon, formerly merchant and ship owner, for Im
provements In naval architecture.— October 12.
Thomas Llghtfoot, of Broad Oak, Lancaster, chemist, for Improvements In printing
cotton fabrics.— October 12.
William Sledman Gillett, of Wilton-street, Grosvenor place, Esq., for improvements
In packing pistons, stuffing. boxes, tildes, and other parts of machinery, and in foruiusg
barings, and In (miking cylinders and other forms of metal.— October 12.
Conrad William Tinsel, of Bristol, su*ar refiner, for Improvements in the processes and
machinery employed in, aud applicable to, the manufacture of sugar. — October 12.
John Mercer, of Oakenham, Lancaster, gentleman, and. William Elythe, of Holland
Bank, Lancaster, manufacturing chemist, for Improvements in certain maUrisla to be
used in the process of dyeing and printing.— October 12.
Jules le Bastler, of Paris, gentleman, for certain improvements In machinery or appa
ratus for printing.— October 12.
Joseph Johnson, of Hudderblleld, York, bricklayer, and Joel Ciiffe, of the same puce,
Ironfounder, for improvements in furnaces or in the me-us of consuming smoke.—Octo
ber 12.
John Pencil Tuckett, of Plymouth, Devon, merchant, for a new and Improved method
of preparing a manure called " superphosphate of lime." without using any acids In the
decomposition ot the various substance* of which the manures now In use, and for which
patents have been obtained, called " superphosphate of lime," by the application of arti
ficial agency, by which more than double the quantity ot a true superphosphate of Inns
can he produced beyond that tor which any patent has hitherto be n granted ; that the
same may be applied In the production of all kinds of crops, more particu.arly wheat,
barley, oats, turnips, and other vegetables.— October IS.
Thomas Dawson, of Melton-street, Euston. square, machinist, for improvements in
cutting and shaping garments, and other ui tides of dress for the human body.—Octo
ber is.
George Shove, of Deptford, Kent, for improvements in manufacturing ornaauenssat
surfaces when glass and other substances are used. (A communication.)— October IS.
Joseph Stovel, of Suffolk-place, Pail-Mall East, Middlesex, tailor, for Improvements la
coats; part of which improvements are applicable to sleeves of other garments.— OctoDavid Hulett, of Bolborn, Middlesex, gas engineer, and John Birch Peddeo, of Lam
beth, gas engineer, for Improvements in gas-meters and gaa-regulalora. — October IS.
Etham Campbell, of New York, in the United states ot America, philosophical, prac
tical, and experimental engineer, and a citizen of the said United Mates, for certain new
aud useful improvements lu the means of generating and applyiug motive power, and la
propelling vessels.—October IS.
William Wyatt, of Waterloo-cottage, Oldawlnford, pump maker, for Improvements la
coating the surfaces of pumps, pipes, daterns, aud other articles of hou.— October 18.
Charlea Feltou Kirkmnn, ot Argyle street, Middlesex, gt-utiemau, tor spinning or
twisting culluu, wool, or other fibrous substances.— October IS.
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We have thought it right to give Mr. Diobv Wyatt's Report,
and the plan of the Palace of Industry, as our readers will thereby
see the kind of accommodation which will be provided in Hyde
Park in 1851. The Report they will read with interest, as it is
from the pen of a man who well understood and carried out the
mission he had undertaken.
From what we saw at Paris, we feel quite sure no building like
the one there, will be big enough for our Exhibition, which will
require thrice the room. The ground taken up at our agricultural
shows for tools and stock is great enough; and then there is all
that is wanted for our mines, manufactures, and colonies, besides
what may come from abroad. Whether we look to the resources
of England or the situation of London, as compared with those of
France and Paris, we shall see enough to show how much greater
ore our requirements. The population of London is twice that
of Paris London will, by railway, receive productions from the
whole land between Plymouth and Aberdeen; by her river and
by canals from towns not reached by railway; and by sea from all
the neighbouring lands. Bulky machinery can most readily be
brought to London; and, indeed, it is more easy to get to London
from the whole shore of France between Bayonne and Dunkirk,
than to get to Paris. Bordeaux, Nantes, Rouen, and Havre, and
the towns on their rivers, will ship straight for London. By our
steamers, the hundreds of towns on the Mediterranean, the Atlan
tic, and the North and the East Seas, will send their productions;
—and not only these, but every town on the ship-bearing rivers of
Europe, be it on the head of the Danube or among the mountains
of Bohemia. From the wide Atlantic our brothers will send to us;
from the furthest East, wherever the daring of the English mind
can reach,—from the shores of America, Southern Asia, and Aus
tralia, on which our steamboats daily ply, will produce be sent to
London, for this town has means of communication which all
France even does not possess.
A great building must therefore be raised, worthy of England,
who has called the world to this meeting, and worthy of those who
will answer to the call. It may, perhaps, be still worthy of con
sideration which of the Parks should be chosen. Hyde Park has
a good field, and is between two great streets and in the neighbour
hood of handsome buildings. The nearest canal, the Grosvenor
Canal, is within half-a-mile of the walls. The Regent's Park is,
however, likewise in a handsome quarter, and has ground enough,
while it has the Regent's Canal running through it on the north,
and is also near the North-Western and Great Western Rail
ways.

A Report on the Eleventh French Exposition of the Products of In
dustry; pripared by the direction of, and submitted to, the President
ntid Council of the Society of Arts. By Matthew Dioby Wyatt,
Architect.
To tue President and Council op the Society op Arts.
Sir, my Lords, and Gentlemen,—In accordance with instruc
tions which I had the honour to receive from you, I have visited
the French metropolis, for the puipose of collecting all such
details concerning the quality, extent, and general character of
the present "Exposition of the Products of Industry," as might
seem most deserving of the careful attention of your Society.
On my arrival in Paris 1 lost no time in studying the actual
position of the building—the system which had been adopted as
the basis of its distribution—the official arrangements connected
with the selection and reception of the works of art exhibited—
their leading characteristics, as contrasted with the parallel exist
ing products of English manufacturing energy—and their com
parative excellence in relation to the previous history of French
commerce. I endeavoured immediately to make myself acquainted
with the printed records of all previous similar National Exhibi
tions, and to put myself in communication, not only with the
authorities, but with gentlemen not officially connected with the
administration, from many of whom I have been fortunate enough
to eain information of the most valuable kind.
When we consider that during the last fifty years constant and
sedulous attention has been paid by the government to the great
interests of manufacture in France, by precept, example, pre
miums, public exhibitions, the institution of Elementary Schools,
"Societies of Encouragement," and, above all, by an incessant
attempt to elevate the social and intellectual condition of all
engaged in the great work of supplying the necessities, gratifying
No. 147.—Vol. XII.—December, 1?49.
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the tastes, and ministering to the resources and revenues of their
native country, we cannot be surprised to find in the year 1849, that
the impulse originally conveyed to manufactures limited in extent,
and serving chiefly for the use of a small proportion only of the
citizens, has been transmitted through infinitesimal ramifications,
until it has become infused and incorporated into the very essence
of the spirit of the people.
The traditions of excellence in manufacture reach in France to a
very remote period: as early as the commencement of the thirteenth
century her celebrity in the production of stained glass, of gold
smith's work, of Limoges enamel, of ornaments in carved ivory,
and of illuminated manuscripts, had become European. Aided by
the influence of the great banker and merchant, Jacques Cceur,
the industrial arts attained an almost unrivalled development at
the beginning of the fifteenth century; and under the patronage
of the royal connoisseur, Francis the First, the union of the high
est order of artistic ability, with the mechanical skill and experi
ence accumulated during many centuries, stamped with a peculiar
and unmistakeable character of perfection many of the celebrated
productions of the period of the Renaissance. The establishment
of the silk trade at Lyons about the year 1450—the ancient pro
ficiency of Paris, St. Denis, Lagny, Beauvais, and Cambray, in all
other branches of weaving—the Gobelin tapestry—the carpets of
the Savonnerie—the Sevres China Institution—and the commence
ment of the employment of cotton in the seventeenth century, are
all land-marks in the great scheme of French manufacture. Now,
although in all the departments of trade enumerated, the highest
art was associated with manufacture in supplying the wants and
gratifying the tastes of the lay and clerical aristocracy, it was not
until the advent of the Revolution that the attempt was made in
France to popularise any of these productions. From the year
1797 we may date a gradual attempt to disseminate, from the fevo
to the many, the luxury of beautiful design in all objects of daily
and universal .use. It is true that, since this tide has set in, we
have met with no such artists in manufacture as Benvenuto
Cellini, Jean Goujon, Leonard de Limousin, Petitot and Bordier,
Clodion, Girardon, Bernard de Palissy, Girolamo della Rohbia,
Pierre l'Escot, &c, but in their stead have arisen myriads of
earnest men, anxious to afford additional employment to the swell
ing masses congregating on the great points of centralization: and
desirous, at the same time that they supplied to all at a moderate
rate, an approximation to the enjoyments of taste, formerly the
appanage only of the minority, to establish and maintain that
great bulwark of the wealth, intelligence, and respectability of
their native country—the enormous and now all-powerful Bourgeois
class.
This generalization and dissemination of "Art Manufacture"
has been much excited and aided by the establishment of great
National Expositions, exhibiting from time to time the actual con
dition, advantages, deficiencies, capabilities, and variations of in
dustrial exertion throughout the country. It may be scarcely
necessary to prove the excellence, in principle and practice, of the
institution of such a systematic stimulant to public emulation,
since a recapitulation of the names of such men as Francois de
Neufchateau, Chaptal, Napoleon, Berthollet, Dupin, Louis Phi
lippe, &c. fall of whom, though differing most widely in their
political views, have united in prosecuting these Exhibitions with
the greatest ardour), would alone suffice to convince the most
sceptical, that France at least has acknowledged the great publio
benefit of such competitions. When, furthermore, we find that
similar exhibitions have been organised in Belgium, Italy, Austria,
Spain, Prussia, Sweden, Bavaria, and Russia, and that the number
of exhibitors has augmented in one constantly increasing ratio, it
is manifest that the manufacturers themselves have derived a prac
tical benefit, as direct and important as that received by the
public. As far as I have been able to remark, there does not exist
one single writer who has ventured to assert, either personally or
anonymously, that France has ever acquired aught except benefit
from this admirable Institution.
In order to convey, in as short a compass as possible, the facts
prepared for your examination, it may perhaps be well to arrange
them under three heads, giving,—
Firstly—A description of the present building, and generally of
the nature of the present Exposition (A).
Secondly—A short account of the history of the institution of
past Expositions, and their connection with the industrial progres
sion of the country.
And, Thirdly— An analysis of the official arrangements, their
routine, and in an appendix, copies of public documents con
nected with the organization of the present and past Exposi
tions.
40
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Section A.—The Pbebent Exposition.
No. 1.— Tlie Building, its Cost, S;c.
The vast edifice which has heen erected to contain the specimens
of manufacture selected for exhibition in the year 1849, is situated
on the same site as that occupied by a similar building in the year
1814. The Carre de Marigny, on which it has been placed, is a
large oblong piece of ground, abutting on the main avenue of the
Champs Elysees, and as a site offers every possible advantage,
being of a gravelly soil, already efficiently drained, and placed on
the line of a continually moving series of public conveyances.
The Champs Elysees, though at some considerable distance from
the grent centre of Parisian population, are still so universal a
place of resort, that they may be fairly assumed to be "in the way"
of even the poorest classes of the community. The elevation may
be admirably seen from all the approaches to the building, and it
has the advantage of being in the immediate proximity to the
residence of the President of the Republic.
The architect, M. Morcaii, was engaged in the year 1844 (the
date of the last Exposition) on the design of a building almost
similar to the present one, exhibiting a somewhat analogous ar
rangement, but presenting less complication of form. By a com
parison of the two appended plans, the differences of his arrange
ment of the Palace of Industry in 1844, and that in 1849, will be
apparent; and it will undoubtedly be perceived that the interior
of the vast rectangular courtyard in the plan of 1844 must have
presented a magnificent coup d"wil, which is totally wanting in its
fellow of the present year.
The whole plot of the present building (exclusive of the agri
cultural department) covers a vast parallelogram of 206 metres by
100 (about 675 X 328 feet English), round the outline of which
runs a gallery about 90 feet wide, divided into two avenues by a
double range of pilasters. In the centre of each avenue is n set
of stalls, placed back to back, for the exhibition of merchandise;
and both between the central pilasters, and round, and upon the
walls, other objects are placed, so that on traversing either of the
four gangways (each about 10 feet wide) the public have upon
their right and left hands objects for inspection. In the part of
the building appropriated to large machinery, of course this system
cannot be carried out with the same regularity. The vast parallelo
gram, enclosed by a somewhat similar gallery in the year 1844,
was left as one magnificent hall, within which were placed the
most important objects; in the present building we find it divided
by two transverse galleries, similarly arranged to those we have
described, forming three courtyards; the central one being about
J M) feet square, and the two lateral ones 80 feet by 140. The cen
tral courtyard is open to the sky; in the middle rises an elegant
fountain placed on a platform of turf, and around are disposed
sheds for the exhibition of flowers and horticultural ornaments
and implements. One of the lateral courts (enclosed) receives a
large collection of objects in metal-work, cast-iron, &c, and the
other contains an immense reservoir, in which all the drainage
from the roofs is collected, so as to form a supply of water imme
diately serviceable in case of fire. In addition to this great build
ing, which corresponds with that previously erected, there is this
year constructed a vast shed for the exhibition of agricultural pro
duce, and stock. It extends to a length rather greater than the
width of the great parallelogram, and is about 100 feet (English)
wide. Its construction is ruder than that of the "Palace," but it
is not on that account less effective. It appears to have been
originally contemplated to fill the whole of this gigantic hall with
rattle, &c, and to place the agricultural implements in a long nar
row gallery intervening between it and the main building; but as
the stock of animals forwarded for exhibition has not proved so
large as was anticipated, it has been half-filled with semi-agricul
tural machines, and the whole of the long narrow gallery alluded
to crammed with stoves, and miscellaneous domestic mechanism.
The whole of the building is constructed of wood; the roofs
being covered with zinc: of the latter material 400,000 kilo
grammes, equal to nearly 4,000 tons, are stated to have been used;
and of the former, nearly +5,000 pieces of timber.
It is hoped that the accompanying plans, which have been pre
pared from some recent authorities, and an inspection of the
sketches given in the pages of the Illustration and other journals,
will convey a tolerably good idea both of the exterior and interior
arrangements of the exhibitions. They will serve to show at least
that a somewhat unnecessary expenditure has been gone into, and
to manifest the possibility of constructing a much more simple
building, possessing all the advantages of this one, at a far less
cost.
Both externally and internally there is a good deal of tasteless

and unprofitable ornament; all the pilasters are papered and
painted in a species of graining to imitate light oak, and even the
ceiling is covered over with the same work. Large carton pierre
trusses apparently support the timbers, and a painted bronze basrelief fills the tympanum of the pediment, at the principal en
trance. The architecture of the whole is mesquin, although the
gigantic scale of the building necessarily elevates the general
effect into something of impressiveness; not, however, to nearly
the extent which the same outlay might have produced.
In spite of a statement which has been going the round of the
French papers, declaring that the building has cost 900,000 francs,
I may, I believe, state with certainty, on the authority of M.
Audiganne (Chef du Bureau de l'lndustrie), who has kindly com
municated to me a few official details, that nothing like that sum
has been expended, and that about 450,000 francs is the real
amount. In a letter 1 had the honour to receive from him, he
informs me that—
Franca.

af

The coit of the building in the year 1839 was 363,791 about 14,550
„
„
1844 „ 376,406 „ 15,050
„
„
1849 „ 400,000 „ 16,000
If to this last amount we add 2,000/., the lowest estimated cost
of the agricultural shed, making the whole sum expended equal to
18,000/., the difference of about 3,000/. between the outlay of the
present year and that of the year 1844 will be satisfactorily ac
counted for.
It is, of course, to be remembered in these calculations, that the
money is paid only for the hire of the materials for about three
months, the whole remaining the property of the contractor at the
termination of the Exhibition.
We find that the Exposition of the year
- 1839 contained a total area of 11.362]
1.3081
9,497 y\imetres
1H4 4
„
19,497
1849
„
22,;
2,391 J
That of these total areas.
fctftft mrcreb
mrir«0 i-onsWil of space available f 5.5MH metre* remained for th«
In 1839 i5 SO*!
1H44, 9.0'« 1
„
>
for bo'hIs; and, cnrjae-4 10,445 V paeaagea. hall, gang.
lo4U, a, 7*4
„ J
quenily. ibat—
\^Vi.6i7j ivaya, 4x. &c.

We may, therefore, infer that about half-and-half is a good
working proportion; and since
8q. Mttira.

Franc*.

£

s.

d.

In 1839, a total of 11,362 cost 363,791, that is 1 S 7]
1844,
1849,
„
22,391
19,497 „ 400,000
376,406
„ 0 14
15 40J J\ per square metre.
It follows that,
In 1844,
1839, the cost of„ the buikliug was
„ at the rate of •.21

d.
3J
2

1\ per sq.ft. English.

1819,
„
„
1 2|J
Now, setting aside the year 1839 as a manifest extravagance, we
learn that l.v. 'id. has been the average of the cost of building per
foot square in the two last French Expositions; but at the same
time it is to be remarked that the work is done in an extravagant
style, and that the expenses of some branches of building are
considerably greater in France than in England.
N.B—It has not heen possible to obtain more detailed informa
tion of cost, the returns having not yet been officially made up.
These figures must, therefore, be regarded only as the nearest
approximation to correctness procurable.
No. 2.— The Classification of Products, ife.
Not only in laying-out the scheme of building, but in the ar
rangements preliminary even to that point, it becomes necessary
where objects of such various descriptions are to be assembled, to
adopt some general system of natural or artificial classification, in
order that facilities for the proper grouping of analogous arts may
be uniformly and consistently provided, both in the Exhibition,
the Catalogue, and the Report of those appointed to examine into
the merits of the workmanship or design.
In the three first Expositions no system of classification was
adopted, and consequently the labour of all employed in studying
them must have been, and still is, very much enhanced.
If one of the objects of these exhibitions be, as it most as
suredly should, to instruct the public, the clearness of their
memories and impressions mainly depends upon the simplicity and
perfection of the system of succession, subordination, and classifi
cation of all the elements composing the great display. If it
be otherwise, they gain only a confused sense of weariness, in
stead of a series of important, mutually dependant, practical con
clusions.
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In the year 1906 we meet with the first attempt at arrangement
by M. Costaz, who edited the Report of the jury on the Exposition
of that year.
He proceeded on a geographical analysis, and
treated his examination of all the objects exhibited, under the
heads of the departments of France from which they emanated.
In the year 1819 he again edited the Report, and on that occa
sion adopted an entirely material or natural system, dividing all
the arts into thirty-nine heads. The consequence was, of course,
great confusion.
In the year 1827, M. Payen took up a purely scientific arrange
ment into five great divisions, namely—
Art*.—1 , Chemical ; 2, Mechanical; 3, Physical; 4, Economical; '■.Mis
cellaneous.
This was deemed almost too artificial and abstract; and, ac
cordingly, in 1834 we find M. Dupin very wisely establishing his
system of division on the basis of the relation of the arts to man.
Thus—
Anlhropic Arts— 1, Alimentary; 2, Sanitary; 3, Vestiary; 4. Domiciliary;
5, Locomutive; 6, Sensitive; 7, Intellectual; 8, Preparative; 9, Social.
In 1839 M. Dupin's analysis was adhered to, and found to work
very well.
In 1844 the jury adopted a more material classification, uniting
something of the spirit of each of the three former systems.
They divided the Manufacturing Arts into—
Artt on the Accidental or Natural System.— 1, Woven ; 2, Mineral ; 3, Me
chanical; 4, Mathematical; 5, Chemical ; 6, Fine; 7, Ceramic; 8, MiacellaDenua.
This arrangement led rather to confusion, and unfortunately, as
may be seen by a reference to the plan of the building of the pre
sent Exposition, in which this system (if any) has been followed,
it is sufficiently complicated to render it extremely difficult to
refer to any particular object, from its proximity to others having
any analogy with it.
Perhaps some of the elements of Mr. Fergusson's excellent
analysis of the Anthropic Arts might be advantageously adopted,
or some classification referring to modifications of material in the
raw state, in the manufactured state, in the ornamented state—
treating them as representatives of the science of production, of
manufacture, of decoration, might be found available in default of
other better arrangements.

paralyses the judgment in appreciating the numerous structural
defects which her productions constantly exhibit. If a piece of
furniture be well and artistically carved, the ordinary eye cares
little whether it be or be not well fitted or well seasoned. A beau
tiful silver-gilt ornament is at once preferred to an ugly gold one,
and a paper-hanging printed in two tints which harmonise is far
preferable to one executed with sixty, all of which "fight" and
weary the eye. The only important branches of manufacture in
which, to judge from the present Exposition, France seems de
cidedly behind England, are those of the application of mechanism
to curving on a large scale, the manipulation of gutta-percha, tinplate and Britannia-metal working, earthenware, and japanning
on papier-mache*, and generally, perhaps, in her immediate adapta
tion of new machinery to facilitate, and consequently cheapen,
production; while in many departments, such, for instance, as the
cultivation of the art of enamelling, of bronze-working, of the
production of artistic stone-ware, the making and colouring of
terracotta, and of riband and silk-weaving and dyeing, she ap
pears as decidedly in advance. In such a Report as the present it
would be needless to particularise the differences between the
manufactures in detail; but it may, perhaps, be well to remind
those interested, that the predominating feature of this year's
exhibition in France is the manifestation of her power to get up
those machines on the possession of which our facility in produc
tion has long depended, and that if once she attain in this depart
ment anything approaching our mechanical resources, at the same
time retaining her present artistic capability, there is little doubt
that she will be enabled to command many markets to which we
alone now procure access, and which we are too apt to regard as
permanent property, rather than as requiring peculiar and con
tinued exertion to monopolise.
The exhibition of raw silk of the finest quality should make us
turn with peculiar interest to the details of the experiments lately
made, with a view to introduce the subject to the notice of the
English cultivator, recorded in the last portion of your Society's
Transactions, and encourages us to hope that ere long this im
portant material may be naturalised in England.
The raw products of Algeria seem to promise much as a field for
the outlay of French energy and capital.

No. 3.— The Nature and Character of the Products.
It was a matter of common complaint among all connected with,
or interested in, the present exhibition, that, owing to the com
mercial crises of 1848, it had become almost impossible to foresee
either the probable amount or character of the goods forwarded for
exhibition. I fear, therefore, that the most careful computations
as to the relative spaces occupied by different trades would rather
mislead than inform, if they were likely to be regarded as the
slightest indication of what might be probable in England.
On examining and comparing the leading features of all the
previous Expositions, we find that each one was specially charac
terised by some feature peculiarly it sown. Thus, Machinery,
which this year is the great and predominating attraction, in 1839
was comparatively a minor item; while the products of Mulhausen,
which in 1839 actually required a special great hall for themselves
alone, this year sink into the ordinary space allotted to many other
branches of industry. In forming a judgment as to the proper
space to be occupied by any specific manufacture, in reference to
its actual importance, much must naturally be left for decision to
the constituted authorities for the time being, and they in turn
must be swayed more by a sense of duty and justice, than by any
laws with which precedent could provide them.
In quality of her position, as "mistress of the reigning mode,"
France this year, as in duty bound, exhibits a dazzling array of
pretty and tasteful objects. Evidence is exhibited on all hands of
the extent to which the education of her workmen have been car
ried. Scarcely ever do we recognise a piece of bad ornamental
modelling; where the human figure is introduced, it is rarely ignorantly drawn. In the departments of manufacture requiring ten
der manipulation, such as the more delicate articles of jewellery,
carving, tooling, &c, we recognise a practised hand, acting in
unison with an ever-thoughtful head.
Everything seems pro
duced, to a certain extent, con amore; and on conversing with
every tradesman he will be found to take an immediate pride in
his occupation, as a means of elevating him in the social scale,
rather than as a drag to prevent his entering into competition
with a class, whose hopes, fears, associations, prejudices, virtues,
and demerits, have little natural affinity to his own.
Thus,
French manufacture has a certain peculiar charm, which frequently

Perhaps the chief excellencies of the arrangements may be
deemed the extreme liberality with which the building has been
constructed, and the noble stvle in which the whole affair has been
managed as regards the unlimited supply of public money, the
number and civility of the keepers and attendants, and the ease
with which the enormous masses of visitors were enabled to circu
late by the width and uninterrupted lines of the gangways.
There was considerable benefit in the opening of numerous outlets,
though the public were generally admitted by one entrance only.
The advantage afforded by this was, that if any persons were
inconvenienced by heat or pressure, they could readily find an
exit; while limiting the points of entry secured a tolerably unani
mous movement, without driving those on whose inclination led
them to dwell especially upon one particular spot. It also con
siderably simplified the overlooking and checking the receipts on
entry. The placing at all these doorways, ladies, who benevo
lently devoted themselves to the collection of funds to be dedi
cated to the service of the poor, and more particularly to relieve
those suffering from the cholera, has been productive of very great
good, and by their means large sums of money have been raised
for the purposes of charity.
The system which has been heretofore adopted of grouping
together goods of a similar kind—affording great facilities for
comparison and study—and increasing the ease with which par
ticular classes of manufacture may be separately examined, without
confusing the memory with the labour of recalling the exact position
of kindred objects scattered about, it was found impossible to fully
carry out, owing to the feverish political excitement, which, up to
a late period, rendered the existence, even of this year's Exposi
tion, quite problematical. A mode of arrangement of products of
manufacture so topographical as to exhibit together all the energy
and relative power of production, of different districts, has been
suggested, but never tried to any great extent; the general opinion
being that it would not convey as much practical information, or
in half so agreeable a form, as if effected by the usual practice.
Classified indices to the Catalogues would probably unite the
advantages of both systems, and to a slight extent they have been
adopted in France.
'Ihe Catalogue as at present arranged consists of two part-*.
The first, containing the numerical series in the order in which the

No. 4.—General Excellencies and Defects of the present Exposition.
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products stand in the several stalls, the names of manufacturers,
their addresses, and the nature of their goods, placed somewhat
thus:—
No. 19 | James White Leeds
Patent Malleable Iron.
No. 20 I John Smith
Mosely-street,
Broad-street, Birmingham
Manchester Cast-iron goods.
No. 21 | James Brown
Cotton Prints.
betically,
And the followed
second, by
thethe
names
number
of manufacturers
of the stalls, &c,
arranged
thus:— alph;
White, James
I Patent Malleable Iron
No. 19
Wilson, Robert I Stocking-frame, with patented Improvements No. 524
Wood and Smith I Painted and Ornamental Glass
No. 4218
In all cases where honours have in former years been awarded
to individuals, their nature is indicated by distinctive marks
attached to each name. In truth, however (excepting as a book
of reference after the close of the exhibition), the French Cata
logue, as at present arranged, is almost valueless: the names and
addresses of each exhibitor being attached in a clear and legible
form to every stall, and some one representing his firm being
generally present to take care of his or her master's goods, and to
convey whatever information may be requested. The present con
struction of the Catalogue is, on the whole, to be regarded rather
as a defect than as an excellence. The self-evident principle of
regulating the line of progression, and fixing the numbers so as to
fall in with that order, seems to have been quite lost sight of, and
thus considerable confusion would be created by any one who per
severed in following out the series presented by the Catalogue.
If it were determined to have one up and one down-current in a
gangway, it would be well to let the numbers follow each other on
either the right or left-hand sides; if, on the contrary, the whole
stream of visitors poured in one direction, it might be well to place
the odd numbers on the left-hand side-stalls, and the even num
bers on the right, and thus the classes of fabric and material might
be kept tolerably together in the Catalogue. Now on the former,
the present French system, they get very much scattered about.
There is considerable advantage in allowing the exhibitors to fit
up (under certain general restrictions) their own stalls, at their
own expense; since it affords an opportunity for the exercise of
individual taste, is gratifying to those who would be dissatisfied if
the charge of arranging their goods was entrusted to any but
themselves, and effects also a considerable saving of time, trouble,
and expense, to the executive. It is, however, absolutely neces
sary, that all goods should be finally arranged some time prior to
the opening of the exhibition, and that none should be received
after a certain day, except under the most extraordinary circum
stances. The non-observance of such a regulation completely
marred, for some time, the effect of the present Exposition;
instead of inaugurating a perfect and splendid spectacle with
fitting national solemnities, and thus interesting at once to the
people and the press, the saloons were opened half-filled, or even
less than half-filled;—upholsterers hard at work in all directions;
boxes, packing-cases, lumber, and heaps of straw, dust and dirt,
disfiguring and spoiling the whole effect. For nearly three weeks
these inconveniences existed, in a greater or less degree; and, as
might naturally be expected, the press scarcely praised, scarcely
noticed, and the better class of citizens and foreigners scarcely
visited, the exhibition for the first month. It is needless to insist
on the importance of this error.
One of the most striking defects In the plan of the building was
the total impossibility of converting it, for any great national pur
pose, into a vast hall, in which a multitude might assemble to
witness such an exhibition as the bestowal of the prizes. In no
position could more than a fourth of the whole extent be seen at
one view, so that not only was the effect of a possible ensemble,
similar to that which might have been gained by the adoption of a
design proposed in the Revue d"Architecture, by M. Hector Moreau,
entirely lost, but the stupendous effect of one enormous impression
of grandeur on entering was perfectly sacrificed to a fancied
regularity of plan. Another great disadvantage was the impossi
bility of adding to the beauty of the effect by the additional
galleries, and the acquisition of more space to be appropriated, in
the event of the contributions proving more numerous than was
expected.
One peculiarity, which architecturally was most distressing, was,
that a system of sham seemed to preside over all the ornaments
and construction. Great carton pierre trusses which supported
nothing—painted bas-reliefs to imitate bronze—fir covered all over
with paper to make it look like oak,—were all unnecessary Rod
wasteful professional forgeries. If each simple material had been
allowed to tell its own tale, and the lines of the construction so
arranged as to conduce to a sentiment of grandeur, the qualities of
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"power" and "truth," which its enormous extent must have neces
sarily ensured, could have scarcely failed to excite admiration, and
that at a very considerable saving of expense.
The Agricultural portion of the building was by far the best in
design, though comparatively rude ; but, unhappily, since the
exhibition was a very poor one (the provinces being scarcely at all
represented) almost twice as much accommodation was provided
as was needed.
We fully believe, that a better building might be erected,
affording the same area and advantages as the Parisian Palace of
Industry, and avoiding most of its defects, for an amount less—
probably by one-fourth—than that which has been expended
upon it.
The remaining sections of this Report consist of a short but
interesting history of the origin and progress of the past Exposi
tions, from their commencement in 1797, under the auspices of
Napoleon, up to that of the present year ; showing their connec
tion with the industrial progression of the country; their cost;
the official arrangements, and duties of the various authorities ;
the distribution of prizes; together with an appendix which shows
the labour and judgment bestowed by Mr. Wyatt in collecting it.

LAW FOR PATENTEES IN FRANCE.
Whoever knows anything of law anywhere, knows it Is a very
bad thing; but those who have the ill-iuck to bring a mechanical
question before one of our law courts, learn it is the worst thing
they have done in their lives. Law may be the perfection of rea
son—though we do not know why this is to be believed,—but as
lawyers know nothing of mechanical affairs, and yet undertake
them, the evil lot of patentees, manufacturers, engineers, and
others, may be foreseen. Nor are we better off with juries. What
are called special juries are not composed of men of education,
though it might be thought if a special jury were needed, it would
be of men of mind and knowledge. So far from this, special jury
men are taken from the wealthy or trading classes. To be a mer
chant or banker, is a qualification; hut to be an engineer, architect,
editor, author, professor, schoolmaster, chemist, doctor, or gra
duate, is none. Lawyers and medical men are exempt, even if
otherwise qualified; so that to get an educated man on a special
jury is a mere chance. If the judge go so far as to recommend a
reference, to whom is the reference made ? Not to practical men,
but to barristers, who are not, of need, either lawyers or men of
sense, and whose judgment may be utterly impossible to be carried
into effect.
"They do these things better in France." It Is quite true that
they have law and lawyers: but they have, further, something rea
sonable. They have professional witnesses, or experts; but they
have likewise, for trade cases, "Tribunals of Commerce," consisting
of mercantile men, and chosen by mercantile men.
The "Syndical Chambers" are of recent institution, established
not by the government, but by private exertion. The building
trade, in Paris, some years ago found an inconvenience even in the
Tribunal of Commerce and the experts, who made long inquiries,
long reports, and long fees. M. Letellier de Lafosse, therefore,
proposed to the building trades the formation of a Syndical Cham
ber, chosen by the trades,—which undertook to judge all questions
referred to them, without delay and without expense. The Tri
bunal of Commerce took advantage of this institution, by refering, and the building trades have had great benefit from it.
In consequence of this success, the mechanical engineers have
formed a syndical chamber, under the name of "Uuion des Constructeurs Mecaniciens." This has already worked so well, that
every case brought before it has been settled amicably at the first
Bitting.
In these Syndical Chambers, and In the "Conseil des Prudhommes," the French are coming back to the institutions of the
middle ages, and we hope it will not be long before the same thing
is done here. The jealousy of lawyers, and the quackery of the
doctrinaires, has done its best to suppress old and local institutions ;
the lawyers gain, the public suffer: but in the end we shall have to
begin again—to go back; and if we do not restore the functions of
the Blacksmiths, the Carpenters, or the Goldsmiths Company, we
must give a jurisdiction to the Institution of Civil Engineers, or
the Institute of British Architects. We have official assignees
and official referees, but we want self-government, and no lawyers.
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SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE METROPOLIS.
It is not usual for us to comment on the proceedings of scientific
bodies, reported in our Journal, but we cannot refrain from making
some remarks at this time on the lecture delivered by Dr. Buckland, at the Royal Institute of British Architects, and published
lu our present number (p. 379.)
In the first place, we find it needful to question the accuracy of
some of the Doctor's statements, for he says the supply of water
wanted for the Trafalgar-square fountains could be obtained from
the Chelsea Waterworks at much less than it now costs. This
might be the case if the whole outlay of the well and machinery
be get down to the account of the fountains, and, as the Doctor
says, in pumping and re-pumping the same water. He must, how
ever, be well aware the engines are likewise used for pumping the
water to supply all the government offices, the palaces, the Houses
of Parliament, and St. Martin's baths and washhouses. Does he
know what is the contract price for pumping all the water for such
supply,—and the sum demanded by the Chelsea Waterworks for
such supply? If he be not possessed of such information, he
will in a future number find the means of enlightening himself
and the public on the subject.
We further contend, with all due submission to the learned
doctor, that an Artesian well is a well eunk to a certain depth to
form a reservoir, and whence a boring is made to the lower springs
until the water rises and overflows the top of that boring into the
well or reservoir. The learned Doctor holds that nothing is an
Artesian well, unless the well itself overflows; as if there were any
great good in that, or as if all the wells in the country of Artois
are of that character. What the Dean calls an Artesian well, we
call an Artesian boring, which is nothing more than a bore-hole
made from the surface down to the springs, until the water rises
and overflows at the surface of the ground, or above the surface of
the bottom of a well. An Artesian well is therefore a well with
such a boring.
Having said thus much on these two points, we wish to make a
few remarks on the important question of the supply of London
with water. The first step, we conceive, should be the appoint
ment, by government, of a commission of scientific gentlemen,
untrammelled and unfettered by any bias or connection with any
other scheme, and to whom the whole subject should be referred.
We could much have wished that Dr. Buckland had, at present,
held back from offering any opinion on the Henley water scheme.
Had he wished to do so, it would have been far better to have
reviewed all the plans proposed, for if any other than the learned
and respected Dean had made such allusion to the Henley water
scheme at such a moment, he would have been strongly suspected
of aiding and abetting the promoters of that work, and running
down the Artesian-well scheme. For ourselves, we will not at
tempt to give any opinion now on the various plans, but will in our
next month's Journal review the whole, in order that our scientific
readers may be in a position to join in the discussion, and to come
to a correct judgment, for it is of the greatest importance the
public mind should be led in the right direction.
It is very evident something must be done to improve the water
supply,—the monopoly of the London water companies can last
no longer, for they have had time enough to improve the supply,
and have taken no heed. There is a pressure from without,—the
companies must discharge the public duties with which they have
been entrusted, or they must cease to be public servants. The
contract is to supply such water as the public want to drink, not
such as the companies choose to sell. As it now is, the companies,
claiming a monopoly, are a hindrance in the way of those who
offer to sell pure water. They claim a monopoly for trash. The
New River Company, while the cholera was still raging, actually
withdrew the supply to the courts and alleys. The quantity is
now little more, the mode of supply still inconvenient, and the
quality of the water no better.
The companies persist in using the Thames, while it is clear the
public must have water from some other source than the Thames
in the neighbourhood of the London drainage, and from a source
in which there is no chance of contamination. The supply, too,
mutt be constant. The practice of compelling the inhabitants to
have cisterns, can no longer be upheld; and no engineer who has
any respect for the honour of the profession, will any longer advo
cate intermittent supply, and the nonsensical stuff which has been
put forward in its support.
The public are masters of the subject, and will not allow
themselves to be talked out of their senses by any parade of
figures, for what can be done in other parts of England can be done
in London; and there is no need for the Londoners, after having
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shown the way forward, to be left behind the rest of the world.
We shall do our best for the cause, and we think we can show there
is no additional expense for constant supply, as the actual cost of
lifting water 100 feet, for the supply of 100 gallons of water to
each house daily, is not, on the average, above 2s. 6<1. yearly.
We wish the Rev. Dean had in his lecture gone a little further,
and explained why the wells in London have failed, for, with his
great geological knowledge, his opinion would have had some
weight. As he is aware, nearly all the deep wells of London
derive their supply from springs below the level of the river
Thames, and we ask him whether it is to be expected supply
enough of water can be so obtained, when the natural outfall of
the springs and drainage is by the river Thames? The Doctor
may be able to inform us, that if we go much below the level of
the sea, there cannot be any dependence on getting a large supply;
but that if we go to the outcrop of the chalk, in the neighbourhood
of London, and there sink wells, there can be little doubt a large
quantity of water may be had from the bowels of the earth before
the water has had time to overflow from the springs iuto the rivers.
Indeed, how else are the rivers rising in the chalk formation, as the
Colne, Mole, Wandle, and Lea, all of which derive their supply
from the springs in the chalk, supplied with water but from such
springs ?
It may be said by the millowners, "This can be done, but then
you will hurt us"—to which we answer: "You, a few in number,
must not stand in the way of the health and life of millions; you
must be recompensed,—the Water Clauses Act gives you ample
protection; you can claim compensation, and set steam-power to
drive your mills, instead of water." Much, too, may be done for
the millowners by damming and storing-up the water of rivers in
compensation reservoirs in the time of heavy floods, and letting it
out in time of drought, for by such care, the stock of water now
wasted may be made enough for the waterworks and the mills, and
the latter have much steadier work and more working-days in the
year.
In offering these few suggestions, we do not mean to say a supply
for all London can be got from any one well, but we think it may
from a few wells sunk north, east, west and south, within twenty
miles of London. If the supply from such source to the full ex
tent required for all sanitary purposes be doubled, this mode of
supply might be confined to household uses, and the plants of the
water companies at Brentford, Hammersmith, Chelsea, Battersea,
London-bridge, and Old Ford be used for pumping up the water of
the river Thames, as now, but for sanitary purposes only, as flushing
the sewers, and watering and cleansing the streets; and by making
an arrangement with the Regent's Canal Company, the water might
be pumped into that canal, which is well situated for the purpose of
sending a stream of water to the head of the main sewers, through
which it would flow, cleansing them, and emptying the sewage into
the river Thames below low-water mark.
In the way here shown, ten gallons of pure water could be given
daily to each house in London, which would be enough for house
hold uses; and, at the same time, the mains of the present companies
might be kept for cleansing. It may further be observed^ an
arrangement could be made for connecting many of the present
services with the new mains to be brought into London for the
pure water supply, and also the present reservoirs might likewise
be used for distributing such water. An arrangement of this kind
depends, of course, on the present water companies, and, as we
have said before, if they will not move and do something of them •
selves, it must be done for them, and they must be crushed. The
result lies with them, and they have had warning, often and loud
enough.

A Salt Water Spring in a Coal Mine.—During the past month the miners
employed in sinking down to the Ardley Mine, at what is commonly called
the Patricroft Colliery, Ince, completed their task ; and during their progress
they have cut through a white stone rock of 15 yards thick, in the centre of
which, at 410 yards from the surface, they found a spring of salt water,
which, according to their account, makes about 20 gallons per hour. The
water is clear and bright, and on a temporary analyzation is found to contain
about 14 grains troy of the different kinds of salts to 1 ounce of water.
The mines are the property of Messrs. Lancaster, the Ince Hall Cual and
Canal Company ; and it now remains a question as to how far this excellent
alkaline spring might be rendered available for baths, &c. lielow this rock
the miners cut through various metals for about 15 yards, when they came
to the mine, which is 4 ft. 6 in. thick, exclusive of what is called the
"buzzard" coal on the top. The miners have frequently found salt water in
the mines in Ince, bat we b lieve that this is the first discovery of the source
from whence it emanated.—Preston Chronicle.
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THE HEALTH OF TOWNS QUESTION AND THE
ENGINEERS.
It is owing in no small way to the engineers that the health of
towns is now bo much thought of, and it behoves them to take care
they themselves are not now lost sight of. The medical men have
worked hard and earned their reward, and the engineers must have
theirs ; but unless they look out, the government will, as they com
monly do, make the appointments a nest-egg of jobbery; and sons,
brothers, military men, and lawyers will take off the hard-earned
meed of the engineeri. We therefore most earnestly call on our
brethren to do their utmost so that neither the carrying out of
the health of towns plan is lost sight of, nor their own claims; and
they may make up their minds that, in upholding the public rights,
they are also in the best way upholding and strengthening their
own.
Hitherto the engineers have called loudly for better works, hut
it is now they must show they can be got. To talk is one thing,
to work another ; and if it is in doubt whether doctors or engineers
have recommended or ought to recommend, there can be little
doubt who ought to do the work. Unless, however, the engineers
bestir themselves, the government will cheat them, as they did in
the Commission of Sewers and the Survey of London. Doctors
may sny we ought to have good air to breathe, and clean dwellings
wherein to live ; bishops, deans, and archdeacons preached this on
the thanksgiving day ; the press have said so with one tongue—
now the task lies with the engineers to answer to the common
call.
While a buttful of water was thought enough for those who were
rich enough to pay for it, waterworks were small undertakings ;
but now the task is far greater, and worthy of the highest minds.
Here in London, a great commonwealth of more than two millions
of men, one with as many men as the Netherlands in the height
and might of their pride and wealth, as Switzerland with its many
cantons; as Denmark, as Tuscany; with more than the kingdoms
of Hanover, Saxony, Wurtemherg, Sicily, or Norway ; with more
than Athens, or Sparta, or Corinth ever knew—this is the great
body of men, women, and children who are to be daily fed with
fresh and wholesome water. So great an undertaking has seldom
come within the reach of one mind, but it is to be done, and must
be done. The neighbourhood must be searched far and wide,
streams that flow farthest west must be brought east ; if need be,
the bowels of the earth must be sought, but water must be found ;
it must have room to settle down and be cleansed, and it must be
sent even to the roofs of the topmost dwellings in this town, not
of seven, but of many hills. Even the poorest man must have
water and enough to his hand ; the working man's wife must not,
as now, be left to drag the child at her breast in the wearisome
search for a pailful of heated and filthy water. If the rich are to
have health unharmed, if they are to have their span of life unshortened by fever and by plague, it must be by taking care of the
poor and their abodes.
So great is this town, so widely has it spread, that the task of
the engineer is made every way harder. Already hills have
been brought down, dells filled up, springs chuked ; wells, chaly
beate, suliihurous, and saline, buried; rivers swallowed up, and the
woods and fens which fed them built over; nay, even the Thames
has become an outpouring of filth. The Fleet river, on which our
fathers fought the Danes, and on which for hundreds of years ships
traded, having become a sewer, lias been hidden from the sight,
and now the great Thames is in judgment. Our store of wholesome
water has been taken from us, the outfall of London filth is over
worked, and another great and new task is set before us—that of
cleansing a mighty stream. By our own unskilfulness has the
evil been done, and it needs more to do the work now than before
the mischief was brought about. We have here a great warning,
for, it may be said, knowledge run mad. We wished to cleanse
the houses, and we drained them into the sewers ; theretofore the
sewers bore only the drainage water from the streets and houses;
but when the new load of filth was poured in, the sewers became
great dungheaps or cesspools, from which hurtful and deadly
gases steamed off. The drains which bring down the filth carry
up to the bedroom floors the sewer steams, and the heat of the
fires lends a draught for their so doing.
This is a network of evil; but this is not all; the very filth which
is in the sewers wrought up into deadly gases, is needful for dung
ing the corn-tields: nor can food be grown without such help, or
without the husbandly of England being put to great Bhil'ts. It
is the law in the working of this world that nothing shall be lost:
corn is eaten—it takes another shape; hut it is thereby made
ready, us it were, for being again grown. The earth has its lime,
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its clay, and its sand,—these are lasting; but the nitrogen is not
so, it grows up in the blade of grass or wheat, and is carried away;
and until it be brought back again there can be no yield of nitro
genous crops. The farmer buys guano, bones, and oil-cake—of
these many hundreds of tons; but it may fairly be said, the dung of
three millions of people in the great towns, and of their beasts of
burden, now wasted, would give greater crops than all the ship
loads from the shores of Peru or the East Sea, yearly brought at
a very heavy outlay. The dung of sea-birds can never be so fit
a manure for corn crops as the dung which is made from the corn
itself.
To keep the sewers clean, the solid and liquid feces must not be
sent into them, and, for the sake of the farmers likewise, they
must be saved. The great stumbling-block in the way of saving
street and town manure is the outlay for cartage, as was found by
the National Philanthropic Association, in their first trials of the
street orderlies. More must be laid out to carry a ton of street
dirt two miles by cart than to carry it fifty miles by railway; and
yet the same chemical constituents, when wrought up, will pay for
sending to the West Indies.
It is needful, therefore, that steps should be taken to gather and
carry the street and house refuse cheaply, as a beginning. This is
much more wanted than plans for sewage-water, which can never
pay. The next thing wanted is to get rid of the waterclosets.
These need water, and which is either carried into the cesspools
or the sewers. If in the former, there is a greater weight to be
carted when they are emptied; if in the latter, there is a waste of
water, as well as of manure. In reckoning the water for two mil
lions and a half in London, as much must be set down for waterclosets as for household wants: three hundred thousand waterclosets
must be daily fed. Plans have been brought forward for doing
without waterclosets, and they are well worthy of being looked
into.*
Waterclosets have been for some time held to be a great good,
and they have been strongly recommended by the greatest masters
of the laws of health, to be set up in every dwelling, even In the
poorest. Now that the fearful state of the sewers is known, it is
very much open to question whether anything of the kind should
be done. A short time ago, no one would have been listened to
who talked of shutting up waterclosets and privies, and taking
away the faeces daily; and yet in the choice of evils it is against
waterclosets.
Waterclosets, so far from being healthful, are unhealthful, by
bringing the sewer steams into the houses and dwelling-rooms;
they are wasteful in wasting water and in wasting manure, and,
most of all, the liquid manures. If waterclosets are to be set up
in every house, then they must have an outfall to themselves; a
new, troublesome, and costly sewage, free from the street sewage,
—and yet the evil will not be wholly got rid of.
It is quite within means to provide closets which shall not be
unwholesome or unpleasant, and which can be daily emptied, and
whereby the waste of manure and water shall be put a stop to, the
health of the dwellings be kept free from sewer nuisances, the
sewers themselves be in a more wholesome state, the gully-holes
be less hurtful, and the river less polluted.
All this makes a great undertaking, and in a less way the same
things have to be done in all our towns; but it will not be enough
to lay down great and good works—they must be done cheaply.
To give water to every house is so great an undertaking that the
outlay and the income are among the first things to be borne in
mind; aud he will be the best engineer who can do his work at the
least cost. Above all, there must be no rashness, there must be
no low beginnings and heavy reckonings—all must be well
settled at first; neither must we have any superfine or silver-fork
engineering, using stucco for brick, and stone for timber, making
things to last for ever, when at a tithe of the cost they may be
made to do for our grandchildren, and setting up complicated
machines where there is little for them to do. The pay-sheet is
much more worth looking to than the drawing-board, though we
are sorry to say few bear this in mind.
* 'Native Guano verau* Sewer Water.' London : Sherwood, 1849.

Reclamation of Land from Rivers.—The Lords Commissioners of Woods
and Forests have served notices claiming the land taken in from the river by
the Cork, Blatkrock, and Passage Railway Company, and they have written
to say that a valuator is instructed to come over and value the property for
their lordships. The corporation of Liverpool, within a few days, completrd a compromise with the Commissioners of Woods and forests, by con
senting to pay to the credit of their lordships a sum of 160,0007. for land
they took in from the liver.— Cork Constitution.
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IRRIGATION OF LAND IN INDIA.
Agricultural Reiources of the Punjab; being a memorandum on the
Abdication of the Waste Waters of the Punjab to purjjoses of Irriga
tion. By Lieut. R. IJaiiih Smith, F.G.S.
Watering land is of great worth at home, but still greater in the
hot, burning fields, or rather sandbeds of Hindustan, where there
are no small springs flowing, as here, in each township, nor even
what our fathers called the "winter bourn," the stream flowing in
■winter only. The water comes from afar, perhaps from the snowclad Himmalehs, and runs in one great stream, from which only
can it be fetched to feed the wants of each neighbourhood. This
is the business of the engineer; and some very old works are to be
found in Hindostan. The writer, whose book is before us, says:—
The river Jumna supplies two canals, denominated, respectively, the
Eastern and Western Jumna Canals. Both were excavated, originally, duriug the period of the Mahomedan supremacy ; the former in Shah Jelian's
reign, about the year 1626, the latter about 300 years earlier, in the time of
Feroze Shah, a-d. 1350. During the administration of the Marquis Hast
ings in 1817-18, the restoration of these old canals first attracted attention,
and in 1821 the Western Jumna Canal was rc-opened : 9 years afterwards
the Eastern Jumna Canal was brought into active operation. This canal,
leaving the Jumna under the Siwalic or sub-lliuial.iyau range, rejoins it near
Delhi, after flowing about 145 miles. Its subordinate channels, each a small
canal with its complement of masonry woiks, exceed at this time 490 miles
in length, and are extending annually. Not less than 2,0C0 miles of vill.ige
water-courses spread their waters over the : djoining fields. It supplies 600
separate villages, covering 497 square miles of ares, and containing a popu
lation of about 300,000 souls. From the lands under its influence. Govern
ment derives a revenue of upwards of 60,000/. per annum, which never fluc
tuates, as the crops are secured against all ordinary vicissitude! of the sea
sons. The agricultural produce thus secured is valued at nearly half a
million sterling per annum, about an eighth of which forms the government
land rent, the remainder being the property of the village communities.
The discbarge of this canal is about COO cubic feet per second. Its cost
in works, up to the present lime, has amounted to nearly 90,000/. ; and its
maintenance in repairs and establishments, European and native, entails an
expense of nearly 7,000/. per annum. Its direct income amounts to nearly
15,000/. annually ; and its indirect returns, from increase of land revenue
derived from canal villages, are equal to about as much mure ; so that by an
investment of 90,000/. government has secured a ptrmaneut revenue of nut
less than 25,000/. per annum. This large revenue is obtained, under the
happiest circumstances, by contributing directly to the prosperity of the
people; who, in districts to which canal irrigation has been thus plentifully
extended, are in a state of material comfort far exceeding the average of
Other parts of the country.
The Western Jumna Canal is nearly four times as large as that on the
eastern bank of the river. It has a discharge of 2,270 cubic feet per second,
and, with its branches of large dimensions, has a course of about 430 miles
in length. Its annual income is about 30,000/, its current expmditiire
12,000/., and its cost for works has, up to the present time, amounted to
about 140,000/. It has enabled government to derive from the tract of
country under its influence a land revenue of 29,000/. per annum, in excess
of what otherwise would have been obtained; and in the use of its water
has redeemed a large portion of the districts of Hansi aud Hissar from utter
and hopeless sterility.
During the troubled periods of the latter Mahomedan Emperors, the old
canal had become useless, and the country was consequently depopulated and
reduced to the condition of a desert. Wherever the canal now extends, the
richest cultivation covers the lands ; the villages are prosperous aud the
population abundant. The total area of irrigated land amounts to 1,015
square miles; the population to about 300,000. The land revenue derived
from the canal districts is nearly 100,000/. per annum, ami is plucud beyond
all risk of fluctuation. The value of produce obtained from lands irrigated
by the canal is estimated at 1 J millions sterling per annum, of which about
■rVti reverts to government as land and water rent, while the remainder sup
ports in great material comfort about £00 village communities. During the
great famine of 1837, when the crops failed everywhere else from want of
water, the canal districts were safe and flourishing ; and no more significant
illustration of the beneficial effects of canals of irrigation could be found,
than in the contrasts exhibited between irrigated and unii riguted districts,
during the progress of this terrible calamity.
These will show the great worth of such works, and our writer
is therefore earnest they should be carried out in the Punjab. He
is one of the Bengal Engineers, was Superintendent of the Eastern
Jumna Canal, and Assistant Field Engineer with the army of the
Punjab; so that as he knows the latter land well, he has had good
training in the management of canals, and what he says must have
great weight. We do not think it needful to give his plan here,
for that is a matter of which our readers cannot well judge, and
we shall therefore lay before them what he says of the Great
Ganges Canal, which is one of his strongest proofs in favour of his
own system.
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The greatest work in this department, the Grand Ganges Canal, projected
and superintended by Major Proby Caotley, of the Bengal Artillery, is now
in progress of execution, and will be completed in about five years. It will
have t discharge of 6,750 cubic feet per second, and is expected to coat
about 1,250.000/. Its total length, navigable throughout, is 898 miles, and
it will furnish irrigation to a tract of country, between the tivers Ganges and
Jumna, having an area of 5,400,000 acres, its annual income from sale of
water, &c, is estimated at about 160,000/., and the increase of land revenue,
which will be derived from the country under its influence, will not be less
than 240,000/. per annum.
The agricultural produce, which will be secured from loss in those very
districts which were the seat of the great famine in 1837, is valued at up
wards of 7{ millions sterling per annum ; and a population of nearly tij
millions of aouls will be saved from a recurrence of those appaling scenes of
misery which are still fresh in public memory. Under the influence of irri
gation, the produce of the soil will be increased to an amount valued at
1,200,00(7. per annum ; and this result will be obtained at a cost to the cul
tivators less by 2} millions sterling annually than if the only other method
of irrigation practised (that by wells) had been employed.
The works of the Ganges Canal are of magnitude unprecedented in India.
The great aqueduct across the Solani river alone, will require for ita constuction nearly 90 millions of the large bricks employed in this country,
and a million cubic feet of lime, employing nearly 6,000 men daily for five
years on the masonry and earthwork connected with it. The other works
are of proportionate magnitude ; and the whole, when finished, will form a
monument worthy of our national character, and will leave lasting proof that
the British government in India is not so unmindful of the great interests
committed to its charge, as some would desire to have it believed. The
works are advancing with great energy ; and, to his honour be it stated that,
even during the enormous financial pressure of the late campaign, the
Governor-General of India, Lord Dalhousie, would admit of no check being
given to an undertaking calculated to promote so materially the best interests
at once of the government and the people.
Lieut. Smith gives a short sketch of the Indian canal system,
which will be read with interest by professional men here.
Indian canals uf irrigation are essentially artificial rivers, having the in
clination of their beds regulated by the introduction of masonry falls; to
which, for purposes of navigation, chambers, gates, sluices, iu a word—all
the machinery of locks on ordinary reservoir canals, are adapted, with only
such modifications as the existence of a considerable current requires. All
the irrigation canals now in existence in this country are derived from
Himalayan rivers, and the drainage of this great chain, where it crosses their
beds, is controlled and regulated by dams of large dimensions, maintained
amid great engineering difficulties, and liable, during the periodic rainy
season, to serious damage from floods. When rivers at lower levels interfere
with the course of the canals, aqueducts carry the water over them. The
cross communications of the country are maintained by numerous bridges
and immense numbers of masonry works of all kinds: inlets, outlets, irriga
tion drains, and sluices, &c, are scattered over the country through which
tbe lines pass.
The water is sold to the cultivators, and distributed to the lands, either
directly from the main canals, by openings of fixed dimensions in their
banks, or indirectly by means of subordinate channels of smaller dimensions,
designed to supply a limited number of villages. The latter is the favourite
method ; aud with reason, as it has many advantages, especially in facility of
control and distribution over the former.
Two systems of assessment are employed :— 1st. The measurement
system ; under which water-rent is levied on ground actually measured after
each crop, and rates charged, which are discriminating, both as regards the
nature of the grain grown and tbe manner in which irrigation is supplied—
i.e., whether by natural flow over the land or by m-aus of inigatiogmachines. 2nd. The contract system ; under which rents are levied on tbe
area of outlet, variable in amount according to the facilities for irrigation in
each particular case, but fixed for periods of 20 years. Under both systems,
the average rate at which water is supplied amounts to about 1 rupee, or 2s.
per acre. There is, however, no branch of the canal system which so im
peratively requires reforming as the assessment ; and, should canals of irri
gation be introduced into tbe Punjab, it is to be hoped that tbe principles
on which the water-rent is levied, may be established on a sounder and more
scientific basis than now prevails. It is scarcely possible to conceive a ruder
or more cumbrous plan than the first-mentioned; which entails the measure
ment twice a year, of every field irrigated, and which checka the extension
of the valuable crops by tbe higher rates imposed upon them. The contract
system is a step in advance; but it is very imperfect, and open to many
grave objections as it now exists. This question is, however, too large to be
discussed here, and thia slight reference to it must suffice.
The writer has brought before the government of India a most
important subject, and we hope it will receive early and earnest
attention, as a means of increasing their own income, and better
ing the condition of the people.
The description of great works elsewhere, must always have a
claim on the attention of engineers; and the more so in proportion
to their novelty. Although works of drainage are of great im
portance here, we are far from thinking that irrigation is only
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worthy of the small attention which it meets. The application of
fresh and sewer water to meadow lands and market gardens, is ap
proved by the best authorities; but little is done to provide a
proper system for the supply of water.
Now everybody is for
deep-draining, the water is carried away, and little provision is
made for its supply at the times it is wanted,—though the farmer
is as ready to grumble about drought aa wet. Wherever water
has been applied to growing crops, the good is great; but the
means of supplying it are very small. Lands need water several
times a year; and there are many lands where a skilful engineer
might usefully set to work to supply our farmers with water. A
better supply of water would allow our farmers to give more land
for meadows and market gardens.

A FEW NOTES ON 1849.
In former years polychromy was the cry of a zealous agitation,
and now it is bearing its fruits all over the country; and, we think,
good ones. We have, it is true, lost Montague House, but we
have Montague Houses enough in Greenwich and Hampton Court;
and we have also restored the Temple and Savoy Church. Who
knows? we may live to see Westminster restored, for something
is being done there; and St. Paul's painted by the Royal Academy,
for we have new and working deans at each of our cathedrals.
Westminster Palace, the British Museum, Reform Club, Conser
vative Club, Coal Exchange, Royal Exchange, St. George's Church,
and Travellers' Club, are beginnings in inner decoration; not to
speak of the Duke of Cleveland's, the Baron de Goldsmid's, and
other dwellings. Polychromy will be a feature of the Victorian era,
as stucco was of the Georgian.
Outer polychromy seems to have had its beginning. All Saints,
Gordon-square, was a very meagre start with its four or five marble
paterae; but Mr. H. T. Hope's house is something of a step. The
Museum of Economic Geology was a great miss. In the front of
that building we might have had, and ought to have had, slabs of
our English marbles, the introduction of which would have given
the spur to a useful branch of home industry; for we have many
ornamental marbles, and need not go abroad. The Russians and
Americo-English do much better—they are fond of showing their
home wealth. At Mr. Hope's more might have been done, but it
will nevertheless serve as an example to others. It is a novelty,
and will be followed.
What we in this time cannot help looking upon as a good feature
of the Victorian era, though it would have been heresy in the days
of Nash, is the growing use of stone instead of stucco, and even of
ornamented brick in preference to the latter. The Hall of Lincoln's-inn is a more honest building than any in Regent-street.
Not only are the buildings we have already named of stone, but
the houses of the Earl of Ellesmere and Mr. Hope; and the carv
ings are made on the rough stone of the building, as in olden
time.
If all goes on well, we shall be better off than ever. Charles
changed wood for brick; George the Last trimmed up the dingybuildings of his fathers, and left London in stucco; Victoria will
be able to say she left it stone.
A new agitation is the successor of that for the polychromy of
buildings. It is the restoration of the polychromy of sculpture.
Mr. Fergusson has sounded the war-horn, and others have fol
lowed, although the great world of art stands firm to the pseudoclassicality of whitewash. Gibson has made a slight innovation,
but the Birmingham art-workmen are taking the lead, and by the
use of many materials are showing how much the resources of
formative art can be extended.
We are coming near Paris in some things; but it is strange that
none of our public or private buildings are begirt with gilt railings
or beset with gilt lamp-posts: the "Golden Gallery" of St. Pauls,
glittering aloft, is all we have in this way. Handsome railings
give an opening for the skill of the Birmingham men. Brass,
glass, and pottery—anything which will wash and keep clean—
may be used.
The iron inside of the Coal Exchange is another beginning. For
the inside of churches, playhouses, halls, and lecture-rooms, iron
can well be wrought up for fittings, us the Coal Exchange shows
ornamentally, and we nave no doubt cheaply. By the proper use
of this material the erection of many public buildings will become
possible, which heretofore have proved too expensive, and iron will
be as regularly used by the architect as by the engineer ; it has
been so in railway stations and bridges.
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The Coal Exchange has likewise given a good specimen of a large
inlaid flooring, showing what Englishmen can do in this way. Last
year, the great parquetterie was that at the Baron de Goldsmid's.
There are many little things to be seen in the streets, which may
as well be set down among the notes of the year. One of these is
the spread of the gilt letters of names, inlaid or stuck on the shop
windows. Another is the introduction of glass lower-windows,
instead of what used to be the skirting of shop-windows, so as to
allow heavy goods to be shown below, as lamps, fire-grates, &c
There is likewise a tendency to have plate-glass in the first and
upper floors, to light them with gas, and to make show-rooms of
them.
Some of the streets are cleaner, on account of the new streetorderlies; but the leading thoroughfares are not enough so to allow
of ornamental painting, carving, gilding, marble, glass, porcelain,
&c. in the lower shop-fronts,—and thus by the obstinacy of the
authorities, many worthy workmen are hindered from getting a
livelihood.
Taking off the glass duties begins to yield fruits. In the shopwindows are to be seen much ornamental glass, English and out
landish; and glass is now used for many things where brass was
before common, as candlesticks, door-pulls, finger-plates, &c.—
being more readily kept clean than brass. Earthenware is like
wise spreading for many purposes. In the fishmongers and cheese
mongers, more marble slabs are to be seen—in the confectioners,
handsomer glass-ware. Picture frames and glasses are very cheap,
and there is, as it was said there would be, a large consumption of
framed engravings. Glass shades, cases of stuffed birds, and bowls
of gold fish, are much cheaper and more common. So, likewise,
there are more greenhouses, more cucumber-frames and bells, and
more hyacinth-glasses. If the window duties only were taken off,
there is no saying what might be the improvement in internal de
coration—nay, more, in the Arts. Painters would work in an
other manner if they got a better light ; pictures, too, would be
more bought.
Looking-glasses are getting more into use, but not so much as
abroad. In Paris, looking-glasses are fixtures, and let with the
rooms and shops.
Gutta-percha shops are among the new trades, and gutta-percha
is now worked up for many things, and perhaps for none more than
the Telekouphonon, which as a speaking-tube is being set up where
tin would formerly have been. It would be worth the while of
the glassmen to try glass speaking-tubes.
The material called "Parian" is in favour, and seems likely to
take the place formerly held by plaster casts.
The improvements in wire-drawing have of late years made the
brass birdcages handsomer, which are very different from the old
wicker and iron bedstead-looking places. Even a well-shaped
birdcage in a room may help to keep up the public taste.
Daguerrotype portraits have this year reached the prices of
7*. 6d. and 5*., and will most likely in time be the same prices as
the old black things were. If the price of common daguerrotypes is falling, so that of the coloured ones, by Messrs. Beard and
others, is rising, and better artists are employed*
Electro-plating, or, as the French would say, galvano-plating, is
becoming better understood, for there are more shops for it in
London, no less than in Birmingham; and, as well as richer ware,
coach-harness is now thus decorated.
Through the gas-cry, the gas is rather better; and with this and
the plate-glass, the shops and streets are brighter at night,—as
unlike as may be from the London of 1820, with its glimmering
oil. Gas has been a great hindrance to the thieves; old gentlemen
can no longer be knocked down between two lamp-posts;—gas has
been very good to the shopkeepers and clerks, for they can now go
to suburban dwellings; but it has had one evil, in making thou
sands of poor shopmen work late. Early closing must soon become
the law of the land.
There is one thing as to which nothing has been done this year,
and that is cleaning the public buildings, which as it is easy, so
should it be set about forthwith. If we are to have London of
stone, let it be clean.
In this year many officers of health have been named, and, it is
hoped, they will do good; but their works have yet to be seen.
The Architectural Exhibition was a beginning of the year. We
hope it will go on, and redeem us from the pauper show of the
Royal Academy room. We still want a good public school of ar
chitecture as a Fine Art, notwithstanding the Royal Academy,
King's College, University College, and Putney College.
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NOTES ON THE PENTAGRAPH.
The Pentagraph is an instrument so well known, and described
in so many familiar works, that it may be thought nothing remains,
deserving of special remark, belonging to it. These notes have
not for their object anything new as regards its principle or con
struction; but rather to present somewhat systematically, and in a
form that is useful in a practical sense, an explanation of its geo
metrical proportions, and some more precise directions for its use,
than are found in modern treatises on mathematical instruments.
If two similar triangles having their homologous sides parallel,
are subject to a change of position, and to the conditions that two
of the adjacent sides in each constantly retain the same length or
value, and are in all positions parallel, as they were at first—but
that the magnitudes of the angles, as well as of the third sides,
are variable; then these third sides will also be parallel, and will
retain the same ratio to each other in all positions of the two tri
angles, because it is evident their similarity is preserved, although
their magnitude is changed.
This, then, is the elementary principle of the Pentagraph; and
the instrument is so devised, as to connect two such triangles by a
simple arrangement of bars of brass, or of ebony, graduated in
such a manner, and provided with such joints and moveable parts,
as to adapt it to a great variety of proportions.
Thus, confining our attention to geometrical figures, suppose
ABC, aBD, to be two tri
angles, so connected that
oB may always form a part
of AB; that aD may always
be parallel to AC; that the
angle at A, and therefore at
a, may have any variable
value; and that the three
points B, D, C. lie in the
same straight line in any
given position of the two
triangles.
It is evident, that whatever value the angle at A may have,
B, D, C, once in a straight line will always be so, because, when
they are first adjusted,
oB:AB::oD: AC;
and, when from any change in the value of the angle A, we still
have the angle a equal to it, by reason of the parallelism of AC,
and aD, and of AB being a straight line; and nothing having
altered the magnitudes of «I$, aD, AB, AC, the ratio already
established remains unchanged; therefore the two triangles are
still similar, and the angles aDB, ACB are equal; but the line DC,
connecting the parallels aD, AC, makes the alternate angles at C
and D equal; hence the vertical and opposite angles at D are equal,
and BDC is a straight line.
The instrument consists of a bar of metal, or of wood, to em
brace the three points A, a, B, of which the two former are the
centres of accurately -formed steel pivots, connecting it with two
other bars shaped so as to include a, A, C, and to attach them by
similar pivots to a fourth bar, of which the length should be ex
actly equal to An, or as usually made equal to half of AB. The
three points B, D, and C, are made the centres of metal cylinders
or tubes, which are accurately turned and bored, so as to be true
inside and out, and which each fit, with perfect precision, solid
cylinders of metal forming a tracing-point, a pencil-holder, and a
fulcrum about which the whole instrument may revolve with free
dom and ease.
This fulcrum may therefore be fixed at either B, D, or C; or the
pencil may occupy either of these three points; or the tracer may
fill either of the three tubes alternately with the pencil;—conse
quently, there may be 1X2X3 = 6, different arrangements.
The tube at C is permanently fixed to the bar AC, but the tubes
at B, and D, are attached to boxes, which slide along the bars aB,
BD, and may be secured in any desired position on the bars, by
means of clamp screws. The letters B, D, C, are usually engraved
on the ends of the several bars, in the same arrangement as they
stand in the figure, and they will be used in these notes to designate
the bars.
The part aB of the bar B, as well as the bar D, are graduated
and figured, so as to indicate certain ratios which may be preserved
between the original of any system of lines or curves, as a draw
ing, and its proportional copy,—the two being supposed to lie in
one geometrical plane: the principles upon which this is done may
now be developed.
Premising that the sliding-boxes may be adjusted to any points
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of the bars aB, and D, we must consider the length of either and
both of these as variable. Let us represent
The „constant length
„
of An
C = ob
The variable length of aB = x
„
„
of D = y
Then, if the fulcrum is fixed at D, the tracer at C, and the pencil
at B, the ratio of the copy to the original, considered in point of
scale, will be that of the lines BD, DC.
Let BD : DC :: n : m;
then, x-\-b : x :: m + » : n:: c: y;
lib
nc
and x = — ;
m
m-\-n
Suppose the drawing is to be copied to the same scale: then,
n = m; ,r — 6; y = ^c.
In a 30-inch Pentagraph, by Troughton and Simms, from its
construction b= ic; therefore, with this instrument, x = y = ^c;
and the divisions for this are figured 1
2.
If the copy is to be ^rd the original, then m = 3»; x = ^6; and
y = £6. On the instrument, this division is figured 1
4.
Now, if m : n :: 12 : 11, then we have
lift
22ft
and y =
12 ;
23 !
The divisions on the instrument corresponding with these values
are figured 11
12; and we should find, if n = $m, that the
corresponding divisions were figured 5
6; and so on.
By changing the fulcrum to C, the tracer to B, and the pencil to
D; BC : DC ::m:n, becomes the ratio of the original to the
copy, and
5 : x-\-b :: n : m :: c—y : c ;
ft(m-n)
c (m—n)
hence, x =
;
y = — m '.
n
For examples : Suppose m = n, :. x = y = 0, which the construc
tion of the instrument does not admit of. If n = • '", we should
have x = TYft; y = £ft, corresponding to the divisions figured
1
12. If n = -^, then the divisions corresponding to the
values of x and y, would be found figured 1
6.
By extending this process to each of the six different cases, we
are enabled to arrange the results so as to offer facilities in apply
ing the instrument, as follows.
No.

Fulcrum Tracer
at
at

Pencil
at

Value of
X.

Value of
y-

rib
m

nc
m +n

»< m

mb

mc
m+n

n>m

»
b(m—n)
n

c(m — n)
m

n<m

4 (n M
— n»)

c(n—m)

1

D

c

B

2

D

B

c

3

C

B

D

4

C

D

B

n>m
n
n

5

B

C

D

ft m — n

n
cm
—

n<m

6

B

D

C

m
n—m

m
n
c—

n>m

From the construction of the instrument, x cannot be greater
than 6; nor can x or y = 0, or have negative values.
Surfaces or areas may be enlarged or reduced in any ratio m : n,
by finding values of x and y from the formulae given above, but
substituting Vm, Vn, for m, and n, therein.
Considering the equations here set forth, in connection with the
values of x and ;/, as measured on the instrument, it appears that
the divisions on the bars B, D, which have unity for one of the
ratios, are figured in reference to the position of the fulcrum at B,
their values being given by equations 5 and 6.
And that, by changing the fulcrum to C, we obtain a set of ratios,
which consists, in any particular case, of the difference between the
47
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number figured on the right-hand, and unity to that right-hand
figure;—and by placing the fulcrum at D, the ratio becomes this
same difference to unity, which is figured on the left-hand.
Thus, supposing the boxes adjusted to the divisions figured
1
3 ; then, with the fulcrum at B, the ratio 1 : 3 holds good ;—
with the fulcrum at C, the ratio is (3
1) : 3;—and with the ful
crum at D, it is (3
1) : 1.
On the other hand, it appears that all the divisions, which have
the ratios expressed by numbers, each greater than unity, are de
termined by placing the fulcrum at D; and it follows, that, chang
ing the fulcrum to C, we obtain a new ratio, which consists of the
sum of the two numbers to the right-hand number; and by chang
ing it to B, it becomes the turn of the two numbers to the left-hand
number. Thus, supposing the boxes to be adjusted to the divi
sions marked 5
6, this is the proportion when the fulcrum is at
D; transferring it to C, the ratio becomes 11 : 6; and changed to
B, it is 11: 5.
This property increases the number of ratios as figured on the
instrument, and is of ralne in adjusting it to the most convenient
position as regards the drawing, copy, size of drawing-table, &c.
Instead of selecting a certain number of arbitrary ratios, as is
the usual course with instrument-makers, and dividing the bars to
conform to them, it has been proposed to make the divisions equal
parts of 6 for x, and of c for y—the value of each part being very
small, such as -gbisb, according to the size of the instrument; and
to adjust the boxes, for any required ratio, according to values
which might then be readily ascertained from the equations given
herein.
Thus, suppose it was required to reduce a plan on the scale of
100 feet to the inch, to a copy on the scale of IS chains to the inch;
then 12 ch. = 792 feet, and — = fj$, or | nearly. Referring to the
table of equations, three of them only belong to the case of re
ducing a drawing, and we can determine at once that the selection
lies between equations 1 and 6. By equation 1, x = — = f§J 6,
equation
which
usual division,
corresponds
5, x =
1 ——
nearly
8. = Now,
£$S
tob,the
with
which
usual
the corresponds
instrument
division, 1 as
nearly
it9;is usually
and
to the
by

passed over by the other points at the joints or pivots of the in
strument, may not be wholly speculative or without use. These
curves will now be discussed in a general sense.

LetAa=Dc=6; aD=Ac=e; cC=c'; and aB—b'.
Also, supposing the fulcrum at D, take this as the origin of coordinates, the axes being DX. DY, and B, D, C, being always in
the same straight line; then the co-ordinates will be expressed as
follows:—
*, y, for the point C
x', y, for the point c
x", y", for the point A
r', i', for the point a
v, z, for the point B
By the properties of similar triangles—

y'-y

y"-y'

X—X

c
x,—x"

,

and,
c'
divided, the error of adjustment made by adopting the conditions
of equation 1, would be Ti56; and for those of equation 5, it would
be jpVf h nearly; and the accurate adjustment is a matter depend
ing altogether upon repeated and careful trials:—whereas, if the
bars were divided into equal parts as suggested, the adjustment
would be determined at once, thus—
100 „. -^_ =, 63^1.
or 1W» „ J_ „ 72-25
792 °* 500 = 500 '
' 692 ™ 500 "" 500
If the decimals were neglected, the error by adjusting to the divi
sion 63, would be ynW6; and to the division 72, it would be -.-^b.
Thus the adjustment would be more readily made, and, by the aid
of a vernier, it need not be necessary to neglect decimals.
The adjustment of the three tubes in a straight line has been
already shown as essential to the correct working of the instru
ment, and it should be made by means of a steel straightedge; the
drawing-board or table should be smooth and true, as a plane sur
face; the Pentagraph should move In every direction with the
most perfect freedom; and the point of the pencil should be ex
actly in the axis of the tube which contains it,—this is ascertained
by turning it round with the finger and thumb, and cutting the
point with care, until the mark it makes on paper, after so turning
it round, is a mathematical point, and not a diminutive circle.
The drawing, and the paper to receive the copy, should be pinned
to the table, and should be so placed that the angles of the rhom
boid formed by the bars need not become very acute during any
part of the process. With proper attention to these points, the
Pentagraph will be found to be an Instrument, when well made,
for copying drawings on the same or different scales, deserving
greater confidence from the draughtsman than is usually accorded
to it. For obvious reasons, this confidence may be more complete
when the copy is to be on a reduced scale.
The drawing to be dealt with may be one of considerable size,
and can only be brought within range of the instrument in limited
portions at one time. To connect the various partial copies to
gether, corresponding lines should be traced on each of them, as
well as on the drawing, of considerable length, in order that the
various parts may occupy their just positions, or that the drawing
and paper receiving the copy may be accurately shifted.
Although it may be evident that the lines and curves traced by
any two of the points B, D, C, which are in motion simultaneously,
are precisely similar, the consideration of the curves traced or

From equation 2,
1,

..

. cy + c'y"
_

ex + Cx"
e + c'
By the properties of right-angled triangles—
43~*'J + y'2

4.

5.

nnd,
W~ y)'+(x— x')2— c*5 .
.
.
.
fi.
Now, expanding equation 6, and making substitutions, according
to equations S, 4, and 5, we obtain—
(xs + yT)(.c'-c) + b°lc' + c) = c*(c' + c) + 2c'(yt/* + xx")
.
7.
for one of the equations connecting the curves traced by the points
C and A. The second is derived from equation 5, by substituting
in it the values of x' and if, given by equations 3 and 4: hence—
(c* + cV')- + (cy + cy)J = JI!(c' + <;)J
■
•
8By similar reasoning we obtain for the corresponding equations
which connect the curves traced by B and A—
(t>» + *»)(4'-4) + eJ(4' + 4)-4'3(4' + 4)-24<(e:r" + zy") .
9.
and,
(4e-4V)i + («'y"-4z)t = cs(4' + A)J
.
.
10.
Now these two equations are of the same form as those connect
ing the curves traced by the points C and A, and they differ merely
in a change of sign, which obviously arises from the different posi
tions of the points C and B, in reference to the axes. Hence we
see that any curve traced by the point B, is similar to the curve
traced by the point C; the ratio being obviously that of 6' : 6, or
of c : c.
In the same way we may arrive at equations to connect the
curves traced or passed over, simultaneously, by the points C, c, or
c, A, &c.
To apply these equations,—let us take the 30-inch Pentagraph
already
straight
1
8 on
mentioned,
linethe
which
bars and
shall
D, B,
adjusting
pass
fix the
through
fulcrum
the boxes
D : at
ittoD,
isthe
required
and
divisions
with to
C marked
trace
detera

mine the curve passed over by the point A.
From the construction of the instrument,
4 = 4' ;
(l,' + b)»{e-c')t andc-4'j
.\e'-4.
Then equation 7, becomes 26(3/#"+.r,r") =: O. Now, if the line
traced by C is assumed as the axis of x, its equation will be y = O;
,'.2oa'x" =a 0; consequently, x"= 0 ; and this being the equation of
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the axis of y, the point A will describe a straight line perpendicu
lar to the line passed over bv C.
This is the principle and the arrangement (either with two or
with four bars) which furnishes the most perfect parallel motion
for the piston-rods of reciprocating steam-engines, as indicated by
Mr. Scott Russell, in his 'Treatise on the Steam-Engine,' p. 310.
Preserving the same arrangement, except moving the box B to
any other division towards A, to determine the curve traced by B.
Ave have just seen, that under such circumstances, A passes over a
straight line; and (since by construction 6 =■ c) it is evident that
the curve passed over by B, as between the rectangular axes of
y and v, will be the same as that which would be passed over by A,
referred to the axes of x and y, when we consider c = 6, and b>c.
In this case, equation 7 becomes, since y — <>,
2tx"
x1(i-c) = 2ix"xi
.-.*=,-.
o—e
Also, equation 8 becomes,
(cx + tx"y + Pf* - 8»(* + e)»{
and substituting for x, and reducing, we have—
This is the equation
*■ - toS=g
an ellipse
(»-*-*>
of which the semi-transverse

axis = 6 + c, and the semi-conjugate axis = b—c; the former being
coincident with the axis of y, and the latter with that of x, as is
shown by considering x, and y, in the equation, as successively =0.
Now, by substituting v for y", z for x", and b' for c, we have
(4 + 6')* ,

x

the equation to an ellipse whose semi-transverse axis, b +V, is
coincident with the axis vx; and whose semi-conjugate axis, 6—6',
corresponds with the co-ordinate axis of y.
From the make of the instrument, 6 is a constant quant ity, "and
to this ^th the sum of the transverse and conjugate axes of any
ellipse to be traced in this manner must always be equal; 6' will
then be equal to £th the difference of those axes. It is evident,
too, that when 6'= 6, the equation is that of a straight line; and
6'= 0, it is that of a circle.
This little investigation naturally suggests an ellipsograph of
very simple construction. It also manifestly points to the deter
mination of the curve described by a point in the connecting-rod
of a steam-engine, one end of which moves round in the circle of
the crank, while the other end performs a rectilineal, or a circular,
reciprocating motion.
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figure, in which 0c represents the crank-arm
=6; cC, the connectingrod = c ; and cA, the
distance of the given
/
o(
J _\ '
^**^^C
*.
point from the crank\
i
=^"
*
end of the connecting^
/
rod = c: it is evident.
^v
y
the formula) 7. 8, will
'—r"
"Pptyj uy merely chang
ing the sign of c, because the line represented by this letter has
now a direction contrary to that hitherto assigned to it. Hence
they will become—
(*» + jr»)(C + c) + 6V - c) - c*(c - e) + 2c'(y/ + **») .
11.
and.
(e,x*-cx)t + (e'y"-e9-)» - «»(e*-c)»
.
.
12.
y,

Thus, suppose the path of the piston-rod to coincide with the
axis of abscissa; x, whilst the connecting-rod attaches the crankarm and piston-rod together; theny = 0, and equations 11, 12,
become, **(«,' + c) + b>(c-c) = c'-(c'-c) + 2c xx" ;

and, (eV—«)*+ </y»= &»(</_<,)».
The first of these equations enables us to find x", for any value
of x; and the second gives the corresponding value of y*.
Suppose, as in Mr. Melting's arrangement, the connecting-rod to
be four times the length of the crank-arm, or c = 46, and 2c = c ;
then, at the commencement of the stroke, x = b + c, and we find
x"=?c, as it should be. At half-stroke, x = e'—b; and then,
x" It
= is
{c,only
as in
it the
should
casebe.
of the crank-arm being equal to the con
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necting-rod in length, that any part of the curve described by a
point in the connecting-rod is an ellipse—and then it could not be
during more than half-a-revolution: but the conditions imposed
by the mechanism render these proportions inadmissable. In no
others is the curve described an ellipse; nor is it correct, that the
deviation from a true ellipse becomes more and mire as the con
necting-rod becomes shorter.
October 29th, 1819.
J. H.

LEVELLING STAVES.
A new Method of Graduating Levelling Stave*, by which they may
be much more accurately read and at much greater distances than at
present.
At the present time, when drainage of towns with reference to
sanitary arrangements, and drainage of lands in connection with
agricultural improvements, engage so large a portion of public
attention, the suggestion of any real improvement in the instru
ments usually employed in practical levelling is certain to be lis
tened to with attention, if not with approval, by the numerous
body of professional gentlemen now occupied in conducting the
operations alluded to. The great benefit conferred upon engineers
and architects as a body by Mr. Gravatt, by the arrangement
which superseded the use of the sliding-vane in levelling staves,
is too well known and appreciated to require comment: while,
however, Mr. Gravatt's method is in general far superior to the
old one, there are two particulars in which it is usually admitted
to be inferior to it—viz. 1st, the trouble and attention required to
read the minute divisions on the staff—an important point when we
reflect on the vast number of readings taken in a single day's level
ling; and, 2nd, Me difficulty of reading them at any considerable dis
tance. In order to remedy these defects, several eminent engineers
and others have, at different times, proposed methods of graduat
ing, which, however, seem to have failed to supersede that origin
ally introduced by Mr. Gravatt. To ascertain the reason of this,
as well as their comparative merits in connection with some by
other engineers, 1 made a series of experiments on all such level
ling staves, of new construction, as I could meet with; a very
brief account of the results of which may not be uninteresting,
and should perhaps, in justice to the inventors, accompany these
remarks, in which shall be proposed a method of graduating level
ling staves, which will, I believe, entirely get rid of the two dif
ficulties already mentioned, without any counterbalancing dis
advantage. Two levels were used, a 10-in. and a 12-in. focus of
Troughton's, in the experiments. The staves compared were as
follows:—
No. 1, Mr. Gravatt's: lOths clearer and more readable at long
distances than, perhaps, in any other; lOOths read generally with
distinctness at about 8 chns.—10 chns. should not be exceeded; in
this Mr. Williams coincides in his 'Practical Geodesy,' p. 63. On
the whole, this staff has the advantage of all that have appeared
since; in which opinion I am supported by Mr. Bourne in his
'Principles and Practice of Engineering,' p. 210.
No. 2, A mode of dividing, invented and adopted by Mr. P. N.
Barlow, C.E.; the object being to obtain greater distinctness and
less liability to error. The divisions are composed of triangles, each
occupying ,;,~l lis of a foot, except that at the even tenth, which is
diamond-shaped, to render it more defined than in other staves.
The chief advantage of this arrangement consists in the greater
distinctness with which the point of intersection of the triangle,
and the hair-line of the telescope is defined, compared with the
horizontal divisions, and their parallelism with the hair-line.
The
peculiar difficulty of setting two parallel lines to coincide with one
another is well known to astronomical observers, who can bisect a
dot with greater precision than two of the finest lines are known
to agree.—vide Encyc. Metrop.
No. 3, preferred by Mr. Castle ('Land-Surveying,' p. 255), goes
by the name of "Stephenson's," and was first used on the London
and Birmingham. The lOOths are obtained in the same way as in
the common ivory protractor; the lOths of a foot through the
whole length of the staff are bisected, making the two divisions
20ths; and these division lines extend the whole breadth across
the staff. The opposite ends of these lines are connected by dia
gonal lines, each one with its preceding—viz., the left of No. I.
with the right of No. II., the right of No. II. with the left of
No. III., and so on. And five vertical lines are drawn, at equal
distances, along the whole of the staff, which thus divides each of
these diagonal lines into five equal parts, each being £th part
of j^th, or i-fcjth part of a foot.
47*
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No. 4. Mr. Sopwith's: this on trial seemed altogether too com
plicated, and the subdivisions too minute. Mr. Bourne's remarks
on this staff seem decidedly judicious—page 211 of the work before
quoted: "Several attempts have been made at improvements in
this (Mr. Gravatt's) staff, but their success is very problematical.
Mr. Sopwith, for instance, has introduced one in which distinctive
figures are attached to e very-other 100th of a foot; the mechanical
construction also differs from this,—it is more elaborate, which
consequently makes the staff more expensive. It is very neat,
however, but is subject to injury in windy weather."
No. S. A staff of my own invention, constructed with cylinders
of block-tin, the largest 34 inches diameter, to slide one within
another, which seemed to afford great strength and lightness, and
formed besides a case to carry plans in,—the particular object
aimed at being, by obtaining a surface of 9 to 11 inches, to mark
every 100th of a foot by a dot and figure, running in a spiral line
from bottom to top; it should of course revolve slowly during
observation. On actual trial, however, Mr. Gravatt's staff seemed
preferable.
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PRESSURE TO SUSTAIN BANKS OF EARTH.
On the Maximum Amount of Resistance, acting in any directum,
required to sustain Banks of Earth, or other materials, with Sloping
Tops and faces, and the effects of Friction between the Face of the
Sank and the Sack of a Retaining Structure. By J. Neville, Esq.,
Dundalk, County Surveyor of Louth.—(Paper read at the Royal
Irish Academy.)*
If CDE be any bank with a sloping face CD, and a sloping top
DE; CE the position of the plane of repose, CF that of the plane
of fracture, and the arrow R that of the resistance: put
c = the angle of repose;
c = the complement of the angle of repose;
/3 = the the
angle
face
DCE
of the
contained
bank; between the plane of repose and
8 = the supplement of the sum of the complement of the angle
resistance
of repose, makes
and thewith
angle
thewhich
face ;the given direction of the
6 = the angle KDF, contained between the face produced and the
top of the bank ;
<p = the angle DCF, contained between the plane of fracture and
the face;
h = the length of the face CD;
to = the weight of a cubical unit of the bank;
R = the resistance.

(n-l)L = nV;
n— 1
V = L
L and V being the length of a division on
the staff and vernier respectively. And
since to propose any form of sliding ver
nier would have been at once rejected, as
introducing the old vane in a new form, I
have got over the difliculty in the following
manner:—
By inspecting the diagram, it will be seen
that there are 9 rows, or columns of stars
or dots, which it is impossible to confuse
in a lateral direction one with another. The
initial position of the first star in the first
of these rows is zero on the staff; the
others follow in regular succession at in
tervals of lOOth-foot between each; then,
all the stars in any one row are ySnths of
a foot from centre to centre, while the
lines drawn across mark -n.ths of feet as
usual: one star will therefore be found at
every -j'jth-foot, which is useful to recol
lect in graduating a staff in this manner.
In reading such a staff, we first read the
feet and ^ths of feet as usual; then, sup
pose the cross-hair of the diaphragm to
occur anywhere within some particular
XTrtli, observe which dot or star it inter
sects, then count dots or stars upwards, in
its vertical line, until a coincidence with a
horizontal line is found: the numbers so
counted will represent -y^ths of feet, and
consequently gives us the second decimal
place.
The great advantage gained is simply this:
that whereas in all the staves now extant,
we are obliged to distinguish between'hundredths, to obtain the second place; in this
levelling staff, we attend to no subdivisions
less than Ta„ths-foot apart, to obtain equal
accuracy. On trial, it will be found that this staff can be read
with facility at ,}-milc sights: I found it practicable at 35 and
40 chains, with a 12-in. focus.
I should recommend the horizontal lines to be put in in Ver
million, as the contrast between black and vermillion will be
found distinct at the utmost distance at which any staff can be
read.
J. D. Pejhjehton.
Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester, November 9th, 1849.

a

Then, when the resistance is a maximum,
tan 3 V(tan 0 tan 5)
tan <p <=
^/(tanetanS) + vT_(Uo 0 + tan 5) x (tan 0—tan 0)]
R.

(1)

u>A9 tan 0 sin 0 tan $
2 cot 5
(2)

Sr

V V[tan 5 (tan 0 — tan /S)] -I- V[tan 0 (tan S + tan 0)1
Equation (1) furnishes the following geometrical construction
for finding the fracture CF. Draw any line GH at right angles to
the face produced, cutting the slope DE at H and the line DG;
making the angle GDK=8 at G : on GH describe a semicircle
cutting the face produced in I : draw De parallel to the plane of
repose CE, meeting GH in e: draw eO parallel to KI, meeting the
circumference in O : make IL equal eO ; draw If parallel to Le,
and CF parallel to D/: CF is the fracture requiring a maximum
resistance to sustain the bank CDF.
If the top lying between F and D be loaded with a given weight,
the values of f and R are rigorously determined from the equations
by producing the top ED tod, so that the triangle CDrf, multiplied
by «: and the length of bank acted on, may be equal to the given
weight, and then substituting the new values of h, S, 6, and B, cor
responding to the face i'd and top Erf, in the equations, in place of
those to the face CD and top ED.
When the resistance is generated by the pressure of the bank
against a structure at the face, S may be taken equal 2c. Thus,
tan/3*/(tan0tan2c')
...
V(tan 0 tan 2c') + V[(tan t>- tan 0) x (tan 8 + tan 2c';]
vh" sin B tan 0 tan 0
R=
"—3
cos ie
(«)t
1
I •[« an t (tan 0 — tan /J)] + */[tan 0 (tan 2& + tan /J)]

I

* * Proceeding! of the Royal Irish Academy,' Vol. Iv. Part 2.
t Equation* (oj and (4) dctcnnlue the direcUou of the fracture CF, and value of the
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When the face is vertical and the top horizontal, c—B; in thii
case
tan»°.:--,^ ./i.

(5)

■in c1 + VI

uth* tecc'

;( •%/2

1
tan c* + see &

(6)

The value of tan ar here derived is equivalent
to that of tan a
'
in equation (F) of Tredgold;* hut the value of the resistance
differs materially from his, and is far more simple. Tredgold's
equation (G) for the value of the resistance acting horizontally,
after making the necessary changes to our notation, is
„ h'v
1
R--2-.
»in c V2 +■ 1 + •inVv^ + iin"* -/2
cos8 C
2 co» c'
This value, however, is erroneous, and should he
1
•in" c' J2 + 3 tin9 c* +• tin & S2
Bin & */2 + 1 +
which, multiplied by sec c, to find the resulting resistance, is equal
to the more simple form found above.
When e = B, the top slopes upwards at the angle of repose : in
this case
tan p = tan 0
(7)
R

2 X«D(2c- + fl

W

The second of these equations gives the greatest of the maximum
values of the resistance : if the face be vertical, tan (3 =
R= — cose'
2
The horizontal portion of this resistance is

-,, and
tanc
(9)

„ w*2
(10)
2
2
As this value is the same as (7*) the limiting value of the hori
zontal resistance, neglecting friction at the face, it appears that the
limiting value of the horizontal resistance is the same whether
friction at the face be taken in the calculation or neglected.
When the top slopes downwards at the natural slope,
tanp = tan.ie
(11)
nha sin B Un $ I
-•(tan 2c' + tan 6)
\»
R=(12)
2
cos 2c* Van 2& secfi + tan 2e' + tan 6/
The value of the resistance here given is the least of the maximum
values. If the face be vertical,
tan r = tan Jc
(13)
t»*s
. /
1
R= — C08«

T'eC'(2
V2 tan d + sec &)

if

' '
The value of the angle of fracture is of the same form as that
of Prony for a vertical face and horizontal top.
The equations show that the stability imparted to a structure at
the face of a bank, by friction, arises principally from the direc
tion of the resulting force, which makes an angle equal to the
complement of the angle of repose with the face, and that this
force is in general less than the horizontal force derived from the
equation of Prony, or any other in which face friction is ne
glected; that the values of both forces, for ordinary banks, are
equal at angles of repose in and about 44°; that the former are
least for angles of repose less than this, and the latter for angles
of repose that are greater; and that the direction of the resulting
force makes it in no small degree a crushing force.
It also appears from the equations, that when the angle of
repose is 44% the face vertical, and top horizontal, that the tan
gent of the angle of fracture is (4) equal half the tangent of
the angle of repose. The Equation of Prony, which neglects fric
tion at the face, for the same case, gives the tangent of the angle
of fracture equal to the tangent of half the angle of repose.
resistance when a maximum, for any bank CDE, when supported at the face CD, by a
retaining- structure, talcing the friction at CI) Into account j for, In thla caae, the refin
ance, when in equilibrium with the preaaure, mutt make an angle equal to tie comple
ment of tbe angle of rrpoae with the face, and hence S^2C
• Philosophical Magailue, vol. U. p. 402.
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In the following Table of Co-efficients, for finding the maximum
values of the resistances,—
Column 1 contains the engineering names for the slopes corre
sponding to some of the angles of repose in column 2.
Column 3 contains the angles of repose from which the co
efficients of whf are calculated.
Column 8 contains the complements of the angles of repose in
column 2; or the angle which the direction of the resulting resist
ance makes with the face, taking friction thereat into account.
Column 4 contains the co-efficients which, multiplied by tcAf,
give the value of the horizontal resistances when the top is hori
zontal and the face vertical; calculated from the Equation of
Prony, neglecting friction at the face.
Column 5 contains the co-efficients which, multiplied by uh J,
give the values of the horizontal resistances, rejecting friction at
the face, required to sustain banks with a horizontal top; the face
sloping 10° from the vertical: 6 = 80°.
Column 6 contains the co-efficients which, multiplied by vh • ,
give the values of the resulting resistances when the top is horizon
tal and the face vertical, as in column 4.
Column 7 contains the values of the co-efficients as before, for
finding the resulting resistances when the top is horizontal and the
face slopes 10° from the vertical, as in column 6 : now, in this case
6 = 80*.
Column 8 contains the values of the co-efficients for finding the
values of the resulting resistances when the face overhangs 10° from
the vertical, and the top is horizontal: in this case 8 = 100°.
Column 9 contains the resolved co-efficients of wh\ for finding
the portions of the resistances in column 6 at right angles to the
face, which in this case are horizontal.
Column 10 contains the resolved co-efficients of v>k\ for finding
the portions of the resistances in column 7 at right angles to the
face. Tlirse, in this case, not differing much from the resolved
horizontal portions, may be compared with those in column A.
Column 11 contains the resolved co-efficients of u>A?, for finding
the portions of the resistances in column 8 at right angles to the
face.
Column 12 contains the values of the co-efficients which, multi
plied by toAJ, give the ultimate or maximum maximorum values of
the resulting resistances; the face being vertical and the top sloping
upwards, at the slope of repose.
Column 13 contains the co-efficients for finding the horizontal
portions of the resistances determined from column 12.
The length of the perpendicular from the toe of the face to the
top, or top produced, is represented by h1; and the length of the
face itself by A.
wh\ is to be multiplied by the co-efficients in columns 4 to 1 1,
to find the resistances; and wh* by the co-efficients in columns 11
and 12.
Table of Co efficients for finding the maximum Values of the Resistance)
for different Angles of Repose; also the Co efficient for finding the ulti
mate Values of the Resistances when the Face is vertical, and Scarp at the
natural Slope.
1

18=
2

3itol«
17
8 Ml*
2Jtol«
2 tol*

14 to 1*

1 tol

'«+
22
V
29
:<1
32
Si
34
36
36
S7
39
41
4i)
45
47
IV

f tol*

61
53
65
<V

3

4

74° •284
78 •274
711 •269
68 •228
6.1
■173
61) •160
58 •163
47
147
56 •141
55 •136
£4 •130
53 •124
51
'114
49 •104
47 •094
46 ■085
43 •077
41 •070
S9 ■062
37
086
86 •049
33 •048

■188

«

s

6

7

8

•228
•218
•207

•249
•239

■226

•218
•207
•193
•1«4
■130
119
108
•103
•098
•094
090

•287
■2;l
•266
•210
•208
•197
'188
•183
177
•173
•169
■166
•161
•164
•146
'140
•134
129
•123
•118
•113
•109
•105

■177
■141
•129
•117
•111
•106
•101
'096
•090
084

■077

■069
•062
064
•048
•042
•036
•031
■027
•022
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•165
•165
•144
•139
134
•129
■126
•121
•117
•108

■102
■096
•089
•083
•077
•072
•C66
•062
•057

■086

■081
•074
•067
■061
•056
049
•044
•039
•035
•081
•027

•239
9
•228
•214

■i-:i

•147
136

■123

■118
•113
•107
103
•098

■093
■084
•077
•069
■063
•067
•061
•045
•040
•036

10

11

12

13

•209
■198
•183
162
•116

•276
■259
•262

■481

•462
4S7

■185
•172
161

■446
•437
■429
•424
•419

■104
■093
•087
•082
•078
•074
■(■70
066
•087
•061

■046
■039
033
■029
026
•021
018

■011 ■015

■478
•474

■480
■195 ■464 ■430
■185

■149
•143
•188
■1.13
129
•120
•110
■102
-096

■406
•400
•889
•377

■081
•074
•068
■062
•057

•818
•801
•287
•272

■416
■410

■are
•354
■088 ■341
■328

■397
'382
•367
•:60
•352
■344
336
•827
•319
•302
■284
•J«7
•250
•233
■216
198
•181
1«8
•1411

The slopes marked thus * are approximate.

In the preceding equations we have only considered the maxi
mum retaining -forces. The minimum ovcrcoming-Jbrces, and the
position of the corresponding fractures, are determined in a simi
lar niiiinier, and by similar equations. Retaining the same nota
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tion as before, we get, in this case, for the value of the overcomingforce,
_u;Ay

sin (2e'-ffl— <p)

— ~2~Xem (J-Zc'+p)
where y is equal the perpendicular from (F) on the face, or face
produced.
If we put fi,=2c'4-fi, and 8!=$— 2c', the above equation,
nfter a few reductions, becomes
„
why cos 8, tan ft.— tan is
(15)
2
cos 9, tan 5 j 4- tan ^
When this is a minimum,
Un„=tan Strang tan 8.)
y
A/(UnfltanJ,)- V[(tanfl-tan /S,) x (tan /3,-f tan 8,)]
v >

meter, from a point which may be called the absolute zero, and
which is—
274°-6 of the centigrade scale below the freezing point of water.
462°-28 of Fahrenheit's scale below the ordinary zero of that scale,
supposing the boiling point to have been adjusted under a pres
sure of 29-992 inches of mercury, so that 180° of Fahrenheit may
be exactly equal to 100 centigrade degrees.
4610,93 below the ordinary zero of Fahrenreit's scale, when the
boiling point has been adjusted under a pressure of 30 inches of
mercury, 180° of Fahrenheit being then equal to 100°-0735 of the
centigrade scale.
constants,
each
The
fluid
inverse
form
by
represented
of
experiment.
formula,
the equation
by
fora,finding
fj,has
andbeen
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determined
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the three
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sure, is of course

_ tcA» tan 9 sin ft, tan fl,
—
2 cos!,

I

V </[tan» (tan fi, + tan 8,)] - ./[tanS, (tan9-tanft
in which the usual changes of signs are to be made for the negative
values of 8j, and for arcs greater than 90°
When the direction of the force makes an angle equal to c with
the face, then 84 = 0, and,
<P - 0,
(18)
R = — sin ft
(19)
2
'
If the force exceed the value of R here found, it will slide along
the face, and when the face is vertical this value is equal to the
maximum maximorum value of the resistance, in the same case,
already found; or,
_
wh* .
R = —— sin e
2
When 9 =. 90°, the general equations become
tan g, ^(tanS,)
(20)
"^
VOanSj-VCOanft.+tanSJ]
_ vti» sin ft, tan $x /

(21)

a -Log f

Temperatures
Degrees
In Centigrade
A bore the
Freezing
Point

Above the
Absolute
Zero.

Common Logarithms
of (he Pressure
Id Millemetres ot
Mercury.

220'

494 6

42403

100-

3746

2-8808136

301-46

1-4198

2686

1

r.,)'

2 cos 8t

w-

0
4y*~ 2y
It is obvious that for the determination of the three constants,
it is sufficient to know accurately the pressures corresponding to
three temperatures; and that the calculation will be facilitated if
the reciprocals of those temperatures, as measured from the abso
lute zero, are in arithmetical progression.
In order to calculate the values of the three constants, for the
vapour of water, the following data have been taken from M. Regnault's experiments :—
(2.)

(
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Remarks.

T Measured by M. Regnault
i on his curve, showing the
[mean of his experiment*.
Logarithm of 760 millemet.
[Calculated liy interpellation
< from M. Kegnault's gene[ ral table.

W(tan j8,+tan 8,)— ./(Ian 8

If the force in this case be supposed to act in an horizontal direc
tion (5j -|- ftj — 90°), these equations may be reduced to
tan$ = cot ("—-)
R =

cots

(~!)

(22)
(23)

If the face be vertical, then & = c, and the equations may be
further reduced to
tan tp = cot ic
(24)

R = - - cot9 ic

(25)

TEMPERATURE AND ELASTICITY OF VAPOURS.
On an Equation between the Temperature and the Maximum Elas
ticity of Steam and other Vapours. By William John Macquorn
Rankine, C.E.—[From the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal
for July 1849.]
In the course of a series of investigations founded on a peculiar
hypothesis respecting the molecular constitution of matter, I have
obtained, among other results, an equation giving a very close
approximation to the maximum elasticity of vapour in contact
with its liquid at all temperatures that usually occur.
As this equation is easy and expeditious in calculation, gives
accurate numerical results, and is likely to be practically useful, I
proceed at once to make it known, w'ithout waiting until I have
reduced the theoretical researches, of which it is a consequence, to
a form fit for publication.
The equation is as follows:—
0 y
(1-)
Log. P=«-— —\
0
t fl
Where P represents the maximum pressure of a vapour in contact
with its liquid ; t, the temperature, measured on the air-thermo

These data give the following results for the vapour of water,
the pressures being expressed in millimetres of mercury, and the
temperatures in centigrade degrees of the air-thermometer :—
Log 7 = 50827176
Log 0=3-1851091
a = 7-831247
Table I. exhibits a comparison between the results of the for
mula and those of M. Regnault's experiments, for every tenth
degree of the centigrade air-thermometer, from 30° below the
freezing to 230° above it, being within one or two degrees of the
whole range of the experiments.
M. Regnault's values are given, as measured by himself, on the
curves representing the mean results of his experiments, with the
exception of the pressures at 26°-86, one of the data already men
tioned, and that at —30°, which I have calculated by interpolation
from his Table, series h.
Each of the three data used in determining the constants is
marked with an asterisk*.
In the columns of differences between the results of the formula
and those of experiment, the sign + indicates that the former
exceed the latter, and the sign — the reverse.
Beside each such column of differences is placed a column of the
corresponding differences of temperature, which would result in
calculating the temperature from the pressure by the inverse for..
inula. These are found by multiplying each number in the pre
ceding columns by — -7=, or by -j-=—-p, as the case may require.
In comparing the results of the formula with those of experi
ment, as exhibited in Table I., the following circumstances are to
be taken into consideration :—
First, That the uncertainty of barometric observations amounts
in general to at least one-tenth of a millemetre.
Secondly, That the uncertainty of thermometric observations is
from one-twentieth to one-tenth of a degree, under ordinary cir
cumstances, and at high temperatures amounts to more.
Thirdly, That, in experiments of the kind referred to in the
Table, those two sorts of uncertainty are combined.
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The fifth column of the Table shows that, from 30° below the
freezing point to 80° above it, where the minuteness of the pres
sure makes the barometric errors of most importance, the greatest
difference between experiment and calculation is f^j of a mille-
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metre, or ^ of an inch of mercury,—a very small quantity in
itself, although, from the slowness with which the pressure varies
at low temperatures, the corresponding difference of temperature
amounts to -ffo of a degree.

Table I.— Vapour of Water.
Temperatures In Centlgrille Degrees of the Air
Thermometer from
The Freex- The Absolng Point. lute Zero.

-So
-20
-10
0

+io
20
♦26-86
10
40
50
60
70
80
90
•100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
•220
230

no

244-6
254.6
264-6
274-6
284-6
294-6
301-46
304-6
314-6
324-6
334-6
344-6
354-6
364-6
374-6
384-6
394-6
404-6
414-6
424-6
434-6
444-6
454-6
464-6
474-6
484-6
494-6
504-6
(2.)

Pressures In Millimetres of
Mercury, according to
The Formula.

M. Regnault's
Experiment*.

0-35
089
2-07
4-47
905
17-33
26-29
31-57
55-05
92-26
149-15
233-48
35504
525-70
76000
1074-82
14901
20280
2713-8
3575-5
4643-6
5951-2
7533-7
9428-5
11675
14315
17390
20945

0-34
0-91
208
4-60
9-16
17-39
26-29
3155
54-91
91-98
148-79
233-09
354-64
525-45
760-00
1073-70
14890
20290
2713-0
35720
4647-0
5960-0
7545-0
94280
116G0
14308
17390
20915

(3.)

(«■)

Difference be
tween Calcula
tion and Expe
riment in
Millimetres.

+O-01
-002
-001
-0-13
-0-11
-0-06
000
+002
4-0-14
40-28
4-0-36
40-39
40-40
4-0-25
000
4-1-12
4-1-1
-10
+08
43-5
-3-4
-8-8
-11-3
4- 0-5
415

+ 7
0
430
(5.)

Corresponding
Differences of
Temperature.

Common Logarithm! of the
Pressures in Millimetres,
according to
The Formula.

-0?42
4-0-25
+006
40-38
4-018
4-006
000
-001
-0 05
-0-06
-005
-0-04
-003
-001
000
-0-03
-002
4-002
-002
-004
4-003
40-06
+007
-0-00
-006
-0-02
000
-008
(6.)

The sixth and tenth columns show that, from 90° to 830° above
the freezing point, the greatest of the discrepancies between ex
periment and observation corresponds to a difference of tempera
ture of only -rJtr of a degree, and that very few of those discrepan
cies exceed the amount corresponding to ^ of a degree.
A comparison between the sixth and tenth columns shows that,
for four of the temperatures given, viz- 120°, 150°, 200°, and 210°,
the pressures deduced from M. Regnault'a curve of actual elastici
ties, and from his logarithmic curve respectively, differ from the
pressures given by the formula in opposite directions.
If the curves represented by the formula were laid down on
M. Regnault's diagram, they would be almost undistinguishable
from those which he has himself drawn, except near the freezing
point, where the scale of pressures is very large, the heights of the
mercurial column being magnified eight-fold on the plate. In the
case of the curves of logarithms of pressures above one atmosphere,
the coincidence would be almost perfect.
The formula may therefore be considered as accurately repre
senting the results of all M. Regnault's experiments throughout a
range of temperatures from 80°-of the centigrade scale below the
freezing point to 230° above it, and of pressures from j^W °f an
atmosphere up to 28 atmospheres.
It will be observed that equation (I.) bears some resemblance to
the formula proposed by Professor Roche in 1826!—viz. :
LogP=A-TT-c.
where T represents the temperature measured from the ordinary
zero point, and A, B, C, constants, which have to be determined
from three experimental data. It has been shown, however, by
M. Regnault, as well as by others, that though this formula agrees
very nearly with observation throughout a limited range of tem
perature, it errs widely when the range is extensive. I have been
unable to find Professor Roche's memoir, and I do not know the
reasoning from which he has deduced his formula.
The use in computation of the equations I have given, whether
to calculate the pressure from the temperature, or the temperature
from the pressure, is rapid and easy. In Table II. they are re

M. Regnault'a
Experiments.

Differences be
tween Calcula
tion and Expe
riment in
Logarithms.

Corresponding Temperatures
Differences of
above the
Temperature. Freeilng Point.

-

2-8808136
3031362
3173204
3-307061
3-433576
3-553334
3-666853
3-774603
3877005
3-974443
4-067268
4155796
4-240300
4-321083

2-8808
30307
31734
3-3076
3-4332
3-5537
3-6676
3-7750
3-8772
3-9743
4-0674
4-1561
4-2403
4-3207

-0-0000
4-0-0007
-00002
-00005
4-00004
-0 0004
-0-0007
-00004
-00002
40-0001
-0-0001
-0-0003
0-0000
4-00004

(7-)

(8.)

(9.)

o
o-oo

-005
4-0-01
4004
-0-03
+0-03
40-06
4-004
40-02
-0-01
4-0-01
4-0-03
0-00
-005

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

(10.)

(11.)

capitulated, and the values of the constants for different measures
of pressure and temperature are stated.
In calculating the values of o, the specific gravity of mercury
has been taken as 13-596.
Temperatures measured by mercurial thermometers are in all
cases to bo reduced to the corresponding temperatures on the airthermometer, which may be done by means of the table given by
M. Regnault in his memoir on that subject.
Table II.— Vapour of Water.
Formula for calculating the Maximum Elasticity of Steam (P), from
the Temperature on the Air-Thermometer, measured from the Abso
lute Zero (<) :

LogP = a_£_7
Inverse Formula for calculating the Temperaturefrom the Maximum
Elasticity of Steam :

\-J-

+ 4>*-2-y'

Values of the Constants depending on the Thermometric Scale.
For the centigrade scale :—
Absolute zero 274°-6 below the freezing point of water.
Log 0 = 3-1851091
Log 7 = 5-0827176

£
= 0-0063294
27

= 0-00004006
47'

For Fahrenheit's scale; boiling point adjusted at 29-922 inches : —
Log 0 = 3-1
Absolute
1038 10zero 46i4°-28 beluw ordinary zero.
Log 7 = 5-5932626
— =0-000012364
— = 0-0035 163
27
47*
For Fahrenheit's scale; boiling point adjusted at 30 inches :—
Absolute zero 461°-93 below ordinary zero.
Log 13 = 3-4400625
Log 7= 55926244
—=0-0035189
27

£1

= 0-0000123S3
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Values of the Constant a, depending on the Measure of Elasticity.
For millimetres of mercury .
.
.
a—7-831247
English inches of mercury
.
•
6*426421
Atmospheres of 760 mil. = 29922'
inches
= 1-0333
= 14-7
kil. lb.
on on
the the
centimetre'
sq. inch > .
4-950433
Atmospheres of 30 in. =761-99 mil '
= 14-74 lb. on the square inch r .
4-949300
= 1-036 kil. on the centimetre * _
4964658
Kilogrammes on the square centimetre .
Pounds Avoirdupois
on the
N.B.—All
the Cotutantt
are/or
square
common
inch . logarithms.
6-117817
I have applied similar formula; to the vapours of alcohol and ether,
making use of the experiments of Dr. Ure.
In order to calculate the constants, the following experimental
data have been taken, assuming that, on Dr. lire's thermometers,
180° were equal to 100 centigrade degrees.
Table— Vapours of Alcohol and Ether.
Temperatures on
Fahrenheit's Seal*
Ordinary
Absolute
from the

Pressures
In Inches

Remarks.

point of water, I have not endeavoured to reduce them to the
scale of the air-thermometer, as it is impossible to do so correctly,
without knowing the nature of the glass of which the mercurial
thermometer was made.
I have also endeavoured, by means of the first two terms of the
formula, to approximate to the elasticity of the vapour of mercury,
as given by the experiments of M. Regnault. The following table
exhibits the comparative results of observation and experiment.
Table— Vapour of Mercury.
Temperatures In
Centlgrale Degrees
j
from the
I Freezing Point.

72-74
100-11
100-6
146-3
*177-9
200-5
♦3580

Pressures In Millemetres of Mercury,
according to

76000
The
Formula
(of two terms.)
0-115
0480
0-49
3-49
10-72
21-85

M. Regnanlt's
Experiments.

Differences between
Calculi tlon
and Experiment
In Millimetres.

0183
0-407
0-56
3-46
10-72
2201
76000

-0-068
+0-073
—007
+003
0-U0
-016
0-00

or
Zero.

Zero.

Mercury.

For Alcohol, of the"!
specific gravity y
0-813
J

250
173
11102

712-3
635-3
573-32

132-30
3000
6-30

From Ure's Table.
Do.
Interpolated.

For Ether, boiling]
at 105° F., under V
30 in. of pressure J

200
148-8
105

662-3
6111
567-3

142-8
66-24
3000

From Ure's Table.
Interpolated.
From the Table.

For Ether, boiling]
at 104° F., under L
30 in. of pressure J

104
66-7
34

566-3
5290
496-3

30-00
13-76
6-20

From Ure's Table.
Interpolated.
From the Table.

The values of the constants in equation (1.), calculated from
these data, are as follows, for inches of mercury and Fahrenheit's
scale :—

Alcohol, specific gravity, 0-813
Ether, boiling point, 105° F.
Ether, boiling point, 104° F.

616620
5-33590
5-44580

The discrepancies are obviously of the order of errors of observa
tion, and the formula may be considered correct for all tempera
tures below 300° C, and for a short range above that point. From
its wanting the third term, however, it will probably be found to
deviate slightly from the truth between 200° and 358°; while above
the latter point it must not be relied on.
I have not carried the comparison below 72°, because in that part
of the scale the whole pressure becomes of the order of errors of
observation.
In conclusion, it appears to me that the following proposition, to
which I have been led by the theoretical researches referred to at
the commencement of this paper, is borne out by all the experi
ments I have quoted, especially by those of greatest accuracy, and
may be safely and usefully applied to practice :—
If the maximum elasticity of any vapour in contact with its liquid
be ascertainedfor three points on the scale of the air-thermometer, then
the constants of an equation of the form

3 Log.fi
3165220

Log. y

LogP=.-f-*

3-2084573
3-2571312

5-7602702
5-5119893
53962460

may be determined, which equation will give, for that vapour, with an
accuracy limited only by the errors of observation, the relation between
the temperature (t), measured from the absolute zero (274-6 centigrade
degrees below the freezing point of water), and the maximum elasticity
able
(I*),range
at all beyond
temperatures
them. between those three points, andfor a consider-

Absolute zero 462°-3 below ordinary zero.
The results of Dr. Ure's experiments on the vapours of turpen
tine and petroleum, are so irregular, and the range of temperatures
and pressures through which they extend so limited, that the value
of the constant y cannot be determined from them with precision.
I have, therefore, endeavoured to represent the elasticities of those
two vapours approximately by the first two terms of the formula
only, calculating the constants from two experimental data for
each fluid. The equation thus obtained,
$
is The
similar
data,
in form
and the
to that
ofLog
Professor
P = aconstants,
—-,
Roche. are as follows :—
values
of
the

Table— Vapours of Turpentine and Petroleum.

i

Zero.
Temper ™ tii re on
Fahreuheit' l Scale from
the Ordinary

360
316
304
370

the Absolute
Zero.

778-3
822-3
8323
706S

Pressures
in Ia< lie* of
Mercury

Values of the Constants
for Fahrenheit's
Scale, and Inches of Mercury.

Turpentine.
30
00
60-80
3000

a=598187
Log 0=3-5380701

Petroleum.
60-70

o=619451
Log 0=3 5648490

Although the temperatures are much higher than the boiling

REGISTER. OF NEW PATENTS.
COMPRESSED FUEL.
William Buckwell, of the Artificial Granite Works, Battersea,
Surrey, civil engineer, for "improvements in compressing and solidi
fying fuel materials."—-Granted March 28; Enrolled September 28,
1849.
The improvement consists in compressing fuel material by means
of percussion force instead of a continuous pressure. The appa
ratus consists of a ram worked by steam or other power, the size
of the ram to be about three tons weight, falling through about
4 feet, and making about 50 strokes per minute; and beneath the
hammer is placed a mould, in which the blocks are to be formed.
The mould contains two blocks, divided from each other by an iron
plate; and when the upper of the two blocks is formed and suffi
ciently compressed, the lower one is removed, and the upper one
takes its place, which allows another to be formed on the top.
The mode of extracting the lower block is as follows:—There is
no fixed bottom to the mould, but a loose one is provided, and held
in its place by a rod or prop beneath it, which is attached to a
piston within a steam cylinder. This loose bottom is held up by a
catch while the hammer is in operation; but when the lower block
has to be removed from the mould, the catch is withdrawn, and the
next blow of the hammer forces out the block, carrying with it the
bottom and piston. The upper block now takes the place of the
former, within the lower part of the mould, and another block is
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formed on the top, upon the lower block being forced from the
mould; the pressure of steam forces up the loose bottom, and,
when up, it is secured by the catch, as before, and the hnmmer set
to work to form another block. The blocks, after being com
pressed, are subsequently dried by exposure to the atmosphere or
heated air.

STEAM ENGINES.
William Edward Newton, of 66, Chancery-lane, Middlesex,
civil engineer, for "certain improvement* in steam-engines." (A com
munication from Charles M. Keller, Esq., New York.) —Granted
December 28, 1818; Enrolled June 28, 1849. [Reported in New
ton's London Journal.]
{With Engravings, Plate XXII.)
This invention of improvements in steam-engines is represented
in the annexed engraviugs.
Fig. 1, is a vertical section of a
steam-engine of the improved construction, taken in a plane
parallel with the beams, and passing through one of the cylinders
and the crank-shaft; and fig. 2, is another vertical section, taken
at the line a, a, of fig. 1. Figs. 3, and 4, are diagrams of the ordi
nary crank-beam engine, to illustrate the irregular mechanical
force on the crank of a steam-engine working expansively. Fig. 5,
is a longitudinal vertical section of an improved condensing appa
ratus; fig. 6, is a section thereof, taken at the line a, b, of fig. 5;
and fig. 7, is a cross-section of the pumping part of the apparatus,
with the auxiliary engine, by which it is operated.
The inventor, preparatory to explaining the nature of his inven
tion, makes the following introductory remarks:—It is a wellknown fact, in the application of steam as a motive power, that
the mure the principle of expansion is introduced the more econo
mical will be the effect produced, provided some element or ele
ments be not introduced in the mechanism to counteract it. To
give the full effect to this expansive principle of steam, it should
be either applied to a resistance which decreases in the exact ratio
of the decreasing pressure of the steam, by reason of its expansion
or dilatation; or, what amounts to the same thing, the leverage of
the body, impelled by this force, should increase in the inverse
ratio of the decreasing pressure. The ordinary crank-engine, in
general use, presents in nearly every particular, the reverse of
the requirements of this problem; and it would be difficult to con
ceive a mechanism theoretically so ill-adapted to the application
of this principle; but still, from its practical advantages in other
particulars, it continues in use, because of the practical objections
to all other plans which have been suggested for overcoming its
theoretical defects. The irregular mechanical force of steam ap
plied expansively to the ordinary crank-beam engine, is illustrated
in diagrams 3, and 4,—the former being based on the assumption
that the steam is cut off at one-quarter of the stroke, and the lat
ter at one-twentieth. In these diagrams, a, represents the cylin
der; A, the piston; c, the oiston connecting-rod; fl, the beam; e,
the crank connecting-rod; /; the crank; g, the circle described by
the centre of the crank-pin in the rotation of the crank; and i,
the line of pressure of the expanding steam. When the steam is
cut off at one-quarter of the stroke, one-half of the whole me
chanical force of the steam is expended in forcing the piston up to
the dotted line A, a little more than one-quarter of the entire
stroke,—the crank making but about one-third of its semi-rotation
from the dead point, and therefore along that part of the rotation
in which it presents the shortest leverage. During the next quar
ter of the stroke, the crank passes to the line j, which indicates
the half of the semi-revolution; and, in passing to this point, the
leverage of the crank increases nearly in the inverse ratio of the
decreasing pressure of the steam on the piston; but this is the
only part of the stroke in which the motion and leverage of the
crank are in such relation to each other as to give an approximaton
to the full mechanical force of the steam; whereas, during the re
maining half-stroke, the leverage of the crank decreases as the pres
sure decreases. The great defect is to be found in the fact that
(when the steam is cut off at the quarter-stroke) one-half of the
mechanical force of the steam is exerted in moving the crank
through only one-third of the circuit due to the entire stroke,—the
other two-thirds remaining to be effected by the other half of the
mechanical force of the steam, and that too by a force decreasing
as the leverage to which it is applied decreases. Hut it will he seen,
by reference to the diagram, fig. 4, that this irregularity, so wasteful
of power, increases as the steam is cut off at a less portion of the
stroke,— as, for instance, in this diagram the steam is supposed to
be cut off at one-twentieth of the stroke. In this, the line of mean
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pressure A, is at one-eighth of the stroke; and therefore one-half of
the mechanical force of the steam has been exerted in moving the
piston only one-eighth of its stroke,—the remaining seven-eighths
of the stroke having to be effected by the remaining half of the me
chanical force. It follows, from these illustrations, that the more
expansively steam is applied to the ordinary crank-engine, the
more irregular will be the motion, and the more wasteful the
application of the impelling force.
In view of the problem above given, and the theoretical defects
of the ordinary engine, the desideratum has been the production
of an engine which would present all the practical advantages of
the ordinary crank-engine, such as simplicity and cheapness of
construction, strength and durability, and which, at the same time,
would admit of a more economical application of the principle of
the expansion of the steam.
The accomplishment of this important end is the object of the
first part of the present invention, which consists, first, in placing
the axis of the crank- shaft in a plane nearer than heretofore to
the axis of vibration of the beam which transfers the power from
the piston to the crank; that is, instead of placing the axis of the
crank-shaft in a plane midway between a plane passing through
the axis of the connection of the connecting-rod with the beam at
the two extremities of its vibrations, and a plane parallel to it,
and passing through this point of the beam at the middle of the
vibration, it is placed within this plane,—that is, in or near a
straight line, passing through the axis of the connection of the
connecting-rod and beam at the extremities of the vibrations of
the beam; whereby less than the first half of the stroke of the
piston shall carry the crank through one-half of its semi-revolu
tion,—that is, from the dead point to the right angle; and thd
remaining portion of the stroke, more than one-half, shall give to
the crank the remaining half of the semi-revolution,—that is,
carry it from the right angle to the other dead point, and, at the
same time, bring the line of the connecting-rod (which is shorter
than heretofore, say a little more than double the throw of the
crank), nearer to a right angle with the crank during the second
half of its semi-revolution than during the first-half; and thus
not only increase the proportional velocity of the piston whilst
impelled by the expanding steam, but make it act on a longer lever
than by any other known crank-engine. Secondly, in combining
with the crank-shaft, located on the principle herein specified, two
single-acting engines, acting on cranks placed on the shaft at an
angle of 180°; whereby the force of expanding steam may be more
economically applied, and a more regular motion obtained, than
heretofore And, thirdly, in making the second engine of greater ca
pacity than the first, and receiving steam at one end only, and from
the first; this end being also alternately connected with the first en
gine, to receive steam, and with the condenser for exhausting, that
the piston may be acted upon in one direction by the expansion of
steam, after it has acted in the first engine, there being a vacuum
on both sides of the piston during its return motion, when this is
combined with the first engine, which receives the steam at one
end only,—its other end being connected with that end of the
second engine which receives the steam; so that, during the returnstroke of the piston in the first engine, it shall be balanced by the
expanding steam, whilst it is acting on the piston of the second
engine.
In the drawings at figs. 1, and 2, a, and 6, represent two beams,
having the same axes of vibration, and both of the same propor
tions. The short arm of the one -a, is connected by a rod <?, with
the piston-rod rf, of a piston e, that works in the cylinder/, of the
first engine; and the corresponding arm of the other beam 6, is in
like manner connected with a piston g, working in the cylinder A,
of the second engine (see fig. 2), and which is to be placed as near
as practicable to the first. The long arms of the two beams are
connected by rods i,j, with two cranks k, I, on the crank-shaft m,
and opposite to each other; that is, dividing the circle into two
equal parts, that one piston may be up whilst the other is down,
and rice versa. The connecting-rods !,_/', should bo about two and
a half times the length of their cranks. The axis of the crank
shaft is in the straight line n, passing through the centres of the
connection of the connecting-rods i,j, with the beams a, b, when at
the extremity of vibration of the beams; from which position,
relatively to the proportions of either one of the beams and length
of crank and connecting-rod, it results, that the long arm of tho
beam, in being moved to the position indicated by the dotted lin.>.
/), about one-third of its entire vibration, by one-third of the downstroke of the piston c, will carry the crank A-, from the dead point to
the right angle, one-half of its semi-revolution, as indicated bv the
dotted lines p; and that in passing through the remaining two-thirds
of its vibration, to the position occupied in the drawings by the beam
48
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b, by the remaining two-thirds of the down-stroke of the piston e,
the crank k, will be carried the remaining half of its semi-revolu
tion to the second dead point. The dotted lines 0,0,0, p,p,p, and
7, q, q, illustrate how much nearer to a right angle the pull of the
connecting-rod is on the crank during the second half of its semirevolution than during the first half, for this directness of the
pull, during the second half of the semi-revolution, must be
greater than during the first half, in the proportion of the greater
range of motion of the piston during the one than during the
other,—that is, nearly in the proportion of two to one. So soon
as the first piston has reached the end of its down-stroke, and its
crank has performed the effective half of its revolution, the second
piston begins to descend, producing the same effect on its crank ;
and in this way the two pistons and their cranks alternate,—no
force being applied to either of their pistons during their upmotion: the cranks, therefore, each pass through the remaining
half of their revolutions without any impelling force being applied
to them. Steam is admitted to the upper end of the first cylinder
f, from the steam-pipe «, by a slide-valve t, which is held up in the
position shown in the drawing, and with the port closed by a
helical spring u, on the valve-rod v,—one end of the said spring
being attached to the valve-rod, and the other resting against a
guide-stud u>, attached to the frame. To the valve-rod is jointed
one arm of a lever x, represented by dotted lines, which turns on
a stud at y,—its other arm resting on the periphery of a cam z, on
the crank-shaft. This cam, which is represented by dotted lines,
is concentric from the point 1 to 2; and, during this part of the
rotation of the crank-shaft, the valve remains closed by the tension
of the helical spring; but from 2 to 1, the cam has an enlargement,
which acts on the lever x, to depress and open the valve for the
admission of steam to the cylinder; and therefore the extent of
this cam-like projection, in the direction of the periphery, will
determine at what portion of the stroke the steam shall be cut off.
After the valve is closed, the steam acts on the piston expansively,
until the end of the down-stroke; a sliding-valve a1, then opens a
port b\ which establishes a communication between the upper end
of the two cylinders, that the steam may act on the piston g, to
force it down solely by its expansive force; the second cylinder A,
being of much greater capacity than the first, and so much larger,
that the steam, acting by expansion therein during the range of
the piston, shall exert on it a mechanical force about equal to that
which is exerted on the first piston. The steam of the valve a1, is
jointed to a lever c1, that turns on a pin at </', its other end being
forked, to embrace an eccentric «', on the crank -shaft by which it
is operated. The lower end of the second cylinder is always in
communication with the condenser by means of the pipe/'; and
the upper end also communicates with the condenser by means of
a passage g1, governed by the valve a1; and the motion of the valve
is such, that at the end of the down-stroke of the piston g, this
passage is opened, whereby the steam from the cylinder is ex
hausted, and a vacuum established above as well as below the
piston. There is a connection or passage A1, between the lower
end of the first and the upper end of the second cylinder (partly
represented by dotted lines); so that when the upper end of the
second cylinder is exhausted, the lower end of the first is also, to
establish a vacuum below the piston e, during its descent; but
when the valve a1, is opened, to pass the steam from the first to
the second cylinder, it also communicates with the lower end of
the first cylinder by the passage A1; so that whilst the second pis
ton is being forced down by the expanding steam, the first piston
is balanced, during its return motion, by the pressure of the steam
on both sides of it;—thus making the full pressure of the steam
on the large piston available, instead of having it react against the
surface of the first piston, as in Wolf's expanding engine.
The inventor does not limit himself to the precise proportions
or disposition of the crank-shaft, as these may be greatly varied
within the principle of the invention, without affecting the result,
except in degree. Nor does he confine himself to the combined
employment of all the improvements in this part of the invention,
as important results can be obtained from either one of them sepa
rately: as, for instance, the means of obtaining an equal, or nearly
equal, mechanical force on the first and second halves of the semilotation of the crank, when using steam expansively, by the prin
ciple involved in changing the position of the crank-shaft, rela
tively to the axis of vibration of the beam, may be advantageously
employed, with only one engine, for many purposes. The use of
two engines, with the cranks on the same shaft, and on opposite
sides of the centre, in combination with the location of the crank
shaft on the principle herein specified, may be advantageously
applied to obtain a more regular mechanical action on the crank
shaft, by the use of expansive steam on two ordinary engines,
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Bnd without the use of the third branch of this part of the inven
tion; and the arrangement of and manner of connecting the
expansion engine with the ordinary engine, so as to prevent the
steam, whilst acting by expansion alone on the large piston, from
re-acting on the small piston, may be advantageously applied,
without the use of the first and second branches of this part of the
invention; but the best results will be obtained when all three are
employed together. Under this part of the invention he claims—
Firstly, placing the axis of the crank-shaft of beam-engines, in
which the steam is applied expansively, nearer to the axis of
vibration of the beam, on the principle herein specified, and for
the purpose of obtaining a more regular mechanical action on the
crank by the application of the expansive principle of steam, as
described.—Secondly, the employment of two engines, with their
cranks on one and the same shaft, and on opposite sides,—that is,
at an angle of 180°, substantially as described, when this is com
bined with the location of the crank-shaft on the principle herein
specified.—Thirdly, expansion engines, having two cylinders and
pistons, in one of which the steam acts by expansion alone, having
one end of the large or expansion-cylinder at all times m connection
with the condenser, and the other alternately in connection with
the condenser and with the steam end of the other cylinder, that
the large piston, during its return-stroke, may have a vacuum on
each side, as described; when this is combined with the other
cylinder connected with the boiler, and which is so arranged as to
have both ends in connection with one end of the larger and
expansion cylinder, so that when its piston is acted upon by the
steam there shall be a vacuum on the other side, and when the
steam is acting by expansion on the large piston, it shall be in con
nection with both ends of the small cylinder, as described.
The object of the second part of the invention is to condense
the steam without admixture with the condensing water ; that the
water produced by the condensation may be carried back to the
boiler, to prevent the evil consequences arising from the use of
water that contains, in solution or suspension, mineral or other
Bolid matter—and to condense the waste steam blown off from the
boiler, to supply the waste arising from leaks, and also for the
production of Iresh water for any other use. In the fresh-water
apparatus a tubular condenser is used, through the tubes of which
the steam passes, and is condensed by the cooling influence of a
current of cold water, taken from outside the ship or vessel, and
made to pass outside of the tubes; and, to this end, the invention
consists in combining a condenser of a steam-engine, for the pro
pelling of a ship or other vessel, with a pump that receives the
condensing water from outside of the vessel and causes it to pass
through the condenser;—the said pump being actuated, irrespec
tive of the engine that propels the vessel, by means of an auxiliary
engine,—whereby the amount of condensation can be regulated,
independently of the working of the engine that propels the
vessel.
Secondly, in connecting the condenser with the boiler or boilers,
or any part thereof, in addition to its or their connection with the
exhaust of the engine, when the pump, which carries the con
densing water through the condenser, ft operated by an auxiliary
engine; by means of which double connection not only is the steam
that escapes from the safety-valve condensed, to be carried back to
the boiler, but the boiler or boilers may be used to distil and pro
duce fresh water for any purpose desired, when the engine is not
required for propelling the vessel.
And, lastly, in connecting the tubes of the condenser with the
cylinder or outer case thereof, by connecting one or both of the
diaphragms, to which the ends of the tubes are secured, with the
outer cylinder or case by means of a ring, or the equivalent
thereof; so that the said ring or flanch may bend to adapt itself to
the unequal contraction and expansion of the tubes and cylinder
or outer case of the condenser.
At fig. 5, a represents a hollow cylinder, within which are ar
ranged a series of small parallel tubes b; and the said tubes are
secured at one end, in the usual way, to a diaphragm c, which has
a turned flanch, through which rivets or bolts d, pass, to secure it
to the cylinder a, and within such distance of the head as to leave
a sufficient space between it and the head e, of the cylinder, for
two chambers/, and g;—these two chambers being separated bv a
horizontal diaphragm or partition A. The outer ends of the tubes
are, in like manner, secured to another diaphragm i, at the other
end; which said diaphragm, instead of being bolted directly to the
end of the cylinder, in the usual way, is bolted to a ring/, near its
outer periphery,—the inner periphery thereof being provided with
a turned flanch. bolted to the end of the cylinder. The said ring
or flanch should be slightly conical, or bent, that the diaphragm
may be at some distance from the end of the cylinder, that it may
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move in and out, to adapt itself to the unequal contraction and
expansion of the tubes and cylinder, by reason of the passage of
the steam through the tubes, and the water, for the condensation,
through the cylinder. A chamber k, is formed at this end of the
cylinder by means of a head /, secured to the diaphragm by means
of a double-flanched ring m, and screw-bolts, so that it may be re
moved, when required, to give access to the tubes. The upper
chamber/^ at the end of the cylinder first described, communicates
by means of a pipe n, in any desired manner, with the exhaustpipe of the engine, and, by another pipe »»', also with the escapepipe of the boiler; and these connections should be governed by
appropriate cocks or valves, so that either can be closed or opened
at pleasure. Either of these connections being opened, the steam
passes into the chamber f, thence through the range of tubes above
the diaphragm or partition h, to the chamber fr, at the other end,
and thence back, through the lower range of tubes, to the lower
chamber g, which communicates, by means of the pipe o, with the
air-pump and supply pumps of the engine, or (this connection
being closed) by means of a pipe o1, with any desired recipient
with which the pipe o, may be connected. The direction of the
passage of the steam, and the water, produced by its condensation
through the tubes, is indicated by the arrows. The steam, in pass
ing through the tubes, is condensed by the cooling influence of a
constant current of cold water which passes outside of the tubes,
and which travels in a direction the reverse of the current of
steam; so that the steam as it parts with its caloric, is constantly
approaching a cooler medium. The water, for the condensation, is
forced into the cylinder a, ne8r the diaphragm c, through a pipe jp,
and passes around the lower half of the series of tubes, until it
strikes the other diaphragm i; thence it passes up around the end
of a horizontal partition-plate q, on the same plane as the partitionplate h; which plate q, extends from the diaphragm c, to within a
short distance of the other diaphragm t; and from this the water
passes around all the upper series of the tubes to the first, where
it escapes at the top through a pipe r, that discharges through the
side of the vessel above the water-line.
The water, for the condensation, is impelled through the con
denser by a rotating pump, the case *, of which is provided with a
tangential pipe t, at the lower part, connected with the pipe p, of
the condenser. This case is also provided with another pipe «,
which extends £rom the centre thereof to and through the side of
the vessel, and so far down as to be always below the water-line,
that the water may flow through it to the inside of the pump-case.
To the centre of this case a shaft v, is adapted, the journals of
which run in appropriate bearings ic, w, in the case, and are pro
perly packed, to prevent the escape of water. On this shaft is a
hub x, with four arms or vanes y, accurately fitted to the case, but
rotating without touching it. By the rotation of these arms or
vanes, the water is drawn in near the centre, and, by centrifugal
force, carried out through the tangential pipe t, to and through
the condenser. The required rotation of the pump is given by an
engine a\ secured to the casing of the rotary pump, through the
rod b\ which is jointed to the cross-head c1, and connects it with a
crank d1, on the shaft of the pump. This shaft is provided with
an eccentric e\ for working the valves of the engine a1. The
water supply-pump, which receives the water from the outside of
the vessel, and is, for that purpose, below the water-line, is pro
vided with a valve /', the stem </', of which passes through a
stuffing-box, and has a handle A1, by means of which the pipe can
be closed at pleasure, when it becomes necessary to obtain access
to the inside of the pump.
From the foregoing it will be seen that, by means of the auxi
liary engine, which actuates the pump, a constant current of cold
water is carried through the condenser, independently of the work
ing of the propelling-engine of the vessel; and, as a necessary con
sequence, the more the propelling-engines labour, by reason of
head-winds, or rough water, the more perfect will be the condensa
tion and the vacuum produced,—thus increasing the power of the
propelling-engine, when power is the most needed; whereas, if the
current of cold water were dependent on the working of the pro
pelling-engine, the sum of the mass of water, passing through the
condenser, would be exactly in proportion to the motion of the
engine, and, therefore, the condensation and vacuum would be
decreased in the ratio of the decreased motion of the propellingengine. It will also be seen that—by reason of the working of the
pump which impels the water for the condensation, by means of an
auxiliary engine, and the double connection of the condenser with
the waste-pipe of the boiler or boilers, and with the exhaust of the
propelling-engine— whenever the safety-valve is opened, the steam
issuing therefrom, instead of being wasted, will be carried through
the condenser and condensed, to be returned to the boiler,—thus
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avoiding the necessity of a separate supply of water to make up
for the waste by the escape of steam from the safety-valve. When
the propelling-engine is at rest, the condenser can be used for the
distillation and production of fresh water for any desired purpose
on board ship; for the condenser may, when desired, be rendered
entirely independent of the propelling-engine.
By passing the current of steam in a direction the reverse of the
current of condensing water, the greatest amount of caloric is
extracted with the least amount of water. The condensing water,
in its passage through the condenser, never reaches the point of
evaporation, and therefore mineral and other matter held in solu
tion, will not be deposited to incrust the apparatus; and, by in
suring a constant and rapid current of water, unequal expansion
and contraction is reduced to the smallest amount; so small, in
fact, that all injurious effects may be prevented by the mode, above
described, of connecting one of the diaphragms, to which one end
of the tubes are attached, with the cylinder, by means of the coni
cal or bent ring or /lunch.
Under this head of the invention the patentee claims, Firstly,—
the combination of the condenser of a steam-engine, used for the
propelling of a ship or other vessel, with a pump that receives the
condensing water from outside of the vessel, and causes it to pass
through the condenser when the said pump is operated by an auxi
liary engine, independently of the propelling-engine. Secondly,—
the double connection of the condenser; that is, with the exhaust
of the propelling-engine, and with the boiler, when the said con
denser is combined with a pump that receives the condensing water
from the outside of the vessel, and is impelled by an auxiliary
engine. And, Lastly,—the method of connecting the tubes with
the cylinder or external case of the condenser, by attaching the
diaphragm, to which one end of the tubes are connected, to the
cylinder or external case, by means of the conical ring, or any
analogous means; by the bending of which allowance is made for
unequal contraction and expansion of the tubes and cylinder or
external case, as described.

GUN CARRIAGES.
Alfred Woollett, of Liverpool, artist, for " improvements in
gun
ported
carriages."—Granted
in the Repertory ofApril
Patent
3; Inventions.']
Enrolled October 3, 1849. [He{With Engravings, Plate XXII.)
The invention relates to improvements in the construction of
gun carriages, whereby only the upper part of the carriage is
required to be moved when pointing the gun, and the recoil of the
gun is controlled, so as at all times to cause it to be run out at the
centre of the port or opening through which the gun is to be
fixed, with other details of arrangement, which are shown in the
engravings.
a, is an eight-inch gun (sixty-eight pounder) ; 6, b, upper and
lower cheeks of the carriage; c, section of a wrought-iron plate;
d, cast-iron plate; c, wrought-iron swivel bolt connecting the
upper part of the carriage to the lower part, on which the gun
can be moved round to the greatest nicety, and trained fore and
aft with facility ; f, is a moveable wrought-iron shaft or bar to
secure the gun in the centre of the port, and serves to check the
recoil ; g, regulating-screw to adjust the upper part of the carri
age ; h, plan of cast-iron plate fixed in the lower cheeks of the
carriage ; t, fore-axle fitted with four friction-rollers or sheaves,
the shaft f, passing through between them ; j. graduated arch for
supporting the rear of the upper part of the carriage, and measur
ing the angles of training; k, elevation of the fore-axle with
trucks ; /, /, friction-rollers, the wrought-iron shaft or bar f, pass
ing through between them, as shown ; n, wrought-iron shaft for
bow or stern-gun or midship-gun ; o, fighting-bolt and socket ; the
hinge p, being lifted up, the gun can be transported to the next
fighting-bolt ; from each bolt the carriage gives seventy degrees
training by moving round the top part of the carriage only ; q, q, q,
fighting-bolts and sockets for a broadside-gun.
The following advantages result from these improvements :—
First, momentary training of broadside guns, being able to point
the guns to the greatest nicety fore and aft, or concentrate the
fire in less time than with the common carrriage, and without the
aid of handspikes. Secondly, the gun can be worked with much
greater facility and precision, with less men to each heavy gun.
Thirdly, the gun is capable of being trained forty degrees eacli
side of the centre of the port, the gun can be elevated and de
pressed the same as with the old carriage, not covering more space
on deck, and the gun recoils at right angle* with the port ready
48*
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for loading. Fourthly, a self-acting compressor, preventing the
gun from recoiling home upon the breeching, consequently no
breeching can be carried away, therefore the dangers attending
such a misfortune are obviated. Fifthly, the gun much better
secured within-board through the nature of the machinery, as
when the gun being lashed by the usual tackle, no violent motion
of the ship can act upon the guns to disarrange them. Sixthly,
the invention is well adapted for a bow or stern-gun, being
capable of transporting from one port to another, possessing the
same advantages in tiring as the pivot-gun, although less and con
siderably lighter; and, Seventhly, the invention allowing of being
fixed on deck as a pivot-gun of any calibre, not covering so large
a space on deck as the slide, and weighing less, and will be less
expensive.

VENTILATION OF MINES.
Robert Gordon, of Heaton Norris, Lancaster, engineer, for
improvements in the ventilation of mines."—Granted April 4 ; Enrol
led September 29, 18*9.
{With Engravings, Plate XXII.)
The invention relates to improvements in the ventilation of
mines, and consists of certain apparatus, as shown in the engrav
ings, by which a larger and more uniform amount of atmospheric
air is passed through the workings of a mine than by the arrange
ments at present in practice.
Fig. 1, is a vertical section of the shafts of a mine, along with
the exhausting apparatus ; and fig. 2, is a plan of the same, a, is
the down-cast shaft through which the pure air descends; b, is the
up-cast shaft, which is closed at the top with an air-tight door,
below which a culvert or air-course c, is carried under-ground, and
connected to the air-courses d, which terminates at the ash-pits e,
to supply the steam-boiler or other furnace fire./; with air. The
ash-pits e, being closed at the front by a door i, so that the whole
of the air required to support combustion must ascend the up-cast
shaft b. When steam-boiler furnaces are employed, as in figs. 1
and 2, from the air-course d, there is a connecting culvert or flueAr,
passing into the base of the chimney h, which may be opened when
the steam is "up," and the furnaces / do not require attention.
By this arrangement, the power of the chimney h, is not checked
by dampers when the steam gets too high, but it is checked and
modified by the admission of air through the culvert k, all of which
is drawn from the up-cast shaft b; and if at any time the air taken
from the up-cast shaft in this arrangement should contain "chokedamp" or carbonic acid in such proportion as to endanger the com
bustion in the furnaces./; the door t, of the ash-pit can be opened
and pure air admitted at pleasure.
Fig. 3, is a sectional elevation of a shaft divided by a partition
or air-tight "bratice" into two compartments, one part being used
as the up-cast shaft b, and the other as the down-cast shaft a. The
b compartment is connected with the air-culvert c, which leads to
the air-course d, and the ash-pits e, of the furnaces /, as in the
former figs. 1 and 2.
Figs. 4, and 5, represent a sectional elevation and plan of another
arrangement of the improvements, in which the culvert c, leading
from the up-cast shaft 6, is connected with the chimney h, and at
the ash-pits e, by the air-courses d. This powerful chimney is
placed in any convenient position, near the up-cast shaft, and pro
vided with four furnaces/,/,/^/; the ash-pit e, being closed by
doors i, as in the former arrangement, so that the supply of air
required to support combustion is taken from the up-cast shaft 6,
through the culvert c, and the course or current of the air is indi
cated by the small arrows at fig. 4; the smoke, gases, and heated
air from four furnaces returning to the chimney A, by the main
flues g, figs. 4, and 6. By this arrangement not only the air and
gases heated by the furnaces ascend the chimney h, but a large
quantity of air from the up-cast shaft is drawn up direct without
going through the furnaces, by the intensely heated gases passing
off from the fires, making the exhaustion of the up-cast shaft more
complete and efficacious. The result from measurement of the
quantity of air passing through a large coal-mine ventilated by an
ordinary under-ground furnace, as compared with one arrangement
of the improved system, is as follows:—The sectional area of the
up-cast shaft of the coal-mine in question is 6S square feet. The
fire being 200 fathoms from the surface, the average amount of air
found to pass through the workings was rather less than 18,000
cubic feet per minute. In one of the arrangements, a chimney
75 vards high, and connected with the furnaces of four steam
boilers, gives an exhausting power equivalent to a column of 1 inch
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of water, and as a column of water an inch high equals a pressure
of '0316 of a pound, or 5*198 pounds on the superficial foot, which
pressure will cause the air to pass through the said chimney at a
velocity of 324 miles per hour, or 2,860 feet per minute; then
2,860 feet multiplied by 34-33, the sectional area of the chimney,
gives 98,183 cubic feet of air per minute for ventilation in place of
18,000, or more than five times the quantity obtained by the ordi
nary system. Not only is the ventilation materially increased by
the improved arrangements, but the ease with which they can be
carried out render them much more valuable and efficient. The
ventilating fires being at the surface and the stoker at all times
under the cognisance of the bank-manager, preclude the proba
bility of neglect. Should the mine be ventilated with one or more
boiler fires, as shown in the drawing, figs. 1, and 2, a valve is
placed in each of the air-courses d, with a spindle attached to
regulate it, as shown at/, fig. 1, which may be closed to prevent
the atmospheric air from returning should it be desirable to stop
one or more fires for repairs.
It is further proposed to close up the top of the down-cast shaft
a, figs. 5, and 6, at any convenient opportunity when the miners
are absent from the pit, and at the same time keep up the venti
lating fires until the workings are exhausted, equivalent to a
column of 1 inch of water or more. This would extract the light
explosive gas from the charged receptacles more effectually than
any means at present employed, as the pressure of the atmospheric
air being diminished in the mine the highly-charged cavities would
discharge part of their contents, and when pure atmospheric air
was allowed to rush into the workings, the explosive gas in the
recesses would become adulterated aud its dangerous power de
stroyed.
The position in which the chimney and furnace are
placed as regards the up-cast shaft may be varied to suit the
locality and character of the mine, and it is obvious that a similar
effect may be produced by building the chimney within the up
cast shaft, leaving an opening or annular space between it and the
Dative rock, to allow the water to descend without cooling or im
peding the ascending ventilating current, which is produced by an
ordinary furnace at or near the bottom of the up-cast shaft.

RAILWAY AXLES AND WHEB.LS.
William Kilner, of Sheffield, engraver, for "certain improve
ments in manufacturing railway and other axles and wheels; and in
machinery to be employed in such manufacture."—Granted April 24;
Enrolled October 24, 1849. [Reported in the Mechanics' Maga
zine.']
1. The inside surface of the tyre, after being bent into a circle,
is raised to a welding heat, by placing it into a hollow fire or
closed hearth, after which it is laid on a block, and the spokes,
previously heated at one end, are successively welded to it. The
nave is composed of two half-naves formed of bar-iron coiled into
rings, with the internal hollow of less diameter at one end than the
other; and the inner ends of the spokes are arranged on the face
(with the smallest bore) of one of the half-naves, and the corre
sponding face of the other half-nave laid on them. Care is taken
to leave a space between each pair of spokes, and to punch holes
in them, in order that the inside surfaces of the half-naves may be
welded together at these points. The nave and spokes are heated
to the welding point by being placed above the fuel in a furnace,
the top of which is made moveable for the purpose of admitting
the wheel, after which they are welded together by swages, and
the small ends of the half-naves welded over the ends of the
spokes. Or, two chains, united by a right and left hand screwcoupling, and passing through the centre of the wheel, are
attached to the opposite sides. The wheel is placed in a project
ing hearth above the fuel, and when heated to the proper degree
of temperature, the chain is tightened and the wheel formed.
Instead of welding the spokes to the tyre after the latter has
been bent into a circle, they may be welded to a straight bar of
iron, which is then bent to the required shape around the ends of
moveable blocks arranged to form part of a circle, with interven
ing spaces to receive the spokes.
2. To give the necessary rotundity to the tyre, a bed-plate is
employed which has a central vertical shaft, on which the wheel
is placed, and is free to revolve thereon. Around the rim are two
pairs of equidistant rollers, supported on spindles in the ends of
four levers, the other extremities of which encircle two screw-rods,
whereby they can be made to approach or recede from the tyre,
while above and beneath it are two other rollers, capable of being
brought closer together. The rollers are driven by toothed gear
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ing from any prime mover, and communicate their motion to the
wheel. The felloe is formed with a dovetail, and the edge of the
tyre bent over it by the action of the rollers. An adjustable
scraper is made to act against the tyre, for the purpose of cleans
ing it.
3. For the purpose of turning the tyres, the patentee employs
revolving circular cutters keyed on a shaft, resting on moveable
bearings, which can be made to slide up and down simultaneously
by means of a hand screw.
4. The axles are constructed of two tubes, placed one within
the other, or of a tube filled with bar-iron, and welded at the ends
only, or of a number of bars of iron, curved and overlapping one
another, to give a spiral direction to the fibre.
Claims.—1. The use of the hollow fire or closed hearth for heat
ing tyres to the welding point.—2. The projecting hearth.—3.
Heating the inside surface of the tyre, by causing the flame and
products of combustion to impinge against it, instead of by radia
tion.—4. Heating the spokes and tyre together, in order that they
may be welded at the same heat; and arranging the spokes which
have holes punched in them, at a distance from each other, be
tween two half-naves, to allow of the surfaces of the latter being
welded together at these points, as well as over the ends of the
spokes.—5. The employment of two or more rollers acting uni
formly and capable of being caused to approach or recede from the
tyre, in conjunction with the scraper, for the purpose of rolling
and cleansing it.—6. Boring and turning the inside and outside
surfaces of railway wheels bv revolving circular cutters.—7. The
compound hollow axle.—8. The railway axle, composed of a tube
filled with bar-iron welded only at the ends.—9. The railway axle,
with the bars of iron laid so as to give a spiral direction to the
fibre.

LUBRICATING COMPOSITION.
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making panel-boards, saturated with oil, and then place several
sheets of paper between each two boards, and subject a large num
ber thus surrounded to a press, or the sheets may have the oil
applied in any other convenient manner. The separated sheets ara
then to be hung separate in a suitable stove heated to the extent
before mentioned and dried.
The paper thus prepared will be found applicable to many
purposes where waterproof paper is desired, and where any oily
character remaining would be objectionable : it may be written or
printed on, and paper-hangings thus made will be found of grei.t
importance when the walls are damp; and paper-hangings may be
either printed before or after rendering the same waterproof, ex
cepting where the high temperature will interfere with the colours
thereon.

STEAM HOISTING MACHINES.
Improved Portable Steam Hoisting Machines for Loading and
Discharging Cargoes.
By A. L. Arciiambavlt, Philadelphia, U.S.
[From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.]
This useful invention, of which the annexed cut is a representa
tion, was built for Charles Bentric, a stevedore of Philadelphia,
who has successfully tested it in discharging the cargoes of the
ships Austria, Monongahela, and Hercules.
The operation of the machine is briefly as follows:—The motion
of the engine is communicated to the fly-wheel shaft S, which
carries a small pinion gearing into the large wheel/; the winding
barrel c, to which the hoisting rope is attached, is locked to the
shaft of the wheel/, by means of the driving friction coupling a,
the latter being thrown into or out of action by the lever d; and
the motion of the drum c, when free from the shaft of the wheel f,
is controlled by the friction-band 6, which is tightened or slackened
by the break *.

Alexander Munkittiuch, of Manchester, merchant, for "an
improved comjwsition of matters, which is applicable as a substitute for
oil to the lubrication of machinery, and for other purposes."—Granted
May 1; Enrolled November 1, 1849.
This invention consists in forming a compound which is to be
used as a substitute for oil, grease, and other matters, for lubri
cating machinery. The compound is formed in the following man
ner : 4 lb. of caoutchouc dissolved in spirits of turpentine, or any
other suitable solvent; 10 lb. of carbonate of soda; 1 lb. of glue;
10 gallons of animal or vegetable oil; and 10 gallons of water;
and the mode of incorporating these ingredients is as follows : the
water is to be heated in a suitable vessel, in which the carbonate of
soda and the glue are to be then dissolved; the oil is then to be
added, well stirring and agitating the mixture, to incorporate the
ingredients; the caoutchouc, previously dissolved, is to be added
last, and the whole well stirred together until it becomes homo
geneous and as fluent as oil. It is then ready for use, and may be
stored in casks or bottles until wanted. Any substances possessing
the same properties as the above-mentioned, may be substituted
for them, and that when the caoutchouc and oil are previously
purified, the carbonate may be dispensed with ; the proportions,
also, may be varied according to the consistency required.

WATERPROOF PAPER.
William Brindlev, of Twickenham, papier-mache manufac
turer, for "improvements in the manufacture of waterproof paper."—
Granted February 28; Enrolled August 28, 1849.
The improvement consists in causing the long webs of machinemade paper, and sheets of paper, to be rendered waterproof by
saturating them, when dry, with linseed oil at high degrees of
heat. The machine-made paper is caused to pass into a trough
containing oil by means of a roller, and by a pair of pressing roll
ers any excess of oil which may be on the paper is pressed out as
it rises out of the trough, in like manner to what is now practised
in sizing machine-made paper; or the oil may be applied in any
other convenient manner to the webs of paper. The paper is then
placed in a suitable stove heated to 200° to 300°, the paper being
Kept opened out so that both surfaces may be acted on by the heat,
and in about three hours the desired effect will be obtained; a
somewhat less temperature and longer time will produce a like
result, but the temperature above-mentioned is preferred.
{:' If{sheets of paper are to be treated according to the invention,
the patentee prefers to apply the oil by using boards such as when

The machine requires but a single person to keep up steam and
attend to the breaks, and is capable of hoisting twelve hogsheads
of tobacco from the hold of a vessel and turn them out on the
wharf in ten minutes, or can discharge cotton at the rate of 300
bales per hour. In case the hogshead or other article being raised
should strike on the combings of the hatchway, the engineer has
only to slacken the break, and it is lowered, without stopping the
motion of the engine, so as to clear the obstruction; and then, by
drawing the lever of the break tight again, the ascending motion
is restored. The lowering break is so arranged that a hogshead of
tobacco can be suspended at any point required with the greatest
ease. The machine being on wheels, is portable in its character,
and can be moved about with a single horse.
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INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
At a meeting1 of the above Institution, held at Birmingham,
Nov. 24th, R. Stephenson, Esq., M.P., in the Chair, the following'
papers were read:—
ON THE ECONOMY OF RAILWAY TRANSIT.
On the Economy of Railway Transit. By Mr. James Samuel, of
the Eastern Counties Railway.
The object of the paper was to show the necessity of working
branch lines with lighter and less expensive trains and locomotives
than are at present in use, with a view to diminish first cost, con
sumption of coke, and deterioration of permanent way. By returns
of the number of passengers conveyed on the Eastern Counties
and Norfolk Railways, they showed that the greatest number of
passengers in any main line train at any one time was 231, and the
least number 7; the greatest number in any of the branch line
trains being 82, and the least number 3. And that there were con
veyed on the Eastern Counties branch lines during the year 1847,
42,644 tons of passengers (calculating each passenger with his lug
gage at 168 lb.), and that the weight of engines and carriages
required to convey them was about 1,112,500 tons, being in the
proportion of 26 to 1.
s
The main line engines consumed from 24} to 40i lb. of coke per
mile, and the engines for working the branch line trains consumed
from 16^ to 35^ lb. per mile, varying of course with the size of the
engine employed to do the work, the smallest engines invariably
consuming the smallest quantity of fuel for the same work done.
The average consumption of coke during the half-year ending
4th July, 1849, was SlA lb. per mile for passenger engines, and
47 j lb. per mile for goods engines. These returns refer to a stock
of about 200 engines, and a length of line of about 310 miles.
Thus the writer came to the conclusion that it would be possible
to construct a carriage and engine combined, of sufficient capacity
for branch traffic, and by his advice the directors of the Eastern
Counties Railway gave orders to Mr. Adams to construct such a
carriage, subject to the approval of Mr. Hunter, the locomotive
superintendent.
The carriage was accordingly built, and called the Enfield, from
the branch which she was intended to work. The engine has 8-in.
cylinders, and 12-in. stroke; driving-wheels 5 feet diameter; dis
tance between centres 20 feet; width of framing 8 ft. 6 in. The
boiler is of the ordinary locomotive construction, 5 feet long by
2ft. 6 in. diameter. The fire-box is 2ft. lO^in. by 2ft. 6in. There
are 115 tubes of 1^ inch diameter and 5 ft. 3 in. in length, giving a
total of 230 feet heating-surface in the tubes. The area- of the
fire-box is 25 feet, giving a total heating surface of 255 feet. The
weight of this steam carriage is 15 tons 7 cwt. in working trim.
The engine and carriage being combined, it is evident that the
weight on the driving-wheels is increased by the load carried, and
that this weight increases in the same ratio as the load required to
be taken. The extreme distance between the centres of the lead
ing and trailing wheels being 20 feet, accounts for the steadiness of
tjhis machine; there is indeed no perceptible oscillation when tra
velling at the highest speed, and this verifies the observation "that
the steadiness of an engine depends not on the position of the
driving-wheel, but upon the length of the rectangle covered by the
wheels." This engine at the same time daily traverses curves of
5 or 6 chains radius.
The Enfield steam carriage was originally intended to convey 84
passengers, but as it was found that when she was put on as an
express train the passengers increased in number, a North Woolwich
carriage was attached capable of conveying 116 passengers, and
also a guard's break van, making provision altogether for 150 pas
sengers, which is now her regular train taken at a speed of 37 miles
per hour.
This engine commenced her regular work about eight months
since, and the following return shows the miles run and coke con
sumed by this engine during the 7^ months' regular working from
January 29th to September 9th, 1849:—
14,021 total mllM run.
7''0 hours, running time.
1.4.V hours, standing time.
2,162 tola) hours, In steam.

743 cwt. coke consumed In running.
4418 cwt.
tl
stHuding.
28fi cwt.
„
getting up steam.
1,487 cwt. total coke consumed.
11-18 lbs. per mile average consumption of coke.

The Enfield is in steam 15 hours per day, the fire being lighted
about six in the morning and drawn at ten o'clock at night. But
of these 15 hours it appears by the return that she is engaged run
ning only five hours, the remaining ten being employed standing in
the siding. It was found by experiment that the quantity of coke
consumed standing was 32 lb. per hour, and after deducting this
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and the quantity consumed getting up steam, it will appear that
the actual consumption of coke running is under 6 lb. per mile. It
must also be particularly borne in mind that this consumption of
coke includes the total goods and coal traffic on the branch,
amounting to 1,410 tons—viz. 169 tons of goods and 1,241 tons of
coal.
The Enfield steam carriage worked the 10 a.m. passenger train
from London to Ely on 14th June, a distance of 72 miles, taking
behind her three of the ordinary carriages and two horse-boxes ;
she arrived at Ely 8 minutes before time, and the total consump
tion of fuel, including the getting up steam, was found to be 8f lb.
per mile. The tubes of the boiler are only 5 feet 3 inches in
length, and the economy of fuel is consequently scarcely at the
maximum.
Another engine on a similar plan to couple with a 40 feet carri
age is now nearly ready, the tubes being 6 feet 6 inches long, from
which is expected even more economical results.
The result of the writer's experience is the conviction, that for
express purposes, and for the larger portion of the branch traffic
on railways, the light steam carriage is the best adapted and most
economical machine, both as to first cost compared to the work
done, and in working expenses.
The first cost of a large engine, tender, and four carriages has
been 4000/. The steam carriage for the same number can be made
for something less than one-half the cost.
Remark*.—Mr. M'Connell gave much credit to Mr. Samuel for the
introduction of this branch traffic-carriage. If managers of railways could
always calculate the number of passengers to be carried, he (Mr. M'Connell)
could conceive that a great economy might be effected, even under the
present system. But this was impossible. How far, under these circum
stances, Mr. Samuel's carriage might become useful, he was not prepared to
say. Undoubtedly with the present carriages the proportion of the tare to
the passengers carried was very great; and although a case which rarely
happened, instances had occurred where the tare was 50 tons to 3 tons of
passengers. But even taking the weight of passengers at 10 tons, 50 tons
of carriages was unquestionably a large proportion of dead weight to carrry;
and he considered that the long carriage, if always likely to be well em
ployed, would be an advantageous mode of saving the dead weight, more
especially
Mr. Samuel
on branch
further
lines,
explained,
and at thethat
junctions
as thewhere
lengthsuch
of branches
couplingcame
of the
in.
engine-wheels in the Enfield was only 5 It. 4 in., with an 8-inch cylinder, it
was necessary to attach the cairiage and engine on one frame, otherwise it
would be too short to run steadily ; the effect produced by the carriage was
like the stick of a rocket in steadying the motion. But in the Cork and
Bandon engine with a 9-inch cylinder, the length of coupling of the wheels
was 10 feet, and no carriage was required to produce steadinesa, as the rect
angle on the rails was so much longer. In the case of Urge engines, where
the distance between the axles had been increased to 16 feet, a greater
steadiness was observable. There was accommodation in the carriage for
15 first-class and 116 other passengers, giving a total accommodation for
131 passengers; and this he considered the most serviceable for working the
express traffic. One of these steam-carriages was being prepared for working
on a railway in Scotland, at a contemplated speed of 40 miles an hour. At
the present time it was impossible to keep the road in good repair, especially
on the old lines, in consequence of the enormous weight of the engines.
The Enfield engine was worked at 120 lb. pressure, while in ordinary engine!
it did not exceed 80 lb., and hence an advantage of 40 lb. was obtained.
The heating surface of the fire-box was 25 feet. He had, with the Enfield
engine, made the quickest journey that had ever been performed between
Norwich and London. With a train capable of containing 84 passengers
they performed the distance of 126 miles in 3 hours 35 minutes, including
stoppages. Another advantage in a large carriage of this description re
sulted from making use of the side space, for there were only 8 wheels to do
the work of 24, and at the same time they bad no greater amount of weight
on each wheel than nnder the ordinary arrangement. The whole weight waa
9 tons without passengers, aud 84 passengers might be taken at an average
as weighing 6 tons.
The President considered that they were much indebted to Mr. Samuel
for his excellent paper, and he regretted that many interested in the econo
mical working of railways had absented themselves from that meeting. The
subject of economical transit had, of course, occupied his attention, and he
must say, that, although he considered the suggestion of Mr. Samuel, so far
as certain branch lines were concerned, was entitled to the consideration of
all railway companies, yet he (the President) did not agree with Mr. Samuel
to the full extent. On small local lines— such as those from London to
Greenwich, and London to Blackwall—such carriages would be very valuable
in lessening the expense of working, but be could not agree in thinking that
for express purposes, or any other, such carriages would or should become
popular on main lines. He could not agree with Mr. Samuel, also, with
reference to the necessity of fixing the engine to the carriage, for the pur
pose of giving it steadiness. It appeared to be like riveting harness to a horse.
There was no mechanical necessity for it. He would advise Mr. Samuel not
to overstrain his principle by endeavouring to apply to trunk lines what
would be manifestly beneficial to branches. The public expected certain
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comfortt in railway travelling, and no system that could be devised would
reconcile passengers to lie packed together like fish. He (the President) felt
that, occupying as he did a position in the management of railways that
might give his opinion weight, he had thought it right to say what he had
done, lest he might be considered tacitly to admit that that which engineers
bad been doing since 1831 in increasing the weight of engines, had been
practically wrong.

On the ConstructionON
of Railway
RAILWAY
Axles. AXLES.
By Mr. J. E. M'Connell.
When the railway system was first introduced into this country,
the question of strength of materials for constructing the new
stork was (it is to be presumed) materially influenced by the
amount of experience derived from the vehicles which had pre
viously been in use for the conveyance of traffic.
As the new system became extended and improved in all its
arrangements, and the facilities which it possessed for conveying
greater loads at higher speeds were gradually developed, the
working stock was necessarily changed from time to time in con
formity with the greater demands for convenience and stability.
Improvements in almost every point have been carried out, until
we have now in operation the railway stock, generally speaking, in
an excellent condition for the purpose to which it is applied. It is
remarkable that, notwithstanding the importance of proportion
and quality as first elements in considering the strength of the
materials of which railway moving stock is composed, no rule,
generally applicable for even the main features of this great
system of machinery, has been established. Without attempting
to embrace the whole subject, although one of great importance to
proprietors of railways and the public generally, I conceive it is
proper, in this place, to express my strong conviction that the
general question of the strength and quality of those materials
justly proportioned to the strains to which they are subject, and
bearing reference to accidents from collision, faults of road, dete
rioration from a variety of causes, &c, must eventually be treated
with great attention and consideration; and, in order to insure
safety to life and property for all who use railways, as well as the
greatest possible economy for the profit of those who have em
barked their capital in their construction, I believe it will be
found essential to have some regulations founded upon the joint
experience of those parties who have been practically engaged in
managing and working the different departments of railways.
It is well known that short-sighted economy has been practised
in many instances in giving directions for the purchase and repair
of railway stock, and it is only dear-bought experience which can
effectually convince those who, to make a little saving by purchas
ing a cheap, ill-constructed machine, gain a great and constant loss
whilst it is in use. The advantages of a general and constant in
terchange of opinion among those parties to whose judgment and
management the working expenses of the different railways are
entrusted is most important; and if such varied experience could
be collected, regularly and systematically into one focus, where it
might be digested and prepared for practical use, the effect for
good to the general system of railways would be very great, and,
in a scientific point of view, the results recorded would prove
highly interesting. Having thus briefly stated a portion of my
views as bearing upon the introduction of the best means of pro
ducing uniformity in the working stock of railways, I will now
proceed to consider Railway Axles, which, as an important part
of the great machinery, are deserving of the most marked atten
tion.
I have endeavoured to ascertain whether any data were available
which might assist me in forming a groundwork of the results of
combined experience on this subject; but I regret to say that,
although my inquiries have been in all cases promptly and care
fully attended to, yet the object which I had in view has not been
attained. As an example of the diversity of opinion, or rather,
perhaps, the want of some certain rule to guide engineers in pro
portioning the strength of axles to their weights and strains, I
would refer to different forms of axles now in use on one portion
of one railway, and in doing so would remark, that a clearer proof
could not be afforded of the desirableness of having some defined
principle to guide us in deciding on the strength for railway axles.
For obvious reasons I wish particularly to guard against express
ing, directly or by inference, any opinion on any description of
manufacture of axle, or even quality of iron of which axles are
composed. I would wish to limit the scope of the present paper
simply to the question of form and dimensions of axles, with the
changes and deterioration to which they are subject in process of
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working, assuming, in all cases, the material of which the axle is
made, and the mode of manufacture, to be of the most approved
description.
In order to arrive at a knowledge of the best form and dimen
sions of axles, we have first to ascertain the load and friction to
which they are to be exposed; and, secondly, to estimate, as nearly
as possible, the strains to which they will be subject whilst in
motion. Supposing a wagon or carriage to be constantly in a state
of rest, it would, of course, then only be necessary to consider the
axle as a beam or girder, sustaining a load of five tons upon the
two journals, the points of support being the wheels resting upon
the rails, the middle portion of the axle being of sufficient strength
to sustain the wheel or prop in its perpendicular position. We
then require to find out the proportionate strength, so that each
section of this beam or girder shall only be sufficiently strong to
resist the strain or load to which it is then subject.
It is ascertained, by an approximate calculation, that a journal of
1'128-tncA diameter is not capable of sustaining a heavier load, when in
a state of rest, than 2^ tons, or 5,600 lb.; and allowing, in practice,
that tlte wagon or carriage axle is made ten times the breaking strength,
the diameter of the journal would be, adopting tlte same calculation,
2'43 inches. In these calculations the strength alone is considered:
but we have also to take into account the question of friction, and
likewise the tendency to abrasion. With our present means of
information, no accurate data are available for determining the
best proportion of journal or bearing according to the weight it
has to bear, or the velocity at which it is required to move. A
great variety of proportion is in use, but it is fair to note that in
engine-axles, particularly the length of bearing, depends, to a cer
tain extent, upon the construction and arrangement of the engine;
as a general rule the length of the bearing is not in due propor
tion, according to our general experience, to the diameter.
It has always been considered that having first ascertained, from
example and experience, the strength of sectional area necessary,
under every circumstance, to sustain the load which the journal
has to carry, the length of it was determined by the velocity or
amount of friction to which it is liable. Judging from axles at
present in use in carriages and wagons, the length of bearing is twice
the diameter of the journal; but on this, as well as other points on
strength of material, there exists a great variety of opinion.
Even the forms of journals are found to differ very much. With
out attempting to decide on the merits of any of them, 1 shall in
the present instance content myself with stating that all my expe
rience has proved the desirableness of maintaining rubbing or
wearing surfaces of bearings as free as possible from sharp abrupt
corners, sudden alterations in diameter, or sectional strength.
Having thus treated the journals as regards the load and the
friction upon them, I now proceed to estimate the various strains
to which the axle is exposed whilst in motion.
The first strain to which the axle is subject is that arising from
the weight of the wagon and load, which being received or resting
on the journal, produces the greatest effect upon the axle at the
outer face of the wheel-boss, and to which is to be added the
momentum of the load in falling through spaces caused by inequa
lities or joints of rails. The injurious consequences of inequalities
on the road, surface, and flat places on the surface of the wheeltyre, upon the axle, by the jolting or perpendicular motion which
they produce, cannot be accurately estimated, and these are very
much increased when the bearing springs of the wagon or carriage
are not sufficiently elastic, and do not yield to the shock or blow
downwards, so as (to use the expression) to cushion its effect. As
an instance of the imperfect action of the springs, I would allude
to those in use on many wagons, in which the form and construc
tion cause them to be so rigid that the downward blow is more
like a hammer upon an anvil. To obviate this strain as much
as possible, it is necessary to proportion the spring so as to
sustain the load properly, and yet to be of sufficient elasticity
to absorb the effect of the load oscillation. The strain arising
from the oscillation of the wagon on curves from imperfect
coupling, and increased by the lateral freedom or space on the
bearings or play between the rails and flanges of the wheels which,
when an irregularity occurs on the side of the rail, or any sudden
cause disturbs the direct motion of the wagon onwards, is in effect
the same as a blow upon the flange of the wheel, the radius of the
wheel tending to act as a lever to break the axle at the inner face
of the boss of the wheel. This strain is in the compound ratio of
the momentum of the load, the angle at which the wheel strikes
the rail, and the distance from the centre of the axle to the point
of impact; producing an effective strain upon the axle at the inner
face of the wheel boss, which extends proportionately over the
whole axle between the wheels. To lessen in practice as much na
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possible the deteriorating1 effect of these descriptions of strains
upon the axle, the following conditions are important:—
That the bearings or journals of the axle fit as closely to the
brasses as is consistent with freedom, the allowance of flange
gauge of wheel being quite sufficient for the carriage to move
freely round curves and meet any irregularity in the gauge of the
rails. That the wagons or carriages be as equally loaded as possi
ble, and the draw-chains be exactly in the centre; and as side
chains are dangerous, they should be completely removed, pro
vision being made for a duplicate centre draw-chain should a
failure take place. As the damage to the loading of wagons is in
iroportion to the oscillation, they should all be screwed together
!!iy means of screw-couplings, having spring buffers upon both ends
of every wagon. It is well known that the injury to the wagon,
to the load which it conveys, to the axle which carries it, and to
the road over which it runs, is very much aggravated if the wagons
are allowed to oscillate from side to side, and become like so many
battering-rams, injuring themselves and all substances in contact
with them. A train of wagons or carriages should be jointed
together similar to the vertebras of an animal, by which means any
sudden lateral action would be neutralised by the support derived
from the neighbouring vehicle. The road to be kept as accurate
as possible to gauge and line. The third class of strains to which
axles are liable are the shocks produced by starting and stopping
a train, and which are in proportion to the momentum of the
wheel and axle at the time of collision when stopping, and to the
velocity of the impelling force and the inertia of the wheel and
axle when starting; these strains are felt principally on the neck
of the journal. Fourth strain, the torsion or twisting produced
owing to wheels travelling over curves of the line; the difference
in length of surface of the inner and outer rail compels the one
wheel to grind or slide upon the rail, while the other is free to roll.
This strain is proportionate to the load on the wheel, determining
the amount of friction upon the rails, and the length of axle between
the wheels; a slight amount of torsion is also produced from any
variation in the diameter of the wheels on the same axle, by any
inequality of load upon each journal, the quality of the brasses, or
the amount of lubrication proportionately, and the strain of the
break-block on one side, because when any of these occur sepa
rately or jointly, one-half of the extra strain on one journal is
transmitted through the axle to the other, and twisting or weaken
ing the axle is necessarily produced. To lessen the amount of the
above strain, it is obvious that the wheels should be kept in the
best possible state of repair, so far as equal diameters and true
circular surfaces are concerned, the wagons or carriages should be
loaded equally on each side, the journals carefully lubricated, and
all break-blocks to bear the same pressure on both wheels of the
same axle. Fifth strain, the constant vibration of the whole axle.
This is more particularly the case, and is accelerated when the
axle is fixed in a rigid, unyielding wheel. My experience has
proved that the axles fixed in cast-iron wheels are very much more
liable to deterioration than those in wrought-iron wheels, and the
jar or vibration tending to deteriorate the quality of the iron, by
altering its texture from fibrous to crystalline, is clearly visible in
its effects in several fractures which I have seen. It would appear
that the cast-iron wheel acted more like a hammer on the axle,
and as in the cold-swaging process a gradual breaking-up of the
fibre at the back of the wheel goes on, which is shown by an annu
lar ring, varying from f-inch to j-inch in breadth, the strength is
completely destroyed of this outer portion, and a sudden shock of
the wheel upon some point of the road completes the fracture.
Among other causes which contribute to the deterioration of
axles may he mentioned—the practice of throwing cold water on
the axle to cool it, when it has become nearly red hot for want of
proper lubrication in the journal. With regard to the strain to
which the portion of the axle between the wheels is subject, there
can he no doubt if the form of the axle is so proportioned that any
blow transmitted through the wheel is received equally along the
whole body of the axle, and the sectional strength at each point is
Fairly balanced to resist the effect of the blow, the axle will then
he best suited to prevent deterioration at any particular place.
With the view of determining the weakest point of a common
wagon axle under different circumstances, I made a few experi
ments, as follows: —
In the first experiment the power was applied to the flange of
the wheel, and the resistance (as in the case of a railway axle
when running) at the centre of the opposite wheel ; the result was
that the axle began to bend from a straight line 124 inches from
the boss of that wheel to which the power was applied, and there
is no doubt that if the power had been continued the fracture
would have t iken place within the IS i inches.
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As a proof of this, in the second experiment, an axle of the
precisely same dimensions and form, on being bent alternately
backwards and forwards (the power being always applied on the
same wheel at opposite points) was broken at the twelfth time of
bending, within (i inches of the back of the wheel.
In the third experiment the power and resistance were exactly
in a parallel line to the centre of the axle, and the result, as
might he expected, was a curve of a nearly uniform radius; prov
ing that although the form of this axle was adapted to receive the
blows of both wheels at precisely the same instant, and to the
same extent (an impossible circumstance in practice), it was not
suited to receive alternate strains or shocks, to which all axles are
subject in ordinary use. The sizes of the axles in gthe above
three experiments were precisely alike.
In the fourth experiment another axle of the same dimensions
was taken, and reduced at the centre in a lathe to the following
dimensions:—The axle was divided into eight equal spaces from
the back of the wheel to the centre of the axle. Immediately at
the back of the wheel the axle was 4 inches diameter, and the de
flection was 9i inches; at the first space the diameter was 3§
inches, and the deflection 8§ inches; at the second space the dia
meter 3,-',, inches, and deflection 7 inches; at the third space
the diameter 3T',T inches, and deflection 5| inches; at the fourth
space the diameter 2rj inches, and deflection 4j- inches.
Up
to this point the axle maintained a straight form from the back of
the wheel; and from this point to the centre of the axle, as shown
by the deflections, it assumed a fair curve, proving that the axle
was weaker towards the centre than it ought to have been, and
that the first 12 or 14 inches from the wheel having maintained
the straight form was stronger in proportion.
In the fifth experiment the axle was reduced to 2$ inches in the
centre, and with power applied similar, as in the last case, the
weakness at the centre was more perceptible.
In the sixth experiment the axle was made of another form,
weaker immediately at the hack of the wheel and at the centre.
We had here two bends or curves, with a straight portion between
them.
In the seventh there was an improvement upon the sixth, but it
did not realise a perfect balance of strength at the different points.
In the eighth experiment, this was fairly accomplished, the pro
portion being as follows:—From the back of the wheel to the
centre of the axle, the sizes were 4^ in. diameter, 3^ in. dia
meter, 3 in. diameter, 2| in. diameter, 2^-J in. diameter, 2j in.
diameter, 2{-£ in. diameter, 2fft in. diameter, 2$ in. diameter;
the half-length of the axle being divided as before, into eight
equal spaces.
It must be evident that this can only be an approximate result,
but we found that these proportions enabled us to attain the
nearest approach to a regular curve in bending the axle; and it is
worthy of notice, that when the dimensions of the axle at the
journal and in the boss of the wheel are determined, a calculation
to ascertain the exact proportion between the wheels seems to
confirm the above statement of dimension in the eighth experi
ment. The greatest strain to which this portion of the axle is
subject being received at the bottom flange of the wheel, and
transmitted through its radius, the amount of strain which any
portion of the axle has to resist is inversely as its angular distance
from the point of impact is to the radius of wheel. Assuming the
blow on the flange of the wheel to exert a breaking force equal to
102,229 lb., and the diameter of the axle to be 4'71 inches to resist
this blow, then, dividing the axle into four equal spaces to the
centre, the proportionate breaking force at each point would be
as follows:—At the first, 94,381 lb., relative diameter, 4,59 inches;
at second, 80,697 lb., relative diameter, 4-35 inches; at third,
07,798 lb., relative diameter, 4-11 inches; at fourth, 58-829 lb.,
relative diameter, 3-92 inches. With regard to engine axles, these
proportions will apply where no circumstances exist of employing
the centre of the axle for transmission of power. The crank axles
of locomotive engines cannot be treated by any of the rules ap
plicable to straight axles; and our experience would seem to prove
that, even with the greatest care in manufacturing, these axles are
subject to a rapid deterioration, owing to the vibration and jar
which operates with increased severity, on account of their pecu
liar form. So curtain and regular is the fracture, at the corner
of the crank from this cause, that we can almost predict in some
classes of engines the number of miles that can be run before
signs of fracture are visible: a certain amount of injury can be
prevented by putting counterbalance weights opposite to each
crank, which lessens the vibration very considerably. It is right
to observe in this place, that to some extent the injury to all axles
may be increased, if the wheels in which they are fixed are not
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properly balanced; and I have no doubt that a great portion of the
constant vibration to which they are subject may be traced to the
knocking action of the wheel upon the rail, owing to a want of
balance. The question of deterioration of axles arising from the
various causes which I have enumerated, is a very important one
to all railway companies: that some change in the nature of the
iron does take place is a well-established fact, and the investiga
tion of this is most deserving of careful attention.
I believe it will be found that the change from the fibrous to the
crystalline character is dependent upon a variety of circumstances.
1 nave collected a few specimens of fractured axles from different
points, which clearly establish the view I have stated. It is im
possible to embrace in the present paper an exposition of all the facts
on this branch of the subject; but so valuable is the clear under
standing of the nature of the deterioration of axles, that I am
now registering each axle as it goes from the workshops, and will
endeavour to have such returns of their performances and appear
ances at different periods as will enable me to judge respecting
their treatment. When it is considered that on the railways of
Great Britain there are about 200,000 axles employed, the advan
tage of having the best proportions, the best qualities, and the
best treatment for such an important and vital element of the
rolling stock, must be universally acknowledged.
Remark*.—The President laid, that Mr. McDonnell had expressed a
strong opinion, that a change took place from a fibrous structure in iron to
a crystalline one during the time of its being in use : and it would be satis
factory if an instance could be pointed out where this change had occurred,
owing to vibration or any other treatment, for he bad not been able to
satisfy himself, from many experiments, that any such molecular change took
place. Hammering a piece of hot iron till it is cold produced a hardness
called crystalline ; bnt the question for consideration was, supposing an iron
axle were annealed by heating to a dull red heat and being allowed to cool
slowly, would the "texture" of that iron undergo any alteration afterwards,
from the vibration of the railway or any piece of machinery they were in
the habit of employing ? He had not been able to detect an instance of the
kind; and in giving evidence before the Iron Girder Bridge Commission, he
mentioned cases of vibration going on from year to year without any sensi
ble change occurring in wrought or cast-iron. For instance, they had the
Cornish engine-beam with a strain of 50 lb. per inch, working 8 or 10
atrokea per minute for more than 20 years ; and certainly if a molecular
change was introduced by vibration, it ought to be by that continual con
cussion and vibration, but none was perceived. Again, the connecting-rod
of a locomotive was a piece of iron in a most perplexing situation, for one
having more to do and having the strain changed more frequently it was
difficult to conceive; and yet he had known the connecting-rod of a loco
motive engine to vibrate 8 times in a second for several years' regular work,
making more than 200 million times altogether, but the iron retained its
fibrous structure ; and be thought axles could not be subject to so much
vibration. When, therefore, he found that a connecting-rod did not change
its molecular texture, he must say there were good grounds for doubting that
iron changes its state in axles. Then with regard to the experiments made
by Mr. McConuell with a view to ascertain where axles were most exposed
to tension, he could not quite agree with him; for he subjected the wheels
and axles to a slow, steadily increasing pressure, till he bent the axles in dif
ferent positions. The results were correct as far as regarded the slow pressure
on the flanches of the wheel under the circumstances of the experiments re
corded by him, but they were not a faithful representation of what takes
place in practice, for it would be found that when the wheels of a carriage
jarred, a violent blow was inflicted on the rail, and the strain on the axle
was toially distinct from a slow pressure. He would refer to the experi
ments made some years ago by Mr. John Gray, on the Hull and Selby Rail
way, and which were published in the Civil Engineer and Architect t Journal,
or the Mechanics' Magazine, to show how important is the element of time
in the fracture of an axle. He took a round bar of iron 3 feet long and
2 inches diameter, and turned it down in the middle to 1 inch in diameter
for 2 inches in length. He then took another bar, 1 inch in diameter uni
formly throughout, and he tried the strength of these bars under concussion
and not mere pressure. Now the severest point of strain would evidently
be the middle of the bars where the diameter was the same in both, and
consequently if weights were gradually and quietly laid on, the results would
be alike in both bars; but when small weights were let fall on them, the bar
1 inch in diameter throughout its whole length was found to be much
stronger than that which was in the main 2 inches and 1 in the middle.
For as time is an element when the resistance of material is concerned, re
garding the axle as elastic like a piece of india-rubbber, the only particles
that could yield to percussion from the falling weight were those between
the shoulders in the part of the axle that was turned down, but in the case
of the bar an inch in diameter throughout its whole length, the whole of
the particles would yield ; the one being a good spring and the other a very
bad one. It therefore appeared to him that the experiments recorded by
Mr. McConnell, though correct as regarded the position in which he put
them, were not correct as regarded concussion. The axles rarely if ever
broke in the middle, but generally at the end close to the boss of the wheel,
because of the sudden change in the elasticity of the axle at that point ; the
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portion of the axle fixed within the boss of the wheel being very rigid whilst
the rest remained elastic, which caused the vibrations to be suddenly checked
at that point. No doubt tbe plan of weakening axles in the middle had
done good because it made them spring, and in crank axles it relieved the
strain in the cranked part.
Mr. Henry Smith suggested that in the case of bar-iron, the exterior
portion had greater tenacity than the interior or under part ; and the strength
would be more than proportionately diminished where the exterior portion
was cut through. He also referred to some experiments in which he had
cold-hammered fibrous iron till it became crystalline, and the effect produced
corresponded with the description given by Mr. McConnell of the fractured
axles.
Mr. McConnell observed, that he bad met with several cases of broken
axles in which a distinct annular space was observable all rouud the surface
of fracture, that was quite short-grained and appeared changed into a crys
talline texture, whilst the centre of the axle remained fibrous. He admitted
that bis experiments were only approximate, and that be had not pnt the
strain in the natural way ; but it was almost impossible to do so in conse
quence of the great trouble and expense that would have accompanied it ;
at the same time the results were proportionate in each case, and the accu
racy of the experimental results had been confirmed by calculation. With
regard to the axle fitting into the wheel, they now allowed only a very small
shoulder, not exceeding a sixteenth of an inch ; and this shoulder was not
square but tapered, and the boss of the wheel was slightly coned to fit the
shoulder.
Mr. Cowper did not believe that any axle which when broken proved to
be crystalline had ever been fibrous in its character.
Mr. Ramsbottom considered that a change took place in the axle from
the effect of mere mechanical action, and his observations tended to confirm
him in that opinion. Some time ago he selected an axle which bad not a
very good form of journal, and the end broke off with two blows of a 12 lb.
hammer. This axle had for three years been subject to a strain vertically,
which was reversed at every revolution, and it came off with a crystalline
fracture. He tben tried the part that had been within the boss of the
wheel, which had not been subject to this great strain, and found the
strength was very much greater than that of the journal, for it required 79
blows to break it off, and in that case the fracture was fibrous. A parallel
case might be observed with reference to an ash stick, which if doubled
would break with a fibrous fracture; but if subjected to vibration, however
slight, running through it a great number of times, it would break in a
different mode. He thought the strain on a locomotive connecting-rod was
by no means so great for the sectional area as upon an axle-journal ; and
the latter had two reversed strains for every revolution of the small wheels,
but the connecting-rod had only two for each revolution of the drivingwheels.
The President said, he was only desirous to put the members on their
guard against being satisfied with less than incontestible evidence as to a
molecular change in iron, for the subject was one of serious importance, and
the breaking of an axle had on one occasion rendered it questionable whether
or not the engineer and superintendent would have hail a verdict of man
slaughter returned against them. Tbe investigation hence required the
greatest caution ; and in the present case there was not evidence to show
that tbe axle was fibrous beforehand, but crystalline when it broke. He
therefore wished the members of the Institution, connected as they were
with the manufacture of iron, to pause before they arrived at the conclusion
that iron is a substance liable to crystallise or to a molecular change from
vibration. For his own part, he was now induced to look upon wrought-iron
as literally elastic, like a piece of india-rubber ; for in the case of the
Britannia Tubular Bridge, where they had two 10-inch square chains or bars,
each 100 feet in length, it was found that before the tube was raised, the
chains or bars stretched nearly 2 inches in length at each time of lifting, but
resumed their original length when the strain was withdrawn; the same
action being repeated every time the tube was lifted. He could therefore
only regard these 10-inch bars of iron as analogous to a piece of indiarubber.
Mr. McConnell said, he had one specimen of an axle which he thought
furnished nearly iocontestible evidence of the truth of his position, that a
change took place in the texture of the iron. One portion of this axle was
clearly fibrous iron, but the other end broke off as short as glass. The axle
was taken and hammered under a steam hammer, then heated again and
allowed to cool, after which they had to cut it nearly half through and to
hammer it a long time before they could break it.
The President remarked, that this was a case of converse reasoning; for
it was an instance of a piece of crystalline iron being converted into fibrous
iron. Iron when it was once heated and allowed to cool gradually, acquired
a close and fine grain, hut became neither crystalline nor fibrous; if cooled
suddenly it acquired a crystalline grain, and if rolled while being cooled it
became fibrous, but he did not think that it underwent any molecular change
from mechanical action after it was cold.
Mr. Henry Smith observed, that throwing cold water upon hot journals
did great injury by crystallising that portion of the axle.
Mr. Slate did not think that any change from a fibrous to a crystalline
texture was produced in iron unless it were strained beyond the limit of
its elasticity. Some of the pump-rods in Staffordshire which had been in
49
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use for 18 or 20 years, were subject to a strain of 3 J tons per square inch ;
and a short time ago be had occasion to ascertain their actual performance
with reference to this very question, and this not being considered conclusive,
he had made a machine in which he had put an inch square bar subjected to
a constant strain of 5 tons, and an additional varying strain of 2, tons,
alternately, raised and lowered by an eccentric 80 or 90 times per minute,
and this motion was continued for so long a time that he considered it equal
to the effect of 90 years' railway working, but no change whatever was per
ceptible ; and therefore he was one of those who did not believe in a change
from a fibrous to a crystalline structure in iron. He remembered a case
where a question having arisen as to the manufacture of a certain shaft, it
was agreed to hammer it until it split, as a means of discovering the nature
of the manufacture of the shaft : the result was satisfactory ; and the iron
appeared still fibrous in texture.
The further consideration of the paper was then adjourned, and the Chair
man said he wished that more of the members bad been present at the meet
ing, and hoped they would attend and assist in the further discussion of the
subject.
The third and last paper read was "On Natmy/h'i Patent Girders and
Fire-proof Floor;" contributed by Mr. S. Lloyd, of Wednesbury. The
paper was illustrated by drawings and models. A discussion followed the
reading of the paper, and after a vote of thanks to the President, the meeting
adjourned.

SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE METROPOLIS.
On Monday evening, the 19th inst., I attended a meeting at
the Institute of British Architects, to hear a lecture delivered by
the Very Rev. Dr. Buckland, Dean of Westminster, on "Artesian
Wells."
This lecture was for the avowed purpose of proving that it is
impossible to procure from the chalk formation, situated beneath
the London clay, sufficient water to supply the requirements of
the inhabitants of London; and that the level of the water in
wells under London, deriving their supply from this service, has
been lowering for several years past.
In numerous instances, the lowering of the level of the water in
deep wells beneath Loudon, is so well attested, as also the fact,
not alluded to by Dr. Buckland, that water thus procured contains
a large quantity of alkaline bi-carbonates, and is consequently un
fitted for general domestic use,—that much good may result from
widely diffusing this information.
The explanation offered by Dr. Buckland, and referred to by
him to account for this fact, is contained in his Bridgewater Trea
tise, entitled 'Geology and Mineralogy considered with respect to
Natural Theology,'—in which it is asserted that floods, evapora
tion, the support of animal and vegetable bodies, and springs sup
plying rivers, will account for the consumption of the rain falling
upon the earth's surface, as shown in the following quotation,
page 557, edition 1837:—
" The great instrument of communication between the surface of the sea,
and that of the land, is the atmosphere, by means of which a perpetual sup
ply of fresh water is derived from an ocean of salt water, through the simple
process of evaporation. By this process water is incessantly ascending in
the state of vapour, and again descending in the form of dew and rain.
Of the water thus supplied to the surface of the land a small portion only
returns to the sea directly in seasons of flood through the channels of rivers.
A second portion is re-absorbed into the atmosphere by evaporation. A
third portion enters into the composition of animal and vegetable bodies.
A fourth portion descends into the strata, and is accumulated in their inter
stices into subterranean sheets and reservoirs of water, from which it is dis
charged gradually at the surface, in the form of perennial springs that form
the ordinary supply of rivers."
If the above quotation contained a true explanation of the con
sumption of rain falling upon the earth's surface, it would follow
that no water found its way by subterraneous drainage to the sea,
and that no large amount of water could be procured at consider
able depths beneath the earth's surface.
This conclusion is in direct opposition to every day's experience,
as likewise to that of all other authorities. In a note at the end
of the first proposition, before quoted, from Dr. Buekland's-BWifyetpater Treatise, the following remark appears:—
" It is stated by M. Arago, that one-third only of the water which falls in
rain, within the basin of the Seine, flows by that river into the sea : the
remaining two-thirds either return to the atmosphere by evaporation, or go
to the support of vegetable and animal life, or find their way into the sea by
subterraneous passages."—Annuaire pour FAn. 1835.
From this it will be seen, that M. Arago, unlike Dr. Buckland,
accounts for the disappearance from the earth of a large body of
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rain by subterraneous drainage into the sea; and all who choose
may ascertain the fact that large bodies of fresh water are dis
charged from the fissures of the chalk formation into the shingle
and sand that covers the sea-coast, and even into the bed of the
sea itself, in the vicinities of Dover, Folkstone, New Romney,
Brighton, Weymouth, and other places.
This water may be traced at various places along the coast,
issuing in large quantities (doubtless where the greatest fractures
in the chalk occur), between high and low tide ; and the large
amount which must be discharged in this manner will be apparent
from the fact, that the chalk formation, when it appears near the
surface, is full of small fissures (caused possibly by the action of
frost), which, communicating with larger ones, rapidly absorb and
carry off all the rain falling upon it. This fact must be familiar
to every observing person ; Dr. Buckland himself dwelt upon it
in his lecture. It is only when the surface of the ground is se
verely frozen, and a rapid fall of rain follows, or when a sudden
thaw of snow takes place, that a flood is found in rivers fed en
tirely from the drainage of a chalk district; the heaviest rains, at
other times, is absorbed as it falls. This fact is alluded to in
Conybeare and Phillips's ' Geology,' where it is stated, "All the
rain and snow which fall upon chalk percolate downwards to the
base, where the water is stopped by a subsoil of blue clay, and that
occasions it to accumulate in the chalk, until it rises to such a
height as doth enable it to flow over the surface of the adjoining
land."
In the south of England the area of the chalk formation, almost
bare or only slightly covered with porous layers, consists of 4,117
square miles, as measured upon Knipe's geological map. The ave
rage annual depth of rain falling upon this area of chalk country
will be certainly under than over rated at 20 inches ; and allowing
that as much as one-half of this quantity either finds its way to
the rivers, or is consumed in supporting vegetation and evapora
tion, still 10 inches in depth remains to percolate down through
the fissures of chalk, till arrested by the impervious clay which
lies beneath; and it accumulates in fissures, or faults, to such a
height as to occasion sufficient hydraulic pressure to cause its exit
by subterraneous drainage at the sea-coast.
This depth of 10 inches of rain per annum percolating through
an area of 4,117 square miles, is equal to a supply of 1,595 (one
thousand five hundred and ninety-five) millions of gallons of icater
for every day in the year; and this quantity is the least which must
find its way by subterraneous drainage to the sea-coast.
If the amount of water before-named as daily running use
lessly into the sea, could not be clearly demonstrated by an appeal
to facts and figures, such a statement would hardly appear credible,
yet is nevertheless the case: the largest portion of this water in
probably discharged through large fissures, or cavities, which in
many places may be distinctly traced.
Borings in the valley of the Colne, prove that these fissures vary
from 2 feet to 12 feet in depth, producing when tapped enormous
quantities of water, which immediately flow to the surface: and
when it is remembered that the chalk formation to the north-west
of Watford is in some places 900 feet above the sea, or 738 feet
above the valley of the Colne, this fact will not appear at all sur
prising.
From the foregoing, it will be perceived that more water may be
expected to be found at some places in the chalk formation than at
others,—and this, in fact, is found to be the case : it is necessary
to intercept the fissures in the chalk to collect large bodies of
water, for solid chalk being almost impervious, will allow but little
to pass through it. Thus it is doubtless owing to the density and
closeness of the interstices of the chalk underlying the London
clay, caused probably by the weight of the clay itself, that the
lowering of the level of the water in many wells in the London
basin is to be accounted for.
It also appears, from chemical analysis, that the water procured
from under the London clay is partly replenished with sea-water
by means of the fissures of the chalk formation, which to the east
of London communicate with the sea,—for the principal constitu
ent of sea-water is found in that procured from under the London
clay.
The above narration will show that the theory laid down by Dr.
Buckland, and before quoted, cannot be accepted as the true ex
planation of the falling of the level of the water in so many deep
wells in the London basin; but that it is to be accounted for
simply from the fact that the fissures in the chalk underlying the
London clay are not sufficiently large to admit water into the basin
as rapidly as it is pumped away.
It is also clear that by means of a well, or wells, sunk in a suit
able locality, combined with the driving of adits to intercept the
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fissures in the chalk, an enormous body of water may he collected
at a high level, and made available for practical use.
This water,
at present, is not used either for navigation or manufacturing pur
poses, but runs uselessly by subterraneous drainage to the sea.
I shall in a future number again allude to this subject, as I find,
to say all I could wish, at present, would take up more space than
I could reasonably ask for.
Samuel Collect Homersfjam.
19, Buckingham-street, Adelphi,
November 2ith, 1849.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
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At the opening meeting of this Society, the following gentlemen were
elected honorary and corresponding members : — The Signor Antolini, archi
tect, Prof, of the Academy of Fine Arts at Bologna ; the Abate Antonio
Magrini, and the Signor Miglinranza, architect, of Vicenza; the Signor
Vantini, architect, of Brescia ; Mynheer J. B. Weenink, architect, director of
the Academy at the Hague.—The decease of Herr de Lassaulx, of Coblentz,
honorary and corresponding member, W. T. Pocock and John Woolley, fel
lows, duiing the recess, was announced. Numerous donations to the Library
were laid on the table.
The President, in addressing the meeting, alluded to a statement which
had been made some months back as to the powers of the Senate of the
University of London to institute examinations for certificates of special
proficiency in architecture, as well as in other professions. By a communi
cation from that body it appears that the new regulation will not at present
include architecture.
"Remarks on the earlier and later Gothic Architecture of Germany."
By the Rev. Dr. Wswwell, Master of Trinity.
Dr. Wbewkll stated that he came forward but as an amateur. To deter
mine the progress of styles, to trace their growth, seemed to him an impor
tant object, and to aid in this it was that be strove. Deductions from the
examination of existing monuments would not of themselves suffice,— these
must be confirmed by reference to history. He had already put forth the
theory, founded mainly on the churches of tbe Rhine, that the leading
features of Gothic architecture had grown out of the necessities of structure,
and his object on this occasion was to carry his theory a little further, treat
ing of tbe tendencies which had changed the character of buildings in the
later Gothic period. He should he assisted in this by the works of some
recent German writers, who bad pursued the investigation to a considerable
extent. Tbe rev. Doctor then proceeded to discriminate what he considered
the three important principles concerned in the formation of the Gothic
style— namely, the principle of frame-work ; the principle of tracery,—which
be thought quite distinct from framework ; and the principle of wall-work;
but the inquiry was sufficiently subtle to prevent us from attempting to
convey now a general notion of it in a few words : we may perhaps be able
to refer to it at greater extent hereafter. He spoke at considerable length
of what he called the principle of upward growth. Speaking of unconstructhe forms of the later Gothic, Dr. Whewell said that the outer portion of
Strashurgh spire would not hold itself together ; the joints, as he had ascer
tained, were vertical, and could not stand ; but there were internal ribs
rightly constructed, which really did the work.
At the close of the meeting a letter was read from Mr. Mnratta, asking
advice as to the means of ridding a house of a great and increasing nuisance,
tbe domestic ant. The annoyance is one of great magnitude in London, and
applications are constantly being made to us to learn the best mode of
getting rid of them.—The Dean of Westminster thought poison the only
remedy.—Several members aaid they had failed in all endeavours to eradi
cate them.
Nov. 19.—Thomas Bellamy, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
The Very Kev. Dr. Buckland, Dean of Westminster, delivered a lecture
this evening, on the subject of " Artesian Wells." There was a very nume
rous attendance of members of the Institute, and several strangers were
present by invitation, among whom we observed Lord Ehrington, M.P., Mr.
Mangles, M.P., Mr. It. Stephenson, M.P., Mr. Stanford, M.P, Sir F. Uwarris,
Mr. (». Kennie, and Mr. A. Goldsmid.
Dr. Buckland commenced by observing, that the architecture of the
glnhe was a subject which he thought ought not to be foreign to tbe consi
deration of members of an architectural institute, for he must humbly sub
mit that no architect could perfectly understand his profession unless he
had acquired some knowledge of the materials with which he had to deal;
and he believed no one would deny, that had their ancestors known as much
as they did now touching the durability of various kinds of stone employed
in the construction of ecclesiastical and castellated buildings, they would
not bave to deplore the ruin of so many of those edifices. It would be his
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dnty to-night to direct their attention to the architecture of that particular
portion of the earth which they themselves inhabited—a subject possessing
an interest literally of vital importance. It was, as had been proved by the
events of the last six months, a question of life or death to thousands and
tens of thousands in this great metropolis, whether they should have the
means of obtaining an abundant supply of fresh water. It was, unfor
tunately, too notorious that the supply of water waa at the present time
awfully defective, and the last month had been fertile in schemes of various
kinds for supplying that defect. He would not now enter into the relative
merits of those schemes, but be would explain to them —so far aa it was
ascertained— the structure of that portion of the earth on which they dwelt
in this great metropolis. He had affixed the term " Artesian Wells" to the
subject on which he had to address them. In his Bridgeteater Treatise,
which was published 13 years ago, be had written a chapter on this subject,
and he might say that the result of hia observations iu England had been
entirely confirmed by the practical experience of some of the most eminent
scientific men in Germany and France, including M. Arago. It had been as
serted that sufficient water might be obtained in this metropolis, by Arte
sian wells, to afford an ample supply to ten sucb cities as London; but he
would venture to affirm, that though there were from 250 to 300 so-called
Artesian wells in the metropolis, there was not one real Artesian well
within three miles of St. Paul's. An Artesian well was a well that was
always overflowing, either from its natural source or from an artificial tube ;
and when the overflowing ceased, it was no longer an Artesian well. 20 or
30 years ago there were many Artesian wells in tbe neighbourhood of the
metropolis,— namely, in the gardens of the Horticultural Society, in the
gardens of the Bishop of London at Fulham, and in Brentford and its vici
nity; but the wells which were now made by boring through tbe London
clay were merely common wells. He had heard it said that Artesian wells
might be made in any part of London, because there was a supply of water
which would rise of its own accord; but be could state, with regard to tbe
water obtained to supply the fountains in Trafalgar-square, that it did not
rise within 40 feet of the surface, it was pumped up by means of a steamengine ; and the requisite supply of water could be obtained at a much less
cast from the Chelsea waterworks. Indeed, the same water was pumped up
over and over again. No less than 18,000/. bad been spent upon an Artesian
well which had been made on Southampton-common, but the water never
had risen within 80 feet of the surface, and never would rise any higher.
The supply of water formerly obtained from tbe so-called Artesian wells in
London had been greatly diminished by tbe sinking of new wells. Many of
the large brewers in the metropolis who obtained water from these wells
had been greatly inconvenienced by tbe failure of the supply; and he had
received a letter from a gentleman connected with a brewer's establishment,
stating that the water in their well was now 188 feet below tbe surface,
while a short time ago it used to rise to within 95 feet of the surface. In
deed, the large brewers were actually on tbe point of bankruptcy with re
gard to a supply of water. There were, as he had said, more than 250 Arte
sian wells, falsely so-called, in London, one-half of which had broken down;
and those from which water was obtained were only kept in action at an
enurmnu* expense. The average depth at which water could now be ob
tained from so-called Artesian wells in London was 60 feet below the Trinity
high water-mark j and he believed that in 20 or 25 years more, water would
not be obtained at a less depth than 120 feet. This was, as he had said, a
subject of vast importance to the inhabitants of the metropolis, who had not
now a supply of water equal to one-fourth of what was required for their
ordiuary use. The rev. Doctor, after going into a lengthy and elaborate
geological description of the soil in the metropolis and the neighbouring dis
tricts, illustrating his observations with well-executed and interesting plans
and sections, proceeded to inquire by what means a sufficient supply of
dered
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bourhood of Henley, after that river had been fed by the Loddon, the Kennett, and other tributary streams. The water might be conveyed to London
by an open aqueduct of sufficient depth, parallel with the Great Western
Railway; and, as it would have a fall of three feet, it would flow without the
aid of any engineering works, and might be brought to a reservoir in a valley
north of Paddington. It would there be at a level of 105 feet above highwater mark, and at that level two-thirds of the inhabitants of London
might, by means of an engine, be supplied with water at high-pressure. The
rev. gentleman concluded by saying that upon careful consideration, this
plan appeared to him the most feasible that had yet been suggested for afford
ing to all the inhabitants of this metropolis an abundant supply of pure
water; and he sat down amid loud and general applause.
After a few words from Mr. Clutterbuck, in explanation of some of the
sections which had bees prepared by him,
Mr. Tite said, that, as a member of the Institute, he felt bound to tender
his thanks to the very rev. Dean for the interesting paper with which he had
favoured them to-night. This was not a mere question with regard to the
nature of Artesian wells. He had not been aware before he heard it from
the rev. Dean that an Artesian well was one that was constantly overflowing ;
but of this there could he no doubt—that what were called Artesian wells
required frequent deepening, and were a source of constant expense. He
sincerely hoped that the Government would take up this question. It ought
to be looked upon as a national question; for a large city like this, con
taining so immense a population, ought not to be left dependent for the sup-
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ply of to important and necessary an article as water upon private companies
or individual speculators. He would not express any opinion as to the
means liy which a sufficient supply of water should he obtained; but he be
lieved that a public discussion of this nature would be attended with very
beneficial results.
Mr. R. Stephenson expressed his gratification at the paper which had
been read by the rev. Doctor, and observed, that though he did not wish to
give any opinion as to the mode in which the rev. gentleman's views should
be carried out, he must say that be had some doubts as to the practicability
of the plan he had suggested. He thought that a measure which might tend
to obstruct the navigation of so important a river as the Thames should not
be decided upon without most careful consideration ; but the obstruction of
tliewatersof the tributary streams would not be open to the same objection.
He quite agreed with the rev. Doctor that it could not be expected that any
thing like an adequate supply of water could be provided for the metro
polis from Artesian wells.
Mr. HoMERsn \m expressed bis opinion, founded upon experience which
he had had in Watford and the neighbourhood, that a sufficient quantity of
water might be obtained hy meana of Artesian wells to meet the want's of
the inhabitants of the metropolis.
Mr. W. Hobne said that, as the owner of an Artesian well in the vicinity
of Goswell- street, his experience tended to confirm the Dean's views as to
the inadequacy of such wells aa a source of supply to the people of London.
It had been found necessary to deepen the well twice, and its working had
been found very expensive, as the pipes and joints were constantly getting
out of order.
_ Mr. Dickenson had had a good deal of experience with regard to Arte
sian wells in the valley of the Coin. He bad bored wells in four different
places to a considerable depth, and in none of them did he find the water
rise to thesurface, although it rose somewhat above the level of adjacent
springs.
A gentleman said he knew that an arrangement had been made by some of
the brewers who obtained their supplies of water from what were called
Artesian wells that they should not brew on the same days, in order that
they might all have a sufficient quantity of water.
After a few words fiom Dr. Buckland in reply,
Mr. Stanford expressed his thanks to the Council of the Institute for
having allowed him the opportunity of attending a discussion in which, as a
member of the Legislature, he felt great interest. He thought they were
much indebted to the very rev. Dean for the interesting information he had
afforded them on the subject. The question was one in which his (Mr.
Stanford's) constituents took much interest, and he hoped it would receive
the attentive consideration of Parliament.
On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks to Dr. Bnckland was
unanimously carried, and, the rev. Doctor having briefly acknowledged the
compliment, the proceedings terminated.

[Uecevbeb

undulatory and oscillatory. The proposed plan prevents, it is conceived, the
undulation, by relieving the summit of the piers from a great part of all
strain, and throwing it upon their lower parts, where it is resisted by the
roadway in the direction of the greatest strength. The oscillatory disturb
ances, or those from side to side, are considered to be practically annihilated
by reason of the smaller curvature of the chains ; and the more equal distri
bution of the load renders any local pressure less effective in causing dis
turbance ; and additional facility is afforded for the introduction of stays
between the chains, so at to equalise to a greater extent the tension and
strength of the parts. The attachment of chains to the upper and lower
points of the piers diminish, it is conceived, the tendency to general oscil
lation, while the alternation of long and short suspension-rods, and the
steadying of the longer rods by passing between links of the lower chains,
roust almost entirely obviate local oscillation. Mr. Russell is of opinion,
that, by the mode suggested, a counteraction to any passing weight is ob
tained by the lower portion of the catenary curve being supported on the
pier through which it passes. The masonry above supporting the upper
chain, acts so as to prevent deflection of the upper chain, unless the lower
chain or pier should ascend, which is impossible, for the weight upon the
suspension-rods is applied to both piers, thereby affording rigidity against
action upwards.
Nov. 21.—T. Wbbstbb, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.
The Assistant Secretary read a paper " On Flexible Breakwater* and
Lit,Mhouses." By Mr. VV. H. Smith, C.E.
The paper, after alluding to the losses and amount of property annually
sacrificed on our coasts, referred to various efforts that have been made, by
means of floating breakwaters, to effect an economical barrier to the sea.
The peculiar principle of Mr. Smith's proposed breakwater it to give elas
ticity to the structure. The models exhibited were formed of a long wall
of open piles, divided into separate sections, each having an independent
motion at the top, but secured and pivoted at the bottom, on the screw-pile.
The braces (with counterbalance weights at the centre), extending seawards
from each side, are also affixed by the screw-pile. The sections, on being
struck by the sea, yield to it, thereby eluding violence, and the waves passing
through the close grating are disseminated. The structure recoils when it
becomes in equilibrium with the waves, and on its return still further cuts it
up. Excepting in a storm, the breakwater is comparati«ly motionless. The
author conceives it applicable in every situation to the formation of harbours.
The material employed may be either wood or iron. The same principle of
giving elasticity is proposed to be applied to lighthouses, whatever the varia
tion of circumstances as regards depth of water, situation, &c,—the object
being to obtain the greatest possible strength and least possible shock from
the force of the sea or wind draft.

Nov.ROYAL
12.—JohnSCOTTISH
Cay, Esq., F.R.S.E.,
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President,
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the Chair.

Nov. 14.—W.
SOCIETY
Tooke,OF
Esq.,
ARTS,
F.R.S.,LONDON.
V.P., in the Chair.
a Rcssell.
new Principle for Suspension Bridges and Landing
Mr."On
H. H.
v Pieri."
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The paper commences with some preliminary remarks on the origin and
adoption of suspension bridges, which would appear to be of great antiquity,
Humboldt and other travellers having seen them in uncivilised countries
constructed of bark, reeds, and bamboo-cane, &c. slung across wide and dan
gerous chasms, and used for passenger-traffic. In Thibet and China they
have been found sufficiently strong to enable beasts of burden, and men with
loads and palanquins, to pass over in safety. The application of this mode
of constructing bridges in our country was first made hy Captain Samuel
Brown, R.N., in what he termed his " Chain Cable Bridges," and was first
suggested to him by the rope-bridge of Penipe. Bridges of this description
were constructed, and others proposed, by Telford, Mr. Tierney Clerk, and
others. The success of these bridges gave so great a stimulus, as to cause
their introduction into almost every civilised country in Europe; and their
partial destruction has led to various arrangements for increasing their sta
bility, especially with a view of arresting the undulations which may be
excited in them. The principle adopted by Mr. Russell was first suggested
to him by witnessing the rigidity of two lines of cobwebs crossing a street
in the direction of the main-chains of the bridge ; a third, running in a
nearly horizontal direction underneath, was supported at intervals from the
upper two in the one Bpandrail, and in the other bad a circular web, of
large dimensions, also stayed in all directions to the upper and lower webs ;
and a spider was observed to cross the lower cord without causing sensible
deflection. The model and drawings exhibited were of a bridge with piers;
the main-chains are arranged so as to pass over the top and under the bottom
of the outer piers; thus presenting two systems of chains, having their ex
tremities fastened at different points. By this arrangement the structure
will, it is conceived, be more rigid, and the disturbance to which the bridge
is subject lest felt.
The disturbances to which chain bridges are subject are of two kinds

The President, on taking the Chair, opened the session with the follow
ing address :—As the time had now come when he must vacate the chair to
which the Society had done him the honour to elect him, be could not do so
without adverting to the interesting session which they were that night to
wind up. They had had a great many excellent communications connected
with the practical arts, both of chemistry and mechanics, as the prize-list and
models on the table abundantly testified. He must advert, in a particular
manner, to the papers of Mr. Buchanan on the Strength and Strain of Mate
rial!. He was sure that these papers were of the highest importance to
practical engineers, and that evpry member who had heard them must agree
with him in thinking that the thanks of the Society were especially due to
Mr. Buchanan for his valuable communications. He had to deplore the loss
of several members by death during the last session. He could not but
name Dr. S. Hibbert Ware, a distinguished naturalitt, and a member of the
Society from its commencement. Their ranks were continually thinning
from various causes, and hence the necessity for continued recruiting to keep
the Society in healthful working order. It was manifestly the interest of
this country, he said— a country which depended so much upon its me
chanical efficiency—to promote and encourage improvements in the useful
arts, more especially as, from the report of the Society of Arts of England,
to which he referred, it appeared that the French are treading very closely
upon our heels. The Americans, too, he understood, were now spinning
and weaving their own cotton, and that to such an extent as to give no
little anxiety to those great English towns which depended so entirely for
their prosperity upon this article of commerce. He had, however, no fetufor our British machinists— they had long stood nnrivalled for their me
chanical ingenuity, and he did not for a moment doubt that British skill
and British enterprise would still maintain their wonted superiority. He
called the attention of the Society to two most important opportunities for
the exhibition of mechanical skill and research, which would soon occurnamely, the great exhibition to be opened to all nations in London, under
the patronage of H.R.H. Prince Albert, and the meeting of the British
Association at Edinburgh next year, and expressed a hope that the mem
bers of this Society would avail themselves of these occasions for distin
guishing themselves. In quitting the Chair, he thought it his duty to
state that bis experience of ther constant attention to the interests of the
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Society, warranted him in stating that the thanks of the Society were most
especially due to their excellent Secretary, to whose unwearied and labo
rious exertions they owed so very much ; also to their Treasurer and
Editor of Transactions.
The following communications
STRENGTH were
OF made
:—
MATERIALS.

"At the request of the Council an Experimental Exposition teas given, con
taining his concluding observations on the 'Strength of Materials ' as applic
able to the construction of Cast or Wrought-lron Bridges, and on the Con
way and Britannia Tubular Bridges" (I'art I.) 13y Georoe Uuchanan,
Esq., F.R.S.E., late Pres. R.S.S.A.
In this exposition, Mr. Buchanan, after apologising for the length to
which he bad been imperceptibly drawn in these communications, com
menced by recapitulating the general principles which had formerly been
laid down regarding the tensile and compressive strains of materials, and,
in addition to the results of former experiments, made at the request of
the Society, on the stones from different quarries in the neighbourhood,
gave now the results of others which had since been carefully made on the
harder materials of Caithness and Arbroath pavement, along with white
marble and whinstone, as follows — viz. :—
Tensile.
Compressive.
Whinstone
14691b.
.... 82701b.
Arbroath pavement
1*261
. . . . 7SW
Callhneu do
1064
... 64'J3
Marble
722
... 64SI
In all these experiments the peculiar nature of the two strains is dis
tinctly exhibited ; the specimens exposed to the tensile strain showing a
clean fracture and no fragments ; those exposed to the compressive being
generally crushed to powder, and the fragments flying in all directions
by lateral divergence ; and generally, when any considerable fragment
remains, showing the appearance of a pyramid from which the sides of the
square had been broken—a form which has also been observed in the com
pression of cast-iron.
In regard to the transverse strength, he repeated the principles and
general rule for calculation formerly explained by adopting what he termed
a unit of strength, which differs in each material ; but being once deter
mined by actual experiment, affords a datum for calculating the strength
of that material in every case, whatever be the dimensions of the masses
acted on. This unit expresses the strength of a cubic inch of the material
— i.e., a bar 1 inch square, supported on bearings 1 inch apart, and loaded
in the middle till it breaks. The strength of such a unit for cast-iron bad
been given on a former evening at 11 tons. In regard to timber, he had
himself made various experiments on Memel fir, and had found the unit
•1, (Kilt lb. Oak and beech, by other experimenters, was found 6,0001b. ;
asb, 8,000 lb.
In regard to the tranverse strength of stones, few experiments, he said,
had been made on our building materials, although it was a strain they
were mnch subjected to in stairs, balconies, covers of conduits, &c. He
proposed, therefore, to try several specimens which were now before the
meeting— viz., Hailes pavement, Craigleitb, and Arbroath.
Each of
these specimens was 3 inches thick, 9 inches broad, laid flatways and sup
ported at each end between two upright pillars, the distance between
the bearings being exactly 3 feet.
These specimens were loaded by
weights successively laid on a scale bung from the centre of the pavement,
until it broke. The Hailes was first tried, and, after carrying succes
sively 4 cwt. and S cwt. for a little time, at last it gave way with 7 cwt.
10 lb. A specimen of the same rock and dimensions previously tried gave
Dearly the same result, being 7 J cwt. The Craigleith carried considerably
more. After bearing 7 cwt. and 8 cwt. for some time, it gave way at last
with 10} cwt. The Arbroath pavement was found still greatly ahead even
of the Craigleith. After carrying 12 cwt. and 14 cwt. for some time, it
went on bearing 16} cwt. This it bore for a short interval ; and while an
additional weight was in the act of being put ou it gave way. These
experiments are important, and appeared to excite much interest. From
these the unit of strength is easily calculated.
The transverse strength and the forms of cast-iron girders for spanning
wide openings were formerly explained, and the application of malleable
iron in the form of hollow tubes or girders ; and, connected with this
subject, he explained a plan which bad lately been propossd by Mr.
Beardmore, C.E., London, who bad favoured bim with the results of some
interesting experiments made by him. The plan consisted in constructing
fire-proof or other floors by girders, consisting merely of thin plates of
sheet-iron running parallel to each other at intervals, like ordinary joists
resting on the walls at each end ; these plates strengthened and united to
angle-irons on the top, aod to a thin plate below, running the whole way
between the girders. The interval between them is filled up with a mass
of concrete, the use of which is chiefly to keep the thin plate girders in
their place, so that being incapable of bending, the full effect of the section
of the iron is obtained, whereby the strength of such flooring, considering
the thinness of the metal employed, is remarkable. In one experiment,
where the girder consisted of sheet-iron, No. 14 gage, or ^'h of an inch
thick and 13 iuches deep, and placed 13 inches apart, anu the length or
span between the walls or bearings 23 feet—also the total sectional area
6} inches, while that of the concrete was 331 inches. This was loaded
8,000 lb., which is nearly double the weight of any number of persons
that could lime room to stand on the beam, and only deflected £ inch.
With 12,000 lb. it deflected about {-inch, which was considered the proba
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ble limit of safe deflection. With 13,6701b. it deflected 1 inch ; it was
not loaded farther, but the calculated breaking weight was 26,000 lb. Mr.
Buchanan then showed a model of a floor on this principle, consisting of
the thinnest liu-plale iron-girders, 3 feet long, ljtnch deep, and 2 inches
apart, and the spaces filled-in with plaster of Paris. Even this slender
material carried with safety a person standing iu the middle, and gave
way with 3 cwt., chiefly owing to the joints in the bottom plate not being
soldered, hut merely laid over.
In regard to the application of hollow girders, or tubes, and the won
derful discoveries on this subject which the progress of engineering works
had recently brought to light in the constrnction of the Conway and Bri
tannia Tubular Bridges, he had formerly given a particular account of
these, and had only now further to add, that he had the pleasure recently
of visiting these structures, and was in every respect highly gratified with
the result, and with the progress and state of the works, which were all
pointed out to him and explained in the most liberal manner by Mr. Edwin
Clarke, the very able and accomplished engineer on whom the active
charge of the principal department in this undertaking had been devolved
by Mr. Stephenson.
The Conway Bridge, as we know, has been long since finished, and the
trains on the Chester and Holvbead Railway are seen daily passing and
repassing. It ceases already to be any longer a wonder in the neighbour
hood, yet the stranger pauses to gaze with admiration on this extraordinary
triumph of science and engineering skill, as the train enters the tube, and
again emerges under the walls of the magnificent remains of Conway Castle.
In passing through the tube the sound of the train is peculiar, but not
greatly louder than in ordinary tunnels. No sensible tremor or vibration
is experienced, and the heaviest trains, when observed externally, do not
produce any visible deflection. The line of the under surface of the tube
is quite horizontal. The upper surface rises with a gentle curve towards
the centre. The under surface bad also when r (instructed a slight rise or
camber iu the centre of about seven or eight inches; but when the sup
ports were removed from beneath, leaving it standing on the two extremi
ties, it sunk in the middle by its own'weight into a straight line, and this
exactly as was intended by the engineers ; showing the accuracy of the
principles and data on which such nice calculations could previously be
made of the probable deflection, and this chiefly from the experiments on
the model tube by Mr. Fairbairn, described ou a former evening.
The Britannia Bridge, to which he next proceeded, is a still greater
work even than the Conway, and connected with many circumstances cal
culated to impart interest to this structure, and everything connected with
it. The curiosity and wonder excited by the famous Bridge of Suspension
over the Menai Straits were great: and he well recollected visiting this
work during its progress, and the vast operations, as they were then con
sidered, of fabricating, connecting, aud finally lifting the enormous chains
of which it is composed, each of which afier all, hardly exceeded 100
tons, between rock and rock, and the central portion, which alone bad to
be lifted by one purchase, not above 30 or 40 tons. The principle of sus
pension also was not quite new, but bad previously beeu exemplified in
stiuctures of considerable magnitude; still this was considered, and
justly, an astonishing effort of skill, and remains a monument of the genius
of Telford. What must we think, then, of the structure now in progress,
and already seen partly spooning the same Straits, which is not only new
in principle, and untried before the great experiment of the Conway, but
where the entire bridge itself, nearly 2,000 tons in weight, requires not
only to be floated on the water from the place of its construction, but then
raised more lhau 100 feet in perpendicular altitude in one mass, and by
one mighty purchase, to i is Beat ou the top of the towers prepared for it.
What extraordinary streoglh of materials—of chains, bolls, bars, and con
nections, dues not this imply I What amazing resources of mechanical
power and combination iu the lifting machinery! What consummate
arrangements, in launching the gigautic mass into the troubled waters of
these Straits, and steering it with safety to iu destination I All these cir
cumstances tend to raise a singular degree of interest in this structure,
aud the operations connected with it, aud the result fully realised his anti
cipations, of which, however, he could only give but a faint idea by de
scription.
The first view which the traveller obtains is in crossing the Straits by the
present Suspension Bridge. Looking about a mile to the westward, the
towers of the Britannia Bridge are seen rising with imposing effect—the
centre one, as it were, from out of the water—the two exterior ones from
the edge of the waters, and the terminal pillars or abutments on the top of
the high ground on each side. But the object to which the atteniion above
all becomes riveted, is the appearance of an extended wall or roadway
spanning the 460 feet opeuing between the Britannia tower and the Anglesea shore. This is the first of the four tubes which has been raised to its
elevation of 103 feet above the waters. This is, iu fact, The Bridge,
standing without any appearance of support, aod totally unlike any of the
great works of ibis kind which have hitherto formed the pride of the
architect and engineer. No more the noble arch rising, as we often see, so
magnificently from the level of the opposite shores— nor the light and ele
gant curve of suspension hanging with such regular and airy proportions
between the lofty towers on each side , but a figure perfectly horizontal
and nearly rectilineal, spanning the opening and resting on the opposite
towers— a figure certainly unequal to the others in beauty, but yet raising
iu the mind a sensation irresistibly striking, as exhibiting on such a mag
nificent scale the successful development of a new, grand, and simple idea
iu mechanical science.
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Mr. Buchanan then proceeded lo live an interesting description of the
situation of the bridge, the romantic shores of the estuary, the extraordi
nary phenomena of its tides rushing in from the great sea at either extre
mity, and producing, by the concurrence of waters and other circum
stances, peculiar anomalies, and, above all, currents, running often at the
rate of seveo and eight miles an hoar; and lastly, the extraordinary and
exciting operations connected with the launching of the first great tube,
and floating it through those waters and currents; the difficulties, the
dangers, and (he singular incidents which occurred during the brief and
trying moments of this extraordinary enterprise, but which, by the longmatured and perfect arrangements previously made, all euded in depositing
it safely oo its site between the piers.
The next great operation to be described was that of the lifting of the
lube, but the description of which, owing to the important business before
the Society this evening, of distributing the annual prizes lo the successful
competitors f»r Inventions and Communications, was necessarily deferred
to another evening. In conclusion, particular reference was made to the
great work which is now preparing by Mr. Edwin Clarke, with Mr. Step.iensoo's sanction and advice, being a history and description of the Con.
way and Hriiannia Tubular Bridges, with all the operations, and illus
trated by very numerous drawings, on a large scale, of the details of the
work, and also an accoaat of the various experiments oo the strength of
iron rivetted joints. &c, soate of the results of which, as communicated
to him by Mr. Clarke, he would state at the next meeting.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
In accordance
iVor. 13 and
with
Jft.—Josh
the resolution
ita Fixld,
of aEsq.,
special
President,
meetinginoftheMembers,
Chair. the
Session of the Institution commenced on the 13th ult., instead of, as hereto
fore, in the middle of January. This is a great improvement, as it assimi
lates the rouiiM of this asefnl Society to that of other scientific bodies; it
will also prove very convenient to the country members, give a greater num
ber of meeting*, sod enable the Session to terminate brilliantly with the
President's conwrsaswne. The annual general meeting for the election of
President, Council, and Officers, is appointed to take place on Tuesday, De
cember 18th.
Tha paper read was a "Description of the Cofferdam at the Grimsby
OocH. By Mr. Chari** Nkati. A. Inst. C.E.
The author commenced hy briefly noticing the importance of preliminary
structure* in all storks of hydraulic engineering, and the difficulties generallv attending their execution. The position of Grimsby, on the south shore
of the Number, wa* then described ; its proximity to the sea ; the natural
shelter aflorded hy the opposite shore of Spurn Head ; and the various ad«a»I**v« it prevented for the construction of extensive docks. A general
.••acsipttoa h»Uo»*d of lite enclosure made for the purpose of the docknoikv which comprised an area of 138 acres, and projected five-eighths of
a »n'e hevond the margin of the high-water line of the shore. It was exuhuncd. that tha •*tn»s* of the eoast necessitated this great projection, as it
«w ieoui»it* to found the new entrance locks in the low-water channel of
the tivai, tn ordci to secure, at all times, a sufficient depth of water for large
le.ivbk fhc»e conditions regulated the position of the cofferdam, which
stood, in a »♦»» **pt»*ed situation, and was entirely self-supported ; its prinvutt (valwiv* »eie slated to be its extent, and the form of its construction.
ti.y tvualh »l th» cortVid*nt was 1&00 feet, supporting at high water a
bead vt »*«•« of *'> 'eel, whilst the excavation behind it was carried to
k 1 i*vt hetow low water. The form of the dam was that of a circular curve,
with a vctsvd »l»a of »00 feet, or nearly one-fifth of the span.
v\..itl \<i the tvntlrticltvn arrangemei.ts were peculiar; the work con
sisted ol a ttlphj ro.w of whole timber sheet piling, which derived interior
tutu/oii Hmwi cottutetfotU or hultres.e* of solid sheet-piling, driven at inter\V« ol so l*»t Ihtowahottt It* length. The long or throngh-bolts were made
>,. hi,«h !•"«» »»>< ivi»»tnat» *t the middle row of piling, so that no water
i. .i.i |mw •>>»». them through the dam. In the middle row of piling,
M.v..i Ul iion >'U»oujl was stilistttuled for timber walings, which formed ei,, i, »\ U>u»nu.ii>i*l tie*. •«« lef* •" uninterrupted surface on the piling,
, i.uti »io«h the pu-MIe would He compactly. It was stated that these
, „. .,,» h*d mooted *» extraordinary degree of stability and tight,,. ,'i «iiu. tuio, which hail resisted the effects of storms, and the pres• i ill. ihIis. in th» M»oM Matted manner, during a period of fourteen
,,.,,
y 1,,.,i„,.| ,»| the gtounil between the works and the shore was
■ ' \. '•> "» ot * «o't sllljf clay, probably the site of an old channel;
vv (, „.,, . i, ,n^ all oivVeullutHi impossible to raise any solid struc, ,i, ,i., »'i ntattw was adopted of displacing it completely, by
, 'm's, i ilu'h »i»»» itthhlr, which sunk down to the bard bed of
, ■, Us ui.thoit w*» wcwssful in forming a very fine embankI
l ,

,

,,, i„ ,i „Vi .t» ill *«»ei ft oiii Artesian wells in Grimsby was ad, i
, ,,! 'i io the ticliilly of Ihe chalk hills.
i ,i, , itn'i .lie* atleiilliin to the magnitude of the ma, , ,,0,0 't1 iM'inhy, snil Tot the formation of which the
', ! ,1 wintli, when iiiitipl'led, from the ilesigns of Mr.
,i
i,
,,
«uo uttilei the superintendence of Mr. Adam
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Smith, the resident engineer, will form perhaps one of the roost useful, as
well as the most important, maritime works of modern times.
The Dean or Westminster made some remarks on the advantages that
would result, from engineers possessing a more accurate knowledge of geo
logy, and being able to discriminate between strata by an examination of tha
component parts, and to decide upon their origin, as a guide in judging of
their capability of supporting the weight* likely to be placed upon tbem in
the construction of work*. He gave many instances where, in bis opinion,
more accurate geological knowledge would have secured greater success, or
have prevented casualties. He quoted particularly the borings and the report
ssid to hsve been made previous to the commencement of the Thames Tun
nel, and the recent statement, that the projected tunnel for receiving and
conveying the sewage of London down to the Essex marshes, would, through
out its entire length, have been in the London clay. He showed, however,
that no London clay was to be fonnd eastward of St. Paul's, and that the
plastic clay was constantly mistaken for it, in consequence of the observers
not possessing a sufficiently accurate knowledge of the difference in the con
stituent features of the two clays.
Mr. Rendel and Mr. Brunei., slthough they admitted that an accurate
knowledge of geology was most valuable to the profession, contended that
engineers were not so ill-informed on the subject as had been aasnmed; tbey
did appreciate the necessity of that knowledge, and although tbey might not
he able to discourse upon it with the eloquence of a Buckland, a Lyell, or a
Sedgwick, or to speculate so plausibly upon the events of past ages, no
careful engineer ever decided upon the position, or mode of construction of
his works, without a series of trial borings, a careful examination of the
specimens, and experiments on them, chiefly with the view of ascertaining
their strength, or capability for sustaining weights. Instead, therefore, of
accusing engineers, of knowing so little, it was rather a subject of surprise
that tbey knew so much ; for no profession demanded such varied acquire
ments, or the exercise of such general common-sense and judgment. It was
shown, that the position of the Thames Tunnel was not determined by the
report, or the results of the borings, but with a view to establishing a con
nection between particular localities. The borings were perhaps inefficiently
made, as compared with those of the present day, with tbe improved appa
ratus now in use ; but Mr. I. K. Brunei had made a very complete series of
borings across the Thames, showing most accurately the strata of the bed,
and no errors could have been induced by them.—The statement of the pro
posed sewer tunnel being in the London clay, never had been accepted by
eminent men, who understood their profession, however it might have been
argued upon, as an assumed fact, hy Commissioners and Boards of Sewers.
The discussion was closed by the Dean of Westminster giving an example
of the urgency for engineers becoming geologists; and on Mr. Rendel stating
that the clay at Leith was so hard as to require to be blasted, and yet that,
when exposed to a small current of water, was completely dissolved within a
fortnight, the rev. Dean at once explained it, as arising from the presence of
a multitude of minute particles of mica, whose non-adhesive properties pro
duct ' the speedy disintegration of the mass. This was admitted to be tbe
fact, and had been observed and allowed for by the engineer in the construc
tion of the works.
Nov. 27.—Joshda Field, Esq., President, in the Chair.
The paper read was a " Description of the Old Southend Pier-head, and
the externum of the pier ; with an inquiry into the nature and ravage* of
the ' Teredo Navalit,' and the means hitherto adopted for preventing its
attacks.'' By Mr. John Paton.
After describing the form of construction f the old pier-head, and
showing the adoption of copper sheathing for protecting it from decay, and
the important considerations involved in the attempt to preserve marine
structures, the paper explained the ravages committed by marine worms
{Teredo Navalis, Lymnoria Terebrans, and others) on the piles, both above
and below the copper sheathing. This sheathing extended from the top of
the mud to three feet above low water-mark; the worm destroyed the
timber from two feet below the surface of the mud, to eight feet above low
water spriug tides, and, in fact, out of thirty-eight fir timber piles, and
various oak piles, not one remained perfect, after being up only three years
indeed, some were entirely eaten through.
A general outline of the extension of the pier, and a minute description;
of the pier-head, were then given, showing the means adopted by the us
of iron piles, and by scupper-nailing the inner piles, to preserve the struc
ture from decay. The greater portion of the extension of the pier, the
length of which was one mile, as well as the whole of the pierhead, we
constructed of square, hollow, iron piles, and scupper-nailed fender piles ;
the iron piles being forced to a depth of from eight feet lo sixteen feet, by
pulling them backwards and forwards with ropes attached to them, and
not by driving in the usual manner; they were then filled with gravel and
concrete to within five feet of tbe top, and the fir piles to sustain the super
structure were fitted into tbem. Tbe pier-bead was constructed with lorty
cast-iron piles, and twenty fender piles, nailed from five feet below Ihe bed
of the sea to eight feet above low water; its greatest height was twenty live feet above low water spring tides.
The paper then entered into an investigation of the nature and opera
tions uf the Teredo Navalis, and showed, as a remarkable peculiarity, that
no chemical menus had hitherto prevented wood from beiug destroyed by
these auimaJs and Hie Lymnoria Terebrans, whose destructive powers were
likewise noticed, and as having penetrated betwteu the cupper abeatbiog
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and the wood at Southend. The operations of the Teredo, althoogh most
destructive in warm cliiua'es, extended themselves to all places, having
been found almost in the Polar seas.
The chief peculiarities which distinguished the Teredo were stated to
have been ascertained by minute microscopical investigation, and that
woody fibres of an extremely minute nature had been discovered in the
body, thus setting at rest the question as to whether the Teredo did actually
feed upon the wood. It was stated, that the failure of chemical means to
preserve timber from destruction by the marine worm was believed to pro
ceed from two causes—namely, of poisonous compounds having no se
riously injurious effect upon them, and the sea-water, and other things, de
composing the poisonous ingredients contained in the wood. In corrobo
ration of the first uf these views, accounts of experiments made by Mr.
Patoo were adduced ; and physiological facts, quoted from the British and
Foreign Medical Review, were brought forward to show, that cold-blooded
animals were much more tenacious of life, than those of a higher tempera
ment ; and hence it was argued, that, as it required a very large quantity
of poison of the most virulent nature, to destroy animals of a much higher
order than the Teredo Navalit, it would take a still greaier quantity to
affect those animals as they existed in their own element ; and it was ques
tioned, under these circumstances, whether wood could ever be so com
pletely and thoroughly saturated, as in any degree to affect them. The
corrosive action of the sea-water, its extended influence and constant vari
ableness in different parts of the globe, were then commented on, and some
of the various salts held in solution mentioned. It was believed to be im
possible to form any general notion of the precise action of sea-water on
timber, whether chemically saturated, or not, without a series of most mi
nute experiments, and a large body of facts, carefully collected in different
parts of the globe—as that which might be advantageously used in the
Thames, might not be of the slightest avail in the Tropics, and vice vena ;
it was thus questioned, whether any generally applicable principle could
be found for the counteracting of that universal solvent of soluble matter.
The conclusions arrived at were, that the ravages of the marine worm were
not prevented by any chemical application, and that nothing but mechani
cal means could ever prove completely successful : studding with broadheaded nails was considered to be the most effectual remedy, and various
authorities were quoted, proving its success. The paper concluded with
a list of places where wood, prepared with various chemical ingredients,
bad been destroyed from various causes.
The discussion was commenced by the Dean of Westminster who
descanted very lengthily on the analogous action of the Pholat ou stone,
and on other topics, until, as the evening was so far advanced, it was an
nounced that the discussion on the paper would be continued at the next
meeting, December 4, wheu the first monthly ballot would take place.

NOTES Or THE MONTH.
The Royal Yacht.—The Victoria and Albert is ordered to be docked at
Portsmouth to have an entire refit, and to have new boilers planned for her.
This will be the third set of new boilers within five years, although she is
only employed about a month each year. When this vessel was launched we
estimated the cost at 100,000/. The idea was then scouted, but it is never
theless the fact that she has cost the country altogether nearer 200,000/. We
are quite sure that the public would not begrudge the expenditure of the
larger sum in procuring for her Majesty a suitable yacht, if the accommoda
tion could not he obtained for a less amount, but they will object to paying
for one most inefficient vessel what ought to purchase at least half a dozen.
The Ruler of Egypt has degraded and banished the naval architect and cap
tain nf hit yacht—a good and efficient ship many hundred tons larger than
the Victoria and Albert—because the cost exceeded the estimate; but our
liberal and enlightened government has given the naval architect of the
Royal yacht a retirement nf 500/. a year, whilst bis assistant has had his
salary increased from 650/. to 800/. a year, and the shipwright, builder, and
his progeny have received all sorts of promotions. People of common sense
will easily determine which government is most wise and just.— United
Service Gazette.
Parachute Liyhti.—Some experiments were recently made at the Wool
wich Mortar Battery, to test the efficiency of a new light invented by Capt.
Boxer, for lighting the atmosphere. General Lacy, Col. Dundas, C.B.,
Lieut. -Col. Chalmer, Lieut.-Col. Bell, Lieut. Col. Brereton, C.B., Lieut. Col.
Hardinge, K.H., Lieut.-Col. Anderson, Lieut.-Col. Pester, Lieut.-Col. Max
well, Brigade-Major Bingham, and Major Dupins, with a great number of
officers of the garrison, and Lord James flay, assembled at the Mortar Battery,
when quite dark, to witness experiments with the common 8 inch carcases
of the service, used for firing so as to give light to show the position of an
enemy in dark nights, and to compare them with an invention to answer the
same purpose more effectually, invented by Capt. Boxer, Royal Artillery.
The first fired was one of the carcases from an 8-inch mortar, and it fell to
the ground at a distance of between 200 and 300 yards, and continued
burning about 10 minutes. One of the cases containing Capt. Boxer's plan
was then fired. It consists of two tin eases, each being half-a sphere; the
one containing the composition, which bnrns like a brilliant blue light, and
the other, the parachute, formed of a light description of closely-woven
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bunting. The diameter nf the cases appeared to be about five inches, and
when fired tbey attained a considerable altitude, but the parachute did not
in the first instance open out sufficiently, and the lighted composition soon
fell to the ground. The second fired on Capt. Boxer's plan was a beautiful
spectacle, the shells ascending to a great altitude, and when at the highest
point an explosion took place, similar to the bursting of a rocket in the air,
and out came a parachute fully 6 feet in diameter and about 3 feet in depth,
suspending the brilliant blue light and gradually descending, illuminating
the part of the common on which it descended with a very brilliant light.
The third and fourth— all that were fired on Capt. Boxer's principle—were
equally successful, and all appeared much gratified with the result. Three
nther carcases were fired from the 8-inch mortar with a similar effect to the
first ; but although they gave out flame for a considerable time, they ap
peared to burn dim compared with Capt. Boxer's. It may be mentioned
that the parachute which supports the burning composition, on Capt. Boxer's
plan, is about from 7 to 8 feet above the burning matter ; six cords descend
ing from it are attached to a small chain about a foot long, fixed to the com
position shell.
Poor ratet in the Metropolis.—It appears from an ingenious work recently
published by Mr. O. L. Hutchinson, that the following inequalities exist in
the rating of the metropolis, which is by no means the worst instance to be
adduced :—The annual value of property in East and West London is
211,150/., rated at 2s. 10d. in the pound. The annual value assessed in the
City is 613,883/., rated at It. Id. ; Whitechapel, 197.522/., rated at Is. '.hi. ;
St. James's, Westminster, 250,160/., rated at 10a*. ; Bethnal-green, 95,549/.,
rated at 2a. !W. ; St. George's, Hanover-square, 604,105/., rated at 6d. Tbe
amount received by tbe poor of the city is equal to 18s. lOd. per head on
the population within the walls, and the amount of relief given to the po
pulation without the walls is equal to 8>. 6d. per head. The amount of re
lief extended to the poor of the different districts per I/, value of rated pro
perty is— Bermondsey, 3». 3d. ; East and West London, 2s. lOd. ; Bethnalgreen, 2s. 9rf. ; St. George's, Southwark, 2*. id. ; Shoreditch, it. id. ;
Greenwich, 2s. id. ; Newington, 2*. 3d. ; Stepney, 2». ; Rotherhithe, la. lid. ;
Whitechapel, It. 9d. ; Camberwell, If. 8<i. ; Holborn, la. id.; St. Luke's,
1*. Id. : City of London, It. 'id. ; Hackney, It. id. ; Strand, It. id.; Clerkenvvell, It. id. ; Poplar, It. 3d. ; St. Giles, It. 3d.; Kensington, It. la*. ;
St.Pancras.lt. Id.; Westminster, lid.; Marylebone, lid.; St. Martin'sin-the- Fields, lid.; St. James's, Westminster, 10a*. ; Islington, 8d. ; and St.
George's, Hanover-square, 6d. These disproportions have rather increased
than diminished since this return was made.
Chlorure of Silver.— Ilerr Poggendorf has succeeded in decomposing
chlorurc of silver by the galvanic battery, which is useful when it is wanted
to prepare pure silver to re-dissolve it. The way is, to take chlorure of
silver in the wet state, put it in a crucible, pouring over diluted sulphuric acid
(1 acid, 9 -water), and introducinga porous cylinder filled with tbe same liquid,
and in this a plate of amalgamated zinc, brought into communicaiton by a
copper wire with platinum or silver.
Profits on Gat Manufacture. —A statistical return of the outlay and
profits of the Durham Gas Company shows that their gains for the year
1848 were at the rate of 27 J per cent.
On the Duration of Wood, and Meant of Prolonging it.—Tbe following
are tbe results of experiments made with great care and patience by Mr. G.
S. Hartig :— Pieces of wood of various kinds, 25 8th inches square, were
buried about an inch below tbe surface of the ground, and they decayed in
the following order:—The lime, American birch, alder, and the tremblingleaved poplar, in three years; the common willow, borse-chesnut, and plane,
in four years ; the maple, red beech, and common birch, in five years ; tbe
elm, ash, hornbeam, and Lombardy poplar, in six years | the robinia, oak,
Scotch fir, Weymouth pine, and silver fir, were only decayed to the depth of
half-an-inch in seven years ; the larch, common juniper, red cedar fjuniperut
virginianaj, and arbor-vita;, at the end of the last-mentioned period re
mained uninjured. The duration of the respective woods depends greatly
on their age and quality ; specimens from young trees decaying much quicker
than those from sound old trees ; and, when well seasoned, they last much
longer than when buried in an unseasoned state. In experiments with tbe
woods cut into thin boards decay proceeded in the following order, com
mencing with the most perishable order: The plane, horse cbesnut, poplar,
American birch, red beech, hornbeam, alder, asb, maple, silver fir, Scotch
fir, elm, Weymouth pine, larch, robinia or locust oak. It has been proved,
by repeated experiments, that the best mode of prolonging the duration of
wood is to char it, and then paint it over with three or four coats of pitch.
But simply charring the wood was of very little utility, as were also satura
tions with various salts, acids, &c.—Revue Horticole.
Expansive Steam-Enginet. — Mr. J. C. Pearce, of Salford, has made an
improvement in tbe expansive steam-engine, the advantages contemplated
by which are stated to consist iu the application of two self-acting valves,
in addition to the expansion legulalor, one to each end of tbe steam
cylinder—fixed in suitable passages, which communicate with the waste
steam or exhaust pipe. Mr. Pearce states that the use of these valves is
to prevent tbe pressure upon the working side of the pistun from falling
below the resistance or back pressure upon the opposite side—a very com
mon occurrence in carrying out the expansive principle, although attended
with very considerable loss of power ; and that tbe proposed improvement
is chiefly adapted to locomotives and other nou-condensing expansive en
gines, aud the power is extremely variable.
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Government Steamers.—X very large armament has been ordered for the
Valerius steam frigate, now being built at Pembroke. On the upper deck she will carry
one 68- pounder of 95 cwt. ; one 10- Inch pin of 83 cwt. ; and four 32-pounders of 66 cwt.
each, all of which are to be mounted on pivots. la addition she will be prepared to carry
eight 32-pouniJers of 56 cwt. each.

The Vulcan.—A Urge spare screw-propeller, furnished by Messrs. Retime,
has been landed at Woolwich Dockyard, to be put on board this vessel. It Is 14 feet In
diameter, and 5£ tons in weight, and being made of the best brass, or mixture nearly ap
proaching to gun-metal, Is calculated to be worth 1,200/.
Screw Propellers.— It has hitherto been usual to fit screw-propellers in the
rough shape In which they are cast, simply filing and smoothing the narrow edge of the
blade; bat one of the machines In the factory at Woolwich dockyard has been fitted in
such a manner as to plane the whole of one side of the blades, and on Its being tried In
the factory for the first time on a screw- propeller 9 feet In diameter, cast of bra»>s, for the
Archer, It appears to perform the work In great perfection. The difficulty of obtaining a
motion which would suit itself to the curve of the blade of a screw-propeller must be
evident to every one who haa witnessed its form, and yet It has been perfectly accom
plished In this Instance.

The Termagant, 24, screw-frigate, by White, of Cowes, bnilt in Deptford
dsckynrd, i,fi*6 tons, G20 -horse power, by Seaward, was again tried at Portsmouth, Nor.
19, at the measured mile In Stokes Bay, with light airs and a smooth sea, to endeavour to
obtain a more creditable result than on the former occasion. Captain Horatio Austen,
C.B., of the Blenheim, commanded the ship on this occasion. Mr. White, her designer,
was on board | as also Rear-Admirals Prescott, C.B., and Sir Charles Napier, K.C.B.,
with Mr. Murray, the chief engineer of the dockyard, and a host of naval officers from
the college, and elsewhere ashore, the trial having attracted much attention in the ser
vice. She went out of the harbour about 11 o'clock, trimmed to a draughtof 17 ft. 10 In.
aft and 16 ft. 1 in. forward, her midship portsill being then 6 ft. 9 in. from the water.
Her former draught was 16 ft. 9 In. forward, and 17 ft. 3 In. abaft. She was considered
at her load draught for sea service, being all complete for officers and men, topgallant
masts struck, and yards an end and pointed, all her guns and shot on board. The follow
ing is the result oi each run at the measured mile :—
Knots.
Firstrun
8*39 U
Second run
865 1 I

FMh^*:::::::::::::::: Vm \aub* a me,m ,pMd of •*** knoU "" h8urFifth run
9 137
Sixth run
7'627J
Revolutions (mean), 32; mean revolutions of propeller. 64; pressure of steam, 121b. ;
thermometer In engine-room, 85°; stokehole, 108°; temperature on the upper deek, 62° j
mean barometer, 27J Inches. She turned a whole circle to port, with the engines In full
play, Id 6m!n.9sec In a space the mean of which was about four times the ship's length.
This result Is certainly more respectable than that obtained on her trial a few days since,
with rough wind and weather; but Is, after all, but a beggarly account of service to be
expected in return for an expenditure of 70,000/., especially when placed In comparison
with the performances of the Arrogant screw- frigate, which achieves, under all circum
stances, more speed, although 306 tons more burden, with 260-boise power less.

The Conflict.—On Tuesday, the 13th ult., Her Majesty's steam-sloop
Conflict, 8. of 400 horse power, Commander T. G. Drake, made an experimental trip to
the Eddyatone.to test the power of her screw. From Plymouth she started from abieast
of the Breakwater Lighthouse, and reached the Eddystone Ugh thouse, a distance of
rather more than 10 miles, In 1 hour and bl\ minutes, to cover the ground, being an
amount of time for such a distance which 'per se' is not satisfactory.
Steam Screw- Propeller, Minx.—This vessel went down the river from
Woolwich dockyard on the 14th ult., to test the disc-engine of 10 horse power with which
she has been fitted. The engine, at starting, made 130 revolutions per minute, but the
average during the trial In Long Reach was 120 revolutions per minute. The speed at
tained was 5 271 knots with the tide, and 2'0 knots against the tide, giving an average of
3*625 knots per hour. The engine worked during the trial with a pressure of 60 lb. to
the square Inch. The speed was comparatively so little, that sha was lowed back to
Woolwich by the Monkey steam-vessel, at the rate of 8'4o knots per hour.
Launch of the Propontis.—A fine screw steamship, built of iron by Messrs.
Mare and Co., Blackwall, from a design by Mr. T. Waterman, jun., has been launched.
The Propontis will be the third constructed for the General Screw Shipping Company,
and of the same class as their two vessels the Bosphoius and Hellespont. Her dimen
sions are—length, 175 feet; breadth, 2') ft. 6 in.; depth, 17 ft. 6 in.; and tonnage, 531
8t>*94. She Is to be fitted with auxiliary engines of 80-horse power, by Messrs. Maudslay,
Sons, and Field, and will be commanded by Captain Brenan.
French Steamers.—Monsieur Cave', the great French engineer, has, accord
ing to the * Moniteur Industrie!,1 supplied a fourth steam tow-boat for the Rbtne, which
Is held forth as a great feat, and a triumph over the English, likewise that he Is the
great champion of the oscillating engine.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM OCTOBER 18, TO NOVEMBER 22, 1849.

Six Months allowedfor Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed.
John Cowley, of Walsall, Stafford, manufacturer, and John Hickman, of Aston, War.
wick, clerk, for Improvements in the manufacture of bedsteads, chairs, tables, couches,
and tubular or hollow articles.— Sealed November 2.
George Park Macindoe, of Mountblow, Scotland, for certain Improvements in machin
ery or apparatus applicable to the preparation, spinning, doubling, and twisting of cotton,
wool, silk, flax, and other fibrous substances.— November 2.
Adam Cottom, of the firm of John Elce and Co., of Manchester, machine makers, for
Improvements In machinery to be used in preparing and spinning cotton and other fibrous
substances, (A communication.)— November 2.
.fohn Jordan, of Liverpool, engineer, for certain Improvements in the construction of
ships and other vessels navigating on water.— November 2.
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[December,

Luclen Vldie, formerly of Paris, but now of South -street, Flnsbury, French advocate,
for certain Improvements In conveyances on land and water.— November 2.
Frederick Octarlus Palmer, of Great Sutton -street, Middlesex, gentleman, for certain
improvements In the manufacture of c indies, and also in the machtuery for the manufac
ture of such matters.— November 2.
Charles Cowper, of Southampton-buildings, Chancery- lane, for Improvements In the
treatment of coal, and in separating coal and other substances from foreign matters, and
in the manufacture of artificial fuel and coke, and in the distillation and treatment of tar
and other products from coal j together with Improvements In the machinery and appa
ratus employed for the said purposes. (A communication.) — November 2.
Michael John Haines, of Lucas-street, Commercial road East, Middlesex, lealhcr-plpe
maker, for Improvements in the manufacture of bands for driving machinery, iu hose, or
pipes, and buffers for railway purposes. — November 2.
Hiram Tucker, of Roxbury, Massachusetts, United States of America, for a certain
new or Improved manufacture of mantel-pieces.—November 2.
William Buckwell, of the Artificial Granite Works, Battersea, Surrey, civil engineer,
and Joseph Apsey, of Blackfriars, Surrey, engineer, for Improvements In steam-engines,
and in propelling vessels. — November 2.
William Morris, of Coldbath-square, Middlesex, civil engineer, for Improvements In
the preparing of cluy, and in the manufacture of bricks, til*s, and other articles made of
clay or brick earth.— November 2
James Combe, of Belfast, Ireland, engineer and machinist, for improvements In ma
chinery for hackling flax and hemp, and In machinery for producing fl.ix yarns.— Novem
ber 2.
Alfred Barlow, of Friday- street, London, warehouseman, for certain Improvements in
weaving.— November 2.
William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for Improvements In ma
chinery for dressing, shaping, cutting, and drilling or boring rocks or stone; part of
which Improvements are, with certain modifications, applicable to machinery or appara
tus fur driving piles. (A communication.)— November 6.
James Buck Wilson, of St. Helens, Lancaster, ropemaker, for certain Improvements In
wire ropes.— November 8.
Charles Edwards Amos, of the Grove, Southwark, Surrey, engineer, and Moses Clark,
of St. Mary Cray, Kent, engloeer, for improvements In the manufacture of paper, and In
the apparatus and machinery used therein ; part of which apparatus or machinery is
applicable
Charles Matthew
for regulating
Barker,
the of
pressure
Lower of
Kennlngton-lane,
fluids for variousSurrey,
purposes.—November
engineer, for improve
10.
ments In sawing or cuttln* wood and metals. —November 10.
Richard Ford Sturges, and Jonathan Harlow, both of Birmingham, for Improvements
In bedsteads.— Novembei 10.
Enoch Chambers, of Birmingham, smith, for Improvements In the manufacture of
wheels. — November 10.
Thomas Keely, of Nottingham, manufacturer, and William Wilkinson, of the same
place, framework knitter, for certain improvements in looped or elastic fabrics, and in
articles made therefrom ; also certain machinery for producing the said improvements,
which Is applicable lu whole or In part to the manufacture of looped fabrics generally.—
November 10.
Samuel Brown Oliver, of Woodford, Essex, gentleman, for improvements In dyeing and
dyeing materials. (A communication.)— November 10.
Henry Henson Heuson,of Hampstead, Middlesex, gentlemen, for certain Improvements
in railways and railway carriages.— November 10. To be dated June 14. 1849.
Rowland Brotherhood, of Chippenham, Wilts, railway contractor, lor an apparatus or
mode for covering trucks and wagons on railways, road wagons, and canal boats, so as
effectually to protect goods In the course of public transit from theft or damage, and at
the same time to allow of such trucks and wagons being loaded and unloaded with equal
facility.—November 10. To be dated July 18, 1849.
[The two last patents being opposed by caveat at the Grea Seal, were not sealed until
the 10th November, 1849 ; but bear respectively the date -Ley would have been sealed
bad no such opposition been entered.]
Robert Parnall, of the city of London, clothier, for a new instrument for facilitating
the stitching or sewing of woven fabrics.— November 13.
James Chesterman, of the firm of Messrs. Cutis and Co., of Sheffield, machinist, for
Improvements in carpenters' braces and other tools and Instruments used for drilling and
boring purposes.— November 18.
Charles Cowper, of Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, Middlesex, for Improve
ments In the manufacture of sugar. (A communication.)— November 14.
Louis Adolphe Duperrey, of 112, Faubourg da Temple, Paris, engineer, for certain im
provements in machinery for producing figures In relievo.— November 17.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery-lane, mechanical draughtsman, for Improvements
in manufacturing leather. (A communication.) —November 17.
Charles Ludovfc Augustln Melnlg, of Hamburgh, now residing in London, merchant,
for certain improved modes or methods of applying galvanism and magnetism to cura
tive and sanitary puposes. (A communication.)— November 17.
Charles James Pownal), of Kensington, Middlesex, esquire, for a certain mode or
method, or certain modes or methods, of ascertaining or registering the number of per
sons entering in or upon passenger conveyancea and passage ways, and the instruments
and apparatus for effecting the same. —November 17.
George Edmond Donlsthorpe, of Leeds, manufacturer, and James MUnes, of Bradford,
York, for improvements In apparatus used for stopping steam-engines and other first
movers.— November 17.
William Brlndley, of Nelsou terrace, Twickenham, Middlesex, papier-mache manufac
turer, for Improvements In producing ornamental designs on papier-mache, and In pre
serving vegetable matters.— November 17.
William B'ickwell, of the Artificial Granite Works, Battersea, Surrey, engloeer, for Im
provements In manufacturing pipes aud other structures artificially In moulds when using
stone and other matters.— November 17.
Samuel Stocker, of High Holborn, Middlesex, hydraulic engineer, for certain Im
provements In the beer-engines, beer measures, and tobacco-boxes used by publicans.—
November 17.
Thomas Worsdell, of Birmingham, Warwick, manufacturer, for certain Improvements
in the manufacture of envelopes and cases, and in the tools and machinery used therein.
—November 17.
John Webster Hancock, of Melbourne, Derby, manufacturer, for improvements In the
manufacture of hosiery goods, or articles composed of knitted fabrics.—November 17.
Charles Edouard Francis Constant Prospere De Cbangy, of Brussels, now residing In
Tavistock-street, Westminster, civil engineer, for Improvements in the preparation and
manufacture of flax, bemp, and other like fibrous substances.—November 20.
Charles Cowper, of Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, for certain improvements
In the manufacture of sugar. (A communication.)— November 20.
Francis Justin Duburguet, of Cabors, In the republic of France, for certain improve,
ments in hydro-pneumatic engines.—November 22
Joseph Pierre Gillard, of Paris, gentleman, for certain Improvements In ths production
of heat and light hi general.— November 22.
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